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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

Whilst we find books of reference in most departments of sciences and

literature in connection with European countries, daily becoming cheaper and

more abundant, those who investigate and seek for information regarding the

sources of British India, or any of the Scientific and economic subjects connec-

ted with Eastern Countries, still meet with much difficulty and hindrance,

owing to the necessity of consulting numerous authors whose works are scarce

or costly. And as some inquirers are without the pecuniary means of procur-

ing all the requisite books and Journals, or find it impossible to procure them

at any cost, whilst others want leisiure or opportunity for such extensive

research, it is evident that progress in these branches of knowledge would be

greatly facilitated, by collecting and condensing this widely dispersed in-

formation, thereby enabling future inquirers to gain some acquaintance with

the results of the investigations made by the many diligent and laborious in-

dividuals, who have devoted a great portion of their time to collecting

information over the vast areas of Southern Asia.

My avocations while employed in India, more particularly in the past

seven years, have rendered necessary for me a collection of books of reference

relating to India and the East, somewhat more numerous and varied in

character than private individuals generally possess ; whilst my employment a

Secretary to the Madras Central Committees for the Great Exhibition of 1851,

the Madras Exhibition of 1855, the Universal Exhibition held in 1855, in

Paris, and the Madras Exhibition of 1857, combined with my duties (since

1851), as Officer in Charge of the Government Central Museums, have brought

under my notice a rare variety of Eastern products and subjects of interest;

and thinking that, before quitting the countries in which I have dwelt for nearly

a quarter of a century, I might, with advantage leave to my successors in a

portable form, the notes made on the products of the East that have come

under my notice, combined with an abstract of useful information respecting

these contained in my books, I have been led to show the results in the present

shape.

A work of this aim and character might doubtless fully occupy the life

time of several men attainments ; and this Cyclopedia of India and Eastern and

Southern Asia, may therefore be regarded only as a first attempt towards the

kind of book, the want of which has been long and generally felt. But although

fully conscience of its incompleteness in many respects, yet, I trust it may still
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be received with all imperfections and omissions, as a useful and opportune

addition to Asiatic literature ; at least by those who recognize the greatness of

the saying of Emmerson, that “the thing done avails, and not what is said

about it; and that an “original sentence, or a step forward, is worth more than

all the censors’’* which may be made by such as are disposed to find fault, or

who would demand in a work of this kind, a degree of perfection unattainable

on a first trial.

The book is merely a novelty in form, the matter it contains being as old

as our possessions in India : it is simply a compilation of the facts and scientific

knowledge, which authors and inquirers have been amassing and communicat-

ing since then, to one and another and the public. But, “in our time, the higher

walks of literature have been so long and so often trodden, that whatever any

individual may undertake, it is scarcely possible to keep out of the foot steps of

his precursors” ,t and this Cyclopedia. I may, therefore, avow to be put an

endeavour to make generally available, in a condensed form, the information

acquired by those who have in any way investigated the natural or manu-

factured products of Southern Asia, or have at any time made its arts or

natural history the subjects of inquiry. Some of those whose writings I have

made use of, have long since gone to their account, but many a labourer yet

alive may find the result of his labours embodied here
; and I have done

this freely, because even those whose writings I have most largely drawn,

will acknowledge that the quaint old lines of Chaucertt still apply with full

force; viz. that,

“Out of the old field, as man sayeth,

Cometh all his new corn fro’ year to years;

So out of old books, in good faith,

Cometh all this new Sciences that men lere”

Indeed, I have rather sought to collect and condense accurate and well

ascertained facts than to present novelties; for originality is but too often

unconscious or undetected limitation. Byron, years ago, remarked that all

pretensions to it are ridiculous; and a wiser one than Byron has told us that

“there is nothing new under the sun.” But if there be nothing absolutely new
in this work, I hope it may yet be found to contain much which to many was

unknown before; and which for want of books, liesure, or opportunity, may
have debarred them from learning.

The Cyclopedia is not intended to comprise the whole Science of Botany,

nor that of Medicine or Zoology; nor to instrust in all the matters useful in

Commerce or the Arts; but, whether examined for information or ammusc-
ment, the botanist, the medical practitioner, the naturalist and the merchant,

^English Traits p. 5

tSalad for the Social, p. 317

ttibid, page 321.
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may perhaps each find something in it which, from his engagements he did not

know before, or though once knowing he may have again forgotten. In both

cases, the work may prove useful, since old thoughts are often like old cloths;

put away for a time, they become apparently new by brushing up. It

would have been better perhaps, had a work of this kind been undertaken

years ago, or even now were it made the joint effort of several persons :

indeed, to render it in any way complete, would call for the resources at the

command of a Government rather than of individuals; but we cannot have

every thing at the time we wish, nor in the way we wish, and it is better to have

some one undertake it and do it the best way he can, now, than to postpone it

to some further indefinite period.

With a view therefore of laying a foundation as a starting point for future

inquirers, I now undertake the commencement of a work, towards which I hope

to receive from many quarters aid and support as I proceed : being thereby

enabled either to produce future enlarged and improved editions of the work

my self, placing it, as 1 hope, within the reach of all, or seeing that task taken

up here after, by younger men, with more time and opportunities then are now
before me. A dinner of fragments is often said to be best dinner, and in the

same way, there are few minds that might furnish some instructions and

entertainment, from their scraps, ocfds and ends of knowledge. Those who
cannot weave a uniform web, may atleast produce a piece patchwork; and

any items of information sent to me will be very acceptable.

There is another difficulty which inquirers in this country have had to

meet and struggle with ; 1 allude to the many languages and dialects in use in

India and Eastern Asia, and subsequently the variety of scientific, national, or

even local names, by which the same thing is known. The only means of

overcoming this difficulty was to frame a copious index of Contents; for Pope

has well said that,

“Index learning turns no student pale,

yet holds the eel of science by the tail.”

This Indexing will add to the bulk of the book, but greatly also to its value as

a work of reference; and will be carefully completed.

1858 Edward Balfour



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The first edition with its two Supplements contained 29,870 names and

the work was favourably received by the public and press. But my acquintance

with these countries did not permit me to regard that number as other than a

foundation for an enlarged and improved edition, and this second edition will

contain about 100,000 names, under which much connected with India and

with Eastern and Southern Asia will be found.

I have spared neither time nor labour to make the present edition as

perfect as possible, but a Cyclopedia must necessarily ever be progressive.

1871 Edward Balfour



PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION

rilHE first edition of this Cyclopaedia was published in 1858 in India, the

second, also in India, in 1873, and the years 1877 to 1884 inclusive

have been occupied in revising it for publication in England. During tlais

process, every likely source of further information has been examined, and

many references made. I am under obligations to many learned men, to the

Secretariat Officers of the Indian Governments, and to the Kecord and library

Officers of the India Office, Colonial Office, and British Museum, for their ready

response to my applications for aid. •

This edition contains 35,000 articles, and 10,000 index lieadings, relating

to an area of 30,300,571 square kilometers (11,722,708 square miles), peopled

by 704,401,171 souls. In dealing with subjects in quantities of such magnitude,

oversights and points needing correction cannot but have occurred
;
but it is believed

that errata are not many, and will be of a kind that can be readily remedied.

It is inevitable that difficulties in transliteration should be experienced

owing to the variously accented forms which some words assume even among

tribes of the same race, also to the different values accepted in many languages

for the same letters, and especially to the want of correspondence in the letters

of the several Eastern alphabets
;

but in this work traditional and historical

spelling has not been deviated from, and the copious Indices will guide to

words of less settled orthography.

Men of the same race, habits, and customs, plants and animals of the same

natural families, genera, and even species, are so widely distributed throughout the

South and East of Asia, that local histories of them are fragmentary and

incomplete. India in its ethnologj", its flora and fauna, can therefore only

be fairly dealt with by embracing a wider area. This is the reason why

the Cyclopaedia and my work on the Timber Trees include all Eastern and

Southern Asia, the regions, the areas and populations of which may be thus

indicated :

—



VI PREFATORY' NOTICE.

INDIA,
i

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN ASIA.
|

Square Kilometers. Population.

Caucasus, Russian, 472,666 5,54b,554

Trans-Caspian, do. ... 327,068 203,000

Central Asia, do. ... 3,017,700 5,036,000

Independent Turkoman Region, 206,500 450,000
Khiva, 57,800 700,000
Bokhara, Thignan, Karategin, etc.. 239,000 2,130,000

Arabia, ..... 3,156,600 5,000,000

Persia, ..... 1,647,070 7,653,000

Afghanistan and Provinces, 721,664 4,000,000

Kafiristan, ..... 51,687 500,000

China Proper, .... 4,024,690 350,000,000

China Provinces, . 7,531,074 21,180,000

11,555,764 371,200,000

Corea, ..... 236,784 8,500,000?

Japan and Provinces, 382,447 36,357,212

British India and Feudatories, 3,774,193 ! 252,541,210

Nepal, Bhutan, .... 234,000 3,300,000

French India, .... 508 276,649

Portuguese India, . . * 3,355 444,987

Ceylon, ..... 24,702 2,606,930

Further India

—

British Burma, .... 229,351 3,707,646

Manipur, ..... 19,675 126,000

Tribes south of Assam, .
.

j

65,500 200,000

Burma, Independent, . . i 457,000 4,000,000

Siam, , . . .
!

726,850 5,750,000

Annarn, . . . . 140,500 21,000,000

French Cochin-China, 59,456 1,597,013

Cambodia, ..... 83,861 890,000

Malacca, Independent, 81,500 300,000

Straits Settlements, 3,742 390,000

Islands—
Andamans, ..... 6,497 14,500

Nicobars, ..... 1,772 5,500

Sunda Islands, Moluccas, 1,693,757 28,867,000

Philippines, Spanish Indies, 296,182 6,300,000

Netherland India, .... 677,038 27,154,054

New Guinea and Papuan Islands, 785,362 807,956

British Northern Borneo, 57,000 150,000

Australia, .... ... 2,193,200

Tasmania, ..... 115,705

New Zealand, .... 489,933

Total, excluding Australia, Tasmania, 30,360,571 sq.kil 704,401,171

and New Zealand, 11,722,708 gq. m

I am under obligations to Messrs. Morrison & Gibb for their careful press-

work. All that their art could do has been done to aid me in keeping the

work in a compact form.

2 Oxford Square, Hyde Park,

London, 24^/t May l88r>.

EDWARD BALFOUR.
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BOEHMERIA NIVEA. J50HRA.

BOEHMERIA NIVEA. Ilooler nud Arn,
Urtica nivca^ Limu I Urtica tcnaoisHima, llaxh,

yi oaiidicauH, Biirm.
|
Bochmcria cniulicoiiH.

China grass, , . . Eng.
|
Ithea, Doni llhea, Hind.

This plant ib cultivated in the eastern parts of

India and in China for its fibres, which are second
to none for Htren/;jth and beauty, and arc used for

textile fabric... it grows rapidly and luxuriantly,

and can be cut three or four times in the course
of the year

;
tlie young shoots are those which

are used, and on the stem being cut down,
numerous straight simple shoots spring up from
one to eight feet high.

—

Druru's Useful Pbiuts.

See Rhea.
BOKIlMElvIA CIJYA, is lx)tauically a

dilTcn^nt specioR from tlu^ li. iiivea, though its

fibre is almost identical with that turnished by B.

nivea. It flourishea at Darjiling, Dchni Doon,
and otlicr places in the north of India. Its com-
mercial value is the saino as that of Rhea, afford-

ing the l*uya fibre, of Northern India.

BOEHMKJilA UlKiULOSA, IKcdd., grows in

Garhwal and Darjiling Terai.

BOEIIMEIUA SAldCIl'OLIA. 7). Don.
Urtica Halicifoli.x, lUtxh.

1
Siliani, .... PanJ.

A plant of the Moluccas and of the Himalayas,
as far as Debra Doon, found in Simla and in

Garhwal, and in the Sutlej valley between Itum-
pur and Simgnam, at an elevation of GOOO feet.

Used for making ropes. It.s berries are edible.—

•

RofiJ( ; liHO; UUt/Juu Uy P(inj(il> Rvjiort^ p. G8.

HOFdlMKiaA UTILIS. lioijlc. Rhea.
Bon or .) inn K'hoa,

|
Lcopcaliof. . . Nf-PAL.

dungle Rheji i.s common in Nepal and theAfisam
forests, and tlirivcsbcRt in the vicinity of water or

of running streams. 'When unmolesUal it grows to

a tree, but., l»y proper management, the divided
roots afford munerou.s shoots, and tlic plant can be
pn)pagated by sli^rs as well a.s by the seed. Its cul-

tivation for its fibre might be carried on, as with !

tliC willow in Imrojjc. It is said to be exported
I

into Southern, from Northern, China. It is culti-

vated largely by tbo lull tribes north-west of

Yunnan, and by the Singphos and Dhoanncixs of

ilic north- ciistern frontier of India to a Biiiall

extent only, for a ccwirse cloth, but ebiefiy for nets.

The Nepalese recognise it as the Lecpcah of

Nepal (,fourn. Agn - ilortic. Soc. vii. p. 222).

This fibre is w(‘ll adapted for rope-making. It is

about five feet in length, brown m colour, strong,

and flexible. It is all tliat can be desired either

for canvas or lines, and only requires to be known
to be generally used for such pur[K)sc8. It was
made into a five-inch rope by Messrs, Huddart,
along with the Doin Rhea or China-grass, and
broke with a weight of about nine tons, or pre-

cisely 21,02.0 lbs. ISiucc then, it baa been made
up into ropes of various sizes, which greatly exceed
in tenacity those made of Russian hemp of the «imc
size. It has also been made up into lines and
cords, some of them almost fine enough for fishing

lines
j
in all which it displays its fitness for all

such purposes, from the union of strength and
flexibility. It was valued at £30 a ton.

—

Jloylc,

Fih. PI. p. 3G3.

BOERIIAAVIA ERECTA. Lhiu. Ilog-wecd.
B. procumbens, Itoxb., }V» Jc,

Tikri, , ... Hind. I Mukaratay kiray, . Tam.
Tamirama, . . Malkai^

|

Ataka mamiUi, . . Tkl.
S’inadika, . . 8anrk.

|
Adavi raamena, . „

Var. a. Rosea, Gada-poorna, doop-roac.

Var. /3. Alba, SJiwct-poorna, white.

A very common, troublesome wood. The long

fusiform perennial roots strike so deep as to render
it no easy task to dig them up. It produces
blossoms and ripe seed during the whole, year,

llorsfield says that in Java this is deemed
emetic. The native practitioners of India reckon

the root amongst laxative medicines, and prescribe

it in powder. The small round leaves which grow
at the joints of the stalks of the plant are eaten.

—Koxh. ii. 14G; Ains.; ()\Sh, ; Voifff 328.

BO-GAIIA. Singh. Ficus rcligiosa.

BGGLE, GEOliGE, in 1744 wasdeputed to Tibet

by Warren Hastings os ambassador.
HOGNIO or Bounigo. Japan. A governor.

BOGRA, a revenue district in the Rajasbyo,

Koch-Bahar, dividiou, between hit. 24” 32' 1,^' and
25” 18' .30" N., and long. 88° 54' 15" and 8'J” 48'

E., with an area of 1491 square milns, and a [»opu-

lation of G89,47G souls, chieHy semi - 1 linduized

aborigines of the Koch’h, Pali, and Jiajbansi races,

and tiie Gbatwal. There are also a largo number
of Kaib.'vrtta cultivators, with boating and fishing

c;v.sU^3. The mound of the ruined city of Maha-
sth.'uia is, as the shriiic of Shah Sultan, Inigcly

visited l)y Maboinedan.s.

—

Jhiif/. Dir.; Iwft. (iuz.

BOGSHA, a tribe occupying the low Terai

adjoining Rohilkliand.

IIOGUE FO RTS were captured by the Briusli

navy on the 25th February 1841.

BOGUM - WANED. TiiL. From Sjumkrit

Bhogam. Common women. See B.osava
;
Murli.

llOHIJtA. Hind. Bignonia undulata.

BOHNI. Hind. With sliopkccpcrs and liuck-

sters, the first money received of the day ;
it is

the handsel of the Jbitish. Throughout India,

credit for such traiis<action is uot allowcii
;

it must
be a rcady-moncy transivetion.

—

IClliot.

B( >HRA. Many of the M.ahomcilan shopkeepers

on all the westiTii side of India, and as far

east iw Secunderabad ami Bollary, .are liolira, and
they arc in many parts of Central India and
the N.W. Provinces; in the Jvajput state-'?, on
the north-western coast of peninsular India, and
arc gnKlu.ally extending to the south, 'fhey call

themselves Ism.'iili, acknowledge an Arcliiman-

drite or religious chief, and arc an active, intelli-

gent, mercantile race. They are scattered all

over the country, but are found princip.ally in

Gujerat and the atljoining provinces of CuRdi,

Sind, and otlier parts of the Bombay Presidency.

They are a peaceable, inoffensive body of men.
They are fair, robust, somewhat taller than the

average Englishman. Wilson says that these

appear to have originateil in Gujerat, where they

became converts to Mahomedanism
;

but they

Bccin to have come from Sind. They are engaged
in eveu-y bnanch of commerce ns wholesale mer-
chants of tlio first class, ns well as pcdl.ar.s

;
and

sometimes both characters are to bo fouml in the

same person. 'I'iicy are a chief medium tlirough

which the retail trade in European articles w
carried on. The good utidcrsUnding in which
they live xvith each other strengthens their asso-

ciation
;
and tliough they have in former times

suffered from the violence of power, few of thd

industrious classes have lacaped so well, during
the worst of times, as the Bohra. They aro

united under the spiritual rule of their elected

mullah, or priests, to whose orders, in confonnity

with the ancient prexxjpts of the remarkable sect

of Mahomedans to which they belong, they render

403



BOl. HOKHAKA.

implicit obedience, corresponding in many resj^cta BOKAT. Hin’D. Asphodelus fistulosua.

with the lainailiyah, the Ansariab, the Mutawilah, BOKENAKOO. Hind. Zapania nodiflora,

and the Druses of Syria, and holding the doctrine BOKHARA, a khanate in Turkestan, of small
of the divine character of Ali. They are of the sect extent, surrounded by a desert. It lies between
of the Hasiini, the Assassins once so dreaded in the parallels of lat. 87-43° N., and long. 60-68°
E^nt and Persia, for the murders perpetrated in E. It is an open champagne country of unequal
blmd obedience to the mandate of their spiritual fertility, and intersected by the Amu or Oxus on
chief, BO famous in the crusade history under the the southern border. Its rivers are the Amu or
name of the Old Man of the Mountain, or Shaikh- Oxus and Syror Jaxartes, the Kohik or Zar-afshan
ul-Jabal At Oojein, in Sir J. Malcolm’s time, 1200 and the river of Karshi and Balkh. It is ruled
families lived in four mahal or wards connected over by an Amir, The population was esti-

witli each other, but separated by strong gates mated by Irving (1809) at 5,600,000, by Burnes
from the other parte of the city. No one except at 1,000,000, by Fraser at 2,600,000, and by
a Bohra could enter their precincts without leave. Balbi (1826) at 1,200,000. A considerable por-
The chief mullah, who resided at Oojein, was tion of the khanate consists of a Clayey, saline
appointed by the. high priest of this class at soil, and sandy steppes, with a visible slope to the
Surat, and his authority extended over all his south-west, while it is barricaded to the north-
sect. His orders regulated their most minute east by huge ranges of mountains. The prior
actions

;
and he promulgated annually a table of occupants are the Tajak, whose time of immi-

rulcs for their guidance. He estimated the Bohra gration into Bokhara is unknown. Previous to the
in his diocese or charge at nearly 10,000 families, conclusion of the first century of the Hijira, the
or about 45,000 souls. They seem to abstain followers of Mahomed penetrated there, and forced
wholly from political intrigue, are liberal-minded them at the point of the sword to embrace the new
and open-handed, and as good citizens far excel the creed. At mat period Bokhara was governed by
Mahomcdaiis either of Arab or Persian descent, the Samanides. In the 10th century the weak
The name is said to be derived from Beohar, trade, rule of these princes was totally overthrown by
AVilaon says the word is derived from the Gujerati the Uzbaks, whose power was not of long dura-
words, Vohora, AYohoro, and Ohoro. The tion; for in the 12th century the khanate of Bokh-
Bohra in the N.AV. Province's of India and the ara was deluged by the overwhelming flood of
Upper Doab have a humbler branch, called Koyan iho Moghul hordes of Chengiz Khan, and the
or Kebte, who are money-lenders. Sir J. Malcolm Uzbaks were driven by the Moghuls into the
says that besides the Mahomedan Bohra, there is desert to the west of the Syr-i-Darya. Bokhara
a tribe of Brahmans from Nat’hdwara in Mewar, Ims often changed its rulers and modified its

who have likewise this appellation.

—

Elliot; MaU inhabitants. At each successive influx new tribes
coim's Central India^ ii. p. Ill

;
Census. were added to the bulk of the population. This

BOI, Tel., also pronounced Bhui. On the intermixture wiw more particularly felt whenever
Madras side of the Peninsula, a palanquin-bearer

;
the Uzbaks re-entered the khanate. Of the Tajak

fislierman employed also ns a house-servant. there is but a remnant left in the city of Bokhara.
BOIDU. Tel. A man of the cowherd or Owing to their peaceful disposition, not to use the

shepherd caste. word cowardliness, they abstain from taking any
BOIL. The Dehli boil, Sind boil, and Aleppo part in warlike achievements. The most salient

boil ore very intractable diseases. The Aleppo traits of their character are avarice, falsehood,
boil, about me size of a shilling, occurs in Tehe- and faithlessness. They are usually tall

;
have

ran. It is of a livid colour, not painful
;

its pro- a white skin, with black eyes and hair. In their
gress is slow. It is called the Hebt-us-Sinne, or dress they strictly adhere to the rules of the
the Blotch of a year, also the Haleb-chiban. It Koran, and there is much greater affectation than
is seldom cured in 8 months. ia observable among the Uzbak. Their politeness
BOILA. ^Nepal. Bauhinia Vahlii. in conversation often becomes disgusting, especially
BOJS. Fr. Wood; hence Bois k batir, Bois if they require the assistance of the person to whom

timber. they address their words. The number of the
BOJ. Hind. Acorus calamus, also Typha Arabs is somewhat greater than that of the Tajaks.

They are chiefly dispersed over the northern parts

Sat’ xylocarpa. of the khanate, having their headquarters in the
BOJAH. Hind. Eleusine coracana

;
beer made vicinity of Vardanzi and Samarcand. They have

grain. not relinquished the habits of their ancestors, and
BOJAJA. Jav. Crocodile. continue to lead a wandering life, with this differ-

5a Ttil
Bcjha. Hind. A weight, a load, ence, that the severity of the climate has induced

BOJIDAN, the root of a small plant brought them to exchange their tents for the kibitki.
from Dehli to Ajmir

;
used as an aphrodisiac.— Such only as are compelled by the nature of their

occupation, live in fixed habitations. Their fea-
BOKA. Hind. A basket, pail, or leather bag, tures betray their origin. Their large eyes are

for throwing water to a higher level. It is the black as well as their hair
;
and their skin, which

English word bucket.

—

Ell. is very susceptible of the effects of the sun’s rays,
BOKAARA GAS. Singh. Gomphia angus- often becomes nearly black from exposure. They

speak Arabic amongst themselves.
Clerodendron viscosdm. Bokhara has grain, fruit, silk, cotton, dyes, and

BOKARO, a coalfield of the Hazaribagh dis- cattle, all unrivalled of their kind. Their horses
trict of Bengal, ^vering an area of 220 square are celebrated throughout Asia

;
their camdb sur-

miles on either side of the Bokaro river. The pass all the other sorts of this moat useful domestic
quantity available ia estimated at 1600 millions of animal in the south and west of Asia

;
and their

tons. It is regularly worked.-—/mp. Gaz. mutton is equal to any in the world. The hilly
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BOKHARA. BOKKUOU.

country cast and soutli of Sainarcand is rich in

minerals.

The Uzbak are undoubtedly the preponderating

race in Bokhara, not so much from their number,
as by the ties which bind them together. They
are divided into stems and sections, like the Kir-

ghiz, and have their elders or beys, who enjoy a

certain consideration among them. The Uzbak
branches, with some of their subdivisions, are

enumerated in the work called Nassad-Mameti-

Uzbakia. Many of their tribes are in this khanate.

Manghit encamp at different places, partly in

the neighbourhood of Karshi, and partly near

Bokhara, and it is out of one of its branches,

called Tuk, that the reigning dynasty proceeds.

Uzbak are generally middle-sized men
;
the colour

of their beards varies between a shade of red and

dark auburn, whilst few are found with black hair.
]

Their dress is very plain, consisting chiefly of khal-

atu, or flowing dresses of alaja. The wandering

Uzbak live, like the Kirghiz, in kibitki. The ex-

ternal felt is usually of a black or dark grey colour,

but the interior is more tixstefully ornamented than

the tents of the latter
;
for the Uzbaks hang small

carpets of home manufacture along the sides, and,

though the work be coarse, and the colours gene-

rally of a sombre hue, dark red or brick colour in

particular, their presence sets off the tent to ad-

vantage, and gives it an appearance of cleanliness.

Their meals are very monotonous, the staple

article being constantly mutton. Kurnis (fer-

monted mare’s milk) is only drunk by those who
keep large herds of horses. Their chief occupation

consists in breeding flocks. Children all but naked

are seen driving the sheep round the aul, while the

chief sits listlessly in his kibitka, leaving all the

household affairs to the care and management of

the women, who do not differ in dress from the

Kirghiz women. In the interior of the aul, half-

naked children may be seen romping about and

lighting with dogs.

Bokhara has a considerable number of Persiaus,

especially Persian captives, who are brought thither

ill small j)artie8. The greater majority, however,

of this people were transplanted from Merv, in

the reign of Amir Seyid, when that city fell under

his sway. With a view of weakening it, and

thereby ensuring his own safety, he ordered 40,000

families to bo transported from Merv to the

neighbourhood of Samarcand. It is from them

the Persians of Bokhara chiefly descend.

The Persian population are easily distinguished

by the regularity of their features aud their bushy

black hair. They profess outwardly the Sunui

faith, though in their hearts they remain Shiah.

The Jughi, Mezeng, and Lull are classed among

Musalmans in Bokhara ;
their women go unveiled,

and the men are careless in their religious duties.

Numbers of them are established at Bokhara and

other towns as medical men, fortune-tellers, and

horse-dealers. Such as lead a wandering life

encamp in tents of a coarse cotton stuff called

bez. They have permission to halt near all the

lakes aud rivers of the khanate whenever those

places are not previously occupied by Uzbaks; in

conBe(|uence of which a great number of them are

dispersed along the banks of the Zar-afshan, near

Samarcand, while others encamp in the neighbour-

hood of Karakul. Bokhara and Samarcand are

the centres of Mahomedau theology. There are

no Mahomedana ao atrict aa the inhabitants of

Bokhara, but it was tlie most shameless sink of

iniquity in the cast. They have a monastery at

Bokhara, dedicated to the famous darvesh Mulana

Jalal'ud-Diii, who centuries ago went from Bokh-

ara to Iconiiim. Its houses are built of mud and

wood. The rooms have no furniture
;
and glass

for windows is unknown, oiled paper being used

in lieu. Bokhara and Turkestan send out raw

silk of various kinds, caled chilla jaidar, vardanzwi,

lab-i-abi, churkhi, from Khokaii, Balkh, Kunduz,

Akcha, Shibarghan, etc. Bokhara gold c^ins are

budki and tila. Broadcloth is little used, only

cotton cloths (alaja), and stiff, loose silken gar-

ments, Women's clothes are of a dark colour,

often blue, and fit tightly, with a horsehair veil.

Bokhara city, in Tat, 39® 40' 45" N., long. 64®

26' E., is about 7 miles from the left bank of

the river Zar-afshan. It is about miles in cir-

cumference, and is surrounded by a clay curtain,

with bastions at intervals. It has about 15,000

houses, and a population of 75,000 souls. Ihe ark

or ptilace was built by Alp Arslan. The foreign

traders have their respective caravansaries. It

has numerous mo3<iue8, and about 140 schools

and colleges. The inhabitants consist of the

Tajak, Nogay, Uzbak, Arab, Jews, Persiam, and

a few Russians. The Jews are dyers and silk

traders, and must wear a small cjq) and girdle

around their waist, to be distinguished from the

Mahomedans. There arc merchants from Sind,

and many darvesh. AVholo streets contain

nothing but shops and magazines for merchants

from all parts of Turkestan, Kashgai', Hinduatan,

and Russia. There are, all around, numbers of

country houses, with gardens.

The brothers Polo stayed three years in Bokh-

ara in the time of Barak Khan (a.i>. 1264-12741

;

and Anthony Jenkinson, who together with the

brothers Johnson travelled in (.'entral Asia w
agent for Russian cloth manufactun*s, was in

Bokhara a.d. 1558-59. It wivs visited in the errly

part of the 19th century by Sir Alexander Burnes,

Dr. Joseph Wolff, Colonel SU)ddart, and Captain

Conolly. The two last fell victims to the fanati-

cism of the people. It was taken by Russia in

inm.— Wolff's Bokhara, ii. pp. 3, 4; l)e Bode,

Bokhara; Vigne, Personal Narrative; Ferncr's

Journey ;
Max Aliilltr ;

Ponctls Handbook;

'Protter, Central Asia.

BOKHARA CLOVER. Melilotus, a genus of

plants of the nat. order Fabaceae, several species of

which, native and foreign, are grown in India,

Melilotus arveusis, Italica, leucjantha, oflicinalis,

parviflora, and sulcaU. M. arborea is the Bokhara

clover, and affords two or three cuttings in a

season ;
most of them are grown i\» clover.

BOKHARA, Limj:, a name of Chinese Tar-

tary or Eastern Turkestan.

BOKHARI, one of the six principal collectors

of the hadis or traditions of Mahomed. The other

five collectors were, Muslim, Abu Daoud, Tirraidzi,

Nasar, Ibn Maja or Ibii Khozeima. Bokhari was

a takhallus or literary apiKjllati'^m. His real name

and cognomen are Abu Abdullah Muhammad
Ismail. He was born a.h. 194, and died A.H. 256.

BOKHARIAN HAKIM. See Gia-i-Khatai.

BOKHDI. See Aryan.

BOKHEE. Dukh. Hiptage madablota.

BOKKADL Tel. Ehretia, .vp.

i

BOKKENA. Teu Zapania nodiflora, Lann

I BOKKUDU. Tel. Hydrocotyle Asiatica.



BOKLA. miAm MOUNTAINS.

HOKIiA. IliND, Ant(rnnaria contorta.
J

l?OK-MAI-/iA. Hukm. Ky<lia calyciiiii.

|{()KM(). UitiA. Kappau.

ROKSA. a foroHb triln*. of tl»o >voHtcrii pjirts t»f

Rohilkhaticl.

|{()KUJt. MAilit. C'anlia Kothii.

HOL, Hola. Hind. Ualsiuiiodoudron niyrrha,

i\n-s nh JCsrn.
;
alHO inyrrb.

JiOLA. Bkno. raritiuiu tiliaceum^ N/. ////.

J^OLA of Beugal, the fish Corviuiia cliaptis.

HOLAN, a paJ38 iu Salmrawan in Baluchistan,

r»l
J
miles lonj^, leading tinongh the Hala Mts. from

Kutchi to Dasht-i-bo-Daulat. It is a succession of

valleys, hounded hy mountains. The ix)ad is good

over the betl of the torrent, from which large

stones can bo removed. It is better adapted for

auncls than horses or wheeled conveyances. It is

the principal route for the traffic from Sind to

Afghanisbin. In 1838, tlie British Indian army,

13,030 strong, and Shah Shuja’s army, 6070

strong, with *10,000 followers, marched through

this pass. The water of the llolan or Kahi river

disappears in the shingle at Ab-i-guin, to reappear

lower do>vn. The British Indian army again, in

the war of 1878-79, marched through the Bolan

to Kandahar. The entrance is 800 feet; Ab-i-

gum, 2510; crest, 6703 feet. Dr. Hunter says

8500 feet. Avenigo ascent, 90 feet per mile.

The Bolan, with the Moolla pass far to the

south, are the only practicable routes intersecting

the great chain of mountains, defining, on the

east, the low countries of Kutch Gandava and the

valley of the Indus; while we.stw'anl it supports

the eh*v/vted regions of Kalat and Salmrawan. There

are many other paases over the chain, but all of

them from the cjwt have a steep ami difficult

ascent, and conduct to tlio brink of the plateau or

tablc-lamls. Such are the passes of 'rakari and
Nagow between the Bolan and Moolla routes, and
there arc others to the N. of the Bolan. This

pass is particularly important, as occurring in the

direct line of communication between Sind and
the neighbouring countries, witli Kandahar and
Khonisan. It also constitutes, in this direction,

the boundarybetween the Sard Sair and Gann Sair.

Tlio natives say that all below the pass is Hind, and
that all above it is Khomsan, This distinction is

in groat measure warranted, uot only because the

pass BcparaU's very difTereut race.s from each other,

speaking various dialects, but that it marks the

lino of a complete change of climate, and natunil

productions.

—

Mtissous Jonrveifs^ i. p. 338.

BOBA RUM, a military cantonment of the

Hyderabad contingent, ten miles north of the city

of Hyderabad in the Bekhan, continuing to the

north of the Secunderabad cantonment. The force

comprises a regiment of native cavalry, one of

infantry, and a Imttery of artillery.

BOBBOBHYl.LUM, a genus of plants belong-

ing to the natural order Orchiaccas. B. auricoinum,

Careyanum, flexuosum, fusccscens, Jenkensonii,

serpens, and suuipia, occur in Nepal, the Khassya
hills, Biinna, and Tenasscrim. The most highly
valued of the orchid order among the Biirmeso
and Karens is a sweet-scented bolbophyllum,
which Karen youths wear in the lobes of the ear,

and maidcnB in their hair. It abounds in almost
every part of the jungles, throwing down delicate

straw-coloured racemes over the rough grey bark
of old Lagerstroemia trees. B. Careyanum is

common in the vicinity of Moulroein, and easily

rccognistul by a long leaf at the «ipcx of a false

bulb, and ]»y ils small purpli.sh llower.—d7«.^on.

BOLE ARMENIAN, Berlin red.

Hsijr-Arincni, . . Ahai».
IWilij dc iinnciiic, . . Fit.

(til annoiii, . . . Picii.s.

(dieni iiiitti, . . ,,

Taiinain Poo, . . .JaV.

Harmzi, . . . PANJAU.
liuriuuuhi, . . „
(turukatta, . . . Hansk.
Himc kavi kidlu, . Tam.
Sima kavi l ai, . . Tki..

All earthy inineral of a fine red colour, one of

the liydrous silicates of alumina. That found in

the island of EcMniios is white, aud called Lemuiau
earth. Armeuian bole is iu use in India amongst
native practitioners as an ;istringent

;
it is

largely employed by fraudulent dealers to colour

articles of food, etc. It is employed in native
painting and gilding. In many countries, Bengal
and South America especially, Ibis and other
unctuous earths are eateu occasionally by pregnant
women, to allay the craving for food so common
in that state

;
and in times of scarcity it has been

used by both sexes as a mechanical substitute for

proper food. It consists of alumina, silica,

magnesia, and oxide of iron. It is brought to

India from the Persian Gulf; but it also occurs of

fine quality in the Rajmahal hills, also in Mysore,
Bellary, and other localities. Reduced to very fine

powder, it is used as an absorbent application,

sprinkled over ulcers or other raw' surfaces.

The boles of Blois, Silesia, Lemnos, Armenia, aud
pthcr places arc celebrated. They do not effervesce

with acids
;

are astringent, contain silicate of

aiumina, and a varying proportion of iron and
magnesia. The red varieties ai-e allied Armenian
bole, and the white varieties are liemniau earth.

—(rSh,; Smith.

BOLE 1)1, a tribe of Arab descent in the Kaj
district of Baluch Makran. 'I'hey were in brief

antliority in the early part of the 17t!i century.

BOLEOPIITHALMUS B( IDlLERTII, the leap-

ing fi.sh of the seas of the E. Archijielago. 'I'liey

are salamandriiie-looking creatures, scarcely dis-

tiuguishable from the mud on whicli they lie, but
make a series of leaps on being alarmed. They
are 3 or 1 inches long, wedge-shaped, with flat

pointed tails, head, and pronunent eyes. They arc

called by sailors Jumping Johnnies. They leap

by moaiiH of their ventral lins.-

—

Collingwood.
BOLETUS DESTRUCTOR, <lry-rot fungus.

BOLETUS IGNIARIUS, Agaricus albus.

Buti ka Mochkn, Chenad.
|

(iliarikun, . . . Peiis.

Jungli Bulgar, . Kahhm.
|
Kiain, .... 1*anjai».

B. igniarius, dried aud slicorl, is the amadou or
German tinder.

—

Eng. Cyt\ See Fmigi.

JiOLINTKA BOLUM. Ti;i.. Bol ka gond. and
Bija bol, Hind. A dark, reddislDycllow opaque
gum-resin, appears to bo true myrrh. It is con-
sidered a warm medicine

;
is given to children in

enlarged abdomen, mixed with aloes, as a deobstru-

ont, and is also used in making native ink
;
one

seer costs eleven annas.

—

Gen. Med. Top.

BOLKUKRI. Beng. Adolia castinacarpa.

BOLOGHAPTIS. Ihich. Corvinusbola, Afciell.

CorvinuB ebaptis. A whiting that furnishes isin-

glass; the jawbone of the fish is described as

Boaleo.

—

Mason. See Bola.

BOLOR MOUNTAINS, the mountains of Baltl,

extend for 800 mOes, from the sources of the
Qilgit and Yasan rivers in TS*", to the 77th degm
B. long., the source of the Nubra river. The
Bolor mountains form the western boundaiy of
Chinese Turkestan aud Dsungaria. Bolor pro*
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(Juoefi much gold. The higher mountain range
abounds in rock-crystal, called Hilor-stoue. The
>eoplc of the neighbouring Dardu districts on the
nduB know Haiti only by tho name of Palolo.

Hait i is still famous for its gold washings. ^Ptolemy
calls tho people HuAt«/, or Hyltie.— Yule^

HOLSAIil. Dukii. Mimusops elongi.

HOLUNUKE and HANSO. Tkl.? Uhia.? Two
rare bamboos of Ganjam and Gumsur

;
extreme

height 26 feet, circumference J foot.— Captain
Macdonald.
HOIjAVAN, amongst the Mahrattas, the cere-

mony of conducting a bride to her husband’s
lioiise

;
also dismissal of tho bridegroom’s friends

and attendants. Also, the ceremony of propitiat-
ing the Hhuta or spirits of deceased persons
(pestilence) who have entere<l a village, inducing
tlunn to leave the village, and conducting them
across tho borders with music and a j^rocession.

Tho exercise of tho Bolwan is a cause of great
anger to the villagers to whom tho pestilence is

lc<l. Perhaps from bulana, to call.— lPf7.<ro7n

HGM or Hun-zu or Hom-du are closely allied

tribes, termed collectively Lnngkta, Kungyc, or
Kuki, who occupy tho highlands of 'ri{Kirah, and
extend S.K. towards tho head of the Koladyn.
Hoth the Hun-zu and Kuki appear, like the Ku-mi,
to belong to tho Hunnaii family. The Kuki
represent its most archaic and barbarous condi-

tion. The tribes that have been exposed, on tin;

seaboard of Arakan or in the l)aain of the Ira-

wadi, to tho influence of the Chinese, 8hau, Mon,
H(‘iigali, and more distant commercial nations,

have atbuned n comparatively high eivilisation.

The Singpho, although much behind tho Hur-
nmiis, are greatly in advance of tho Kuki

;
and the

Hurmese seem, at a very ancient period, when
tlieir condition was similar to that of tho Kuki,

and perhaps in many respects moro barbarous, to

have spread themselves from the upper Irawadi to

the south and west as fjvr as tho highlands of

'J’ipcmh on tho one side, and Pegu on tin* other.

Wherever tho stock from which they have Ikmuj

derived wj\s originally locjited, they probably first

a]»pearcd on the ultm-Indian ethnic st-ige as u

barbarous Himalayan tribe, imnicdiately to the

eastward of the Mislimi, if indeed they were not

i<lentical with the Mishini of that ora. The upper

Irawadi was probably then occiii)ied by tho ruder

and inland tribes of tho Mon-Anain alliance.

HOMA-PAPATA. Tel. Stylocoryue Webera.

H( )MHACEA<]. Scveml genera of this group of

plants, as tho adaiisonia, bomlxix, durio, uchroniu,

gossampinus, and salmalia, grow in tho Ejist

Indies. Salmalia Malabarica and Go8.s?iinpiuus

have a soft down attached to their Bceds, and

yield a powerful bast. Some authors regard this

group as a section of the Sterculiaceai.

HOMHAltECK, a rock which Hritisli sailors so

call. It is the Koh-i-mubarak, also Has-mubarak,

the fortunate or auspicious mounUin, or headland,

of tlio Arabs.
HOMHAUIMASA. Tei.. Citrus dccumana,

HOMHAX CEIHA. Linn.

Muh-micn, . . . Ohin.
1
Pan-chi-hwa, . . .Chin.

A tree of Jamaica introduced into the E. Indies.

In South America and the AYest Indies it is used

for canoes. It is common at Canton ;
and the

fleshy petals of tho flowers are sometimes prepared

as food. It is said to be a large tree of the

Burmese country, and its beautiful and soft floss

is iisc<l for pilhovs and thin mattresses by the
native^, 'rhe jni<u! of the root is aperient, and its

bark emetic.— \ idt/l; Malcom\t Trawls^ i. p. 187
;

ituldiU : \\HHams' Middle Kim/dom, p. 284.

BOMHAX MAEAHARICUM. 7>. C.
PoitUjnx hci»ttij>hy]luni, Cuv.
Salmalisi Malabarica, Sch. ami Eudl.
GoHsftiniiimiK rubra, Ham,

Itakto-wmal, IfiNP.
I

Panj.
La-i

;
Lepau, . . Kuii.vf. Kattu iinbal, . . ISlNGH.

liiirrul, mara, . . Can. Tlavani, .... Tau,
Real Cott«)u Tree, . Knu. Buruga manu, . . Tkl.
Simal,

H

inI).,Pkiih,,Sanhk. Mula-buraka inauu,
,,

Bair; Bairi, . . . Mahk.
j

Burn Ukia.
Miilu-elavu, . . Maj.kal. i

This large and stately tree grows in most parts

of British India, and is often from 80 to 100 feet

to the first bough. It occurs wild in the Siwalik
tract up to 3500 feet, and beyond tho Indus, and up
tofiOOOnear the Ravi

;
and its wood is used there for

planks, boxes, water conduits, well curbs, troughs,

bridges, and scabbards, and light work, its wood
being whitish, coarse-grained, weak, brittle, and
very subject to the attacks of white ants, but it

stands water well. In the Bombay Presidency,

both on the coast and inland, it is one of the most
(common trees, and the planks are extensively used
ill making tho light packing-boxes used in tho

exf»ort of bulky goods from Bombay and other
places

;
also for fishermen’s flojita when the Adan-

sonia is not at hand, and for canoes. It is abun-
ilant in tho plains of British Bunna, where its

light and loose-grained wood is usini for coffinR.

A cubic foot weighs 28 lbs. AVhou tho trees grow
large, tho stmn spreads out towards tho base, at

intervals, into buttrcss-likc projections. In spring,

bilge Magnolia-shaped sciirlet bloBsoms cover the

trees, and in some places tho young flower-buds

are cooke<l arnl eaten. Its cotton is U8(xi for

stufling ciLshions and jullows. In a full-grown

tree on good soil, the average length of tho trunk

to the first branch is GO feet, and average girth

!iiejusure<l at G feet from tho ground is 16 feet. It

yields the Moochec-ms resin, and its roots constitute

the Safctl Moosli of tho bazars, which, powdered,
forms a thick mucilage with cold water, and
auHwci-a admirably as a nutritious demulcent for

convalescent persons.

—

hrs. Wi^ht^ llrandis^ Cib-

son^ (yS/KitajIniesst/^ SUtrarf; Mr. Thompson;
( 'ajtlain Heddianc.

BOMBAY city, in hit. 18'’ 55' 5" N., and long.

75
'
53' 55" E., is situated on an island of that

name, with an area of 18’22 square miles, and
gives its name t<j a presidency under the rule

of a (Jovernor and Council; also to tho army
which holds the Honibay ttirritorics and the f>cn-

iiisula of Aden
;
also to the small naval force of

the Humbay Marine
;
and likewise to a group of

islands oft tlic iiombay shore. Tho English name
is a changed form of Mumbadevi, a local Hindu
gotldess. The countries under the Bombay go-

vernment present markeilly differing features,

alike in their physical nsj)ect, in the races occupy-

ing them, and in tho languages that th^ speak.

In the times preceding and following tho uhnstian

era, j>ortionR of the UJiritories under notice were

distinct nationalities,— Kat’hiawar, Maharashtra,

Gujarashtra, Saunishtra, and Sindhu; and a power-

ful ancient dynasty seems to have had their capital

at Wallabhi, in tho modern Gohilwad, another

being the great Clialukya empire of tho Dekhan,

in the Dekhan part of the Bombay territories, on a
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portion of the plateau between tho rivere Nerbadda
and Kistna, elevated about 1700 feet above the

8ca. What is known of tho history of these regioiiH

while under their early rulers ia cliiefly derived

from legends handed down by traditions relating

to tho various sectarian religions that were acknow-
ledged, and by tho architectural and scu^tured
remains and rock - inscriptions, which Colonel

James Tod, Mr. James Fergusson, Colonel Sykes,

Mr. James Prinsep, General Cunningham, and
Mr. James Burgess have investigated. But since

the time of the Amb, Turk, Moghul, and Pathan
conquerors, all of them Mahoinedana, and all of

them creditably recording races, followed by the

Portuguese, the Dutch, and the British, the event-

ful changes in these countries liave bt;en well

known. The first of these, after the Scythic

and liajput occupancy, was Mahmud of Ghazni,
who in 1024-0 captured and sacked tho Saiva

temple of Soinnath in Gujerat, carrying back
with liim imiuense booty. From that time, the

liajput rulers of Gujerat, whose capital was at

Anhalwara Patau, had to meet waves of invasion,

until their dynasty was at last subverted iu 1207
by Alaf Khan, tho general of tlie Turki emperor
of Dohli, Ala-nd-Din Khilji. In 1403, Jafar Klian,

ft Itajput convert, assumed independence, ami the

flynasty advanced to Iiigli j>ower and splendour.

The annual revenue rose to 11 millions sterling;

ftiid the ruins still at Ahmadabad and Clmmpaiiier

bear a mournful testimony to its former great-

ness, and to the revolutions to which it has since

been subjected
;

for, in 1573, Gujerat was con-

quered by the emperor Akbar, and has repcate<lly

since then changed masters. The Baltmuni kings,

1347-1526, the Nizam Shahi dynasty in 1400-1505,

at Ahmndnaggur, the Adal Shahi, 1480-1570, fit

Bijupiir, the great Sivaji, 1627-1G74, curved out
kingdoms for themselves; and on tho death, in

1707, of Aiirangzeb (Alamgir l.), the disorders led,

iu 1757, to the cession of the Gujenit Province to

the Malirattas, under the joint rule of the Peshwa
and Duinaji Gackwar. While such changes were
occurring in those ncrtliern tracts, natives of

western Kiiropc ha<l apjxjared on tho southern sea-

board,—Vasco da Gama, a Portuguese leadiT, in

1408
;
the great Albucpierque, 1503, and that nation

was in posse.ssioii of Bombay island in 1532. A
ahipfrom KiigUind visited Surat in 1008; and the

English iu 1613 obtained pennissiun from tho em-
j)eror Jahangir to erect a factory there, which in

1618 was also granted to tho Dutch. In 1661 the

l^ortugucse gave Bombay island to Charles ii. of

England, as [mrb of theduwer given with his bride;

and Cliarlcs sent the lOarl of Marlborough, a most
ox|>encaood sailor, with a strong licet, to receive

it from the Portuguese. In 1668 Charles trans-

ferred it to the English East India Company, for

an annual rent of £10. In 1686 it was declareti

tho chief scat of tho English on that side of

India
;
and in 1708 the territories attached were

created the Boml>ay I^resideucy. All that remains
of tho Portuguese power on that coast is tlie

territory of Goa, Daman, and Diu, an area of

1146 square miles, and 428,955 inhabitants.

Since the middle of the 18th century, the Bombay
Presidency has been sometimes aggressive, sotne-

times on its defence. In 1766, iu alliance with
the I*eshwa, tho stronghold of Savandrug was
captured, and tho * same year Admiral Watson
and Clive stormed Gheria Qr Vi«uidrug.

The first w’ar with the Mahrattas, 1774-1782,
ended ingloriously, some districts being retained

and some delivered up. In the second war, 1802,

the British regained some tracts in Gujerat
;
and

in the third war, 1817, the Peshwa Baji Rao was
defeated in the Dekhan, and the greater part of

what is now the present Bombay territories,

Ahmadabad, Nosik,Ahmadnaggur, Poona, Belgaum,
Dhnrwar, Kaladgi, Sholapur, and the Koukau, fell

to the British. At the same time Kandesh was
obtained from Holkar. In 1843 Sind was conquered.

In 1848 Sattara lapsed from want of heirs. In 1860
Sindia ceded the Panch Mahals; and in 1861
North Canara was transferred from the Madras
Presidency. The territory thus noticed lies be-

tween lat. 13® 53' to 28® 47' N., and long. 66° 43' ti>

76° 30' E. Its seaboard, and the rivers Indus and
the Gulfs of Cutch and Cambay, 8000 square miles,

and the harbours of Bombay and Karwar afford

every facility for commercial operations. Its fertiliz-

ing rivers being the Mahi, Sabarmati, and Tapti

;

and its mountains, the Snliman in Sind, the Sah-

yadri, the Satpura, and the Satwala or Ajunta,

are marked features in tho landscape, 'flie Maiichur
lake is on the right bank of tho Indus, near Seh-
wan, and the Ivan or Kunn, is a level tract j>artially

flooded during the lainy season of the S.W. mon-
soon. Tiiurr and Parkur, in Sind, is a sandy
ilesert. The desert talukas of Omerkot consist of a
narrow strip of sfuidhills and waste lying north

of the Ivunn of Cutch, and stretching about 130
miles from District Mahomed Khan’s Tandaon tho

west, to the Jodhpur frontier on the cast. The
j>rincipal town is Omerkot, sitnattHl between the

ilesert and tho plains. It has long been tho acknow-
ledged capital of that part of the country, and
witli its mud fort was considered tho key to

the desert commanding the high road between
Marwar and Sind.

Aden is under the jurisdiction of Bombay. Al-
most tlie most soutlierly point on the Arabian
coast. It is situated in lat. 12® 47' N., and long.
45® 10' E. It is a peninsula of about 15 miles in

circumference, of an irregular oval form, 5 miles

in its greater, and 3 in its lesser diameter, con-

nected with the continent by a low narrow neck
of land, 1350 yards in breadth, but which is in

one place nearly covered by the sea at spring tides.

Bombay city in 1872 had 614, 4u5 inhabit-

ants. Iu 1881 the number was 773,196. Tho
island has two hills of very inoderatu height,

wliich rise from lo\v lands formerly liable

to be flooded. A stone embankment called

the Vellaurd was built in 1833-34, to connect tho

Colaba and the Bombay islands. Malabar llili is

on the south-westerji side of Bombay isbuid. At
the north is Mahalakshrni, a ridge 200 feet high,

with a handsome Hindu temple. About its centre

arc the Parsec dokhmos, or exposure towers. At
the south end is Walkcshvi'ur, a Brahman village,

with interesting temples. Malabar I'oint, or Shir-

gundi, its south extreme, forms the north-west
limit of the Back Bay. Back Bay lies between
Malabar Hill and Colaba, is 2J miles wide, and
unsuccessful efforts to reclaim it have been made.
The Bombay group, indeed, consists of fifteen

or twenty islands in all,—the island of Bassein,

about thirty miles to tho northward of that which
^ves tiio cluster its name

;
Dravee and Versova,

just off the shore of Salsette ; Salsettc, by much
the largest of them all

;
Troml^y, conspicuous for
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the mountain called Neat’s Tongue, which attains

tbo altitude of 1000 feet; Bombay itself, united

on the northward to Trombay and Salsctte, as

these are united to each other by bridges and
embankments, and to the southward are Old
Woman Island and Colaba. Henery and Kencry
are far south. In the spacious iiarbour formed by
the islands of Caranja, CoLiba, Bombay, Salsctte,

Elephanta, Trombay, and the continent, several

smaller rocky islands are scattered, bearing dif-

ferent names. Of these arc Elephanta,and Butcher
Island, called Dipa-devi, or the island of the gods,

or holy island; it is low, leas than a mile from
Klophantii, in the <lircotiou of Salsette. Bombay
harbour is very capacious, being from N. to S. 8
or 10 miles, with a general width of from 4 to G

miles; its sliorcs are irregularly indented by bays

and inlets. Bombay Island has live or six bands
of trap rock, chiefly greenstone and amygdaloid,

separated by beds that have an appearance of

being of sedimentary origin. Tl\c sea-breeze is

felt through the island : tim anchorage extends

along the eastern face
;
and it is along this face

of the island that the most densely crowded parts

are. Owing to the value of pro]>crty in that

(piarter, much new land has been reclaimed from

the 6oa. The cliitd public buildings are the fort,

the town hall, tho governuient house, mu.scuin,

and docks.

For administrativo and revenue purposes, thi;

Bombay I’lesideucy is arranged into twenty-four

districts, which enclose nineteen Native States

under British protection. In 1881 tho population

of Bombay was 14,025,51)^1, and that of Sind

2,401,1)54
;
the Native States, 0,831,505.

British 'J'l rritori/^ 1 24,405 sq. m.; pop. 10,340,200,

viz. :

—

Dekhan, 54,201 sq. ni.; pop. 7,000,001, viz.:

Ana. l‘o|i

5,-378 1,110,0-50

:i,l>25 602,086
4,-502 938,750
4,505 088,037
5,006 816,037

Ait.«. I’oi

KftiwloHh, 10,102 1,028,012 SalUra, .

Nasik, . 8,140 734,386 Sholupiir,

Ahma<l- Iklgaum,
naggur, 6,647 773,038 Dharwar,

Toona, . 5,OOU 007,235 KalnUgi, .

Koiikaii, 13,580 sq. m.; pop. 3,259,776, viz.:

(.’aimra, . 4,235 308,400 I Bmnbay
Ratnagiri, 3,780 1,010,130

|
City, . 22 644,405

Colaba, . 1,482 350,405 l
Tamm, . 4,052 847,424

(lujerat, 10,082 sq. m.; pop. 2,810,522, viz.:

Surat, . 1,-588 007,087 I’ancli

Hroiich, . 1,358 3-50,322 MahalB, 1,731 240,713

Kana,. . 1,501 782,7:kl Ahinad-
abail, . 3,844 820,637

Sind, 40,500 sq. m.; pop. 2,192,415, viz.:

Kurachce, 14,001 423,405

Hyderabiid, 0,053 721.047
Sliikarpur, . 8,813 770,227

'Duir and
Tarkar, 12,720 180,761

Upper Sind, 1,013 80,085

Native Stales, 07,370 sq. m.; pop. 0,831,505, viz.

:

83,404Cambay, . 350
Cuiuh exc. of

Kiiiin, . 6,500
Jangira, .

325‘

Jawar, 535
Kattyawar
Agency ,20,338 2,312,629

Khairpur
in Bind, 6,109

Kaiidt'sh

PettyBt. ,3,840
Kulapur, 3,184

Mahi Kanta
Agency, 4,000

487,305
71,996
37,406

127,000

.39,111

802,691

447,056

Narukot,
I5ilanpur,

Pant, . ,

Kewa
Kanta,

Battara
Jugira,

Bawant
Wuri, .

Sawanur,
B. Mahratta

Jaghirs, 2,734
Surat
Agency, 1,082

143
8,000
960

4,793

3,508

900
70

6,837
502,586
47,033

605,732

417,295

190,814

17,288

610,434

124,808

The tnUil area ia 101,835 square milca, and the

population 23,180,721 ?

The various castes and sects in tho British dis-

tricts professing Hinduism, number— 12,000,004
and Mahomedans, • . . . 2,-504,338

others 185,409
But of these, 103,072 are descendants of races

from beyond the British frontier,—Arab, Baluch,

Makran, Persia, and f^gypt. The aboriginal races

of this part of India, KoU, Bhil, Kolamb, Ahir,

and others, arc given as 700,025. Tho number
of castes was about 200; and tho Sudra were
returned, in 1872, as 10,801,-393 ; these being

chiefly tho cultivators of tho Kunbi and Mali

acetions.

In 1716 tho population of Bombay Island was
10,000

. 550,110
. 044,405

Bhattia, 0,466
Europeans, . . . 7,2.53

Jews, 2,669
Eurasians, . . . 2, .352

Lingact 1,242
Negro Africans, . . 1,171
Chinese, .... 305

estimated at

on Ist May 1840, it wa.s

and in 1872,

as under :

—

Hindu Sudras, . 3)0,808
Mahomedaua, . 137, <>4 4

Parsecs, . . . 44,091
Hindu out-castes, 31, .347

Brahmans, . . 25,757
Native Ohristiani and

Portuguese, . 25,119

1

Buddhists or Jains, 15,121 I

The vernacular languages spoken are English,
Canarese, Kokani, Gujerati, Mabratti, Siiidi, and
Urdu.

Several of the races are keenly engaged in tratlo

and in banking. Among.st the Hiinhis, the Bhattia
race and the Marwari, Ihijput tribes from Central
India, and the Banva of Gujerat; amongst the
Mahomedans arc the Khoja, Borah, and Memon
sects; the Lohaniof Sind and the N.AV. Frontier;
with commercial men from Europe and America,
Egypt, Arabia, Africa, and IVrsia, the Ikirsee

(00,498), and a small number of Jews, 'i’hc Khoja
are converts from Hinduism to the Ismaili 8(‘ct of
Mahomedanism, and acknowledge the Imam of
the Ismaili as their spiritual head. 'Phey have
large trading colonies along tho etiat coast of Africa.
Cotton, opium, salt, cereals, are the chief articles

of the foreign trade
;
for domestic use, tho princi-

pal arts and manufactures are, cotton-weaving by
liand and steam, cotton thread, woollcu fabrics
rugs, carpets, working in leather, gold and silver’,

and silk lace, kimkhabs or brocades, silk fabrics,

embroidery, edging.s, p.apcr, pottery, carving
fromsandal-wood, blackwood, ebony, etc., Bombay
or MulUin work, and blackwood furniture.

Tho land-revenue system is the Bayotwari, not,
as in Madnis, with annual fresh asscssinenta, and
the cultivator is part owner of tho land. The
Government rates levied arc Hs. 0*1 2*7 per aero on
dry crops, Ks. 3 0’3 on rice lands, and Ks. 3*11*4
on garden lamls. Each village lias its potail,
who is tlio head of the village for both revenue
and police purposes; the tullati or kulkurui, who
is the clerk and accountant

; tho mlmr, who is a
kind of beadle

;
and the watchman. The potail

and kulkurni either hold a certain quantity of
rent-free land, or are remunerated by a cash pay-
ment equivalent to a certain percentage on tho
collections. The mlmr and watchman, in com-
mon with the other village servants, also hold
land on more or less favourable terms os regards
assessment, and receive, besides, grain and other
^yments in kind from the villagers.

—

Imp. Gaz,

;

Jlorsburffh; Finlay; Census Report,
*

BOMflAY DU(jK.
Bummalo of . . Bewoal.

j
Bamia of . . Bomdat.

This little fish, Saurus nchcreus, B, Ham. iu-
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habits the seas of the S.E. of Asia. Its total ’

len^h is 11 inches. The upper part of its head,

bacK, and sides, light grey or dust-colourod, semi-

transparent like gelatine, with minute starliko

black and brownish dots
;
anterior part of abdomen

polo silvery bluish; rest whitish; cheeks and

opercles, pale silvciy bluish, dotted like the body

;

fins transparent, coloured like the body, but more
closely dotted, so as to appear blackish. The fish

is of most voracious habits, gorging itself with

other fishes of nearly its own size, also with its

own BjKJcies and with prawns. It is frequently

taken with the stomacli and the jaws expanded
with prey. It is very short-lived. The whole

bofly becomes at certain seasons brilliantly phos-

phore?ccut. In the Straits of Malacca it is at all

times very numerous, although less so than it is at

the Sandheads or in the mouths of the Ganges.

Although very rich, it is a great delicacy imme-
diately after it is taken. Salted and dried, it is

also highly valued
;

and in this state large

quantities are annually exported from Bombay and
Uio Malabar coast to all parts of India.

BOMBAY MARINE. Sen Indian Navy.
BOMBAY WORK. Tlio inlaid work of ivory,

white and dyed, of el)ony or other coloured woods,

for whicli Bombay has long been famous, is sjiid

to have been introduced from the Panjab, and is

also familiarly known na Multan work. The art

dates from a remote period, and paper-cutters,

work-boxes, writing-desks, and similar articles arc

its chief products. The effect of a largo mass of

it is very poor
;
the pattern is too fine for being

distinguishable, and it fills the eye with a general

greyish tint. In articles which do not present

more than a foot or two of surface, it is very

pleasing. The ground of the inlaid pattern is

gencmlly scented cedar or sandal-wood, the joinery

exhibited in which is very indifferent. The inlay-

ing material is prepared as follows : The wood or

ivory is cut into slii>8 of a lozenge or triangular

section, as may bo required, by a long, tbin-bladeil,

fino-tootbed saw. The tin is drawn through
betwixt a pair of grooved rollers, like those u8o<l

for laminating or extending iron
;

they work
together by teeth at the cxtrciuitjr. One or two
draws through extends the metal into the length

desired. The wires and splints are nearly all citlicr

lozenge-Bhaped or triangular, the triangles being
equilateral, the lozenges composixi of two equi-

lateral triangles. A pattern being fixed on, the

splints arc built up into pieces about eighteen

iuehes long, and from a quarter to two inches in

thickness, firmly glued together. In the case of

borders, or continuous pieces of work, the rods

arc glued together betwixt pieces of ivory, or

wood and ivory alternately, so as U> form stniight

lines on each side of the pattern. When about to

be used, they are sawn across the thickness of a
sixpence, and arranged in a box divided into

compartments, someniing like a printers case.

They are then picked up in succession, and applied

with glue to the box or other article to bo inlaid.

Work-boxes, Rs. 4 to 126 I

Writing-doBKB, 4 „ 75
I

Portfolios, . . 6 „ 18
Watch-stands, 6 ,, 8
Do. oases, . .

S „ 6
Envelope oases, 8 „ 25
Baskets of sizes, 3 „ 20
Do. open work, 6 „ 10
Cheroot cases, . 8 „ 4

Card-cases, Its. 1.8 to 5
Paper-weights, . 1.8 ,, 3
Paper-cut^rs, , 0*8 ,, 3
Table trays, . . 10 „ 16
Pincushions, . 3 ,, 6
Inkstands, . . 10 to 20
Jewel boxes of

sandal-wo^d, 6 „ 60
Paper stands, do., 6„ 8

BOMBAZINE, a fabric of worsted and silk,

the warp being of silk, and the weft or shoot of

worsted.

—

7om.
BOMBYA, at Gaya, a guide-conductor who

precedes Hindu pilgrims, making a noise by beat-

ing his mouth.

BOMBYCH^A, a group of Icpidoptcrous inflects,

which, in their raetamorphosia, construct a cover-
ing or case, generally called a cocoon. Each tribe

of the Bombyccs produces a cocoon of a pecubar
form. They are said to spin or weave their

cocoon, and are usually styled silk-moths. The
valuable product of tho silk-moth is tho cocoon

;

and races have been produced differing much in

their cocoons, but hardly at all in their adult

states. Several disfSuct species exist in China and
India, some of which can bo crossed with tho
ordinary silk-moth, Bombyx mori. This is be-
lieved to have been domesticated in China n.c.

2700. It was brought to Constantinople in tho
Cth century, whence it was carried into Italy, and
in 1494 to Franco, and has since been transported
to many countries, where food and selection have
produced many varieties. It is only in sonu? dis-

tricts of each country that eggs como to perfection.

Captain Hutton was of opinion that at least six

species have been domesticated. B. Cynthia feeds

on the castor-oilplant, and spins very soft threads.

Eastward of the city of Canton, on a nmgo of

hills called IjO-fau-alian, there aro biittertUea of

large size, and night-motlm of immenso size and
brilliant colouring, which are captured for trans-

mission to the Chinese court and for sale. One of

these, tho Bombyx Atlas, measures about 9 inches

across; the ground colour is a rich and varied

onvngo-brown, and in the centre of each wing
there is a triangular transparent spot, resembling
a piece of mica. In their scientific classification,

tho Bombyccs are arranged inU) eight Ktir[)e8 or

tyiies, according to tho forms of tlieir larva), and
those known to occur in India have been classed

into 105 genera and 272 species. The most
important of these, in a social point of view, are

the silk-producing moths, belonging to the genera
BombyXf Cricula, Salassii, Anthcrawv, Actias, Satur-

nia, Attacus, Caligula, Ncoris, Ocinara, Rhodia,

Riuaca, Thcophila, and Trilocha. At Simla, nine

species of JBombyx, Saturnia, and Actina occur,

nearly the whole of which might be turned to

account in producing silk.

1. Bombyx mori, Ai7in.,tbecouimoiuloincsticated

or Chinese silk-worm moth, tho Scricaria mori of

Blanchard, and the ‘pat’ of Bengal. It is a
native of China, but lias been domcHticated there

and ill Siam, India, Persia, France, America, and
Italy. The tradition in China is that this was dis-

covered n.c. 2G40, in tho reign of tho emperor
IIwang-Te, by hia queen. Tho culture now
flourislies principally about Nankin, in lat. 32® N.

;

but in India, into which it was early introduced,

none of the silk filatures extend beyond 2C® N.
They have been found in a wild state in Kent in

England, on shrubs, but the mulberry tree leaves

are its favourite food.

2. Bombyx religiosa, Ihlfevy Deo-mooga, Hind.,

Joree, Hind., is found in Assam and Cachar. but
is supposed by Mr. Mooro to bo identical with B.
Huttoni. This feeds on the Ficus Indicu and
Ficus religiosa. Its cocoon shows the finest fila-

ment, has very much lustre, is exceedingly smooth
to the touch, and yields a silk, if not superior, yet
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certainly equal to that of B, mori. It has not
been domesticated.

3. Bombyx Huttoni, Westwoody is found in the
Himalaya^ about Mussoori, where it occurs abun-
dantly from the Doon up to at least 7000 feet. It

feeds on the leaves of the wild mulberry, and breeds
twice a year. It has not been domesticated, but
feeds on the trees. It spins its cocoon on the leaf,

which is enclosed
;
the silk is very fine, and of a

very pale yellow tint. It is found in the Western
Himalaya in great profusion, at elevations of 3000
to 8000 feet above the sea-level. It occurs in the

height of the rainy reason, when the hills are en-
veloped in dense mists. Its eggs are deposited on
the trees, and subjected to the influence of the frosts

and snows of those mountain Winters. The Agri-

Horticultural Society of India declared that silk of

the very best description can be obtained from its

cocoons by careful reeling. The silk is fine and
tough, though perhaps somewhat less soft and
silky to the touch than that of the Chinese worm,
and was valued by the Dehli shawl merchants at

258. the pound.
4. Bombyx Horsfieldi, MnorCy .Java.

6. Bombyx sub-notata, Walker

y

Singapore.

6v Bombyx lugubris, Drim/y Madras.

7. Bombyx yaina mai, the oak silk-worm of

Japan, has been naturalized in England. In Japan
it is the most precious for the produce, and is a
monopoly of the royal family. The cocoons ars

of a beautiful yellowish-green colour. The silk

is 08 fine, thin, and light brown as that of the

mulberry worm.
8. Bombyx Pernyi, of the north of China. It

produces the gridclin cocoon and silk.

9. Bombyx ^Jylitta, of India, produces a large

cocoon. It feeds on the loaves of tlio Uhamnus
jujuba, and furnishes a dark-coloured or grey silk,

coarse but durable, inferior to that of the B. yarna

mai. Other species arc B, Arracanensis, fortuna-

tus, Bincusis, and textor.

10. Cricula trifenestratra, Heifer

y

has been
arranged under the genera Saturnia, Euphranor,

Authersea, and Phalocna. It occurs in N.E. and
E. India, in Sylhet,; Assjun, Burma, and Java;
and feeds on the 1‘rotium Javanum, Canarium
commune, Mangifcra Indica, and Anacardium
occidentalc. Its cocoon is constructed like net-

work, through which the enclosed chrysalis is

visible. It is of n beautiful yellow colour, and of

a rich silky lustre. C. drepanoidcs also occurs.

11 . Salassa lola, Wa^twoody formerly in the

genera Saturnia and Antheraea, occurs in Sylhet.

12. Anthcraja paphia, Linn.

Kontkuri Muga, . Assam. Koli-aurrah, . . Mahu.
Bughi, . . . Biubhum. Munga Micni.

Ti^oh, . . . . Hind.

This has boon dossed in the genera Pbalcona,

Satuniia, Bombyx, and Attacus. It is known to

occur in Ceylon, S. India, N.AV. and N.E. India,

Bengal, Bchar, Assam, Sylhet, and Java, It feeds

on the Shoi'ca robusta, Zizyphus jujuba, Tennin-

alia data, T. catappa, T. glabra, Bombax hepta-

phyllum, Tectona g^dis or teak, and the mul-

berry or Morus Indica. The insect has not been

domesticated, but is watched on the trees, and, in

parts of India, is found in such abundance that

the people from time immemorial have been sup-

plied with a very durable, coarse, dark-coloured

silk, which is woven into the well-known tasseh

silk cloth. In the Bhagulpur district the cocoons

41

are collected in cartloads, and are much used, cut
into thongs, as ligatures for binding the matchlock
barrel to the stock. In the rainy season the
perfect insect appears from the cocoon in about
twenty days. But tasseh moths are hatched twice
in the year, in May and August. The caterpillar

first draws a few leaves together, as if to screen
itself fi*om observation, and then spins a strong
cord, composed of many threads, till about the
thickness of a crow quill, at the end of which it

weaves the cocoon. For the first 86 hours the
cocoon is so transparent tlmt the larva can be seen
working within

;
but it soon acquires consistence,

and is then rendered quite opaque by being
covered with a glutinous substance. The moth
generally deposits its eggs within a few yards of

the cocoon. These the villagers collect and keep
in their houses for about ten days, until the young
caterpillars come forth, when they arc placed on
the Asan trees in the jungles, and in eight or ten
days more they prepare for change to the chrysalis

state. The owners tend them carefully, to pro-
tect them from the birds by day and from bats at
night, and practise many superstitious cere-

monies to aid them in their care.

13. Antheraea Pernyi, Gueriiiy syns. A. Mylitta,

Saturnia Pernyi, is a native of China.
14. Antherroa Frithii, MoorCy Darjiling.

16. Antheraea Roylii, AfoorCy Darjiling.

16. Antheraea Java, CVamcr, syn. Bombyx
Java, found in Java.

17. Anthenea Perottotti, Cuenny syn. Bombyx
Perottetti, found at Pondicherry.

j

18. Antheraea Simla, WcstwooJy occurs at
Simla and Darjiling, Its expanse of wings ia

nearly six inches.

19. Antheraea Helfcri, MoorCy Darjiling.

20. Antheraea Assama, HclfcVy the Saturnia
of Westwood, the Mooga or Moonga of the
Assamese, is found in Ceylon, Assam, and Sylhet,

It can be reared in houses, but thrives best when
fed on trees

;
and its favourite trees are the Adda-

koory tree, Champa (Michelia) Soom, Kontoolva,
Digluttee, and Souballoo, Tetnmthera diglottica

and T, niacrophylla, and the Pattce shoonda or
Laurus obtiisifolia. There are generally five

broods of Moonga worms in the year.

21. Antheraea larissa, syn. Saturnia,

a beautiful species, found in Java.

22. Antherma ? sp. This is a native of

AJanchuria, in a climate as rigorous as that of
Britain. It feeds on a species of the oak. Its

silk is strong, with little lustre, and resembles
strong yellow linen. Introduced into’.France. A.
Andamana and A. mezankooria are also named.

23. Loepa katinka, Weatwoedy syns. Saturnia,
Antheraea, native of Assam, Sylhet, Tibet, Java.
Others are L. miranda, Sikkima, and Sivalika.

24. Actias selene, syns. Tropasa, Flectroptoron,
Phahena, a native of India, at Mussoori and
D.-irjiling, from 5000 to 7000 feet. It feeds on
the Coriaria Nepalcnais, or Munsuri, Hind., the
walnut, Andromeda ovali folia, and Carpinus. The
eggs are laid for a few days after the visit of the
male; they hatch in about 18 days, and the
larva begins to form its cocoon when 7 weeks old.

25. Actios Maonas, Douhledayy syn. Trop»a, a
native of Sylhet.

26. Actias JSinensis, Walker

y

syn. Tropjea, a
native of N. China. Others are A. igneeceoB and
A. leto.

1
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27. Saturnia pyretoruni, Jioisdiivaf^ Cliina.

28. Satumia Grotei, Moore

^

Darjiling.

29. AttacuB Atlojs, Linn.^ syns. Phaliena,

Bombyx, Saturnia. This is the largest of all

known lepidopterous insects. It is found in Ceylon,

all over India, Burma, China, and Java, ami the

tasseh silk of the Chinese is said to be obtained

from its cocoon.

30. Attacus Edwardsi, IP/oVe, a native of Dar-

jiling, of an intensely dark colour.

31. Attacus cyuthia, Drury, syns. Phalsena,

Bombyx, Sarnia, Satumia. This is the Eri, Eria,

or Arindi silk-worm of Bengal and Assam, which

occurs also in N.E. India, Tibet, China, and Java.

It feeds on the foliage of the Kicinus cominuni**,

the castor-oil plant, hence its name, the Arindi. It

spins remarkably soft threads.

32. Attacus ricini, Boisduval, syns. Saturnia

and PhalsDua. This is found in Assam, Ceylon,

and is the Arindi or castor-oil silk-worm of

Bengal, so called because it feeds solely on the

common castor-oil plant, with which, also, tliey

are fed when domesticated. This is reared over a

great part of India, but i)articiilHrly at Dinajpur

and Jwangpur. The cocoons are remarkably soft

and white, hut the filament is very delicate
;
the

silk cannot be wound oflF, and it is therefore spun

like cotton. The yarn thus manufactured is

woven into a coarse kind of white cloth, of a

seemingly loose texture, but of incredible dura-

bility
;
a person rarely can wear out a garment

made of it in his lifetime.

33. Attacus Guerini, Moore, is Buiallcr than A.

Cynthia and A. Ricini. It is found in Bengal.

Others arc A. Canuingii, lunula, obscurus, and

silhetica. C«aligula Cachara, Moore; C. Simla,

Bc.n7«’. ; C. Thibcta, Westn\ Ncoris Iluttoni

;

N. shadulla; and N. Stolickzkana of Mussoorie,

Yarkuiid, and Ladak. Ocinara lactoa
;
0. Moorci

and O. diapliana of the Himalayas. Khodia

newara, Moore, Nepal. Riuaca zuleika, Hope,

Sikkim. Theophila bengalensis *, Huttoni; man-
darina

;
religiosa and Sherwilli of N. India and

China. Trilocha varians, Walker, India,

The species of Bombyx called Bhooa, Buro bhoo.

Hind., and Kala Jhauga, attack the maturing

poppy plant in February and March in Lower
Bengal.

—

Major Hutton in No. 8 of Universal

Review; Horsfield and Moore's Lepidopterous

Insects, 1858-9; Silk-producing Moths; Pro. ZooL

Soc. 1869. See Lepiaoptera.

BOMERANG, a projectile used by the Marawar
of the Tondamans country, also in Gujerat, and in

Australia; it is made of wood, ivory, iron, and

wockI and iron. The Indian bonierang, the

katurcca, is used by the KoU of Gujerat in the

same manner as that of Australia. The dis-

tribution of the bomerang corresponds nearly to

that of the Australian race as defined by Professor

Huxley.

BOMKAR. Mahr, Weavers in Kandesh.
BOMLE-MARA, a tree of Canara and Sunda.

Wood very serviceable for planks.— a.

BOMMA JEMUDU. Tel. Euphorbia anti-

quorum.
Bomtna Kachchika, Costus speciosus, Sm,
Bomma Medi, Ficus oppositiiolia.

Bomma Papata, Stylocoryne Webera, Rich,

Bomma Sari, Polycarpsea corymbosa.

Bommidapu, Indigofera glandulosa, Willd.

BOMMIGAL. Tam. Toys.

BOMNI AMLI. Dukh. Adansonia digitata.

BOMORI, a town in Orchastati, Bundelkhand,
in the N.W. Provinces, in lat. 26* 26' 20" N., and
long. 79* 54' 40" E., has an artificial lake four
miles long and two miles broad.

—

Imv, Gaz.
BOMRAJ, an estate in the Nellore district,

Madras. In the 18th century, Bomraj, Ven*
katagiri, Kalastri (Kalahasti), and Sayyidpur con-
stituted the district of the Western Palayams.

—

Imp. Gaz.
BOM-ZU or Bun-zu, Bora-du of the Rakhoing,

dwell north of the Koladyn, inhabiting chiefly the
up[>er basin of the Kurnfuli, or eastern branch of
the Chittagong river. To the north of the Bom-
zu are closely allied tribes, termed collectively

Lungkta, Kungye, or Kulu, who occupy the
highlands of Ti[)erah, and extend S.E. towards
the head of the Koladyn. Both the Bun-zu and
Kuki appear, like the Kumi, to belong to tbu
Burman family. The Kuki represent its most
archaic and barbarous condition. The tribes that

have been cxi)08ed on the seaboard of Arakan or
ill the basin of the Irawadi, to the influence of the
Chinese, Shan, Mon, Bengali, and more distant

commercial nations, have attained a comparatively
high civilisation. The Singpho, although much
behind the Barmans, are greatly in advance of the
Kuki

;
and the Burmese seem at a very ancient

period, when their condition was similar to that of

Jthe Kuki, and perhaps in many respects more
barbarous, to have spread thoinsolvcs from the

Upper Irawadi to the south and west as far as

the highlands of Ti))crah on the one siile, and
Pegu on the other.

BONAI, a small tributary state in Chutia Nag-
pur

;
area, 1297 square miles. It was ceded to

the E. I. Company in 1826. Its Dravidiau and
Kolarian races are the Bhuiya, Gond, and Kolita.

Tigers, leopards, wolves, elephants, and bison are
numerouB. Population, 24,832.

BONANG. Malay. A musical instrument of

Java.

BONDARA. Mahr. I^orstrceiiiia reginse.

BONDUC N UT. Seeds of Guilandina bonduc, L.

BONES.
Oh, . . Fr. Ifliaklmn, . . . . PiRS.
Knochen, Grate, . Gkr. Anthi, . . . . Sakhk.
Haildi, . , Guj., Hind. Hueao, dado, . . . 8p.
Omho, . . . . . .It. Yellumbugall, . Tam.
Tulang, . . . Malay. Yenmkulu, . . . .Tkl,

The bones of cattle and other animals are ex-
tensively used in the arts, in forming handles for
knives, walking - sticks, inlaying small boxes

;

lanterns, paper knives, buttons, and many small
articles of dress, arc made in China from horn and
bones. Subjected to destructive distillation in

large retorts, amongst the other products which
pass over, is a peculiar oil, which is collected, and
afterwards employed to feed lamps burning in

small, close ebambers, the sides of which thus
become covered with lamp-black. The mass
remaining in the retorts is called ivory black, bone
black, and animal charcoal. This substance has a
remarkable attraction for organic colouring matter,
and is largely used for removing the colouring

matter from syrup, in the refining of sugar, and
in the purification of many other organic liquors.

By exposing ivory black to an open fire, the carbon
is driven off, and the bones are nearly blanched.
These are r^uoed to powder, which is used for

making the cupels of the aasayer, also as a polish-
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ing powder for plato nnd other articles, and also
by the mamifacturers of phosphorns for making
lucifer matches.

—

Morrison^ p. 197
;
TomL

BONG. Beng. Solatium melongcna.
BONGKO. Jav. IJernaiidia sonora.

BONG LONG THA. Burm. A timber tree of

Amherst, Tavoy, and the Mergui Archipelago. It

has a durable yet light wood with a very straight
grain. Used for every purpose by the Burmese.
BONGS. Tagala. Areca catechu.

BONGU VEDUJilJ. Tel. Bambusa arundi-
nacea. Bongu means hollow.

BONIN, of Kashmir, Platanus oriental is.

BONITO, the Scomber pelarnys, Ainw., one of

the mackerel tribe. It inhabits the southern seas,

and is often caught by hook and line. Its flesh

resembles raw beef, and when cooked is not
inviting.

—

Bennett, p. 22.

BONO KONIAREE. Tel.? Uria.? A scarce
tree of Ganjam

;
extreme height 50 feet, circum-

ference d feel. Used for planks, boxes, and
walking-sticks .—Captain MacdonakL
BONOMI, JOSEI'H. born 179G, died at Wim-

bledon Park 8d Dec. 1878. He was the son of

Joseph Bonomi, architect to St. Peter’s, Home,
and he came to England in 1790 with his father.

In 1824 he went to Egypt with Mr. Robert Hay,
a naval oflicer, and remained for eight y(‘ars

i

studying and drawing the hieroglyphics with Hay,
j

Burton, Arundale, and others. In 1833 he wenlf
with Arundale and (\atherwood to Jerusalem

; j

they were the first to visit tlie Mosque of Omar I

and make detailed sketches of it. From tlicsc

sketches Mr. Fergusson founded his opinion that

this structure was built by order of Justinian over
what w«aa then believed to be the Holy Sepulchre.
He also visited Sinai, Damascus, and Balhcc. On
his return to England he was busily employed in

making drawings in connection with the works,
on Egypt, of Sir Gardner Wilkinson, Dr. Birch,

and others. In 1842 ho was in the great ex-
pedition sent under Lepsius by the King of

rnisBia, and was another two years in that

country. In 1853 he assisted Owen Jones in the
works at the Egyptian Courts of the Crystal

Palace, which convey a very perfect notion of

Egyptian art. In 1 861 he was appointed curator of

Sir John Soane’s Museum in Liucoln’s-Inn-Fields.

He produced Nineveh and its Palaces, besides

numerous papers for learned societies, and con-

tributions to scientific and other journals of the
time. He was versed in the reading of hiero-

BON SONE. Burm.? A tree of Moulmein.
Wood used for house-building purposes.

BON SURAT, the commercial name given to

the fibres of the Urtica crenulata, Orchor putta.—Royle, p. 366.

BONTA. Tel. Mullet fish.

Bonta Ariti, Musa paradisiaca.

Bonta chemudu. Euphorbia antiquorum, L,

Bonta Vempali, Tepnrosia purpurea.

BONZE, a corruption of the Japanese Busso, a

pious man. The term was given by the Portuguese

to the priests of Japan, and has since been applied

to the priests of China, Cochin-China, and the

neighbouring countries. In China, the bonze are

the priests of the sect of Fuh (Buddha), and they

are distinguished from the laity by their dress.

In Japan they arc gentlemen of families. The

term has been applied also to the Talapoin of

Siam, and to the Phonngye and Raban of Burma.
HOO-AMBILLA-GASS. Singh. Antidesrna

paninulata.

BOOBY, Pelicanus sula.

BOOK.
Kitab ; Kutub, . Arab.
Chopdi, . . . Guj.
Poti Mahk.
Tulisab

;
Katal, Malay.

PuBtbakam, Pustak-
angal, . . . Tam.

PuBtaakalu, . . Tel.

The material of which European books are now
made is paper. But the peoples of South-Eastern
Asia still use largely the prepared leaf of the

palmyra palm tree, on which they wriU; with an
iron style. Also a thick paper board, blackened,

is largely used by many as a book, on which they

write with a soapstone pencil.

Eastern races give the term book-religions to

the creeds of the Buddhists, Brahmans, Zoroas-

trian.s, Confucius, Lao-tze, Jesus Christ, and Maho-
med. MaUomedans designate the Jews, the

Christians, and their own sect, Ahl-i-Kitfib,

people of the book. The book-religions form
three groups, corresponding to the race of tluj

early worshippers. The first is the Aryan. It

includes the religion of the Brahmans, professed

by the mass of the people of India
;
the religion

of Zoroaster, a branch of the Vedic, preserved

by the Parsces, a remnant of the ancient Persian

race now settled at Bombay
;
and the religion

of Buddha, a schism from the later Vedic. In

the third century H.C., Buddliism became, under
king Asoka, a state religion. Some centuries

later it was rejected by the Hindus, and now
there is scarcely a Buddhist ifi India

;
while it

has become a religion in China, Tibet, Siam,

Japan, Burma, and Ceylon, and its members cannot

comprise less than one-third of the human race.

The second group is formed by the three Semitic

religions, Mosaism, with its two offshoots,

Christianity and Islam. European Christianity is

a resultant of Semitic and Indo-European religions.

The three Semitic religions claim a spiritual

descent from their forefather Abraham. The third

group contains the two Chinese reli^ons of Kung-
Fu and Lflo-tze. All book-religions, with the

exception of Brahmanism, hacl a founder with a

distinct personality. Zoroaster, Buddha, Lilo-tze,

Confucius, Jesus, and Mahomed lived noble

lives, and left their words a rich legacy to man-
kind. None of them professed to found a new
religion ; they all claimed to restore an original

feith. Zoroaster spoke of the prophets who were

before him :
‘ Such sayings of ancient times hast

thou revealed, 0 Ahura,' Buddha only claimed

to be a link in the chain of wise men
;
Confucius

said that he was *a transmitter, not a maker,

believing in and loving the ancients
;

’ lilo-tzo

desired to revive the faith of the earliest anti

purest age
;
Moses was ‘ educated in all the wisdom

of the Egyptians
;

* Jesus assures us that he came
* not to destroy but to fulfil

;
’ Mahomed said, ‘ Fol-

low the religionof Abraham ;
hewas neither Jew nor

Christian, but righteous, pious, and no idolater.*

BOOK ATTENE. Singh. Alstonia scholaris.

BOOKHOOR. Hind. Perfumes burnt in exor-

cising.

BOOK THA. Burm. A scarce tree on the

sea-coast from Amherst to Mergui. When seasoned

it floats in water. It is used by the Burmese for

helves, but rots quickly .—Captain Dance,
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HOOLAQ. liiNii. A U080 ornament of Ma-
homedan women,
BOOLDANA, a rcvcruu3 district and town in

the Hyderabad Asai^^ncd Territories in Borar.

BOOLOO. Myrobalaii. iiooloo-gasa,

Terminalia belI(Tica, Iloxh.

HOOLUN. Hind. Gold thread used in making
gold lacc and brociidt^a.

BOOM, a Tibetan work in twelve volumes, con-

taining tmeta of the Eloopka Section
;

eleven

volurnoB were sent to the Indian Muaeum.
BOOM. SiNGriio. A river.

BOOKA Q, a fabuloiia animal on which Mahomed
is saiil to have passed from deruHalein to heaven,

BOOKBOOKOOlv or Boorboorr|a. Hind. A
amall double hand-driiin.

BOOK-COLE is grown in India to great per-

fection ; the leaves are curled. Tho tops should

bo cut ofT when two feet high
;
tho aprouta arc

tho only part fit for use.

BO~i"IiALLI. Hind. Corohorua olitoriua, C.

dopreasus, 0. aciitangula, and other species.

li01*P, F., a Sanskrit scholar, who from tho year

181 G printed works on San.skrit grammar and
comparative philology. He wns the founder of

comparative philology
;
in 181 (i puljliahed hia work

Das Oonjugationa-ByatC'in, and between 1833 and
1853 hie Comparative Crammar of Sanskrit, Zend,

Greek, I^atin, Lithuanian, Slavonic, Gothic, and
German. His Sanskrit grammars were jiublibhed

in 1827, 1832, nnd 1834, and hia Vcrgldchendes
Accentuationa-systcin in 1854.

—

Sayce.

BOPFAYl. (kaiica papaya.

BGJiA. Hind. Dolicho.s catjang.

BOK-ABOJC, a race dwelling on tho north of

the Alx)r, occupying the inounhiins on the north

of the Brahmaputra river, in lat. 28*^’ N. and long.
95*^ E., to the west of tho Dihong river. Bor and
Ahor arc Assamese names for the people wlio c.;ill

themselves Padam. Bor means tribute
;

hence

Abor, free from tribute
;
and the Pa<lam race are

BO arranged into tho payers and non-payers of

tribute. Bor is also said to mean gn'at, and we
find the term of Bor Kliamti cm[)loyed. They
carry bows and arrows, some of which are

Tjoisonod. Their dress is made of the bark of the

lldhal tree. The Bor-Abor is the more distant,

the more independent, and stronger portion. The
Bor-Abor lie on the higher hills. Considerable

numbers of these people are also found on the

shores of the two great northern branches of the

Brahmaputra river. The British Government make
money payments to the Bor-Abor, Dola, Miri, and
Aka, to attain from levying bhick-mail in Assam.
In the end of 1 861, the Meyong Abor attacked and
plundered a village in British territory, but the
tribe expressed a desire to renew friendly relations,

and begged that their offences might be over-

looked. On the 5th November 1862, an agree-

ment was mode with them, binding them to respect

British territory ;
and tho same engagement was

subscribed on 16th January 1863 by tho Kelong
Abor. On 8th November 1862, a similar engage-
ment was concluded with the Abor of the Dihong
Dibang Doors.

Tho At^r Miri language belongs to the old
Assam alliance, but it has been greatly modified
by Tibetan. It has a strong ideologic resemblance
to the Dbimal, Hodo, Garo, and Naga.

—

Jour, Ind,

Arch, 1863 ; Treaties^ vii. p. 343; Indian AnnaU;
Lalham*$ Ethnology,

BOKA-CHUNG, or ground-fish of Bhutan. It

inhabits the jhils and slow-running streams near

the hills, but lives piiricipally in tho banks, into

which they penetrate from one to five or six feet,

and arc found generallytwo in eachchamber, coiled

concentrically like snakes. The entrance to these

retreats leading from the river into the bank is

generally a few inches below tho surface, so that
the fish can return to the water at pleasure. It

is believed that they take jiossession of holes made
by land-crabs. The bora-chung appear to be an
Ophiocephalus, probably the 0. barka described by
Buchanan as inhabiting holes in tho banks of rivers

tributary to the Ganges.

—

lennent's Ceylon^ p. 367.

BOKAGTNACEA^L Lindley. Tho borage tribe,

comprising the genera anchusa, borago, coldonia,

cynoglosaum, echinosjxirmum, cchium, chretia,

heliotropiiun, lithoapermum, mcsserschrnidia, inyo-

sotis, ono.sma, tiaridiura, tournefortia, and tricho-

desma. Borago otheiualia, L/nn., Cli’oLa Kulpa,
Hind., a plant of Europe; is grown in India as

a pot her}>, and tho young shoots and leaves for

BJiliul
; rc(xuirca tr(MUment similar to Angelica. It Ls

suitable for the flower garden. Country borago
is tho Coleus Arnboinicus.

BORABSUS FLABELLIFOKMIS. Linn,

(lomewtica, Jtumph.

Doin, Tafi, . . Akab. Pana, Aju-Puim, IMaleAL.
Tal-gacli’h, , . Bknu. Tala, .... Hanhk.
Falmyijv Brab tree, Kno. Panani mnrani, . . Tam.
Tar ka jliar, , . lliNU.

j

Tatti, Pt-iti-Lati, . Tel,
Kontal, . , Jav.

,
Karaca-lamu, . , ,,

Ix)nt.vr, . . . Malay, 1 Potu-tiuli, .... ,,

To eastern nations, tiie j)almyia tree is only in-

ferior in usefulnesa to the bamboo, the date tree, and
the cocoanut palm. It grows straight to a height

of 70 feet, with a girth of 51 feet at bottom and
2^ at top. A Tamil poem of Ceylon, tho Tala

Vil:isam, enumerates 801 purr>03e3 to which tho

palmyra may be appUo<l. The trees have to

attain a considerable age before they become lit

for timber, as their wood becomes harder and
blacker by age, and tlie harder and blacker it is

the better. Tho wood near tho circumference of

old trees is very hard, block, heavy, and durable!.

A cubic foot weighs 65 lbs., and it is calculated to

last 80 years. In sf)mc parts of the Ceylon and
MadrtiS coasts, this tree is very abundant,
especially in sandy tracts near the sea, though it

is to be seen in most parts of
^
India, and occa-

sionally BO far north as 30”. It is used chiefly for

rafters, joists, and rcepera. When of good age,

the timber is very valuable for this purpose. TJie

trunk is split into 4 for rafters, into 8 for rcepers

;

these arc dressed with an adze. Those oi the

Jaffna palmyras are famous, and were, in former

times, largely exported. From the structure of

the wood, it splits easily in the direction of its

length, yet supports a greater cross strain than

any other wocii. Old black palmyra wood was,

pext to the casuarina, the strongest wood that

Dr. Wight tried. One specimen bore upwards of

700 lbs., and five of thorn gave au average of 648
lbs., though he found some very bod. Mr. Kohdo
also remarks that it is the strongest wood ho tried,

retaining for a length of time tho position it

assumed when loaded, without increase of de-

flexion. Iron nails soon rust in this wood. Tho
thiokueas of rafters when trimmed up rarely

exceeds two inches four feet from the ground, and
one inch at twenty or twenty-four feet from it.
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The fruit and the fusiform roota of the young
trees are used as articles of food by tho poorer
classes, the fruit when young being jclly-liko and
palatable. Next to Caryota urens, it is the largest

palm on tho coast of tho Peninsula. Tho dried
leaves are used for writing ujion with au iron

stylo
;
also in thatching, making fans and light

baskets for irrigation. The fibres of the petioles

of tho leaves (Palmyra nar) arc employed for

making twine and small rope
;
they aro about two

feet in length. The largo carpenter beetle, Xylo-
copa, delights in boring this hard wood, though
euinb’oo wood is still more attractive to it. Small
canoes arc formed of tliis trta?. Two of tho sterns

lashed to a conplo of spars form the usual mode
of crossing lakes and rivers in tho Circars

;
tho

root forms tlu; licad of tho canoe, the smaller end
is cither elevated out of water by tho form,
or some six inches of the pith is left at that end

;

as this dociiys, a lump of clay siipplios its place.

Formerly sea-going vessels were planked with this

wood, but the iron fastenings were soon destroyed.

Boats planked with it were, till the middle of tho
|

19th century, common on the tJodavery, being
built probably where sawyers arc not ])rocnrable.

The peculiar structure of tho wood of all tho

palms deserves attention
;

it appears formed of

a series of hard, stiff longitudinal fibres, not in-

terlaced or twisted, but crossed at considerable

intervals at various angles by similar fibres, whick
proceed from the soft heart of tho tree to tlio

outer part, probably to the leaf-.sk'm. A radial

section of palmyra raftiT allows this. 'I’he int(‘r-

sticos arc filled up with the projiortion of

which incre>.'i3C3 with tho distance from the outer

part. Tho wood, known as jiorcupino wood, is

used in England for veneers and inlaying. Jn

Ceylon it is used for rafters, pillars, and posts

of native houses. In tlio sandy parts of Jaffna,

in Ceylon, a hollow palmyra is inserted to form a

well. Tlic dark outside wood of very old trees is

used to some extent in Europe for umbrella
handles, walking-cmics, paper-rulers, fancy boxes,

wafer stamps, and other articles. The timber of

tho female tree is the hardest and best
;
and that

of the male tree is never u.sed unless the tree be
very old. At certain seasons of the year, thousands
arc employed in felling and dressing it. Each
tree has from 25 to 40 fresh green leaves upon
it at a time, of which tho natives cut off twelve

or fifteen annually, to be employed as thatch,

fences, manure, mat, and mat baskets
;
bags, irri-

gation baskets, winnows, hats, caps, fans, um-
brellas, etc.

;
books and olay, tatakoo or puttay,

for writing on. In the Northern Konkan it is in

some parts bo abundant that it might be termed
a forest. It is a rare tree in the southern jungles

of the Bombay Presidency. The wood, when pro-

tected from moisture, is very durable, and may
be used with advantage for terraces, etc., when the

upper covering is complete. Its fruit, of the size

oi an ostrich egg, grows in clusters; but trees

from which toddy or palm wine is drawn, cannot

bear fruit. When the spathes of the fruit-bearing

trees appear, the toddy drawer, climbing to the top

of tho tree, binds the spathes tightly with thongs

to prevent their further expansion, and thoroughly

bruises tho embryo flowers within. For several

Bucee»*fling mornings this operation of crushing is

repeated, and each day a thin slice is taken off the

cud of Uie racemes, to facilitate the exit of the sap

and prevent it bursting tho spatho. About tho

morning of tho ciglitli day, tho sap Iwigins to

exude, when tlio toddy drawer again trim.s this

trimciitcd spatho, and inserts its extremity into an
c.arthen pot to colh'.et tho juice. These vessela aro

emptied morning and evening, and tho palmyra
will continuo for four or five months to pour fortli

its sap at the rate of three or four quarts a day
;

but once in every three years the operation i«

omitted, and tho fruit is permitted to form,
without which tho natives assert that the tree

would pino and die. The tree, during tho first

part of the season, yields a pretty largo quantity
of palm wine. This is cither drunk fresh drawn
from tho tree, or boiled down into a coarse kind
of syrup called jagari, or it is fermented for dis-

tillation. The date tree in South India also fur-

nishes toddy, and the amount of daily drunkenness
exceeds all that is ever witnessed in Eurojx;. A
farina, called Ila-Pananki jangu mavu, is oldained
from the root by treating it as in manufacturing
manioc. It is very nourishing. The germimat ing

seeds (Ponatoo, SiNO.) are boiled and eattai in

Ceylon a.H a vegetable.—Scenuni
;
Simnunnls ; J)rs.

Wi(/ht, Clajliorn, (nJtsoii; Mr. Holidc
;

Jhtrlirifj^ [>.

1J9; Sir j. fC. Teniicut^ ii. p. 5211.

BORAX, Bi-borate of soda, Tincal.

Pijor, . . . Jav., IUalay.
Sodri; bihoras, . . J>at.

rattcri, .... Mai.av.
Clianlaraya, . , Nki*.

Tunkar, .... Thus.
Timkaua, . . . Sansk.
lja)isiiMiscar.a, . . .SiNiui,

. . , Tam.
Vi'lligarain, . . Tkl.
Tsak', .... Tin.

The greater part, of tho crude borax or tincal

met with in conuniTce, was formerly obtained
from laki's in Tibet, tlio watem of which yitdd a

yellowish-white mass, containing from 50 U> 50
per cent, of real borax. That was refined chieily

at Venice and Amsterdam. Recently, a lake with
waters Kimilarly impregnated lias been iliscovered

.at California. But, for a long time past, in Eu ro[»e,

the borax of commerce has been obtained by
treating with carbonate of sodium, the boric acid

obtained from tho volcanii'. district of Tuscany,
where jets of vapour issue from tlio ground.
Natural borax is obtainable in largo quantities in

the valley of Puga, in Ladakh, from Lake Jigatzi

in Tibet, 20 miles in circumferehce
;
also in the

course of tho S.anpu river, and from the Chaba
lake beyond tho Kylas bills. It is collcct-erl mi tho

borders of the I'ibetan lakes as the water dries up,

then smeared with fat to prevent loss by evapora-

tion, and transported across the Himalaya on the

backs of sheep and goats, then refined at Uinritsur

and Lahore by washing with lime water. Tin;

salt and borax fields of Gnari, called Lha-lh.aka or
Lhali-lhaka, arc to the north of Bongbwa Tal.

Borax is procurable at Rudok in Changtan at ten

annas per maund, of such quality that only about
a quarter is lost in refining. That obtained at

Puga, in the territory of the maharaja of Kjishiuir,

loses one half. The Rudok borax is conveyed on
sheep to liampur on tho Sutlej, at the rate of two
miles a day, so that tho price on the plains of raw
borax rises to 7 rupees the maund, and of re-

fined borax to 25 rupees.

—

M. and M. Pr. i872-Jl.

It is largely imported into Digarchi, whence it

ia distributed to other parts of Tilict and to India,
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, . . J'KNO.
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Yueii shib, T^w.an-Hha, ,,

U’wang p’ung pha, ,,

lk>rn;% .... DUT.
Por.'itc dc Houde, . Pic.
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via Nepal, Sikkim, and Bhutan. It is used in the by the flood-tide, driven into the narrow river

arts to clean metals before soldering, to form a tlirough the broad estuary, overcoming the freshes

glaze on earthenware, and in the preparation of sent down by the heavy rains of the S.W. mon-
vaniishes. It is employed as a chemical flux, and soon. It occurs between May and October, but

in experiments with the blow-pipe, and in the is heaviest between July and SeptSnber, between
moist way as a solvent for gum-lac. It is much two days before and two days alter the full moon,

used by the goldsmith, tinkers (Cannar, Tam.), It also occurs at the change, but not with such

and tinmen (Tagara-velecarer, Tam.), to facilitate violence. The wave usually rises on the Diamond
the fusion of their metals. With it and lime- Sand, where the river suddenly contracts and comes
juice, the vaishnava Hindus prepare the irred in 12 or 15 feet perpendicular with tremendous
Tiruchurnum, with which they mark their fore- noise, carrying everything before it, though not

heads perpendicularly. Borax is readily purified with equal force, on both sides of the river, as it

by simple solution and crystallization. It is goes from point to point in the reaches, travelling

sometimes adulterated with alum and common at the rate of nearly 20 miles an hour to above

salt; but ammonia gives a white precipitate Calcutta. There are gcncrallythree rollers foliow-

(alumina) if the former, and nitrate of silver a ing one another in quick succession, at 13 to 15 feet

white precipitate if the latter, be present. Price apart. When the S.W. monsoon has set in, the

of raw borax, 4d, per lb.; of refined borax, 6d. bore, for three or four days at the full and change of

per lb.

—

Bfufj. Phar. ; Ains. Alat. Med. ; Cal. Cat. the moon, may be seen racing up the Hoogly river

Ex. 1862 ;
Poivell^ Handbook. at the rate of twenty miles an hour, dashing from

BORE or Tidal wave. f'l'c river according as the bends or

The dee Ion, . . Burm. Bana, . , . .Malay, reaches deflect it in its course. Upon the approach
Eagre, .... Ohin. Bar, ..... Peus. of this wave a distant murmur is heard, which soon
Ban, Bora, . . . Hind. turns into the cry, Ban ! ban ! ban ! from the

The bore occurs in Southern and Eastern Asia mouths of thousands of people, boatmen, sailors,

on several rivers, in the Gulf of Cambay, the and others, who are on the look-out for this inuch-

Gaiiges, the Irawadi, and the Sitting, and on some dreaded wave. This cry is the signal for all sorts

rivers in China. Arrian (Ex|>ed. Alex. vi. 19) of small craft to push out into the centre of the

mentions how this phenomenon astonished the river, the only spot where the wave does not curl

soldiers of Alexander, who had been accustomed CPver and break. Should any boat or small craft

to the tidelcss waters of the ^lediterranean. The be caught in that portion of the wave that breaks,

bore is a tidal wave wliich come-s rolling in from instant destruction is inevitable. Numerous boats

the sea. In the Hoogly this is called Bora or from the up-country provinces are lost every year,

Bore; in Cliina it is known as Elagre
;
in the from the crew being ignorant either of the existence

mouth of the united Tigris and Euphrates it is of the bore, or from not knowing the correct

called Bar; in the Dordogne in France, it is position to take up so as to meet it. Ships at

called Mascaret; in the Maranon it bears the anchor in Calcutta, though not exposed to tlic

name of the Rollers
;
but by the American Indians breaking portion of the wave, frequently part their

it is called Pororca. This phenomenon is con- cables when struck with the wave. Standing on

nected with the tides, as it always occurs at the the shore during the rapid rushing passage of the

springs. bore, it is a curious sight to see the lower portion

The crest of the tidal wave in the Bay of Bengal, of the river, or that nearest to the sea, six or eight

to the south of the bay, is almost a straight line feet higher than the upper portion of the river,

running N.W. andS.E, between the south coast of the tide rising that number of feet in an instant.

Ceylon and the southern coast of Java. As it The height or the bore in the Hoogly varies from

proceeds up the bay, it becomes convex towards five to twelve feet
;

it is exceedingly dangerous
the shore, and near the estuary of the Megna in some parts of the river, but more moderate in

encounters at an obtuse angle vast quantities of others
;

it never breaks on both sides of the river

fresh water coming down the three channels, at the same time. Deep water engulfs its force,

When the tide is more than usually strong, as at but shallow water, or a sandbank, brings out nil

full moon or under the influence of a strong S.W. its power and fury. The bore, in 1782, flowed as

wind, or when the river is heavily flooded, the far as Nuddea in the Hoogly, but at the present

opposing masses of water accumulate more rapidly, day it falls short of that place by many miles, not

and the bore is produced. But when this occurs ascending much beyond Sooksagor. It reaches

there are always two bores, one of salt water up Dacca on the Buree Gunga, and Castco on the

the Sundip channel, known as the Chittagong bore
;

Horinghatta branch

.

the other, called the Daula bore, up the middle In the Sitang river, of Burma, its fury is

and western channels. These two bores meet to great, and occasions much loss of life. Burroans
the north of Siddhi. When the bore is violent, name 30 feet as the height to which it occasionally

as during the equinoxes, and also when the S.W. rises, and this may perhaps be the case in the

wind is strong, it advances as a wall of water bends of the river, where the rush has attained its

several feet high, stretching across the channels, full speed, before being reflected to the next bend,
and is so dangerous that native boatmen will for Even in the Hoogly at Calcutta, near the beud
no consideration venture out into the river, at Chandpal Ghat, the pointed curling wave may
Dr. Hooker mentions that, at the mouth of the be seen several feet high.

Megna river, the great object in the navigation is The bore of the Tsien-tang river, in China,
to keep afloat and to make progress towards the according to a Chinese proverb, is one of the
top of the tide and during its fl<^, and to ground three wonders of the world, the other two being
during the ebb in creelu where the bore (tidal the demons at Tang-chan and the thunder at

wave) is not violent Lung>chan. As in other countries, it appears
Similarly, the bore in the Hoogly is occasioned generaUy on the 2d or 8d day after the full and
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cbaiigo of the moon, or at what arc called spring
tides, and particularly in spring and autumn,
about the time the sun is crossing the line.
Should it BO happen that strong easterly gales
blow at these thties, the eagre rolls along in all

its grandeur, and carries everything before it. Dr.
Macgowan gave an account of it at Hang-chow-fu.
Mr. I ortune, from a terrace in front of the Tri-
wave temple, saw on a sudden all traffic in the
thronged mart suspended; porters cleared the
front street of every description of merchandise;
boatmen ceased lading and unlading their vessels,

and put out into the middle of the stream
;
so

that a few minutes sufficed to give a deserted
appearance to the busiest part of one of the busiest
cities in Asia. The centre of the river teemed with
craft, from small boats to large barges, including
the gay flower boats

;
loud shouting from the fleet

announced the appearance of the flood, which
scorned like a glistening white cable stretched

athwart the river at its mouth, ns far down as the

eye could reach. Its noise, compared by Chinese
|K)et8 to that of thunder, speedily drowned that
of the boatmen, and as it advanced, at the rate of

25 miles an hour, it assumed the appearance of an
alalinstcr wall, or rather of a cataract, four or flve

miles across, and about thirty feet high, moving
bodily onwanl. Soon it reached the advanced
guard of the immense asscmblnge of vessels await-

ing its approach, all intently occupied in keeping
their prows towards the wave, which threatened to

submerge everything afloat; but their boats all

vaulted, as it were, to tlic summit with perfect

safety, and when the eagre had passed about half-

way among the craft, on one side they were quietly

reposing on the surface of the unruffled stream,

while those on the nether portion were pitching

and heaving in tumultuous confusion on the flood,

and others were scaling with the agility of salmon
the formidable cascade. This grand and exciting

scene was but of a moment’s duration. The wave
passed up the river in an instant, but from this

point with gradually diminishing force, size, and
velocity, until it censed to be perceptible, which
Chinese accounts represent to be eighty miles dis-

tant from the city. A slight flood continued after

the passage of the wave, but it soon began to ebb.

The Chinese say that the rise and fall of tho tide

is sometimes forty feet at Hang-chow. The maxi-

mum rise and fall at spring tides is probably at

the mouth of the river, or upper part of the bay,

where the eagre is hardly discoverable. In the

Bay of Fundy, where the tides rush in with

amazing velocity, there is at one place a rise of

seventy feet, but there the magnificent pheno-

menon in question does not appear to be kDO\Yn at

all. It is not, therefore, where tides attain their

greatest rapidity, or maximum rise and fall, that

the wave is met with, but where a river and its

estuary both present a peculiar configuration.-—

Fortune^ A Res, among the Chi, p. 316 ;
Cakutta

Revieto ; Arrian ; Geog, Mag. 1877 ;
Findlay,

BORECOLE, Brassica oleracea, var. Scotch

Kale ; winter greens of England and Scotland.

BOREE and Boregaum are namw for numerous

towns of British India, many shingly obteinmg

their designation from the Hindi word Burha,

meaning old. Boregaum would bo old town.

BOREE. Sind. Typha elephsnta.

BOREGHAT, a pass in the Western Ghats

leading from Bombay to Poona, in lat. 18° 46 45

2d ^

N., and loug. 1.1^' flCj" E. Its summit is 1798
feet above the boji.

HORENDA or Huang, a pass in the Himalaya,
in 31” 22' N. and 78” 6' E., in Qarhwal-Kanawar.
The top of the pass is 15,296 feet according to
Herb, and Hodgson, but 15,095 feet according to
Gerrard. The source of the Pabar is 12,914 feet,

Herb, and Horlgs., but 13,839 feet, Ger. It

leads from the Bnspa valley to the upper part of
tho Pabar or Tons river.

—

Thomson^ Ir. 75 ;
Schl,

BORER. Eng. A name given to the larva of
coleopterous beetles which injure coffee trees,

though the Casuarina and the Cinchona are also at-

tacked by insects which have not been determined.
There are two, the white and red borer, and the
former and chief of these is tho Xylotrechus quad-
ripes of Chevrolat. The white borer has been
likewise named tho Sirex gigas, and popularly
tho worm or coffee fly. Whole estates in Coorg
have been entirely destroyed by this scourge. In
its complete stage the insect appears as a fly or
winged beetle from 6 to 9 lines in length, with a
hard slimy coat, in colour red and black, or yellow
and black, in altcniate transverse lines. It bores a
passage into the stem of tho coffee tree, generally

a few inches above the ground. This passage, at

first horizontal, soon takes an upward or spiral

direction, and after a little a retreat is formed in

which to deposit its larva. The tree soon begins
lo droop, and in a short time dies down to tho
point where tho entry was effected, at which part

it can be easily broken off by a sharp pull at the
upper part. The large and rapid introduction of

coffee-growing into Ceylon and India has shown
that tho plant is liable to be attacked by many
enemies, and ignorance of that has been tho cause

of much loss. Coffee trees in Coorg have also been
injured by tho rot, a disease resulting from im-
proper pruning. The rot attacks and decays the
centre of tho stem. In Coorg, when the tree is

attacked by the borer, the leaves become yellow
and droop. The insects are generally about tho
diameter of a small quill, are always confined to

the wood, and never enter the bark until the larva

has done its work, passed through the pupa stage,

and is about to escape in the form of a beetle.

The eggs are deposited by the females near the

root of the tree, and the pupa borers tunnel up
the heart of the plant.

—

Dr. Bidie on Coffee Plant*

ing. See Bug.
BORI. Mal. Croton seed.

BORI, a sweetmeat of Dera Ghazi Khan, in

yellow lumps, consisting of the pollen of the dib

grass (Typha elephanta and T. angustifolia)

collected and kneaded together, perhaps with the

aid of a little treacle or sugar.

BORI, a small forest tract 30 ^uare milee in

extent, situated S. of the Pachmari range of hills

in the Ch’bindwara district, and containing some
fine teak and other timber.

BORNA COTI, in Hinduism, an imaginay city,

supposed to lie under the equator at 90° from
Lftncftt

BORNELLA DIGITATA. Adams. A nudi-

branch or marine slug, which ooenm in the tropical

seas in the south of Asia, at Aden, in the Straits

of Sunda, and on the Madras coast It has brilliant

colours, with vermilion streaks, is delicately

marbled, and has waving elegant tufts. It swims

by a lateral movement of the body.

—

ColUngwood^

Rambles of a Naturalist^ London, 1868.
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BORNEO, after New Holland, in the greaieBfc muscular, well-kuit frame, and are rather under

jBlaud on the globe. If wo coinjjrise the numerous than over the middle height. Their features are

archipelagoes by which the island is environed, regular. Their colour is a deep brown, occjisionally

this group maybe said to occupy more than eleven varying to a lighter shade. They dwell in very

degrees of longitude and about ton of latitude, long houses, occasionally largo enough to contain

between lat. T N. and 4/’ 20' S., and between a community. From their supposition that the

long. 106° 40' and 116° 45' E. Its length from owner of every human head which they ciin pro-

north to south will be about 300 leagues, and its euro will serve them in the next world, the system

breadth varying from 250 to 160 leagues. Its of human sacrifice surpassed that which was
superficies, calculated by Melvill von Carnbee, and practised by the Batta of Sumatra, or, it is believed,

published in Lo Moniteur dcs Indcs, gives Borneo by any people yet known. A man could not

a surface of 12,741 sciuarc leagues, or 6092 marry until he had procured a human head
;
and

inyriametres, which makes it 2589 myriametres the possessor of several was distinguishable by
greater than Sumatra, and 5723 myriametres his proud and lofty bearing. The chiefs sometimes

greater than Java. A native of Portugal, Lorenzo maae excursions of considerable duration for the

do Gomez, wjis the first of the European navigators sole purpose of acquiring heads, proceeding in

who approached the northern })art of this island, their canoes to the more distant parts of the

iu 1518, in the ship St. Sobastien, on his route to country, to which the numerous ramificj\tions of

China. Ho siiys that the natives tcrmc<l it Braunai the rivers afford them easy (iccess. Upon their

or Brauni, but the aborigines do not use any arrival near a village, if the party were small,

name a[>proi>riatcd to the whole extent of the they would take up their position in the bushes

country. The sealmrd is even most often im- close to some pathway, and attack a passer-by

known to the sfivago ami wandoring tribes, who unawares. A larger party would attempt [perhaps

are BC{)aratcd by great distances from each other, tosurprisca whole village; would remain concealed

The different tribes designate themselves by the in the jungle on the banks of the river during the

names which they give to the rivers on the bortlcrs day, and at night surround the village so com-
of which they have esbiblished their abode

;
it is plctcly os to prevent the cscapo of the intended

thus that all the Dyaks of tlie groat river Duson victims; an hour or two before daybreak, the

i

thc Banger of the inajis) call Ihomselvcs Orang attack commenced by setting fire to the houses,

)uKou, and those of the river Sainpit, Orang and tlnar victims were destroyed as they endea-
Sampit

;
liaja Brooke makes mention of Dyak voured to cscapo. Apparently head-hunting was

tribes undor the names of Sarebu,tSakarnui, Lundn, only general among those tribes inliabiting the

Sibnuw, etc., established on the rivers which bear banks of the large rivers, on which distant voyages
those names. Ijofty ranges of mountains are in the can bo imvdc with facility, the Dyak race in the

centre and the north-west, Mr. St. John, in 1858, northern pirts of the island being content with

found each range looking more lofty as he ap- an ocjcasional human Bacrilice on the <leath of a

proached the interior, but presenting one uniform chief. The Bacrifico of a cock is Bsvcrcil, jw with
aspect of forest, covering hill and valley. The the Karen and Chinese, and they believe that

CTcat mountain Kinibaloa, in the N.E., is 13,000 the Divine Being cats the spirit or essence of the

feet high. The land on all sides gradually slopes offerings mofle to him. Head-hunting is now
towards the coast. The Sultan of Braunai claims scarcely heard of. They are brave, hospi Oil do,

an immense territory. The Dutch claim a territory simple, and truthful, loyal, grateful, and willing to

exceeding 2(X),000 square miles on its western receive instruction. Chastity before marriage is

and south-eastern sides, with a population in not insisted on, and they marry when grown up.

1881 of 1,014,547. The Spaniartls till lately The men wear a narrow cloth passed between the
claimod territorial rights; and in 1881 Great thighs. The women have a Btill narroivcr strip,

Britain allowed a British company to obtain from allowed to fall from the hips half way down the
the Sultan 30,000 square miles and 500 miles thighs, and affords little concealment. The clans

of seaboard, with the royal rights of life and death, have different languages, and they ha<l no written
Labiian has belonged to Great Britain since the character. With some Dyak tribes the couvade
middle of the 19th century, and Sarawak to the custom prevails. Among the Millanowe Dyaks
Brooke family. the custom prevails of burying a slave at the foot

Its inhabitants are generally recognised as of the of the excavation for a house post. The Millanowe,
Malay, the Kyan, and Dyak stocks. The Malay arc southward and westward, living on rivers luiar

settlers along the co^t from Sumatra, Java, and the sea, an industrious, intelligent people, who
Malacca

;
the Dyak is the name for the prior races, occasionally took heads, but have not the ferocity

divided into land and sea Dyak, the latter being of the Kyan.
richer and more powerful, those of the interior Oran^ Poonan^ a forest race near the territory
being broken up into innumerable clans, some of of the Mahomedan sultan of Kootei. Their
them being tributary to the Sultan of Braunai, tribes, like the Veddahs of Ceylon, [lass day and
some of them under the Dutch in the south and night entirely in the open air, with no other
west of the island, and some under the Sarawak shelter than a mat. They keep up fires all night.
Government. The Millanowe are on the north- They wear a head-dress and a waistclotli of bark,
cast of the Sarawak territorpr. They are of a fair and eat monkeys and ramo, which they kill

complexion, and are occupied with agriculture, with the sumpitan or Idow-tube and poisoned
trade, and j^ccful pursuits. The Kyan are a arrows. The women are fairer than the Dyaks,
powerful tribe of about 100,000 souls, who occupy but very dirty in their persons. They welcomed
we country from the south of the kingdom of Mr. Bock by asking for beads and tob^oo.
Braunai ri^tawav into the interior; they strongly Mr. Carl Bock, writing in 1881, menHons his
reMmble Uie Dyak. visit to a chief of the cannibal Dyaks, who had
The Dyak are generally well made, with a just slaughtered, and, with his followers, eateu up
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seventyvictiDiB. He allowed himself to be sketched, In 1824, out of the forty wild tribes in its inU rior,

and presented the author with two crania and a eight had atioi)ted Mahoinedanisin and the Malay

shield, in return for rice, beads, and twenty-four language. Amongst thoHo were the Dyak race of

yards of calico. A high priestem of these savages Sugalam, who long since abandoned t he cruel

stated that the palms of the hand were considered practice of hoa<l-hunting. There are eleven tribes

the best eating. A war-dance was executed by a ! located between the Malay of the coast and the

Dyak, with much shouting, stamping, and flourish- Kyan, namely the Kanawit, Bakatan, Lngat,

ingofasword. A Dyak is never without his sword, Tan-yong, T.atau, Balinian, Ihinaii, Sokapari,

and his basket for betel and tobacco. Generally Kajaman, Bintnlu, and Tilian, the majority of

ho wears a cloth or piece of bark round his loins, whom arc tributary to the Kyan. The six first

and a covering for the head of the same material. ' mentioned are all more or less tattooed, both male

The lobes of their ears are hideously enlarged by and female, and certainly have all sprung from

artificial means
;
and when a warrior has secured the one called Kanawit, who in habits closely

a good mimy skulls, ho is allowed to deck his ears assimilate to the Dyak of all Saribus, whose neigh-

with the canine teeth of a leopard. The Dyak, in hours they are. The tribes Punan, Sakopan, and

their physical and social characteristics, resemble Kajaman arc the chief collectors oi cara{)hor and

the Tarajah of Celebes. i
birds’ nests. 'I’he trees, which produce excellent

The hlaan^ occupying the northern parts of
|
timber, amount to U])ward8 of sixty species.

Borneo, suspended human skulls in their houses,
j

At the mouths of most of the rivers on the east

The dominant Malay and the colonists of China coast of Borneo, and also on the north and north

-

are au active and industrious but turbulent and cast coasts, the Orany Bnjn are found. They

intractable part of the population (Revue de deux dwell in boats of eight or ten tons burden, whicli

Mondcs, ii.). are covered, when in harbour, with a roof of mat-

The Oramj Duson villagers of the north are ting. Each boat contains about fifteen iuhabit-

agricultural
;
the Mumt in the inland parts of ants, men, women, and children, who employ them-

Braunai; the Kndinm of the some country, arc
j
selves chiefly in catching and curing fish and

industrious, peaceful nations, valuable for those trepang, and in making salt from seaweed. The

qualities. latter they dispose of to the Dyaks. The women

The Kyan are moi*e numerous, more powerful, arc equally skilful with the men, both in fishing

and more warlike than any other in Borneo. Tliey and in the mamigement of the boats. During the

arc an inland race, inhabiting a district extending south-east monsoon, when the weather is fine in

from about sixty miles up the interior from Tanjong the southern parts of the island, they cruise about

Barram to within a similar distance on tlie eastern Pasair and Pulo Laut
;
but when the monsoon

shore. Fierce, reckless of life, and hot-blooded in changes, theysail on the northern parts of the island,

their nature, they aro nevertheless represented to In addition to these, living in .prahus, and wander-

be hospitable, kind, and faithful to their word, and ing about the shores of the bland, arc the Lamn
honest in their dealings. The Kyan, on the Kapuas, from Magindano, and the Orany Tidong, country

are said to have been cannibob, eating the flesh of unknown. Brazen images, ruii^ of temples, and

their enemies. They prize heads like the Dyaks. other remains of Hindu civilisation, aro still to bo

They carry spits in the scabbards of theb: swords,
j

seen on the southern coast. The coasts of the bland

The D^aks of Jangkang also are said to be can- : areinhabitedbyseveral nations,totally unconnected

nibab. They live between Sangow and Sadong
J

with each other, governed by their own laws, and

on the Sakiam, a branch of the Sadong river, adopting their own peculiar manners and customs.

The Jangkang people eat Mabys or Dyaks or The west coast b occupied by Malays and Chinese,

any one else whom they kill in war, and they the north-west coast by the half-caste descendants

kill their own sick if near death, and eat them, of the Moors of Western India, the north part by

Whibt a party of thb people were staying at the Cochin-Chinese, the north-east coast by the

^ngkang, one of them fell out of a mongo tree Sulu, and the east and south coasts by the Bugis

and broke his arm, besides being otherwise much tribes of Celebes. The greater port of the coast

hurt, and his companions cut hb throat and ate of Borneo is rather dotted than oeopled by Malay

him up. The Jangkang Dyaks ore said to eat settlements, according to the Malays themselves,

only the tongue, brain, and muscleB of the leg. the result of migrations from Sumatra dating as

The men of thb tribe file down their front teeth far back as thirty generations. A small portion

to a point, like the teeth of a saw. They cut off of the eastern coast b occupied by settlements of

their bea^. Bugis of the Celebes of more recent date.

The and Xasawi/ have dialects The aboriginal inhabitants aro thus in a great

of their own, and are wild and savage in their measure locked up in the interior, and precluded

manners. Nine vocabularies have been ooUocted, from access to that commerce with strangers which

the most extensive by Mr. Robert Bums, and it might civilise them. The Malays and imtives of

b that of tho most numerous, advanced, and Celebes, by their superior cmlisaUon and power,

powerful tribe in the island, the Kayan or Kyan, domineer over the rude aborigines, without, how-

whoee possessions extend from the northern to over, being able to penetrate into interior, or

the soutoern coast. No native tribe of Borneo has to dispossess them of their land. The Malavs build

over invented letters. Mr. Crawfurd had seen tlie their houses 18 or 20 feet high, to avoid the Dyak

names of at least sixty of these small nations who spears. All the houses in a kampong ore erected

have no common name by which to distingubh on posts 10 or 12 feet high, and are all under one

themselves from the people of other regions. Tho roof, with only a slight partition separating Uic

many languages of thb island belong to the same families.

class of languages as the Malay and Javanese ;
Borneo, as a mineral country, u very nch,

and the aboriginal inhabitants of Borneo are all producing gold, coal, antiroooy, and iron, while

of the same race with the Malays and Javanese, caoutchouc and gutta-percha aro amongst itc

41?1
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vegetable products. From the river Baram coal

18 traced to the upper parts of the Bintulii, and

thence southward to the Kajang river, on the left

bank of which, at Tujol Nang, there is a scam
exposed, upwards of thirteen feet in thickness.

At different other parts of the river, and also in

several of its branches, coal is in abundance.

From Tujol Nang tlio strike of the coal is south-

ward across Dragon’s plain. It is again found in

the river Lang-Tl»a (a distance from the former

place of about fifty miles), where it remained in a

state of ignition for several years. Iron ore, yield-

ing from hOto 80 per cent, of iron, abounds in the

Baluwi or Kajang district, over nearly one-half of

the extreme breadth of the island. The iron is

l)rcferrcd to that of Europe.

The varieties of animal life are great. Some
species of Actinia of enormous size occur in the

China seas and on the coasts of Borneo, and fish

live within them. Of 29 species of birds in Borneo
and 21 in Sumatra, 20 arc common to both islands.

Of 20 in Borneo and 27 in Java, 20 arc common
to both islands. Of 21 of Sumatra and 27 of Java,

11 are common to both islands. The remarkable
coleoptera beetles found in Borneo by Mr. Wallace,

were the Neoccrambyx acneaa, Cladognathus tar-

amlus, Diurus furcellatus, Ectatorrhinua Wallacci,

Mcgacriodes Saundersii, Cyriopalus AVallacci. lie

collected al)out 2000 distinct kinds of beetles.

On every mountain-top is the pitcher plant,

climbing over trees or running along the ground.

The finest are on the summit of Kinibaloa
;
and

the pitcher of the brojwl sort, Nepenthes raja,

will hold two qnart-s of water. Another, the

Nepenthes Edwardsiana, has a narrow pitcher

twenty inches long, and grows to a length of 20
feet. Ferns arc abundant. The Vanda Lowii, one of

the Orchidaccoi, grows on the lower branches of

trees. Its flower-spikes, G or 8 feet long, hang down
to the ground, bearing largo handsome flowers,

J inches across, colours varying orange to red. The
Polyalthea or tree-fern rises from a pyramid of

roots, which descend for 70 or 80 feet to the

ground below.— Wallace^ i, 37, 161 ;
Journ. hid

Arch. 1845,1849; Johns hid Arch. ii. p. 265;
Qmricrhf Jlcvicw, No. 222; MarryaCs hid Arch.

.10; Earl's huL Arch. p. 270; Voyage of the

Icnantler in J. I. Arch. 1853
;
Carl Dock's Head-

hunters of Borneo; Regeriny's Almanac; Low's
Sarawak, p. 59 ;

l\itchard's Researches,

BORO or Bodo, a race chiefly found in the forest

tract, 15 to 20 miles broad, between the Himalaya
mountains and the plains. They entered from
northern Assam along the southern side of the
Brahmaputra to the Surma, and along the skirts

of the Himalaya as far west ns the Koiiki, and are
also spread in large nnmbci-s over the eastern por-
tion of the space Ixitwcen these two diverging
lands, that is, Middle and Lower Assam, outside
the forest limits, between lat, 25® to 27° N., and
long, 88® to 93° 30' E. It is the northern Cachari
who are said to have occupied the eastern part of
Assam, and to have conquered Kamrup about 1000
years ago, spreading over Assam, Cachar, Tiperab,
and Sylhct, and it is presumed as far ns the present
western boundary, on the north. The Itangtsa
have for many centuries been intermixed with
Kagas and Mikirs. The Hajong, .who are found
along the foot of the hills from Gauhatti to
Sylhet, appear to preserve the same name. Mr.
Hodgson considers that they and the Kabhas of

the same tract arc Bodo. The Kangtsa, accord-
ing to their own traditions, come from the N.K.
of Assam, where they conquered Kamrup, and
extended their sway over nil Assam, Cachar, the
Barak valley, and 'riperah, nearly four centuries

before the A horn invasion. The period falls

within the era when Tibetans spread into the Sub-
Himalayas and liengal

;
and as the conquest or

resumption of Kamrup by the Koch’h to()k place

some time before the beginning of tlie 12th
century, the event was probably connected with

the decay of the Tibetan or Tibeto-Himalayan
predominance. They seem to have been the
principal 1'ibetanized tribe of Lower Bhutan. Tim
ruling fainilic.s in Hirumbha (Caebar) and
Tiperah appear to have remained Caebari

;
and it

is probable that the Caebari retained a certain

degree of independence along the skirts of the
llinudaya. The llirinnbha tribe call themselves
KangUa or Kamsa, and give the same name,
K.unsa, to the languages of the Cacharia of the

plain
;
Bodo, their own tongue being called llojo

or Hoiai. The llojai, according to Mr. Grange,
is totally different from that of the Cacharis of tho

plain.

Tho western branch of this tribo belongs to

Bchar and Bengal, and to the Sikkim and Bhutan
frontiers; the eastern branch occupies Assam and
Koch-ltahar. 'I'licy reside in villages of from
ton to twenty huts; their clothing consists of

cotton and silk inatcrial.s. E(?rmcntcd barley,

rice, or inillct is used by them as a slightly

intoxicating beverage, which rrR(uuV>le>s tho aji-

inana of the Kewar of Nepal. They do not occupy
a locality permanently, clearing and cropping and
moving again to clear and crop another spot. A
BchIo and Dhimal will only touch flesh which has
been offered to the gcxls by a priest. I’hc bride-

groom purchases his bride cither by money or

labour. Polygamy is rare. There arc professed

exorcists among them.
Tho eastern Bodo in Cachar arc called Borro,

and arc divided into tho Ciichari of the hill

country and those of the plains. Tl»cy arc partly

Hindu and partly pagan. Those in the plains in

Assam are called liazai, Hojai, or Hajong
;
are of

the Hindu creed, and speak a Hindi dialect. The
hill Cachari is stouter, hardier, and more turbu-
lent, and lives in villages of from 20 to 100 houses.

Like the Naga, their young men reside together

in a large building. Chatgori, a frontier district

between Desh During and the Bhutan hills, is the
chief locality of the Borro of Cachar, tho numbers
there being about half tho whole Boro population.

Of tho three separate people, the Koch’h, tho Bodo,
and the Dhimal, tho faintly yet distinctly marked
type of the Mongolian family is similar in all

three, but best expressed in the Bodo features and
form. AVhen the Mahomedan power was estab-

lished in Bengal, tho Koch*h (Kocch or Kavach)
kingdom extended from long. 88° to 03^ E., and
from lat. 26® to 27® N., from the south-eastern

extremity of Nepal along the southern extremity
of Sikkim and Bhutan into Assam, with 'Koch-
Bahar as its capital

;
and the people consisted of

the present Ktxsb’h, Dhimal, ana Bodo. Ther
dwell in the sal forests with impunity.

—

Latham

9

D€9crip. Etlin.; Hodgsoif, See Oaoliar; India;
Kocch.

BORO-BODOR, a great Buddhist temple in

Java, with figures simUar to those in the Buddhist
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temple at (Jaya. It waa ileaij'ued by artists from
the west of India, and is supposed to have been
erected during the latter half of the 7th century
A.D. It must have taken about 100 years to

complete. Its figures show that the Huddhist
Mahayana doctrines prevailed.— /Vr/y. p. 045.
BOliODlIA, Uria. Bauliinia variegata.

BOHOJUAN. Bkn(}. Ptychotis ajwjuu.
BOHOKOLEE. Tkl., Uuia. This tree is

supposed to be a 8j)ecie8 of Zizyphus. Planks,
doors, boxes, matchlock stocks, and palanquins
are made of its wood

;
the leaves, })ounded and

mixed with turmenc, are said to be eflicacious in

curing rheumatism
; the seeds are also used medi-

cinally in diseases of infanta
;
the tree yields lac.

—

Captain Macdonald.
BORRERA ASHNEH, P.oyle, is the Chulchilhcra

lichen of the Himalaya. With ammonia it gives n
reddish-brown colouring matter, and is used
accordingly as a dye-stuff. Dr. J. 1). Hooker
found only this Borrera on the Donkia ^wiss of the

Himalaya, at an elevation of 22,000 feet
;
it migrates

over the lofty slopes and ridges, blown about by
the violent winds.

—

Hoyle.
;
Hook. Him. Jotirn.

;

O'Sh, p. G72
;

in Indian Field.

BORSIPPA. See Birs Nimrud.
BOS, a genus of bovine animals. See Bovinse.

BOSCA TRINERVA. Hoxb. A largo tree of

the Circar mountains.

—

Rohde^ MSS.; Itoxh.

BOSCAWEN, a British admiral, who in 1>47
sailed for India with a great armament. On his

arrival at Fort St David, he took command of all

the land and sea forces, and marched against Pondi-

cherry, to which he laid siege on 23d June 1748,

but raised it in November. In 1749 he took part

in the war against Tanjore. In August he received

Madras from the French, and in October returned

to Britain.

BOSTAN AFROZ. Hind. Celosia cristata.

BOSTRICHUS. See Insects.

BOSWELLIA glabra and B. thurifera occur in

India. They yield a fragrant gum-resin, called in

Arabic Luban, also Kundur, supposed to be the

At^otvci of Theophrastus, and the Thurea virgo of

the Romans. It seems to be olibanum, and identical

with the frankincense that was used by the

ancients in their religious ceremonies. Dr. Carter

described and figured the frankincense tree of

Arabia; and Captains Cruttenden, Vaughan, and

Kempthonie have noted the presence of frank-

incense trees in the Somali country. Dr. Bird-

wood described three of these trees, with figures,

and is of opinion that the frankincense or oli-

bauum of commerce is obtained from the Somali

country, and from Hadramaut in Arabia, being

partly re-exported from India to Europe. 11c

described five plants under this genus, and named
the three new ones, BoswelliaCarterii (MohrMadow
of the Somain, Boswellia Bhau Dajiana (Mohr

Add of the Somali), and Boswellia Frereana

(Yegar of the Somali). B. glabra yields a resin

used 08 incense and as pitch. Resins analogous

to olibanum are obtained from species of Croton,

Bailleria, Amyris, Icica, and Loetia of America.

'^Birdwood.
BOSWELLIA GLABRA. Roxk p. 384.

Kungli, .... Tam.
1
Anduga, Gugulu, . Tkl.

The Qum-r€9inf Olibanum.

Koondrioum, Male., Tam.
|
Salaee Gond, Gugal, Hind.

CaptainBeddome saya thisfragrant resin-yielding

tree is very common in many of the dry sub-alpine

junglc.s of the Madras Prosi<lency, particularly on
the ca.stern siilc of the presidency, ori the Vellore,

(hiddapnh, North Arcot, and Kurnool hills; My-
sore, Guzzlehatty pass, etc, etc. It grows also

in Ivumaon, though rare west of the Jumna, but
it does not occur in Ceylon. It flowers in Janu-
ary and February, generally when quite destitute

of leaves, and the tree is of good size. The gum-
resiu is the olibanum of commerce, and is much
used as a fragrant incense, and (when boiled with
oil) as pitch. It is said to iK)8se83 stimulant,

astringent, and diaphoretic properties. It is

largely used in some parts of India as an applica-

tion to indolent sores, and is supposed to form
the chief ingredient in ‘Wroughton’s ointment’
It is well deserving of careful attention, and can

be procured in almost any quantity. The 8ub-
stance is bitter and pungent, and is soluble in

ether and spirits of wine. In Kumaon nothing is

known of its yielding the salaee, gum-resin. Its

timber is said by the natives to be of little or no
value.— Roxh.; Powell., Handbook; Econ, Prod.
Punjab; Rohde, MSS.; Beddome, FI. Sylv. p. 124 ;

Mr. Thompson. See Olibanum.
BOSWELLIA THURIFERA. Caleb.

B. aerrata, Stack. 1 C.odoriferum hirs.,iZump/t.

Ganarium hirtiutum, Willd.
|

Kundur; Zuchir,AR.,Guj. i Oanda Biroza, . Hind.
Bistu], ... ,, Kundurya, , . Sanmk.
Luban, . . DuKll., Bers. Lubanya, . . Syriao.
Awul kundur, . Hind. I Parangi Sambrani, Tam.
Dup-salai, Salai laBsa,

,,
j

Kunduru, . , , . Tel.

A large tree with pinnate leaves, which grows
on the hills of the Dekhan, in the Konkan jungles,

above Rajoor, in the hill of Shendiir, in the Bel-

gaum collectoratc, in Bundelkliand, the mountain-
ous tracts of C. India, Chutia Nagpur, Ajinir hills,

and very common in the Shahabad country. Dr.

Hooker, in ascending from Belcuppi in Behar to the

height of 13G0 feet, came upon a emali forest of it,

conspicuous from its pale bark and spreading

curved branches, leafy at their tip
;

its general

appearance being a good deal lik<j that of the

mountain ash. The gum, celebrated timougbout

the east, was flowing abundantly from the trunk,

very fragrant and trans[)arent. Ganda biroza is

prepared from the gum-re.sin of this tree, and is

similar in appearance and qualities to Venice tur-

pentine. It is brought from Mewar, Haraoti, and

the Shekhawatti hills, and is considered stimu-

lating. An oil is distilled from it said to euro

goiiorrhcea. It is much used in painting, and
by the lakheri, one maund costing twelve ruj)ee8

from the Shahabad country. At Cliandalgur

it is termed, in the dry state, Bukha biroza.

B. glabra and B. thurifera both furnish the

male frankincense of Dioscorides. The resin

olibanum occurs in reddish or pale yellow team,

oval, oblong, and obtuse, sometimes in dense,

opaque, brittle masses. The ganda biroza of the

baziirs is soft, ductile, opaque, greenish, and
white. The odour is balsamic and resinous, espe-

cially while the resin is burning; the flavour

balsamic, and rather bitter. The powder is citron

yellow. It is frequently adulterated by dammer,
saiidarach, and otlicr cheapcr'resins; when chewed,
the hard variety softens, and dissolves partially in

saliva, which it renders white and emuMve.
Used for incense ; also medicinally as a Btimulant,

astringent, and diaphoretic in affections of the
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clii'si, also in chronic affections of mncotis mem-
branes, but chienj in plasters, ointments, and for

fumigation.—JVoy/e, p. 338; HLH)ker\s Him. Jonr.

p. 29; Med, Top, of Ajmir; ()\Sh. Bcng, Phar, p.

383; Faulkner; Dirdwood; Jloxh, ii. 383; Powell^

Handbook, i. p. 33G ;
Cal, Cat. Ex. 1862; Mr,

Rohde, MSS,
BOT, also written Bhot, the race occupying

Tibet, Bhutan, Ladakh, and Haiti. Tlicir Ian*

^ago is the oldest of the Turanian formations.

See Bhot
;
Bhutan.

BOTA KADIMI, also Botta kadapa chettu.

Tel. Kauclea parrifolin. The Telugu is from the

resemblance of the capsule to the stamp used for

impressing the bottu or sectarial marks of the

Modhavacharya Brahmans.
BOTANY is the Ilm-i-Nabati\t of the Persians.

There has not been any branch of natural

science, in its relation to the East Indies, so

devotedly follo\Yed out ns scientific and economic
botany. Whether wo regard the numbers work-
ing, the personal labour undertaken, the vast sums
expended by its cultivators, or the important ad-

vantages which eastern countries have derived
from them, their names ought ever to be kept in

remembrance. During the past 300 years, amongst
others who have worked in the Fiast Indies, may
bo namotl, Governor Henry van Rheede, George
Flverhard Humph, Leonard l*lukcnet, Koenig, Dr.
John, Klein, llottlor, Sonnerat, Thunberg, the
elder John Burmann, and the younger Nicholas
Laiir. Burmann, Hermann, Father I^ureiro,
lAit-chenault, Forwkaol, Ksenipfer, Swartz, Jack,
Carey, John Gerard, Jones, Fleming, Hunter,
Anderson, Berry, Hoyne, Buchanan, Husscll,

Noton, Shutcr, Govan, Finlayson, Huxburgh, Wal-
lich, lioyle, Blurne, Horsficld, Spry, Voigt, Grif-
fiths, Wight, Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker, Thomas
Thomson, J. L. Stewart, Baden Powell, Hugh
Cleghorn, Heber Drury, A. Moon, W. Munro,
Aruot, J. I'^. Stocks, Edward Waring, K. Aitchi-
son, Maclelhmd, Sir Wliitclaw Ainslie, Sir William
Hardwicke, Sir William O’Shaiighnessy, Sir Stam-
ford Hal 1108

;
Colonel Beddonie, Sir Geiirge Bird-

wood, Edgeworth, C. B. Clarke, Clement Markham

;

Drs. Mason, Thwaites, Jaine.son, Brandis, Forskal,
Don, Beniham, Bidie, and Kurz; and notices of
them will be found in this work under their
respective headings.

In the IHtli century Madnis was the great home
of rescarcli. In tlie 19th century the botany of the
Bombay Presidency was greatly advanced by Mr.
John (iraham, Mr. Joseph Nimino, Mr. lAiyf of
the Civil Service, Mr. Dalzell, and Drs, Lush, A.
Gibson, Murray, arid Hoddle. And in the Bengal
Presidency, AVilliam Roxburgh, Nathaniel AVallich,
John Forbi's Roylc reignetl supreme; and many
younger men are trending in the footsteps of the
above.

Agri- Horticultural Societies and their gardens
have bien formed at Calcutta, Saharunpur,
DapooUe, Bombay, Madias, Bangalore, and Ootn-
camuml, to attend to the intro<luction of new
plants into India, and to the useful application of
the natural ]>ruduct« of the country.

In Marcli 1768 a Botanical Garden was cstab-
]islie<l in C^alcuita, under the cai*c of Colonel R.
Kydd. In 1793 Dr. Roxburgh was put in
charge; and its superintendents liavc been suc-
cessively, Dr. Roxburgh (obiit 1814), H. T.
Colebrooko, Dr. Francis Hamilton, Dr. Natiianiol

BOTANY.

AVallich, Mr. Bontbam, and Assistant-Surgeon W,
Griffiths.

The Botanical Gardens at Pcridoiiia aro about
five miles from Kandy, in Ceylon, and occupy a
considerable extent of ground.

Baron Ferdinand von Mueller, of the Melbourne
Gardens, has written a volume of great value

(Select Extra-Tropical Plants, 1880), ennmerat-
ing the plants which could be benenoially intro-

duced and interchanged between Austnuia and
the East Indies. In the middle of the 19th

century, Clement Markham, C.B., devoted years

of his life, risking life and health in a residence

in South America and voyaging to the Neilgheny
hills, in order to introduce there species of the

Cinchona trees
;
and his efforts were so eminently

successful, that the Cinchona alkaloids by 1882
were being sold at a rupee an ounce.

The total estimated number of Indian species

are 12,000 to 15,000. The climate of India is

generally trojiical, and even on mountains of

4000 to 5000 feet the vegetation is tem[>crate.

The perennially humid forests are uniformly

characterized by the prevalence of ferns; and at

elevations below 5000 to 7000 feet, by the immense
number of epiphytal orchklaccro, orontiacea', and
scitaminese. They contain a far greater amount
of species than the dry forest of North India,

and are further characterized by zingiberacem,

xyridea), palms, pandancaj, dracicna, piper,

chlorantbus, artocarpete, fici
;
urticacese, araliacese,

apocyncje, shrubby rubiaccte, aurantioceie, garci-

niAcero, anonocem, nutmegs, and dipterocarpeffi.

In the Himalaya, the truly temperate vegetation

supersedes the subtropical above 4000 feet, and
ascends to 12,000 feet, when it is succeeded by
the alpine.

India contains representatives of almost every

natural family on the globe, a very few American,
Australian, and S. African orders of plants being

the chief exceptions. In India the number of

peculiar families largely represented in it is very
limited. The Aurantiacca), Dipterace®, Balsam

-

ine®, Ebenacero, Jasmine®, and Cvitandraccro
arc the only orders which are largely developed
ill India, and sparingly elsewhere, and of these

few contain a hundred Indian species. Sir Joseph
Hooker is bringing out a descriptive work on the

flora of India.

The species arc much scattered. It is believoil

tliat nowhere in British India could more than
2000 flowering plants be found in a radius of 10
miles

;
and there is in India an almost complete

absence of absolutely local plants. The plains of

India arc everywhere poor in species, and such as

abound in individuals are usually of a weedy
character. Indeed, there are few other countries

in which the vegetation of the more accessible

parts presents so little beauty or such short seasons

of bloom. The great number of 222 British plants

extend into India. Many North African and
Arabian forms occur. Several Australian species

are found in the Malayan Peninsula. Many of

the Himalayan, Neilghcrrics, Khossya, and Ceylon
species aro found in the Malay Peninsula and in

Java. Gimlthcria nummularia extends from the

N.W. Himalaya to tlie Java mountains; and
plants conunon to India and Java are Sedgwickia
ccrasifolia, Oriff,^ Marlea, Cardioptcris lobata,

several oaks and chestnuts, antidesine®, a willow,

and Myrica. The Chinese typo is abundant in
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the tempernto region o! the Himalaya
; and plante

of N. America) west of the Rocky Mountains)
also occur.

All immense proportion of annual plants,
which vegetate on the last rainy seasons in
the plains, and ascend the lofty inountains, are
uniformly distributed throughout India. Of these
the moat conspicuous are grainincro, cyperacea),
a vast number of small leguminosie and scrophu-
larina)) composita^ some labiatfie, amaranthacero,
convolvulacctB, and acanthacca).

The winter months of tlie colder northern
countries have a corresponding cold season in
India, during which ex-tropical cereals, wheat,
barley, and more rarely oats, with various kinds
of [lulso, are cultivated

;
and many wild plants

apfKiar, very many cyperaceaj, grasses, and such
acpiatics ,'is myriophyllinn, potamogeton, vallis-

neria, zannicheilin, zemna, and others. The
niountaiiions regions of Afghanistan arc rich in

Hiiiialayan forms, and contain an immense number
of rhiropoan and Persian plants, which find their

ciistern fiinits wibliiii the British Himalaya
; and

many plants are found in those inouutainous
regions common to EnrojX! and tlio Himalaya.
Nopal, Bhutan, East Tibet, and the Khassya
iiiountaina ])rcsont a flora which has inucli in

common, nn«l, in a geograpliico-botanical point of
view, is one of the most important regions in India,

if not in all Asia. In the lliinolaya, the genera
rhmlodcndron, monotropa, pedicularis, corydalis,

nojK'Ui, cjirex, spiriea, primula, ccnisus, loniccra,

and viburnum attain their maximum of develop-
ment.

In the Himalaya the truly temperate vegetation

RU(>cr8edoB the sub-tropical above -lOfX) to COOO
feel, an olovation at which there generally is an
annual fall of snow.
On the Himalaya, and on the isolated moun-

tain ranges of the Peninsula of India, on the

heights of Ceylon, and on the volcanic cones of

Java, many plants occur, cither identically the
same or repn;senting e;ich other, and at the same
time representing plaiita of Europe not found in

the intervcJiing hot lowlands. A list of tlic

genera collected on the loftier j^caks of Java raises

a piciuro of a collection made on a hill in Euro|)c.

Still more striking is the fact that Southern
Australian forms are clearly represented by plants

growing on the summits of the raountams of

Borneo. Some of these Australian forms extend
along tlie heights of the Peninsula of Malacca,
and arc thinly scattered, on the one hand, over
India, and, on the other, as far north as Japan.

Along the Himalaya, at points 900 miles apart,

glaciers have left the marks of their former low
descent; and in Sikkim ‘Dr. Hooker saw maize

growing in gigantic ancient morasses. There are

plants on the Himalaya and NeUgherries, Ccvlon,

and the Khassya mountains, and in the Malay
Poninsula, and the moistcr and more equal

ports of India, identical with those of Java. The
genus calamus, orchids, aracem, zingiberacem,

and ferns are especially abundant; the genus

gmmmatophyllum, the wonderful nepenthacero,

or pitcher plants, of which solitarv species occur

in Madagascar, Ceylon, the Seychelles, Celebes,

and the Moluccas.
Several species of Australian genera, myrtaceao,

the leptoBpermum, Bmckia, and metrosidcros, are

found in the Malay Peninsula. The Eastern

Archipelago typo forms the bulk of the flora of
all the perenniaDy humid regions of India, the
Khassya mountains, the Upper Assam valley, the
forests of the base of the Himalaya from the Brah-
maputra to Nepal, the Malabar coast, Ceylon, and
the whole of the Malayan Peninsula, many of the
plants being identical with Javanese ^mountain
species. Gualtheria nurnmularia ranges from the
N.W. Himalaya to Java; and the more conspicuous
of the trees common to Java and India are the

Sedgwickia cerasifolLa, O'ri^/Uh, which is un-
doubtedly the Liquidamber altingia, Blume^
Mttrlea, extending from China to Kashmir. The
curious Cardiopteris lobata of Java is also a native

of Assam
;
and several oaks and chestnuts, anti-

desmcD, a willow, and myrica, are common to

Khassya and Java.

The Chinese type is abundant in the temperate
regions of the Ilimalaya, extending westward to

Garhwal and Kamaon, but is most fully developed
in Sikkim, Bhutan, and the Kli;issya, and, as

examples, are sj^ecies of aucuba, Helwinghi, sta-

ebyurus, cnkianthiis, Abelia, Bkimniia, Adaraia.

Bcnthamia, and corylopais, all of them genera that

have been rcganlod almost exclusively Japane.se

and Chinese
;
also Microptelea parvillora, Haninia-

melis ChinenBis, Nympliaea pygmaca, Vacciiiium

bracteatum, Quercus serrata, illicium, tliejv, mag-
nolia, the Bcluzandrem, lardizabaleoi, Ciimellia,

. doutzia, viburnum, Ooriieae, Houttuynia, Bow-
ringia, Wikstnemia, dapbnese, Henslovia, scepa,

antidesma, Beiithainia, Goiighia. Kuryalo ferox,

which is wild in the Gangctic delta, and is found

as far westward as Kashmir, is abundant in China

;

and Nepenthes pl^yllamphora, a native of Uie

Khassya mountains, is also found at Macao and

eastward to the Ijouisiade Archipelago.

European forms abound in India. 222 British

plants extend into India
;
and a multitude of

mountain plants, and many of the most con-

spicuous ones of Europe, range from the coasts of

the Levant and the Bhvck Bea to the Himalaya,

as Corylus colurna, Quercus ilex, ITlimia cam-

iHistris, Celtis Australis, C. oriental is. Few
European sjxjcies, comparatively, extend into

Nepal, and still fewer occur in Sikkim.

Egypt, southcni Arabia, tlic warmer parts of

I’crsia, Balucliistan, Sind, and the I'anjab, have a

remarkable similarity of climate. Many North

African or Arabian forms extend throughout all

the drier parts of India. Others are restricted

to northern and western India
;

and though

tropical Asia and Africa are sepamted by a vast

expanse of ocean, there is a great similarity in the

families of the trees and shrubs
;
and an affinity

can be tmeed between the mountain vegetation

of western tropical Africa ami that of the pen-

insular chain .—Jlogic on the Productive Jlesources

of India: Wight's T*rodromus Flonc Inditm;

ilooker et Thomson's Introductory Essay to

the Flora Indica; Darwin, Origin of Species;

Wallace; Did. Ann, Med. Science.

BOTERO. Giovanni Botero, an Italian, in A.D.

1650, was the first European author who treated of

the tea-plant. His book was written to indicate

the causes of the splendour and wealth of cities.

BOTLA BENDA. Tel. Abutilon Indicuin.

BOT-PA, a race occupying I^idakh, or Little

Tibet. They speak the Tibetan language, and are

Buddhists, with a hierarchy of monks called Lama.

BO-TREE, ANOi/)-SiN(nr, Ficus rcligiosa, grows
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all over India. One of Uieac is to bo found within blance of the capsule to the stamp used for im-
the precincts of every Buddhist temple in Ceylon, pressing? thebotta or sectarial marks of the Madh-
and it is frequently met witli in deserted localities, avacha^a Brahmans,
or near the sites of ancient villages, and there the BOTTLE GOURD, Lagcnaria vulgaris,

occurreuce of a solitary Bo Tree, with its circular BOTTLES.
buttress of stonework round the stem, indicates Butli, Budk, Ano.-Hind. Buddigal, , . . Tam.
the existertco, at some former period, of a Buddh- Bottiglie, Fiaschi, . It. Budlu, .... Tel.

ifit temple in the vicinity. I'he planting of the Kachn, buli, balang, Mal.

Bo Tree in Ceylon, a ceremony coeval with and Skin or gkvss or stoneware vessels for holding

typical of the introduction there of Bnddliiam, is liquids are of various shapes and sizes. The
one of the most striking j)as.sagcs in the 18th chap- leather budla in which the people of India carry

ter of the Mahawanso, entitled ‘ The obtaining of gld t«id oil, is manufactured in many places

the Bo branch
;

’ and the 10th chapter describes Bfretching skins over a clay model, wWlch is

the arrival of the Bo Tree. A tree of unusual afterwards broken and shaken out.

dimensions, which occupies the centre of a sacred BOTTLE TREE, Delabcchia rupestris of

enclosure at Anarajapoora, is still reverenced as Australia. It is one of the order Stcrculiaccso.

the identical one which the sJicred books record to It attains a height of 35 to 55 feet, with huge
have been planted by Muhendra 250 years before branches at the summit, and the bark rugged,

tlio (Christian era, consequently in the year 1000 The foliage is small in comparison with the great

it will be 2150 years old. So sedulously is it pre- the tree. The interior substance of the

served, that the removal of a single twig is pro- tree abounds in a mucilage resembling gum-
hihited ; and even the fallen leaves, as they arc tragaeanth. The circumference of the trees,

scattered by the wind, are collected with reverence mcJisurod 7 feet from the base, is from 12 to 35
as relics of the holy place. The trees grow very luxuriantly in a soil of

When Asoka, 250 li.c., sent his son Mahcndra ^^^Md or sandy loam, and are often tapped by
and his daughter Sangainitta to introduce Buddh- stockmen and others, who procure from them a

ism into Ceylon, one of the mo.st precious things glutinous and refreshing beverage. Liirge-sized

which they carried witli them was a brunch of that ^recs 8CiK>ped out form excellent canoes. It should

celebrated pijml tree beneath which 8akya he- itd.ro<luced into India. Sec Brachychiton.

rnnio a Buudha, and which is still growing from • BOTTU. Tel. The sectarial marks of the

the top of a small pyramid at Gaya. It was Mudhayacharya Brahmans,

received with the utu»osL reverence by Devan- BO'ITU KURA. Tel. Cordia polygamn.
ainpiyatisHO, and plantetl in the most conspicuous BOT YUL, the Tibetan name for Tibet,

spot in the centre of his capitd. There it has BOUCEluisiA AUCIIEUI. J)ne.

been reverenced as the chief and most important (n»ungi, (Miar-ungli, Hind. I Pawanius Puuwaukc,
nuiium of Ceylon. The city is in ruins, its great Tanj angunlit, . rnus.

| Panj.
<laghohas have falh'U to decjiy, its monasteries have This ]>lunt is fouml in the N.W. Himalaya,
disappeared

;
hut the great Bo Tree still llouriHhc.s; Trans-Indus, .and Salt Range np to 30dO feet,

annually tllo^^s^^nd.M repair to the K.'icred [uecincts Its stem.s, four or five inches long, resemble the
within wliicl,- it stands, to olTcr up prayers for fingers of the hand, are juicy, generally eaten
liealth and prosperity. On the altars at the foot raw, ami dt;emcd medicinal.

—

J)r. L. JStewart,
of the Siw^red Bo Tree, the Buddhists ]>lace offer- BOUCl’RtOSIA EDULI8. K<l<ieworth,
inga of liowers and perform their accustomed Clumg, Pippu, . Panj. 1 Pippu, 8ittu, 8itu, Panj.
devotions.— Teiuicnt's (^jflon; Icuunity (rhrl.'sti- Suhi tJamiluil,

. ,, |

anitji in CcjfJon; ]I(mhfs Kaslcrn Monachlmn. Stem usc<l as a relish for farinaceous food; not
BOTRYCMIUM VIRtilNICUM. This large uncommon in the arid tract from the Salt Range

Bucculent fern grows plentifully in tlie Jiakhing southward to the boundary of the Punjab, and Tn
pass ill the Sikkim llimalnya. It is boiled nnd Sind,— lultfi north; J)i\ J. L. Stewart.
eaten, both there and in New Zealand. Other BOUGUTON, GABRIEL, surgeon of the E.I.
ferns are used for food. In Calcutta, the Hindus Company’s sliip Hopewell; about the year 1G3D was
boil the youug tops of a rolypodium witli thiMr summoned to the Dekhan from Surat to attend ou
Bhrimj) currie.s; and both in Sikkim and Nej>al a daughter of Shah Jahan, who had been severely
the watery tubers of an aspidium are abumlantly burned. He asked as his reward liberty for iho
eaten. So also the pulp of one tree-fern uffonls K.L Company to trade in Bengal free of duties,
food, but only in times of scarcity, as does that Ormesays ho was sent for that puqiose from Surat
of another species in New Zealand, the Cyalhea toAgm. The patient recovered

;
and the emperor,

medullaris. The pith of all is composed of a besides other favours, granted him a suunud to
coarse sago, that is to say, of cellular tissue with trade free of customs throughout his dominions,
starch granules.—//ooPer, Him. Jour. Boughtoii proceeded to Bengal, on reaching which
BOTRYTIS BASSIANA. Sec Dry Rot. the nawab obtained his aid in order to attend
BOTTA, French consul nt Mosul, in 1842 began on one of his favourite women, who recovered.

cxcxivatioDS on the sites of the buried citioii of Boughtou remained in the nawab’s service, who
Assyria. Ho commenced his labours at Kou- gave liim and the English the right to trade’; and
yunjik, a large mound opposite Mosul. Along Houghton induced the Company to send, in 1640,
with Mr. Layard, he made large researches, and two ships,—ilreomf. Hist, of the Bengal Army
during the entire pcrioii of his excavations, M. London, 1850

;
Orme, ii. p. 8.

’

Bottasent to Mr. Layard not only his descriptions, BOULMALA, a stone procured from the hill
comes of the inscriptions.— Nineveh, state of Dhenkanal, in Orissa, used to make small

BOITA-GENDA. Gonp. Spilornis clieela. mortars and the little tripods on which sandol-
BOl'TA KADAPA CHETTU. Tel. Nauclca wood is ground by natives.

—

Cal Cat. Ex. 1862.
parviliora. The name is taken from the resem- BOURA CHANG, a fish of Bhutan, believed by
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tho nativoft to fall from lieavcn, from tlio circuni-

Hlance of ita found after rain far from tin*

water.

HOlIKliON, also called liouuion and Mascar-
lienaSf is an ialand of a round form above 42 miles
from N.W. to S.E. A volcano near its S.E. part»

is in lat' 21° 9' S. It is lar^^er than the Mauritius;
but it is only a great mountain cleft in three places,

and clotlied with wood, though portions below are

cultivated. It discovered by the Portuguese,
who called it Masc^irhenas. The French took
possession of it in 1G75. It was ca]>turcd 10th
July 1810 by the British, but restored at the
general jKJtice. Bourbon cotton is Gossypium
Barbadense, Roxh.^ and Bourbon Tacamahaca,Calo-
ph y 1hun inophy 1 1uin .

—

Jlorsh urtjh.

ilOlIIvDONNAIS, La, sailed for India When
only T1 years of age. He became the governor
of Mauritius and Bourbon in 1734. He returned
to France; but in 1740 he revisited India, had an
encounter with the British fleet, and on the lOih

^(‘ptember he ca])lure<l Madrj\s, which capitulated,

but \va.s i-jinsomed on the 10th October. He sailed

for hVance, but was captured on his way. He was
shortly after released, in consideration of his

lenient treatment of Madras
;
but on arriving in

France he was thrown into the i>n8oii of the

Bastilc, where he lingered for three years and
dietl. Dujdeix was jealous of him, and cauRe<l

his inijuisonmcnt lie introduced cotton and
indigo n»to the Mauritius.

BOUJiO ISLAND, one of the Moluccas. It is

high, and has a BcniicircuUir mountain on its

N.W. part. 'l'h<^ islaixl has two races; tlic largei

nuinl-'or Jiro Malaya of the Oelelxis type, often

exactly similar to the Tomore people of Last

Celebes, who are settled in Batchian
;
but the

otluT, a taller, bearded race, rcHcmble the Alfura

of Ceram. Amongst its birds are two kingfishers,

Tniiysiptt'ra acis and Ceyx cajoli
;
a beautiful sun

bini, Ncctarinea proserpina; and a black and
white flycatcher, Monarcha loricatiV.— Bo//.

BO VI l)yL, a family of mammals, comprising the

8ub"fainilie8 Antiloj)iiia?, Capriuyc, an<l Hoviiue.

4’hu Antilopinaj have been cmimerated uiuler

their own hc;\<liiig
;
the others are as uimUt :

—

Suh-Iunn. Caprime, goats aud shet‘i>.

Nemorhoedus bubaliiia, Jerdon.

N. proclivus, Hixli/s.
|
Aiitilopc thar, llinJifs.

Sarao, gjuoowa, . II

I

M. I Thur, .... Necal.
Kttmu, . . .Kasumju.

|
Liinu, . . . . Sutlkj.

The serow or forest goat occurs in the central

ranges of the Himalaya, from Kashmir to Sikkim.

Nemorhredus goral, Jerdon.

Antilopo Duvaucelci, //. JSiniCh.

Ra giyu, .... Bhct. Suh-ging, . . . Lei*cii.

floorul, .... Him. ^ah ;
^arr, . . .Sutlej.

rijur, . . . Kashmiu.

The gooral or Himalayan chamois occurs in the

whole range of the Himalaya from Bhutan and

Sikkim to Kashmir.

True Goats.

llemitragus jomlaicus, Jerdon.

H. quadriinammis, Hod*j, CJapni jliaral, Hadtj.

Tare, tchr, tahir, . Hind. Jhaval, . . . Nepal.
KraM, Jagla, . . Kahm. Jehr, Simla.

Kart, Kulu. Eiihu, Kshi, , . Sutlkj.

Jula (m), thar, tharni, Kun.

The tchr or Himalayan wild goat inhabits the

whole of the Himalaya.

Homitragns hylocrius, Jt rdint.

Kemas, Otjilln/,
|
(’iipiii wai ryato, <h'(ni.

Jbt'x, . . NEILeif F.KiiiEs.
I
Warrit aiUi watii, . TaM.

The Neilgheny wild goat oci’urs there and in

the neighbouring hills in the W. Ghats, south to

Cape Comorin.

Capra nu'gacerus, JIod()son.

C. 1'alcoiu‘ri, Hatjcl.

Ra-cho; lla-po che, . Lad.
(
Mar-khor, . . . PusHT.

Tlie Mar-khor inhabits the Pir l^anjal range of

the Hiiiialayjis to the south of the valley of Kash-
mir, in the Hazara hills, and the hills on the north
of the Jhelum, the Wurdwan hills, the Sulimaoi
range, I^adakh, and AfghanisUm.

Capra Sibirica, Meyer.

C. Sakecn, Bliilh. Ibex Himalayanus^ Blyth.
<J. l^ullaaii, ,,

8kin, Sukyn, lakin, .Sakin, Tangrol, .... KuLU.
Him, liuz .SuTLW.

Kyi, Kash. Danmof/.), . . Tiu.

The Himalayan ibex occurs from Kashmir to

Nepal in the Himalaya.

Ovis cycloccros, llnlton.

O. Vignoi, Blyih.

Uria, urial, . . . Hind.
|
Koch, Kuch, SuL. HiUA.

The urial or Paiijab wihl sheep oihmu-s in the
Salt Uange, Suliinnni l^ingc, Hazara hills, and
hills near Peshawur, at from 800 to 2000 feet

elevation.

Ovis \'ignei, Rlyth.

(). niontana, (Unnuuyham.

The Sha or Sha-poo of 'ribet.

Ovis nuhiira, llodifson.

(). Nahoor, J/odys.
|
(>, J.ui’hel, Btyth.

lUiaral
;
P.hai ur, . IIiM. Nci v.iti, . . . Nej*AL.

Meinla (/w.), ... „ Wu, War, . . .SUTI-KJ.

Na, Huh, . . . liADAKH.

The biirhel or blue wihl sheej^ is from Sikkim
to near Simla.

Ovis Ammon., TAim.

O. argali, Bullits. I O. AmmonoideB, HinhjA.
O. JlodgHoui, Bhjth.

1

Hyan, nuan, iiyan, niar, nyiind, gnow, of

Tibet. It is found beyond the great central snowy
range on the Tibet side, never uinler lo,000 feet

in summer.
Ovis Polii, llhfth^ tlic rass or rush of the plains

of Pamir, east of Bokhara, at 10,000 feet.

Sub-Fam. Bovinae, cattle.

Gavaius gaurus, Jerd.j gaur.

cavifroiiH,

Bob gour, Trait!.

Vjina go, .... Bend.
Ban guu, .... ,,

Pyoung, .... Buum.
Kar Kona, . . . Can.
The Caiir Bibon, . Kng.
l*croo niaoo, . . . (iOND.
Oour, Bind.

B. HBBcl, JftO'xf.

B. aculcatuB, Caie

(Juuri-titti, . . . Hind.
Jangli Khulga, . , ,,

Gaoiya, .... Mahii.
Ban-i)urra of Mundlah.
Bod of .... 8koni.
Katu Veiii, . . . Tam.

Bison of Madnis sportsmen. All the large forests

of India.

(lavujus frontalis, gayal or mitbun of tho
hilly tracts east of the Brahmaputra.

Gavaius sondaicus, tho baii-teng, is the Burmese
wild cow of Chittagong, Burma, and Malayana.
It is the tsoing of the Burmese.
Boa Indicus, the zebu or humped cattle, known

as tho Brahmauy bull, is wild in the Guntur dis-

trict of the Madras Presidency, in parts of Oudh
and liohilkhand, and maintain themBelvcs in dis*
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Irictfl infoBtcKl with tlie ti^er. They have been

domesticated in India and the Archipelago.

The Jhifaloes.

Bubalus Arni, Jerdon.
lioB arni, KerVy Skaw, B. bubalus, Anderton.

B. buffeluB, Blifth.

Mungof . Bhagdlpur. JangU bhyus (m.), Hind.
Geraeruml, . . OoND. „ mhyuB(/.), . ,,

Arna(M».), Ami (/.), Hind.

Occurs wild in Assam, in the Terai from Bhutan

to Oudh, in Central India from Midnapur to Rai-

pur, in the Purniah district, and a few in the N.

and N.E. of Ceylon. The domesticated species is

little changed from the wild buffalo.

BOVKA KORUO. Pkrs. A large desert

partri<lgc in tiorthern Persia
;
Ptcreocles exusta.

BOWRING, Sir JOHN, K.C.B., governor of

Hong-Kong, but best known as an author by his

political and literary writings. He was born at

Exeter 17th October 1792, and became, in early

life, a pupil of Jeremy Benthain, maintaining his

ina.stcTa principles for some years in the West-

minster Iteview, of which he was the editor. He
wrote Bowring's Siam, and a work on the Philip-

pine Islands. Obiit 1872.

BOWSTRING HEMP, fibre of Sanseviera

Zeylanifa. Very tcinacious fibre; the natives make
their best Ixiwstrings of it.

BOXWOOD, Biixus sempcrvii-ens, Wall. This

is a valuable wood of a yellowish colour, close-

grained, very hard, and heavy; it cuts better

than any other wood, and is susceptible of a very

lino jwlish. It was highly valuefl by the ancients

lis a material for musical instruments. It is of

use for the turner, engraver, mathematiad instru-

ment maker, condi and pipe maker. The Hima-

layan box, Buxus sempervirens, Wallich, appears

to be irlentical with the tree common all over

south lOurope, and extending into Poi-sia, chiefly

in valleys, at an elevation of from 8000 to ()(X)0

feet. Dr. Stewart met with it from Mount Tira,

near Jhelum, to AVaiigtii bridge on tlie Sutlej. It

is viU’iaijIc in size, being generally 7 to 8 feet

high and the stoiii only a few inches thick, but
attaining sometimes a height of 15 to 17 feet, as

at Munikani in Kulu, and a girth of 22 inches as

a maximum. It i.s found in tlie valleys of the

Sutlej, Parbali, and near Dharmsala, and in the

SjiH Riiige. In the Nepal valley it is larger and
moK' .'dunidant than inotlicr parts of the Himalaya.

It is made by the villagers into little boxes for

hohling ghi, honey, snutf, and tinder. It is in

demand for plugs for Miiiic rifle balls, and at

Sealkotc it is turiK‘d into pill boxes. The wood is

liable to split in the hot weather, and should be
Bcasoiied and stored under cover. Thunberg says
that B. semjiervirenB was not micommon in Japan,
in a wild and cultivated state. The annual con-
BUro))iion in Great Britain exceeds 2000 tons, lialf

of which is of foreign growth. The wood of ^r-
coeocca trinerva also geta this name. Tho Karens
sometimes furnished Mr. Miison with specimens of
a wootl that can scarcely bo distinguisheil from
the Iwxwooil of Europe. Nauclea cordifolia has
w(*o<l coloured like that of tho box tree, but much
lighter, and at tho same time very close-grained.
Dr. Hunter highly praises the wood of the
Euonymus dichotomus of tho Pulney hills.

—

Jour.
A. II, jSoc. xi. 418, 1859

;
Cleghorn^ Pavjah Hep.

;

Statiatics of Commerce ; Thunbenfs Travels; J, L,
Stewart; PoweWs Handbook

; ihunter; Iloylc.

BOY, an Anglo-Indian term applied to a native

domestic man-servant, supj^sca to bavo come
from Bhui, the name of a Teiiug tribe.

BOYA, plural Boyadu or Boyidu, also Boyi.

Teu A mountaineer, a forester; was a title of

some Teling chieftains, as Avare-Boyidu, Milra-

Boyidu, Gondla-prote Boyidu.

BOYAR, a nuse widely diffused in the hilly

arts of Palamau, Sirguja, SingrauU, Korea Bha-
har, Rewa, and other places. They cultivate

millets and pulses on the virgin soil of newly-
cleared forests. They live in small hamlets or

detached houses. They bury their dead, deposit-

ing with each body of a male an axe, a xnife,

and a bow and arrow. The Boyar are generally

of a dark-brown colour, fairly proportioned, and
averaging upwards of five feet in height. Tho
features have great breadth across the cheek-bones,

very narrow forehead, nose broad, nostrils wide
apart, the nasal bone more prominent, the mouth
BO wide as nearly to equal the space occupied by
both eyes, lips protuberant, chin receding, but
not BO the brow, more hair ou the face than is

generally found amongst the tribes of this class.

—

Ihilton^ Kthwl. p. 134.

BOYILIiA or Boiggiab, a race in the southern

Mahratta country, whose sections take tbe name
of Bbaka, Holga, and Berdur. The Bhaka again

subdivide into the Itamuai, Yadu, Roray, and
Gurgal. Tho four branches of the Bhaka con-

stitute one people apart from the Holga or the

Berdur. They are hardy, active, and enterprising,

but predatory, covetous, rapacious, and treach-

erous.

BOZAH. Hind. A fermented liquor obbiiued

from Eleusino coracana, and somewhat resembling
country beer. It is chiefly used in the higher
provincce of India, but the materials U8e<l in brew-
ing or fermenting it vary in different places. Tho
Sorghum vulg-arc is occa.sionally used, and it is

occasionally made more intoxicating by the addi-

tion of drugs.

—

AwsU( \^ Mat. Med, p, 2G3.
BOZDAR, a bonier trilic on the N.W. frontier

of India, with about 2500 lighting men. They
dwell west of the Denijat, in the hills op[)osiU?

Mungrota, about 50 miles north of Dehra-Ghazi
Klian. After a scries of troublesome inroads on
tho ])lainB, a force was sent against them in March
1857, through tho Mahvi and Mungrota posses,

and, after seeing their green crops destroyed, anil

seeing the Osterani, a sinjill but warlike tribe,,join

tho British, one morning tlic Bozdar chiefs rode
into the British camp and sued for peace. They
were received in solemn durbar; and for every
man they had slain in their forays 125 rupees
were paid, and 60 rupees for every wounded man,
this being tbe regular price of blood in the hills.

A few months afterwards, they furnished a con-
tingent to protect tho frontier when the troops
were sent to quell the mutiny of 1857. This
Baluch tribe occupy the mountains and the low
country, and have tho following sections—Sehrani,.

Suwami, Gulamanni, Jelalani, Chandiah, and
Shahani. From the Kusranee limits the hills of

the Bozdar tribe extend along tho British frontier

for about 15 or 20 miles. Tho range is intersected

by some nine passes leading into the plains, the
chief of which is the Sungurh pass, through
which there is considerable traffic with Kandahar
and the Panjab. Opposite these hills lies tho
Sungurh lowland (forming the upper portion of
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the Delira-Gbazi Khan district and cultivated by
several pcaocfnl tribes), and very much at the

mercy ca the Bozdnrs. There is only one Bozdar
village in the plains, but there is much scattered

cultivation belonging to the tribe. Almost the

whole tribe and their chiefs live in the hills. They
can muster 3000 or 4000 fighting men, some
portion of whom are horsemen. They were
probably the most formidable robbers in this part

of the frontier. Under the Sikh regime they
repeatedly carried fire and sword into the Dohra-
Ghazi Khan district. The direct and main pass

which leads into the Bozdar country is the Sungurh
pass, opposite Munghrata, the one by which Sir N.
Chamberlain’s force entered. The Sukhi Surwar
pass is below Dera-Gbazi Khan, in the Loggharri

(Baluch) country, between which and the Bozdars

there is also another Baluch tribe, the Khosahs.

The Cliachar pass, again, is still further lower

down, near Hurrund, and more distant still from
the Bozflars.

—

Medley's Year's Campaigning,

BOZGAND, also Bozghanj. Hind. Galls of

Pistacia terebinthus, said to be flower-biuls dried.

BOZIDAN, also Bozandan. Hind. Asparagus

sarmentosiis, A. racemosus.

BUAA. Hind. Colutca arborcscens.

BRAB TREE, Borassua flabclliformis.

BRACELET.
Bracelet, BrawMwd, . Fa. 1 Braccialetto, smaniglia, IT.

Armband, .... Geu. 1 Braralete, . • • , Br.

Khangni ;
Bakhi, Hind.

|

Bracelets, anklets, and armlets of gold, silver,

brass, copper, and deer horn, the metals being

solidly massive or in the form of chains, are in

use in all eastern countries, amongst Hindus and

Mahomedans. Occasionally a grown man of the

Hindus may bo seen with a small gold or silver

arm-ring or anklet, but in general they arc

restricted to women and children. Iho custom

has doubtless obuined through all ages
;
and tlicy

are alluded to in Genesis xxxviii. 18; Isaiah iii. 19.

Those of some of the Hindus are inconveniently

massive, and heavy rings, usually of silver set

with a fringe of small bells, arc often worn by

iliudu ladies. The bniss ornaments of the Bantal

women weigh several pounds. Allusion is made

in Scripture to a tinkling with the feet. Hindu

women wear loose ornaments one above another

on their ankles, which, at every motion of the

feet, produce a tinkling noise. Armlets are worn

alike by Hindus and Mahomedans, and by men

and women ;
are of gold or silver

;
some arc in the

form of massive carved rings, some as lockets, the

more exTXjnsive worn by royalty are their bazu-

band, litemlly arm-binder. These are generally

worn as ornaments, since the most ancient times,

like earrings (Gen. xxxv. 4 ;
Exod. xxxii. 3, 4

;

Hob. ii. 13 ;
Judg. viii. 25). The Ei^oria m aures

were often of gold, like those of the Ishroaclitcs

;

but ornaments were often caskets containing, ns

with the Mahomedans, charms, their toyiz, or,

like the Jangam sect of Hindus, the phallic lingom.

These ornaments are often worn round the neck,

like the golden bulla and leathern torum of the

liofnan youth, and ns in Prov. vi. 21, and most

women have frontlet ornaments, such as are

alluded to in Deut. vi. 8
. .,,.,11

The bracelets largely worn in India by all H ndu

and Mahomedan women are of colourc^ glass,

ornamented with lac and brass or tmfoil
;
some

of the colours are beautiful; the manufacture of

shell bracelets is one of the indigenous arts

of Bengal, in which the caste of Sankhari at
Dacca exccL The ebanks of which they are
mode are large univalve shells (Turbinolla pyrum)
from six to seven inches long, and of a pore
white colour. They are imported into Cal-

cutta from Ramnad in Southern India, and
from the Maidive Islands. At Dacca theee

shells are used for beetling fine muslins, but
principally for making the large massive bracelets

which are worn by Hindu women. They ore

sawn into semicircular pieces, and these are

riveted and cemented to form the bracelets, some
of which are elaborately carved, and inlaid with a
composition of lac and a red pigment. A pair of

bracelets of this description frequently costs as

high as 80 rupees. Of the thi<^ pieces of tho

shells, beads are made to form the necklaces,

which the Bengal sepoys wear.

Some Marwari women and tho Binjara women
have the entire forearm from the wrist to the

elbow covered with hciivy massive bracelets, and
tho lower part of tho legs equally covered with

anklets. Tho armlets of the Binjara women are

of deer-born. Amongst tho Rajputs, the women
adopt a brother by the gift of a bracelet. Tho
intrinsio value of such pledge is never looked to,

nor is it requisite it should bo costly, though it

varies with the means and rank of tho donor, and
may be of flock silk and spangles, or gold chains

and gems. The acceptance of tho pledge and its

return is by the Katchli, or corset, of simple silk

or satin, or gold brocade, and pearls. Colonel

Tod was the Raklii band Bhai of the three queens

of Udaipur, Boondi, and Kotah, besides Chund-
Bai, the maiden sister of the Rana, as well ns of

many ladies of the chieftains of rank. Though
tho bracelet may be sent by maidens, it is only

on occofiioiiB of urgent necessity or danger. The
festival of the bracelet (Rakhi) is in spring. The

adopted brother may hazard bis life in bis adopt^
sister’s cause, and yet never receive a mite in

reward, for he cannot even see the fair object who,

08 brother of her adoiition, has constituted him
her defender.

—

Tod's Travels in Jlnjasthan, Sec

Phylactery ;
Talsain

;
Taviz.

BRAClilOPODA, a class of molluscs, com-
prising the families Terebratulidse, Spiriferidm,

Rhyncbonelidcc, Orthidro, Productitl®, Craniadflo,

Discinidro, and Lingulidro. See MoUusca.

BRACHYCniTON DELABECHEI, Australian

bottle tree, trunk similar to a soda-water bottle.

Tlio natives refresh themselves with the mucilagin-

ous sweet substance, and make nets of its fibre.

BRACHYPTERNUS AURANTIUS. Linn.

The orange-coloured woodpecker of Ceylon, BL

Coylonus and B. rubcscens also occur there.

BRACHYPTERUM SCANDENS. Benth, A
creeper of Coromandel, Konkan, Travoncoro,

Siam, Bengal, and Assam, with small pale rose

fragrant flowers, well adapted for trellis work.

BRADDOCK, Lieutenant, a Madras officer,

wrote on balances for delicate weighing in tho

Mad. Lit. 80c. Turns.
;
On tho Assay of Silver

:

On the Induration of Chunam; On Chemical

Tests
;
On the Sculptures at tho Seven Pagodas.

—./M Buist's Catalogue,

BRADLEY, Da. W. IL, a Bombay medical

officer, who wrote a statistical memoir on Circar

Dowlatabod in Mad. Lit Trans, xvi. p. 481 : A
Statistical Memoir on tho Circar of Pytun, ibid,

7
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2M) ;
On tl»e Meteorology of Rllichpur, Bom. Gc'o.

Trans. 1844, 1840, vii. p. 107
;

Desultory Ob-
servations on the Gond Tribes, with a Vocabulary
of the Language spoken by them, ibid. 209

;
Some

Account of the Topography of Chikuldah, ibid.

—

Dr, Huiiit\s Cataloque,

BRAGANTIA WALLICHII. 11 Br.
Aparna siliquosa.

|
Alpani, . . . MalraL.

A shrub of the natural order Aristolochiacea,

growing in the western parts of the Peninsula of

India, the S. Konkans, Wynad, and Travancore.

It is about 3 feet high
;
root and leaves demulcent

and tonic. The root is supposed to be an antidote

to poison, and is used in snakebites and applied to

ulcers. B. tornei»tosa is intensely bitter, and used

as medicine in Java.

—

Drimj^ Useful Plants.

BJiAIlM, or Para Brahm, Sansk., the Supreme
Being, is a name that first appears in llitidu

religious books, in some of the best upanishads,

or :v])poudagc8 to tlio Vedas, of later date tlian the

first three, and introducing adifTerent and superior

theology. It seems to have been a first effort

townnLs the recognition of a Creator; and inai^y

Hindus of the present day recognise that the

alinigldy, the infinite, the eternal, incoinjn-ehen-

sihle, Hclf-existcnt being, he whose i)Ower is too

infifiite to be imagined, is Brahm I creator, pre-

server, and destroyer of the univei'se, from whom
all souls come, ami to him again return. While the

learned Brahmans thus acknowledge one God,

they have confined their doctrines to their own
sidjool of philosf)phy, and have tacitly assented to,

even taught in public, a religion in which the

most discordant fictions have been erected, and
h ive woven a mythology of the most extensive

character. A philosophic few excepted, Hindus
are worshippers of a su})orstitiou3 and idolatrous

polytheism, and Hindus erect no altars to Brahm
(Hindoo Pantheon, p. 4). The Narayana of the

pre.sent Hindus is rather the Spirit of God (Ins.

of Menu, chap. 1., v. 10), tliough tlic two Hindu
sects claim for Vislmu and Siva the title of Nara-
yana, and Brahma himself is sometimes called

Narayana. At present tliere will not be fouml

two Hindu families whose belief i.s identical,

though almost all tlie educated of the })eoplc

recognise one God under one name or another.

Prom time to lime great reformers rise, condemn-
ing the prevailing Hindu idolatry, and so anxious

are tlic jx'oplc to know the truth, tliat every new
teacher immediately gathers round him a number
of disciples. But it is without the biisis of a recog-

nised revealed religion, and the zeal of the pupils

soon calms down. In the mcautime the bulk of

the Hindu people are engaged in Bj)int-worship

and hero-worship
;
in the worship of the manes of

ancestors
;
in the worship of plants and animals

;

of the inanimate objects of nature and of natural

phenomena, of forma of men and women, and of

8haj)elcs8 blocks of stone and wood. Some forms
of Hindu belief are systems of rationalism, others

are systems of philosophy, and others are physio-
logical doctrines, with emblems to illustrate views
entertained as to cosmogony and production which
take the place of religion. The human form in its

natural state, or ijosscssbig the heivds or limbs of

various animals, the elements, rivers, fountains,
stones, and trees, have been deifictl, and become
objects of religious adoration. The sun, moon,
and all the heavenly host; fire, earth, and all

natural phenomena,—all nature, indeed,— the

passions and emotions of human beings, their

vices and virtues, are transformed into persons,

and act appropriate parts in the history of man.—Taylor

;

Aioor, Hindoo Pantheon ; Coleman

;

Wilson. See Upanishad.
BRAHMA, a word supjwsed by some to be from

the^anakrit ‘ vrih ’ or ‘ brih,’ to increase. Brahma
occum in a hymn of the Rig-Veda, and, according
to Dr, Haug, this word originally meant the

strewing of the sacrificial grass on the spot

appointed for the immolation. One of the earliest

meanings of the word, as used in the Veda, was
* food,’ also riches. In the Rig-Veda, a more
frequent meaning is sacrificial food. But in the

same work Brahma is repeatedly used to express

tlie song of the soma singers, a magic spell
;
and

is applied to ceremonies having a song of praise

as their characteristic. In the language of the

Zendavesta, ‘baresman,’ an absolutely identical

word, is found, which the Parsecs interpret to mean
a bundle of twigs tied together with grass, used

in the fire-worship like the bundle of kusa grass

used by the Brahmans in tlio soma sacrifices. In

both worships the bundle is a symbol of ‘growing,’

‘increase,’ or ‘prosperity;’ and the name of the

symbol wjis transferred to the texts, hymns, sacri-

fices, and ceremonies used in the rites. ‘ As sacri-

fice among the Vedic Hindus was the chief means
of obtaining ivjl earthly and spiritual blessings,

but Wivs mscless without the Brahma, i.c. success,

the latter was at last regarded os the original

causes of all being.’ TJio Imperial Gazetteer says

Brahma means a prayer
;
and Brahman, a praying

persou.

Brahma, with Siva and Vislmu, form the triad

of Hindu deities. There is nothing extant to

show either that Brahma ever had much cousidora-

tion shown him, or tliat his worship was over-

whelmed by the intrusion of the Vnishnava and
Saiva religions. Brahma in former times is said

to Imve had temples the same as Siva and Vislmu,

and to have been worshijiped separately, but tho

followers of the two last are said to have entirely

destroyed tho temples and worship of Brahma.
Brahma alone of the tlirec is meutioned by Menu
(Kennedy’s Researches, p. 270). lie seems to

have had soino sort of pro-eminence in ancient

timc.=?, but there is no evidence that he was ever

much worshipped. According to Colonel Toil, ho

has now but one temple in India (To<rs Rajusthrm,

vi. p. 774); and though invoked in the daily ritual,

his scfjiiratc worship is almost entirely neglected.

His Sakti or consort, Sariiswati, has not fallen

80 completely out of notice. A figure of Brahma
is shown in a temple at Gumli, three-faced, seated

cross-legged on two hansa, with two fcmulo

attend.ants, and to his right is Siva, three-faced,

with Nandi below, and two females.

A Saiva legend, in the Tamil book Arunosala
Puranam, is to the effect that Brahma and Vishnu

endeavoured to overthrow the religion of Siva;
that Vishnu abandoned tho attempt, and Brahma
was overpowered, and condemned to have neither

temple nor worship for evermore. Also the

Brahtua-koond, in Briudapur, is a little square

tank, supposed to be of natural excavation, and
regarded as tho sacred spot of Vishnu’s triumph
over Brahma. In Benares they make Vishnu
worship Siva. In Brindabuu they make Brahma
worship Vishnu, to assert the superiority of sect

over sect (Tr. of Hind. ii. p. 65). At tho present
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djiy, Brahma is worshipped or rcverencctl at

Bittiir on the Ganges (Oudh Census, p. 114).

He is particularly reverenced at Pushkara, near
A jnriir, ns also at Bittur in the Doab, where, at the
Brahiuavarta ghat, he is said to have offered an
Aswa Medha on completing the act of creation.

The pin of his 8lipj>cr is still worshipped there.

On the full of the moon Agrahayana (November
and December) a mela or fair, a meeting that mixes
piety with profit, is annually held at that place.

—

( 1Pi7.sy)».) There is no doubt that he is the least

important, at the present day, of the Hindu
deities, though termed the creator, or the ancestor

of gotis and men. He has been imagined to

correspond with the Saturn of the Greeks and
l^tins. He is usually represented as a red or

gohlcn-colonred figure with four heads. He is

taid, by the Saiva sect, to have once possessed

five
;
but as he would not acknowledge the supe-

riority of Siva, as Vishnu had done, that deity

cut off one of them. Ho has also four arms, in

one of which ho holds a six)on, iu another a string

of beads, in the third a water -iug (articles used

in worship), and in the fourth the Veda or sacred

writings of the Hindus. He is frequently attended

by his vahan or vehicle, the hansa, a goose or a

swan.

—

J^inthcoi}
;
Tod'x JlajasihaHy \\, p.

774 ;
Sounemt's re//07r,p. 5 ;

Ko) nedifa Ucscarchesy

p. 270; Hindu Theatre^ ii. p. 58; Trawls of a

Hindoo^ p. G5
;
Sir G. Camphdl^ p. 61; 1177,sen;

Oudh ( '(‘UfiHs, p. 114.

—

Imp. Gaz.

BRAHMACHAUYA. Sansk. The state or

j)criod of pupillage of a Brahman, Kshatriya,

Vaisya, or >Sudra youth, who is thus calliMl a

Brahmachari. It is also applied to men who arc

mendicants, but affect to bo students. Mr.

Sherring says this name is given to a sect of

Brahman ascetics who wear red cloth and the

ludraksha, let their hair and beard grow, and

besmear their bodies with ashes. They are

worshippers of Siva. The Brahmacharis live as

recluses apart from their families, and at death

their bcxlies are burnt.—Sherriufs Tribes^ p. 265.

BRAHMA DANDA PURANA, a religious

book of the Hindus, the object of which is

similar to that of the Skanda Siva Purana and

1 aiiga Purana, viz. to inculcate the worship of the

lingam. Sec Lingnrn.

BRAHMADANDl. Sansk. Argemone Mexi-

cana.

BRAHMADICA, supposed by Hindus in their

mythology to be the nrst created beings; but

in their cosmogonies their origin and names are

variously explained. It is said, in the Institutes

of Menu (chap, i. il2), that the Almighty Power,

having divided his own substance, became male

and female, and from that female proiluccd Viraj.

Yiraj produced the first Menu, named Swayam-

bhuva
;

he, the ten Brahmadica or Prajapati,

whom he calls the ten lords of created beings,

also the sons of Brahma. They produced seven

other Menu, whoso names were Swnyambhtiva,

Swarochesha, Uttama, Tainasa, Rivata, Chac-

shusba, and Satyavrata. These Menu are by

some authorities said to have produced the seven

Hiahi
;
but others state the seven Rishi to have

sprung immediately from Brahma. Their usual

names are Kasyapa, Atri, Vasishta, Viswamitra,

Gautama, Jamadagni, and Bhanulwaja.

—

Wilford^

/U. licit. V. p. 246. The seven Brahmadica are,

however, according to CJoleman, named Marichi,

Atri, Vasishta, Palaatia, Angiras, Pulastia, and
Kritu. Colonel Wilford, in the Asiatic Kest'arches,

has considered the Brahmadica, the Menu, and
the Rishi to bo seven individuals only. The
names of some of the Brahmadica correspond with
those of some of the Rishi.

—

Cole. JHud.

p. 8. In an account of Viraj, translate^! by Mr.
Colcbrooke from the AVhitc Yajur Veda, it is sai l

He (tho primeval being) felt no delight; there-

fore man delights not when alone. He caused
his own self to fall in twain, and thus became a
husband and wife, and the human race was pro-

duced
;

and, changing their forms, all created
beings appeared. Another account makes Rudra
assist in the thcogony. Brahma said, ‘Rise up, 0
Riuira, and form man to govern tho world.’ Rudra
immediately obeyed. He began the work, but the
men ho made were fiercer than tigers, having
nothing but tho destructive quality in their com-
position, and they soon destroyed one anotlier, for

anger wivs their only passion. Brahma, Vishnu, and
Rmlra then joined their different powers, and
created ten men,whose names were Narcda, Daksha,
\'a8ishta, Bhrigii, Kritu, Puluha, Piilastya, Angira,
Atri, and Marichi (that is, Reason, Ingenuity, Kmu-
lation, Hninility, Piety, Pride, Patience, Charity,

Deceit, Morality), tho gcnenvl name of whom is

the Muni. Brahma then produced Dharma, .lus-

tico, from tho breast; Aaliarma, Injustice, frotn

his back; I^abha, Appetite or Pjvsaion, from bis

lips; and Kama, Love or Desire, from his heart.

The last was a beautiful female, aud Brahma
looked upon her with amorous emotions

;
but the

Muni telling him she was his own daughter, he
shrank back, and Ladja, Shame, a Idnshing

virgin, sprang from him. Brahma, deeming his

body defiled by its emotions towanls Kama,
purified himself by j>i\rtially changing it into ten

females, who were respectively espoused by the

ten Muni.—A/oor, Hindoo Pantheon., P- fil
;
Cole-

hrookc ; }Vil/ordy llesearch. v. p. 246 ;
Cok many

Mtftholoipf of the Hindoos^ p. 8 ;
MenUy i. ,82.

BRAILMAGUPTA. Colebrooke thinks that
Brahmagupta and the author of tho Surya
Sidhanta were contemporary about tho seventh
century, a.d, 628, of the Christian era. Brahina-

charya and Brahmagupta are supposed by some
to be one and tho same astronomer, tho inventor

of the system disclosed in the Surya Sidhanta

;

by others to bo two distinct commentators of that

shastra.

—

Capt. E. WarreHy Kala Sanhita.

BRAIIMAKUND, in lat. 27° N., and long. 96°

E. It is a pool 70 feet by 30, twolvo days'

journey up tho I^hit, into which several minor
streams break over a precipice. It is considered

by Hindus os sacred a spot as Gangotri, and it

was at one time largely resorted to by pilgrims.

BRAHMA-LOKA. Sansk. The abode or
heaven of Brahma. In the Buddhism of Ceylon,

it is tho highest of the celestial worlds, sixteen iu

number.

—

Hardy^ p. 434.

BRAHMAN. This is written Brahmana, but
the final a is dropped in conversation. It is tho

designation of the highest of the Hindu castes,

whom it is usual to cidl the priestly class. Their
duties, according to Menu, are—(14 Performances
of holy sacrifices; (2) assisting at tne performance
of such by others; (8) reading tho Vedas; (4)
teaching tho Vedas; (6) making gifts; (6) ac-

cepting gifts. If any of these means of existence

failed, they were pemiittod to resort to certain

!9
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inuling oooupatioiut, being restricted, liowovcr, na

to the articles in which they might trade. But
now>a-dayB Brahmans employed in sacerdotal

functions arc considered to be in a degraded posi-

tion. The author of the Gita says, ‘The pre-

scribed duties of tho Brahmans are peace, self-

restraint, seal, purity, patience, rectitude, wisdom,

learning, and theology’ (Gita, p. 130). The
word Brahman, according to IVebcr, means draw-
ing forth, ns well in a physical sense * producing,’

‘creating,’ as in a spiritual sense ‘lifting up,*

‘elevating,* ‘strengthening* (Weber).

Tho Mana-brahman of Hindustan, who performs

uncrnl ceremonies, is dcenie<l so unclean that

other Brahmans will not touch him. Gunga-putra

or Ghat Brahman is a byword; and tho Panda
or temple priests, the Barna Brahmans who con-

duct the worship of the lower castes, the Gyawal
and Pmyagwal who rule over the ceremonies

connected with pilgrimages to Gyaand Allahabad,

tho Ojhas exercising the vocation of wizards,

the Dayabngya, tho Ganak, and the Jaudi Brah-
mans who cast horoscopes and predict events,

arc all looked upon by other Brahmans as lower
classes. Menu writes in high-flown terms (Instit.

chaps, ii. iii. vii. viii. ix.) of the sacred character

of tho Brahman learned in the Vedas, but com-
ments with an equal severity on the unlearned of

this class.

There arc ten great divisions of Brahmans, viz.

five Gaur, the Kanya-Kiibhya, ^araswat, Gaur,

Maithala, and Utkala
;
and five Dravidian, viz.

Dravida, Telinga, Karnata, Maharashtra, and
Gurjora. These have many subdivisions. The
Gam trilx*, for instance, has 56 branches

;
the

Kanoujia arc divided into Sarwaria, Sanaudha,
Jijhotiu, and Bhunhar, and these again have sub-

divisions. Some of the subdivisions* names are

taken from the district to which they origin-

ally belonged, others are named from their sects,

or literary acauirements. The Chaturji of Bengal
are so named from their acquaintance with the

four Vedas, Chaturpadhya. The Chuckerbutty of

Bengal aro the Cnakravarti, meaning a prince

or ruler. Sinartta is the name of a religious sect

of Brahmans founded by Sankaracharya, whose
expositions of the principle of unity, according to

the Vedanta doctrine, they profewedly follow.

8iva is held by them in esp^^ial honour.

Brahmans arc also recognised os of three classes,

viz. Loukik or secular; Vaidik or theologian;

mud Bhikuk, whose sole means of support is the

alms obtained by begging.

The Brahman as a distinct class seems to be

first mentioned in the Atharva Veda, ;tbe oldest

of the Vedas. They were known before the

great war between the Kaurava and Pandava,
but were seemingly in hmnble positions. Arjona
disguised himself as a Brahman when he com-
peted at the Swayamvara of DraufMdi, and won
ber, as be bit the golden fish with his arrow after

all the rajas had failed. Dranpadi became the

wife of the five Pandu brothers.

The mat bulk of the Brahmans of India arc

admiasiDly of Aryan origin,—tall, robust men,
and light yellow in colour. In the Tamil and
Telugn countries of Southern India, the recognised
Brahmans are all undoubtedly of the same stock.

Some of them can oonverse in Sanskrit, althoagh
the Tsmacolar language of the distrmt

In which they reside, and are styled Dravida,

Kerala, and Kamatica, etc., with reference to the
language of their district. Brahmanical tribes are

as much separated as are other castes. Some of
them may eat together, but they do not intermairy

;

and the first approach at union is seemingly to be
with the Konkan, Mahratta, and Gujerat Brah-
mans, amongst whom the influence of European
knowledge has had more ofloct than upon any of
all the other races in India. Good seed has fallen

there on a good soil
;
and from a body of mendi-

cants, these have become active, powerful, and
useful men.

There aro Brahmans in the hills north of the
Punjab, in tho extreme N.W. of India, occupying
both the valley of Kashmir and the hills imme-
diately to tho west and south of it Kashmir
itself is a Brahman country,— all its people,
though long since converted to Mahoinedan-
ism, having been of the Brahmanical race. The
educated class there, who maintained their own
tenets and are still very numerous, are known as

pandits, and form quite an aristocracy. They are
all educated, are exceedingly clever, and are an
excessive and somewhat oppressive bureaucracy,
which has ruled Kashmir under every successive

government, and has sent out colonies to seek
their livelihood in Northern India. The features

of tho Kashmir Brahmans proclaim them to bo
one of the highest and purest races in the world.
They are of miite high Aryan type, very fair,

handsome, witn chiselled features. In many the
nose is high and slightly aquiline, but not Jewish

;

but in others the nose is straight. Their brow is

a little more raised and their nose more arched
than in the Greek statues. The ordinary Kash-
miri has a strong athletic figure, but none of
them are martial; and tho Brahmans in these
respects correspond,—they rule by the brain and
pen. They have a greater refinement and regu-
larity of feature than the Afghans and others of a
rougher type, with, however, a less manly-looking
physique, a colour less ruddy, and more induced
to a somewhat sallow fairness. The Kashmir
Brahmans eat meat, and aro excluded by the In-
dian Brahmans alike from the five Gaur and from
the five Dravid, and form a separate Brahmani-
cal class, being more secular than the priestlyBrah-
mans of Hinaustan and the Dekhan, than whom
they arc altogether looser in their observances.
I^hmiri pandits are known, all over N. India as

a very clever and energetic race of offico-seekers
; os

a body, they excel in acuteness the same number
of any other race with whom they come in contact.
Almost all the secular pandits use the Persian
character freely. They are perfectly versatile,

and, serving abroad, will mount a horse, gird on
a sword, and assume at a push a semi-military air.

The lower classes of Kashmir have long since
been converted to Mahotnedanism, but they seem
to be ethnologically identical with the Brahmans

;

and tradition asserts that they arc of the same
race.

—

Campbell, The Brahmans of Kashmir aro
resided by those of Bengal as of an inferior

order, and the agricultural Brahmans on the
Saraswati banks aro similarly regarded. Brah-
mans aro numerous in Kamaon and Qarhwal,
where education is moro advanced and the Nagri
character used. People of Brahmanical origin,

appoximating to the Panjabi, but in language,
baoita, manners, and dress quite dUt&eent from tho
Kashmiri, dwell in the bills between Kashmir apd
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the Paujab, but they have abandoned the Hindu
religion, and are now partly Sikhs and in part

Mahomedana. Their language is a dialect of

the Panjabi. They are Koo<i soldiers. Mr. Camp-
bell thinks that the Brahmans of the frontier

hills ai'e even handsomer than the Kashmiri, the

people in general of these hills being the hand-
somest of the human race. Bamba dwell in the

hill frontier beyond the Jhelum. They ore of

Brahmanical origin, but now profess Mahome-
danism. On the eastern side of the Jhelum the

hills are shared with other races by a numerous
tribe of Sikhs, converts from Brahmanism. Their
Brahman ancestors became converts to the Sikh
religion before it became a political power, and
entirely threw off their Hinduism. They are very

useful soldiers and servants. There are some
Brahmans at the foot of the N.W. Himalaya.
They ore not found beyond the Indus, but are

pretty numerous in part of the Rawal Pindi

district. South of the Salt Range, in the plains,

the Rajput and Jat occupy the country. But
there are villages of agricultural Brahmans in

the fertile plains under the hills in the districts

of Sealkoto, Groordaspur, and in the valleys of

the broken country between Hushearpur and
|

Kangra, and in parts of the Umballa district

and the adjoining Simla hills. They are not
numerous near the source of the Sfiraawati

;
but

lower down ite course, in the somewhat desolate

countries of Marwar and Jeysulmir, where the

lands are moist, the Brahmans are still numerous,
and are good cultivators, and claim to have occu-

pied the country before the Jata and Rajputs

became dominant.

In Central India, the town of Palli seems to l)e

a Brahmanical centre. The Marwari or Saraswati

Brahmans form a considerable portion of the most
industrious of the cultivators in Malwa. The
Saraswati Brahmans seem to have kept much to

the tenets of their forefathers. They are called

in the south, Knshnstale Brahmans. The oldest

of the Brahmanical race arc the people of the

upper hills in the western Himalayas, who date

from a time anterior to Hinduism. The Kashmiri

wore a civilised and literary Brahmanical people,

not yet fully Hindu. The Saraswati Brah-
mans were the earliest, most simple, and pure

Hindus of Vedic faith
;
and those of the Ganges

and the rest of India are in various phases of

modem Hinduism. There are ten classes of

Saraswati Brahmans, who are supposed to come
from the N.W. of India.

In the Panjab, Sind, and countries about the

Saraswati, having been superseded by other races,

there are few Brahmans, except in the eastern

part of those tracts, where they are industrious

cultivators, and claim to be the ancient occupants

of the^untry.
Hindustan .—The maiu country of the Brahmans

is that part of Hindustan lying between the

Vindhya on the one side, and the Himalaya on

the north, from the longitude of Kanouj and

Lucknow to near the frontiers of Bengal, with a

large eegment of more especially Rajput oountiy

out out of the centre of this tract The Brahmans
of Hindustan are generally good-sused, and, on
the whole, well-looking men, with good features,

not partioolarly fair. They are not of the hiffh

Aryan ^ype. The greater number are quite illi-

terate. Tne priests and pandits have never adopted

the Persian \mting character. They are not very
clever, have little social position, but serve humbly
as soldiers and servants about courts and jails.

From the Gulcheter down to Dehli, and in the
country about Dehli, there are Brahman villages,

quite industrious and intelligent, the women
working as well as the men

;
but Bnihmans do not

form a largo proportion of the agricultural popu-
lation. They were kind to and protected fugitives
during the mutiny. Some of the leas pure agri-
cultural Brahmans of these parts ore cmled Tuga
or Gaur Tuga. All the Dehli country is occupied
by Gaur Brahmans. South of Dehli, m the Jaipur
country, Brahmans are numerous; and in the
Saharunpur districts there are a good many
Brahmans following secular pursuits, besides the
priests of Hurdwar.
About Benares and the greater part of Bchar

are a numerous class of Brahmans called Bahmati
or Bhaban, or, according to Sir II. Elliot, Bhoou-
har, to which the raja of Benares and all the great
landholders of Behar belong.

Brahmans are many in the Banda district, and
numerous in Baghelcund or Rewah, and there
they condescend to very menial vocations, and
gi-oomed most of the horses on the Jubbulpur
road. In the proper Brahman country, some of

,

them affect the Rajput prejudice against actually

holding the plough*, though performing every
other agricultural lalx)ur, and take the names of

Dobi, Tewari, and Chaubi, t.e. men with a know-
ledge of two, three, and four Vedas, and are con-
sich red to be of very high caste. Between the
Ganges and the Gogra, as we recede from the
Gauges, the population becomes more liajput than
Brahman, but there are many Brahmans about
Ajodiah, the old Oudh. Beyond the Gogra is

a numerous Brahman population, humble, not
soldiers. Thence to the north of the Gogra and
Ganges, all the way to Tirhut, there arc many
Brahmans. South of the Gogra, and thence across

the Ganges into the Arrah district (Bojpur), runs
the Rajput dominions.

The Tuga Gaur Brahmans seem to he identical

with the Bhuinhar, and the Bengali Tagores
(properly Thaknr) may be an offshoot from them.
Like the Bhuinhar, the regular Brahmans repu-
diate all connection with them

;
and Mr. Beamos

even says there seems no reason for supposing
them to be anything but low Aryans,

Bengal—The Brahmans of Bengal are numerous.
They claim for themselves a northern origin, but
they differ much from the Hindustan Brahmans
in language, dress, and habits. They aro fairer

and larger than the mass of the Bengali popula-
tion^ and some are fine-looking men in size and
feature. They are largely employed 'as clerks

and accountanta, in learned professions, morchants
and bankers, sharing the scriptory work with
Kayasths. They are acute and intellectually

capable, but not energetic. In Bengal about nine
per cent, of the Hindu prisoners in jails aro Brah-
mans. They will not put tlieir bands to the plough,
are aristocratic, but altoTOther unwarlike and effe-

minate, and in mercantile businees are not equal

to the Marwari. They are not numerous in

Eastern Bengal. There are mai^ in Orissa and
in Hie Urya portion of the (^njam distriot.

Many of the Urya Brahmans are cultivators and
traderst and are stated to be also bricktnakers and
bricklayers.
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!n Gujcrat, the Brahmaus aro numerous, and
are employed in public offices and in trade.

In the ren insula, the Brahmans are numerous
from Damaun to Goa, and from Bombay to Nagpur
and the Wain Ganga, that is, all through the

Mahratta country. They principally trace their

got or clan from Kasyapa, the first Ri&hi. There
are two classes intermixing here,—the Kon-
kani Brahman and the Mahratta Brahman.
Mahratta Brahmans are a highly intellectual race,

and have been distinguished as accountants and
clerks. Some of thcn», as Peshwas, put aside the

descendants of Sivaji, ruled over the greater part of

India, and took the command of Mahratta armies.

The Mahratta or Deahasth Brahmans are dark,

swarthy men, much shorter than the Konkani
Brahman, often squat, with large, coarse features,

largo lips, and becoming in advancing life un-
wieldy, The men are not good-looking, and the

women are d(‘cidcdly plain. The mon-arc largely

engaged in public offices as accountants and clerks.

They are stolid men, inactive, and of sedentary

habits, with literary tastes, and may be justly

proud of their poets.

The Konkani or Konkanistha Brahmans belong

to that small strip of land lying between Bie

Syhadri mountains and the Indian Ocean. They
are all fair men, not large, but with lithe and
agile frames, and decidedly of Aryan descent.

They are good-looking, though in this respect

inferior to the Afghan and Rajput races
;
and

their women are fair and have pleasing counten-

ances, with good figures, but oven by their own
relations arc not considered to be equal to other

of the women of India, amongst whom the fair

Jewesses of Western India may be quoted. The
race were agricultural until the British became
supreme. The men are ready to move abroad in

search of employment, and are met with amongst
the Mahratta nation, throughout Berar, and arc

largely employed in the various public offices ns

accountants, clerks, in the educational department,

and in mercantile houses. They are not military

nor agricultural, nor do they engage in trade,

Tlic Konknn Brahman has a pleasant expression,

is easily moved to laughter, much enjoys a joke,

and is of an active turn of mind. They are easily

distinguishable by the peculiarly large turbans

which they wear.

Konkani and Mahratta Brahmans eat together,

but do not intermarry. They do not marry in

their own tribe or got
;
but the Mahratta Brahman

will marry his mother’s sister’s daughter, and the
Konkani Brahman will not marry a relative unless

very remotely related.

The Mahratta or Deshasth Brahman is a reserved

man, little inclined to seek friendshins, and rarely

seen to laugh. They at one time fillea almost every

office under the Peshwa and under the British, and
even in Madras till the middle of the 19ih century

the revenue accounts were kept in Mahrati by
these Brahmans ;

and in their own oountir they
were zamindars, deshmookhs, and deshpandi, and
almost all the village accountants were Deshasth
Brahmans. Both these castes have to conmte
for employment with the writers known as Pur-
bhtt (Prabahu), of which there ore two classes,

Hie Patri Purbhu and the Kayasth Purbhu.
Canara^ Mysore.—Mr. (Sir George) Campbdl

mentions (pj). 74,180) that in the N.Canara dis&ict,

in the high hilly country above and about the ghats,

and on the adjoining parts of Mysore, there is a
large population of Brahmans, industrious and
thriving cultivators and landowners. Most of
these aro called Ilaiga Brahmans, and the culture
of the betel-nut is their especial pursuit. They are
very fair, with large eyes and aquiline noses. In
the Nagar district of Mysore they are very nume-
rous, not very literary or highly educated, but
devoted to agriculture.

In South Cannra and the Tuluva country arc
many Brahmans, who do much cultivation

;
and

all down the west coast to the extreme south of
India, the country is said to have been cxtensivcl}*
colonized by Brahmans led from Colpee by Para-
sarama.

They have been, from political and hostile cir-

cumstances, much removed from Malabar, but
they are very numerous in Travancore and
Cochin

;
and in the Palghat valley they are

numorouB, and are industrious andgood cultivators.
7ravancorc .—On the south-west coast the chief

class of Brahmans are the Namburi, who havo
Rome very peculiar customs, but they principally
engage in oriestly offices. The Namburi ifrah-
mans resemble the Nair and the Hindu population
of the S.AV. coast, but are fair.

Brahmans are scattered through Telinr/ana and
through the Tamil country, all tall, fair, and
jx>rtly men

;
are aristocratic, do not engage in

any menial avocation, but restrict themselves to
priestly offices, to clerking in Government estab-
lishments; but in these the Sudra Naidu or Naik
of Telingana, and the Mudali and Pillay Sudra of
Tamil districts, and Vaisya Chettyar, East Indians
and Portujpicse, descendants of Europeans, largely
compete with them.

—

Mr. (Sir Ocorac) CampbelL
pp. 57-67.

In the festival of Bhaubij, on the 2d day of
the month Kartik, the wives of all Brahmans,
whether of the Saiva or Vaishnava sects, worship
their husbands, standing before them, sacrificing
with the lamp and ghi, and pouring rice over
their heads.

In Canarcse-speaking countries the Brahmans
are largely employed as accountants and office
clerks. They are much disliked by tho Vira-
Saiva lingacts. A village of lingaets near Kal-
ndgi abstained from digging a well in their village,
to avoid attracting Brahmans amongst them.
Among the population of Shuthem India, out

of a total population of about 82 mUlions, over ono
million belong to the Brahman caste,—647,027
males and 648,418 females. In 1871, of tho
647,027 male Brahmans in the Madras Presi-
dency, 832,984 were occupied as follows

Professional, .<

Dometiio,

Commeroial, .

Agrioultursl, .

Industrial^

Indsflnlte and
Unprodue- <

tive, .

(Government Civil Bervioe,
) Military or Police service,

I
Learned Professions,

V Minor „
Personal servioe, .

(Traders,
(Conveyors, .(Conveyors, .

Cultivators, .

^’Dress, ,

Food, . *

Metals, .

Construction,
Books, .

Household goods,
^Combustibles,
Labourers, *

Property,
Unproductive,
[Others, . .

. 8,887
747

. 18,41)9

. 66,604

. 19,684

. 12.910
969

. 182,443
166

. 1,778
20

. 66

. 40
• 16
. 11
. 6,884
. 64,646
. 16,529
. 1,898
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Over 24 per are agricuUtiriRU, and over
11 [>er cent, are cUi'ised as derivin',^ income from
propcTty. In the soul hern diHlricts, eRpociidly^ a

proportion of the Hrahinans arc ajijrieiilturiBtfi.

In Tinnevolly over 40 per cent, of them come
under this bead. Ibit as a rule these Brahmana do
n( work with their own hands in agricultural I

pursuits, and employ hihourera to till the ground.
|

In the northern ai.nt riots and Tanjore the Brahman
|

landowners figure ehiefiy as owners of land, and ;

as deriving their income from property. I

yivocuilons und Cnsioms. -AiwvtH^ the earliest

fanctions of the Indi.'in priestly tribe wr.s that of

rurohita, or ho!ise.-j>rie»t attached to a princely
household. But their character and avocations
have altered with clianging eircnmstances. The
descriptions in the Vedas sliow im a [u imitive race
of Bh(‘pher<ls and husViandinen praying to the gods
for the safety of their flocks and cropg» but as

the Arians c.an>c into India they seem to have
risen al»ovc manual lid»onr

;
and Menu (iii. lOo,

iv. f>) even denounces agriculture as absolutely dc*
grading. There are, however, in Orissa numerous
jirahinariB who cultivate vegetables, but they are

atigmatiztfd os yarn-growers, also lokik or worldly
Bralunans

;
also brickmakers and bricklayers. In

the Himalaya, in Chainba arrd m'ar DaUiousie, they
are shejiherds. In Kangra, the Doab, and Benares,

Brahmans guide the plough. In Central India

there are peasant Brahmans
;

and in Southern
India Brahmans art^ to be seen as betel -leaf

growers and fishermen
;

while throughout the

Tamil and Telugu couiitriea they are to be found
ns blacksmiths and goldsmiths, who wear the

eacred threat!, and refuse precedi'nce to the recog-

nised Braimmns
;
and in Ceykm the descendants

of on imported race, the Goi Bamano, are culti-

vators.

Almost every Indian province contains two or

rnor<‘ distinct classes of Brahmans, descendants of

different immigrations. The Chamba Brahman
shepherds are a fierce, stalwart race, very fair,

and their women singularly handsome, in the

Simid hills the Brahman [Mipulaiion consists in-

discriniinately of shepherds, husl>andmen, day-

laliourt'rs, cor)kB, ami menials. In the inner hills

they marry the widows of their elder brothers,

like the lower castes of Orissa* and sell their

danghters into a slavery faintly disguised by the

name of concubinage. The Patiala Brahmans
engage as day-labourers and are palanquin -bearers.

Bishnuvi cultivators and graziers are numerous
in Dbat ; some in Chore and in Oomerkote, Dhar-

nas, and Mitti.

In Benares and the districts along the Ganges to

the southward, a large peasant population claim

the title of Brahman
;
and their claim was recog-

nised by the native governments exempting them

from capital punishment. The Buinhnr or Bab-

han of ftehar, a peasant Brahman, number throe-

fourths of the whole Brahman population of the

Bhagulpur district They resemble the ordinary

husbandmen.
There have been at times large manufactures of

Brahmans by rulers. Some princes have imported

Brahmans from distant localities, and other

princes have raised lower castes to the dignity of

Brahmans. Jeypore has a class of ploughing

Brahmans, as regards whom a tradition relates

that a warlike prince required a vast concourse of

priests to give dignity to his sacrifice, and accord-

ingly created five tribes of Brahmans out of the
surrounding populations. They migr.ited into
Oudh, where also is one of the Bnilunanir.il
families, who derive their origin from n ])iincr,

whoso self' importance would not all(»w him to

offer sacrifice until he had 12r>,0(MI priests in

attendance, and who acconlingly invested the
common people of the country with the sacred
thread, in Behar the mass of the pc;i8aiit Brah-
mans attribute their origin to a manufacture of a
hundrcil thoiwand priests in prehistoric times. In
Malabar, Barasurama made the whole fisherman
population into Brahmans. They claim a very
exalted rank. The Konkani Jirahinaiis also are
descendants of a fisher race

;
and to the present

day the casting of a net and the catching of a
fish form part of their wc<lding ceremonial.

Adisnr, the founder of the Sen dynasty, brought
from Kanonj five Sagnic Binhinans of tlic tril>eH

or gotra, Sanhlla, Kashyapa, Vatsa, Saverna, ami
Bhanidwaja. Several Smlra families, Ghose,
Bhosc, Dutt, Ouha, Mittra, etc., accompanied
them, and these take thepositkm of Kiilin Kayastlis.
in the reign of Bnllal Sen, ahiout 284 year.s before
the Maliomcdan invasion, all these Kulin Brah-
mana and Kiilin Sn»ira.s had greatly increased, and,
though degenerated in learning, they arrogated to
thcmsolvca a position r1>ovc all the Saptn-sala or
alioriginal Brahmans; and Bullal Sen ennobled
those Brahmans by giving to them the title of

Kulin. The Kulin Brahman subsequently con-
sent/cd to marry the daughters of the aboriginal
Brahman, who eagerly seek alliances with the
Kulin; ami the Kulin have taken advantage of
this, and have established a scale of fees for coii-

dcBcemling to accept a daughter of an inferior.

They marry gold. Of the Kayasths who came from
Kanouj, Bhose, Ghose, ami Mittra were cnnobltKl

by Bullal Singh into Kulin Kuyasths, and are still

in Bengal. The Dass, Day, Dutt, (Jnha, Kur,
Paulit, Sen, and Sing hokl a secoml rank.

Kulin Brahman women are married with diffi-

culty, and generally to aged men. In 18G8 there

were 11 Kulin men in Hoogly and 1 in Bardwan,
each of whom had contract^] 50 to 80 marriages;
24 in Hoogly and 12 in Bardwan, who had con-
tractc<l from 20 to f)0 marriages

;
and 48 in Hoogly

and 20 in Bardwan, who had contracted between
10 and 20 marriages. Knlinism is thus a great
pdygamic institution, and a few Kulin women
nave become prostitutes. In 18G7 the abolition of

this polygamy was contemplated, and will doubt-
less soon be carried out (CVif. Bev. May 1868).

Agnikoh'a Brahmans are the remnant of the
worshippers of Agni, who still preserve the family

fire, but in other respects conform to some mode of
popular Hindu devotion. According to prescribed

rule, where a perpetual flame is maintained, it is

used to light the tiro round which the bride and
bridegroom step at the marriage ceremony, and
the funeral pile of either

;
but the liouschold fire

is preserved only by this particular sect, the
Agnihotra, and the great body of the people have
nothing of the kind. In this case they distinguish

between the sources whence they obtain the kind-

ling flame according to the purposes of its appli-

cation, and the fire of the marriage rite is taken
from the hearth of a resp^table person, or from
a fire lighted on some auspicious occasion

;
whilst

for the funeral pile any unpolluted fire may bo
used. It is only necessary to avoid taking it from
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another pile, or from the abode of an outcast, of

a man belonging to the tribe of executioners, of a
woman who has lately borne a child, or of any
person who is unclean.

The Agnicula was a supposed Scythic race, whom
the Brahmans, in order to oppose the Buddhists,
formed into a religious confederacy.
Aradhya Brahmans profess the Jangain creed,

but adhere to their caste views. They are chiefly

in the Canarese country. In other sects of Hindus,
the Brahman uniformly take precedence of other
castes; but among the Jangam or Vira-Saiva he is

degraded beneath all others. Hence there is a per-
petual feud between the Aradhya Brahman and the
Jangams, who (unless at funerals, where all are
bound to assist) treat these Brahmans with con-
tempt (Brown on the Creed and Customs and
Literature of the Jangams^ p. 8).

The emigration of the Brahmans to peninsular
India appears to have been subsequent to the first

great change in their religious system. The reli-

gion they introduced was probably a rudimental
form of Saivaism, with a tendency to the mys-
tical and mythological system of the Puranas.
There is not the least reason to suppose that the
Vedic or elementary system was ever known in

the Tamil country, either as an indigenous religion
or as introduced by the Brahmans.
The Brahmans deeply impressed Alexander by

their learning and austerities. One of them,
Kalanos by name, was tempted, notwithstanding
the reproaches of his brethren, to enter the service
of the conqueror. But, falling sick in Persia,
Kalanos determined to put an end to his life.

Alexander, on hearing of his philosopher's resolve,
vainly tried to dissuade him

;
then loaded him

with jewels, and directed that he should be
attended with all honours to the last scene. Dis-
tributing the costly gifts of his master as he
advanced, wearing a garland of flowers, and sing-
ing hynins, the Brahman mounted a funeral pyre,
and perished in the flames.

The Brahmans of the present day are a race of
the highest culture, the result of 3000 years of
hereditary education and self-restraint, and they
have evolved a type of mankind quite distinct
froin the surrounding population. Even the
Mssing traveller in India marks them out alike
from the bronze-cheeked, large- limbed, leisure-
loving Rajput or warrior caste of Aryan descent,
and from the dark-skinned, flat-nosed, thick-
lipped, low castes of non-Aryan origin, with their
short bodies and bullet heads. The bulk of the
Brahmans stand apart from both, tall and slim,
with flnely-modelled lips and nose, fair complexion,
high forehead, and slightly cocoanut - shaped
skull,—the man of self-centred reflnement. He isM example of a doss becoming the ruling power
in a country, not by force of arms, but by the
vigour of hereditary culture and temperance. One
race has swept across India after another; dynasties
have risen and fallen

; religions have spread them-
selves over the land, and disappeared. But since
the dawn of history, the Brahman has calmly
ruled, swaying the minds and receiving the
homage of the people, and accepted by foreign
nations as the highest type of Indian
(/flip. Gaz, vol. iv.;,

Brahmanism is the ordinary designation of the
Hindu religion at present prevailing. It is

accommodating to anything that partakes of

idol-worship
;
similarly as a Roman would wor-

ship Isis and Osiris, so a Hindu makes offerings

to apotheosized Mahomedans, such as Shaikh
Sadu, Ghazi Mian, and Shaikh Madar in Northern
India

;
and throughout all India there are mul-

titudes of figures of local divinities who have
been admitted into the Hindu Pantheon as avatars

of Vishnu or Siva, the chief gods of the modern
Ilimlus. The Vaiahnava doctrine raises Vishnu
to the highest place, and adores his different

avatars, together with a multitude of other deities,

powers of nature, and mythical persons. The
Saiva doctrine places Siva highest in the rank of

the gods. The profea^ors of this doctrine number
many millions more than the professors of Vishnu-
ism. Although Siva is the god of destruction, he
is also the god of reproduction, considered with
respect to the idea, which ever pervades the
doctrine of Brahma, namely, that death ia but the

recommencement of a new life. Vedantism, so

named after the Vedanta of Vyasa, has few
adherents, consisting of some philosophical Brah-
mans. Of the thousands of tcmpiea in India
consecrated to various deities, only one, it is said,

ia consecrated to this doctrine, in which Brahma
is worshipped alone.

Various ceremonies are attendant upon Hindu
boys between infancy and the age of eight years.

After that age, and before a Brahman lad is

fifteen, it is imperative upon him to receive the

poita, yadnupavita, zonar, janavi, or jhandiam,

the sacred thread, which the Brahmans in their

secret ceremonies call Yadnupavita. In the in-

vestiture, the priest offers a burnt sacrifice, and
worships the salagrama, repeating a number of

praycra. The boy's white garments are then taken

off, and he is dressed in yellow or rod, and a cloth

is brought over his head, that no Sudra may see

his face
;
after which he takes in his right hand a

branch of the vilva, iEgle marmelos, and a piece

of cloth in the fonn of a pocket, and places the

branch on his shoulder, with shoes on feet and
umbrella in hand. A poita of three threads, made
of the fibres of the sum, to which a piece of deer's

skin is fastened, is suspended from the boy's left

shoulder, falling under his right arm, during the
reading of the incantations or invocations. The
father of the boy then repeats certain formulas,

and in a low voice pronounces three times, the

Gaitri, O'm I Bhurbbuv&ssuv&ha, O'm 1 Tatsa vit'bru

varenny&m, B'hargo devftsyft dhimahi dhiyo yonaha
pracho dayath. O'm! earth, air, and heaven,
O’m 1 * Let us meditate on the adorable light of

the divine Sun (Savitri), may it guide our intel-

lects.’ After this prayer the suru poita is taken off,

and the real poita, or sacred thre^, put on. The
r^eiving of the poita is considered as the second
birth of a Hindu, who is from that time denomi-
nated ‘dwija* or twice-bom. A Brahman boy
cannot be married till he has received the poita.

The sacred Uiread must be made by a religious
Brahman. It consists of three strings, each
ninety-six hat’h (forty-eight yards), which are
twist^ together ; it is then folded into three, and
again twisted

;
these a second time folded into the

same number, and tied at each end in knots. It

is worn over the left shoulder (next the skin, ex-
tending half-way down the right thigh) by the
Brahman, Kshatriya, and Vaisya castes. The first

hre usually invested with it at eight years of age,

the second at eleven, and the Vaisya at twelve.
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The period may, from especial causes, be deferred

;

but it is indispensable that it should be received,

or the parties resisting it become outcastes. An
individual is not fully a member of this class until

he have assumed this emblem. It is like the Roman
lad’s assumption of the toga virilis.

A Kulin Brahman can marry as many wives as
he likes

;
but there are certain Brahmans in Bengal

who find the greatest difficulty in getting married
to even one wife. These are the Bangshaja Brah-
mans of the Shrotriya class. While a Kulii^

Brahman gets for every wife that he marries a
handsome bribe, a Bangshaja Shrotriya Brahman
has to pay down a large sum of money to the
father of the girl whose hand ho seeks to obtain.

The consequence is that, owing to their poverty,

numbers of Bangshaja Shrotriya Brahmans never
get married at all. To remedy this evil, in

Eastern Bengal, when in any village the number
of unmarried Shrotriya becomes inconveniently

large, one of the ghatak of the place—those under-
scrvaiits of Bidhata who take a prominent part in

all marriages—goes to Shrihatta in Sylhet. There,

with the a-^sistance of his agents in the district,

and by means whether fair or foul, he procures a

number of girls, to whom ho holds out the pro-

spect of a pleasant Bcttlemcnt in life. The girls

may not all bo Brahman girls, some of them may
be of the Chandal caste, and others may be young
widows

;
but wiiatever may be their caste, cha-

racter, and antecedents, they arc huddled together

in a boat, often fifteen or sixteen in number,
and taken to the ghat of the Shrotriya village.

The faces of the old Slirotriya bachelors become
lighteil up with joy, when they hear of the arrival

of the hymeneal boat. The sensation which these

highly-favoured boats create in Eastern Bengal,

is infinitely greater than that produced in Calcutta

by the orange-boats of .Sylhet, or the mango boats

of Malda. The Bangshaja bachelors besiege the

boat in numbers. Each one selects a girl accord-

ing to his taste, a bargain is struck with the

ghatak, and the celebration of the rites of

marriage, according to the forms prescribed in the

Shastras, soon follows. The plain-looking girl,

for whom no Shrotriya may have a fancy, is

employed ns a maid servant either of the ghatak

himself, or of any other who may stand in need of

her services.

The influence on India of the Brahman races

baa been great. They developed a noble language

and literature. They were the priests and the

philosophers of their race; also the lawgivers,

administrators, men of science, and poets. They
have brought the mass of the b^kwanl races into

the social and religious organization of Hinduism.

They wrote the Vedas, Brahmanas, Sutras, and

Upanisha^, meaning the science of God and his

identity with the soul
;
the Aranyakas, or tracts

for the forest recluse
;
and the more recent

Furanas, or traditions. The six Darsana, or

schools of philosophy—Sankhya, Yoga, (3, 4)

Yedanta,(6) Nyaya, and (6) Vaiseshika—originated

from them. They treated philosophy as a branch

of religion. They had also a circle oi the sciences,

the Science of l^angnage. Panini, b.c. 360, was

the founder of Sanskrit grammar. Under every

dynasty and government in India, Brahmans

have held the highest executive offices alike in

the civil executive and in the political administra-

tion of the country, for, until the middle of the

nineteenth century, all learning and science
centred in them. The introduction into India,

by the British, of the western forms of education,
and the system of grants-in-aid to schools,

however, have permitted, particularly in the south
of India, all the Sudra and Vaisya races to com-
pete with the Brahmans, who are being largely

displaced from their former exclusive position,

though they are still a great power in the state.

There is no being more aristocratic in his ideas

than the secular Brahman or priest, who deems
the bare name a passport to respect. The Kulin
Brahman of Bengal piques himself upon his title

of nobility, granted by the last Hindu king of

Kanouj (whence they migrated to Bengal), and
in virtue of which his alliance in matrimony is

courted. But although Menu has imposed obliga-

tions towards the Brahman little short of adora-
tion, these are limited by him to the learned in the
Vedfis: he classes an unlearned Brahman with an
elephant made of w'ood, or an antelope of leather,

—nullities save in name.
Owing to the segregation which all the Hindu

races practise. Brahmans have never formed a
compact body, and their influence and power have
been local. Learned Brahmans are much respected.

At festivals, weddings, and feasts for the dead,
they arc invited to the houses of the wealthy,
arc feasted, treated with honour, and on their

df'parture receive gifts of value, dresses, gold and
silver vessels, ornaments of numerous kinds, food,

and also money. A man of learning often takes one
or more of his scholars to such assemblies, both to

enhance his own reputation and to accustom them
to respectable society

;
and the students also

obtain a share of the presents. From gifts of this

kind the larger number both of teachers and
students in the Hindu schools of learning are

supported, their food procured, and their bouse
accommodation provided. Tolas, or native col-

leges of this kind, are scattered all over the

province of Bengal, and one or more may be
found in all the great villages. The Zillah of

Bardwan, for example, though not particularly

celebrated for learning, contained, a few years

ago, 190 Sanskrit schools and 1350 students.

Some places are more celebrated as seats of learn-

ing than others. In North India, for instance,

Nuddea, San ti pur, Tirhut, and above all Benares,

contain a large number of colleges, ki South India

they are chiefly found in the provinces of Tanjore

and Madura. These schools are divided into

three classes,—those wherein general literature is

studied, the schools of law, and those of philo-

sophy. In the first the subject-matter of study
embraces grammar, lexicology, poetical works, and
rhetoric. According to Bunsen, Brahmans have
systematically adulterated and adjusted the early

history of India (iii. 513). Brahmans were ac-

quainted with the Talmud; and Sir W. Jones
thought that Genesis ii. 21, 23 is referred to in the

form of Siva and Parvati, known as Art’hanesvari,

of which the right hand half is Siva and on the left

hand Parvati.

—

Brown on the Jangamn; Bunnen's

Egypt
^

iii. 513; CAoir-CAotr, p. 44: Mullen^s Hindu
Philosophy

^ pp. 10, 11 ;
ColemarCs Mythology^ p.

154; Cakutta Review^ May 1868; TotTs Hajas^
than, i. p. 512 ;

laylor, Aiackenzie MSS, DhagU’^

vad-Gita ; Sir George CampheWs Ethnology
; Bow-

ring's Ethnology in B, As. Soc. Jo. ; Darwinism in

Morals, p. 279 ;
Hunter's Orissa ; Imp. Gaz. ; Moor's
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Pauthfnn; Indian LUtnatare
;

Wilsons Riboyro^p.SOS^quotcdinTenuent’sChriwtianity
Ulossanj. of (\‘ylon, p, 197.) BunBon Bays (iii. 516) the

BfiAHMANA, Sanskrit prose works^ of later woiBliip by the Aryan immij^rantH and the inatiru-

dat(h than the Vedas
;

tlie ()ldest is the Aitareya, lion of castca seems to liave commeneed after they

which }iaa much historical information. 'I'he crossed tlic Sutlej river; and the original scat of

several Brahmana are chieHy liturgical, ritualistic, this worship extended from the Indus to the

and legendary, and, in the various Upanishad, Ganges and to Bengal (Behar). He adds that

pjtsaing iido the rationalized state, ana becoin- Brahmans, after crossing the Sutlej, introduced

ing inctaphynical and mystical. Their professed Siva and other deities, and threw those of the

objects are to tea(‘h the sacrifico
;

they appeal Vcdic p(Tiod into the sliade. According to

continually to earlier authorities, and evolve their Bunsen, also, it was about the year 3000 B.o. that

dogmas under the guise of free Mirminea or discus- the schism took place antongst the Aryans, when
sion. They are tin; work of several individuals, all India east of the Sutlej adopted Brahmanism,
and Profeasor Muller limits their age to the and the religious views, forms, and habits of

two centuries from a.c. 8(j0 to 600, if not Bactria were for ever abandoned. According to

prior thereto. liacli of the Sanhitas or col- Menu, the world had passed through four yogas

lection of hymns h;is its Brahmaua, and these when Brahmanism was intrCKluecd.

generally maintain the essential rdiaractcr of the Fa Hian, the Chinese priest of Buddha, who
Veda to which they belong. The lOg-Veda has travelled through Tartary to India and Ceylon in

the Aitareya Bnilnuana, also the Kanshitaki or the fourth and fifth centuries A. D., inentioimlhatiii

Hankhayana; the Yajur-Veda, in its Taittiriya the whole of that va.st route, including AfghauisUn
Sanhita, has the Taittiriya Brahmaua; and its and Bokhara, he found a Buddhist people and
Vajasanoyi Sanhita has the Satajiatha Brahmaua. dynasty, with traditions of its emlurance. for the

The Sama Veda has eiglit Brahinaiias, and the preceding thousand years. As to Hindustan itself,

Atharva one.— BVher; MiiUer; Datvson. he says, from the time of leaving the deserts of

BRAHMANA BAD, a ruined city ill the Hyder- Jeysiiimir and Bikanir and the river Jumna to

aba<l district in Sind, supjiosed to have been the west, all the kings of the different kingdoms
destroyed by an cartlKiuake

;
and recent excav*t- in India arc firmly attached to the law of Bmhllia,

tions show whole households overwhelmed to- and when they do honour to the ecclesiastics they

gethcr, men and women at their work, and cattle lake off their diadems. Sec also Maupied, KHsai

in their sfall.s. Sculptures, engraved gems, carved sur rOrigine dee Principaux Peuples Anciens,

ivory, earthenwMre and coloured glims, have been chap. ix. p. 200.

found. Tradition s.aya it was destroyed in the According to Strabo (Dionysos, p 117), Siva
Heventli century by tlie gofls, in punishment for was worshipped in the mountains (Rudra, Soma,
king Doloras’ iniquitie-'j.

—

Imp. Gaz, Siva); Heraklcs (Indrn, Vishnu) in the plainii.

BRAHMANA WANSF^, a race in Ceylon who Brahmanism was found established in Hindustan by
take a high place amongst the Hindu races of the Megasthencs, ambaasador of SeleucuB at the
island. court of Chundragupta, and at the time of the
BRAHMANDA, in Hinduism, the mundane egg Periplus the very Boutliemmost point of the

created by Brahma
;
also the visible sky, which ia Peninsula was, as now, a seat of worship of Siva’s

BUpjKised to be the Bhell of this egg. wife.

BRAHMANI, a name of Saraswati os goddess From the above it would appear that prior to

of learning
;
also any Brahman woman. the preaching of Sakya Sinha, thero were in India

BRAHMANICAL CAVES. See Architecture, numbers who entertained doctrines with some
BRAHMANICIDE, the sinof killing aBrahman. similarity to those which lie Umght

;
but until

BRAHM ANIS.M. Early writers on the religions Asoka (n.c. 257) adopted the Buddhist helieffi, the
of India, who drew their information exclusively followers of the Vedic and Puranic doctriiios, aa
from Sanskrit and Hrahmanical sources, amongst expounded by the Brahmans, were by far the most
whom was Klaproth, inclined to favour the pre* numerous. The two creeds were, nowever, co-

ten.sion8 of Brahmanism as more ancient than existent throughout India, And in iho same
Buddhism

;
but in later times the translations of towns, but Brahmanism fell into the shade for

the Pali records and oilier sacred volumes of about a thousand years, from the time of Buddha,
JBuddhisra in Western India, Ceylon, Burma, u.c. 623-5, till the reappearance of Brahmans at
and Nej^I, have inclined the preponderance of the court of Vikramaditya, a.d. 490*530, when the
-opinion in favour of at least a contcm|X)raneou8 religion they recognised began to assume the
development. A summary of the arguments in form whicli it still presents in India, a confused
favour of the superior antiquity of Buddhism is to mass of local superstitions and myths. About
be found in the notes, etc., by Colonel Sykes, in B.c. 700-1 Brahmans had became a recognised
the twelfth volume of the Asiatic Journal, and in the caste, who shared power with the Kshatriya

;
the

Essai sur rOrigine des Principaux Peuples Anciens, Vaisyo, as merchants, had become a iwwer;
par F. L. M. Maupied, chap. viii. The Rev. Mr. and the Sudras had become a recognised ciivision

Oogerly says the sacred Buddhist books in Ceylon of the ponulation. Between the times before
expressly demonstrate that its doctrines had been Sakya’s aavent and the centuries after Brah*
preached by the twenty -four Buddhas who had mans began to rise in power, the old Vedic
lived in succession prior to Gautama or Sakya, in books and their doctrines bad been pushed
periods incredibly remote, but that they had aside by other old writings, now known as the
entirely disappeared at the time of GautamaV Puranas. The Brahmanism of the Vedas and that
birth, so that he re-discovered the whole, and of the Puranas are of very different characters,
revived an extinguished or nearly extinc^t school the change having been greatly influenced by the
of philosophy. (Notes on Buddhism by the Rev. rise and progress of Buddhism which intervened
D. J. Gogerly, app(?ndix to Lee's translation of between the two forms.
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The change from Budtlhifim to Brahmanism
was brought about often with much violence and
cruelty, by great efforts of the Rrahinani cal secta-
rians. The great champions of Brahmanism were
Kumarila Bhatta, who was a violent opposer of

the Buddhists; Sankara Acharya, the great Ved-
antic reformer, who flourished in the 8th or 9th
century

;
Ramanuja, who lived in the 12th,

Madhavacharya in the 14th, and Valabhacharya
in the 16th century a.d. 'Fhe last three were
Vaishnava teachers. Itamanuja was the first to

inculcate the Bhakti doctrine, and ho was followed
by several others, including Chaitanya in Bengal.
Brahmanism is at present synonymous with
Hinduism, and the Brahnianical religionists are
of three classtis, the worshippers of Vishnu, of

8iva, and of the Sakta or female energies of the

gods. But it is ill some places a nature-worship, in

others an idolatiy, in others a hero-worship, in

others a physiology, in others a philosophy, per-
haps in all a spirit-worship.

Learned Hindus, however, have six schools of

T)hiK')8ophy, called the six Darsana, viz. Nyaya,
Vuiseshika, Sankhya, Yoga, Purva Miinansa and
Uttara Mimansa. These have one starting-point,

ex nihilo nihil Jit; and all have the sjune final object,

the emancipation of the soul from future birth and
existence, and absorption into the supreme soul of

the universe. Besides these six are a later system,

known as the Puranic and the liclcctic school.

—

Weber's Indian Literature ; JCljduiistone's India

;

Bun^en^s Iujj/}d ; Tod's Rajasthan ; Reheyro's

Ceylon; Teunent's Christianity, p. 199; Calcntla

Review; Dawson's Classical Dictionary; Weber.

BRAHMAN Y, a river of Orissa, rises in the

Palamow table-land, lat, 23“ 25', long. 84“ 13'. It

is formed by the South Koel and the Sankh rivers,

at the prettiest spot in the Gangpur state of Chutia

Nagpur, from which it passes tlirough the Honai,

the Talcher, and Dhenkanal states and the Cut-
tack district into tlie Bay of Bengal, near Pt.

Palmyras. Length, 410 miles. The confluence

of the South Koel and the Sankh is said by local

tradition to be the scene of the amour of the sage

Parasara with the fisher-girl Matsya Gaudha, who
became the mother of Vyasa, the reputed com-

piler of the Vedas and the Mahabharata.

—

hup.

Uaz.

RHAHMANY BUTJ., a term applied to the

humped cattle of India and the Areldpelago; the

Boh Indicua of authors, partly wild ami partly

domes'ticated
;
also the votive liberated bull, set

free by Hindus to roam. Sec Bovidsc
;

Uijar
;

Brihhotsarg
;
Saur.

BRAHMANY DUCK, Casfirca rulila.

BRA HMANY KITE, the name given in the

Peninsula of India to the Haliastur Indieus. It

receives its name from Europeans beciiuse Uindiw

reverence it, and reganl it as the vahan of Visliiiu.

It IS often fed by Hindus, on whose call of Han!
Hari ( the binls assemble, and animal fiRnl is Uwaetl

to them. This is to be seen daily, everywhere.

The birds are expert fisljers. See Garuda ;
Vuhan.

BRAHMA PUKA, the fabled city or heaven of

Brahma on the top of Mount Meru.

—

Dwrson.

BRAHMA PURANA, the first of the Puranas.

It chiefly relates to sun-worship, hence another

name, Saiirya Purana.

—

Dowson.

BRAHMAPUTRA, a river in the N.E. of India,

flowing into the Bay of Bengal. It has not been

traced from its source, but is generally believed to
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rise among gigantic glaciers to the S.E. of lake
Mana.sarowara. An old I>ama k)ld Abbe DcHgodius
that in ln8y«)uth ho had vksiU'd nearly the whole of
Tibet, and hjvl follow'ed the great river from its

source, in or near the lakes of 'r«K>-ma-pang, in the
western jwirt of the province of Nogai^*, tlie most
western of Tibet, and the I>arna said that some
days to the e;ust of ].a.S8a the river turns towards
the south, making a long beml, and traverHca the
Tibetan district of Ilia-yul, a rich and well-peopled
district just to the north of Lhopa. The river
enters the country of the wild Lho}>a tribe, and
winds its way among steep and rugged bare rocks,
without roads, and which can be passetl only by
means of wretched ladders made of lianas. After
a certain course among the Lhopa, the river falls

over a high rm^k into a valley which is not known.
The height of the fall is so great that the 1.4iiiia

said it ma^ie him giddy to look down. At this

place, he said, the river is almost as considerable
as the Kin-sha-kiang at Batliang.

The Imperial Gazetteer says that the Dihang is

believed to be the continuation of the Bangpu or
Narichu Sangpu of Tibet, which ruR‘8 on the
further Bide of the Himalayas, in about 31“ N. and
83“ E., and flows past I>a>sa eastwards through
the whole of 'filRit, but the continuity has not
been verified, owing tci the ditiiculties of tho
mounkiinouB region and to the inhoBpitablo

character of its occupants. 3'he main Htreain in

the Asaain valley is mode np by tho ctmfluoiice of

three swift rivers, the Dibang, Dihang, and Brah-
maimti-a proper, in lat. 27“ 70' N. and long. 95“ 50'

E.
; the two latter are supposed to jK.*netratc tho

Himalaya by a ro(“ky gorge.

On entering the valley of Assam the united

stream rolls for 4;>0 mili s from the N E. to tho

S.8.W. tlirough the plain, with a v.'ist expanse of

waU»r, broken by innumerable islands. ()u leav-

ing Asj^ni near Dhiibri, it turns sharply due
S., sweeping round the Hpnrs of tlie (biro hills,

and runs S. for 189 miles through the plain of

hhisteru Bengal as far as its confluence with tho

Padina, or main stream of the (binges at Goalanda.

Hero the conjoint delUi of tlie two rivers com-
mences. The great bulk of the waUirs of the

Brahmaputra flow toward the B.W., and ultimately

reaches the sea by the broad estuary known as

the Megiia. iShortly after leaving Assam, what
is at present the chief channel of tho

Brahmaputra takes the name of Jainuna, tho bed

along which it flowed in the middle of the 18th

century running jKist Maimansinh further to tlio

east, ami, retaining tlie original n.iiue, to re unite

with the larger IxRly of water by means of tho

Megiia. A(ut the confluence of the Brahma-
putra, Dilwiijg, aiu! Dihaug, as it rolla to the sea

it receivt*8 siieci asively the Bubansiri, 180;
Blioroli, Manas, IH9 ;

Gadadhar or Bankas, 160;
Dharla and I'isbv, 313, on the. right bank

;
and the

Noa Dihing, 100; Buri Diliing, 150; Di Sang,

Dhansiri, and Kapili, on the left. All of these are

navigable liy country btavts of the lurgeKt size.

The Brahmakuiid, a place of Hindu pilgrim-

age, is a very devp basin -shaped enlargement

of tho river, just before it emerges from the

mountains to descend into the plains of Assam.

Tho velocity of the current, which Ixith above

and below the Brahmakund is very groat, suffers

a gi'eat diminution at this point. In its 8.\V.

course, along the whole length of the left sbot‘0
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of the Brahmaputra, and nearly parallel to the
broad valley through 'which it runs, we meet
with a longitudinal range of secondary hills,

inhabited by the various scattered tribes of the
Naga, Khassya, Jaintia, and Garo, in the Patkoi,
Khassya, and Garo hills. These latter hills run
south-east, skirting the rice-fields of Maimausinh,
Comillah, and Noa Colly, and forming the greater
part of Chittagong and Arakan down to the
Irawadi. The level of the Brahmaputra at

Sadia is 210 feet, the fall from Sadia to the delta

consequently amounting to half a foot per mile.

Sadia is situated near the spot where the most
considerable of its affluents join the Brahmaputra,
viz. the Dihang, a river seemingly identical with
the Tibetan Zambu, or Sang-pu, The ebb and
flood of the tide extend, in the season when theriver

is low, upwards beyond Dacca. The branches of the
Brahmaputra, together with those of the Ganges,
intersect Lower Bengal in such a variety of direc-

tions as to form a complete system of inland navi-

gation. The Brahmaputra begins to rise in April,

owing to the melting of the snow at its alpine
sources. About the Ist July it is at full flood, and
all the level country is submerged

;
herds of bufTa-

|

loes, deer, and hogs then swim for refuge to the hills.

The Brahmaputra drains Assam in every direction.

It is known in Assam by the name Hiranyo or
golden. In the rainy season it rises 30 or 40 feet

above its lowest level, overflows its banks, and
inundates the country like an inland sea. In the

dry season it is a labyrinth of half-filled channels,

rendering the navigation intricate, and fit only for

steamers of light draught. It is not navigable

for steamers higher than Dibrugarh
;
800 miles.

As seen from Ogri hill, near Tezpur, the river is

sweeping along in a bed of from ten to twelve
miles in breadth, with numerous islands, covered
with canes and shrubs. The chief towns on the

banks of the river are Bishnath, Durrung, Gow-
hatty, Goalpara, Nasscerabad. It is navigable

from tlie Bay of Bengal to Dibrugarh near the
head of the Assam valley, within 500 miles of

Pengshaw, on the Yang-tze-kiang river. Of these

600 miles, 300 are known, and if this route can be
opened, the rich province of the Yang-tze-kiang
may hereafter be opened to India.

—

Sc/iUiyeutwcit's

General Ilypsomeiry of India

^

ii. p. 98 ;
Imperial

Gazetteer, See Assam
;
Megna.

BRAHMA RAKSHASI. Tam. Fourcroya
can tala.

BRAHMA - RANDHRA, Pineal gland. See
Yug-byasa.
BRA H MARI. Tel, Clerodendron serratum.

BRAHMA-KISHI, five patriarchs of the Hindu
people who founded clans or gotra of Brah-

mans, viz. Kasyapa, Yasishta, Angiras, Atri, and
Brighu.
BRAHMA 8AMPRADAYI, or Modhavachari,

a small Vaishnava sect of Hindus in Southern

India, founded by Madhavacharya, a Brahman, son

of Madhige Bhatta, born a.d. 1199 in Tuluva.

At Udipi, Madhyatala, Subrahmanya, and other

places, he established temples, and ci^ht maths in

Tuluva, below the Ghats. The superiors or gurus

of the Madhava sect are Brahmans and San vasis, or

profess cssnobitic observances. The disciples, who
are domesticated in the several maths, profess also

perpetual celibacy, lay aside the Brahmanical
cord, carry a staff and a water-pot, go bareheaded,

and wear a single wrapper stained of an orange

colour with an ochrey clay. They arc usually

adopted into the order from their boyhood, and
acknowledge no social affinities nor interests.

They regard Vishnu as the supreme spirit, as the

pre-exiatent cause of the universe, from whoso
substance the world was made.— Wilson.

BRAHMA SAVARNI, one of the 14 patriarchs

who arc supposed to preside successively over the

14 Manwautara of the Calpa.— WarreUy Kala
Sanhita.

BRAHMA SIDDHANTA, the second of the

authentic Hindu Shastra.

BRAHMA SUTRA, or Brahma Mimansa Sutra,

aphorisms on the Vedanta philosmjhy, by Bada-
rayana or Vyasa.

—

Dotrson. See Sutra
;
Veda.

BRAHMA VAIVARTA PURANA contains

18,000 stanzas; a sectarian work on the youthful

Krishna and Radha.

—

J)owson. See Sacta.

BRAHMAV ARTA, according to Menu, a tract

of land immediately to the westward of the Jumna,
between the rivers Saraswati (Sersooty) and
Drishadwati (Dhrisdavati) (Caggar), about 100

miles to the N.W. of Dehli, and in extent about
65 miles long and from 20 to 40 miles broad. Its

customs are models to pious Hindus. The country

between that tract ana the Jumna, and all to the

north of the Jumna and Ganges, including North
Behar, is called Bramarshi by Menu

;
and Brahmans

born within that tract are pronounced to bo suit-

able teachers of the several usages of men.

—

Elphin. p. 205.

BRAHMESWARA, in Cuttack, not far from
Bhubaneswara. Here a slab was found with an
inscription in Sanskiit verse. It commemorates
the temple of Brahmeswara being erected to Siva

1
by Kolavati, the mother of Udyotaka. The era

Saravat 18 is used. The temple wtis no doubt
erected after that to Siva at Bhubaneswar, which
Mr. Stirling says was completed a.d. 657, and
that at Kanarak a.d. 1241. If the Samvat era

18 be that of Gaur of the dynasty that subverted

the Bhupala, it corresponds to a.d. 1141.

—

J, A.

S. B. V. p. 6G0, vii. p. 557.

BRAH MO, a name applied by Mr. Hodgson to

the Kusunda, a Bhot tribe occupying the dense
forests of the central region of Nej>al.

BRAHMO-SAMAJ’H, asmall reforming Hindu
sect, w ho regard their views as a pure theism, recog-

nise the absolute unity and spirituality of God, the

abolition of caste, and the elevation and instruction

of woman. During a very few years, Brahmoism
ran through tl)ree different stages. In the first it

had for its foundation Vedic testimony tempered
by reason

;
in the second stage, reason and

philosophy
;
and about 1870 it was supposed to

stand on intuition guided by rca.«=on. But quite

one-fourth of the total number of Brahino rest on
Vcdic testimony, and nearly one-third look up to

reason alone. And though the intuitive Brahrao
have done away with Srads, Anoprashans, etc.,

their brethren of the first stage perform those

Hindu ceremonies in all their forms. The Brahmo
of the second stage hold a middle place. On ite

decline, another tbeistical body arose, the Dharma
Sabha. Brahmoism, in all its phases of develop-

ment, has carried on a crusade against the institu-

tion and usages of caste. Its leading members
have strongly advocated a repudiation of two
great social customs, that of infant marriages and
the prohibition of widow marriages. They have

deprecated polygamy, and have striven to place
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the marriage institution on a footing similar to that
which has received the moral and practical sanction
of civilised communities. In 1880 there were 149
Samaj’hs scattered throughout India. In Calcutta
alone there were 20; in Bengal, 51 ;

in Aasam, 7 ;

Cbutia Nagpur, 3 ;
Behar, 7 ; Orissa, 2 ;

N.W. P.,

8; Central Provinces, 1; Punjab, 5; Sind, 3;
(luierat, 3 ;

Bombay, 6 ;
and Madras, 6. Of these,

44 nave inandirs, or places of worship. In connec-
tion with the society eighteen different periotlicals

were published. Of these, six were in English,
nine Bengali, one each in the Hind* and Uria i

languages, and one in Anglo-Mahratti. There are
|

schools kept up by the society, besides sclioola

and classes kept up by the local Samaj’h.
BRAHMYA, in Hindu astronomy, the Yoga

Star of the 25th lunar mansion, ‘a' Pegasi.

—

Warren.
BRAHUI, the dominant race in Baluchistan.

Their tribes, above 70 iu number, are nomades,
residing in one part of the country in summer, mi-
grating to another for the winter season, and con-
stantly shifting for pasturage. The Baluchi has a
tall figure, long visage, and raised features. The
Brahui have short, thick bones, with rouud faces

and flat lineaments, are stout and squat, and num-
bers of them have brown hair and beards. Their

name is said to be from an affix ‘ boan,’ and ‘ rob,*

a hill
;
and the name of the Narui, or Baluch, race

is t^id to mean ‘not mountaineers.’ The Brahui
have no religious men, whether syud, pir, mullah,

or fakir. The tribes reside in tomans, or collec-

tions of tents. These tents are made of goat’s

hair, black or striped. The furniture is very simple,

—a few metal cooking-pots, a stone Imnd-mill,

and some rough carpets and rugs, with a divstaff

for spinning wool, and a hookah, are all that are

usually found iu a Braliui tent. Tliat of the

chief may perhaps be better furnished, and he
is richer than his neighbours in flocks and herds.

The dress of the lower orders i.s made up of a long

tunic, trousers loose at the feet. The Kamburani,
the chief tribe, are divided into throe distinct

gradations of rank, called Ahmedzai, Khani, and
Kamburani. The first 8upj)lioa the khan

;
the

Khani are of the secondary rank of chiefs. The
word Kamburani includes all the remainder of the

tribe, but in common is applicable to the whole
body. They receive wives from, but do not marry
their daughters into, other tribes. The typical

Brahui are certain tribes in Saharawan and
Jhalawan. The Brahui are Sunni Mahomedans.
They have, both in feature and speech, indications

of a Turanian elcmeut. Their political chief is

the Kbau of Kalat.

They arc entirely illiterate; not a single book
exists in their language, or specimen of their

language reduced to any form of writing. It is

called Kur-Gali, and, according to Dr. Caldwell,

is mainly Panjabi, with a Dravidian element;

according to Mr. Campbell, is mainly Aryan
(Indo-Persic), with a Turanian element Ethno-
logists are inclined to consider them to be of the

same Scythic stock as the Dravidian races in the

Peninsula, and infer from this that the passage

of the Dravidian tribes from Turan was along the

valley of the Indus.

—

Mr. Campbell^ pp. 54-56.

BRAJ or Braj-mandal, a pastoral district ex-

tending in a circuit of 84 cos around the town of

Mathura, celebrated in the traditions of Hindustan

as the country where Krishna pastured his herds.

The soil is poor and thin, with few trees, the nim,
faras, and species of the fig tribe being the most
prominent. The Jumna is the only great river;

for the rainy season it is a mighty stream, a mile
or more broad, but for eight months in the year,

meanders, a mere rivulet, between wifle expanses

[

of sand. The untiily Jat and Gujar are the chief

proprietary classes. Hindu pilgrims, commencing
in August, perambulate its 24 groves or ripa ban
and 12 ban or woods. Tlje people are still

pastoral
;
the villages contain much horned cattle.

Braj-bhasha is a term applied to the Hindi tongue
of that district.

BRAJBASI, a native of-Braj
;
an armed attend-

ant, a guard, a watchman or doorkeeper.

BRALLAH. Malkal. A small tree on the

Malabar coast, used for boats, and for timbers and
knees in larger vessels

;
it is considered strong

and durable.

—

Ethje, M. and C.

BRAMATSA. Hind. Astragalus muUiceps.
BRAMBANG. Malay. A sour fruit used for

chatnis and in curries, perhaps the Averrhoa
bilimbi

;
also said to mean the onion, Allium cepa.

BRAM-BUG. See Insects.

BHA.MI. Hind. Anemone, sp. ; also Taxus
baccata, Beno. Sarcostemma brevistigma.— W.
BRAN or Bren. Hind. Qucrcus annulata.

Brankul, Ulmus campestris. Branna, U. erosa.

BRAN.
Meh-fu-tsze, . , . Chin. I Sakam, . . . Malay.
Bhuaa, . . GUJ., HiND.

|
Towru, Toudu, Tam., Tel.

The thin light skin or husk of wheat, separated

by means of the sieve from ground wheat.
BRANCH OF A TREE.

Ghuasun,. . . . Arab. 1 Dalia, Dali, HiND., Mahr,
Thit-kain, . . . Bi'iiM. Ramo, . . . . IT. , 8p.
Bhakavu, .... Can, Shakh, PEBs.
Brancho, .... Fli.

|

Shakha, . . . Sansk.
Zweig, Okr. Kalai, Tam.
Dankalu, .... Guj. i Komma, .... Tel.

BRANDIS, Dil, Conservator of Forests of

Bengal, author of works on forestry. In 1881 his

recommendation to form a school of forestry at

Dehm was acted on by the Government of India.

BRANDY, Cognac.

Shau-taiu, . . . CHIN. 1 Aqunrzente, ... IT.

Hwang taiu, . . ,, Vinum aduatum, . . Lat.

Brandewyn, . , DUT. Agiiardente, . . PORT.
Eau do vie, . . . Fr. Wino, .... Kus.
Brantewein, . . Gkr. Aguardiente, , . . Sp.

A spirit largely imported into India from France

and England, obtained by distilling wine. Its

qualities vary with the kind of wine employed.

It is manufactured iu the south of Europe, from
white or pale red wines and tlie skins of grapes.

Cognac is made from the palest, eau de vie

is from dark red wines
;
British brandy is a com-

pound of rectified spirits. Brandy began to be

distilled in Franco about the year 1343, but used

only as a medicine, and was considered as pos-

sessing such marvellous strengthening powers that

the physicians te^^med it eau de vie, ‘ the water

of life.’ Raymond Lully, a disciple of Arnold de
Villa Nova, considered tliat it was intended to

reanimate and prolong the life of man.

—

Statistics

of Commerce.
BRANSH BRANTI. Hind. Myrsine Africana.

BRANTEY. —? In Penang, a light, brown-
coloured, weak wood, used for building.

BRARRAH, a wood-louse in Swat which inf^ts

mosques and houses where, old mats are lying

about; the place bitten by them becomes red and
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inflamed. Tbe inaect is of the shape of a bug, but

larger.

—

Lt.-Col, MacGregor.
BRAS. Hind. Rhododendron arboreum.

BRAS. Malay. Rice.

BRA^BRAS, the Glam tree of the Malay Pen-

insula ;
furniahee a paper- like bark much used in

caulking the seams of vessels. Wood used as

floats for Ashing nets.

BRASILEITO WOOD, Cassalpinia sappan.

BRASS.

Hwang t'ung, . . Chin, i Orichalcum, Aurichal-
Miauing, Mesaing ; Gil- ciun, Lat.

koper, Geelkoper, DuT. Kuningan, Loyang, Tam-
Cuivre jaune, Ijaitoii, Fa baga-kuiiing, . Malay.
Me»Hing, .... Geb. Selenoi-mjeil, . . Kus.
NeUeiit, .... Ukb. Laiou, Azofar, . . Sp.

Pitiil, ..... Hind. Pittalei, .
•

. . Tam.
Ottono, .... It. Itadi, Tel.

Brass is an alloy of coj)per and zinc, generally

the yellow alloy, with about an eoual weight of

zinc and copper, callcii yellow brass
;

copper
alloyed with about one ‘ninth its weight of tin is

the metal of brass ordnance or gun-metaL Similar

alloys used for the brasses or bearings of machinery
are called hard brass, and when employed for

statues or medals they are called bronze. Brass

is exteiiHively used in India for domestic utensils,

and is in greater request than copper among the

natives. Generally, Mahoinedans use copper, and
Hindus brass utensils. In the Panjah, for smaller

work, they prepare the alloy in their own kuthali,

or crucibles
;
for making the larger sizes, however,

the gagara, sliamadan, etc., they prefer the Ane
sheet metals imported from Europe. A metal

giving a beautiful sonorous ring when struck, and
called Phul or Khanl, is made in the Panjab

;

Roin, a genuine bell-metal, is also manufactured

;

also an alloy called Barth, and an ioferior one
called Kuth. A good brass may be made by
fusing two parts of copper and one of zinc

;
but

various proportions should be used according to

tlie purpose required. The substances used in

alloying are in various proportions by native

brazitMS to form brass, gun-mctal (lokain), pewter
(.satki), bell-metal (kansu), and bedery ware.

Occasionally silver is added to form gongs and
bells. In general, however, the proportions used

are regulated by reducing the quantities of the
more expensive and increasing those of the cheaper
metal, as far os may be pnu;ticable. Repeated
meltings, by drawing off the excess of zinc, leave a

good malleable brass
;
and for this reason old

brass is much sought after by sinitha when they
desire it for any work requiring it to be particu-

larly malleable. Guns taken at Kurnool were
little better than spelter. Ordinary yellow brass

is rendered very sensibly harder by a small addition

of tin, say a Afth or half ounce to the pound
;
on

tiie other hand, by the addition of a like quantity
of lead, it becomes more malleable and cuts sharply.

Brass becomes a little whiter for the tin and
redder for the lead

;
the addition of nickel to brass

constitutes German silver. Gun-metal (copper
and tin), by tbe addition of a small proportion of

zinc, mixes better, and the malleability is increased

without materially reducing the hardness. Lead
in small quantities improves the ductility of the
metal, but at the expense of its hardness and
colour

; it is seldom addcd.-~7<>»i/i>wow, M. E.

;

Mr. HMc. See Btdis.

BRAS3AK, a subdivision of the district of

Pungkal-pinang, in the island of Banka, producing
much tin. See Tin.

BRASS CAMPHIRE.
Braza oapur, GuJ., Hind.

|
Karpuram, . Tam., Txl.

This commercial term is a comintion of Barus
camphor, also called Borneo and Malay camphor.
It is the product of the Dryobalauops camphors
of Sumatra, Borneo, and the Malayan Peninsula.

It is found only in small quantities, in concrete

masses, in the Assures of the wood. It is more
fragrant, and less biting and pungent, than the

common camphor, and is hcla in much higher

repute. It is imported into Bombay from China.—Faulkner.

BRASSFOUNDER. The brassfoundcr or

brazier trade in India is almost exclusively in

Hindu bands. They form one of the Ave Kumalar
or artisan classes, the other four being tbe gold-

smith, blacksmith, stonecutter, and carpenter.

These castes all wear the zonar or sacred string.

They do not allow any Brahmanical interference

with them, have their own priests and ritual, and
they bury their dead in a sitting j^fosture.

BRASSICA. Linn, A genus of cruciferous

plants, containing several very important alimen-
tary species.

Brassica campestris, Linn
,
Sarson, Hind, 'ffiis

has been 8Uppose<i to be the source of the Swedish
turnip; it furnishes the colza oil of Europe. It

is grown as a cold-weather crop in the plains of

India, and as a summer crop at Ambala. It is

cultivated in Afghanistan, and in Tibet up to

10,000 feet. The seed is being largely exported
from Kurachee, but in N.W. India a bland oil ia

largely expressed from it.

Brassica enica, Lm«., garden rocket.

Eructt zativa, . . . Lam.
j
Kala Sarson, . . Hind.

This is largely cultivated in the arid parte of

the Panjab for its bitter oil from its seeds, which
is used for lamps.

Brassica eriu:;istrum, £/ww., of France, Italy,

Switzerland, etc., is largely cultivated in the
Panjab and 0ml h for its seed and oil. The cost of

the (Teorah) oil is from 3 to 10 seers per rupee.
It is used for burning,

Brassica jiineoa, Rai, Turia, and Khardil,

Hind., is grown largely in the Panjab, also in

the Himalaya, and up to 10,000 feet in Tibet
;
also

in Afghanistan. Its oil, somewhat acriO, is

burned, and occasionally used in cooking. Its

seeds are an ingredient in pickles.

Brassica napus, Linn.y raj>€, wild cabl^age

;

colza, cole seed, or sursul of Gujerat. Much
cultivated in Europe. Used as salad similar

to mustard
;

the leaves are eaten when the
plant is ill seed, but it is of no great value as a
vegetable. Tliis plant is cultivated for the sake of
its seeds, from which oil is extracted by grinding
and pressure.

Brassica oleracea, cabbage.

Tbiem bau mung la, Burm.
|
Karam , Kopl, Gobi, Hind.

Amongst Europeans, both in Europe and India,

a highly-esteemed vegetable
;

its varieties are

—

. AoephsU, D. (?.

ramosa, oavaUor enbbage.
vulgans, common green oolewort.
queroifolU, oak-leaved cabbage.
abellioa, Bcotch kale.

. BuUata, D. C.
major, Bavoy cabbage,

geounifera, Brussels sprouts.



BRASS LEAF, BKICAI),

C. Oapitata, D. 0.

depreasa, drumhead cabbage,

apneerica, great round Scutch cabbage,
oDovata, Penton cabbage,
elliptioa, early York cabbage,
conica, augar-loaf cabbage,

rubra, red cabbage.

d. Caulo-rapa, D. (7., Icohl-rabt

e, Botrytia, D. C.

onuUdora, cauliflower, Phool-kopi.
aaparagoides, broccoli.

Tlie cabbage plant is supposed to be indigenous
in the Kjiahmir valley at 5000 to 5500 feet.

Brassica rapa, Linn.^ the turnip, rape.

Luft, Arab. Cionglu, .... Pkrh.
Shalgam,. Bkng., Pehs. Gohheu, .... Binn.
Mung-la-do-waing, Buhm.

Turnips are grown in Eurt)pe, India, the Ten-
asserini Provinces, and in parts (d the N.W. Hima>

I

the palm winep or fodilics. And the substitutes
for these an; eesfiui -carbonate of ammonia

; car-
bonate of soda ami hydrochloric acid

;
or carbonate

of soda and tarUiric acid. The breadstuffs of
commerce consist of nutritious cereal grains,
tuberous-rooted plants, and farina yielded by

j

trees. Amongst them wheat, barley, oats, rice,

maize, millet, (juinca com, the eago of palms, the
plantain and banana, the bread-fruit tree, tho
edible root crops, and starch- profJucing plants, tho
last a somewhat extensive claf^, the chief of which,
however, are tho common potato, yams, cocos or
eddoes, sweet potatoes, the bitter and sweet cassava
or manioc, the arrowroot and other plants.

Wheat and wheat-flour, maize, and rice form
very important articles of commerce, and enter
largely' into cultivation in various countries for
home consumption and export, a {K>rtion l>eing

laya up to 8000 feet, and in Ladakh up to 13,000.
cm «u,npuui. a,iu export, a ix>ruon nemg

Bralsica Sinensis’ Smith, Yun-tai, Yu-U'ai,
the arts as starch for sUffen.nK

Chin,, is largely cultivaURl in the Yang-tze valley
;

for the oil which is expressed from the seeds. It

serves also for a cabbage.

—

Smith ; Von Mueller.
\

BRASS LEAF, or tinsel, is manufactured by

the Chinese to an enormous extent, for making
j

tho kin-hwa or ‘golden dowers * used in worship.

It is ex|^)orted to India in boxes estimated to bold

60 catties.

—

Morrison^ p. 143.

BRAT or Bart. Hind. A vow or fast

BRATA. Bkng. A religious ceremony with

the Bengal Hindwani. Tho Siva puja, the Hari

Krishna puja, the Sajooti Bnibi are the chief.

BRATA. Him). Ephedra alata.

BRAUCBANG. Jav. Onion.

BRAZEN AGE. SeoKaljm; Suryavansa.

BRAZIL CHERRY has spread itself all over

tho Neilgherry, the Pulney, and Shevaroy inouu-

taina of Southern India. It is tho Cicca disticha,

axid the fruit is much prized.

BRAZffJAN BARK. See Inga.

BRAZlIdAN ELEMI, also Accouchi balsam, a

rcRin obtained from the Icica hcterophylla.

BRAZIL WOOD, Queen’s wood.

BruhilienUout, . . DuT. i Tao Brazil, Pao tie

Buis <le bresil, . . Fii. Kainba, . . . Pout.
Braailien bok, . . Ger. MatleradelBreaU, . .hie.

I^egnu del Brasile, It. {

This wood is employetl by cabinetmakers in

Europe, but its principal use is in dyeing red. It

is, liowever, a commercial tiTui fur wootls procurctl

in many parte of the w'estcru hemisphere, from one

or two species of Ca38alpiuia, West Indian nud

South AmericAn trees, but, within the last fifteen

years, from the Cam wood imported from Africa.

The true Brazil wood is supposed to be tho Bahia

nitida, which yields a finer and more permanent

colour than any other.—Tomi ; Faulkner ; M'C,
See Coesalpinia

;
Dyes.

BRE. Hind. Quercus Ilex, Eremurus specta-

bilis.

BRE, also Pro. Tib.

BREAD.
Eish, Khabz, , . Arab.
Ching ping, Man- tu, Chin.
Mien pau, Mo-mo, ,,

Pain, FR.

Brod Obb.

1 -20th of a bushel.

Roti, Hind.
Pane, It.

Nan Pkrs.
Pan, tti*.

linens, etc., and for other jpurposes not coming
under the term of food. The kind of bread in

common use in a country depends partly on the
taste of tho inhabitiuits, but more on tho sort of
grain suitable for its soil.

In lu'lia, in making bread of wheat, one
process is first thoroughly to clean the wheat,
and for this one woman will clean 430 lbs. in
a day

;
then in the evening, the cleaned wheat is

placed on a table and thoroughly wetted, and the
water left to drain from it during the night. The
m‘xt morning, the still moist grain is ground in

handmills by women, a woman grinding 40 lbs.

in a day. It is then sifted, and as much fine flour

and sooiie as can be obtained are laid aside. The
remainder, then termed ‘ naka,’ is subjected to a
n)ore jwwerful mill, an«l an inferior kind of soojie

and a second sort of flour obtained from it. The
residue is then ground iu a large mill, and yields
a coarse flour and bran.

ih'un is what reiiiaius of wheat after the flour

and soojie are extracted.

Socjle iH tlic l»eart of the wheat, and is obtained
by coarsely sifting the coarsely ground wheat with
sieves Rixf sooras, by wliich all the small particles

of the bran are sopiratetl from it
;
one woman can

thus clean 50 Ihs. a day. It is semolina.

First sort Jitmr is produ(;cd by finer sifting from
the first grimliug of tl»e wln^at.

St roml sort flour is hifted from the first grinding
of the wheat, after tlie lino is extracted, and also

from the second grinding.

Jireatl ,—The nniteiialH for bread are (>0 lbs. of
first soojie, 20 ll>8. of second sort or imka soojie,

and 20 ll)a. of fir.st sort flour. 100 ll»s. of these
ingredieiils jiroduce 12H lha. of bread.

Jiisenit is made from second sort wwjio and
flour tnixod in the proportion of 75 Ihs. of naka
soojie and 85 lbs. of second sort Hour. This
prtMluces only about 85 lbs. of biscuit, which,
after being well baked, istlriedfortwodays in a kiln.

Barm or yeast sullicient for 800 loaves, 1 lb.

each, is made of brown sugar, 2 lbs.; potatoes,

IJ Iba.; hops, J oz., with half a gallon of water.
Boll and mash the potatoes

;
boil the hops until

none appear on the surface of the water
;
strain

and dissolve the sugar in the liquor. The |K>tatoea

Broad may be leavened, or unleavened or un- are then added, and tho whole is strained into a

fermenttsd. In the latter, flour, water, with jar or small tub, Tho quantity produces about

perhaps the addition of salt, are alone employed. 8} pints, and is generally ready for use in twelve

In the former, the substances employeil are yeast hours. The advlition of a small portion of the old

in Europe, and in Eastern and Southern Asia barm hastens fermentatiou.



BREAD-FRUIT TREE. BRICK.

Wheaten bread is largely used in Northern India
and by the Chinese. In Ho-nan, Shen-si, Shan-si,

and 8han-tung, wheaten bread and pastry are
staple articles of diet. Chinese bread is free from
alum. It is raised by means of leaven, pearl-ash

;

and the small loaves or cakes are steamed in a
very ingenious and simple way.

Cakes of wheat-flour, prepared on theginlle, are
a common article of diet amongst the well-to-do

racesof Northern and Central India. Furthersouth,
on the table-lands of tlic Peninsula, the natives of

India use unleavened cakes made of the flour of the

Indian corn, the zea mays, rather less nutritious

than that made from wheat, but more fattening,

in consequence of the greater quantity of oil con-
tained in it. Also, amongst the millets, bread is

made of the great millet. Sorghum vulgare; the

spiked millet, Penicilloria spicata; and the very
poor of the people use the hard raggy, Eleusiiic

coracaim, in the form of cakes or porridge. Barley
is occasionally used to the westward. Along the

seaboard of all Southern Asia, and ea.stward into

China, however, boiled rice is the great article of

diet, and it is often cooked, with unfermentod
palm-wine, into the cakes familiarly known in

India as ‘ hoppers,’ the ‘ apa’ of the people.

Rice, fimtr is scarcely ever made inco fermented
bread, althoiigh it is said to bo occasionally mixed
with wheat flour for that purpose. The superiority

of wheat to all other farinaceous plants, in the
mnnufacturo of l>read, is very great. Its essential

constituents are starch, also called farina or fecula,

gluten, and a little sugar and all)umen. It is

occasionally a<lulterated with alum, which isaddetl

to whiU*n tlie fl(jur, ami to enable it to retain a
larger quantity <»f w'ater. Salt is also employed
in the tidulteralion of wheaten bread, to whiten
the flour and enable it to liold more water

;
and

c-arbonate <»f magnesia is improperly used to obtain

the same n'sult.

In Eastern and Southern Asia, the well-known
sago is made fiom the starch granules contained

in the pith of .several sj»ecies of j)almR. It is largely

use»l a.s an article of diet, alike for the robust
labourer as for tbc invalid, ami is extensively ex-

ported for the use of tlie sick and the nursery.

Amongst tlu! Arabs, bnrgoul is wheat boiIe<l with

leaven, ami then dried in the sun. The dried

wheat is preserved for a year, ami boiled with
butter ami oil. Ix'aveiied bread is calkal khabz.
—Rohinson's Tru falx, ii. 132

; ; J/<ifisaHy

Smmtmds, p. 217
;
Riiyle ; Bomhay 'J'imen; Stewart;

Smith ; Powell ; AP( .’ulloch. See Cereal Grains.

BltEAl) - FlUJIT 'I'JtEE, Artoe4irpus incisn,

Willde. When cultivated, its seeds an; alK)rtive.

It is grown in Ci’ylon, in some parts of India, and
its fruit is a staple food of the South Sea islamlerH.

Their principal brea»l*fruit seaBfui is in March and
April, but some kinds ripen considerably later or

earlier, wliilst in some districts the season itself is

alUfgether later, and it n»ay bo said that there is

ripe bread-fruit, mon; or less abundant, through-
out the Year. . . , Tlio fruit is made into puddings,

or simply boiled or baked. Quantities of it are

prcscrvwl underground to make native bread. The
tree is hollowed out as a canoe; its gum forms

a good pitch
;

its bark can be made into a cloth.

The skin of the fruit being pared away, the pulp
is bticed and roasted, or baked in ovens.—-Dr,
Nfcwon, Viti ; Moutyomery^ p. 222.

BREJ or Brege pam is an article which is

occasionally brought to the Panjab from Siberia

(Sebere, Seetha or Seth, by the natives of the

N.W. Himalaya and Panjab, Scythia?), It is seen
usually as a lining to postins, caps, stockings,

gloves, neckties, etc. From its nature it cannot do
spun into thread. It is of a white colour, with a
certain gloss, and is supposed to be a species of

eider down. It is fancy-priced.

—

Powell^ Handh,
BREN. Hini>. Quercus annulata, also Breri,

Ulinus erosa.

BRES. Hind., of Kulu
;

also Karma-bres.
Fagofiyrum esculentuni, buckwheat.

Blil. Hind., of Kulu. Desmodium, sp.

BRIALI. Hind. Colebrookia oppositifolia.

BRICK.

Karmid, .... Aa.
j

Bata, Malay.
Brique Fa.

|

Lndrillo, .... Sp.

Ziegelatein, . . . ClKii. ' Shcngal, ShengkRllu, Tam.
Int, . . . Ouj., Hind, Itika-rai, .... Tel.
Matione, .... It.

'

A building material formed of clay, hardened
cither by the sun’s rays or the heat of a furnace,

the former being called sun-dried bricks, and the

latter burnt bricks. The various argillaceous

earths are for the most part unfit to be used alone

for brick making. Some are almost pure clay or

alumina, and are strong and exceedingly jdaatic,

but cannot be dried without splitting
;
light and

sandy clays or loams are too loose to be made
into bricks without the admixture of lime as a

flux to bind the materials; otliers, again, natural

compounds of alumina and silica, if free from
lime, magnesia, or metallic oxides, are exceedingly

valuable clays, being, from their infusible nature,

well adapted for making fireclays for lining

furnaces, for making crucibles, glasshouse pots,

etc. Fireclay is found iu many places in India.

Bricks, burnt almost to vitrifaciion, arc much
employed as a road material on all alluvial lands

of India. Sun-dried unburnt bricks of a very

l.iige size were formerly employed in building,

and they may still be seen in the basements of

some of the oM ruined Jain temples at Hira

Tumbal in llie Ceded Districts, Anaglierry in the

Southern Maiiratta country, and iu the walls of

the mud forts at (Judduk, Dummul, and other

localities. The bricks appear to have been usually

2^ feet in length by 10 inches in breadth, and 7

or 8 inches in thickness. The seams are apparent

from the effect of the weather, but the bricks

cannot be separated witliout breaking. The
ItfLsenient and a good deal of the interior of the

solid mnntapunm or pyramidal to\N'erB of these

Jain temples were built with unburnt bricks
;
and

tbc masonry and carved slabs, ornaments, and
pillars were erected over this foundation of earth-

work. This accounts for the dilapidated condition

of parts of these temples. In some of the old forts

in Southern India the lower part of the walls is

made of uribiirnt bricks and the upper part of

hewn stones. The more modern forts are chiefly

constructed of mud embankments, cased in large

blocks of stone, very accurately fitted, but not
cemented with lime or mortar. In the ancient

buildings of India, brickwork docs not appear to

have l^cn extensively employed, although in

some of the temples wo find the upper storeys

made of brick, while the lower ones are of stone.

The earth-walla of the Bellary diatrict are formed
of sun-dried bricks of great size.

The material used in Babylon was unburnt
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brick, ^^any of the ancient ruined cities of Persia
are built of unbiirnt l)rick8, beaten up will) straw
or rush to make the ingredient adhere, and then
bakt'd in the sun. In the days of the Egy]>tian
bondage, Pliaraoli commanded the taskmasters of

tin* peoj»le and their oflicers, saying, ‘ Ye shall no
more give the people straw to make brick as here-

tofore; let them go and gather straw for them-
selves’ (Exodus V. 7). ‘And they had brick

for stone, and slime had they for mortar’ (Genesis
xi. .‘1). Assyria a))onnds with asjdialt, or bitu-

nu-n. Hercjilotus and nu'^ny ancient authors
alliiin that the walls of Babylon were cemented
with it; and Arrian says, ‘Tim temple of Belns,

ir> the midst of the city of Babylon, was made
of brick, cemented witli asplialtiis.’

—

I\ffffnnn\s

Trnri'ls, p. 100; J>r. Jlfnitfv in M. /i. J. Ji.

BRICK TEA, Tnng-k’au, (hiiN., is tea com-
pressed into a solid form. This article, and the

khata, or ‘scarf of felicity,’ arc great articles

of tra<le b(‘t\voen China and Tibet. A prodigious

fpiaiitily of theJ^e goods is exporte<l annually

from the provinces of Kan-su and Sech-n’tm. In

a-teheon or Ya-tz.on, the last large town of

Wt'sfern China, brick tea gives occupation to

thousands of workmen cither in its manufacture

or (raus]»ort to Ta-tsien-lu. This t('a can (U)ly he

made with a particular loaf. d'he tree wliieh

furnishes it grows on the hanks of tlm river Yaho.
It at tains often lb feet in height, and the leaves

arc la» ge and rough to the touch. Th(‘ cultivation

requires little care. It is idjinted often on (lie

borders of fields, or round the lious(‘S. Eaeh
grower gathers his little harvest of leaves, and
finds a ready sale for them in th(‘ nnirket of the

town. The rnannfacttirc (»f brick tea is a mono-
]>oly seenred to the dealers of this town, and for

which th<‘y pay a considerable sum to the (diinese

GoviTinnent. For the first quality tea, tlie leaves

arc! gat liered in June and July, before the Bjuing

rains cumincnco. Tlie leaves at tliis period of the

year are about an inch in length. As soon as

detached, ihey arc spread in the sun, and, wlnm
slightly dried or withered, they are rolled with

the hand until they become humid by the exuda-

tion of tlie sap. They arc then made into Vialls

about the size of a large teacup, and left to

ferment. When they arc in fermentation, they

are jilaced hetw'ocn w'oodeu moulds or lever presses

si'curcd by pegs or bolts. These moulds arc tlien

placeil over a wood fire, 'fhe tea is taken out in

a compact mass, and forms the brick tea of com-
merce. They are then delivered to the im'rchanls

of the town, tiy whom they are wrnpp(‘d in yellow

p.qier, on which is impressed the stamp of the

tiovernment and the mark of the ilealer who ex-

ports it. They are then packed in baskets of

))laited bamboo, alxmt four feet long. One of

these baskets, weighing about tw'cnty jionmls, is

the unit of trade. The baskets are carried on

men’s backs to Ta-tsien-lu, a distance of tw^o

hundred miles. There they are carefully wrapped

pound. A thinl quality is ma<le with the waste
and debris of the leaves. Tlie bricks of tliis

(piality n^semble those sometimes inaile with the
young shoots of the tea tree cut up. Tlie manu-
facture differs from the two other sorts, inasmuch
as it is necessary to a<ld rice water to combine the

substance and to make it retain the form of the
mould. This quality is only solil at Ta-tsien-lu
and its neighbijiirhood, and fetches Od. per pound.
The quantity of brick tea exported annually from
Ya-tclicon to Tibet is rouglily estimated at six

million j>ounds. The high price of tea in tlie

markets of Tibet arises from the monopoly of the
(’hincse, which is increased by that of the Lamas,
who ke(qi in their hands the reUil sale. An»l as tea

is an article of prime necessity in Tibet, the Celestial

Empire keeps in dependence the Lamas, and by
them the people of Tibet. Brick tea is cooked in

a varied manner. Mr. Atkinson (Orient. West.
Siberia, p. 477) was given it mixed with milk,

butter, salt, and flour, presenting the appearance
of thick soup. The form of bricks w'as doubtless
given to it for the convenience of carriage.—A/r.
Cooper in Stotesmnn

; Hue, (diiuese Empire.
BRIDELIA LANC^^:E0LIA. Roxh. A tree

of considerable size, native of Bengal.

BRIDELIA MONTANA. Cibson.
Goonjun Mura, . . Can.

|
A»nnna, . . . Mahr.

Found in Canara, common in Dnndelee, where
it reaches a great size. Hardly inferior to teak,

and stands water equally well. It seems well

worthy a trial for naval purposes. In Cuttack,
sells at f) annas per cubic foot. It is a light brown-
coloured woo<l, ami strong. Plentiful in the

Santal jungles from Ranibahal to Ilasdilm, used

for beams, planks, and building puiiK^ses gene-

rally. Tlie tasar silkworm feeds cliiefly upon
this tree.

—

Cnl. Enrjlncers Journal^ July 1860;
l)r. (iibson.

BRIDELIA MOONII. Thm.
Ch\y tin rcUxHiiy ns Cat.

|

Pat-kaa-la-gagg, , SiNO.

Common in (yeylon up to an elevation of 2000
feet. The Singhalese consider this quite distinct

from B. retusa, which it, however, very closely

resembles, differing in its somewhat larger leaves,

axillary not spiked, inflorescence, and ovoid fruit.

They arc proi)ably mere varieties of one species.

The timber of lioth is useful for building purposes.

Zio/l. p. 279.

BRIDELIA RETUSA. Linn.y Spreng.

B. BjiinoHH, Jtoxb. Cluytia retuga, JAnn.
H. crcnulata, Roxh.

Kobi, .... Gumsur. Duriamaddi, . . . Tel.
Kat takaa la-gas, 8iN(;. Koranian, Koramaddi, ,,

Adainaruthu, . . . Tam.

This is a large and very valuable timber tree.

It is common in most jungles and dry forests

througbo\it ('eyIon and the Madras Presidency,

in (binjam, Gumsur, Bengal, in the lower spurs

of the Ilimalayas. The wood is of a dirty red or

copper colour, very stiff, strong, close-grained,

and durable, but not easily worked. Its extreme
in fresh hides, to prevent the tea from imbil)ing height is 30 feet, circumference fl feet. A cubic

moisture. They are then fit to be sent to T^assa, foot unseasoned weighs 68 to 70 lbs., and 60 lbs.

or even beyond. A basket costs about twelve when seasoned, and its specific gravity is -960;

taels, that is, at the rate of 48. Bd. the Euglisli it is used for house-building, construction of carts,

pound. A seconil kind is made witli older and agricultural implements, railway sleejiers, rafters,

yellow leaves. The mode of preparing is the spinning-wheels, and a variety of other purposes,

same. It is sent chiefly to Idthang and and it stands the action of water; the bark is a
Bat hang. At the lat ter place it sells for about strong astringent (’attle eat the leaves greedily,

five taels the basket, or at the rate of Is. 6d. the and they are supposed to act as a vermifuge.
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BIUDEIJA SPINOSx\. BRIDGE.

In Gumsur it is also burnt for firewood, the In Juromoo the c/nVm or haul bridge is in use
;
a

tree being very common. The leaf is used medi- smooth rope of several strands is Lung across

cinally for itch. The bark of this tree is said to from bink to bank, on which traverses a wooden
be poisonotiR, and a preparation of it is often used ring, from which is BU8{)euded a loop. In this the
for tlie purpose of destroying life, particularly by traveller seats himself, and anotl»er traversing

Oriya widows, among whom suicide is a frequent roj>e pulls the ring and traveller across. Down
occurrence .—Captnui Mmdonald ; Beddome^ FL the curve the passage is quick, but the pulling up
Sylv. [jart xxii. p. 200. is tedious. Tlie onlinary bridge is of three ropes,

BRIDELIA SPiNOSA. WUlde, Roxh. made of birch or other twigs, and hung, one for

Cluytia spinoea, Itoxb. i\ FI. ^ traverse, the other two a yard above

A«.anna, Asun, Mahr. Mulla Vei'.gay, . , . Tam. 't jor tl)« traveller to Bteiuly himself.

Mullu vaiigiiy, . Maleal. Kora maiiu, Duria The jhula consists usually of three ropers

Katu Koeta Kiola, SiNoH. madde ? .... Tel. Stretched across the stream, at a height of 8 or 10
This large tree is a native of several parts of feet, between two buttress [licrs. The three rop<‘8

Southern India
;
in the alpine jungles of Coimba- are suspended like the letter V, two parallel rujx's

tore it attains a considerable size, in the Godavery forming the unper plane and a central one the

forests, where its wood is esteemed as very strong lower plane. This disposition is secureti by large

and good It is rather a common tree in the V-shaped prongs of wood, which at intervals of four

Boinbiiy forests, both coast and inland. The wood or five yards are secured in position alxivcand below

is strong and tough, and stands the action of water by thongs of raw hide, and further strengthened
WM‘11

;
henct! it is often used for the frames of wells, above by a cording, which is piuiscd acroas betw^een

w hereon the superstructure of masonry is erected, the two upper points where tliey are fixed to those

It is also used as beams for bouses. This wood ropt^s. It is crossed by the traveller walking on
flrserves, in Dr. Gibson’s opinion, to be more ex- the lower of the rones, which is sometimes of

toiisively known than it is
;
cattle eat the leaves <louble or triple strands, and holding his balance

voraciou.sly. They are said to destroy worms in with the hands on the upper ropes, which run at

thrir bowels. Tim ui\d(KMi)o wood of the Northern each side on a level with Ins shoulders.

Circars is a species of BridcHa.

—

Drf<. Roxh.., O'Sh., The Kaddal bridge of Kashmir U ma<lo of wootl,

fjtihson^ )yighty and Clcghor n ; Captain Bcddom<\ and is very strong and durable. It consists of

Flor. Andh. un<lro3sc<i logs of pine and ce<Iar timber, the

BRIDGE. tunlreased trunks of the trees supported on piers

. Jap. apart. The piers rest on a fouuda-

Pul, l\)ol" Hind., BehhI tloii of stones embedded in the ininldy bottom of

Puente, Sp. the river, and protected by a cutwater pointing

Bridges in the S.E. of Asia are built of atone, up the stream, and built of loose stones fillwl

brick, wood, iron, rope, bamboos, canes, and into a frame of logs of wood. Those above

twigs. Hindu and Maliomedan rulers in India Seralmn, opfiosito Miru, and at Poari, whether

built but few bridges, d'he Bhot, Mongol, and swinging or snsjmij.sion bridges, are uusnited for

^’aitar laceM of ilie Himalaya and Burma have the pjussugc of sheep an<l mules. The elevation

numbers of them. In Burma, bridges are seldom of the rope bridge (jhula) at Tuni on the Touso
wanting m ar villag(!3 where nullahs or inundated river is nearly 30tX> feet above the sea.

fnlds obstruct the communication; near towns The iVnni, over the Nyn Sukh, near its junction

they are sometimes of extraordinary length. The with the Jheliiin, consiKts of a single cord stretched

Consl ruction there never varies. I.argoteak jxmt.s across from Ixvnk to bank, and secured on either

arc <lnvcn in pairs or triplets, with bays between’ side to somo projecting rock or firmly set tree,

not exceeding twelve or thirteen feet. Mortice The cord is furnished with a loop-cr;uile, which

ho)(‘S arc cut through those parts in which cross is slung on to it by a forked niece of w'ood. This

beart'rs are laid, with beams and solid planking last forms the iqiper part of the cnulle, which,

over those, and a railing is added. wlien once inljustwl, is irremoveable from the

'I'hc most cliaracteristic of Hindu briilges arc ct>rd, though it slides freely backwards and for-

composi'd of stone posts, several of which form a wards on it bv shaking the cord. The cord is

pier, and are connected by stone lu'arns. Others made of a climbing plant, wdth the straight twigs

arc on thick piers of masonry, with narrow Gothic of a Bpecies of iiidigofera.

arches. lu the N.W. Himalaya the timbers u.seil for ordi-

Turnct tells us of a simple bridge for the nary wooden bridges arc Alniis, liombax

nccomrnodatiou of single passengers, constructed hi pta})hyllum, Cedrda toona, C. serrata, PLienix

between two opposite mountiiins, which consisted dactylifeia, P. sylvestris, and Salix alba. For
of two large ropes made of twisted creepers, swing bridges, A iidropogon iiivoluta, Hetulabhuj-

stretched parallel to each other, and encircled with putra, Ootoncastcr oblusa, ludigofeia heterantha,

a hoop (Embassy, p. 54). This is the original of (Mea Europtea, Parrotia Jacqueuioniiana,and Salix

the jhula or rope Widges of the Hinialaya. In alba.

the early part of the Itlth century, Mr. C. Shake- A writer in the Bengal Asiatic Society’s

spear advocated rope bridges iii India, and one Journal (vol. xiii. p. fil4) mentions that he ha<i

of ICO feet span was erected over a stivatn at seen half a dozen bridges, within as many miles

Benares. The bridges of Kainaon are of four of Cherra, made by intertwining the growing
kinds,—a simple spar thrown across from bank to india-rubber tree. Tlie rope bridges of Uie

bank
;
the sauga, hr successive layers of timber. Panjab Himalaya, made of the twigs of the

those above gra<lualJy prtqecting to form an arch
;

Parrotia Jacquemontiana, Decaisne^ iiave often a
i\w jhula o( ropes stretched from bonk to bank, span of 800 feet. Lt. Wilcox, in 1825-28, described
with a suspended ladder; and (4) a single cable a bridge or mku near the Dihaug river, consist-

acrosa a stream along which a basket traverses, ing of two strong canes stretched between stages
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of Bamboo, wliich are Becurcd m piles of the

hirgest portable stones heaped up around them;
the points of suspension were 80 yards distant.

A cradle or lotiff basket, in which a passonj^cr

may sit or lie, is hung on the canca by two loops,

and two or three men pulled it across when
ioafled.

Tlie three rivers of ^Veatern Yunnan arc the

Lan, Lu, and Lung. The susi-icnsion bridges,

which are the pt i(lo of Yunnan, are all constructed

on tl»e same prineifdc,—five or more chains, formed
of oval links about G inches in tlic long diameter

and J inch thickness, are strained very tightly

across, the ends being imbedded in rock or

masonry. The way consists of planks laid on
these, not Buspended from them

;
nnd two other

chains, Imng from massive gatehouses at lK>tli

cuds, form a protection and as-sisUnre k) the

pa.ssenger. In some cases the road chains are

tied with bars. The bridgeii vibrate considerably,

but the curve is m»t great.

It is mentioned in the Bengal Asiatic Society’s

tlonrnal (xiii. 61d), that on tlio top of a huge
boulder by the river-side was growing a l;irge

india-rnblKT tree, clasping the stone in its multi-

tude of roots. Two or three of the long fibres,

whilst Rtill easily pliable, lial been Btrelched

across the sttx'am, and their free ends fastened on

the other hank. There they had struck firmly

into the earth, and now forme-d a living bridge of

great and yearly increasing strength. Two great

roots run directly one over the other, and the

WTondary Bhoota from the upper have fioen bvmnd
round and grown into the lowi^r, ro that the

former affortla at once a hand-rail and suspending

chain, the latter a footway. Other roots have

been lact d and twisted into a sort of ladder as an
ascent from the hank to the bri<lgc. The greatest

thickness of the \ipi)er root is a foot, from which
it tapers to six or eight inches. The length of

the bridge is alx)ve eighty feet, and its height

al)out twenty above the water in tl»e dry season.

One bridge ineaRured ninety feet in clear span.

They were generally cOinp>aed of the roots of two
opjKtRilc trees (apparently planteil for the pur-

jx)ae) bouml together in the middle.

On the Wa-lingtia, or larger branch of the

river, were several other remarkable bridges. One
on the suspension principle, across a precipitous

gorge on the road between Cherra and Tringhai,

WHS about 2(K) feet long. |It was composed of long

rattans stretched between tw'o trees, at a height

of forty feet al>ove the river in the dry season.

The footway was a bundle of small canes lashed

together, and connected wdth two large rattans

forming hand-rails, but these so low and so far

apart, that it must bo diffictilt to gra.sp both to-

gether. The hill Kasias are afraid to trust them-
aelves on it, hut the War, or men of the valleys,

cross it drunk or sober, light or laden, with in-

difference and security. Still further up the river,

and near the little village of Nongpriaiig, im-

mediately under Cherra, is another specinien of

Kasia engineering and ingenuity,—a bridge of

about 80 feet span, compoi^d entirely of strong

bamboos, bent into a semicircular arch, affording

a sound footing and firm rails for the hand.

The bridge has l>een metaphorically in use with

many nations to indicate the means of passage of

the soul of the dead. The Zoroastnans were

deyout believers in the immortality of the soul

nnd a conscious future existence. I’hey taught
that immediately afU'r (h^atli, the rouIb of men,
both good and bad, ]>roceoded fx>gether along an
apfK)iiited path to the bridge of the gatherer,
Chinvttt-neretu (Haug). This was a narrow roa<i
conducting to heaven or paradise, over winch tlie

souls of the pious alone could pass, while the
wicked fell from it into the gulf below, the place
of punishment, in tlie kingdom of Angromanyns.
The good Bonl was assisted across the bridge by
the angel, ‘the Inippy, well-formed, Rwifr, tall,

Serosh;’ and as he entered, the archangel Vohu-
mano rose from his throne, greeting him with,
‘ IIow happy art thou who hast come here to us
from the mortality to immortality.’ 'Ihen the
pious Houl went joyfully on to paradise.

The modern Parsec lias still the bridge Chinvat
neretu that leads to heaven

;
and on life departing,

a dog i.s brought to gaze on the dc.ad (Sag-did),
that its paRsage over Chinvat may be Rccurcd,
And tlic Mahoinedan has the Pul-i-Sirat, across
which the good walk easily, but it is as sharj) ns a
razor for the wicked, wliom it cuts in two. Tliero
is a bridge for the dead in Java, and in N. and 8.
America. In Polynesia, a canoe is tho object
typifie<l, as with tlie Greeks and Homans, with

. whotn a boat was the Bupposed means of trans-
port. The river Baitaram of Orissa is the Siyx
of the Hindus.

—

J)reu\ The Northern Barrier;
I'nvfit r

; J >rs. Clerj/iorn, Steu art, and ^fason; Jour,
of' /IviVi. Snc. xiii. p. 014

;
G. Bawl, ii. p. .3J9.

BRIGGS, a general otlicer of the Madras army,
author of i^etters on India; Translation of Per-
ish ta, Lend. 1829, 4 vok.

;
A Short Account of

the Sheilly Family, Lend. As. Trans., vol. vi. 77
;

Description of a Persian Painting, ibid. vol. v.

314; On the I^and-tax of India. Editor of tho
Persian Tarikh-i-Peiishta. He was Assislaut
Resident at Poona under Mr. Elphinstone os
Itesident, and was there when the last Baji Itao
moved out of Poonta nnd burned down the Resi-
dency, and w ith it his manuscript of the trauBlatiou
of Ferishta. When peace wiig restored, he re-
translated and printed it.

—

Dr. Buist's Catalogue.
BRIGGS, H. (i., author of Cities of Giijaraflh-

tra, Bombay 1849
;
On tlie Parsees, Bombay 1852.—Dr. Bnl.Kt's Cntidogue.

BKIGU, in Hindu mythology, is a Vedic eage.
Many traditions are related of him

;
bis name is

frequently found in the Hindu writinga.— Cole
Myth.

IBUIHADRATHA, of tho line of Pandii, father
of Jarasandha, one of the Harhadratha dynasty of
Indian kings. According to Bunsen, he ruled
n.C, 866 to D.c. 847.

—

Biamen, iii. p. 547.
BRIHASPATI, also Brahmanospati, a deity of

the ancient Hindus, to whom several positions are
ossignei].

—

Dow.son. See Hindu; Vrihaspati.
BRIIIAT-CHAKKAMED. Hind. Sesbania

aculeata.

BIUMATCHITRA. Hind. Cassia aopbora.
BRIHATEE. Beno. Solanum ferox.

BRIHAT SANHITA, an astronomical work
by Varaha Mihira.

—

Dawson.
BRIJ BHASHA, the Hindi tongue proper.

See Braj.

BRIKHOTSARG, Brishotsarga, or Vriehot-
sarga, is the marriage ceremony performed in tho
name of tho bull which the Hindus of N. India
liberate on the eleventh day of mourning for a
near relative. In the Northern Dekhan, in Oudh
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and the N,W. Provinces, these are known as saur BIIISTLKS.

(taurus) bijar, and the British call them Brah-

many bull. They are a nuisance in the streets.

See Ihiiiotsar^'
;

Jalotsar^^.

BKIKU. Benu. Afjati grand! flora.

BRIM nil, Brirnla. Hino. Celtia Caiicasica. The strong hair from the back of the hog and
BRIMO or Duno. Tibetant. The yak cow. wild boar, used by brushmakers, shoemakers,

BRIM POSH. Hind. Nymphtea alba. saddlers, etc. Russia is the great mart for such

BRIN. Kash. Arctomys bobac. bristles. Those of the elephant's tail, hedgehog,

BRIN DA. Saksk. Ocimum sanctum. and bandycoot rat, are also utilized.

—

Faulkner;

BRINDABAN is an ancient town in Muttra M^Culloch^ Diet.

(Mathura), on the right bank of the Jumna, in lat. BRISYA, called Vishu in the Karnatic. In

2F' 23' 20" N,, and long. 44' 10" E., and 6 Hindu astronomy, the 15th year of the cycle of

miles north of Muttra; population, 21,004. It is Ju}>iter.— IPorrm.

the centre of the Vrinda Vana of ancient India, BRITAIN. The United Kingdom of Croat Britain

the i>astoral and forest land near ^Mathura, wln re and Ireland is a dominion in the extreme west of

Krishna and the Gopin shepherdesses sported. Europe, which now sways the destinies of British

Hindus of Northern India regard it as one of their India, and has many colonies. It is ruled over by
holy cities, and it oontairns a large number of a sovereign, with responsible mitiistera, and two
ghats, wells, tanka, temples, shrines, and sacred Houses of Parliament, viz. the House of Commons
sites. The temple of Oovind Deva war erected and the House of Lords. And for the govern-

1590, by raja Man Singh of Ainbar
;
that of Madan ment of India, there is, in London, a minister with

Mohan Is at the upper end of the town, Gopi-nath, a council of twelve, composed of men acquainted

built by Raeail Jai about 1580, and the groat with India; it also sends to British India for

temple of the Sikhs, 1815-51, dedicated to Itangji, administration, a Viceroy and Governor-General,

which cost 25 lakhs. The Brahmakund and with a Governor for Bombay and one for Madras
;

Govii’dkund Unks possess great sanctity for H in- a})points councillors and finance ministers, with

du3
,
to whom, since the middle of the lOth century, judges for the High Courts of Calcutta, Madras,

they have been places of pilgrimage. Ilindu.s also and Bombay, and for the North-West Provinces,

make many other pilgrimages — to Pooshkur in For the command of the tiiree British- Indian

Rajputatia, to Dwarka in Gujerat, to Jaganath at armies, Great Britain sends throe Coininanders-

Puri, to Badriiiath in the Himalaya, to Benares in-chief, wdth several generals of divisions. The
on the Ganges, to Ramisseram near Ceylon, to United Kingtiom of Great Britain has many
Pundorpur on the Bhima, to Tripati near Madras, colonics and dependencies, and its entire dominions

ilinglaz on the cojist of Makran, etc. Their are u.sually designated the Dritish Empire^ over

religious mendicants even travel to Baku, the site which it rules by means of viceroys, governors-

of a sacred fire on the Caspian.

—

Cal. Rev. See general with councils, governors with councils,

Temples. parliaments, and commisnioners. Tho area and
BRINJ. Pers. Properly Birinj, husked rice, population are as under:

—

BRINJAL, Egg-plant. Sq Miles. Populatioa.

Bengan, .... Hind. Bodingan, = Sumatran.
Tarung, Trung, Malay. Kuttarikai, . . , Tam.
Vartaka, . . . Sansk. Vankaia, . = , Tel.
IHrgavartaka, . , ,,

For culinary purposes, the vegetable egg, or

brinjal, Solauum mclongena, is one of the best

vegetables in India. Several varieties are exten-

sively cultivated and eaten by all classes. One
variety is a large round-shapea fruit, both purple

and white; another is white, thin, and long; a
smaller species, again, is pear-shaped, red and
purple stnped

;
and there is one seldom exceeding

the size of an egg. They are all dressed alike, and
used both in curries and other native dishes, and
are much on tho tables of Europeans. Their
propagation is by seed, at the commencement of

the rains. The young plants are placed at about
18 inches apart, and require watering every third

or fourth day.

BRINJARA. See Banjara.

BRINKOL. Hind. Berchemia, sp.

BRINRAJ BUNGRA. Hind. Eclipta erecta.

BRISARI. Hind. Edwardsia mollis.

BKISHABDEO, properly Vrishabdeva, has the
same meaning as Nandeswar of the Saiva sect,

the bull being the effigy of both. In order to
distinguish the particular pontiff to whom any
Jain shrine is consecrated, it is only requisite to
look on the pedestal for the symbol, as the boll,

the serpent, the lion, etc., each having his pecu-
liar emblem.— TucT# Travels

j p. 97.
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Brit. N. America, Ot.
Britain, and Brit. India, 5,438,000 188,514,000

Britinh Feudatory India, . 5%,700 47,909,109
CulonicH of Great Britain, , 4,502,000 101,486,000

In Europe^ it includes Heligoland, with five

square miles of territory
;
Gibraltar, with less than

two; and Malta with 115,—the last two being
military stations, with garrisons amounting to

some 14,000 men. The population of Heligoland

in 1871 was 1813
;
of Gibraltar, 20,216

;
and of

Malta, 29,084.

In Americay in the Dominion of Canada, a popu-
lation but slightly exceeding that of Scotland

inhabits a country ten times the extent of Scot-

land, and is increasing steadily, but not rapidly,

at something like an average rate of 14 per cent,

in the decade. Of the several provinces of which
the Dominion is made up, Ontario (which contains

the purest Anglo-Saxon population) had in 1871,

1,620,851 inhabitants, Quebec had 1,191,516,

and New Brunswick had 285,694. Nova Scotia

had 387,800. Prince Edward Island, which joined

the confederation in 1873, hod 94.021 ;
and New-

foundland numbers 146,000 inhabitants. Boeides

these are Manitoba (formerly known as the Red
River Settlement), British Columbia, and the
sparsely-peopled territory formerly ruled by the
Hudson's Bay Company.
With the Bermudas, but excluding the un-

enumerated provinces of the North-West, the total

population of this section of British dominions

Boratols, .... Dut. Rums, .... Malay.
Soies, ..... Fh. Szezeciny, .... Pol.
Boraten, Ger. Schtschetina, . . . Rub.
Setoltf, It. Oenhui, Setas, . . Sr.
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is set down at 3^789,670, inhabiting an area of

8,876,925 square miles.

judicial districts, and 1114 executive subdivisions.

The village is the ‘ recognised territorial unit,’ and

The West India Islands, with an area of 13,109 averages in area something like the fourth part of

Bquaro miles, have a population of a little more an English parish. The population of the British

than one million, and there is abundant room for Empire in India under direct British control, in

the development of the human race in their splen- 1881, was 209,217,694; and within its borders,

did climate and genial soil. Jamaica, which had under sovereigns in alliance or as feudatories, the

877,000 inhabitants in 1844, and 441,000 in 1861, people numbered 43,323,590, being a total of

reached in 1871 the aggregate of 506,154 ;
and in 252,541,210. In British India and its feudatory

the last ten years there has been no devastating states, about 190,000,000 profess some form of the

epidemic. In Barbadoes, the black and mixed Hindu or aboriginal religions, about 45,000,000 are

population is growing in numbers, while the Mahoniedana, and 3,000,000 Buddhists and Jains,

whites arc dwindling. The empire possesses 7,769, 449 square miles of

Passing from the islands of the Mexican Gulf to tenitory. Ihe United Kingdom, 121,608 square

the continent, there is British Honduras or Belize, miles; the colonics, 6,685,021; India and Ceylon,

population is growing in numbers, while the Mahoniedana, and 3,000,000 Buddhists and Jains,

whites arc dwindling. The empire possesses 7,769, 449 square miles of

Passing from the islands of the Mexican Gulf to tenitory. Ihe United Kingdom, 121,608 square

the continent, there is British Honduras or Belize, miles; the colonics, 6,685,021; India and Ceylon,

a dependency of Jamaica, with a population of 962,820. There are 38 persons to a square mile

24,710, of whom only 877 are whites. British in the empire; 260 in the United Kingdom, 201 in

Guiana reckons 193,491 inhabitants, excluding India, and 141 in the colonies. It should bo ob-

the ‘aborigines,’ but including 48,976 ‘coolies,’ served, however, that in some parts of India the

immigrants from Asia. The Falkland Islands, density of population more than equals that

with 803 inhabitants, close the list of British of Britain. The Empress Queen Victoria, the

American possessions. British sovereign, rules over 234,762,593 souls;

In the African Continent and the adjacent her people dwell in 44,142,651 houses.—

islands, Britain claims 236,860 square miles of BlUTASTAN, mentioned in the Brahinanda

territory, peopled by 1,813,450 inhabitants, of Purana as the place of religious duty, is supjx)sed

which the island of Ascension has 27, and that of by some to be the island of Great Britain. It is

St. Helena 6241. On the mainland, Sierra Leone also called Switadwip, or the White Island, and

had 38,936 inhabitants in 1871. The Gambia Suvarnadwip, or the Golden Island
;
is conjectured

Settlements, 14,190 inlmbitanta
;
the Gold Coast also to be Ireland. The British islands are (it is

about 400,000. The island of Lagos, which said by some) sometimes emailed Chundrodwip, and

was ceded in 1861, has 62,021 inhabitants, of likewise Tricalasa, or the islarid with three peaks,

whom 94 are whites. In South Africa, the viz. Rajatakuta, Ayacuta, and SuvarnacuU. The

about 400,000. The island of Lagos, which

was ceded in 1861, has 62,021 inhabitants, of

whom 94 are whites. In South Africa, the

colonized or partially colonized settlements—the

Cape, Griqualand, and Natal—comprise an area

of 229,582 square miles, and have an estimated

British isles arc supposed to be the sacred western

isles of the Hindus.— Warren, Kala Sanhita.

BRITISH GUM, Mien kau. Cum., is made by
heating common wheaten flour up to 400° Fahr.population or yoi,ouo innaniianis. ueuuug uLumuwu wuuauuu nuui w -iv/v

In the Indian Seas, the Mauritius, with its de- It is very useful in the treatment of starch ban-

pendent islets, has its area of 708 miles, closely dages. Smith.

packed with a thriving population of 330,460 BRITISH INDIA is a name which is applied to

inhabitants, the Indian immigration numbering a great collection of different races, with different

here on the census day 153,703. West Australia religions and different forms of government. Its

has not yet been, in the proper sense of the word, people, in manners and habits, are as diverse as

colonized, and has only 24,785 inhabitants to its their climates, or as the plaius and the mountains,

978,000 square miles of domain. South Australia, fruitful valleys and savage jungles, that they

with an area of 760,000 square miles, has 185,626 occupy. The British are only recent arrivals. In

whites and 3369 aboriginal inhabitants. Victoria, 1625-26 the East India Company established a

with an area of 81,000 square miles, has 731,528 factory at Armagam, on the Coromandel coast In

inhabitants (including 17,935 Chinese and 1300

aborigines). New South Wales has on its 323,437

1629 a mercantile agency was formed at Surat
;
in

1634 the emperor of Dehli granted permission to
aborigines). New South Wales has on its 323,437 H)34 the emperor or uenii graniea Dermission

square miles, 503,931 inhabitants, the population trade in Bengal. In 1645, Gabriel Broughton, a

in 1821 having been no more than 29,000. Queens- ship’s surgeon, obtained for the East India Corn-

land has 120, 104 inhabitants. Tasmania’s present pany the additional privilege of planting factones

population of 99,328 is only 10 per cent, greater m Bengal. In 1881 the British territories and those

than that registered in 1861. Norfolk Island con- of the allied and feudatory chiefs had a population

tains a total population of 401 souls. New Zealand of 262,541,210, as under:

white population numbered, in 1871, 256,393, Brit. Ter., 209,217,614 viz^ Nat. States, 43,323,6% vLtj:

while the aborigmes (all exc^t a

aanda, eaUbUahed m the North Island) were
. . . 13.978,488 Truranoore. . 2,401,188

The island of Ceylon showed a population of Assam,

„ Nat. StatM,

„ Sind. . . .

6,941.631 Cochin, . . .

2»404,934 Puduooitab, .

4,816,167 Banaganapilly,

wniie vue auunpica “ Madra.. . . . 30,839.181 Biroda, . . . 2,164,469
sands, esUbUshed in the North Island) were

B„„bsy, . . . 13.978,488 Truranoore. . 2,401,188

eatimated at 37,600. In 1851 the immigrant gtatM, 6,941.631 Cochin, . . . 600,278

inhabitants were only 26,000 in number. „ Sind. . . . 2,404,934 Puduoottab, . 281,809

The Wand of Ceylon showed a population of Assam, ... . 4,8W,1W ^ganapUly,

2,405,287; Singapore ha.1 97,000 inhabitants; Provuices. 32,^,4M Sunder, .
. ^4,9^

Penang, 67,000
;
Province Wellesley, 7M)00 ;

and
Britiih, 18|786|l07 Native Oarhwai, 20o’,623

Malacca, 77,000. The island of Hong-Kong and central Prov., . 11,606,149 Panjab Nat. St.. 3,853,282

the peninsula of Kow-loon have an aggregate Burma. British, 3,707,646 Khaibar Troops, 8,163

population of 120,000. ,,
C~ig. . . .

/nd/a is dividW into twelve provinces, two Tided
|

•
2,670’,982 Hyderabad. ’! 9)167,789

by governors, three by lieutenant-governors, and
, j # r* i Qnffisx

seven by chief commissioners, the Viceroy being The is^d of Ceylon “id the Straita Settle-

supreme over all
;

it is distributed for ndrainistra- mento, though in the twt Indies, are British

tive purposes into 63 divisions, 231 revenue and colonies, and are not included in British India.
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The Britifsh had been tralScking in the East

Indies for soiiu; time prior to tlio grant, by Queen

Elizabeth, of a charter to a company of mcirehantR,

who, under various re-granta, up to 1833 con-

tinned to trade with India, while they were also

waging wars wdth, and acquiring doiiiiniona from,

its previous rulers, Amongnt the earliest of their

possessions we? the island of Bombay, which
Charles H. received as a dower with his I\>rtii-

guesc bride. The British power did not, however,

rise to it* vuwseiit magnitude over the ruins of

ancient hingdiMUs, (^r by disjmsscRtting dynasties
I

that had long held sway. Ikii, the fortunoR of

war set rishlo a few laruiiics w'hoHc dominant
)osition was altnos' ejiljcunoid, and whf.m the.

hildsh succeeded in (ho rule over -he various

popuIatioiKS. And, brief as has b(H.m the British

dominion, at no jx riod within historic times have
so many j)ortiou8 of British India been so long

under one par.'unount rule. The population of

all India by the 1881 returns is 252,511,210.

Its foreign trade— imports and exports— is

£124,840,000, consisting in round numbers of

imports, £5th0(K.),000 ;
exports, £74,000,000.

Yet, as a recent vvoitcr has wvdl remarked, there

never Vagi hx'cu nuythiug like a B,»'itish conquest of

India. N<^ plan of sucti coaquest ever formed
in Britain, No aimanieut ever iel't the British

shfu'es for Bncdi purpose, nor did the British ex-

che(im‘V ever furoish suhsidv (u* supply with that

object; and fuithcr, no British viking, no one
like the Nora,urn chi(da of the middle ages, ever

^eft Grei=^t Biitain to found a nation or to acquire

a pr!Mcii*ali(y in the East Imlies, but a trading

rornpany and tiudr oHicials gradually becaruc

truusfornn d into tlio most powerful oligarchy that

the world lias ever seen, d'he first occa.sioii of the

natives of Britain coming in exmtact with a force

of natives of India, wjia in iGhd, when Sivaji

ftttnekerl and jilundertMl Surat, on which occiision

Sir (reorge Oxenden won the applause of Aurang-
zeb by an uncommon display ot valour. With the

formation of factorii^a aiul the hiring of troops to

defend them, was laid the foundation of a central

power, which has gradually grown in strtmgth

sufficient to control and shelter the various races,

and extend its sway from Capo Comorin to the

Indufl.

Madras was constituted a Presidency in 1639,

Bombay in 1662, and Bengal in 1682. In 1773,

the Governor of Bengal was made Governor-

General of India, with certain powers, chiefly

political and financial, over the other two. In

1784, a Board of Control was created in Britain,

composed of the king of Great Britain’s ministers,

who in that capacity bore the title of Coramis-

Bioners for the Affairs of India; and this system
of superintendence continued until the year 1858,

when British India was taken under the direct

control of the Crown. During that interval the

home administrators of India had consisted of a
board of 18 members, called the Directors of the

East India Company, and the President of the

Board of Control. These directors had mostly all

the patronage as to appointments, except to the

higher offices and commands which were made in

communication with the British ministry, who
likewise Originated all questions of peace and war,
^B:ieBsed the power of reversing the acts of the

East India Company and those of the Government
of India, and also of sending out instructions on

special mailers to the Governor-General, without
consulting the Directors.

Sir tieorge Birdw'ood has furruRhed the follow-
ing list of the acquisitions of territory :

—

1757, 20th Dec., tne iTwenty-four l^argaiuts, from the
Nawah of Bengal.

1759, 14th May, Masulipatam, from the Niram.
1760, 27th Bept., BarUwan, Midnapur, and Chitta-

gong. from the Nawab of Bengal.
1765, 12th Augt., Bengal, Behar, and Orisiia, from the

Emperor of Dchli.
1765, 30th Augt., Ohingleput, from the Nawah of Arcot.
176(i, i2th Nov., the Northern Circars, from the Nizarn.

1775, 2l8t May, the zamindari of Benares, from th(?

Vizir ot Dudh.
1776, 22d May, Salaette inland, from the Mahrattaa.
1778, 17th June, Nagore, from the Baja of Tanjore,
^77K. 18th 8ept., the Uimtiir Circar, from the Nizam.
1786, Penang iHland. from the Kirug of Quoda-
1792, 17th March, Malabar, Dindigul, Salem, Bara

Mahal, froi.i Tipu Sultan.
170ri-tK), (Ceylon, from Holland

; in 1801, made a eoloey.

1799, 13th July, (-oimbatore, Canara, Wynad, Neil
gherry hills, from Tipu Sultan.

1799, 2r)th t)ct., Tanjore, from Raja of Tanjore.

1800, 12th Oct., the Ceded Districts, from the Nizam.
1801, Blst July, the < Sarnsiic, from the Nawah of .Arcoi,

1801, 10th Nov., (Jorakhpur, Lower Doab, Bareilly, from
the Vizrr of Omlh.

1802, 31 8t Dee., Districts in Bundclkhand, from the
Peahwa.

•1803, 17th Dec., Cuttack and Baiaaore, from the Koja

I

of Bcrar.

1803, 30th Dec., Upi>cr Doab, Dchli territory, etc., from
Sindia.

1805, 21ftt A.pril, disirict^ in Giijerat. from tlie Cackwar.
IH15, 2d Dec., Kamaon and jiart of Terai, frore Nepal.
1817, j 3th June, Saugur, Huttah, Dharwur, etc., from

the i^eahwa.

1817, 6th Nov., Ahmadahiui farm, from the Gaekwar.
1818, bth Jau.. Kandesh, etc

, from Holkor
;
Ajmir,

from Sindia
; Poonii, pnrts of the Koukans, and

Southern Mahratta country, from tlie P(«hwu ;

difttrictH of the Nerhadda, Sumbuipore, Patna,
rite., from the K.^ija of Ih rar.

1820, 17th Dec., Southern Konkan, from the Raja of
Sawuntwaree.

1822, 12th Dec., Bijapur and Abmadnaggur, from the
Nizam.

1824, 2d Aug., Singapore, from the Raja of Johore.
1825, 9th Aug., CiiinBura and Malacca, from Holland, in

exchange fvr Bencoolen.

1826, 24th Feb., Assam, Arakan, Tavoy, TenasHciim,
from the King of Burma.

1832, Cachar, lapsed.

1834, Coorg, from the Kaja of Ctxirg.

1839, Aden, captured.

1841, Bhutan Dwars, from the Raja iff Bhutan.
1843, Sind.

1845, TheJullundur Doab; Serainpur and Tranquebar,
1849, The Panjab and Satara.

1849, Jeitpnr, Buudelkhantl.
1850, Sumbnlpur, S.W. Frontier.

1850, Bughat, Ci» Sutlej.

1852, Part of Sikkim.
1852, Oodeypur, S.W. Frontier.

1862, Part of landa of Mir Ali Murad.
1862, Pcg:u.

1853, Part of N. Cachar.
1853-54, Nagpur and Jhanei.

1856, Oudh and Tanjore.

1865, Boodawal in Kandesb.
The statistical abstract, also, shows, as follows,

the iticremeDts in the area and populatioxf siuce
1839-40:—

Pop.
UUHona.
167*41
167*93
169*86
172*68
172*82
184*04

184*13

Year.

1839-41
1841-43
1843-46
1846^7

1847-

48

1848-

49

1849-

50

448

Bq. MU.

618,000
628,000
670,000
688,000
694.000
768.000
769,000

Pop.
Millions.

147*99
149*44
161*18
166*83
166*94

166*73

166*84

Tear.

1860-61
1861-62
1862-63

1853-

64

1854-

65
1856-66
1866-82

Bq. Mis.

778.000
779.000
806.000
830.000
834.000
858.000
860.000
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Boundaries.—British India is enclosed on its Arakan Yoina range, starting from the Blue
north, its west, an(} its east by mountain ranges, Mountain, in 22° .S7' N., strikes southwards from
amongst which are to be found the highest summits the mountaiuB of S.Fj. Assam, separating Arakan
in the world. The seaboard on khe south extends from Independent Burma in the north, and from
from Cai)e Monze, in lat. 24° 50' N., and long. British Pegu in the south, and terminating at

(KP 43' E., to the Pakchan river in the Mergui Cape Negrais. The Pegu Yoraa, starting from
district of 'renasserim. Independent Burma, separates the valleys of

The inland boundary, on the extends from Sitang and Salwin, and terminates near the head
the Arabian Sea to the Himalaya, running north- of the Irawadi delta. Further southwards, the
ward from Cape Monze along the Hala, the mountains on the Tenosserim coast mark the boun-
Suliinan, and the Safed Koh mountains, up to darv line to the Pakchan river, already noticed,

the Kabul river; thence it skirts the lower slopes Within these outer barriers are less prominent
of tlie Himalaya along the plain of Peshawur up ranges running north and south, and detached
to the river Indus, and, crossing this great river, hilly tracts and spurs tenanted by tribes in various

the boundary }>enetratc3 the Himalaya up to the stages of civilisation, but mostly of a low type,

north-western extremity of the British district of several of them utterly barbarous, addicted to

Hazara, in lat. 35° 2' N., and long. 74° 9' E., human wicritice, and one at least, the Birhor, still

separating Kashmir from a group of independent cannibals.

tribes, up to the Cliinese province of Hi or Yar- On the cast of Assam and Bengal, the low
kand. The passes through the enclosing moun- ranges and the valleys of Hill Tiptrah are occu-

tains are not numerous, and are all difficult, par- pied by the Tiperah, the Nowattia, and the

ticuiarly those on tlie north and on the west. On Uiang populations, numbering 75,792 in an area

the north-west are the Khaibar, 3373 feet, and of 3B7() square miles.

thoKurarn, leading into Afghanistan; and on the The (taro hills, in the S.W. corner of Assam,
west are the Gwaiari near l)era Lsmail Khan, the between lat. 25° 0' and 26° 1' N., and long. 89° 62'

Tal near Dera Glmzi Khan, and the Bolao, which and 91° 3' E.,Hreoccupiedby arace with polyandric

at top is 5800 feet. The districts on the British customs. The Khassya and Jaintia hills have an
side of this western frontier ore occupied by many area of 6157 square miles; they lie between lat.

tribes, under the administrative control of the 25° 1' and 26° 14' N., and long. 90° 47' and 92°

Commissioner of Sind and the Lieutenant-Governor 52' E. They form the central section of the water-

of the Panjal)
;
the foreign side being occupied by shed between the valleys of the Brahmaputra and

similar Baluch, Brahui, and Pathan' tribes under the Surma. The Garo and the Syn-teng of the

democratic constitutions. Jaintia have both fought with the British for in-

On the north, British India is bounded through- dependence
;
the Syn-teng so recently as 1862-3.

out by the Himalayas, the native principality of In Rajputana, the Aravalli hills, from 6 to 60

Kiishmir occupying their north-western angle
;

miles broad, and rising 1000 to 2855 feet above

among their more southern ranges lie the indepen- the sea, run for 300 miles in a N.E. and S.W.
dent states ofT^epal and Bhutan and Sikkim

;
and direction between the Rajput states and Ajmir-

up to long. 97° 5' £., the mountain face of Assam Mhairw^ara, dividing the plain of Marwar from

is occupied by many uncivilised, even barbarous, the high table-land of Mewar, aud merging into

tribes. the Vindhyas near Abu. It is sparsely occupied

Turning south from Assam in 97° 5' E., the by the Mhair and other Mongoloid races. Mliairs

eastern boundary runs conterminous w ith other of the Ajmir-Mhairwara hill tract are still a small

tribes, and with native Burma as far as the Karen body of 69,234 souls, in an area of 602 square

highlands and the Salwin river, where it joins miles. They are brave mountaineers, but were wild

the frontier of the kingdom of Siam, and runs and highly predatory, until Lieutenant-Colonel

south with it to the Pakchan river, in lat. 10° 48' Dixon transformed them into disciplined soldiers.

14"' N., and long. 98° 55' 40" E. lu Southern India are the Eastern Ghat.% com-
Several mountain ranges and several rivers mencing in Orissa, and skirting the east coast

traverse the region within these bounds. 'I'he southwards to Tinnevelly, affording shelter to many
Vindbya north of the Narbada, with the Satpura large tribes,—Gond, Juang, Kandh, Saura, Chen-

bills south of that river, separate Hindustan auar, and Yenadi.

from the Dekhan, and from prehistoric times their The Western Ghats run from the valley of the

forests and valleys have given shelter to ab- Tapti southwards for 800 miles, and terminate in

original tribes whom intruding races bad driven Cape Comorin, presenting several high peaks

from the plains. The Vindhyas run eastwards about Mahabaleshwar above 4000 feet, and in tl>e

from Gujerat across Malwa and the central parts Neilgherries up to 8000 feet elevation. In their

of India, rising from 1500 to 4500 feet high, most northerly parts they give shelter to the Blul

and the Rajmahal Hills jut into the valley of the and the Koli, and in their southern forest and hill

Ganges in long. 80° 45' E. tracts to the Kadar, Pulliar, Malai Arasar, and

The Satpura stretch from east to west for 600 Maleali, with Irular, Toda, B^aga, and Kurubar.

miles. Amarkantak is their eastern boundary. The great alluvial low-level tract of Northern

Their plateaux are elevated between 3000 and 4000 India, watered by the Ganges and Indus and their

feet above the sea. tributaries, is known as the Indo-Gangetic plain.

From the north-east angle of the Himalaya spurs It is an immense expanse of flat country stretching

and chains project southwards. They are known from sea to sea, entirely composed of alluvial de-

Buccessively as the Abar, Naga, Patkoi, and Barcl posits of very late geological age, and separating

ranges, culminating, in lat. 22° N., in the Blue the hilly ground of the Peninsula from the various

Mountain, 7100 feet high, and then stretch south mountain and hill ranges of Sind, the Panjab, the

under the name of the Arakan Yoma, which Himalaya, Assam, Burma. The forma-

also are sheltering many uncivilised tribes. The tions of the peninsular area are arranged in the
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Manual of Geology a* recent and post-tertiary,

ciBuozoic, mcaozoic, palaeozoic, and azoic, the last

comprising the Vmahyan series, the transition,

and the metamorphic or gneisaic. The fornmtiona

in extra-pen insular territories being recent and
post- tertiary, pliocene, miocenc, eocene, cretaceous,

jurassic, Irias, perrnian, carboniferous, and Silurian

and infra-silurian, all the iufra-siliirian being

non -fossil iferous.

Rivers .—The navigable rivers of India are the

Ganges, the Indus, the Brahmaputra, the Irawadi.

The (ranr/rs rises in the Garhwal State, in hit.

56' N., and 70® 6' 40 " K., and enters the Bay of

Bengal by many mouths, after a course of 1557

nulea. Under the name of Bhagirathi, it issues

from an ice-cave at the foot of a Himalayan
snow-bed, 13, <^00 feet al)ove the sea. Twelve
rivers of British India are deemed holy by the

Between dune and September it rises to 18 or 20

feet. The main be<l alters but little, and the
^ greatest volunm of water only floods a mere fringe

i
on either hank. In 1H70 it carried away a Sikh
shrine near Dera Nanuk, and it still threatens

I

damage.
The Jratrrufl river (Airavati), after a course of

90t) miles, di«ernl)Ogiie8 by several mouths into the
Gulf of Martaban. It rises, by two brunches,
from the Patkoi mountains, one of them in lat.

27® 43' N., and long. 97® 25' K., the other a little

to the east, the Myit-gyee and Myit-gne, which
unite alsmt lat. 2r» N., ami run to the south
along a catchment basin of 158,000 square miles.

I

It is navigable alK>ve 500 miles north to Blmmo

;

and at Mogonng, when at its lowest, the \>ottom

WAS not sounded at fathoms.
Tlic Kohtili^}} or Kuliidsin, a river of Araksn, is

Hindus, nnd the puahkaram festival is hold at
;
supposed to have its origin near the Blue Moun-

thein. But the (lanf/es is the most sacred. To
j

tain (22 37' N.),and it passes the town of AUyab
live on its hanks, or near it, is a happiness; and

|

to enter th('. Buy of Bengal. It is navigable for

to die on its Iwinks, or in its waters, a great privi- i 50 miles for vi‘RSels of 300 or 400 tons.

lege. It is used for navigation and for irrigation. The chief rivcj^ of the Pcahnsula of India, are

Its catchment basin is 391,100 square milc.s, ami
;

tljc Mahnnadi,Godavcry, Ki.stna.and Cauvery, and,

maximum tlood-dischargc 1,800,000 cubic feet per
|

though not navigable, arc valuable for irrigation.

second, I The Affihanadi rises in the Ibiipur district, in

The .Az/mwo, Jamna, or Yamuna, joins the Ganges I lat. 20® 10' N., and long. 82® 3' E., and, after a
at Allahabad, after a course of ti80 inih‘8. Its

|

tortuous course of 520 miles through the Central
tource is in Garhwal, in the Himalaya, 5 mih^s

|

Provinces and Orissa, falls into the Bay of Bengal.
N. of Junmotri, 10,810 fevd above tlic sea; and its i Its catchment l>aain is rstimatiMl at 43,800 square
catchment basin is 1 1 8,000 square miles. On its miles; its flow is rapid, and its flood -discharge
banka are tie cities of Hamirpur, Agr.a, and Dchli

;
1,800, 0(j0 cubic feet per secojvl. An elaborate

the e;iht»u*n and western Jumna canals have been system of cjuuvls has bci u constructed to husband
led from it at Frti7abad and above Agra, but in the its water, and designed to irrigate 1,600,000
hot weather it (Ivviudlea to a small stream. The acres.

Jurniia at Agra, and at other places, since many
years had been bridged by a line of boats, and now
splendid railway bridges span it at Debit, Agra,
and Allahabad.
The Rrahnviputra river course is IHOO miles; nnd ,

it is navigable fur steamers up to l)il)rugarh, 800
miles from the sea. Its drain.’igc basin is 361,200
square miles. Its valley is the province of Assam, !

and many tribes occupy both its banks. At
Goalaiida, about half-way between the delta

head and the sea, the Ganges unites witli the

main stream of the Bralmuiputra, and farther

down with tlie Megna. Tlioir eomhineii waters
represent the drainage collected by the t wo vast

river systems from au aggregate catchment basin

of 752,000 square miles on both sides of t he Hima-
laya, together with the rainfall j>oured into the

Megna from the Burmese waterslu^d.

The Indus river was known to the Greeks as the

Sindhu or It rises in lat. 32® N., and long.

SV E., on the north-western slope of the Kailas
mountain, the Sutlej river rising on its southern
slope, and the Brahmaputra, under its Tibetan
name of Tsang-pu, at some distance from its

eastern base, in lat. 31® N
,
and long. 83® E., and

16,(KM) feet above tlie sea, tin* Dihang river being
supposed the connecting link between the Tsang-
pu of Tibet and the HrahmapuU a of Assam. The
Indus pours its waters into the Arabian Sea after

a course of 1800 miles, its drainage basin being

872,700 square miles.

The Ravi in the Panjab is the Hydraotes of

Arri8n, the Sanskrit Airavati. This stream has
j

been utilized to sujiply the Bari Doab caua).

In March and April iu depth on the borders of

the district of Amritsar is not more thsn a foot.

The Coiiarev^ river, rising near Trimbak, in

lat. 19® 65' N., and hmg. 73® 34' E., 50 miles

from the sea, runs througli the Jlyrlerabad

dominions into the NoriluTU Circars, where it

forms a <ielta of 3000 square miles, ai d enters the
Bay of Bengal by seven mouths (three of which
are large), after a cour.se of 898 miles. Its

drainage hasiii, 1 r2,2<M) square miles. A great
<Iam has I teen construct r<l across it at Dowlaish-
waram, the head of it-s delta.

Tlio Kistua river is south of the Gorlavery. It

also has been largely utilized for irrigation, by
I throwing a dam across it at Bezwaro. It rises

j

ne.ar Maha\>aieshwar, in lat. 18® I' N., and long.

!

73® 41' E. Its eatcliment basin is 95,500 wjuare
miles, and its maximu in flood discharge is 1 ,188,(K)0

cubic feet per scconti.

Still further south is the Caaerry, the Xetflvitdf

of Ptolemy, with a river basin of 27,700 square
miles. It lows across the southern parts of the
Peninsula. It rises in the Western Ghats, in lat.

12® 25' N., and long. 75® 34' E.
;
and its length is 465

mili^. It is one of the twelve holy rivem of the

I
Hindus, who call it the Dakshina Ganga. Crowds

i of Hindu pilgrims annually visit its banks. Its

waters are utilizo<l for irrigation in Mysore and in

Coimbatore
;
uml iit 8riraiigam, near Trichinopoly,

a prehiBtoric Hindu king constructed a dam, and
UmI off its waters into the Cauvery proper and
Colerun

;
835,000 acres in the districts of Trichin-

of>oly, Tanioro, and 8. Arcot are now irrigated
by it, yielding a revenue of £353,000. In the
benefits it bestows on tliose districts, it vies in

usefulness with the canals of the Goilavery, the

Gaugai, and the Indus.

In the river system of British India there is a
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peculiarity ivhich meriU notice. Shortly after

issuing from the mountains among which they

rise, the rivers run through low -lying valleys to

the sea. Their fall is so gentle, that, following

their windings for even 1000 miles from the

ocean, they are still found in beds only seven or

eight hundred feet Rlx)Te the level of the sea.

AVhere the united streams of the Panjab join the
Indus, the altitude is only 369 feet at a distance

of 450 miles from the sea
;
the confluence of the

Ganges and Jumna at Allahabad, 846 miles from
the sea, is 340 feet. This peculiarity is the more
worthy of notice, because, throughout these t(‘rri-

tories, there arc no natural inland lakes or sons

which can be used for commerce, moat of them
being only fit for purposes of irrigation. The
largest natural waters in the country arc equalled,

and in many cases 8urpas.sed, by the magnificent

tanks which have been formed in several places

by throwing (‘m>)arikrneiitH across great valleys.

The many shallow marine lagoons, known as

backwaters, found running close around the shores

of the Bay of Bengal and of the Indian Ocean,

some of them from 20 to 50 milea long, are, how-
ever, well meriting notice, and greater attention

than has hitherto been given to them, as they

aiford facilities for a wife inland traffic along the

coast line, the violence of the monsoons and the

few sheltered harbours on the eastern coast of

the Peninsula rendering navigation at times peril-

ous, and periodically imp<‘)fisil)le. After the East

India Railway was opened, steamern ccflSf*<i to ply

upon the Ganges, but they still run on the Brah-

maputra and its tributary the Barak, also on the

Irawadi, and on the Indus.

Ancient India,—Dr. Vincent wfis inclined to

believe that in the very earliest ages, even prior

to Moses, the communication with India was open
;

that the intercourse with that continent was in the

hands of tjiO Arabians; that Tliebcs had owed its

splendour to that cxmirncrce
;
that Memphis, from

the same cause, came to the same
j
re-eminence,

and Cairo succeeded to both in wealth, grandeur,

and magnificence. Passing by the mythological

Bacchus, also Scmirainis, queen of the Assyrians,

who is said to have crossed the Indus about n.c.

1960, and to have been defeated by Stabrobates,

as also Se-sostris, king of Egypt, who is said to

have led an array to the Ganges B.c 1308, we
come to the first mention in the Bible, of India, by

that name, in the book of Esther about b.c. 450.

Of the ancient dynasties who ruled in India,

Colonel Tod, in his Rajasthan (i.p. 44), endeavoured

to bring together what was known of the Solar

and Lunar races. The wrecks of almost all the

Tast cities founded by them are yet to be traced in

ruins,—the cities of Icshwaca and Rama on the

Sarjoo,Indrapre8t’ha,Mat’hoora,Soorpoora,Poorag

on the Yamuna, Hastinapura, Canyacubja, Raj-

graha on the Ganges, Maheswar on the Narbada,

Arore on the Indus, and Koosusthulli Dwarica on

the shore of the Arabian Sea.

Menu calls India Aryavaria, the abode of the

Aryans. Bharata or Bharata-varsha is the

classical Sanskrit name
;
and in Sanskrit poetry

it is mentioned as Jambu-dwipa. The name as

known to Europeans is derived from the river

Sindhu, pronounced by the Aryans Hindu, and

known to Europe as the Indus. The Greeks named
the people The seven rivers, Santa Sind-

havah, in old Persian or Zand were called Hapta

Hiiulu; and to the pn>scntday, all along the western
frontier of British India, s and h continue inter-
changeable.

The first Greek who speaks of India by name is

Hecaticus of Miletus, b.c. 509-486. Herodotus,
who wrote aV>out B.c. 450, appears to have beard
but indistinctly of any but the western part of it,

and that only by its being tributary to Persia.
He informs us (hook iv.) that Darius Hyetaspes
had despatched Scylax of Caryandra to explore
the Imhw, about B.c. 508, and that he departed
from Ganpatynis and Paetya, which were situated
near the head of the Indus. Herodotus con-
tinues to say that the Indians who inhabit towards
the north, and bortler on these territories of Cas-
patyrus and Paetya, resemble the Bactrians (that

is, their ueighUmrs) in manners, and are the most
valiant people (d all India. The eastern part of
Tndi.a, says lie, is rendered desert by sands

;
which

deR(‘ription applies only to the country lying east
of the Indus and south of the Panjab, and this

was the eastern limit of Herodotus’ knowledge.
Following him, Ctesias, the physician, B.C. 401,
brought back from Ids reFidcnce in I’ersia only a
few facts about the products of India.

Prior to Alexander the Oeat, n.c. 327, there
are doubts as to anything histories! in the Indian
Rceonnts, for the Sanskrit-Rpeaking Indians had
no historical pursuits; and east of the Indus was
earliest made known by the learned men who
accompanied Alexander, and particularly by the
writings of Megasthenes, who, b.c. 306-298, was
the tJreck ambassador at the court of the Hindu
prince of PaUliputra-pura. Other of the Greek
writing.^ have been lost, but Strabo, Pliny, and
Arrian have given them in a condensed form.

Moat of the writers about Alexander call the
inhabitants of the hilly region to the south of the
main ridge of Caiicnsus and near the Indus, In-
dians, and also mention an Indian tribe or nation

who inhabiUHi the seashore on the western side

of the Indus; and close to the lndu.s, esjiecially

on the lower part oi its course, there were otlicr

Indian tribes, though less conRiderable than those
two. 3'h(‘ IrulinuB on tlic seaRhoro were named
Oritae and Arabitai, and are recognised by Major
Reimell (Memoir, p. 21) as the pcojile exiled

Asiatic Ethiopians by Herodotus. Their country
WPS the narrow' tract between the mountains of

Baluchistan and the sea, separated from Mskran
on the west by the range of hills wLich form Mount
Arboo, and on which still stands the famous Hindu
temple of Hinglez. The Indians whom Herodotus
includes within the satrajiies of Darius, arc pro-
bably the more northern ones under Caucasus, for

he mentions (Thalia, pp. 101, 102) tlmt those in the
south were independent of the Persian monarchy.
Arrian (Indies, pp. 8, 9) do.uies the alleged inva-

sions of Bacchus, Hercules, Semiramis, Sesostris,

and (>ruR
;
and Strabo (lib. xv. near the begin-

ning) denies the mythological invasions, adding
that the Persians hired mercenaries from India,

but never invaded it (see Diodorus, lib. ii.). The
other Greek writers, though they speak of Indians
beyond the Indus, strictly limit India to the
eastern side of that river; and Arrian, though he
called the mountaineers IndiaiiB, from the place

where Alexander entered Paropatnisus, is careful

to explain that India lies east of the Indus; and
Strabo (lib. xv.) declares the Indus to be the

western boundary of India from the mountains to
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the sea. Pliny, indeed, statefl that some consider

the four satrapies of Gedrosia, Aracliosia, Aria,

and ParopamiBus to belong to India, but this

would include two-thirds of Persia. The ancient

Sanskrit writers also regard the Indus as the

western boundary of India, and class the nations

beyond it as Yavana and barbarians
;
and there is

a tradition that Hindus ought not to cross that

river, the town of Attock taking its name from
this prohibition. Later on, the coimtries between
Hinaustan and China came to be called the Further
India, or India extra-Gangem

;
whereas Hind, or

India, was restricted to the country of the people

called Hindus or those of India intra-Gangem.

Conquerors from the North-West .—From the

earliest historic times, Persian, Greek, Scythic,

Arab, Turk, Moghul, and Afghan conquerors from
the N.W. have been coveting the wealth and the

fertile plains of the Gangetic valley, and dynasties

professing Buddhism, Hinduism, and Mahomedan-
»ni have been striving for possession within.

Bcythic races appeared in India in the early

centuries of the Christian era. They came from
the inhospitable mountain and desert lands in the

north and north-west; and after them Turk,
Moghul, Arab, and Afghan have cx)ntinucd to the

present day to seek dominion in the more genial

climate of India, and to engage in its commerce.
Darius Hystaspes, n.c. 518, had conquered to the
N.W. part of it. The Greeks appeart‘d under Alex-
ander B.C. 327-325, and under Seleucus D.c. 312,
and Menander B.o. 181-101. During his two years’

campaign in the Panjab and Sind, Alexander
captures! no province, but he made alliances,

founded cities, and planted Greek garrisons. At
Taxila (Deri-Shahan) and Nikaia (Mong) in the

Northern Panjab, at Alexandria (Uchli) in the

Southern Panjab, at Patala (Hyderabad) in Sind,
and at other points along his route, he established

military settlements of Greeks or allies. A body of

his troops remained in Hactria; and in the partition

of the empire after Alexander's death in 323 B.C.,

Bactria eventually fell to Seleucus Nicator, the
founder of the Syrian monarchy.

During the next six hundred years the Greeks
were followed by Scythic tribes of the Su, the Saka,
the Hun, theNaga, and the Getjc, who made con-
tinuous, several of them successful, efforts to remain.

About B.C. 126, the Tartar tribe of Su are said to

have driven out the Greek rulers from Bactria. The
Graeco-Bactrian settlements in the Panjab were
overthrown by the Tue-Chi

;
and during the rule of

Kanishka, who held the fourth Buddhist council
about A.D. 40, Scythic settlements were formed
as far south as the districts now known as the

Central Provinces. Scythian races more than
once overthrew prior rulers, end more than
once sustained great defeats

;
but some of the

Rajput dynasties, and also the Jat, the ancient

Getse, now about 9,000,000 in the Panjab, retained

a permanent hold on the country east of the Indus
and southwards to the mouth of that river, and Jat
princes are still ruling in Bhartpur and Dholpur.
The Sah of Saurashtra (B.C. 70 or 60), the Gupta

of Kanauj (a.d. 319-470), and the Yalabbi of

Cutch (a.d. 480-722), seem to have ^poeed
uoceanve hordes of Scythians. But Mr. Fergus-
ou believes that it was the White Huns who over-
threw the Gupta dynasty between a.d. 450 and
475, and that the SAa and the Hun were finally

defeated at the great battles of Karur, near Multan

and Maushari, which that learned writer supposes

to have been fought between A.D. 526 and 544.

During these struggles for dominion, Vikrama-
ditya, a king of Oojain, about B.C. 57, drove back

one Scythic invasion, and his victory gave rise to

the Sarnvat era still current iu India. Salivaliana,

another king of Southern India, is supposed to

have successfully checked another Scythic inva-

sion, A.D. 78, from which event the Saka era is

reckoned
;
but the repulse was not permanent,

for Cosmos Indicopleu-stes, who traded in the

Red Sea about A.D. 535, speaks of the Hun as a

liowerful nation in Northern India in his day.

Tradition names Nushirwan, king of Persia

A.D. 521-579, as having invaded Western India

and left descendants there
;
but from that time

till near the 19th century, it was Arab, Turk,

Moghul, and Afghan races who were the invaders,

till Portuguese, British, Dutch, Danish, and French
appeared on the scene.

The Khalif Usman (a.d. 636) sent an expedition

to Thana and Broach. A few years later (a.d.

662 and 664), raids were made towards Sind,

which the youthful Kasim (a.d. 712-714) con-

quered, again to be lost and again regained (a.d.

828), only to be finally lost again.

The Valabhi dynasty of Cutch, Malwa, and the

N.W. districts of the Bombay Presidency (a.d.

480-722), seem to have been overthrown by the

Arab invaders of Sind in the 8th century
;
and

since then the Mahomedan dynasties who have
ruled in India have come from Central Asia, and
their families have reigned for various periods from
20 to 831 years.

The Jat settled in the country as cultivators of

the soil, and they continue to the present day
engaged in husbandry, but with the Mahomedan
dynasties, the Turk Mahmud, the Moghul Timur,
the Persian Nadir, and the Afghan Ahmad seem
to have been attracted by the hopes of plunder.

Mahmud of Ghazni twelve times (a.d. 1001-1026)
made inroads on the south-western parts of the

country, carrying back with him immense wealth
;

Timur (a.d. 1398-99) sacked Dehli and Meerut,
and left fifteen years of anarchy, famine, and
pestilence behind him. Nadir Shah (A.D. 173^39)
took away with him from Dehli eight or nine
millions in gold and silver money ; Ahmad Shah,
in his invasions, obtained the Panjab (1761-52)
and sacked Dehli (1756) ;

and his invasion of 1759
led to the assassination of Alamgir ii., but after

he overthrew the Mahrattas at Paniput (1761) he
left India never to return to it.

The duration of such of the invading djmasties

as obtained a hold of the country, was as under :

—

House of Ghazni (Turki), . a.d. 1001-1186 Years 186

„ Ohor (Afchan), . „ 1186-1206 „ 20
Slave Kings (chiefly Turki), „ 1206-1290 ,, 84
House of KhUii (Turki), . „ 1290-1320 „ 30

,, Taffhalak (PanjabTurks), „ 1320-1414 „ 94
Timur (Moghul), . „ 1398-1399 „ —
Syuds, , . 1414-1480 „ 36
Lodi (Afghans), , . . „ 1450-1626 „ 76
House of Baber (Moghul), . „ 1626-1857 „ 331

Whilst these races were striving for the pos-

session of the ludo-Gangetic plain, several dynasties

of prior occupants in the south of India were
overwhelmed by Mahomedan armies, and families

professing Islam formed kingdoms in Gujerat,

Kulburga, Beder, Goloonda, Bijapur, Ahmad-
nagar, Malwa, Kandesh, Bengal, Berar, Sind
Hyderabad, Mysore, and Arcot
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Ill tlie I4th century (1847), HaBiin (langu,
Hurnarned Bahmani, headed a Biiccej^sful rebellion
ill the Dckhan agaiiiRt Mahomed Taghalaq, and
drove the arinies of Dehli across the Narbada.

disappeared as Mahratla dynasties; ami in 1889
the Pathan ruler of Kurnmjl, dreaming of con-
quests, was overthrown in battle at Zorai)ore.

In the north-west, since many thousand years,
liasan waa an Afghan of humble origin, but the Panjab has been a battle field of the races
Vin/t 41 ... ,1 ..-..-4 : * 1 • . _ ? .•had attained distinction in tlie Peninsula, and, on
declaring for independence of the empire, he fitted

contending for empire; and within historic times,

Greek and Scythian, Hindu and Buddliist, Turk
his capital at Kiilburga. His descenuanta reigned and Moghul, Arab, Persian, Afghan, and British
179 years (1347-1526), through thirteen genera- have been there. At the close of the 18th century,
tioiis. Their ^Tritory, when at the height of their Ranjit Singh, an able ruler of the Sikh faith,
power, comprised the central parts of the Dekhaii established his sway over all the parts of it west
from sea to sea, and from Berar in the north, of the Sutlej, and he conquered also Kashmir,
southwards to Conjeveram

;
and when at length But anarchy followed his death (1839); and the

the dynasty became effete, several smaller houses latest contest for dominion was by the Kast India
assumed sovereignty :— Company, who fought for safety at Mooilkee,

Adal Shahi of Biiapur, . . , . 1489 1579 Pirozshah, Aliwal, and Sobraon in 1815, and at

Nizam Sliahi of Ahmadnaggur, 1490-15% Gujerat in 1849, on which maharaja Dhniip
Kutub Shahi of Crolconda, . 1512-1580 Singh transferred his sovereignty to the British.
Iinad Shahi of 1484-1500 A few years later on (1856), the king of Oudh,Hand Shahi of Beder, .... 1498-1572 i i*/ • r xi i • 1* * hereditary wazir of the Moghul em]>ire, was set

Almost contomporaneously (1336- 1565) a Hindu aside for utter misrule. The following year the
race had been dominant at Vijayanagar, But it fell titular Moghul dynasty of Dehli threw in their lot

to a combination of four of these Mahomedandynas- with mutineers, and were swept away. And the
ties, who were victorious at Talikata. The aged Mahomedan states of Hyderabad, Bhopal,* and
monarch, Rama Raja, was ttikeii prisoner, and ))ut Banaganapilly, with the Hindu kingdoms at Bhurt-
to death at Kala-('habutra in cold blood. The pur, Dbolpur, Baroda, Cochin, Mysore, JcKilipur,

Adal r5hahi of iinapur, .

Nizam Sliahi of Ahmadnaggur,
Kutub Shahi of Chdeonda, .

Iina<l Shaiu of Berar, .

Barid Sliahi of Beder, .

1489-

1579

1490-

1595
1512 1580
1484-1560
1498-1572

Almost contomporaneously (1336-1565) a Hindu
race had been dominant at Vijayanagar, But it fell

to a combination of four of these Mahomedan dynas-
ties, who were victorious at Talikata. The aged
monarch, Ibuiia Raja, was ttikeii prisoner, and ))ut

to death at Kala-('habutra in cold blood. The
Vijayanagar monarciiy at that time comprehended Jeypore, Oodeypur, and Travancore in Hindustan,
almost all the south of India, but mutual jealousies in ibijpiitaiia and in the Dekhan, remain the oldest

prevented the victors from extending their respec-

tive frontiers, and they, too, in succession shortly

disappeared.

During the lith and 16th centuries, Bengal,
Kandesh, Malwa, and Gujerat saW many chatig-

dynasties among the princes of India,—the most
ancient, perhaps, in the world, being the Rajput

houses of Oodeypur and Jo<jhpur.

Within historic times, except for brief intervals

and in very small principalities, the ancient people

iiig MahomtHlan monarchies; but in the 17th of India have never hod rulers of their own races,

century (1662) a great Hindu power was formed Periodical literature not infrequently alludes to

in the Peninsula by Sivaji, a Mahratta, a brave British domination as a foreign rule. But the

aud skilful leader, between whom and the Maho- imperial dynasties ruling from Dehli bad merely

inedans no faith was held, ami, on his death, a a military occupation
;

the cultivators of the

Brahman tribe, with the title of Peshwa, continued

to direct the energy which Sivaji had evoked.

The emperor of Dehli, Aurangzeb (Alamgir i.),

during a long life strove to hold the Central

Dekhan, but from bis death, A.i>. 1707, the Moghul

Rajput states, and of the Gaekwar, of Holkar,

and of Sindia, are largely of the Kiirmi, Kunbi,

Kacirbi, and Mali races, and of the aboriginal

Gond, Koli, Meeua, Mhair, Bhil, and others.

Hyderabad, in the Dekhan, is a very compact

dominion there was practically at an end, and for Mahomedan state, with eleveu millions of j:K)pu-

the next ftfty years the empire even of all India

w'avered between the Mahrattas of Poona and the

Moghuls of Dehli. The Peshwas, however, never

lation, but its people are almost all Tehng, Canar-
ese, Mahratta, and Gond, in nearly equal numbers.

The population of Mysore is of a most varied

recovered from the destruction of their army at character; and the Hindu kingdom of Travancore,

Paniput (1761) ; and the British under Clive, aud another compact state, has rulers of the Nair race,

Hastings, and Coote, and Laurance, aud Hector and the bulk of their subjects professing some
Munro, obtained a prominence which they still form of Hinduism, lias only 44u,982 Nair in a

maintain
;
the Mahratta terntoriesof the Peshwas population of 2,311,379.

became partitioned into many separaite states, often Cities .—With such continuous revolutions, the

at war,—Kolhapur, Satara, Gujerat, Gwalior, people have never liad time to collect into large

Indore, Tanjore, and Berar, with many Hindu town populations. Tradition tells of Ajodliya as a

cbiefsliipB along the valleys of the Kistna and its great city, covering an area of ninety-six miles,

affluents. During the convulsions, Maliomedans but there are now, perhaps, more' large towns than

of Arab, Afghan, Pathan, and Turk descent seized India has ever before known, and even yet only
n..j 1— u U..J—

V

1 — ;ii« 139 0f them have more than 20,000 inhabit-on Cuddapah, Hyderabad, Kurnool, Bar

the Carnatic, and Mysore ;
chief officers of the ants. The former unsettled state of the country,

Mahrattas retained the jaghir lands which had been and the craving of the people for protection in

assigned for their own salaries and that of their their peocefiil labours, are well illustrated by the
] ; O 1.... 'kf ...J

followers; and rajas of Sundur, Mudhol, Akalkot, histones of the strictly British towOs.of Calcutta,

and sirdars of the Dekhan, still hold these estates. Madras; and Bombay. At these three cities, for-

Thc power of the Walajah family of Arcot in the tresses werer erected by the British, and the people

Carnatic, closed after a few troubled years. Hyder have gathered around them. Tlife great capital of

Ali and his son Tipu, after a brief sway in the British India, which now contains a ooimlation

Mysore, which they had won, were followed by a of 794,645 souls, was, at the close of the 17tU

Hindu monarch. Numerous Hindu polygar chiefs century, a cluster of three small mud hamlets,

apportioned among themselves the lands of the i The only previous notice of ^Kalikata* is a brief

Pathans of Cudda^
;
Satara, Berar, and Tanjore entry of it tis a reiit-i>aying village in the emperor
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Akbar'a great gtatiitical survey of 1596. But ia

1G86 the English merchants at Hoogly, being

campelled to quit their factory in consequence of

a rupture with the Moghul authorities, retreated,

under their president. Job Cljarnock, to Sutaiiati,

A village on the east bank of the river, now a

northern quarter of Calcutta. In 1696 they built

the original Fort William, and a few years later

purchased the three villages of Sutiinati, Kalikata,

and Govindpur from Prince Azim, son of the

emperor Aurangzeb. But with the security given

by its fortress and its bordering river, the popula-

tion is now approaching a million of souls.

Madras, os it is called by the British, is still only

known to the people as a collection of several

hamlets, Ohinapataii, Mutialpet, Vepery, Nangam-
bilkam, and others. In March 1639, Francis

Day, chief of the commercial settlement at Arma-
gon, obtained from the representative of the

Yijayanagar dynasty a grant of the site on
which Madras now stands, and a factory with

some slight fortifications was at once constructed.

It may be doubted if there were a thousand people

in all the hamUta. But the natives settled around
the factory, a l>etter fort was built, and at the

ceueus of 1^1 the population numbered 406,117.

Bombay Island formed part of the dower of

Catharine, queen of Charles ii. of England, who
in 1688 transferred it to the East India (^omj>any

for an annual payment of £10. The population

was astimatod at 10,000 souls. The Comjmny
•trcngtbeiied the fortifications; in 1673 the in>

habitants nuraberetl 60,000
;
piracy was put down;

its island position further protected it, and in

1881 its peculation had increased to 773.196.

Siinihir increments are going on in and around

all the sites taken up by the British as canton-

ments and military stations. Secunderabad, for

instance, had no existence until the British Sub-
sidiary force, during the reign of Secuuder Jah

(1803), encamped on its present site
;
but its in-

habitants in 1868 numbered 32,000 in 7938 houses,

In the war with Burma of 1852-53, Ibvngoon,

on a branch of the Irawadi, was taken by the I

British, and its population was estimated at >

25,000; in 1872 it had 89,897 (99,746) inhabitants, !

but in 1881 its population reached 131,176 souls.
|

The great towns, Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, I

Rangoon, continue to attract immigrants from nil

parte of Aeia. The 1881 census showed the

foreign residents to be,— Asiatics not natives

of India, 540,989
;

British, 75,784
;

Europeans,

38,468; Africans, Ameiicani, Austi-alians, 6961.

The 540,989 Africans aud Asiatics not natives !

of India comprised— j

Abyssiaians,
Affhaiw,
Arabs (Bombay 6090), 6,31

1

Armeaisna, . 1,254

Balneli, Fanjab, 335,123

„ Bombay, 144,772

Bhctia in Assam, . 339

Brahui, . . . 645
Kashmiri, 142

Chinese (Burma 12,109),

13,340

Japaaese, • 3

90 Jew,
3,1911 Malay,

7,620
1,493

Mckrani in Kurnchee, 5,286
Maniiiuri (in Aflaarn), 11,860
Nepttloie, . , 31,182
Faraec, . . . 69,476
PerBian, . . . 3,54.5

Siamese, . . 58
Byrian, ... 09
Turk, ... 923
Others, . . . 2,056

Most of the Parsees are permanent residents,

and portions of the others must also be so classed,

but the numbers suffice to show the continuous

stream of immigrant races.

On the other hand, several of the Kolarian and

Dravidian races emigrate freely. Rangoon, Tavoy,
Mergui, Malacca, Penang, and Singapore contain

many of them
;
and the more distant Mauritius,

Bourbon, S. Africa, West Indies, and Central
America have received numbers. From 1876-77
to 1880-81, the following

—

1876-

77, . Left British India 10,036 Returned 4,485

1877-

78. . „ 25,219 „ 4,400

1878-

79. . „ 22,092 „ 6,686

1879-

80, . „ 17,426 „ 7,185

1880-

81, . ,, 16,794 „ 7,061

Population .—The census taken of India in 1881
hoH not yet (October 14, 1882) been checked. It

showed a population of 252,541,210 in an area of

1,477,763 square miles. In these numbers, how-
ever, are included provinces which are British

proper, and also territories belonging to native

princes and chiefs under treaty, subsidiary or

other alliance, as here shown :

—

liritUK Districtt— Pop. Area. 8q ro.

(btk kim wanting) t}8,8'id,y20 1.55,997 401
MudroK, .

Boinbsy Brit, territory,

aO.SSV.lS!

13,»78,4S8 )

140,838 226

Bombay Native Btatea,

Hind, .

e,Wl,681
2.404>.H4 \

120,445 130*

A»Maiu, . 4,815,157 45.303 00
N.VT. Provincea, . 3‘J,699,430 81,748 376
Oudh, .

Pan)ab Brit, territory)
(Ijihoul, BpitI, and [-

llazara excluded), )

1 1,407,625 24,218 400

16,786,107 107,010 108

Central Pruvlucea, 11,505,149 84,208 07
British Burma, 8,707,(540 87,220 43
Coorg, 178,288 1,572 US
AJmir, 4.58,075 2,711 167

Bcnir,
1% alive Stafe*

—

2, tiro, 9162 209,217,614 17,711 161

Mysore, . . , 4,186,309 24,744 100
Baroila, .

1

2,154,460 4,399
1

Travancore, . 2,401,158 0,730
('(Khin, . 000,278 1,861

Rainpur, 545,152 1 945
Nat. Uttrhwsl or Tehri, 200. 62S 4,180
Native Btatea, 3,85.^,282 *14,742; ..

Panj.ib, ... 5,370.096
KhailMr troops, b,15:i ..

lUjpuUna HI. (eitini.),

CenirH) India and
11,005,141) 130,089 77

Uundvlkhand, 9,200,88! 89,098 03
Hyderabad, . 0,107,780

1

!
1

1

43,323,500

1252,541,210

80,000 us

Freneh Poaaaaaioni, 286,022 ! 178
PortiigttMe Poaa—alona, 444,017 11 720,030 1,080

* £xi:li)dtiis SlnU.

Enumerations of the British territories had
been previously made between the years 1866 and
1875, and the following is a comparative state-

ment of papulations according to census of 1881
and the previous census :

—

Province.
Census of

1881, l>oth

sexes.

Prev.
Census.

Year of
Census.

PiflTsr-

encs p.o.

B«iiKid, . 08,829,020 02,700.405 1871 Hh 10
Aiuiain, , 4,815,157 4,056.054 1871 - - 10
Madras, 30,839,131 31,597,072 1871 - 2-4

Rnmlray, 13,078,488 14,038.350 1872 •8

Do. Native States, 0,041,631 0.780,855 1872 -f 2 8

ToUl, . 20,020,110 20,825,214 h ^
Mind, . 2,404,0;)4 2.192,416 1872 H - 10
N.W. Provinces (ex-^

cludinK lianipur and > 82,009,430 30,769,056 1872 + 1-0

Native Qarhwal), >
Oudh, 11,407,626 11.210,075 1808 p 1*0

Pan)ab(Brit. ter. only), 18,786,107 17,011,408 1808 7

Central Provinces, 11,505,140 0,251,220 1872 . > 26
Berar, 2,670,082 2.231,605 1807 . . 20
British Burma, 3,707,040 2,747,148 1872 . - 85

Mysore, . 4, 180, .109

178,283
6,065,412 1871 -- 17

Coorjj, . 108,312 1871 - - 0
AJinir, 453,076 420,268 1800 - 6
Barela, . 2,154.460 2,000,225

2,808.801
1

1872 8
Travancore, . 2,401,158

1

1875 4- 4
Cochin, . 000,278 001,114 : 1875 -- *14

Grand total of 17 Prove 218,650,018 205,771,863
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Proviocet in India according to {unchecked) census
of 188], and total of sexes in previous census :

—

ProvinM.
Population according to Ceuaua

of ISSl.

Frevioua
Cenaua.

Both aaxaa. Malea. Females. Both aexea.

(Mt,S2i),920 •34,220,905 *84,601,015 62,709,405
Aaikm, . 4,816,167 i 2,465,463 2,349,704 4,066,064
Hkdris, 80,889,181 16.242,122 16.697.069 9i;597,872
Bombay, 13,978,488 7,164,824 6,819,664 14,088,969
,, Native Statas
Sind, .

6,941,681 3,676,471 9,966,160 0,786,866
2,404,984 1,811,006 1,098,928 2,192,416

N.W. Prove., 82,699,496 17,041,020 16,668,416 90,769,066
Heonpur, 545.162 284,699 260,669
Nat. Qarbwal, 200,629 102,044 98,479

ToUh 88,445,111 17,427,667 16,017,464
Ottdh, .

Punjab

—

11,407,625 6,860,960 5,646.666 n,2V9,676

Britieb ter., .

NaUve Stetes.
118.786,107 10,189,727 8,696,380 17,611,498

3,869,282 2,106,36V 1,746,929
Khaibartroopa 8,16.S ' 7,970 188

ToUl, 22,647,642 12,904,066 10,343.486

Central Prove., 11,606,149 6,801,794 5,708,865 9,261,229
Berar, . 2,670,982 1,378,997 1,291.986

,

2,231,606
Britiah Burma, 9,707,646 1,987,426 1,720,220 2,747,148
Myeore, . 4,U6,999 2,086,292 2,100,107 6,066.412
Coorg, . 178,283 100,854 77,429

’

108,912
Bidputana, . tn,006, 61

2

No aex deUiU.
Ajmlr, , 469,075 243,904 209.171 426,208
Central India, 9,200,881 4,848,753 4.352,128
Baroda, . 2.164,469 1,123.911

}4, 568,993
1,031,168

14,448,796
2,000,225

Hyderabad, , 9,167,789
Travancore, . 2,401,168 1,197,134 1,204,024 2,lk)’8,891

Cochin, . 600,278 901,416 298,869 601,114

Grand total, 262.641,210 128,211,927 1^8,166,971

* PopuUUon deUiLi for Bikkira wanting. Excluding Noga
btllir not canausod.

f Excluding population of the Lahoul, Spiti, and llaaara Dla-
tricta, not cenauacd.

Approximate.
Population details for Paegah Diairicta wanting,
ofa.- The ditference of 11,163,612 between the grand total

of columna 8 and 4 and that of column 2 ia accounted for by
the abaence of aex detaila for the whole of Hajputank, for the
Paegah Diairicta of Hyderabad, and for Independent Eikkiiu.

Food and Faces.—Tskiug the populations and
tbeir means of subsistence, from the purely agri-

cultural point of view, the country, as a whole, is

under-peopled. In certain districts in Bengal and
the N.W. Provinces, there are more cultivators

than the land actually requires
;
but in Assam, the

Paiijab, Sind, the Madras plateau, and Burma,there
are vast tracts of arable land unploughed. Even in

portions of Bengal there are still reserves of virgin

soil. The difiiculty is to induce the population to

distribute itself
;
though several of the races of

India, the Tamil, and Teling, and Dhangar, in

particular, freely emigrate to remote countries.

The supremacy of British India, while it has

brought peace within the borders and improved

the aalubritv of localities, has not been unattended
with didicufties. The population, which was kept

down by the wars, pestilences, and famines of

former times, has rapid Iv increased. In the ten

years 1871 to 1881, increase was 12,788,865,

notwithstanding the occurrence of a severe famine,

causing great loss of life in Mysore, in the Carnatic,

in parts of Bombay, and in the N.W. Provinces. In

the year 1789, one-third of the land layunoccupied,

but many jungle tracts and swamps have since

been reclaimed. Some districts and provinces have

become over-peopled
;
the surplus of some of the

races are emigrating to Ceylon, to the Malay
countries, to the Mauritius, Bombay, Africa, South

America, and the West Indies
;
and the Govem-

ment of India is looking at sparsely - peopled

Burma as a country to be filled. In Burma, Assam,
Berar, and Sind, the increase was the greatest;

but in the years 1876 and 1877, a severe famine,

and consequent disease, occurred in parts of thi

Peninsula, which carried off numbers, and in the

decade the decrease in the Bombay Presidency
was 0*3 per cent., in that of Madras, 2 3 per cent,
and in Mysore, 1,130,987, or 17 per cent.

During the decline of the Moghul empire and
the raiding expeditions of the Mahrattas, several

of the i)redatory races were actively plundering

;

armed bands of dacoits made their attacks even
on large towns

;
and the armed and disciplined

bodies known as Pindara, composed of all races,

traversed tlie country, till they were finally swept
away in the war of 1817-18-19.

But the greatest alteration in the martial habits

of the people has occurred amongst the north-west
frontier tribes, who had long been inured to war.

When first, after the fall of the Sikh power, the

British came in contact with the Pathan, Brahui,

and Baluch races of the N.W. Frontier, not a
year passed by without raids on the Indian terri-

tories, and armies were needed to repel them

;

but these raids are now extremely rare, and the

democratic Councils are ready to afford redress.

Perhaps the most remarkable instance of civilising

a border race has occurred with the Karen on the

borders of British Burma, where the Baptist mis-

sionaries, and notably Dr. and Mrs. Mason, have
done more to sulxlue and civilise that race than

armies could have accomplished.

India is pre-eminently agricultural. The (i/n-

checked) census shows that the adult male popula-

tion in 1881 was 62,002,461. Of these, 37,393,065

were engaged in agriculture, 8,137,082 were then

labourers, and 8,749,270 were engaged in in-

dustrial Avocationa Also, 4,136,430 were in

domestic employ, 8,426,738 in commerce, and
2,401,630 in professions and Government service;

The bulk of the agriculturists profess some foi

of Hinduism. In the extreme south of the Penin-

sula, the Tamil-speaking race, who assume the

titular designations of Mudali and Pillai, are there

the most numerous; further north are the Canarese-

Bpeaking race, who are all a^oultural
;
several

tribes in Telingana, the Heddi, the Naidu, the

Kamavaru, westwards as far as Beder, and south-

wards to Mysore and the Carnatic, are engaged in

tillage
;
further north are the Uria race and the

Gond, the great Kunbi and Mali races of the Mah-
ratts country

;
and throughout the plateaux and

the plains of Northern India, are the Jat, Kurmi,
Koch’hi, Koeri, Lodhi, Mali, Koibartta, Sadgop,

Khaaa, and Gujar, with the pastoral Ahar, Ahir,

Dhangar, Gadariya, Gop, Goala, Kurubar,and Rau-
gar, the labouring population being the numerous
landless, broken, non-Aryan tribes and clans, aa

the Pariah, Dber, Mhar, Mang, Dom, and others,

who are dispersed, are scarcely yet freed from a con-

dition of predial slaveiy, and evince no inclination

to abandon their own fetish and shamanist cults.

The mountain ranges harbour many tribes, who
have fied to them for shelter, or been thrust into

them by more powerful races
;
and similarly the

corner provinces, as of Kattyawar and Orisaa, have
a diversified population. In Kattyawar, of the old

ruling races there remain the Jaitwa, Churaaama,
Salunki, and Wala, who exercised sovereignty in

the country prior to the immigration of the Jhala,

Jarija, Pramara, Kathi, Gobil, Jat, Mahoroedans,

or Mahrattas. Bo, in Orissa and Ganjam are the

Bhumij ;
Hhuiya, Gond,Kandh; Khaira, Kol; Pan

;

Santal, Savara, Teling, and Urya,
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The frontien of British India are nowhere con-

terminoua with any highly-civilised state. On
tlie north Kashmir, on the north-west Nepal, and
in tlie south - east Burma and Siam, alone can

claim possession of a literature. Both within the

British bounds and beyond are many tribes and
nations under democratic rule. The most power-
ful of these are on the north-west, and may be

thus shown :

—

IndepeiuUnt TribeM^ dwelling along the outer face of

the north-west frontier, and inhabiting hills, viz.

—

Adjoining frontier of Hazara district,—Huasanzai.
Adjoining frontier of Pcahawur district, — Judoon,

Bunoorwall, Swati, Banizai, Osmaukheli, Upper
Mohmand.

Adjoining frontier of Peshawur and Kohat districts,

—

Afridi.

Adjoining frontier of Kohat district,—Buzoti, Sipah,
Orakzai, Zaimuaht Afghan, Turi,

Adjoining frontier of Kohat and Dehra Ismail Khan
diatricta,—Waziri.

Adjoining frontier of Dehra Ismail Khan district,

—

Sheorani, Oahterani, Kaarani, Bozdar.
Adjoining frontier of Dehra Ghazi Khan district,

—

Khutran, Koaah, Lughari, Gurohani, Muni,
Bugti, Muzari.

British Tribes within the frontier,and Britiah aubjeota,

inhabiting partly hills and partly plains—
|

Hazara district,—Tumouli, Gukkar, Doond and Butti,

Kaghan Byud, and other tribes of Hazara.
Peshawur district,—Yusufzai, Khaleel, Mohmand of

the plains.

Peshawur and Kohat districts,—Khuttuk.
Kohat district,—Bungush.
Dehra lamail Khan district, — Bunnoochi, Murwuti,

Butani, chiefs of Tank, chiefs of Kolachi, chiefs of

Dehra Ismail Khan, Nootkani, l^)ond.

Dehra Ghazi Khan district,—Dreshuk, Muzari.

The number of their fighting men has been
estimated at about 170,000, which would repre-

sent a total population of one million. The fighting

men of the principal tribes being

—

Muzari, . 3000
|

KasranU . . 1^00 Mobrnand, , 10,000

Bugti, . . . 1600
I

Ustranl, . . VOO Otnian Khel, . 6000
Murii, . , . 2600 Sheoraui, . 6000 Bwatl, . . . 6000
Qurcliani, . , 1200 Waziri, , , 44,000 Buiierwal, . . 2000
Laghari, . . 3700 Turl, . . . 6000 Judun, . . . 2600
Khosa, . . . 4000 Zaiinusht, . 4600 Chigurzal, . . 7

Khutran, . 4500 Orakzal, . . 29,500 Ilussanzal, . 1700
Boz<lar, . . . 2700 Kabal Khel, T Akazai, . . . 1000

Afridi, . . 23,600

The Himalaya on the nortli is the meeting

ground of the Aryan and Turanian races, who in

some places are curiously intermingled. In the

extreme north-west are found the Dard, an Aryan
race abutting on the Afghans on their west, and
with the Balti, a Turanian race of Mahomedanized
Tibetans, on the east. Here also are the Champa
uoinades who wander about the high level valleys

of Rupshu, and likewise the Ladakhi cultivators

in the valleys of Ladakh. The other Aryan races

are the Pahari or mountaineers, the Kashmiri

and the Dogra and Cbibali who inhabit the outer

hills.

The people occupying Garhwal and Kamaon are

the Kanawari inhabitants of Busbabr, the Nilang,

who do not differ from those of Hundes, and the

inhabitants of the Bhotia Mahal of Kamaon and
Garhwal, who are of mixed Tartar and Indian

descent.

Farther to the east of these, the numerous
Talleys interspersed throughout the mountains of

Nepal are occupied by various races. The features

of the aboriginal tribes mark them as of Mongoloid
origin. They are in the eastern part of the

country. West of the Kali riycr the people are of

Hindu origin. Proceeding from west to east, the
following tribes occur in Nepal, Sikkim, and
Bhutan, viz. the Tibetans or Cis - Himalayan
Bhutia, the Sunwar, the pastoral Gurung, the
Magar, the Jariya, the Newar, the Dhenwar,
Manihi, Bhutia, Bhaum, Murmi, Newar, Kiranti,

Limbu, Lepcha who inhabit Sikkim, and the
Bhutanese or Lhopa.
Assam and the north-east frontier province of

British Burma have many tribes in their valleys

and on their borders, some of them still barbarians.

Assam province is bounded on the north by the
Himalaya, the frontier tribes from west to east being
successively the Bhutia, Aka,Dofia, Miri, Abor, and
Mishmi. On the north-east the Misbmi hills sweep
round the head of the valley. Along its southern
borders are (from west to east) the Kuki or
Lushai tribes, the state of Hill Tiperah, the Kom
Naga, Angami Naga, Singpho, Shan, Khamti, and
Kunoung, and the races in Munipur.
Between lat. 25° and N. are tribes in the

Garo, Khossya, and Jaintia hills, and in the valley

are the Aham (128,980), Chandal (122,457),
Chutia (51,482), Kaibartta (128,525), Koch or
Raibansi (300,000), and Kolita (179,000).

Other tribes occupy the Abar, Naga, Patkoi,

and Barel ranges, as also the Chiit^ong and
Arakan hill tracts, and the Yoma mountains sepa-

rating British India from Independent Burma,
These are the Shandoo, Kliyen, Ka-nii, Khyn, Mri.

There are other and larger tribes of uon-
Hinduized aborigines interspersed amongst the
civilised nations. In 1872, exclusive of those in

the Madras Presidencyand in the Feudatory States,

they were estimated at 17,716,826.

Bengal, . . . 11,116,883 Berar, .... 163,069
Aasam, . . . 1,490,888 Mysore, . . . 89,067
N. W. Provinces, 377,674 Coorg, . . . , 42,516
Oudh, . . . 90,400 British Burma, . 1,004,991
Paiijab, . . . 050,720 Bombay, . . . 711,702
Central Prov., 1,060,835

Nearly all that is known of their early history

or origin has been derived from their pbysicid

appearance, which has proved them to belong to
one or other of the great families of mankind.
Mr. B. Hodgson writing from the Himahiya, and
Mr. Logan writing from Penang, have laid great
stress on this means of ascertaining their first

appearance in India, in preference to the linguistic

test.

Nearly sixty different tribes are specified among
the aboriginal races in the provinces of Bengal
and Assam. The most numerous of these are the
Santal of whom there are 850,000 in British

territory alone, exclusive of others in the Tributary
Mahals. The Santal dwell in villages in the
jungles or among the mountains, apart from the
people of the plains. They give their name to a
large district, the Santal Parganas, 140 miles

north-west of Calcutta.

The Gond are in numerous tribes, many of them
semi-barbarous, others of them under rulers who
claim a Rajput descent. They are partly under
the Hyderabad Government, partly under the
British in Chutia Nagpur, Berar, Orissa, and
Ganjam, with 1,500,000 of them in the Central

Provinces. The Maria Gond still use strong
bamboo bows, which they hold with their feet and
draw with their hands.

The Bhumij of Orissa, of Chutia Nagpur, and
dispersed through vaiious districts of Bengal,
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numbering in nil about 200,000, were known
formerly as the Chuar, and distinguished for their
martial habits.

The Bhil have no language of their own. They
are scattered through a wide extent of country,
from Dowlatabad in lat. 19® 57' N. to Mewar in
25® 26'. They are careleas, indifferent culti-

vators, are decidedly predatory, and have suffered
severely from all the regular governments

;
but

they are unyielding, and only in 1882 compelled
the Mewar Government to give in to their wishes.
There are few wilder or more lawless tracts

throughout the length and breadth of the Indian
Peninsula than the hilly region occupied by the
Bhil. The natives of Bombay style them Kala-
Puruj, or black men.

Similar observations might be made regarding
the widely-dispersed Gujar race, extending from
the Panjab to Gujerat, which takes its name from
them

;
or the great Kol triboa of the Vindhyas

;

or the Koli of the northern parts of the Bombay
Presidency; or the Meo, the Mhair, the Mina,
the Ratnusi, the Kollari, the Maravar, or the
Baidara (Pindara). In the Animally Hills are a

!

whole series of broken tribes. Hamlets of long-

haired, wild-looking Puliar, who live on jungle
products, mice, or any small animals they can
catch, and worship demons

;
Mundaver, who

shrink from contact with the outside world, and
possess no fixed dwellings, but wander over the

innermost hills with their cattle, sheltering them-
selves under little leaf sheds, and seldom remaining
in one spot more than a year

;
thick-lipped, small-

bodied Kaders, * Lords of the Hills,’ a remnant of

a higher race, who file the front teeth of the

upper jaw as a marriage ceremony, live by the

chase, and wield some influence over the ruder

forest folk.

fVinces and Chiefs o/ India. — Around and
within the borders of British India are many
Native States,— feudatories, tributaries, or in

subsidiary alliance; and France and Portugal
have small possessions, aggregating 1264 square
miles, with populations numbering 729,639 souls.

The Native States are as under :

—

Cthirnl India and Bundelkhand (1881 census,

9,200,881), area, 89,098 sq. m.
;
pop. 8,360,671

Ctntral Provinces.^ Chutia Nagpur

^

area, 29,112
sq. m.

;
pop. 1872, 1,049,710-—

St}. M. Pop.

15 mahalg, S.W, Frontier jHairakhol,

Agency, viz.

Baatar, . . 13,000
Karund or
Kalahandi, 3,745
Raigarh
Bargarh, .

Barangarh,
Patna, . ,

Sonpur,

1,486
640

2,399
1K)6

78,856

133,483

63,304
37,091
98,<>36

b«i. M.
833

1,988
115
887

Bamra,
|8akti, . .

Kawardha,
Kondka or

IChhuikhadan, 174
'Ranker, . 1,000
Khairagarh, 940
Nandgaon, 884

215

Pop.

12,660
53,013

8,394

75,462

29,690
43,542

122,264
148,464
13,648130,713 Makrai,

Madras Presidency (1881 Census, 3,001,486),
area, 9818 sq. m.

;
pop. 1871, 3,247,689

—

Travancore, 6,7302,311,379j
Cochin, . 1,361 601,114'

Puducoitab, 1,380 293,809]

Banagaua-
pilly,

iundui
207
140

26,388
14,999Sundur,

Bombay (1881 c^insus, 6,941,631), area, 66,408
sq.m.; pop. 1871, 6,784,482

—

Kolhapur, 3,184
Cutch (exol. of

the Runn), 6,500
Mahi Kanta
Agency, . 4,000

Bind (Khair-
pur), . . 6,109
Kattyawar

802,691

487,3051

325 71,996

3,508
634

1,081

70
143

Junjeera, .

S. Mahratta
JaghirM8), 2,734 610,434
Satara Jag

447,050 him, ,

Jawhar,
127,000 Surat Ag.,

Sawanur,
Agency, . 20,338 2,312,629 Narukot,
Palanpur, . 8,000 602,586 Kandeih
Rewa Kanta, 4,792 505,732 Dangi
Cambay, . 350 83,494 (23 State*), 3,840
Sawantwari, 900 190,814

N. ir. Provinces^ area, 5125 sq. m.
;

p. 636,543

—

Garhwal or iRampur, . 945 507,013
Tehri, . . 4,180 129,630l

Bengaly area, 37,988 sq. m.
;
pop. 2,828,4(X)

—

50,0001

532,565

417,295
37,406
124,808

6,837

47,033

39,111

Sikkim, . 2,600

CoochBahar, 1 ,307
Hill

Tiperah, . 2,869

Panjab (35),
5,370,096—

Chutia Nagpur
Mahalt, .16,025 498,607
Cuttack

91,759; Mahals, 15,187 1,166,609

area, 114,742 sq. m.
;

pop.

Gwalior,
Indore,

,

Bhopal,
Kewah,
Dhar, . .

Dowas, .

\V. Malwa
Agency, .

Bhopal Ag.,

iAq. M. Poji

.33,1192,500,000
. 8,435 635,450
. 8,200 769,200
. 13,0002,035,000
, 2,500 150,000

8q. M.
|Baghelkhand

Pop.

2,576 121,809

Agency,
Bhopawur\
or Bhil
Agency

jGoona Ag.,
Deputy
Bhil Ag.,|

iGrassia

Chiefs,

1,250 235,000

4,520 157,634

2,922 241,900i

2,009 236,578
Bundelkhand
Agency, .10,5671,278,000

Rajputana (1881 census, 11,005,512),

130,989 sq. m.
;
pop. 10,192,871

—

Oodeypur iJeysulnoir, 1.6,447

or Mewar, 12,670 1,134,700 Jhallawar, 2,500

Jeypore, . 14,465 1,750,

Jodhpur or
Marwar, 37,0002,850,'
Kotah, . . 3.797 627,

<

300,1Bikanir, . 23,500
Boondee, . 2,300
Kerrowiee, 1,260
Bhurtpur, . 1,974
Tonk, . . 2,730
Kisheiigarh, 724
Ulwar, . . 3,024

Dholepur, . 1,200

72,000
331,268
160,000
150.000
153.000
175.000
36,000
2,597

Fertabgurh, 1,460
Banswarra, 1,500

ISerohi, . . 3,020

Doongarpur, 1,000

Shahpura, 400

224.000 Laws, . . 18

H0,m Hyderabad,
743.710 (1881), 80.0009,167,789

320.000 Berar, „ 17,711 2,670,982

106.000 Baroda, „ 4,3992,154,469

778,596 Afam>ur, . 7,584 ...

250,000^

Kashmir and
Jummoo,

I'atiala,

Bahawul-
pur,

Jind,

Nabha,

.

Kapurihala, 620
* 1,000

15,000
985
804

Suket, .

79,784 1,634,972 Kalsia, .

6,412 1,586,000 Pataudi,
ILoharu,

456,653;Dujana,
190,475 Baglial, .

226,15r>!Hag)iat,

258,372 Jubbul,
145,939 Kumhamain,

{Bhajji, .

90.000, Mailog,

Balsau,

.

00,000'Dhanii,

.

90,000 Kuthar,
Kunhiar,

70.
0001 ,

1,096

448
3,320

256

420
168
53
285
100
124
36

288
90
96
48

51

26
20
8

13
4

8
67
16

44,180
68,910
20,990
19,800
27,000
22,000
10,000
40.000
10.000

19.000

9.000
6.000
5.500
4,000
2.500
800
800
700

10.000
700

Mandi,

.

Sirmur
(Nahan), .

Kahlur
(Bilaspur),

Bushahr,
Hindur
(Nalagarh), 256 70,OOOlMangal,

Keonthal (incl. |Bija,

Katesh), . 116 60,00OjDarkuti,

Maler Kotla, 164 91,650|Taroch,

area, 1 Faridkot, . 600 68,000jSangri,

.

' Chamba, . 3,216 130,000|

Mysore (1881 census, 4,186,399), area, 24,744

sq. m.
;
pop. 1871, 5,055,412

—

Bangalore, 2.901 828,354 Hassan, . 1,809 668,417
Kolar, . . 1,891 618,954 jShimoga, . 3,797 498,976
Tumkur, . 3,420 632,239 Kadur, . . 3,075 333,926
Mysore (with Chitaldrug, 4,871 531,360

Yelanduru), 2,980 943,1871

French Possessions 7 census, 280,381), area,

178 sq. m.
;
population, 286,022

—

Pondicherry, 113 156,094 iKarikal, . 62 92,616

Chander- Mahe, . . 6 8,442

nuggur, . 3 22,490'Yanaon, , 5 5,474
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PortugMH^ area, 1086 iq. rn.
;
pop. 444,617

—

8q. M. Pop. Bq. M. Pop.

Om, . . aw.mpui, . . 2 13,808

Dmaab, . 22 38.4851

Birait* iCeylon, 24,702 2,038,540

meat*, . . 1,443 423,3841

British Empire of India^ its Empress and its

Princes.—Since the year 1 868, the poBition of Great
Britain has been Imperial. The chaiigcB intro-

duced in the government of British India on the

•uppression of the mutiny, altered the position of

the native princes. Up till that time, many native

states had affected an eouality with the British

Indian Government, as atlminiaiered by the East

India Company, and that assumption had even led

to a war with Gwalior in 1843. But the mutiny
swept away the last relics of the Dehli Empire,

and with them the East India Company’s rule,

and the princes of India found themselves brought

face to face with their sovereign, Queen Victoria,

The maharaja of Patiala then souglit for the recog-

nition of hintselt and his house as an Indian noble

of the British empire. Above all rewards for his

great services to the empire in those days, he asked

for perpetuity for his house and honours, and Sir

John I^awrence, Lieutenant-Governor of the

Fanjab, worked out tlie chief’s idea into a recog-

nition of the right of adoption on the failure of

natural heirs; and, after a reference to Her
Majesty’s Government, the following suunud or

patent of nobility, of 11th March 1862, was
framed :

—
’ Her Majesty being desirous that the

f
overnmenU of the several princes and chiefs of

ridia, who now govern their own territories, should

be perpetuated, and that the representation and

dignity of their houses slmuUl W continued : In

fttlfflment of this desire, this sunuud is given to

you, to convey to you the aeeuranca that, on failure

of natural heirs, the British Governmefit will re-

cognise and oonliriu any adoption of a suceeesor

made by yourself, or by any future chief of your

state, that may be in accordance with Hindu law,

and the eoaioint of your race. Be assured that

nothing ahail dietarb the engsataieut thus made
to you, so long as your hoime is loyal to the crown,

and faftWill to the oonditions of the treaties,

grants, or tagagomsnts which record its obliga-

tioiM to the British Government. (^.) Canning.’

The following is a list of prinees to whom it has

been given, but others have since been honoured
with it, and all who bold that patent are nobles of

the British Indian Empire:

—

Buoud««, FUj«, RaJpuUiM.
Bulsuu, Chiur, PHujiib.

BungunpuUy,Jughirdar, CVded

AUygurh, Hundelkhsud.
aViiIkoU), Kaja, B. MahratU

Country.
AUpoora, JaghUrdar, Bundal*

khaud.
Bswda, QhK Kolbaw.
Bsstwanra, Cbbf, fUdinitaaa.
Jktontt, Nmwab, Baonaa.
Beslak, CbiHf, Paad»b.
Bahrea, Jaghirder, Bundel-
kband.

Bahut. Jaghirdar, Bundal-
khand.

Bslaapare. Cki< Paigab.
Banarai, lUOa, Baaaras.
Bamsda. iU0a, Bendtlkkaad.
BhaghiU, Chief, PSalsb.
Bho^, Mgnm, Bhopal.
Bbowziaggar. CMaf, 8hafapur.

Bhughsi, Chief, Pai^k.
CkK PaiU^^b.

Bbertpiir, Maharaia, Hajput-

Btkanir, Makan^, RaipeUna.
BUawa^ Ra>i,^<Mkkand.

Chiaf, liio^lklMuid.

Diatricto.

Buaaaiiir, Chief, Parijah.

BuaUr, Hala, Ccutrat Pm-
vincai.

8 Caliiujar Chobaya, Biuadel-
khaad.

Cambay, Navmb, Cambay.
Caahrnir, JMakara^, PaiOsb.
Cbuiuba, Cbiaf, Pau>ib.
Ckattarpora, Ri0a, Boedal-
khand,

Coehin, Rahi Coohin.
Co4)«fa-Balia), Ha)a, Coocb-

Bahar.
14 CbMt Tributary Mahala,

Oriaaa.

I)fwas, Chief, Central India.

£>bar, Cklaf, Central India.
Dhaml, Chief. Pai^b.
Dboiepore, Rana, Radputana.
Uhoorwye, Cblef, Bundel-
kband.

Iht^na, bfmwah, Doojana.

Durkote, Chief, Paiilab.

Dhurnipore, Chief, KoUiapur.
Dooiqfurpore, Cbiaf, lUgput-

aiia.

Dutflay, Jaghirdar, Saiara.

Duttia, Raja, Bundelkhand.
Edur, Chief, Kolhapur.
Furreedkote, Raja, Fanjab.
Gerowlue, Jaghirdar, Bundel-
khand.

Ohurwal, Rfja, N. W. Pro-
vinces.

Qourihar, Jaghirdar, Bundel-
khand.

Oaekwar, Baroda.
Holkar, Central India.

& ilasbt Bbya Jagblrdan, Bun-
delkband.

HytUTab(ui,Ni»am, Hyderabad.
Jeypore, Maharaja, RaJputana.
Jheeiid, Raja, Fanjab.
Jltallawar, Rana, t^tara.
Jignee, ^Jaghirdar, Bundel-

Rhand.
Joobul, Chief, Panjab.
Jodhpur, Chief, R^puiana.
JuHuo, Jaghirdar, Bundel-

khand.
Jeysulniir, Chief, Rajputana.
Karoinle, Raja, Central Pro-

vinces.

Keoiitliul, Chief, Fanjab.
Kt rrowlee, Chief, Rajputana.
Kishciigarh, Chief, l^iputana.
Kiiulsea, Chief, Fanjab.
Kolhapur, Ruja, KoUiapur.
Kooinharseiu, Chtef, Fanjab.
Koonhiar, Chief, Fanjab.
Kolah, Chief, Rajputana.
Kothur, Chief, Punjab.
Kottiue, Jaghirdar, Buudel-
khand.

Kiiuiiya Dliana, Jaghirdar,
Bundelkhand.

Kuppoorthulla, Raja, Fanjab.
Kutch, Chief, OiOsrHt.
Loganeie, Jaghlnlar, Bundel-
khand.

Makraie, Chief, Central Pro-
vineei.

Moodhole, Chief, 8. MabratU
Country.

Mundee, Chief, Panjab.
Mungal, Cliief, Fanjab.
Hyhure, Chief, BundelkhaiMl.
My log. Chief, Panjab.
Nabha, Rida, Fanjab.
Nagode, Chief, Bundelkhasg.
Nahun, Chief, Fanjab.
NaUgurh, Chief, Fanjab,
Niinbalkur, Jaghirdar, Bitsrm.

Nowanuggur, Chief, Kolhapur.
Nyagaon Behai, Jaghirdar,
Bundelkhand.

Oodeypur, Maharaja, Rajput-
ana.

Paharee, Chief, Bundelkhand.
Puducottah, Chief, Fudu-

c.uttah.

Punnah, Raja, Bundelkhand
Punt Prithee Nidhee, Baiara.

Partabgurh, Raja, Raiputana.
6 Futwurdhuue, B. Mahratta

Country,
Patiala, Maharaja^ Panjab.
Raj(>eepla, Chief Kolhapur.
Rewah, Raja, Itundelkliand.
Batara, Jaghiiilars, Batart.
Bawantwari, Chief, BawanU

wari.

Berohi, Chief, Rajpuiuni.
Bhahpura, Raja, N. W. Fro*

Vinces.
Sindia, Central India.

Sohawul, Chief, Bundelkhand.
Booket. Chief, PanJab.
Bundur, Chief, Bellary, In

Ceded DistricU.
Bumpthur, Rkja, Bundel-
khand.

Blrdar Bhumeher Singh, Btndh-
auwaUah, Fanjab.

Buruela, Chief, Bundelkhand.
Tehree, Chief, Bundelkhand.
Tej Blugh, Fanjab.
Toree, Cliief, Bundelkhand.
Travancore, MahareJa, Travaa-

core.

Tureeb, Chief, Fanjab.
Ulwar, Chief, fta^putena..

The sunnud uoblos sloos ooustituts tbs uttri*

ciots of Iitdis
;
they govern a population and area

larger thitn thoss of France and Belgium. Tbsir
troops far outnumber the British ^iropean and
sepoy army

;
aiul their ordnance, even that part of

it whieb is sorviosable, is squal in number to ths

British. Aooordiag to ths Times newspaper of

2fth July 1870, they bars 6262 guns, with 314,626
soldiers, via artillerymen, 0300

;
cavalry, 64,172

;

aud infantry, 241,063.

I u 1881 the entire number of princes and chiefs

of British India was 601, as under; but only
about a fourth part of their number have ths

patent of hereditary nobility :
—

a. JJthhan, vi*. :~
Hydarabad, Kawab. I Mysore, Maharaja.
Baroda, Oaekwar. Kashmir, Maharaja.
Baluchistan, Khan.

|

6. Central India Agency^ vis. ;

—

Gwalior, Bindia.

Indore, Holkar.

„ „ Junr.

Tonk, Tbakur.
Kkani Jhalaria, „
Ku,
Bhoja Kheri, ,,

Dbangaon,Tbakur
Kaiandia, ,,

Fatharia, „
Binibana, „

c. Bhopal Agency^ vis.

Bhopal, Begun.
Bajgarh.
Naratnsarh.
KhUohtpur.
Kurwai.
Maqtudaosaih.
Muhanma«faarh.
Fathari.

Larawad.
Agra Barkhera,

Tbakar.
HSrapur. „
Ranigarh, „
Kamalimr, „
DaryaKh^, ,t

Khanria. „
[DbabUDhir,,,

Dbabla Obosi,
Tbakur.

iDutihS, „
p»bmBbtt, „

te, ::

DttleU, „
Kakar Kbari,

d. Bvnddkhand Agency, vU.

Orchba Tebri.
Datia.

Banthar.

Fanna.
Charkbari.
AJaifarb.

Bijawar.
Cb’batarpur.
Baoni.
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Daruunda.
Surilii.

A]i|Miru.

Kli.iiiiadhaiift.

Dhurwai.
Jiijita.

Tori Fuitelipui’.

rahai i Bauka.

i I.ukIiumi.

> Faldoo.

iPalira.

iTaiaun.

'HhaiHaunda.

Hihat.
Btri.

(jaiii’iliur.

Kiananli-
IKunitu Hajaula.
|Nai>,'>iwan Uiiiai.

Patimr Kachhar.

f. haghelkhand Agenc}/, viz. :

—

Kt^wa. Maiiiar (Myhere). IKutlii.

Nagode. Suhawal. 'Sitpura.

/. WtMtern MaJwa Agency^ viz, ;

—

Rutlurn. Jhabua. Bara Barkbera.
Bai luna. AH Raipur. Cbota, ,,

Jauru. Johat. iDhotra, Thakur.
Siturnan. Kathiwar. iKachchi Baroda,
Ajra\ida, Thakur. Kalhiwara. Tbakur.
Barni, ,,

Bicliraud, ,,

Raiauinal. Barwani.
Dhai and DUariu Jainnia.

Bilutida, ,, rai. iRujgarh.

Dhahri, ,, Holkar. Kuthide.
J >atLiiia, ,, Bitlawad. Gurhi.
JiiWiinia, ,, Idiikulda. Bhurudpura.
Kuhilicra, ,, Bipdia. Ohiktiahai

.

Dilgurh, Ainjliera. Bugaud (of Dewai)
Niirwar, ,, Dikthan. Kaghogarh.
Nanguon, ,, Bagar, i’aron.

Nunlana, ,, Biplia. Uinri.

Ban til J’ip PaK- Bhadaura.
iuiida, ,, Bakanir. iiurra.

Bliingaih, ,, Manawar. Birni.

Dhar. Nunkhera. Dharnaoda.
liukhtgai'h. Kali Baori. Khaltauu,

//. liojputana Agency, vi*. :
-

Oodcyimr or IBhurtpur. 1 Bikanir.

Mewar. Kerrowlec. rouk.

Diiugurpur, LiUwa. Boondee.
Bui-Uibgarh. Joysulmir. Bhahpura.
BaiiHwara. Benihi. 1 >lwai.

Jeypur. Kotah. iDholpur.

Kiniicngarh. MarwarorJodhpui Jbalkwar.

h. Madratif or Fort St. George Government, viz.

Travancurtf. Buducottah.
|

Siundur.

Cochin. Banafanapilly.

i. Hominy, or Fort George GovemMenl, % tv 2, vi*. :

—

j. I'utcli.

A . Falanpur Agency, viz.

Baluupur.
Hudhanpur.
Thu rad.

Mui wara.

1. Mali KarUa

Kdai

.

Bol.

kluiiHU,

Mohanpur.
SuthoMTia.

Dujita.

Miilpur.

Clioiasar.

Aiiiulyara.

Ranu.Hau.

Pethapur.
llol.

\V aiBora.

Banadra.
Kharai.
KaloHan.
Wahisiua.

Kuipipla.

ChMiota IMttpur.

liaria.

Lunawara.
Balasinor.

Bunth.
Kadaua.
Ban jell.

Wao.
Warahi.
Bantalpur.
CMiadcUat.

Buigacn.

Agency, viz.

Dhabha.
Wanna.
Ku{>al.

Dadtialya.

Magore.
Waragam.
Bathamba.
Raman.

I Bolundra.
Idkhi.

Uabai.
Hadoh
Satlanan.

Bhalanna.
Brnmpur.
Kadoli.

Kherwara.
Dedul.

Agar.
Biudiapura.
Dawahia.
Wanmala.

,

Bhabhar.
Raukraj.
Dttudar.

i

Tarwara.

Tajpuri.
Wakiapur.
Haiat.

D«ahr4 )ta.

;

Tiinba.

Mayona.

j

Tejpura.
Muuadpur.
Deloli.

Katialpvura.

V inroda.

i'alaj.

^

Katiipura.

: lipura.

I

Umadi.

I

Motakoiarna.
Hainpura.

Aiwa.
Gad.
Wajiria,
Nangam.
Waaau.
Biliora.

DudUpur.
W ara.

m. JteuHi Kanta Agency, viz. :
—

Bankbera Maenai,|

viz. ;
"

Mandwa.
Banora.

( dioraugla. Cotardi. Uinvta.
DeroH. Kada Bagi. Bltadarwa.
Wardlf. Moku Bagina Dbari
.Saraanda. Mu wara. Raoka.
Timbi. Bitar Cuthra. Ch’liahar.
Ghclpur. Jeaar. Wuktapur.
Bhiloria. Aughad. Rajpar.
Rampura. Bibora. ItSVad.

tliral Kamiuli. Anirapur. Wurnoli Mali.
('hureiiar. Kanora. „ Nani.
Nalia. Waruol Mai. Poieba.

Pandu Meenan, Nubara. Pandu.
viz. :

'

Mewali.
Junikba. Durka.

ji. Political Agency, Kattyawar, viz. :

—

Junagarb. Vitulyarh. Biaang Cbandli.
Nawanagar. KuHria. Menyni.
Bhaunagar. Majpur. Bbadwa.
Dhrangadra. Kannar. Rajpura.
Moriii. Dazara. Gouridar.
Waiikanur. Batri. Kotharia.
Palitana. .Ihinjuwara. Lodbika.
Dhrai. d^anod. Pal.

Liinri. Bbarcjda. (^atka.
Rajkot. Koi Bankli. Wadali.
Guii<lai. Bahra (Jba- Virwa.
Wadliwan. inardi. Bhapur.
Jufurabad. Derdi Jatihoi. Kankaiah.
Parbaiidar. Kotbra Fitha. Mahuwa.
Wala. Kanpur lahwara. KbiruNra.
Than Lakhtar. Hhu.lli. Julia Dewaui.
Baiitwa. Sarnadliiala. Kotia Nayani.
Juiidon. Rariana. Amrapur.
Sayla. Anandpur. Ratanpur Dba-
Chora. Cliotila. inonka.
Mali. Kbambalia. Cbainardi.
Uthi. Balyad. Toila Todi.
liajana. Bbimora. Katoria.
Kidra Sangaui. Bamanbor. Paoboutm.
Virpur. Mewaza. Wouri Wazba.
Mallia. Matra Timba. Bongarb.

Paobeyam.Jaipur. Kanotra.
Didau. Itria Yadbala. ObitrawM.
B'anawar. Choliari. Ranaaiiha.
Kaganra. NilwaU. WariMl (Gvhal-
Wiobwawad. Badamra Dbaa- war).
Kuutbaria. Jaipur. Alampiir.
Kami. Byapur. DhoU.
Kanialpur. Rampurda. GaOhiril.
KhumMilao. AkdM. Gadbula.
U«di. UHri. Khijria.
Cbuchana. Antrali (Qaak- KUogawadar.
Cbulala. war). WawwidiaHa Cba-
Jakhun. Kan«r. park.

Lwata.Kliandia. Kail 1rota.

Talnana. Kbijudia Nazaui. Waori Dharwala.
Said. Caraoili Moii. NVangadra.
Dewalia. ,, Nani.

Gadbia.
Agavai.

Darod. Blianaia.
Pulali. Cbarkba. Bbiroda.
Bhuthau. Jbamka. Rajpara.
BbuUamra. Dhularwa. Baa.
Bhudwana. Bbolzaii Baldhoi, Dcdara.
l^aliad. Manawad. Julia Managi.W unala. loikbapadar. Cliok.
Banda

.

Munwvl. Kunjarda.
Babuka. {Vekria. Bhatanea.
Uiitri.

;
W azwari. Wadal.

Aukawalia. Halaria. Murchopua.
Jhampodar. Kainadbia. Bhandaria.
Kberali. pubira. Biduiionea.
Uuiidiah. (iujawarau. Junopodar.
«Ibammar. llundbia. Bbeodiradar.
Dudbrej. Kbijoria. Robiaala.
Kbalala. Bdaua. Bamadrala.
Hajpur. Kuiia. Gandliol.
Warud (Jbala jUbrafa. patba.

war). M nlila Deri. VejanoiiM.
Wanna. Batodar Waori. iHanigani.

o to z. FolUical Agenciet of Kaira, Panch Mahal, Sutat
Thana, KoUIm, Kandaah, iatara, Akalkot

(9hola-
pur), Kolhapur and S. Mahratta Country, Sawant-
wari, Dbarwar, Slukarpur, viz.

:

Cambay.
|
Karakot.

|
Baaida.
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Sftcliin. Daplapur. Chandelj^hat or

DUararapur. Akalkot. Kumdighat.
Jawhar. KoDiapur and S. South Mahraita
tlaujira. Mahratia States, States, viz.

:

Dang States, viz. viz. : Miraj (senior).

Cbikhli. Kolhapur. ,, (junior).

Ganrahidi. Viehaigad. Kurandwad
Kathi. Inchal Karangi. (senior).

Singpur. Banra. t, (junior).

Nawalpur. Kagal. Jamkhandi.
Nal. Kapai. Mudhol.

aataraJaghirs,vU. Torgal. Ramdrug.
Phaltan. Malkapur. Sangli.

Bhor. Ainba. Sawautwari.
Jath. Prathanwali. Savanur.

Aundh. Ajra. Kbairpur(Sind).

oa. Bvngolt Lkutenant-Oiyvtrnor^ viz. :

—

Sikkim. Chang Bhakar. i Baramta.
Coooh-Bahar. Sarai Kala. Nazagarb.
Hill Tiperab. Kharsaman. Khandpara.
9 Ckutia Naffpur 17 Oriaa Mahcdt^ DaspaliaJoraura.

AfahaUt vi*- :— viz. :— Tigaria.

Sarguja. Talcher. Nilgiri.

Oodeypur. Dhenkanal. Keuujhar.
Jashpur. Kanpur. Pal iJahara.

Gangpur. Morbhanj. liindol.

Bonai. Bod. At*hgarh.
Korea. Ath’ Malik. Narainhpur.

66. N. W, Jhrovincet and Oudht vU. :

—

Qarhwal or Tehri.
(

Bampur.
cc. Panjab Oovemmentf viz.

Patiala. 22 SirrUa Bill
Jhind. StaUif viz. :

—

Nabha. Maler Kotla.
Bahawulpur. Kalsia.

Cbamba. Sirtnur(Nahan).
Kapurthalla. Kahlwa (Bilaa*

MandL pur).

Suket. Baahahr.
Faridkot. Hindur (Nala-
Pattaudi. garb).

Laharu. Koonthal.
Doojana. BaghaL.

BagUat.

dd. Central Provinces^ viz.

Bastar. Sonpur. KondkaorOh’hin-
Karond. Kaira-Khal. kadam.
Raigarh Bargarb. Baura. Ranker.
Sarangarb. Bakti. Khairagarb.
Patna, Kawarda. Nandgain.

Makrai.

re. Assam, viz. Manipur.

Jubbal.
Kumharsain.
Bbajji.

Mailog.
Balsan.
Dhami.
Kuthar.
Kuuhiar.
Mangal.
Bija.

Darkuti.
Sarocb.
SatigrL

The most powerful of these rulers are the

nizam of Hyderabad, the maharajas Siudia, Jey-
pore, Travancore, Jumrnoo and Kashmir, Jodh-
pur, Holkar, Patiala, Oodeypur, Bhartpur, the
Gaekwar of Baroda, and the Begum of Bhopal.
Some of the princes and nobles are wealthy, as

also are many of the great zamindarswho hold lands
on a permanent settlement, and keep up an almost
regal state. Many of them freely aid in schemes
for improvement.

Asiatics are ceremonious in all the duties

of life
;
they have been so from the most ancient

times, and their rulers have likewise had the custom
of displaying standards and of using crests or
armorial symbols, such as the chauk shell, the
peacock, a palanquin, a lamp, a lion, a sunshade,
an umbrella; these were not bumble honours,
the satrap of the Greeks being the Chatra-pati,
lord of the umbrella. Queeu Victoria markecfthe
relative rank of the princes of India by an order
in Council of the 26th June 1867, regulating the
number of guns to be allowed in saluting them.

8 princes had 21 guns,

9 ,. 19

13 » M 17 „
» 15 n

5 princes had 18 guns,
31 M „ 11

11 » » 9

and seven nobles Iiad personal salutes allowed of

13 to 21 guns.

Timur had ^**0 ^ arms, supposed to re-

present the three regions over which he ruled.

His full titles in the height of his power were
Sultan, Kamran, Amir, Kutb-ud*Din, Timur,
Kur Khan, Sabib-i-Kuran, meaning * sovereign,

ruler, noble, polar star of the faith
;
Timur, of

the liueage of sovereign princes, lord of the grand
conjunctions.' Amongst other titles, three of the
emperor of China are, Tien-tsze, son of heaven

;

also Kwa-jen, the man who stands by himself, and
Kwa Kuin, solitary prince. Anak-Agong, son of

heaven, is a title of the raja of Lombok.
In 1808, Fattah Ali Shah, em|)eror of Persia,

instituted the order of the Lion and Sun, Sher-u-
Khurshid, to decorate foreign envoys who had
rendered services to his government, and it is now
given to Persian subjects. In tlie treaty of peace
w'ith Persia of 4th March 1857, the emperor is

styled ‘His Majesty, whose Btandflu*d is the sun; the
sacred, the august, the great monarch, the absolute

king of kings of all the States of Persia.’ At the
same time, his ambassador, then at the court of

France, was stvled ‘His Excellency, the abode of

greatness, the favourite of the king
;
Firokh Khan,

Amin-ul-Mulk,the great ambassadorof the mighty
State of Persia.’

In Mewar, the bala band, a head fillet, the

diadem of the Greeks, is the symbol of honour

;

in Burma, the taal-wee chain is a badge of

nobility
;
in China, small globes, or buttons, as they

are called, of mother-of-pearl and othersubstancea,

are used for distinction. In Burma the figure of a
peacock and of a hare are painted on the king’s

throne, a peacock is borne on the royal standard,

and Ne dwet bhu yeng, sun-desoended monarch, is

one of the Burmese royal titles.

The titular designations of the Mahotnedan
rulers of Southern Asia are almost all formed of

Arabic words, with a few derived from the Fenian;
but in addressing the chiefs of British India,

Arabic, Persian, Hindi, and English words are now
all intermixed. Along the borders and within, the
ordinary royal titles of Mahomedan princes are

amir, khan, kkukan,malik,inalikah (feminine), mir^

nazim, nizam, padshah, shah, shahinshah, sultan,

bahadur, juug, khan, daulah, umra, jab, and
nawab; royal Hindu titles being adiraja, jam, rae,

raja, rao, rana, rawal, maharana, maharawal,
rama-raia, siwai, thakur, wali, zamarin

;
and

both Mahomedans and Hindus assume takhallus

or literary titles.

The Indian Government addresses the Rajput
ruler of Jumrnoo and Kashmir as * His Highness
Kanbir Singh Bahadur, Grand Commander of the

Most Exalted Order of the Star of India, Com-
panion of the Indian Empire, Sipar-i-Sultanat

^hield of the Sovereignty), Councillor of the

Empress of India, Honorary General in the Imperial

Army, Chief of Jumrnoo and Kashmir
;

’ similarly

Kalab-ali-Khan, the Mahomedan ruler of Rampur,
is styled ‘ His Highness Farzand-i-Dil-Pazir-i-

Daulat-i-lnglishia, ^lab Ali Khan, Nawab of

Rampur, K.G.C.S.I. and C.I.E.,’ the Persian words
meaning Heart-loved Son of the British Govern-
ment. The Governors-Genera) have always fol-

lowed it. In 1806 Sir George Barlow’s seal was
engraved with Persian words, signifying the cream
of tl^e princes, mighty in dignity, high in honour,

exalted in position, the noble of nobles, Sir
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George Hilaro Barlow, Bnronet, Bahadur, Go-
vernor - General of the Countries under the
Government of the English Company in India,

Devoted Servant of the victorious Emperor Shah
Alam Bahadur, 1805, year 1220 Hijri. The
British Indian Government has now adopted the

practice of the native princes in freely granting
titles.

Administration, — In 1784, Mr. Pitt, while
Prime Minister of Great Britain, brought in a
hill to establish a Board of Control over the East
India Company. It consisted of six members of

the British ministry. It became known as the

India Board, and the duties allotted to it were
to check, superintend, and control all acts,

operations, and concerns which in any way re-

lated to the civil and military government of the

East India Company’s territories; and a secret

committee was at the same time authorized, con-

sisting of the President of the Board of Control,

with the chairman, or the deputy-chairman, or

one of the East India CompanyV directors.

The directors of tlieCompany consisted of twenty-
four members, elected by the votes of the share-

holders, The directors elected their own chairman

and deputy-chairman, each of whom received a

Balary of £500 a year, the pay of each of the other

directors being Their patronage was great.

Governors for India, commandera-in-chief, judges,

and bishops were nominated by the British

ministers, but the directors appointed all other

covenanted and commissioned officers for the

civil, military, medical, and naval services—and
they averaged about 374 annually.

I’he mutiny of the Bengal army, and the rebelHcn

in Northcni India, was yet scarcely suppressed in

1858, when, on the Ist September of that year,

the Court of Directors was alajlished, and the

government of British India Mas transfcrre<l from

the East India Company to Queen Victoria, and a

proclamation to the princes, chiefs, and people

was made at Allahabad on the Ist November.
A Secretary of State, a member of the British

Cabinet, with a Council of fifteen members, took

the directors’ places. The Council is now ap-

pointed for ten years, but may be re-appointed

for a further five years for special reasons. In

1861, the Indian Councils Act was passed, aug-

menting the Councillors by the addition of non-
official members, the Governor-General was raised

to the rank of Viceroy ;
and by another Act the

supremo courts of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay
were amalgamated with the courts of Sadr Adalat

of the three presidencies, and the united body
designated the High Court of Judicature.

In the proclamation of 1858, Queen Victoria

accepted all the treaties made by the East India

Company, disclaimed all desire for extension of

territory, or to impose the Christian religion on the

people
;
the public service was declared open to all

the Queen’s subjects, of whatever race or creed

;

and royal clemency was extended to all,except such

as had taken part in the murder of British subjects.

In that proclamation, the British sovereign was
designated,—Victoria, by the grace of God, of thp

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

and of the colonies and dependencies thereof in

Europe, Asia, Africa, America, and Australia,

Queen, Defender of the Faith. And subs^uent
to this, on the 2Bth April 1876, Queen Victoria

assumed the title of Indi» Imperatrix, Empress

of India, with the royal style and titles of Victoria,

by the grace of God, of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, Defender of the Faith.

Proclamation of this was made by the Viceroy on
the Ist January 1877, in an imperial camp at

Debli, at which the princes of India were present.

The maharajas Siodia of Gwalior and Ranbir
Singh of Jummoo were raised to the rank of

generals
;
and the orders of the Bath were be-

stowed on Sindia and the rajas of Bun<h,
Bhartpnr, Benares, Kolhapur, Dhar, Drandra, the

jam of Nawanagar, and the nawah of Banagana-
pilly. That part of the 1858 proclamation which
related to employment in the public service was n

repetition of 3 & 4 Will. iv. c. 85, sec. 87, which
declared that no native of the said territories, nor
any natural-born subject of His Majesty resident

therein, shall, by reason only of his religion, place
of birth, descent, colour, or any of them, he
disabled from holding any place, office, or employ-
ment under the said Company.
The British administration in India was long

purely that of a military government, and the
entire policy necessarily conformed to military
necessities. Only towards the middle of the 10th
century has the condition of the country permitted
its British rulers to throw the energy of the govern-
ment into the |mth of peaceful development of its

resources. Tlie East India Company had governed
the country on the simple terms of cheapness and
non-intervention. But India has since taken its

character from British rule, and has expressed a
more positive policy than before. Great improve-
ments in the lau s have been made

;
more economical

ju8tic<% njore extended education, increasc'd irriga-

tion works, and larger appliances of European
capital and energy to the undeveloped resources
of the country. The prominent Secretaries of
State for hiflia have been I^ml Stanley, Sir
Charles Wood (Ixird Halifax), Earl de Grey, Vis-
count Cranhorne, Sir Stafford Northcote, Duke
of Argyll, Marquis of Salisbury, Marquis of Har-
tington.

British India since 1860 has been subdivided
into local administrations: Assam, Bengal, Bom-
bay, British Burma, Central Provinces, Madras,
N.W. Provinces and Oudh, Panjab. Berar is

temporarily assigned. The Government of India
has retained direct control over Ajmir, Berar, the
Andaman islands, Nicol«r islands, Coorg, the
provinces of Central India and Btindelkband, also
over the political relations with Baroda, Hyder-
abad, Manipur, and Rajputana, and with the
princes and tribes on the borders; all tlieso are
supervised by a Viceroy and Govemor-Geueral
in Council. But the presidencies of Madras and
Bombay, each with a Governor, Commander-in-
chief, and a Council composed of officials, are in
direct correspondence with the Secretary of State
as well as under the Governor-General. Berar is

administered fol* the nizam of Hyderabad. The
provinces are administered by a covenanted civil
service, an uncovenanted civil service, and military
officera of the staff corps in civil employ Each pro-
vince is subdivided into zillahs or districts, under
collector-magistrates or deputy oollectors and
com^ssioners, with joint, deputy, and assistant
magistratea. In the Bengal Presidency, these
districts are in most cases grouped into divisions,
each under a commissioner, suyicrvised by a
reTsnne board or financial oommissione**. In
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Britain, notintias aycrage 1000 iqnare milaa

in axUnt. In India, the total number of Diitricti

it about 238. They vary greatly in size and

Bomber of inhabiUnte. The average area is

8778 square miles, ranging from 6612 square

miles in Madras to 1999 square miles in Oudh.

The average population is 802,927 souls, similarly

ranging from 1,508,219 in Madras to 161,697 in

Burma. In Bombay there are two revenue com-
Busaionere, beiwecn whom the superintendence of

the collectorates arc divided. These revenue com-

aiasioners correspond immediately with Govern-

ment, and are also police commissioneni of their

divisions.

Madras, Bombay, and Bengal have each a

Legislative Council, as well as a High Court of

Judicature. These Councils, as well as the Legis-

lative Council of the Governor-General, consist of

executive members of Government, of two repre-

sentatives of the British mercantile community,
and two or three representatives of the natives, as

extraordinary members. The United North-West-
ern Provinces and Oudh have a High Court, and
ths Panjab a Chief Court. The Governor-Generars
Council for making laws, legislates for all India in

MBeral, and for the provinces which have no legis-

mtures of their own, in detail, these provinces

being represented by officials. JCvcry Act of the

three subordinate councils must receive the sane-
j

tion of the Governor-General before it can become
i

law; and the Secretary of State for India may
|

advise Her Maiesby to veto any of the Go-

1

vernor-General B Council

The following may be accepted as representing

the portions of India governed directly by British

officials, and those administered indirectly through

native chiefs with subsidiary sovereign powers ;

—

British, . . . Sq. m. 90?, .500 Pop. 191,411,43^1

Feudatory, . . ,, 575,263 ,, 49,006,627

With the increase of empire, the Governor-
General’s Council had become overburdened with
details, and I^ord William Bentinck, Sir Charles

(Lord) Metcalfe, Ix)rd Dalhousie, and Mr. Bayley
had advised that there should be for all India,

one Govemor-Gencral, one Supreme Executive

Council, one Legislative Council, and one Com-
mander-in- Chief, with four subordinate generals

under lieutenant-governors, each with a council

or board and four lieutenant-generals, and that

details should be left to the local governments.

These views, somewhat modified, are being gra-

dually given effect to. In 1853 the Governor-
General ci^^ased to exercise any more direct supervi-

sion over Lower Bengal than over the rest of India.

In 1874 Assam was separated from Bengal and
made into a chief commissionerahip

;
and in 1877

Oudh and the N.W. Provinces were amalgamated,
under a lieutenant-governor. In 1882 there is

one Commandcr-in-Chief of all India,who specially

attends to the Bengal army and European corps,

with Commanders - in - Chief of the Madras and
Bombav Presidencies, all of whom have seats in

CouDciU
Every order issued from any of the secretariat

departments of the supreme Government, runs
in the name of the Governor-General in Council.

Up to I^rtl Canning’s administration, all matters
were in truth so disposed of

;
but Lord Canning

refBe4slled it into the semblance of a cabinet, with
himself as president, and each member of the

Government now holds a separate portfolio, and,

with the permanent Government secretary, de-

spatches the ordinary business connected with it

on his own responsibility, only reserving matters
of exceptional importance for the opinion of a

colleague or the decision of the assembled Council.

These bureaux, or secretariats, in 1882, comprise
the military, financial, home, revenue, agricultural,

and commerce.
The }mrUcular branch of administration which

Lord Canning and succeeding Viceroys reserved for

their own special charge, is the Foreign Office, the

duties of which relate to all chiefs and princes in

India, and all neighbouring foreign princes be-
yond the limits. With such nations as Persia and
China, where there is a diplomatic representative

of the British Government, the Governor-General
acts in concert with the British Government.

Under the constabulary system introduced by
Act 6 of 1861, each district has a superintendent
of police, and the districts are grouped for police

purposes into circles, under deputy inspect ors-

general, while the whole police force of each
province is under an inspector-general. The con-
stabulary, except on the North-Eastern and Trans-
Indus frontiers, is a purely civil force, organized
on the Irish system, and subject in all respects,

except internal discipline, to the civil authorities,

that is, to commissioners of divisions and deputy-
commissioners, or collector-magistrates of districts.

The districts are approximately as under :

—

rrovincM. Square Miles. Population. No.

Bengal, , 155,997 68,829,920 44
AMam, 45,:i03 4,815,157 13
N.W. Provincea, 81,748 32,699,436 37
Pnniab, . 107.010 22,647,542 32
Oudh, . 24,213 11,407,625 12
Central Previncei, . 84,208 11,50.5,149 19
Bombay and Sind, , 126,445 23,325,053 24
Berar, 17,711 2,670,982 6
Ooorg, 1,572 178,283 6
Madraa, 140, .'133 30,839,181 21
British Burma, 87,220 3,707,646 19
Ajmirand Mairwara, 2,711 453,875 1

Total, 902,500 217,266,248 234

In 1880-81, the Administration cost in India,

£1,291,483, which included tiie salaries of the
Governor-General, Governors, Councillors, Secre-
taries, Political Officx^rs, and Revenue Boards.
The more eminent of the presidents of the Board

of Control were, Viscount Castlcreagh, the Earl of

Minto, Robert Dundas, afterwards Lord Melville,

George Canning, Earl of Ellcnborougb, Charles
Grant, Sir John Cam Hobhouse, and Sir Charlc/^

Wood, afterwards Lord Halifax.

The famed amongst Governors and Governors-
General have been, Warren Hastings, Lord
Clive, Earl Cornwallis, Marquis Wellesley, Mar-
quis of Hastings, John Adam, Lord William
Bentinck, Sir Charles (Lord) Metcalfe, Marquis
of palhousie, Earl Canning, and Sir John (Lord)
Lawrence.
Of the financial members of the Government of

India may be named, James Wilson, Samuel lAing,
W. N. Massey, and Sir Richard Tenmle.
-The presidents of mark in the Council of the

Govemment of Fort St. George, were Lord Mac-
artney (1781) ;

Major-General Medows (1788 and
1790) at Bombay and Madras

;
Lieutenant-General

Harris (1798); Lord Bentinck (1803); and Major-
General Sir Thomas Munro (1820). Bombay has
seen Mountstuart Eiphinstone (1819), Sir John
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Malcolm Sir Oaorga Clarke, and Lord
Elphinstone (1856). Robert Ix)rd Clive (1758
and 1765) distinguished himself alike bm a soldier

and In civil ackninistiaikm as Governor of
;

and since 1854, when Bengal was pat under a
Licutenant^Oovemer, the most eminent have
been, Sir George Campbell (1871), Sir Richard
Temple (1874), and Sir Ashler Eden (1877-
1882).

There were six Lieutenant-Governors of the Pan-
jab in the nineteen years 1859 to 1877, amongst
them Sir John (Lord) I^wrence and Sir Robert
Montgomery (1^9-1865). Between 1856 and
1876 there were seventeen Chief Commissioners of

Oudh ; and the distinguished Sir James Outram,
Sir Henry M. lAwrenoe, Mr. (Sir) Charles Wing-
field, and Mr. (Sir) William Muir were amongst
the number.

In the Central Provinces there were thirteen

Chief Commissioners in eleven years, 1861-1872.

Amongst others of the officers who distin-

guished themselvee in civil and political adminis-
tration, may be named Sir Bartle Frere in Sind,

Sir John Peter Grant, Sir Henry Pottingcr in

Sind and China, Sir Charles Edward Trevelyan,

Sir Arthur Phayre in Burma, Sir George Balfour

in the military finance and oontroul depart-

ments.

The appointments of governors, bishops, com-
manders-in-ehief, judges, filled up by the British

ministers, were highly paid, the Governor-

General’s salary being £25,000 annual iy, but did

not carry any pension. It was customary, how-
ever, when pre-eminent services had been rendered,

for the Directors to reward them in that manner.

Amongst civilians who were thus honoured, may
be named Warren Hastings, Marquis Wellesley,

Marquis Dalhousie
;
and the following military

officers had special pensions for dietinguiehed

Indian services :

—

Nott, Sir WilUam, O.O.B., . . „ . £1000
Hardinge, Lt.-Gen. VijKsount, O.C.B., . . 5000
Gough, Lord, O.O.B., 2000
Pollock, Major-Gen. Sir George, G.O.B., . 1000
WUson, Major-Gen. Sir Archibald, Bart., K.C.B., 1000

Campbell, Sir Colin, Lord Clyde, . . 2000
Outram, Major-Gen. Sir Jamee, Bart., O.C.B., 1000
Stewart, Gen. Sir Donald, G.C.B. , C.I.fi., . 1000
l^berta, Major -Gen. Sir F. Sleigh, O.C.B.

,

V.O., ai.ft., 1000

The East India Company was uniformly just

and liberal-handed to its servants. The action of

the British nation towards them has been fitful

tnd uncertain. Ix)rd Clive served the East India

Company from 1744. Ho laid the territorial

loun^tioni of the British Indian empire, and re-

turned to Britain in 1767. At first he was well

received, but he waa subsequently impeached

before Parliament, and only escaped trial by his

death in November 1774. Warren Hastings’

enrice extended from 1760 till his final return to

Britain in 1785. He, too, was well received by
the King and Queen

;
but he, too, was impeached

by Messrs. Burke, Fox, and Sheridan for alleged

acts of oppression. The trial went on for seven

years, and he was acquitted in February 1788.

He lived till 1818. Shortly before his death he

entered the House of Parliament to give evidenee,

and all the members rose from their seats to do
honour to the aged man. Lord Clive had kid

the territorial foundations of the British Indian

empire in Bengal. Warren Hastings was the

administrative organiser of the dominion, re-

organized the Indian service, reformed every
branch of the revenue collections, and created
courts of justice. The Court of Directors allowed
him £4000 a-year.

Army.—The native rulers who preceded the
British, and all the existing chiettr.inciea, have had
strongholds on which they placed reliance

;
and

Clives defence of Arcot, the Bbartpur resistance

to Lord Lake, the Gurkha mountain campaign,
Mulraj in his hold of Multan, all have indicated

that the ways of the people are suitable for that

mode of defensive warfare. The British, likewise,

have formed fortresses at Calcutta, Madras, and
Bombay

;
also strongholds at Dehli, Allahabad,

and Secunderabad
;
and there are many dismantled

forts in various parts of the country, all of which
could bo held against a sudden rush. But tho

British have hitherto largely trusted to their

readiness to hold the open country. The com-
position and strength of the British Indian forces

nave, however, constantly been changed in organi-
zation and strength. From the first appearance
of the British in India, their soldiers have consisted

of European and native troops, the latter being
wholly raised and maintained as a part of the
Indian army. From 1754 till 1861, the European
branch of the army of India has been composed
partly of detachments of royal tvoope of Great
Britain, and in part of Europeans specially raised

for service in India as a paH of the Indian army,
both arms being maintained out of the revenues
of India.

In 1755 the first British regMMst, the SMi
Foot, reschefl India. In 1794 tne Indian armies
numbered 70,000, including 13,500 Europeans.
In 1808, at the end of the Mahratta war, Bepgal
and Madras had each 64,000, and Bombay 26,500

;

total, 154,500 soldiers. In 1844 there were
235,446 native soldiers. In 1857 a mutiny
occurred of almost all the Bengal native army.
At its outbreak, in May of that year, there were
in India, as a nominal establishment.—European
soldiers, 45,000 of all ranks

;
sepoys, 244,000

;

semi - military police, 80,000. About 250,000
native troops arrayed themselves against the

45.000 British and about 60,000 native soldiery

who stood firm. It waa a contest for supremacy,
and it was severe

;
but before the end of the

year a Sikh army from the Fanjab bad ineiwaeed

the reliable native forces to 150,000, before July
1858 the British soldiers had been increased

to 80,000 of all arms, and before the middle of

1859 India was re-won. After that revolt the

established strength was made to stand at about

66.000 Europeans and 120,000 natives of all

ranks
;
and the year 1879-80 saw the respective

numhm at 64,520 and 124,978.

Artillery, . . 12,232 Europ. 902 Nat.

Cavalry,. . . 4,429 „ IS,548 „
Infantry, 47,519 ,, 102,288 ,,

Baginoera and Sappert, . 349 „ 3,246 „

The armies of the princes and chiefs of India

have always far exceeded those of the British,

their numl^rs being about 300,000, fairly drilled

and fairly discipline.

The table given in the London Times of 29th

July 1879 shows the strength of the forces kept up
by the varioiis princes of India, with the popula-

tion nod revenue of the states furnishing these

contingents, viz.
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Rajputana.
States.

TJdaipur, .

Jeynore, . .

Jodnpur, .

Bundi,
Kotahy
Tonk,
Jhalawar,
KarauH, .

Kisbengarh,
Dholporo,
Bharatpur,
Alwar,
Bikanir, .

Jaiaalmir,

Sirohi,

Dongarpore,
Ban8wars,

Partabgarh,

Baroda, .

Kolhapur,
Kachb, .

Katbyawar,

Population. Revenue. Cavalry. Infry. Guns.

, 1,161,400 £400,000 6,240 15,100 538
. 1,900,000 3t)0,000 3,530 10,500 312

. 1,783,600 175,000 5,600 4,000 220

. 220,000 60,000 200 2,000 68

. 433,000 250,000 700 4,600 119

. 182,000 80,000 430 2,288 53

, 220,000 14.5,000 400 3,,500 90

. 188,000 30,000 400 3,200 40

70,000 60,000 150 2,000 36

. 600,000 60,000 610 3,650 32

. 6.50,000 210,000 1,460 8„500 38

. 1,000,000 160,000 2,280 5,633 351

. 639,000 60,000 670 940 53
73,700 50,000 500 400 12

65,000 80,900 375 350

, . 100,000 75,000 57 632 4

. 150,000 300,000 60 500 3

. 160,000 26,240 276 950 12

Western India.

. 1,710.400 600,000 8,098 11,000 .30

. 646,156 100,000 154 1,502 258

. 409,622 150,000 300 600 38

. 1,476,686 1,000,000 8,033 16,306 508

CsNTRAL India.

Gwalior, . . 2,500,000 931,000 6,058 16,060

Indore, . . 676,000 300,000 3,000 5,600
Bhopal, . . 663,656 137,625 1,194 4,766

Dhar, . . . 125,000 43,700 370 790
Dewar, . . 26,000 42,500
Rewa, . . 1,280,0(K) 225,(KK) 905 2.600

Minor States, 436,000 265,000 2,677 22,163

Southern India.

Hyderabad, 10,668,800 2,000,000 8,202 36,890 725
Mysore, . . 5,055,412 1,082,000 35 1,000 6
Travanoore, 1,262,647 428,.500 60 1,211 6
Cochin, . . 400,000 105,749 300 3

Cis-SuTLKJ States,

Pattiala, . . 1,586,000 300,000v

Jhind, . . . 311,000 400,0001
Nabha, . .

Kalsia, . .

276,000
62,000

400,000’
13,000

j

^3,191 7,185 141

Malair Rotla, 462,000 10,000/
Faridkot, . . 61,000 7,600/

Kashmir, . . 1,600,000 65,000 1,393 18,436 96

Bahawulpur,. 365,000 30,000 360 2,484 80
Kapurthala,

.

, 212,721 57,700'
)Mandi, . .

Chamba, .

. 139,259

. 120,000
30.000
12.000

1 300 3,276 27

Sakit, . . 44,652 8,000.)

Minor Chiefs
,
2,445,492 857,200 4,000 18,000 302

Total, 44,082,002 12,173,614 64,172 241,063 6252

In addition to the troops which the princes and Oudh,

chiefs retain for their own purposes, several of t^ntral Proyinces,

them subsidise parts of the British Indian army
; p^khM

*^*^'^^***’ . . . * .

and, in the year 188(V-8l, their tribute, chouth, other countries
oon^bution. for the W of lood corp. end boc-

Fm,nti*b Fobc. ArtU^, C.
cession fees amounted to £742,200, Infantry.

It has been suggested that the troops of the N.W. Frontier beyond British territory,

princes should consist of their own subjects, re- within „
stricted to the number required for their own Derajat, .

•
,

• •

territorie. and that Aey should be kept at the S“C£”atogn^,;.ndentSt.t.;
highest state of discipline, and well armed, so as territories

Bengal Sappers and Miners, Artillery, Cavalry, and
Infantry.

N.W. Frontier, beyond British territory, 703

,, within ,, ,, 1,660
Derajat, 613
Panjah proper and Haaara, . . 15,516
Cis Sutfej, including Independent States, 4,696
Dehli territories, 4,241
N.W. Provinces, including Eohilkband, 6,420
Oudh, 9,104
Nepal, 4,836
Central Provinces, .... 648
Lower 1,601
Assam, 366
Other countries, . . . . . 16 .50,419

Madras Sappers and Miners, Cavalry,
and Infantry.

Northern Circars, 11,977
Central Oamntic, 8,600
Southern 2,780
Bara Mahal,...... 860
Ceded DistrioU 1,857
Mysore, 1,890
Tanjorc, Madura, Tinnevelly, . . 2,145
Other countries 051 31,1*50

Nair Brigade, Tanjore, Madura, and Tinnevelly, 1,434

Mysore Troops, from Mysore (2462), Northern
Circars (278), Ceded Diitriots, Carnatic,
and Bara Mahal, 2,012

Bombay Sappers and Miners, Artillery,

Cavalry, and Infantry.

N.W. Frontier, beyond British territory, 207

„ within ,, ,, 245
Derajat, 95
Fanjab proper and Hasara, . . . 2,230
Cis Sutlej, including Independent States, 14
Dehli territories, . . . . . 1,107
N.W. Provinces, including Rohilkband, 1,001
Oudh, 1,915
Nepal, 2
Central Provinces, . . . , 419
l^ower Provinces, 124
Assam, 12
Konkan, 10,662
Dekhan, 6,155
Oujerat, 657
Sind, 702
Other countries, 14 25,651

Hyderabad Contingent, Artillery, Cavalry,
* and Infantry.

N.W. Provinces beyond British territory, 9
,, within ,, 3

Panjab proper and Hasara, . . 255
Ilehli territories, 383
N.W. Provinces and Bohilkhand, . Oil
Oudh, 2,244
Ontral Provinces, 58
Lower Provinces, . , . , . 16
Dekhan, 3,414
Other countries, 203 7,496

Panjab Frontier Force, Artillery, Cavalry,
and Infantry.

N.W. Frontier beyond British territory, 705

„ within „ . 1,616
Derajat, 93
Paniab proper and Hazara, . . 7,875

highest state of discipline, and well armed, so as

to be able to hold their own dominions against any
foreign aggression, whilst the British attended to

the general defence of India. Of the 7428 strength
j

Nepal

Dehli territories,

N.W. Provinces, including Rohilkhand
Oudh,

of the Hyderabad Contingent, more than half have
’ all the men
British tern-

been recruited in Hindustan. Nearly all the men
in the Bhooal regiments belong to British terri-

I

tories
;
ana recruits for the Nair Brigade are

obtained from Tanjore, Madura, and Tinnevelly.

In 1882, the native non-comroisBionod officers,

Central Provinces,
lA>wer Provinces,

Bhopal Battalion.
Derajat,
Panjab proper.

CiS'SutieJ, including Independent States,
Dehli territories, .....

drummers, buglers, rank and file, serving in the •

British Indian army, hod been drawn fn>m the Oentral Provinces
follow ing proTinces Low«r ProTineet,

’
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Central India Horbk.
N.W. Frontier beyond British territory, 24

,, and TraDB-lndu* witiun ,, 22
Derajat 3
Panjab proper and Hazara, . . . 241
Cis Sutlej, including Independent States, C9
Debit territories, 402
N.W. Provinces and Hohilkhnnd, . . 48
Oudh, 38
Central Provinces, Ifi6

Other countries, 1 1,007
Malwa Bhil Corps, 536
Mbwar Bhil Corps, 699
Ebinpuha Irregular Force, Panjab, Dehli, N.W.

Provinces, Oudh 856
Deolek, . . , . . , . . 857
Mhairwara Battalion, 849

138,285

—The Natives of Brilish India have hitherto

been largely employed in the British Indian arrnicB,

because they have l>ccn considered equal to any
troops that could be brought against them, and
because of their comjiarative clieapness, being
healthier, and receiving smallor pay. The follow-

ing are the annual coats of an artillery, cavalry,

and infantry soldier of the native army :

—

Bengal, . . .

Artillery. Cavalry.
R8.40113 9

Infantry'.

Ra. 1.551 11
Madras, . . f)12i00» 173 14\5<

Bombay, . . R8.H;r>*5-8 473 13 5> 184 7 4^

Paiijab, . . . 1(;9 5‘4‘ 397 ‘6 T> 141 26
Hyderabad Con-

tingent, . . 158 14 n 47C14-5 162 -57
Central India, 371131 137 2 -8

Rajputaoa
Agency, . . 385 10 10 140*9*2

Average yearly. Ks.164 1311 R«.44(VO 3 Rs.l56*6*4
Monthly, . . 1.8 n 9 30 10 ‘3 130*6

1 Hnts providt'd by tho HUte.
• Clothing, Mrcoutreuieiit)*, hutting, horsea, provided by the

Bute.
• Good conduct pay, good shooting, not allowed to Bombav

Native Cavalry.
• Do. Including rations at Aden and Burma.

The military charges vary with tlio conditions
of peace or war, but the following table of military
exj^nditure of the three years before tho mutiny
and of tho latest available years, will show the
groas military charges during peace and war *

In India. At Home. Total. I

£ £ £
1854-66, 9,601,408 1,669,821 U,261,229'>
1868-66, 10,0l9.4:«i t.672.767 11,402,1»3' V Poao«.

1866-

67, 11,013,121 1,770,038 12,78.3,160; 1

1867-

68, 15,669,926 1,165,968 18,736,883 1

1868-

69, 21,080,948 1,368,85626,440,804 ^Mutiny.
1860-00, 20,909, :<07 1,7.30,904 23,040,301 j

1874-76, 11,767,381 1,617,778 16,376,169 1

1876-76, 11,726,204 1,683,19618,808,460 tl’enoo.

1876-

77, 11,847,191 3,944,921 18,792,1 12 /

1877-

78, 12.368,611 4,281.26016.339,761 ) ProimrlnB

1878-

79, 18,109,663 .1,982,936 17,002,488 f for War.

1879-

80, 17,423,938 4,288,924 21,712,862 \

1880-

81, 23,911,.394 4,174.808 28,080,202 > War.

1881-

82, 1 4,044,800 4,086,100 18,730,000 '

)

Difflcultlea are experienced in eepnrating ordi-

Darj and war expenditure^ but the total cost of

the Afghan war of 1879-82 has been estimated

at £21,611,000^ namelj, £17^661,000 for military

operations, and £4,060,000 for frontier railways.

In their wars the East India Company hadl^n
almost continuously sucoessful. A reverse was
sustained by a brigade in Afghanistan in 1842,

and many thonsand soldiers and followers perished

In retreat. But the most severe trial occurred in

1857 and 1858, in which years the Bengal native
army revolted, and many of the Hindu and Maho-
metlan races rebelled. Much has been put for-
ward as to the cAuse of that disaffection. In the
Iieginning of 1857 the number of British soldiers

had fallen very low. The British regiments
withdrawn from India for the operations against
Russia had not been replaasd in India, and the
recruits to maintain the full strengths of the
regiments remaining in India bad not been sup-
plied, and it baa been supposed that the dis-

affected soldiery of the Bengal army took that

opportunity to revolt
;
but a general impression

has been that it had its suggestion in the losses

during the Afghanistan and Hanjab wars, though
doubtless a great change had been effected in the

I

tenifier of a naturally arrogant oriental race, who
respect, almost worship, might, by introducing
amongst them rules and regulations suitable only
for an army drawn from nations advanced in

!

civilisation.

The contest for supremacy was severe and long
continued. In May 1857 there were on the estab-
lishment in India—European soldiers, 45,000 of
all ranks, furnishing about 86,000 rank and
file

;
native army, 244,000 ;

semi-military police,

80.000
;

and about 250,000 sepoys arrayed
themselves against 46,000 EuropeaoB and about
60.000 reliable native soldiery. The latter, before
the end of 1857, were increased to about 160,000,
by the addition of a Sikh army from the Panjab,
and before July 18i)8 there were over 80,000
British soldiers in India. The successive features

of tho revolt aud ro-establishment of authority
were as under :

—

Revolt oommoncod at Barmckpur by the 19th Ben.
N.I., 26th Fob. 1867.

Outbreak of the native cavalry at Meerut, 10th May
1857.

Dehli miui8a.cre occurred llih May 1857.
At Ghari-ud-Din Nuggur tho muiiuoeni were de-

feated on the 30th May 1857.
The Bhnhjahanpur masBaore occurred Slit May 1867.
6tb Juno 1857—Mutiny at Jhanai

; on the 8th the
masnacro occurred.

Mnesacre at Oawnpur of the Futtehgbur fugitivM,
12th June 1857.

Maaaacre at Gwalior occurred 14th June 1857.
MasBaore of the Britiah at Cawnpur by Nana Rao,

27th June 1857.
Maa«aore at Cawnpur, 16th July 1857, by Nana Rao,

of liriiiah women and children,
20th Augunt 1807—Dehli recaptured.
laioknow entered 25th Auguat 1^7, by Generals

Havelock and Outram.
Dohll awaultod 14th bopt. 1867.
Lucknow roliovod by General Havelock, 25th Sept.

1857.

Thu Noooiid relief of Lucknow effeotod by Sir Colin
Uampbell, 17th Nov. 1857.

Cawnnur relieved by Sir Oolin Campbell, 28th Nov.
1 A57

,
and the Gwalior Uontingent routed.

Thu baitlo of NawabganJ in Oudh. 14th June 1858.
Gwalior recaptured by Sir Hugh Hose, ^th June

1858.

10th April 1861—Tho Indian and British*Kuropoaa
armies wei amalgamated, and the native armlet
roorganUod.

Since the suppression of the mutiny, the relative

proportions of the European and native troops have
Wn changed. The European and native forces in

India were as under In the years

—

Europeans. Natives. Europesna Natives.
1839-40, fe,604 199,839 1866-59, 1&,290 19A,243

1842-48, 46,726 220,947 1866-66, 73,362 131,317

186(^67, 45,522 232,224 11881-82, 66,066 126,894
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In 185? there were on the establishment, or

authorized strength, 6944 European and 8963

native artillery
;
3136 European and 30,473 native

cavalry. But since the revolt of the native army,

the policy has been to augment the European arm,

remove all native soldiers from the scientific corps,

and reduce their numbers.

The composition and establishment of the Indian

army in 1857, 18G5, 1879-80, and 1881-82, were

as under :

—

’ 1867. 1866. I 1879-80.
1

1881 -82.

Eur. Na. Eur. Na. Eur. Na. Eur.
1

Na.

Art, 6,944 8,963 13,672 1,466 12,232 902 11,141 1,943

CSV., 8,136 80,473 6,274 14,674 4,420 18,548 4,632 16,739

Inf., 83,254 185,047 48,946 99,353 47,619 ^102,283 46,866 94,256

Staff, H, k C., 1,406 1,404

Engln eersii Saps., 438 2,853 849 8,245 649 8,619

Inval.j, Veta., Wrnt

,

1,145 136

Totsi, 43,334 224,483 71,880 118,345 64,620 124,978 84,7281115,957

In 1796 the formation was tried of double

battalions, and this continued till the early part

of the 19th century.

In 1882 four cavalry and eighteen infantry

regiments were reduced, and, excluding local

corps, the establishment was fixed at 31 cavalry

ana 113 infantry regiments, with eight European*

officers to 660 natives of all ranks in the cavalry,

and to 822 natives in the infantry.

Revenue ,—Up to the year 1856 the increase of

territory had been so continuous, that any com-
paring of the revenue, expenditure, end debt, of

preceding with those of subsequent years, would
ne uninstructive, except as a matter of history.

Since 1792-93, the Carnatic, the Ceded Districts,

most of the Dekhan territory ruled over by the

Peshwas, the greater part of the North-West
Provinces, all the Panjab and Sind, the Central

Provinces, part of Burma, Assam, Tcnaaserim,

Orissa, Oudn, Satara, and other parts, have been
added to British territory

;
and even since 1849,

when the Panjab wars closed, about a hundred
thousand square miles of territory have fallen to

the paramount power, with a population of over

seventeen millions.

It may, however, be interesting from a
historical point of view, to contrast the oondiUons
of 1792-8, 1868-9, and 1881-2.

Year. Gross Revonue. Gross Charffoa,

1792-3, . £*8,226,028 £6,940,^3
1868-9, . 61,667,668 64.431.688
1881-2, . 70,981,000 74.999,000

The following have been the amounts of revenues,
charges, and debt since 1889-40:

—

Year. Total Receipts.
Total Cbarget In
India a England.

Debt
MilUona.

1839-40 £20,124,038 £22,228,011 29
1845-46 24,270,608 26,662,738 38
1849-W 27,522.344 26,960,988 45
1855-56 30,817,528 81,637,530 50
185fi-59

1859-60 39,705,822 51,86i,720 89
1860-61 94
1861-62 43,829,472 43,8iM,100
1862-68 45,143,752 46,143,762 96
1868-64 44,613,032 44,613,032 90
1864-65 45,652,897 45,846,418 90
1865-66 48,935,220 48,935,220 90

'66 7 (11 mo.) 42,122,433 44,639,924 93
1867-68 48,534,412 50,144,569 95
1868-69 49,262,691 53,407,334 96
1869-70 50,901,081 63,382,026 101

Amounts of revenues, charges, and debt since

1839-40, continued—
Year. Total Receipts.

Total Charges in

India k England.
Debt.

Millions.

1870-71 £51,413,686 £49,930,696 104

1871-72 60,110,215 46.986,038 106

1872-73 * 50,219,489 48,453,817 105

1873-74 49,598,253 51.405,921 107
1874-76 60,570,171 50,2.50,974 118
1875-76 61,310,06.3 49,641,118 122
1876-77 55,995,785 68,178,663 127
1877-78 68,969,301 62,512,388 134

1878-79 66,199,602 63,165,356 137

1879-80 68,484,666 69,667,616 153
1880-81 167

The following will show that there have been

great alterations in the Home Charges, owing to

financial operations and changes in the rate of

exchange:

—

Year. In India. In Britain. Year. In India. In Britain.

1839-40. £19,649,045 £2,578,966 1869-70,£42,79l,018£10,59l,013
1845-46, 22,018,671 8,044,067 1876-76, 44,008,789 9,902.968

1849-60, 24,210,061 2,760,937 1879-80, 68,108,249 24,654,668

1855-56, 28,372,901 8,264,829 1880-81, 66,331.600 14.991,677

1869-60, 44.622,269 7,239,461 1881-82, 68,673.400 16,426,600
1865-66, 41,120,924 6,048,228

Land Tenure .—During all ages, the rulers of

India have regarded the land as the property of

the state, and the bulk of the public revenues has

ever been obtained from it In 1866 it furnished

more than one-half of the total revenues of the East

India Company. In 1864-66, during which other

taxes were levied, out of a total of £46,652,897,

the large revenue of £20,087,728 was obtained

from the land. In 1878-79, when the ordinary

revenue amounted to £58,624,872, that from
the land was £22,880,586. Daring the 18 years

ending 1878-79, the ordinaiy revenue has been
increasing, other branches of revenue having im-
proved faster than that of the land. In that period

the land ranged between £19,570,147 in 1862-63
and £22,880,586 in 1878-79, but the total revenue
ranged between £43,829,472 iu 1861-62 and
58,624.372 in 1878^79.

There are three great forms of tenure on which
the land is held, viz. the xamindari, the pattadari,

and the rrotwari. The last-named prevails in

Madras and Bombay, but in the North-West Pro-
vinces and in the Saugor and Nerbadda territories,,

the lamindari and pattadari tenures exist co-

eztensively. In Madras and Bombay, therefore,

there is a joint ownership of the ryot cultivator

and the Government.
Under native rulers, a fixed proportion of the

gross produce was taken
;
but the British Indian

Government deals with the surnlus or net produce
which the estate may yield alter deduoUng the

expenses of cultivation
;
and the directions to the

revenue aettlement officers provide that at least

one-third of this net produce shall always be left

to the cultivator as bis profit The native powers
usoally took at least a half of the produce, and
not infrequently more

;
the British nuers have re-

duced the charge to an average ofabout 6 per cent.

The late Jamea Mill, writing on this p^ of the

revenne, remarked : * As far as this sonroe goes,

the people of the country remain untaxed. The
wants of Government are supplied without any
drain either upon the produce of any man’s labour
or the produce of anv man’s capital.’ Except the

British, under the administrations of Lord Corn-
wallis and Lord Canning, dnring whose govern-

ments were introduced systems of permanent
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eeitlements of portions of the country and a right
to purchase free holdings, every dynasty has kept
this source of revenue intact. Granta of the
royalties of the lands, in the form of jaghir, were
usual

;
but the joint-proprietorship in the soil has

remained in the hands of the communities and
descendants of tlio individuals who cleared it a
thousand years ago. Although Mahomedon
dynasties have been ruling largo portions of India
for a thousand years, Mahomedans of Arab, Turk,
or Moghul descent, have few lands. Converts to

Mahomodanism from Indian races, and Pathan,
Brahui, and Baluch tribes, retain tlicir proprietory
customs.

In Bengal, in 1703, Lord Cornwallis made a
permanent settlement with zamindars, a cla.ss of

middlemen whom he found collecting land re-

venues, by which these pay direct to Government
a sum equal to a little more than one- half what
they receive os rent. By that measure Govern-
ment ceased to have any direct participation in

the agricultural improvement of that part of the
country. Statesmen have deemed that arrange-
ment a grave error, which has lost to the State

several millions of revenue yearly
;
and there is

now much show of reason in the contention that

the landowners might reasonably be calle<l to con-
tribute more largely than at present to the exj)ense8

of the State. The land is a source of revenue on
which the State can, in all circumstances, con-

fidently rely, and than which none is more easily

collected or more willingly paid
;
and the most

recent orders permit a redemption only for the

land needed for dwelling-houst's, factories, gardens,

plantations, and similar restricted purposes.

About 1839, a thirty years’ lease was made in

the N.W. Provinces, and tliis hns been followed
in the Pan jab. It is estimated that in this mcnle

the assessment w’as about two * thirds of the

surplus, after deducting tlie expenses of cultiva-

tion, profits of stock, and wages of labour
;
and in

the whole or any part of his holding at pleasure.

Where, however, as in Bengal and the North-
Western Provinces, a landlord class inUTvenes
between the Government and the occupant of the

soil, great uncertainty as to the tenants’ riglits

prevails, and gross oppression is frequently

practised. The attention of the Indian Govern-
ment has been long directed to the subject. But
though there are certainly not less than six

million peasants in Bengal with small holdings,

their troubles and grievances are borne with un-
broken silence and in unquestioning submission
to the law.

The North-Western Provinces and the Punjab
have practically one land system. In that part of

India, the village community has preserveti its

integrity more completely than elsewhere. Go-
vernment therefore recognises the village, and not

the zamiudar’s estate or tlic ryot’s field.

Oudh, the Indian province most recently

acquired, has a peculiar land systeni, arising out

of its local history. The Ourlli talukdars resemble
English lamllordB more closely even than do the

zamindars of Bengal.

How to provide revenue for legitimate State

expenditure is a constant subject of thought to the

rulers. The poverty of India makes it a country in

which it is a matter of extreme difficulty to raise

the necessary revenue. New taxes are not ejisily

found, and they are accepted with great unwilling-

ness. The country needs opening up by roads, rail-

roads, and navigation canals; improvements of

rivers and of channels, education and sanitation,

are urgently needed
;
and to accomplish these,

nmney luw been obtained by loans. Up till the

j

years of the mutiny, the public debt was usually

I

about eighteen or twenty months of the amount
of the gross revenue. Since the mutiny, the

debt has been equal to twenty-five or twenty-six

months’ revenue :

—

Year, Gross lU:v. Debt. ' Year. Gross Ilev. Debt.

the revised settlements it was reduced to one-half

the yearly value.

In the Madras Preshlency the zamindari tenure
exists in a few localities, but principally in the

Northern Circars, since the settlement of 1802.

Another system, that of village - renters, is in

operation, in wliich the villagers stand in the

place of the zamindar. In the Madras ryotwar
feystem, the Government, os the joint landlord,

treats direct with the holder, who is recognised ns

the proprietor so long as he pays the regulated

nssesbrnent. He can sub-let, sell, transfer, or

mortgage it. The assessment is fixed in money,
and does not vary from year to year, unless when
water is obtained from a Government source of

irrigation. An annual settlement is made, not to

reassess the land, but to determine upou how
much of his holding the ryot shall pay.

In Bombay the ryotwar system prevails, but the

assessment is open to revision every 30 years.

llicbUuiro pw
A»Te

Qa dry land
4^d. and on irri-

gated land 58.

Wl|ere the occupants hold directly of the State,

as in the Bombay and Madras Presidencies and

parts of Upper India, the tenure is secure:

tenants* improvements cannot be made the ground

of enhancement, and the tenant can surrender

X> A. Jt.

1812-13, 16,336,290 30,313,311 1871 72, 00,110,215 106,981,569
1S20-21, 21,3.V2,241 33,010, 0.*)! 1S72-73, 00,219,489 105,470,986
1S;{0-31, 22,019,310 30,880,147 1873-74, 49,098,253 107,034.903

IS40-41, 20,8.51,07 3 31,233,496 1 874-70, 60, .570.171 118,446,992
IK50-51, 27.625,300 49,3 19, 347 1H7.0-76, 61,310,063 122,570,014

1300-01, 42,728,601 93,036,688 1876-77, 65,995,185 127,320,169

48,053,17 8 94,055,358 1 877-78, 68,969,301 134,631,558

1808-

00. 48,531,763 93,583,155 1878-79, 65,199,602 137.868,043

1809-

70, 50,901,081 .. 1870-80, 68,484,066 151,728,065

Kxcl. nutliiy oil pnHluct, work«. 18.30-81,72,559,978

1870-71, 51,413,680 104.437,274

Of the amount i-aised for revenue, 24 millions iu

no sense represent taxation, being derived partly

from opium, partly from the earnings of public

works, and the rest from the gross receipts of

departments, such as the post-office, which are

on the whole an expense to the state. It in no
case exceeds 7J per cent, of the value of the

gross produce
;

in Madras it is little over 6

per cent,, and in the Panjab 6*6 per cent,
;
while

in Bengal and the Central Provinces it sinks to

less than 4 per cent. The other items of taxation

bring up the total incidence to 48
.
per bead of the

population. Dividing it into classes, and appor-

tioning each tax among the classes who pay it, it

may be said generally that the landed class pay,

including land revenue, 5s. 6d. per head; the

labourers pay 7d. per head on salt, or, assuming

a family of three persons, la. 9d., equivalent to

about four days* wages of a man and his wife.

Artisans contribute 2b. apiece, or say the earnings

of five working days
;
iradera, Ss. fid.
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In 1878-79 the total gross revenue was
£58,024,379.

Ijanci revenue,
Tribute! and contribution! from Native

States,

Forest timber and ]>roducts, alno ttawn,

and miscellaneous, ....
Opium, ....
Services of law,

,, telegraph,....
,, poet office,

p railways, ....
Public works, ...
(yanals, irrigation, ...
Other sources,

£22,330,586

703,600

005,433
9,309,401

1,091,734
426,694
911,806
10,822

571,076
168,619

22,404,548

About £19,000,000 was raised by taxation, viz.:

Capitation tax in Burma, . . . £
Assessed taxes, 900,920
Customs, 2,326,561
Excise on spirits and drugs, . 2,619,349
Provincial rates, ..... 2,638,836
Stamps (judicial), .... 3,110,540
Salt 6,941,120

In that year the total incidence of taxation on
the 200,000,000 of population was under 28. per

head ; adding the land revenue, the total burden
was about 48. per head.

'I'he salt revenue ia entirely an impost of . the
British Indian Government, and the quantities

and the duties were as under :

—

1888-S9, 22,783,369 6,46,40,840

1869-

70, 22,646,384 6,71,60,030

1870-

71, 23,030,790 6.92,98,280

1871-

72, 22,783,285 6,73,50,160

1872-

78, 23,673,348 6,91,69,626
1878-74, 23,664,703 6,88,87.027
1874-76, 23,972,620 6,91,96,094

1875-

70, 26,742,230 6,88,99,582

1876-

77, 26,457,369 6,99,44,050

1877-

78, 24,715,214 6,20,10,253

1878-

79, 26,430,794 6,62,45,882

1879-

80, 27,818,743 6,92,48,000

1880-

81, 27,240,489 6,73,60,004

It is a tax which is recognised to press unequally

on the means of the people, and there have been
repeated modidcations of it. In 18H2-3, the salt

duty was reduced to a uniform rate of Its. 2 per
maund everywhere except Burma and the Trans-
Indus districts of the Pauiab, where the existing

lower rates are maintained. This involved a re-

duction of duty amounting to 30 per cent, in

Bengal, and to 20 per cent elsewhere. The loss

of revenue was estimated at £1,423,000, but
this has not been the result. The chief blot

on Indian taxation is that it falls too heavily

on the poor, and leaves many of the wealthy
classes wholly untouched. A rich person, for

instance, with a couple of millious in the funds,

pays literally no taxation but an infinitesimal

charge on the salt which his family consume.
The revenue from opium has been as under :

—

Y(«r. . Receipts. Charges.

1861-

62, it6,S69,269 XI,449,466

1862-

63, 8,066,476 1,866,278
1803-64, 6,331,999 2,806,493
1864-66, 7,361,406 2,876,981

1866-

06, 8,618,264 1,894,270

*.«>».«» ».»n,as»

1867-

68, 8,923,668 1,874,121

1868-

69, 8,463,866 1,720,111

1869-

70, 7,953.098 1,820,688

1870-

71, 8,046,459 2,014,426

I CM.

1871-

72, £9,263,869 £1,696,646

1872-

73, 8,684,691 1,814,268
1878-74, 8,324,879 2,001,280
1874-76, 8,666,629 2,341,646
1876-76, 8,471,425 2,218,566

1876-

77, 9,122,460 2,841.647

1877-

78, 9,182,722 2,661,266

1878-

79, 9,399,401 1,698,7.30

1879-

80, 10,.810,162 2,067,492

1880-

81, 10,480,061 2,028,737

The opium manufactured in British territory is

a Oovemment monopoly; but about an equal
quantity is prepared m Native States, on which a
heavy transit duty is levied. It produces a net
sum of £6,000,000 to £7,000,000, which is raised
without the smallest hardship, without the smallest
suffering, without the smallest complaint from
the people of India, and, indeed, is almost the
only source of revenue which can be raised in

India without iiiAicting some hardship and causing

a great deal of discontent. It has been regarded

by many persons in Britain as differing from
spirits and other drugs, but there is no difference

betw'een them.
f.angunges .—The langtJagcs of British India

have been investigated by many of the learned

of Europe, and a fairly continuous series of in-

scriptions on rocks, on pillars, and on copper
plates, enable us to trace back the Indian

alphabets to the 3d century B.c. The Asoka
inscriptions, 2.50 B.C., were in two characters.

The northern variety, or Ariano-Pali, is recog-

nised to be of Phoenician origin
;

the southern

variety, or Indo-Pali, ia believed by some scholars

to be of w'cstern origin, others holding it to be

an independent Indian alphabet; and an attempt

baa been made by General Cunningham to trace

its letters back to an indigenous system of hiero-

glyphics in prehistoric India.

Arabic is the only one of the Semitic tongues

to any extent used, and even that only in the

Koran, as the sacred book of the Mahomedans.
Sanskrit is known to all tlie learned Brahmans of

India, and is the language of their sacred texts.

Neither Arabic nor Sanskrit is vernacular. But
the Sanskritoid tongues, Hindi, Urdu, Bengali,

(hitchi, Gujerati, Konkani, Mahratti, have many
infused Arabic and Persian words, and the Urdu
has grown out of the union of all of these. The
Hindi abounds in Sanskrit words, and has many
dialects. The tongues spoken in the whole of

Upper India, including tl»e Panjab, from the

Himalayan to tl»e Vindhyan range, may be said to

be Hindi, as also the languages of Kaniaou and
Garhwal, all along the sub Himalayan range as

far as the Gogra river
;
the impure dialect of the

Gurkhas, the Brij-bhasa (or Bxika, as it is pro-

nounced on the Ganges), the Panjabi, MuJtaui,

Sindi, Jataki, Herati, Marwari, and, it is said,

Konkani. The Bengali is a form of Hindi, but so

highly polished as to be classed as a distinct

tongue ; and Baluchi and Pu-ihtu have relations

with the Sanskritoid tongues. At the close of

the census of 1871, it was estimated that 41

millions were speaking Bengali, 4 millions Urya,
2 millions Assamese, GO millions Hindi, and 40
millions (40,882,537) Urdu. These and their

dialects comprise the l^guages of the Aryan stock.

Dr. Hunter (Imp. Gaz.) Bupposes the languages

of the non-Aryan races to inaicatethat the earlier

occupants of India belonged to three great stocks,

which he designates the Tibeto-Burman, Kolarian,

and Dravidian. He says of the Tibeto-Burman
tribes, that in some prehistoric time they bad
dwelt in Central Asia, side by side with the

fathers of the Mongolians and the Chinese
;
that

they crossed over the Himalaya into India by the

north-eastern passes, but have continued to cling

to the skirts of the Himalaya and their north-

eastern spurs ; and several of the hill languages

in Eastern l^ngal still preserve Chinese and
MongoUan terms. The Tibeto-Burman tongues
prevail southwards through the Eastern Peninsula,

till they become intermixed with the lion Anam,
and with the Siameee or Tai group, and finally

meet the Malay races in the extreme south of the
Eastern Peninsula. The Tibeto-Burman tribes

have but little amalgamated, some of them being
still in a semi-savage state. The known lan-

guages and dialects in use amongst them are
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nhove a hundred, and only a few of iliein are
written tongues. The principal are the Aka, i

Hiirincee, Cachari or Brxlo, Dhiinal, Garo, Giming,
Kanawari dialects, Khyeng, Kuki dialects, T>ep-

eha, Manipuri, Mikir, Miri, Miahini dialects,

Munni, Naga, Newar, Singpho, Tibetan or
Hhuteah, Tipura or Mrung.
The KolfirianSy another non -Aryan race, are

scattered in the north-eastern |>art8 of Central
India, and in parts of its Wesk>rn Peninsula.
They also are supposed to have entere<i India
through the north-east passes of the Himalaya.
The Santal, tlie largest of the Kol trit>ee, dwell in

the extreme eastern edge of the table-land, where
it slopes down into the Gangetic valley

;
the

Kurku, another Kolarian tribe, inhabit a patch of

country about 400 miles to the west, and the
Sarital and Kurku dialects are almost the same.
The Savara, once a great Kolarian nation, men-
tioned by Ptolemy, are now a broken tribe of

woodcutters, dwelling in the forests of the
northern part of the Eastern Ghats. Other tribes

with dialects of the Kolarian group, are the
Mundari, Ho or Igarka Kol, the Bhumij, the

Korwa, Kharria, the Juang, the Kuri, the Kurku,
and the Mehto. These mark distinct and isolated

tribes, which have never within historic times
held any large portion of the country.

The chief Dravidtan languages are the Tamil,

Telugu, Canarese, Malealain, and Tulu, with

several uncultivated dialects of the Tamil ami
f ’annrese, viz, : Kudaga or Coorg, Toda, Badnga,
Kota, several Gond dialects, also the Kandh or

Ku, the Uraon or Dhangar, and Itajmahali or

Maler, the Yerakala?, Korawa?, Yeoadi, and other

broken tribes.

Neither the time of the incoming of the Dra-
vidian tribes nor the routes which they followed,

are known. They now occupy much of the

northern part and lowland of Ceylon
;
and nearly

all the Western Peninsula, several of them in great

nationalities. Mr. Hislnpand Dr. Caldwell suppose

that they enterc<i India through the N.W. piusses,

and that some Dravidian and Kolarian tribes con-

verged and crossed each other in (Nuitral India,

ultimately taking up tlie positions which the Kol

and the Gond hold in the mountainous tracts there,

—the great boilies of the Dravidians, however,

swerving to the south of the }*eninsuls, and into

(Ceylon. Forty-eight millions of people speak

Dravidian tongues.

The census of 1871 showed the people speaking

Telugu to be 11,(510,000 souls in the Madras Presi-

dency, besides whom the south-eastern jX)r(ion.s

of Hyderabad, westwards toBederand Dangapura,

have Telugu as their vernacular
;
and Teling

colonies are in Mysore, almut three millions more.

1'amil is spoken in tlie Madras Presulency by

14,7 lb,000, with colonies in Ceylon and the Straits,

ami in all the large cantonments of Mysore and

Hyderabad.
I'he Caiiarese-speaking people of the Madras

Prt^sideney number 1,699,000; btit the southern

portion of the Bombay Presulcncy, 2,101,931, and

the S.W. part of the Hyderalmd Dominions, and

most of Mysore, are (^^anarese, and their toUd

number may be millions. Tlie Imp. Gazetteer

says 9 millions; which seems an over-estimate*

Malealain is spoken by 2,324,000 in the Madras ,

Ibesidency, and by about 1/902,533 m the Tra-
j

vaiicoro State.

The Tuliiva people are ceasing to speak Tulu,
only 29,000 now using it, and (540,000 speak the
Uriya ami hill languages.
How languages and dialects become intermixed

even at the present day, is shown by the variety
of tongues spoken in the N.AV. corner of the Pen-
insula, forming part of the Bombay Presidency.
Mahratti is spoken there by 7,761,497 persons;
Gujerati by 3,103,311

;
Canarese by 2,101,931 ;

Hindi by 2,051,726; Hindustani by 871,421;
Baluchi by 149,519; Marwari by 141,229; and
Brahui by 24,520. Other eastern languages are
represented by 5418 persons speaking Araliic, 634
Bengali, 65 Burmese, 310 Chinese, 26 Kashmiri,
26 Kurgi, 325 Malealam, 2052 Is’egro dialects,

13 Nejiali, 23,966 Panjabi, 8498 Pushtu, 4230
Persian, 46.541 Goanese, 2 Singhalese, 2 Uriya,
7830 Tamil, 110,237 Telugu, 595 Tulu, and 203
Turkish. European languages are represented by
26,340 English, 2 Danes, 3 Dutch, 145 French,
322 Germans, 58 Greeks, 80 Italians, 24 Maltese,

4005 Portuguese.
Mr. E. L. Brandreth, in vol. x. of the Royal

Asiatic Society’s Journal for 1877, gives the
following list of the Non-Aryan languages in

Imlia :

—

Dra
Tamil.
7'aniil, ichen.
Malealam.
Telugu.

J Canarese.
(Hadaga.
Tulu.
Kudaga or

Coorg.
Toda.
Kota.

VIDIAN.
Cond dialects, viz.

:

Gaeti.
Rutluk.
Madi.

/ Maha-|

) deo.

)Haj.
\ Maria.
Khondi or Ku.
Oraon or Dhan*

gi^r.

Rajmahal or

Maler.
MisceUaneoui :

Naikude. Yoru-
Kolanii. I kala.

Keika<ii. Gadaba.

Kolarian.
Ban tali.

Mundari.
Ho or
Larka Kol.

Bhumij.
Korwa.
Kharria.
Juang.
Kuri.
Kurku.
Mehto.
Savara.

TiBKTO BI’RMAN.
i. ( Cachari or Bodo. Dungmali,

/ Mech. Kulungya,
( llojai. hong,
<taro.

Pani Koch.
Doori Chutia.
Tipura or Mrung.

ii. f
Tibetan or Bhotia.

< Sarpa.
* IJiopa or Bhutani.
(3iangIo.

Twang.
iii. jGurung.

(Murnii.
'riuikaya.

(Newar.
(Pahri.

Magar.
iv. J.<epcha.

V. Dophla.
Miri.

Abor.
Bhotia or I.o.

VI, Aka.
vii. Mishroi dialecta.

(''hulxkata.

Toffinf/ vr Diyaru,
Mijku.

viii. Dhimal.
ix. Kanawtri dialeots.

Milchan.
Tibtrtl-ad or Bunan.
Sumchu,

Khali ng,
L4Unbich'
Lohorong,

Nuch chcreiig.R4Klong,

RungChenbung,Baiig*
pang, Thulungya,
Wa ling, Yakha.
Linibu.
Sunwar.
Braiiiu.

('hepang,
Vayii.

Kusanda.
\i. Nnga dialect*.

Namsany or Jaipuria.

iBnufHira orJobokii.

iMithun or Muthun.
(Tablung.
(M\iliing.

xii. Naga dialects.

Khari.
Nowjong^
Tenym.
Lhoto.

xiii. Naga dialects.

Anganii.
Jtengnui.

j A rung.

( Kutcha.
liiyang or Koreng.
MarAm.

xiv. Mikir.
XV. Biagpho or Ka Kyen*^

Jill.X. Kiranti, with 17 dialects,

viz. Bahingya, Bal xvi. Burmese ; Mugh of

all, Chhingtaiigya, Chittagong and
Chourasya, Duuii, Kukhong of Arakaii.
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xvii. Kuki dialects.

(Thado.
< Luslui.

(Hallami.

Khycng.
Maniputi.
(Maiing.
iKhoibu.

Arabic, Persian, and Urdu are written in modi-
fications of the same character

;
Sanskrit, Hindi,

Mahratti, similarly; but Gujerati, Bengali, Kar-
nati or Ganarese, Malealam, Tamil, Teiugu,
Tula, and Uriya have each their own writing
character; and since the early part of the 19th
century, propositions have been made to substi-

tute for them all the Roman printed and Italian

cursive characters, but the suggestion has not
been carried out. Sir Erskine Perry, about the
middle of the century, successfully advocated the
introduction of the Arabic numerals in the official

documents of the Madras and Bombay Presidencies.

In summing up this part of the subject, it is

necessary to mention that since the middle of the

19th century every educated native of India aspires
to an acquaintance with the English

;
and the

public examinations for scholastic and collegiate

honours show a comparative neglect of their
respective vernacular tongues.

Literature .—The literature of India has marked
features. In the north, the Indo - Aryan or
Sanskrit language and literature was developed
by the Brahmans. To them the Hindus are
indebted for their sacred Vedic books, with their

Sanhitas, Brahmanas, Sutras, and Upanishads,
and for the later Puranas. The Sanskrit writers
produced works of great beauty in epic, dramatic,
lyrical, and ethno - didactic poetry

;
from early

times, the science of language, philosophy, and
astronomy, were highly cultivated by them.
Medicine seems to have been an independent de-
velopment. They advanced the arts of music,
painting, sculpture, and architecture. Law and
religious worship received great attention

;
and six

darsana or schools of philosophy grew up amongst
them, and are still fully recognised.

During the 18th and 19th centuries, many of
the learned of Europe and India engaged in the
study of the Sanskrit writings; and Aufrecht,
Ballantyne, Bhau-Daji, Buhler, Burnell, Burnouf

,

Colebrooke, Goldstiicker, Haug, Kern, Lassen,
Max Muller, Rajendra I^l, Roer, Rost, Roth,
Schlegel, William Taylor, AVeber, AVestergaard, M.
AVilliams, and H. H. Wilson have been prominent.

Until the middle of the 19th century, it was
customary for Indian students of Sanskrit literature
to commit the books to memory, and manuscripts
older than the 11th century have not been found.
The Vedic hymns detail the mythology and
domestic customs of the East Aryans till their
arrival in India. The Mahabharata, an epic by a
Vyasa, describes a war between the Pandava and
Kaurava branches of the Lunar race. Anotlier
epic, the Ramayana, by Valmlki, relates the exile
of Rama, a Solar prince, and his expedition to the
South to recover Sita, his wife, whom Havana, a
ruler of Ceylon, had carried off, and the recog-
nition of his two sons, Kusa and Lava. The
Puranas relate to modem Hinduism. The Vishnu
Parana is supposed to have been written about
A.D. 1045, and the date of the Bhagavat Purana
is unsettled. Kalidasa, the author of the Raghu-
vansa, the Kumara Sambhawa, the Megha Duta,
and Sakuntala, was the father of the erotic lyric,
JayadevR, author of the Gita Govinda

;
the astro-

nomical works of A'^araha Mibira, Brahmagupta, '

and Brahmacharya
;

and the writings of the

physicians Charaka and Susruta, also of Panini

the grammarian, B C. 800
;
and the stories of

the Vrihat Katha and the drama of the Toy Cart,

the Mrichch^hakati, and Nala and Damayanti, are

known to all Europe. The Hindi vernacular, says

Dr. Hunter, owes its development into a written

language partly to the folk-songs of the peasantry
and the war ballads of the Rajput court bards,

but chiefiy to the literary requirements of the
Vaishnava faith. The three best known sets of

their religious treatises are the voluminous works
ascribed to Kabir (a.d. 1380-1400) and his fol-

lowers, preserved in the Kabir Chaura at Benares

;

also the Grant’h, or scriptures of various Bhagats
or Vaishnava religious founders, especially of Dudu
in Rajputana, and of Naoak and succeeding gurus
of the Sikhs

; and the Bhaktamala, or ^ Garland
of the Faithful,’ compiled by Nabaji about the

fifteenth century, and popularized by Narayan Das
(1627-58), Krishna Das (1713). The Prem Sagar,

one of the Vaishnava sacred love songs, relating

the loves of Radha and Krishna, is prized through-

out all Northern India. Chand, the Hindu court

bard of Prithwi Raja of Dehli (1193), wrote the

Prithwi Raaan, a ballad chronicle, one of the

earliest poems in Hindi.

But iu the south of India the Tamil people,

certainly from the earliest centuries of the Chris-

tian era, developed an inde[)endent literature.

Some of their books, written by Pariahs, take

a very high place in ethics, as the Tolkappayam ;

Kural of Tiruvalluvar, a Pariah
;
the five books of

Auvaiyar, the Matron, also a Pariah
;
the Chinta-

mini; and N annul. The Rev. Dr. Bower says of

Auvaiyar, ‘ She sang like Sappho
;

yet not of

love, but of virtue.’

The literature of foreign countries has also ever

been largely available. Aryans, and Semites, and
Turks, and Moghuls, brought with them the

writings of their own nations, and, while dominant,

contributed largely to the literature of the country.

The Arab, Moghul, Turk, and Pcisian were
decidedly literary. Timur wrote his Institutes;

the autobiography of Baber was written in

Chaghtai Turki
;

Akbar spoke and wrote in

Turki
;
and up to comi^vratively recent times,

the Turk and Persian formed two dUtinct, often

opposing, parties at Dehli. Sir Henry Elliot

and Mr. Dowson’s labours in writing a history

of India, as told by its own historians, have mode
known many Arab authors. Persian, during
the 18th and 19th centuries, was the court

correspondence language of all Mahoroedan and
Hindu rulers; and since the latter years of the

18th century, the dominant British have given to

India numerous works in English, and have marie

widely known the writings of preceding races.

The scheme on which this Cyclopieiia has been
planned requires separate notices of the chief

authors, and their names will therefore be found

in their respective places, but Sir AVilliara Jones,

Mountstuart Elphinstone, Sir Henry Pottiiiger,

and Sir John Malcolm are recognised to have led

the way to history and travels. The better known
of the Asian writers have been as under :

—

Abbaa Khan, Sarwani.
Abdullah, Waaaaf,
Abd-ur-Rahim.
Abd-ur-Kazzaq.
Abu-bFada.
Abud-Fazl

Abu -1-Hasan.
Abu-l-Kaaim Hasan bin
Ahmad, Ansari.

Abu Rihun, al Biruni.

Abu Talib.

Abu Zaid lU'Hasan, Sirafl.
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jAgnstiuh (3 of this name).
Ahmad Yadgar.
Aniara Sinha.
Arnin Raza.
Amir Haidar Husaina.
Amir Khusru.
Amirta.
Amirtasa.
Ananda Bhima.
Ananda Giri.
Ananta.
Angirasa.
Apistambha.
Arya Bhatta.
Aaoka Piyadnsi.
Atbi.

Atri.

Auviyar (3 of this name).
J?aher, Zahir ud Din
Mahomed.

Badarayayana.
Bahadur Singh.
Baihaki.
Baizawi, Abu Saecd Ab-

dullah.

Balhar.
Basava.
Bedpai.
Bharadwaja.
Bharata.
Bhava Buta.
Bharavi.

Bhartihari.
BhriMkaracharya.
Bhatta Narayuna.
Bhrigu.
Biladuri, Ahmad - bin -

Yahya.
Brahmagupta.
Budhayana.
Buddhaghosha.
Callaca.

Gaai Kao,
Ohaitanya,
(.'hand.

(’haraka.
Daki^ha.

Darad.
Dhaiiwantri.
Devala.
Diidu.

P'akhr ud Din, Bina Kiti.

(larg.i.

(IhiiiM ud Din Mahomed,
KItondainir.

Ghulam AH Khan.
(jhtilain Husain Khan.
( Jovinda.

Haliz, Khajah Shams ud-
Ihn,

Haidar Mirza, Doghlat.
Hamad Ullah, Muataufi.
Haii Charan Das.
Harnatn Sin^h.
liarHukh Rai.

]hu liututa.

Ihn Haukal. [Kasim.
Ihn Kurdadba, Abu - 1 •

Ibrahim bin Hariri.

LlriHi.

Inayat Husain.
Inshu.

Intakhri.

Jahangir.
Juimirii.

Jamal - ud - Din Abd - ur -

Raz/atp
Jamadagni.
Jaini, Nur ud Din Abd ur-

liahman.
J aiiaka.

.iatukurna.

.hiiiiiiir.

.lay a iK’va.

Jiv.< Goswaiid.

Jo8ha.sh.

Joannes Damasccnus.
Jugal Kish war.
Jurat.
Juwuiui,
Jye Singh li.

Kahir.
Kalhana.
Kalidasa.

Kampan, author of Chin-
tamini. ?

Kanada.
Kanva.
Kapila.

K a8ya])a.

Katayayaiia.
Kazwini, Zakaria ibn-Ma-
homcd.

Kazi Ahmad.
Khair ud Din Mahomed.
Khakani.
Khuah’hal Ohand.
Kishn Dayal.
Kudrat Ullah,
Kumarila Bhatta,
Kuthumi.
Lakakshi.
Latif,

Lomasha.
Madhavacharya.
Magha.
Mahomed Abd-ul-Baki-ur-
Rahim-un-Nahavandi.

Mahomed Ali.

Mahomed Ali Khan.
Mahomed bin Khawand
Shah bin Mahmud,
Mirkhond.

Mahomed Hadi, Kamwar
Khan.

Mahomed Kasim Hindu
Shah, Feriskta.

Mahomed Raza.
Mahomed Yakub • bin -

Yusuf.
Mauik Kavashar.
Manu.
Manu Lai.

Marichi.
Maruf.
Masudi.
Maulnna Ahmad.
Mftulana Jalol ud Din,

Ruini.

Minhaj us Sirty.

Mir Oliias ud Din Ali.

Mir (Biulam Ali
Mir Masum,
Mir Taki.

Mirza Masita.
Mirza Mahomed Bakhsh.
Mirza Mahomed Mehdi.
Muazzaz.
Mulla Abdul Kadar.
Mulhi Zakhi.
Murari Mistra.
Murtuzzu Husain.
Muzatfar Husain.
Nalodaya.
Nannnya Bhatta.
Naraa.
Nawab Muhabbat Khan.
Nawab Mustajjab Khan.
Niamat Ullah.
Nizami.
Nizam - ud - Din • Ahmad,

Bakslii.

Nnr-ud Din-Lutf Ullah.

Nur ul Haqq.
Omar Khayyam.
I'aksha Dhara.
Tanini.

Barasara.
Bartiiinusi.

Patanjali.

[

Pit-amaha.
Prajapati.

I

Pulalia.

Pulastya.
C^ahindar, Sharf bu Ali.
Ramanand.
Ramanuja.
Ram Uhatarman.
Ram Parsad,
Rashid ud- Din.
Rasakh.
Rustam Ali.

Saadat Yar Khan.
Sada Sukh.
Sadi, Shaikh Masalah-ud-

Din.
Sadik, Isfahani.
Sulihotra.

Sambartta.
Sampan tar.

Sankaracharva.
Sanip Ghana.
Satananda.
Sauda.
Sawan Singh.
Sayyid Ahmad Khan.
Sayyid Mahomed Bakir

Ali Khan.
Sayyiil Sabir Ali.

Sayyid Sultan Ali.

Shan Nawaz Khan.
Shaikh Abu-l-Faiz, Faizi.

Shaikh Mubarak.
Shaikh Zain.
Shams-i-Siraj, Aftf.

Shanka.
Sharf ud-din, Yiutdi.

Shatapa.
Shoo Das.
Sheo Parshad.
Shisupala Badba.
Siva Prikasa Tesikar.

Soorjee.

Soz.

Sri Harsba.
Subhan Rai.
Sudraka.
Siiliman the Merchant.
Sultan Firoz Shah.
Sumantu.
Sviruj.

Susruta.
Swayambhuva.
Tandava Murtti.
Tan Sen.
Taranatha.
Timur.
Tiruvalluvar.
Tolkappiyanar.
Tulsi-Das.
Trivikrama-Bhatta.
Umrao Singh.
Ungira.
llshira.

Valabhachari.
Valmiki.
Vann Bhatta.
Varaha-Mihira.
Vnrnruchi.
Vaahistti.

Vatsyyayana.
Vemana.
Vishnu,
Visva Mitra.

Vrihaspati.
Vyndi.
Vyasa (28 of this name).
Wali.
Yahya bin Abd-ul-Latif.

Yahya bin Abd • Ullah,
Sirhindi.

Yajnavulkyn.
Yusuf Mahomed Khan.
Zia ud Din, Banri.

All Hew books in India are registered under
Act XXV. of 1867, and the publications in 1878
were 4913, and in i879, 4869, as under:—
Biography, .

Drama, . .

Fiction, . .

History, . .

Language,
Law, . . .

Medicine,. .

Miscellaneous,

Philosophy, .

Poetry, . .

Politics, . .

1878. 1879.

22 29
175
182
96
612
249
128

146
209
143
645
226
158

1042 1065
43 90

604 691

7 8

1878. 1879.

1502 1256
ia5 146
114 53

Rcdigion, . . .

Science, . . .

,, Natural, ,

Travels and Voy
ages, . . . .

Viz. in English
and European, 576 523

Vernacular, . . 3148 8008
Indium classics, . 516 524
Diglot, etc., . . 673 814

j

A few officers of the East India Ooruftany’s

service—Gilchrist and Roebuck for Urdu, Brown
and Morris for Telugii, and Molesworth for Mah-
ratti—have done much to purify the vernacular
tongues. The Christian missionaries have pre-

pared hundreds of works, suited both for schools

and for general circulation, in the fifteen most
prominent languages of India and in several of

their dialects
;
they are the compilers of several

dictionaries and grammars, and they have written

important works on the native classics and the

Hindu and Buddhist systems of nhilosophy.

During the ten years from 1852, they iasued

1,634,940 copies of the Scripture.^, chiefly single,

and 8,604,033 school-books and books for general

circulation. During the ten years between 1862
and 1872, they issued 3410 new works in thirty

languag(J8, and circulated 1,315,603 copies of

books of Scripture, 2,375,040 scdioul-books, and
8,750,129 Christian books and tracts. In 1870-71

two valuable works were brought to oumpletioii,

i the revision of the Bengali Bible, and tiie flrst
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publication of the entire Bible in Sansbrit. Both
|

these were the work of the liov. Dr. Wenger of
|

the Baptist Mission iu Calcutta. (See Bible.)

In 1862 the scholars numbered 81,000, and in

1872 the number was 142,952. Between 1862
and 1872, 1621 students matriculated out of them,

613 passed the first examination iu arts, 154 took

the aegree of B.A., 18 the degree of M.A,, 6 that

of B.L. Zanana schools and classes are main-
tained and instituted through miasiouary agency
for the houses of Hindu gentlemeu.

Religions.—The chief religions, represented in

one part or other of British India, are eight in

numW :

—

i. Judaism, with the Old Testament from Hebrew.
ii. Christianity, with the New Testament from Greek, i

and in most of the languages current in the
East Indies. I

iii. Mahomodaiiism, with the Koran in Arabic,
Persian, Urdu, Tamil, Burmese.

iv. Buddhism, with the Tripitaka in Pali and Sanskrit.
V. Brahmanism, with the Vedas and Puranas in

Sanskrit.

vi. Zoroastrianism, with portions of the Zendavesta.
vii. Confucius, ethics in 5 volumes or ‘King’ in

Chinese, viz. Yi. Shu, Shi, Li-ki, and Chun*
tsin King, and the four ‘ Shu ’ or books, some
of which were written by' Hang-tsze, the
Mencius of European writers,

viil. Lao'tsce system, the Tau-te Kang book of reason
and virtue in Cliinese.

The Jewish, the Christian, and the Mabomedan
religions originated amongst the Semitic races.

The Aryans produced the Brahinaiiical, Buddhist,

and Parsee religions, with their sacred books. The
(unchecked) census of 1881 returned as under the

followers in British India of the several creeds :

—

Towiim and
Villnj^es.

llittdus. Bikhs. Hahomedaus. Buddhitits
and Jains.

Christiana.

Othera and
religion

not known.
ToUl.

Bengal, . 177,042 38,97.5,418 19,553.831 84,974 90,763 1,797,911 60,502,897
Assam, . 10,715 2,679,507 1,104,601 1,521 1,917 344,443 4,132,019
N.W. Provinces, . 90,684 26,568,071 1^003 4,189,348 22,1% 686 30,781,204
Oudh, . 24,784 10,003,323 4,752 1,197,704 7,761 6,135 11,219,675
Ajmir, . 725 376,029 182 57,809 24’308 2,225 169 460,722
Panjab, . a5,740 6,125,460 1,144,090 9,337,6^5 36,190 22,1.54 945,919 17,611,498
Central Provinces, . i 31X>5 5,879,772 178 233,247 36,569 10,477 2,041,270 8,201,619
Berar, . 5,694 1,912,155 406 1.54,951 903 168,219 2,226,496
Mysore,

.

19,63f) 4,807,425 208,991
i

13;263 > 25,676 57 5,056,412
Coorg, . 5U3 162,489

i
12,541

!

99 3,152 21 178,302
British Burma, 15,8.57 88,177 168,881 '

2,447,831 84,219 143,905 3,736,771
Madras,

.

.55,386 28,863,978 1,8.57,857 21,2.54 .5.33,760 81,276 31,368,125
Bombay, inch Bind, 26,652 12,989,329 24’007 2,870,450 191,137 126,06:1 315,685 16,181,741

Total, . . 139,343,820 1,174,436 40,867,125 2,832,851 897,682 5,746,673 190,862,687

The Jews on the western coast ;7626) are of
little social influence.

The Parsers^ another small body (09,476), are
chiefly in the Bombay PrcRidency. They follow
the modified Zoroastrianism whicli their ancestors
in Persia had formed. They arc wealthy and
enterprising, are largely engaged in foreign trade,

and are taking, their share in all municipal and
civil duties; but they have never served in the
Indian army, nor aided, in arma, any of the
Indian rulers who have protected them, an^l tliey

have hampered themselves witli some Brahmaaicai
restrictions. There arc Jews of fair and othei*8

of black skins, showing that at some former time
they maile converts, but at present neither they
nor the Parsees pro8elyti/.c

; and the same may be
said of the Jains and of the Buddhists of India;
but Sir J. E. Tenuent describes iis violent the
polemical literature of the Buddhists of Ceylon.
The Christians of British India proper, at the

last census, were found to be 897,682. They are
chiefly numerous amongst the non -Aryan races,

particularly in Southern India and in Burma,

—

533,760 being in the Madras Presidency, 126,063
in Bombay, 84,219 in Burma, and 25,676 in

Mysore. In 1875, in Travaucore there were
^**'^,518 Chnstiaas; in Cochin, 140,417; in Pudu-
ootUih, 11,360. Christians of the Romish sect in
Erench territory number 33,544, and iu Portu-
guese territory 245,318, which makes 1,038,940
Christians for British India and the Native States.
Almost all the Christian sects have naissionaries

from the Mediterranean to China and the Archi-
pelngo, ^ealoua propagandists. The Romish clergy-
men have been the more successful, though

the effect of Dr. and Mrs. Mason’s teaching
amongst the Karen, and of Dr, Caldwell’s
amongst the Shtinars, haa been great, The
Protestant missionaries have largely used their

influence to promotij secular education, and Hindus
have widely taken advantage of the opportunities
their schools have afforded, to acquire a know-
ledge of English

;
the Catholic mia^iionaries from

France and Italy having rather fostered the
vernacular tongues.

The Sikh religionists, 1,174,435 in numl>er, are
almost exclusively in the Punjab. They bad their
origin iu tlie semi-Hindu semi-Mahomedan teach-
ings of Nanak. In the early part of the I9th cen-
tury they were a compact body, and zealous. They
were almost exclusively converts from amongst
the Jat, who have largely colonized the Panjab
and the Indus valley, and have spread eastwards
into the N.W. Provinces. Under the maliaraja
Ranjit Singh, in the early part of the 19th cen-
tury, they became a truly formidable sect. Nanak
preached the abolition of caste, the unity of the
Godhead, and the obligation of leading a pure life.

From Nanak, ten gurus are traced down to Govind
Singh in 1708, with wliom the succession stopped.
The Buddhists and Jains^ in the 1871 census re-

turns, numbered 2,832,851, and of these 2,447,831
were in Burma. But Chinese from Yunnan are
immigratiog in great numbers into that part of
India, and 3,251,589 was the number returned as
dwelling there in 1881.

All the Burmese and most of the Chinese immi-
grants follow the teachings of Buddhism. The
Tripitika, the sacred book of the Burmese Buddh-
ists, is in Pali

;
but the Chinese have also brought
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with them into Burma, a knowledge of the moral

philosophies of Confucius, of Lao-teie, and Mang-
taze, the Mencius of European writers.

The Mahomedam in 1881 numbered in India

40,867,125. They are partly descendants of

immigrants from Arabia, and of invading and

immigrating races from Persia and Central Asia

;

but the ancestors of the bulk of those in Bengal

(and in 1881 these were near twenty millions

[19,663,831], with 1,104,601 in Aiwam) are

recognised to have been of a Mongoloid family

whom the Mahomedan conquerors found in that

region. Their sacred book, the Koran, has been

translated into Peman, Urdu, Tamil, Burmese,

and Malay, but it is chiefly read in the original

Arabic, and their hadees or traditions have almost

equal authority with the Koran.

The political animosity which resulted in the death

of Ali and his two sons, continues to separate these

religionists into the two great sects of Sunni and

Shiah, who, even in British India, barely restrain

their animosity. It is a fend of 1300 years. The
small Mahdavi sect are fanatical. The Ismaili

in India arc commercially occupied, and the re-

forming sect, to whom the designation Wahabi

has been given, are apt in their zeal to infuse

political questions into their social life. They
all distinguish their ethnic, or race, descent by

the terms Syud, Shaikh, Pathan, and Moghul, as

of Arab, Afghan, Persian, Moghul, and Turk origin

respectively, and all the converts are classed as

Shaikhs. The Syuds, descendants of Mahomed
and Ali, are not numerous, and are quiet-mannered

men, and mostly Sunni, .Many of the Jat and

some Rajput clans, during imperial Moghul sway,

adoptetl the Muaalman faith.

Hindu is a term ordinarily applied by Europeans

to all the idol- worship f>era of India, to all who are

not Jews, Buddhists, Jains, Parsees, Christians, or

Mahomedans. The people themselves restrict the

term to their Sudra section, and distinguish by

their caste names the higher caste Brahman, and

the Uajptit, Kshatriya, and the Seth, Ohettiar,

Banya, Vaisya, and servile races. The non-

Aryan Parialis and other similar races are never

called Hindu. Hindus are eminently followers of

some part or other of the religious or philosophical

doctrines which the Brahmans tcacli regarding the

chief deities and their incarnations, an i to some

extent are versed in the mythologic tales about

Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, one or other or all of

whom, or their avatars or incarnatiouB, Brahmans

of the poBt-Vedic times have come to regard as

supreme. But their worship is largely directed to

the wives of the deities, to heroes whom they have

deified, to plants, to animals, to sculptured images,

to shapeless pieces of wood or stone
;
also to the

sun and moon and planets
;
and everywhere and

amongst all classes, to spirits and snakes, and to

the weapons or implements of their avocations;

and their theological imaginings are as varied as

their gods. Brahma has few shrines,—it is ^id

only one at Bithur
;
Siva is chiefly worshipped in

the lingam emblem, and Vishnu in the form of one

or other of the avaUrs in which he is believed by

them to have appeared on earth to save mankind, or

to punish arrogance and vice. Saraswati, goddt^

of learning, the wife of Brahma, has escaped the

oblivion into which her spouse has fallen. But Siva

and his consort Parvati, and Vishnu, with Ukshroi

his spouse, claim as worshippers the bulk of those

4

whom Europeans call Hindus. In 1881, Hindus
were return^ as 139,343,820 in British India; but
there was another body, 5,746,673, whose religion
at the time of the census ivas not ascertained.

Castes .—The numbers of Hindusand their higher
civilisation have secured for them a recognised
superiority over the non-Aryan aborigines, and
over all fragmentary tribes. To these, Hindus
apply the term m’hlecha, which has the same sig-

nification as Gentile had to the Jew, as Barbarian
had to the Greek, and as E has to the Chinese.
But the whole of the idol-worshippers, alike Aryan
and non-Aryan, are separateil from each other into
a multitude of sections, who neither eat together
nor intermarry, but dwell apart in different sections
of their tx)wn8. These sections, known to Euro-
peans as castes, are designated by the people,Varna,
colours, or Jat or Zat, race. Their Varna and Zat
names indicate differences in race, or place of birth,
or nationality, or avocation, or even simply of the
customs they follow. The number of such separate
castes in Bengal alone is not short of a thousand.
In Maharashtra Dr. Wilson enumerated 145 castes,

23 of whom w'ere deemed unclean, and not per-
mitted to dwell within the town walls. But, to
Europeans, much of the action of the Hindus as to
caste purity seems strange. Ghi is a food article in

use witli every Hindu, and it is carried in great
leather bottles; yet the bottle-maker is one of
the unclean artisans. Many, perhaps most, of the
servile races are broken up nations and tribes
whom wars and revolutions in prehistoric times
have reduced to their present standing. To
EurofMjans it might even seem impossible, under
these conditions, for society to exist; but they
are held together by an ordinance of Menu, their
lawgiver, who laid down the rule that every man
is pure in his respective trade.

Prominent aTnongat the Hindu castes are the
Brahmans, though they, t .o, are separated into
small sections by differences of religion, philosophy,
and descent. Ages of intellectual culture have
produced in them a race of recognised ability. For
nearly 3000 years they have filled, under the
reigning princes, all important executive and ad-
ministrative offices. Once only, and that in modern
times, ihey attained to dominion under the title of
PeshwH

;
but their power lasteil barely about sixty

years, and was destroyed in 1761, by their com-
plete defeat at Panipat.

The Rajput is generally accepted as representing
the ancient martial Kahatriya. Clans of them
hold villages in tlie N.W. Provinces and Oudh,
where they were dondimnt till the 13th century;
but they are still ruling in RajpuUna and Gond-
wana, over aboriginal races, who instal their
Itajput princes by making with their blood the
tikn mark of sovereignty.

The Vaisija^ a third caste, are at the present
day admitted to embrace all the Hindu sections
wlio are engaged in trade; but their physical
appearance indicates the most diversified origin.

Sudra, the fourth caste, includes all who are
Hindus, other than the Brahman, the Kshatriya,
and the Vaisya.

The Jat race, who followed and pushed the
JiAjpute farther into N.W. India, are eminently
agricultural and {mstoral

;
and, with the (all, robust

KaChi, dominant in Kattyawar, are of a slock who
still maintain many Scythic rites. There are two
Jat sovereignties, Bhurtpur and Dholpur, and
'3
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Boveral powerful Jab chiefs in the N.W. parts of little is known. They almost all are predatory,

India. The Jat in the N.W., the Tamil, Teling, and pitch their reed mat or grass hute in lone parts

and Canarese in the south, and the Karen on the of the outskirts of towns.

frontiers of Burma, have given the most numerous Sacred Books ,—Hindus arrange the whole of

converts to Hinduism, as nations. their sacred and leanied works under eighteen

All the Hinduized aborigines of the Kolarian heads, and speak of them as embracing eighteen

and Dravidian stocks have been admitted into the kinds of knowledge, viz. the four Vedas, the four

Sndra section. The major part of the Canarese, Upaveda, the six Anga, the four Upanga.
the Mahratti, the Tamil, and the Telugu speaking The Vedas of the ancient Aryans, styled the

races who are engaged in agricultural occupations. Rig, the Yajur, the Sama, and Atbarva, are ac>

are of this division. knowledged by nearly all Hindu and Jaina sects.

Castes .— It mightbe thought that one Brahman, They consist of collections of hymns, containing

or Banya, or Kshatriya family might eat or inter- a ritual, are in the Sanskrit language, and are

marry with any other Brahman, Banya, or Kshat- supposed to have been composed about fifteen

riya household, or that any one Kmibi, or Kurmi, centuries B.c. The Sanhita of the Rig Veda is the

or Pariah, or Dher might eat with or obtain a wife earliest record of the eastern Aryans extant. The
from others of their own caste

;
but differences Sama Veda is a reproduction of parts of the Rig

in their tribal or clan descent, or in their occupa- Veda. The Upanishads are books containing the

tioDB, keep them apart. In the many languages doctrine of the Vedas explained and enlarged,

current, the names of identical trades and avoca- The Parana/#, literally the old books, are eighteen

tions necessarily vary, and even that forms a suffi- in number, are of different ages, between the 8th

cient reason to keep apart the people following or 9th and 14th or 15th centuries a.d. They
them. The respective castes exercise strict super- likewise are written in the Sanskrit language,
vision over their members. Fines and penances in simple sloka metre, and each treats of five

are imposed on parties who deviate from recognisetl subjects, viz. (1) the creation of the universe, (2)
rules,—even excluding them from their caste. In its progress and the renovation of worlds, (3) the

ancient times, neglect of religious rites seems to genealogy of gods and heroes, (4) mythological

have been a reason for depriving a person of caste, chronology, and (5) heroic history, containing the

Menu says (x. 43, 44) the following Kshatriya achievements of demigods and heroes. They super-

tribes have gradually sunk into the state of seded the Vedas, and are the proper relipous

Vrishala, from the extinction of sacred rites, and books of the modern Hindus; they are practically

from having no communication with Brahmans :— polytheistic, and yet essentially pantheistic.

Paundraka,Odra,Dravida,Kamboja,yavaua,Saka, The Hindu systems of philosophy are six in

Parada, Pahlava, China, Kirata, Darada, Khasa. number. They grew out of the Upanishads, and
At the present day, the penalty of exclusion from are sometimes called the six Bastra, or bodies of

caste is inflicted on Hindus who have sailed to learning, sometimes the Shad Darsana, or six

Europe, notwithstanding that the mercantile Demonstrations. They are, (1) the Nvaya, founded
Rajputs of Cutch have been trading for centuries by Gautama, which corresponds to the Peripatetic

on the east coast of Africa, and Hindus are met with school; (2) the VaiHhi8hika,by Kanada,corre8pond-
westwards through Central Asia to Russia in ing to the Ionic

; (3) the Sankhya of Kapila, cor-

Europe. Also, Java and Bali, in the Archipelago, responding to the Italic school; (4) the Yoga,
were conquered by a Hindu dynasty, and Bali is founded by Fatanjali, resembles the Stoic phiTo-

still Hindu
;
the Teling and Tamil soldiery of the sophy

; (5) the Maimansa of Jaimini corresponda
Madras Presidency, and the Sikh and Hindu to the Platonic

; (6) and the Vedanta of Vyasa
soldiery of the Bengal army, have conquered in ' or Badarayana, is likewise a Platonic philosophy.

Burnia, China, Persia, Aden, Egypt, and Abyssinia. Their philosophical speculations as to the nature
A peculiar feature of the Brahmanical supremacy of the soul and its relation to the Supreme, are

has been the servile position which they have en- derived mostly from three great apostles of the

forced on the non-Hiuduized aboriginal tribes, few Vedantist schools, who flourished in Southern
of whom have, or only partially, adopted Brahman- India, viz. Sankaracharya in the 9th century, his

ism. This is not confined to the semi-barbarous follower Anandagiri, author of the Sankara Vijaya;

forest and mountain tribes, whose long seclusion Ramanuja, a Vaishnava, in the 12th century, and
has superinduced timidity in intercourse with their Madhavacharya, a Saiva, a little latter, in the 14th
fellow-men ; but outside the walls of every village century

;
and their several views have separated

throughout British India are families of the Pariah, them into believers in the Adwaita philosophy
the Dher, the Mahr, the Mhang, the Ramusi, the of Sankara, the Dwaita of Tirthachan, and the
Koli, Chamar, the Bhil, the Dhor, the Bhur, the Viseshta-dwaita of Ramanuja.
Dom, the M^air, the Mina, who, since two or Charvaka founded the materialistic school of the
three thousand years, have been retained in feudal Hindus : he was the Pyrrho and Epicurus of India,

slavery, who liave recognised in succession the The Hindu mind, particularly in such as are
Hindu, Buddhists, Mahomedans, and Christians of Aryan descent, is pre-eminently speculative,
as their masters, and have been doing all the always ready to go after some new thing in the
servile work, but have nevertheless adhered to region of religion or philosophy. While the Arab,
their own fetish forms of worship, uninfluenced Turk, Moghul, and Persian races have been largely
by their masters’ creeds. Many of them are historical in their writings, the Hindu mind has
intellectual. They are brave, truthful, docile, revelled in myths, in poetry, and the drama,
and gentle

;
but the religion of their village Their writings are clothed with images

; much in
authorities haa never commended itself to them, them is beautiful and sublime, but so defective in
There arc small, homeless, broken tribes wandering all that relates to their history, that the dates
through the country, as the Bazigar, Doomar, even, of their most famed events, the eitia in which
Koiawa, KunjM,Nut;h,Swi8i»h,Yei1i&\ft,otYiUovn cekbuted
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more th&D guesBed iit. When, and by whom,
their great epics, the Mahabharata and Ramayana,
or their sacred Vedas and Puranas, were written,
has not been determined. The age in which
Krishna lived is only surmised

;
and although bo

is now worshipped as an avatar of Vishnu, the
date of his apotheosis is only supposed to have
been about the 5th century of the Christian era.

Neither as to the origin of the Saiva and Vaish-
nava cults have they any information on which
the historian can definitely rely. Amos v. 26
gives more information about the era of Siva than
all that the Hindu books contain.
What can be traced of the history of the country

since the 8th ceutury, discloses continuous religious

movements amongst the people. Devout men, in

all grades of Hindu society, have drawn followers

around them, forming new sects of greater or less

importance. The tendency of all of these has been
to enjoin faith in the Supreme

;
and all the great

leaders have founded their views on a belief in

the brotherhood of man and the abolition of caste

restrictions, but each in succession has become as

exclusive as any of the Vaishnava sects from which
they separated.

Modern Hindus barely recognise or even know
several of the gods of the Vedic times. Indra, the

Vedic god of the air and of the heavens, the king
of the gods, compared with ancient times, is now
seldom alluded to. Varuna, god of the waters,

with Pavana, god of the wind, Kama, god of love,

and Kartakeya, of war, are in similar neglect.

Agoi, god of fire, with Surya, the sun, Soma, the

moon, Kuvera, god of wealth, and Yama, god of

the infernal regions and judge of the dead, are

better known. But the prominent deities in their

invocations and worship are, Brahma the creat-

ing principle, Vishnu the preserving and Siva

the destroying principles. Each of these has

corresponding female divinities, who are mytho-
logically regarded as their wives, but metaphysi-

cally as the active powers which develope the

principle represented by each of these divinities.

The names of these energies or sakta are respec-

tively, Saraswati, the goddess of learning and
eloquence, who continues to be invoked by the

learned
;
I^akshmi, the goddess of plenty, who is

worshipped in all households
;
and rarvuti, who is

largely worshipped, and is known also as Devi,

Bhawani, and Durga. Ganesba is invoked at the

commencement of all undertakings, as the remover

of difficulties, and as such be presides over the

entrances to all edifices.

Siva is entitled Eswara, lord, or Mahadeva,

great god. He has many temples under various

names, and his usual emblem relates to their

physiological idea of the cosmogony.
Many of the deities now worshipp^—Balaji,

Kandoba, Vithoba—have been local deities in pre-

Hindu times, whom the Brahman missionaries

admitted into their mythology as incarnations

of Vishnu and Siva.

There are many saiva sects :

—

Aghori.
Akasmukhi.
Avadhuta.
Brahmachari.
Pandi and Dasnami.
(Judara.
Juiigaina.

Jogi or Yogi.

Kara lingi,

Naga.
Nakhi.
Paramahanaa.
Bukhara.
Sanyaai.
Sivachari or Sri-Saiva.

Sukhara.
Ukkara.

Urd’haBahu.

The more important of the vaishnava sects are :

—

Charan-Daai.
Dadu Piinthi.

Hariachandi.
Kabir-Panthi.
Khaki.
Mad’havL
Madhavachari or Brahma
Sampradayi.

Maluk Daai.
Mira Bai.

Naga.
Hadba-Vallabhi.
Hamanandi or Kamawat.

Ramanuja or Sri'Sampra-
daya or Sri*Vaishnava.

Raya'Dasi.
Sad’hna-Panthi.
Sakhi-Bhava.
Sanyasi.

SenaPantbi.
Vairagi.
Vaishnava or Veshnab of

Bengal.
Vallalmachari or Rudra
Bampradaya,

Sakta sects are :

—

Dakshina or Bhakta. I Kan Chuliya.
Vami or Vamachari.

|
Karari.

The Tantraa are the Sakta sacred books.

R^ormers.—From time to time Hindu r^ormers
have appeared, and at the present day Hindu mis-
sionaries are actively extending their faith amongst
the forest tribes. The more noteworthy have
been Kumarila Bhatta, about the middle of the
eighth century, followed by his disciple Sankara-
charya, the great apostle of Saivaism in the middle
of the ninth century, and his historian Ananda-
giri; Jayadeva, author of the Gita Govinda, lived

about the 12th century
;
Ramanuja, in the middle

of the 12th century
;
his follower, Ramanand of

Benares, about the end of the 14tb century;
Kabir, a follower of Ramanand, about the end of

the 14th and beginning of the 15tb centuries

(1380-1420); Cbaitanya, in the latter part of

the 15th century
;
Vafabhacharya, in the begin-

ning of the 16th century.

The tendency of all Hindu reformers has been
towards monotheism

;
and the Sad'h or Sad^hnami,

the Siva Narayani, and the Brahmo Samaj’h have
been the prominent and important tbeistio move-
ments of the 19th century. The last originated

with Dwarkanath Tagore, and was followed up
by Keshab Chandra Sen. Separations early

occurred amongst them, but they may be cha-
racterized as distinctively monotheists in belief,

and philosophical rationalists.

Looking at the ordinary everyday life of the
p^eople, it may be said that all classes worship the
Grama-devatn or village gods, and Griha-devata
or tutelary divinities

;
and demons, the cobra snake,

the Buu
;

the spirits of the dead are recog-
nised by all,—spirits of their own ancestors, of

other Asiatics and of Europeans, of British and
French officers, and ladies of Great Britain, to all of

whom sacrifices are rnadd, with offerings of flowers

or fruits, or alcoholic fluids. When a pestilence

breaks out, the malignant deity whom the pesti-

lence is believed to represent, is conveyed in a
procession beyond the oounda of the village with
music and banners. This is the Bolwau, and is

often a cause of violent quarrel with the villages

to which the pestilence lias been conveyed.
Reh’tjious Mendicants,—Byragi, Gosaiu, Jogi,

and Sanyasi amongst the Hindus, all the Buddh-
ist priests and the Qalandar fakir amongst Malio-
meaans, are ascetic mendicants, as also are the
Man Bhao friars and nuns, and some of the
followers of Chaitanya.

Mother-worship is adhered to by all the non-
Aryans of the south, in the form of the Ai of the
Maliraita, and the Amma or Amman of the Tamil
people. It is founded on the physiological idea

' oi Itom ttie pnndple, 7iWc>>
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tlioy Imve inoorpurated into all tlu*ir cosmo-

;4oni('s, and into their uaiva religion. Barth,
writing aa to one form of mother- worship, says
(];). the Vedas have a cnltns very similar to
that of the Tisro Devi, or the three goddesses. In
the Mahabharata they are the mothers of Skanda,
t he god of war, and appear in the inscriptions of

the Chalukya and the Kadamba, and are up to
120 in number in different parts of the country.

Sjiini and astral and mother worship, in one
form or other, prevails amongst all the Aryan
and non- Aryan races in India. With the non-
Aryans, malignant demons, bhnta, vetala, pai or
pisacha, preta, yakaha, vidyadhara, rakshasha,

receive attewtiou
;
with the Aryan Hindus, it is

the manes of ancestors that are worshipped, are

brought back to the house to be again released,

and have offerings presented to them periodically.

Snake and sun worship are adhered to by all

castes and classes professing Hinduism. That of

the sun has been continued from Vedic times, is a
daily duty, and 'with special rites at the summer
and wiuU:r solstice and at the spring and autumn
equin«)x

;
that of the cobra snake aUo daily and

periodically.

Batho is the name of the chief deity of

the Cachari or Bodo. He is represented by the

Euphorbia plant, which is grown in the courtyard

of every Cachari house. The Euphorbia is also

worshipped by tribes in Orissa and in Chutia

Nagpur. The Bengali people suppose the Euphor-
bia ligularia to be sacred to Manasa, the goddess
of snakes, and it is worshipped on certain days of

June to September.
The tulsi plant, Ocimiim sanctum, is sacred to

Vishnu
;
and a small plant of it, grown in every

vaishnava courtyard, is worshipped every morniug
by the women of the house. The leaves and
flowers of other trees are offered to their deities,

—

the Phyllanthus emblicA, the ^Egle marmelos, and

others to Siva, the Ficus religiosa, Melia azadi-

rachta, and others to Vishnu. It is also to Vishnu

that the Salagram is sacred, and worshipped daily

in every vaishnava home, although it is only an

ordinary fossil ammonite from the (iandak river.

Murmi of the Nepalese hold the Portax pictus

(antelope) aa sacred, Murmi being their name
for that animal. I he Santal believe that a wdld

goose from the great ocean a]igbte<l at Ahiri Pipri,

and there laid two eggs, from which issued the

two first parents of the Santal race. A heron is

the emblem of the fiaori tribe, and must not be

eaten by them
;
ami the dog also is sacred to

them. The Oojia Bhil reverence a white ram,

and will not eat any white animal. The Oraon

tribes are named after niants and animals, and

these are tabooed to the tribes bearing their

names.
The (juru/i, or spiritual chiefs, may be men of

any caste; indeed, Mira Bai, a woman, was a

guru in the 16th century, Sahaji Bai in the 18th

century, and the KartA-bhaja of Bengal had a

female head. Tim Valluvar, author of the Kural,

was a Pariah. The Valluvar are the priests or

pujari of the Pariahs. Auvaiyar, authoress of

many ethical works, was a Pariah
;
Valmiki, author

of the Bamayana, is said to have been a Koli

;

Vyasa, author of Uio Mahabharata and the Pu-

ranas, was the illegitimate child of a Brahman

and a girl of the fisher caste
;
Sankaracharya, the

great advocate of the Saiva doctrine, is said to

have been of humble origin, but has como to be
reganled as an inciirnation of Siva. Kabir, also,

is revered by his followers as an incarnation
of the deity, who style him Jnanin, the seer,

the one who has knowledge. Ho is eupfiosed to

have been a real personage, and to have lived

about A.D. 1449. He left no writings, but bis

sayings have been {ireservcd in verse, in which he
op|X)fle8 Hindu superstitions, ridicules the Shastras
and Puranaa, rejects caste and all idolatry, and
demands moral purity.

A Hindu prays to avert evil. A Mahomedan
prayer is a meditation on the power and ma^'esty,

the wisdom and the mercy of God
;
the Christian

idea of a filial relation on the part of the worshipper
to the Being wliom he worships, which enables
him to lay all his wants before God as before a
father, is almost w’anting in Islam. The religious

services of the prayer ritual of the Mahom^ans
may be conducted in their mosques or in their

homes. In India, the Wm or sermon is rarely

given.

A large part of the landed property of the
country is in the hands of religious corporations,

and the religious duty of feasting and giving alms
to Brahmans is said to be at least as onerous a tax

as the liability to tithe. One of the best-intentioned
measures of the British Government was the
transfer of the funds of Hindu and Mahomedan
religious bodies from the exchequer of the state

to the custoily of trustees elected by the worship-

pers. This was about the middle of the 19th
century

;
but nothing done by the Government is

said to liave been more profoundly unpopular. In
native opinion, not only are endowments just, but

I the proper protector of them is the Government.

I

.Mr. Hunter even asserts that the deepest grievance
of the Indian Musalmans was the compulsion put
upon them to elect their own Kari, or ecclesias-

tical registrar. They said that his appointment
could only be validly made by the Government

;

and though it was true that the Government was
of another faith, such a government was better for

these purposes than none at all.

Much has been done by Christian missionaries

of all denominations. Nothing is known of the

martyred St. Thomas, whose supposed remains
are shown in a (cathedral in the Madras suburbs,
nor is anything certain of the early days of the

Cochin and Travancore Christians, who have
Sassani or metal title-deeds of early centuries of this

era ; but the great St. Xavier effected much per-

manent good around the shores of these countries,

and in later times, Dubois, Carey, Ward, Marshman,
Bottler, Bhenius, Wilson, Duff, have continued
his benevolent labours. The influences of Chris-

tianity, spiritual, educational, and social, have
been felt far and wide. The downtrodden Sbanar
and Cboga, and the despised Pariah and PulUar,

have been raised from their state of demoralization,

while many of tlie objectionable practices that
obtained among the higher castes have either

entirely disappeared or b^n greatly mitigated.

Arts, Manufactures, and Trade ,—The artisans

of India have been famed from the earliest times
for excellence in the decorative and ornamental
arts. Sir George Birdwood believes that the
secret of their continuous success lies iu the
fact that the arts of India are indiasolubly

bound up with the popular institutions of the
country, and in the patience, perseverance, and
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thoroughneM of Indian handicraftfiinen. Their
•kill in architecture, displayed in the grandeur of

their designs, their fresco paintings, their work in

metals for ornamental jewellery and domestic use,

the beauty of their woven fabrics, both silken and
mixed, as seen in their Kimkhab, Hemroo, and
Mushroo, and the taste displayed in their arrange-

ment of colours, have won the admiration of all

nations. Notice's of these will be found under
their respective headings, and reference also may
be made to the articles on archiU^cturo, armour,
arts, Beder ware, Bombay work, brass, carving,

carpets, colours, enamel, inlaying, jewellery, lace,

sculpture, shawls, silk.

Since the advent of Europeans, with ways and
habits different from orientals, and displacement
of the wealthier princes, the high art of Indian

workmen has suffered, while the yearly value of

the trade in the raw and special products of the

country, and in the cheaper mamifacturcs of

Europe, has increased. Westem Asia and Northern
Africa have traded with India from prehistoric

times; the land routes have changed with the rise

and fall of empires, but Povindah caravans still

Bucccstsfully fight their way from India through
Central Asia. Since the early part of the 19tli

century, the sea-borne traffic has increased twenty-
fold. Referei>ce may be made to the bendings
cotton, gunny, hides, jute, leather, opium, pottery,

silk.

The production of some of the articles of older

trade—raw silk, shawls, sugar—has decreased :

but the exports to foreign countrit*6 by land and
sea have increased beyond the most sanguine ex-

pectations— in 1879-80 to the value of £07,212,863.
These consist of wheat, rice, and other food-

grains, oil -seeds, hides and skins, fibres of coir,

cotton, jute, and wool, cinchona, coffee, tea,

tobacco, and opium, with indigo and other vege-

table dyes, and coal for internal consumption.

On the other band, iinf>orting to the value

(1879-80) of £41,166,008, chiefly of manufactured
articles. Of the exports, the value of the opium
sent abroad was £14,824,146, and of raw cotton

£11,145,453; while the imported cotton piece

goods, twist, yam, thread, etc., and of wooflens,

was valued at £19,669,053, £20,697,611.

The cramping effect of the sair or transit duties

on traffic was early recognised, and in the early part

of the 19th century they were entirely abolished,

and a watch hae b^n kept over the action of the

municipalities, in their levy of octroi duties, to

J

>revent the rcintroduction of the sair in another

orra.

The growth which, of late years, has taken

place in the foreign trade of India, is due in a

l^e measure to the extension of railway com-
munication. The quantity of merchandise, ex-

clusive of minerals, conveyed by railways, increased

from 2,683,687 tons in 1870, when the mileage

was 4776, to 9,319,421 tons in 1880, when 9325

miles were open. In the same period, the value of

exports increased from £55,336,186 to£74,517,957,

aud of imports from £34,469,119 to £50,278,876.

Wheat and other raw products from the distant

Panjab, a thousand miles from the sea, are success-

fully competing in Britain with the products of

America. Coal is worked in Bengal by upwards of

60 collierieB, the total output being not far short of

1 ,000,000 tons per annum. Dye-works, tanneries,

soap-works, sugar refineries, silk-works, and paper

mills are in operation
;
the Indian breweries turn

out 2,000,000 gallons of beer every year. The suc-
cess of cotton spinning and weaving mills in

Bombay led to an extension of this industry in

other parte of India, where there is an al)iindant

population from whom to draw for labour, anti

who are also the consumers of the manufactured
fabrics. The jute niills in Bengal have eclipstKl

the special industry of Dvunlee,—Dundee capital

and Dundee skill having been transferrcKl from
the lianks of the Tay to the hanks of the Hoogly

;

and the trade in seeds and cereals in India is

sufficient to take off any extra quantity of jute
bagging that may be prcxluced. Up to 1882
there had been 58 cotUm mills established in

India, for mule yam, mule twist, cotton twist,

twist and yarn (St. Tab. Br. Ind., 1882), 44
of them in the Bombay Presidency, where the
enterprising Bhattia and Parsee have been the
leading races in all mercantile transactions; six

of the cotton mills are in Bengal, and three in

Madras.

Nothing in the history of commercial progress
ie more healthy than the course of the trade of

India, both foreign and coasting, since the mutiny
of 1857. The foreign commerce—and it partly

feeds the coasting trade—has more than doubled
in value since 1855-1856. 'I'he figures show
the annual averages for quinquennial periods of

both merchandise and treasure :

—

ImporU. Exports.

Yearn.
M«)rchan-

(lise.
Treasure.

JM<‘n'hani-

di.so.
Treasure.

l^'34-6-8-9
’39 40 3 4

1844-5-8-9

’49-r)0-3-4

1866-66
ia54 5-8-9
'59 60-3-4

1864-5-8-9

’C9-70-S4
1874-6^ 8 9

1879-

80

1880-

81

£
4,970,619
7,691,428

9,136,126
11,058,638
13,943,494
15,577,392
23,971,452
31,696,958
33,036,688
38,363,836
141,106,003
53.116,770

£
2,345,336
2,762,164
3,073,249

4,792,802
ll,301,2i;3

11,275,160
17,091,616
17,617,777
8,264,612
9,858.019

11,656,696
8,997,214

£
11.071,629
13.789.770

15,676,044
19.023,096
23,039.268
24.924.770
42,146,689
55,862,871
66,262,723
60,324.893
67,212.363
74,554,232

£
, 251,069
462,792

1,320,604
994,030
601, 17t
922,701

1,022,697
1,801,664
1,690,272
2,809,733
2,036,148
1,440,441

Details of Foreign Trade, exported in 1880-81,

£74,564,232.

Artlclea.
Denomi-
nation.

Quantities.

Coffee, . . . cwt. 370,714
Cotton, raw,

,, goods, twist,& yam,
Dyes—Indigo,

owt. 4.541A48

cwt. 116,870
Rice not in the husk,
Wheat & other grains,

cwt.
j

26,769,366

Gums and resins, . cwt. 346,110
Hides and skins, .

Jute, raw, cwt. 6.809!816
Manuf. gunny bags, no. 62,386,227
Lac, cwt. 88.394
Oils, galls. 6,323.2821

,, , . . cwt. 61,612)
Opium, chests, chests. 92.190\

weighing, . cwt. 127.484i’
Provisions,
Saltpetre,

Seeds
cwt. 363i005
cwt. 10.303.776

Silk, raw. lbs. 1.609,606

„ manufactares,
Spioes, . lbs. 17.67L838
Sugar, . cwt. 644,631

Tea, lbs.
1

46,918.639

Wool, raw, .

Wood, .

Other articles, 1

lbs. 25,748,121

Value.

£1.602,6M
13.241J44
3,108.118

3.571.686
8.971.667
3.739.973
476.960

3,786,646

3,934.030
1,130.722
678,333

698,342

13,600,148

366.095
361,735

6.392.185
618,287
260,266
368.771
507.066

3.099,887
1.170,624
546,883

2.694.637
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Values of Principal Imports into India, i!53.116,770.

Cotton piece goods, . . £22,640,705

twist and Yarn. . 3,699,273

thread and other sorts. . 273.549

Metals, raw 832,920

,, manufactured, . . 3,014.076

Raiiw'ay materials and stores, , 2,742,689

Machinery and mill work. . 835,503

Liquors 1,537.812

Salt 665.517

Silk, raw 1.0G7.018

,, goods, .... 1,350,384

Sugar, refined and unrefined, . 1,611,157

Woollen goods 1,466,122

Other articles 4,778.632
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With the increasing imports and exports, the

number and tonnage of the shipping $Dgag^ in

the foreign trade has grown from 2189 vessels,

aggregating 314,189 tons, entered and cleared in

1858-69, to 8083 ships of 555,220 tons in 1880-81.
The size of the ships trading from Europe bos

been increased from 800 and 400 to 2000 and
8000 tons, but the trade to other foreign countries

continues to be carried in small vessels, averaging
143 and 180 tons.

Annual Average of Gold and Silver Import!
and Export!.

YeAfs.
Imports.

1
Exports.

Gold.
1

Silver. Gold.
1

Silver.

1834-5-8-9

1839-40-3-4

1848-49
1849 50-3-4
1864-6-8-9

1859 60-3-4

1864-5-8-9

1869-70*3-4
1874-5-8-9

1879-

80

1880-

81

£2,374
2.890

1.401.748
1,214,690
2.566,900
6.905.578
6.156.460

3.263.586
1.682.261
2.050.393
3.681,058

.627

.740
2.798,628
8,573.288
8,708,130
11,185,935
11.461,817

5,000.926
8.176.768

!

9,605,002
5.316,156

£253.
662,

52,830
60,361
59.245
16,040

821,342
190.469

1,042.667
299.889
16.859

870
686
2.484.724
939.897
859,227

1,004,154
1,480.213
1.899.803
1.767.066
1.735,269
1.428.682

Seasons,—In India geuerall/ there are three
well-marked seasons, the cold, the hot, and the

rainy. The cold season of the year corresponds
with that of all northern latitudes, and lasts from
the middle of December to the middle or end
of February

;
and although it is only in the N.W.

Provinces of Bengal or on the Neilgherry hills in

the 8., and occasionallr on the table-lands of
Central India, that the thermometer sinks below
the freezing point, the dry winds which then blow
over the plains and elevated tracts, cause a sensa-
tion of great cold. It is in this season that the

thermometer has the greatest daily range, varying
from 19° to 89°.

The hot season commences in March. By May
the heat is intense everywhere but on the moun-
tains. The rivers dry up, and the earth is scorched
and fissured by the great heat. The country seems
a desert

;
all nature is hushed

;
it is the stillness

of the winter of the poles. This is succeeded by
a few sultry days in the end of May, the forerunner
of the rains of the S.W. monsoon

;
in June and

July this monsoon has carried the rains to almost

j

every part of India, reaching the different pro-
vinces according to their proximity to the southern
oceans, or to the direction given by the mountains
to the winds. The face of the country then bc-

' comes green with its natural vegetation and the
crops of the cultivators, the ‘rivers are all full,

ana parts of the lowlands flooded, particularly in

Bengal, where iu several places the ryots go to

their flclds on rafts. This monsoon is usheretl

( in with great electric changes, and prevails till

i the end of September, when it disappears with

I

thunder and lightning as it came
;
the occurrence

of these electric phenomena marking the breaking
up of the monsoon. The fall of rain, while this

monsoon lasts, varies from 12 to 250 inches in

the different provinces, but it is distributed to a
greater or loss extent over almost all Iridia, the
only part deprived of it being the Karnatic, where,
so far N. a.s Ongole, only slight showers fall in

July. The hot weather consequently continues in

the Karnatic from April uiitd Novenihcr, when
the winds change to the N.E., and bring the rains

of that monsoon across the Bay of Bengal.
The N.E. monsoon rains, however, only last

for six weeks or two months, and do not extend
so far inland ns those from the S.W. Indeed, at

places in the Western Peninsula within a hundred
miles of its Eastern Qhats, it is marked only by tito

occurrence of heavy shower!. At Madras, on the

Coromandel coast, the annual fall of rain is about
50 inches.

Besides those, in Northcni India a wcll-inarkoti

season of winter rain also occurs, coiuinencing
about Christmas and extending to February.
The period and the amount of rain differ greatly

in the several provinces of India. The fall is very
heavy on the tracts offering a front to the S.IV.

monsoon, as on the Western Ghats, and on the

tract between them and the sea, being os much as

70 to 100 inches at the sea level, and as much as

250 inches on the mountain face. Similarly, along
the Tenasserim, Pegu, and Arakan coasts, on the

mountains of Assam, and along the foot and outer

slopes of the Himalaya throughout its whole
extent, reaching 100 inches or more.
The country may be classed generally into

three regions,—the portion of India E. of the 80°

meridian baa a rainfall of more than 40 inches

;

the portion W. of the same meridian has less than

40 inches; and a third region, in which the fall
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is less then 80 inches, includes almost the whole
of the Panjab, a considerable part of the N.W.
Provinces, a largo part of Raj nu tana and Kattya-
war, as well as almost the whole plateau of the

Dekhan and Mysore. In Sind, and in the southern
portion of the Panjab and moat western part of

liajputana, the rainfall is less than 15 inches, and
is extremely small and irregular, and the country
is either actually desert, or agriculture is only
possible with the aid of artificial irrigation.

Wars have aggravated distress
;
but all Indian

famines are caused by drought, and the districts

most subject to droughts are the western and
southern portions of the N.W. Provinces and that

part of the Panjab territory which lies east of

the Sutlej, also the westcni and northern states of

Rajput\na and of the central plateau which border
on the N.W, Provinces

;
likewise the districts of

Bombay above the Western Ghats, the western
region of Hyderabad, all Mysore, and the districts

of Madras above the Eastern Ghats, and those

along the E. coast and at the extremity of the

Peninsula. The region whose total rainfall is from
20 to 35 inches has frequently suffered from
severe scarcity, and within it have occurred the

great famines of 1887-88 in the N.W. Provinces,

of 1868-69 in liajputana, and of 1876-77 over

nearly the whole of the Peninsula of Southern
India. These were mainly due to the failure of

the SAV. monsoon. The drought of 1865-66 and
some of the earlier scarcities in the Madras Presi-

dency arose from failures of the raiu of the N.E.
monsoon on the east coast, a failure which in that

year extended into Western Bengal.

How varied are the amounts falling at different

places, will be seen from the following list:

—

Kotri,
Soopa, . .

Multan, .

Sanfiur,

Indapore,
Sirsa, . .

liahore,

Jhclum, .

Coimbatore,

Inches 2
6
6
6
7

13
15
17
21

Bellary, . - .

Secunderabad,
Honore, . . .

Vingorla, . .

Darjiling, . .

Akyab, . . .

Mahabalcahwar,
Malcolmpct, .

Cberrapunji, .

Inches 22
27

114
118
130
219
254
202
524

805In 1861 the rainfall at Cberrapunji was
inches, of which 8G6 fell in July; 559 and 615

inches also have been measured.

The main agricultural operations of the country

correspond with the principal seasons of rain,

and their relative importance is in a great

degree dependent on the local distribution of

the rainfall at the various seasons of the year.

Where the natural rains have alone to be relied

on, only one crop is obtainable
;
but with an

abundant water supply from inundant channels or

tanks, two or even three crops are had, the three

harvests being spring (arit), asu or autumn, and
paush or winter. The fluctuations of the total

rainfall from year to year in ail parts of the

country are very considerable, and scarcely a year

passes free from anxiety as to some part or other

of India suffering from scarcity of food, or actual

famine, caused by drought.

Famines .—However great may be the injuries

from Indian rivers, the area affected by an inunda-

tion, though large according to European notions,

is really insignifleant compared with that ruined

by an endless hot season. Even the tidal wave
which swept over Sandip in 1876, and Saugor

island in 1888, and again in 1864, filling the tanks

with brackish water, and sweeping away human

beings and cattle, with bouses and chattels, in tlio

space of three or four minutes, never produced
such intense suffering or left such traces as the

famines of Orissa, of the N.W. Provinces, and of

the Madras Presidency. In Mysore the famine of

1876-77 is calculated to have caused a loss of

population of 1,650,000, another estimate being
2,130,987.

Since 1769, with the exception of Burma, the
most eastern parts of Bengal and Sind, hardly
any part of India has escaped the visitation of

severe famine, and over considerable portions

acute distress has recurred frequently. Of 21

famines and scarcities recorded up to 1880 in any
part of India, the proportion is 24 years of barl

seasons to 85 years of good, or about two bad to

seven good
;

in each case, on an average, one-
twelfth of the population of the whole country—
that is, about 20,000,000—may be approximately
taken as the portion affected, so that the result

might bo said to be equivalent to a famine or
scarcity over the whole country once in 64 years.

Of these calamities eight may be classed as intense
famines, nine as famines, and four as severe
scarcities. Omitting severe scarcities, there have
been 17 famines affecting 20 years, and occurring
at an average interval of five yearn. Of the 8
greater famines, affecting 11 years, 5 have occurred
in the 19th century, and have affected 202,000,000
of people, so that each on an average has been felt

by 40,000,000, or one-sixth of the population of

India. In Bengal, during the 110 years over
which the records extend, four droughts only have
occurred, of which two were very severe. Previous
to the Orissa famine in 1866, Bengal had enjoyed
complete immunity from famine for 8

1
years

; and
on this occasion, as well as in 1873-74, only the
western parts of the province were affected. In
the N.W^. Provinces nine droughts are recorded,
of which two were intense and three very seriouH.

The two greatest famines in this part of the
country, those of 1783 and 1837-8, were separated
by an interval of 53 years; but there was a
frequent and highly irregular occurrence of less

important droughts. In Bombay nine seasons of
drought appear, of which two were extreme

;
and

in Madras there were eight such seasons, of

which two were excessive. Excluding Bengal, tlie

average interval between the several recorded
drouj^ts, great and small, in any one province,

is about 11 to 12 years, and between those of the
severest tvpe about 60 years. The Government
of India has to be prepared for the occurrence of

scarcity, in some degree of severity, and in some
part of the country, as often as two years out of

every nine
j

and great famines may be anticipated
at average intervals of twelve years. Seasons of

drought do not occur simultaneously in Southern
and Northern India, though some tendency is

shown for a bad year in the north immediately to

follow a bad year in the south. On the assumption
that no famine is likely to be worse than that of

1876-8, which affected a population of 36,000,000,
the Famine Commissioners were of opinion that

the largest number likely to be severely affected by
famine at one time may be put at 30,000,000, of
which 15 per cent., or 4 milHons, would probably
be in receipt of relief in the worst months, and
about seven or eight per cent., or from two to two
and a half millions, continuously for the space of

a year. It was considered by them that a loss of
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harvest amounting to less than 50 per cent, of a
full crop will not produce famine

;
but where the

whole out-turn of the year iii diminished to 25 per
cent., it may bo taken as certain that intense

famine will prevail
;
whilst an estimated failure of

even a third of the year’s out-turn will always
demand the utmost vigilance and preparedness on
the part of the autlioritiee, as relief measures may
at any moment become necessary.

British India grows more grain food than the

}>eople require. The Famine Commissioners in

their report state that the Madras Presidency,

during the terrible visitation of 1870-78, was able

to draw on the surpluses of Bengal to the extent
of two million tons of food -grain, almost all rice,

which was not an extension of a pre-existing

trade, but the sudden creation of a new one. The
same Commisaioners estimated the aggregate sur-

pluses of all the provinces, available in case of need
for the supply ol each other’s deficiencies, and for

foreign export, at five million tons in a year free

from drought, a condition which rarely exists in

all the provinces at once. The following is an
estimate of the grains under culture :

—

Province*.

Panjfth,
"

.

N.W. Province*,

Ik^ngal and Assam,
Oentral Province*,

Berar,
Bombay, .

Madras,
Mysore,

f'ercenUg« of Pood -grain 1 Popn.eat
Art'* under - Ing Rice.

Wheat, or
IbrUy.

Millet Hire.
; Million*.

“
54
“

41 1

67 34 4

27 39 34 3

17 82 1

7 83 10
’2

67 33 10
8-1 16 1

With augrnentiiig means of intercommunication,

it will daily become easier to deliver the food-

grains used by man, but no amount of railway

extension csii f>os.sibly Bufhee to lay down in a

famine district the forage needed by its cattle.

Political and Social Reform.^.— I)r. Hunter has

recorded the opinion that the modern history of

the British in India, as benevolent administrators,

may be aaid to Ivagin with Lord William Bentinck.

The inscription upon his statue at Calcutta, from the

pen of Lord Macaulay, says :
‘ He abolished cruel

rites; he effaced humiliating distinctions; he
gave liberty to the expression of public opinion

;

his constant study was to elevate tlie intellectual

and moral character of the nations committed to

hia charge,’ His two most memorable acts are

the abolition of sati, or widow-burning, and the

suppression of the thugs.

Much has been done to promote civil and
religious liberty. Up to 1882, about 1000 towns
had been granted municipalities, a step towards

self-government of the country generally. Liberty

of conscience is assured to all classes. A Hindu
can change his religion, and retain his property.

A Hindu widow can re marry. Courts of justice

have been established, and appeals to the British

throne permitted.

A code of criminal law has been introduced,

and made applicable to all the people; and in

civil law, the different races have hid their own
traditions applied to them.

In 1833, the British Government determined
that a body of substantive law, criminal and civil,

should be framed for India, and Mr. (afterwards
Lord) Macaulay was appointed head of a com-
uiiBsion for this purpose. A penal code was the

first fruits of this. In 1853, a IjegUiative Council
for all India was formed of Government officers

;

but in substitution of this, a supreme legislature

was appointed in 1861 for all India, and from
1861 to 1871 a commission in Ix>ndon was
engaged in preparing drafts of laws. Up to
1870 they submitted draft Acts for civil and
criminal procedure; succession, contract; evi-

dence acts, negotiable securtties, and tiansfer

of property bills. A law ol limitation has been
passed.

The Presidencies of Madras and Bombay, and
the Lieutenant-Governorships of Bengal and of

the North-Western Provinces, have each a High
Court, supreme both in civil and criminal biiai-

nciis, with au ultimate appeal to the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council in England. Of the

minor provinc^es, the Panjab has a Chief Court,
with three judges; the Central Provinces, Oudh
and Mysore, have each a Judicial Cominiasioner,
who sits alone; while in Assam and British

Jiurma, the Chief Commissioner, or supreme
executive olficer, is also the highest judicial

authority; and magistrates and judges, Euro|)€an
and native, are in numbers in the districts, with
Small ('ause Courts in all the great towns.

'I'he laws administered in the Indian courts

consist mainly of the enactnicnts of the Indian
Ijcgislative Councils (imperial and provincial),

and of the bodies which preceded them
;
also

statutes of the British Parliament which apply to

India; likewise the Hindu and Mahomedan laws
of inheritance, and their domestic law in causes
affecting Hindus and Mahomedans; and the tradi-

tional customary law affecting particular castes

and races.

The Hind ind Mahornedan codes of law are
observed in ‘’i matters relating to marriage, in-

heritance, adoption, partition of property, testa-

mentary disposition, management of religious

institutions, and the like.

A system of police has been introduced through-
out all British India, which has been largely

imitated by Native SUitcs
;
and jails have been

erected for criminals, in place of the mutilation,

blindings, and other barbarous punishments.
Hitherto, however, mortality in Indian jails has
been far higher than that of the adult population.
Amongst the people, the annual death-rate has

been 32 57 per 1000. In the native army, in 1877,
it was 13 38 per 1000, and the mortality amongst
the European troops was 12*71 per 1000, the
lowest on record.

Prisoner*. 1877. 1878. 1879.

Convict*,

.

73 92 76
Under trial, 70 46 44
Civil, 22 25 21

Total priBoners, . . 118,466 122,676

The police force in 1879 had 16,180 officers,

and 126,189 men, armed in equal numbers with
muskets or swords, or only batons.

The British have endeavoured to lighten the
forms of the land tax, as they found it prevailing

in the acquired provinces, and the ryotwari, the
zamiudari, and the village tenures now in force,

have resulted from the changes made. The
zaniindari system resembles that of the estates of

Great Britain. As before mentioned, it was intro-

duced into Bengal by Lord Cornwallis in his Code
of ^1793 ;

and by his permanently alienating dis-

triietB for a rental far below the present value, there
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has been lost to the general revenue millions yearly,

while the cultivators have been rendered more
dependent than in other parts of the dominion.
How to remedy the error of 1793 is a constant
thought to the rulers. Under Native rule, a simple
order would have done it.

In the land laws enacted in 1859, the British

Govennnent have endeavoured to protect the
cultivators of Bengal, by classing them into

—

(1) Tenants since 1793, whose rents the zamintlars
eould not augment

;

(2) Tenants of twenty years’ standing, whose rents
also could not be increased

;

(3) Tenants of twelve years’ holding, to whom occu-
pancy rights were granted

;

And, in 1879, a commission sat for further inquiry,
and the twelve years’ tenancy was made into a joint

proprietory.

JCducation .—The British Government has founded
universities, with colleges, where classics, with the

vernacular tongues, also the sciences, arc taught.

Under the princes of India, both Hindu and
Mahoroodan, the learned men had been training
scholars, mostly private pupils, in all the branches
of learning customary in the east, but there never
had been more than one or two Mahomedan or

Hindu collegiate institutions. Education has
received a continuous attention from the British.

AVarren Hastings, in 1781, established in Calcutta

a Madrassa for the Mahoincdans
;

the Marquis
'Wellesley formed the College of Fort-William

;

and liOrd Amherst, Sir Thomas Miinro, and
Lord William Bentinck aided in its advancement.
In 1880 there were 71,435 colleges, technical,

secondary, and primary schools, with 1,951,909
students. Of these institutions, 40,662 were
aided by Government, and 14,286 unaided. The
receipts were Ks. 1,62,07,138, and the expenditure
Rs. 1,61,60,383.

The desire for education has been vastly stimu-

lated by restricting admission into the employ of

Government, to such as pass a successful examina-
tion. In Britain, any one may appear for the

covenanted civil service or for a commissioned
military appointment, but only those who attain

the highest marks are accepted—about 16 per

cent. Similarly, the great uncovenanted civil

service of India is also open to all who are suc-

cessful ill a public examination; in all the services,

age being the sole limit. In India, in the ten

^ears 1871-1880, the results of the examinations

IQ the lists of passed candidates were as under at

the universities :

—

Passed. IstArts. ArUM.A. I^w. Mcdi. Civil Eng.

CaloutU, 9842 2462 269 687 764 53
Madras,
Bombay,

710G 1553 12 88 37 18
2916 603 29 67 292 243

From the earliest arrival of Christian mis-

sionaries, especially in the south of India, parents

of all creeds, Christian, Hindu, and Mahomedan,
have sent children to their schools, though the

education they impart is openly and avowedly
founded on a Christian basia Since the middle

of the 19th century, universities, with medical,

engineering, and other colleges, have been estab-

lished at all the great centres of government,
where the highest branches of western learning

are taught; aud by grants of money in aid of

private efforts of missionary and educational

Dodies, the masses have been reached. In 1857
the pupils were 200,000. In 1877 they num-
bered 1,700,000. Museums have been founded

at Madras, ('alcutta, Baugaloro, Allalyahal,

Bombay, Travancoro, and Nagpur
;

librark'g haVo
been formed in many of the cities and townH

;

mwlol farms have been opened to instruct in agri-

culture. Agri-horticultural and botanical societies

are aiding in the introduction of economic plants.

Great efforts have been made to gather and husband
the water supply

;
to protect the trees by means

of a forest department
;
to discover the causes of

cattle murrain, through the agency of the veteri-

nary officers; and a meteorological department has

been established to aid in spreading information as

to ))08sible droughts.

The literature and history of the country during

Buddhist, Hindu, and Mahomedan times, are

being traced by the Asiatic societies, which were
originated in India by the British in the 18th

century. Liberal grants have been annually made
for marine, topographical, and trigonometrical

surveys, for cad:\stral field survey, for a geo-

logical survey, also for a meteorological <lcpart-

ment, and for geographical and archmological

research.

It is amongst the non-Aryan races that Christian

missionaries and Government officers have been
most successful in their efforts to impart a liigher

civilisation. Xavier converted to Christianity

many of the fisher races of the Indian and
Malacca Peninsulas; Augustus Clevland, a civil

servant, did good amongst the races of the jungle

Terai of Rajmahal
;
General Sir James Outrara,

while yet a young officer, was able to make an
impression amongst the Bhils

;
C’olonel Dixon,

amongst the Mhair race ;
the Rev. Dr. Mason and

Mrs. Mason, among the Karen
;
and Bi.shop Cald-

well, amongst the Maravar and Shanar.

In ancient times the Hindus had a really

scientific acquaintance with tlie practice of thera-

peutics ana surgery. They appear to have

acquired their knowledge and skill from dissection

and other methods similar to that of modern
Europe

;
and it is to the rigid imposition of the

shackles of caste, forbidding contact with dead or

morbid matter, that the decline of this science is

to be attributed. But since the early part of the

19th century, the Brahmanical races of Bengal
have again taken to the study of medicine.

Private and official correspondence have been

largely facilitated by the British. A letter under

a tola (180 grains) is carried from one end of India

to another for half an anna, equal to 0*75 of a

penny. In 1871 the letters, etc., sent through the

post-office were 85,689,823. In 1880 the number
rose to 142,977,644 ;

but above one-third of all

the letters were registered. Improved postal

services, with the introduction of telegraphic

communication, the opening of roads, railroads,

and canals, and the construction of bridges, have

done much to extend the range of commerce, and
of these the influence of railroads and the Sues

Canal has been marked. The Suez Canal is 100
miles long, and ships of many thousand tons

I

burden pass through it.

In 1857 there were 274 miles of railway

open. In 1876 there were 6832 miles, aud at

the commencement of 1881 there were 96 19 miles

of railway open to traffic, and 646 under con-

struction. During the year 1881, 818 were opened
to traffic, and the commencement of 1482 miles

was sanctioned. The total capital outlay on rail-

ways to the end of 1883 will be £138,987,000,
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namely, £68,292,000 on guaranteed railways,

£81,852,000 on state lines, and £38,793,000 on
the East India Railway.

In 1857 there were 1,825,000 passengers

by rail; in 1875, 26,779,000; and in 1880,

48,040,940J, besides season ticket holders. The
Government have opened the great thoroughfares,

the great trunk lines. They have secured a certain

amount of communication between all parts of

India
;
but there remain great tracts of country,

some extremely rich in agricultural wealth, some
rich in mineral wealth, which have not yet been

opened up.

Irrujation.—Canals, inundation channels, dams,
and wells, have been constructed both by former

rulers and by the British, in order to obtain water

for irrigation
;
and some of the ancient and modern

works are on a gigantic scale. Of the cyclopean

Ghorbasta builders of Baluchistan, notliing is

known
;

but to have undertaken such gigantic

works, they must have been pressed to the utmost.

The lands adjoining these, as also the hillsides of

the Himalayas, and of the islands in the Archi-

pelago, are levelled and terraced for cultivation.

Tlie Dravidian races of the Peninsula have
formed multitudes of tanks. No view can better

show the labours of this race, than is to be
obtained from the top of a hill in the Karnatic
at the close of the N.W. monsoon, when the whole
country is seen studded with tanks. Bhandara
is watered by the Waingun ga, and noted for no
less than 3648 tanks made by native engineers,

who availed themselves of the dips and hollows of

an undulating country, and constructed dams
wherever the ground sloped. In the Mewar state

in Rajputana, arc several fine artificial lakes
;
that

near Debar is 25 or 30 miles in circumference.

At Hyderabad, the Husn Sagor tank is about 8
miles in circumference, and the Mir Alam tank has

a small steam yacht. At Cumbum, a lake of 15
square miles has been formed by damming up the

Gundlakamma river. Tlie Chambrambakam tank
supplies 10,000 acres of rice cultivation. In four-

teen Madras districts there are 53,000 tanks, with
about 30,000 miles of embankments. These are

mostly the work of pre-British dynasties.

In the south of India, canals have been led

from the Tumbudra; in the deltas of the Godavery,
Kistna, and Pennar

;
the Falar in Chingleput and

N. Arcot, the Vellar in South Arcot, the Colerun
in the delta of the Cauvery, the last-named a
monument of the skill of Colonels Sim and Sir
Arthur Cotton.

The eastern and western Jumna canals are
the oldest of the perennial canals of Northern
India. They were constructed during the Moghul
empire, but since 1819 the western canal has
been somewhat improved by the British. I’he

eastern Jumna canal in 1875 was 130 miles long,
with 618 miles of main distributaries.

The Ganges canal was commenced by the
British in 1^8, and opened in 1854. Its principal

head is about 2} miles from Hardwar. In 1875
its length was 519 miles, with 3386 miles of

distributaries, and with an irrigated area of

889,167 acres.

The Bari Doab canal has been led from the left

bank of the river Ravi
;

it was commenced in 1850.
In the Dehra Doon and Kohilkhand there are

five canals, 66 mih^s in aggregate length
;
and in

Kohilkhand and Bijnaur are a series of badly con-

structed canals about 300 miles in length. The
Sarkand canal leads from the Sutlej, the Agra
canal from the Jumna, the Son canal from the
Son, and the Orissa canals from the Mahanadi.

In Bundclkhand, canals have been led from the
rivers Betwa and Dassan.

The Lower Sutlej and Chenab canals are 19 in

number, and 418 miles in aggregate length. The
four Upper Sutlej canals have 47 miles of length.

The Indus canals, 13 in number, have an
aggregate length of 577 miles. They are all

drawn from the right bank of the river in the
Dchra Ghazi Khan district.

In the Shahpur district are 18 inundation canals.

In Sind are the Sakhar and Shahdadpur per-

ennial canals, and 8 inundation canals, the Sind,

(fhar, Eastern and Western Nara, Bigari, Mitran,
Thar, Fallali.

On the Bombay side are the Jamda in Kandesb,
the Krishna, and the Ahmadnagar canals.

Forests.—It had long been acknowledged by all

writers that trees have a great bifluence on the

humidity of a climate, but it was not until tho

middle of the 19th century that any regular care

was taken of the forests of India. The subject was
brought by the editor to tho notice of the Madras
Government, and tho Directors of the E. I. Com-
pany ordered the appointment of conservators of

forests, but Act vii. of 1865 was the first Forest Act
passed by the Government of the country. I'ho

continuous denudation of extensive tracts in such

fine districts as Midnapur, Bankura, Birbhum,and
Bard wan, without any corresponding development
of agriculture, is said to liavc perceptibly decreased

the rainfall and the j>ower of the soil to store

water. The forest reserves in 1879-80 were 15,344
square miles, as under :—

>

British—
Bengal, . Sq. m. 2945
N.\V. Provinces, . 2200
Oudh, 1070
Panjab. .... 795
Central Provinces, 2535
British Burma, . . 1612

Assam, . Sq. m. 2015
Coorg, .... 200
Ajmir, .... 101

Non British—'
Mysore, .... 454
Bersr 1388

In the ten years 1871 to 1880 the forest revenues
Amounted to £5,949,099, and the cliargcs to

£4,114,927. With every year the object has

more and more been rather to preserve and restore

by replanting, than to profit by the sales. Indeed,

the destruction has been so great in many places,

that the state for many a year to come might
expend all in replanting.

The coffee plant was not a gift of the British,

though its cultivation has been much fostered. It

is said to have been introduced into Mysore about
the middle of the 17th century, by Bawa Budan, a

Mahomedan fakir, and the cultivation extended
into Ceylon, and, since the early part of the 19th
century, largely into other parts of Mysore, Coorg,
Travancore, and Cochin, In 1880 the number of

plantations and plants and approximate yield were
as under :

—

PlanU*
tions. 1

1
Plants.

District.
Mature.

Im-
mature.

TicM, Iba,

Bengal, . . ,

Madras, . . .

Mysore, . . .

Ooorgf . , .

Travancore,
Cochin, . . .

1

18,315
24,843
4,685
119
15

5
63,026

39,750
14,360
1,436

3
10,561

Lsbo
2,415
487

320
18,513,138
4,004,656
7,603,120
2,616,718
463,828

Total,. . . 47,978 162,847 35,483 33,100,778
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Cotton has been cultivated in India from pre-
historic times; but in the early part of the Itlth

century, in tlm Beninaula, much outlay was
incurred in efforts to imj)rove the quality. In
1879-80 there were 10,708,031 acres under cotton
cultivation, yielding 5,181,560 lbs. of cleaned
cotton, 0^ an average of 59 lbs. of cleiined cotton
per acre. In the Central rpovincea and in Mysore
the yield was only 24 and 25 lbs. respectively

;
but

in the Nizam’s donnnions, the Tanjab, and RritiKh

Burma, 08, 90, and 147 lbs. respectively were
obtained.

7Vrt.—The introduction of tea-planting is wholly
a British gift to India. The tea plant wa.s dis-

covered about the year 1825 growing wild in

Assam, and it is now largely cultivated in several

parts of British India.

*0 oj

"w a

District,
1‘lftnti

tioiift.

PlnntM.
Yield, \hn. « u,'

Mnturp,
Im-

iiiaturo.

Assam, . .

Bengal,. .

N.AV.Prov.,
Panjab,, ,

Madras,
Brit Burma.

1.045
274
87

1,195
81

6

120,512
27,341

6,848

4,81

6

2,573
25

33,145
11,464

1,238

2,780
1.702
154 1

34,013,583
1 6,572,481 i

838,743 1

! 802,995
640,460

!

16,120

282
230
292
167
2.52

105

Total, . 2,691 162,244 .50,354 42,80:i,7<>6

Cinrhonn trt'cs. Another grand gift to India,

were introduced in the middle of the 19th century

(1850), by Mr. (dements Markham, C.B., who
twice visited South America, and twice conveyed
to India different species of cinchona, which be and
his scientific assistants had obtained there. In
1880-81 the state of the plantations was as

under :

—

Sikkitn. Burma. Neilgberry. Mysore.

Acma, . , .

Planta,
)

(^uttinga, and
ScedlingH, )

2,332 847 5U

5,207,870 64,438 677,355 42,860

I

immolation of the Hindu widovr, has ceased
;
only

I

rare instances occur of the samadh, or burying alive
i of lepers or others with iin'urable diseases; self-

j

immolation beneath the wheels of the Jaganath
car are rare; the ghat murders, at one time so
common amongst the Hindus, are almost unheard
of. Until the middle of the 19th century, human
sacrifices occurred amongst the Kandh and the
Gond

;
and instances do still occur, from time to

time, amongst the Rorni -barbarous tribes on the
north-east ern frontier, and even amongst fanatic

Hindus of the saiva sect, but the criminals are
rea<lily dck‘ctcd aud jnjnished

;
the tdmrkh puja,

or swinging festival, has been put down, thiiggi

has been roote<l out, and dacoity is only beard of
when scarcity prevails.

In the sujjpreHsioii of sati all the native
princes have imitated the British.

In 18.50 an Act wjis passed declaring that change
of religion should not involve a loss of property
or civil rights. In 1855 an Act legalized the re-

!
marriage of Hindu widowa In 1870 (Act viii.

I
18th March), infanticide was declared criminal.

!
All through the 19th century the British have

striven to prevent infantievde. The sacrifice of

I

chililren at Sattgor was prohibited on the 20th

I

August 1802, and tlie poisoning of infant girls

i has been largely checked, though still practised.

I The relative umnberf' of the sexes returned in the

I

ccHfiUS of 1871 varied greatly. Excluding Ftaj-

putana, which did not furnish a sex return,

I
generally, throughout India, there was an excess

'of inale.M, in a population of 241,585,698, of

I
5,094,956. Camsiderably more than half of this

I

di8}>roportion appears on tho face of the returns

I

of the North-IVeBtern Rrovinces and the Panjab.
In the North-Western Proviucei?, females were
IcRS than the males by 1,582,000, in a population

of about 32J millions; and in Oudh, in a {)opula“

tion of nearly 1
1 ^ millions, the fesnales were

returned lees by 514,000.

In the British districts of the Bombay Presidency,

with about 14 millions of inhabitants, the females
were 351,000 in excess; but in Sind and the Native
States, with a population of 7 millions, the females

The organic constituents of cinchona barks are

quina, chiiichona, aricina, quinidia, quinia, ebin-

conidia, tannic acid, quinonic acid. The medicinal

forms are quinine, qiiinidine, chinchonine; chin-

chonidine. Quinine is being steadily superseded in

India by a chinebona febrifuge manufactured in

the country. It is now in general use in Govern-
ment hospitals, and enters largely into private

practice. Only 3964 lbs. of quinine were imported

in 1880-81, as against 7409 lbs. in 1879-80.

Sati.—The efforts of the British to suppress

barbarities and crimes have been continuous and
successful. Animal sacrifices have decreased;

slavery everywhere abolished, and devil-worship

largely discouraged.

According to the Abb^ Dubois (p. 198), a sati

was extremely rare in the south of the Peninsula.

During the rule of tho Braliman Peshwas, they

were of not unfreqiicnt occurrence in the Mahratta

territories; and, so late ns the year 1835, on the

death of Kurun Singh, raja of Ahmadnagar, bis

widow was forcibly made a sati, at midnight, in

defiance of all the exertions of the Political Officer,

Mr. Erskine, backe<l by a small body of troops,

who W'ero fired upon and their officer wounded.
But now, sati, the voluntary, or at times forcible,

were 218,(XfO fewer than the males. In Bengal
the femaieB, in a population of nearly 69 millions,

were about 38(l,0(>0 in excess. Jn Aasam, in a
population of something over 4J millions, the

females were ie.ss than the males by about 116,0()0.

In Madras, with a population of nearly 31 millions,

the females show a preponderance in numbers of

355,000. Seveml of the Rajput races have a dis-

inclination to state the number of the female

members of their families, and men are attracted

to the great centres of trade, as to the presidency

towns, or to now territories, os Assam or Burma

;

but infanticide and n(‘glect of girls’ healths are

supposed to bo the causes of these differences.

BRITTANT-PATTA. Hind. The record of a
decision given by a panchayat.

—

Elliot.

BROA. Hind. Rhododendron arboreum.
BROACH, Bharuch, or Baroach, a populous

commercial town on the right bank of the Ner-

baddn, 27 miles in direct distance from the bar.

The Nerbadda is here two miles broad, and boats

of 50 tons come up the channel. It gives its name
to a district lying between lat. 21° 26' and 22® 17'

N., and long. 72° 32' and 73® IP E., with an area

of 1458 sq. miles, and a population of 350,322

I
in 1872. The Hindus, 277,032 in number, are
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divided into 142 distinct castes, nnd these again pean guns the insurgents surrendered, and Mr.

into numerous subdivisions, whose customs and Brooke was duly installed in the rank of raja of

modes of life are the same, but w ho are socially Samwak, previously promised to him. Thenewly-
separate. The Mahomedans of the Borah (Vohara), acquired territory was swampy, and ill cultivated

Memon, nnd Khoja sects are nuinemus
;
and other by the native Dyaks, who varied their occupations

convertsfrom Hinduism arc the Moli8lami(formerly as tillers of the land by head-hunting excursions

Rajputs), Malik, Mominn, and Slmikhdas, all but among neighbouring villnges. He declared head-

the Borah in a depressed condition. The culti- hunting a crime punishable by death to the

vators are Borah, Koli, Kunbi, and I^ajput; the offender, nnd he suppressed it and piracy. On
last are a quiet agricultural race. The aboriginal revisiting Britain, the British Government recog-

races are Koli, Talfivia, Talwadn, and Bhil. nised his position, ordered a man-of-war to take

Baroach town has 3t>,0.‘12 inhabitants. It has a him to the seat of his new settlement, gave him
Panjrajx)!, or hospital for animals. From ancient

times it has been an important commercial site,

known in the first century of the Christian era as

Barngnza, a name said to be from the sage Bhrigu,

who founde d it, and named it Bhrigupur. It has

since been liehl by many dynasties, Rajput, Maho-
medan, and, since November 1772, by the British.

It was twice (153fi, 1546) sacked by the Portu-

guese. Bombay has since attracted many of its

people, and the Bhargao Brahmans claim descent

from Bhrigu.

—

Imp, Gaz.
BUOADIHLL, birds of the genera psarisomus

and serilophus and family curylaimidso.

BROCADE, Kimkhab.
Br<^kacle, . . , Dut. Intalas

; Kimxa, Malay.
Brokal, .... Oku. .Sundus, . . . . „
Luppa ; Kimkhab, Hind. Pnrittcha, .... Huh.
Broccalo, .... It. Brocado, .... Sr.

A fabric comi>08cd of satin, striped or purpled

with gold or silver, manufactured at Surat,

Benares, and Ahinadabad. Tlie looms are very
simple in their construction. The gold and silver

pass through many hands before they arc formed

into thread. Brocades (Kimkhab), g<d<l -woven
scarves (dopatta), and silks are coriHigiied from
Benares, togc‘ther with a kiii<l of yellow silk dhoti

called ))itAmbar, and a dark-blue silk with white

spots called bund, also the silk sari or scarv^'s,

exclusively for women’s wear, forming both a skirt

and a scarf.

—

FttuLkner ; AFGulltK-h

;

YVn/Zor.

BROCCOIJ, a variety of the BrusHica oleracea.

BlCOiMKI J ACE.dO, the jiine-apple tribe or

bromul worts, a natural order of herbaceous
plants, remarkable for the liardiiesH and dryness

of their foliage. The jiine-apple, Ananas sativiis,

belongs to this; also the geiierti Bromelia, Bill-

bergia, Pitcairnea, nnd Tiliandsia.

BROMICOEEA AEEiJTlCA, n soa-woed of

the Alcutinn islands, used as food.

BRONONG. Malay, Baskets.

BRONZE.
Stuck-good, . . . Dut. fhiiigHa; gotigun, MALAY.
Siuckmetall, . . (tKU. Metal <lu Canfinen, . Hr.
Bronzo, It.

An alloy of copper and tin much employed in

the arts. Bee Alloys.

BRONZE LEATHER. Kimsana, Hini>.

BROOK Fj, Sir JAMFiS, raja of Sarawak, was
born in 1H03 at Benares. At the age of sixteen

he received a commission in the Bengal Infantry,

and served in the first war against Burma, whore
he was severely woundcHl at the storming of a
stockiule. Ho lost his appointment by overstay-

ing his home leave. On the death of his father,

he succeeded to a handsome patrimony, and on
the 27th of October 1838 his yacht ‘The Royalist *

quitted England for Sarawak. He found iU ruler,

Muda Hasan, engaged in the suppression of a
rebellion, but with a few volleys from the Euro-

the title of Governor of Labunn, with a salary of

£15(K) a year, with an extra £600 a year as a
consular agent, and afforded him the services of a
deputy governor, also on a good salary. He com-
piled a code of laws, declared trade to be free,

all roads to be open, all property inviolable, insti-

tuted a current coinage, and rigorously suppressed
head-hunting, and marauding expeditions gradu-
ally became extinct in the province. He died in

1868.

BROOME, CoLONKL ARTHUR, an officer of the

Bengal Artillery, author of History of the Rise

and Progress of the Bengal Artillery.

BROOM GRASS, Aristida sotacca, Linn.

BROOMS.
BalaiH, Fa. Escobns ; BroxaH ;

Opillon

;

Bcmjii, Okil KMoobillsH, . . . Sp,

Juru, Hind. T«)(la|>am, . . . Tam.
Scope, It. Cliiparii, .... Tkl.
Meilu, Uus.

Articles for sweeping lloors, walls, ceilings,

etc. They get the name of briHun, because first

iniulo ill Fhirope from the small branches of the

plant of that name. In India tlu'y Ri'o iim<lo of

the Htrong grasses which alNUind. Tiiat in

Southern India is the torapum pilloo, broom gruss
;

hut vuDukamar, the erkoo, hiiiuboo branches, the

iiiidt'ib of date and of coeoamit and of tlie Pliamix
sylvestris loaves, are, also used, as likewise are the

Vitex ueguuiio and F’crreola bvixifolia.

—

il/fiL Ali’il. p. 145.

BUOOMiA MALAGUM. Tam. See Oil.

BRORI. Hind. Ulinus eainpestris.

BROSIMUM Al.K^ASTliUM. Sw/.. TheJamaica
bread-nut tree and the B, utile, /v/n//., the cow
tree of the ('arnccaa, wen> both introduced into

the (’alcntta Garden. They have a tenacious

gunimy milk.— Fo»y/, 211. See Cow Tree.

BROTHER.
Akh, .... Auah. Fmtillo, .... It.

Fli. Brftdar, .... Pers.
Bniilcr, .... Dku. Hermuno, . . . 8r.
Bliiii, .... Hind. Tambi, .... Tam.

In oaBtern countries, this term is applied to

relatives not so designated in Europe, as to
cousins, also to porsoiiBof the same faith, or town,
or country, or avocation. These last are supple-
mented by a class of friends, styled munh-Wa-
bhai, * so-called brothers,* common throughout
British India. This eastern use of the designa-
tion brother has caused difficulties to readers of

the Christian Bible. Jude in connection with
James, though called (Matthew xiii. 56) the
'
brethren of Jesus,' were really his oousins, it

boin|r common with the Jews to call the first

cousins brethren. They were the sons of Mary,
the sister of the mother of Jesus, the wife of

Cldophos. In Brittany, at the present day, if

two cousins-german be married, the son of one
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of these cousins will address the other as ‘ma liquor^ were thrust two pipes to suck with, a
tante/ my aunt

;
he is her neveu ii la mode de gun, a spear, a dah, alligators’ teeth, tigers’ tusks,

Bretagne. Amongst all the Mongoloid people of and some bamboo sticks with notches, cuts, and
Asia, the Dravida of Southern India, the nations splits of a mystic character. This being ready,
of the Malay family, and among the aborigines one of the oldest of the Toungmin (hill chief)
of America, the descendants of a common ancestor, present killed a small pig, extracted its heart, and,
if they are of the same generation, give one another filling the pot with water, commenced a harangue
the name of brother and sister.

—

Milners Seven invoking tlie
* Nat ’ to pour down his wrath on

Churches of Asia^ p. 47 ;
Pcschei the two Mantin and Bainbah men sitting by the

BROTHER- MAKING. With the ancient pot, and cause their destruction by any of the
Greeks, two persons would vow to each other per- ways indicated by the different articles thrust

inanent hospitality aud protection for themselves into the pot, if they bore each other ill-will, and
and their descendants,—the Greek It is the did not remain friends thenceforth and for ever,

German Gast-freund. This is practised amongst This invocation being over, the Mantin took up the

the Bedouins, who take an oath before one or two pig’s heart, and, pressing a drop of blood from it

witnesses. Amongst the Rajput races of India, into the liquor, the two men exchanged words,
the women adopt a brother by the gift of a and commenced sucking up the liquor, adding
bracelet. The intrinsic value of such pledge is more water. After them, two other representatives
never looked to, nor is it necessary that it should of the two villages had a suck, and then the dif-

be costly, though it varies with the means and ferent implements, etc. w^ere removed, and all

rank of the donor, and may be of flock silk and the other Cliins present began drinking (by
spangles, or of gold chains aud gems. The accept- suction) out of the same pot, and another one
ance of the pledge is by the katchli or corset, of supplied for general use. Some war dances were
simple silk, or satin, or gold brocade and pearls, performed, and the Clnns then cooked the pig.

Colonel Tod was the Rakiii-band-bhai of the three ate, drank, and were merry. The khoung pots

oueens of Udaipur, Bundi, and Kotah, as also of were filled with fermented rice, to which water
Chand-Bai, the maiden sister of the Rana, and of was added as required. The oath thus administered

many ladies of the chieftains of rank. Though is said to be most binding on Chins, aud, once
the bracelet may be sent by maidens, it is only on taken, seldom if ever violated. Bin is the Bur-
occasions of urgent necessity and danger. The mese for tree. Nyoung includes a large nuniber
adopted brother may hazard his life in iiis adopted of the ficus ti ibe. Nat is the Burmese word used to

sister’s cause, and yet never receive a mite in translate the Indian Deva. Originally it denotes

reward, for ho cannot even see the fair object a local divinity, often a Harnadiyafl. Khoung is

who, as brother of her adoption, has constituted a kind of rice- beer made and used by tlie hill

him her defender. tribes all over Burma.
Hindus take a vow of friendship and mutual Mr. Burns thus related the ceremony of brother-

support with certain forms, and even in a com- making among the Kyans:—Singudiiig sent on
munity little remarkable for faith, it is infamous board to request me to l>ecome his brother accord-

to break this oath. Part of the ceremony is div id- ing to Kyaii fiislnon. The ceremony is called by
ing a bel or wood-apple (Feronia elephantiun), the Kyans Ber-biang, by the Borncons Ber-

half of which is kept by each party, and from sahibah. I landed with our nakodali, and, after

this the compact is culled Bel Bandliar. some preliminary talk to allow the crowd to

Amongst the Oraon girls, sworn friendships or assemble, the afl'air commenced
;
we sat in the

sister-making occur, called ‘ Gui,’ between two. verandah of a long house, surrounded by some
They each say— * Tu aor main gui jurabi

;
ainren hundreds of men, women, and children, all look-

phul lagabi.* Then each plucks flowers and ing eagerly at the white stranger who was about

arranges them neatly in the other’s hair
;
they to enter their tribe. Stripping my left arm, Kum

exchange necklaces, embrace, and give a joint Lia took a small piece of wood, shaped like a knife

feast. When two Karen wish to become brothers, blade, and, slightly piercing the skin, brought
one kills a fowl, cutting oflf its beak, and rub- blood to the surface, which he carefully scraped off;

bing the blood ou the front of the other’s legs, then nakodah Gadore drew blood in the same way
sticking on them some of the feathers. The from Siuguding’s right arm, the one next me, and
augury of the fowl’s bones is tbeii consulted, a small cigarette being produced, the blood on
and if favourable, the ceremony is repeated by the wooden blades was spread on the tobacco,

—

the other party. If the omens be still aus- scarcely spread, for the quantity was as small as

picious, they say, ‘We will be brothers (doh), could be imagined. A chief then rose, and, walk-
we will grow old together, w'e will visit each ing to a sort of window, looked full upon the

other.’ Brotherhood amongst the Burmese is river, and invoked the spirits of good and evil

termed doh, also thway thouk, blood - drinker, to be witness of this tie of brotherhood
;

the

because they mix a few drops of blood from the cigarette was then lighted, and each of us took
arms of the contracting parties with w’ater, aud several puffs, and the ceremony was over,

drink it. The following forms were observed. In Hindu marriages, one of the necessary forms
near the eastern frontier of the Akyab district, is for the bridegroom to phice the bride’s foot

on the occasion of the reconciliation of two clans successively on seven lines drawn on rice in a
or villages of the Chin (or Khyeng) tribe, named platter. From this has been adopted the practice

Bainbah and Mantin, between whom a blood-feud of any two persons pledging mutual friendship by
had previously exist^. At the foot of a Nyoung taking seven steps, Saptapathi, together

;
and

Bin, supposed to be the residence of a ‘ Nat,* a the term Saptapathinam has come to signify

pot of khoung was placed half-buried in the earth, friendship.

—

Elphin, p. 193 ;
Tod's Travels; Jour.

In the orifice of the pot some fresh leaves of the Indian Archipelago^ v. No.
;
Forlm^ 290. See

tree were placed, and through iiito the Sabat.
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BROTO. BRUGUIERA RHEEDII.

BROTO. Bkng. a vow : a 8elf-impo«e(l devo- I boiled, it will be weaker, but white. It is then
tional exercise.

BROUGHTON, GABRIEL, surgeon of the ship

Hopewell, in- 1636 was able to obtain the cession

of teilasore to the East India Company. In that

ear he cured the daughter of the Emperor of

ndia, who had been burned by her clothes taking

fire, and in 1640 he Buceesefully treated a lady

of the emperor’s zenana. When asked to name
his own reward, he replied that he wished nothing

for himself, but begged that his countrymen might
be allowed to have a maritime settlement in

Bengal. Accordingly, in 1642, a land factory at
|

Hugh, and a maritime settlement at Balaaore,

were formed. Balasore was at once fortified,

and became the key to the position which the

British have since acquired in India,

—

hup. Gaz.

BROUGHTON, Likut.-Col. T. 1)., author of

Specimens of the Popular Poetry of the Hindoos.

BROUSSONETIA PAPYRIFERA. Veut.

M.orua papyrifera, Linn.
|
Papyrus Japonica, L(ini.

Mahlaing, . . . Bubm. Paper Mulberry, . Eng.
Killia, . . . Celebes. Gluga, .... Jav.
Che, Cui.v.

This is a shrub or small tree, with soft, brittle,

woolly branches, and large hairy rough leaves,

either heart-shaped and undivided, or cut into

deep irregular lobes. It is a native of the isles of

the Southern Ocean, as well as of China and of

Japan, but has been introduced into the Indian

gardens. In Tahiti or Otaheite, and other islands,

they make tapa cloth of its bark
;
and it is said

that the finest and whitest cloth and mantles worn
by the principal people at Otaheibi and in the
Sandwich Islands were made of the bark, and
this when dyed red takes a gcxxl colour. For t)\e

purposes of making cloth it is not allowed to

become higher than about 12 feet, and about one
inch in diameter. The bark, taken ofT in as long
strips as possible, is steeped in water, scraped

with a chank shell, and then macerated. In this

state it is placed on a log of wood, and beaten
with a nmliet, three sides of which have longi-

tudinal grooves, and the fourth a plain surface.

Two strips of tapa are always beaten into one,
with the view of strengthening the fibn;8, an
operation increasing the width of the cloth at the
expense of its length. Most of the cloth worn
is pure white, being bleached in the sun

;
but

!

printed tapa is also, though not so frequently,

seen, whilst that used for curtains is always
coloured. The chief dye employed is the juice

of Aleurites triloba.

In Japan, they arc said to cultivate this plant
much as osiers are cultivated in Europe. Tiiere,

for paper, the young shoots, being cut down in

December, after the leaves have fallen, are then
cut into good long pieces, and are boiled until

the separation of the bark displays the naked
wood, from which it is then ea.sily separable with
the aid of a longitudinal incision. In order to
make paper, dried bark is soaked for a few hours
in water, after which the outer cuticle and the
internal green layer are scraped off. The stronger
and firmer pieces are semrated from the youngest
shoots, which are of inferior Quality. I’ho selected

bark is boiled in a ley of wood -ashes till the fibres

can be separated by a touch of the finger. The
pulp so protiuced is then agitaUxl in water till it

resembles tufts of tow. If not sufficiently washed,
the paper will be coarse, but strong

;
if too much

beaten on a table, with batons of hard wood, into

a pulp. Mucilage obtained from boiled rice, or

from a plant called oreui, is added to the pulp.

These three are stirred with a clean reed till re-

duced into a homogeneous liquor, and when of a
due consistence are ready for conversion into

sheets of paper.

—

Dr. Sceman^ Viti; Voifjt.

BROWN BEAK, Ursua Isabellinus. the white
bear, Ursus arctos

;
Sy rian bear, U. Syriacus

;

Himalayan bear, U. Tibetanus
;
Japanese bear,

U. Japonicus; Malayan bear, Ursus Malayanus

;

Sloth bear, Ursus labiatus.

BROWN BUG or Scaly Bug, Lecauiura coffeae.

BROWN HEMP, the commercial name given

in Bombay to the fibres of tlie Hibiscus cauna-

binus. It is the Ambaree or Mesta-patof Bengal,

and the Palungoo of Madras, and is also known
as Indian hemp and ‘hemp.’ See Ambaree.
BROWN JAWARI. Anglo-Hind. Sorghum

vulgare, var.

BROWN RAT, Mus decumanus.
B’R PUKHTUN, the language of the Afghan

people about Kabul, Kandahar, Shorawak, and
rishin. See Afghan; India; LV Pukhtun.
BRUCE (JAMES), Author of Travels to Dis-

cover the Source of the Nile in 1708-73.

BRUCEA ANTIDYSENTERICA is considered

by the Wooginoos of Abyasinia a most valuable

remedy in dysentery and severe cases of diarrhooa.

The false angustiira bark was long supposed to be

the produce of this Brucca, and its active prin-

ciple was accoidingly named Brucine. It is now,
however, established that the false angustura
bark is that of the Strychnos nux vomica, the

Kuchila tree of Bengal.— O'Sh. p. 020.

BRUCEA SUM ATKANA. Roih. FI. /. i.449.

(JonuB ftrnariBKinuis, Lour,

Ainpadoo Barrowing, Mal.
j
Liiwsa Rajii, . AmdoYNA.

A plant of Assam, Cochin-Cliina, Sumatra, and
Moluccas, and has been Bucecssfully grown in the

Botanic Garden of Calcutta. The leaves are

intensely bitter, and possess the sfitne medicinal

properties as the Bruoea antidysenterica.

—

Chris-

(isnn^ Dispensatory
; Don^ Gardener's Dictionary

j

Fnffl. Ci/c. p. 071 ;
Vaiyt, IHo; O'Sh. p. 220.

BKUCHUS. Two species of this genus of

insects attack the poppy seed when stored.

BUUCyK, Oo.M.MODOUE, Indian navy. His rofiort

on the Persian Gulf enumerates as articles of trade,

—silk, dried fruits, gums, dat<;s, horses, pearls, and
spices, to the amount of 00 or 80 lakhs annually.

In 1820 he commenced the survey of the I^ersinii

Gulf, followed by Captain Haines, I. N., and by
Lieuts. Constable and Stiffe in 1 HliO.

BRUGH. Hind. Echinojin nivea.

BRUGPA. Sec Dalai Lama; Hung-Kiao;
Tibet.

BRUGUIERA PARYIFLORA. W. and .4.

lihizophora parviflora, li.
|
B. cyliinlrica, JUtxh.

Pyu, Soung, . . Bukm.
|
Uravada, Varavada, Tel.

This mangrove grows in the Moluccas, Sumatra,
Cochin-China, the Malay IslaiKls, in both the

Indian Peninsulas, the Khassya mountains, Nepal.

Orissa, Jellaaore. It has small green and scented

flowers. Berries dye black.— Voiyi; Elliot^ FL
Andhrica.

BRUGUIERA RHEEDII. VHerit.

B. gymnorrhiza, Lam,
i
Khizophura gymnorr. , L»

' Kankra, . , « . Benu.
|
Pyu, Soung, . , BwRM.
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BKUil. HI BALUrf AKNr.

This species of mangrove is abundant all along
j

sometimes seen growing around old pagodas like

the eastern coast of the Bay of Bengal, and it
|

a wild plant. 'I’he leaves readily produce buds
furnishes a hard and durable yellowish timber. u})on their margins, capable of propagating the
The tree is easily distinguished from its associates, plant when laid upon damp soil. This mar-
for it drops no r(wt8 from its branches, but the giual production of leaf-buds has been considered
trunk is divided into numerous roots for half its analogous to the development of seed-buds
height, like a small bamboo pavilion. Ft grows (ovules), which in plants generally are also nor-
in Cochin-China, the Moluccas, Java, Tenasserim, mally marginal, being developed upon the margin
Penang, the Sunderbuus, and in Malabar. Bur- of specially modified leaves (carpels).

—

mese apply the names Pyu and Soung to B. B’STAN-lKiVUJt is a compilation in Tibetan
Rheedii, B. eriopetala, and R. parviflora.—Mason ; of all sorts of literary works, about 3900 in number,

41. in 223 volumes, written mostly by ancient Indian
BRUH of Sumatra, species of Macaens, Bruh pandits and some learned Tibetfins in the first

putik,Bruh Bepotong,and Biuh-8elapi,ai'eMacacu8 centuries after the introduction of Buddhism into

neinestrinus, Linn. Tibet. The Rgyud portion is on religious rituals

BHUM BRUM. Hind. Hedera helix. and ceremonies, and the Mdo part on science and
BRUMER ISLAND. The mode of salutation literature .— Csonia Korosi in As. Jies.

;
Weber^W^,

or expression of friendship amongst these islanders BTSOD. Tib. Madder.
consists in first toucliiiig the nose with the fore- BUA or Buah. Malay. Fruit. Bua angur,
finger and thumb of one hand, and then pinch- the grape

;
Bua dulirna, pomegranate

;
Hualontar,

ing the skin on each side of the navel with the palmyra fruit; Bua rninyak, olive oil; Bua nanka,
other, calling out at the same time, Maguaiiga! jack-fruit; Bua pala, nutmeg, the Myristica
This habit resembles on one hand that of rubbing moachata

;
Biia-rucum, Carissa spinarum. Bua-

nosea, so general in Polynesia, and, on the other, kaia-pet, a tree in BawcAii which reaches a height
the custom of pinching the navel and repeating of thirty feet, and when covered with its branches
the name for that part, practised by the ialandera of dee]) red-colourcd fruit, it presents a beautiful

of Torres Strait.

—

AhuyilUvray's reyor/e, i. p. 2bH. appearance; the fruit is milky, has an agreeable

BUUMIJ. Hind. Ccltis Cauca.sica, Ecluuoj)8 llavour, and aorne resemblance to the Sawo fruit,

nivma. BU-ALI-SINA, or Avicenna, a celebrated phy-
HRUMO or Dumo. Tiiikt. The yak cow. aician

;
his name was Abu Ali-ul- Husain, ibn

BRUNEI, the capital of Borneo, and the seat Abid Ullah ibn Sina, q.v.

of government. Its houses arc built on piles in HU BA K, a small town in the Kurachee district,

the river, and its population 20,000 souls. Com- of 3703 inhabitants. The Mahomedan sectiona

munication by boats. are Korichaki, Jamot, and Machi.

—

Imp. Gaz.

HliUSll KAXCiAROO is Macropus cmruleus. BUBAIAIS, II. Smilh, a genus of mammals of

The tail and loins are the best for food. sub-family Bovime
;
the horns are largo, attached

BRUSH TURKEYS of Australia, the Tale- to the higiicst line of the frontals, inclining upwards
galla Ijith.'imi, arc; of the Megapodidiv family, all and backwards* ribs, 13 pail’s,

of which hatch their eggs by the natural heat BUBALUS A RN I, the wild buffalo,

arising in a mound about 4 feet high, which they Kerr, Shaw. B.huhalus, Anct., wild var.

construct of vegetable materials, earth and siind. H. bulTclus, Jili/th.

3’he male bird' closely watchos the temperature of Arna (male), Ami (fern.), Mung of . . Bhaoulpur.
the mound. The young bird leaves the nest on the Hino. Ocra erumi, . . Gosd.

second day, ami on the third day cun fly strongly, bhyus, . . ,,

BRYAOE.E, the mo8.s tribe of plauis. com- The wild buffalo is found in Assam, in tlie

prising many Indian genera, calymperes, dicranum, sw'ampy Terai at the foot of the hills from Bhutan

didy motion, grimmia, gymnostomum, orthcKlon, ' to Oudh, also in the plains of Lower Bengal as far

orthotriclmm, schlothcimia, syrrhopodon, and
|

west as 'I'irhut, but increasing in numbers to the

zygodon. ! eastwards, on the lirahinaputra and in the

BRYONIA, sp., bryony.
|

Bengal sunderbuns. It also occurs here and there

Tit‘n-hwa-fen, . , Chin, 1 Tien-kwa, , . . Chin,
j

through the ea.stern portions of the table-land

1‘eh yoh, . . .
|

j

of Central India, from Midnapur to Raipur, and

(Irows in Kiang-su, Honan, and other ])lace3 in

China.

—

Sniitli.

BRYONIA LACINI08A. Linn.

Mala, Bkno. Nehoe-muka, . Malkai.,

Curga naru, . . Hind. Linga tionda, . . Tkl.

A creeper growing nil over India.

—

Roxh.

BRYONIA UMBEI.LATA. 117/3/.

Gwttl kakri, . . . Hind.
I
Mohakri, .... Hind.

Not uncommon in the N.\V. Himalaya at from

2600 to 7600 feet. The fruit is eaten, and on
j

the Sutlej the root is said to be given for sper-

mutorrhexja.

—

Dr. J. L. Stewart, M.D.

BRYOPHYLLUM CALYCINUM.
Ywot kya pen pouk, , . Buhm.

This curious flowering plant, with a leaf like the

house-leek, was introduced into India by l>ady

Clive from the Moluccas, and has been so natural-

ized on the Tenoascrim coast, that it may bo

tlience extending south nearly to the Godavery

;

a few are found in the north and north-east of

Ceylon. They adhere to the most swampy sites,

and never ascend the mountains. Length, 10^

feet and uj>wards from snout to root of tail

;

Iicight at shoulder, GjJ feet; tail short. The horns

are of two kinds, the one very long, nearly straight,

well thrown back, var. Macrocerus of Hodgson,

the other much shorter and well curved, more
directed upwards, Spirocus, Ilolys.

;
the horn

reaches to G-i feet in length. It lives in large

herds
;
but in the rutting season in autumn the

most lusty males leatl off a few females and form

small herds for the time. It gestates 10 inontba.

The bull is of such power and vigour, as by its

charge frequently to prostrate a well-sized ele-

phant. They are uniformly in high condition,

wliile the domestic buffalo is lean and angular.-—

Jerdon^ Mammals, p. SOB.
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HUBHE-MAUA. nUCKLANDIA.

BUBBE-MABA, Can. Calopliyllura calaba.

BUBHAJIA. See Mmhini.

BUBLEE. Sind. Acacia farnesiana.

BUBO, a genus of binU of the tribe Noctumae,
family Strigidae, order Kaptores, or birds of prey.

They are arranged in the sub-fam. Buboniuse,

viz. Nyctea, Bubo, Asio, Scops, Ketupa. Bubo
maximua is the ‘ eagle owl ’ of Europe, Siberia,

China, Asia Minor, Babylonia, Barberry, Himalaya?
See Birds.

BUBUK. Malay. Wormwood.
BUCCINIDiE, a family of recent and fossil

molluscs, c^omprising many genera and sub-genera.

BUCEPHALIA, a town built by Alexander,

supposed to have been on the site now occupied
by the town of Jhehim. It was named after his

horse, which was killed in battle here. See Ponis.

BUCEROTIDAK, the hornbill family of birds,

distinguished by the enormous size of their bills,

and many with a caaque or protuberance at the

base of the bill on the culmen. The genera and
species in S.E. Asia are

—

Hornrauiti biconua, Liun., Peninsula of India.

Buceroa rhinoceroa, I/inn.

^

Malay Peniuuula.
B. lunatua, T., Java,
B. Tickelli, lilijth, Tenasserim.
B. hydrocorax, Linn.y Moluccaa.
B. f^aleatua, Auctor.
Hydn KjiHua coronata, BfxLy Malabar.
H. alhiroatnH, Shaw, Bengal.
If. ufliniH, IJatUmy Dehra.
If. connexa, Tim., Malacca, Java.
H. Malayana, Ttm., Malacca, Java.

H, uigToatriH, Tcm., Malacca, Java.
Meniceroa bicornin, Scop., all India.

Tockua OingulenaiH, Shav:, Malabar, Ceylon.
AceroH Nipalenaia, llo*bjn., *S. E, Himalaya.
Ilhyticeroa rulicollia, T., Burma, Malacca.
Jt. aubruficollia, Jifpth, Burma, Malacca.
R. plicatufl, Latham, Burma, Malacca.
(./ullao caHMidex, Jion.

(J. HulcatuH, JJon.

C. corrugatus, Jjlo7i.

Rhiit(>]dax galeaiuH.

And otlicra. —Jenlon, i. 248-50.

BITCH. Ben(j, Zingiber zerurnbet; Duk.,
sweet flag, Acorns calamus.

BUCIIANaKA. San.sk. Arachis hypogca.

BUCHANAN, Dii, FRANCIS, a medical oflicer

of the Bengal army, who afterwards added the

surname of Hamilton. In 1800 and 1801, made
II ‘Journey from Madras througli the countries of

Mysore, Canara, and Malabar,’ under the orders

of the Marquis of Wellesley, investigating the

state of agriculture, arts, and commerce, and his

report was printed. He introduced into his Com-
mentary upon Rheedc’s llortus Malabaricus, pub-
lished in the Linnaian Society’s Transactions, vols.

xiii., xiv., and xv,, descriptions of several new
peninsular species. His writings are—An Account
of Nepaul, Edinburgh, 181‘J, 1 vol.

;
Travels

through Mysore, Canara, and Malabar, Lond.

1807, 3 vols.; Geographical and Statistical

Description of Dinapore, Calcutta, 1833, 1 vol.

;

Fishes of the Ganges, Edin. 1822 ; On a map
of Burma in Jameson’s Journal.

For bis Mysore journey he set out on the 23d
of April 1800, and completed it on the 6th July
1801. The first edition appeared in 1807. It is

an almost unique encyclopaedia, and how one
man, however indefatigable, could have produced,
in BO short a space of time, such a mass of reliable

information about a country in v/hich he was a
stranger, is indeed astonishing. His survey of

the north-eastern districts of Bengal, 1807-1813,
are still in MS. in the India Oflice. Mr. Mont-
gomery Martin, in 1838, printed from them three

volumes of History, Antiquities, Topography of

Eastern India .— CataL ; Imp. Gaz.

BUCIIANANIA LATIFOLIA. lioxh.

Ohirongia iiapida, Buck. 1

Piyala? .... Beno.
Thit-sai? Len-lwon, Busm.
Lumbo
Noas kool, Nuskul, (Jan.

Pia-Sal, .... I'UJ.

Pyal, Piar cheronji, HiND.
Cnironji, CharoU, . ,,

Spondias elliptioa, RotU,

Char, Dhan, Panj, Mahe.
Ohara, .... Sansx.
Aima, Tam.
Morseda, Mowda, . ,,

Ohara-chettu, . . Tel.
Ohara pappu, . . ,,

Oharu-mamidi, . ,,

This is a straight-growing, handsome, large forest

tree, with fragrant flowers, common for some dis-

tance west of the Jumna, in the lower hills. It

grows in Ajinir, Panjab, and Garhwal. In the

Bombay Presidency, is found more inland than in

the coast jungles. In Canara and Sunda it is

most frequent above the ghats, particularly north
of Dandellee, and the wood is rather strong and
tough, but seldom squaring above four inches.

The tree abounds in Mysore and Cuddapah
;
in

Cuttack is worked up generally into furniture,

house doors, windows, presses, tables, etc. It

requires to bo polished, otherwise it stains of a
burnt-sienna colour any cloth brought into con-
tact with it. Brandifl says that in Burma it is a
soft, light wood, and not used. The fruit, when
ripe, in May is giithered, then soaked in water to

soften the outer pulp, when it is washed and
rubbed off by the hands

;
the little nut is then

dried in the sun, and afterwards broken between
a common chuckee or stone hand-mill, such as is

used for grinding wheat
;
the kernels are then

shifted and winnowed, and much used in native

confectionery, roasted and eaten with milk, and
considered a great delicacy. They abound in a
straw-coloured, sweet-tasted and limpid oil, which
is seldom extracted. Its bark is used by tanners.

In Hindu poetry, its handsome white flower

furnishes a simile for pretty eyes, and is held to

lie sacred to Vishnu.

—

Madras Exhibition ; Eng,
Cyc. ; Drs. Jloxb., Gibson, Voigt, Brandis, Irvine,

Mason; Cal. Cat. o/18C2; Useful Plants; Elor.

Andh, ; J^owell, p. 570 ;
Mr. Thomson ; Beddome.

BUCIIANANIA VARIEGATA, the Kachnar
of Chutia Nagpur, a tree with hard, whitish
yellow timber.

—

Cal Cat. Ex. 18C2.

BUCHGOTI, a Rajput tribe in Jonpur and
Gorakhpur, formerly notorious for turbulence

;

part of them became Mahomedans prior to 8i-

kander Lodi’s rule. The Bilk-huria, the Raj war,
the Rajkumar, are offshoots from the Buchgoti.

—

Elliot.

BUCKCHI. Hind. Fleabane
;
Conyza irw,

BUCKHANI. See Clothing.

BUCKINGHAM, JAMES SILK, editor of a
newspaper in Calcutta. He urged freedom for the
press, but was ultimately deported from India,

and travelled in Western Asia. He published his

travels.

BUCKLALL. Hind.? A close straight-grained

wood, light, toiigl), and strong
;
grows sparse in

the Santal jungles. Is suitable for timber
bridges.

—

Cal. Eng. Jour. 1860.

BUCKLANDIA POPULNEA, R. Brown, a
beautiful evergreen oi the Sikkim Himalaya.
One seen by Dr. Hooker had a trunk 21^ feet in

girth, and was unbranched for forty feet. Ferns
and the beautiful air-plant Coalogyne Wallichii,
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BUCKLAT-UL^MALIK. BUDDHA.

with other orchids, grew on its branches, while
clematis and Staunionia climbed the trunk. Its

wood is brown, and not valuable as timber. It is

also interesting in a physiological point of view,
from the woody fibre being studded with those
curious microscopic discs so characteristic of pines,

and which, when occurring on fossil wood, are con>
sidered conclusive as to the natural family to which
such woods belong. The whole natural order to
which Bucklandia belongs, possesses this character,

as also various species oif Magnoliacese found in

India, Australia, Borneo, and South America. B.
populnea, R. Brown^ is a large tree of the Khassya
mountains from Cherrapunji to Sarureem.
Flowers small and greenish.

—

Hooker^ Jour, ii. p.
185

; Voufi, 53.

BUCKLAT-ul- MALIK. Arab. Fumaria
officinalis, fumitory. Bucklat-ul-Mubarik, Por-
tulaca quadrifida.

BUCKTHOKN or Rhamnacem order of plants,

comprising the genera, zizyphus, berchemia,

sageretia, ventilago, rhamnus, scutia, hovenia,

colubrina, vitmauuia, and gouania. The dried

red crushed drupes, both of rhamnus and zizyphus,

are sold in the shops of China, under the name of

Tsau-pi and Nan-tsau. The fruit of the Swan-
tsau, a species of Chinese rhamnus, is purgative

and deobeti uent. The kernels of R. soporifer are

sedative. The bark of a species of rhamnus is

brought from Cheh-kiang, and is used to form a
beautiful green dye.

—

Smith.

BUCKUM. Hind. Pterocarpus santalinus.

BUCKWHEAT. Fagopyniin, $p.

Phulan, . , , Chenab. Tmo, Rjao, . . Ladakh.
Dtirau, .... ,, liapu Drawodo, , Panj.
Kiau meh, . . . Chin. Tatiirca, Gryka, , Pol.
8uh „ . . . „ Obal, Phapara, . . Ravi.
HR Siirmain, Bl<i Noir, Fr. Kfttu, Katu trao, . „
Buchweiason, . . , Oku. GrctBcha, .... Kus.
Hoide Korn, ... „ 'IVigo, Trigo Negro, Span.
Grano Sariiceno, . IT. Ogal, UIgo, l^ipur, SUT.
Fagginu, Fraina, . „ BraH,lJre», Karma bres, „
Trunibo, Kala, Kashmir. Taabri, .... ,,

Fiigopyruin emargiimtum, Jl/e/.vw., and F. escu-

lentum, Mwnch^ both known as buckwheat, are

cultivated abundantly in Central Asia and the

Himalaya, ut about GOOO feet on the Jhelum,

6000 to 10,000 on the Chenab, and on the Ravi

8000 to 9000. Dr, Thomson saw it at 13,000

feet in Zanskar, and Drs. Stewart and Cayley at

13,000 and 14,000 feet in Ladakh. Bears are more
fond of this when growing than of any other food

;

the leaves are much used in Lahul as a pot-herb.

In the hills, the buckwheat grain is considered

inferior to millet, but much is taken to the plains,

whore it is used by the Hindus on their * bart ’ or

fast days, it being then * phalahar,’ or lawful. In

the neighbourhood of Hankow in China, the cron

of F. esculentum is much depended on
;

its small

grain is very sweet and oily, and makes very

nourishing food and pastry. The crop is cut

before the frost. It is believed to be a native of

Central Asia, and is supposed to have been first

brought to Europe in the early part of the twelfth

centurv, at the timeof the crusaaes for the recovery

of Syria from the dominion of the Saracens. In

America. 30 to 00 bushels per acre are not

onfroquently produced. The quantity of seed

sown IS 6 to 8 pecks the acre.—SimmondSy p. 269

;

Dr. J. L. Stewart; McCulloch; Smith, p. 44.

BUD. Pkrs.. Hind. Existence. Bud-o-bash,

livelihood. Bud-nabood, life and death.

BUD. Hind. Malacochsete pectiuata.

BUDA or Budh. In Hindu astronomy, the
planet Mercury, Budada, Budwar, Wednesday.
BUDADI GUMADI. Tel. Benincasa cerifera.

BUDAGA or Badaga. a race on the Neilgherry
bills, known as Budaga or Burghers

; they speak
an ancient dialect of the Canarese. See Badaga.
BUDAMA PAN DU. Tel. Bryonia, ap.;

Cueumis, ap.

BUDA-MARA. Tel. Grewia salvifolia, Hcyne.
BUDAM I. Hind. Termiualia catappa.

BUD-ANAR, of Kangra. Marlea begonifolia.

BUDAON or Budaun. an ancient city on the
bank of the river Sat, in the N.W. Provinces of

India, in lat. 28'" 2' 30" N.. and long. 79° 9' 46''

E. The Budaon district is bounded on the west
by the Ganges, has an area of 2004 square miles,

and a population of 934,348. Besides Hindu castes,

the Ahir graziers on the Bhur tract are 81,622

;

Chamar landless cultivators, 133,528; Kayastb,
9726; Kurmi, 0143. The Bantu, OBtensibly beg-
gars, are a predatory thieving tribe moving in
gangs

; the Haburah, also in thieving gangs.
The Sansia are vagrants professing Mahomedanism

;

they cross over from the Doab and steal children.

The district was Ahir territory
;
from the 11th to

the 19th century it was under the Mahomedan
dynasties of Dehli and Oudh, and since 1801 it

passed to the British.

—

Imp. (laz.

BUDAR. Hind. Picea Webbiana,
BUDARENI. Tel. Capparis divaricata.

BUDARI. Can. Autilope Arabica, A7/.
; Gazelia

Bennetti, Jerdon.

BUDDA BASARA. Tel. Physalis Peruviana.
L.; also Cardiospermum halicacabum. Both have
bladdery capsules.

BUDDA Ij MANJI, also Manjiliaram. a village

deity of the Santal
;
a stone buried in the centre

of the village in an open shed. The shed is

called Buddliathan. See Ho; Santal.

BUDDA-NEDI. Tel. Careya arborea.

BUD-DA-THA-RA-NA. Bukm. Cannaludioa.
BUDDA TUMMA Tel. Acacia Roxburghii.
BUDDEiCI. Sansk. Zizyphus jujuba.

BUDDHA. This title is usually employed to

designate thoeminent religious teacher, from whose
doctrines have sprung up the forms of the Buddh-
ist religion which are found prevailing in Ceylon.
Nepal, Tibet, Tartary, Mongolia, Burma, Siam,
Anam, Cambodia, China, Ja{>an, Formosa, and
Corea. Its votaries, it is supposed, outnumber those
of all other creeds, except the Christian. The Rev.
Mr. Hardy quotes a German estimate of the Bud-
dhists at 309 millions

;
Major Cunningham has 222

millions, and even OOOmillionshave been estimated.

Budilha in Sanskrit menus wisdom, supreme
intelligence, and the words of nearly similar
sound are mere varieties, in different parts of the
East Indies, in orthography and pronunciation.

The Chinese having no B or D in tlieir alphabet,

and their language being monosyllabic, they have
further softened this term into Fo, Fo-e, or Fo-
Hi; they also call him Sa-ka, a variation of
Sakya, his tribal name.

Taking the term in the simple sense of a religious

teacher, it is generally admitted that there had
been several Buddha prior to the advent of
Sakya Sinha, to whom the term is now restricted

by the people of Europe. Sakya Sinha declares

he was the twenty-fifth Buddha, and says of

another, * Bhagava Metteyo is yet to come.’
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Colonel Tod is of opinion (i. p. 90) that there

bad been four distinguished Buddha or wise raen,

teachers in India of a monotheism which they
brought from Central Asia, with their science and
the arrow or nail-headed written character. The
first Buddha he considers was Budh, the parent of

the Lunar race, b.c. 2250. The second (twenty-
second of the Jains), Naimnath, b.c. 1120. The
third (twenty-third of the Jains), Parswanath,
B.C. 650. The fourth (twenty - fourth of the
Jains), Mahavira, B.C. 63d.

Sakya Sinha was born in the 5th or 6th
century B.c., at Kapilavastu, in the Gorakhpur
district, in the reign of Bimbasara, the fifth of

the Sisunaga dynasty of Magadlia or Behar. He
was the only son of raja Suddhodana, the chief

of a tribe called Sakya, whose country lay among
the spurs of the Himalaya, along the banks of the^

Rohini, or modern Kohana. Suddhodana was
indeed one of the last representatives of the pure
Aryan or Solar dynasties who held sway in Ayo-
dhya, the modern Oudh, and were deposed by the
Lunar dynasties of the mixed Aryan and Turanian
races, and reduced to mere chieftains of tribes,

who still maintained a precarious independence
under the protecting shadows of the Himalaya.
The Rohini divided the Sakya from the Koliyan
on the opposite bank, and in times of famine the
river was often the object of fighting between
them. But during the rule of Suddhodana there
was peace between the clans on either side of the
Rohini, and Suddhodana had married two of the
daughters of the Koliyan chief. Both continued
childless, until, in her 45th year, the elder sister

presented her husband with a son, the prince

Gautama Siddartha. Buddhist legends describe

the great rejoicing at the unexpected event; that
Buddhas from afar came to worship the new-born
babe, and aver that his incarnation was voluntary,
and his conception immaculate. At 19 years old

he was married to his cousin Yasodhara, the

daughter of the Koliyan raja
;
and in the Pali

scriptures we hear nothing more of him, until in

his 29th year it is related that, one day, driving
beyond his pleasure-grounds, he met an old man,
and on another a ])aralytic, and again one suffering

from the pest, and after that a corpse. These
sights stirred tlie prince to new thoughts. About
this time Yitsodliura gave birth to a son, her only

child. On hearing of it, Gautama only said, ‘This
is nnoth<;r strong tie I have to break.’ That
evening the nautch girls came as usual to dance
before him, hut he i)ai<l no attention to them, and
gradually fell asleep. On awaking again at mid-
night, and Slicing them lying about in the ante-

room in inelegant postures, an overpowering
loatliing filled Ins soul, and lie called at once to

liis clnirioteer, Chunna, to get ready for his

departure. He then went to Yasodhara’s room,
ln>ping to embrace bis new-born boy while she

slept, but, fearing that should she awake he would
be moved from his resolution, he tore himself from
the thresliold of her door; and on the night of the

full moon of the month of July, u.c. 594, the
young Rajput prince went forth into the forests

of Magadha, resolved never to return to his

father’s house, and to his wife and child, until be
could come back to them as a teacher. This, in

the Buddhist scriptures, is styled ‘The Great l<e-

nunciation’ of Gautama Buddha. He first went
to Rajagriha, the capital of Magadlia, the residence

of king Bimbisara, where he attached himself to

a Brahman named Alara, and afterwards to

another named Adraka, by whom he was initiated

into all the mysteries of the Hindu religion and
philosophy. But not being satisfied, he retired

to the jungle of Uruvela, on the north of the

Vindhya range, where for six years, attended by
five faithful disciples, he gave himself up to the

severest asceticism, till his fame filled the whole
of Malw'a, or Central India, ‘like the sound of a
great bell hung in the canopy of the skies.* At
last one day he fainted from extreme exhaustion,

when, recovering, and seeing the folly of such
useless self-denial, he thenceforward began to

take food regularly, on which his five disciples

deserted him and w^ent to Benares. On the very

day that they left him, he wandered forth, meditat-

ing painfully on their desertion just at the time

when he most needed human sympathy, until at

last he came to a village on the banks of the

Nairanjara, where Sujata, the daughter of one of

the villagers, compassionately brought him food

as he sat under the Bodhi tree, Urostigrna religio-

Bum, or sacred fig-tree. He was greatly moved by
the compassion of Sujata, and sat meditating under

the tree through all the day anti all the following

night. First he was strongly tempted to give up his

missionary life, and return to wife and child, wealth

and power, but as the sun set the religious side of

his great nature triumphed. His mind was made
up to the belief that penances, self-tortures, and
sacrifices were not the way of life and peace, but

a pure heart
;
and that the only freedom from

doubt and heresy was through overcoming im-
purity, envy, and hatred. The first enemy that

must be conquered is sen.suality, and the last self-

righteousne.s.s
;
and the crown of j)urity, faith, and

!

justice, without which all these are no more than

self - righteousness, is ‘ univer8<'il charity.’ As
these truths Hashed on his mind, he felt that

he had become the Buddha, the Lnlightened

One, and he arose to proclaim hi.-i licw-found

joy to all the worhl around him. He first sought

out his old teachers, Alara and Adraka, but
they were dead. Then he went to his former

five disciples at Uruvela, who w'crc now living in

the Deer Forest at Benares. As he approached,

they determined not to receive him, but Gautama
was a man of commanding ])r<‘sence and noble

countenance, and had a rich, deep, thrilling voice,

and as he drew near and addressed them, all their

self-righteous resolutions failed, and in the end
they followed him as their true teacher and master.

Another of his converts in the Deer Forest was
a riclj young man named Yasa, who aimc to him
by night out of fear of his relations, and after-

wards succeeded in bringing many of his friends

and companions into the new religion. Ho then

returned to Uruvela, where he converted three

fire-worshippers, ono of whom was called Kasyapa,

and other hermits who were living there, accom-
panied by whom he proceeded again to the court

of king Bimbisara at Magadha. There great

numbers joined him, including Sariputra and Mog-
gallana, who afterwards became famous leaders

of the new religion. At last, after seven years*

absence, Buddha started for Kapilavastu. He
entered the city with his mendicant’s bowl in his

hand, begging through the streets. The old raja

Suddhodana was scandalized
;
but Gautama replied,

‘ My father, the customs of the Dharma (Law, or
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Kingdom, of righteouaneaa) are good, both for

this world and the world which is to come. My
father, when a man has found a treasure, it is bis

duty to offer the most precious of the jewels to

his father first. Do not delay, let me share with
you the treasure I have found.* Yosodhara did

not go forth to welcome him. * I will wait and
see,* she said

;
‘ perhaps 1 am still of some value

in his eyes ; he may ask for me, and I can better

welcome him here.^ Gautama, who had not seen

her since the night of his renunciation, noticed

her absence, and observing that doubtless the

princess, knowing that a recluse could not be
touched by a woman, had kept away, added, ‘ She
may embrace me; do not stop her. Unless her

sorrow be allowed to take its course, her heart

will break.* Then he went in to Yasodhara, who,
when she saw him whom she had known as a
rince standing before her as a yellow - robea

ermit, and though she knew it before, for the

first time then realized the impassable gulf between
them, she fell upon him, and held him by the feet

and wept bitterly. Buddha praised her great

virtue, and, when she afterwards entered into the

new religion, she became the head of the first
|

Buddhist tmnnery of female recluses. For 45
years Gautama prosecuted his mission in Hindu-
Bthan, attended by hLs cousin Ananda. Ho also

converted another cousin, Devadatta, who, in

envy, incited king Ajatasatru, who had suc-

ceeded king Bimbisara in Magadha, against

him. But in the end Ajatasatru was also con-

verted. The common i>eople, whoso levelling

instincts rebelled against the hereditary priesthood

and crushing caste system of tlie Brahmans,
joined him in multitudes. He died at the age of

80, it.C. 5 Id. He was journeying towards Kasina-

gara, 80 miles east of Kapilaviustu, and had rested

in a grove at Pawa, presented to the new society

by a goldsmith named Chuiula. Chunda here

}>rcpared for him a moal of rice and pork, of

which he ate incautiously, and was soon afterwards

tiken ill. Finding that Chunda wiis likely to be

reproached for Ids mortal fit of indigestion, he

quietly remarked to Ananda, ‘After I am gone,

tell Chiinda he will receive in a future birth a

very groat rewml
;

for, having eaten of his pork,

I am about to pass into Nirvana. These are t)»e

gifts which will be blest above all others, namely,

SujatVs gift before 1 attained wisdom under the

Bodhi tree, and this gift of Chunda before I enter

into the rest of Nirvana.* Afterwards, observing

Ananda weeping, ho said, ‘O Ananda, do not

weep. Tins body of ours contains within itself

the powers which renew its strength for a time,

but also the causes which lead to its destruction.

Is there anything put together which shall not

dissolve? ’ Then, turning to his disciples, he said,

‘ When I am passed away, and am no longer with

you, do not think the Buddha has left you, and is

not still in your midst. You have my words,

my explanations, my laws, the Buddha has not

left you.* And again, * Beloved disciples, if you

love my memory, love one another.’ And after

another pause he said, ‘Beloved, that which causes

life causes also decay and death. Never forget

this. I called you to tell you this.* These were

the lost words of Gautama Buddha, as he stretched

himself out and died under the great sal tree,

the Shorea robusta, at Kasinagara.

HU body was burnt with great reverence by the

local rajas of Malwa, and his charred bones were
distributed over the whole country, and in after

times gave rise to the stupas, topes, or relic

mounds which have been discovered in so nmny
parts of India, from the valley of the Kfibul river

to the banks of the Kistna. For gradually the

new religion grew mightily. The Sisunaga
dynasty, which reigned at Magadha from D.c. C91
to B.c. 325, was followed by the Maurya dynasty,

which reigned to n.c. 118. It is the most brilliant

and best known of all the dynasties of ancient

India. In the anarchy which followed the invasion

by Alexander the Great, B.c. 330 (Herat) to 826,
the last of the Sisunagas was murdered in revenge
by a learned Brahman named Chaaakya, through
whose intrigues Cbandragupta, the Sandracottus

of the Greeks, was raised to the throne. His
grandson, Asoka, the third king of the Maurya
dynasty, cstMiblished Buddhism as the state reli-

gion in India, B.c. 250. He was the first to raise

stone architecture in India, the art of which was
probably derived through the Greek invasion.

He engraved his edicts on rocks and on pillars;

and the Sanchi tope, and the tope of Bharhut, are

probably remains of the 84,000 topes or stupas he
is said to have erected in honour of Gautama
Buddha and his most distinguished first disciples.

Only eight of these mounds were shrines of actual

r(dic3 of Sakya Muni himself, and these are dis-

tinguished by the name ofdhagobas,—beingderived
from dhatu, a relic, and garbha, the womb,—that

is, a ‘ rclic-shrine.*

The legends relate that on his attaining perfect

knowledge while resting under the pipal tree near
Gaya, he celebrated the event with the stanzas :

* Tlirough variouB trAUHinigrations

Have I uaHHcd, (witlunit di.scovoring)

The builder I seek of tlic abode (of ti»e paBaious),

)*tiiuful arc repeated birtha 1

0 houBe builder ! I have scon (thw*)*

No house shalt thou again build me

;

Thy rafters arc broken,
,

Thy ridge pole is shattered :

My mind is freed (from outward objects),

1 have attained the extinction of desires.*

According to tradition, a likeness of this great

reformer was carved in sandal-wood from the life,

and this became the model for such representations

as exist. He appears in them as a smiling, smooth-
faced, feminine-looking person, with long hair

parted like a woman’s, and formed into a knot at

the top of the head. In early Buddhist belief,

however, statues were not erected to him. There
arc none belonging to the casU‘rn caves, nor any
found at Buddh Gaya, Bharhut, or Sanchi. There
are none executed na early as the Christian era.

His statues on the facade at Karli and in the
western caves arc insertions of the 4th or 6th
centuries, or lat<*T.

Before the end of his career, he saw his principles

zealously and Buccessfully promulgated by his

Brahman disciples, Sariputra, Mangalyana, Ananda,
and Kasyapa, as well as by the Vaisya Katyayana,
and the Sudra Upali. At his death in B.c. 543,
his doctrines had been firmly established, and
eager claims were preferred by kings and rulers

for relics of their teacher. His ashes were dis-

tributed amongst eight cities, and the charcoal
from the funeral pile was given to a ninth; but
the spread of his intluence is more clearly shown
by the mention of the numerous cities where he
lived and preached. Amongst these are Champ
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and Rajagriba on the east, Sravasti and Xausambi
on the west In the short space of forty-Bve

years, this wonderful man succeeded in establish-

ing his doctrines over the fairest districts of the
Ganges, from the neighbourhood of Agra and
Cawnpur to the Delta. Tliis success was per-
haps ats much due to the corrupt state of Brah-
manism, as to the greater purity and more
practical wisdom of his own system. His success
was also partly due to the politic admission of

women. To most of them the words of Buddha
preached comfort in this life, and hope in the

next. To the young widow, the neglected wife,

and the cast-off mistress, the Buddhist teachers

offered an honourable career as nuns. Instead of

the daily indignities to which they were subjected
by grasping relatives, treacherous husbands, and
faithless lords, the most miserable of the sex
could now share, although still in a humble way,
with the general respect accorded to all who h^
taken the vows. The Bhikshuni were indebted
to Ananda's intercession with Sakya for their

admission into the ranks of the Buddha community,
and (Csoma's Analysis of the Dulva, Res. As. Soc.

Bengal, xx. p. 90 *, also Fo-kwe-ki, chap. xvi. p.

101), in token of their gratitude, the Pi-khieu-ni,

or Bhikshuni, at Mathura, paid their devotions
chiefly to the stupa of Anan (Anonda), because
he hafl besought Buddha that be wouhl grant to

women the liberty of embracing ascetic life. The
observances required from the nuns are given in

note 23, chap. xvi. of the Fo-kwe-ki. Though
thus enrolled, their position was still humble.
The female ascetic, even of a hundred years of age,
was bound to respect a monk even in the first

year of his ordination.

Sakya has become a saint in the Roman
Catholic Church, under the name of St. Josaphat.

In Burma, his statues or images ap)>ear in

Buddhist temples, sometimes seated cross-legged,

in the attitude of teaching, sometimes resting

on his right side supporting his head on his
I

right hand. He is represented in those of In<]ia

seated on the Sinhasana, or lion's throne, at first
j

alone, but, under the Mahayaua heresy, with other
{

beings near, often with standing figures hold-

ing fly-flaps; or seated on a throne, the corners of

which are upheld by two lions, with Ids feet on a
lotus blossom, and his hands in front of his breast,

the little finger of his left hand held between the

thumb and forefinger of the right. This is the

attitude of teaching, and is known as Dharma
Chakra Mudra. Buddha and the Jaina Tirthan-

karas are also represented squatting with their

legs doubled under them, and the hands laid one
on the other over the feet, with the palms turned

upwards. This is the reflective or meditative

attitude, Jnana Mudra or Dhyana Mudra. A third

attitude is called Vajrasana, also Bhumisparsa
Mudra, when the left band lies on the upturned
Boles of the feet, and the right, resting over the

knee, points to the earth. He is also figured

standing with the right hand uplifted in the

attitude of blessing, or with the alms-bowl of the

Bhikshu or mendicant. Also resting on his right

side, with his head to the north, the attitude be

took at his death.

Sakya Sinba, according to Tibetan books, died

near the town of Kusba in Ksmrup, beneath the

shade of two sal trees on the southern bank of the

Brahmaputra river, then called Uiraiiyo. The

Pali books of Burma and Ceylon say B.c. 644,
General Cunningham has B.C. 478, at the age of 80.

In the middle of the 19th century, Professor Kem
of Leyden, in a dissertation on Buddha, gives B.c.

388 as the date of bis death
;
and Professor Weber,

in the Literisches Central Blatt of 1874, adopted
the view taken by Professor Kern. Mr. Fergusson
gives as under the dates of events :

—

Buddha born at Kapilavasta,

,, became an ascetic, ....
„ assumed Buddhahood,

died
First Buddhist council,

Second Buddhist council, held in the 10th year
of the reign of Kala Varddbana,

Alexander's invasion of India,
Philip made satrap,

Alexander left Patala after the rains, .

Philip murdered by mercenaries, .

Alexander’s death
PoruB allowed to retain the Panjab,
Seleuous obtains Babylon
Chandragupta founds the Maur3ra dynasty, .

Bindusara sucoeeda, and rules 28 years,

.

Bindusara’s death,
Asoka’s coronation,
Asoka converted to Buddhism,
Mahendra, son of Asoka, ordained a Buddhist

priest,

Third Buddhist council, held in bis 17th year,

Mahendra sent to Ceylon in his 18th year, .

Death of Asoka’s queen, Asandhi Mitra,
Asoka became an ascetic in the 33d year after

his conversion,
Death of Asoka in the 38th year of his reign,

Suvasas, successor,

Dasaratha,
Sangatu, Bandupalita,
Indrapaliia, Salisuka,
Somasarma,
Sasadharma,
Vribadratha,

B.O.

>>

>»

»•

560
531
526
481
481

»»

»t

»»

»»

»»

»»

381
327
327
326
326
323
321
321
319
295
267
263
259

»*

»»

257
246
245
233

>>

227
225
225
215
200
196
185
183
180

He is known to the various races by various

names and titles. He was called Sakya and Sakya
Sinha from his clan

;
Sauddho-dani, as the son of

Suddhodana
;
and from his mother Maya-Devi he

got the name of Maya-Devi-Suta
;
Gautama w'as

from his got or ancestral descent, and hence the

Burmese Gaudama
;
Arka-Bandhu, or Kinsman of

the Sun, from his descent as a Kshatriya of the

Solar line; Blmgawaor Bhagavat, meaning saintly;

Sakya Muni, or Sakya the hermit
;
Tatha-gata, he

who has gone away
;
Sramana, the priest ; Malia-

Sramana, the great priest. He is the Buddas and
the Sarmanes of the Greeks

;
the Mercurius Mayse

filius of the Roman Horace: Bud or Wud of the

pagao Arabs
;
Toth of the Egyptians

;
Woden of

the Scandinavians. His clan name of Sakya be-

came the Xa*Ka of the Chinese and Japanese, and
the Shakahout of Tonquin

;
and the Chinese,

having no b or d in their monosyllabic language,

style him Fo, Fo-e, Fo-Hi, and Fo-to; in Tibet

he is Pot or Po-ti; also in Siam, Chom-dan-das,
Sangs-gyas, and Sommo no-Kodara.

—

Ferg, and
Burg. Cave Temple» of India, 24, 178.

BUDDHA-PRIYA, tlie compiler of the Rupa-
siddhi, the oldest Pali grammar, now lost. It

was compiled from the more ancient work of

Kachhyayana.
BUDDHA-SARA. Sansk. The essence of the

Buddha philosophy.

BUDDH GaVa or Budh Gaya, a village, lat.

24° 41' 45" N., long. 86° 24' E., about 6 miles

from the town of Gaya in Bengal. Sakya Muni,
in the ,6th century B.C., resided here for four years

under a pipal tree (Urostigma religiosa), sitting
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with his legs crossed in mental abstraction.

That celebrated tree, the Bodhi-dnim, or tree of

wisdom, still exists, but in a very decayed state.

The rajasthan, or palace, was the residence of the

Buddhist king Asoka and his successors on the

throne of Magadha. In front of the tree are the

ruins of an ancient Buddhist temple, restored a.p.

1306-1306 by a Buddhist ruler, but only the

mandiror shrine remains. It is largely visited by
pilgrims, who deposit their offerings at the foot of

the pi pal tree. One inscription on a stone in

Sanskrit, dated Samvat 1005 (a.d. 948), is said

by Dr. Wilkins to import that the temple of

Buddha at Buddha Gaya was built by Amara
Deva, the author of the Amara Kosha; but it

may mean restored, as it was seen before Amara
Deva^s time by F'a hian (v. p. 189). Another
Pali inscription, of date 1305, in Burmese, says

the chaitya or temple was first built by Asoka,

218 years after Buddha, or b.c. 325
;
often re-

stored, and finally restored by the Burmese
Envoys, a.d. 1306-1309 (v. p. 157). The vaulted

cavern or Nagarjiini has other inscriptions, all

short, and in every variety of the Deva Nagari.

—

Ben^. As, Soc. Jonrn, vi. p. 671
;

Tr. of a Hindu

;

|

Fergusson's Buddhid Architectural Remains ;\

Hardy's Eastern Alonachism^ p. 434 ;
Buddha-

Gaya^ the Hermitage of Sakya Muni^ by Rajendra-

lain Mitra, LL.D,^ C.I.E.,, etc.
;
Imp. Gaz.

BUDDHI. Sansk. Perfect knowledge, the

acquirement of which, with the Buddhists, frees

from further transmigrations.

BUDDHISM is a religion which had its origin

in the toacliing of Sakya Sinha. In the year 1881,

the population of the world was estimated at

1,500,000,000, of whom 470,000,000 were sup-

posed to be Buddhists. Some circumstances, of

which wo are uninformed, must have prepared

these regions for the reception of bis ascetic

doctrines. From its rise in the 6th century B.C.,

it gradually spread from the valley of the Ganges
over the whole of India

;
it extended into Kabul,

into Bamtan in ancient Bactria, a district of

Persia under Darius; traces of it early appear
through Mongolia and Tibet

;
it was introduced

into China by 500 Kashmirian missionaries in a.d.

65 ;
through Hindustan it extended into the Pen-

insula and to Ceylon, into Nipal, Burma, Assam,
Siam, Cochin China, the islands of Formosa and
Japan

;
and, except in India, where it arose, and

in Kabul, Bactria, Bamian, and Kashmir, it still

flourishes in the countries named, and in Sikkim,
Ladakh, Zanskar, Dras, Sum, Purik, Spiti, Nubra,

Kong, Janskar, Hanle, and Rupshu. Buddhism
made a great start in the time of king Asoka, and
religious Buddhist counsellors assembled at Patali-

putra with Asoka. After nine months' consulta-

tion, they sent out nine teachers, viz. one to

Kashmir and Peshawiir, a second to the country

of the Narbada, a third to Mewar and Bundi, a

fourth to Northern Sind, a fifth to the Mahratta

country, a sixth to the Greek province of Kabal,

Arachosia, a seventh to the country of the Hima-
laya, the eighth to Avaor Siam, that is, the * golden

land,' the aiiroa regio or the aurca chersonesus,

and the ninth to I^nka or Ceylon.

It is known that Buddhism was introduced at

the court of Ming-ti, emperor of China, in a.d.

65; into Java in a.d. 24 to 57 ;
into Kaoli

(Corea) in a.d. 372; into Po-tsi, in Corea, in a.d.

384 ;
into Tibet, under Hla-ta To-ri, in a.d. 407

;

into Sin lo or Sinra (in Cores), a.d. 528; in 652
into Japan

;
and in 632, under Srong dbzam gampo.

Buddhism was introduced into Til^t generally.

About 450 A.D., missionaries from Ceylon per-

manently established their religion in Burma. The
Burmese, however, allege that just after the Patna
council, B.C. 207 and 244, missionaries came to

Tha-ton, between the Sitoung and Salwin estu-

aries.

In Turkestan, Buddhism was still prevailing in

A.D. 1419, in the cities of Turfan and Kamil, when
Shah Hukh's ambassadors passed through; and
Tagalaq Timur was the first Mahomedan sovereign
of Kashgar of the lineage of Gbengiz. There are
now many Buddhist priests at the capital of

Khotan; but Mahomedauism had been extensively

prevalent in East Turkestan for centuries prior to

Its conquest by the Chinese in a.d. 1757, and the
Buddhist priests and temples may have been since

introduced.

In the first 500 years there were several assem-
blies of its eminent men, to discuss its condition
and prospects. At the council held b.c. 543, when
500 of Buddha's disciples were assembled in a
cave near Kajagriha, to gather together his say-

ings, they chatited the lessons of their master, in

three great divisions—(1) the words of Buddha
to his disciples; (2) his code of discipline; and

(3) his system of doctrine. These became the
three collections, Pitaka, or baskets of Buddha's
teaching

;
and Sangiti, the word for a Buddhist

council, means literally a singing together.

Even before the decease of Sakya Sinha, how-
ever, schisms had arisen amongst his followers.

Ananda had been with him from the first, and to

him Buddha had referred his disciples as the
depositary of what he himself had said. Never-
theless, HO rapidly had the views of Buddha been
departed from, that Ananda was excluded from
the deliberations of the first Buddhist council as

an unbeliever, and only re-admitted when he hod
submitted to their views (Bunsen, God in Hist,

i. 341). A century afterwards, b.c. 443, 381 ? in

the reign of Kala Varddhana, a second council of

700 was held at Yaisali, to settle disputes between
the more and the less strict followers of Buddh-
ism

;
it condemned a system of Ten Indulgences

which had grown up, but it led to the separation

of the Buddhists into two hostile parties, who
afterwards split into 18 sects (Imp. Gaz. p. 248).
Eighteen heresies are deplored in the Mahawanso,
within two centuries of Sakya's death

;
and four

distinct sects, each rejoicing in the name of Buddh-
ists, are still to be traced amongst the remnants
of his followers. Not reckoning the doctrines

cherished among the Jaina of Gujerat and Raj-
putana, its mysteries, as administered by the
Lamas of Tibet, are distinct from the metaphysical
abstractions propounded by the monks of Nepal,
or the philosophies of the Burmans. Its ob^r-
vances in Japan have undergone a still more
striking alteration from their vicinity to the Sintu
sect; and in China they have b^n similarly

modified in their contact with the rationalism of
Lao-tsze, and the social demonology or spirit-

worship of the Confucians (Ten. Ceyl. p. 627).
The third council, B.c. 246, was assembled by

Asoka at Patna
;
and the fourth and last council

was held under king Kanishka, and it was at this

fourth council that Nagarjuna introduced the
Mahayana doctrine.— Ferg. ; Imp, Gaz, Both
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iheBO rulers made Buddhism a state religion.

Asoka had inscriptions recorded on rocks and
columns, enjoining its doctrines, and some of

these still remain. His son Mahciulra, n.c. 243,

carried to Ceylon Asoka’a version of the Buddhist

scriptures in the Magadhi language. He took
with him a band of missionaries; and soon

after, his sister, tlie princess Sanghamitta, who
had entered the order, followed with a company
of nuns. In the inscriptions, Bud<lhism appears

as a system of pure abstract morality, no trace

being exhibited of the worship either of Buddha
himself, or of the serpent or tree.

Kanishka ruled in Kashmir and N.W. Imlia,

about A.D. 10-40, but his sway extended to both

sides of the Himalaya, from Yarkand and Khokand
to Agra and Sind. The assembly convoked by him
consisted of 700 niemb(*rs. They drew up their

commentaries on the Buddhist faith, which supplied

in part materials for the Tibetan or Northern Canon.
The pi'onnnent sects are known as the Hina-

yana and Mahayana, the Lesser Vehicle and the
Greater Vehicle. The original puritans belong to

the Hinayana. They practised morality, with a
few simple cenmionial observances. The Maha-
yana school WAR founded by the 13th patriarch,

Nagarjuna, a nativi* of Bcrar, about 500 or 400
years after Isinldha, It taught an abstruse

mystical theology, in which Buddha was pushed
into the background by female personifications of

Dharma or the JVajna Faramito, and other god-
desses, l>y Jnanat Maka Buddhas, or forms of the

serjses (Kerg. and Burg, Cave Temples of India,

182). 'I'hc Mahayana inclmles many later corrup-

tions or developments of the faith, as originally

end>odied by Asoka in the licsser Vehicle or

Canon of the southern Buddhists, B.c, 244, The
Buddhist Canon of China is a branch of the

Greater Vehicle, and was arranged between a.d.

67 and 1285. It inclu<le8 1440 distinct works,

comprising 5580 Iwoks; and the Buddhism of

China and Japan is a grossly idolatrous religious

eystein.

Kanishka and his council became in some
degree to the northern or Tibeto-Chinese Buddh-
ists what Asoka and his Fatna council (244
B.c: ) had been to the Buddhists of Ceylon and
the south. But the ultimate divergence between
the canons is great, botli as to the historical

aspects of Buddha’s life and as to Lis teaching.

—

Imp. Gaz.

The rails of the dhagobas at Buddha Gaya,
Bharhut, with the eastern caves, give a complete

history of Buddhism as it existed in India during

the Mauryan dynasty (B.C. 325 to 188). At
Sanchi and the western caves is given a complete
representation of the character it assumed from

the Ist century before the Christian era till the

third or fourth of it. At Amravati and the N.W.
monasteries in Peshawur, are shown the modifica-

tions introduced before and during the 4th cen-

tury ;
and from Ajunta and later caves are to be

traccil its history till it became almost Jaina, and
then altogether failed away.

—

Fergusson^ p. 206.

The gateways of tlio i^anchi tope belong to the

first half of the 1st c^uitury of the Christian era,

and, though subHeqiiciit to the Naga revelation,

the sculpriircs scarcely indicate its existence.

Buddha docs not appear on the Sanchi sculptures

as an object of worship. Tlie serpent is there,

but rare. The dhagoba, or depository of the relics

of saints, is there, as also are the tree, the wheel,
and other emblems, and, on the whole, the sculp-
tures on the Sanchi tope may illustrate the
Hinayana school of Buddhism, at the period when
other doctrines were about to be introduced.

The Amravati sculptures, again, belong to a
period 300 years later than that of Sanchi, and
in them the new school of Mahayana Buddhism
may be studied. In these, Buddha is an object
of worship, but the serpent is his co-equal. The
dhagoba, tree, and wheel are reverenced, and the
sculptures contain all the legends of the later

books, though in a purer form. Hindus, Dasyas,
and other men, women, and animals, especially

moTikeys, appear in the sculptures worshipping
the ser]>ent and other gods. The serpents are all

divine, five and seven headed
;
and representa-

tions are numerous of the Naga angelic ortlers,

—

the female Naga with one serpent only springing
from the back, the male Naga with three. In the
Amravati sculptures are tonsured priests, and
other signs of a clerical order segregated from
the laity, and of an established ritual. Sanchi is

illustrative of the Hinayana Buddhist philosophy,

600 years before the oldest Buddhist book
;
and

Amravati illustrates the Mahayana philosophy
COO years after its promulgation.

I’he frescoes of the caves of Ajunta illustrate a
period 300 years later than the Amravati tope,

and belong to the time immediately preceding
the decline of Buddhism in India. In No. 19
chaitya cave, Ajunta, he is the object of wor-
ship, and occupie.s a position in front of the
dhagoba itself, surmounted by the triple umbrella.

A pure theism has become changed into an over-
whelming idolatry.

—

Fergusson^ p. 124.

Seemingly the symbols or idols first sculptured
were the chakra, or wheel of the law, the Bodhi
Tree, and the dhagoba (Dhatugarbha), a cupola-
shaped structure intended to contain relics, and
which, in the ancient sanctuaries, occupies exactly
the place of the altar in churches of the Romish
and ejnscopal forms. About the 4tb century it

was replaced generally by images of Buddha, but
representations of him have been found on the
coins of Kanishka, and his images were worshipped
in the first century.

—

Barth, p, 128.

In Tibet Buddhism, relic-worship is not ex-
pressed either in their architecture or their religious

forms. But it is a nation of priests
;
their monas-

teries are innumerable, some with 2000 or 3000
lamas; and, according to M. Hue, up to 16,000
at Sera, near Lhassa, where are long streets of
cells, mostly surrounding courtyards, generally
with a shrine or altar in its centre. That of
Bouddha La is where the Delai Lama resides,

outside of Lhassa. In its centre is a four-storeyed
building, with a dome covered with plates of
gold.

—

JFergtisson, p. 312.

Buddhism prevailed in different parts of India
partially for 1800 years. During this long period,
Buddhism was swept from many provinces by
reat revivals of the Brahmanical creeds, generally
rought about by migrations of Brahmans from

Northern India, under whose teachings, and often
with violence, Buddhism in British India became
extinct. It had, however, triumphed throughout
India from the time of Asoka, b.o. 256, up till

the 5th century a.d., trampling upon the whole
ceremonial of Brahmanism, with all its sacri-

fices, penances, and castes, and asserting the
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paramount necessity for purity of mind and
body, and a more elevated moral rule. Sacrifices

of all kinds were especially excluded from the
Buddhist ritual, the otTerings of flowers to Bud-
dhas being alone permitted. In a.d. 400, when
Fa Hiun visited India, Buddhism was still the
dominant religion, but the VanishnavR sect were
already rising into consequence. In the middle of

the 7th century, although the pilgrim lliwuui

Thsang found numerous temples of the Saiva sect,

whose doctrines had been embraced by Skanda
Gupta and tlic later princes of I'atalipura, yet

Buddhism was still the prevailing religion of the

people. But the faith of Sakya was evidently on
the decline

;
and though it lingered about the holy

cities of Benares and Gaya for two or three cen

turies later, it was no longer the honoured religion

of kings and princes, protected by the strong arm
of power, but the persecuted heresy of a weaker
party, who were forced to hide their images under
ground, and were ultimately expelled from their

monasteries by fire. In ]8;15, Major Cunningham
excavated nujnerous Buddhist images at Sarnath,

near Benares, all of which had evidently been
purposely hidden under ground. He found quan-
tities of ashes also, and there could be nc doubt
that the buildings had been destroyed by lire

;
and

Major Kittoc, who Rub.sc'qmmtly ina<lo further

excavations, was of the same opinion. General
Cunningham also dug up a colossal statue of

Sakya in the Kosamba Kuti te?n[)lc nt Sravasti.

It was about the year a.d. 800 tliat C\erc arose

the great Brahmanical revival, which has prcvjiiled

in India up to the present day, but Buddiii.sttj left

its influence : tl)C great sacrifices of antiquity

have never been revived
;
the lloinaio d Payasa, or

ghi and food sacnfices, arc (exclusively ofTerced by
the Vaislinava sectarians, even by mo.st of the

Saivava ;
and the sacriliciog of buffalcx's, goats,

and fowls is chiefly praetificd amongst the un-

educated 8udra and non-Aryan races, to Diirga,

Kali, or the earth, under form of the various

local deities. I'lic Vaishnava, wlio look for tlio

coming of a tenth avatar, had been inclined to

regar(l 8akya as the
f
prophesied incarnation

;
but

wlien Buddhism was Heated on the throne of Mag-
adha, and the old Vui.slniava sect was jiersecuUsJ,

they fell away from Buddhism, and have ever Kince

been apart, even more tender of animal life than

any Buddhist, but in other doctrines dissimilar.

Amongst the Sittghalesc BudeJhiste, the term

Buddha is understood to indicate beings who
appear in the world at intervals, and are able to

teach men the way to attain nirvana (Hardy), and
they recognise Anomadassa as a Buddha prior to

Gautama.

—

llardy^ p. 433.

In Ceylon, this faith has not been subjected to

much persecution. In the IGth century, the

Tamil invaders made every effort to destroy the

Buddhist books
;
but the priests subsequently

sent a mission to Siam, ana properly ordained

g
riests were imported from Amarapura in Burma,

j the 18th century, Buddhism had regained its

ascendency. In the 19th century, the priests have

been actively diffusing a knowlcage of their creed.

They have printing presses, from which tracts,

pamphlets, and serials issue in great numbers.

They present some new arguments and inferences

;

but the defiant and blasphemous expressions which

they contain against the sucre^l name of J'chovah,

are probably the most awful ever framed in

human language. In Ceylon, on Adam’s Peak,
is a footmark which has been the object of

pilgrirnag(? for ages, which Buddhists ascribe to
Bu(idha, but Mahomedans to Adam. There are
models of feet in different parts of the island.

—

Yule, ii. 3f)9, 3(58. The tooth of Buddha, Dalada,
SiNOii,, DhataDhata, Hind., is greatly reverencjul.

There are, iti Ceylon, statues of Buddha of great
height. One near Mehintala is 70 feet high, and
one of Gautama Uaja at Carculla is 38 feet. At
Anarajpura, in Ceylon, are several Buddhist
dahgopas or dhagobas, the heights of which vary.
They were built at from n.c. 307 to a.d. 270.

A shoot f?T)m the pipal tree at Buddha Gaya,
known as the Bo Tree, has been cherished at

Anarajpura for twenty centuries; and in the
courtyard of every vihara and temple of Ceylon,
pipal trees are {)reserved as objects of veneration.
A sy.stem of ca.ste was introduced by king Vdjaio

amongst the Ceylon Buddhists, which still prevails

there, though (lirectly opposc^d to Buddhist doc-
trines, and luH existing in any similar form in
other Buddhi.st countries.

Buddhism h.is been examined by Frinsep, Hodg-
son, A. Cuniunglmm, Yule, Csoma Korosi, Uajen-
dra Lala, Sykes, and Binl in India; by Pallas,

Schmidt, Burnonf, Miillcr, Bunsen, Barth, Fer-
gusson, St. Hilaire, Jhmfoy, K. Edkina, Stanisla

Julien, Lai-’sen, Abel Kemusat, Tennent, Wilson,
and Was.'-iljcw of Europe

;
by Tumour, Gogerly

;

and Spettoo Hardy of Ceylon; by Phayre, Mason,
Cowc, jhgandet, and Bastian of Burma; and by
L('ggo of China; and there has been much dis-

cussion as to the nature of the doctrines which
Sakya preached. There is no doubt that he waa
an as(!etie, for he left his wife and family, and
preached and inculcated asceticism

;
and iiowever

greatly his followers may now vary in their

helicf, it is a fundamental doctrine with all of
them, that cxist('nc.e is an evil, for birth originates

sorrow, pain, decay, and death. Whether he
believed in a Supronn? Being is questioned. Mr.
Hodg.‘^on deBcrilx's his hclud as ‘monastic asceti-

cism in morals, and philcjsophical scepticism in

religion.’ Bunsen considers that Sakya, the
ascetic, of all founders of religions, at once stands
the nearest to, and the farthest from, Jesus of

Naxarcth, the Christ. The farthest, inasmuch as
iK5 renounces in despair the actual world which
Jesus purposes to raise to Godlike purity

;
but

the nearest, by virtue of the width and humanity
of his conceptions of God, and the wide diffusion

which they have obtained. But this view was
not held by many of his own day, who styled
him An-Iswara, the lordlcss one, meaning that
he taught an absolutely atheistic nihilism

;
and

Burnouf considered the doctrine of Buddha to be
atheistic and materialistic in his teaching that
existence is a burden, and that annihilation is the
highest happiness which the soul can strive after.

Bartli says (p. 110) Buddha’s doctrine is abso-
lutely atheistic. The great truth of the Father-
hood of God is lacking in Buddha’s teaching.
According to Bunsen (God in Hist. p. 345), his

creed introduced or revived civiliMtion, and
softened manners amongst millions. At present
the Buddhists are in two great sects, those of the
Mahayana, and those of the Hinayana. The Maha-
yana is represented in the literature of the northern
Buddhists of Tibet, Nepal, China, and Japan

;
and

the Hinayana in that of Ceylon, Burma, Siam,
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and Cambodia, and Anam ? The Buddhism of

Mongolia is an offshoot from Tibet, and that of

Corea, Japan, and Cochin-China is from China.

In China and Mongolia, according to MM. Hue
and Gabet, there are theistic Buddhists, who
acknowledge an Adi- Buddha, or eternal Buddha,
whom they consider to be God over all.

—

YtUe^

i. 242.

Sakya Muni discountenanced the philosophic

yiews of the Brnbrnans, but did not deny the

authority of the Vedas. But he was not followed

in this by subsequent professiug Buddhists.— T.

Three marches from Jeypore, on the road to

Dehli, the town of Babra has one of the edicts of

Asoka on a block of stone or rock on a hill, in old

Pali, and of date B.c. J09. It is in the oldest

Lat character. It differs somewhat in style and
language from the pillar and rock edicts. The
subject is the Buddhist commandment, forbidding

the sacrifice of four-footed animals. The Vedas
are alluded to, but though not named, are con-

demned as * mean and false in their doctrine, and
not to be obeyed.* The scriptures of the Muni
(which must be the Vedas) are spoken of as

directing blood-offerings and the sacrifice of

animals. Priests and priestesses, religious men
and religious women, amongst the Buddhists, are

commanded to obey the edict, and bear it in their

hearts (vol. ix. p. 617).

The sacred canon of the Buddhists now extant

is called the Tripitaka, i.e. the three baskets.

The first basket contains all that has reference to

Vinaya, or morality or discipline
;

the second

contains the Sutra, or discourses of Buddha ; the

third, Abhiilharma, includes all works treating of

dogmatic philosophy or metaphysics. The first

and second each contain five separate works. The
second is generally known by the name of Dharma,
or law

;
and it has become usual to apply to the

third basket, which contains seven separate works,

the terra Abhidharma or bye-law. The Sutra are

ascribed to Sakya Muni
;
they consist of ethical

and philosophical dialogues by Sakya; and a
writer in the Calcutta Review states they make
mention of the gods Narayan, Jonardhan, Shib,

Brahma, Petomah, Borun (Voriin), and Songkar.

Other names are Kabir, Sokr or Vasob, and Vissoo

Konno .—CaL Rev.

Professor Max Muller, in 1881, translated the
Dhammapada, a collection of verses; the Sutta

Nipata, a collection of discourses, was translated

Frausbbll
;
and Rhys Davids issued the

Buddhist Sutras.

Buddhist writings have been preserved in two
comparatively original redactions, but neither of

them in the Magadhi dialects, the primitive lan-

guage of their creed. The Buddhists of Nepal,
Tibet, and China have their books in Sanskrit, or
have translations immediately from the Sanskrit.

The Sanskrit writings were made known about
1840, by Mr. B, H. Hodgson.
The literature of the Buddhists of Ceylon,

Burma, and Siam, is in Pali
; and the Dipavansa

contains a history of Buddhism in that island,

which breaks off with the death of Mahasena, a.d.

802. The Mabawansa was compiled by Mahawaoa,
who lived about a.d. 500 ; it has been brought
down to the 18th century by successive writers,
and was translated by the Honourable G. Tumour
of the Ceylon Civil Service.

Their relative age and authority is uot yet

decided, though that of the Pali has been known
since the 5th century by the commentaries of

Buddha ghosha.
Analyses of this literature have been made in

Spence Hardy’s Eastern Monachiem
;

Childer's

Pali Dictionary
;
Rhys David’s Buddhism

;
B. H.

Hodgson’s Memoirs in Asiatic Researches and the

reprint of his Collected Essays, Csoma of Koros
in Bengal As. Soc. Journal ana Asiatic Researches.

The Chinese collection has been described in

Beal’s Buddhist Tripitaka as it is known in China
and Japan, and W. IVassiljew’s Der Buddhismus.
Up to the present time, all that has been found

of the Abhidharma is in extracts and fragments.

Some of the Sutras have been translated by E.

Burnouf, Max Miilicr, and Cecil Beudall, and in

the Journal of the R. As. Society. The Vinaya
Pitakam in the Pali has been published by 11.

Oldenberg; the Mahuvagga in 1879, and the

Cullavaga in 1881.

—

Barth^ ReL of India.

Mahendra, son of Asoka, is supposed to have
brought the Attha-katta, ancient commentaries
in Pali, to Ceylon, and to have translated them
into Singhalese, which Buddha ghosa, about a.d.

430, re-translated into Pali. According to another
account, the doctrines were first reduced to writing

by the Ceylon priests during the reign of king
Vartagamani, 88-76 h.c., and by a synod assembled
10-40 A.D., by the Turushka king Kanishka. For
the former the language used was the vernacular,

from which in the 5th century it was translated

into Pali
;
for the latter, Sanskrit

The Buddhist religious works of Tibet brought
to notice by Alexander Csoma de Koros, are the
Tanjur, which consists in its different editions

of 100, 102, and 108 folio volumes, and comprises
1083 distinct works. The Tanjur consists of
225 volumes folio, each weighing from 4 to 5 lbs.,

in the edition of Pekin
;
but editions have also

been published at Lhassa, and other places. Of
these, De Koros gave an analysis in the 20th
volume of the Asiatic Researches, and died soon
after.

In the Tibetan creed, the doctrine of trans-

migration is shown, and final absorption into

Buddha, as the reward of a virtuous life. It

therefore follows that Buddha, with the Tibetans,
is the divine Being who creat^ all, and to whom
all return, and that for the good there is no sepa-

rate existence in a future world.. There has been
some misapprehension regarding the Buddhas and
Budhisatwas of the Tibetans, l^be regeneration of

the Grand Lama being considered as an exceptional

case of a Buddha returning amongst mankind.
Mr. Hodgson (pp. 137, 138) truly calls the
^divine Irmas’ of Tibet^ Arbantas; but he be*
lieves * that a very gross superstition has wrested
the just notion of the character to its own use,*

and BO created the * immortal mortals, or present

palpable divinities of Tibet.* In the Nouv. Jour.

Asiat. t. xiv. p. 408, ii., Fra Orazio says that
^ Lama sempre sara coll’ istessa anima del mede-
sime Ciang-c’iub, oppure in altri corpL* Remusat
was not aware of tn» fact when he stated, * Lee
Lamos du Tibet so considdrent euxrodmes comme
autant de divinit^s (Bouddhas) incarn^es pour le

salut dee hommes.' But the explanation which
Major Cunningham received in l^akh, which is

the aame aa that obtained by Fra Ora..io in Lasso,

is' simple and convincing. The Grand Lama is

only a regenerated Budhisatwa, who refrains from
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accepting Buddhahood, that he may continue to tions of this kind eaiablished at dates long ante-
be born again and again for the benefit of man- cedent to the Christian era. They were in the
kind. For a Buddha cannot possibly be rcgcner- form of vihara, or cells and caves^ or buildings
ated, and hence the famous epithets of Sat)»agatha, erected for the convenience of those who sought
‘thus gone,’ and Sugata, ‘well gone,’ or ‘gone so to spiritualize themselves by separation from
forever.’ The valley of Le or Ladakh proper, the world. Only the ruins of such buildings
Zanskar, Hembaks or Dras, Suru, Purik, Spiti, exist in p<min8ular India, hut in Tibet and Tartary
Nubra, Janskee, and Kong, are all Buddhist (^The they still are like those left by the Indian Sramanaa
Utlm TopeSy by Major Cunningham^ pp. 1-07). or Lamas, ten and twenty cerrturies anterior to

In Tibet, the Buddhist practical creed is thus the present, and varying very little from what is

briefly stated by Csoma de Koros :— Ist, To take reported of the monasteries of tlte earlier Chris-
refuge only with Hudh. 2d, To form in the mind tians; there are also, according to M. Hue, both
tho resolution to aim at the highest degree of at Koon-boom and in libet, the types of the
^rfcction, and so to be united with the Supreme devotees who j>racti8cd penances, and sat as pillars,

Intelligence. 3d, To humble oneself before Jludh, like Simeon Stilites. In Burma, every Buddhist
and to adore him. 4th, To make offerings of lad, for a period, must enter a monastery,
things pleasing to the six senses. 5th, To glorify Pythagorean institutions are de8cril)ed as very
Budh by music, and by hymns, and by praise of monastic in their character, in that respect rcsem-
his person, doctrine, and love of mankind, of his bling closely the vihara of the Buddhists of India,

perfections or attiibutcs, and of his acts for the The doctrines of Pythagoras were widely spread
benefit of animated beings, bth, To confess one’s over Greece, over Italy and Asia Minor, for cen-
sins with a contrite heart, to ask forgiveness of turies after his decease, and under the name of
them, and to repent truly, with a resolution not Mithraic tho teachings of Budh had also a wide
to commit such afterwards. 7th, To rejoice in the extension (Prinsep's Tihef^ pp. 140, 161).
moral merit and perfection of animated beings, To a Buddliist ascetic, continence is essential to

and to wish that they may obtain beatitude, purity, but even conUict is unlawful. Neverthe-
8th, To pray and exhort existing holy men to turn less convents for women are very characteristically

tho wheel of religion, that the world may long Buddhist institutions
;
they existed in the Burinau

benefit by their teaching (Prinsep's Tibet^ Tar- empire till of late ywirs, and are still to be met
tarip and Mongolia, p. 167). with in Nepal, Tibet, and China {Toy Cart^

One of tho cstablisherl points in Tibetan p, 142),

Buddiiism is the belief in metempsychosis, or the Burma.—Dr. Mason says the philosophy of
migravion of the souls of animated beings

;
and Buddhism, in Burma, is the religion of Buddhism,

the Tibetans believe in six forms in which a living To Ikj a Buddhist is to believe in the philosophy of

being may be ro-born, viz. iha, Tin.; deva, San.sk., Being. The Buddhists propound as an axiom, that
spirits or gods; mi, or men

;
Iba mayin, or evil all things are unreal, and on it all their philosophy

spirits
;
dudo or johsong, brute beasts

;
yidaga, is based. Some Buddhists recognise idols, a few

imaginary monsters; and inmates of nyalba, or wholly reject tho worship of idols
;
but these are

uarakn, or hell. equally Buddhists, who believe that true Iwippiness

To cease to exist is the prevailing hope with is not found in any state of body or mind
;
that

all Buddhists. The Buddhist longing for anni- existence is a calamity
;
and that tho only desirable

hilation is an exaggeration of the craving for object is the extinction of being, or nirvan, where
rest which has been felt by many races, and by there is deliverance from ideas and conscioiiBness.

the followers of many creeds. The universal cry To be a pious Buddhist is to remain unaffected by
of tho overworked and sorrowing children of surrounding objects, to deny oneself of every-

mcn hoe ever been that of the lotus-eaters: thing l)eyond the bare necesBaries of life, and to
‘ There is no joy but calm.’ cry out, day and night, all things are transitory,

The universal refrain of humanity is one implying productive of unhappiness, and unreal. A change

trouble, anxiety, and never-ceasing toil, and its of heart and implicit faith are esBentialB of salva-

aspiration is that of repose. A holiday is a cessa- tion. Burmese Buddhists believe In good and

tion of labour; and tho highest hope of many evil spirits, and in the scheme of transmigration,

Christians has ever been, to reach that bourne and, for tlio good, final absorption
;

and the

where the wicked cease from troubling, and the Burmese Buddhist prays that he may, in his trans-

weary are at rest. Nirvana is as a blown-out migrations, meet with a Buddha to convert him.

candle. It is essentially in theory a non-active Woman takes a humble position in Burmese

faith—a faith of negatives. Their ten command- Buddhism, and she longs to become a man in her

ments, according to Max Muller, are Do not next transmigration. Their views as to the de-

kill : do not steal
;
do not commit adultery ; do sirableness for release from this life ore evinced

not lie; do not get intoxicated; abstain from in modes painful to European feeliom. The iW.
unsuitable words; abstain from public specUcles; Mr. Murks, when in Moulraein, hi^ a sick pupil

abstain from excess in dress
;
do not have a largo whom he went to see. On entering the house,

bed
; do not receive silver or gold. Ten obliga- and inquiring for the lad, the mother in a glad

tions or precepts, dasa sil, are repeated when a manner repeated he was well, and jauntilv led to

Burmese enters a kyoung as a novice {hyteht^ another room, whore he was pained to find the

jj 192)
young boy lyin^ dead, and still more pained by

In cairying out the ascetic views of Sakya Muni, the mother continuing to repeat that he was well,

pious Buddhists of all these countries, both men In Burma, in some temples, four past terrestrial

imd women, have, from the firetenunciaUon of his Buddhas occupy the four sides of the temples

doctrines, been accustomed to withdraw from {Yule, Cathay, u 242). ... -

public life into monasteries and convents. We In Burma, there la a great bebef in spinta, both

have distinct evidence of tho existence of iustitu- good and bad,—amongst others, the nat and the
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bilu. An attempt to reform Buddhism was made throne, had withdrawn from political squabbles

in 1863, by some of the chief phoungyes of Kem- to the safety and sanctity of the religious pro-

mendine. Like the Protestants of Christianity and fession, and was residing in a Buddhist temple,

the Brahmoists of Hinduism, the reformers seem whence he was brought forth to occupy the throne,

to go back to their oldest books, or bedagat, the after the seclusion of a quarter of a century,

three series of which minutely describe the duties Cambodia.— It is stated by a writer in the

of priests and laity, and define the objects of faith. Journal of the Indian Archipelago (No. xi. Nov.
They condemned the lax practices of this degene- 1852, p. 606), that, in Cambodia, Buddha is not
rate age, such as priests wearing sandals, carrying regarded as the first cause, the creator of all

umbrellas, and visiting religious theatrical shows, things
;
but there prevails amongst them a pan-

At the bottom of their reforms, insignificant as they theism, in which all nature is deified, but a^ve
appear, there w as doubtless much puritan earnest- all they place Buddha, and worship him daily,

ness. They called themselves ‘ Soolay Gandee,’ Laos.—Similarly, for instance, De Came relates

Soolay meaning the great spirit to whom the (p. 113) that Buddhists of Laos offer parts of their

pagoda in the centre of Rangoon is dedicated, bodies at the image of Buddha, in the pagoda at
The Buddhists of Burma are liberal almsgivers; Phnom in Upper Laos. The interpreter to the

but the act of making the offering is the final French mission made an offering of his forefinger

individual merit, and the utilization of the gift is up to the half of the upper joint. It was chopped
not regarded. off with a chopper by the attendants of the

In Burma, the Buddhist priesthood is open to pagoda,

every orthodox believer. All that it enjoins is In China^ monks try themselves with great

a life of purity, temperance, and truth. The severities. Buddhism has never taken a high
h’poongyeo is the priest. Every Burma boy be- place amongst the philosophies and religions of
comes a hierophant, and during the most recep- the country, though recognised as a state religion

tivc years of his life, remains under the discipline from a.d. 65, under the emperor Ming-ti. Buddh-
and control of the village h’poongyee, to whom ist missionaries had entered China in the third

the family authority is temporarily delegated. He century before Christ. A missionary is mentioned
is housed, clothed, and fed in tlic kyoung or in the Chinese annals, in the year 217 B.c.

;

monastery, and the parents arc put to no trouble and about the year 120 n.c., a Chinese general,

or expense throughout the whole period of his after defeating the barbarous tribes north of the
tuition. The h’poongyeo is the master. As a desert of Gobi, brought back as a trophy a golden
rule, he is strict and peremptory, yet sufficiently statue of Buddha {Muller's Leclures^ p. 139).
attentive to the moral and physical well-being There was much intercouse between the Buddh-
of his pupils os to earn their continuous attach- ists of India and China for some centuries after

ment and esteem. His teaching has a strong the introduction of Buddhism into China
;
but in

religious tinge, but it teaches discipline, diligence, the 10th century, after a.d. 975, the religious

and habits of punctual attendance. The h’poon- visitors to China became greatly more numerous,
gyeo have ceased to be propagandists, and have Chinese pilgrims also had passed years in India
undertaken the work of national instruction, and studying their religion, and they wrote narratives

have all the elementary education in their power, of their travels. Of these, there have been pub-
Tihct.—The Buddhist priests or Lamas of Tibet, fished the travels of Fa Hian, A.D. 399-414; of

Mongolia, and Manchuria acknowledge the Grand Hiwen Thsang, a.d. 628-645
;
and of Hoei Singh,

Lama of Tibet as their spiritual head. He is the who set out a.d. 518. A later traveller, Khi-Nie,
spiritual and political ruler of Tibet, and is who journeyed a.d. 964-976, was sent by the em-
subordinatc to the Emperor of China only. The peror of China, at the head of 800 monks, to seek
Lama are chosen from all classes of society

;
and relics of Buddha, and to collect palm books. Such

in Mongolia, when there are two or three sons in pilgrimages continue
;
and Colonel Yule met men

A family, one of them must bo dedicated to the at Hardwar who had crossed the Himalaya from
service of I^maism. They reside in monasteries, Mah-Chin, to visit the holy flame at Jawala-
and are celibates, shave their beads, and wear a mukhi in the Panjab (Fv/e, iL411). The Chinese
yellow robe. Their religious services resemble Buddhist invocation is, Oh me- to Fo ! Oh me to

those of the Christian cathedrals. A human Fo 1 In China and Mongolia, according to MM.
tliigh-bone is hollowed out, and made into a Hue and Gabet, theistio Buddhists acknowledge
musical pipe. The Lamas in the towns of Lama- an Adi-Buddha, or eternal Buddha, whom they
luiau and Ye-hole are about 10,000 in number, consider to be God over all. In Ceylon and Indo-
Many of them are wanderers on the vast plains Chinese countries there is no such belief (Yule^

of Mongolia. Lama temples are very imposing L 242). Chinese Buddhists are in different sects or
{Gray^ p. 134). schools, on account of differences in opinion on

Siam.—Between the Buddhists of Siam and matters of philosophy. But though the religion

Ceylon there has been much intercourse, and it is one of the reco^ised State creeds, Buddhists
M probable that almost identical doctrines ore held are not allowed to hold office,

in the two countries. During the efforts made by Amongst the Japanese, the religion of Buddha
the Buddhist monks of Ceylon in the defence of and the Sintu religion have equal precedence,

their religion, and in their attacks on Christianity Their Buddhist priests use the Chinese language in

and on Jehovah, the king of Siam and one of the their worship, except in their^etry, which is in

native chiefs of Kandy contributed largely towards Japanese. Bishop Smith of Victoria says there
the publication of the numerous tracts, pamphlets, were in Japan, at his visit, eight sects or orders
and serials that were sent forth from the Buddhist of Buddhist priests,—Tendai, Shinngong, Dzen,
printing presses of Ceylon. When Siam was visited Oobaku, Jiodo, Hokki, Ikko,—whose priests are
by Sir John Bowring, a king was reigning, who allowed to marry, and Nichiren. Shiu, Shu, or Ju
in early life, when a late king hod usurped the is placed after the proper name, designating each
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sect. At Dyboois, in jApan, is a bronze fiirure of
Buddha, 53 feet hipjh,

'J’ho liOO-Choo islands Buddbism is less perfect
than that of the Japanese.
The Korean Buddhists and Buddhism were

made 'known to Mexico by Chinoso priests in the
5th centurj a.ij,, and liad followers in that country
until the 13th century, when tho conquering
Aztecs put an end to it.

Perhaps no religion equals tho Buddhist in its

injunctions as to tenderness for animal life
;
yet

the Chinese, ninongHt whom are many Buddhists,
ami tho Burmese, all of whom arc BuddhistK, are,

as rac(»s, amongst the Icnst mcrcifid of mankind

;

are crn<*l, revengeful, and remorseless shcfldcrs of
the blood of their fellow-man. The Bunnan
Buddhist will not kill a quadruped animal for
food, but ho eats with readiness all animals that
have died of disease, or that have been killed by
others

;
and fish and tho shrimp tril»c, which their

rivers and seas produce, are eaten in quantities

greater thnu by any other known race.

Much of the costume of Buddhist priests and of

the ritual has a similarity to those of Christians

of the Romish and (ireek forms
;
and Do (iuignes,

Do Gama, Clavijo, Anthony Jonkinson, all notice

statements regarding the Greek Church, the

Chinese, and tlio Barmans, indicative of a belief in

tho idetttity of tho form of worship. Wlicn Dr.

Richardson and Captain Macl^ood, in their explora-

tion of tho countries cast of Burma, fell in with

Chinese traders, these generally claimed them
as of their own religion. In the Chinese temples
are a numher of images not unlike tho Christian

representations of Mary and of some of tho saints,

lnm])s and wax lights are on the Buddhist altar,

tlie Buddhist priests are robed in th6 sacred vest-

ments called pluvials in Christian ritual books,
proex^ssions of suppliants occur os with Christians,

and chanting is in a style almost exactly like the

Gregorian chants of Christian churches. Early

Christian inissionarics to China bclievod these to

linvo been introducc<l among thorn by tho devil

clumsily imitating holy things, and grasping at

Ibe honours due to God (Faff, ii. 551).

In India, Buddhist caves exist in Kattyawar, in

a hill near Sotana
;

in another near Khodia, south
of Junaghar

;
at liinglaj near Pattan, between the

villages of Khadati Klian and Khamardand, in the

Bardos; in tho Salcinal hill, North Bhabra; at

Mewanla in the bill of Kakauda
;
at Divoswar in

tho hill of Mandava, near Chotila
;
at Dovagarhi,

near the village of Bhadali, south of Palyad
;
at

Bhooragarh, N.E. of Josdan
;
in tho Jogi near

Kanamatra village
;

in tho Paiitana bill
;
and at

Dwarka. There are Buddhist caves also in Orissa.

The eaves of Junnar, Bhaia, Bedsa, Talaja bill,

Sana, are remarkably devoid of figure ornament
or imagery. In this icsncct they contrast strongly

with Ajunta, Ellora, Karla, the second and lost

few eaves at Nasik, and many in Salscttc. At
Ajunta and other places arc images of Buddha,
in the sanctuaries ami on tho fa^mlcs. They are

entirely absent at Bhaja, and in tho older and
middle series of about ten eaves at Nasik, and at

Junnar. The Tuljti Lena group of eaves in a hill

about miles west from Junnar, are so named
because one of them has been appropriated to

Tuljd Devi by tho modern Brahmans.
rfiilnna indicates twelve conditions of exist-

ence, viz. ignorance, knnimtn or act«, coiwcious-

ness, individuality, sensibilitjr, objects of sense,

s<‘n8ation, desire or thirst, clinging to existence,
birth, old age, and death.

The Buddhist triad or tri-ratna (tlirce jewels)
consist of Bmldha, Dharma, and iSangha.

Tho Buddhist wheel is a prominent object in

ibe Buddhist sculptures of India. It is supposed
to be an emblem of the perpetual succession and
eternity of matter; ana it has served likewise

another pur{>oso in tlie corruptions of Buddhism.
Prayers were pasted on it by the priests, who
then put tho wheel into rapid revolution. Each
turn had tho clficacy of an oral repetition

;
and

tho faster it revolv<^, the more rapidly was the
devotee approaching tho ultimate bliss of nirvana.

Buddha’Pasnka is a Buddhist salutation. It

means worshipper of Buddha. Upasaka is another
salutation.

—

J^rofessor Max MUltePa l^ctureSy p.

139, and Chips from a German Workshop

;

Bunsen^s God in History^ i. pp. Si I, 211 ;
Wheeler's

History of India, p. 159; TennenVs Ceylon^ PP»
313, 527, ii. p.Cll; Tenneut's Christianity inCeylon^

pp. 200, 207, 2C1
;
Hardy's Eastern Monachism

;

( 'alcutta llcvicw ; Frazer's Magazine, June 1808;
Jlangoon Times; Saturday Review; Bengal As

^

Soc. Journ.; Jottm. Ind, Archip.; Bowring's Siam,
i. p. 50; Prinsep's Antiquities, by I'komas, p, 150;
Prinsep's Tibet, Tartary, and Mongolia, pp. 140,
1G2; Coleman's Mythology^ p. 205; Rev, W,
Taylor's Catalogue Raisonne ; Toy Cart, p. 142 ;

Cunningham's History of the Sikhs, p. 23
;
Cunning^

ham's Uhilsa Topes, pp, 1-67
;
Colonel Henry Yule's

Embassy; Yule's Cathay and the Way thither;

Perry s BinTs-ej/c View of India, p. 53 ;
Hue's

Recollections of a Journey, p. 106 ;
The Rev,

J, T, Jones in Journ, Ind, Arch. No. 9, vii.
;

I'od's

Rajasthan; American Expedition; Mr. B. Hodgson;
De Came ; Bishop Smith; Colonel Fylche; Barth's

Religions of India ;
Bishop Bigandet ; Fergusson's

Rock-cut Temples of India ;
Fergnsson and Bur»

gess. Care Temples of India ; Hunter's Imp. Gaz,
BUDDHIST ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS

are the only vestiges of tho prevalence in British

India of the doctrines taught by Sakya Sinha and
his disciples, but tliey afford valuable illustrations

of tho alterations introduced into that great

teacher's doctrines. It is known that the final

disapivcaranco of Bud<lhi8m from continental and
peninsular India was violent,—their priests were
slain and their temples burned,—and there can be
no doubt that tho Brahmauical priesthood wore
tho iinmodiate actors in tho scenes, but whether
those were of the Vaishnava or Saiva sect there

is no information. The Buddhist remains now
existing may be divided into four distinct classes

:

First, cave temples, containing topes, sculp-

tures, paintings, and numerous inscriptions.

Second, vihara, or inonastcrios
;

Third, ioacrip-

tioDS on rocks and pillars; Fourth, topes, or
religious c<lificcs.

Tho vihara or monasteries are of two kinds:
First, cave viharas, of which several magnificent
speoiinons have been published by Mr. Fergusson

;

and second, structural viharas, of which some
Specimens still remain at Sonchi, but in a very
ruinous condition.

(fi) The cave vihara consists of (1) natural

caverns slightly imoroved by art These are the
most ancient, anu are found appropriated to

religious purposes in Behar and Cuttack. The
next kind have (2) n verandah opening behind
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into cells for the abode of priests^ as in Cuttack inscriptions are in the I^th character, and this

and in the oldest vihara at Ajunta. The third gives their age as anterior to the Christian era.

(3) has an enlarged hall supported on pillars. The frieze sculpture in the Ganesgompha is

The most splendid of these are at Ajunta; though superior to any in India, and resembles that of

the Dherwara at Ellora is also fine, and there are the Sanchi tope at Bhilii. In it there are no
some good specimens at Salsetto and Juunar. gods, no figures of different sizes, nor any extra-

(6) Buddhist chaitya caves form the second vagance. In the Buddhist caves here, there are

class. These are the temples or churches of the no figures of Buddha, nor any images. In a

series, and one or more of them is attached to Jaina cave near, on Khandagiri, the 24 thir-

every set of caves in AVestern India, though none tankaia with their female energies are sculptured,

exist on the eastern side. Unlike the vihara, all The Ajunta are the most complete series of

these caves have the same plan and arrangement. Buddhist caves in India, without any mixture of

All consist of an external porch or music gallery, Brahmanism, and contain types of all the rest,

an internal gallery over tne entrance, a central They are in a ravine or narrow valley in the ghat

aisle, which may bo called a nave, roofed by a south of the Tapti.

plain waggon vault, and a semi-dome terminating At Ba\uj^ in a ravine or small valley in the ghat

the nave, under the centre of which always on the north side of the valley of the Tapti, are

stands a dahgopa or chaitya. In the oldest three ancient Buddhist caves,

temples, the dahgoj)a consists of a plain central The Karli caves are close to the high road from

drum, surmounted by a hemispherical dome Poona to Bombay, about half-way down on the

crowned by a Tee, which supported the umbrella right-hand side of the valley as you proceed

of state, of wood or stone. These two clasess towards the sea. They are not so extensive as

comprehend all the Buddhist caves in India. those of Ajunta, but they are purely Buddhist.

The third class of religious architectural remains The largest and most splendid chaitya cave tempio

in India consists of Brahmanical caves, properly in India which could be selected for reproduction

80 called. The finest specimens are at Ellora by art, is the principal excavation at Karli, and it

and Elepbanta, though some good ones exist also is also interesting as the oldest Indian work of

on the island of Salsette and at Maliabalipur. the kind known to exist Karli has numerous

In form many of them arc copies of, and a good inscriptions in the caves in the I’ali language,

deal resemble, the Buddhist vihara. But they The Salsette or Kenhcri caves, in the island of

have not been appropriated from the Buddhists, as Salsette, arc purely BuddhLst, but inferior to th{)se

the arrangement of the pillars and position of the of Ajunta or Karli. l^hey are excavated in a hill

sanctuary are different. They are never sur- in the midst of an immense tract of forest country,

rounded by cells, as all viharas are, and their walls and Mr. Fergusson supposes their date to be about

are invariably covtTed or meant to be covered with the 9th or 10th century of the Christian era.

sculpture, while the viharas are almost as invari- Dhiinmar, about 40 miles S.E. from Ncmuch,

ably decorated by paintings, except the sanctuary, but close to Chundivassa, contains Buddhist

The subjects of the sculpture of course always set caves, with a Brahmanical rock temple behind,

the question at rest. Those of Dhumnar, like the cave* of Kllorn,

The fourth class consists of rock-cut models of contain a strong arlnnxture of Brahmanism,

structural Brahmanical temples. To this class The Ellora caves arc excavated in a porphy-

bclong the far-famed Kailas at Ellora; the Saivito ritic greenstone, and arc largely Brahmanical.

temple at Dhumnar, and the Ruths at Mahabali- They are iu the face of the mountain overlooking

pur. The last are cut out of isolated blocks of the valley of the Godavery, close to Jtoza, the

granite, but the rest stand in pita, burial-place of Dowlatabad, and where Aurangzcb,

The Indra Subba group at Ellora should perhaps Alamgir i., is interred,

form a fifth, but whether they are Brahmanical Those of Elephanta are entirely Brahmanical,

or Jaina is undecided. though perhaps of the same age as those of

The^/A or true Jaina c«yes occur at Khanda- Ellora. The caves of Elephanta overlook the

giri in Cuttack and in the southern ports of India, harbour of Bombay. They are cut in a harder

but are few and insignificant. In the rock of rock than those at Ellora. These cav^ are in

Gwalior fort, there are cut in the rock a number the island of Gharipuri, called by Europeans

of rude colossal Jaina figures some 30 to 40 feet Elephanta, an island iu Bombay harbour. Among
liigh, of some of their thirtankara, some sitting, the hundreds of figures there sculptured, every

some standing. principal deity is found. Buddha is evidently,

The Behar caves are in the neighbourhood of from his size and situation, a principal personage

Rajagriha. The Milkmaid's cave and Brahman there.

Girl's cave have inscriptions in the Lath character. Alahahalipuram^ or the Seven Pagodas, between

They date about 200 b.c., and are the most ancient Covelong and Sadras, south of M^ras, has been

caves of India. The Nagarjuni cave and Haft described by Dr. Babbington in vol. ii. Trans.

Khaneh or Satghar group are situated in the K. A. S., p! 258 ;
and by Messrs. Chambers and

southern arm of the liill, at some little distance Goldingbam fn A^ R. vol. i. p. 146, and v. p. 69

;

from the Brahman Girl and Milkmaid's cave, and by Mr. Charles Gubbius in Bengal As. Soc.

Another group is the neighbouring Kama Chapora Journal.* The Mahabalipur caves are entirely

and Lomas Risbi caves. Brahmanical, and have been excavated after all

The caves of UdyagiH and Khandagiri hills, the jother series formed (Fergusion^t Rock-

about 20 miles from Cuttack and five from Boban cut

Eswaia, are next in antiquity to those of Behar. The insonptjpns of kin^ Asoka consist of

They are built on the hills of Udyagiri and edicts and proclamations. King Asoka carved his

Khandagiri
;

the former are Buddhist and the edicts on the rqcks at Dhauli in Cuttack, also at

older, me latter probably Jaina. Many of the Girnar in Gnjerat, at Kapurdagiri, near Pesha-
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wur, and on pillars erected in different parts of
the country. In the thirteenth edict of the rock-
cut inscriptions, he mentions having?, about B.c.

258, formed treaties of alliance with Ptolemy
Philndelphos, Antiochus Theos, Antigonus Gon-
ntus, Magas of Gyrene, and Alexander, the king
of Epirus and Macedonia, mentioned by Justin,
for the protection or aid of his co-religionists in
their dominions. They have been deciphered
successively by J. Prinsep, Norris, Dowson

;
and

elucidated by the works of Burnouf, Lassen,
Wilson, Kern, Buhler, General A. Cunningham,
Corpus Inscriptionum, and E. Senart in Journal
Asiatique.

BUDGEROW. Anolo-Hind. A boat in use
on the Ganges. See Boat.

BUDH, in Hindu astronomy, the planet Mer-
cury, and Hindus deem it fortunate to be born
under this planet. Budh presides over Wednes-
day, Budhwar, dies Mercurii. In one of the
z(xJiacs, he is represented seated on a carpet,

holding in his hands a sceptre and a lotus; in

another he is shown riding on an eagle; and
elsewhere he is described as sitting in a car drawn
by lions

;
and by Ward as sitting on a lion.

BUDH, an ancestor of a branch of the great

Hindu people of a time prior to authentic history.

He is traced by them up to Brahma, from whom
he descends through Atri, Samudra, Chandra, or
Soma, and Vrihashpati. Budh is said to have
married Ha, daughter of Ikshwaku

;
and the

deBcondants of this union were, in succession,

Pururava, Ayu or Yaou, Nohaa or Nohua, and
Vayat. Ayu or Yaou is claimed by the Tartar

and Chinese gcncalogistB as their great progenitor;

and from Yayat sprang three great lines, the

Yadu, Pum, and Cora or Oorvasa, from each of

whom came many dynasties ruling on the Indus,

in Hindustan, Assam, Ava, and China. The
great Hya was a branch of the Yadu ;

and five

in(;mber8 of it formed Panchalika or Panchaldesa,

and the seed of Bajaswa occupied all the couutrics

on the Indus. Of the three lines, the Yadu,
Puru, and Oora, the Yiidu Ix^came the most
illustrious. The descendants of Budh and Ha
were known as the Chandravansa, Somavausa, or

Induvansa, all of these meaning the Lunar race;

but the fame of the Yadu eclipsed the prior

designations, aud throughout India the Lunar
race came to bo styled Yaduvansa. The Yadu
held territories in llindustan about Allahabad,

but seemingly in sinnll republican states, some
of which were staked and lost at play. The
relatives then fought for dominion, for eighteen

days, on the field of Kuru Khet. There was no
buttle of armies, but a scries of Ringle combats,

with treacherous, cruel surprises, during which
nearly all the Yadu fell, and at the close,

several of those remaining emigrated, amongst
wlioni KriHlina was one. The story is told in the

Maliabharata. After the combats, the Yadu seem
to have left the Ganges, and to have been

ex{>clled from Dwarica, to have crossed the Indus,

passed ZabuliBthaD,and founded Gajni and Samar-
carid, but to have swept back on the Indus into

Gujerat and the Indian desert, from which they

expelled the Langaha, Johya, Mohila, etc., and
founded successfully Tannote, Derrawul, and
Jeysulmir. They are now known as the Bliatti

of Joysuhnir, the Jharijah of Cutch Bhooj, the

tribes occupying Kerrowiee and Subbulghur on

the Chambal, and the Sumaitcha on the Chambal.
The great Tuar tribe are also said to have been
of Yadu origin. The Hya also was a branch of
the Yadu, some of whom formed Panchaldesa or
Panchalika, and the seed of Bajeswa at one time
occupied all the countries on the Indus. The
Bhatti and Jharijah thus trace their descent from
Budh and Krishna, and they may bo said to
occupy the Indian desert from the Sutlej to the
ocean. Budh seems to have been the first emigrant
from Sakadwipa or Scythia, into Hindustan, viz.

about D.c. 2400. Between Budh and Krishna was
a period of 1200 years. But his descendants had
deified Budh

;
and in Hindu mythology he is

described as the son of Soma or Chandra or Indu,
the moon, by Rohini. The date of the apotheosis

of Budh is not known. Prior to the deification

of Krishna, Budh was worshipped by all the Yadu
as the great ancestor (Pitriswara) of the Lunar
race. The principal shrine of Budh was at

Dwarica, where he still receives adoration as

Budha Trivikrama. But by the deification of

Krishna, whose emblem was the eagle, Krishna's
mysteries superseded the simpler worship of

Budh. The worship of Bal, or the suu, as Bal-
nath, and of the moon as that of Budh, seem
to have co-existed, and an amalgamation had
occurred, as the serpent was made to twine round
the lingam, as at the shrine of Eklinga. Colonel
Tod is of opinion that the original worship of

Budh was monotheistic, and that prior to the

rise of Vishnuism, the three idolatrous classes of

Hindustan were the adorers of Surya and tlie

descendants of Budh, who preserved the serpent

sign of their race, and Krishna's followers, who
adopted the eagle. There seem to have been
6C clans of the Indu, who were distinguished by
names of animals,—takshao, the serpent

;
nswa,

the horse
;
sassu, the hare

;
lomri or noinri, tho

fox, etc. etc.

—

lad's Rajasthan^ i. pp. 588-53G.
BUDHA-BASARA. Sansk. Budha-kakara,

Tel. Cardiospennum halicacabum. Popular
superstition asserts that by eating its seeds, the

understanding is enlightened, and the memory
rendered miraculously retentive.

—

Ell. El. And.
BUDHA DAS, father of Upatisso, who built

hospitals for cripples, for pregnant women, for tho
bliini and diseased.

BUDHA GANGA, also Burha Ganga, tho old

bed of the Ganges, from which the stream has
shifted. It is traceable below Hnstinapur, and
also below Sorun and Kuinpil. Tho change of

bed seems to liavo occurred since tho time of

Akbar.

—

Elliot.

BUDHA GHOSHA or Budha Ghosa, a Brali-

man, a native of Buddha Gaya, who becamo a
convert to Buddhism. He lived in the early part

of tho 6th century a.d., nearly 1000 years after

Sakya Muni (ob. D.c. 548). lie went to Ceylon
A.D. 430, and there compiled his great work, the

Visuddhi Magga, or Path of Holiness, a cyclo-

paedia of Buddhist doctrine. He was subscqucntlj
employed to rc-write in Pali the commentaries,
which had been handed down in Singhalese.

Mahondra, son of Asoka, is supposed to have
brought the Attha Katta, ancient oomroentaries

in Pdi, to Ceylon, and to have translated them
into Singhalese, which Budha Ghosha, about a.d.

430, re-translated into Pali. His great eloquence

obtained for him his titular name, meaning Voice

of Buddha.

—

Hardy's Eastern Monachism.
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BUDHA GUPTA, a king who governed the They have little or no hair, and their hides look

country between the Jumna and the Nerbadda, like polished leather. They require to be in a
about the eighth century. moist climate, or to be immersed in water daily*

BUDH-ASHTAMI. Sansk. A Hindu holiday, They love to wallow in water or slimy mud, and
from Budha, Mercury, and Ashtami, the eighth often roll themselves to got a coating of it A large

lunar day. male buffalo is more than a match for a tiger.

BUDUAYANA, a Hindu philosopher, who It has large flat horns, some curved and some
lived in Ilavratu, the country which surrounds long (spirocerus and macrocerus). Its ribs are
Sumem. He taught that God alone is unchange- large, flat, and white. It is the buffalo, buffle, and
able. He is said to have been the author of a biiffel of the French and Germans. In the Ham-
law treatise, and to have arranged some parts of bangtotte country, in Ceylon, the villagers are

the Vedas into chapters.— Ward^ iv. p. 30. much annoyed by the wila ones, that mingle with
BUDH’S BEGGING POT, the Kasgal-i-Ali, is the tamo when sent out to the woods to pasture,

a circular bowl, 4 feet wide and 2 feet deep in and it constantly happens that a savage stranger,

the centre : the sides are 4 inches thick. It is of placing himself at the head of the tame herd,

black porphyry. It is in a corner of the enclosure resists the attempts of the owners to drive them
of the tomb of Sultan Wais, at Kandahar. homewards at sunset. Being an animal to which
BUDHWAR, Wednesday, sacred to Budh, and water birds are accustomed, the Singhalese train

named after him. Amongst Hindus it is a day the buffalo to sport, and, concealed behind the

propitious to any new undertaking. animal, browsing listlessly along, they guide it by
BUDI. Hind. Among Hindus, the period of ropes attached to its horns, and thus creep undis-

the month from full to new moon, called the covered within shot of the flock. In the northern
dark half of the month.

—

Elliot. parts of India, they are similarly trained to assist

BUDI-BUDAKI. Can. A class of religious the sportsman in approaching deer. One of these

mendicants in Mysore. sporting buffaloes sells for a considerable sum.
BUDIDE. Tel. Ashes. Between 1861 and 1855, Liverpool imported from
Budide Chatta, Heliotropium corornandelianum. India, annually, about 30,000 of its hides

Budide Gummadi, Benincasa ccrifera, Savi, and 000 tons of horns. Tiie m.ale buffalo is

referring to the white powder covering the fruit, frequently sacrificed by non-Aryan races, some-
Budide Pannu, a fee for permission to bury a times in considcrablo numbers; and only in 1859,

corpse. the Government of Madras ordered the magistrate

BUDIL. Hind. Picea Webbiana, P. Pindrow. of the Krishna Division to forbid the cruel rito of
BUDKHES. Hind, Cordalis Govauiana. Ammavaru, wherein bullocks are impaled alive to
BUDLA, or Buddali. Karn. A leather bottle, appease the goddess Devi, and avert cholera.

BUDLEYUN. Greek. The mooql of the On that occasion, in a small village, from twelve
Arabians and Googalof India, names of bdellium, to twenty-four bullocks were sacrificed, os also

also of the Commiphora Madagascarensis tree. several hundred sheep, and the heads of tho
BUDRANJA BOYA. Hind. A small species sacrificed buffaloes were cairicd in procession on

of Melissa, found about Ajmir, where it is con- the heads of men. There are two generally

sidered heating, and is used to cleanse tho blood
;

recognised wild species of buffaloes in Africa.

—

one seer sells for two rupees.

—

Gen. Mtd. Top. the Cape buffalo (B. caffer), and tho short-horned
BUDRI, Beng. Zizyphus jujuba. buffalo (Bos brachyccros).

—

Bikmore^ Travels;
BUDSHUR. Hind. Ephedra Gerardiana, Slot, of Commerce ; TtnncnCs Ceylon.

BUDU. Hind. Viscum attenuatum. BUFFALO THORN, Acacia latrouum.
BUDUMURU. Tel. S^K)nia oriontalis, Planch. BUFONIA, a section of the 2d sub-class of

BUFF. reptiles, Batrachia, and order Batrachia saliciita.

Poau pa886c8cnbuffl0H,FR, Bufalo
; Ouojo di Tho section Bufonia includes the families Rhiiio-

Peau de bufflo ; Butllo, „ Jiufulo, .... It. dernaatidao ami Bufoiiida3. Bufo scabra, tho
Buffolhauto, . . . Gkr. Bengal and Java toad, abounds in tho marshes in

A kind of leather prepared from the skins of tho Lachen valley, adjoining Tibet. This is a
thick-hided animals, buffaloes, oxen, and tho deer remarkable instance of wide geographical distri-

tribe.

—

McCulloch; Faulkner. bution for a batrachian, which is common at tho

BUFFALO. level of tho sea under the tropics.

—

Jlooker^ Jour.

Bubalua Buffelus. Blum.
J
Boe bubalua, Briss. BUG, an insect belonging to the family Hemi-

Bhaina (male). . Hind. Karbo ; Karbou, Malay, ptera, several genera of which occur in India.

Mhalns (female), . ,, |
Moonding, . . Sundan. Amongst others are Cantuo ocellatus, Leptosetlia

The buffalo inhabits Tibet, but is domesticated marginalia, Callidea Stockcrius, etc. etc. Of tlie

in India, the Indian Archipelago, and southern aquatic species, tho gigantic Belostoma Indicum
Europe. It is the only inaigenous ruminant of attains a sizo of nearly threo inches. Some of
Ceylon. They are frequently albinos, with pink them are most attractive in colour

; a green one is

eyes. The finest of the domesticated buffaloes of often seen on leaves, and is quito inoffensive if

India are reared in the Hyderabad Dominions, unmolested, but if irritated exhales an offensive

west of Nirmu). Some naturalists are inclined to odour.

—

Tennenfs Ceylon.

the opinion that there are two species. They are BUG. Insects known as coffeo bugs have, in

large, ungainly-looking animals, with great horns
;

recent years, occasioned anxiety and losses to the
but a domesticated breed, to the west of Nirmul, coffeo planters. In Ceylon, the first regularly

are of enormous size, almost like small elephants, worked estate was opened in 1 826, but the bug
and give a great quantity of milk. They are does not seem to have appeared in large quantities

kept as milch kine, but are also employed as till 1845, when, however, it began to spread with
beasts of burden and draft; also to carry' sacks such rapidity, that in 1847 a very generid alarm
on their backs, to plough with, to drag carls, was taken by tho planters, about the same time
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that the potato, vine, and olive diseases began to (very much smaller than tlie female, only about
create alarm in Europe. The coffee bug seems, half a line long), aud resembles certain small
however, to be indigenous in Ceylon, for the Ephemeridm or May-flics. The female is oval,
white bug has been found on orange, guava, and brownish-purple, covered with a white mealy
other trees, as also on beet-root and other vege- powder, which forms a stiff fringe at the margin
tables, and the brown bug attacks the guava, and at the extremity of the abdomen two seise. The
hibiscus, Ixora, Justicia, and orange trees—indeed, larvae and pupro are active, and move about. The
every plant and tree, and even the weeds, on a insects, in all stages of development, are found in
coffee estate, particularly such as are in gardens. Ceylon all the year round, chiefly in dry and hot
When a coffee tree is attacked by the bug, it is localities, on the branches of trees, and on the

deprived of its sap and its nourishment, whilst roots to one foot under ground. Mr. Nietner says
the fungus, which never fails to attend on the it is identical with the species naturalized in the
hug, prevents restoration by closing tlic stomates conservatories of Europe. It is preyed upon by
through which the tree breathes and respires, the Scymnus rotundatus, a minute beetle of the
Bug, Mr. Nietner tells us, existed on the estates to ladybiM tribe, of the size of a pin's head, black
an incalculable extent

;
none were believed to be and pubescent; also, the yellow-coloured and

quite free from it. Whole estates are seen black common Encyrtus Niotneri and the black-coloured
with bugs, i.e. with the fungus; and he asks, scarce Chartococcus musciformis, two minute
* Am I wrong in saying that if there was no bug Hymenoptera (wasps), only J'" long, and the
in Ceylon, it would at a rough guess produce minute whitish mite, Acarus translucens. Of tho
50,000 cwts. of coffee more than it actually does? * members of this family of insects, the Coccidse,

The value of this quantity on the spot being about some, as the cochineal and lac insecto, are of great

£125,000, this sum represents the aggregate of economical importance, but others, as the sugar-
the annual loss by bug sustained by the Ceylon c>ane blight of the Mauritius, the Aspidiotus, and
planters. the coffee bug, are excessively baneful to the

Mr. Nietner’s observations had l)een more par- gardener and agriculturist,

ticularly conflned to the group of districts around Tho male of the Brown or Scaly Bug^ Lccanium
Peacock Hill, but his list of the enemies of the coffeae, is of a clear light pinkish-brown colouit,

coffee tree holds good in general for the entire slightly hairy, and very pretty. It is more delicate

coffee region of Ceylon. lie tells us, however, than tho male Pseudococcus. The females when
that tho brown and white bug and the black young arc yellowish, marked with grey or light

and white grub are the only universal and im- brown
;
and old individuals are light brown, with

portant enemies of tho coffee tree, and that a dark margin. It affects cold, damp, and close

the destruction caused by Arbincs, Limacodes, localities 3000 feet in height, and the propagation,

Zeuzora, Pbymatea, Strachia, and the coffee rat, as in the white bug, is continuous. The brown
appear to be of a more local and occasional nature, bug is much infect^ with parasites, amongst
and are therefore of less importance. There are which the most common are eight minute Hy-
threo pests which are chief,—the white bug, the menoptera (wasps) with brilliant colours; but a
brown bug, and the black bug. mite, the Acarus translucens, and the larva of

The appearance and disappearance of the coffee the Chilocorus circumdatus, a kind of ladybird,

bug, he tells us, is most capricious. It comes and also feed on the bug. In the larva state, the

goes,-—now rapidly spreading over a whole estate, male and female brown bug arc not distinguish-

now confining itself to a single tree amongst able. The number of eggs produced by a female

thousands; here leaving an estate in the course brown bug is about 700. Those of the white bug
of a twelvemonth, there remaining permanently, are not so numerous, but their propagation in

Sometimes spreading over a whole estate, some- Ceylon is continuous throughout tho year, and
times attacking a single field, then leaving it for this explains their great abundance compared with

another and another. But the white bug prefers cold countries, where the produce is one generation

dry, and the brown, damp localities, the latter of young annually. The brown bug, particularly

being found more plentiful in close ravines and the full-grown female, is dreadfully infested with

amongst heavy rotting timbers than on open hill- parasites, which thus greatly help the planter,

sides, and it is probably to this predilection that the Indeed, it is a question whether coffee-planting

shifting of the insect is attributable. The bug could bo carried on without their aid in the

of course seeks out the softest and most sheltered destruction of the bug.

parts of tho tree, the young shoots, the under sides The Black Bug is Lccanium nigrum, but the

of the leaves, and the clusters of berries. The female only is known. In colour it is from

injury done by tho white bug seems more severe yellowish-grey to deep brown, and almost black

than tliat from tho brown, but, not being so in age, and of a shield-like shape. It occurs

plentiful as the latter, it is of less general import- alone, but also intermixed with the brown bug,

anco. The white bug is especially fond of con- but it is much less abundant, and therefore not

gregating amongst tho clusteni of berries, which demanding the planteris attention. Its occupation

drop off from tho injury they receive, and trees of a coffee or any* other tree gives rise to the

often lose their entire crop in this manner. The appearance of a glutinous saccharine substance,

injury produced by the brown bug is the weaken- which bos received the name of honey-dew. This

ing of &e tree, and is thus more general, but the is either a secretion of the bug, or the extravasated

crop docs not drop off altogether nor so suddenly, sap which flows from the wounded tree, or pro-

With white bugs on an estate, the crop can hardly bably a combination of both. A fungus, or two

1^ estimated
;
with brown bugs it can. I“ugi, the Syncladium Nietneri and Triposporium

The White or Mealy Bug is the Pseudococcus Gardneri, seem to depend on this for vegetation, as

odooidum. The male insect is of a dirty brownish the honey-dew and the fungus disappear with the

colour, and slightly hairy. It U very minute bug.
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Another' bug, the Strachia geornctrlca, of a
yellowish colour, but marked with grey and
orange on the upper side, was found at Badulla.

It feeds upon the juice of the young berries, three

per cent, or more of which were said to have
suffered from it. It is allied to the green or foetid

bug
; but though it may occasionally cause de-

struction, there is no fear of it ever becoming a
serious nuisance.

One of the Aphidse, Aphis coffe®, the coffee louse,

is found in small communities on the young shoots
and on the under side of the leaves of the cocoaiiut

tree, but the injuries it occasions are insignificant.

Several caterpillars, the Aloa laciinea, the
Orgyia Ceylanica, Eiiproctis virguncula, the

Trichia exigua, Narosa conspersa, the Liuiacodes

graciosa, and a species of Drepaua, are found on
the coffee trees, but they do not cause much
injury^ Another caterpillar, however, though
fortunately not abundant, the Zeuzera coffese,

destroys many trees, both young and old, by
eating out the heart. It resembles the caterpillar

of tlie goat-moth of England, and is as thick as a
goose quill. It generally enters the tree 6" or 12"

from the ground, ascending upwards. The sickly

drooping of the tree marks ite presence.

Black Grub .—The larva of the moth called

Agrostis segetum is the very destructive black

grub. This pest is about an incli long, and is

most abundant from August to October. The
caterpillar lives in the ground, but comes out at

night to feed, and is very common and iiijurious.

They attack not only colVee trees, but all sorts of

vegetables and flowers, and are very destructive

to gardens and in the field, as they cat every-

thing that is artificially raised, despising gnujs and
weeds. They generally aj)pear only on certain

fields, and will not go over an estate. The insect

is not confined to Ceylon
;

its ravages are well

known in India, at the Cape of Cood Hope, and
in Europe, where it injures the grain and beet-

root crops. In Ceylon it only attacks young
coffee trees, gnawing off the bark round the stem
just above the ground. Where the trees arc very
small, they are bitten right off, and the tops some-
times partially dragged under the ground, where
the grubs may easily be discovered and dislodged.

The damage which they inflict on plantations

may be estimated, when it is mentioned that Mr.

Nietner lost through them in one season, in

certain fields, as many as 25 per cent, of the

young trees he had put down.
The larva of a little moth, the Gallcriomorpha

lichenoides, and three caterjnliars of the Boarmia
leucostigmaria, B. Ceylanica, and Empithecia
coffearia, are found on coffee trees and other

plants from September to December.
The larva of the Gracillaria coffeifoliella mines

the coffee leaves
;

it is very common, but of no
importance to the planter.

The ravages of tne large, well-known, beautiful

locust, the Fhymatea punctata^ with its scarlet

abdomen and yellow and bronze above, are not
continuous in the coffee tree, but are occasionally

very annoying. A swarm settled on a field of

one-year-old coffee and gnawed the bark off the

stems, causing them to throw out many shoots,

and permanently disfigured five per cent, of the
trees. They do not touch the Illuk gross, Saceba-
rum Konigii, Retz, but seem only to attack culti-

vated plants and trees. At Tungalle they

destroyed tobacco plantations, and at Matillco in

Kandy the native grain crops were injured by
these locusts. The larvae and pup® are as de-

structive as the perfect insects
;
but this seems,

fortunately, the only species of locust that does
any real injury in Ceylon, and this injury is in

importance not to be compared with that done
by other species in other countries.

White Gnih.—Under this name are included the

larvae of various Melolonthid®, the cockchafers of

Ceylon, which do much barm to coffee plantations,,

young and old, by eating the roots of the trees.

Mr. J. L. Gordon of Jiambodde considers the
white grub to be by far the greatest enemy of the

coffee trees which the planter has to contend
with, as be never knew a single tree recover after

their attack
;
and he adds that they had destroyed,

at Rambodde, in two years, between eight and
ten thousand fine old coffee trees. Mr. Gordon
used to dig up the soil at the foot of the trees,

and take out such grubs ns he could find.

Weevils ,—The family of the weevils is one of

the roost extensive amongst the beetles
;
and in

Ceylon, as in Europe, many of its members do
much injury to agricultural produce. Mr. Nietner

had seen nearly the whole sweet potato (Batatas

edulis) crop of the Negombo district destroyed by
one of them, the Cylas sturcipennis. The common
rice weevils Sitophilys oryzac, is another instance

;

and one of the cocoanut tree destroyers of the

Ceylon low country, the Sphmnophorus plaui-

peunis, belongs also to this family. The Arhinos?
destructor, a beautiful green weevil, Mr. Nietner
had not found do any injury to coffee trees; but
Mr. J. liosc of Matturattec, writing to him, says,
‘ The mischief they do is plentiful, aud if they were
as plentiful as the bug, they would be the planter’s

w orst enemies. Five or six acres were completely
covered with them, and they consumed almost

every leaf. Year after year they appeared upon
the same place. One year they appeared upon a
neighbouring estate in great force, and ran over at

least fcHy acres. The same thing occurred on
three other estates.’

The Acartis coj/ex, or coffee mite, is so small as

to be hardly perceptible to the naked eye. It is

closely allied to the red spider of the hothouses
of Europe. Nearly all the year round, but chiefly

from November to April, it feeds on the upper
side of the coffee leaves, giving them a brownish
sunburnt appearance. Individual trees suffer

from its attacks, but the aggregate damage from
it is not great.

The coffee rat of Ceylon, the Golunda EUiottiy

occasionally commits much damage, seemingly to

get the bark, for they do not seem to eat tho

berries. With their long sharp incisors they bite

off with great smoothness the smaller and
younger branches, generally an inch from the
stem

;
and should the plants be quite young,

just taken from the nursery, they bite them
right off a few inches from the ground, and
carry them to their nests in hollow trees. They
appear irregularly at intervals from the jungles,

and there is hardly an estate that does not now
and then receive a visit from them. The natives

of Ceylon say that their food in the jungles is a
species of Strobilanthus, called Nilu in Singhalese,

aud that the rats only issue from their forest

residence and attack the coffee estates when their

forest food fails.
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The injuries from other animals arc not serious.

A squirrel, the Sciurus Layardi, which eats the

coffee berries, is common on estates; the pulp
alone is digestible, and the coffee beans are
dropped on logs of wood and on the ground.
Jackals and monkeys occasionally do the same

;

this is called parchment coffee. A deer will now
and then come from the forest and nibble the tops
of the young trees.

Mantis tricolor, Nietner^ the Mantis of the

coffee tree, is green, lower wings reddish, with
large blackish spot at the posterior margin. The
female is 1 inch long, with 1} inch of an expanse
of wings. The male is considerably smaller. The
eggs are deposited upon coffee leaves, in cocoon-
liko masses of J of an inch in length, but drawn
out further at each end. As to the remedies to

all these plagues, Mr. Nietncr tells us that several

means of checking the extension of the bug have
been proposed and tried. Amongst these, the in-

troduction of the red ant; but tlieir IVitcs are so

fierce and painful, that the coolies refuse to go
amongst the trees while the ants aro there,

liubbing off the bug by hand has been tried, but
it can only bo attempted upon young trees

without crop
;
Mr. Nietncr, altliougU allowing that

an inmicnso quantity of hug is tlius destroyed,

is nevertheless of opinion that the effect

is but trilling. 11c tliinks that the applica-

tion of tar to the roots is a good suggestion,

although he is obliged to admit that hitherto no
important results have been achieved by it. He
adds that high cultivation seems to have the effect

of throwing it off. But as the bug seems to

depend on locality, Mr. Nietncr docs not look for

any beneficial result so long as the physical aspect

is unchanged. He thinks that if the open, warm,
airy pattenas were cultivated, which the experi-

ments on a large scale, tried at Passclawa, show
that they can be, the brown bug, which is the great

destroyer, would not find the conditions favourable

to its existence
;
or perhaps, if estates as a rule

were made smaller than they generally are, if the

reduction in acreage were counterbalanced by a

higher system of cultivation, universally carried

out, the bug would not be so numerous as it now
is (Mr, Nietncr), In the Peninsula of India,

hoirr is a name given to the larva of certain

olcopterous beetles, which injure coffee trees.

There are two, the white and red borer, and the

chief of these is the Xylotrocluis quadripes of

Cliovrolat. The largo and rapid introihictioii of

coffee-growing into Ceylon and India has shown
that the plant is liable to be attacked by many
eiiomios, and ignorance of that has been the cause

of much loss. Coffoo trees in Coorg have also

l)eeu injured by the rot, a disease resulting from

improjwr pruning. The rot attacks ami decays

the ccMitre of the stem. In Coorg, when the tree is

attacked by the borer, the leaves become yellow

and droop. The insects aro generally about the

diameter of a small quill, are always confined to

the wood, and never enter the bark until the larva

has done its work, passed through the pupa stage,

and is about to escape in the form of a beetle.

The eggs are deposited by the females near the

root of the tree, and the pupa borers tunnel up the

heart of the plant

—

Nietner ;
Dr, Bidic on CoJ/'ee

Planting, Sw Coffee.

BUG of Miana. See Argas.

BUGGLECONDA, a steep basaltic hill rising

about 1200 feet above the plain near Innaconda, in

the Guntur collectorate of the Ma^lras Presidency,
and remarkable for the frequent earthquakes
which occur at it No crater has been observed,
but it has three peaks, the central one being the
highest. The name, meaning the charcoal hill,

has been given to it from the black colour of its

rocks. About the year 1840 earthquakes occurred
several times in one month, and large stones
rolled from the hill to the plains. Heynes says
(Tracts, pp. 108-117) tlie Chicota hill has frequent
earthquakes, and that the Ongolc hill ecemed to
affect the compas.s.

BU-GllYEE-PHYOO. Buum. Clcrodendron
viscoBum, Vent,

BUGIO, in J.apan, a civil officer who exercises

controlling jiowers over collectors, interpreters, and
other inferior officers. See Japan.
BUGIS or Bugi, a bold, self-reliant, maritime

people of Celebes, of which they occupy the
northern part, and are known, in consequence, as
Macassar men. The Biigis, originally from the
same stock as the Malay, arc superior to all other
natives of the Archipelago in their spirit of
adventure. They are a brave, active, hauglity,

fierce, and vigorous race. They love justice, and
are faithful to their bonds, but seldom forgive
injuries. Under the name of Maensj^arg, they form
the flower of the colonial troops in the Dutch ser-

vice. Macassar was the most notorious place in

the Eastern Archipelago for the Bugis people to run
amok. On the average, one or two occurred
in the month. It was in fact the national mode
of committing suicide amongst the natives of
Celebes, and was therefore the fashionable mode
of escaping difficulties. Ten or twenty {KTsons
were sometimes killed and wounded at one of the
amok. Stabbing and killing at all he meets, the
amok runner is at last overpowered, and dies in

all the excitement of battle. It is a delirious in-

toxication, a temporary madness, absorbing every
thought and action (Wallace, i. p. 174). Although
they bear some personal rcscinbtunco to the
Malays, arising probably from a common origin,

in every quality but courage they are essentially

different. Exposed to tlic same temptations, and
most skilful and adventurous navigatom, they
have never adopted the occupation of piracy, but
abhor and resist it, and defend themselves against

the Malay pralius with the most heroic and
desperate valour whenever they are attacked,

proceeding, if overpowered, to blow up their

vessels rather than submit. The iworest of these

hardy islanders is as impatient of a blow as a
European gentleman

;
and it is permitted to any

one to avenge an affront by the death of the

person who offers it A more than Spartan
training is bestowed on children. The males at

the age of five or six are removed from their

parents, lest they should be made effeminate by
indulgence, and they are not restored to their

family until they are of an age to marry. They
arc the Phcenicians of the Indian Archipelago;
and there is not a coast, from the northern shorca

of the Australian continent to the Malay Peninsula,

w'hcre their ships are not habitually seen. They
leave their country in the beginning of the eastern

monsoon on a trading voyage, and proceed west-

ward until they reach Singapore. With vessels of

peculiar build, of from forty to fifty tons burden,

they conduct almost the whole carrying trade of the
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Archipelago. They own at least IQOO ships, the Bui Champa, Kasmpferia rotunda,
outward cargoes consisting of cotton cloths, gold Bui>Choti, Anabasis multiflora.

dust, edible birds* nests, tortoiseshell, trepang or Bui Madaran, Achillea millifolium, Artemisia
sea-slugs for Chinese epicures, scented woods, Indies, Artem. vestita. Wall,

coffee, and rice
;
and in spite of the jealous and Bui-Mung, and Bui-Singh, Arachis hypogfoa.

restrictive policy of the Dutch, they have greatly Buin Aonlah, PhyUanthus niruri.

oontributea to diffuse British manufactures Buin Kaviti, Feronia elephantum.

throughout the islands of the eastern seas. BUILDING MATERIALS. In the Peninsula
In the beginning of the western monsoon, they of India, all the most ancient buildings are of

go in great numbers to the Am islands, which is stone, while the edifices of the past five hundred
the principal rendezvous for the people of Ceram, years, comprising some of the most stupendous
Goram, the Ki islands, Teuimber, Baba, and the piles, are of bric£ The CTeat religious institutions

adjacent coast of New Guinea, a distance from of Sri Sailam in Cuddapah, at Conjeveram,
Macassar of upwards of 1000 miles. They carry Chellambraro, Srirangam, the temples at Tanjore,

English calicoes, cotton goods of their own Gangondaram, and Tribhuwanam, the ruins at

manufacture, Chinese gongs, and arrack
;
and the Bijauagar, Bijapur, Gogi, and Rulburga, the

return cargoes are tortoiseshell, mother-of-pearl pagoda at Leepichi in the Bellary, and that at

shell, pearls, birds of paradise, and trepang, the Tarpatri in the Cuddapah district, monuments of

Malay term for all the kinds of holothurim or sea- ancient Hindu and Mahomedan art, are of stone,

cucumbers. Of trepang alone about 14,000 pikuls Those connected with architecture, sculpture, and
are yearly shipped from Macassar, of a value of painting, called into being by the exigencies of

600,0(X) dollars, or £150,000. It is estimated religion, always the best stimulus to works of

that the annual value of goods carried by the design, have suffered more from sectarian zeal

Bugis to the Aru islands from Macassar alone is than the ravages of time, and they are widely

80,000 dollars, or 200,000 guilders
;
and of those scattered over the length and breadth of the land,

taken to the Am group from other places, 20,000 Sculptured stones, fortifications, temples, and
dollars, or 50,000 guilaera. Bugis arc subdivided works of irrigation are found in every direction,

into many nations,— united, however, by the and not only impart a knowledge of the state of

common tics of similar language and similar in- science and civilisation at various periods,butthrow
stitutioiiB. There is but one of their tribes a valuable light on other subjects of inquiry,

distinguished for maritime enterprise and com- The recent advent of the British nation into

mcrciul spirit, the Wajo or Tu-wajo people. India, the efforts needed to obtain a standing-

Their oiiginal site is in the interior of Celebes, on place, and the duty devolving on them of intro-

tho northern banks of an extensive fresh-water ducing useful public works, have all hitherto

lake, 24 miles in breadth, from wliich a river prevented them from engaging in ornamental

issues, to fall into the Gulf of Boni. Their voyages architecture. The cupola of the Presbyteriau

extend from Siam to N. Guinea, and from Manilla church at Madras, built by Colonel de Havi-
to Aclieen. They are the great carriers of the land, is good, and there are a few ornamental
Archipelago. In the year 1826 they had 786 buildings in Calcutta and Bombay. But works
trading prahus. Amongst the Bugis traders to such as the Gauges Canal, the Southern Coast
the cost, kiiwara is their metropolis. It is a mere Canals, already extending almost from the Brah-
sandbank, lying between Ceram Lnut and Kissa, maputra and the Ganges to the western coast,

and offers goi^ anchorage in both monsoons, the great dams across the Godavery and the

Horses are bought at Gorontoto in Celebes.— Kistna, the tunnelling of the Ganges and Indus,

Qaarici 5/ /iferirw’, No. 222, p. 502
; 101 ;

the roads everywhere, from Cape Comorin to

Oriental Herald^ vii. p. 140. Tibet, the railroads with their stupendous bridges,

BUGLAR, a tree of Chutia Nagpur; its bark, and the irrigation canals, already in vastness

powdered, is used as a substitute for glue. and in public usefulness, surpass all that Aryan,
BUGLL Hind. Spirma Lindleyaiin, Hindu, Buddhist, Pathan, Moghul, or Arab rulers

BUGO, of the Philippines, Chavica seriboo, had done during their previous 3000 years of occu-

BUGRA. Hind. Gynandropsia peutaphylla. pation. The Moghul dynasties of India, besides

BUGRI. Hind. Cleome ruta. palaces and tombs, porticos and mosques, left a
BUGTI, a wild Baluch tribe on the western lew useful sarai and bridges, but many of these

bank of the Indus, near Shikarpur, in the hills east were erected by private persons,

of Lehrat. They are one of the great Rhiud tribes. In the northern part of the Peninsula, from the

Some of them arc serving iii the Panjab cavalry, Central Provinces to the Godavery, is a great

and many were in the Sind service. They are greenstone area, the trap flowing over and cover-

subjects of the khan of Kalat. The Bugti and iug sedimentary rocks; and in the east, in the

Murreo occupy the mountain district which ex- province of Hyderabad, is a vast Plutonic out-

tends eastward to the south of Sind and Kutchi. burst of granite. On the south of this granitic

BUG-TRORA. Mahr. Tecoma undulata. and volcanic rock there hod been an estuary,

BUI 1 IRA. Benq. Terminal!a rubrica. extending from north of Madras to the Kistna,

BUHOOARl. Beno. Cordia myxa, C. lati- and from the Bay of Bengal up the Kistna and
folia, Terminalia bellerica, T. Moluccaua. Pennar to the sources of the Gutpurba and Mal-
BUllOW, a tribe lying south of Kashmir, little purba, and it is now filled with distorted, broken,

reclaimed from barbarism. upraised limestone, blue slate, and sandstones,

BUI, Hind., seemingly from Bhooro, land, un- from near Curcumbarry, through Tarpatri,

cultivated land. The name of several plants,— Cuddapah, Kumool, to Kalfulgi and Belgaum. To
the Crotalaria burhia; Agatbotes, sp,; Franemuria the south of that narrow gulf is the great granitio

crispa; Ballota limbata; Plectranthus rugosus; tract of Bellary and Mysore, succeeded further

ASrua bovii
; Panderia pilosa. south, about Triebinopoly and Madura, with other
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limestone bods, both fossiliferoua and non>fo8siU>

ferous
;
and from these volcanic, metainorphic, and

aqueous'formed rocks, building stones are drawn.
Laterite rock is a clay iron ore peculiar to India;

it is widely diffused, and has been largely used in

India. The Arcade Inquisition at Goa ia built of

it
;
also St. Mary's Church, Madras, and the old

fortress at Malacca.
Trap - Ttiffa^ sometimes white, sometimes

greenish or purple, resembles laterite in the

quality of being ea^y cut when raised, after-

wards hardening on exposure to the air. It is

used as a building stone, and suits well for

basins, troughs, and aqueducts; it is not very
extensively employed.

Littoral Concrete is invariably found close by
the sea-shore, and is so named from its resemblance
to the artificial stone formed by the cementation
of sand, gravel, or other coarse material, by lime

or mortar. It is composed of the material prevail-

ing on the shores,—of shells, sand, gravel, and
pebbles,—and varies in its character with the rocks

in the neighbourhood, being micaceous towards
Cochin and Tellicherry, from the quantity of sand

and other nodules from the granite and gneiss;

gravelly to the north of Bombay
;
and around it,

composed almost entirely of fragments of shells.

Along the shores of Sind, Arabia, and the Red
Sea, though the material composing it is abundant
in a position similar to that iii which it exists on
the Malabar coast, but it is nowhere cemented
into stone. Even in Bombay the cementation is

far from invariable. The principal quarries arc

at Versova, about twenty miles to tlic north of

Bombay, where the shore is shoUereJ by a vast

dyke of basalt, formerly submerged.

The sand is first removed, and the rock is

smoothed on the surface. A space about twelve

feet each way is next divided into slabs one foot

square, the grooves between them being cut with

a light, flat^pointcd, singlc-bladcd pick. These

are raised successively by a tool somctliiiig

between an adze and a mattock, a single stroke of

which is in general sufficient for the detachment
of each from its bed. Tlio blocks thus cut out

and raised being laid aside, the bed is once

more smoothed, and the operation rcHumed, till

the pit reaches the depth of six or eight feet.

This variety of building material is brought in

vast quantities to Bombay, where a large portion

of the native houses are built of it. It ia not very

strong, but, with the admirable cement employed,

it makes a good and economical wall.

Trap ,—In the Dckhan, tlic most massive struc-

tures are raised and carved on trap with delicacy

and correctness. The favourite material for the

over - ground Mahomedan tombstone is basalt,

and, after many hundred years, the Arabic letters,

carved in relief, are as sharp as on the day they

were first cut. The vaults and domes of tombs

and temples are commonly bolted with iron from

top to bottom
;
and in many cases, instead of

scaffolding, the structure is surrounded with a

rough wall, ten or twenty feet off, the interval

between being filled up with earth
;
a long inclined

plane serves for raising the stones. A magnificent

structure of this sort, the tomb of one of the

Gwalior princes, has stood half - finished near

Poona since the early port of the 19th century,

and here native architecture may be seen in per-

fection in all stages of advancement.

The only other building material at the Bombay
Presidency consists of a fine-grained variety of
nummulite, like Bath oolite, called, from the name
of the place whence it comes, Porebunder stone.

All over India, bricks, laterite, and clay are
largely used

;
in the Mauritius, stone and slabs

of coral rock. In many parts of Bengd, wattle*
work is in use for houses.

Since Indian railroads were commenced, with
their great spanning bridges, the rocks of all their

neighbourhoods have been largely utilized
;
and

buildings formed of the greenstones, granites, lime-
stones, clayslate, and sandstones are everywhere
to be seen. Throughout the great volcanic district

of the Dekhan, the various Kinds of greenstone
are largely used. On the blue slate formation,
along the valleys of the Kistna and Turabudra,
and on the compact limestone formation on each
side of these rivers, houses have ever been formed
from these materials

;
but the favourite rock for

ornamental purposes in the Buddhist and Hindu
temples of peninsular India, is the dark basaltic

greenstone, often, from its high polish, called

black marble. In an ancient underground tenmie
at Bijapur this basalt is alone employed. The
Brahinanicfil and Buddhist caves of Ellora and
Ajunta, and the smaller caves at Morninabad, are
excavated out of the greenstone and greenstone
amygdaloid. At Ellora they are about twenty in

number, in the face of the mountain, almost
scarped ns it falls into the valley of the Godavery

;

a similar number are at Aiunta, in a ravine near
the Bcarpcnl ghats overlootiog Kaudesh. Those
on the right bank of the Irawadi, near Prome,
look on the river. In Madras and Calcutta, and
in Indian towns generally, brick is the ordinary
building material. In the whole of Burma and
the Tenasscrim Provinces, the houses ore on posts,

and built of woo<leu planks with shingled roofs.

Of the rocks of aqueous origin, the sandstones,

slates, and limestones, the whole of the valley of
the Kistna, and great parts of the valleys of its

affluents, the Gutpurba, Malpurba, Bhima, Tunga,
Bhudra, and Tuinbudra, and much of the valley of

the Godavery and of the valleys of its northern
affluents, have limestone, clayslate, and sand-
stone rocks, and the houses and more extensive
buildings are all built of these. The compact
limestone of Kurnool, westward to the Bhima, is

an excellent building matcrLal.

The whole of the Kymore range in Shahabad is

described as of mountiiin limestone, which also

shows itself in the valley of the river Soue as far

at least as Mungeysur peak in Mirzapur; and it

crops up at Rhotas, forming a sloping base to the

precipitous sandstone rock. Below the mountain
limestone is ono of a plush grey colour, mixed with
occasional crystals of calc spar; this, like tho
Kurnool stone, ia admirably suited for lithography.

Below the latter, in Kymore, is a liincstoue of a
hard, tenacious, almost indestructible composition,

admirably suited for building.

The sandstones of the Kymore range have a
high commercial value at Chunar and Mirzapur,
being used as flagstones and for ornamental pur-
poses, the proximity of the Ganges affording an
easy river carriage

;
otherwise they are the worst

and most destructible description of stone in the
range. The millstones of Chynepore, Sasscram,
and Tilowthoo (perhaps also Akbarpurb are

famous, but must always be dear in a distant
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market, for want of river carriage. The Sonc
causeway and the Koylwan railway bridge are

built of the dense sandstone of Sasserain
;

little

quantities are found in the higher portions of the

range towards Rhotas. The beat stone, while

easily workable, is almost as hard as granite, and
may be had of any colour, white, crystalline, blue,

grey, and all shades to a dark red.

Flexible sandstone is found at Ulwar, Jhend,
and Jubbulpur.
At the Fanjab Exhibition held at Lahore, there

was a good collection of building materials from
Sahi Balabgarh in the Dehli district, including

the red, the spotted^ and the light-coloured sand-

stone 60 much used in the large buildings of

Upper Hindustan
;
and from the same place were

polished blocks of white marble, and a pretty

dappled grey marble, called Narnaul marble, from
the Hissar district. From the Kangra district

there was sent grey limestone, sandstone of two
sorts, both good for building, and granite. Some
nice workable sandstone sent from Madhopore
must come from the hills above that place. From
Kashmir there was some black marble, and some
polished slabs of serpentine, wdiich is found at

Tashgaon in Little Tibet. The Salt Range, Jhelum,
and Shahpur districts possess good building stones,

sandstone, and calcareous sandstone
;
from Jhelum

were specimens of marble winch might become
useful for building, wdth gypsum or alabaster of

the same hills. See Architecture.

BUI8T, Dit. GEORGE, LL.D., a voluminous
writer on general and scientific subjects relating

to India, viz. : Manual of Physical Itcacarch,

Report of Meteorological Observations at Bombay
in 1842 and 1844 ;

On the Saltuess of tlic Red
Sea, Bom. Geo. Trans, ix. p. JO

;
Catalogue

of Rcmarkablo Hailstorms in India, ibid. p. 1H4,

Rep. Brit, Ass., 1860 ;
Notice of Remarkable

Meteors in India, Bom. Geo. Trans, ix.

p. 197, Rep. Brit. Ass., 1849 and 1852; Outline

of the Operations of the British Troops in Sind

and Afghanistan, Bombay 1848
;
Annals of India

for 1848-49; On Woods in India in 1849, Edin.

Phil. Jl. (Jameson’s), 1851, ii. p. 52; On the

Evidence of the General Uxiheaval and Uepression

around the Sea-shores of India and Northern

Europe, ibid. 1851, Edin. Ph. Jl. 1851, Boin.

Geo. Trans. Reports, 1850-51, Rep. Brit. Ass.,

1851 ; On the Visible Appearance of the Seasons

in AVestern India, without reference to Instru-

mental Observation, Rep. Brit. Ass., 1851

;

Desultory Remarks on the Oriental Sculxitures

or the Runic Stones of Scotland, Bom. Ass.

Trans, ii. p. 43, Bl. Ass. Trans. 1851
;
On a

Cheap Form of a Thrashing Mill employed in

England, and well suited for India, Bom. Agri.

Trans., 1842 ;
On the Various Forms of AVindmills

in use in Europe and Egypt, with Water-raising

Machines matlo use of in the East, with numerous

illustrations, Bombay 1848, folio; On the Con-

nection betwixt Oriental and Scandinavian Anti-

quities, Bl. Ass. Trans., 1852 ;
On the Volcanoes,

Volcanic Phenomena, Hot Springs, etc., betwixt

the line and 82® N., Bom. Geo. Trans., 1862,

X.
;
On the Geology of Bombay and the Adjoining

Islands, ibid.

He accepted employ under the Government of

India at Allahabad, but became ill, and returned

to Calcutta, where he died. He was one of the

most distinguished students of physical science in

India, and one of the veterans of the Indian
press.

—

Dr. Buist's Catalogue.

BUJl BABBAR. Hind. Eriophorura comosum.
BUJLO. Hind. Oreoscris lanuginosa.
BUJOOR. Beng. Corypha elata.

BUJKA. Hind, Cleome ruta.

BUJRA, a large, commodious, but generally
cumbrous and sluggish boat, having more preten-
sions to comfort than speed, used for journeys up
the Ganges. See Boat.

BUK or Buka. Beng. Agati grandiflora.

BUK. Hind. Land recovered by the recession

of a river. Bukara, land left by a river, but
rendered useless by a coveriug of sand.

BU’KALAMUN. Arab. Chameleon.
BUKAN. Hind. Eclipta erecta, Lippia nodi-

flora.

BUKAYUN. Pers. Melia sempervirens.
BUKBUR. Arab. Fruit of Cassia fistula.

BUKCHI. Hind. Conyza anthelmiotica.
BUKEPHALA, a city built on the scene of

Alexander’s battle with Porus. Strabo says it

was on the left bank, where Alexander had
crossed

; Plutarch says it was near the Hydaspea,
where Bucephalus, Alexander’s horse, which was
killed here, was buried

;
Arrian, Diodorus, Curtius,

and Justin say it was opposite to Nikcea. Accord-
ing as we follow Strabo or Arrian, it was at
Dilawar or at Jalalpur, each of them 6 miles from
Mong, the battlefield of Nikoea.

—

Cunningham^
p. 177.

BUKHARA, the capital of a khanate in Central
Asia, the chief point of Central Asiatic trade. Its

name has been supposed to bo derived from
Vihara, a Buddhist monastery, but Mahoraedan
authors say that Bukhar meant Majma-i-ilin. i.c.

a place for the collection of knowledge, that is, a
college or school. Timka pronounce the word
Bukhara, while the Persians say Bokhara.

—

Vamhcrify Bokhara^ p. 14.

BUKHARIA, also Ciilled Little Bukharia, also

Eastern Turkestan, bounded on the north by
Mongolia, on the east by the Sliami or Kobi
desert, on the west by Kokhand and Badakhahao,
and on the south by the Tsung Lung or Kora-
koram range of hills, which sejiarates Little

Bukharia from Little Tibet. The inhabitants of
Little Bukharia speak Turki, and profess the
Mahoinedan religion. The Uigour Hoei-hou, called

simply Hoei-hoei, under the Mongol dynasty of

Yuan, were Mahomedana, and this name is

applied by the Chinese to all those of the same
religion. The inhabitants of the towns of Little

Bukharia arc in part descendants of the ancient
Uigour or Hoei-liou, and consequently Turk

; in

part Sarti or Bukharians, who are scattered as

merchants all over Central Asia, and who are
Iranians. There are many of them at Pekin,
Hang-chii-fu, Canton, ami other commercial
cities of China. Their mother tongue is Persian

;

but they also speak the oriental Turki, which is

the general language of Turkestan, and the most
diffused in Little Bukharia. The Uigour writing

character was the original source of those still

used by the Mongol and Manchu, and was itself

almost certainly derived from the old Syriac cha-

racter through the Nestorians. The modern Tartar

characters are written (and, it is presumed, read)

in vertical lines from top to bottom of the page,

the lipes succeeding each other from left to right.

What Uigour meant with Mongol authors is doubt-
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ful, but the people and language bo called by the

western Aaiatics were Turk. Captain Valikhanoff
Bp^ks of the language now in use at Kashgar as
being Uigour, but it is not clear whether he
means that this term is known to the natives.

—

Russians in Central Asia^ p. 67 ;
Yule^ Cathay^

i. p. 206 ;
TimkowskVs Journey to Pekin^ i. pp.

6,878-79.
BUKHO, the Karen priest and physician.

BUKHUK. Arab. Incense or fumigation.

BUKI. Hind. Equisetum debile.

BUKIT. Malay. A hill. Bukit gadong, a
locality in the Malacca district occupied by the
Jakim race.

BUKIYANI, an industrious cultivating tribe

of Mahomedans in the Multan division of the
Panjab. They were Chauhan Rajputs, and about
the IGth century became converts to Islam.

BUKKAPU. Tel. Cacsalpinia sappan.
BUKKAU-ul-WASH. Arab. The wild cow.
BUKKUK, a fortified island in the Indus river.

It is in the centre of the stream, nearly opposite
the town of Rori

;
and on the western bank is

Sikkur, now called Victoria on the I ndus. Bukkur
is in lat. 27° 42' Ab'' N., and long. 68° 56' 30" E.
It is a limestone rock 2400 feet long, 900 broad,

and 26 in height. On its north is the holy islet of

Khaja Khizr or Jind Pir, and on its south is that

of Siwlh Bela. It has been held Buccessively since

the 14th century by the Surarna Rajputa, the Dehli,

Kalhora, Afghan, and Talpur rulers, and wa.s

ceded to the British in 1839.

—

Burton; Postans

;

Imp. <hiz. Sec Bakkar.
BUL. Sansk. Force, strength

;
pronounced

Bal, also Bil.-~/i//.

Bul-Arati, a name of Indra as the destroyer of

the giants.

Bul-Bhog. Hind. Taking forcible possession

of property
;
from Bui, force, and Bhog, wealth.

Bul-Kut, rent taken in advance.

—

Glos~

sary. See Bal.

BUL A. Beng. Paritium tortuosum.
BULAHUR, Hind., also Bulatlhur, from bul-

lana, to call
;
a village servant in Allahabad dis-

trict serving as a guide or messenger,—Eil.

BULAK, said by Niebuhr (i. p. 63) to be the
Latopolis of the ancient Greeks. Bulak has been
for centuries the river port of Cairo, although
originally a mile distant irom it, and it has now
become incorporated with that city. The Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities, a magnificent collection,

entirely unrivalled of its kind, was established

at Boulac by Ismail, Khedive of Egypt.
BULANDSHAHR, a town often called Baran, in

the N.W. Provinces, on the west side of the Kali

Nadi. It gives its name to a district in the
Doab between the Ganges and the Jumna, between
let 28° 3' 8(r and 28° 42' 45" N.

,
and long. 77° 20'

and 78° 31' 45" E.
;
area, 1910 square miles, and

population, 986,667. It is said to have formed
part of the great Pandava kingdom ruled over

from Hastiunpur, a city which was cut away
by tho Ganges. Bulandsliahr was approached
by Mahmud a.d. 1018, and its people embraced
Mahomedanism. a.d. 1193, Kutub ud Din cap-

tured it from tho Dor raja by the treachery of his

cousin Ajaypal, who accepted Mahomedanism,
and whose descendants still hold lands there.

Rajputs since, for a time, occupied the district,

expelling the Meo. It has been under the Dehli

and Mahratta rule, and in 1803 became British

territory. During the mutiny the Gujar and
others held the district from the 2l8t May to the
4th October. The people ore Hindus, Rajputs,
Mahomedans, with Chamar, 146,149

;
Jat, 56,453;

Lodha, 61,613; Gujar, 48,786
;
Khakrob, 29,601.

Coins of Alexander the Groat and of the Indo-
Bactrian kings are being found at Baran to tho
present day.

BULAQ. Hind. A jewel worn in the septum
cartilage of the nose.

BULAT. Beng. Phaseolus mungo, Linn.

BULAT-W.^ELA. Singh. Chavica seriboo.

BULBASSI, a Kurd race, composed of—1.

Kabaiz, the reigning family; 2. Manzoor; 3.

Mamash; 4. Piran
;

5. Rummook
; 6. Sinn and

Taafah, who together make one tribe. They are
all predatory. Tho chiefs of tribes arc called

Muzzin. The price of blood among tho Bulbagsi

is 22 oxen
;
but it may be made up in other effects,

to which often a nominal value is attached, more
than twice the real amount, whoa the affair is to

be compounded amicably. The crimes punished
with death arc adultery, seduction, and such like.

The Bulbassi arc endogamic. They have court-

ship among them, and carrying off a girl by tho

lover is common. AVhen a chief dies, if his eldest

son is incapable, the best of the brothers succeeds.

In their own country the Bulbaasi do not willingly

acknowledge any superior, either Turkish or Per-
sian, but when they descend into tlic regions of

Karatclu^ck they pay a tribute of sheep to tho

Bey. Most of tho princijml people among them
possess a complete suit of mail. For curing

wounds they sow the wounded man in the skin of

a bullock fresh stripped off the animal, leaving only
his head out.

—

Rich^ Kurdistany i. p. 133.

BULBUL. Pers. A term employed among
the various Mahornedan nations of Southern Asia^

to designate birds belonging to several generic

divisions of a natural family. The Persian bulbul

is a species of true nightingale
;

it is the Luscinia

major (or Sylvia philornela of Temminck), and is

known os the Bulbul- i-bostan in India, where it

is frequently imported as a cage-bird. In Persia

it is often called the Bulbul-i-hazar dastan, tho

bulbul of a thousand notes; and its genus,

Luscinia, is very closely allied to the small

thrushes of America. The Persians delight to

speak of this favourite song-bird, which Mooro
has made widely known :

* There’s a bower of roses by Bendorneer’s stream,
And the nightingale sings round it all tho day. long :

In the time of my childhood ’twas like a sweet dream
To sit in the roses and hear the birds’ song.

That bower and its music I never forget

;

But oft, when alone in the bloom of the year,

I think, Is tho nightingale singing there yet ?

Are the roses still bright by the calm Bendemeer ?
*

It is migratory there, making its appearance
with the roses in April, and disappearing with the

rose at the end of summer. According to Zakary
bin Mahomed-al-Kaswini, the Persians say tho

bulbul has a passion for the rose, and laments and
cries when he sees it pulled. The English night-

ingale, Luscinia philornela (Philomela luscinia^,

is migratory through Europe, N. Africa, and Asia
Minor, but is not known in India or Persia.

Indeed, there is no true nightingale, wild, in^

British India
;
but the shama, Cercotriohas mac-

rouruB, undoubtedly the fLoest eong-bird of

British India, is not unfrequently designated tho
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Indian nightingale. It is common to India and
the Malay countries; and there is a* second

species (C. luzoniensis) in the Philippines, and
a third (0. erythroptcrus) in Africa. The
esteemed Indian songster is le merle tricolor

de longue queue of Levaillant (Oiseaux d'Afrique,

pi. 114), We may remark that the Orocetes

cinclorhyncha is also termed shama in the Madras
Presidency. The bulbul of Southern India is not

even a song-bird, the term being applied to the

Bulbul-i-gul-dum, Hsematornis cafer, which is a

common cage-bird, and, like quails and cocks,

trained to fight; and when pitted against an
antagonist, it will sink from exhaustion rather than

release its hold. The Husaini bulbul, also called

the Shah bulbul, is of another sub-family, the

Myagrinse, and is known also as the Paradise fly-

catcher. It is of a chestnut colour for many
months, but becomes white in the breeding season.

It is a very graceful bird, with very long tail

feathers, and it is a pretty sight to see it flitting

from tree to tree. How the birds prevent the long

tail feathers from becoming entangled in the thorny

trees, is very curious. In Ceylon, the chestnut

bird is called the fire thief, and the white bird the

cotton thief. Its colouring is chaste, and its

movements in flight graceful. Mr. Layard has

often watched them, when seeking their insect

prey, turn suddenly on their perch and whisk their

long tails with a jerk over the bough, os if to

protect the feathers from injury.

In the Madras Presidency, the three-coloured

thrush, Geocichla cyanotus, is sometimes called a
bulbul; and the bill bulbul of Matheran is the

Otocompsa jocosa. It has crimson ear-tufts.

Dr. Jerdon arranges the Brachypodid® into

four sub-families, — the Pycnonotin® or true

bulbuls, the Phyllornithin® or green bulbuls, the

Irenin® or blue-birds, and the Orioliu® or orioles.

He names

—

HypsipcicB pB.aroidc8, Vig. Himalayan black bulbul.

H. Noilghcrrienais, Jerdon. Neilgherry black bulbuL
H. Ganeesa, Sykes. Ohat black bulbul.

H. M*Clcllandi, Horsf. Rufoua-bellied bulbul.

Hemixoa flavala, Hodgson. Brown-eared bulbul.

Alcurua atriatua, Blyth. Striated green bulbul.

Criniger ictericua, Strickland. Yellow-browed bulbul.

C. flavoolua, Oonld, White-throated bulbul.

1x08 luteolus, Less. AVlute-browod bush bulbul.

I, xantholscmua, Jerd/m. Yellow-throated buah do.

Kelaartia penicillata, Blyth. Yellow-eared bulbul.

Rubig^ula gularia, Gould. Ruby-throated bulbul.

R. flaviventria, THckeU. Bbick-created yellow bulbul.

Brachypodiua poiocephalua, Jerdon. Grey-headed do.

Otooompaa leucogenya, Gray. White-cheeked created

bulbuL
O. leuootis, Gould. White-checked eared bulbul.

0. joooaa, Linn. Rod-whiakered bulbul.

Pycnonotua pygeeua, Hodgson. Common Benral do.

P. pygoeua hoemorhoua, (jhndin. Common Madras do.

Phyllomia Jerdoni, Blyth. Common green bulbul.

P. Malabaricus, Lthm. Malabar green bulbul.

P, aurifrona, Temm. Gold-fronted bulbul.

P, Hardwickii, Jard. and SeW. Blue-winved bulbul.

Iota Zeylonica, Gmelin. Black-headed bulbul.

1. typhia, Linn, White-winged green bulbuL
1. Bcapularis of the Archipelago.

I. Lafreanayii of Arakan.

—Jerdon^ Birds of India ; Layard's Nat. Hist, of
Ceylon ; Cal Rev. See Birds.

BULBUL CHASM. Peus. Literally, bulbul

eye. A pattern produced in weaving.

BULCllA, a pass in Kamaon, in lat. SO*’ 28' N.

and long. 88® 14' E., over a high ridge, extending

E. and W.

BULD. Hind. Horned cattle. Buldea, a
cowherd.

—

Ell.

BUL-DAN. Amongst the andent Hindus, the

sacrifice of a bull to Baloath, the lord Bal, the

sun. Balnath was the deity worshipped by the

Saura races in Gujerat, and was identical with
the Syrian Bal. That andent sacrifice has long

ceased. Four altars were erected for offering the

flesh to the four gods, Laksbroi-Narayana, Umia-
Maheswar, Brimha, and Ananta. The nine

planets, and Prithu, or the earth, with her ten

guardian deities, were worshipped. Five Vilwa,

five Khudiru, five Pulashu, and five Udumburu
posts had to be erected, and a bull was tied to each

post. Clarified butter was burnt on the altar, and
pieces of the flesh of the slaughtered animals placed

thereon. Another description says that a covered

altar had to be prepared. Sixteen posts had then

to be erected of various woods
;
a golden image

of a man, and an iron one of a ^at, with golden

images of Vishnu and I^kshmi, a silver one of

Siva, with a golden bull, and a silver one of

Garuda, the eagle, were placed upon the altar.

Animals, as goats, sheep, etc., were tied to the

posts
;
and to one post, made of the wood of

the mimosa, was to be tied the human victim.

Fire was to be kindled by means of a burning-

glass. The sacrificing priest, hota, strewed the

grass called d’hub, or immortal, round the sacred

fire. Then followed the burnt sacrifice to the

ten guardian deities of the earth,—to the nine

planets and the Hindu triad, to each of whom
clarified butter was poured on the sacred fire one
thousand times. Another bumt-sacrifice, to the

64 inferior gods, followed, which was succeeded

by the sacrifice and offering of all the other

animals tied to the poets. Ine human sacrifice

concluded, and the sacrificing priest offered pieces

of the flesh of the victim to each god as he cir-

cumambulated the altar.

At the present day the bull is often devoted

by Hindus to the gods, on the 11th day of mourn-
ing for a near relative. In this a marriage

ceremony is performed, called brikhotsarg, or

abandoning of a bull Brik means a bull, and
also the zodiacal sign Taurus. The brikhotsarg

marriage ceremony is performed in the name of

the bull, iffter which the animal is set free to

roam
;
and in some Hindu towns of India tbeso

devoid cattle infest the streets and roads, and
are very numerous and very troublesome. In

several Mabratta towns they were often let loose.

In Benares they are still in numbers
;
and what-

ever they may do or wherever they may lie down,
they may be patted, spoken to, or even shoutea

at, but never struck- They are called Bijar,

Saur, Brahmany bull. A similar marriage cere-

mony is performed with a well and orchard.

—

Ward on the Religion of the Hindoos^ ii. p. 263

;

EllioU 260. Sec Banotsorg
;
Bull

;
Jalotsarg.

BULDANA, a small walled town on a plateau

in the Berar Assigned Territories. It is the chief

town of a district of 2807 square miles, and a
population of 404,042 souls, three-fourths Hindus,

composed of several plateaux, with small fertile

valleys intervening. Since 1818 it has been under
Mahomedan rulers; but prior to that a Jaina

dynasty seems to have held sway, and remains of

their temples are to be seen at Deolghat, on the

Penganga, at Mehkar, at Sindbked, Pimpelgoon,

and at I^na. Besides the Mabomedans, in 1867

—
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BrAhmans, . . . 10,500 Dher, 38,928
Kunbia, . . . 158,289 And, 7,444
Brinjara, .... 11,590 Oond, 309
Mali 11,424 KoU, 2,007
Marwari, .... 2,819 Bhil 410
Bania, 4,745 Ur, 1,777
Kajput, . . . . 3,468

I

BULDEO, ia Vrii, is a shrine of Buldeo, who
is supposed to be the Hercules of the east and
west, his club a ploughshare, and his covering

a lion’s skin. The complexion of Buldeo is de-

picted white, and that of Krishna black or asure.

Bee Baldeva.

BUL-DHOON, the valley of Sookeytmundi in

the Kohifltan of Jullundhur, but also called

Kangra Bhawan, also Pallam Pattiar. Natives of

the Bul-dhoon and Kulu have sallow complexions,

and seem of the same race as the natives of

Bushair. The men are tall and strong, but few
of them are handsome. Many of the young
women are pretty, but at the age of 20 or 26 they
become coarse and stout It was the practice for

the women, gaily dressed, to assemble and greet

a stranger with songs as he entered each village,

for which honour he was expected to give a rupee
to each knot. The men and women dress almost
similarly.

—

Masson's Journeys,

BULESUR, a subdivision of the Gujar race.

BULGAR. Hind. Boletus igniarius.

BULGARIAN. The wild people who dwelt or

wandered in the plains of Russia, Lithuania, and
Poland, in the age of Justinian might be reduced
under the two great families of the Bulgarian
and Sclavouian. Those of the former nation, who
touched the Euxine Sea and the Masotis, derive<l

from the Huns their namo or descent. The evi-

dence of language attests the descent of the

Bulgarian from the original stock of the Sclavo-
nian, or more properly Slavonian race

;
and the

kindred bands of Servian, Bosnian, Rascian,

Croatian, Wallochian, etc., followed the standard

or example of the leading tribe. The first king of

Bulgaria, in its present extent, was in a.d. 640,
and their empire continued until 1017, when they
were ruled by a lieutenant of the Greek empire.

—

ChatJfelfTs Hindustan^ p. 289.

BULGHAR, a town in Russia, where Russia
leather is made

;
also Russia leather, corrupted

into Bulkhal or Bhulkhal. In Persia, a kind of

bottle, to hold nearly three quarts, is made of

bulghar, to bo used by horsemen travelling. It

has a wooden stopper, and hangs from the saddle

or girth, and swings under the horse. It is called

matahrah or inatarah.

—

Ouseky's Travels^ L p.

247 ;
Fraser^s Khorasan^ p. 69.

BULL Bf.no., Hind, otcrculia urens, Roxh,

BULJA-WANLU. Tel. A Sudra race of

Tolingana. See Balja.

BULKOKRA. Beno. Adelia castanicarpa.

BULL.
Al-Taur; Saur, . Arab. Taurus, liAT.

Tauroau ; Bullo, . . Fu. NaiuH ;
Bail, . . Hind.

Btior Oku. Nar-gao, . . . 1*kbh.

Shur, Hkb. Mar Tam.
Foro, . . . .It., Sr. KJdu ;

Bnaava, . . Tkl.

The bull has always held a prominent place in

the religious systems of Asia. The sacreil bull of

the Assyrians, the Apis of the Egyptians, and
the bull Nandi of the Hindus, are evidently

identical types. The golden calf of the Israelites

will not bo forgotten. And for the use of the figure

of the bull 08 a sacred ornament by the Jews, the

6

BULL.

brazen sea in the temple of Solomon may be
cited (1 Kings vii. 25; 2 Chron. iv. 4, 5; and
Jeremiah lii. 20). In Assyria, Baal, or the su preme
deity, was worshipped under the form of a bull

or heifer, as may be inferred from Tobit i. 5 :

‘ Now all the tribes which together revolted, and
the house of my father Nephthali, sacrificed unto
the heifer Baal

;
’ but the reading is doubtful.

In the English Scriptures, the word ‘ bull ’ is the
translation of several Hebrew words; shor, a
cow, theo, a wild bull

;
abbire, tor. A calf was

in Hebrew ogel, in Arabic, ajel. Jeremiah
xxxiv. 18 and 19 tells of a sacrificial rite of

splitting a calf in two, and men passing between
the parts

;
and bull-worship is noted in 1 Kings

xii. 28, 29, 30, the images being of gold. In

ancient Western Asia, Bal and ^e brazen calf

were specially worshipped on the fifteenth of the

month (see 1 Kings xii. 32) ;
and at present, in

India, the sacred day of Bal-Eswar, with his

Vahan bull Nandi, is the amavasa, the moonless

fifteenth day of the month. The bull was offered

to Mithras by the Persians; and, opposed as it

now appears to Hindu faith, he formerly bled on
the altars of the sun -god, on which not only the

Buldan offering of the bull was made, but human
sacrifices.

—

Layard^ Nineveh^ il pp. 474-6. See
Bul-dan.

Apis, the sacred bull of Egypt, was chosen by
the priests of Memphis for its black and white
spots; and Mnevis, the sacred bull of Hcjliopolis,

had nearly the same marks
;
but the Hebrews,

in prerwiring their water of purification, were
ordereoi (in Numbers xix. 2) to kill a red heifer

without a spot. Amongst the Egyptians, the

solemnities at the burial of Apis were entirely

Bacchic. The priests did not wear the nebris or
deer skin, but they wore the panther skin, and
carried tliyrsus staves. The brazen calf men-
tioned in Scripture as an object of worship by the

Hebrews, is still worshipped by Hindus in India,

frequently of brass, but oftener of stone. Some
of the Hindu images of the bull are of colossal

size. One, supposed to be the largest in the south

of India, is to be seen at the Cbarmandi hill in

Mysore. It is carved out of a solid rock at the

side of the hill, and is approached by ascending

660 stone stepis. There is also a magnificent

temple of Siva at Tanjore, with a great bull in

front. Siva, under the name of Mahadeva or

Eswara, is the tutelary divinity of the Rajputs in

Mewar
;
and, from the early annals of the dynasty,

he appears to have been, with his consort Isani,

the sole object of the Gehlot Rajput’s adoration.

Eswara is there adored under the epithet of

Eklinga, and is either worshipped in his mono-
lithic symbol, or as Eswara Chao-mtlkhi, the
quadriforin divinity, represented b^ a bust with
four faces. The sacred bull Nandi has his altar

attached to all the shrines of Eswara in India, as
was that of Mneves or Apia to those of the
Egyptian Osiris. Nandi has occasionally his

separate shrines, and there is one in the valley of

Uaaipiir which has the reputation of being
oracular as regards the seasons. The bull was the
steed of Eswara, and carried him in battle

;
he is

often represented upon it, with his consort Isa, at
full speed. In Ceylon, to every herd of cattle

there is a sacred bull, who is supposed to exert

an influence over the prosperity of the flocks; his

horns arc ornamented with tufts of feathers, and
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freauently with small bells, and he inTariablj

leads the great herd to pasture. On starting in

the early morning from the cattle kraal, the natives

address the bull, telling him * to watch over tlie

herd
; to keep the cows from straying, and to lead

them to the sweetest pastures, so that they shall

give abundance of milk,’ etc,— Bunsen^ i. p.

432 ; Tod's Rajasthan^ i. pp. 222, 514 ;
Tennent's

Ceylon; Vossius dt Idololatria; Bryant^ Analysis;

HancarvelU^ Recherches sur les Arts de la Grhce;
Ouseley's Travels^ i. 280; Ward'^s Fieti?, ii. 148.

See Bul-dan.

BULLA. Duk. Terminalia bellerica. Sansk.,

Pavonia odorata.

BULLA, the polo game of the Dard.

BULLAIN-LENA. Hind. A ceremony amongst
Mahomedan and Hindu women in India, in

which the woman sweeps her hands down from
the head to the feet, and then raises them to her

own head, supposed to take the other’s evils on
herself.

BULLAR, HrND., I^blabvulgare, L. cnltratum.

BULL-FROG of Malabar, Rana Malabarica.

BULLY TREE. Achras sanota.

BULOOSITOON ROOMANI, Buloositoon Yu-
nani ;

Punica granatum.
BULPAM. Tam. Bulpamu, Tel. Soapstone.

BULRUSHES, Typhaceao.

Jonc,
Goma,
Giunco,

Fa.
Hrb.

It.

Piin, Sind.
Boorce ; Putera, riri, ,,

Junco, Sp.

Bulrushes, so conspicuous in the marshes of

Europe, extend to similar situations in most parts

of India. The leaves are in some parts of

Europe employed in making mats ana winter

coverings /or plants, as well as for stuffing

chairs, putting between the staves of barrels.

The leaves of putera and riri (Typha ele-

phantina and T. angustifolia) are employed in

making mats in North-West India, In Sind the

former is called pun, and its leaves employed for

making mats and l)aBkctB. The pollen, like that

of Lycopoilium, is inflammable, and used as a
substitute for it as in Europe. It is also collected

in Sind, and there called booree. Elephants are

fond of T. elephantina. It is a valuable sand-

binding plant, and it is tied into bundles as a
swimming float.

—

Roxjle^ Fib. PI. p. 35.

BULSUN. A Native State, originally a feuda-

tory of Sirmoor, but a separate sunnud was
granted to it in September 1815. Its tribute

payment is Ra. 1080. Its chief is of Rajput
origin. Thakur Jograj was created a rana in

1858, for services rendered during the mutiny.
The revenue of the state is Rs. 0000, and the

population 4892.

BULTI extends from the confines of Ladakh
westward to the great bend of the Indus. It has

Dras and Hasora on its south, and the Kouen Lun
or Mustogh on the north. The bed of Hie Indus
at Tolti is 7500 feet; at Iskardo, the capital,

7000
;
at Rondu, 6200

;
and at the great ^nd,

about 5000.—//./ et T. 224, 225.

BUL TUL, or Shur-ji-la, a pass leading to
Kashmir, in lat. 84® 10' N.

,
long. 70® 15' E. The

crest is 10,500 feet.

BULUH. Malay. A bamboo. Buluh perindu,
the plaintive bamboo, also called Buluh-ribat, the
storm-bamboo. In the forests of the Malay Penin-
Bula, Sumatra, and Java, the natives make holes

in the forest luimboos, and plaintive sounds issue

when the wind blows. It is a sort of .£olian

pipe. See Bamboo.
BULUN. SiNDi. The water ho^, a porpoise?

in the rivers Indus, Ganges, Irawadi.

BULUNG. Jav. rlocaria Candida, Nus;
Eucheuma spinosa; Agar-agar; Gracillaria tenax.

BULUT TAGH is that part of the Kouen Lun
chain which is east of Samarcand and south of
Khokand. Bulut Tagh means the cloud moun-
tain

;
but the Kouen Lun chain is also called the

Bclur Tagh, which, according to Cunningham, is

synonymous with the Biilti mountain. Other names
for the chain are Muitagh, Karakoram, Hindu
Kush, and Tsung lung or Onion mountains, from
the prevalence on it of a species of Allium. Ita

continuation forms the rarair range west of

Yarkand. The Kouen Lun chain is not less ele-

vated than the Himalaya, and is covered through-
out a great part of its length with perpetual snow-
Ita axis has not been crossed by any traveller,

but has been reached by Dr. Thomson, who visited

the Karakoram pass, elevated 18,300 feet In
Western Tibet, the axis of the chain is in general

distant about 150 miles from the Himalaya, and
the country between the two consists of a com-
plication of ranges of lofty and rugged moun-
tains, separated from one another by stony valleys,

which at the higher parte of the courses of the
rivers expand at intervals into alluvial plains.

—

//.f H Th.

BUMAY-ZA. Burm. Albizzia stipulaia.

BUMBA, a race inhabiting the hills westward
from Kashmir to the Indus.

BUM HUKLESIR. See Hot Springs.

BUMBUL. Hind. Rubus biflorus.

BUM EE. Singh. Tetrantbcra Roxburghii,
BUMMALO, a small fish, salted and dried;

also called Bombay duck, but found on all tho
coasts of Southern Asia. Sec Bombay Duck.
BUMTELE, name of a Itajput tribe on the

eastern parts of the Central Doab.

—

Ell.

BUN or Boon. Arad. Coffee, coffee berries.

BUNA of Kaghan. Albiczia odoratissima.

BUNA. Hind. Edwardsia mollis. Platanus
orientalis.

BUNAFUR, a tribe of Yadubansi Rajputs in

Oudh, Allahabad, Benares, Gurra Mundia, and
Bundclkhand.

—

Ell.

BUNBHOOAY. Burm, Carcya arborea.

BUNCHONG BULU, a red^ye-wood of tho
Celebes.

BUNCOGA. Singh. Uroetigma Mysorenas,
Miq.
BUND. Hind., Pers. (Band.) A slip of u<i

account Band-behri, also Band-phantab, a state-

ment of a village account; an embankment, a
dam.—
BUND, Boond. Hind. A dark blue silk with

many spots, largely made at Benares. Bund
mumi, a Kind of stiff waxed spotted silk.

BUNDA. Hind. A sort of earring (pundcla)

;

a ring used by ear-borers.

BuNDAHISH, or Original Creation, a sacred
book of the Parsees; it is in the Pehlavi. It

gives tho Parsce cosmogony
;
and one version was

written about A.D. 880.

BUNDALA, or Boondala, an agricultural race
in the Maiker district

BUNDARE, a Kandh village in the Madras
district of Vixogapatam. Until 1849, throe human
beings were here annually sacriffeed, two to tho
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BUNUEr.A. BUNGAUUS CA^UULEUS.

»un in the c-aat and west of the village, and one
^

son, Bishen Singh. During the Mahratta siipre-
in the centre. The head was left attached to the inacy, this state suffered much at the hands of
Bacrificial post till devoured by birds.

—

Imp. Gaz. Sindia and Holkar, who virtually assumed the
BUNDEf^A, a tribe who claim to be Uajputs. management of the revenues. The territory of

They give a name to the province of Bundelkhand Bundi was so situated os to be of great im|)ort-
(corruptly Bundelcund). They are descended unco during the war in 1817 in cutting off the
from the Garhwars of Kantit and Khairagarh, flight of the Pindari. Maba Rao Bishen Singh
and lirst settled in Bundell^hand in the 13th or early accepted the British alliance, and a treaty
llth century. Tliere are few genuine Bundclae was concluded with him on lOth February 1818.
in the British fK)rtion of the province, except By thi.s, the tribute paid to Holkar and the lands
in the pargana of Panwari. The |>rovince of in Bundi held by Holkar were relinquished to the
Bundclkhaml is a mouiitainoua hilly tract of raja, who engaged to pay to the British Govern-
country lying between lat. 23° 32' to 26° 26' nient the share of tribute he had hitherto paid to
N., and long. 77° f>3' to 81° 39' E., between Sirnha. In ita earlier fortunes, this state became
the rivers Jumna and the Chambal on the N. bo connected with the imperial court of Dehli, that,
and N.W., the <lnbbnlpnr and Saugor divisions like Jeypore, the princes adopted several court
on the south, and ){ewa and Baglielcund and customs. The Purtlian, or premier, was entitled
the Mirzapnr bills on the S. and K. Within Diwan and Moosaliib

;
ana he had the entire

these bounds are five Briti-sh districts
;

it encloses management of the territory and finances. The
the three Treaty States of Orcha or Tchri, Foujdar or Killadar is the governor of the castle,

Datia, and Samthar, an<i the staUis of 26 chiefs the Mairc de Palais, who at Bundi is never a
who have siinnud or Ikrarnamah from the British Ifajput, but some Dha-bhae or foster-brother
Govcrnnient. Iron and copper are obtained, and identified with the family, who likewise heads the
diamonds from Panna. It seems to have been feu<lal quotas or the mercenaries, and has lands
occupied successively by Gonds and liajputs; and assigned for their support. The Bakhshi controls

to the latter are due the forts of Ajyegarh and generally all accounts
;
the Rassala those of the

Kalinjar, the temples at Khajuraka and Mahoba, household expenditure. Bundi has a beautiful

and the Hamirpnr irrigation w'orka. A vast palace. During the mutiny and rebellion of 1857,
portion of Bundelkhand is hilly and unproductive, the raja was less forward. Its military force is

forming the northern slope of the table-land of 706 horse, 1573 infantry, and 88 guns.

—

Tod't

theVindhya. Bundelkhand has, in the past three Rajasthan., ii. p. 504; TreatieSy Engagements^ and
centuries, been fifteen times desolated by famine. Snnnuds, iv. p. 63.

'Fhe Bundela became dondnant in the ifth cen- BUNDI. Hind. A kind of sweetmeat, in grains

tury. Towards the middle of the 18th century, or drops. Bund, a drop.

the aid of the Mahrattaa was called in against the BUND-i-Kaisar, a dyke or bund near the town
Dehli forces, On the fall of the Peshwa in 1818, of Shuster in Southern Persia, thrown across the

all his sovereign rights wore ceded to the British, river Karen. Sir Henry Rawlinson says that it

Under the Bundelkhand Agency are Sohawal, was constructed by Ardeshir Babekan or his son

Jignee, Ajyegarh, Baonce, Beronda, Bijawar, Shahpur; and the canal constructed is called

Cliirkary, ChiitkTporc, Duttia, Kotee, Myhere, Nahr-i-Dariyan, which waters the fields to the

Kagode, Orcha, Punna, Rewa, and Sumpthur. south iu the Miandab.

—

De Bode.

Of the principal states, Gwalior, Indore, Bhopal, BUNDU MALUI. Tel. Jasminumsambac, i4iL

Dhar, Downs, Bhopal, and Jowra are under BUNER, a democratic State between Afghan-
Mahomedan rulers, and the rest Mahratta. The istan and India, N.W. from Pediawur, beyond the

petty states hold under the immediate guarantee Judoon country on the north-west. It isa rugged

of the British Government, but have feudal rela- country, extending from the lower range of the

lions with one or other of the larger states, and Hindu Kush downwards to hills which command
occasionally with more than one.

—

Imp. Gaz. j
the Chumla valley and the central plain of Yusuf-

Treaties, etc., iv. p. 195. 3yii. On its western frontier, again, lies the Swat

BUNDER or Bandar. Pers. A seaport, a territory. The Buner people could muster a force

harbour; prefixed to many seaports along the of some thousands. They have generally abstained

coasts of the Arabian Sea, Shah-Bunder is a from molesting British subjects. Near them are

harbourmaster, a governor; the British sailors’ the Swat, Ranizai, and Lower Osman Khel tribes,

market boat is the Bunder boat. the two latter being subordinate to the former.

BUNDER ABBAS, formerly called Gambroon, BUNGA. Pukhto. Ransom,

in lat. 27° 10' N., at the entrance of the Persian BUNGA, a templeof the Akalisect of the Sikhs.

Gulf, is 5 miles north of Kishra island. It is in BUNGA-BUA-PALA. Malay. Also Bunga

the south of the province of Kirman, and is about pala, mace. Bunga Chanki, also Bunga-lawang,

eighteen days’ march from the town of Kirmaii.— cloves; Caryophillus aromnticus. Bunga pukul

Iforshnvgh. ampat, Mirabilis jalnpa. Bunga chappa, Blumea

BUNDESH, a religious book of the Parsee balsamifera.

Zoroastrians, See Baudahisb. BUNGARI. Hind. Vangucria spinosa.

BUNDI, n tributary sLite in Rajputana, lying BUNGAKOO. Tel. Gold,

between lat. 24° 58' and 25° 55' N., and long. 75° BUNGAltUS CiERULEUS, B. tropidonotus, B.

23' and 7(i° 30' E. I'opulat ion in 1 875 was 224,000, OeylonicuH, arc three poisonous wrpents of Burma

paying a tribute of one lakh of rupees. The ruling and Ceylon, of the family Elapidae. B. cseruleus

family belong to the Hara tribe of Uaj[mt8. occurs in most parts of India and in Burma
;

B.

Omeda Raja gave most elficient assistance to fasciatus, common in Burma, is rare on the

Colonel Mouson’s army in its retreat before eastern coast of the Peninsula; B. somifasciata

Holkar; he died in 1804, after a rule of upwards occurs in China. These snakes are from 4 to 6

of fifty years, and was succeeded by his infant • feel long.
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BUNGA SUUSON. BUNUGA-GASS.

BUNGA SURSON. Hind. Sinapis juncea.

BUN-GHI. Hind. Gorchorus olitorius.

BUNGKA, Hind., also called Kutooa, an

aquatic beetle which cuts rice plants. It is said

to make a leaf boat, which it paddles from plant

to plant.

—

Ell.

BUNGLA. Hind. Bungalow, a onc-storeyod

house.

BUNG‘MAI-ZA. B'urm. Inga bijemina, Willdt.

BUNGOMA, ? Emyda granoaa.

BUNGRAH. Hind. Acorus calamus aroinati-

CU8.

BUNG REE. Hind. Glass bracelets.

BUNG-TA-LAI. Chin.

Tung-ta-hai, . . Chin. Yang-kwo, . . . ChiN-
Ta-liai-tsi, . . ,, Boa-tam pai jam,

. „
Pnng-ta-rai, . . ,,

A tree of Siam
;

its fruit makes good jelly.

—

Smith, p. 4 1.

BUNGUSH, a Pathnn tribe who inhabit the en-

closed plain of Meranzai, and also the Kuram valley

within the Afghan limits. In the Kohat district, the

principal tribe are the Bungush. They can muster
15,000 fighting men, and are fairly good soldiers.

In 1851 they petitioned the British to include

them in Kohat. This request was acceded to.

They offered to guard the Kothul
;
and while

arrangements were progressing, the Gullee Afridi

suddenly attacked the Bungush people on the

Kothul, and seized that post. Several Bungush
chiefs were killed in the encounter, and Major Coke,

who w'as present, was slightly wounded. Upon
this chock, the Bungush people obtained the alliance

of two small though warlike tribes, named Buzoti

and Sipah. These were independent, and dwelt

in the liills near the pass.

BUN I. Hind. A muslin made at Dacca.

BU^^J, the Thug desiguation of a victim.

BUNJ. Arab. Hyosciaraus sniger.

BUNJAR or Banjar. Hind. Waste land, land

lying fallow
;
also indifferent soil.

BUNJ IN. Hind. A weed which grows in the

kharif crops; much sought after by fakirs who
practise ahdiemy.

—

Elliot. Qu. ban jan, Wild Man.
BUNKITA BARRING, obtained from an un-

described plant in Borneo, produces a dark purple

or black dye.

BUNNAS, a river which rises in a cluster of

summits in the AravalU range, lat 24° 47' N.,

long, 73° 28' E., south-west into Runn of Cutch

by several small channels. Length, 180 miles.

About 17,000 square miles drained.

BUNNI. Hind. Payment in kind; hence
Bunnihar, a ploughman ^d in kind.

BUNNI, a tim^r of Jullundur; resembles the
* Ban,’ except that it is smaller, and the wood is

of a white colour, but it is applied to the same
purposes as the ‘Ban.*

—

Comr, Jullr,

BUNNU, a district in the Derajat division of

the Panjab, situated S.W. of the Kala or Salt

Range, with its centre in lat. 22° 40' N., and long.

70° 30' E. Its population, 288,000. The Bunnu
valley is south of and is accessible by the Surduk
and the Koonb-i-^ao passes. The lands are chiefly

rich and fertile, intersected by the Kuram, and
irrigated bv water-cuts. The only uncultivated

portion is the ‘ thulj or pasturage ground at the

nase of the hills. During the winter months the

AVaziri pasture their flocks and herds, and erect

patriarchal huts of skins with wooden framework,
in the summer months they retire to the cool
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mountain heights, taking their cattle and dwellings
with them. The Bunnuchi are mixed races, who
dwell in walled villages. They are undersized
and sallow-skinned. They are quiet, orderly,

and regular in revenue matters, but immoral,
capable of reckless perjury and deliberate assas-

sination. They cultivate with some industry.

Iron is imported in quantities from the AVaziri

hills, and is worked up at Kalabagh into agri-

cultural implements, caldrons, cooking utensils,

grates and fire-irons, ladles, pegs, locks, horse-
shoes and chains. The Waziri bring it down on
bullocks and mules chiefly through the Kurum
pass to the Bunnu fair, where it is bought up by
carriers from Kalabagh. The spade in use in

Bunnu, called in Pushtu ‘erm,*i8 very peculiar.

Tobacco is imported in large quantities from the
AVaziri hills. Much cattle is brought to the Bunnu
fair from Dour and the AVaziri hills

;
also numbers

of goats and sheep. The Doornlm is much prized,

and is reared in the district as well as beyond the
border.

—

Records of the Govt, of India^ No. 11.

BUNNUR, an Afghan tribe adjoining the
Peshawur district

BUN-OTSURG. Hind. Also written Ban-otsarg,
from Ban, a forest, Ootsarg, abandoning. A Hindu
marriage ceremony performed in honour of a newly
planted orchard, without which it is not proper
to partake of its fruit. A man holding a Bali-

grarnma personates the bridegroom. Another,
holding the sacred tulsi, pers<mntt;s the bride.

After a homa or fire sacrifice, the officiating

Brahman puts the usual questions k> the couple.
The bride tben makes three circuits of a spot in

the orchard, moving from the south to the west,

followed by the bridegroom liolding an end of the

personating bride’s garment. The bridegroom
then takes precedence, and circumambulates simi-
larly.

—

Elliot.

BUNSEN, KARL CHRISTIAN, born 1791, at

Corbach in AValdcck. He was the son of a soldier
;

was long employed in Italy and England as
ambassador; and was the autlior of Egypt’s Place
in Universal History

;
Description of Rome

;

Hippolytua and his Times
;
Signs of the 'I’imes

;

Church of the Future
;
God iu History.

—

Eraser s

Magazine, June 1868.

BUNT are the chief people in Canara.—C. 134.
BUNT. Hind. Smut balls, or pepper brand.

The fungus which occasions this disease, IJredo
caries, Dec., U. fcBtida, Bauer, has hitherto been
met with only in the grains of wheat, when its

presence is readily recognised by the peculiarly

disgusting odour of the infected ear. AVhen this

disease prevails, it greatly deteriorates the value of

tbesample
;
and, from impartingitsdisgustingodour

to the flour, makes it less fit for bread.

—

Russell.

BUNT. Hind. Unripe pulse of Cicerarietin urn.
BUNTA-JAMUDU. Tel. The Euphorbia anti-

quorum.
BUNTAKI. Hind. Solanum melongena.
BUNTING. Several species of these birds occur

in India. The grey-capped bunting is Emberiza
caniceps. The black - throated bunting is E.
cioides. The grey-capped bunting is E. Stewarti.
BUNTURIA, a class of wood-rangers in the

northern parts of Gorakhpur. They are now
cultivators.

—

EU.
BUNUCH. Beng. Morinda exserta, Rojcb.

BUNUGA-GASS. Singh. Urostigma myso-
rense, Mig.
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BUNUN. BURAYA,

BUNUN, Hind. Fragaria vesca.

BUNYA-BUNYA, a tree, Araucaria Bidwelli,

of Australia, with cones as large as a child's head.
It grows from 100 to 150 feet high, with a remark-
ably stout trunk, which scarcely tapers for one-
half of its height from the base. The unripe seed
is greedily eaten raw by the natives at all tiroes,

and when ripe, roasted and pounded into cakes.
Each tribe of aborigines has its own group of trees;

and of these each family has a certain number
allotted, which pass from generation to generation,

and is the only hereditary property which any of

the aborigines are known to possess.

—

Mr, Bid-
well; Dr. Australasia.

BUN-ZU. See Bom-zu.

BUPLEURUM MARGINATUM. Wall.

Kali Zewari, . . Hfnd.
{
Zira, Sipal, . . Hind.

This and allied species are abundant in many
parts of the Panjab Himalaya from 2500 to 11,500
feet. In Knnawar the root is stated to be eaten
raw, and the seeds to be exported as Zira.

—

J. L.
Stewart M.D. See Carum.

BUPLEURUM OCTORADIATUM. Smith.

Tm hu, .... Chin.
[
T»-ai hu, .... Chin.

This plant is said to grow in Yen-ngan-fu and
in Shen-si, its root is employed in thoracic and
abdominal inflammations.— Smith, p. 45.

lUJPRESTIS, a genus of beetles with bright

wing- covers, largely used in the arts. See Beetles
;

Coleoptera; luKeds.

Bl Q. Pkks, a goats horn. Buq-i-Hamain,
the horn summoning to the bath.

BUQR-EED, or Eed oos Zoha, held on the 9th

day of the twelfth month Baq-reed. On this

occasion, Mahomcilans of India proceed to the

Eed-gah \n great state, when the khootbah is read

in the name of the ruling sovereign.

BUR, also Buri or Boratu, Sind. The pollen

of the Typha elephantina, Itoxh.y made up with

water into cakes, and much eaten. It is inflam-

mable like that of Lycopodium, and is used as a
substitute for it in Sind.

—

Hoyle, p. 35.

BUR, a wandering tribe in the N.W. Provinces.

BUR. Hind. Tamarix orientalis, Oreosersis

lanuginosa, Cymb^ogon iwarancusa.

BURA, Buri, Burha, Budha. Hind. Old.

Many towns, rivers, etc., are so designated.

BURA. Hind. Chopped straw.

BURA-AL. Hind. Morinda citrifolia,

BURA-BUHOOARI. Beno. Cordia latifolia.

BURABUR hills are isolated rocks of sienitio

granite rising abruptly from the plain about 15

miles north of the city of Gaya, by the left bank
of the Phiilgo or Mahanadi. The highest is called

Biirabur, also Sidheswar, from a temple to

Mahadeva that once crowned its heights. The
next in height is the Kowa Dol, which is near a

mile to the south-west. A third is called Nagar-

juni, and is the easternmost of the great cluster.

A fourth, and the smallest, called Durhawut, is

at the northern extremity; othert also have

names, but the above alone contain objects of

notice. The Kowa Dol is an almost entirely bare

rock, having nearly a peipendicular scarp on its

northern face, and Blopio|^ at an angle of 45®

more or less on the opposite or southern side

;

east and west, it is disjointed and inaccessible;

huge stratified masses are piled one over the other,

decreasing in length at each end. The whole is

surmounted by single blocks like pillars, the

centre one of which towers above the rest, and is

conical. It is said that formerly there was a huge
block balanced on the top of this cone, which,
from its being moved by birds alighting on it,

obtained the name of Kowa Dol, or crow-moved,
or the crow swing

;
about the eighteenth century,

this rocking stone fell down to where it may still

be seen. The caves of Buraburare seven in num-
ber,—four in one hill, three in another

;
but the

name Satgarba, commonly understood to mean
seven chambers, is applied to two only.

In the hollow or recess on the east side are the
remains of a once splendid Buddhist temple, of
which many jiillars are still standing; also a
gigantic figure of Buddha seated. The Sinbasuii
or throne is very handsome : there are the usual

supporters, the Sinha or lions rampant, trampling
on elephants couchant, and ridden by amazons
armed with shields and swords. 60 or 80 figures

are rudely cut in the huge detached masses of
rock at the foot of the hill. There is one block
hewn into the shape of a small temple, with
niches and images on the four sides. First niche,
from proper right, male figure erect with a
Bpear; 2d, female figure, Pudmavati or Maya
devi; 3d, Buddha seated

;
4th, Mahadeva and

Parvati, commonly called Gouri Sunkur, Parvati
seated on Mahodeva’s knee, with the bull Nandi at

his feet, and the Sinha or lion at hers; 5th, male
figure erect with four arms; 6th, male figure

carried on the shoulders of another
;
7th, tlie

Lingain and Yoni
;
8th, male half figure, Aruna?

9th, Mahadeva and f’arvati repeated
; 10th, male

figure erect holding a lotus in each hand, probably
Surya

;
11th, Ganesha; 1211). female figure with

four arms, attended by Nandi and Sinha
;
13th,

male figure standing on a prostrate figure. After
these, nine niches have what appears to be Durga
slaying Mahesh-Asur with her trident; she has
one foot on the buffalo’s neck, and holds it by the
hind leg. This subject is repeated on many
detached rocks. The Linga is of as frequent
occurrence. There is one very large four- faced

Linga, called the Choumurti Mahadeva, such as

may be seen in the caves of Ellora ; it is of common
occurrence in this district. The inscriptions are

in Pali, in the old Pali character.

—

Capt. KUtoe,
Beng. As. Soc. Jo.^ clxxviii., 1847.

BURA-CHOOLl. Hind. ViUarsia Indica.

BURAD. Hind. Filings, raspings, chips.

BURAGA. Tel. The gum and woixi obtained

from Bombax Malabaricum.
BURA JAN VyrAR. Hind. The hog

;
literally,

bad beast
BURAK and Sarmu rivers run in valleys of the

Assam chain. The Naga, Mikir, Gachari, Garo,

and Kassya are the five races in whose possession

chiefly are the broad highlands of that chain, ex-

tending from the N.E. near the head of the

Kynduayn and Namrup, on one side along the

valley of the Brahmaputra to its southern bend
round the western extremity of the chain, and on
the other side south-westerly along the valley of

the Burak and Surmu.
BURAQ, steed on which Mahomed rode to the

•even heavens. The angel Gabriel seated him on it.

BUHAT. Hind. Assiniment. Arab., the

night of record, a Mahometan ritual.

BURATY or Pulati, a Mongol nomade tribe

near the Baikal lake.

BURAYA. Hind. Rucerrus duraucelli.
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BURBUTI. BURIAL CUSTOMS.

BURBUtL Beng. Dolichos Sinensis. BURHA GANGA, an old bed of the Ganges,

BURCKHARDT, JOHAN LUDWIG, a native traceable below Haatinapur, and Soron and Kampil.

of Denmaik, who travelled in Egypt and Arabia, BURHAL. Hind, A light yellowish -coloured

author of Notes on the Bedouins, 1881, and Wa- wood, not strong
;
plentiful in the Santal jungles,

habia; also of Travels in Arabia, 1829, and Travels Used for doors, Venetians, furniture, etc., by the

in Syria, 1822. He visited Mecca a.d. 1814, under natives.

—

Cal. Engiyieer's Journal., 1860.

the name Shaikh Ibrahim. He is buried near Cairo, BURHANPUR, town in lat. 21° 18' N., and

in the large cemetery outside the Bab-un-Noar.— long. 76° 16' 26" E., is on the N. bank of the river

Playfair ; Burton^s Pilgrimage to 71/cccn, i. p, 168. Tapti, and distant 41 miles S. by W.froin Khandwa,
BuRDA is one of the five northern districts of the headquarters of Nimar. Population in 1877

Kkittyawar. Burda hills end in the south in the was 29,303. It was founded about a.d. 1400 by
Alich range and in the Oshum. Nasir Khan, the first independent prince of the

BURDEH. Arab. A thick striped woollen Karuki dynasty of Kandesh, and called by him
stuff, in use by the Arabs as a clonk or blanket, after the famous Shaikh, Burhan - ud- Din of

Akhda-burdeh is a grey or brown, and Ahmar- Dowlatiibnd. It Avas held by eleven princes of

burdeh a red one. That of Mahomed was 7^ feet this dynasty for two humlred years, till a.d. 1600,

long and 4^ feet broad. when the kingdom of the Faruki was annexed
BUR 1)E WALI, a lofty tower in Jaganath, about by the emperor Akbar. In 1 614, Sir Thomas Roe,

180 feet in height and about 28 feet square inside, amba.s8Ador from James i. of England to the Great

in which the idol au<l his brother and sister Sub- Moghul, describes his visit here to Prince Parvi?.,

ahdra are lodged. See Jaganath. son of Jahangir. Tavernier pas-sed through Bur-

BURDI, a Avild Baluch tribe on the western hanpur (or, as he wrote it, Brampour) in 1641,

banks of the Indus, near Shikarnur. and again iu 1658. It wjis plundered in A.D. 1685,

BURDU GUMADU. Tel. Cucurbita hispida. by the Marhattaa. It was taken by General

BURDUR. — ? a tree of Cuttack, an excellent Wellesley on the 13th October 1803.

wood for carriage poles, shafts, and wheels, and in BURHAPATRA, a }>argana in the Gonda dis-

all conchbuilders’ Avork
;
sp. gr. 1*00.

—

Cal. Cat. trict in Oudh, area 77 J square miles or 49,688
Ex. 1862. acres, and population in 1865 was 20,461. The
BURENDA, also written Borenda, properly Ahir and Chaniar are tlm most numerous castes.

Bruang, a pass in the Himalaya, in lat. 31° 23' The aboriginal Bhar here are following a kind of

N., long. 79° 12' E.
;
the length of the crest is 60 Kumari cultivation, wandering from jungle to

paces, and the crest is 16,171 feet above the IcA’cl jungle.

of the sea. The most elevated part is a narrow JIURHA 1*ENN, a deity of the Kandh race,

glen, very steep. The pass leads from Kunawar BUKHEL, Ovis nahura. See Bovidie.

through the outer Himalaya, and is the easiest and BURHOLIA, Hind., a branch of the Bhrigubansi

most frequented in the neighbourhood. It is open Rajputs settled at Burhoul, near Benares.

—

Ell.

for seven or eight months
;
during the rainy season BURI or Buli, a Philippine palm; probably

almost .all the snow dissolves. Corypha gebanga, the gabang of the Malays and
BURGEE, a Hindu race in Woon. Javanese. The Philippine islanders from the
BURGH. Hind. Phytolacca decandra. leaves make mats, from the sap both sugar and a
BURGHER, in Ceylon, is applicable only to distilled spirit, from the pith a sago, from the seeds

white pereone of pure Dutch descent, of whom rosaries, and the spines, boiled in water, yield a
there are now but very few in Ceylon ;

but the thread from which a coarse cloth is woven, call.ed

name has, by courtesy, been given to all those who sagoron.— Craw/urd^ Dir. p. 77.

in India arc styled Iudo-Britons, Eurasians, East BURI. HInd. Vitisindica; Symplocos spicata.

Indians, Anglo-Indians, or more commonly * half BURIAL CUSTOMS. In the south and east

castes,’ namely, the descendants of Europeans by of Asia, the modes of disposing of their dead are
native Avoinen. In the Moluccas, also, the term almost as varied as are the races themselves. It

is applied to the Christian descendants of the has been remarked that the mode of disposing of

Dutch. The Amboyna burghers, who usually the dead has from the earliest times been symbolo-
crowd the jetty spending their time in angling matic of the opinions as to the wortli of the de-
fer small fish, will refuse to carry even a light ceased while he was amongst them, or indicative

burden
;
but this kind of manual labour is the of their views as to the future condition of the

peculiar province of slaves, and the Vrij Burghers, departed. In general there has been little display
poor enough as they usually are, but priding over the remains of women; but whether with
themselves in professing the same religion with men or women, the prevailing habit has been to
the Europeans, will not lower themselves by per- convey the remains to some quiet resting-place
forming a description of labour which even Chinese with a decorous solemnity, and there erect some
and free Mahomedans would disdain. lasting memorial over them. With some races,

BURGHER, a name given by Europeans to the however, even to the present day, the departure
Badaga or Marves race on the Neilgherry Hills. of a friend or relative is regarded joyfully, and the
BURGUNDY PITCH is a product probably of procession to the place of final disposal is inirth-

the Abies excc'lsa
;

it is of light yellow colour, ful ;
while other races even cast out their dead,

often adulterated with dammer or ganda baroza. and allow the remains to be treated with indignity.
BURHA or Budba. Hind. Lit. an old man

;
But the anxiety of the generality of nations has

in the Kamaon Himalaya, the superintendent or been to perpetuate the memory of the departed

;

headman of a village, or of a set of villages. The and everywhere are to be seen sepulchral monu-
term is e(|uivalent to Kumin, Syana, and Thokdar, ments raised with that object. Many of these
and is chiefly used in the eastern parganas of exist from prehistoric times, and often form the
Kamaon. The tenure connected Avith it is called sdie remaining history of the races who erected
Bui'ha Chari and Kumin Chari. them. At the present day, monuments erected
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with brick or stone, and in the form of pillars or

upright or horizontal slabs of stone, or cupolas,

or domes, or sarcophagi, iMjneath which the re-

mains are laid, are usual modes of marking the

deceased’s resting-place. But in more primitive

times, the cairn or heap of stones, the monolith,

the cromlech, the circle, the heaped-up barrow

of the Celtic tribes, the tumulus, as the Romans
called it, were usually resorted to, and many of

these are to be seen in the south and east of Asia.

The cairn was formed of stones gathered from

the vicinity, and set round about the resting-place

of the dead and piled over them
;
and this is all

that is given to the Mahomedan pilgrim who falls

in the desert The monolith or single atone was

usually placed perpendicularly near the spot.

'J'he cromlechy consisting of two, three, or more

upright stones, with a flat stone placed over

them, formed a sepulchral chamber, and was
the earliest approach to the cupola or dome.

The circle

y

or enclosure of upright stones set

singly at varying spaces apart, are found sur-

rounding the cromlech or cairn. The harroWy or

tumulus, often raised to a considerable height,

and covering a large area, is the most noble, and

has been the most enduring
;
and with these the

bodies of the departed were not interred in graves

sunk below the surface, but were placed on the

surface of the ground, and then the earth was

heaped up. The barrows, many of which have

been opened, are found sometimes to contain

skeletons, in other cases urns only, while occa-

sionally both urns and pkeletons, or urns and

ashes, appear together. The urns are often found

to contain burnt bones and relics ; but in the

earliest barrows are war weapons, such as stone

hatchets and hammers, celts of the same material,

both arrow-heads and spear-beads of flint, with

beads of various substances, and torques or collars

and armlets of gold or bronze. Somewhat later,

the celts and weapons are of bronze, and the

word is found to have been broken, indicative

that the warrior’s race had been run. The orna-

ments remain the same, and coins are found.

The methods adopted for the disposal of the

dead from the most ancient times have been

interment, burning, embalming, launching into

rivers, and exposure. Of all these the first seems

to have been the moat general and primitive.

Cremation is undoubtedly very ancient, for king

Saul was burnt, and his bones afterwanls buried
;

and Asa was burnt in the bed which he made for

himself, filled with sweet odours and various kinds

of spices. In Egypt the practice of embalming

obtained from their earliest history, but the

practice was confined to that country, and arose

from its people holding it unlawful to expose the

remains to fire or animals, or to permit them to

become a prey to worms. The vast catacombs

till remaining on the banks of the Nile were

the common receptacle for the general population

who could not afford a separate tomb.

Over the ruins at Nimrud, Mr. Layard dis-

covered ancient tombs, of a race unknown, and of

which he could not assign any date. Many of the

vases, necklaces, and ornaments obtain^ there

have a resemblance to those of the Egyptian

tombs. Two or three purely Assyrian cylinders

were also discorered in the tombs. Mr. Layard

considers that the mode of burial which is there

evidenced, more nearly resembles that adopted

by the early Persians. Cyrus and Darius were
buried in sarcophagi in troughs. The Kgypt»au
alabaster w/sXdf, or tub, in which Darius was
buried, is mentioned by Theophrastus. Tho
Assyrians, like the early Persians, may have
buried their dead entire, and preserved the bodies
in honey or wax (Herod, lib. i. c. 140, Arian de
Bello, Alex. Theoph. de Lapid. c. xv.). Accord-
ing to .^lian, when Xerxes opened the tomb of

Belus, he found the body in a coffin filled nearly

to the brim with oil. Mr. Layard infers that

these tombs belonged to an intermediate people or

race who occupied Assyria after the building of

the most ancient palaces, and before the founda-

tion of the most recent.

In British India, and in all the south and east

of Asia, interment, cremation, and exposure are

all practised by one or other of the races occupy-
ing it. Java, in the Archipelago, seems to have
been peopled from the continent of Asia, and its

people have three modes of disposing of the body
of a deceased person. By fire, terme<l obong;
by water, termed larung

; or by exposing it up-
right against a tree in a forest, where it is left to

decay, termed setra. When the body of a chief

or person of consequence is burnt, it is usual to

preserve the ashes, and to deposit them in a chandi

or tomb.
The Ninevites, in all their various monuments,

have left us no trace of their ideas concerning

tho dead, while the sepulchral urns obtained in

Babylonia contain the remains of the dead, with

jars and utensils for food and water made of baked

clay, and with remains of date stones, the head of

the dead reverently laid on a sun-dried brick as a

pillow. Amongst the urns found on the plain of

Busbire each had a pointed end, and at its mouth

a bowl or basin without bottom
;
not united to

the main part by means of agglutination, but

very closely fitted, and supported in its place bjr

the general bed of earth. These urns lay hori-

zontally, not parallel with each other, but on a

straight line, and in the direction of east and west.

In one urn was a quantity of sand, with the bones

of a full-grown person, completely filled, and very

heavy. The skull was placed about the middle or

widest part, not in the l^osin, which contained

only sand. Of this urn the greatest circumference

was 2 feet 9 inches, its length 3 feet 4 inches,

including the bowl or basin, which separately was

near 8 inches. The urns, mode of clay, are about

1-3(1 of an inch thick, and solid at the pointed

end, but the bowls without bottoms. The insides

ha<l evidently been coated with some bitumin(DU8

substance; but the urns nowhere exhibited in-

scriptions nor any other mark by which their

degrees of antiquity might be ascertained.

The ancient coffins of the Chal<l«ean8 were

of clay, some of them shaped like a dish

cover, the head being placed on a pillow of sun-

dried brick, and jars and utensils for food and

water. There were also jar coflins, and they seem

to have been interred in artificial mounds

Their ancient tombs, rare in Assyria and

Upper Babylonia, are chiefly in Chaldeea proper;

and the Rev. G, Rawlinson (i. 107) suggests that

the dead may have been conveyed to the sacred

land of Chaldsea, similarly ns the Persians eveia

now send their dead to Karbila and Meshid All,

and as the Hindus from remote India send the

bones, or the entire bodies, to the Ganges at
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Benares. There, Chagda or Clmckrada, near

Sooksagur, is an abyss said to have been made by
the chariot wheel of Bhagirath. The place is a

great Golgotha, where the dead and dying are

brought from a great way off to bo burnt and
consigned to the Ganges. The deceased is seldom
conveyed by any of his relations, unless from a

short distance. Poor people generally send for-

ward their dead for incremation in charge of

bearers, who never betray the trust reposed in

them.
The Romans generally burned, but they some-

times buried their dead
;
and children who died in

infancy were interred in the immediate neighbour-

hood of their former homes. Their sepulchral

urns, with the ashes of the dead, were commonly
buried about two feet below the surface, and
tlieir memorial stones were often inscribed. They
used the sarcophagus, or massive stone-coffin, and
also the tumulus or barrow. They bore their

dead with much lamentation to the funeral pile,

on which, after being lighted, they cast the robes

and arms of the deceased, as well as the slaughtered

bodies of his favourite animals.

The ancient Greeks, in laying out their dead,

always placed an obulus or Greek coin in the

mouth, to pay Charon’s fare across the rivers

Styx and Acheron, and a cake made of flour and
honey to appease Cerberus. Amongst them men
cut off their hair when they attained the age of

puberty, and dedicated it to some deity. Theseus
is said to have repaired to Delphi to perform this

ceremony, and to have consecrated his shorn locks

to Apollo. After this it was again allowed to

grow long, and only cut off as a sign of mourning.

Thus at the funeral of Patroclus (Iliad, xxiii.) the

frientls of Achilles cut off their hair, and

‘ On the coiHC their scattered locks they throw.*

In some parts of Greece, however, it was cus-

tomary to wear the hair short, and to allow it

(Cassandr, 973) to grow long when in mourning.
* Neglected hair shall jiow luxurious grow,
And by its length their bitter i)as8ion show.*

In Luribtan, the female relatives, on the death

of their male relatives, cut off their hair, and
hang the locks around the tomb. The young
women and young men of the island of Delos cut
off a lock of hair before marriage, and place it

near the tomb of the virgins from the Hyper-
boreans.

Barrows or mounds of earth have been largely

used by the nations of Central Asia, from the

Mediterranean to the Pacific Ocean, both in

ancient times and now. The king of Ai, slain by
Joshua (Josh. vii. 26, viii. 29), was placed at the
entrance of the city, and over his body was raised

a great heap of stones. Herodotus mentions that
the barrow of Alyattes, king of Lydia, was
1 300 feet broad, and nearly a mile in circumfer-
ence, and it has been identified by modem tra-

vellers. Barrows were the favourite memorial of
the Teutonic race, some of them very large

;
but

the Saxons used also cists or stoue coffins. The
custom of raising tumuli over the remains of the
mighty dead, seems to have been prevalent in the
Central Asiatic region from the most ancient
times and been taken into Scandinavia. Ezekiel,
xxxii. 27, describes the practice of slaying persona
and interring them with their dead cliief. Hero-
dotus also desciibes the borrow burial of the

Scythians
;
and to the present day, in the regior.

of the Kar Karelia, and in many other parts of

the steppe occupied by the Kirghiz, are to be seen

numerous tumuli of groat size. Herodotus tells

us that when a king died, his corpse, embalmed
and covered with wax, was conveye<l in a chariot

in solemn state to the place of sepulture
;
a large

quadrangular pit was dug
;

in this they placed the

royal corpse on a mattress of straw
;
on each side

of this they planted spears, and covered it with
wood, and roofed it over with hurdles of willow.

In the remaining part of the pit they interred one
of the late king’s women, strangled for the pur-
pose, together w-ith his cupbearer, hia cook, his

groom, his minister, his courier, his horses, as

well as some articles of every kind, including

several goblets of gold, that he might be sup-

posed to need in his journey to the other world.

This done, the people eagerly contended with

each other in the work of heaping over the whole
a mound of earth as vabt as possible. The pro-

ceedings did not here terminate
;

for the year

following, fifty of the late kirig's confidential

attendants, and fifty of his horses, were slain, and
placed, the men on tlie horses, around liis sepul-

chre.

—

Melp. 71, 72. When Chengiz Khan died,

his remains were covered with a lofty mound, and
extensive forests were planted to exclude the

footsteps of man. Colonel Tod tells us that the

tumulus, the cairn, or the pillar, are still raised

over the Rajput who falls in battle
;
and through-

out Rajvvara sacrificial monuments are found, on
which are seen, carved in relief, the warrior on
his steed, armed at all points; his faithful wife

(sati) beside him, denoting a sacrifice
;
and the

sun and moon on either side, emblematic of never-

dying fame.

—

Tod's Rajasthan, i. p. 74. In Sau-
nushtra, also amidst the Cathi, Comani, Balia,

and others of Scythic descent, numbers of j)alia

or joojar (sacrificial pillars) are conspicuous under
the walls of every town, in lines, irregular groups,

and circles. On each is displayed in rude relief

the warrior, with the manner of hia death, lance

in hand, generally on horseback, though some-
times in his car

;
and on the coast the pirates of

Budha are depicted boarding from the shrouds.

In the Fanjab, near Bamian, in Afghanistan,
and near Kabul, the sepulchral monuments re-

maining of ancient times are topes. They consist

of a mound, on which is erected a cupola, sup-

ported by walls of masonry, more or less in a

Grecian style of architecture. One near Manik-
yala is 80 feet high and 320 feet in circumference.

In its centre were found yeasels of gold, silver,

and copper, with coins of Rome and the Bactrian

Greeks. In a chamber 60 feet deep was a copper

box containing animal remains. It is one of many
topes or stupas.

Many cairns are found in different parts of

Southern India, and, prior to the stupas or topes,

this seems to have been a common mode of

covering the dead. Indeed, as Colonel Cunning-
ham remarks, the tope is only a cairn regularly

built. On the Neilgherry hills are found remains
of cairns, cromlechs, kistvaens, and circles of up-
right loose stones, which are nearly identical with

those found in Europe in the ancient seats of the

Celts. In these cairns are found vases, cinerary

urns, and other vessels of glazed pottery, which
sometimes contain human bones, more or less

charred, and mixed with ashes
;
sometiinoa a little
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juiimal charcoal alone. They are met with in various
districts in tlie Presidency of Bombay, in almost
every pait of the Dekhati and peninsular India,
from Nui'pur to Madura, in immense numbera on
the Animally hills, a range on the south side of the
great Coimbatore gap, which forms the commence-
ment and northern face of the Southern Ghats,
those on the Animally being of a more advanced
order and a better condition than the Neilgherry
tombs. Similar remains are found iu Circassia

and Russia, and circles of stones surrounding
ancient graves are found on the south Arabian
coast and in the Somali country in Africa. Major
Congreve directed much attention to those on the

Neilgherry Hills; and Captain Meadows Taylor
discovered and examined a large number of these

remains at Rajan Kooloor, in Sorapur, and also at

Siwarji, near Firozabad, on the Bhima, and
devoted much attention to the comj^ari.son of them
with similar remains found in England. He calls

tinuii Scytho-Coltic or Scy tbo-Druidieal. Neither
the hill people, the Toda and Kiirubar, nor any
Hindu, knows anything about the race to which
these sepulchral remaiiis belonged; and neither in

San.sk rit literature nor in that of the Dravidian
languages is there any tradition on the subject.

The Tamil people generally call these cairns

Pandu-kuri. Kuri nuians a ])it or grave, and
Psndu may refer to the Pandu or Paiulava

brothers, to whom so much of Hindu mythology
rilates. The race who raised these cairns were
j)robably dwellers in the conutry prior to the

advent of the present Dravidian oexjupants, and
were expelled l)y or ultimately became aV)sorbed

in the latter; or they may have been a nornade

shepherd race, who had wandered into India after

it was peopled and settled, and then wandered out

again, or l»ecaine absorbed amongst the people of

th(‘ coimtry. But the remarkable fact connected
with tin* people whose religious rites and usages

of sepulture gave rise to these cairns, is that they

hiiv(‘ everywhere di8aj)peared from Southern India,

and not even a tradition of their existence sur-

vives,

111 the centre of peninsular India, around Hyder-
abad, in the Dekhan, and at Bolarum, and at

Secunderabad, there are many burial-places of

that race, of wliosc existence nothing is known;
and about 20 miles S.K. of Secunderabad is one

great resting-place of the dead, a vast burial-

ground extending over miles, wliich must have

been the place of interment of a huge number of

people, or used through many centuries. The
mode of interinetit in all tliese has been to select

a large stone, beneath which a winding tunnel or

way had boon excavated
;
and the remains of bones

and urns, with weapons, are found deposited in a

central cavity, a circle of largo loose stones being

drawn around, the circumference of some of these

circles being between one and two hundred yards.

The p)C()i)le whose tombs arc thus represented

were umioubtedly noinades dwelling in tents, for

not far off are the remains of a great nornade city,

consisting solely of walls, within which the tents

must have been erected, for no stone nor earth

heaj) nor mound remains within the saine enclo-

sure to indicate the former existence within of any

building. The remains found within these cairns

also leave the impression that, as with the barrow

burials, the wives and servants w'ere slain and

interred along with the chief person
;
and the

Himlu and Rajput practice of siitt(‘c (sati) would
therefore .seem to be merely a continuation of the
ancient Scy thic sepulchral rite of immolating the
favourite wife, the servant, and the horse to
accompany their master and serve him in the next
world.

The Christian treatment of the dead is various

;

and in Europe, to this day, the indifference,
not to say levity, of the Italians, in all relat-

ing to their dead, contrasts strangely with the
tenderness and sentiment of the (iennans, both
Romanist and Protestant, as displayed in their

cemeteries. In Naples, where are two cemeteries,
with a pit for each day of the year, the humbler
dead are stripped, and after a jiriest has read
prayera over tlie bodies, they are all thrown into

a hole by the cemetery assistants, amidst oaths
and jocularity and laughter, Tlie richer dead are
stripped, placed in dry sand to be shrivelled up,

and when dry they are ilressed in their usual

clothes, ticketed, and placed in a glass case. The
German race, on the other hand, reverently dispose

of their dead, and preserve in neatness the grounds
and tombs of their cemetery, which they call Gott’s

Aker, God’s field, but after a few years the ground
is re-ploughed to be refilled.

In Ceylon, formerly, after burning the bodies of

the deceased kings of Kandy, their ashes were
carried by a man in a black mask to the Mahawelli
Gauga, where he embarked in a canoe. At the

deepest part of the river he clove the vase with a

sword, scattered the ashes on the stream, and,

plunging headlong after them, <live<l, arose near
the opposite bank, whence lie fled to the forest,

and was presumed to be never more seen. The
canoe was allowed to drift away, the horse and
elephants that accompanied the procession were
set at liberty in the woods, and the women who
had strewed rice over the remains were transported

acro.ss tiie river anfl forbidden to return.

Several of the Hindu customs resemble practices

mentioned in the Ohl TesUunent, as in Jeremiah
xvi. C: ‘Neither shall men lament for tliem, nor

cut themselves.’ For the Hindus, on the death of

a relation, express their grief by loud lamentatious,

and not uufrequeutly, in an agony of grief, bruise

themselves with whatever they can lay hold of.

Ezekiel xliv. 25 :
‘ They shall come at no dead

person to defile themselvcH
;

’ and touching the

dead defiles a Hindu, who must bathe to become
clean again. .Job xxvii. 19: ‘The rich man shall

lie down, but shall not be gathered,’ i.e., his soul

shall be left in a wandering state
;
and Hindus

believe that pei'sons for whom funeral rites have

not been performed, wander ns ghosts and find no

rest. Jeremiah xxxiv. 5 : ‘So shall they burn

odours for thee.’ Scented wood and other

oiloriferous sulxstances are placed upon the funeral

pile of a rich Hindu, and burnt with the body.

Matthew ii. :
‘ Rachel weeping for her children,

and would not Ixj comforted, because they are

not.’ The lamentations of a Hindu mother for

her child are very loud and piercing
;

it is, indeed,

almost impossible to conceive of a scene more
truly heartrending than that of a whole town of

such mothers wailing over their massacred children.

* In Rama was there a voice heard, lamentation,

and weeping, and great mourning.’

Rajendra Lai Mitra, writing on the funeral

ceremonies of the ancient Hindus, says the first

ceremony was the removal of the dead from the
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house to the burning ground, and this was done
on a cart, drawn by two bulk>cks, or by aged
skives. The procession was headed by the eldest

of the party, and included an old black cow. The
animal was sacridced at the burning ground, and
its fat, flesh, and organa were placed on the corpse,

which was subsequently enveloped in the raw
hide of the animal. The wife of the dead was
made to He by the corpse, and was thence removed
by a younger brother, a fellow-disciple, or a

servant of the dead, who offered to marry her.

The ceremony of burying the bones was performed
on the 8d, 6th, or 7th day; and on the 10th day
the mourners assembled together, and, after certain

oblations, offerings, and prayers, raised a circle of

atoms, and then retired to the house of the chief

mourner to feast on kid’s flesh and barley.

As a rule now, the dead of Vaishnava Hindus
are burned. As death draws near, a lamp is lit

at the bed-liead, and a ‘ homa ’ sacrifice performed
with camphor and cocoanut

;
and as life dies

out, the five elements of the cow are dropped
into the mouth of the moribund from a tulsi leaf.

Within two or three hours the body is lifted, and
this is done early, as none of the household nor
any of the neighbours can partake of food until

the remnioB be disposed of. The pile of wood or

cow-dung cakes used is about two feet high, and
on it are placed some tulsi leaves, a little sandal-

wood, and the deceased is laid with his feet to the

north. When laid on the pile, a cloth is placed

over the face, and raw rice is placed on it over

the mouth. The heir of the deceased places a
charred bit of sandal-wood or a tulsi branch at each
corner of the pile, and a Vityan sets fire to the

mat, using fire taken from the sacred fire lit at

the bedside of the dying inau. On the following

day the heir and friends visit the pile, remove the

skull and the bones, on which he and all with him
pour water and wash them,—wash them with the

sikai, anoint them with oil and honey, and clean

them with milk, and place them all on plantain

leaves anointed with butter, A young cocoanut
shoot is then placed on the skull, and the whole
put into an unburned earthen pot, and taken or
sent to a river or to the sea; the person who
conveyed it returning to the temple, where he
pronounces aloud the deceased’s name, and adds,
* Pray for him.’ Often they are sent to a holy
river, evtn to the Ganges at Benares. The men
relatives shave. The hair of the Brahman widow's
head is shaved. The body is not always carried

through the doorway of the house. If it be an
inauspicious day, or if the house door be so placed
that the courtyard has to be crossed, then the re-

mains are carried through an opening broken in

the wall. Captain Butler, writing of tlie Hindus
of Assam (Travels, p. 228), says if a man die
inside a house, no Hindu can eat in it afterwards,
or reside in it, as it has become impure ; it is

generally pull^ down and burned, and a new
house erected on the same spot All Assamese,
when dying, are therefore invariably brought out
to die in the open air on the bare ground, that the
building may be preserved, and also to ensure the
happier liberation of the spirit from the bofly.

The remains of Hindus are unclothed for the last
rites.

Children under eight years of age and unmarried
girls are bui i^, as also are all who die of smallpox,
as the belief is that this ailment is a manifestation

of the presence of the goddess Ammun, Mariatha,

Mariamma, or Kali, and the anger of the goddess

would revert on the family if burned. The dead
from cholera arc similarly buried.

In the mode of disposing of the dead, the wish

expressed by the deceased is attended to. Ved-
antistsall bury ; also all the Gosai,all the Lingaet

or Vira Saiva, the five artisan castes, the Knnsala,

goldsmith, carpenter, ironsmith, brazier, and stone-

cutter, all the Byriigi and Sanyasi, and the gurus

of the sects, the Pandarums, the Kashai, likewise

all the non-Aryan races and tribes not admitted

into Hinduism. The dead of the Vedantist sect,

and those of the Lingaet and artisans, are placed

seated, the last in a grave five feet square, with a

ledge on the south.

As the artkan’s life becomes extinct, the body is

mode to assume the attitude to be j)re8erved in

the procLSsion and in the grave. It is placed

against a wall, the legs are crossed underneath in

the usual sitting attitude, and the head is fastened

to a nail driven into the wall, and so retained till

rigidity ensue. They are borne to the grave in a

car, on the shoulders of relatives or friends. On
reaching the burial - place, the Oodwaii reads

pmyers, and the body is seated on the 8i<le ledge

witli its face looking northwards
;

sjilt and a.shes

of cow-dung are placed on the head.

Amongst the Aryan Hindu, the great bulk be-

lieve in spirits and woi-sliip tliem
; their worship

of ancestors, ‘ pitri,’ is continuous; they also believe

in demons and evil spirits
;
transmigration through

clean and unclean animals is a point of faith, and
a great majority regard tlie soul as an emanation
from the Deity, and look to re-absorption and
annihilation as the point of attuirnnent for the

good. Many of these arc Buddldst views.

Hindus of 8ind arc not allowe<l to die in bed,

otherwise one of the males of tlie family who has

attended upon the deceased bt'comea in a state of

impurity, and must visit some well-known place

of pilgrimage, as the Dhara Tirth, the Narayao-
Sar in Kutch, etc. When near death, the sick

person is i)laced on a spot smeared with cow-dung
(Chanko, Lepan, or Poto), and when in the lust

agony, the five sacred elements are poured into

the dying person’s mouth.
The Mahomedan, when about to die, has his

spirit calmed by t^e ‘ Yasin ’ clmpter of tlie Koi-au

being read to him, and is either wiished (Ghassal)

at his own house, or taken, within a few hours, to

a Ghassalkbana, specially built for the purf)os0 ,

near the cemetery, and where men or women
washers perform the duty, and then put on
burial clothes and apply camphor aud antimony.
The body is conveyed in a box with much
solemnity, with wreaths of flowers and perfumes
laid over the covering

;
the coffin is carried on

men’s shoulders, and from time to time is beard
the Ty-eb part of the Mahomedan creed :

* There
is no deity but God, and Mahomed is the prophet
of God

;

’ and on reaching the grave, funeral service

is read, consisting of the four portions of their

creed (takbir), and a blessing (dua) is asked,
which all present repeat. After the Fatiha, the

body is lifted from the coffin and gently lowered
into the grave, laid with the head to the north
and feet to the south, and turned on its side with
the face towards Mecca, Each person then takes

a little earth, and, repeating the words in chap.

112 of the Koran, * We created you of earth and
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we return you to earth, and we shall raise you out
of the earth on the day of resurrection,* he puts

the earth gently into the grave. The body is then

protected with wood and covered in. The Fatiha
is again repeated, and again at the door of the

cemetery, and at this juncture two angels, Moonkir
and Nikir, approach the dead, make him sit up,

and inquire who his God and prophet are, and
what his religion is. If he has been a good man,
his answers are satisfactory, and odours from
paradise are diffused around the departed; but if

bad, he is bewildered, and these angels torture

him. They believe that the dead continue in a

conscious state, and dogs and horses or other

polluting animals are not allowed within the

cemetery; women, also, do not enter, lest the

repose of the dead be disturbed. Mahomedans do
nr»t speak of a person as dead,—they say he has

passed away, has taken hia departure
;
and the

living all believe in, and hope for, resurrection in

a future state :
‘ They who believe and do that

which is right, shall enjoy blessedness, and partake

of a hapjiy re.sunection. . . , Paradise .... is

watered l»y rivers
;

its food is perpetual, and its

shade also
;

this shall be the reward of those who
fear God’ (Koran, ch. xiii.). ‘Therein are rivers

of uncorruptible water; the rivers of milk, the

tasU* whereof chaiigetii not; and rivers of wine
pleasant unto tliose who drink

;
and rivers of

clarilied honey
;
and therein slinll tliey have plenty

of all kinds of fruits
;
and pardon from their

Lord ’ (ch. xlvii.). ‘There shall be gardens with

sliady tree.s
;
w ith fountains flowing, couches of

silk interwoven with gold; beauteous damsels

with black eyes lyiug on green cushions, and

beautiful carpets, fruits, palm trees and pome-
granates’ (ch. Iv.).

The monumiatts over Mahomedan tombs have

u.sually been of earth, or of unbaked brick; but

every material, and of the morst emluring kind, is

employed, and the names are sometimes engraved

on tiie tombstones. The tombstone of a man is

distiiignished by a raised part in the centre, and

that of a woman by a dej»resHion. In Turkey, a

pillar with the carve<l figure of a turban dis-

tinguishes tlie grave of a man. The prevalent

form in India of Mahomedan tombstones of the

rich is a dark or black tombstone, with verses of

the Koran engraved on it, and covere<l by a cupola.

Some of these domes are very magnificent. Those

of the Adal Sbahi dynasty at Bijapur and (^ogi

have attracU'd much attention, ns also have those

of the Bahmani dynasty at Kulburga and Kutub

iShahi (lyiu’iKty at Golconda. I’he cupolas at Itoza

where Aurangzeb i.s buried have not any display,

and that of Aurangzeb is the least ostentatious.

His daughter’s tomb at Aurangabad is large, and

many of the tombs at Dehli and Agra are great

structures. That of Murutaz Begum, known as

the Taj Malial, is particularly remarkable. Ke-

formers amongst the Maltomedans consider that

unbaked brick or earth should alone be used.

I'he Christian doctrine that man, in all that ho

can do of good, is still without merit, is not

shared in by any of the Mahomedan, Buddhist, or

Hindu sects, who all consider that a personal

merit is gaine^l by their good doing
;
and a Maho-

medan passing a funeral of a Mahomedan, turns

with it a short way, and lomls his shoulder to

convey the body to the grave, to bring a merit on

himself.

The Parsee or Zoroastrian race are to be found
scattered from Hong-Kong in the east to Great

Britain in the west, a small but intellectual

remnant of tlm once great Median nation. A
considerable body of them dwell in Bombay, in

Gujerat, and the western towns of India. Their

sick are never allow'ed to expire on a bed. When
the moment of passing away is near, the sick

person is removea to the ground, and bathed and
washed. The reasons alleged for this removal are

various; but the one ordinarily accepted amongst

them is that a dead body is an unclean thing,

necessitating that all who touch it shall destroy

their clothes, and whatever is touched by it must

be destroyed. For these reasons, the dead, in

Bombay, are carried by a class of Parsees called

‘ Ncssus salar,’—Nessus meaning unclean (Najis,

Peus.). These men, clothed in white, carry tl>e

remains to the Dokhma, or tower of silence, and
lay the body on its raised upper floor. The
Dokhma is without any roof covering

;
is open to

the sky, so that birds of prey, vultures, kites, have

the freest approach. The raised floor has a deep

well, surrounded by a raised platform, with

channels converging to a well. The corpse is laid

on a partition of the platform, and the decompos-

ing matters flow along the channels into the well.

When the well is full, the bones are removed and

buried outside the Dokhma. The fire- priests are

paid to pray for tl»c dead, monthly, for a year,

and thereafter on every anniversary of the demise.

After the demise, and before the removal of the

body, a dog is bnuiglit near to gaze on the

departed. This is the ‘Sag-did’ or dog-gaze,

and, by one account, is said to bo had recourse to

with the object of a3(!ertaining. from the dog'i

movements, the state of the soul of the departed
;

by another accour.t, it is practistul from the belief

that the dog is a naturally chaste animal, and the

view of the chaste dog falling on tbo dead will

expedite the translation of the soul to heaven

across the Chigvau bridge. See Bridge.

The noH^Aryan and non-IIindu races of British

India arc estimated at about 20 million souls, but,

except the great (jond nation, and tlie Kol, the Bhil,

ami the soutlicrn Shanars, most of them are in

small tribes, and many are oceupying forests and

mountain fastnesseH, or are dwelling on the out-

skirts of towns. They in general bury their dead.

Tlie Sowrah of the hill ranges of the Circais,

inostly those hills near (’hicacole, near Kalahanda,

and southwards as far as Bradachellum, bury their

ilcad with their weapons.

The Chenchwar race, farther south, in the

forests of the Nalla-Mallai, bury their dead and

sonietiines burn, and, like the Tartar races, they

carry the deceased’s weapons to the gmve.

The Knk'i race of Assam, up to the middle of

the 19th century, continued to make inroads on

the plains, not for nlunder, but to secure heads,

and they have been known to carry off fifty heads

in a night. On tbo death of a chief, the body is

smoke-dried, and kept for two months with the

family. If a raja fall in battle, they immediately

proceed on a head-hunting expedition, and bring

in the heads of those they kill, hold feastings and

dancings, and, after cutting the heads into pieces,

send a portion to each village. This is considered

in the light of a sacrifice to the manes of the

deceased.

The Kh(my(i hill race, 4000 to COOO feet above
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tl»e level of the Bea, inter tlieir dead on the nn-
dulatory erainencea of the country. These are

dotted with groups of huge unpolislicd squared
pillars and tabular slabs, supported on three or

four rude piers. Menhir are tliere
;
one of them

seen was JIO feet out of the ground, G feet broad,

and 2^ feet thick, and in front of each is a dolmen
or cromlech of proportionately gigantic pieces of

rock.

In Tibet there are four modes of disposing of

the dead, viz. incremation, throwing into the

rivers and lakes, exposure on the summits of

mountains, and cutting the dead bodies and giving

them to the dogs to cat, wliich is the most flattering

of all. The dogs of the environs devour the poor,

but for the rich tliere are establishments with dogs
for this purpose.

—

R. A. S. 7., vi., 1872-.'L

In Tibet, the sovereign Lamas are deposiU^d

entire in shrines prepared for their remains, which
are ever afterwards regarded as sticred, and visited

with religious awe. Ti'ho bodies of the inferior

Lamas are usually burnt, and their ashes preserved

in little metallic idols, to which places are assigned

in their sacred cabinets. Ordinary jiersons are

treated with less ceremony. Some arc carried to

lofty eminences, whore they arc left to be devoured

by ravens, kites, and other carnivorous animals.

But they also have places surrounded by walls

where the dead are placed.

Mongols sometimes bury their dead
;
often they

leave tliem exposed in their coflins, or cover them
with stones, paying regard to the sign under which
the deceased was born, his age, the day and hour
of his death, w'hich determine the mode in which
he is to be interred. For this piurpose they con-

sult some books, which are explained to them by
the Lamas. Sometimes they burn the corpse, or

leave it exposed to the birds and wild beasts.

Children who die suddenly are left by their

parents on the road .— Tvnkotrsk i's Rtkiji, ii. p. 812.

In Spiti^ in the N.W. Himalaya, when a person

dies, the body is sometimes buried, or burnt, or

thrown into the river, or cut into Biuall pieces and
burnt. Admonitions are made over the body to the

departed spirit, such as, ‘ Do not trouble yourself,

you cannot enter it (meaning the dead body)
;
in

summer it ((uickly becomes corrupt, in winter it

freezes and is too cold for you.’

Amongst the HudtJhist Burmese, whose religion

teaches them to look on death as a release from
the cares and troubles of the world, as a possible

cessation of transmigrations and the longed-for

arrival of annihilation, the cremation of the remains
of friends, relatives, and teachers, are not 8eaH<m.s

of grief : the spectators are often able to look on
them with toy. The Rev. Mr. Marks went to see

a sick pupil, whose mother met him at the door.

To Mr. Marks’ inquiry ss to her cliil(r.s state, she
replied, MIe is well, luf is well,’ and skipping, half

joyfully, half hysterically, before him, led him to

au inner room, where the puj>il lay tlead, but the
bereaved mother, full of faith, was still able to

say, ‘ He is well.’ 'I'he remains of holy men, the
phoungye, are not soon removed. Their boshes
are placed in honey, sometimes for a year or more.
One at a phoungye house in Kemmendiuc, adjoin*
ing the editor’s dwelling-house, was kept in honey
for a year, and then removed. In the process of
embalming, the I)ody is placed in honey for a
few weeks, the intestines are then removed, and
replaced by spices, and the body is encased in a

sheathing of wax, which is coated with lac, and
this gilded with gold-leaf. The body is then left

to dry on a staging, under a white umbrella, and
finally the coflin is placed on a model of a kneeling

elephant, made of wood and paper. On the day
appointed for the funeral of the priest, a great

crowd assembled, and, with two ropes attached to

the car, one part of the multitude pulled it towards
tlie place of cremation, another pulled against

them, and, with shouting and laughter, drumming
and uproar, the remains at length reached the

burning place and were burned. Looking quietly

at theopposing multitudes, their antagonism seemed
a representation of some ancient idea of good and
bad spirits battling for the dead. But the object

of this struggling to draw the car onwards and to

retard it is unknown.
In September 1S70, the remains of the queen-

mother of Burma were burned between the inner

and outer walls of the palace, to the north of the

main entrance. A large space w'aa enclosed by a
fence or ynzanmt, in the centre of which the

burning took ])lace. Inside and outside of this,

numerous temporary sheds were run up for the

princes, queens, ministers, etc. Above, where
the fire was to be placed, a lofty structure of

bamboos was erected
;

this was covered with

wh!t(‘ cloth. I’he body of the late queen-mother
was laid out in staUi it» one of the pavilions to the

south side of the ]>alace, tlic ganlens being for

the timeojHMi to all. The troops were under arms
in the great square and otiier parts of the palace

open tu the ])ublic, a large space in front of the

enclosure being kept clear for the king and his

retinue. About 10 a.m., the flist of the procession

accompanying tlie coflin appeared at the inner

gate of the palace, and slowly marched tow'ards

the pyre, all taking up their respective positions

with order and regularity. Save the troops, all

taking part were in white
;
but the numerous

gildeil palanquins, gold umbrellas, together with
the splendid bier, with the white umbrellas joined

to the green coats, red and gilt headpieces of

the troops, with the nunierous ele|)hunt.s, gaudily
trapped, placed here and there, made the sceno
barbarously sjdendid. Following or preceding

the bier were the y>ritice8 and jtrincesses, the queens
with the Pukan Meng, the late king. He and the
first queen, whose mother the deceased was,
w'alkcd in front of the bier. About u quarter to

eleven the great inner gates were again thrown
open for the e.xit of the king and retinue. The
king was seated in a large gilded palanquin,
borne on the shoulders of some 40 or 50 men,
and was accompanied by four of his daughters
a»)d one son, all young. He, like all the others,

was dressed entirely in white. Advancing up to

about ten yards from the front of the enclosure,

the jailanquin was halted, the retinue and guards
filing off right and left, and forming a large hollow
square. I’rayers were said by several pliouugye,

the king gave directions as to the exact minute at

which tiic cremation was to commence, the bearers

turned round, the procession was re-fonned, and
moved inside the great gates, which were again

partially clo8t*d, while dnuns, tom-tomB, and
cymbals were beaten, and trumpets (?) sounded,
amidst a tumultuous noise. The queen, princes,

Pukan Meng, etc. etc., returned to the palace,

short iy after the cremation was completed, in the

same order as they came out. The coffin was
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overlaid with gold to the extent of 7i viss, which any nnnece8#>ary handling of the body Buffered,
was afterwards distributed among the phoungy^e, White is the sign of mourning. The Chinese
or to he applied to the building of a pagoda, worship the Bpirit.M of the dead, and, amongst that
Charcoal was employed at the burning of the body, nation, the desire to have a good coOin is universal,
and was kept at a red heat by numerous bolloAvs Many purcliase for theniselves that last tenenu-nt,
placed all round. Tlic whole of the body with and keep it by them, and it is usually Hubstantial!
the exception of a small part of the back of the of metal or wood. In Burma, where many
skull was reduced to ashes, or at least consumod on ('hinese are settled, the best block of teak is

the fire. I'his small piece, little bigger than a selected, and the upper portion being sawn off to
rupee, w'as placed in a gold cup closed by a lid form a lid, the block is hollowed and ornamented,
studded with rubies, while the remains of the These may be seen in Moulmein in every carpenter’s
charcoal and a.she8 were placed in earthenware sliop. In China, the collin-inakers’ shops have a
vessels to be carried to the river. The gold cup very gay instead of a lugubrious apj)earance., as the
was confided to an ofHcial, who took his place in cotlins are usually painted red, or some equally
the hearse. Having arrived at the river bank, bright colour, and tlio more expensive ones are
tliose deputed for tljc purpose cr)tered two gilded decorated profusely with gilding; these cofhns
boats lashed together, but a little apart, which arc placed on shelves one above the other, and
were rowed out into the centre of the stream, the prices vary from one dollar up to four or five

Hero a halt was made. The bearer of the gold cup, hundred. The funeral customs of China vary in

witfi it rolled up in his putzoe, jumped into the the different districts. In Fo-Kien, the body is

water, and while he was underneath let it go. At placed in a cofTm soon after deatli, a fan is placed
the same time the jars of ashes had their contents in the hand, a piece of silver in the month, and an
poured into the stream, the man was picked up, opening is sometimes made in the roof for the spirit

and there was an eml of the ceremony. to effect its exit. The tombs are on the hillsides,

On tlie death of a Burmese, the body is washed, where lucky spots are chosen by geomancers.
the two tlinmbs are tied together, a piece of Paper images of clothes, horses, and other luxuries
gold or silver money is put in the mouth, as i are cast into the grave, and a sacrifice of cooked
Kadoakah or ferry loll, and after a day or two

j

provisions is offered on the day of the funeral,

placed in a cotrin on a bier, which the young men
j

Every year, in the month of April, the Avhole

carry^to tlie burying-ground, halting from time population visit the tombs and worship the manes
to time to sing and dance, keeping time to the of ancestors, sacrifice at the tombs of their

song. The tsandala or gravediggers place the relatives, weeping near the graves, and burning
codiu on the funeral pile. Persons dying of

' ‘ '

cholera, smallpox, and the young under 15 years

of age are buried
;
7 days after the funeral, the

leip-bya or soul of the deceased Is released from

the house by the house Nat,
I

temple, to which are attached extensive suites

Karen relatives, after burning the body, collect I of rooms for the reception of the coffins of the

the bones, and, at an annual festival, the !>ono8 of
|

richer members, p^uiding transmission to their

all who have died are carried and interred in a
1 native districts, for Chinamen prize the privilege

nctitious paper money, making onenngs of meat,
fruit, cakes. Sackcloth is the material for raourn-

ing.

Most of the Cliinese cemeteries have a Racrificial

consecrated Ago toung or hill of bones.

In Siam, the poor are buried or exposed to

beasts of prey
;

if above the lowest class, the

deceased, after the bowels have been extracted, is

laid in a wooden cotfm, externally lacquered and '

gilt, and this is placed for some days on a high

table. In the meantime the priests light up i

tapers, burn perfumes under the coffin, and chant

funeral hymns at night, A procession of relatives

and friends dressed in Avhite and covere<I with

white veils follow tlie corpse. Beside it are borne

figures of various animals or singularly-shaped

iininsters carved out of bamboo, and the accom-

panying tala])oin8 exclaim, ‘We must all die, weare

all mortal.’ The mourners attest their sorrow by

their teai-s, and often hire women for the express

purpose. The body is then taken from the coffin

and placed naked on the pile, which is set fire to,

and the remains are scorcmcd. Tlie body is then

replaced in the coffin and deposited under one of

the pyramids erected about tlie temjile. Graves

are held sacred among the Siamese, and their

violation is considered as a heinous offence. They

refuse the honour of burning to persons killed by

accident, by lightning, to the still-born, to those

who die in child-birth or from smallpox, and to

suicides. The remains of such are either throwm

of being interred near their forefathers. The
Chinese coffin is of good wood, and ponderous.

The lid is morticed on, and carefully closed, all

joints cemented so as to prevent all entrance or

exit of air. Only a small aperture is drilled

through the lid over the face, so as to allow the

entrance or exit of the spirit at its option. Some-
times a humble family will keep the coffin for

many months in their house till able to purchase
a tomb, but the very poor are buried en masse,

within enclosed buildings. The rite of respectful

burial is however so revered, tluit buriul clubs

exist in all the large cities. The monumental
tombs are small raised truncated cylinders. The
tombs of opulent Chinese are decorated with

I

statues of meu and horses. They run into excess

in mourning for the death of near relations. Every
part of the ceremonial is exactly regulated

;
even

the period, manner, and degree of the mourner’s
grief being duly prescribed. The corpse being

dressed in warm clothes, and deposited in a sub-

stantial coffin, is kept for several days above
ground, whilst the survivors express their measured
grief by gesture, dishevelled liair, sackcloth, and
mournful silence. When a lucky spot has been
selected for the grave, the corpse is consigned to

the earth. Building a tomb in the form of a Imrae-

into the water, or exposed to beasts of prey. shoe, they inscribe thereon the name of the

With the Chinese^ when life has departed, the deceased, erect a tablet to his memory in the hafl

dead body is arrayed in robes of state, or in most of his ancestors, and repair annually to the grave,

costly apparel
;
ablutions are not performed, nor in order to prostrate thentselves before the manes,

523
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and to offer victuals to the spirits. In the temples,

divine honours are paid to their memory. To supply
their full wants in the other world, they burn
^ilt paper, pnper chariots and houses, with every
necessary article of furniture, which are supposed
to be changed in the other world into real utensils,

whilst the gilt paper, when burnt to ashes, be-

comes so nmch ready money. The greater the

personage, the more protracted is the mourning.
The emperor mourns three years for his parent, and
every good subject follows his august example.
Matidsrins resign their offices during this period

of affliction, literati avoid entering for the exami-
nations, and working people abstain for some
time from their labour. Chinese sutti prevailed

to a considerable extent up to the middle of the

18th century. It does not appear, however, to

have been regarded as a compulsory rite, but was
generally the widow’s own choice, to show her
extreme fidelity, or to escape the hardships of

widowhood, or, in the case of dutiful sons, to save
the life of a parent. Fire was never used, but
opiuni, poison, or starvation were the means of

suicide employed. Yiim Chang was the first

emperor who discountenanced those practices,

which his immediate predecessors had encouraged
;

and he forbade honorary tablets to be erected to

self-iinmolating victims. In 179*2 a memorial
was presented to the emperor, praying for the
dedication of a tablet to a most dutiful son, who
had cut out hia liver in order to cure his mother’s

sickness. The Imperial Board of Rites, after

mature deliberation, respectfully observed that

the practice of cutting out the liver is that of the

ignorant, showing a contempt for their lives, and
after all but foolish devotion, and a decree was
Issued discountenancing the custom. The Chinese,

like Christiana and Mahornedans, plant trees in

their cemeteries and around the tombs. 'Hie

cypress is a favourite with all these religionists,

and in northern Europe the yew is much planted.

The Japanese have a great respect for the dead.

They place the remains insitle a kind of square
tube, and in a sitting posture. To obtain this

position, they are said to use the Dosio powder,
which, placed wdthin the mouth of the corpse, is

said to Imve the effect of relaxing all the muscles.

The hollow S(piare is carried in a chair or norimon
by four men into the yard of the Tera, escorteil

by a few woiucn <lre8.sed up iu bright colours,

wearing a veil of wliite crane on the head. They
are here met by tin? Oclmushan and a number of

minor canons, who chant to the sounds of the

tom-tom, the whole company awhile moving with

the body around the temple, into which they at

length rush with a great noise. Prayers arc then

reafi over the body, and it is removed to be burned.

If the deceased has been a person of rank, the

ashes are deposited in an urn, and buried within the

sacred precincts of the Tera. In the procession

there is very little affectation of sorrow
;
they seem

to regard it as a joyful occasion, and the whole
ends with a feast at the house of the deceased.

—

BoutelCs Manual of British Archxology, Ixindon

1868, p. 100; Baffles* Hist, of Java^ i. p. 327;
Travels of a Hindu^ i. p. 18; Edinburgh Phil,

Journ,, July 1867
;
Madden's Sepulchres^ i. pp.

368-457: Picard; The Bible; Homer's Iliad;

Baron De Bode's Travels in Luristan^ ii, pp.

218, 219
;
Enylishwoman's Domestic Magazine, No.

49
;

Tod's Rajasthan^ i. p. 47 ;
Dr, Caldwell's

524

Comparative Grammar ; The Koran ; Madran
Journal (f Literature and Science ; Timkowski's
Journey to Pekin, ii. p. 212; Burton's Scinde

;

BntUrs Travels
; Forbes, 277

;
Rawlinson,

BURIGOPAN. Beng. Dipteracauthus de-
jectus.

BURI MAE. Hind. Tamarix Indica.

BURJ. Pers. a bastion, a fort. Buruj, the
plural, is applied to the signs of the zodiac, in

order, as Masudi says, to mark the position of
the stars with reference to these fixed objects.

The word bnrj is widely diffused. In Gothic
Bairgan, and Saxon Beorgan, to fortify

;
Thracian

I

Bria, a city (Strabo, vii.)
;
German Burg, a city

;

[

and English Borough, Burgh, and Bury, so fre-

j

quently the affix of the names of towns. All
places in Britain that in the old time had the name
of Bourroughs, were places one way or other
fenced or fortified. The Greek Purg-os is evi-

dently the same word, signifying a tower, and
hence applied also to a dice-box,—Mitieret in

t pyrgum tales (Ilor. Sat. ii. 7, 17). It enters
commonly into the name of fortified towns,—one
in Mysia (Anabasis, vii. 8, 8) ;

in Thrace (Herod,
vii. 112).

—

Elliot, Supplemental Glossary; Restitu-

tion of Decayed Inttliigence, ch. vii.

BURJ. Hind. Betula bhojputra, B. Jacque-
montii, Spach,

BUR.) A. Tel. Hymenodyction excelsuin.

BURK A, Arab. A veil, a woman’s face veil

;

also a door curtain, and the curtain which is sus-

pended over the entrance of the Kaba.
BURKUK, Khubani, Mishmish, Bakur-Khanee,

Hind., vara, of Armeniaca vulgaris; the apricot
BURMA, as now known to Europe, was for-

merly the site of four kingdoms, viz. Arakan,
Tha-htun, Martaban, and Pegu. It is still subject
to two dominions, being partly a British province
and partly under a Burmese ruler, the two portions
being designated respectively British Burma and
Independent Burma.

British Burma comprises territories conquered
in the two wars of 1824-26 and 1852-53, The
features of the country are of a varied character.

The Yoma mountains and the Teuasserim range
stand prominently to the view. On the Arakan
coast is the Naf estuary

;
and there also are the

Mru and Koladyn or Arakan rivers. In the Pegu
district are the Irawadi, the Hlaing or Rangoon
rivers, the Pegu, Sitang, and Bhileng; in Tenas-
serim tlic Sal win and the river of Tavoy.
The British portion consists of the long strip of

land lying between lat. 9“ 55’ and 2(>'’ 50' N., and
long. 92"' and 99° E., an area of 88,556 square
miles, with a [)Opulatiou in 1881 of 3,707,646.
:\rak'an, — Males, 384,045; females, 257,963;
total, 562,008, against a total of 484,363 in 1872,
thus showing an increase of 77,645, or 16 per cent.

Pegu.— Males, 1,249,346; females, 1,081,061;
total, 2,330,407, as against 1,662,658 in 1872, or
an increase of 668,349, or 40 2 per cent. Tencai-

scrim.—Males, 431,270; females, 380,548; total,

811,818, as against 600,727 in 1872, or an increase
of 211,091, or 34 per cent. The totals for the
entire province are—males, 1,984,661

;
females,

1,719,572
;

total, 8,707,606, as against 2,747,148
in 1872, showing an increase of 957,085, or 34*8
per cent. Rangoon in 1872 contained a population
of 98,745 ;

it now contains 132,004, showing an
increase of 33,259, or 36*6 per cent. In 1872 the
population of Moiilmein was returned at 46,472.
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In 1881 it was returned at 53,080, or an increase
of 14 per cent.

A treaty is said to have been entered into in

1757 between the Indian and Burmese Govern-
ments, and in 1795 Captain Michael Symes was
sent as envoy to Ava; but from 1797 disputes
regarding Arakan began, and fugitives into Gliitta-

gong were in 1 798 demanded from the British. On
this Colonel Symes returned to Rangoon, where
he was not treated with ordinary civility by the

governor, and he left for Bengal in January
1803. After this, Captain Canning was sent on
two occasions, the latter in 1809. On the first he
was treated discourteously, but on the second with

civility. In 1811 the Arakancse rebelled, and
invaded Burmese territory; and in 1811 Captain
Canning was again sent to mediate. Subsequently
to that year the Burnmse officers in Arakan more
than once made demands for the surrender of

Arakancse refugees, and even made pretensions to

the B >vcreignty of Bengal as far aa the city of

Murshidabad, aa territory pertaining to the king-

dom of Arakan. In 1819 they interfered in

Assam, and in 1824 they invaded Cachar. War
was declared against Burma on the 5th March

1824, and, after two campaigns under Sir A.

Campbell, a treaty of peace was signed at Van-
daboo on the 24th February 182C, on which
occasion parts of Assam, Arakan, and Tenasserim

were ceded to the British. Subsequently, in

1851, in consequence of the Burmese refusing

redress to a British shipowner whom they Itad

injured at Rangoon, war was again declartvi, and

was conducted successfully by General Godwin.

Rangoon fell to a combined naval and military

force on the 14th April 1852, and when peace

was declared, all Pegu and Arakan were retained

by the British.

British Burma may be geographically divided

into five portions, viz., (1) Arakan^ stretching

from the Naf estuary, which separates the pro-

vince from Chittagong, to Cape Negrais, and
consisting of a comparatively narrow strip of

country between the sea and a high mountain
chain

; (2) Pegu, the valley of the Irawadi, which,

divided from the Sitang valley by the Pegu
Yoma range, unites with it in its southern por-

tion
;
to the eastward is the chain of hills which

forms the watershed between the Sitang and

the Salwin rivers, and on the west the Anouk-
pek- toung-myeng, literally, the high western

range of mountains, sometimes called the Arakan
Yoma range; (3) the valley of the Salwin; and

(4) Tenasserim, a narrow strip, like Arakan, reach-

ing down to the Pakchan stream in 9° 2' N. lat,

and separated from Siam by a lofty chain of

hills running from north to south nearly parallel

to the coast, at a distance of from SO to 40 miles

inland, but approaching nearer to the sea at its

southern extremity
; (6) The numerous islands off

the Tenasserim coast, known as the Mergui Archi-

pelago.

For administrative functions it is arranged as

the Commissionershipa of Arakan, Pegu, and

Tenasserim, all under a Chief Commissioner since

the 81st January 1862. The principal towns are,

—Rangoon, Moulmein, Prome, Bwein, Akyab,

Hensada, and Tavoy, with the military canton-

ments of Thayat-royo and Tounghoo. Some of

the districts have a very scanty population
;
in

1872 only 6 to the square mile in the Mergui and

Salwin districts, 7 in that of Ramree, 10, 14, 15,
and 16 in those of Tavoy, Tounghoo, Sandoway,
and Amherst respectively, and in Myan Oiing,
the most populous, 115. Of the entire population,
2,447,831 were of the Buddhist religion, 99,8 i6
Mahoraedans, 52,299 Christians, and .36,658

Hindus.

The country has long been known to the
people of India as one of the Savarna Bhumi, which
Europeans render the Golden Chersonese, and
applied to the delta of the Irawadi. The Irawadi
and Sitang valleys unite towards their mouth
to form an extensive plain, stretching from Cape
Negrais to Martaban. It is annually inundated, but
is the most productive part of the whole province,
and a canal connects the Pegu and Sitang rivers.

The Irawadi is navigable for river steamers as
far as Bhamo, 60Q un'les from the coast. The
Hlaing or Ilaugoon river rises close to Prome, and,
when passing Rangoon, it is joined by the Pegu
and the Pu-zwon-doung rivers coming from the
N.E. and the E. The two latter rivers rise close
together in the Yoma range, about 58 miles above
the town of Pegu, and they communicate by
several channels with the princij^wil delta branch
of the Irawadi. The Salwin is a great river,

but, owing to numerous rapids and rocks, it is

only navigable by boats for 100 miles from its

two mouths. Between Talifu and Momien, 600
miles due north of its mouth, it flows a rolling

current in a shingle bed 140 yards wide. The
Sitang river rises far north of British territory,

and in the dry season is with difficulty navigated
by any boats. Below Shwe gyeng it receives the
river of that name, and finally disembogues into

the Gulf of Martaban.
The more prominent and dominant races have

been the Myamn or Burmese, the Ra^kheng or
Arakanese, and the Mon, Mun, or Taleng. The
native name, Ma-ran-ma, M’ran-ma, whence the

softened modern M’yan-ma, M’ya-ma, is the source
of the European corruption Burma. The Arakan
people are of the same race as the Burmese,
and the territory was long under the Burmese
rule. In the 16th century, Arakanese dominion
extended to Chittagong and the Megna river, and
the 17 th century saw there several adventurers from
Europe. Sebastian Gonzales established himself

at Saudiva (Sandwip), and was for years a terror

to the country, till crushed with the help of the

Dutch. The Ramana or Ramaniya territory was
held by the Mon, Mun, or Taleng, whose districts

were Tha-htun,Pegu,and Martaban. Itwasfounded
several hundred years B.c. by emigrants from
Coromandel. Tha-htun is now ton miles from the

sea-shore. It wastheSobana Emporium of Ptolemy.
Pegu city was founded by emigrants from Tha-
htun, A.D. 573, and Martaban three years later.

In Arakan and in the basin of the Irawadi are

other tribes of the same stock with the Burman,
and their languages are in their present form so

much akin to it, that they may be almost con-
sidered as forming, with Burnian, dialects of one
tongue. The Burmese is monosyllabic, and has no
letter corresponding to f or v, and no hissing

sibilant s. The Burmese language is spoken in

Arakan, in the valleys of the Irawadi and Sitang,

and in Tenasserim to the south of Tavoy.
The Burman people occupy the lower part of

the basin of the Irawadi above Pegu, with the

southern parts of the upper basin and the valley
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of the river beyond, as far as Ra-mo. They are

also found in the delta, but their progress there

bfts been comparatively recent, and the prior

inhabitants still form the greater majority.

Burma has the Tai or Shan on the eiust, the lifalay

on the south, Hindu and Mahomedan races on the

we>t, and the Tartar and Chinese on the north.

AVithin these boundaries arc many tribes, with

several synonyms, but nearly all may he referred

to four groat families,— tlic Mon or Talaing, the

Burman, the Karen, and the Shan.

A. Mon,
B. Burman, viz. Burman, Rakhni, Mug, Kanyan,

Toungluier, Taviiycr, Yau or Yo, Yebain, i^yu,

Karlo, Dana.
C. Kami—

a. Sgau tribes, viz. 8gau, Mau-ne-pgha, Baku,
AVe wa.

b. Bghfti trihen, viz. Tunin, Bghai, Pant Bglmi,
Lay May, Manu or Manau, Karen-ni or Red
Kartn.

r. Pwo tribe«, viz. Pwo, Shoung, Ka or Kay,
Ta-ru or Ku ta, Mo pgha, Ila ahwie, Toung-
thu, Kliyin.

d. Shan Karen, viz. Yen or Yein, Yen-aeik,
Ying-baw, Pandung, Toung-yo, Black Karen.

r. MiscellaneouB tribcH, viz. Ka-khyen or Ka-
ku, Ka mi or Ku-mi, Kyau, Kun, Sak, Mru,
Shendu, Selung.

H. Shan Tribrs, viz. Shan or Tai, Lao or La\j, or

Lawa or Wa, Baloung or Paloa, and Phwon or

Mvi'oon.

Tliere are numerous Shan states far to the north-

east, but they geueratly owe fealty to tlic Burmese
monarch.

Barmans march on tlie north ^vilh rude tribes

of their own family, collectively termed Sinrjpho,

who occupy the Upper Ira wadi. On the extreme
north, ilie linguistic boundaries of the Singpho
are unknovn.

Lau^ a wild tribe only known under the generic

Lau, termed Kha-niing, occupy the mountains to

the iiorih-east of the Kham-ti, apparently in the

upper part of the Mi-li or Nam-Kia. They are

interspersed between the Kham-ti and the Mung-
faii. the latter appearing to belong to the Tibetan

family (Si-fari or Kham-pa). The Kha-nung may
form a link between the Kham-pa and the Singpho
or Burman families.

AShendu, Sliindu or Shandu, occupy all the

country watei'cd by the Koladyn and Mee, as far

down as the Sulla Kheoung, but north of the Sulla

Kheoung tliey are not tributary to the British.

Khon villages are spread from below the Sulla

Kheoung to Teinway
;
their villages arc few, and

they also jmy no tribute to the British.

Kumi or Khwa-mi occupy all the country

watered by the Koladyn as far down as the

Koladyn Thannah,also both banks of the Mee and

Samee Kheoung, and both banks of the Fee and
the Yeo as far as Khoong-choo, east and north-

east of Koladyn, and the country watered by the

Pee and Yeo west of the Koladyn.
il/ru occupy from Koladyn Thannah as far as

Ralla, and eastward to Mahamonie and Old
Arakan south-east, and both banks of Myoo from
Rai^udong northwards. They do not exclusively

occupy the whole of that tract of country, their

villages being interspersed with those of the

Arakanese : they are, correctly sneaking, wild

people rather tlian liill-pcople. Some families

live with the Kumi on the lower part of the Mee
and Pee slreams, and also on the Yeo. They
also inhabit the hills on both banks of the Myoo

river in the western part of the district from
Raaudong northwards to Sugarloaf hill. In

this extreme north-west part of the district, there

arc some wild people called Mroomjy living among
the Mru, Imt there is no appreciable difference in

their manners, customs, and appearance, from
those of the Mru.
The Mroong in the upper basin of the Mayu,

and towards the hill frontier of Chittagong, are a
colony imported from the Bodo country by the

kings of Arakan, at the period when their con-
quests extended far up Eastern Bengal.

Kyen occupy the whole of the large hilly tract

of country east of the river Semru, in fact, all the

hills east of the district, and dividing it from
ludepeiideiit Burma and Khyouk Phyo. They
are the most numerous of the hill tribes. Some of

their nearer villages pay tribute, but those more
remote are independent. All the Kyen women
tattoo their faces.

Auoo is a small hill tribe of four villages, living

on tile Paroon Kheoung, a little above Tulukmee.
They differ little from the Kumi. All the tribes

have separate clans, at constant warfare with each
other.

Burma, Siam, and Tonkin received their first

culture from India, along with Buddhism
;
and

their ancient buildings all bear the stamp of

Indian origin and Indian taste of a post-Christian

age. Siam has in recent timc.s added Chinese,

im thods of iir.provement to the Indian ones, and
Tonkin owes mainly from China.

About five-sixtliH of tlie population are Bmldh-
isLs, the renminder Cliristians, Mahomedana,
Hindus. liVery Buddhist Burmese must once in

his life enter a kyoung or monastery, even if only

for a few days, as a monk. The procession to tlie

monastery is gay, and he there undertakes the
ten negation commandments, not to kill or steal

or indulge in unlawful passion, nor speak falsely,

nor drink intoxicating liquors, nor eat after mid-
day, dance, sing, or play instrument, paint the

face, stand in high places, or touch gold or silver.

The Burmese are of the Himayana sect of the
followers of Buddha, whom they call Godamn,
and they have great figures of Godania in every
pagoda. They believe in the presence of a sjiirit

‘ La’ in every animal, plant, or thing, and they
adhere to a Lent, Wa, from the full moon (wa-
tfto) of July to that of (tha-ding-ynot) October,
and they have a rosary of 108 beads. The
Leip-bya, literally ‘butterfly,’ is the soul, the
psyche of the Greeks, the life, the perceptive
principle. They have spirits of kinds called Nat,
and demons called Beloo

;
have witch-finders; and

believe in astrology, the evil eye, and philtres.

Every Mon village has a Nat
;
and a Burmese king

dying is said to ascend to the Nat village (Nat
yua-tsan-thee). With all the dead, a piece of

gold is put into the mouth as ferry toll, ka-do-
akab. The great Shwe-Dagong Po-yah pagoda
was erected u.c. 585. Its height is 872 feet.

Besides the Wa or Lent, their religious annual
festivals are the Ko-daw-ba, or Beg-pardon day

;

the Ta-wa-dein-tha, relating to the life of Buddha

;

and the Water Festival, Shin-oo-pa-ga, when little

saucer-shaped lamps are consigned to the river at
night. Their favourite religious story is the Way-
than-da-ra, on the former existence of Buddha.
Their everyday amusements are the poocy drama,
the puppet or marionettes, 2 to 3 feet high, music,
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boat and borne racinj^, football, boxing, wrest- l

ling, gambling, cock-lighling. The country is

wealthy, and their aversion to regular labour is

extreme. Notwithst-anding this, the total trade in

1870 amounted to £l0,20;t,000, incnjased in 1880
to £22,222,000. The incidence of taxation on
the population of 3,730,771 ia lla. 0 3 per head.

So little is this felt, that every family in Burma
on the average spends £12 yearly on jewellery

and imported luxuries. Bullion to the extent of

a million and a half annually ia absorbed in the

province, in addition lo the great amount 8j)ent

in charity and amusementa.
Their courting time is after 9 r.M., and is called

LoO'byo-tay, thce-achyrin, the time for young inc*n

to go about. Polygamy ia legal, but is oidy

practised by the wealthy. Living as man and wife,

or eating out of the same dish, is a legal marriage.

The bridegroom provides a dower. Tlic king has

four legitimate wives. Few wotnem have had edu-

cation. They can hold })roperty, and can divorce

Ihemaelvcs from their liusbands. Tlie Barman
woman’s lower garment, Ta-mein, is a narrow
cloth of various colours of a ])leasing contrast,

which descends generally from the waist or from

below the arm to the fiM't. It, is made to ovt;rlnp,

and in front is tucked in, but it is so narrow that

as the wearer w^alks the thigh is more or less

shown at each step. Women transact the most
important business. The filagree work necklace

‘Bayet’is a great ornament with the Burmese
j

women. As in Ikiddhiat countries, Burmese !

women are more nearly the companioiiB and not

the slaves of the men. But the 'rihejo-Iiurmans

and the cognate Indonesian tribes permit great

licence to lioth sexes prior to marriage, when
chastity is not required.

The Burmese tattoo themaelvos, and, after certain

Turks, are perhaps the most civilised men and

women who do so. They tattoo their bodies with

figures of lions, tigers, beloo or demons, and

dragons, also red squares, cabalisitic signs or

words on their breasts, arms, or backs. The
Burmese, Mon, orTa-laing also tattoo from below

the navel to below the knee
;
the Bhan from the

navel to the ankle. The Karen-ni have a rising

sun on their back as a clan badge, as a mark of

manhood. The Kyen tattoo the wliole of the face

of their women. The inflammation is severe, and
death occasionally follows the operations.

The Burmese have no siirnaine. Their single

name is prefixed with Moung, meaning brother,

or Nga, Koh, and Poh. They and the Karen have

the custom of brother-making, called by them

Doh, also Thway-thouk. In salutation, the Bur-

mese bend the head three times to the ground,

but the Karen, the Shan, and wild tribes of

Arakan sniff their relatives. Burme.se are skilled

workers in metals. A bell at Mengoon is 12 feet

high. At Amarapura is a sitting figure of Gau-

dama, 12 feet high. It was formerly the tutelary

saint of Arakan, and was carried off a.d. 1784 by

the king of Burma. Amongst the Karen, the

Kyee-zoe, a large one-headed metal drum, is the

standard of wealth. They use as bellows the

double -formed forcing air-pump of the Malays.

Hla-pet, or pickled tea, prepared from the leaves

of the Elieodcndron Persicum, forms a part of every

Burtnan ceremony. They brew a rice beer called

‘ koung.’

The Karen races continue the destructive form

of iemjiorary clearings for cultivation, called
Tonng-ya, moaning hill clearing or hill garden.
Hats, at long intervals of 40 or 30 years, invade
the Karen lands in myriads, crosaing streams, so
that the water is black with them, an<l devouring
every edible thing. From 1870 to 1874 the hill

country east of the Si tang was deva.^tatcd by
them, and Government expended £10,000 in re-
lieving the Karens.
The adult dead are burned

;
those under 1 5, also

such as have died of cholera or smallpox, are
buried. Leip-bya, or spirit or soul of the deceased,
i.s believed to dwell in tlie house until released on
the seventh clay from the house by the house Nat.
The Karen, after cremation, and at an annual
festival, collect the nn burnt bones, and carry them
to the consecrated Ayo-toung, or hill of bones.
This is a practice of other tribes.

Independent Burma has the British districts of
Assam, Arakan, and Pegu, with the Tipera and
Manipur states on the N, and W. and S., with
Chinese territory and the Slian states on the E.

[

It extends from lat. 19° 30' to 28° 15' N., and

I

from long. 93° 2' to 100° 40' E., and its area has
:
been estimated at 192,000 square miles; this in-

, eludes the tributary Shan states. Its rivers are
the Irawadi, Kyeng-dweng, which unite in lat. 21°

I

50' N., the Sitaiig or Paung-laung (Poiinglonng),
' the Sal win, and the Myit-ngo. Crawfurd estimstecl

its i>ojml;iti<)n at 22 to the squiire mile, which
would give about 3,090,0t)0

;
Colonel Yule's

estimate in 1855 was L200,0o0; Count Beth-
leiicn in 1874, excluding the Shan tribes, reduced
it to 700,000; Dr. Hunter in the Imperial
Gazetteer, including the Shan, supposed the
number to be 4,000,000.

The Burmese seem to have been an intruding
race, conqu«Ting from north to south, and the
boundaries of their kingdom have greatly varied.

On their first aiivnnco from Arakan, tliey appear
to have conquered tlie northern part of the ancient
kingdom of the Mon, for their capital was for

397) years at 1 Vomc. In the era of ilieir greatest
stability and prosperity, their capital was at Pagan
(probably the ])hvco of that name above Ava),
from the second to the middle of the 14 th century
A. I). It was not till the middle of the lOth century
A.D. that they succeeilcd in annexing Itegu. But in

the middle of the 18th the Mon threw off the yoke,
and in their turn Bubjugated all Burma fora short
period. The Burma capital had moved up the
river from Prome to Pagan, from Pagan to Panya,
from Panya to Ava, from Ava to Amarapura, and
thence, in 1822, to Mandalay, where it now is.

In the Burmese chronological table translated in

Crawfurd’ft Embassy, are the following eventa :

—

B.C.

691 Sacred Epoch.—The grand epoch cstablinhed by
An-ja-na, the grandfather of Gautama,

628 Gautama born
; 608 began to reign.

589 Gautama became a Buddha.
544 Gautama ilied, and obtained Nib’han (anni-

hilation).

543 1 The sacred epoch established by king
Ajatasat.

94 450 The communications of Gautama re-

A D. ducod to writing in Ceylon.
76 1 The Prome epoch established by king

Sumuiulri.
639 1 The Vulgar epoch established by Puppa-

Chan-ra han.

1364 726 TJch-cha na praung, in Chitkaing. But
this year Sa - to • mang • bya founded

527
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B.r.

1752

1781

1822

AngwA (Ava), and began to reign

;

and Chitkaing and Panya were de-

stroyed.
1114 Alaung b’hura (Alompra) began to reign

at Mut'Cho~bo (Monchabo).
1143 His cousin Paing - ka - cha, commonly

called Maung-mang, son of U pa-ra-

ja at Ava, succeeded the same year
by his uncle Pa-dem-mang, or Man-ta-
ri-kri, son of Alaung-b’hura, and foun-
der of Ama-ra-pura.

1184 Ava re-built and made the capital.

Independent Burma is ruled by a king, with a
chief council, the Hlut-dan, composed of four

Meng-gyi, fourAt-ween-wun, and faurWan-da-lay.
Burmans differ from the Anameae in being stouter

and darker, and in the head being Daya-Poly-
neaian or Turanian oval, and not obtusely ovoid.

The head varies greatly, and the coarser fonns
show a tendency to the Biniia contraction of the

forehead, rendering the lateral expansion of the

forehead very marked. The normal or non-
Iiidianized Burman head appears in many respects

to resemble the coarse Sumatran, Javan, Borneon,
and Polynesian. This softened Turanian type is

decidedly allied to the oblong square and oval

Chinese type, and not to the ovoid and orbicular

type of the Tibetan, some of the Himalaya-
Gaogetic, the Anam, and the Celebeaian tribes.

The Burmans on the west more often resemble

the handsome Asiancsian tribes found in Borneo,
some parts of F^ast Indonesia, and Polynesia.

Burmans and Malaya are somewhat stouter than
the Siamese, the average height being probably

about 5 feet 2 inches.

The royal family have customs partly Scythic,

partly Aryan. They claim descent from the Solar

king of Kapilawasta (which was the capital of Sud-
dhodana), and one of the royal lilies is * Ne dwet
bhu-yeng,* sun-descended monarch. A peacock

is borne on the royal standard, and the figures of

a peacock and a hare are painted on the king's

throne. The Abeit theik or Water Libation is

offered on the accession of a new sovereign. In

the royal family, the custom is continued of

marriage between half brothers and sisters, and
the king’s eldest daughter remains unmarried.

Burma has a rich soil, producing in abun-

dance all the cereals, millets, pulses, and oil-seeds,

valuable timbers, fibres, cotton, indigo, catechu,

lac, caoutchouc, tea, coffee, tobacco, mustard,

sugars from the cane, palmyra, betel, yam, sweet

potato, and the potato. A tea plant also, supposed
to be the Elseodeudron Persiciim, which furnishes

the chief ingredient in the Hla-pet or pickled

tea. Amongst its mineral products may be named
gold, silver, iron, tin, lead, antimony, copper,

bismuth. Quarries of marble are worked near

Amarapura. Coal has been discovered on the Ira-

wadi. Kuby mines are very productive
;
sapphires

occur, and garnets
;
earth-oil is largely obtained

from wells. A binoxide of tin occurs in abun-
dance in the streams of the Tavoy and Mergui
districts. Lodes have been struck, but they have

been found to fine away. Once-washed stream

tin yields 70 per cent., and twice-washed 75 per

cent., of pure metal. The mercantile products

are rice, timber, silk, lacquer ware
;

and the

people are famed for their gold and silver work,

and for their wood-carving
;

rice, of which the

yearly product is a million tons, employs,

vitb other articles of produce, 1,200,000 tons of

shipping, of which 1,000,000 tons are British.

Of teak wood, 150,000 tons are exported in the
year,—8G,000 tons to India, and 64,000 tons to

Europe, chiefly to Britain. The approximate
value of the whole is £1,000,000 sterling. Rice
cultivation is chiefly in the valleys and the delta.

The amount of the rainfall varies greatly,—in

Prome about 43 inches, and at Sandoway
230 inches.

Caoutchouc trees are abundant in the Bhamo
and Mogoung districts, estimated at nearly half a
million. The galena of Bandwen and Tounghoo
mountains is highly argentiferous

;
precious ser-

pentine also occurs, and the gems of Capelan
(Kyat Pen) are famed. The larger wild animals
are, elephants, rhinoceros, unicorn and bicorn is,

tiger, leopard, bear, deer, bovidj®, por-
poises.

—

Forbes* Jhtrmah; MasorCa Burmah ; Craw-
ford; y'^ule's Embassy; Oldham in do., p. 335;
Prinsep's Antiauities; Peschel; AitchesorCs Treaties;
Bishop Biffonaet ; Imp, Gaz.
BuRMALA. Hind. A marriage garland.
BURMANN, author of the ThesauriiB Zeylani-

ciis, published in Holland, which he wrote from
the collections made in Ceylon by Dr. Paul
Hermann, a medical man in Ceylon. The same
collection served Linnaeus to write his Flora Zey-
lanica, and it ia now in the British Museum.
Subsequent to this, in the year 1768, Professor
Nicholas Laur. Burraann of Amsterdam, son of
the author of the Flora Zeylanica, published his

Flora Indica, with 67 plates, containing figures of

178 plants tolerably executed, but much inferior

to those in the Flora Zeylanica.— Wight's Prod*
FI. /. p. 10, quoted in Hook, et Th.

BUltMAR. Hind. Artemisia parviflora.

BURN, Majou-Genehal, an officer of the Bengal
army

;
while of the rank of major, when Dehli was

besieged by the Mahratta army 20,000 strong,
under llolkar, with a full train of artillery of

130 guns, kept in constant activity, though the
walls were U) miles in circumference, and much
decayed, with a small force he defended it suc-
cessfully, until the siege was raised by the approach
of the grand army. 8ir D. Ouchterlony, then
Resident, remarked that it cannot but reflect the
greatest Iwnour on the discipline, courage, and
fortitude of British troops in the eyes of all

Hindustan, to observe that with a small force they
sustained a siege of nine days, repelled an assault,

and defended a city 10 miles in circumference,
which had ever before been given up nt the first

appearance of an enemy at its gatea It is com-
memorated by one of the bastions being named
Burn’s bastion.

—

Oriental Herald^ vol. v.

BURNELL, A. C., of the Madras civil service,

who devoted much labour to the elucidation of
the history of ancient India; an eminent Sanskrit
scholar, a voluminous writer on Hindu law and
Sanskrit literature. The Strasburg University
honoured him with the title of Doctor.

BURNES. Three brothers of this name served
together in India. Sir Alexander Burnes wrote
Travels in Bokhara and History of Cabul, at
which place, along with their youngest brother
Charles, be fell on the 2d November 1841. They
were natives of Montrose in Scotland, sons of
James Burnes, provost of the town, and relatives

of the poet Bums.
' Sir Alexander entered the Bombay army in

1822; travelled from Bombay through Sind, the
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BURNOUF, EUGENE. BURSERACEiE.

Paniab, and Bokhara to the Caspian Sea, return-

ing by the Persian Gulf, betwixt 1881 and 1883

;

was despatched on a mission to Kabul in 1837

;

Assistant to the Envoy from 1888 tol84iJ; Author
of Notice of Hospital for Animals at Surat, Jl. i.

p. 96 ;
On the Colossal Images in Bamian, Bl. As.

Trans. 1883, ii. p. 663 ;
Travels into Bokhara,

Lond. 1884, 3 vols. ; On Female Infanticide in

Cutch, Lond. A. S. Trans. 1834, i. p. 193 ;
Cabool,

1837 and 1838, Lond. 1842, 1 vol.
;
Notice of

Sind, Lond. G. S. Trans. 1837, viii. p, 2 ;
Observa-

tions on the Maritime Communications of India,

as carried on by the Natives, ibid. 1836, vi. p. 2

;

On the Ruins of Puttun Somnath, Lon. A.S. Trans.

V. p. 104
;
Account of the Reg Rawan

;
On the

Descendants of Alexander in the Valley of the

Oxus
;
On a Fair for the Indus Trade

;
On Herat

and the Surrounding Countries
;
Coal I^alities

near the Indus
;
Navigation of the Indus

;
On

the State of Turkestan. He also wrote articles

on Commerce in Sind and Afghanistan
; On the

Persian Faction in Kabul
;
On the Political

Power of the Sikhs
;
On the Political State of

Kabul in 1887; On Russia in Central Asia
; On

the Siah Posh
;
On the Wool of Kabul and Bokh-

ara. A memoir of his life appeared in the

Bombay Times, December 1841, As. Jl. 1842.

James Burncs, K.H., the elder brother, a
medical officer of the Bombay army, author of A
Visit to the Court of Sind,

—

Dr. Buist's Narra-
tive of Afghanistan^ Bombay, 1843.

BURNOUF, EUGENE, a learned native of

France, who devoted much of his life to oriental

investigations. Asa Sanskrit scholar, in 1840-47

he edited and translated part of the Bhagavata
Purana. He published in 1844 his Introduction

k riiiatoire du Buddhlsme. He died in 1851. He
was Professor of Sanskrit in the College de
France in 182G, in conjunction with Lassen. He
wrote the Essai snr le I’ali. He did for Zend and
Achsernenian Persian what Jacob Grimm had done
for the Teutonic languages. Mis labours have been
continued by Lassen, llaug, Spiegel, Justi, and
others. He published a memoir on the cuneiform
inscriptions of Ilaniadan.— Oriental Linguistic

Studies^ p. 170
;
Sayce^ i. p. 62.

BURNUS, All., also written Burnoos, a hooded
cloak, generally made of white woollen stuff, and
mostly worn by the people of northern Africa.

BURO. Bf.ng. In Hindi, Bara, large.

Buro-bel, Jasminum plenum.
Buro'bet, Calamus fascioulatus.

Buro-buhooari, Cordia latifolia.

Buro-chali, Guatteria suberosa.

Buro-chhooncha, Cyperus Iria.

Buro-chuna, Vicia sativa.

Buro-elaohi, Amomum ^rana paradiri.

BurO'gachby Ficus religiosa.

Buro-gothoobi, Mariscus cyperinus.

BurO'hulkusa, Leucas cephalotes.

Buro-ijalgantee, Panicum setigerum.

Buro-ihauji, Utricularia stellaris.

Buro-joan, Ptychotis ajowan.
Burodubanee, Tricbelostylis mOiacea.
Buro-kanoor, Crinum toxicarium.

Buro-kerui, Euphorbia birta.

Buro-keshuriya, Hymenoch»te grossa.

Buro-keshuti, Adenoetemma biocarpum.
Buro-koksbim, Blumea laoera.

Buro’koondo, Jasminum arboreaoens.

Buro-kookoor-ohita, Tetrantbera monopetala.
Buro-kulpa, Tricliodesma Zevlanicum.
Buro-kungi, Abutilon mveoleos.
Buro kut, Sagittaria ootusifolia.

2 L

Buro-looniya, Portulaca oleracea.

Buro-makal, Trichosanthes bracteata.

Buro-methi, Trigonella fcBnum-Griecum.
Buro-munda, Loranthiis longiflorus.

Buro-mufloor, Ervum lens.

Buro-neelpudmo, Nymphaea major.
Buro-panchoo-lee, Yillarsia Indica.

Buro-panee-murich, Polygonum pilosum.
Buro-pani-nuti, Poa Ohinensis.
Buro-phootika, Melaatoma Malabathrioum.
Buro-rai, Sinapis ramosa.
Buro-ritha, Sapindus emarginatus.
Buro-ruktu-kumbul, Nymphaea rubra.
Buro-sada-rna'khumshim, Canavalia leuoosperma.
Buro-shalook, Nymphaea pubescens,
Buro-shalpanee, Flemingia congesta.
Buro shama, Panicum hispidulum.
Buro-shialkanta, Argemone Mexicana.
Buro-shoonthee, Rottbolla exaltata.

Buvo-shoung, Bergera Konigii.

Buro'tugur, Tabernaeinontana plena.

BURO-BHOOA and Bhooa. Hind. Species of

BombyX which feed on the castor-oil plant and
Cocculus acuminatiis. They are shaggy-haired,

imitating each other. The former is innocuous,
but the hairs of the Bhooa are brittle, and cause
intolerable itching, provoking dangerous and even
fatal results. If swallowed by goats or buffaloes,

it is followed by swelling and inflammation of the

bowels. The bhooa is shunned by mynas and
other insect-eating birds.

BUHOOl), a race in Berar. In 1805 there were
955 of this people in the Oomraoti district.

BUKOONDl. Sansk. Celosia argentea.

BURR or BARR. Wherever Arabs are met
with in tents, they denominate their place of

encampment ‘ Burr,’ or wilderness,—the term
Sahara, or desert, being more particularly applied

to the wilderness of Africa.

BURR. Arab. Triticum jcstivum, wheat.
BURIiAR, Hind., in Rajputana is an in-

definite term for taxation, ai>d is connected with
the thing taxed, as ghaneem burrar, war tax

;

garb ginti-burrar, house tax
;
hal-burrar, plough

tax
;

neauta-burrar, marriage tax, and others,

both of old and new standing. The burrar is

well understood in Mewar, and is levied on many
occasions for the necessities of the prince or the

head of a clan.

—

Rajasthan^ i. pp. 143, 160,

BURRL Hind. Wedding gifts; also hand-
sowing of seed, also dibbling grain. Gurri, GulH,
and Si are all similarly applied.— W.
BURRICK, a fabric manufactured by the

Jaguri Hazara from the wool of the Dutnba
sheep. Qu. Barik, Pers., fine.

BURRO. Hind. Reed pens.

BURSENAPATI, the tide of the chief of the

Muttuk branch of the Singpho group, and the

people are called Muttuk, Moaraerria or Mowa-
meria. Their country is a short distance from
where the Brahmaputra river enters the Assam
valley, and they dwell close to the banks, apd
principally on the southern side.

BURSERACEiE, a natural order of plants,

nearly all natives of tropical climates. About 24
species have been found in S.E. Asia, of the
genera Balsamodendron, Boswellia, Canarium,
Garuga, Icica, and Protium. They all have an
abundance of fragrant resinous juice. Boswellia
serrata yields olibanum. Canarium Bengalense,
of this tribe, according to Dr. Roxburgh, exudes
an excellent clear amber-coloured resin, not un-
like copal. In America, several valuable resins,

as elemi, carana, chibow, and two or three kinds
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BUKSIXOPETALUM AIIBOREUM.* BtrSTAR.

of tacamabaca, are afforded by plants of this tribe.—Hoyle's III. Him. Bot. p. 177 ;
Voiyt, p. 149.

BURSINOPETALUM ARBOREUM, Wight,

var. niacrophyUiim. A large tree of the forests of

the Central rrovinces of Ceylon, growing at an
elevation of 4000 to 7000 feet. B. tetrandrum,

Wight, is another large tree of Ceylon.

—

Thw.
Zeyl. i. p. 42.

BUHSUNGA. Hikd. The leaves of Bergera
Eonigii, used medicinally.

BURTON, R. F., an officer of the Bombay army,
in which he rose to the rank of captain, one of tlie

most varied linguists of his day. In 1853, under
the name of Haji Abdullah, he viBited Medina and
Mecca. He led an expedition into Central Africa,

and discovered Lake Tanganyika. He visited the

Mormons at the Salt Lake. He entered the civil

service of Great Britain, and was successively

consul of Damascus, at British Guiana, at Cape
Coast, and at 'IVieste. Ho went on a mission to

the king of Dahomey. He made an examination

of the land of Midian. He wrote—Goa and the

Blue Mountains
;

Description of Sind, or the
Unhappy Valley

;
Sind and the Races that inhabit

the Valley of the Indus; Journey to Mecca;
Travels in the Somali Country

;
The City of the

Saints; The Nile Basin; Abeokuta, Zanzibar;
Unexplored Syria; The Highlands of Brazil;

Battlefields of Paraguay
;

Ultima Thule
;
Two

Trips to Gorilla Land ;
Mission to Dahomey.

BURU,a large island in the Eastern Archipelago,

being about 200 miles in circumference. The bulk
of the inhabitants are a comjmratively fair people,

very closely resembling the natives of Ainhoyna;
and the only tribe that is likely to be Papuan,
is a small community which resides in the neigh-

bourhood of a mountain lake near the centre of

the island. Tliis lake was visited by parties from
the garrison in 16C8, and again in 1710, and their

observations are recorded at some length by
Valentyn, in his Beschryvinge Van Cost India.

—

EnrVs Papuans, p. 185.

BURUCH. Singh. Chloroxylon Swietenia, R.
BURUD. Mahr. a caste whose occupation

is mat-making, sometimes enumerated among
the village servants.

BURUGA. Tel. Eriodendron anfractuosum.
BURUNG. Malay, Any bird.

BURUNGEE. Dukh. Siphonanthus Indica

;

Hind., Quercus flexuosa.

BURUT are distinguished from the Kalmuk
only by their language. The Mongol, the Kal-
muk, and the Burnt are a very phlegmatic, good-
humoured people

;
they have all accepted Buddh-

ism, but practise many shaman rites.

BURY A. Pers. Mats.
BURZAL. Hind, Betula bhojputra,

BUUZUl). Pers. Galbanum.
BUSA-KARELLA. Hind. Momordica char-

antia.

BUSHAN, of Upper Chenab, Salix alba.

BUSHIA, a tv)wn in the Himalaya, with horses,

yaks, she^, provisions, etc. The people, half

nomadic Tartars, inhabit caves fitted up like

houses in the cold season, and dwell in tents

during the rest of the year. The height of Bushia
is 9200.

—

Proceed. Mag. Suro. India, p. 8.

BUSHIRE or Abu-Shabr, in lat. 29° 0' 15"

N., and long. 50° 51' 30" K., a port on the coast
of the Persian province of Pars, 225 miles W.S.W.
of Shiraz, It is situated at the N. extremity of

a low sandy peninsula, about 11 miles long and 34
broad. It has a population of about 12,000 souls.

Treaties were made with the king of Persia in

17fi3 and 1841, and the British have a Resident

there. The value of the trade amounts to about
a million sterling. Its population are mixed
Arabs and Persians, with about 100 Armenian
merchants. The tribes around Bushire are the

bravest on the Persian seaboard, and opposed the

British in the war with Persia in 1856. It was
captured by the British on the 10th December
185(), Bushire is probably the result of the silting

up of a still more ancient harbour about 6 miles

from it, where bricks with cuneiform inscriptions

are found. Out of the plain near Bualiire many
vases have been taken, formed of ill-baked clay,

and filled with seeds of the tulah plant or mallows,

which soon decay when affected by the fresh air.

Earthen urns, containing the remains of human
bodies, are said to abound on the plain of Bushire.
—MacGregor, pp. 80-102

;
Ousclq/'s Travels, i.

p. 21 fi ; Treaties, vii. 09, 137.

BUSH-KURD district is looked upon bv the
natives as a pari of the Kohistan, and tl»e Kurds
who inhabit it arc never spoken of by tiie term
Makrani, or people of Makran

;
but it is south

of the Kohistan, and Unquestionably in Makran.
It is one uninterrupted and rugged mass of moun-
tains, that afford pasturage for the cattle of the

Kurd Baluchi, who depend on the lower countries

for grain and other supplies. I’hesc people are a

tribe of Kurds that have advanced out of liUristan.

—]*ottinger s Travels, pp. 305-6.

BUSli QUAIL. Lowa, Hind. Quails of the

genus Perdicula.

BUSI. Tel. Vitex arborea.

BUSSAHIR or Bashahr, a hill state in the

upper course of the Sutlej river, recognised Cth

November 1815, at the close of the N^'pal war,

and in 1862 granted the right of adoption, 'I'he

inhabitants suffer from goitre, but not so much
as in the valleys of the Pabur and Tons

;
the

people in the higher valleys do not suffer so much
as those in low situations. The natives of Bus-
sahir, Sookeyt Mundee, and Kooloo have sallow

complexions, and seem all of the same race.

BUSSI KHEL, a tribe on the N.W. borders of

British India. The Afridi lie between Peshawur
and Kohat

;
they are fierce, factious, and strong,

and, with the Bungush, the Jewaki, Bari, Bussi

Khel, and Busti Khel, as also the Sipah and Buzoti,

are more or less independent.

BUSSO. Jap. A Buddhist priest or talapoiu.

BUSSY, an eminent commander of the French
in India, from a.d. 1751. He threw all his influ-

ence ill Buppoftof the Nizam of the Dekhan, was
present at the battle of Ambur, which the French
gained and Anwar-ud-Din fell, and he attacked

Gingee successfully. Hu was attached to Muzaffar
Jung, but after his death he appointed Salabut
Jung to be subahdar of the Dektian, and accom-
panied him to Aurangabad. He subsequently
defeated the Peshwa, and was able to obtain for

Dupleix the title of Nawab of the Carnatic. Ho
subsequently obtained the cession of four provinces

near Aurangabad, then of the four Circars. Ho
was afterwards dismissed the Hyderabad service.

He then returned to the Dekhan, and joined Lally

at A root, and was taken prisoner at the battle of

Waiidiwash.

—

Malleson, French in India.

BUSTAR, a district and dependency in Central



BUT.BUSTAnS.

India, surrounded by the Teling in the south,

Khond and Mari Gond on the east, and Hindus to

the north. It lies westward of the state of Jey-
nore, and has the Godavery for its southern
noundary. In length it is about 170 miles, and in

breadth about 120, with an area of 18,000 square
miles. It is a country of plains and plateaux,

lofty mountains and fertile valleys, rivers and
forests, with a population of about 200,000.

The raja claims to be a Rajput, and the family

add Singh to their name. The chief town is

Jug<lulpiir. Till past the middle of the 19th
century, human sacrifices to Deoteshwari Devi
were of frequent occurrence, and at certain festi-

vals as many as a thoufiand sheep and buffaloes

would be sacrificed to two goildesses. The races

consist of the hunting sncl fishing Trtgnra or

l^irja^ who will eat anything, from beef and
mutton dowm to rats and snakes. The Guriira,

who subsist by cultivation chiefly, seem much
given to dancing and amusement. On holidays,

men and women join in dancing to the m\mic of a

fife and drum. A ring is formed by all joining

hands
;

the company circles round and round,

relieved now and then by mighty hops to the

centre and back. This finished, a man step.s

forward, singles out one of the other sex, and
banters her about her ugliness, and so forth, and

the woman retorts. The Soouflee deal extensively

in mahwa arrack. The Maria are numerous
;
in-

habit the densest jungles, avoid all contact with

strangers, and are so timid tiiat they flee to the hills

on the least alarm. They are strong and agile, very

expert in the u.se of the bow, and are a cheerful,

light-hearted race. The women <attoo themselves

from head to foot. The clothing of the Maria

decreases in quantity in direct proportion to the

increase of the distance of their abodes from

civilisation. They are very inquisitive, sharp

observers, apt to learn, and remarkable for their

trutlifulness and honesty. The savage race in the

Bella hills have leaf aprons.

BUSTARD. European and Indian bustard.

Bect-miaka, . Can., Tkl. Jangli kaboot, . . Hind.
Oatarde, Outarde, Uout- Starda commune, . . It.

arde, Bistarde, . Fr. Cowdun, Ahu-buru, Pkrs.

Trapp, Trappe, Trap- Jars,

gang, .... Ger. (Justard, . . . Scotch.

Ackentrapt)e, . . ,,
Abu-tarda, .... Sp.

Der Groaae Trappe, ,, Nil-Naray, . . . Tam.

It is the Otis tarda, the great bustard of Europe,

to which the English name bustard is usually

given
;
but in the classifications of zoologists the

family Otididje has three genera, the Houbara,

Eupodotis, and Sypheotides, some species of the

last being usually termed florikin.

Eupodotis Edwardsii, Gray. Indian bustard,

Oti» nigricepB, Vig, I
Otis luoionensiii, VieilL 7

Tokdar, Burra, . Hind.
|

Gurrayin of Hurriana.

Sobun Gugunbher, ,, J
Bat-myaka, . . . Tel.

This noble bird is 4i to 5 feet long, and extent

8 feet. It weighs 26 to 28 lbs. It is not known
in. Bengal, Behar, or the Malabar coast, but seeks

the open grassy plains of India. It is becoming

very scarce in the cultivated country, but is said

to be still abundant in Rajputana. Their usual food

are insects, but they eat reptiles and fruits. They

are polygamous, and at the breeding season the

male struts about on some eminence, puffing out

the feathers of the neck and throat

0. lucioneusis of China may be a distinct species.

Other species are E. nnbra, EvpptU

;

E. Eudwigi,
Enpp.; E. Caffra, Lickt; E. Denhaini, Children;
E. Arabs, L.

;

and E. Kori, BnrckelL A 8])ecica

very closely allied to E. Elwardsii is the Otis

Australis, Gray^ the wild turkey of Australia.

Houbara Macqueenii, Oray^ Houbara bustard.

Otis marmorata, Gray.

Dugdoor, .... Afoh. I Tilaor, Hind.
Hurriana florikin, . Eno.

|
Obarra, . . W. Pan,j.

This bird has a beautifully crested heatl, is 25
to 30 inches long, and extended is 4 feet. It

wH‘igh8 3;} to 8^ lbs. It is supposed that both the

male and the female assume the ruff in the breed-

ing season. It is found throughout the plains of

the Panjab and Upper Sind, where it is much
hawked with the cherrug falcon, Falco sacer. It

also occurs from Dehli to Afghanistan, in Mesopo-
tamia, in Europe, and England. It occasionally

baffles the hawk by ejecting on it a horribly

stinking fluid, which besmears and soils the hawk s

plumage. Houbara undulata occurs in N. Africa

and Arabia, and visits Spain.

Sypheotides BengaloiiBia, Gvielin.

Otis deliciona. Gray.
|
Otis Himalayana, Vigors.

Charaa, charaj, charaz, H.
|
Dabar of Nepal Torai.

The Bengal florikin is about 24 to 27 inches

long, and 44 to 47 inches extended. In the breed-

ing dress of the male, the whole head, which is

crested, also the neck, breast, and lower parts,

with the thigh coverts, are deep glossy black. It

is found from Lower Bengal to all along the foot

of the Himalaya. The sexes live 8j)art, at no

great distance from each other. They eat insects

and sprouts of plants. It is shy and wary.

Sypheotides auritus, lAitham^ lessei* florikin.

Ot’B fulvft, Sykes.

Khar titr of HhiU.
j

Likh, . . .Hind.
Kan noul, . . . CAN. I

Tan-molir, . , Mahr.
Charaz, charaw, . DuKH.

j

Warragu Koli, . . Tam.
Chulhi charrjiB, , . ,, 1

Niala-nimili, , . . Tkl.

The CanareRe, Mahratta, and Telugu names
mean ‘ grouml peafowl.’ Id breeding plumage,

the male, in head, neck, ear -tufts, medial wing
covers, and the wliole lower plumage, is deep

black
;

the chin alone is white. It is 18 or

19 inches long, and weighs 16 or 18 oz. Or.

Jerdon coimiders the bli;k and common grey

florikin to be identical, but in the nlumugo of

different seasons
j

it is found throughout India,

from the Himalaya to the south. It eats insects

and beetles. It is hawked by the baz, the laggar,

the shahin, and wokhab.
Otis t^trax, L., the Tetrax campestris, the small

bustard of Europe, is said to have been found in

the Peshawur valley, and occurs in Central and

Western Asia and North Airica.

The following are bustards of Africa, some of

which spread into Arabia, viz, 0. rhaaji, Shaw;

0. caerulescens, Vieill.

;

0. scolopacea, Temm.

;

0.

afra, L.

;

0. afroidea, S.

;

0. Senegalemis, Vieill.

;

O. inelanogaster, Rupp.

The Australian bustard is *thc 0. Australis
;
in

the pairing season, the attitudinizing of the naale

is extremely singnlar. —Ainslie, Mat. Med. ;
Eng.

Cyc. ; Jerdon^ Birds. See Birds.

BUSTI KHEL, an Afghan tribe. See Bussi.

BUT, a manner of pronouncing and writing

the name of Buddha, also the Bbot or Hoc

BUT. Pers. An idol. In the Hindi and
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several Indian tunguee, Bu or But is a spirit,

generally an evil spirit.

But-Faroshi, a tax or fine levied to defray the

cost of celebrating the worship of the village

deity.

But-Khana, a temple, an idol-house
;
by some

supposed to be the origin of the English word
pagoda, also Bupposed to be from pai-guda.

BUT, also Butkalay. Beno. Cicer arietiuum.

BUTA. Hind. Head of the Indian corn, the

Zea mays. Huta-dar, a diaper fabric. Also any
shrub or plant

;
Orotalaria burhia : Cbeti-buta,

Abelia triflora. Buta kara-mee, Tel., Nauclea
parvifolia.

BUTAI-MISWAK, Hind., Astragalus multiceps.

BUTAIRI, or Ailri, Hind., Khus semialata.

BUTALLA-POTAKA. Tel. Senna.

BUTALLI MARAM. Tam. Givottia rottleri-

formis.

BUTANA. Hind, Common pea.

BUTANI, a clan of the Baluch Maghazzi tribe,

which has been located in Kachi for a long time.

The Maghazzi are subdivided into four principal

families or clans, of which the Butani of Jell are

the most illustrious, and give the chief or sirdar

to the whole. They boast of being able to muster
2000 fighting men, and between them and the

Rind a blood- feud long existed. The Maghazzi
and Rind are alike addicted to the use of ardent
spirits, opium, and bhang. The Butani dwelling

in the Dehra Ismail Khan district, were a robber

tribe until they became British subjects.

BUTvVN KOOSHUM. Sansk. Anisomcles
Malabarica.

BUTASHA, Hind. Sugar cakes.

BUTAYAT. Burm. .d^gyeeras fragrans, /Ton.

BUTCHER ISLAND, 3J miles from the shore

in Bombay harbour. Its Hindu name is Depa-
devi, or the island of the gods. Holy Island.

BUTEA FRONDOSA. Roxb, Bastard teak.

Erythrina mdnosperma, Lam.
Pulasa ; Kinaka, . Bkno.
Pouk-pin

;
Pouk-

nway BURM.
Mootr, Ch’hiul, . Can.
Pulas £no.
Parasa ;

Dhak, . Hind.

Ohuchra Pla, ,

Kinsuka, . .

Kalu-ka;la, . .

PorHsa maram,
Moduga chettu,

Kimsukamu, .

Panj.
Sansk.
SiNOH.
Tam.
Tel.

*1

This tree grows in most parts of British India

and Ceylon. It covered the battlefield on which
Clive defeated Suraj-ud-Dowla, which in history

is known as the battle of Plassey. When left to

nature it attains a good size, but it is much cut for

firewood, and its roots cut for fibre to make ropes

with, and it is generally seen gnarled and bushy.

In April its large clusters of deep orange-coloured

flowers, called teso, also kisu, attract attention.

An infusion of the flowers of this and also of

B. superba, dye cotton, previously prepared with

alum, a bright yellow, which may be changed
by an alkali into deep reddish orange. The lac

insect is frequently found on the smaller branches.

Its wood resembles teak in appearance, and is used
for gunpowder charcoal, well curbs, and for

building purposes. The leaves are sold to shop-

keepers m the bazars for the purpose of wrap-
ping small articles in them instead of paper.

From the bark of the root a very strong fibre is

prepared. The root is cut into lengths of from
two to four feet, and the bark peeM off, dried,

and beaten by handfuls with a wooden mallet.

It is used for caulking boats, and making ropes

and cables for anchoring boats. The flowers are

offered by the Ho to their god Desauli Bonga. Its

gum, of a deep red colour, is known in commerce
as the Butea kino and Indian kino, the Palas

gond or Dhak ka gond,

BUTEA SUPERBA. Roxb. iii. 267.

Tige nioduga, . . Tel. I Baranki ohettu, . Tel.
Tivva moduga, . . „ j

An immense creeper with flowers resembling

those of B. frondosa. It grows on the mountains
of Coromandel, in the Circars, the Kheri jungle,

and in the Dehra Doon, and is not uncommon in

the provinces of Tavoy and Mergui. It yields the

same kind of gum as B. frondosa.

BUTEONIN.dE, the buzzard sub-family of

birds of the order Raptores, or birds of prey, com-
prises Archibiiteo hcmiptilopus of Tibet and the

Himalaya
;

Buteo pygimena of Tenasserim
;

B.

rufinus of India and N. Africa, and B. vulgaris,

the common buzzard of Europe, N. Africa, Asia
Minor, higher mountains of India, common in the

W. Himalaya, rare in the Neilgherries, and replaced

on the plains by B. canescens
;
rare, and to the

northward and far west only, in America; mostly
migratory in Scandinavia. B. Bacha, Franklin^

and B. >felanotis, Jerd.y are synonyms of Spilornis

cheela, Dand.
BUTHUS AFER, Linn.^ the great black scor-

pion of Ceylon
;

is as large as a little crayfish
;

its sting occasions a little inflammation.

BUTL Hind. A vegetable
;
flower.

Awani buti, Ballota limbata.
Ikiti ka mockka, Boletus ignarius.

Ikvggi buti, Stachys parviflora.

])an<ii buti, Cleome ruta.

Farid buti, Farsetia Edgoworthii.
Ganda buti, Euphorbia helioscopia.

Oandi buti, Gliims latoides.

Kauri buti, Trichodesma Indica; Solarium gracilipes.

Khare buti, Oreoseris lanudnosa.
Mundi buti, Sphreranthus hirtus.

Pill buti, Abutilon Indicum.
]*ipat buti, Hcliotropium ramosissimum.
l*opat buti, H, Europaoum.
Kesham buti, Berthclotia lanceolata.
San buti. Cassia obovata.
Tappal buti, Crozophora tinctoria.

AVadi buti, Ajuga bracteata.

BUTIA, a name comprising the Little Tibetans,
the natives of Ladakh, the Tibetans of Tibet proper,
and the people of Bhutan. See Bhot Bnutan

;

Bulti ; Ladakh ; Tibet.

BUTIRSACHA. Malay. Glass beads.

BUTKUS. Mal. Elseodendron Roxburghii.
BUT MOOGRA. Dukii. Jasminum sambac.
BUTOCERA RUBUS, the Curuminga of the

Singhalese. A beetle which penetrates the trunk
of the cocoanut tree near the ground, and there
deposits its eggs; and its grubs, when hatched,
eat their way upwards through the centre of

the tree to the top, where they pierce the young
leaf-buds and do incredible damage.

—

Ttnnenis
Ceylon.

BUTOMUS, a genus of plants of the ord. Buto-
macese. Roxburgh (ii. 3 16) describes B. lanceo-
latus of India. B. umbellatus, the Kiai-tsau of the
Chinese, is a waterside plant of China and Europe.
Its rhizomes, formerly eaten, are now used medi-
cinally.

BUT PESH. Hind. Aplotaxis gossypina.

BUT SHUR. Hind. Ephedra Gerardiana.
' BUT-SU-DA-NA. Japan. A Buddhist altar-

shelf.
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BUTTER.
Niu-nai-yu

;
Su>yu, Chin.

8mor, ..... Dan.
Boter Dut.
Bcurro, .... Fr.
Karra

; Maaka

;

Maokan, . . . Hind.
Burro; Butiro,. . It.

Makhan, .... Mahr.
Butyrum^ . . . Lat.

Manik aapi ;
Man-

tega, . . . . Mal.
Maslo, Pol.
Manteiga, . . . Port.
Masslo korowe, . . Rus.
Manteca, .... Sp.

Venne, .... Tam.
Ma-sz-ko-yu, . Tartar.
Venna, .... Tel.

Butter is one of the components of milk, the

others being curd or casein, a kind of sugar, and
certaiu salts. The lighter matters suspended in

milk, when it is allowed to stand, separate in the

form of cream, which can be further separated, by
churning, into butter and butter milk. The yield

of cream is increased by dropping into the milk a

small piece of zina Butter is naturally of a yellow

colour, wliich is deepened when the cows feed in

rich pastures, but it is often artificially heightened

by arnotto and safflower. Karra, or fresh butter,

is seldom used by the natives of India. It is

generally kept till it turns rancid, and then

clarified by repeated boiling. This is called

roughan in Persia, and ghi in India. The ordi-

nary drink of the Tartai-s is kumya, a spirit made
of mares’ milk. They pour the milk into a large

leathern vessel, and, when they have got a con-

siderable quantity, beat it till it begins to ferment

like new wine. When it becomes quite sour,

they beat it again violently, and then draw off the

buttery part. The fermented whey makes a brisk

sort of liquor, with an agreeable almond flavour,

very intoxicating to those not much accustomed

to it. 'I'he Tartars also make from goats’ milk a

kind of butter, wdiich they boil and keep for winter

use in goats’ skins, and though they put no salt in

it, it never spoils. It is seemingly ghi. After

they have tiken off the butUT, they boil the curd

again to make cheese, which they dry in the sun,

and which is as hard as iron. These cheeses they

put into sacks for the winter store, and when the

supply of milk becomes scanty, they put this hard,

sour curd into a leathern vessel, pour hot water

upon it, and beat it till it liquefies
;
and with this

acid drink they have to content themselves during

the time of year so severely felt by j>astoral nations.

The ’rartar.s live chiefly on their flocks and the

produce of the chase. In China the milk of every

domesticated animal has been employed for making

cream and butter. The milk from the wild cow

is said to be the host. Ghi, or clarified butter, is

called T’i-lui.

—

Smith, ib', Hue's Chrlstiautty^ i.

p. iiOll
;
TomL ; M'C'ull,

BUTTER, 1)r. D., a Bengal medical officer

who wrote on the Topography and Statistics of

Oudh, Calcutta, 1839 ;
On Public Health in India

;

Planting of Trees along the Himalayas, Bl. Med.

and Phys. Trans., Calcutta Govcnimont Gazette,

and As. Jl, 1829, xxvii. ;
On the Preparation of

Opium for the Chinese Market in the Behar and

Benares Agencies, Bl. As. Trans., 1831), v. 1G5.

BUTTERFLY.
Ijet-pva,

Pupiilon,
Sohmettcrling,

Burm.
. Fr.
. Qsr.

Parwana,
Furfalla,

Mariposa,

which often ineaauic six inches across, are of a

deep velvet black. Its catiupillar feeds on the

Aristolochia and betel leaf, but the butterfly on
the heliotrope. Papilio polymnostor, the black

and blue butterfly, feeds on the ruddy flowers of

the hibiscus or the dark-green foliage of the citrus.

Papilio Hector lias criinson spots ou the black

velvet of the inferior wings. When examining

the Lachen valley. Dr. Hooker found the cater-

pillar of the swallow-tail butterfly (Papilio

machaon) common, feeding on umbelliferous

plants, as iu England; and a sphynx (like S.

euphorbiae) was devouring the euphorbias
;
the

English Cynthia cardui (painted-lady butterfly)

was common, as were sulpliui-s, marbles, Pontia

(whites), blues, and Theda, of British aspect but

foreign species. Amongst these, tropical forma

were rare, except one fine black swallow-tail.

Kallima inaebis of India and K, paralekta of the

Malay Archipelago furnish wonderful examples of

protective resemblance to dead or decaying leaves,

every one of them being some shade of ash or brown
or ochre. Tlie Ornithoptera paseidoii of the Aru
Islands, is the bird-winged butterfly. In the

western districts of Java are the calliper butterfly,

Cliaraxes kadeni
;
of birds, the elegant green and

yellow trogon, Harpictes Reinwardti
;
the gorgeous

little mini vet fly-catcher, Pericrocotus miniatua,

which looks like a flame of fire among the bushes
;

and the rare black and crimson oriole, Analcipus

sanguinolentus. The Papilio arjuna has its wings

covered with grains of golden green.— Wallace^

p. 118.

BUTTER MILK.

Hind.
. It.

. SP.

Hind.
Tam.

I

Salla, also Majiga, . Tel.

Butterflies are very numerous in the S. and E.

of Asia, and many of them very beautiful. They

are classed by entomologists in the insect order

Lepidoptera. The largest and most gaudy of

Ceylon is the great black and yellow butterfly, the

Ornithoptera darsius, Gray. Its upper wings,

Dhai, . .

Mt)roo, . .

Butter milk forms an ingredient in many native

recipes ;
it is used by chucklers for softening

leather.

—

Rohde, MSS.
BUTTER-NUTS, See Caryocar.

BUTTERS, VEGETABLE. This name is given

to the concrete oil of certain vegetables, from its

resemblance to tlie butter obtained from the milk

of animals. The term is also occasionally, but

improperly, api>lied to some vegetable products

which are entirely of a waxy nature, such as the

wax of Myrica cerifera. Tlie name is likewise

bestowed in Siberia on certain algae, species of

the genus Nostoe, such as N. pruniforme. The

most important vegetable butters are protiuced by

species of Bassia and certain palms.

Butter of Cacao, from Thcobroma cacao. 1000

parts of the seed yield 300 parts of a concrete oil

or butter, (i a most agreeable flavour.

Butter of Cinnamon, from Cinnainoraum verum,

or C. Zeylanicum. By strong decoction the fruit

yields a concrete oil, also called cinnamon wax,

iiscil for candles, and which exhales while burning

a most fragrant odour.

Butter of Nutmeg, from Myristica moschata, ia

brought from the Moluccas, of two kinds, and is

obtained by bruising the nutmegs into a paste,

which is compressed in bags between hot metallic

plates.

Butter of Cocoanut, from the Cocos nucifera, is

proiMireil by rasping the pulp of fresh ripe cocoa-

nut, adding a little hot water, squeezing and boil-

ing the milky juice until the water has evaporated,

and filtering through paper. This oil separates

into two portions, the one fluid and limpid, the

other a solid concrete substance of a pure white
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colour, which, in the shade, remains unliquidated

at all temperatures.

Butter of Palin>oil, from Elajis Guineensis, a

native of Africa and America, It is much esteemed
in Europe for unp:uents, and has been lately re-

commended for culinary purposes.

Butter and Tallow 'free, the Pentadesma buty-

racea, /?r., of Sierra Leone, is so named from the

yellow, greasy juice which copiously flows from
it when cut. It is mixed by the Negroes with

their food.

Kawan Solid Oil, of Java and Singapore, is

obtained from an undetermined species of Baasia.

Shea Butter is from the seeds of Bassia Parkii,

Don^ growing in \V. Africa
;

likely to become
valuable for the manufacture of candles and soap.

Galarn Butter, from Bassia butyracea, Fuhva
or Phulwara, also Choorie, of Nepal, Almora, and
Kamaon in Northern India. In the province of

Dotee this is so abundant, that the oil is cheaper

than, and is used to adulterate, ghi. It is wdiite

and Solid, fusible at 120°, and exhibits little ten-

dency to become rancid when kept.

Bassia latifolia Oil separates into two portions,

—one on the surface, fluid, and of a pistiicio green
colour

;
the other of a brownish green, and almost

solid.

Bassia longifolia or Illupu Oil. One sample
separated into two portions,—the upper, fluid, of

a pale oil-green in colour, and the lower greenish

white, and of the consistence of ghi. Another
separated into three pi^rtious, the uppermost
a golden yellow, and fluid

;
the middle, yellow-

ish white, solid, and floating in the upper;

and the lowest, solid, and brown in colour. A
third was of the consistence of oitl inary ghi. A
specimen, almost solid, from Tanjore, was of a

light golden-yellow colour.

Chinese Vegetable Butter from Stillingiasebifera

is much in use in China. The number of these

trees in the province of Che-kiang is immense.

Indian Vegetable Butter, Piney Butter, or Doo-
pada Solid Oil, is from the Vateria ludica of the

western coast of India. It is white or yellowish

white, of the consistence of hard salt butter, and
in the shade remains always solid. It is used for

lamps principally, but is very suitable for soajis

and cjiadlea. It is ])repan*d by cleaning the seeds,

then roasting and grinding them into a mass. To
five seers of seed add twelve seers of water, and
boil until the oil rises to the surface. Remove
the oil, stir the contents of the vessel, and allow

it to stand until the following day, when more oil

will be observed on the surface, which may be
collected, and the process repeated.

Carap or Carab Vegetable Butter, from Carapa
Guianensis, a lai'ge tree in Trinidad and British

Guiana.

Butter of the Great Macaw Tree, from Acrcomia
fusiforrnia.

Japan Wax is from Rhus succedaneum.
Almond Butter, from Amygdalus communis.
Cocum Butter, from Garciuia purpurea seeds,

which produce solid oil.

Gamboge Butter, Mukke Tylum, Tam., Ara-
sana Ghoorghy yennai, Can., is a product of the

Garcinia pictoria, Roxh.^ which grows abundantly
in Mysore and the western jungles. Gamboge
butters are solid, and of a deep leek-green colour.

The oil is procureei by pounding the seed in a

stone mortar, and boiling the mass until the

butter or oil rise to the surface. 2^ measures of

seed yield one seer of butter
;

it is sold at the rate

of annas per seer of Us. 24, in the Nuggur
division of Mysore, and is used as a lamp oil and
as j|hi.

8terculia foetida Oil, Coodiray yennai, or
Coodira pusjan yennai, Tam., is thick stall seasons

of the year, and is obtainable probably in large

quantities in the Nalla Malla and Yella Malla
forests of the Peninsula of India.

Butter of Laurel, Laurus nobilis.

Solid Oils are obtained from some Dipterocarpi

in the Indian Archipelago.

Solid Oil of the Horse-eyes and Cacoons of

Jamaica, Fevillea scandens, is white and hard.

Mijo or Japan Butter, from Dnlichoa soja.

Solid Oil. from Myristica (Virola) sebifera of

British Guiana.
Solid Oil from the Demerara butter tree, Saouari,

Pekea tuberculosa.

Solid Oil of Bombay, from Salvadora Persica, or
Vernonia anthelmintica?

Broonga Malagum Oil, of Masulipatam, sepa-

rates into three portions,—the uppermost, fluid,

resembling brown sherry
;
the middle, of the con-

sistence of ghi, and brownish yellow; and the

lowest almost solid, and of a hair-brown colour.

Mooroogana Butter, of Cauara, is used for

medicinal purposes, and as an ointment for the

wounds of cattle injured by tigers. It is said to

be produced from a forest tree growing in the

Canara jungles. It is dark brown, and is the

most solid of the solid oils.

Odul or Adul Oil, of Travancore, separates into

two portions,—the upper, fluid, of the colour of

golden sherry
;
the lower, reddish white, of the

consistence of ordinary hard salt butter.

Shacotty Oil, of Canara, used for cutaneous
eruptions, separates into two portions,—the upper,
yeliow'itrh and fluid, and the lower brownish -red,

and of the consistence of hard ghi.

Ilibavania, a solid oil of Canara, from the
Sampajoy district, of a clove-brown colour.

Camujuy Tree Oil
;
a small bottle, priced Us. 2J,

from the same district, was a dark gelatinous

mass, of the consistence of blanc-mange.
Oil of Hydnocarpus inebrians, the thortay oil of

Canara, used for sores, is a very valuable vege-
table solid oil, of the consistence of ordinary hard
salt butter.

Terminalia hellerica, Tani-kai yennay, separates

into two portions,—the one fluid, of a pale oil-

green colour, and the other white, floccular, and of

the consistence of ghi .—Madras Museum Report^

Siniuwuds, pp. 510-514.

BUTTON.
Boutons, . . . Fk. Kanching, . . . Malay.
Kiiopfe, ... Gkr. Botoerii, . . . PoBT.
Buttoun, . . . OCJ. Pogowieu, . . , Rus.
Gundi, .... Hind. Botones, 8p.

Bottom, ... It. Battan, .... Tam.
Bahru, .... Malay. Buttasulu, . . Tkl.

Buttons are made from every possible material.

Those of metal are often gilt
;
and five grains of

gold, and sometimes 2^ grains, are made to cover
144 one-inch buttons, so great is the divisibility

of that precious metal. A round ball or button is

used in China to mark the rank of their wearers.
The members of the first rank, or highest order,
wear on the apex of their caps a dark-red coral

ball or button
;
the second class have one of a
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light rod
;
third class, light blue

;
fourth, dark

blue
;

fifth class has a crystal ball
;
azid the sixth

class a ball of mother-of-pearl. Members of the

seventh and eighth class have a golden ball, and
the ointli and lowest rank, one of silver. Each
officer may be further distinguished by the

decoration of a peacock’s feather. This is

attached to the base of the ball or button on the
apex of his hat, and slopes downwards

;
it is worn

at the back.

—

Gray, 27.

BUTTOO-PASSALEI KIRAI. Tam. Basella

cord

i

folia, Lam,^ B. alba, Linn,

BUTIJM. Arab. Pistacia terebinthus, tur-

pentine.

BUTUNTI, a name given to the Tartars by the

people of Lower Kunawar. They also call the

'I'artars Zhad, also Bhotia, and their country is

called Bhot and Bootunt. These Tartars differ

greatly in appearance from the people of Lower
Kunawar.
BUVUSHIUUM. Sansk. Phyllanthus niruri.

BUWAYA. Malay. Crocodile.

BUXAR, a town, lat. 25** 32' N., long. 84“ E. It

gives its name to a district which is a subdivision

of Shahabad. The town is built on the lank of

the Ganges, and is largely inhabited by Maho-
inedans. A battle fought and won here by the

British, 22d October 1764, under Sir Hector

Munro, against Mir Kasim, the last independent

Nawab of Murshidabad, placed Bengal and Debar
in their possession.

BUXUS, a genus of plants, the species of which
afford the valuable boxwood. B. senipervirens is

theconiriion box, and forms a large evergreen bush

or small tree, common all over the S. of Europe,

from Spain to the N. of Persia and into the N.W.

Himalaya. The Himalaya boxwood is known as

Pabur Lakri. Mr. Dunlop saw a jungle of this

plant at 8em Kharrak, beyond Rainnee, the trees

as tall as English firs, and some of them as thick

round as a man’s body. The chief supply of box-

wood for Europe is derived from the southern

parts of Europe, and from Asia Minor. European

boxwood is more curly, softer, and paler than the

Turkey. The Karens furnislied Dr. Mason with

specimens of a wood not light, but scarcely to be

distinguished from the boxwood of Europe. Dr.

WallicU found Nauclea cordifolia on the banks of

the Irawadi, with wood coloured like that of

the box tree, but much lighter, and at the same

time very close-grained. One Tavoy tree, he

says, has a strong, tough wood, in grain like

box. B. Chinensis, Lam.y is the China box tree.

Buxus emarginatus, WalKch, was introduced into

Britain from the Himalaya. The wood is found

to be softer tl)an the common kinds, though like

them in other respects. Woodcuts have been

engraved upon this wood, which has the advantage

of being of considerable size and thickness.

—

Eng, Cyc.; Royley Him. Bot. p. 327 ;
Mason ;

Voigt,

BUXUS SEMPERVIRENS. Linn.

B. NepalenBiB.

Saroshad, Shumaj

;

Bafeddhawi,. . Bkas.
Paprang, ... m
HwaDg-yang-rouh, CuiN.

Ohiki, . . .

Paprl, Papar,
Shanda, Lag-

hune, . .

. Jhelum.
SuT., Ravi.

Tr.-Indus.

This grows in northern Persia, also in China in

the provinces of Kiung-Chau-fu, Hainan island,

and in T’ung-jin-fu in the Kwei Chau province
\

it is abundant near Manikaran in the N.W.

Himalaya. From being lopped, it is generally seen
| p

as a shrub, but at times grows to a tree of some
girth, locally only, on the Sutlej and Beaa, upon
the Rattan Pir, near Panch, above Rawul Pindi,

in the Salt Range, and Trans- Indus. The wood
is carried to Umritsur and other places in the

plains to be made into combs, but the supply

is probably getting exhausted. This is found in

the Sutlej valley between Rampur and Sungnam
at an elevation of 6000 feet. Wood hard, heavy,

and nearly lis compact as the boxwoods of Europe.

Used in the schools of art throughout India for

wood engraving, and used for plugs for rifle

bullets. The leaves of the box are poisonous to

the camel.— Cleghorny Pamah Report
y p. 63 ;

PoweWs Handbook; Dr. J. L. Stewarty M.D.
BUYO of the Philippines, betel leaf, the sirih

of the Malays, and Piper betel of botanists.

BUYUR. Beng. Jujube, Zizyphus jujuba.

BUZ. Peus. a kind of antelope, or long-

horned mountain goat, called Tish by the Arabs.

BUZA. Hind. Hordeum hexastichum.

BUZGUND. Hind. Gulpista; Pistachio nut.

BUZLL Hind. Oreoseris lanuginosa.

BUZOOR-BUTU of Bombay, Cycas circinalis.

BUZOTI and Sipah are small but very brave

Pathan tribes, the Buzoti numbering 600, and

the Sipah 300 fighting men. They live in toler-

ably close connection with their more powerful

neighbours the Afridi, and mannge to hold their

own. After the British acquisition of the Panjab,

they acted up to their engagements in regard to

the Khaibar pass, and generally behaved well.

BUZRUK. Arab. Linseed.

Buzr-kaluna, Plantago ispaghula.

Buzr-ul-Bun j , .
henbane ‘seed.

Buzr-ul-Bunj-Ahmar, seeds of Cleome viscosa.

Biizr-u-Shibet, dill seeds.

BWiE. Bl’RM. Careya arborca, Roxh.

BAVAI-JIN. Burm. Bauhiuia anguina
;

B.

racemosa.
BYA-JATNTL Hind. Sesbania Ailgyptiaca.

BYAKED, also Byakoor. Beng. Indian night-

sbade, Solanum Indicum.

BYANA or Byara. Karn. A piece of pasture

land attached to a village, and assigned as a per-

quisite to the headman, who lets it out for the

grazing of cattle at a charge per head.— W.
BV^ANS, a pass in Garhwal, in which are 9

villages and 184 houses. Tl>e people who occupy

four of the Garhwal passes are Bhot
;
those in the

Darma pass are said to be Mongols left by 'l irnur.

The Bliotia in Byans speak a dialect of Hindi.

BYANS RlSlil is a mythical holy man, who is

supposed by the people of Byans in the N.VV.

Himulaya to bo dwelling on the top of the

rong mountain. He appears to be the rishi

Vyasa.
. „

BYAT, a powerful tribe which came originally

from Tartary with Chengiz Khan. They wei-e

long settled in Asia Minor; and a number of

them fought in the army of Baja zet against Timur,

After his defeat, many of the families of this

tribe were sent by the conqueror to the province

of Diarbekir, but, having quarrelled with its

ruler, they went to the territories of Baghdad,

where they lived till the time of Shah Tamiisp,

who brought them into Persia. One half waa

settled at Souj Bulagh, a district of Teheran,

and the remainder at Ashraff, in Mazeuderau,

They remained on these lands till Abbas II. trans-

planted a number of them to Khorasan. The
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BY-IT-ZIN. CAHAN.

Byat are still more nuineroim in Turkey than
in Persia

;
but in the latter country, in the reign

of the Suffaveau inoiiarcliK, they were registered
at forty thousand families.

—

Malcolm's J^ersia^ ii.

p. 218.

BY-IT-ZIN. Bhrm. Antidesma paniculata.

BYLTJS of Ptolemy, are the Balti people of

Little Tibet They have on the east the Khor
country, which is inhabited by a people supposed
to be the Chaurandi Scythae of Ptolemy.

—

Cunningham,
BYNP'E ARRACK is from Caryota urens.

BYNSA, one of the seven branches of the
Bazigar race.

BYRAGI. Anglo -Hind. For Viragi (vi,

privative, raga, passion), Hindu Vaiahnava ascetics.

The followers of Ramauand and Kabir form their

principal subdivisions. The Byraga, or Zafar-
takia, is a small crooked stick or piece of iron

which the Byragi devotee places under his armpit,

to lean upon as he sits. See Vairagi.

BYRD, amongst the Rajput races, the blessing

of a bard to a ruler. Whenever a Suktawut chief

enters the court of his sovereign, or takes Ins

seat among his brother chiefs, the bards still

salute him with the dying words of Ballo

—

* Doonah datar, Chaogoonah joojar; Khorasan,
Mooltan-ka-aggul,’ meaning ‘Double gifts, four-

fold sacrifice;’ that is to say, with increase of their

prince’s favour the sacrifice of their lives would
progress

;
and which, for the sake of euphony

probably, preceded the byrd w'on by the founder,

'The barrier to Khorasan and Multan.’ The
byrd of the Choiidawut is ‘ Dos sehes Mewar ka
bur kewar,’ ‘The porlal of the ten thousand
[towns] of Mewar.* It is related that Sukta,

j(;alou3 of so sweeping a byrd, comjdaiued that
nothing was left for him, when the rnast(‘r bard
replied, he was ‘ Kew’ar-ka-Aggul,’ the bar which
secures the door, ‘ Kewar.’

—

Toil's Ilajasthan^ i.

p. Mb 8.

BYSSUS, a long, delicate, lu.strous, and silky

fasciculus of filamuuts, by which some of the

conchiferous molluscs, for exaniple the Mytilacea,

mussels, and Malleacea, hammer oysters, are moored
to rocks, etc. It is an a.ssemblage of muscular
fibres, dried up in one part of their exlmit, but
still contractile and in a living state at their

origin. The tendinous foot of Bys.soarca and
Tridacna seems to be a step towards the organiza-

tion of a true byssus. The by8.sus of the great
Pinna of the MediU^rranean is in a fleshy sac or
sheath at the base of the foot, which is attached
tow'M'ds the middle of the ab<iominal mass of the
animal. In Italy it is manufactured into various

articles; and there are few museums without a
glove or a stocking woven out of thi.s substance.
The pearl oyster, by a byssus, secures itself to the
rocks. The animal’s foot is comjxised of muscular
fibres, and is 2^ inches long when distended. On
the lower side there is a groove lined by a secreting
membrane, which is an exact mould for the for-

mation of the byssus. When the animal desires

to attach itself to the rock, its foot is protruded,
and, after seeking out a suitable spot with the
tip for some minutes, is again retracted into the
shell. A strong fibre, of the form of the groove
in the foot, is thus left, attached to the base of
the foot at one end, and to the rock at the other.
The process is again and again refloated, until a

|

strong cable is formed
;
and it was one of the

most important results of the careful investigations
of Dr. Kelaart in Ceylon, that the power of the
animal to cast off iLs byssus at pleasure was ascer-
tained. It leaves it behind to make another in a
more convenient place. From this ability to sLift

its berth, it follows that the pearl oyster might
safely be taken from its native beds and made to

colonize other parts of the sea, and also that it

would move of its own accord if the surrounding
water should become impure or sandy, or when
there is an influx of fresh w-ater. The animal can
reform the byssus at pleasure, if in good health
and condition.

BYTTNERIACEA5, the Byttueria tribe of plants,

by some botanists considered a distinct natural
order, by others reduced to a section of Sterculi-

aceae.

BYTURN I river rises near Lohardugga, in

lat 23® 29' N., long. 84° 63' E., runs S., S.W.,
S.E., E., into the Bay of Bengal, by Dhuinrah
river; length, 345 miles. It receives the Sunk,
95 miles. About 20,000 square miles are drained
by the Hrahminy and Byturni. It is the Styx of
Hindu mythology, and is sacred, more especially

at its source. There is a legend that Rama, when
marching to Ceylon to rc«cue his wife Sita from
her captx)r Itavana, halted at the river-side, on
the bordens of Keunjhnr, and numbers of Hindus
visit the river every January. It is also written
BaiUirani.

BYZANTIU.M of Ptolemy is supposed to be the
Balabhi of Gujerat.

G
C, in the English alphabet, has no power of its

own, but takes that of k before a and u, and of s

before e and i. Its use for foreign words is there-

fore apt to mislead
;
for instiuice, in the Persian

and Urdu word circar, a government, an authority,

and in common use, there is one letter for tw'o

sounds, and two sounds for one letter,—a breach of

all system. Eveu the form of eh has two sounds,
as ill character and charter. To get rid of this

inconsistency, the tendency Ims been growing
amongst scientific men, to 8iith>titiite ka and ku for

wi and cu, and to write Cabul and Caslmiir as Kabul
and Kashmir, and Cutch and Cudapali os Kach
and Kadapah, and also to use k for the hard ch.

The Italians have the soft English ch in cio and
ce; and the French and Germans use the letters

tch and tsch to meet the equivalent letters in all

the cultivated languages of Southern India in

which the sounds produced by the English com-
pounds of ch, as in chill, have single letters with
corresponding powers in all those tongues, and,

in all but Tamil, ch’h also has equivalents modified

in compound letters, but there is no letter which
has two sounds of ch, os in character, child. With
entirely similar sounds for ca, cu, and ka, ku,
some duplication is unavoidable. See Ch.
CABA. Ahab. a quadrangular building in

Mecca, towards which all Mahomedans turn in

prayer; the Black Stone, Hajar-us-siah, is built

into its wall. It was a lingam of the god Maha-
deva or Siva.

CABAB-CHTNI. Hind. Cubebs.
CABAN, in the Philippine Islands, a measure of

capacity.
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CABHAGE. rACAY.

CABBAGE, Brassica oleracea.

Peh-taai, . . . Chin.
|
Kobi, .... Hind.

Chou, .... Fr. Cavolo, It.

Kohl, .... Gkr.
I

The word is derived from the Ijatin, caput, a

head, through the French cabus. The opinion is

general!j entertained by naturalists, that the white
and red cabbage, savoy, borecoles, cauliflower,

and broccoli have all originally sprung from the

wild cabbage of the sea-coast. The cabbage,

horse - radish, cress, mustard, turnip, etc., all

belong to the natural order of Cruciferse. The
varieties cultivated are, red, rose, and white

;
also

the hundred-leaved cabbage. Cabbage is largely

eaten by the Chinese. From the seeds of a variety

cultivated on the continent of Europe, the colza

oil used in lamps is expressed.

CABBAGE, a tenn applied to the new leaf-

shoots at the tops of palm trees; they are cooked

and eaten as vegetables. That of the Alsophila

excelsa of Flinders island, Australia, is in sub-

stance like a Swedish turnip, but is too astringent

in taste to be agreeable, and it is not much
improved by cooking.

CABINETS of silver are worn by all the Jan-

gain sect of Hindus, each containing the conical

emblem of Siva, the lingara of the Hindus, the

phallus of the Greeks, and the priapus of the

Itomans. The tabernacle of Moloch, mentioned

in Acts vii. 43, was doubtless a cabinet in which

the object was enclosed
;
and the shrines of Diana

were most probably of the same construction,

and for the same purpose. A medal, with a

figure of Diana's snrine, shows pointed cones

and a semi-lune. Bacchus brought his thyrsus

from the east when he returned from his Indian

expedition. It was said to have been surmounted

by a fir cone or pine, but a recent writer in the

Edinburgh Review thinks it was the date. This

fruit, according to Pliny, was consecrated to the

worship of almost every heathen divinity. The

date palm is the scriptural emblem of all that is

dignified, beautiful, and good, and entered largely

into the ornamentation of temples .—Edinburgh

Rtview
;
Milner's Seven Churches ofAsiOf p. 130.

CABLE.
Tau, Ankertau, . Ger. |

Tali-sawub, . . Malay.
Langar ki raasi, . HiND. Amar, .... Tkl.

Gomona, IT.
|

In Southern Asia some cables for shi^w are made

of coir, the requisite quantity being laid out at full

length along the beach or other convenient spot;

they are maile up in strands, and twisted in a very

simple machine, viz. a strong wooden frame in a

strong board, across which tliree or four pins are

placed, and turned, like the screws of a carpenter’s

Dench, by as many men
;
the further end of the

cable is fixed to a largo revolving pin, which is

turned round in a similar manner. As the strands

are twisted, the horse in which this is fixed is

drawn nearer to the other. It is evident that

cable strands thus laid are very unequally strained,

the outer lines being tight, while the inner on^
are slack. By laying the strand and twisting it

as each yarn leaves its separate reel, a strand is

formed of which each yarn bears its due propor-

tion of the strain. Huddart's patent rope was

laid on this principle
;
the necessary apparatus for

winding off the yarn might be readily mkde.

Cables for the Shakespear bridges were formed of

the country rattan. In the Red Sea, cables formed

of the coating of the branches of the date tree are
used

;
and the same material, with a proportion of

fibre of the Kaldera bush, the Pandanus odora-
tissimus, is used by fishermen in forming drag
ropes for their nets at Oopada. In the Eastern
Archipelago rattan cables are largely used.

—

Mr.
Rohde, MSS.
CABO NEGRO, Spanish, of the Philippines, is

obtained from the gomuti palm, Arenga sacebari-

fera, and resembles black horse-hair. It is found
between the trunk and branches, in a matted form,
interspersed with black twigs. When separated
from the latter, it is manufactured into a cheap
and durable cordage, chiefly used for cables and
standing rigging. A single palm in its lifetime

yields two crops of this material, each amounting
to about 0 lbs. The twigs are used as writing pens,
and also as arrows. Under the hair-like material
a soft substance is besides collected, used as oakum
for caulkings, and as such exported to China.

—

Walton's State, p. 119. See Gomuto.
CABOOK. Singh. Laberitious deposit, said

to be the product of decomposed gneiss.

CABOOL. See Kabul.

CABRAL. Alvarez Cabral, the Portuguese
commander in the second expedition sent to India

by the Portuguese. It consisted of 13 ships and
1200 soldiers, and sailed from the Tagus in March
1500. In his route he discovered Brazil, a.d.

1500, and took possession of it, and then sailed to

Calicut. He lost four ships, in one of which
Bartholomew Diaz perished. He entered into

treaties with the chiefs at Cochin, Cannanore,
Onore (Honore or Honawar), and Quilon, and
built fortresses at their principal towns. The
Zamorin at flrst was cordial, but, being instigated

by the Mahomedans, attacked their fort, and
killed all the Europeans. Cabral retaliate by
destroying ton Mahomedan ships, and then re-

turned to Lisbon in July 1501.

CACALIA COCCINEA, a flowering plant,

mostly found in waste places.

Cacalia Kleinia, Wujht. Hart’s ear.

Lisan ul laur, . . Arad. I Yeuna nutu nalikol, TtL.
Gao zaban, . . . Pkrs. Jimmuuu, ... „
Ermina-Kullie, , , Tam.

|

The leaves resemble the tongue of the buffalo

;

the stalks arc prickly, and covered with white spots.

While fresh, the leaves have a strong smell like

hemlock
;
they are given in decoction in rhuiuat-

isin, syphilis, and lepra. For the class of cases in

which sarsaparilla is usually employed by Euro-
can practitioners, they seem to be highly esteemed

y Mahomedan and Hindu practitioners. A water

distilled from the leaves is kept for use.

—

O'Sh, p.

420; Ilonighergtr, p. 240.

Cacalia sonclnfolia, Linn.

Emilia Bonchifolia, D. C.
|
£• purpurea, Cast.

STiudimudi, . . . Beno. i UdirAin panum, SaKSK.
l*olla camudi, . Malay.

|

A decoction of this plant is deemed antifebrile

on the Malabar coast.

—

O'Sh. p. 420.

CACA-MULLU. Tam. Pedalium murex. Caca-

palam, Lagenaria vulgaris.

CACATUINA or Cocatoo, a sub-family of

birds of the family Psittacidae, of the order Scan-

sores. See Birds.

CACAY tree ia the greatest ornament of the

woods of Kamata. The foliage is a flne shining

green; and the pendulous strings of flowers sur-

pass those of the laburniun, not only in beauty,



CACHALOT. CADABA INDICA.

but in length and number. In the cool of the

morning they diffuse a meet agreeable perfume.

The plant is sacred to Oanesh, the god addressed by
all Hindus about to commence any undertaking.

The people worship liim under the form of his

favourite tree. The cultivators of every village

place a stake of the Cacay on the ground, level a

circular place round it, and purify this area with
cow-dung. On this spot they assemble before the

commencement of seed-time, burn some incense

before the stake, make offerings of rice, milk, and
the like, and pray for the success of their crops.

The ceremony concludes with a rural feast It

seems to be the Cathartoenrpus fistula.

CACHALOT, the Physeter macrocephalus, or

sperm whale. The male ranges iti length from 38
to 76 feet, is about 60 feet in the average. The
female does not exceed 30 or 35 feet The cacha-

lot is without symmetry, of a prevailing dull

black colour, occasionally mark^ with white,

ea{>ecially on the abdomen and tail. They propel

themselves round by striking and pulling against

the water with the (lashes of their tails. The
lower jaw is diminutive, slender, and in form not

unlike the mandible of a bird
;
the teeth of the

upper jaw, wholly ivory, in aged males are of

f
reat solidity, and weigh from 2 to 4 lbs. each.

t spouts a thick watery mist from its nostriis at

intervals of ten or fifteen minutes. The valuable

sperm is chiefly situated in the head. It is a solid

mass of soft, yellow, oily fat, weighing between 2

and 3 tons, in a hollow of the head, bared on the

upper jaw, and forming the front and lower part

of the snout. The cavity, called case, is situated

to the right and beneath the spouting canal, and
corresponds to nearly the entire length of that

tube. It is filled with a very delicate well of

cellular tissue, containing in large cells the limpid

and oily fluid, which is liberate on the slightest

force. The quantity, chiefly spermaceti, contained

in this singular receptacle is often very consider-

able, and nearly 500 gallons have been obtained

from the case of one whale. It has been noticed

in the Mediterranean, and a stray individual in

the Thames.

—

Hartwig.

CACHAR, a district in Assam, in the upper
portion of the valley of the Bnrak, extending from
fat. 24® 13' to 25® 50' N., and from long. 92® 26'

to 93® 29' E. Its area, 3750 square miles. Its

population in 1872 was 206,027, in the area of

1285 square miles, to which the census was con-

fined. They consist of Manipuri, Cachari, Lushai
or Kuki, Naga, Mikir, and Khasaya. The Burmese
invatled it, but were again expelled during the first

Burmese war, when the legitimate raja, Govind
Chandra, was restored by a treaty. On the

southern frontier of Cachar lies the territory of

the Lushai or Kuki, a most warlike tribe, who in

1848-49 drove up the Kuki from the south into

Cachar
;
but Colonel Lister, by a judicious enipU»y-

ment of the Kuki as soldiers, exerted a salutary

influence over the Lushai. The Lushai, however,
have in their turn been pressed up northwards by
another tribe still more [lowerful than themselves,

called the Poi, who approached from the south-

east. The hilly tract lying between Cachar and
Chittagong is inhabited by the Lushai, who claim

and liold all the tract of country to the south of

the parallel of the latitude of Chatterchoora hill,

and east of Hill Tiperah to the Tepai river js the

Burmese frontier. The Oaohari dynasty ended on

the assassination of Govind Chandra, without heirs,

in 1830, and in 1854, Tularam Senapati of N.
Cachar also died without heirs. The Cachari
people must at one lime have bad an extensive

swny in the valley of the Brahmaputra. The people

adopted Hinduism about the beginning of the 18th

century, and about half tlie number profess that

faith. It yields rice, petroleum, salt from salt

wells, and several valuable timbers, tea, caout-

chouc from the Ficus elastica. The elephant,

rhinoceros, buffalo, metna or wild cow, gaveeua

gaurus, tiger, black bear, and deer occur, with

the sambur and the barah-sinha. The Manipuri
women weave excellent cotton cloth, and a fine

net for mosquito curtains. The agriculturists

band themselves together as guilds or khel.-—/mp.
Giiz.

;
Aitcheson's Treatits^ p. 77

;
Ann, IncL Adm,

xii. p. 86.

CACHARI. Hind. Cucumis pubcscc* s.

CACHAR KALANG. -Taii. Dioscorea alata.

CACHU. Hind. Colocasia antiquorum.
CACHUR. Hind. Curcuma aedoaria.

CACODOXUS ARGUS. Linn. A fish eaten
by the natives, though many reject it on account

of its reputed disgusting habits. In several ex-

amined in the estuaries of the Ganges and at

Penang, the stomach contained remains of small

fishes and Crustacea. According to Bennet, it

is iu Ceylon angled on hooks baited with a kind
of sea-weed (‘ Pendah ’), of which this fish appears

to l>e particularly fond.

CACRI. Hind. Cucumis utilissimus.

CACSHA, in the astronomy of the Hindus, the
orbit of a planet, or the circle which ancient
astronomers called the deferent; for the Caesha
carries epycycles (Paridhi), like the deferent,-—

Barren.
CACTACEvE or Cacti le, the Indian fig tribe

of exogenous plants
;
many genera and species are

found in S.E. Asia. Some species are the food of
tho cochineal insect. Of these the Opuntia tuna
seems the most employed in Peru

;
0. Hernandesii

is the most celebrated in Mexico
;
and 0. coebe-

nillifera, the native province of which is some-
what doubtful. The Old Man cactus, Cereus
senilis, Salm, is so called from the hoary aspect

of the colutnnar stems. The cactuses are natives,

almost exclusively, of the new world, from whence
tlie prickly pear (Opuntia Ficus Indica), now
abundantly naturalized in the Atlantic islands, and
generally on the shores of the Mediterranean, where
it serves to form impenetrable fences, was originally

introduced.

—

J£ngl. Cyc, p. 710; Voigt^ p. 60.

CACTUS INDICUS. Roxh.

Opuntia Dillenii, Haw.
Nag-phunee, . . Bknq. I Kabuli-tsui, Oangi-
Naga kali, . . . Tam.

|
iho. Kangi ohii, . Panj.

Dr. Roxburgh supposed this plant to be a native

of India, grounding his opinion on its general
distribution and its native names. Dr. J. S.

Stewart mentions it as a plant of the Panjab, on
which the wild cochineal insect feeds. In the
Panjab, it is grown as a hedge up to 4000 and
5000 feet, near the Jhelum. Dr. Roxburgh also

mentions C. Chinensis, with its synonym Fabricia

bracteata.

—

Roxh. ; Dr. Stewart ; Voigt.

CADABA INDICA. Lam., W. and A.

StrcMnia teirandra, Roxh,

Indian Oodaba, . . Eno. Chirourudu, . . . Txl.

I

Ada^morinika, . • Tel. Polumorinika, . . „
' Chekonadi, ... „ Vula
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CADAGA SALEH. C.ESALPIXIA SAPPAN.

A straggling shrub, flowers in terminal racemes,
of a clingy white, nearly throughout the year

;
very

coininou about Musalman burial-grounds. C.
Jndica, Xo7n.,and C. trifoliata, IP. mnl A., are
plants of Curornandel.

—

Ifidikll.

CADAGA SALEH. Tam. Rungia repens,

CADALACCA. Maleal. Cadalay, Tam. Cicer
aritMinuin.

CADALI. Sansk. Musa parodisiaca.

CADAIA PUA. Tam. Lagerstrcnmia reginae.

CADA.M. Hind. Naucleaparvifolia.
CADAPILAVA. Maleal. Morinda citrifolia.

CADASSUM. Tam. Barringtonia racemosa.
CADDIS -WORM insects are fouii<l in ail

tropical Asia. 'I’hey belong to the family Lepto-
c(Tida3, and the genus Setodes contains several of
them

;
tlu y are enclosed in cases with projecting

shields.— Hartwig.
CADELAKI. Maleal. Achyranthes aspera.
CADESI A. The battle on the plains of Cadesia,

on the border of the Euphrates, fought in a.d.

(1112, sealed decisively the fate of Iran. This battle
lasted for three days

;
was fought during the

khalifat of Omar, by his general Saad, against
Rusturn, the general of Yezdejird ill., the last of

the Sassanian race. The Arabs are said to have
lost about 8000 men, while the loss on the Persian
side amounted to nearly 100,000.
CAIMAN. Anglo-Malay.

Jowli, .... Hind. Tennam ol6, . . . Tam.
C-ajan, .... Malay. Tati aku; Cobare aku, Tkl.
l*uuni.m oic, . . . Tam.

A commercial word, used by the British in India
for < he dried leaves of the cocoanut and palmyra
palms; they are largely used as a thatch, which
res sts the rain better than tiles; but roofs made
of them should be relaid before the commonce-
incnt of the rainy season

;
140,500 were imported

into Iloinbay in the year 1850-51. Books of palm
leaves, called kavilo iu Telugu, are prei)ared from
the palmyra and the fan or cocoanut palm, and
are written on with an iron style.

Kiijan, Malay, are mats made from the leaf of

the .Maiig-kwang. See Cocoanut Palm
;

Fan
J'alm

;
Gla

;
Palmyra.

CAD.HJ. M.m.ay. Anacardiura occidentale.

CADU. Hind. Lagenaria vulgaris.

CADUMIlAll. Maleal. Barringtouia race-
inosa.

(^/flLODEPASCALYCONUM. Bedd A plant
whicli grows at Paupauassuin, at the foot of the

Tiiinovelly liills, and called kotpira. Its wood is

very hiirtl.

—

Ikdd, FL Sylv.

C/ESALPINIA. Some of the species of this

genus are useful trees or shrubs. C. bon<luceUa
and C. digyna are of the climbing plants, the

hihhIh and oils of which are use<l in medicine.
Tlio pods of C. coriaria, or sumach, a small tree,

nro used as a tanning material
;
C. paniculata is a

magnilicent climber of the Himalayas; and C.
j

sappan yields one of the Brazil woods of com-
I

merce. Tlie fleshy pods of a Caesalpinia are

largely used as soap in all parts of China, and
may be bought in every market town. C. bimas
grows in the Eastern Archipelago, C. Brazil-

iensis of S. America, province of Pernambuco,

might be introduced into India; its wood yields

a red dye
;

it is the Brazil wood of commerce.

CiESALPINIA CORIARIA. Willde.

Poinoiauia coriaria, /acg.

Libidibi, Divl'divi,
|
American sumaob, . Sno

Dibi dibi, . . . Sno.
I

This small tree is now growing plentifully about
Singapore, Salem, Bangidore, Hunsur, and Chica.
cole. It is a native of S. America, but in 1842
was introduced by Dr. Wallich into the Botanical
Gardens at Calcutta. The seed-pods, for tanning
leather, are considered superior to all the Indian
astringents, and leather tanned with them is con-
sidered equal to that of the best of Europe
manufacture. The pods are oblong, compressed,
somewhat obtuse, curved laterally, the inner side
being concave and the other convex. It is to the
curved pod that the commercial term of divi-divi
or libi-libi is given. The average pro<iuce of
pods from a full-grown tree 1ms been estimated at
100 lbs. weight, one-fourth of which consists of
seeds or refuse, leaving about 75 lbs. of marketable
matter. The divi-divi pods are of a dark brown
colour externally, when ripe, and Jths of an inch
wide. Underneath the outer skin of the pods, and
separated from the seeds by a layer of woody fibre,

is a considemble thickness of astringent matter of
a light yellow colour, almost pure tannin, slightly

<larker in colour than that manufactured from galls,

about 60 or 65 per cent, of tlie whole jK)d (ex-
cluding seeds). At an interval of six feet apart,
an acre of ground will contain 1210 trees, yiehiing
an average of 810 cwta., and 80 lbs. of divi-divi,

or above 20.J tons of marketable matter, worth, at

I

only £5 per ton, £200. The quantity of mucilage

I

it contains precludes it from the use of dyers,

j

One part of divi-divi is suffleient for tanning as

much leather as four parts of bark, and the process

I

occupies only one-third of the time, 'i'he selling

price ranges from £8 to £18 per ton. The imports
I into the United Kingdom in 1844 were 8900 tons;

in 1845 and 1846, about 1400 tons each year;
during the subsequent three years the imports w ere
merely nominal

;
but in 1850 a renewed demand

seonis to have sprung up, for 2770 tons were im-
porte<l into Liverpool, and a few tons into Loudon.
— Voigt; AL E. J. IL; Dr, Cleyhonis Deports;

Markham, p. 353 ;
Simmonds' Comm. Products, p.

603; Indian Annals, No. vii. p. 120; Jurors' /2e-

port, Madras Exhibition, 1855.

C.iOSALPiNIA DIGYNA. Rott,

C. oleosperrna, Iloxh, F. I. ii. 357.

Uinul Kuchi, . . . Ben.
j
Nune gach’cha, . . Tel.

This climbing shrub grows in the Peninsula of

India, and at Bhagulpur. The seeds yield an oil

used in lamps.

GiESALPINIA PANICULATA. Roxb.

GuilandinapaniculAta,/xim.
|
Haoo-Kouk, . . Burm.

Grows in all India; magnificent climber in

Sikkim, festooning the trees with its dark glossy

foliage and gorgeous racemes of orange blossoms.

—Hooker s Him, Jour. p. 25.

C^ESALPINIA SAPPAN. L. Sappan wood.

Lolan Amdotn. Saohang, .... Java.
Bukam, . Arab., Bkno. Kayu sappan, . Malay.
Tcin n’gyet, . . . Buum. TW-pangam, . Malxal.
Suh-muh, . . . Chin. Saniya ; Horo, MOLUOOAa.
Pattang, .... DuKH. Sibukao, . PbilIPPINXS.
Brasilienbout, . . Dut. Pao Brasil, . . . PORT.
Brazil wood. Red wood,£NO. Madera del Bresil, . SP.
Bois do Bresil, . . Fr. Vattanghy, . . . Tak.
Hrasilicnholz, . . Gek. l^attanga chakka, . Tkl.
Pattangay, . . .Hind. Bakkapu chettu, . „
Legno del Brasile, . It. Bakamu ebakka, . „
Verzino, .... „ Bokmo, Uria,

This tree, the Verzina of Caesar Frederick, grows
widely over S.E. Asia. Its wood is a very im-

portant article of commerce. In 1842 as much as
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78,000 cwls. were shipped from Ceylon, but the waves, a view is obtained of the whole coast of

export from thence has decreased. A large quantity Palestine, from Cape Blauco to Jaffa. When
is exported from Siam and the Philippine Islands

;
Colonel Skinner passed through, the area of this

as much as 200,000 pikula annually from the once proud city was used for a burial-ground.

—

foiiner, and 28,000 pikuls from Manilla. 3524 Skinner's Overland Journey, i. p. 155.

pikuls were shipped from Singapore in 1851, and CA^ISAR FREDERICKE, a Portuguese jeweller

4074 pikuls in 1852. 8670 tons of wood were who wandered from Bussora to Kurachee, and
imported into England in 1852, at £7 to £12 the thence to Goa and Vijayanagar.

Ion. F4e considers Csesalpinia sappan to be one GAFFER BREAD, of the Cape of Good Hope,
of the Brazil woods of the jnerchants. But it is is from the Encephalartos catfer. The stem,

probable that it is the produce of more than one when stripped of its leaves, resembles a large pine-

genus. The best Brazil wood is said to come from apple. It is also called the Hottentot bread-fruit,

Pernambuco, where it is called Pao da Rainha, or 'I’he Kafir people bury it for some months in

Queen's Wood, on account of its being a royal the ground, then pound it, and extract a farina-

monopoly, C. sappan grows in the N. Arcot ceous matter of the nature of sago.

—

Captain

forests, in the Nalla Mallai of Cuddapah in the Carmichael.

Kotah jungles; is a native of Malabar, Ceylon, GAFFER TEA, the leaves of Helichrysum

Bengal, Burma, Tenasseiim, Siam, and Araboyna; nudifolium, common in the Cape Colony, and
28 found in the immediate vicinity of Prome, grow- used medicinally.

ing on the small hills of the place, and near CAFFREE CHILLEY, Capsicum grossum.

Thoung-zai, in the northern part of the Rangoon CAFIR, also Kafir, a term employed in India

district, where it is also seen in small quantity, to designate the African race, usually the large-

It is cultivated in Palghaut for dying the straw featured, curly-haired variety. La Bourdonnais

used in mat-making, and from its high price for enlisted many into his army, but the British in

this purpose, it is not used for carpentry. It India have never enlisted them. They are

grows with great luxuriance in South Malabar, cn»ploycd in the city of Hyderabad. A small

where it is cultivated rather extensively by the number were employed in the Ceylon Rifle Corps

;

Moplahs, who plant a number of the seeds at the comparatively few of their children grew up,

birth of a daughter. The trees require fourteen usually falling victims to pulmonary complaints,

or fifteen years to come to maturity, and then Cafir also is a term to designate the idol-worship-

become the girl's dowry. Dr. Clegliorn thinks ping race in the N.W. Himalaya, known as the

the dye-wood is damaged by being allow'ed to Siali Posh Cafir, because of their black -colonred

float in salt water. In the Bombay forests it clothes. Also a general term of abuse bv Maho-
grows freely in their cultivated places without medans to any non-believer in Mahomed. It is

any care, but the heart-wood is dingy, and wants from the Arabic, meaning a denier, an infidel,

that fine pinkish red which the wood of the CAGGAR, the ancient Drishadvati, a river of

southern forest has. The heart-wood being cut the Rajputana desert, also known as the Haki’S, but

into chips, steeped for a considerable time in absorbed by the desert suruls many centuries ago.

water, and then boiled, is used for dyeing. The The stream took a westerly direction by Phoolra,

cloth or thread is repeatedly dipped in this liquid, where it is still to be traced, and fell into the

and hung to dry between each wetting, till it is Indus below Cutch. Its absorption occurred dur-

brought to the shade required. To fix the colour, ing the reign of Rao Hamir, prince of Dhat, and
alum is added. The powder commonly used at the aiused great physical and political changes in the

Holee festival is extracted from the wood of this country. There are vestiges of large towns buried

tree. The reddish-brown tint so frequently met in the sands
;
amongst them is the Rung Mahal,

with in the clothes of the poorer Chinese, is pro- west of Bhatnair, with subterranean apartments

duced from this wood. The seeds are used for «till in good preservation. The tradition is that

colouring milk. The chips are used like logwood, it belonged to a Powar prince in the time of

and medicinally.

—

Marsden's Sumatra^ p. 95; Alexander the Great, Sikandar Roomi. The
Voigt; Captain Macdonald ;

Drs. M'Clcl- absorption of the Caggar river is named as one of

land, Gibson, and Cleghom. the causes of the comparative depopulation of the

CiESALPINIA SEPIARIA. Jloxb. Mysore nortljern desert of India.— Rajasthan, ii. pp.

thorn. See Saroswati.

ReichardiadecapoUU.yjo«J. CAHAMILILE SlNotr A very Lard, fine,

H«)0.kyai. bo, . . Bukm. Phalwai Hind.
ChlUoor ; Kilgatch, Hi.vi). Urn, Urui, of . Kauhan. CAHUA. Hind, Peiitaplera arjuna.

Haidar ka jhar, . „ CAILLEA CINEREA. G. and P.

Grows in Kamaon, Nepal, Bengal, Ava, Tavoy, Dichrotiachys cinerea, W. I Deimanthut cinereui, W.
Mysore, Ajmir, and in all the Himalayas under Mimosa cinerea, Linn.

1
Acacia dalea, D,C,

6000 feet. It is a scandent, strong-armed shrub, Mavalinga maram, Tam.
[

Venutuni, . . . Til.

used to fence around fields, and forming a splendid This small tree grows in Ceylon, in the Madras
impenetrable hedge, covered with bright green Presidency, and is common on sterile plains of the

leaves and large yellow spikes of flower. Hyder Dekhan, Dehli, Patna, and Pughamew.— Voigt

Ali surrounded fortified places with it.— Voigt; CAIN, according to Bunsen (iv. 426), Qayin,

Irvine; Chow-Chow; Thompson; Stewart, is the type of the dwellers in towns. He was the

CiESAR, the Arabic, Greek, and German Kaisar, progenitor of the city-building Aryan, as also of

a title of the emperors of Rome, which was applied the vast Turanian wanderers, who move about all

to the Byzantine emperor, until the title was but cut off from the rest of mankind. Cain is

transferred to the Turkish sultan. called Kabil by Mahoinedans, and is fabled by
CiESAREA ruins stand by the seaside, and them to rest under Jab’l Shamshan, the highest

from the summit of a tower that is washed by the wall of the crater at Aden, where he and his
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progeny, tempted by Iblia, erected the first fire

temple. See Abu Kubays.

CAIRN.
Oanj, Hind.

|
Birah, .... Mahii.

A heap of stones or tumulus piled over the
resting - place of the ancient dead, in different

parts of S. India. Prior to the Buddhist stupas or
topes, this seems to have been a common mode of
covering the dead

; indeed, the tope is only a cairn
regularly built. On the Neilgherry hills are found
remains of cairns, barrows, cromlechs, kistvaens,

and circles of upright loose stones. In the cairns

or barrows, vases, cinerary urns, and other vessels

of glazed pottery, are often found, which some-
times contain human bones, more or less charred,
and mixed w'ith ashes; sometimes a little animal
charcoal alone. They are met with in almost
every part of peninsular India, from Nagpur to

Madura, in immense numbers on the Annnally
hills, a range on the south side of the great Coim-
batore gap, which forms the commencement and
northern face of the Southern Ghats, those on
the Animal ly being of a more advanced order
and in better condition than the Neilgherry
barrows. Similar remains are found in Circassia

and Russia; and circles of stones surrounding

ancient graves, are found on the southern Arabian
coast, and in the Somali country in Africa. All

around Hyderabad and Secunderabad, in the

Dekhan, are great numbers of cairns; and many
of these remains are at Rajan Kooloor, in Zorapur,

and also at Siwarji, near Ferozabad, on the Bhima,
Neither the hill people, the Toda and Kurubura,
nor an}’' Hindus, know anything about the race to

which these remains belonged
;
and neither in

Sanskrit literature, nor in that of the Dravidian

languages, is there any tradition on the subject

The Tamil people generally call these cairns pandu-
kuri

;
kuri means a pit or grave, and pandu refers

to the Pandu or Pandava brothers, to whom so

much of Hindu mythology relates. The resem-

blance of the barrows aud their contents (with

the cromlechs, etc.) to the remains which are

discovered in the ancient seats of the Celtic race

in Europe, is exact (Dr. Caldwell’s Grammar).
In India, the topes or tumuli of Kraku-chanda,

Kanaka, and Kasyapa existed before the preaching

of Sakya
;
and the ancient elemental deities of the

Vedas preceded the worship of Dharma or con-

crete nature.

Kodi Kul, or umbrella stone. Topi Kul, cap

or covering stone, and Pandu Kul or Pandu
stones, are other names by which the cromlechs of

Southern India are known to the people. The

Topi Kul is a large mushroom-shaped stone placed

on the ground. Underneath it are urns of baked

pottery, containing portions of huntan bones mixed

with charcoal, and a fine powder or sand, in which

also the urns had been placed. And whether

with the Kodi Kul, the Topi Kul, the kistvaen or

cairns, a foreign earth, i.e. an earth not belonging

to the locality, is used to cover iu the funeral urns.

Mr, Babingtou was the first to notice them, about

the year 1820. Underneath the Topi Kul he

found a flat stone, and beneath it an urn or urns,

resting in a shell corresponding to its shape, filled

in with fine sand
;
and on ledges near the urn,

were remains of iron implements and weapons,

with heads of various kinds, an iron trip^, a

lamp, etc. In 1831 Captain Harkness found

groups of cairns on the Saroni hill at Oota-

camund. They are low mounds of earth rising to
the centre, surrounded by circular walls of dry
stone, about 3 feet high, and about 6 to 8 feet in
diameter. Underneath the surface earth was a
pavement of large flat stones, resting on smaller
stones, beneath which was a layer of fine brownish-
black mould, 2 feet in depth, intermixed with
broken pottery, charcoal, broken clay, images of
buffaloes, aiul with other soil of a blacker and
finer kind. Below the covering flags were nume-
rous urns filled with black earth^, bone, and char-
coal, some perfect, some broken.

Captain H. Congreve, 1847, also described these,
and he claimed for them a Scytho-Celtic or Druidic
origin, and identity with similar European remains.
He found at Ootacamund and in the Neilgherries
generally, cairns with single and double rows
of stones round them, disposed in circles; open
temples of large rocks set on end, as at Abury in

Wiltshire, and Rowldrich in Oxfordshire; single
rocks as altars, surrounded by rough circular

walls and rings of stones; barrows environed with
a trench and mound

;
and single stones 6 to 10

feet high, etc. Beneath the flagstones, remains
were found as described by Captain Harkness.
Captain Congreve found cromlechs at Acheny,
near Kotagherry, in which the people said pigmies
not a foot high had been buried. At Aai Raer
Cottay, he found a group of the kistvaen, or closed

cromlech
;
and he said that there is not a relic of

Druidism existing in England, the type of which
he had not found on the Neilgherry hills.

Captain Meadows Taylor, between 1850 and
1860, discovered and described cromlechs, kist-

vaens, and cairns, in Zorapur in the Dekban.
The cromlechs were closed on three sides, and the
south-west front left open. The kistvaens were
closed on all four sides; and both were covered at

top with a single slab of large size. Some of them
had a round bole, of 6 to 9 inches in diameter, in

the centre of the south side or south-west side.

The kistvaens were partially filled with fine black
or grey earth, intermixed with broken pottery,

partly calcined bones, and pieces of cnarcoal.

The cromlechs contained nothing. Both cromlechs
and kistvaens were formed of sandstone and
limestone rock, altered by the intrusion of granite.

Some of the cromlechs and kistvaens were of

large size,—the cromlechs up to 15J feet long

by 9 feet broad, and 2} feet thick
;
.the kistvaens

up to 12 feet by lOJ feet, and up to a foot thick,

and the side slabs 12^ by 8 feet. Those at Rajan
Koolloor, at Haggeritgi, and elsewhere, are iden-

tical with those of the Neilgherries, with the kist-

vaen called Kitscoty House near Aylesford in

Kent, with those in Wales and other European
localities, and in Circassia, as described by Mr.
Bell. The people call them Mori, Mohori, or Muni
bouses.

The remains near Hyderabad consist of single,

double, and treble rows of large stones. In some
places the space within the circle has been paved
with large pebbles beaten down with clay; in

others the circle stones have been simply placed

around the covering earth, which has a heaped-

up mound form, and contains only earth and small

stones. They vary up to 50 feet in diameter. At
various depths below, but chiefly about 9 to 14 feet

deep, is a great block of rock, beneath which is

a space enclosed by slabs, and also a passage or

entrance. The grave-pits underneath are from 9
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to 15 feet. The floor of the pit is flagged with (Colonel) Taylor discusses the question whether
stone slabs, on which is a cist, formed by slabs on of Scythic races, Aryan or Turanian. Over vast

edge, with a covering slab. Around the head of wildernesses in the northern regions of Asia,

each cist were found circular vases, urns of red along the banks of the Irtish, and beyond the

and black pottery, glazed and unglazed, spear remote Yenisei, innumerable tumuli are scattered,

heads, arrow heads, fragments of swords, of bill containing the remains of ancient art and long

hooks, iron lamps, iron tripods. In one compart- extinct races of men. Implements of silver, gold,

ment of a cist Captain Taylor found a perfect and copper, girdles of the precious metals, bracelets

male skeleton
;

in others, one, two, or three decked with pearls, fragments of porcelain, have
ntnaller skeletons, evidently of women, some with surprised the travellers who have seen a few of

the skulls separate from the bodies, and the the tumuli opened. Similar tumuli are spread

skeletons lying on their bellies
;
and between the over the north of Euroj)e. Eschricht, Nilsson,

upper flagstone and the cist, intermixed with and Retzius, in Sweden and Denmark, l)r. Willde
the earth, were skclctnns and portions of skeletons in Ireland, and MM. Robert and Serres

in evei’y possible position, the skulls of many France, have attempted to identify in these relics

being separated from the bodies. These he con- the remains of different races supposed to have
sidered bo be the remains of persons who had been inhabited successively the north of Europe in

sacrificed and thrown into tlie grave-pit of the early times. In the opinion of the Swedes, the
cairn. The slabs above, the guiding entrance sepulchral remains of northern Europe may be
below, and the cists, lay invariably N.E. and S.E. referred to three successive eras. They display

In the circles near Hyatnuggur, and other places different physical types and different stages of

around Hyderabad, southwards to y^orapur, bells, advancement in civilisation. Tho oldest are the
iron weapons, and pottery have been found, relics of a people with round heads, having the

Tho weapons consisted of arrow heads, a javelin transverse diameter of the cranium large in pro-

rod like that used by the Binjari race of the portion to the longitudinal. The implements and
present day, lance and spear heads, bronze bells ornaments which are found in the tombs of this

and cups. In a Hyatnuggur cairn, also, were race, indicate the greatest rudeness. They consist

found chank shells (Turbinella pyrum), some of of tools and the heads of arrows and lances made
them intended to bo used as conchs, others as of stone and bone, but nothing indicating a know-
ornaments, necklaces, etc. The pottery articles ledge of the use of metals. It seems to be the

were cups, and an hour-glass-shaped drum, also opinion of Ketzing and that of Nilsson (Scandi-

human and other bones. naviska Nordens Urinvanare, af S. Nilsson, Lund.
All around in the cantonment of Secunderabail 1888-43), that they were the burial-places of a

and Bolarum are numerous remains, many of people much older than the Celts. Similar remains,

which have been opened, and some very p>erfect di8covcre<l in France, have been supposed by MM.
skulls obtained. Robert and Serres to be referable in like manner

There are many cairns on the Masulipatam to different eras,

road, noticed by Captain (now General) Doria. in the Alford district of Aberdeenshire are

Also at Goor Muktul, between Zorapur and many claims of enormous size. Some people think

Hyderabad
;
many near Dewarconda, about 40 they have been beacoijs to give warning in time

miles S.E- from Hyderabad; also (it Narkaelpilly. of danger; but many of them are situated in low
A return from Mr. Felly showed 2129 cronilechs places, and they are supposed to be tombs of some
and kislvaens in the Bellary district, which the great men. It is a common saying among the

people believe to have been the dwellings of a people of that country to this day, when any
diminutive race called Moliori. Cairns, cromlechs, person makes them a gift, ‘God I wat, gin I live

and kistvaens are also to be seen in all the Raichore ahint you, Fse add a stane to your cairn.’ The
Doab; in the district lying between the Krishna old Celtic is, ‘ Curri mi clach er do cuim,’ ‘I will

and Tuinbudra, on the Yemmee Gooda hills. add a stone to your cairn
;

’ t.e. I will do homage
At Vibuthalli Captain Taylor discovered a to your memory when you are dead. And to this

great group of natural rocks or tors, surrounded day many old people never pass by any of these

by circles of stones. One at Vibuthalli consists cairns without throwing a Btone to it.

of a square of 22 rocks on each side. It is The Gond races in the Vi ridhya place great stones

partly incomplete, and the area measures 360 by over the graves. Doorgawati, queen regent of

340 feet. At Shahpur is a parallelogram, where Gurha Mundela, was killed in action against the

56 huge rocks enclose a space and tumulus 400 troops of Akbar, under Asaf Khan, os an inscription

feet by 260. Some of the masses exceed 200 of her family asserts (As. Res. xv. p. 437). She
tons in weight, one of them 267 tons, and it is was interred at the place where she fell (Ben. As.

difficult to imagine how such masses were moved Soc. Journal, vi. 628), and to this day the passing

from the granite hills at Shahpur, three miles stranger places, as a votive offering, one of tho

distant. It had been a place ox cremation on a fairest he can And of those beautiful specimens of

large scale, and the tumulus consisted of human white crystal in which the hills in tnis quarter
ashes, charcoal, and pieces of bone; and the remains abound. Two rocks lie by her side, which are

of each body had been covered over with wliite supposed by the people to be her drums converted

earth. into stone
;
and strange stories are told of their

The Zorapore gravesareof twokind8,one in which being still occasionally heard to sound in the stiil-

the dead were buried, accompanied by human ness of the night by the people of the nearest

sacrifices; the other burned their dead, and placed villages. The very ancient custom of casting a
their ashes in cairns, or collected and placed them stone upon untimely graves is still observed
in kistvaens. thrpughout Spain, accompanied by a silent prayer

Captain Congreve regarded these Neilghor^ for the dead,

remains to be those of Scythic races. Captain In the Upper Godavery, British side, and Kistna
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diitrict south of JagglapettA, tombs and caims are the blocks, is by cutting grooves, along which

found in groups, particularly in the Kistna district, fires are lighted, and into which, when heated,

where there are hundreds on one lull alone,—four cold water is run, which causes the rock to fissure

stone slabs on edge, and slab at bottom, and one on along the groove. The lever and rope are the

top
;
then round the tomb a ring of small stones, only mechanical aids used in transp orting and

some r2 feet in diameter, and small stones within erecting the blocks. The objects of their erection

that heaped over the grave. The grave is sunk from are various, — sepulture, marking spots where

2 to 4 feet in the ground, according to the breadth public events had occurred, etc. The Khussya

of the side slabs. The sizes of the graves are from word for a stx>ne, ‘man,’ as commonly occurs in

1 foot 6 inches long by I foot broad, to 6 feet the names of their villages and places, as that of

long by 2 feet broad. In the Kistna district the man, rrjaen, and men does in those of Brittany,

slarjs are limestone
;
in the Upper Godavery, tra}>, Walc^s, Cornwall, etc. Thus Mausmai signifies in

bypogene rock and sandstone. In several of Khassya the stone of oath
;
Mauloo, the stone of

these graves has been found a skeleton. The borly
j

salt; Mauflong, the grassy stone, etc.; just as in

had been laid on the rigiit side, head resting on AVales, Penmaen Mawr signifies the hill of the big

right arm, head always north, feet south. The atone
;
and in Brittany a menhir is a standing,

bones crumbled almost, at a touch. The size and a dolmen a table stone, etc. A cairn of oou-

of the upper slabs on the toniV*« vary in size froin siderable size, on the roadside at the top of the

4 feet by 3 feet to 8 fett by 6 feet
;
some of the 1 Ajunta ghat, seems to have been a thankoffering

smaller tombs have no slabs on them on top, but for the ascent of the ghat. We added, like the

only small stones piled up as a cairn. rest of our camp, one stone to the heap .—Ras

In the Upper Gcxlavery, also, are tombs without. Mala, Hindoo AnnaU, ii. p. 887 ;
Dr. Pritchard^

caims, no slabs at bottom, only four forming Rep. Brit, Axs. 1847, p. 236; Colonel Mtadows

the sides. They are generally 4 feet by .S feet Tnijhfr in Dr. CaldwtlVs Grammar

;

square
;
some immense slabs on top measured 14 As. Res. v. xv.

;
Capts. Harkness and Congrevo

by 6 feet. The graves are filled up with small in M.L.S.J.
;
Captain Yule; Bcng. As. Soc. Journ,

earthen pots, filled with burnt bones and clay. xiii. p. 619. See Cheda; Cromlech; Ghorbaud;

Beads, apfiarcntly made of ivory, and some small Tsalai.

glass ones of rod and green colour, in the pot that CAIRO, the capital of Egypt, in lat. 30° 6' N.,

contains the charred remains of the skull. There I and long. 3l° 26 E., a very ancient city in the

is a splendid tomb of sandstone on the Nizam’s valley of the Nile, and known to the people as

side of the river opposite Lingala; the slab on top Misr. After the conquest of Egypt by Cambyses

is 9 feet square, the tomb surrounded with eight (i\ c. 525), the Babylonians are said to have

rings of stone (sunk in the ground) some 7 feet founded New Babylon, on the site now occupied

in diameter; it is evidently a chief s grave. In by old Cairo. That city, during the Romau
another grave, with smaller slabs and fe'wer rings occupation, was the headquarters of oneof the three

round, were the usual pots with bones and beads
;

legions stationed in E^ypt. In a.d. 638 New
the rings contained a skeleton w ith feet in towards Babylon was captured by the Arabs, and a new

the tomb, the skull placed between the knees, city gradually arose beyond it, which received

These w'ere the skeletuiis of slaves that had been the name of ‘ Fastat,’ from its having grown up

sacrificed on the death of a chief, number accord- around the tent (fastat) of the Arab general. The

iug to rank, Heroilotus describes this ceremony, modern city was built adjacent to Fastat, in the

Mr. Rivett Carnac, in the beginning of 1847, 12th century a.d.
,
a portion of the stone used in

brought to notice the existence of Imrrows, a little the construction having been obtained from the

further northward, at the village of Junaj)ani, ancient city of Memphis.

near Nagpur, in which were found articles of In a.d. 973, the new city, under the title of Misr

potkry, spear and arrow heads, batlleaxcs, ahorse (al Kahirah, i.e. the Victorious), was constitute

snatfie bit, stirrup- irons, and a Binall iron model the capital of Egypt. The citadel was built in

of a bow and arrow. 1116 by the famous Saladin (Salah-ud Din), who

In the Bengal Asiatic Journal, xiii. p. 618, for also erected the beautiful aqueduct seen from its

1844, is Colonel Yule’s description of the Khassya walls. Within the walls are the Pasha’s palace,

people of East Bengal, an Indo-Chinese race, who the arsenal, mint, and public offices, a mosque,

keep cattle but drink no milk, and the sister’s and a well 260 feet deep, known as Joseph’s Well,

sou inherits property and rank. They habitually It was not, however, Joseph the son of Jacob who

erect dolmens, menhirs, cists, and cromlechs, sank it, but a ruler of that name, about A.D. 1100.

almost as gigantic in their proportions, and very Under the successors of Salah-ud-Din, Cairo was

similar in appearance and construction, to the so- greatly extended
;

its magnificence culminated

called Driiidical remains of western Europe. The about 1340 a.d,

undulatory eminences of the country, some 4000 On the 26th January 1517, the Osmanli sultan,

feet to 6000 feet above the level of the sea, are Selim i., entered the city ns its conqueror, and

dotted with groups of huge unpolished squared thenceforward its history is a blank down to the

pillars and tabular slabs, supported on three or 22d July 1798, when it was occupied by the

four rude piers. In one spot, buries! in a sand French army under Bonaparte. In 1801 the

grove, were found a nearly complete circle of French garrison capitulated to the Turkish army,

menhir, the tallest of which was 30 feet otit of the On the 8d August 1805, Muhammad Ali Pasha

ground, 6 feet broad, and 2 feet 8 inches thick; took possession of the citadel, which witnessed the

and in front of each was a dolmen or cromlech of massacre, Ist March 1811, of 400 Mameluke Beys,

proportionately gigantic pieces of rock, while the by his orders. Amir Bey alone escaped by leap-

largest slab hitherto measured is 32 feet high, 16 ing the wall. The population is ^tiroat^ at

feet broad, and 2 feet thick. Several had been 400,000, Egyptians, Mahomedans, Copts, Jews,

very recently erected. The method of obtaining Europeans, and other strangers from the principal



CAJAN. CALADIUM XANTHORIZUM.

orieDtal etateSf but the mass of the population

consists of Epypto- Arabian townspeople, of a

much more mixed origin than the fellaheen or

agricultural population.

CAJAN. Malay. Fronds of the palmyra and
cocoanut palms.

CAJAN US INDICUS. Spreng. Pigeon-pea.

Of this there are two varieties, which differ only

in the colour of the vexillum.

Var, ae, with vexillum of a uniform yellow

colour on both sides.

Cajanui flavua, Dc Can.
|
Cytians cajan, Linn.

Dhal, Arhar, . . Brno. Shakhull, . . . Pers.
Pai yen khyung, . Burm. Adaki, .... Sanrk.
Tuvaray, .... Can. Kohi, also Vein, of Simla.
Dhal, Kng. Segapu, Tovaray,
Dangri of . . . Giu. Purpoo, . . . Tam.
Lai Tur, also Dhal, Hind. Yerra Kondalu, . Tel.
Dhingra Ktindi of Kangra. I Potu Kondalu, . ,,

This is a very valuable pulse.

Var. /3, vexillum purplish and veined on the

outside, yellow on the inside.

Gajanus bicolor, D. C.
|
Cyti«UBpseudo-cajAn,Jrtrg.

Burry Tur, . . Dukh. Main Tovarai, . . Tam.
Two-coloured Dhal, Eng. Malay Tovarai, . . ,,

Hill Doll, .... „ Konda Kandulu, . Tkl.

An excellent pulse, makes a pudding little in-

ferior to that made of peas, and is a particular

favourite. When husked and split, it constitutes

the kind of dhal which most commonly enters into

the formation of the vegetable curry of the Hindu,

—

moisture, 12*0
;
nitrogenous matter, 20*1

;
starchy

matter, 63*1
;
fatty or oily matter, 1*5; mineral

constituents (ash), 8*2. Tliis is sown in fields

at the commencement of the rains in June, and
sometimes much later; it is ripe in December.
The seeds are sometimes ground into flour, or

split like dry peas; for the latter they are an
excellent substitute. It is one of the plants em-
ployed in the Bengal Powder-works at Eshaporc,

in the manufacture of gunpowder charcoal. It

might probably be employed in the manufacture

of pyroligneous acetic acid. The green pods
are cooked in curries. The seeds are separated

from the dried pods by beating, and to give a
bright colour are mixcKl with red earth and
steeped in water until they germinate. They
are then removed, and dried in the sun for two
days, and bruised in a mill to break up the

se^s, when it is freed from the testa. The
cotyledons are now called dhal, which is cooked
for curries

;
also sweet cakes are made from it.

Dhal sells at 18 to 24 lbs. for a shilling. The
dry leaves and stalks are given to cattle, and the

stalks used as thatch.

—

Beng. Phar. p. 235.

CAJAPUTI OIL, Kayaputi, Cajaputi oleum.

This oil is obtained from the leaves of the

Melaleuca cajaputi of Maton and Roxburgh
;
and

it has been said, also from M. Icucodendron, which
is the species known to the people as the kayu-
puti, literally white wood. Kumphius described

two trees, Arbor alba major and Arbor alba

minor, and in 1798, Mr. Smith, of the Calcutta
Botanic Garden, was sent to the Molucca islands

to obtain the true sort of cajaputi plant. He
obtained several of each of the trees, and they
were distributed over India. Specimens sent to

England, were ascertained by Dr. Maton to be
those of the Melaleuca cajaputi, Roxh., a small

tree with an erect but crooked stem, covered with
thick, rather soft, light-coloured bark

;
branches

scattered, with slender twigs which droop like

those of the weeping willow. A native of the

Molucca islands, especially of Boeroe, Manipe, and
of the S. of Borneo. It is called dauukitsjil, but
also cajaputi. The leaves are collected on a
warm dry day in autumn, and placed in dry sacks,

in which they nevertheless become heated and
moist. They are then cut in pieces, macerated in

water for a night, and then distilled. Two sackfuls

of the leaves yield only about three drachms of

the oil. This is clear and limpid, of a light green

colour, very volatile, diffusing a powerful (idour,

having a warm aromatic taste, something resem-

bling that of camphor, followed by a sense of

coolness. Sp. gr. 0*914 to 0*927; soluble in

alcohol. It boils at 348°. — CrawfunVs Dirt.

;

0\Sh.; Royle ;
Mason. See Melaleuca cajaputi.

CAJU. Gt^T., Hind. Casearia elliptica? also

Hind., Anacardium occidentale. Cashew-nut tree.

Caju ka tel, the oil from the apple.

CAJUR. Hind. Phoenix dactylifera, the date-

palm, properly Khajnr.

CAKAY. Can. Cnthartocarpns fistula.

CALA. Sansk. Time in its natural accepta-

tion
;
a term applied to a variety of mathematical

and astronomical subjects. Cala, in Hindu astro-

nomy, an arc of one minute of a degree ;
also

the phases of the moon, of which the Hindus
count 16. Maha Cala, the conjunction or opposi-

tion of the sun and moon. See Kala
;
Yug.

CALABAR SKINS.
Petitgria, .... Fn. Vaor, It.

Grauwerk Ger. Bjclka, Res.
Vajo, It. Gria pequeno, . . Sp.

Siberian squirrel skins, of various colours, usc*d

in making muffs, tippets, etc.

—

M'Cnlloch; Fanlk.

CALABASH, Cucurbita lagenaria, Linn.

Hurrea kuddoo, . Hind. I Choorny kai, . . .Tam.
Laboo Ambon, . Malay,

j
Anapa knya, , . . Tr.i,.

This is the Lagenaria vulgaris, Ser. It isof
two kinds, the long or Ceylon, and the round

;

they are good vegetables when young, and are

useful when dry as vessels, also as fakirs’ bottles,

as the sounding drum for the sitar, and as a buoy
for swimming across rivers. The New World
calabash is the shell of the fruit of Crescentia

enjete, L., a tree of the West Indies and South
America, applied to various domestic purposes, and
often carefully carved or painted.

—

Rohde, MSS.
CALABASH NUTMEG, Monodora rnyristica,

var., of tropical West Africa, bearing globular
fruits, 4 to Ginches in diameter, filled with aromatic
seeds. These might, with advantage, be brought
to India.

CALABA TREE, Calophyllum calaba, Linn.

CALACUTA, in Hindu mythology, a poison

produced from the churning of the ocean.

CALADANA. Hind. Pharbitis nil,

CALADIUM ESCULENTUM. Willde.

Colocasia esculenta,

|

Ervi, Hind.

A small bulbous root, sown from March to July

in rows of beds, mostly along a watercourse where
ginger is planted. It requires much water, and takes

from six to seven months to ripen. When boiled

and then roasted, it is very wholesome, and some-
what resembles a yam in taste

;
the natives also

put it into curries. It is not liked by Europeans.

CALADIUM XANTHORIZUM. Smith.

Kwei-kui, . . . Chin.
)
Tub kioh -lien, . . Chin.

This Chinese arum has a round irregular bulb,

used medicinally.

—

Smith.
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CAT.Air. CAT.AMUP.

CALAH, one of the three cities mentionetl in

Genesis x. 11, 12 ns having been restored by Asshiir,

BOX) of Shem. B.c. 740, Calah revolted, and Tiglath-
Pileser became ruler of Assyria. It has been
identilied as the modern Nimrud, q.v.

GALA JIRA. Hind. Fennel dower seed.

CALAMANDER WOOD.
Koulou -midrie, . SiNGir. 1 Kalimicdcriye, . SiNOH.
Koulmidrie, . . ,, j

Caltunaiider niaram? Tam.
A commercial term applied to tlic woods of

two or three species of Dalbergia growing in

Ceylon, one of them the D. qnmsita, Thu\ It

is scarce even in Ceylon
;

it is probably the most
beautiful of all fancy woods. The figure is between
that of rosewood and zebra-wood

;
the colour of

|

the ground is usually a rich hazel brown, described
I

as chocolate brown with black stri]ie8. It is hard,
j

and turns well. Mr. Rohde {MSS.) met with
variegated ebony of rich lustre in logs of ebony
cut iu the Northern Circar hills, but whether !

this was owing to the wood being young, or

whether the wood was from a distinct tree, he did I

not know
;
but there seems no doubt that very

many trees yield an ebony.— /lia.v. Mat. Med.
p. 211; M^i.'ulloch

;
Rahde^ MSS.; Jioltzapfd

;

Mendis; Ferffus.mn
;

Thwaltes. See Dalbcrgia.

CALAMARlDyE, the family of dwarf snakes.

Sec Ib’ptilcs.

CALAMAIIIES, or Squids, arc molluscous
animals, of the family Teutludjc, section Dccapoda.
Moat of the genera are fossil

;
but Loligo or Teuthis

has twenty-one recent species, and one of them is

luminous at night. See Molluaca.

CAI..AMBAC, Chin-biang, Chin., also Calam-
beg, called aloes-wood, is the agallochum of the

ancients, and the agila or eagle-wood of the

moderns. It is produced in Siam and Sylhet by
Aquilaria agtdloclia.—AV>///c, lilustr. p. 171.

CALAMRUCO, one of the best timber trees of

the Philippines. Tlic wood is largely employed in

the fabrication of domestic utensils and agricultural

implements.

—

Crawfurd^ Die. p. 79.

CARA MEEN. Tam. Polyncmus Indicus.

CALAMINE.
Shih-sui-yuen, . . Chin. I Oalamina, . . . Lat.
Carbonate of zinc, Eng.

1
Zinci carbonaa, . . „

Rough calamine is prepared for medicinal use

by burning
;
prepared article, usually called oxide

of zinc, is often adulterated with sulph. baryta,

carlwnate of lime, etc.

—

Hoyle.

CALAMUS. 'I'his genus of palm trees is in-

digenous to Southern Asia, and Dr, Griffiths

enumerated 68 species. They abound in the Madras
territories, along the foot of the Himalaya from

Dehra Doon to Sylhet, in Assam, Chittagong, in

tlie Malay Peninsula, Siam, Cochin-China, Su-

matra, and in the Eastern Archipelago. The species

are mostly spreading shrubs or small trees, erect,

or climbing to a considerable height, or trailing

their weak stems several hundreil feet along.

They furnish the dragon’s blood, Malacca canes,

and rattans of commerce, some being formed

into walking-sticks
;
some, as the C. rotang and

others, form the canes or rattans of commerce, of

which the people of the Khassya hills make bridges

800 feet long, and those of the Animally hills are

formed into long looped ladders. The hard flinty

coating of the cane stems are readily split into

stripe, from which the bottoms of chairs and

similar articles arc manufactured. It is not,

however, possible to say from what particular

2 M ^

]

species the canes of the shops are obtained, it

i
being probable that many are gathered indis-

I criminately
; C. rotang lias, however, been said

j

to furnish the stouter, and C. scipionum the more
slender sorts. But the C. tenuis of Assam, C.
gracilis, C. extensus, and others, all furnish the
canes of commerce. The stem of Calamus verus
is described as being 100 feet long, that of C.
oblongus 300 to 400 feet, of C. rudeutum upwards
of 600 feet, and of C. extensus as much as 600
feet. Rumpliiiis even states (vol. v. 100) that
one kind attains the extraordinary length of 1200
feet, 'riic cane stem is closely covered over by

I the tubular bases of the leaves, through which it

is drawn by the cane-gatherers when green
;

afterwards it is dried in the sun, and then is ready
for the market. The ground rattan is distin-

guished by its straight head and altogether straight

and stiff character, as well as by its pale colour,

some of them are at least an inch in diameter, and
o: hers not half that thickness. Some are distin-

guished by a liard, and others by a soft bark.

I

It is not known whether the slender are of the
same species as the thicker kinds, only growing

I

in different situations, or from roots of different

Ages
;
but Rhapis flabelliformis is said to yield the

ground rattan. Another kind of rattan is called

dragon cane. This, lioth light and dark coloured,
is thicker than the last, has long internodes and
a hard bark, less flexible than the common rattans,

but strong, springy, and much valued. A variety,

with soft bark, is called Manilla dragon cane.

Other kinds of canes, imported from China, are

known, one with stiff stems and large knots, by
the name of Jarnbee, another as AYliangee. This
has a pale, Imrd bark, and flexible sterns, with
internodes of about an inch and a half or two
inches, and a number of little holes at the knots.

Some of the cixnes of commerce, however, arc

produced l)y species of bambusa, sacchanun, and
other grajrscs. The flesh that surrounds the seeds

of this genus is a delicate article of food; limpid
water flows from the stems when cut through

;

and the young shoots of some of them, while still

tender, are fritted or boiled, chopped small, and,

being fried with pepper and gravy, are said to

furnish a very delicate dish. Owe of the kinds of

dragon’s blood or jiirnang is the procluce of

species of calamus
;
and those which chiefly yield

it are the C. petrwus, Aoar., C. rudentum, Aowr.,

C. verus, Loi/r., and C. draco, Willd.., of which the

last three were by Liniifeus reckoned mere vaneties

of C. rotang. Mr. Gamble names 39 species.

Calamus arborescens, is an arboreous
species of rattan common in the Burma jungles.

Griflith justly terms it ‘ a very elegant palm.’

Calamus draco, Willde.

Dam-ul'Akhwain, Arab. Rotan-jarnang, . Malay.
Ky-eing-ni, . . IUihm. Kanda-murgu-rattam,
Tu-tang, Koh-liu, . Chin. Tam.

This grows in Burma, the Malay Peninsula,

Sumatra, and the Eastern Archipelago, and is said

to be the species wiiicli, as a natural secretion of

its fruit, yields the best d’jurnang or dragon's

blood, an article of commerce from the earliest

times, and still in demand. In the forest of

Tenasscrim, the natives call it ‘red rattan,' as it

produces a red exudation like dragon’s blood. It

is little known in the Peninsula of India. The
plants when young are elegant, and resemble

small palm trees, after wliich they become scandent,

b



CALAMUS. CALCAREOUS SPAR.

ftiid overrun any neighbouring trees. The fruits

are fleshy, red, and astringent. Dragon’s blood

is of more importance in the arts than in medicine,

being chiefly used as an ingredient in varnishes

and paints. In commerce it occurs in powder,
grains, masses, drops the size of an olive, and in

sticks, enveloped in the leaf of the talipot palm.

Calamus erectus, lioxh. Its seeds are used as a

substitute for betel-nut.

Calamus extensus, Roxh.^ Nela poka, Tel. Its

seeds are used for betel-nut. See Canes.

Calamus fasciculatus, Roxb. ^Rattan cane.

Buro-bet, . . . Bkno. 1 Parambu, . . . Tam.
Perambu, . . Maleal.

|
Amla Vetasawmu, Tel.

This cane is a native of Bengal, used for walking-
sticks.

Calamus inermis, T. And.^ furnishes the finest

alpenstocks.

Calamus latifolius, Roxh.^ of Chittagong, Burma,
and the Andamans, is used for tying timber rafts,

and to make cables.

Calamus montanus, T. And.^ of Sikhira and
Bhutan, is the best cane for su-spension bridges
and for dragging logs.

Calamus rotang, Linn. Rattan cane.

C. Koxburghii, Griff. ^
Jlni/U.

Bet, Beta, . . . Beng. Betamu, Bettapu, Tel.
Rotan, .... Malay. Niru Prabba, remu, ,,

Be<l, Pkhs. Pepu, „
Perambu, . . . Tam.

This species of calamus is said to furnish the

stouter of the rattan canes of commerce, which
are readily split into strips, are extensively used
for the caning in the backs and bottoms of chairs,

sofas, and liglit carriages
;
are made into matting,

seats, sofas, baskets, and cabinets
;
and throughout

the Archipelago vessels are furnished with cables

formed of cane twisted or plaited. They are like-

wise formed into ropes by tlie people of the forests,

to drag heavy weights and to bind wild elephants.

The kinds employed for caning chairs, etc., are

known in commerce by the name of rattan cane,

and are yielded by long trailing species which
abound wherever the genus is found. The most
northern one. Calamus Royleanus, no doubt yields

the rattans collected in the Dehra Doon, while C.

Roxburghii doubtless yields those collected in

more southern latitudes. Dragon cane is thick,

both light and dark coloured, with long internodes

and a hard bark, less flexible than the common
rattans, but strong, springy, and much valued.

C. Royleanus, C. rotang, common in Bengal and
on the Coromandel coast, are used for all the

ordinary purposes of cane
;
as also are G. tenuis

of Assam, gracilis, extensus, and others. Canes
form a considerable article of commerce. Between
four and five millions of them have been exported
from the East Indies. Dampiersays: ‘Here we
made two new cables of rattans, each of them
four inches about. Our captain bought the

rattans, and hired a Chinese to work them, who
was very expert in making such wooden cables.

These cables I found serviceable enough after, in

mooring the vessel with either of them
;
for when

I carri^ out the anchor, the cable, being thrown
out after me, swam like cork in the sea, so that

I could see when it was tight, which we cannot so
well discern in our hemp cables, whose weight
sinks them down, nor can we carry them out but
by placing two or three boats at some distance

asunder, to buoy up the cable, while the long
boat rows out the anchor.’ The tow-ropes men-

tioned by Marco Polo as used by the Chinese for

tracking their vessels on their numerous rivers

and canals, seem also to have been made of cane;

and not of bamboo, as sometimes stated, as they

were split in their whole length of about thirty

feet, and then twisted together into strong ropes

some hundred feet in length. In Java, Sumatra,

and throughout the eastern islands, vessels are

furnished with cables formed of cane twisted or

plaited. This sort of cable was very extensively

manufactured at Malacca.

Mr. G. Bennet says (Wanderings, ii. p. 121) that

near Macao the rattans are split longitudinally,

soaked, and attached to a wheel, which one person

keeps in motion, whilst another binds the split

rattans together, adding others to the length

from a quantity carried around his waist, until

the required length of the rope is completed.

Calamus Royleanus, Griff. the most northern

of the canes, being found in the Dehra Doon,
where it abounds. Plentiful in the eastern Kamaon
forests, and used in all cane- work.

Calamus rudentiim, Lourctro^ grows on the

Mahabaleshwar hills and Dckban, also in Cochin-

China and the Moluccas. Loureiro describes

this large species as being twisted into ropes

in the eastern regions, and employed, among
other purposes, fordragging great weights, and for

binding untamed elephants.

Calamus scipionein, Loureiro. Griffith con-

sidered this to be the species which yields the

Malacca cane, but the plant does not appear
about Malacca. He was, however, informed that

the (janes are imported from Siak, on the opposite

coast of Sumatni. Some of these are simply

mottled or clouded, others of a brown colour, in

consequence, it is said, of their having been
smoked. The more slender specimens with the

longest internodes are those most highly valued.

Calamus viininalis, Ainslie.

Bet, Dukh. Perupum, .... Tam.
Vetra, .... Sansk. Bettn, Tel.

It grows in the woods, and its fruit is eaten by
the common people.— Roxb.; Griffith; Seeman;
Voigt; Roijle, Fib. PL; Mason; O'Sh.; Bennet;
Thompson

; Ainslie^ p, 2H1
; Gamble.

CALANDRA GRANARIA.
Ch’heda, Ghun, . Hind.

|
Makora, . . . Hind.

A weevil very destructive to grain. It is one of

the insects styled goon by the people. See Insects.

CALANOS, a Brahman who accompanied Alex-
ander the Great into Western Asia. He was an
old man upwards of 80, and went along with
Alexander through Gedroaia, the modern Makran.
But at Pasargada, in Persia, he fell sick, and
ended his life by immolating himself on a pile.

According to Plutarch, his re^ name was Sphones.
His native country was on the banks of the river

Camala.

—

Cal. Rev. See Zarmono Chegas.
CALAPA. Malay. Cocoanut palm. From

this is derived the old word for the cocoanut,
calaper, still usual amongst sailors.

CALAPNATH. Hind. Andrographispaniculata.
CALASTRI or Kalabasti is a zamindari estate

in the Madras district of North Arcot, Madras.
The town, in lat. 13^ 45’ N., and lon^. 79^ 44’ E.,

is the principal town of a Hindu chief known as
the raja of Calastri.

CALCAREOUS SPAR. Calc-spar.

Ying-ibw^-ibih, . Chin. I Han-ihwui-thih, . Chin.
Peh fhwui-ahih, . „ |

Safed surma, . . BUnd.
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CALCUIITS CYSTICUS. CALCUTTA.

The varieties of this mineral are calc-spar, Ice-

land spar, satin spar, chalk, rock nulk, calcareous
" tufa, stalactite, stalagmite, limestone, oolite, piso-
lite, argentine, Fontainebleau limestone, white
and clouded marbles, statuary marble, compact
limestone, stinkstone, anthraconite, plumbo cal-

dte, mineral agaric. Calcareous spar is used
in Indiu medicinally, and they call it white anti-
mony, probably from its rhombohedral fracture
resembling that of galena, which is usually em-
ployed in lieu of antimony

;
and natives use this

also for the eyes, just as the) do sulphide of

antimony. At Sankerydroog, 25 miles S.W. of

Salem, a great quantity of calcareous spar is burnt
and sent to Salem and other parts, for eating with

|

betel, as betel-eaters hold it in esteem. It requires

a much greater heat than the ordinary kinds of

limestone, and is generally burnt in small circular

kilns with a jungle shrub, which gives out a
great heat. When burnt it is much whiter than
ordinary chunam, takes a most beautiful polish,

and is much used for the last coat of plaster in

houses, etc., giving the appearance of the whitest

marble when polished. It occurs also at Masuli-

patam and in Travancore
;
rhomb spar at Nellore,

and satin spar, or fibrous carbonate of lime, in the

Hyderabad territory. Calcium is estimated to

constitute one- fourth part, by weight, of the

materials of which the earth consists. The im-
portance of the uses of the compounds corresponds

with the abundance of the element itself. But
for the use of calcium in separating iron from ore,

iron would not occupy the important position it

does. Its compounds form ranges of mountains,
coral islands, and chalk cliffs. There are few
industries which do not depend in some way upon
it in the form of carbonate of lime, as limestone,

chalk, marble, calc-spar, and shells.

Calcined shells, Poh-fen and Hai-koh-fen of

the Chinese, when finely powdered, are used in

China as a face powder, or for dusting sores.

The famed polished wall plaster of the Madras
houses is made of lime prepared from calcined

shells dreilged from the neighbouring Pulicat

lake. See Chunam.

Calcis carbonas, Chalk, Carbonate of lime.

Kila, Arab. Karrimatti, . . Hind.
H’tounghYyu, . Hurm. Kapur ingria, . .Malay.
Crate, Fr. Gil safed, . , . Pkbs.
Kohlenaaurer kalk, <}eb. Simi ohuoambu, . Tam.
Yalaiti chuna, . Hind.

Chalk is only seen as an article of import into

India. The Hindustani, Malay, and Tamil names
describe it as foreign lime. It is used in house-

holds
;
but the bones of vertebrata, a large part of

the shells of testaceous roollusca, of Crustacea,

corals, oyster shells, crab's claws, crab's eyes, as

they are called, are all employed in eastern countriw

medicinally, as also the lapis judaicus, which is

the spine of fossil echinus. All consist of pure

carbonate of lime, with some animal matter inti-

mately intermixed.

—

Royle.

CALCULUS CYSTICUS, bezoar.

Hair-ul-Bakir, , . Arab. Oautereh, . . . PxRS.

Gsirun, .... Dukh. Goroohana, . . . Sansk.

Biliary oalouloB, . Eno. Koroshanam, • . Tam.

Biliary concretions occasionally found in the

gall bladders of horned cattle in India. They

are generally contained in a little bag, which holds

two or three small calculi, each ab^t the size of

a tamarind stone, or one large one as big as a

marble. They are of a bright yellow colour, and
are considered bjr native practitioners as highly
valuable in certain indispositions of young chil-

dren, owing to their cordial and alexipharroic
qualities. A piece about the bigness of a mustanl
seed is commonly given for a dose to a babe of

two months old, in conjunction with an infusion

of omum or siraguni. This substance is also
used, together with kadukai and maebakai, in

preparing a mixture for cleansing the inside of
the mouths of new-born infants. The Vyteaiis

prescribe a solution of it in warm chi, to be
poured up the nose in cases of nervous neadache

;

and they administer it, too, in doshum (typhua
fever), made into a draught with woman's milk.

—

Aivs. Mat. Med. p. 85. See Bezoar
;
Gall Stones.

CALCUTTA, in lat. 22° 84' 2" N., long. 88° 28'

59" E., at the cistern of the barometer at the
Surveyor-General's office, is 18 feet (G. T. S.) aI>0Ye
the sea. It is the capital of British India, built

on the left or eastern bank of the Hoogly river.

It is a place of great trade, and has a mint, a
cathedral, a governor’s house, a fortress, a town
hall, great hospitals, schools and colleges, a
botanical garden, custom office, high court, and
public monuments to Sir David Ouchterlony,

Warren Hastings, Wellesley, Cornwallis, Outram,
and others. The name is from Kalika (Kali, and
&t), to move, also said to be from Kali Kota, and it

was the first concession to the British in that part

of India. It was, when they obtained it, only a

miserable village known also as Kali Ghat, of which
also some believe its present name is a corruption.

It is about 80 miles from the Bay of Bengal. On
the 18th June 1756, it was taken by Suraj-ud-

Dowla. Messrs. Drake and Minchin had made their

escape along wdth the women and children, but
Mr. Holwell hela out for forty-eight hours longer,

and ho and 146 of the people were then imprisoned

in a small guard-room, alx>ut 20 feet square, and
on the following morning only twenty-three issued

alive. The guard-room was thenceforward known
as the Black Hole of Calcutta. In January 1767

it was recovered by a detachment from Madras
under Admirals Watson and Clive, and the treaty

of Calcutta was agreed to on the 9th February
1757. The population greatly increased :

—

1710, 10,000 to 12,000

1752. Mr. Holwell’s entimate, . . 409,066

1814. By Sir E. Hyde East 700,000

1821. By Town Asiessors, . ,
'

. . 179,917

1821. By Calcutta Magistrates, . . 280,652
1831. By Captain Steel, Superint. of Police, . 187,081

1837. By Captain F. W. Birch, do. do., . 229,714

1850. By Mr. Simms, Surveyor of Calcutta, . 361,369

1866. By the Justice of the Police, . . 377,924

1872. In the Census of Lower Bengal, . . 429,635

1881, 684,668

In 1686 the English merchants quited Hugh
and occupied the three river-side hamlets, Suta-

nati, Kalikata, and Govindpur, where in 1696

they erected the original Fort William, and in

1700 they formally purchased the site from prince

Adm, son or grandsuo of Alamgir i. Between 1762
and 1778, tl^ present fortress was constructed,

at a cost of two kror, and the natives gathered

around it. After the battle of Plassey, a mint
was established, and the first coin was issued on
the 19th August 1757. In 1797 it was declared

a presidency. The town has a European and a

native portion; and until the latter half of the

19th century, its insanatory condition was con*-

647



CALDAXI. CALICHl-KAI.

stantly exposed. There arc now several colleges,

medical schools, and hospitals. In 1873 tlie

death-rate was 25*82 per 1000. It has several

times snlTcred from cyclones; those of 5th October

1864 and 2d November 1867 caused great damage
to the houses and to the shipping.

Calcutta municipality exercist's jurisdiction over

seven square miles. I'he Alahratta Ditch, arouml
j

Calcutta, was excavated by the natives in the

middle of the 18tli century, as a protection against

Mahraita inroads. Calcutta has been the nurse of

many able statesmen, learned men, and philoso-

phers,—AVarren Hastings, Sir John Shore, Sir

William Jones, Drs. fl()hn Bortliwick riilchriat,

Horace Hayman AVilson, Francis Balfour, N.

AVallich, Sir AV. O’Shaughneasy, Buchanan, Lord
Dalhousie, and Ijord (-arming, Mr, (^arcy, Mr.

Marshman, and James Prinsep.

—

Imp. Onz.

CAHDANI, a boily of Cliristians in Kurdistan
who use the Syrian language in their liturgy.

—

De /Wc. Sce^ Kuldi,

CALDFiKA BUSH, Screw pine.

Tttlnin, . . . . Tam.
1
Mogili, Tel.

This is the Paiidanus oiloratissimus, which
was brought into Irwlia from ilie Mauritius.

Its leaves are valiialde for making soft matting;

the droo|>a from the stem are a mass of tolerably

fine fibres, nn<l the ends, beaten out, are used by
plasterers for brushes

;
the fibre is use<I for Hues

and cordagi?
;
and the* plant itself makes good

fences near llu* sea, bul itsoon becomes straggling.

-^Rnhdv, MSS.
('ATil)0<)UTA', in Travancore, 700 feet above

the sea, h;us a rainfall of 150 to 200 inches. Tea
is grown fluire.

CAFDWFIJ,, The llcv, Du. R, iluring the

latter half of the 10th century a luissiouary for

(Oiristiaiiity in the south of p(*uinsularlu<lia; author
of the Coinpaiative tirammar of tlie, Dravidian

Languages, ami ( In the Shanar Uacc. His success in

conversions was great, and he was created a bishop

of the English (’liurch.

CALEMBFiKI. Sin<;ii. Coromandel or cala-

mamler wood.

CA I iEN 1 )A Iv. Nations Have mlopted dilTerent

divisions of tiiiic, from which liistory has presented

ddliciiltics and contradictions. That of the
( 'haUheans was seen by Callisthenes, the favourite

of Alexander. It commenced no. 2234. The
Chiucso calendar was reformed under the Han
dynasty, D.C. 1091.

The liomans called the first day of each month
Calend, from a word which signified * callcil,* be-

cause the pontiffs on those days summoned the

people together, to apprise them of the days of

festival in that month. The Roman calendar is

slated to have been introduced by Romulus, the
founder of Rome. Ho divided the year into t-en

months only,—Mars, Aprilis, Maius, Junius,

Quintilis (afterwards called Julius), Sextilis (after-

wards called Augustus), September, Cctober,

November, and Dcccmlier. Mars, Maius, Quintilis,

and October contained 31 days, and each of the

six other months 30 days, so tiiat the ten months
comprised 304 days. The year of Romulus was
therefore of 50 days’ less duration than the lunar

year, and of G1 days less than the solar year.

Numa Pompilius placed two inontlis, Januanus
and Februariiis, before Mars. Julius (,'u3sar con-

sulted the astronomers of his time, and fixed the

solar year as 365 days 6 hours, comprising, as they

thought, the period from one vernal equinox to

anotlier. The six hours were set aside, and at the

end of four years forming a day, the fourth year

was made to consist of 366 days. The day thus
ad<lcd was called intercalary, and was added to the

month of February, by doubling the 24th of that

month, or, according to their way of reckoning,

the sixth of the calends of March. Hence the year
was called bissextile. This almost perfect arrange-
ment, which was dcnomiuat-cd the Julian stylo,

jircvailiMl generally throughout the Christian worhl
till the time of Pope Gregory xin. The calendar

of Julius Caisar was defective in this particular,

that the solar year, consisting of 365 days 5 Imnrs
and 40 minutes, and not of 36.5 days 6 hours, as

was supposed in the time of Julius Cscsar, there

wiis a difference between the apparent year and
the real year of 11 minutes. This difference at

the time of Gregory \\n. had amounte<l to ten

entire days, the vernal e«piinox falling on the

11th instead of the 2l8t of March, at which porio<l

it fell correctly at the titne of the Council of

Nice in the year 325. To obviate this inconvcfii-

cnce, Gregory, in 1582, ordained that the 15tli

of October should be counted Instead of the 5th
for the future.

The solar, i.c. really the sidereal year, called the

Shuboor Sun, or vulgarly the Soor Sun, that is,

the year of (Arabic) months, was apparently in-

troduced into the Dekhan by Taghalaq Shah, be-
tween A.c. 1341 and 1314, ami it is still used by
the Malirattas in all their more imjwrtaut docu-
ments, the dates being inserted in Arabic words
written in Mahratti characters. The F.isli or

‘harvest’ year of other parts of India was not
introducctl until the reign of Akbar and Shah
Jahan, and they mostly coiilinuo to this day to

be used even by the British in revenue accounts.
— of the Sikhs; Co]>tain Cnvningham^

p. 34 ;
liunscTiy ii. pp. 402, 442

;
T. of JmL Cal.

See Era.

CALENDERING. Mora, Ttx. A term said to be
corrupted from cylindering, cotton or linen goods
being passed between cylinders or rollers, and
made of a level and uniform surface. In India,

an appearance siniihir to that produced by calen-

dering is given to goods, particularly to such
chintzes as were intended for the Persian market,
by beating them, and then rubbing them on a
board with a shell slightly waxed. The texture

is no doubt injured by it. The eparse cloths for-

merly largely exported, were beaten with a heavy
block on a log of wood, l)efore being made up in

bales.

—

Rohdcy MSS.
CALENDRELLA BRACKYDACTYLA,

tlie Alauda brachjfdactyla, or short-toed lark of

S. Europe, N. Africa
;
rare in Britain

;
extremely

common in India, where it is currently known to

Europeans as the ortolan.

CALF. As the Basava and Nandi of the Hindus,
the brazen calf mentioned in Scripture as an
object of worship by the Hebrews is still wor-
shipped by Hindus iu India. It is rarely if over
of wood, is often of brass, but oftcuer of stone.

See Bull, Lingam
;
Nandi,

CALI, the Diana Taurica of Greece. Sec Kali.

CALI, in Hinduism, the expected tenth incarna-

tion of Vishnu in the shape oi a white horse with
a human head. Sec Kali.

CALICHI-KAI. Tam. Bonduenut; Caj^nlpiuia

bonducella.

18
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i '.WACi ).

Kattun, .... Dan.
,

Pnno de Algodao,
Katocii, .... Dl'T.

i
AVuboika, . .

'roilo (le cotou
;
Coton, Fu. Tola de Algodon,

Kapra, .... Hind. Cattvm, . . .

hoinbagina; Tela,. It. Tuni
Kayin-KapaH, . Malay, (lud’da, . . .

liawelnika, . . . 1\)L.

AlbmuK-njue burnt the Zainorin s palace. The
Danish Goveininent CHtablishedvft factory in 1752.

Ill 17G(j, when llyder Ali invaded Malabar, the

Zainorin shut hiinfl(df up in his palace and set

lire to it, <lyin;^ with his family in the flames. It

has been rejiciitcdly in the lianda of the Portuguese,

Dutch, French, British, and Mysoreans, and in

Cotton cloth, originally manufactured at Calicut 1 Ml 7 it was restored with Mahc to the French,

on the Malabar coast, still largely made in India, Tipu Sultan destroyed its flourishing trade, ex-

but much of that used is brought from Biitain. polled from the country Uie merchants and factors

Arrian (i, 539) speaks of the beautiful white linens of the foreign commercial liouses, caused the

of India, proliably the same with the modern coeoanut and sandal trees to be cut down, and

calicoes. These formed, as they do at present, a ordered the pepper plants in the whole surround-

great part of the people’s clothing. ing district to be torn up and hacked to

('ALICOIL, a stronghold of the raja of the pieces, because these plants, as he said, brought

Kolliiri race, now ruled by the Ihiducottah raja. riches to the Fbiropeans, and enabled them

CALICO PKINTING. This art was common to carry on Mar against the Indians. Besides

to the Egyptians and the lliiiduB, and is still coeoanut products, coffee, pepper, cardamoms,

largely practised by the latter, with a skill which ginger, cocculus Indicus, gingelly seed, turmeric,

produces much to be admired, even in the midst of arrowroot, croton seeds, and terra japonica form

the productions of the world, and after so many articles of export. There are many of the Tiar and

attempts have been made to improve this art, 15,837 of theMoplah mce in the Calicut district,

certainly imported from the East. Pliny was ac- The population in 1871 was 48,338, of whom
quainted with the wonderful art by which cloths, 11,983, or 33 per cent., were Shanars, or toddy

though immersed in a heated dyeing liqttor of one drawers from tlie palms.

—

Imp. Caz.; Horsburyh;

uniform colour, came out tinged with different Jiartohineo's Voynyr.

colours, which afterwards could not be discharged CALICUT MANCHE, a trading ship of the

by washing. The people of India apply the mor- western coast of India. See Boat,

dants both by pencils and by engraved blocks. CALIF, from the Arabic khalifah, a vicegerent,

The cloth -printers at Dacca stamp the figures on w'as the title assumed by the Mabomedan rulers

cloth which is to be embroidered. The stamps at Baghdad, of whom the first after Mahomed were

are formed of small blocks of kanlul (artocarpus) Abubakr, Umar, Usman, and Ali. Under the

wood, with the figures carve<l in relief. The AbVias dynasty they attained to great power. In

colouring matter is a red earth imported from Bom- (’entral Asia, the sultan at CoDBtantinm)le is even

bay, probably the so-called ‘Indian earth’ from now by most sunni called the Khalil of Bum.

the Persian Gulf. Though the art is now praetbed They claim that this dignified position was granted

to much perfection in Britain, Indian patterns still to Selim i. by a descendant of Ahmad
;
and it ii

retain their own particular beauties, ami command ,
through Ahmad and Mutawakkal B lllah that they

a crowd of admirers. This is no doubt <lue in a i claim to have had transferred the right to the

great measure to the knowledge which they have 1 oflice of kbalif of Islam. It is, however, an

of the effect of colours, and the jiroportions which i
elective office. See Khalif.

they proEk.Tvo between the ground and the pattern, j
CALI-K ASTUKI. Bkng. Abelmoschus mos-

by M'hich a gooil effect is jirocured both at a
j

eliatiis.

disbince and on a near inspection. Printing in CALIMKBE POINT, a cape or promontory in

they proEk.Tvo between the ground and the pattern, j
OALI-K ASi UKl. Bkng. Abelmoschus mos-

by M'hich a gooil effect is jirocured both at a
j

eliatiis.

disbince and on a near inspection. Printing in
|

CALIMKBE PQIN T, a cape or promontory in

gold and in silver is a brancli of the art M'hieli has
|

tlicTanjoreeulIcctoiHte, the Calligicum of Ptolemy,

been carried to groat perfection in India, a.s well 1 in lat. 10'' 17' N., long. 79 ' 50' E., the

upon thick calico ns line muslin. 'The size 1 southerly point on the Coromandel coast. Two
which is used is not mentioned, but in the Burmese I pagoilas near each other, are about a mile from

territory the juice of a plant is used, which no 1 the shore.

—

Imp. (laz.

doubt contains caoutchouc in aslateof solution.— 1 CALl-NADl. Ihe boundary Between Dehli and

Royle, Arts, eti\, of Imlla, p. 483*, iV«iio«r\s Kanouj was the Cali-nadi, or Vdack stream,—the

Hi'uiloostatr i. p. 132 ;
M^CtiUoclis Commerce/ Calindi of the Greek geographers.—

7

Rajas-

than, ii. p. 9.

CALING/A, an ancient kingdom on the eastern
Dictionary, p. 215. than, ii. n. J.

. , . j *

CALICUT, a seaport town on the Malabar coast, ('A I dNG A, an ancient kingdom on the eastern

in lat. 11° /' N. long. 70° ir>4' K., and six coast of the Peninsula of India, at its upper end.

miles N. of IJeypur. It is not visible from tlie Tbe dynasty ruled at Ilajaniundry and in the

ocean, the only building to be seen being a tall Northern Circars. The meaning of the word is a

white lighthouse. Thick groves of coeoanut trees country abounding with creeks, fho town oi

line the shore, and are divided from tlio sea by a Kaliiigapal.nn alone remains to indicate the rule

belt of Band, while undulating green hills rise op of that dyiiasty
;
but the term Kling or Kalen of

behind, and a background of mountains is often Hiirma, ami the Hindu religion of the Javanese,

hidden by banks of clouds. The name is from seem have come from them.

Colicodii or Colikukaga, a cock crowing, as Clicru- Kalingaisitam la in lat. 18 20 long 84

...... t,i. twnrrl and all the land within 10’ b.. a seaport town on the right bank of the
Colicodii or Colikukaga, a cock crowing, ns Chcru

man Permal gave his sword, and all the land within 10' b.. a seaport town
i"

‘
i!

cockcrow of a small temple, to the Znmoriii, or Voinshudara river, 16 miles N. of Cliicawte. U
raja of Calicut, who attained considerable power is m the Ganjurn district Under Maho^m
in the 16th century. I’cdro da Covilham, the rule it was a trading port of ^nsequence, and the

Portuguese, land^ here about 1486, Vasco da

Gama in 1498; in 1601 Alvarez Cabral cstab- is goo.1 anchorage. I beexporU are nee, wheat,

lished a factory here, but the colony w(ib mas- oil-seeds, grain, hides, timber, beeswax,

sacred, whichT)a Gama revenged, and in 1610 CALINGULA. 1am. A sluice, a weir, ora weiTy or
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.

waterway, conatructed in the bunds or dams of flowers are used as larj^ely as in Muzafftirgurli

tanks to permit the escape of surplus water, and for food
;

they are made into bread, or are

thus guard against the accumulating waters over- cookt^d with ghi, ami eaten as a relish.

—

Stticart;

flowing the softer parts of the dam. Pouyell.

CALI-SIND. This river comes from Rangri, CALLINICUS, a surname of the second Seleu-
and its petty branch, the Sodwia, from Raghu- cus, B.c. :J46, and the fourth of the Syrian rulers

ghur. There are four rivers in India called Sind,— after Alexander. See Greeks,
first the Sind or Indus; the Little Sind

;
the Cali CALLIOPSIS, a genus of flowering plants,

Sind, or black river
;
and the Sind rising at esteemed in India. In sowing, dig and pulverize

Latoti, on the plateau west and above Seronge. 18 inches deep; give abundance of manure.
CALI YUGA. See Yuga. Water before sowing; sow thinly, and press, and
CALLAGOUK ISLAND, lat. lb® 34' 12" N., cover with fine sand.

—

RiUhU.
long. 9r 38' E., in the opening of the Gulf of Mar- CALLISTEPHUS CHINENSIS. Cass. Chinese
taban, is a small granite island rising about 150 star. Several other species are named by Voigt
feet above the sea, with few trees, and with a small as having been grown near Calcutta.— Voigt.

skirting shore with indenting bay, in which man- CALLISTHENES, as the friend of Alexander,
groves grow. It has also the name of Curlew was permitted access to the Babylonish records.

Island. Stones for the lighthouse at Car>e Negrais
,
It is stated iu the Dabistan, that Callisthenes

were quarried here.

CALLIAN, the Kalliara of the Periplua, a town
near Bombay. It has all around an extensive

st‘ries of Buddhist caves, one or two chaitya or

waggon-vaulted caves, with the dahgopa
;

also

vihara or monasteries, hermitages, vaulted reser-

voirs for water. The identity of Callian with
Kalliara has been disputed, but is generally

recognised, as it is mentioned by Cosmas, wim was
only acquainted with the western coast of the

Peninsula.

CALLIANDRA CYNOMETROIDES. Bedd.
An interesting tree growing on the Tinnevelly and
Travancore mountains at 2500 feet elevation, in

the dense, moist forest not far from Courtallum. It

is in flower and ripens its fruit in November. Its

timber is very good.

—

Beddome. See Inga.

CALLICARPA, a genus of plants of th^ order

Verbeuiicece. Roxburgh described eleven species,

—

acuminata, Americana, orborea, cus]»idata, incniia,

lanata, longifolia, macrophylla, lanccolaria, pent-

aiidra, and purpurea.

C. Arborea, Hoxb. i. 390, a stout, tall tree of

Nepal, Kamaon, Oudh, the Moriiug mountains,
Goidpara, Chittagong, and Moulinein.

C. Incana, Roxb. i. 393.

Miisbandari, . . Benq. Bannu, Jif.

Muttura; Muttranja, ,, Sumali Chkn.
rattharman; BVi>attra,

J

h. Denthur ; DnmB, . ItAV.

Grows in the Panjab.— Voigt ; J. L. Stewart.

C, I^nata, Linn.

C-ullicar|>a oana, Linn. I Callicarpa Americana,

,, toinentoaa, Lam.
|

Lour.

AfaMsandari, . . Beno. I Tondi : Teregam, Maleal.
Aroosha (ibre ofChittagong Kat Kotnul, . . Tau.
BuHtra, .... Hind.

J

This plant is recommended by Dr. Royle for

the fibre of its inner bark, Thoiidy nar. O’Shaugh-
nessy says it is bitterish, and rather aromatic.

C. AVallichiana, B'a/p., a very small tree of

the western forests generally.

—

Hoyle, F. PL p.

310; O'NA p. 450.

CALLICHROUS CHECIIRA. B. Ham. The
butter fish of the rivers of India.

CALLIGONUM POLYGONOIDES. Linn.

Balanja, . TransJndus. Flowers—Phogally,
Berwaja, . „ „ Root—Timi.
Fhok or Phog, Cis-Indub.

The shoots of this moderately-sized shrub are
greedily eaten by goats and camels

;
the wood is

used as fuel
;
and in Bikantr the twigs are 'much

used for huts and for linings of shallow wells.

In the Cis- Sutlej and Southern Panjab, the fallen

sent to his uncle a technical system of logic

(Nyaya), which was the basis of the Aristotelian

system. See Babylon
;
Calendar.

CALLITRIS QUADRIVALVIS. Vent.

Thuja articulata, Dtnf.
|
Jointed Arbor vit», Eno.

The plant coppices readily, and is largely used
for fuel

;
its roots furnish the beautifully-grained

Citrus wood for ornamental work. It produces

the juniper resin or sandarach of commerce.
CALLOCEPHALON GALEATUM, the Ganga

cockatoo of Australia.

CALLUCA, an ancient commentator of the
Vedas. His era is not known, but he lived at

a time when the religious views were on the

change.

CALNb^H, an ancient town, on the site of

which it is supposed that Ctesiphon was built.

(’!AL0KE or Caloaie. SiiMATitAN. The
Rhcea, (3una grass, Boehmeria nivea.

CALOKNAS NICOBARICUS, the Nicobar
pigeon, is of great size and splcinlour. Its

appearance and habits exhibit a near approach to

the gallinaceous binls. It lives chiefly on the

ground, runs with great swiftness, an<l flies up
into a tree when distiirbetl. Its nest is of the

rude platform construction usual among the
pigeon family. Eggs are white .—MncgiUivray a

Um/m/c, i. p. 244; Jerdon.

CALOMEL, the Shwui-yin-fen and Hung-feii-
kiiig-fen of the Chinese. A chloride of mercury
used in medicine by European and native medical
pnictit ion el's. It is known in India as ibuskapur,

but this is rarely free from sobible corrosive sub-

limate, which is often jirescnt in poisonous ])ro-

portions, unfitting 8U(!h for medicinal use. It is

largely made by the (Miinesc.

—

Powell.

CALONYCTION GRANDIFLORUM. Choisy.

Convolvulus latiflorus, IjionuKa lait flora, Horn.

Dear. and SchuU.
C. grandiflorus, Linn.

Moon flower, . . Eng. Nnga-miiuhaici, . Tam.
Muiida valli, . Maleal. VuTadumbu,

, . . ,,

Alanga, . . . SlNuii. Naga-ramu-katti, . Tel.

This beautiful creeper was intro<Iuccd into the

East, from the West Indies. Its large pure white
blossoms open at sunset and fade at daylight.

Its seeils, when young, are eaten.

—

0\Sh.

CALONYCTION ROXBURGHII. O. Don.

Iporowa grandiflora, Roxh., Bhtede.

Nway-ka-swoon a
|

Chandnee, . . . HiND.
phyoo, . . . Burn.

|
Panditi vankaia, . Tkl.

A large-flowered species, whose snowy blossoms
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CALONYCTION SPECIOSUM. CALOPHYLLUM ELATUM.

open at sunset and shut at daylight. It is some-
times carried over arbours and pandals. It is

* The white mooij-flower, such as shows
On Serendib’s high crags to those
Who near the isle at evening sail,

Scenting her clove trees in the gale.’

—

Mdson.

CALONYCTION SPECIOSUM. Choisy,

Ipomoea bona nox, Linn^
|
Munda Valli, Van Rheede,

This species is seen in European gardens.
CALOPHYLLUM (from the Greek Kalos,

beautiful, and Phullon, a leaf), a genus of plants
belonging to the natural order Garciniacese. C.
angustifolium, inophyllum, and tacarnahaca, grow
in S.E. Asia; but in Southern India several
species have not os yet been determined. Tliey
furnish useful timber,—C. angustifolium yielding

one of the poon spars of commerce, and 0. calaba,

the East Indian tacarnahaca, though C. inophyllum
is also quoted as the tacarnahaca tree. lu Tenas-
serim tne house carpenters often use the timber
of a species of calophylliim, which also furnishes

spars. A species of the Poona marum is a large

tree common in the Western Ghats of peninsular
India. Its wood is much used in house, and to

some extent in ship building. C. angustifolium

grows in Penang
; C. Blumii, Wight, in .lava ; C.

Burmanui, in Ceylon
;
C. dccipiens, in Travancore *,

C. longifolium, in Bombay
;
C- Moonii, in Ceylon

;

C. polyanthum, Wall., in the Khassya mountains

;

C. tacarnahaca, in Madagascar and the Seychelles

;

C. tomentosum, Wight, in Ceylon. C. amoenum,
Wall., is a timber tree of the Andaman Islands.

C. bintagor grows in the Moluccas. C. brac-

teatum, Thw., a great tree growing in the Saffra-

gam district of Ceylon by the sides of streams,

at no great elevation. C. Burnjanni, Wight, Illust.

i. 129, grows in the hotter parts of the island of

Ceylon, and at no great elevation. C. cunei-

folium, 71tw., a great tree, grows in Ceylon at an

elevation of 3000 to 4000 feet at Madamahane-
wera. C. Moonii, Wight, Illust. i. 129, Domba
kcena-gass, Singh., a great tree of the Ceylon
forests, in the district between Giille and Katna-

pura; not uncommon. C. tomentosum, Wight,

Illust. i. 128, Keena tel, Singu.
,

is a tree of

Ceylon, growing abundantly in the Central

Provinces, at an elevation of 3000 to 6000 feet

;

common
;

its timber is valued for building

purposes; and the seeds ore collected in consider-

able quantities for the oil they contain. C. tra-

pezifolium, Thw., a great tree of Ceylon in the

Hunasgiria district, in the Central Provinces,

growing at an elevation of 4000 to 6000 feet C,

ualkerii, Wight^ Illust. i., a tree of Newera Ellia,

Adam’s Peak, and other of tlio most elevated parts

of Ceylon. An oil is extracted from the seeds of

this and the other species of the genus, which is

used for burning.

—

Thw. Emm. PI. Zeyl. i. p, 51

;

Choisy ; Rozb. ; Voigt ;
Mason ; Gamble.

CALOPHYLLUM ACUMINATUM. Wal-

dombe, Singh. A tree of Urn western parts of

Ceylon, the timber of which is used for common
house-building purposes. A cubic foot weighs

39 pounds. It lasts 20 years.

—

Mr. Mendis.

CALOPHYLLUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM, ifox-

hurghy is said to be a tree of Penang, and to occur

also in Coorg, Mysore, Canara, and along the

ghats, northwards to Sawuntwari, but rarely of

any great size beyond the line of the Nilcoond

ghat. It is here that, according to Dr. Cleghom,

poon spars are obtained from this tree. Dr. Gibson

also says that, to the best of his knowledge, poon
spars are furnished by Calophyllum angustifolium,
which is a magnificent tree in the ravines of the
Southern Ghats. In habit and appearance it is

totally distinct from C. inophyllum. He says that
it is from the inland forests of Canara, backed as

these are by those of Coorg to the east, that the

supply of poon spars is principally drawn. In
1850 Dr. Wight was satisfied that Dillenia penta-
gynia is a tree which furnishes poon spars.

—

Drs. Gibson^ Ckghorriy and Wight
; Mr. Rohde's

MSS.; Dr. Roxburgh; Tredgold
;
Markham^ p.

452. See Poon.

CALOPHYLLUM CALABA. Linn. Calaba
tree.

C. spurium, Ch4)ug. I C. apetalnm, Willd.
C. calabioides, O. Don.

|
C. Wightiana, Wall.

Bubbe mara, . . . Can. I Gorrukeenee, . . SiNQH.
Tairu panna, . Maleal.

|
Cheru Pinnai, . . Tam.

This is a native of the western provinces of

Ceylon, of Travancore. and in Canara and Sunda;
it grows on the banks of rivers and streams,

chiefly above tlie ghats, and produces the true
East Indian tacarnahaca resin. It grows to a
height of 60 feet, and its timber is used for

bullock carta, staves, cask headings, house-build-
ing, and for canoes. Sir J. Herschel seems to

think the East Indian tacamaliaca to be the pro-

duce of C. inophyllum, for he says specimens
obtained from C. inophyllum, the tacarnahaca of

Ceylon, are desirable in order to aid pharmacolo-
gists in accurately determining the tacarnahaca

of European commerce. — Herschets Manual of
Scientific Enquiry, p. 414 ;

Dr. O'Shaughnessy

;

Mr. Mendis
;
Dr. Gibson

;

II'. and A. p. 103.

CALOPHYLLUM DECIPIENS. Wight.

Var. M. Foliis obovato-oblongis, basi rotun-

datis, grows in the Ambagamowa district

Var. /S. Foliis cordato - orbicubitis, grows at

Hinidun Corle, at an elevation of 1000 to 2000
feet.

—

Thw. En. PI. Zeyl. i. p. 51; Wight, Ic. 128.

CALOPHYLLUM ELATUM. Dedd.

C. tornentoaum, Wif/kt, Hooker.

Poongoo, . Animallt. I Poon, Poonc, . Malabab.
Siri Poone, . . S. Can.

|

A very large, straight tree, with numerous
longitudinal cracks down the bark. Grows
abundantly in most of the moiit ghat forests or

sholas on the western coast fronv Canara down to

Cape Comorin, and in similar forests on the lower

Fulneys, Ananiallai, Coorg, Mysore, and the

Sirumallai. It is never found in dry, deciduous

forests. Colonel Beddome says it yields the poon
spar of commerce. Thousands of these trees have

lately bcjen destroyeil by the axe of coffee-planters

in Malabar, Coorg, and Travancore; quantities still

remain, but chiefly in very inaccessible places. In

the ghat forests of South Canara they are felled

by the Forest Department, and floated down
rivers to the coast depots

;
but the demand for the

article does not seem great, though many years

ago a single flne spar has fetched os much as

iS. 1000. The wood is scarcely known, except ss

a spar, tliough it is occasionally used for building

ana bridge - work by planters
;

it is reddish,

coarse-grained, but ornamental. The tree has

never been planted, and would not succeed except

in the moist forests on tlie mountains at an eleva-

tion of 1000 to 4000 feet; it flowem in January
and February, and the seed falls early in the

rains, and germinates freely in the dense shade of



CALOPHYLLUM INOPH Vl.LL^f. CAr.OTKOPIS GIGANTEA.

the Bbola forests. This tree was for some years

supposed to be the CalophylUun anguatifolium of

Roxburgh, 'which is from the Friuce of Wales’

Island.

—

Berfdome^ FI. Si/lv. p. 2.

CALOPHYLLUM INOPH VELUM. Limu
C. bintagor, Roxb.

|
BalHamaria inophyllum, L.

Phung-nyet, , , . Burm. Ponna, . , . Malkal.
WumA niara, . . Can. Doniba Gaas, . . Singh.
Alexandrian laurel, Eng. Tainanu, . . . Tahiti.
Undi

;
Sultana champa, Pinne inaram, . . Tam.

Hind. Punnaga chettu, . .Tel.

This beautiful tree, with au appropriate name,
grows in the weslern part of Ceylon, where it is

employed for masts and cross sticks of Yettra
dhonies and fishing boats, and poles of bullock

carts. A cubic foot weighs 40 pounds. In the

alpine forests it attains a great size, and it fur-

nishes part of the poon spars so valuable for

shipping. This grows to a considerable size on
the Malabar coast, but is a still larger tree on the

island of Balambangan and along the shores of

Banguey and Sainpainnangio, where it has got the

names of Palo-Maria and Dancawii. It is also

common in the Philippine Islands, where, os in

Malabar, the natives prepare oil from its fruit.

Near the Barman monasteries tliis fragrant-

flowered calophyllum is occasionally seen. It is

in flower and fruit most part of the year; it

grows well in sandy tracts close to the sea,

where few others thrive; it is rare nt a distance

from the coast. It yields fruit twice a year,

in March and September, and frequently attains

the age of 800 years. It is cultivated in Java
for the sake of its shade and the fragrance of

its flowers, and there the wood is mucli used in

house, and to some extent in ship, building. Mr.
Dalrymple tells us that no tree is superior to this

for knees and crooked timber. A resin is obtained
from the roots and trunk, said by some authorities

to be identical with the tacainahaca of the isle of

Bourbon. The flowers have the odour of migno-
nette. The seeds yield about GO per cent, of

their weight of oil. In the Samoan islands, the
large ava bowl is made from the tainanu, C.
inophyllum, and occupies a conspicuous place.

—

Boxb.; Capt. Fljihiuslone Frskhte, J.sland.s of the

Western Padjic, p. 46 ;
Drs. IPn/Z/f, (iibson^

Moson^ Ainsliey (fShauphnes.sy
;
Eny. Cyc.; Voiyi

;

ThwaiteSj i. 51 ;
Bvniuty i. 112; Seeinan. See Oils.

CALOPHYLLUM LONG I FOl A U M. jl/‘ Cl.

Tha-ra-bi, BiiUM. In Pegu this is found near towns,

together with two other species of the same genus,

which are of smaller growth. It is abundant in

Mergui, Tavoy, and in lesser quantities near the
Attaran river and its feeders. Maximum girth, 8

cubits; maximum length, 22J feet. When seasoned
it sinks in water. It has a red wood, adapted to

cabiuetmaking, and is there used for planking,
masts, and yards of junks; it is excellent for

helves. Strongly recommended to make models.

-L>r. McClelland ; Captain Dance.

CALOPHYLLUM WIGHTIANUM. Wall, Cat.
0. ipurium, Chd^. 0. calobates, O. Don.
0. apetalum, Willde. 0. calaba, Linn.f in part.

0. decipiena, W, Ic.

Colonel Beddome unites all these as the Kal-
Poon of S. Canara, a middliog-sized tree, common
near the banks of rivers on the western sides of
the Madras Presidency

;
in S. Canara it is very

common, and its timber is much esteemed
;

is of

a red colour, very hard and heavy, and valuable'

for engineering purposes.

—

Beddome^ p. 90.

CALORNIS METALLICA, the metallic starling

of the Aru Islands.

CALOSANTHES INDICA. Blume, W. L
Bignonia Indica, Roxh. Spatliodca Indica.

,, pentandra, Z/Our.

Pana wood, Anolo-Tam. Totilla gass, . , . SiNOB.
Khyoung Sha, . . Burm. Acbi maram

;
Vanga, TaM.

Sbiona Hind. Dundilapu chettu, , Tel.
Aulantha, . . Maleal. Pam-pena chettu,

This tree grows in Ceylon, Coimbatore, through-
out the Konkans, in Mahim, and the jungles of

Kandesli. Dr. Wight mentions that it is said to

be a very soft and juicy wopd, of no value.

—

Dr.
Wiyht^ Voiyt, lliwaitcs. Rce Bignonia Indica.

CALOTES, a genus of reptiles of the family
Agamidce

;

O. versicolor, Daud^ Ceylon, Sind, Martaban,
C. mystaceus, D. and V., Ceylon, Mergui.
C. Emma, Oray, Mergui, Martaban.
C. ophiouiRchus, Merr., S. India, Ceylon, Nicobara.
C. iiemoricola, Jerd.^ Neilgherriea.

C. gigas, Blyth^ Mirzapur, Neilgbeniea.
C. tricarinotuB, Blyth^ Darjiling.

C. platycops, Blyth, Khassya Hills.

C. Maria, Gray, Khassya Hills.

C. Kousoii, D. and B., India.

C. nigrilatris, Peters.

The green calotes of Ceylon, in length about
twelve inches, with the exception of a few dark

streaks about the head, is as brilliant as the

purest emerald or malaclnte. C. versicolor and
C. ophiomaclius possess in a remarkable degree

the faculty of changing their hue. The head and
neck, when the animal is irritated or hastily

swallowing its food, become of a biilliant red
(whence the latter species has acquired the name
of the ‘blood-sucker’), whilst the usual tint of

the rest of the body is converted into pale

yellow. The siUina, and a number of others,

exhibit similar phenomena.
Dr. Jerdon obtained at Sagur a new species of

ciilotes, with enormous heiul, short and thick body,

the tail not exceeding the body in length, and the

toes also short and strong.

Calotes Jiouxi (?) Dumeril and Bihron. Three
adult specimens, and another half-grown, were
forwarded by Dr. Kelaart from Newera Elia, in

Ceylon. They accord fully with the description

as regards structure
;
but the colouring is remark-

able, and different again from that of Dr. Jerdon’s

supposed C. Koiixi of S. India.

—

Tennent, p. 277 ;

Jour. B. A. B.

CALOTROPIS GIGANTEA. Brown.

Var. a. Alba or white.
| Var. 6. Lilicina or blue.

a. White variety.

Asclepias gigantea, Lhm.
Ashur, .... Arab. Yerika, Erika, . Maleal.
Sliwet Akuml, . . Beng. Belerika (white),

. ,,

Kowi, .... Bombay. Arka, Mundara, . Sansk.
Mai-oh, .... Buum. Sri-ai-Taurkam, . „
Yokiula, .... Can. Moodu-waru, . . SiNOH.
Bed-ul-ABhar, . . Egypt. Vella yercam (white), Tam.
Kercher, Telia jilledu, ,, Tkl.
Gigantic swallow wort. Racha jilledu,. . . ,,

Madar, Akund, . Hind. Nalla jilledu (purple), „
Calotropia is a genus of plants of the

natural oraer Asclepiacess. The species produce
useful fibres, a cotton wool, an acria juice, a gutta
pcrcha like substance, and a manna. Three species

are met with all over Southern Asia, but C.
gigantea is that common in the southern, and C.
Hamiltonii in the northern parts, and C. procera
grows in Persia and Syria (Voigt, p. fi40). C.

gigantea is, by the Hindus, held sacred to Siva.
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CALOTJiOPIS GIGANTEA. CALPICAUPUM ROXBURGHIl.

Its buds Also form one of the five flowei'S on the
darts with which Kama, the Indian god of love, is

supposed to pierce the hearts of mortals
;

‘ Infante winged, who mirthful throw
Shafts rose-tipped from nectareous bow.*

Sir William Jones refers to it in his hymn to

Kama Deva.

The rope is called Lamb- dor, Hind., Toondee
coir, Tam., Galum taroo, Tel. It will grow
in barren places, and it has been suggested to

plant it as a barrier to drift sands. It yields

a kind of manna called Shakar-al-ashur, also

Ak or Madar ka shakar (sugar). Its milky
juice has been prepared like caoutchouc and gutta
porcha, and. yields 50 per cent. It is evaporated
in a shallow dish, either in the sun or in the

shade
;
when dry, it may be worked up in hot

water with a wooden kneader, os this process
removes the acridity of the gum. It becomes im-
mediately flexible in hot water, but hardens in

cold water
;

is soluble in oil of turpentine, and
readily tskos impressions. It is, however, a con-
ductor of electricity. The wood is white, tolerably

hard and close-grained, and grows to a girth of 12

inches. 1 1 is used for gunpowder charcoal, and by
firework inanufacturcra. The silky down of the

pods is u.sed by the natives on the Madras side in

milking a soft cotton-like thread. It is suscep-

tible of being spun into the finest yarn for cambric,

aiul h.MH l)ccn uac<i for the manufacture of a light

substitut<‘ for flannel by Messrs, 'rhresher &
Glennie of London. It works well with either

silk or cotton. U is also being tried by Messrs.

Cowan A (Jo. of Edinbiirgh as a material for paper.

In 1850 Major llollings exhibited carpets manu-
factured m the jail at Shai)j)ur in the Panjab
from the follicle in the seed-i)od. lie mentioned
that the manipulation of the fioss was precisely

the same as cotton. A carpet 7 feet by 5^ feet

cost Rs. 7. Fibres are prepared from the stem and
branches. Tliese are dried in the sun for 24 or

JO hours, when they are taken up and the bark
peeled from the wooden parts, un<l the greeni.sh-

coloured fibres gathered. A night's bleaching

whitens them.

The cleaned fibres are one of the bowstring
hemps of India. This fibre possesses most of the

qualities of flax, and can be worked with the same
machinery, as it splits to almost any degree of

fineness with the hackle, and bears dressing and
beating well. It was used by wealthy natives

for making strong chiths, cambrics, and lawns
;

and it is employed for fishing lines, nets, gins,

bowstrings, and tiger traps. It does not rot

readily in water. It is even considered better

adapted for cloth than for cordage. The strength

exceeds that of all other vegetable substances, as

the following experiments made at Coimbatore,

of A three-strand j inch rope, will show :

—

1. Ooir, Cocos nuoifera, sustained 224 lbs.

2. Pooloy Manjee, Hibiscus cannabinus, „ 290 „
3. Msrool, Hansoviera Zeylanica, . ,, 316 ,,

4. Cotton, CoBsypium herbacoum, . „ 346 ,,

5. Cutthalay nar. Agave Americana, . ,, 362 „
0. Junapum or Sunn, Crotolarea juncea, ,, 407 ,,

7. Yercuin nar, Calotropis gigantea, . „ 552 „

Its fibre is valued at £30 to £36 a ton. The
follicles are supposed by some to be the apple of

Sodom. Its juice and the powdered bark of its

roots have long been employed as alteratives by

the natives of India in leprosy and other cutaneous

affections, also in syphilitic ailments, and are sup-
posed to possess active properties. Dr. Duncan
obtained from it a principle which he called
Miidarinc. In Arabic authors on Materia Medica
it is even supposed to have been known to the
Greeks. The leaves, smeared with oil, are used in

rheumatism.— Wight\^ Contributions
; Hooker ^

Him.
Jonrn. i. 86; Royle, Him. Hot. "27b] Drs. Riddell^

Hunter^ Mason
^

O'Shattghnessy, p. 43 ;
Wight in

J/. E. Reports o/'1857
;
Royle^ Fib. Pi; Simmnnds^

Com. Prod.; Burton, iii. 122; Jour. Agri-Hort.
Socy. of India, viii. 107, 22G. See Carbon.
CALOTROPIS IlERRACEA. Carey.

Asclepias herbacea, Itoxb.
|
Chota Akunda, HtNL*.

The roots are emplojred to make gunpowder
charcoal. The stem yields useful, strong fibres,

and the white, silk-like material of the pods has
been successfully mixed with silk.— Voigt; M. E.
Proceedings.

CALOTROPIS PROCERA. R. Brown.

C. Hamiltonii, W. I C. gigantea, Andr.
Aaclepiae procera, Ait.

|
C. AVallichii, W. Contr.

Aka, Madar, . . HiND. Paahkand, . PanJAB.
Spulmei, . . . Panjab. Nalla jilledu,

ypalmak, ... ,, Jilledu, . . . TkL.

This grows in Palestine, Abyssinia, Arabia, in

Hindustan, the Peninsula of India, Peshawur, and
the Punjab, is quite arboreous, ten or twelve feet

high, and iu Sind four and five feet in girth. The
bark is stripped and made into halters for cattle,

ropes, netting, twine, and fishing lines, all durable.

The silky floss of its follicles is used for pillows.

A manna, Shakar-al-Ashur and Shakar-at-Tighal,

obtained from it, is sold in the shops. Its acrid

juice is applied to cutaneous ailments and in

leprosy, and is used by Rajputs to poison their

infant daughters. The fresh bark of the root,

also the powder of the root, are likewise used in

leprosy. The bark of the root and the dried milk
possess similar properties to those of the C.

gigantea
;

it is, however, far inferior jus an emetic

remedy. According to Dr. Wallich, this and C.

gigantea are the same Bp<icit*s. 'J'he insect that

causes the manna is called (jaltlgul.

—

Rnyte, 111.

Ind. Bot.'D. 275; O'Bh. p. 454 ;
Stewart; Powell.

CALPA. Sansk. Creation or formation. In

Hindu theogony, at the end of every calpa (crea-

tion), all things are re-nhsorbcd in the deity, who,
in the interval of another creation, reposes himself

on the serpent sesha (duration), who is also

termed ananta (endless). Agni savarni, in Hindu
mythology, is one of the 14 jmtriarchs who preside

successively over the 14 Mauwantara of the calpa.

— Warren's Kola Sauhita, p. 311.

CALPENTYN ISLAND, south of Cordiva, ia

a spit of sand which runs off the Ceylon shore on
the west coast, and extends from lat. 7° 36' to

8” 16' N. The fort is in lat. 8° 14' 20" N., and
long. 79° 45' E. A statue of St. Anne is on ita

N.E. end. The people are industrious
;
cultivate

the cocoanut, and gather Calpentyn moss and
the orchilla weed. In the Gobb, or lake behind
the peninsula, there is an extraordinary abundance
of fish, which are dried and exported. Sharks' fina,

trepang, and turtle are also sold. The long tongue
of land on the south almost touches the main.
CALPI, a Hindu astronomical term of

4,820,0(X),(X)0 years. See Calpa.

CALPICARPUM ROXBURGHIl. O. Don,
Cerbera fructicosa

;
periwinkle tree.

Sa-lat, , . . . Burn,
i
Gutti gunneru, . . Tit,
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CALTURA. CAMALA DEVI.

A handabme flowering shrub, almost constantly

covered with blossoms like those of the rosy

periwinkle, Vinca rosea, but larger and faintly

fragrant.

—

Mason.
CALTURA, a small sea-coast town in Ceylon,

in lat. 80° 4' E., long. r«
’ 12' N. A favourite resort

of the Dutch and Rritish.

CALUMBA ROOT. Cocculus palmatus, D. C.

Jateorrbiza oalumba and J. palmata, Mien.

A plant of east tropical Africa, which was first

made known as a medicine by F. Redi about

1677. SeineduB mentioned it before 1722 among
medicines from India. In works on Materia

Medica in use in India, it occurs by the name of

Kalumb. It grows wild in the forests of Mozam>
bique and Oibo in Eastern Africa, and got its

name because it was imported indirectly through

Colombo in Ceylon.

CALUVERE. Singh. A tree of the northern

and eastern part of Ceylon, furnishing a fine black

wood, used largely for buildings and furniture.

A cubic foot weighs 71 lbs., and it lasts 80 years.

—Mendis.
CALYA or Cali-naga, a serpent slain bv

Krishna.

CALYMERE POINT, on the Coromandel coast,

in lat 10° 18' N., long. 79° 54 E., is low, and
covered with cocoanut trees, with two pagc)daa

near each other about a mile inland.

—

Horsburgh.

CALYPTOMENA RAFFLESII, the tampoe
tree of Borneo. Its fruit has an agreeable sub-

acid flavour, and is largely eaten. The pulp,

mixed with rice and fermented, furnishes an intoxi-

cating .drink.

CALYPTRiEID.^, a fiimily of the mollusca,

the bonnet limpets, containing several recent and
fossil genera, the genus Calypti’jca being the cup
and saucer limpet.

*CALYITRANTHES CARYOPHYLLIFOLIA.
WilUky Swartz.

Eugenia caryopbyllifolia, E. Jambolaiia, Jtoxb.

Jamoon, .... Hind. I Nawel maram, . . Tam.
Battedombe, . Singh. ? |

Neredi chettu, . . Txl.

A large-growing timber tree. The wood is

light, and chiefly used for making grain measurcB,

but is also made into carriage frames, cots, etc.,

and in Ceylon for common house-building; a
cubic foot weighs 45 lbs. The bark is astringent,

and is used in decoction by the natives for

dysentery. The fruit when ripe is of a very dark

purple colour, and about the size of a large cherry.

In taste it somewhat resembles the sloe, but is

much sweeter. A variety of this tree

—

Oojla jamoon, . . Dux.
|

Vullny nawel, . . .Tam.
Sweta jemboo, . . Sansk.

|
Telia neredi, . . . Tel.

has a fruit nearly similar to it in natural qualities,

and has got its names from being of a different

colour (white).

—

Riddell; Afevdis ; Ainslie.

CALYSACCION ANGUSTIFOLIA. Gibson.

Boorpunni, .... Can.
|
Koolmara, .... Can.

Grows in Canara and Sunda, in ravines of the

ghats, and below in sheltered valleys, but is not
common in N. Canara or Sunda. The tree there

furnishes one of the poon spars. It produces an
excellent edible fruit. It is a tree which ought to

be conserved everywhere, and largely increased.

—

Dr. Gibson.

CALYSACCION LONGIFOLIUM. Roxb.

Oebrooarpuf longifolins, Benih. et Hook.
Calopbyllum lon^folium, Wall.^ Cat.

Mammea longifoUa, B. H.

Tha-ra bi, . . . Burm. Suringel Mahr.
Taring!, .... Can. Gurdoondy, ... ,,

Woondy (male tree),Mahr. Gorgoondy, ... „
Pooney (fern.), . . „

A large tree which grows in the Northern
Circars, Konkans, the Kennari jungles, Malabar,

and Western Mysore. The flower-buds, Nag-ke-
sur, are used for dyeing silk, and for their violet

perfume.— Useful Plants; Elliot's Flora Andhrica;
Roxb.; Beddome.
CALYSTEGIA SEPIUxM. Smith. Siuen-hwa,

Chinese. A large and beautiful plant of China,

one of the Convolvulaceai. Its root is boiled and
eaten by the Chinese.—
CALYX, the botanical name for the outer

covering of the flower of a plant.

CAMA, in Hindu cosmogony, the son of

Dharma, the first man.
CAMA or Camadeva, the Hindu god of love,

to whom the last days of spring are dedicated.

There is no city in the East where the adorations

of the sex to Camadeva are more fervent than in

Udyapura, ‘ the city of the rising sun.* On the
LSth and 14th of Cheyt they sing hymns handed
down by the sacred bards :

* Hail, god of the

flowery bow I Hail, warrior with a fish on thy
banner f Hail, powerful divinity, who causeth the

firmness of the sage to forsake him I
' ‘ Glory to

Madaua, to Cama, the god of gods; to him by
whom Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, and Indra are filled

with emotions of rapture I
’

—

Bhavishya Parana

;

Tod's Rajasthan. Sec Kama
;
Kammeri deva.

CAMA. Hind. The lotus flower, Nelumbium
speciosum. Camala or Camala-devi, a name of

Lakshmi as the Hindu goddess of prosperity. See
Lakshmi.

CAMACHI-PILLU, also Wassina-pillu. Tam.
Andropogon citratum, lemon grass. Camachi-
pillu 'Tyluin, lemon-grass oil.

CAMACH YA, a Hindu goddess, a form of Kali
in her avenging character. Kali says, ‘ By human
flesh, Camachya, Chandica, and Bhaimva, who
assume my shnpe, are pleased one thousand years.*

CAMA-CUMPA. Sansk. The vessel of desire
;

an ornamental vase on Hindu temples, from which
grain is represented as pouring.

—

Tod. SeeCum-
bha-yoni.

CAMADHENU or Surabhi, a cow produced
from the churning of the ocean.

CAMAHWAJA. Sansk. The banner of Cupid.
CAMALA DEVI was the wife of a raja of

Gujerat, and was celebrated as the flower of
India. On the fall of Nerwalla, the capital of
Gujerat, her husband became a fugitive, and
Camala Devi was taken prisoner and carried to

Ala -ud- Din's harem; and, attracted by her

beauty, wit, and accomplishments, he made her
his queen. Her fascinations soothed that savage
Pathan in bis moodiest hours, and influenced him
to a lenity hitherto unknown to him. Her
daughter Dewala Devi had escaped with her
father. Her reputation for beauty equalled that

of her mother,, and the son of Raro-deo, the raja

of Deogiri (Dowlatabad), had long sued for her,

but her father, proud of his Rajput origin, would
not accept a Mahratta, even though a prince.

Camala Devi, however, having expressed to Ala-
ud-Din a wish to be joined by her daughter, Ala-
ud-Din sent a strong anuy, under a general, to

bring Dewala Devi to Dehli. In this extremity, her

father accepted the Mahratta prince,and sent off hia
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daughter to Deogiri under an escort, but the escort

was overtaken, the fair maiden seized and carried

to Dehli, where Khizr Khan, the son of Ala-ud-
Din, married her. Their union was very happy,
and the poet Khusru praised them. But KJiizr

Khan's eyes were put out by Cafoor. A few
years from the deatn of Ala-ud-Din, the throne

of Delili was filled by a converted Hindu, who
filled the capital with Hindu troops, put to death
all the survivors of Ala-ud-Din’s family, and
transferred Dewula Devi to his own zanaua.

CAMALAPBABHU, a title of Vishnu.

CAMALAPUU, a large village 32 miles north-
w'est from Bellary. Iron ore from the neighbour-
ing hills is largely smelted here.

CAMAKI, according to Abul Ghazi, one of the

eight sons of Japhet, whence the Cainari, Cim-
inerii, or Cirnbri. The Camari are one of the
Saura tribes, or sun -worshippers of Saurashtra;
claim descent from Garudn, the bird god of

Vishnu (who aided Rama to the discovery of

Sita), and the Macara or crocodile
;
and date the

fabulous conception from that event, and their

original abode from Sancodra Bate, or island of

Sancodra. Wliether to the Dioscorides at the

entrance of the Arabian Gulf this name was given,

evidently corrupted from Sanc’ha-dwara to So-
cotra, need not be inquired into here. Like the

isle in tlic entrance of the gulf of Cut<;h, it is the

dwura or portal to the Sinus Arabicus, and the

pearl shell (sanc’ha) there abounds. This tribe

deduce their origin from Rama’s expedition, and
allege that their crocodile mother landed them
where they still reside. They seem to be a
Scythic race from Sakadwipa and the Daslit-i-

Ka[)chak, and, like the Takshak, Jit, Kat’hi, and
Hull, liave entered India from the north-west.

—

Tod's lidjn.sfhan^ i. p. 604.

CAMBALU, an ancient name of China.

CAMBAY, in long. 72^ hP E., and lat. 22® 5'

N., in Gujerat, is at the hwid of the bay which

b€‘iir.s its name, on the estuary of the Main,

between the mouths of the Sabarmati on the

west, and the Mahi on the cast. It is said to be

the town in which Zannonachegas was born.

Marco Polo travelled through it at the close

of the null century, when on his return to

Europe. Cambay or Khambhat is the capital of a

feiulatory state ruled by a Muhomedan family of

Moghul descent, aixl of tlic Shiah sect. In 1875

its urea was estimated at 350 square miles, and

its po[)ulntion at 175,000. Cambay town has

33,700 Holds. Near the town, skirting the shore

of the gulf, and along the bunks of the Mahi and
Sabarmati rivers, are vast tracts of salt marsh-

land, snbincrged at high spring tides. The popu-

lation consists of Mahoinedans, Jain;!, ainl Parsecs,

with the wild tribes of Koli and Wngri, and the

languages spoken arc Giijerati and Hindustani.

The name is from Kluiuibha-tirth or Stuinbha-

tirth, tlic i)Ool of Maluideva. Vikrainaditya is

fUiid to have been born here.

Camhaif dulf is formed by the coast of

Gujerat on the west, and the Peninsula of India

on the cast, and extends due north 80 miles,

being about 3 miles wide at its entrance. In

ordinary springs the rise and fall is 25 feet.

Surat lies at the eastern point of the gulf. The

gulf receives the two rivers Tupti and Kerbadda.
—Imp. Gaz,

Cambaif Stones,—In 1503, Lewes Uertomenes,

a learned gentleman of Rome (See As. Soc.
Jl. 1824, vol. xviii.), says, ‘ In this region is

also a mountain where the onyx stone, commonly
called the cornelian, is found

;
and not far from

this, another, where chalcedony and diamond are
found.’ It was visited in 1G23 by Pietro de la

Valle. CaptAin Hamilton, who visited Cambay
in 1681, says, ‘The cornelian and agate stones
are found in this river, and nowhere else in the
world. Of cornelian they make stones for signets;
and of the agates, cabinets entire except the lids.

I have seen some 14 or 15 inches long, and 8 or 9
inches deep, valued at £40. They also make
bowls of some kinds of agate; and spoons, and
handles of swords, daggers, and knives, and buttons,
and stone seals and snuffboxes of great value.'

Cambay still enjoys celebrity for its silicious

minerals,—cornelians from Ratanpur in the Raj-
pipla state; agates from Rewakanta, Kapadwauj,
and Sukaltirth, on the Nerbadda, and from Rajkot
in Kattyawar. The Bhils are the miners. They
are worked into every variety of ornament,—
cups, boxes, necklaces, handles of daggei*s, of
knives and forks, seals, etc. Cambay stones
form a distinct geological formation, derived pro-

bably from the amygdaloid trap rocks drained by
the Nerbadda and Tapti. They pa.ss in Europe
and America for Scotch, Irish, Chamouiii, Niagara,
Isle of Wight ‘ pebbles,’ acconling to the place in

which they are sold. The Brazils import them
as largely as India into Europe, where the terms
‘ Brazilian ’ and ‘ Indian ' agates are used indiffer-

ently by the trade. The principal varieties sold
in Bombay are crystal, milk -quartz, prase, a green
variety, moss stone, mocha stone, fori i heat ion

agate, chalcedony, cornelian, chrysopraso ? helio-

trope, onyx, obsidian ? and very rarely amethyst.

Necklaces, black and green,

,, red,

Paper-cutters, . . . . .

Knife handles, )>or dozen, .

Stones for brooches, ....
Snuffboxes, .....
Cups and saucers, ....
Pen handles, . . . . .

Studs of all sorts, per dozen.
Trouser buttons, i>cr pair, .

Coat ,, .

Bracelet beads of all sorts, per pair, .

Paper-weights, . . . , .

Tables of sizes, . . . . .

Guns ,, . . . . .

Ear-rings, per pair, . . . .

Finger-rings,

iis. 0.8 to 2.8
0.2 „ 5
0.8 ,, 2
6 M 12

1 to 8 annas.
0.12 to 10
r» „ 100
0.6 „ 1

06 „ 2
8 to 10 annaa
« M B

0.12 to 2
4 „ 6
15 ,, 60
25 „ 100
0 2 „ 1

1 to 6 annas.

The fragments of a Murrhine cup—the little

Cambay stone cup still made in Cambay— were
exhibited in the theatre of Nero, as if, adiis Pliny,

they had been the ashes of ‘ no less than Alexander
the Great himself !

’ Seventy thousand sesterces

was the price of one of these little Cambay cups
in Rome in the days of Pompey. The price lu
Bombay ranges now from Rs. 5 to Ks. 100.

Nero paid 1,000,000 sesterces for a cup, ‘a fact

well worthy of remembrance,’ slyly remarks Pliny,
‘ that the father of his country should have drunk
from a vessel of such a costly price !

’ The stones
are sawn or ground down

;
for the native lapidary’s

wheel consists of a strong wooden platform 16
inches by 6, and 3 inches thick. In this are two
strong wooden uprights. Between these is a
wooden roller 8 inches long and 3 in diameter,

fastened into a head at the one end. This works
on au iron spindle or axle at each end. On the
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one end the axle ia screwed and fitted with a nut,

by which the saw or grinding wl)eel can be made
fast. The saw consists of a thin plate of iron, the

cutting material consisting of ground corundum.
The lap wheels consist of two circular discs or cakes
of lac, with ground koornnd, coarse or fine, accord-

ing to the work, of a copper disc for polishing, and
a wooden one for finishing the work. These are

spun backwards and forwards by a bow, the string

of which passes round the roller. Tlie lapidary

sits on his hams, steadying the wheel with his foot,

and holding on the stone with his left hand, while

be works the bow with his right. For very fine

work, a small-sized wheel, similar to the English

lapidary^B wheel, but of smaller size, is used. It

is driven by a multiplying wheel, strap, and
pulley. The custom-house returns give the value

of the traffic in Cambay stones at an average
betwixt £10,000 and £12,000 annually, one per
cent, of the stones finding their way to Europe.
Gayni or Gajni was one of the ancient names
of Cambay, and it was the port of the ancient
Balabhipura, the ruins of which are 3 miles from
Cambay. Almeyda, when he visited the coast of

Cambay, observed a very ancient town, with a

large mosque, and near it a spacious place, covered
with tumuli.

—

Hamilton's New Account of the East
Indies^ Lond. 1744

;
Report of the Juries in 1851

;

Pennant's Hindoostan^ i. p. 64 ;
Tod's Travels.

CAMBESSEDEA OPPOSITIFOLIA. W.^A.
Mangifera oppositifolia, lloxl.

This indigenous tree of Tenasserim has a reddish-
coloured, hard, close-grained wood, 8ai<i to be
durable. It produces a fruit much like a plum.
There are two vnrietios, one bearing an ititensely

sour fruit, and the other one as insipidly sweet.

—

Mason
;

Voiyt.

CAMBODIA, or the kingdom of Khmer, cxtemls

ifrora long. 101° 80' to 104° 30' E., and hit. 10°

30' to 14° N., with an area of 62,000 square miles.

It was reduced to its present dimensions in 1862,

by two of its provinces being annexcMl to Siam.
It is bounded on the S.W. by tlm Gulf of Siniii,

on the S.E. by French Oochm-Cliiiui, on tl»c N.

by Laos, and on the N.W. and W. by Battam-
bang and Angcor. The Mei-kong flows through

the kingdom. The population is 1,000,000, of

whom four* fifths are the native Kho. 'I'lio

Chinese number 100,000. Bmldhisni i)rcvailH. Its

capital is Phuoinpenh, on the Mei*kong. Cambodia
town is nearly 240 iriilcs up the river. It has

four provinces, Potisat, Kampong-Suai, KamjMUig,

and Karnpot-Soo. For the past tlirou centuries its

independence has been lost, Siam on the one side,

and Cochin-China on the other, having encroached

on it. In Cambodia is the great temple of Nakhon-
Vat, which seems to have been built iu the 10th
century. Every angle of the roof, every entablature,

every cornice, bears the seven-headed serpent.

The outer enclosure measures 570 by 650 feet.

It is a towered pyramid more than 600 feet in

breadth, and rising to 180 feet at the Buinmit of

the central tower. It is built of large stones,

beautifully fitted, without cement. M. Delaporto

says that the ancient Khmer temples were dedi-

cated to Brahmanism. At Angkor-Wat ho de-

tached from the higher parts the chefs d'Couvre of

Cambodian sculpture,—bas-reliefs, once brilliantly

gilt; pediments,—all thesubjoctsof which M. Dela-

porte maintains, down to tliose which decorate

the most secluded sanctuary, arc devoted to the

exploits of Rama and the glories of Vishnu. At
Angkor-Tom, M. Delaporte visited several new
monuments, on most of which he also finds on
the principal pediments the exploits of Rama and
V'^ishnu. He cleared of rubbish and explored the
ancient palace of the Khmer kings, a work of

magnificent and wonderful sculpture, the rising

terraces of which are adorned with superb com-
positions in bas-relief

;
the enormous three-headed

elephant, Iravati, is there enthroned in all the

places of honour, as at the angles of all the gates

of the city, where he is shown by the god Indra,

accompanied by two apsaras. AVhen the country
became subject to the government of Cochin-
China, the trade of Cambodia was transferred to

Sai-gon, which was occupied by the French in

1863. Cambodia river, also called the Mei-kong,
discharges itself into the sea by three principal

branches, of which the most western is the best for

ships. Its entrance is in lat. 9° 31' N., and long*
106° 86i' E. It is one of the largest rivers in

Asia, and is said to rise in a lake in Yunnan.

—

Chin,

Jap. and Phil. Chr. and Der.^ 1881.
CAM BOO. 'Pam. Holcus spicatus.

CAMBRIC or Carnbrick.
Kamerykadock, . . Dut. Cambraia, .... PoBT.
Cambray Batiste, . Fr. Kamertug, . . . Rus.
Kainincriuch, . . Okr, Cambrai, .... Sf.
Cambraja, .... It.

A fine cotton or linen fabric, largely imported
into India.

CAMBRIDGE, author of War in India, I^ndon
1762.

CAMBYSES, a king of Persia of the Kaianiau
dynasty, and father of Cyrus. He conquered
Egypt, n.c. 525 to 522. He took Memphis by
storm

;
and he visited the tomb of Menes. Cam-

byses is a Greek variant of the cuneiform Kabujiya.
— /intiseii^ JCijy/d^ ii. 610, iii. 237, iv. 288, v. 740.

See Furs; J'eisian Kings.

CAMEL.
Jamal, Gainal, . . Auah. Cumello, . . . IT., 8p.

(3iaincau, . . . Fu. ('aineluM, , . LaT.
KiiiiiticI, .... (Jkk. ITiita, .... Malay.
Kamcloti, . . . . (•a. Ottagam, . . . Tam.
Oont, Hiki>.

I
Loti-pitta, Wont©, Tel.

Camels are mentioned in 1 Kings iv. 28,

Esther viii. 10, and Isaiah lx. 6; and they are

still largely used as beast s of burden, or to carry

messages, and for war purposes, in Egypt anti in

all tlie countries in the south of Asia, from Syria

up to the Burmese countries and China. There
are two kinds, that with one hump, and another
with two hum[)s. 'J'iie species employed on the

European steppes through which the Don and
Volga flow to their respective seas, are the two-

hutnpod
;
and LitMitcnant Irwin distinguishes tw'o

variuties of two-humped camels. Beyond the

Jaxartes, ho remarks, is the two-humped species,

iu the Turki language called uzhri, and by British

writers Bactrian. His height is far lees than an
Indian camel, his hair longer

;
he is not capable

of bearing severe heat, and is not easily natur-

alized even at Bukhara. Iu Khokan he is the

prevalent species. The camel called Baghdadi
nas also two humps, but his height is equal to

that of the Indian. He is found chiefly in the

south-west of Khorasan, yet even there is much
outnumbered by the Indian species, meaning, we
presume, the one-humped camel of Turkestan.

In Arabia there are three varieties of one-huinp

camels. The largest and clumsiest, called khowas,
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are used to carry heavy burdens at tlie slow and
measured pace of a large caravan

;
the second,

called deloul, or saddle camels, arc selected when
young from the former, and are employed in

journeys, singly, or with light caravans consisting

of similar animals
;
the third bears the name of

hajin in Arabia, inahcrry in Africa, hurkary in

S. Asia, and is the dromedary of the Hebrew
Scriptures. It is lightly formed, and of a very

pale brown, approaching a cream colour. Being
well trainccl, its speed with a man on its back
and no baggage is between eight and nine miles

per hour, and it can accomplish at the utmost 70
miles in 2 t hours for two or three days in succes-

sion. Wellsted tells us (i. 202) that Nejd is

equally the nursery of the camel as of the home
;

but the camel of Oman in all ages has been cele-

brated in the songs of the Arabs as the fleetest.

Their legs are more slender and strfiight, and their

eyes more prominent and sparkling. The single

hump of the camel of Arabia is round and fleshy

whilst the animal continues in good condition, but
wastes away when out of condition. Wellsted
had known £28 paid for one in Oman

;
but £6 to

£10 is their average price. Depth of chest and
largeness of barrel constitute their chief points of

excellency. A camel of Hejaz can carry from 250
to 500 lbs.

;
and an ordinary burden camel can

walk about 2^ miles an hour, making daily a
march of 20 or 30 miles. M. Fontaine mentions
an instance of an Arab on his canud taking and
returning with a message from Coseir to Canneh,
ft distance of 225 miles, in 28 hours, at the rate

of 8 miles an hour continually, which seems
incredible. Colonel Chesney tnontions that he

crossed from Basrah to Damascus, 958.^ miles, in

19 days, or daily 50 miles. Nizam-ud-Din Ahmad,
atithor of the Tabakat-i-Akbari, while Hakshi of

Gujerat, was summoned to Lahore by the emperor
(a.h. 998) A.D. 1589-90. The Wakiat-i-Mustakhi

says that he took with him a party on camels,

and that they accomplish(Mi tlie journey of COO
koa (1200 miles) in twelve days, for which the

king btjstowed honours on him. General Ferrier

tells us that the camels from Turkestan and
the country of the Hazara are exceedingly large

and strong, but not very active. Those from
the Scistan are slenderly formed and wiry,

but, though small, are as hardy an animal as

can bo found, and incredibly swift
;
they will

travel 25 leagues in a day without feeling fatigue,

and are never affected by the great heat of the

Bun. These are generally usevi for riding, and

those of Turkestan as beasts of buixlen. The
^khara camel and the two-humped Kirghis

camel are only surpassed in strength and swiftness

by the Arab, and especially the camel of the

Hejaz. Besides the Bactrian camel, the Turko-

mans have a mule breed between this and the

Arabian animal, with a hump which con neither

bo called single nor double, though more near the

latter than the former. This is a large, useful, and

highly-prized animal, capable of transporting from

1000 to 1200 lbs. with ease; but the creature is

short-lived, and the Araba do not breed from it,

giving as a reason that the progeny are intract-

able and bad-tempered.

In Colonel Stewart's ‘ Journey through North-

Eastern Persia,’ he states that the load of the

Khorosine camel is 600 to 700 lbs. A corre-

spondent of the Pioneer writes :
‘ I have fre-

quently seen Brahui camels go out of the fort at
Dadur, in Southern Afghanistan, laden with 12
maund.s, about 1000 lbs., the ordinary load being
8 maunds, or 650 lbs. I have also met them fre-

quently on the line of march with these loads, and
yet one rarely saw a dead Brahui camel.’

Tliey were used by the British in the wars on
the N.W. frontier of 1879-1881, but they died in

great numbers.
Camels are extensively bred in Murwut, Mee-

anwullee, and Esakhail, and are purchased by the
Poviuda and other itinerant traffickers. In Syria,

the rutting season is in spring, and the males
then become extremely unruly. The female
carries twelve months, and breeds one at a time.

The young camels are weaned at the beginning of

the second year. Camels are known to attain to

the age of 40 years; but after 25 or 80 its

activity begins to fail, and it is no longer able to

endure much fatigue. lu the northern districts

of Arabia, the hair is not shorn from the camel,
like wool from sheep, but is plucked off, about
the time it is naturally shed by the animal, and
seldom amounts to more than tw'O pounds. It is

woven into stuffs for clothing.

H. Hue, however, tells us that in Chinese Tar-
tary the fur of an ordinary camel weighs about
ten pounds. 1 1 is sometimes as fine as silk. That
which the entire camel has \uider its neck and
along its legs is rough, tufted, and black, but the
hair in general is reddish or grey. The Tartars

do not take any care of it, but suffer it, when it

falls off, to be lost. The milk of the camel is

excellent, both for butter and cheese; the flesh

is tough, ill-tasted, and little esteemed by the
Tartars. They make use, however, of the hump,
which they cut in slices and take with their tea.

It is said that the emperor Heliogabalus had
camel’s flesh served at his banquets, and that he
was especially partial to the foot; but to modern
tjistc the flesh of the camel is detcstiible. Like
the sheep and goat, their need for water to drink
varies with the dryness or moistness of their food.

A succulent grass, nmist with rain or dew, and
near the bank of rivers, of itself furnishes almost
sufficient fluid for their wants; but a dry grass,

an arid atmosphere, and a burnt-up soil render
them very thirsty, and they then readily rush
into water. Skinner mentions (ii. pp. 112, 113)
that his camels had been 19 complete days with-

out drinking. But they can lay in a large store

of food. Pottinger mentions tliat he allowed his

camel 15 lbs. of flour daily, in addition to all the
grass it ate. The camels eat the tamarisk and
the camel thorn. In parts of the Panjab country,

where camels are reared in great numbers, they
delight especially in lana, plants of the salso-

laceous tribe, which are also useful for burning to

get soda. There is often quite a rivalry of interest

over a patch of salsola land,—the camel-feeder
wants it for his animal, and the soda burner for his

furnaces.—PoiveWs Handbook; Dr. J. L. Stewart^

M.D.; Chesney'8 Overland Route ; Hue's Recollec-

tions ofa Journey, p. 130; Postans^ Personal Obser-
vations, p. 108; Afignan's Travels, p. 27

;
Wellsted*$

Tra. ; Burton's Pil.
;
PottingePs Beluch. and Sinde

;

Fontaine's Egypt ; Robinson's Tra. ii. p. 183.

CAMELEOPARD, or giraffe, a mammal of S.
Africa, the Camelopardis giraffa of naturalists.

One variety has been named C. JStbiopica,
Ogilhy

;

another variety, C. Sennaarensis.
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CAMELIDifl. FoBail remainB of tbia family

have been discovered in the Siwalik hills and in

Burma. See Camel
;
Camclus.

CAMELINE, the aba cloak of the Arabs, made
of camera hair. The aba, or cameline^ as it is

called in the Persian Gulf, is worn in Oman bv
all classes

;
it is the camera hair cloak of Arab

shaikhs, and is often striped white and brown.
CAMELLIA, a genus of the east of India and

China, of the nat. ord. Ternstroraiacese, and fur-

nishing several species of ornamental flower

plants, such as C. Japonica, malliflora, reticulata,

drupifera, and thea. C. olcifera of China yiehls

a valuable oil, C. kissi is a tree of Nepal, and C.

caudata is a shrub of the Khassya hills.— Vot^t,

CAMELLIA JAPONICA. The single red

variety of this species grows spontaneously in the

woods of China, from 20 to 30 feet in height,

and with stems thick in proportion. Ita elegant

flowers are much admired by the Chinese, who
I

enumerate thirty or forty varieties, for each of
|

which they have a separate name. Many of these

varieties are unknown out of China, and Chinese
gardeners arc likewise ignorant of a large propor-

tion of those found in western convservatories.

This elegant flower is cultivated solely for its

beauty; but there are other species of camellia

raised for their seeds, the oil expressed from
them being serviceable for many household and
mechanical purposes. The camellia bears the

same Chinese name that the tea plant does; and
the term cha is likewise employed, as tea is with

ourselves, to designate any infusion.— ll’tY/tum.^’

Mifidle Kinffflom, p. 286
;
Fortune ^ Residence.

CAMEl.LIA TIIEA. Link. China tea plant.

C. theifera, Griffith.
(
Cha, Hind.

The Assam tea plant is a shrub with a thin

grey bark, and grey soft wood, weighing 66 lbs.

per cubic foot, it is cultivated in Kangra, Knhi,

Dehra Dun, Kumaun, Darjeeling, the Western
Duars, Assam, Cachar, Chittagong, Hazarinagh,

in Northern India, and also on the Nilgiri Hills

and Ceylon.

—

Gamble.

CAMEL’S HAIR.
Foil de Chameau, . Fa. Mu-i-8hutur, , . Pbrs.
Laine de chevron, , ,, Pelo-odana de
Kameel-haar, . Gfr. Camello, ... Sp.

Onnt ka hal, . . Hind. Ottagam ma’ir, . Tam.
Pelo di Camello, . It. Wonte ventrukulu, Tel.
Unta Huma, . . Malay.

The soft underwood is of a light-brown colour.

In the Panjab it is made into chogaa of a cheap

kind, but they are soft, warm, and useful. The
long hair is not made use of

;
it is employed in

Europe for making paint-brushes .—Powelly Hand-
bookf Panjab ; M^CnllocKs Dictionary.

CAMEL*S»THOKN, Alhnji maurorum.
CAMEL THISTLE, Echinops cchinatus.

CAMELUS BACTRIANUS. Linn.

C. diirophuB, Waliher.
1
C. turcicus, Alpinm.

Mecheri, .... ?
|

Lc chameau,'. . , Fr.
Bactrian camel, . . Enq.

|
TramiKjl their, . . Ger.

It is found in N. Persia and Turkestan. It is

about 10 feet long, has two humps on its back,

has dark-brown shaggy hair, long under the

throat.

—

Eng. Cyc.

CAMELUS DROMEDARIUS. Linn.

C. monotophuB, Evert- C. dromos, Oetner.

mann. C. minimus, KUin.
O. vulgaris, Fortkal. (*. vetus, Fritch.

Jamal, .... Arab. Arabian camel, . . Eno.
Camel, dromedsry, Eno. Lc dromedaire, . . Fr.

Its countries are Africa, Arabia, Persia, Balu-

chistan, Rajputaua. It is about 8 feet long, has

one hump on the middle of the back, pale brown
hair. An instance of great endurance ot this camel
is mentioned by Captain Smith, who purchased

one, named Tipu Sahib, for Rs. 300, that carried

him 680 miles in 12 days across the desert of

India from Jodhpur to Sukknr in Sind. On
another occasion, the same camel carried him 110
miles from Sukkur to Kotri, without a halt, in

30 hours .—Smithes Nepal^ pp. 20, 26 ;
Eng. Cyc.

See Camel.
CAMELUS SIVALENSIS, a fossil species

discovered by Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley
in the tertiary deposits of the Siwalik Hills of

Hindustan. Its crania, jaws, and teeth arc in the

British Museum. It was nearly related to the

existing species, but exceeded them by at least

one-seventh in height.

—

Eng. Cyc. p. 733.

CAMEO, the cyainea of Pliny. They are still

largely inanufacturefl in Italy from the large red

shield shell of the Maidive Islands, the Cnssis nifa.

It is brought from the Maldives to Ceylon as

tribute, ana is ex|)orted to Italy. It is not a manu -

facture of India. In 18-16 the average value of t he

large cameos made in Paris was six francs each,

giving a sterling value of £32,000; and the value of

the small cameos was about £8000, giving a total

value of the cameos produced in Paris in 1846 at

£40,000. At the same time, in England not
more than six persons were employed at the

trade. The black helmet, on account of the

advantageous contrast of colour in the layci-s,

produces very effective cameos. In 1847 the con-

sumption of shells in France for this purpose was

—

Bull’s Mouth, . 80,000 rv. price Is. 8d. value £6400
Black Helmet, 8,000 „ 6s. Od. ,, 1800
Horned Helmet, 500 „ 2s. Od. ,, 60
Queen Conch, 12,000 „ Is. 2jd. 700

The art of camco-cutting was confined to Daly
until 1830, at which time an Italian Ix'gan cutnng
cameos in Paris. It might bo introduced into

India.

CAMERON, JOHN, F.R.G.S.. author of Our
Tropical PoesCBsiuiis in Malayan India.

CAM- HI, an emperor of China who first sub-

dued the Mongol Tartars, which he effected more
by kindness than by the sword.

CAMJOO of Tibet, Capra hircus, Linn.

CAMLET.
Kamelot, .... DUT.

|
Ciamhellotio, . . It.

Camelot, .... Fr I Karnlot, .... Hus.
Kamelot, .... GXR. | Csmelote,. . . . Br.

A fabric of wool or long hair.—hP (Bulloch.

CAMMETTI. Malay? Excoecariacammettia.

CAMOENS. Luis deCamoens, a native of Por-

tugal, was born at Lisbon about a.i». 1621, and
educated at the University of Coimbra, but, fall-

ing in love with Catliariiia de Atiiyade, he was
banished from court. Ho joined tlio army in-

vading Morocco as a soldier, where he was ofbin

wounded, and lost an eye, and h<.*, descrilicB hiiiiHolf

then as with *one hand the pen mid one tlie

sword employed;’ but, neglecUMi, he left Por-
tugal A.D. 1563, and landed at (ioa, after a voyage
of nine months. He joined an expedition ngaiuHl
the king of Pimenta, and a year afterwards
accompanied Marioel do Vascoriccllos up the Rim I

Sea, and returned to Goa, Vmt he involved liiinHelf

by writing bis Absurdities of India, and was
Vianished to the Moluccas, During the five yearh

i8
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that he remained there, he visited some of the
j

islands of the Archipelago, and amassed a small

fortune, but, embarking it in trade, he was ship-

wrecked near the river Mei-kong in Cambodia, sav-

ing only the manuscript of his poem, the Lusiad,

deluged with the waves, through which, clinging

to a plank, he forced his way to the shore. The
Lusiad describes the system of modern commerce,
founded on the discovery of the Cape route. The
geographical descriptions are singularly accurate.

He returned to Lisbon, where he lived in great

poverty, till his death in the Lisbon hospital, a.d.

1579. His poem, the Lusiad, celebrates the great

voyage of Vasco da Gama, and gives a history of

the Portuguese in India. The ‘ Cave of Camoens,*
where he is supposed to have written a portion of

bis Lusiad, is a place of interest at Macao. It is

picturesquely situated upon the summit of a small

hill on the margin of the inner harbour.

—

Ameri-
can Expedition to Japan^ p. 165.

CAMOMILE, Anthemis nobili.s.

Ehdakl 0111*216, . Arab.
Oamomille, . . . Fn.
Romische hamiller, Gkr.
Babune-ka-phul, . Hind.
Camomilla, ... It.

Chamomilla, .

Babuneh'gow,
Manzanilla, .

Chamandi pu,
Shamanti puvva

Lat.
Pers.

Sp.
Tam.
Tel.

A herb much employed in domestic medicine.

CAMPANULACE/E, the Campanula tribe of

plants, comprising the genera Campanula, Cephalo-
stigma, CiaoDopsis, Symphiiindra, and Wahler-
bergia. The genus Campanula consists of flower-

ing plants, the Canterbury bell, Venus’s looking-
glass. C. dehiscens and C. lancifolia are noticed by
Roxburgh as growing in Ilengal. C. eduUs is a
native of Arabia Felix. Its thick and sapid root

contains a considerable quantity of starch, and is

eaten by children. C. glauca, its root is used by
the Japanese in syphilis. C. grandiflora grows
wild amongst the Chinese hills.

—

Fortune's ITnu-

derings.

CAMPBELL, A., M.D., a medical officer of the

Bengal army, who was political otfieer at Darjiling

for upwards of a quarter of a century. When
he first took charge of the office, there were not
twenty families, but by 185J a population of ten

thousand had gathered together. He found it an
inaccessible tract of forest, and left it an excellent

sanatorium, with a revenue of fifty thousand
rupees. He journeyed to the confines of Tartary.

He wrote an Itinerary from Phari, in Tibet, to

Lhassa, with appendices
;
Routes from Darjiling to

Phari
;
Report of the Death of Cosmos de Koros,

the Tibetan Scholar; The Literature and Origin

of certain Hill Tribes in Sikkim
;
Memorandum do

the Bora Chung of Bootan
;
On the Native Alum

or Salagit of Nepal
;
On the Inhabitants of Sikkim

and their Language
;
Limboos of Sikkim and

other Hills.

—

Beng. As. Soc. Trans, and Journ.

CAMPBELL, fern COLIN. See Clyde.

CAMPBELL, Sir GEORGE, K.C.S.I., a Bengal

civil servant, bom in 1824, and sailed for India in

1842. In 1845 he was appointed the assistant to

the Governor-General’s Agent, N.W. Frontier,

subsequently Deputy - Commissioner, Cis-Sutlei

States. On returning to Britain, be published

Modern India
;
and India as it May Be. He wrote

extensively on the ethnology of India generally.

In 1854 he was called to the bar
;
in 1855 he was

appointed Commissioner of the Cis-Sutlej States

;

and in 1867, Commissioner of the Central Provinces.

He was Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal
;
and on

retiring from the service, became a member of the
Indian Council in London, and subsequently a
member of Parliament.

CAMPBELL, Lieut. J., Assistant Surveyor-
General, an officer of the Madras army, wrote on
the use of Sir Howard Douglas’ Reflecting Semi-
circle; On the Use of Rater’s Altitude and Azimuth
Instrument

;
Suggestion of a Tide Register

;
Table

of Specific Gravities of Aqueous Vapour, and Dry
and Saturated Air

;
Meteorological Journal of

Royacottah
; On the Advancement of Geological

Science in India
;
On the Construction of the

Portable Barometer
;
On the Formation of the

Table-land of Southern India
;

Plain of Bara-

mahal, 2000 feet above the level of the sea, Soda
Soils of

; On the Manufacture of Steel in Southern

India
;
Improvement of the Silk manufactured in

Mysore and the Salem Districts ;
Iteport on the

Kaolin Earth of Mysore
;
Report on the Construc-

tion of Philosophical Instruments in India
;
On the

Manufacture of Pottery-ware in Southern India
;

Meteorological Experiments at the Gumsur Moun-
tains; Journey overland to India; On estimating

the distance of Objects of Known Height at Sea.—Mad. J. L. and S. Cal. J. Nat. Hist.

CAMPHIRE of Scripture, the Henna, or Law-
son ia alba.

CAMPHOR.
Kafur, Ar., Hind., Pers.
Pa-yok, also Parouk, Bur.
Kapur Bali, . . Chin.
Kamfer, .... Dut.
Camphro, .... Fr.
Kampfer, . . . Ger.
Kupros, . . . . Gr.
Kopher Heb.
Canfora, .... It.

Kapur Japun, . . . Jap.
Camphora, .... LaT.
Kapur Barua, . . Malay.*
Alcanfor, . , Port.

, Sp.
Kamfora, .... Bus.
Karpura, . . . Sansk.
Capuru, . . . SiNOH.
Carpuram, . . . .Tam.

I Carpuramu, . . . Tel.

Chinese Camphor treCy Chang-nau, Pien-nau, Shau-
nau, Chang-chau-fu, Shau-chau-fu.

Camphor of BorneOy or Bants Camphory Lungmau-
hinng, Po-luh-hiang, Hoh-po-lo-hiang, Ping-pien,

Mei-hwa-p’icn.

The camphor of commerce is obtained from two
trees, one of which, Dryobalanops camphora, grows
in Sumatra, Borneo, and Labuan

;
the other, the

Camphora officinalis, or Laurus camphora, grows
in China. The names for it in many languages of

the world, are sufficiently alike to show that a
knowledge of the substance came from one source,

probably China or Sumatra, and the words Dutch,
or Japan, or Tub camphor, Barus camphor, China
camphor, Formosa camphor, have been added
merely to indicate the place of production. The
unrefined or crude camphor of commerce is the
product of the Camphora officinalis, and is of two
kinds, viz. Dutch or Japan, or Tub camphor, so

called from being brought from Batavia to Europe
in tubs, containing 1 cwt to 1 j cwt., and is in

the form of lumps of pinkish grains. The second
kind is called ordinary crude camphor, China
camphor, and Formosa camphor, much of it being
produced in Formosa, shipped to China, and re-

shipped to Europe in square chests lined with
lead-foil, and containing from 1| to 1^ cwt. In
this crude state it consists of dirty greyish grains.

This crude material is obtained by distillation

from the roots and wood of the Camphora officin-

alis tree, which is chopped up and split up into
billets, which are boiled in plenty of water in large
boilers, with a conical or round straw cover
smeared with clay outside

;
and, as the water boils,

the crude camphor is deposited on the inner straw.
Refined camphor is obtained from this product by

559
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distillation^ which is carried on in various ways
;

made of the hollowed trunk of a durinon, and the

but the whole process consists in using two round whole space between the coffin and the body is

vessels, inverting one above the other, and adding filled with pounded camphor, for the purchase of

2 per cent, of quicklime in order to absorb any which the family of the deceased raja frequently

oil, and distil from one vessel to another. Two impoverish themselves. Camphor ot7 is also said to

earthen pots, lulled together, answer perfectly, a be collected by incisions at the base of the trunk,

very small aperture being left for the escape of from which the clear balsamic juice is very slowly

air on the first application of heat. It is largely discharged. Barus camphor is getting scarce, as

refined in Bombay. In China it is prepared very the tree must be destroyed to obtain it. About
carelessly, by soaking in water the chipped wood 800 pikuls are annually sent to China. Malay
of the root, trunk, and branches, and sublira- camphor is more fragrant and not so pungent as

ing it. the Chinese camphor. 983 tubs of camphor were
The Borneo or Barus camphor, the Lung-naou- exported from Java in 1843

;
625 bales were im-

hiang or ‘ dragon’s-brain perfume’ of the Chinese, ported in 1843, the produce of the Japanese
is a product of the Dryobalanops camphora, Cole- empire, and 559 pikuls exported from Canton in

hrooke. It is much esteemed in China, and is called 1844. In London in 1880 it was selling at 858.

by the natives and in com»nerce, ‘ kapur barus,’ the cwt. The wood of the camphor tree is good
or Baruscamphor, to distinguish it from the product timber, suited for house and ship building. The
of the Camphora officinalis, or Japan camphor. It liquid camphor of the same, tree appears of the
derives its name of Barus from a place in Sumatra nature of camphogen. Dr. A. T. Thomson, by
where it is produced, and whence it was probably passing a current of oxygen gas through it, con-

first exported. The tree is found on all the northern verted it into camphor. In Sjmin, a cjvmphor has
parts of Borneo, and is said to be particularly been obtained from some of the Labiatro, In
abundant in the country of the Kyan, in the in- Burma considerable quantities have been produced
terior, on the Bintulu and Rcjang rivers. The pro- from the Blumea grandis

;
and a similar chemical

duce, though so valued by the Chinese, is not much product has been obtained in Europe, by passing a
used by the natives, though it is occasionally taken stream of muriatic gas through turpentine. It is

inwardly as a medicine. The price in China of largely employed in medicine
;
and to burn cam-

the Borneo camphor is said to be higher than that phor before an idol forma part of the ritual of the

of Japan, in the proportion of twenty to one ;
it has llindus.

—

Lowi's Saraumky pp. 44-46
;

Marsderis
been supposed that this disproportion is caused p. 150

;
Royle s Mat, Med. ; Crawfurd'g

more by some fancies of the consumer than any Dictionary^ SI
;
SimmoJids' Comm. Prod.; O'Sh.;

realdistinction of properties. As not one in ten trees Masons Tenasserim; Tomlinsouy -pp. 2S7~S.
is found to produce camphor, its presence must CAMPHORA, a genus of plants belonging to

be caused by a particular state, either of vigour or the Lauracese, of which three species, C. glan(iuli-

disease, in the tree
;
and the camphor collectors fera, C. officinarum, and C. porrecta occur in the

cut notches in the trees, in order, before felling, south and east of Asia.

to ascertain whether they arc likely to produce Camphora glandulifera, Neesy is the Laurus
camphor. It is said that in those which produce glandulifera, Wall. It is a tree of the Nepal
it, the younger and smaller trees are often found mountains, with small yellowish-green odoriferous

to be quite as prolific as the older and larger trees, flowers, and pale yellow light wood, smelling

The camphor is found in a concrete state in the strongly of camphor while fresh. It is weak and
crevices or fissures of the wood, so that it can unfit for furniture. Its bark has been named the
only be extracted by felling the tree, which is sasstifras of Nepal. Dr. Royle says (III. Him. Bot)
afterwards cut into blocks and split into wedges, it contains solid grains of camphor in its wood,
and the camphor, which is white and transparent, — Voigty p. 808 ; UoylCy p. 324

;
O’N/i. p. 545.

is then taken out. An essential oil is also found Camphora officinarum. Dauh. Laurus cam-
in hollows in the wood, wliich the natives crystal- phora, Linn.y otFicinal camphor tree, camphor
lize artificially

;
but the camphor thus obtained is laurel. A considei’able tree of Cochin-China, For-

not so much esteemed as that found naturally mosa, Japan, and China, principally near Chiu-
crystallized. From the oldest and richest trees chu, in the province of Foh-kien

;
also in Canton,

they rarely collect more than two ounces. After Hu-peh, Kwang-si, and Foh-kien. The tree fur-

a long stay in the woods, frequently of three nishes excellent planks, beams, and boards. Cam-
months, during which they may fell a hundred phor is diffused through all parts of the plant

;

trees, a party of thirty persons rarely bring away the root, trunk, and branches, when cut into chips,

more than 15 or 20 pounds of solid camphor, are boil<^ in water and then sublimed into inverted
worth from 200 to 250 dollars. The variety and straw cones contained within earthen capitals. It

price of this costly substance are enhanced by a is thus obtained in the form of crude camphor,
custom which has immemorially prevailed among chieflyfromtheprovinceof Foh-kien and the oppo-
the Batta race, of delaying the burial of every site island of Formosa, but some of good quality

person who, during his life, had a claim to the is also procured from Japan. It is sometimes
title of raja (of which each village has one) until iinportea into Britaiu from Batavia.— Williams'

some rice, sown on the day of his death, has sprung Middle Kingdom^ ii. p. 137 ;
O'Shaughnessyy p. 455.

up, grown, and borne fruit. The corpse, till then Camphora porrecta. Linn.
kept above ground among the living, is now, 0. parihenoxylon, Jfees. I Lauras pseudo sassafras,

with these ears of rice, committed to the earth, Laurus „ Jack.
|

Blain.

like the grain six months before, and thus the A tree of Penang, Sumatra, and Java, furnish

-

hope is emblematically expressed that, as a new iog a strong wood, which is durable if kept dry.
life arises from the seed, so another life shall begiu — Voigt ; Itoxh. ii. 708.
for man after his death. During this time the Camphor Oil, Kapur minyak, Malay

;
the liquid

corpse is kept in the house, enclosed in a coffin camphor of the Dryobalanops camphora tree.
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Camphor Cup, a cup for use after the manner mcnced 25th April 1859, the first ships passed
of the quassia- wood or ‘bitter cup.’ through it in the year 18G7, and it was formally
Camphor Wood of Sumatra is from the Dryo- opened for traffic in December 18()9. It liadoccn-

balanopa camphora, of which the wood is hard, pied ten years of labour to bring it to that state,

compact, and brownish -coloured. The fragrant, and cost to that period 13 millions sterlings 13
light-colonred, soft wood of which the trunks kror of rupees.

and boxes of China are made, is supposed to In Hridsh India the great works are the Ganges
be that c<f the camphor tree of Japan, Jjaurus Canal, the Eastern Jumna Canal, the Agra Canals,
camphora, or Camphora officinarum. Camphor- and the Lower Ganges Canal,
wood is valuable for the construction of chests The Multan Inundation Canola supply the dis-

and almirahs, as its powerful odour protects the trictof Multan between the Sutlej and the Chonab,
contents from the ravages of white ants and other where rain hardly ever falls, and convert it into

insects. I'he Martaban camphor-wood, Laurus a succession of beautiful gardens, shaded by palm
sassafras, is from a very large tree, scattered trees. There is a burning sun above and canals

sparsely throughout the Tenasserim provinces, flowing below.
Wallich wrote that it was very like Laurus glandu- The rude inundation canals of Guqaira and
lifera, which furnishes the sassafras and camphor- other dif^tricts of the Bari Doab above Multan, are

wood of Nepal. The Karens call it the ‘ tree of value, and from those in the rich country of

galanga,' from its fragrance.— Holtz; Mason; Muztiffargarh, between the Chenab and the Indus,

O'Shauffhnessy. the land is made one sheet of ciiltivation.

CAMPNOi!>PERMA ZEYLANICUM. Thv\ A The inundation canals of the Shahpvr district

tree 30 to 40 feet high, not uncommon in Ceylon, draw their supply from the Jheluin.

growing on the banks of streams at Rjitnapura The Dcrajat Canals run parallel with the river

and lower part of the Saffragam district up to Indus and fill during tlie periods of inundation.

4000 f(‘et elevation.

—

Bcddvme, p. 1C8. The A/mdar lands of the Bahawulpur State are

CAMPONG. Malay. A village, an enclosure, 10 or 12 miles wide, and border the Indus. They
a courtyard, the Anglo-Indian compound, the are irrigated by inundation canals from the Sutlej.

Hindi fi.ngJln. The aggregate length of the Upper Sutlej Canals
CAMRUKH. Hind. Averrhoa carambola. is 213 miles.

CAM SING MOON or Cum sing moon, a safe The Khanwah Cnnancaves the Sutlej at a point

harbour in the Canton river, formed between the 20 miles below Firozpnr, by a mouth 90 feet wide,

southern port of Keeow island, and a point of narrowing to 20 feet at the end of its length of 55
Macao island called Bluff Head. It was much miles.

frequented by opium vessels.

—

Ilorshurgh, The Sohag Canal^ 73 i miles long, leaves the

CAM-WOOD, a dyewood from the Baphia Sutlej a little below the mouth of the Khanwali,
nitida of Africa, used in dyeing the bright red of and irrigates the country between that canal and
English bandana handkerchiefs. the river.

CANAAN. This name, according to one autho- The Pa?'a Nullah is a continuation of the Sohag,
rity, is from Ghana, the ancient name of Phcenicia. and is connected with the old bed of the Beas by
According to another, Canaan or Palestine was a chaniu*! called Nawabbin.
called after Canaan, the youngest son of Ham. The Kutora Nullah is to the north of the Khan-
CANADA TURPENTINE, or Canada balsam, is wah canal, and it was proposed to bring into it

obtained from the Abies balsamea in Canada, the waters of the Sutlej.

Between the bark and the wood of the trunks and The canals of the Lower Sutlej and the Chenab
branches of the trees are vesicles containing the fertilize the Multan district, irrigating 120,000

oleo-resin, which exudes when they are broken, acres, belonging to 120,000 villagers. In 1871-72
Canada balsam is much used by vamish-makers in they were 39 in number, with an aggregate length

the manufacture of some of the most transparent of 632 miles; 11 had been made by the British,

varnishes. It is also extensively employed by The Indus Canals include those of Muzaffar-

opticians as a cement The great value of Canada nagar and the Derajat. There are 66 in the

bfdaam for optical purposes, depends on its trans- Muzaffarnagar district, drawing their supplies

parency and its refractive power, which is nearly from the Indus and the Chenab. Those of the

et^ual to that of glass. When used to connect the Derajat are 592 miles in aggregate length, of

pieces of an achromatic lens, it prevents the loss which, up to 1871-72, 108 h^ been constructed

of light by reflection, and excludes moisture and by the British.

other foreign bodies from the space between the The Dera Ghazi Khan district and the Sind

surfaces of the glasses. In Nicol prisms (single Sagar Doab need irrigation,

image prisms of Iceland spar) it serves the im- The Peshawur valley^ with the exception of a

portant purpose of transmitting the ordinary ray, small opening towards the Indus, is encircled by

and of interrupting the passage of the extraordi- mountains, and comprises 2400 square miles,

nary one
;

its index of refraction being intermediate divided into two b^ the river Kabul, which enters

between that of Iceland spar for the ordinary ray, the plain at Michni. It is joined midway by the

and that of the some substance for the extraordi- Swat river flowing from the N.W., and entering

na^ray.

—

Pereira, the plain at Abazai it waters Yusufzai by many
(?ANAGA, Can., Tel. Pongamia glabra. channels, the Bara from the S.W. entering the

CANALS for irrigation are of the greatest im- plain at Shaikhan.

portance in all the tropical countries liable to Bahawulpur State extends for 800 miles along

the calamities resulting from excessive droughts. the left banks of the Sutlej, Chenab, and Indus.

The rnreat canal of the world is that of Suez^ In former times, the Ghaggar, the ancient Saras-

oonnecting the Red Sea with the Mediterranean, wati, flowed through it from the Siwalik moun*'

and separating Africa from Asia. It was com- tains to the Indus, between Rori and Uch, parallel

2 N
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with the Sutlej, but it drie<l up; and ruins of oM
towns are dotted alon^ its baiiks, and all the once

fertile tract is now barren and sandy, drifted from
thedesert, and is known astl»o HiihawulpurBangar.
To the west of the Bangar are narrow strips 10 or

12 miles wide, along the loft banks of the Indus,

Chenab, and Sutlej, called the Khadar. In 18G7-

70, Major Minchin, political agent, led a canal

105 miles long from the Sutlej, and called it the

Ford-wah. He a’so formed six small canals in the

Khairpur district.

Below Khairpur^ are the Vahind, the Klianwah,

Naoranga, Kutubwah, Sultanwah, Mubarakwali,
Minchinwah, Baruswnh, Sadikwah, and the llari-

ari or Fertiliser, all of them large channels 100 to

200 feet wide, irrigating a vast area by an endless

network of branches, and annually cleared out.

From the Indun nine canals lead, two of them
excavated by the British

;
and in July ami August

the Indus floods the face of the country, the

waters reuniting to run into the eastern Narra, a

great channel belonging to the Sind system of

irrigation.

In the Bari Doah, between the Beas and Ravi
rivers, there has been a great State canal com-
pleted; but canals are still needed for the 7,000,000
of acres unirrigated in the Rechna Doab, between
the Ravi and Chenab

;
the Chuch Doab, between

the Chenab and Jhclum
;
and the Sind Sagor Doab,

between the Jhelum and the Indus.

Thatof the Bari Doab up to 1871-72 cost upwards
of £2,000,000, and was irrigating 300,000 acres.

The great Sirhind Canal^ commenced in 1871-

72, was projected to draw its waters from the

Sutlej, to irrigate an immense area now desert,

and the total cost was estimated at £2,980,427, a

third part of which was to be borne by the native

states.

After the rivers of the Panjab unite at Mithan-
kot, the Indus flows for 450 miles to the sea,

through the arid rainless country of Sind. Here
artificial irrigation is essential to cultivation. The
river during bygone ages has silted up, and its

banks are now greatly above the alluvial plain.

"When the bed attains a certain height the water
falls over, and since historical times the river has

been changing its course to the west. The banks
are permanent only at Sukkur

;
at Jharrak, where

it is bound by rocky banks
;
and at Kotri, by hills

and deep tenacious clayey soil. The canals are

excavations carried away from the river in an
oblique direction, so as to secure as great a fall as

possible. They vary from 10 to 100 feet in width,

and from 4 to 10 feet in depth, and none are deep
enough to draw off water from the river except
during inundations. Tlio irrigation is carried on
by the water flowing into the channels during the

inundations, or it is raised by the aid of machinery
or Persian wheels. Some of the canals are 70 and
80 miles long. On the western or right bank, the
chief canals are the Sind, 66} miles, Ghar or Lar-
khana, Bigari, and IVcstern Narra.

On the east or left bank of the Indus river is

the Eastern Narra. It was an ancient channel
which passed through the Thur, and had near it

among the sand-hills, about 400 small dunds or
lakes or bottoma lo 1859 a channel from the
river at Rori was led into it, and its channel was
dammed at places to prevent the escape of water
into the large dunds.

Two canals have been led ftx)m the Eastern

Narra,—the Mitrau, which in 1866 had 190 miles

open, and irrigated 156,803 acres, and the Thur
canal, irrigating 38,000 acres. Under Sir Bartle

Frero’s administration, the ancient channel of the

NaiTa, 120 miles long, was reopened on the 7th

May 1867, to distribute water over the vast plain

of Mirpur.

From Hyderabad south waixls, the Fullal! canal

is the main feeder of irrigation channels. Origin-

ally it was a natural branch of the Indus, which it

rejoined 16 miles below Hyderabad
;

this was
stopped by a dam in the time of the Amirs, and its

waters were sent into the Gaja, the Guni, and
other canals.

In 1861 the cost of clearances of the main
canals was £41,041, but the allotment in 1871-72
was insufficient. Canals of a permanent character,

proposed to bo led off the Indus froin Sukkur,
Jharak, and Kotri

;
and the first of these, from

Sukkur, was opened in 1870.

In the val/ey of the Ganges, above its junction

with the Jumna at Allahabad, and in the whole
length of the country through which the Jumna
flows, the rainfall does not exceed 30 inclies.

Firoz Shah, emperor of Dehli between 1351 and
1388, drew a canal from the Jumna to water his

favourite hunting ground at Ilissar, but it had
long fallen into disrepair, when Akbar in 1568
ordered its restoration. In 1626, Shah Jahan's

engineer, Ali Miirdan Khan, projected a canal in

the Doab, which shortly ceased to flow. Ho also led

one from that of Firoz, to convey water to the

city of Dehli. The Dehli canal crossed the low-

land by a masonry aqueduct, traversed the Aravalli

hills by a canal cut through the solid rock, 60
feet deep at the crest, and flowed through the city

in a masonry bed, throwing off innumerable minor
streams; but in 1753 this branch ceased to flow.

When the British came into possession, all tlmse

works had fallen into ruin, and in 1820 the canal

of Firoz was rcstore<l from where the Jumna issues

from the Siwalik hills. At Dehli it separates into

a branch which enters the city at the Kabul gate,

and part of it flows down the Chaiulni Chouk
;
the

other branch follows that of Firoz to Hi>8ar, and
sends off the Rohtak branch. The united length

is 445 miles, and that of the watercourses 728
miles; and the total outlay up to 1871-72 was
£282,517, from about 447,171 acres.

The Ganges Canal, commenced in 1818, was
opened on the 8th A])ril 1854. It is wholly a
British project. 4’hc water is brought from Ganes
Ghat on the Ganges, 2} mites north of the town
of Ilurdwar, close to the foot of the Siwalik

mountains. The main channel is 318 miles

long, and the branches 306 and the distri-

butaries 8078, in aggregate length
;
and 767,000

acres in 6061 villages arc irrigated by them. The
principal engineer was Sir Proby Cautley. Com-
mencing at Ilurdwar, os the river Gauges issues

from the mountains, it runs through the country
on the right bank of the river. One of its many
branches ro-onters the Ganges at Cawnpur, and
another joins the river Jumna. The canal is

carried by a great viaduct, three miles long, over

the river Salani. It is of eartli, and is protected

by a wall of masonry and a bridge of fifteen arches,

each of fifty feet of span, through the volume of

another river, and beneath the bed of a third, and
was planned to re-enter the Ganges at Benares.

The Solani aqueduct leaves a clear waterway of
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700 feet, and cost £800,000. The total cost of

the canal was not lees than two millions sterlinjr

(£2,086,000). It takes al>ont 75 per cent, of the

water of the Ganges, whose volume, however, is

not diminished. It traverses the Doab, and by

countless branches, dykes, and channels, irrigates

almost every village throughout a tract of country

upwards oi 800 miles in length, and is supplied to

every tiller on payment of a water tax. At Hurd-

war, the pass through which it issues, at the

lowest ebb discharges about 7000 cubic feet of

water every secomi. Its current was too strong

for navigation, and the expected advantages from

it for irrigation were not attained. It is carried

through Hurdwar, Alighur, Cawnpur, Ilamirpur

(580 miles), with branches to Futehghur, Buland-

shahr, snd Koel. A ridge of land rises slightly

above the level of the adjacent country, and runs

along the centre of the Doab, sloping down on

tlie one side to the Jumna, and on the other to

the Ganges. The canal has been constructed on

the top of this ridge to the vicinity of Alighur,

whence it diverges into two channels, orie to

CawDpnr, and the other to Hamirpur and Etawa.

On the completion of the canal, it was opened in

April 1851, and the water arlmitted on an aqueduct

across the Solani river at Roorkee. The engineer,

Sir Proby ('autloy, on leaving Calcutta, was I

honoured will) a salute from the batteries of Fort

AVilliam, and was favoui*ably noticed iu the

Goverument Gazette.

The Agrti (\in(il has been led off from the Jumna
below Dehli, to irrigate the lands of DeliU,

Agra, .and Muttra. It irrigates 350,000 acres.

The Futtelipur Sihi reservoir may also bo inen>

tionod.

The JlohUkhavd Canals comprise the Nehtore,

tl)C Nugina, the IJygool, 180 miles, the Murndaba<l,

the PaUa, 18 miles long, and the Kailas canals
;

and the Kitcha and Dhora watercourses, 32

miles. They iiTigato the belt of country along

the Torai, wliere much rice is grown.

There arc five canals in the Dehra valley^ be-

tween the Ganges and the Jumna, aggregating 07

miles iu length, and irrigating 11,089 acres.

There are ten miles of rajbuha.

The tanks in Mhairwara in 1871-72 had a total

area of 8075, and irrigated 14,820 acres. They

weio largely constructed by Colonels Hall aud

Dixon,

The canaUt of the N. IF. Pt ovinces have irrigated

on the avenige 1,065,450 acres,

A dam has Ihjcii thrown across the Sone river,

and two main channels lead off from it

The Midunpnr Cu/inf was partly oi>en in 1871-72.

It is 52 miles long, to irrigate 200,000 acres.

Mention may be made of the Arrah Caval^ 70

miles long, to irrigate 430,000 acres, and of the

Patna Canal, 84 miles long, to irrigate 890,000

acres.
,

The Humirpore and Jhonsi irrigation works
|

consist of lakes and reservoirs, portly natural,

partly artificial, and are under the dirrot control

of tlie civil authorities (Friend of India; Annah

of Indian Administratioii),
, . #

The Mahanadi rirei' drains the fertile plain of

Chatisgarh, in the Central Provinces, and falls

into the Bay of Bengal after a course of 629 miles.

Its basin covers^ an area of 45,0<W square miles.

It is liable to Heavy but short-lived Hoods, and

the province of Orisaa at the deltas has long

suffered from them. The E.L lirigation Company
undertook to form a great anicut, and it was

commenced in 1862; they failed, and in 1868

transferred their works to the Government for

£1,050,000, but the water has never brought re-

munerative rates.

Canals, as watercourses for cultivation, have

only since 1862 been in progress in the Bombay
Presidency. A weir of 1550 feet has been thrown

across the Girnar river, in Knndesh, and one across

the Panjur. In Sultanah a weir 2000 feet long

has been drawn across the Kistna, to feed channels

45 miles long. A large tank has been formed at

Koorgaum near Barsee, a reservoir at Mukti near

Dhulia, and a tank at Hurtola. A reservoir has

been constructed near Sholapur at a cost of

£90,000. lArgo works have been planned for

Gujerat and the W. Dckhan, and others for the

Central Provinces
;
for works ifrom the Ponch river

north of Nagpur, and from the Warda river to its

south, and for the waU^rs of the Betwa river to be

led to irrigate Bundelkliand, which has been fifteen

times desolated by famine in the Inst three cen-

turies. One -third of the water will go to the

Patiala State.

In Madras, of the native engineering works,

those for the application of w ater to irrigate fields

and gardens, wells, tanks, and river channels take

the first rank. There are innumerable tanks or

artificial lakes of various sizes formed in basins, that

ncarCummum beingseven milesin circumference.

The most northern of its rivers, the Godaverv, at

llajamundry, when about fifty -five miles from

the sea, divides into two streams, forniing a delta

of rich alluvial country. A little above this point

the river is 2000 yards broad, but it soon exp^ds

at DowlaishwaraiTi into a width of three times

that exUmt, parted, however, by islands into four

brancIicA An anicut has there been thrown across

the channel, the united lengths of the four dams

being 3955 yards. Upwards of two miles of

stream is blocked up by a solid, wrell - protected

mass of stone, in lime cement, with a breadth at

the base of nearly 130 feet, and a height of twelve

feet above the uatviral sut facc of the water. Along

the left bank of the river is one channel, another

to Cocanada, and other channels ;
the total being

840 miles of main channel, irrigating 780,000

acres of land. In 1871-72 there were 56,47 1 boats

and rafts engaged in traffic on this canal.

The rajas of Vijayanagar in 1521 constructed

nine dams across the Tumbudra river, and h^
channels of 80 miles of total length. The old

travellers, Conti and Cresar Frederick, tell of cool

streams flowing through the streets of the city.

In 1860 the Madias Canal and Irrigation Com-

pany undertook to bring a navigation and irriga-

tion canal from the river, throwing an anicut

across at Sankasala
;

its history is useful.

It was intended to provide for the continuous

irrigation of the Bollary district, of the Koondey

valley and the Nellore district. Tlie weir across

the Tumbudra at Sankasala was 1500 yorfs in

total length of clear overfall, which was broken

into two lengths by an intervening island. The

Hindry Aqueduct carried the canal, 90 feet broad

and 8 feet deep clear waterway, over that river,

at an elevation of 82 feet, by 40-feet arches, the

length between the abutments being 051 feet; the

cost of the first 75 miles was £8710 per mile
;
the

next 116 miles cost £2900 per mile
;
and the whole
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canal cost £5260 per mile. It bos not produced

all the hoped-for benefitB for irrigation, and for

navigation it has not been applied. Indeed,

navigation and irrigation seem incompatible.

At liaiswara^ 60 miles from the sea, an anicut or

dam 1260 yards long, with a base of 305 feet, has

been thrown across the Kistna river,and itschannels

irrigate the Guntur and Masulipatam districts.

The delta covers an area of 10,000 square miles.

From the E. side the main channel is divided into

two branches, one to Masulipatam, the other to

Ellora. It was constructed by General Charles

Git. The main western channel divides into the

Nizampatam and Commamur branches.

The Krishna Canal, in the Bombay Presidency, is

excavated from above the dam near Kurvar in the

Satara district.

The Ekrnk tank is four miles north of Sbolapur
on the Adela, a branch of the river Bbima. Its

dam is 7200 feet long, and 72 feet high in the

centre, and the lake formed is 6^ square miles.

It submerged five villages, two of them in the

Nizam’s territory, but 35,840 acres are brought
under the influence of the tank.

An anicut was completed across the Pennar
river at Nellore in 1855. It was breached by the

hurricane of 1857, but restored in 1861, and in

1863 the irrigated area was 32,874 acres. It is

520 yards in length.

The Cauvfry and Colerun anicuta are the most
ancient in Southern India, and those to which the

British first directed their attention. At the head
of the island of Srirangam, near Trichinopoly, the

main river divides into two branches, the southern
retaining the name of Cauvery, the northeni being

called tlie Colerun
;
and the tcudency was for the

Cauvery to silt up, and the whole of the water to

pour into the Colerun. The native anicut had
been built about the third century of the Christian

era, and consisted of a solid mass of roxigh stone

1080 feet long and 40 feet broad, irrigating

669,000 acres. Sir Arthur Cotton threw a masonry
anicut, 750 yards long, across the Colerun, rest-

ing it on three lines of wells 6 feet in diameter in

the sandy bed of the river, which has thrown the

water into the Cauvery and cleared the bed of the

Colerun. lu 1836 an anicut was thrown across

the Colerun to regulate the supply of water for

8. Arcot Colonel Sim was the engineer.

The Mauri Conwai river ir in Mysore, with theNun-
door Sreeramadwara and Maseehully reservoirs.

The Periar river runs to waste into the Cochin
marine lagoon, and it has been proposed to turn

it into the eastern districts by a cutting 140 feet

deep and a dam 60 feet high, and add to the water
supply of Madura and Ramnad, now obtained from
the Vaiga.

The Tambrapumt river waters the Tinnevelly
district. It has been crossed by several dams in

very ancient times.

The East Coast Canal from Madras to Sadras is

for traffic.

The Grand Canal of China has been led through
and near a series of lakes, some of considerable
extent, extending all the way from Nan Wang, in

lat. 35® 55' N., long. 116® 30' E., down to the
Yang-tze-kiang.

—

Moral and Material Progress^

187 1-2; Markham's Embassy; Annl, Ind. Adm,

;

Report on the Administration of the Panjab;
Powell's Handbook^ Econ, Prod. Panjab; Jack-
son's Manual. See Iiiigation.

CANAMBOO. Tam. Crotalaria juncca, Linn.

CANARA, a maritime province on the western

coast of the Peninsula of India, with an area of

7800 square miles. It is arranged by the British

into two revenue districts, North Canara or

collectorate of Honore, and South Canara as far

south as the Chundragherry river, and from that

river commences Malalmr. Canara formed part, of

the Mysore Dominions, and came under British

rule after the fall of Seringapatam in 1799.

Below the mountains the country is rocky, moun-
tainous, intersected by numerous mountain streams

running to the sea, with exceedingly fertile valleys.

The Garsuppa falls of the Sherranutty river have
four portions. The Grand Fall falls perpendi-

cularly 880 feet. Three languages are spoken,

viz., Tulu in the ancient Tiiluva country, Malealam
as far north as the Chundragherry river, and
Canarcsein the taluks of Honawarand Cunda|x>re

above the Ghats. In the Buntwal taluk are

colossal images of Gomata l^ya, carve«l out of

single blocks of granite, and placed on the tops of

hills. The interior of the Jain temple at Mood-
biddery is beautiful. Near Cundaporc, ch>se to

the sea, is a small fresh-water lake, in which the

Iloowana or flower fish is caught.

North Canara, since the 1st Feby. 1862, has

been administered by the Bombay Presidency. It

lies between lat. 13® 52' and 15® 31' N., and long.

74® 10' and 75® T E., with an area of 4235 sq. m.,

and in 1872 a population of 398,406 persons,

864,402 of them being Hindus. The Havik
Brahmans cultivate betel -nut gardens. The
Nanai ti Mahomedans are seamen

;
they are well

to do, and represent the colonies of Arab
merchants of whom a remnant still exists along

the coast from Gogo southwards. There are

Sidi Mahomedans, descendants of Africmi slaves

whom the Portuguese held. They have the

woolly hair and black skin of the pure African

negro; are poor, and cultivate little patches rudely

in the forests.

South Canara is under the Madras Presidency.

It lies between lat. 14® 31' and 15° 31' N. and
long. 74® 1' and 75® 2' E., and has as its eastern

boundary the Western Ghats, through which the
Manjarabad, Kolur, and other passes lead up to

Mysore and Coorg
;

its area is 3902 sq. in. The
people, about a million in number, consist of

Saraswati, Konkani, and Sivalik Brahmans, Bant,

Koragar
;
Portuguese of mixed descent, native

Christians, Mopla of Arab descent. The aborigines
include the Malekudi, Koragar, Holyar, The
Malekudi are a forest race who practise the
Kumari cultivation, but labour on coffee estates.

The languages spoken are Tulu, Malealam,
Canarese, and Konkani, besides Urdu and Engli:di.

Tulu, the language of Tuluva, is spoken between
Udipi and Kumbla by about 180,000 people, south
of the Puishwenni river and elsewhere; with.

Moplas, Malealam is the prevailing tongue. Prior
to British rule, the Holyar were the slaves of the
Wargdar or proprietors, and even yet continue in

a state of modified serfdom.

—

Findlay
;
Imp. Gaz.

;

Madras Records.

CANARESE or Karnataka is an ancient
classical and a modern dialect, the former con-
taining different inflexional terminations. Hala
Kapnada, is an ancient written character formerly
used by the Canarese people in writing. Canarese
is a language in the centre of the Indian Peninsula,
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Rpoken by about nine millions of people, partly
under the Hyderabad, the Mysore, and the British

Governments of Bombay and Madras. The
ancient Hindu term, Karnatica, comprehended
all the high table-land in the south of India above
the Eastern and Western Ghats, and its rulers

seem never to have held sway beneath the Ghats

;

though in the present day, by a strange fatality, it

is now only tlie countries below the Ghats, the
("arnatic on the east and Canara on the west, to
which the name of the ancient Karnatica kingdom
has come to be applied, and its name is now
never given to the Bala Ghat, or country above
the Ghats.

The great bulk of the Canarese- speaking people
are of one race, who are pure Dravidiana. They
have adopted the .langaina sectarian faith, the
followers of which, by their tenets, ought to have
no caste distinctions. Most of their subdivisions
arc restricted to vegetable products as food

;
and

so carefully do they act up to these, that no one
of these vegetarians will even bring any living

creature for sale to any one of a flesh-eating

people. Their sect is, perhaps, amongst the
nmst exclusive of all in India. It is doubtless this

tenderness towards animal life that guides them
to their avocations, which are mostly those of civil

life, cultivators and shopkeepers, and may have
led to their non-resifitance to iiiva^lers; but in all

the great armies which the British have formed
during the past century, of the Canareiie Jangama
sectarians lu^t more than a few thousand men
may have become soldiers, and certainly not
even one of tluit i)ortion who abstain from animal
food. The Teliug and Canarese nations have,

till recently, continue<l equally advanced as to

elementary school education
;
and though, in this

respect, both races fall short of the progress made
by the energetic, restless, impetuous Tamil people,

tliey are greatly in advance of the ^lahratta.

For nearly 200 years the inland tract occupied

by the Canare8e-8[>eakiiig people had been tra-

veled by great armies, bent on conquest, ainl

since the fall of the great Vijayanagar dynasty all

cornel's seem to liave crossed this tract without
0]»positioii.

(^anarcse, properly the Kannadi or Karnataka
language, is bordered by the Tamil and the Telugu
on the east. It is spoken throughout the plateau

of Mysore and in the western districts of the

Nizam’s territory as far north as the village of

Murkuudah, lying IlO miles south-west of Beder.

Also it is spt»kcn in part of the ancient Tnliiva

country on the Malabar coast, now long designated

as Canara, a name which it acquired from liaviug

been subjected for centuries to the rule of Canarese

princes. But in Canara, the Malealam, the

Kotikaiii, and the Tuluva are also spoken, though

less extensively than the Canarese. From a.i>.

800 to 1500 it was free from any admixture of

foi^ign words, but since then Sanskrit words have

been extensively introduced
;

and during the

supremacy of Hyder Ali and Tipu, Urdu words

were largely imported into it in Mysore, while it

added Mahrattl in the N.W. and Telugu on its

N.E. The Canarese character differs slightly from

the Telugu, from which it has been borrowed, but

the characters used forTamil, Malealam, and Telugu

are quite distinct from eacli other. The ancient

Canarese character, however, entirely differs from

that of the modern Telugu, and the Canarese

language differs even more widely from the
Telugu than it does from the Tamil. There is an
ancient dialect of the Canarese language current,
as well as modem, the latter differing from the
former by the use of different inflexional termina-
tions. The ancient Canarese dialect, however, has
no connection with the Sanskrit character to

which that name has been given, in which, viz.

the Hala Kannada, many very ancient inscriptions

in the Mahratta country as well as in Mysore are

found.

CANARIUM, a genus of plants of the natural

order Burseracese. Wight says the resinous juice

of C. commune has properties similar to copaiva,

while the kernels of the seed afford by expression
a bland, edible oil. C. strictum, Roxb., is known
in Malabar under the name of the ^ black dammer
tree,’ in contradistinction to the Vateria Indica,

which is the ‘white dammer tree.’ This tree is

rather common in the alpine forests about
Courtallum in the Tiunevelly district, and is re-

gularly rented there for the sake of its dammer.
The dammer is transparent, and of a deep
brownish - yellow or amber colour when held

between the eye and the light, but when adhering
to the tree has a bright, shining, black appearance.

The fruit is a very hard, three-celled, oval nut,

tapering at each end.

Under the names Dhoop and Googul, Dr. Gibson
mentions two species of Canarium in Canara and
8unda, one on the ghats above, and the second
species of great size cultivated near Bilgil and at

Siddapore. The choice gum-resin afforded by
these trees is extensively used in the arts, and
exported both inland and to the coast.— Wight,

HI. ; Dr, Gibson. See Boswellia
;
Resins.

CANARIUM BENGALENSE. Roxb. An im-

mense forest tree of Assam, Sylhet, and the ad-

jacent inounUiinous countries, flowering in May
and June. From fissures or wounds in the bark,

a large quantity of very pure, clear, amber-
coloured resin exudes, which soon becomes hard

and brittle, and is not unlike cojial. But in the

Calcutta bazar it was only valued at from Its. 2

to Rs. 3 for seven maunds of eighty pounds each.
— O'ShaugliJiessg^ p. 285 ;

Fo/V/t, p. 149 \
Roxb.

iii. p. 130 ; Royle's Him. Hot. p. 177.

CANARIUM BRUNNEUM. Thw.

Scutinanthe brunnea, Thw.

Maha-bulu niora, SiNGH.

A tree 50 to 60 feet high, growing in the

Central Provinces of Ceylon at elevations of

2000 to 3(M)0 feet— Retidomty FI. Sylv. p. 127.

CANARIUM COMMUNE. Linn. Java almond.

C. mehenbethene, 0(vrt. Colophonia Mauritiana,

Ainyris Zeylanica, Retz. D. G.

HalsamodeDdrou Zeylani- Bursera paniculata,

cum, Kuntfi. Ruinph.

BoU de Colophane, . Fa.
|
Jungli Badam, . . Hind.

Grows in the Mauritius, Ceylon, the Peninsula

of India, the Moluccas, and the Indian Archi-

pelago. It was brought from the Moluccas to the

Calcutta Botanic Garden, but in Roxburgh’s time

did not thrive, owing to the coldness of the

winter months. The bark yields an abundance of

limpid oil, with a pungent turpentine smell, con-

gealing into a buttery, camphoraceous m^. It

has the same properties as balsam of copaiba, for

which it could be substituted
;
and is said to yield

East Indian elemi. Its nuts are three-cornered
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and edible, but apt to produce diarrliaia.~-/?oj:/>.

iii. p. 177 ;
O^Shaughnesity, p. 288 ;

Voigt, pp. 148-9.

CANARIUM GENICULATUM. M^CL A
large and valuable timber tree found in the Pegu
valley, but scarce. The wood is white-coloured,

and adapted to house-building.

—

McClelland

.

CANARIUM NIGRUM. Roxh,

Marignia acutifolia, D. C.
|
Dammara nigra, Eumph.

A tree of Aroboyna and the Moluccas: a

reddish, soft, viscid, heavy - smelling substance

exudes from wounds in its bark.— Voigt^ p. 149.

CANARIUM PIMELA. Smith, Pimela nigrum.

Luhdan, Wu-lan, . Chin.
[

T*sing*kwo, . . . Chin.
Kan^n, .... ,i I

Chinese olive, . . £no.

This tree grows in the Chinese provinces of

Kwang - si and Foh - kien. Its pointed oblong
fruits, from 1^ to 1^ inch long, are eaten green or

shrivelled, and are often preserved in salt At
Amoy the hard kernels are often beautifully

carved for heads. Lan-tang, a kind of gum or
black dammer, is obtained from its branches,

bark, and leaves. The kernels of the Pimela alba
(Luh'^)an) are similarly used.

—

Smith.

CANARIUM STRICTUM. Roxh.

Dammara nigra legitima, Rumph,

Manda-dup, . . . Beno. Thelli inara, . . Maleal.
Gugal, Dup, . . . „ Kongilam maram, . Tam.
Black dammer tree, £no. Karapa Kongilamu, ,,

Canari, . . . Maleal.

This very beautiful, large tree is most abundant
in all the moist ghat forests on the western side

of the
.
Madras and Bombay Presidencies up to

4000 and 4500 feet, but it does not occur in

Ceylon or elsewhere, and it is never seen iu dry
forests. Its brilliant crimson foliage niakes it a

most beautiful sight when in young leaf. The
leaves of saplings and young trees are very much
larger than those of full-grown trees.

This is the black dammer tree of Tinnevelly

and Malabar, and is so named in contradistinction

to the Valeria Indica, which is called the white
dammer tree. C. strictum is common near Court-
allurn, where it is rented for its dammer. While
adherent to the tree, it gives a bright, shining

black tint, but by translucent light is of a deep
brownish-yellow or amber colour. The balsam
exudes in a very fluid state, and trickles down the

trunk, where it gradually hardens by exposure to

the sun
;
the fresh resin continuing to flow over

that already hardened, gives the stalactitic ap-

pearance to the huge lumps of resin, in whicli

form the resin is brought to the market. It is

f

erfcctly homogeneous, has a vitreous fracture,

t is insoluble in cold, but p irtially soluble in

boiling alcohol on the addition of camphor
;
when

powdered, it is readily soluble in oil of turj^utine.

Powdered and burnt on the fire, it emits a more
resinous smell, and burns with more smoke, than
white dammer. The size of the lumps of this

resin, together with its colour and the peculiarity

of shape already mentioned, suffice to distinguish
it from other Indian resins.— A/. E. J. R. ; Voigt^

149 ;
Roxh. iii. 138. See Gums and Resins.

CANARIUM SYLVESTRE. Gxrtu.

0. Sylveatrealterum,RtfSi.
|
Schinui Bengalemtis, S.

A tree of Chittagong and Assam. Timber hard,
tough, and close-grained, used for furniture.

CANARIUM ZEYLANICUM, Blame,
C. Balsamiferum, Moon.

1
Kakoons gas*, . , Singh.

Occupies the warm, moister parts of Ceylon up
to an elevation of 1500 feet. A resinous balsam
exudes copiously from the trunk of this tree,

which, mixed with paddy chaff, is used by the

natives for burning, as the smoke drives away
snakt 8 from the domicile. C. coccineo-bracteatum

and C. euphyllum are also known.

—

The. i. p. 79.

CANARY SEED, Phalaris canariensis, Linn.

Mainly used to feed caged birds. The annual
British consumption may be estimated at about

10,000 quarters, of which about 8000 are growm
in England, especially in the Isle of Thanet and
Essex.

CANAVALIA GLADIATA. D. C. Sword-
bean.

Doliobos gladiatui, Roxh.
i
Dolichos enaiformis, Lour,

Mekhun, . . . Beno. Thambatin, . . Tam.
Makbum-ahini? . „ Segapu Thambatin ? ,,

Maksbun-ahim, . „ Tela ,, ,,

Pai-noung-nee, . Burm. TamTna;ChamR? .Tel.
KadsambAl, . . Hind. Segapu? . . . . ,,

Shimlee, . . . Sansk.

This plant has four varieties, viz. :

—

a. Flowera and acoda red. I c. Floweraand seeds white
h. Flowers white, aeedsred.

|
d. Flowers red, seeds grey.

The three first of these are cultivated for their

large swordlike pods
;
that with the white flowers

and white seeds is considered the best, and is often

two feet long. It is esteemed by Europeans.—
Majion ; Voigt.

CANAVALIA OBTUSIFOLIA, D. C.,

Koyli avari, . . . Tam.

Is a common plant on the Coromandel coast,

where it occurs along with the Ipomiea pescapras,

and is a useful binder of loose sand-

—

Cleghorn.

CANAVALIA VIKOSA. W. and A.

Dolichos virosus, Roxh,
1
Dolichos enaiformis, Lour.

Kalo Shim, . . Be.ng. Wild sword-bean, . Eno.
Kat Shim, ... ,, Adavi chamma, . , Tkl.
Kudsumbar of Bombay. Karu ebamma, . . ,,

Grows on the Coromandel and Koiikan coast,

and on the seashore of the Teriasserim provinces,

in great profusion.

—

Mason.
CANAX A. This battle, in which the younger

Cyrus lost his life, wasfouglit in the plain between
Hit and Felugia.

—

Kinneir's Memoir, p. 2G7.

CANCER, tlie crab genus of crustacefle of the

family Canceridae
;
several species occur in Southern

and Eastern Asia. C. carnifex, C. hydromus, C.

corallinus, C. maculatus, and G. tenax have been
transferred to the genera Gecarciims, Carpilius,

aod Riipellia.

Cancer roseus, Ed., Red Sea,

C. integerrimus, Ed., Indian Ocean.
C. marginatus, Ed., Red Sea.

C. ocyroe, Ed., Asia seas.

C. mamillatus, Ed., Australia.

C. sculptuK, Ed., Red Sea,

C. limbatus, Ed., Red Sea.

C. savignii, Ed., Red Sea, Indian Ocean.
C. oalculosus, Ed., New Holland.

CANCIII, the Tamil name of Conjeverara.

CANCHI PAN DU, Tkl. Solarium nigrum.
CANCHORI VER. Tam. Tragia involucrata.

CANCRA. Hind. Pavetta Intlica.

CANDAHAR, a town in Afghanistan, in long.
65® 28' E., and lat 31® 37' N., 3484 feet above the

sea. It is the Kheota of the Vendidad. Accord-
ing to Elphinstonc (Caubul, p. 425), there has

been a city here since the time of Alexander, niid

I

the ancient city stootl till the reign of the Ghilzai,
' when Shah Husain founded a new city under
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the nnmc of HusjiinaU'id. Nadir Shah nttempted
again to alter the site of the town, and built

Nadirabad
;
at last Ahina<l Shah founded the

present city, to which he pave the name of Ahmad
Sl)ahi, and the title of Asln-af-uNHalad, or the
noblest of cities

;
but the old name of Candahar

stdl prevails among the people, though it has lost

its ihyining addition of l)ar-nl-Karar, or the
al'ode of (juiet. Ahmad Shah himself marked out
the limits of the present city, !\nd laid down the
regular plan, which is still so remarkable in its

execution. The houses in the town are from
lh,000 to 20,000; the ])Oj>ulaiion, ^5,000 in

number, consist of dilTerent trilas. Houses as
under :

—

Aakyi Kbel, . 50 Dowin t Sbab i, .50 .5I.ikuzai, . . 100
Arab, . . 50 (ibilz;ii, . 100 -Vurzai, . 600
Alikozai, . . 650 Hindus, . 300 Parhivan, . 1240
Alizni, 200 Ishak/.ai, . . 600 Pathniia, . . 200
Arbukzai, 1.50 Isimiil Ziii, . Kio Poj):»lzai, . . < i00
liabi and Kakiir, . .550 J'irian, . 100

Babur, . . 200

;

Kasliiiiiri, . 100 S:i«blazai,

.

. 1(K>

Barakzai, . 940

1

KaU'zai, , . 350 Sarkani, . . 200
Bardurani, . 150 Kiiaroti, . . 200 Turks, . 50
Bamezfii, . . 4001 .

1.50 Otlicrs, etc,. 440
Bisiikzui, . . 100 Maduzui, . . 1.^0

The more remark a))le objects are the tomb of

Ahmad Shah, the public baths, the citadel. It

was occupied by the British Indian army from
20th April 1639 till the Hth August 1H13, and was
re-occupied in 1679. See Afghanistan; Kan-
dahar.

CANDAIiLA, in lat. 20^’ 3' X., and long. 7 T’

49' E., in the Dekhan, N.W. of Aurangabad. The
entrance to the caves of Candalla is 1932 feet

above the sea.— HV/.v. Schl. See Kandalla.
CANDAl.OO. Tkl. Cajanus indiens.

CANDEf.,ARI A, or caudlo-dy, is found in

Labuau and Sarawak. It has a curved and
pointed head. It frequents the tops of lofty

trees.

CANDESII. See Kandesh.
CANDIA or Crete, an island in the Mediter-

ranean. Mount Ida, famous in history, is in the

centre of this i.slan(l.

CANDLES.
Kaarzeu, . , DuT. Hiyau; IJlin, , Mal.vy.
Chaiuiclic, . . . Kk.

j

Kandil, . . . ,,

Kerzen
;
Lichtcr, . (iKU, Vela.s8, . . . Puht.

,

Sr.

Butti, . . Clu.),, Hixn.
|

Swjetschi, .... JJis,

C'andcllc, . . . . It. i Vatti, . . . Ta.m.,

Almost all the candles in use in the E.tst Indie.s

are imported from Eurojxj and Americ;v. Eor
lighting, the natives use oil lamps of various

shapes, often of rnetal fixed on an iron spike,

which they stick into the ground. Wax and
tallow candles are, however, imnle in several parts

of India,—in Vi 2y\gj\patam, Goa, Malabar, Patna,

Calcutta, Peddapore, and Berhampiir
;

but the

large importations of candles from Europe have

caused the manufacture to decline considorahly.

It is nstdul to place two thin instea«l of one thick

wick in each, and the wicks should l)e plaited, not

twi>te<l. Wax candles iiuprove with age. The

caudles used in Japan are made of an oil said to

be pressed out of the seeds of the Khus mcce-

dnnea? This oil becomes, when concrete, of the

consistence of tallow, and is not so hard as wax.

The province of Fetsigo, more particularly, pro-

duces ibis tree, and consequently supplies the

greatest quantity of this oil. In the eastern parts

of China, the product of the tallow tree, Slillingia

sebifera, and beef and hog's tallow in the south,

are used in the manufacture of candles. Wax is

only cmpl(»yed to encase the tallow or lard, which,
from the heat of the climate and its unclarified
condition, never heevune^ hard.

—

flo}jle^ Arts^ etc.^

vj India, p 181
;

Thnuhivij's Travels^ iit p. 188;
Rohde, MSS.
CANDLESTirKS.

Kaiidehiars, . . . Di t. I Candellieri, .... It.

Ohatulelitrs, . . Fa. Podsweschnikii, . Rus.
Leuchter, Uer.

j
CandeleroH, .... 8p.

Candlesticks arc in general use in the East
Indies, but to siheld them from the wind are

usually covered with glass shades.

CANDLE-TKEP], Candle-nut tree, AleurihfS
triloba. Its nuts are strung together and used for
candles. 1 orches are made from the candle-wood
of Di inerara.

The Candle-tree, Parmantiera cereifera, might
be introduced into India. It is confined to the
valley of the river Chagres (Isthmus of Panama),
where it forms entire forests. In entering them
a person might almost fancy himself transported
into a chandler’s shop. From all the stems and
lower branches of the trees hang long cylindrical

fruits, of a yellow wax colour, so much resem-
bling a candle as to have given rise to the popular
appellation, ’ Palo de velas,’ c^ndlc-tree. The
fruit serves for food to numerous herds of cattle.

— />r. Seemnn.
CANDY, a province of Ceylon, formed out of

an ancient kingdom, subdued in the early part of

the 19th century by the British. The town of

Candy was taken on the 19th July 1819.

CAN DY, Sugar- candy.

Kurri slmkur, (Juj., His. Kal-kandu, . . . Tam.
(Jula batu

;
Mal.w. Kala kancia, . . Tel.

Nablmt, .... Peh8.

Crystallized sugar wiis at one time largely im-
ported into India from China, but is now made in

many p.irts of India.

CANDY, a measure of weight equal to 600
Ib.s. in some jdaces, but it varies in different

towns. A candy (khuudeo) in one place differs

very much from the catidy of another place.

Again, a candy, for instance, of metal, is not the

same as a candy of tobacco; and there is a

different candy for cotton and sugar. The candy
used in buying is not alw'ays the same in the

same place us the candy used in selling.

CANEK. lIiNO. Neriuin odoniin.

(’ANES or Uattan.s.

(.’anno, roseau, . . Fu. Bod, . . HiNO.
,
PerS.

P»ati>n, ratou, . . . Canao, Sp.
Ki.hi t, Ger. Junco de India#, . . ,,

Natliur, .... GlJ. PciHmbngal, . . Tam.
Kotan, . . . Malay. Bcttaniulu, . . . Tel
Guiiiia, bastono, . .It.

Cane.H are the proiluce of the (’alainus genus of

jNilins, of which the species are numerous in the

islands of the Indian Archipelago, in the Malayan

l*eitiusula, in the humbl parts of the Matiras

territuries, in the fon^sts of the diatricts of Chit-

tagong, Sylhet, and Assam, along the foot of the

Himalaya a.s far north as the Delira Doon, where

a pjHJcics is found which Grilhth named C. Royle-

anus
;
and he avpplied the name of C. Koxburghii

to the plant which Roxburgh called C. rotang,

common in Bengal and on the Coromandel coast.

Both are used for all the ordinary purposes of

cane; as also are C. tenuis of A-^sam, C. gracilis,

C. extensus, and others. Bnt those of the shops
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are gathered indiBcriininately, aiKl it m not pos- '

feible to Bay from what particular species they
|

come. C. rotuiig has, howevc r, been Sivid to furnish 1

the stouter, and C. Scipioniiin tlie slenderer sorts.

Mr. Grdlith considered 0. Scipionum of lamreiro to

bo the species winch yields the well-known Malacca
cane, but the plant docs not appear about Malacca,

and the canes are stated to be imported from Siak,

on the opposite coast of Sumatra. Even this does
not, however, seem to be correct, as the Afalacca

Committee for the Exhibition of 18C2 sent

Malacca canes, as cut from the jungle, previous

to being subjected to the i)roco88 of smoking,
which gives the cane the rich brown tint so much
admired in Europe. The stem of Calamus verua

is described as being 100 feet long; that of C.

oblongiis, 800 to 400 feet
;

of C. rudentum,
upw'ards of 500 feet

;
and of C. extensus, as much

as 600 fe«?t. Jtumphius even states that one kind
attains the extraordinary length of 1200 feet (vol.

V. p. 3 00). In the Tenaascriin }*rovincea there
are numerous species indigenous in the forest,

and the Karens have different names for seventeen
species or varieties, used extensively instead of

cordngc. The stays of the masts in Burmese boats
are usually made of rattans, and they are split up
ink) strings for the in numeniWe purposes to which
cord and twine are usually applied. AH that gives
stability to bamboo houses, is the rattan which
ties them together. The ('alamus rudentum of

Loureiro is manufactured at Malacca into Ciibles,

and is employed for dragging great weiglits and
binding wild elephants. A cane bridge over the
Teinishang in the Klia-ssya hills is 312 feet long,

and 50 feet above the river. It oscillates greatly.— Mdsfhi's '/'(‘ua.'iscrini ; III, Kim. Hot.;
Jiofjlt', Fih. Pi,; (aU. Ex, 1862, Sec Calamus.
CANON!, IIiND. I’anicum Italiciim.

CANGOO. Tam. A 4'innevclly wood of a
whitish br<^wn colour, used for handspikes and
wheelwright’s work.

—

Col. Frith.

CANGUE, a wooden yoke, by which Chinese
criminals are jmuished, and arc led about the

Btr(ieU as a sj>ectaehi lo the people. It consists

of two large j>ieces of wood fitting into each
other, and having one to three, openings, through
wliieh the head and omr or both l)an«ls are drawn,
aecording to the greatness of the crime. Buch a

yok<5 weighs fr<»m 50 lo 100 Ihs., and presses

so lujavily upon the hack ami shoulder, that the
eriminal is una))le. to f<*e(l lOm.self. uml inu.st wait
till some comj)aKsioiiate perHon lifts Urn food to

his moulli. Such jiuniMhiiM tit is inilicted for

periods varying from a few days to several

inontliK, and in the latter eaH<j it is almost always
fatal. 'I his instriumuit of torture iriakes a man
reHeud)lo the foot of a huge lieavy table.

—

Sioru tCs Lit<hfs Voyorje^ p. 40
;

//we, Chinr.se

Empire,^ i. j». 272.

CANIK), Sind. Citrullus cuenrhitn, TLt/m.

CANIATCIU. Card, laml.and Atchi, heritage.

In the south of India, land property. Tod thinks
the atchi, like the ote and awut, Ikijput termi-
nations, implies clanship.— Tod's Rajast. i. 400.

CANlDAi, the dog tribe, family of mammals,
comprising the genera Canis, Cuon, and Vulpes, of

which the common dog, Canis familiaris, and its

many varieties, the wolf, Canis pallipes, and the
jackal. Cards aureus, occur in India. The wild
rlogs of India have been removed to the genus
Cuon, and the foxes belong to the genus Vulpes.

CANIS? in Penang, a large tree, used for door

frames.— CoL Frith

.

CANIS AUREUS.
O. HureuH Indicus, IJod/jg.

Biar, Hial, . . . liCNu.

Nari, Can.
Shighul, ... 1)IJK.

Jackhals, . . . DuT.

Linn, The jackal.

I LiipuB aureui, Ketmpf.

Kola Ghidar, HiN., Mahr.
Sldghal, .... Pebs.
Brigala, .... Sansk,
Nakka, .... Tel,

The jackal is found iu a great part of Asia,

Syria, Arabia, Persia, and in all India west of the

Brahmaputra. Along the line of the Ganges, in

Lower Bengal, they move in packs, and eat indis-

criminately. In the Peninsula they are of larger

size, and seen singly or in pairs; and in the

Dekhan live much on wild fruits
;
the coffee bean

of the plantations is largely eaten by them. Their

cry wlien moving at night is very disagreeable,

and even when dickering their call is unpleasant.

Native sportsmen believe that an old jackal,

which they call bhalu, is in constant attendance

on the tiger, and whenever his cry is heard, which
is'peculiar and different from that of the jackal

generally, the vicinity of a tiger is confidently

E
ronounced. Sir W. Elliot says be has frequently

card the cry attributed to the bbalu.

—

Cat. oj

Mammalia; Jerdon. See Jackal.

CANIS FAMILIARIS. Linn. Var. Indica.

The Pariah, Polygar, and Brinjara dogs, and
Tibetan mastiff. The Brinjara dog is a large,

powerful animal, in shape and with limbs some-
what resembling the Persian greyhound, only

much more powerful. The breed seems, how-
ever, to bo ditaippearing from amonj^t the Brin-

jara tandas, and replaced by the ordinary pariah.

In 1868 the editor met a great tanda ou the

march at Ajunta, but only pariah dogs amongst
them. Indeed, between the Brinjara dog and

many of the pariah dogs there is so great a

resemblance, ns to impress with the belief that

they arc the same variety. In many villages are

pariah dogs in no way distinguisliablo from the

Brinjara. The large Brinjara dog is an eager

hunter of tho larger game, a faithful, intelligent,

Hn<l good watch-dog, but docs not crave atten-

tion. The Polygar dog is large and powerful,

and is peculiar in being without hair. Tho
Bcdcr race of Zoraporc and Ghurghuntn hunt tho

wild boar with a largo pow'orful breed of dogs.

A peculiivr breed is raiseci by tho raja of Kainpur,
seemingly between the Persian greyhouml and
the Tibetan mastiff. Tho Tibetans have a mastiff,

a terrier, and a |K)odlo, and tho two last are pets,

and tho poodle is often foil for tho table. The
CliinoKO (JOgH from Japan, the original of the King
Charles Rjianiel, is sometimes seen in India. The
G. AlOgyptiacus, C. cauda, C. Dukhunensis, do not
need separate remark. Boo Dog.

i

Canis laniger, Jfodys.^ Tibet white wolf.

I

Chankodi, . Kamaon.
|
Chnngu, .... TlB.

Himalaya.

Canis niger, Jerd.^ black wolf of Tibet.

Hakpo ohanko, . . Tin.

Canis pallipes, Sylccs., Hhjth^ Indian wolf.

C. lupus, r«r., EH.
Bighaoa, . Bundblkh.
Tola, Can.
Bhera. Bheria,
Byna, Bharya, Hind.

Landgah, . . .

Nekra, . . .

Hundar, Hurar,
Toralu,

Hind.

Til.

The wolf roams in Central and Southern Indta

;

they are never seen singly, but always in large

or small packs. If a single one appear, it
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may be assumed that others of the pack are The hemp plant is grown in Persia, Syria,
near. They are bold, even in the vicinity of Arabia, and throughout India, in some places for
towns, scarcely moving off from a horseman, its fibre

;
in others, and generally, for its iutoii-

Length from muzzle to insertion of tail, 36 eating proflucts. It is common in waste places
to 37 inches; do. of tail, 16 to 174; height at in many parts of the Panjab plains, Cis and
shoulder, 24 to 26 ;

length of head, 10 ;
circum- Trans Indus, and much more abundant and large

ference of do., 16 to 17
;
weight of an arlult (reaching 9 or 10 and 12 or 14 feet in height at

female, 42 lbs. The wolves of the Southern times) in many places in the Himalaya, up to
Mabratta country generally hunt in packs, chase 10,000 feet. It appears to be more commonly
the goat antelope (Gazella Arabica), steal round cultivated in Garhwal, etc., than in any part of
the herd of Antilope cervicapra, and conceal the Panjab Himalaya, but in the latter it is

themselves on different sides till an opportunity frequently grown in small patches on the Sutlej
offers of seizing one of them unawares, as they and Bias at 6000 to 7000 feet; and Dr. Stewart
approach, whilst grazing, to one or other of their had seen fields at 10,000 on the Chenab in

huiden assailants. On one occasion, three wolves I^houl. On the Sutlej the seeds of the cultivated
were seen to chase a herd of gazelle across a plant are roasted and eaten in small quantity
ravine, in which two others were lying in wait, with wheat. The most important product of this

They succeeded in seizing a female gazelle, which plant is the resinous exudation, which does not
was taken from them. They have frequently been appear to be produced below a certain elevation
seen to course and run down hares and foxes

;
in the hills. It is used as a narcotic, as are the

and it is a common belief of the ryots that iii dried tops of the plant. The latter are gathered
open plains, where there is no cover or conceal- for home use in many parts of the hills, and also

nient, they scrape a hole in the earth, in which occasionally in the plains (they are largely used
one of the pack lies dt>wn and remains hid, while in Sind, where the plant appears to be grown in

the others drive the herd of antelope over him. the fields for this purpose), but the great source
Their chief prey, however, is sheep, and the of the charras is Turkestan. Dr. Cayley states

shepherds say that part of the pack attack and that in October 1867 this drug to the value of

keep the dogs in play, while others carry off their Rs. 44,760 was imported from Yarkand into Leh,
prey

;
and that, if pursued, they follow the same and Hs. 19,422 worth of bhang was exported from

plan, part turning and checking the dogs, while the latter to the Panjab in the same month,
the rest drag away the carcase, till they evade During 1867, 1830 maunds were imjiorted from
pursuit. Instances are not uncommon of their Yarkand to Leh, and 817 maunds were sent from
attacking man. In 1875, 1061 persons were the latter southward by various routes. The drug
devourctl by wolves

;
it) the next five years, 887, is mostly consumed with tobacco in a hookah, its

564, 815, 492, and 347; and from four to six use extending to Afghanistan, according to Bellew
hundred are annually destroyed. Sometimes a (Dr. J. Stewart, P. Plants, p. 216). In 1859, an ex-

largc wolf is seen to seek his ])rey singly. These perimental consignment of two tons of Himalayan
are called won-tola, and rcckotied particularly hemp was valued in the English market at from
fierce In Oudit and the Panjab they destroy large X30 to £32 per ton. The price at Lahore is

iHimhcrsof children. Their ordinary prey are deer, about £15 or £16 per ton.

sheep
;
and in juirsuit, they display great sagacity, The hemp plant secretes the resinous principle in

throwing out flanking parties, and surroumling its leaves, on which account these, as well as the

game. In 1866 the editor witnessed a sanibur charras collected from off the young tops of the

run close up to a railway train in Berar, halt as the stem and flowers, is highly esteemed in all eastern

train moved on, and it then fled at speed
;
looking countries, on account of its exhilarating and in-

beyond, a body of w^olvcs were seen in pursuit. toxicating properties. Among the Arabs the

OAN.TANG-KIKAl. Tam. Ikisella alba, Linn, hemp bos a variety of names, as * the increascr of

CANJAUA. Tam., Mai.kal. A tree which pleasure,* ‘ the cementer of friendship,’ etc. By its

grows to al>out 24 feet in diameter, and from name of Hasheesh it is often mentioned in the works

25 to 30 high, of little une or durability. The of travellers in Egypt, Arabia, and Syria; while

natives value its fruit, which is very intoxicating, thenameof Bhang ivS not less known in the far east,

and useil by tl)em as a medicine.

—

Edye.M.attdC, Of the intoxicating products, Charras is the

CANJARA. Sansk, Diiucus carota. concreted resinous exudation from the leaves,

CANJAROTE POOYA, a river which formed slender stems, and flowers, collected in the Hiina-

originally the soutlicru boundary of Canara, laya, Yarkand, and Herat. It is eaten in a sweet-

sci)arating it from Travancoro, meat, or smoked like ganja.

OANKRl KAl. Malkal. Cucumis sativus, X. Ganja^ the dried hemp plant which has

CANNA, a genus of flowering plants of the flowered, and from which the resin has not been

order Marantaccse. C. Indica, or Indian shot, is removed
;
also the whole plant. It is smoked in

one species. Voigt enumerates sixteen os having a water pipe until a peculiar contraction of the

been in the Calcutta Ganiens. C. edulis of Peru throat is felt.

furnishes one of the arrowroots of commerce. Bhang, and Snhza, and Sidhi, the larger leaves

CANNABIS SATIVA. Linn, Indian hemp. und capeulea without the stdks; also Sukho or

CannabU Indica, Ramph.
\
Cannabic oriontalic, Roxb. Sawi^ the small leave*, seed*, and

Klnmib, .... Aeab.
Bin ;

Ben, . . . Burm.
Hinnup, Kinnup, . DuT.
H»nf Oer.
Kannabie, . . . Or.
Oanja; Bhang,. . Hind.
Laokidaoki, . . Malay.
Joru Kanijava, . . „

ChcroO'Kan8java,MALEAL.
]

Bhanga; Ganjika, Sansk. 1

Vijya
Mat-kansha, . . . Sinoh.
Oaujayi, .... Tel.
Kinnabis, . . Yunani.
Defrunooi, . . . „

highly aphrodisiac, but often lead to impotency,

insanity, delirium tremens, catalepsy.

Majum is a confection made of bhang, ganja.

charras, opium, poppy seeds, datura leaves and
seeds, cloves, mastic, cinnamon, aniseed, cumin,

cardamoms, made up with milk or ghi and sugar.
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Tadhal ig a preparation from bbang, poppy
eee'lg, ami other giinilar articles. It is believed

to have cooling properties. The charms produces

visionary ecstatic pleasures, sometimes catalepsy

;

or the iutoxiciint, with his arms outstretched,

balances on hia toes as if soaring. The misuse of

bh;u)g is a frequent cause of insanity .—Materia

Mfilica ; O' Shatif/huessi/, p. 581 ;
Powill^ IlaiaP

hook; ('li(j}iorn^ Ihraj. Itepf. ]). hd.

CANNA EDUldS. The tubers afford ‘Tous-
Irs iiiois,’ a farinaceous food usimI by invalids.

—

}fason; Ain^, Mot. Med. 142; Jilddell.

CANXA INDK'A. Lin». Imlian shot.

C. orientaliB, Itoxb.
|

C. ChinensiH, Willde.

Surho jaya, . . . Bkno. Silanimba, . . . Sansk.
Bud dii-tha-ra na, . ItUHM. Kundamani cheddi, Tam.
Ukkilbar ke numkc, DuK.

;

Kull valei nianni, . ,,

Sabba jaya, Hakik, Hind,
i
(iuri Genza chettu, Tkl.

Katu JUvlu, . . Mai.kal. I Krishna tamarachettu, ,,

There are several varieties of this, the colours

of tl le flowers scarlet, orange, red and yellow

mixed. Vaiieties arc often seen in gardens, aiui

much cultivated by the liurmesc for the seeds,

which they use for sacred beads.

CANNANOKK, a .seaport town on the west

coast of India, in long. 75'^ 24' E., and lat. 1
1”

.51' N., known to the natives by the name of

Kouryal-bandar. In 1871, population 10,265,

rainfall 97 inches. It is a military cantonment,
and has been known to Europeans from the

earlic.st times. ‘ Proceeding along the sea-coast,

says Hartolomeo, you then arrive at Gannanore, a

town with a castle, and subject to the government
of queen Collatiri, by the Europeans called Colla-

stri. 'rids city is of groat antiqiuty, and the king

of Tollatiri belongs to the first cla.s3 of the Indian

princes. The capital of the kingdom of Cannanore,

called also Colanada, lies in the latitude of 11^50',

an«l is distinguished by the same name. The
whole .surrounding district, which extends towanls

the north as far as Mount Dolly, is inhabited by

the .Molandi, who live merely by piracy. These

sea-robbers are mentioned by Pliny, Arrian,

r*tolemy, and other ancient authors. 'They unite

them.seivcH to other pirates who reside on the

Angedib islands, near Goa, and capture all the

small vessels which sail from Goa to Cochin.

The huts in which their wivea and children live,

stand on the eastern side of Mount Delly.* This

mountain, which forms a cape or headland, lies in

the latitude of 12^" 5'; and here Malabar or

Maleala, properly so called, ends. Cannanore
is now in British territory, held by a Ixxly of

European and native soldiers
;

it is a place of

larg(5 trade. There is a fort which was built by
the Dutch in 1656, and the cantonment lies to its

north. Across the bay from the fort is the

quarter occupied by the Mopla race of Maho-
medans.

—

Imp. (Jaz. ;
Voijnge to East Inditit.

CANNIBAL.
Adam-khor, . . Pkus.

i
Kai-tangntA, . , Madki.

Cannibals still exist in several j)art8 of the

world. The Birhor of the t.’entrul JVovinces of

India are said to eat their aged relatives, who
invite their relations to kill and eat them.
The Aghora^ a disgusting sect of saiva Hindus,

arc said to have eaten human beings till close to

the middle of the 19th century.

'riibes of the Batta race in Sumatra, and some
of the New Zealanders, continued to do so until

towards the latter part of the 19th century.

Mr. Stnnley and the missionaries describe many
caimihal tribes on tlic banks of the Congo river m
Centr.nl Africa, and of other races on tl»e New
C/ilahnr river. The ImmltUongn, a Zulu tribe, and
the M(*Rhcsh in S. Africa, were can nilnds

;
also the

Fan of the west coast of Central Africa, and the
Aiom or Sandeh in the region of the Gazelle Nile,

ami the light-coloured civilised Monhnttno race
on the Uclle river. In the instance of the Basuto
peoj»le the halnt had newly jLrisen.

At the time of the Tai-ping insurrection

in China, an English merchant in Shanghai met
his servant in the street carrying home the
heart of a rebel, with the avowed intention of

eating it to increase his own courage.
Tlie ancient Mexicans were cannibals.

Papuans of New Guinea, the Solomon Islands,

New Hebrides, New Caledonia, and the Fiji group,
were cannibals. It is common to all Polynesians, in

the Marquesas Islands, the Hawai group, Tahiti,

and the Maori of New Zealand. The Australians
are not habitual cannibals. The odious rite exists

with considerable civilisation. The natives of the
Solomon Islands are dwarfish, but they build

canoes which arc ‘ perfect gems of beauty,’ and they
have a fine sense of vocal harmony. The Now
H(‘bridcans have a yet more inveterate love than
these vocalists for human flesh. In one of the
islands, Aneityum, the natives have been cured of

the bad habit by the missionaries
;
but the popula-

tion, which was 12,000, is now but a sixth part of

that total. Epidemic diseases and a sudden change
from barbarism to civilisation are the causes.

Nowhere was the passion for human flesh more
violent than with the Fijians. At great feasts

twenty bodies would he served up at once. No
solemnity was perfect in the times before British

domination without human sacrifices. When a
chief died, wives and slaves were buried with
him. When a chiefs house was built, a slave was
buried under each pole which hehl it up. The
Fijian had a firm belief in a future sUte, in which
the actual condition of the <lying person is per-

potujited. Thus a young man, being unable to

eat, wiis buried alive by his father at his own
request, lest he should grow thin and weak.
Somewhat luxuriously he asked to be strangled
first

; but ‘ bo'^vas scolded and told to bo quiet,

and be buried like other people, and give no more
trouble

;
and he was buried accordingly.’

Anthropophagy has vanished with the people
themselves from among the Iroquois and Algon-
kin

;
it has disappeared from among the people

of the high plains of Anahuac, the Indians of

Peru, and most Brazilian races. It is increasingly

circnniscril>cd in the Sonthern Ocean by the
dying out of the cannibal races, and the pressure
of white settlcra. The number of cannibals is

still, however, very considerable. The Batta
of Sumatra, accorrling to Friedman, may be
reckoned at 200,000 souls

;
the cannibals of the

Niger delta at 100,000; the Fan, according
to Fleuriot de I.iUiglc, at 80,000 ;

the cave-
dwellers of the Basuto country (about a tenth of

the whole ix>pulation), at 10,000; the Niam-
Niam, at about 500,000

;
the Miranha and Mesay,

according to Marloy, at 2000 ;
other South

Aincricaii cannibals, at 1000; the Australian
aborigines? at 50,000; the Melanesians (without
iiieiuding New Guinea), 1,000,000,—a total at

the present of 1 ,943,000 human beings addicted to
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anthropophngy. A native paper of British India,

in A.D. 1870, stated that a person had been trans-

ported for life by the Session Court at Jhansi, on
a charge of eating dead human bodies stolen from
graves. It was said that he luid lived on this fare

for a number of years.

—

P. M. (iozette
;
Richard

Afidre in the Krganzungs hlattern
;
D(dtons Ethno-

hgy ; Newbohi's British SittleinnUs^ ii. pp. 370-
373

;
Peschdy Races ofMan^ p. 161. See Aghora

;

Batta; Birhor.

CANNING. Charles John Canning was born
at Gloucester Lodge, Brompton, in 1812. He was
the third son of George Canning, a celebrated

statesman, and was educated at Clirist Church,
Oxford. He entered upon public life in 1836, as

member for Warwickshire. In the following year
his mother died, and he went to the House of

Lords. When Sir R. Peel came into power in

1841, he was appointed Under Secretary for

Foreign Affairs. For a month or two, in the re-

constructed ministry of Sir Robert Peel, Lord
Canning was Chief Commissioner of AVoods and
Forests; but in July 1846 he resigned with his

party, but returned with the Coalition Ministry in

1853. In the government of Lord Aberdeen, Lord
Canning was Postmaster-General, anddibtinguished
himself by hia administrative capacity. He made
many changes in the internal organiziition of the

department, and set on foot the practice of sub-
mitting annually to Parliament a report of the

work, and especially the progress, achieved by
the post office. He held the same appointment
for a short time in Lord Palmerston’s cabinet.

Lord Canning began hia rule in India on the last

day of February 1856, and in 1857 the army of

Bengal revolted, and much of Northern India re-

belled, under the guidance of Nnna Itao of Bittur,

and of the emperor of Dehli. The years 1857*1858
were employed in suppressing the mutiny, in which

he displayed great boldness and self-reliance, and
when the embers of the insurrection alone re-

mained, he was the first to urge clemency.

On the 3d March 1858 he issued a proclamation

declaratory of the policy he intcmled to pursue

with regard to the tiilukdars of Oudh, which he

afterwards modified, on the remonstrance of Sir

James Outram, then Chief Commissioner. Oudh
had been the centre of the rebellion, and on its

suppression the inhabitants were disarmed, and

the forts of the petty chieftains dismantled. He
was the first Viceroy of India, liaving been ap-

pointed Viceroy and Governor' General Ist Novem-
Dcr 1858, and 12th March 1862. During his ad-

ministration, the loyalty of the Sikljs and of the

Nepal ruler, Sir Jung Ikihatlur, was conspicuous;

equally so vras the perfnly of Nana Kao and tiie

emperor of Dehli. Several servants of Govern-

ment, Sir Henry Lawrence, Sir John (I.ord)

liAwrence, Sir Robert Montgomery, Sir Colin

Campbell, Sir Nevil Chaml>crlain, Sir George

Balfour, Sir Hugh Rose, Sir Robert (Lord)

Napier, Sir Hoi)e Grant, Sir Henry Norman, Sir

Bartio Frcre, by their labours in war and in peace

did the state service, and w on honours for them-

selves. Earl Canning, on his return home, was

appointed a Knight of the Garter by letters patent,

dated Balmoral, May 21, but ho died at London

on the 17th Juno 1862.

CANNON.
Top, Hinp.

I

Pei-ingi gul, . Tam., Tkl.

MAriam Bad il, . Malay.
|

The cannon used for war in Eastern and
Southern Asia by the eastern nations, or by the
Europeans, are either imported from Europe and
America, or are cast in the foundries of the several
countries. The British have a considerable foundry
near Calcutta, but cannon of the more recently
invented forms are all imported from Britain.

From the Persian term top, is the Hindi term
top-khana, a battery of artillery. The British in

India have mountea batteries drawn by bullocks,

ponies, horses, and mules, also camel batteries and
elephant batteries, and mountain trains.

CANOES.
Canot, Fr. I Canoa SP.
Barchetta, .... It.

|

Canoes are largely used in India as river and
ferry boats, and have shapes and forms to suit

the rivers and waters. Canoes at Calicut are
hewn out of the trunk of the jack-fruit tree,

Artocarpus intcgrifolia. Coast canoes of Point
de Galle and the Malabar coast have weather-
boards on an outrigger in the form of a smaller

canoe ; they are sharp at both ends, and beat to

windward without tacking. The Jangar of the
Malabar coast, for rivers, is a kind of canoe. The
rivers of the Northern Circars are crossed by a
double canoe, formed out of tw o pieces of a cocoa-

nut or a palmyra tree hollowed, and kept apart by
cross ties of wood. Canoes scooped out from
single trees are in universal use in Burma, the

Malay Peninsula, and the Malay and Eastern
Archipelago. Canoes of the Solomon Islands

have no outriggers. The practice of standing up
to paddle canoes seems to be general throughout
the coasts of New Guinea. The brown-coloured
natives of the Archipelago all sit, or ‘ squat,’ while

paddling their canoes, excepting the Baju Laut,

or sea gii)sie8, who stand like the Papuans, and
give as a reason for assuming this posture, the

superior facilities it affords them of seeing turtle,

and of cluising them when discovered. See Boats.

CANOON-GO. Arab., Pers. The village clerk
;

an expounder of the rent terms, literally, rule-

teller.

CANOPUS STAR. See Kumbha yoni.

CANOUJ, in the N.AV. Provinces, in lat. 27° 2'

30" N., long. 79® 58' E., with a population of 17,093.

It is said to have existed from 1000 B.c., and to have
been founded by two sons of Cush, who named it

Mnhadya, afterwards changed to Kanya kubja.

It w'aa not unfrequently called Gadhipoora Jye-

Chand. It was held by the Hahtor dynasty
from the close of the 6th to that of the 12th

century, and terminated with Jye-Chaiid, A.D.

1194. In S. 1268 (a.d. 1212), eighteen years
after its fall, Seoji and Sait ram, grandsons
of Jye-Chand, abandoned Canouj, and with two
hundred retainei'S journeyed westward to the

desert,—accor<lingto some of the chronicles, on a
pilgrimage to the shrine of Dwarica, but accord-

ing to others, to carve their fortunes in fresh fields.

Seoji, on the banks of the Looni, exterminated, at

a feast, the Dabeys of Meliwo, and soon after

killed Mohesdas, chief of the Gohils of Kherdhur.
One of the chronielc.s assorts that it was Asothama,
the successor of Seoji, who conquered * the land

of Kher’ from the Goliils; and he established bis

brother Soning in Eedur, a small principality on
the frontiers of Gujorat, appertaining, as did

Mchwo, (0 the Dabey race ; it was during the

m&tum, a period of mourning for one of its princes,

1
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that the young Rahtor destroyed the clan. His
descendants aise distinguished as the Katondia
Hahtor. The third brother, Uja, carried his

forays as far as the extremity of the Surashtra
Peninsula, where he decapitated Bcekumsi^ the

Chawara chieftain of Okamundala, and established

himself. For this act his branch became known
as the Badhail

;
and the Badhail are still in con-

siderable number in that farthest track of ancient

Hinduism. Its wars with Dehli accelerated the ruin

of Hindu independence. This kingdom appears to

have been call^ Panchala. It seems to have been a

long but narrow territory, extending on the east to

Nepal (which it included), and on the west along

the Ghambal and Banas SiS far as Ajmir. The
identity of Canouj and Panchala is assumed in

Menu 11. 19. Its limits, as assigned in the

Mahabharata, are made out by connecting notes

(vol. iii. p. 135, vol. iv. p. 142) in the Oriental

Magazine. These boundaries, enlarged a little on
the south and on the west, are the same as those

assigned by Colonel Tod to the same kingdom at

the time of the Mahomedan invasion. Mr. James
Fergusson (p. 735) gives the following rulers in

the Christian era

—

Vmu Deva. Reign. a.d.

Vikramaditya L of Ujjain, . . 25 470 ?

BH Haisha, 20 495
Vikramaditya II.

,
the Great, . .35 515

Siladitya I. of M^wa, ... 30 550
PrabhuKara, 25 580
Baja Verddhana, .... 5 605
Biladitya II. of Canouj, ... 40 610

Died and troubles commence, . 648-650

— Tod'n Rajasthan^ ii. p. 13 ;
As, JL 1817

;
Elphin-

stone's History of India^ i. p. 402 ; Perg. p. 735.

CANOUJIA, a clan of Gaur Brahmans. Also

tribes in the north-west of India, who trace their

origin from the city of Canouj. The Canouj
Brahmans are met with from the Himalaya to the

Narbada and Bay of Bengal. They have many
BubdivUioDS, but the khutkool or six housts

—

(1) Sandel-got, (2) Oopmun-got, (3) Bharadwaj-
got, (4) Bhuradwaj-got, (5) Koteayun or Visva-

mitra-got, (6) Kusip-got, and (GJ) Sakrint-got

—

are cliief. The honour of an alliance with the

privileged khutkool is such, that, like the Kulin

Brahmans of Bengal, some of them have as many
as twenty or twenty-five wives. Amongst then;

are included the Sunaluk'hee, who are said to have
been made Brahmans by Raja Ram Bug'hcl, when
he was in a hurry to make a sacrifice, but as he

could not perform it without assembling a lakh and
a quarter of Brahmans, he collected people from
all classes and parts, and invested them with the

juneoo, or sacred thread. Others say that Manik
Chand, the brother of the famous Jye-chand

Rahtor, others that one of the Surneyt rajas,

others that the redoubtable Ram Cliunder himself,

was the manufacturer. However this may be,

the Sunaluk'hee rank very low in the scale of

Brahmans.

—

Gloss, ;
Elliot, Supp,

CANRU. Hind. Flacourtia sepiaria.

CANSA, son of Ugra, a tyrant killed by Krishna.

CANTALA. Hind. Agave vivipara and A.
yuccjefolia.

CANTHA-JATHI. Beng. Barleria prionitis.

CANTHARIDE-®, a small tribe of vesicatory

beetles, containing eleven genera, among which
are Cantharis, Mylabris, and Meloe, species of all

of which have been employed os vesicatories.

The genus Cantharis does not occur in India, but

is largely imported. The genus Mylabris is very
common in the Dekhan. Cantharis ery throcephala

occurs in Shanghai and Chefoo.

—

Royle,

CANTHARIS VESICATORIA. Latreille,

BliBtering beetle, . Kkg. Canterelle, .... It.

Spanish tlies, ... „ Cantharis Lat.
Cantbarides, . Eng., Fr. Hisohpanskie muobi, Rus.
Mouches d’Espagne, Fr. Cantaridas, . . , Span.
Spanisebe Fliegen, . Ger.

A genus of Coleopterous insects, abundant in

all the south of Europe, and spread into Germany.
This insect was at one time largely imported into

India, but since the year 1850, species of Mylabris,

obtained in India, have been substituted.— /foyfe.

See Cantharide®.
CANTHIUM, a genus of plants of the natural

order Ciochonace®. The species now recognised
as of the E. Indies, are C. angustifolium, Chinense,
didymum, fioribundum, longifolium, parviflorum,

arvifolium, and recurvum. Other species have
een transferred to the genera Randia, Stylocorine,

and Webera.

CANTHIUM DIDYMUM. Ga^rtn.

C. cymoBum, Pen. Webera cymosa, Willd.
C. umbellatum, W. Ic. Rondelotia cymosa, Poir.
Psydrax dicoccos, Ooertn. Cupea cymosa, D. C»

Ursool, .... Mahr. Tolan, .... Ubita.
Nallabalsu, . Tam., Tel. Poruwa, , . . Binoh.
Nalla Regu, . . Tel.

This is a small or middling sized, very handsome
tree with deep green foliage. It is very abundant
on most of the mountains in the Madras Presidency,

particularly so on all the bills in the Salem dis-

trict
;
grows in the Godavery forests, and is very

common in Ceylon. A variety was considered by
Wight as a distinct species from the Didymum of

the eastern coast, but it only differs slightly in the

inflorescence, and is not now considered specifically

distinct; the wood is close-grained and hard, and
mottled and very dark-coloured in the centre, like

old seasoned oak .—Bt ddome, FL Sylv. p. 221.

CANTHIUM NITENS. W, Ic. Malai caurai,

Tamil. Dr. Gibson seems to consider Dr. Wight’s

C. nitens identical with C. didymum (the Canthium
umbellatum, Wight), and adds, that if right in

this conjecture, the tree is a common one on the

Bombay Ghats, and, from its flowers and shining

leaves, well worthy a place in gardens. The wood
is small, and is said not put to any use,— Wight;
Gibson.

CANTON, a city and seaport of China, capital

of Quang-tong, in the south-west of China, built

on a river of same name. At an early date after

the Hijira, the Arab Mahomedans established a
factory at Canton, and their numbers were so

great by the middle of the 8th century, tfiat in

758 they attacked and pillaged and fired the city,

and fled to their ships. In their commercial trans-

actions with the Chinese, the natives of Europe
were long restricted to this town. The city con-

sists of three sections, divided by high walls
; the

streets are narrow, paved with small round stones

in the middle, and flagged at the sides. Canton
river has two tides in the 24 hours, greatly

influenced by the moon’s declination. At its

entrance it is called Choo-keang. It is divided

into two channels by the Wan-tong islands, the

eastern one of which is the Hoo-mun or Hoo-tow-
mun, or Tiger’s Head entrance of the Chinese, the
Bocca Tigris of Europeans, and Foo-mun of pilots.

The channel to the west is called Bremer channel.

Canton city is on the N. bank of the river, about
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80 miles above the Bocca Tigris, 75 miles from ,

Hong-Kong, and 70 miles from Macao. The wall
I

is 6 or 7 irjiles in circumference. Canton was
captured by the British, and ransomed 25th May
l8tl .

—

florshurqh.

CANTO It, 1)11. THEODORE, a Bengal medical

officer, author of valuable contributions, in the

Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, to the know-
ledge of the mollusca, the fishes, reptiles, ami
mammals of Southern and Eastern Asia

;
Notes

respecting Indiat) Eishes, in I^ond. A.s. Trans, v.

p. 105
;
Notice of Skull of a Gigantic Batrachian,

Bl. As. Trans. 1857, vi. p. 55>H
;

Catalogue of

Malayan Reptiles, ibid. xvi. j>p. fi07, 857,

Catalogue of Malayan Fishes, ibid, xviii. p. ‘hid
;

On the Harnadrayas genus of Hoode<l Snakes, As.

Res., I/)nd. Zool. Trans. 1858, p. 172
;
Spicileginm

Serpenturn Indicorum, Eorul. Zool. dVans, 1859,

pp. 51, 50
;
On IToduction of Isinglass from Indian

Fishes, ibid. p. 115.

—

iJr. liuist's Cutdhujuc.

CANVAS, sail-cloth, tent-cloth.

Zeildock, .... Dux. (’anevazza, . .It., Pout.
Toilo A voile, . . Fa. ParuHaina, .... Huh.
8effeltuch, . Gkr. P.aruasnoe iK)lotno, . ,,

Lona, . . It., Port., Sp. Kittaii, . . . 7'am., Tf.l.

Canvas woven from hemp is u.se<l in Europe as

sailcloth for ships’ sails, and a finer kind is made
for bowels and common tablecdoths. Canvas is

manufactured at I’ondicherry and at Cuddalore,

and Bold in bolts, containing 40 yards, at from 20
to 25 rupees, and a coarser at 8 to 15 rupees a

bolt. Canvas of excellent quality is manufactured
in '! ravancore. European c.anvas, though much
dearer, is generally preferred in India to the native

material,—Europe rnatiTial selling at 24, 25, and

2G rupees fier holt, while the ordinary country

can be had for IG rupees, A coarse description

of v«iry hard lirown canvas lias been for some
lime iiroduced in Bengal. In some parts of the

Madras Presidency, cotton canvas of very good
quality is produced

;
two or more threads are

placed together, sometimes the threads of the

weh are twisted eitlier wet or dry. Native vosscIb

have all their sails ina<Je of an inferior description

obtained in the nortliernpartsof Madrosl Vesidency,

at tlie rate of G to 8 rupees a maund of 25 lbs.

—

llohh, MSS.
(bVNYA, in Hindu astronomy, the solar sign

Virgfi.

('ANY A KUBJA, an ancient name of the town
of Canouj.

CAOUTCHOUC, India rubber.

BianK pi, . Chin. (Juimua uluMtica, It.
,
Pout.

Ouinirti, . . . Da., Hw. (Oiirit rnurai, Malay.
VonlorharM, . . . 1>UT, iiorraoha, . . . 1*UUT.

Uom ulastiok, . . ,,
Ooina sluHtica, . . Hi*.

Oonkimo elaaiiuue, . Fh. HuHiiia, Die, . ,,

Feder Harz ; Kauta-
ohuk, ... Oku.

India rubber, or caoutchouc, is a vegetable

compound which is found in all plants with a

milky juice, as in the inoracea*., euphorbiacero,

artocarpaceas, apocynaccee, cichoraceic, papa-

verace®, cainpanulacero, and lobeliaceaj. India

rubber has long been known to the natives of the

East Indies and South America. It was not,

however, till the expedition of tlie French acade-

micians to S. America in 1755 that its properties

and nature were made known in Europe, by a

memoir ujxin it by M. de la Condamiuo. And
subsequent notices of it were sent to the French

Academy in 1751 by M. Fresnau, and in 1768 by

M. Macqiier. It is used for machinery, in electric

and surgical apparatus, weaving, and clothing.

Great Britain Imports. 1 British India Exports.
Cwt«. V’ahio, Cwts. Vnlu»*.

1H50, 404
1

1874, 10,837 T1 17,776
1840, 6,040 1875, 10,803 108,018
1857, 22,OIK) 1870, 15, 2.^)8 07,801
1874, 120,103 Tl,.320,605 1877, 13,308 90.100
1878, 140,724 l,313,20t) 1878, 13,704 80,381

1870, 10,033 01,085

The Ri‘lling iirices ir\ London per lb. are—
African, Is. 5d.

;
Born eon, Is. 9d.

;
S. «nd Cen

tral America, 28. ;
and Madagascar, 2a. 5d.

The plants yielding the caoutchouc of com-
merce are

—

I

Ficus elastica, Assam. Ibmcornia speciosa of Pei •

(Oiavnnnesia csculcnta, nambuco, in H. Amerira.
Burma. Manihot glszionii, the

nrce<»la, IhjriK'o. Geara tree of S. America.
Vjihea, Madagascar. Hevea Benthnmiana, A/u//.,

Laudotphia, Africa. of S. America ; also
(^istilloa ela.Htica, S. Brasiliensis. discolor,

America. Guyancn.sis, biica,

G. Markhamiana, jmuciHoru, rigiilifolia,

.S. America. spruceana.

(/aoutchouc is obtain(‘d in Borneo from three

trees, — nmnoongan, manoongiin jiutih, and
manoongan manga, from 50 to 10() fi^ct high, and
about G inches diameter,—seemingly three species
of Wilhighbeia.

5’h(‘ American sources of the commercial supply
are from the Hevea Braziliensis, II. G wyaiieiiais,

(^astilloa elastica and G. Markhamiana, and Han-
eoniia speoio.sa. The African caoutchouc is got
from the Vahea gummifera of M.adagascar, aiul

1 .aiidolphia Owariensis
;
and the Asiatic jilantsare

Ficus elastica, Urceola (dasticaof Sumatra, Borneo,

and Penang, Willughbcia edulis, and (Jiavauiicsia

csculcnta. Other plants are named, viz. Siphonia
elastica, S. caliiicliu, Jatrojdia elasti(;a, and Melo-

dinus inonogyiius. The banyan tribe generally

yiohls a milky juice, wliicli, for many purposes to

which caoutchouc is applied, might he rendered
serviceable. So long ago as 1850, Dr. Roylo n*-

ported fully on the As-sain caoutchouc from the

Ficus elastica. The Ficus ehustica has been intro-

ilueed into the Tennsscriin Provinces, and appears

to grow as well as an indigenous plant. Caoutcliotio

from Ficus ehmticyi was brought to Arakaii in 1878
by clans of the Shandoo or Pcor race, who receive

it in barter from the Imahai. They reside north
and sou til of the Blue Mountains. The plant is

indigenous for thirty miles south of the Blue
Mountains. In 1875 the Governincnt of India

formed plantations of it. It has aerial roots,

and grows to a large size, above 100 feet, in the

evergreen forests at the foot of the AsBam hills.

Chavannosia eeculcnta, a iroubletiomo creeper
in the Burma forests, attains a girth of 11 inches,

and its crown covers an area of 51)0 square feet.

Ita caoutchouc is similar in quality to that of the

Ficus elastica.

Species of Ficus produce the caoutchouc brought
from Java

;
and F. radula, F. elliptica, and F.

prinoidoB are amongst those mentioned oa afford-

ing a portion of tliat brought from America.
Next to the Morace®, the order Euphorbiace®
yields the largest quantity of caoutchouc,

Siphonia elastica, a plant found in Gayalla,

Brazil, and extending over a large district of

Central Arocricji, yields the best kinds of India

rubber that are brought into the markets of Europo
and America, The caoutchouc which is brought
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CAOUTCHOUC. CAPE NEGRAia

from the islands of the Indian Archipelago is from being removed, when sufficiently coated, by wasb-
the Urceola elastica, a climbing plant of very rapirl ing. Other species of hevea yield juice abounding
growth and gigantic dimensions. A single plant in caoutchouc of various qualities. It is dis-

is said to yield, by tapping, from 50 to GO lbs. solved by turpentine and spt. eth. sulphur. In
annually. It is also obtained from the juices Hritain there are about twenty factories where
of Callophora utilis and Cauieraria latifolia, plants tliis article is male into shoes, boots, capes,

of South America and Willughbeia edulis, in the cushions, elastic bands.

—

Poole's Statistics of Com-
East Indies. Caoutchouc, whilst it is in the tissues merce; Jlohde, MSS. ; Royle,, Productive Resources
of the plant, is evidently in a fluid condition; but of India^ p. 7G; Mason^s Tejtassvrim

;
Ronyngej

after its separation from the other fluid parts, it America^ p. 258; Reports^ Exhibition o/ 1851 ;

forms s solid mass similar in its external characters l^ng. Cyc, ; Trans. Royal As. Soc.; Tomlinson^

to vegetable albumen. In this state it is dense and pp. 296-299
;
Captain Strover

^
1873

;
Markham^

hard, but may be separated and rolled out so as Peruv. Bark.
to form a sheet resembling leather. Caoutchouc is CAPA. See Elcusine coracana.

employed to rub out pencil marks made on paper, CAPALA. Hind. Rotilera tinctoria. The oil,

anaiargely for waterproofing. AVhen distilled, it which is obtained plentifully from the kernels of

yields oils which have a composition similar to oil this fruit after the removal of the celebrated kupli

of turpentine. In N.E. India, an India rubber or kamala powder, promises to be of some import-
tree grows to some 70 to 100 feet high. Immense ance medicinally as a cathartic oil, and deserves a
forests of it arc found on the west side of the more complete investigation. See Dyes.

Brahmaputra, extiuiding along the Miri and Abor CAPE ADEN, a high, rocky, peninsular pro-
mountains. The rubber from this tree from some montory on the south const of Arabia, 5 miles
chemical property cannot bear the heat of a passage long and Abroad. Its most elevated part, 1770
to Europe. It becomes a fluid during the voyage, feet high, is called Jabal Shainshain, and in clear

Otherwise, in cold climates it is equal to other weather is visible 60 miles off. This peninsula
rubbers. was taken by the British in 18A9, and has since

The Caoutchouc trees of the Bhamo and been fortified. Several parts on and near it are

Mogou..g districts are estimated at 400,000. namtHj, as Hejaf, Al-Ainah, Shaikh Ahmid Island,

They thrive most in damp moist soil, and in Kas ilm Jarbein, Kas Marbut or Steamer Point,

thick forests, shady and cool. They grow to Has Tarsliein, 988 feet
;
Has Marshigh.

—

Findlay.

from 75 to 150 feet high, and their roots grow See Aden.

over the ground to some distance. They are CAPE BUNCO, in Japan, in lat. 83'^ 32' N.,

fit to tap when from 6 to 10 years old, at which long. 132® 2' E.. at w hich Ferdinand Pinto landed
time they are 21 to 30 feet high, and feet in in 1542. See Pinto.

girth. CAPE COMORIN, in Int. 8® 4' 20" N., and
In the Tenasserim Provinces, also, a species of long. 77® 35' 35'' E., is a low, sandy point, with a

Echites, an indigenous creeper, yiehls caoutchouc small white, square pagoda at its extremity. A
not at all inferior to that which is obtained from little to the W. is a liirgo village. Inland, the

the ehistic fig tree. The Agricultural and Horti- Cape rises in a gradual 8h>i)o to the Iniso of the
cultural Society, in reporting on a specimen sent ghats, the nearest of which, at 4 m N.W., is an
them by Major MacFarquhar of Tavoy, ob6erve<l : isolated, very sharp conical hill, 14D3 fe(,‘t high,
‘ With care in preparing, it would be equal to the often rnishikcm for the Cape itself. It is tlie most
best South American.’ Caoutchouc is also pro- southerly point of the IVniuRula of India. 'I’lie

curable from the Nerium grandiflora, a beautiful name is from Kuituiri, a virgin, the virgin goddess
climbing shrub often met with in gardens. The Durgah, and has a legend that a virgin once leaped
Loranthi abound in Malabar; and a similar sub- from it into the sea. It is (*/>vered on tlio eastern

stance might readily be procured, ns obtained ridge with palmyra trees.

—

IJorshurgh ; Imp. Gaz.
from Urceola elastica in renang and the Archi- See Comorin.

pelago, Ficus religiosa, F, Indica, Ilipponmno CAPE DAEOADO, on the K. coast of Africa,
biglandulosa, Cecropia peltata, and the Jintawan in lat. 10® 41' 12" S., and long. 40® 39' 51" E.

of Borneo. CAPE GUARDAFUl, a headland on the coast
CastiHoa, the Ule of South America, belongs to of Africa, nearly opposite Aden,

the Artocarpaceio, and is one of the lohicst of the CAPE HEN, or Sooty Petrel, is the Puffiuus
forest trees of tropical America. There are two major, also Diomedia fuliginosa.

known species, CastiUoa elastica. Cere., and C. CAPE JASHK is the N.E. limit of the Gulf of
Markhamia. Which yields the India rubber is at 0«nan.

present (1870) disputed. The collectors are CAPE LIANT, in the Gulf of Siam, in lat. 12®

called Huloro. C. Markhamia attains to 180 feet 84' N., long. 101® IP E., called by the Siamese I .ein

in height, with a diameter of 5 feet, and a yield of Samme San. The whole of the coast, from Cape
100 lbs. of India rubber

;
wood soft and spongy

;
Liant to Kamas in Cambodia, is an uninterrupted

leaves 14 inches long and 7 broad. archipelago of beautiful islands. One of them,
Hevea Brasiliensis (Siphonia Brasiliana, Kth.) Hin Chalan, is in lat 12® 27}' N., and long. 100®

grows in the valley of the Amazon. It is the 57}' E. See Cambodia.
Castilloas of South America. It is the most CAPE MONZE, a cape in the southern part of

valuable of the India rubber trees, and furnishes Baluchistan, in lat. 25° N. It is the most wes-
the Para rubber. It was introduced into India in terly point in India. The mountains of Baluch-
1873, as it affords the best caoutchouc, exported istan are there only a few miles broad,

from Para in Brazil. The juice is obtained by CAPE NEGRAIS, its extreme S. point in lat.

indsions cut through the bark
;

it falls freely 16° P 30" N., and Jong. 91° 18' 16" E., is the ter-

from any wound. The stiffening milky juice is minatioo of the mountain range that runs N. and
plastered over bottle-shaped clay moulds, the clay S. along the Arakan coast.
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CAPE OF GOOD HOI^E, the southernmost

point in Africa. It was rounder! by the Egyp-
tians ages before the Portuguese succeeded under
the command of Vasco da Garaa. Capo Town,
the capital of the territory of the Cape, sUinds on

the west side of Table Bay, and rises in the midst

of a desert, surrounded by black and dreary

mountains, Table Mountain (3315 feet high),

the Sugar Loaf, the Lion’s Head, Cliarles Mount,

and James Mount, or the Lion’s Rump. From
these several rivulets flow into Table Bay, False

Bay, etc. Tliis town surrendered to the British

in 179.5, and wiia restored in 1802 by the treaty
j

of Amiens; it agtiin surrendered to the British
|

in 1806, and was finally ceded to them in 1814. *

Long. 18“ 23' E., lat. 33“ 50' S.

Cape Gooseberry, Physalis Peruviana, also

Brazil cherry.

CAPE PALMYRAS, a projecting land in

Oris.sa.

CAPE PETEL, also Cape Pigeon, the Daption

Capensc, Stephen, also called Pintado, and by
sealers tlie Egli bird.

CAPE RAMAS, in lat. 74“ E., and long.

15“ 6' N., on the west coast of India, near Goa,

has a small fort on it belonging to the Portuguese.

CAPERS.
Kcbbir, .... Arab.

\

Oappari*, .... Lat.

Kap]>er8, . . . Dut. Kebbir, .... Pehh.
Capros, Fii, Kaperszii, . . . Ku.s.

Kappern, .... Gkr. Alcapparrais, . . Sr.

Cappari, .... It.

The capers of commerce arc the unexpanded
buds of Oapparis rupcstris of Greece, C. fonta-

nesii of B.irbary, and C. ^Egyptiaca of Egypt.

Preserved in vinegar, these flower-buds constitute

a well-known article of commerce and of luxury

at oiir tables. The quality depends exclusively

upon the age at whicli they are gathered, the

smallest and youngest V)eing the dearest and
nio.st delicate, and the largest and oldest the

coarsest and clieapest. On an average, each plant

of tlie t*apor bitsli gives a pound of buds. The
consumption of capers in Britain is about 60,000

lbs. a year. Several other species of Capparis

possess Htimulating properties.

OAPEIt SPURGE, Euphorbia lathyris.

CAPILLAIRE, a syrup prepared with leaves of

the Adiaiituin capillus Veneris and A. caudatuni.

The last grows in Ceylon, also amongst the Courtal-

Imn hills iu tlic Indian Peninsula, in Cochin-China,

and at Amhoyna ;
the first is called by Rumphius,

Micca Miccan Uttan.

—

Ainslie's Mat. Med. p. 297.

CAPOETA MACROLEPIDATA, a fresh-water

fish of Tenasscrim, Penang, and Java, with a

large swimming bladder of which isinglass is

made. See Isinglass.

CAPOOR KlOllLIE. Tam. Curcuma xedoaria.

Likewise the root of a plant called also Kakhur,

Bent to India and Persia for medicinal purposes,

and for perfumery, and to preserve clothes from

insects. It is about half an inch in diameter, and

cut up when brought to market
;

it has a pungent

biltcrish taste, and slightly aromatic smell.—

MiddU King. ii. p. 400.

CAPPAlilDACE-E, the caper tribe of plants.

Sixty-four species occur in the East Indies, of the

genera Gyuandropsis, Cleome, Polanisia, Cratseva,

Niebuhria, and Capparis. Some American Cappa-

ridacesB are very poisonous, others act as vesica-

tories, and a few are merely stimulant. To the

latter class belongs the Oapparis spinosa of the

south of Europe.

CAPPARIS APHYLLA. Uoxh.

Karu, .... Hind. Doro (unripe fruit), Sind.
Kirrur, .... SlND. Pukko (ripe ,, ), ,,

Karil, .... ,, Pusho (flowers),
. ,,

This small tree grows on the banks of the

Jumna, in Tinnevelly, Dekhan, Gujerat. On his

journey to Kabul, the Honourable Mr. Elphin-

stone found it growing iu the midst of the desert.

All over the Panjab its flower-buds are cooked as

a pot-herb
;

its unripe fruits are gathered, made
to asKume the acid fermentation, and made into a

pickle with pepper, mustard, and oil, and eaten

with bread. The fruit is about the size of a

marble, and is gathered both green and l1|)e by
great numbers of the natives, who eat it largely.

Its wood is duraVjle, and not eaten by inlets,

Karil fruit is considered by natives useful in boils,

eruptions, swellings, piles, and in affections of the

joints
;

also as an antidote to poisons.

—

Roxb.

;

Voigt : Ih\ J. L. Stewart ; Powells Handbook.
Capparis brevispina. d. c.

C. acuminata, Jioxh. ii. 666.

Kalo-kera, . . . Reno. I Palikee, .... Tel.
Authooudy kai, . Tam.

|

A scrambling shrub of Malabar and Bengal,

common in hedges, with a beautiful red fruit, the

size of a small pear
;
the stem armed with yellow

thorns in pairs at the leaves. The green fruit is

used iu making pickles.

—

Jafjrey; Voigt; Roxb.

CAPPARIS DECAISNiEI. ‘its buds, Paneero,

SiNDi, are pickled, and would well replace the

onlinary capers of conimorce ; leaves epipastic.

CAPPARIS DE(;il)lJA. Its fruit, Karil, called

also Dele, is gathered from the tree when it is of

a bright red colour, and about the size of a cherry
;

it is used as a pickle.

—

Powell's Handbook.
CAPPARIS DIVAKICATA. Lam., W. and A.

Pachoonda, . , Mahr.
j

iiudareni, .... Tel.
Tuarutti inaram, . , Tam. |

A small tree of (’oimbatore, and not uncommon
on the more arid wastes and in the dry hedges of

the interior of the Bombay Presidency. Wood
only fit for fuel.— Wight

;
Gibson.

CAPPARIS GRANDIS. Linn., W. and A.

C. maxima, Heyne. 0. brevispina? Oibson.

C. bisperma, J^xh.

Waghutty, . . Malay. Guli, ..... Tel.
Vellai toaratti maram, Gullein chettu, . „

Tam. Regutti . ,,

A small tree of Coimbatore, and common in

waste places inland of the Bombay Presidency

;

wood close-grained, hard, and good
;
too small for

general use, but good for turning.— Wight; Gibson;

Elliot, Flor. Andh.; Usef PI.

CAPPARIS HEYNEANA. Wall. Chayruka,
Hind. A shrub growing in S.W. India, at Cochin
and Courtallum. Its leaves are used for rheumatic
pains in the joints, and its flowers as a laxative

drink.— Voigt, 74.

CAPPARIS HORRIDA. Linn., W.andA.Ic.
G. Zeylanica, Roxb. ii. 5G7.

Tliomy caper bush, £no. Katallikai, . . . Tam,
Ardanda, . . . Hind. Atonday, . .

*
. . ,,

Hunkara, . Sansk. Adonda; Arudonda, TSL.

Grows in the Panjab, Bengal, and the Peninsula

of India. The natives eat its fruit dressed in

different ways, but chiefly as a pickle.

—

Drs.Ainslie,

p. 238, Stewart, Roxb.
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CAPPAllIS OBOVATA. CAPIUFOLIUM SEMPERVIRENS.

CAPPARIS OBOVATA is found in the Sutlej

valley between Ram pur and Sungnam, at an
elevation of 3000 to 5000 feet. Its fruit is pickled.
— Cleghoru^ Patijah Report^ p. 08.

CAPPARIS PANDURATA. Linn.

0. ZeylanicH, Linn.
|
Than-yeet, . . . Burm.

CAPPARIS SEPIARIA. Rnxh. ii. 568.

Kantagur
; Kamai, Bbno.

|
Nalla uppi, . . . Tel.

Grows in Bengal and Peninsula, and is a good
hedge plant.— Voiat. pp. 74, 75.

CAPPARIS SiNAICA. The buds of the

caper of Mount Sinai are the Filfil-ul-jabI, or
mountain pepper of the East.

—

(XSkaughnessy.

CAPPARIS SPINOSA. L.

Bnrari; Ber, . . Chkn. Kakri; Basaor, . Sutlej.
Kabra, . Hind, of Lad. Kaur; Kiari, . . „
Bayidar, .... Sutlej. Taker, .... ,,

Bauri, .... ,, Kubarra, . . Tr. Ind.

In Europe this plant furnishes the caper. It

generally grows in the Panjab, exactly as a
recent traveller has described it on Sinai, viz. ‘ in

bright green tufts hanging down from the clefts

of the rocks,* and adorned with very handsome
large flowers. It is found near Multan, in the
Salt Range, along the Trans-Indus hills to Pesha-
wnr, and in the valleys of tome of the great
rivers, ascending to 5000 feet at Wangtri, on the
Sutlej 8000 feet, Thomson, and on the Indus
above Iskardo to about 10,500 feet (Jacquemnnt
and Thomson)^ and it occurs to 12,000 near I.ieh.

The ripe fruit is made into pickles by the natives

of the Salt Range, etc., but in some places at
least eaten only by Hindus. Mr. Edgeworth
prepared the buds in the European style as capers,

and found them excellent. In Ladakh the leaves

are used as greens
;
they are eaten by goats and

sheep; and in Kangra the roots are said to be
applied to sores.—Dr. J. L. Stewart, p, 616.

CAPPER, Colonel, Quartermaster-General of

the Madras army in the latter part of the 18th
and beginning of the 19th century, and his house
on the sea-beach is still known by his name. He
was the first to put forward the view that the
storms of the Indian Ocean are rotatory, and in

1801 he published a book on the Winds and
Monsoons, adopting the view that hurricanes are

whirlwinds. He took an active part in the
troubles of the Madras army, and was embarked
for England, but the ship never reached.

CAPRA ^GAGRUS. Gmelin^ Blyth, Hutton.

Antilope gazella, Chnel. C. hirous, . Gray.
JEloeeroB ngagrus, Pallas, Hirou* gazelU, „

Wagner. Capra Blythi, Hume,
Capra Cauoasica, Gray,

Persian wild goat, . £no. Bon Pushtu.
Pa-sang (male), . Pers. ? Ter (male), Sera, Sind.
Bos (female), . . . Phashin, . . Baluch.

This has five varieties, viz. :

—

Var, a, Capra esgagrus, Buck., lives in the

highest Kbaasya mountains, where they are reared
by the people. It has no wool, and is used for food.

Var, b, Capra legagrus of Changra., Buck,
C. ngagmslanigera, Deem,

{
0. hircui, var,, Deem,

Shawl goat, . . . £no. Cbolay, . . . Nepal.
Bono de Oachemire, Fa. Oamjoo, .... Tibet.
Changra, .... Hind.

This is domesticated in Tibet, and the wool is

exported to Kashmir, where it is made into the
finest shawls. It has on the body a long coarse
hair, intermixed with which is a fine soft wool,
which is the article used in the manufacture.

Var. c. Capra imberbes, the Berbura, Buck.
The Berbura goat is found to the west of the

Jumna. Its female is the Berburi, and the Ben-
gali call it Ram Sagul. The body is very like

the long-legged goat of the south of India ;
in

manners they are similar. The scrotum of the male
externally is separated into two distinct bags.

Var. d. Tibetan goat of Ladakh
;

has a short
tail, and very short ears, scarcely two inches long,

and concealed
;
has long, soft, pendulous hair, but

no wool.

Var. e. Tibetan goat of Ladakh
;
has long, soft,

pendulous hair, but no wool.

C. JEgagrus, of the mountains of Asia, is believed

to be the parent stock of all the goats, mingled
perhaps with the C. Fulconeri of India. The
breeds greatly differ from each other, but they
are fertile when crossed.

—

Darwin.

CAPRA MEGACEROS. Hutton, Blyth, Jerdon.

ACgoceros ¥n\coueT\,Hug€t, H. megaceroB, Adams.
Wagner, Schreber. Capra megaceros, Blyth,

HircuB Falconeri, Gray. Hutton.
Capra Falconeri, Htujtl, C. Caucaaica, Jerdon.

Wagner. C. Blythii, Hume.
Hircusffigagrus, var., C^ray. C. Jerdoni, ,,

Sind wild goat, Ibex, Eno. Rapho*ohhe, Ra-ohbe,
Ebbs of Wood, . . „ Kawa obe.

The Mar-khor inhabits the highest parts of the
Tibetan Himalaya, also the Suliman range, the

Pir Panjal, Kashmir, the Hazara Hills, the bills

of the Jhelum and Chenab, and Ladakh.
The Kashmir variety (Capra Falconeri) has

openly spiral horns. The horns of the Suliman
variety more nearly approach a straight line.

The Sind goat or Sind ibex is identical with the
wild goat of the Caucasus, Armenia, and Persia,

f
robiiDly of Crete. It is not found east of the
ndus. The famed bezoar (pa-zahr, Per.s., fa-

zahr, Pers.) of commerce is obtained from this

goat. It associates in snmll herds frequenting
steep and rocky hills, in winter descending to the
bare spots in the wooded region. It is much
sought after by sportsmen, and the horns are con-
sidered a great trophy.

—

Jerdon, p. 291.
CAPRA SIBIRICA. Meyer, blyth.

C. Bakeen, Blyth. C. Himalayana, Blyth.
C. rallasii, Schim.

Himalayan ibex, . Eno. Kyi of . . . Kashmir.
Skin (male), lakin, Him. Tangrol of . . Kulu.
L*'dmau (female), . Hind. Bur of ... . Sutlej.

Is found throughout the Himalaya from Kash-
mir to Nepal

;
rare in Kashmir. The soft under

fleece is called asli-tus, and is used for lining
shawls, stockings, gloves, and is woven into a
fine fabric call^ Tusi. No wool is so rich, so
soft, and so full. The hair itself is manufactured
into coarse blanketing for tents, and twisted into
ropes.’

—

Jerdon, 292.

CAPRELLA, the phantom shrimp, is found
on seaweed sitting upright like a monkey, holding
on by its hind claws, and, with ghastly ^roaces,
inesmerudng all passers-by with its fore-claws. It

sits in like guise upon sponges a mile or two deep
in the darkness,—there, however, not a quarter of

an inch, but three inches long.

CAPRIFOLIUM CHINENSE. Smith, Kin-
yin-hwa, of the Chinese; a climbing plant with
gold and silver flowers

; one of the Caprifoliacee.
CAPRIFOLIUM SEMPERVIRENa if. et S,

LoniberafempervireiiSfD.C.
|
Trumpet honeyeuokle.

The honeysuckle occasionally seen in India.
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CAPRIMULGIDiE. CAPSICUM FASTIGIATUM.

CAPRIMULGIDAiJ, the goatsucker family of

birds, belonging to the tribe Insessores,—Capri-

mulgUB affinis of Java, C. albonotatus, C. Asiatic

CU8 of India, C. atripennis, C. Indicua of Kamaon,
Malacca, C. Kelaarii, C. macrouris of Java, C.
Mabrattensis of the Dekhan, C. monticolus of do.,

C. r.^ficollis, C. Europaeus; migratory night-jar

of Europe, N. Africa, W. Asia, Siberia, and
Kamtschatka.
CA PRINCE, a sub-family of mammals of the

family Bovidae, comprising goats and sheep, 1st

capricorns, or antelope goat or mountain ante-

lope
;
2d, the true goats. See Antilopinai, Bovidie.

CAPROVIS ARGALI.
iEgoccrus nrgali, Pallas. I O. argali, Pallas.
Ovis ammonoides, Linn.

|
O, Hodgsoni, Blyth.

O. ammonoides, Hodgs.
|

Hyan, nyan, nyund, nuan, niar, gnow, . . Tib.

Dr. Gray says this species, the Nyan or Bam-
bhera, or wild sheep, seldom or never crosses the
Himachal, the Indian side of which range is the
special habitat of the Niihoor, while to the north

and west beyond Tibet, C. argali is replaced by
other species

;
so that Tibet may be considered as

the special habitat of one species (Ovis aminon-
oides), and the plateaux north of Tibet as far as

the Altai of another (Ovis aminon.), cited as types

of the true ovine form
;
and it may l>e added,

that the six sorts of tame sheep of Tibet and
tho Sub- Himalayas, all without exception exhibit

the essential characters of that form. There are

several species that may be confounded under
this head. The Siberian Argali is found in tho
most northern part of that country, and it is

robably different from the Himalayan animal

;

ut Mr. Blytli had not been able to discover any
difference between the specimen received from
Mr. Hodgson and those which were sent from
Siberia by the Russian naturalist.

CAPROVIS VIGNEI, the Houriar, extends
along the eastern spurs of the Salt mountains,

but becomes loss common os we proceed eastward,

and is seldom met with on the ranges beyond the

town of Jhcliim, or southwards of tho Beas
river. It is confined to the north and w'CRtcrn

portions of the Panjab, including tho Suliman
chain, where it is known by the name of Kuch.
It is also a denizen of the mountains around
Peshawur, including tho Khaibar pass, Hindu
Koh, and Kafiristan. The Shapoo or Shalmar of

l^akh, if not idontical, is certainly very closely

allied
;
its differences are slight, and such as might

result m a great measure from the marked diver-

sity of climate, food, etc., of the two regions.

This species is no doubt the Sha of Tibet described

by Vigno
;
and possibly tho wild sheep of western

Afghanistan, Persia, the Caucasus, Armenian and
Corsican mountains, is the same species altered

mayhap by climate and other external agencies.

The eastern limits of the Shapoo have not been

fixed with certainty
;
but it would seem that,

commencing at Ladakh, it proceeds westward
towards the Indus into the regions where the

Houriar is fouml
;
and probably when these regions

are explored, we shall find out the relation

between what has been supposed distinct, but

which Dr. Adams is inclined to consider one and
the same animal.

—

Adatns.

CAPSELLA BURSA PASTORIS. Mmch.
MuUay munthakeeray, Tm.

|
Shepherd's purse, . Emq.

Common on the Neilgherrks
;
also grows in

Europe, Persia, Asia, and Japan
; used by tho

natives as a pot-herb.

—

Jaffreg ; Wight.

CAPSICUM, red pepper, chillies.

Filftl, Arab. Chabu, . . . Malay.
Nga youk thi, , . Burm. Lada mera, ... „
Ta-hu'tsiau, . , . Chin. T.Ada china, ... ,,

Lah’tsiau, ... ,, Chabe sahrang, . . ,,

Lall mirich, . . . Durh. Filfil i Siah, . . . Pkrs.
Mirebio, .... OuJ. Mallaghai, , . . TaM.
Cliabai, Chabe, Malay. Mirapa-kai, . . . Tel.

The shell of the fruit is fleshy and coloured,

and contains a pungent principle, which also

exists in its seed in great activity. On this

account both the fruit and seeds of different

varieties or species of Capsicum are in request as

a condiment
;
and either in the unprepared state,

or ground, when they are called cayenne pepper,

form a conspicuous feature amongst the plants

affording stimulating substances used by man.
In Europe tho Capsicum enters largely into the

seasoning of food and the preparation of pickles,

and in warmer countries it constitutes one of tho

first necessaries of life, either green or ri{>e. It

is tlic species of this genua, and not any of the

genus Piper, which is the peppery condiment of

all the inliabitantsof India and the Asiatic islands

in Eastern Asia
;
tho latter, indeed, being little

used, and mostly raised for exportation. Foreign
species or varieties of Capsicum have been intro-

duced into the Archipelago, and are named by the

Malays, ('habe China, tlie Capsicum of China

;

an<I Chabc Sabrang, the Capsicum of India, lite-

rally, of ‘ tho other side of the water.’ There are

now numerous varieties of chillies in India, many
of which have been introduced. They are raisetl

from seeds that have been kept for one year, for

if fresher, the crop is generally a failure. One
sixjcies, called ‘ dcvil'B pepper,’ introduced by Lord
Harris from Trinidad, is so intensely hot that tho

natives can hardly manage to use it. It is culti-

vateti during the cold months. In the Tenasserim

Provinces two or three species enter into all the

native dishes, not in tho form of pepper, but tho

fruit, stowini or roasted, is eaten with the food.

Ill India, the dried fruits of several species and
varieties of Capsicum usually seen are the C.

aniuium (common Capsicum), C. frutescens (goat

pepper), C. grossum (bell pepper), C. niininuim

(binl’s eye pepper), perhaps only cultivated

varieties of one species. They are valued as a

digestive condiment, and are raised all over the

S.E. of Asia as condiments, and to make cayenne
pepper and chilli vinegar.

—

I'omlinson ; Craufnrd^
Diet. p. 82; Jnjfrey ;

Mason.

CAPSICUM ANNUUM. Linn. Common chilli.

Gach mirich, . . Bjeno. Kapu molagu, . Maleal.
Spanish pepper, , ,, Matitsawranga, . I^anj.

Common capiscum, ,, Mollngu; Mollaghai, Tam.
Red pepper, ... ,, Mirapa-kaia, . . Tel.

Is largely cultivated in South America, Mexico,

and India. C. baccatum, Z»tnn., bird’s eye pepper,

var. of C. annuum, Linn.—Roxb. i. 673. See
Chillies.

CAPSICUM FASTIGIATUM, var. of C.

annuum, called red pepper, Guinea pepper, cayenne
pepper, common capsicum, chilli ^pper, Usari

mollaghai, Tam., a small conical orange-coloured

pod, shining externally, internally containing

spongy pulp, and white flat reniform seeds in two
cells. It contains a volatile neutral principle

called capsicine, and acts as an acrid stimulant,

and externally a rubefacient; It ia used in putrid
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CAPSICUM FRLITESCENS. CARALLIA LUCIDA.

sore throat, scarlatina
;
also in ordinary sore throat,

hoarRciiess, and dyspepsia, and yellow fever, and
in diarrhoea occasionally, also in piles.—
Handftnok^ i. p. 3G3.

CAPSICUM FRUTESCENS. Linn. Var. of
C. annilmn, JAim,

Lai Lamba mirch, . Brno,
j

Chab«i, . . , Malay.
Nepal chilli, . . . Enq.

j

Chabc hombok, . „
Golconda chilli,

. »» LaUa niera, ... ,,
Goat popper, . . ,, ,, china, ... „
Chilli

,, Brahu rnarichft, .Sansk.
Bird popper, . . ,, Mallaghai, . . . Tam.
Cayenne i)epper, . ,, Mirapa-kai, . . . Tel.
Lall mirch, . . . IIinu. Golakonda, ... ,,
Ijanka mirch, , . Mirapa (yellow variety), ,,

Ijalgacli march, . ,, Sima rnirapa, . . ,,

I'liis, the large red capsicum, is grown all over
India by sowing the seed broadcast, and when
the plants are about G inches high, putting them
either in rows or beds 18 inches apart. The soil

should be rich. They require watering, and to be
kept clear of weeds

;
a yellow variety is /3 C. fiavum.—Roxb. i. 574

;
(fShaufjhnessy^ p. 468.

(CAPSICUM GROSSUM. iVillde. Bell pepper.
Kafferi inirich, Htnd. A var. of C. annuura.

CAPSICUM MINIMUM.
Gna yoke, . . . Buum. Bird’s eye pepper, . Eng.
Gna yoke ino-hmyau,

,, Oosi mulaghai, . . Tam.
E. Indian bird jiepper, EN(i. Sudi mirapa kaia, . Tkl.

This plant yields its fruit for a aeries of years.
Its fruit is very hot

CAPSICUM NEPALENSIS. Yar. of C.
annuum, Linn.

Gaob march, . . Brno. Mallaghai, . . . Tam.
Capoo Moolagoo, Maleal. Mirapa-kai, . . . Tel.
Katamiiis, . . .SiNOH.

This is the most acrid and pungent of the
species Capsicum.
CAPSICUM PURPUREUM and C. minimum

are cultivated in small quantity in Pegu for
domestic use.

—

McClelland.
CAR, the ruth of India, used at the Hindu

temples to convey the idol from one place to
another. This is usually preceded by native music,
flaring torches, dancing girls, and priests, the
deity bedizened with jewels, and carried on a
richly-constructed throne, and fanned with gor-
geously -constructed fans. While Sir G. Campbell
was Ideutenant-Governor of Bengal, twenty people
fell while the car at Goopto was being dragged;
eight were run over, five were killed on the spot,
and three were wounded, of whom one died. The
six victims were women.
CARABIDil^. J^cLch. The family of ground

iKJCtles, about 9000 species are known. Almost
all possess a very pungent, disagreeable smell

;

and a few, called bombardier beetles, have the
peculiar faculty of emitting a jet of very volatile
liquid, which appears like a puff of smoke, and is

accompanied by a distinct crepitating explosion.
They are mostly nocturnal and predacious. They
are chiefly remarkable for brilliant metallic tints
or dull red i)atchc8, when they are not wholly
black, and are therefore very conspicuous by day,
but insect-eaters are kept off by their bad odour
and taste. They are sufficiently invisible at night,
when it is of importance that their prey should
not become aware of their proximity. Many
species of Carabus, a genus of the family Ciirabidae,
occur in India. C. coeleatis is a beautiful beetle of
China. C, impressus, Fabr.^ and C. politus, Fabr.^
occur in the East Indies.

CARAB TREE, Ceratonia ailiqua, W.
CARACAL, Felia caracal, Schreber^ the Indian

lynx, occurs in Africa and Asia. It has immense
speed, runs into a hare as a dog into' a rat. It

often catches crows as they rise from the ground,
by springing 5 or 6 feet into the air after them.
CARAGANA flaya. Smith. Hwang-tsing

of the Chinese. In China its root is eaten ns food
in times of scarcity. It is obtained from the
provinces of N/jran-hwui, Che-kiang, and Hunan.
CARAGANA GERARDIANA is the Tartarian

furze. C. arborescens is the tea tree of Siberia.

CARAGANA YERSICOLOR. Royle.

Caregana pigraase, D.C.
|
Dama, Tib.

A small shrub which grows in Tibet and Western
Himalaya at elevations of 14,800 feet, and is very
useful for fuel.

—

Drs. Stewart and Thomson.
CARALLIA CALYCINA. Benth. This largo

Ceylon tree has two varieties,—var. ac, Singhe Raja
forests, between Galle and Ratnapura, at no
great elevation

;
var. /3, Central Province, at an

elevation of 4000 to 5000 feet.

—

Thiv. ii. p. 121.

CARALLIA INTEGERKIMA. D. C.

C.Ccylanica,.4nit.,TF.,//i. C. TimorensiB. Bl.

C. coryinboBa. C. octopetala, F. v.Mudlcr.

0. Sinensis. Pootia coreopsifolia, M if/.

Kierpa, .... Brno. Punschi, .... Manu.
Punselu, Andi Punar,CAN. Dawata, .... Sinom.

A very common tree in the Wcstem Ghat forests,

up to 4000 feet, from Bombay down to Capo
Comorin, also on the Ciiddapah hills

;
most abun-

dant in S. Canara. In Ceylon it is met with up to

3000 feet, and it is indigenous in Bengal, Burma,
Hong Kong, and tropical Australia. It is a highly

ornamental tree, on account of its beautiful foliage.

The timber is ornamental and of a reddish colour,

and is used for furniture, cabinet purjioses, and
fittings. It is tough and not easily worked, brittle

and not durable, and baa a pretty wavy appear-
anc>e, and is peculiar in structure, having a great
deal of cellular tissue. A cubic foot unseasoned I

weighs about 5G’60 lbs., and 44 lbs. when seasoned,
and its specific gravity is 684

;
in Burma, where

the tree is known bv the name of Maneioga, it is

used for planks and rice pounders. In Calcutta
it is in use for house-building.

—

Beddonie^ FI. Sylv.

CARALLIA LANCEiEFOLIA. Roxb. A tree
of Sumatra.— Voigt.

CARALLIA LUCIDA. Roxb.
Carallia integerrinia, D.C.

|
Caralliaint«grifolia, /7raA.

Kierp, Kierpa, . . Beno. Dewata gavs, . . Hinoh.
Maneioga, . . . Burm. Davotic,
Phansi, .... Can.

This handsome tree grows on the Malabar side
of India, in tlie Konkans, the Ci rears, Katnaoii,

Sylhet, Chittagong, Pegu, Mergui, and in Ceylon
up to 3000 feet. On the Bombay side it is

small, but pretty frequent in the forests of the

S. Konkan. Wood hard, closc-graincd, and miglit

be used in turning. Thwaites says it is rather

ornamental, and adapted for furniture. It is a largo
and common tree north of it.angoon and through-
out Pegu. Wood of a peculiar structure, thick
medullar rays going through from the centre to

the circumference
;
colour rod

;
used for plankii

and rice pounders, and may possibly be found
useful for cigar boxes. In the southern forests of
Pegu it is a plentiful tree of large girth, and in

Calcutta Is employed in house-building, under
the name of Kierpa.

—

Drs. Gibson^ McClelland.^

Brandis^ and Voigt.
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CAUALLUMA ADSCENDENS CARCHARIAS.

CARALLUMA ADSCENDENS. R, Br.
Stapelia adscendenfl, Roxh,

|
Oullee moolayan, . Tam,

This curiouB-looking fleshy plant, with angular
stemB, belonging to the natural order Ascicpiaceue,

is used by the natives in making pickles, and
BometimcB in chatni,— Bee Vegetables*
CARAMROLA TREE, Averrhoa carambola.

largely cultivated in the Kwang-tung province
of China.

CARAMRIT. Tam. Caryophylliis aromaticua
CARAMHIT. Malfaf.. Ludwigia parviflora.

CARANA PALM, the Maurita carana. Its

leaves are used as a thatch for houses.

—

Seem.
CAKANX KOTTLERI. Rudder fish; an in-

habitant of the southern seas, from 1 to 2 feet long.

C. mate, C. and V'., horse mackerel. See Fishes.

CARAPA, A/). Taila-oon, Rurm. A Tavoy
wood used in building .—Cot Firth.

CARAPA GUIANE.KSIS. Ite seeds yield a
solid oil or vegetable milk. It is a large tree of

Qiiiaiia. See Dyes.

CARAPA MOLUCCENSIS. Xom.
Xylocfcrjma gr«natum, Kacn.y W'illde.

Kadul, .... Binuh.
|
Kandalangha, . . Tau.

This tree is a native of the coast in Malabar,

Ceylon, and iu the Siinderbuns; is also found in

Afri<!a, Australia, Madagascar, and the Malay
Archij)clngo,— Bcddoine^ FI. Syfv. p. UlC.

CARA'i, from the Greek keration, a kind of

vetch. A carat weighs 4 grains French, or 3J
grs. troy. It is used in weighing precious gems,

and also in valuing the alloyed precious metals,

in this case standing for an imaginary 24th part

of the pound troy, the number of carats indiwiting

the pure metal, and the remainder the alloy.

Thus the carat standard of the soyereign is 22, or

2 parts alloy
;
of watch-cases with the Goldsmiths’

Hall mark, 18, or 6 alloy. In France the latter ia

the lowest legal standard.

—

King.

CARAVAN. See Kafilah
;
Karwan.

CARAVANSARY. These, in Syria, form four

sides of a large quadrangular court. The ground
floor is used for warehouses, the first floor for

guests, and the open court for the loading and
unloading of their burdens, and the transaction

of mercantile business generally. The apartments

used for the guests are small cells opening into a
corridor, which runs round the four sides of the

court—Eotheny p, 243. See Dharmsala
;
Serai.

CARAWAY PILLAY. Tam. Bergera Konigii.

A shell, and, when broken, a shell usually of the
genus Melania appears, that has been encrust^
with carbonate of lime. Much of the alabaster of
which ornaments are mode in Burma, is stalagmite;
but all the alabaster images of that coast are made
of marble, and not of compact gypsum, which
they much resemble.

—

Mason.
CARBONATE OF SODA. Impure carbonate

of soda, called Sajji or Sajji matti, occurs as an
efflorescence in some part or other of almost every
district in India. Muriate of soda and carbonate
of lime exist in the soil, and the natron is found
on the surface of the moist earth or mud. Near
Gundycottah, on the banks of the Pennar, common
salt is interstratifled with the upper schistose

strata of the argillaceous limestone on which the
sandstone rests

;
and on the surface of the neigh-

bouring soil, natron, contaminated with much
muriate of soda, is collected.

Barilla^ an impur(3 carbonate of soda, is prepared
by burning plants of the Salsola and other species,

and collecting the ashes, which melt into a coloured
mass. Sajji lota is a somewhat purer kind, but
still contains an immense amount of organic and
other foreign matter, such as the sulphates of
soda and lime, chloride of sodium and potassium,
sulphide of sodium, sulpho-cyanido and ferro-

cyanide of sodium, together with silica and clay.

The Kangan khar plant yields the best alkali.

The pure sajji from this plant is called lota sajji,

and the residue mixed with ashes is called Kangan
khar sajji. The other two plants yield only a
dirty and inferior substance known as Bhutni
sajji, ‘ devil’s soda.’ This is black in colour, and
sold in pieces like lumps of ashes. The plant

burned in the Panjab is termed Khar, or in

Persian Ashkhar
;

its scientific name is Caroxylou
GriffithiL There are many square miles densely
covered with this last, whereas the Khar is com-
paratively rare. Khar is applied to various herbs

belonging to the natural order ObenojKxliacese,

particularly the AuahaaiB inultiflora and the
Caroxylon Griflithii. The ashes, which fuse, run
into a pot placed beneath the burning heap.—

-

Powell; Slewart.

CARBUNCLE.
Eacurhouclo, . . . Fb.
Karftiiikel, . • . Ger.
Anthrax, .... Gr.
Ikireketh Heb.
Carbonebio

;
Oarbooebii, iT.

CarbuncuIuB, . . . Lat.
Merah ; DaUma, Malat.
Maatiga, . . . . „
CarbuDoulo, . . . Sp.
Manikiaxn, . Tam., Txn.

CARAWAY SEED.
Oarvi

; Cumin deaprei, Fb. I Carvi, . . . • « IT.

Brodkummel, . . Gkb. Oamm Garni, . . Lat.
Keummel, ... „ j

Aloaravea, . . . Sp.

These aromatic seeds are used to flavour cheese,

spirits, liqueurs, and articles of medicine.

—

O'Sh.

CARBl or Karbi. Beng. Stalks of Sorghum
vulgare, used ad fodder.

CARBON, when pure, is diamond; less pure,

is plumbago, coal, and charcoal.

CARBONATE OF LEAD, white lead, ceruse.

CARBONATE OF LIME.
Kwang-fea, . . . Chin. I Oarbonate da ohanx. Fn.

Chalk, Bno.
|
Oarbonaa oaloia, . . Lat.

A very abundant mineral, and embraces sever^

varieties, of which stalactical carbonate of lime is

one. All the limestone caves of Tenaseerim have

stalactites hanging from their roofs, and stalag-

mites rising on their floors. The Siamese Karens

often bring over bits of limestone of the shape of

One of the inferior gems; that variety of the

garnet called almandine. Common in Southern
India. Carbuncles, from the most ancient times

of the Romans, have been set with a backing to

enhance their colour. The carbuncles of superior

brilliancy are called males, and those of irderior

colour, females. Under this term the ancients

included all gems of a red colour, such as hyacinths,

rubies, garnets. The carbuncle, in Hebrew, Bare-

keth, signifying flashing stone, or lightning stone,

was supposed to fall from the cIoucIb, amid flashes

of lightning.

CARCATA, also Carcataca. Sansk. The solar

sign Cancer. See Varsha.

CARCHARIAS, a genus of heterocercal fishes,

belonging to the Squalidie or shark family. C.

leucas, Valen.y is found in the southern seas. It

is about 12 feet long. Garcharodou Rondelettii

of Australia, a large shark
;
one of them measured

36i feet



CAUCHEMISIL CARDAMOMS.

CARCHEMISH, the capital of the Ilittites, ie

the modern Kala Jcrablus, on the west bank of the

Euphrates, 20 miles below Beredjik.

CARDAMOM HILLS, a range of hills in

Travancore, rising 2000 to 4000 feet high, and lying

between lat. 9° 27' and 10'^ 4' N., and long. 76^ 52'

and 77° 17' E. They are unhealthy and sparsely

occupied. The cardamoms grow best at about
3000 feet; and annually about 10 tons, value

£30,000, are collected.

CARDAMOMS.
Hilhuya, . . . Arab.
Ebil, »»

Yftlakki, . , . Can.
Tftou-kau, . . . Chin.
Yang-chun-sha, .

Ellachi, .... 1

Hind.
('arflaniomi, . . It.

Kapol, .... Jav.

Puwar, . . , . Malay.
Capulaga, , .

Kakolah-seghar,
• »»

. Pkrs.
Heil, .... • »
Enaal, . . . . SiNOH.
Yellam arisi, . . Tam.
Yeylakulu, . . . Tbl.

The cardamoms of the shops are the produce of

several genera of plants,—Alpinia, Amomum,
Elettaria, and Ronenlrnia. The round seeds of

Amomum cardamomum of the Burma forests,

Sumatra, and Malacca, are used by the Malay in

lieu of tlic true cardamom. A. angustifoliura of

Madagascar supplies some of the cardamoms; A.
maximum of the Malay Islands, Nepal, and Cey-
lon, also produces a cardamom of an inferior

character. Alpinia cardamomum of the western

coast of India in the Travancore forests, produces

a cardamom in great request. Amomum gratia

parailisi of Madagascar and Ceylon yields an
inferior sort. Elettaria cardamomum of the hilly

parts of Mysore, Coorg, Malabar and Travancore,

and Cauara, yields the true cardamom, and is both

cultivated and wild. In the Travancore forests

they are found at elevations of three to five

thousand feet. The mode of obtaining them is to

clear the forest of trees, when the plants spon-

taneously grow up in the cleared ground. The
average number of candies is about 140 to 300
candies; value, 1000 to 2000 rupees the candy
of (>00 lbs. Cardamoms are much esteemed as

a condiment, and great quantities are annually
shipped to Europe from Malabar and Travancore.

In c(»minerce there are three varieties, known os

the shoit, short-longs, and the long-longs. Of
these the short are more coarsely ribbed, of a
brown colour, and are called the Malabar carda-

moms or Wvnad cardamoms. They are reckoned

the best of the three. The long-longs are more
finely ribbed, are of a mler colour, and the seeds

are white and shrivelled. The short-longs merely
differ from the latter in being shorter or less

pointed. It is usual to mix the several kinds

together, when ready for exportation. Some care

is required in the process of drying the seeds, as

rain causes the seed-vessels to split, and otherwise

injures them
;
and if kept too long in the sun, their

flavour becomes deteriorated. They are chiefly

procured from the high lands overlooking the

bindigul, Madura, and Tinnevelly districts. In

these mountains tlie cultivators make separate

gardens for them, as they thrive better if a little

care and attention be bestowed upon them.
Cardamoms are a monopoly in the Travancore

j

State, and cultivators come chiefly from the

British provinces, obtaining about 200 to 240
rupees tot every candy delivered over to the

Government. In the forests on the Western

slopes of the Coorg mountains, cardamom
cultivatiou is carried on to a great ezteut. In

February, parties from Coorg start for these

western mountains, and, selecting a slope facing

west or north, mark one of the largest trees on
the steepest declivity. A space about 300 feet

long and 40 feet broad is then cleared of brush-
wood at the foot of the tree, which is cut down
about 12 feet from the ground, and carries with it a
number of small trees in its fall. Within three

months after its felling, during the first rains of the

monsoon, the cardamom plants in the soil begin to

show their heads all over the cleared ground, and
before the end of the rainy season, October, they
grow two or three feet. The ground is then care-

fully cleared of weeds, and left to itself for a year,

and then, 20 months after the felling of the great
tree, the cardamom plants are the height of a man,
and the ground is again carefully and thoroughly
cleared. In the following April, the low fruit-

bearing branches shoot forth, and are soon
covere<l with clusters of flowers, and afterwards

with capsules. Five months afterwards, in

October, the first crop is gathered, and a full

crop is collected in the following year. The
harvests continue for six or seven years, when
they begin to fail, and another lafge tfee must ho
cut down in some other locality, so that the light

and air may cause a new crop to spring up. 'I'hc

harvest takes place in October, when tljc grass is

very high and sharp, sorely cutting the hands,

feet, and faces of the people, and concealing nume-
rous large leeches. The cultivators pick the carda-

mom capsules from the branches, and convey
them to a temporary hut, when the women fill

the bags with cardamoms, and carry them home,
sometimes to distances of ton or twelve miles.

Some families will gather twenty to thirty maunds
annually, worth from 600 to 1000 rupees. The
cardamom tracts of Travancore are almost all

granitic and gneiss. The smaller capsules, or lesser

cardamoms, are the most valuable. The Elettaria

cardamomum is also cultivated in Ceylon, and
a species occurs wild. The Karen forests of
Tavoy and Mergui abound with cardamom plants;

and, while subject to the Burmese government, the
Karen were required to collect the seeds and pay
them in as tribute

;
but they now employ their

time nmre profitably. When they did collect, they
were in the praclice of mixing a spurioas kind of
cardamom with the true produce of a plant belong-
ing to the genus Amomum, believed to have been A.
cardamomum. The cardamom called by the Chinese
Yang-chun-sha, the hairy China cardamom of

pharmacologists, is said to be produced in the
province of Kwang'tung.

—

Madra* Ex, Jnr. Hep,

;

Drs. jl/Uxon, Voigt; Crau^urd^i Dictionary;

Thwaiiee^ En, ; Drury
^
Cochin ; Roxb, i. 72.

CARDAMOMS, bastard or wild.

KapulagH, Bali., Jav., I Kurrocha, . Ouj., Hind.
Malay.

|
Hil kilan, . . . Picas.

Wild or bastard cardamoms are much larger

than the true cardamom, more pungent but less

aromatic, with a strong campnoraceous taste.

They are not much esteemed, and are only used
by the poorer classes of natives as a substitute for

real cardamoma They are brought* to Bombay
from the Malabar coast The wild or bastard

cardamom of Siam is produced by Amomum
xanthioides, Wallich; the seeds have been im-
ported into England, while the empty capsules

found in the drug shops of China are exported

from Siam. The plant bearing scitamineous fruit,
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to which the name ‘lar^e round China cardamom ’

has been given, and which is known to the Chinese
as Tsau-kau, continues unknown

;
and the same

remark applies to the bitter-seeded cardamom,
Yih-che-tsze, and ovoid Ciiina cardamom, Taou-
kau or Qua leu. It is probable that all of them
are productions of the south of China, or of Cochin-
China.

—

Faulkner.
CARDIAD.^, a family of molluscs, comprising

the genus Cardium, the cockle, of which there are
known 270 fossil and 200 recent species, with
four sub-genera and the fossil genus Conocardium.
Many species of Cardium occur in India.

CARDIOPTERIS. At Cachar, in the Assam
valley and Chittagong, this remarkable plant covers
the trees for upwards of sixty feet, like hops, with
a moss of pale-green foliage, and dry white glist-

ening sced-veasela.

—

Hooker, Him. Jour. ii. p. 334.

CARDIOSPEKMUM HALICACABUM. Linn.

Nuputki, . . . Bknq. Budlia-kakara, . . Tkl.
Ma-la-mai, . . . BCRM. Kanakaia, ... ,,

Shib-jhub, . . . Duk. Nella gulUienda, , ,,

Heart-pea, . . . Kno. Uparinta, .... ,,

Ikilloon vine, . . ,, Budba busara, . . ,,

Ulinja, raloolavum,MAi>B. Ullena tige, ... ,,

Kanivi Sansk. Vekkudii tige, . . ,,

Jyotislimuttee, . . Sinoh. Patali tivva, . . . ,,

Moda-cottan, . . Tam. Ekkudatige, ... ,,

Muddn-cattun, . . .

The seeds—Habb-ul-kulkul, . . . Arab.

An annual climbing plant, with an inflated

membranous capsule, hence its name. The root

is aperient. It is mucilaginous, and slightly

nauseous to the taste
;
is raised in great quantities

by the natives of Tcnasscrim, but more as a vege-

table than a medicine. Grows all over India
;
and

'

popular superstition asserts that by eating the

seeds, the understanding is enlightened and the

memory rendered miraculously retentive, C.

canescons, Wall., grows on the Irawadi.

—

Roxb. ii.

292
;

Voifft, 93 ;
Masoii ;

Mat. Med. 89 ;
Dr.

J. L. Steirart; Powell, i. 330. See Jyotishmati.

CARDOLE, a thick black oily substance ob-

tained from the pericarp of the cashew nut,

Anacardium occidcntale. It is a powerful vesi-

cating agent.

CARDS, playing cards.

Kaartexi, Spoel-Karden, i Carte de giftco, . . It.

Dut.
I

K.artii, .... Kuss.
Cartes k jouer, . , FR. Caraas, Naii)e», . Sr.

Spicl-Kartcn, . . . Ger, Kort, Sw.
Oanjifeh, . . . HiNU.

The playing cards of the Hindu and Mahoiiiedan

are round pieces of strong card, p/iintcd with

figures of nien, quadrupeds, and fish.

CAKDUCHI, the Kurd country; Kurdistan.

CARDUUS, /fp.

TsV-ki Chin. I Siau-ki, .... Chin.
Bhuh-taa, ... »t 1

Ta-ki,

A plant of China. C. nutans, L., Gul-i-ba-

dawurd, flowers large, rich crimson ;
used medi-

cinally to purify the blood.— Voi(/i; Powell,

CAREI, a people mentioned by Ptolemy, who
inhabited the southern part of Tinncvolly. Karei,

ill Tamil, means ‘ the sliire.’

CARELA. Beno. Momordica charantia.

CARETTA IMBRICATA,a turtle. SccChelonia.

CAREX, a genus of plants belonging to the

natural order Cyperaceae. Several species grow on

the sea-shores and near the rivers of India, C.

Indica, Willde, is a native of Nepal. C. Moor-

crofti and Falc.. a running wiry sedge in Tibet,

binds the sand like the C. arenaria of the British

coasts.

—

Hooker, Him. Jour. ii. p. 155.

CAREY, Dr. W., a celebrated missionary at
Serampore. He landed in Calcutta on the 11th
November 1793. He was the son of a parish
clerk. He joined Messrs. Ward and Marshman at

Serampore on the 10th January 1800. His whole
life was passed in the translation of the Scriptures
into the languages of India

;
his whole career was

marked with a passionate desire to reveal Christ
to men who knew him not. His strong natural

benevolence had been intensified by deep piety.

‘Ido not know,’ says Wilberforce, ‘a finer instance
of the moral sublime, than that a poor cobbler

working in his stall should conceive the idea of

convertiog the Hindus to Christianity, yet such
was Dr. Carey.’

Carey translated the Bible into Kashmiri, Multani,
Dogri.Sindi, Garhwali, Kainaoni, Kanouji, Kosali.
Magadhi, Bhugcli, Bhatti, Jypuri, Bikaniri, Mar-
wari, Haroiiti, Udaipuri, lljjaini, Nepali, Palpa,
Assamese, Mahratti, Gujerati, Konkani, Manipuri,
and Khasi, mostly Hindi dialects.

Carey uiul Leyden, into Pushtu, Baluchi.
Carey and Newton, into Panjabi.
Carey and Chamberlain, into Braj.

Carey and Sutton, into AssamcKC.
Carey and Taylor, into Mahratti.

Carey, Lisle, and Jones, into Khasi.

He founded the Agri-Horticultunil Society of

Bengal in 1820. He advertised that a meeting would
be held in Serampore, but at the hour appointed

only himself and two brother missionaries were
present. But be voted himself into the chair; the

proceedings were published, with the secretary and
treasurer’s names, and the society began. He was
author of State of Agriculture in Dinajpore, in

As. Res. vol. vi.
;
Geographical Notices of Seram-

pore, As. Jl. 1835, ii. 55.— 7V*. of a Hindoo.

CAREYA ARBOREA. P.oxh,

B.akoomba of . Bombay.
;

Ave-mavo, Ayma, . Tam.
Ban or bambhooai, Buuw.

|

Puta-tanni mararn,

Baubwai, ... ,, I
Pailo) inaram ? . . „

Kamba, .... HlNI). Kutnbhi, .... Tel.
Kuombha, . . . MaHU. I Bu»la-darmee, . . ,,

Peloa, .... Maleal. 1 Dud-Ii)pi, ... ,,

Kaha^ittu, . . . 8ingh. I

Flowers—Vakhumba
;
Fruit—Gugaira, Kuhni, Hind.

This large tree grows in most parts of British

India, Burma, and Tenasserim, and also in N.

Australia and Queensland. 1 1 rises to 20 feet. Dr.

.M‘Clellaiid says that in Pegu the timber is large,

the wood red and equivalent to mahogany, and

there forms the chief material of which the carta

of the country are made
;
Dr. Mason adding that

it is a useful timber for house-building
;
and Dr.

Brandis mentions that it is used for gun stocks,

house posts, plunks, etc. A cubic foot of the

Pegu wood weighs 55 lbs. It sells in Pegu at

12 aunas per cubic foot. Dr, Gibson tells us that

it is not inucli used on the Bombay side, but that

the timber stands the action of water vvcll. As it

is generally crooked, he thinks it merits trial for

the crooks of boats, corners of carriages, etc. In

Ceylon it is uso<l for the axles of bullock carts

and in buildings. Its fibrous bark is used as

matches for matchlocks, guns, etc.
;
and in Gaujam,

according to Capt. Macdonald, the scant clothing

of the Byragi and other Hindus affecting peculiar

sanctity, is made of the fibrous bark of this tree.

The bark is astringent, and in Ceylon used in

tanning and medicinally. Its hiigc groonish

flowers arc given by lliadus after childbirth.
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CARIIARAS. CARMEL.

Careya «pli®rica, Roxh.^ is almost identical with

C. arborea. It grows in the Northern Circars, in the

mountains at Chittagong, and at Moulrneiu. Its

bark serves as cordage, and is used as a slow match
for guns. It has largo greenish-white flowers,

with some deep red filaments.

—

Roxb. iL 636.

CARHARAS, in the Konkan. Therewere human
•acrificea here to Renuca DevL
CARIARI. Hind. Gloriosa superba.

CARICAL or Karikal, a small settlement belong-

ing to France, between Tranquebar and Nagore.

CARICA PAPAYA. Linn. Papaw tree.

Papaya vulgaris, Lam,
|
Papaya carioa, Ocertn.

Gadang-oastila, . . Bau. Papa, Bati, . . Mai.at.
Thin-baw, . . . Burm. Papoiaumbbalay,MALEAL.
Them-baw-thee, ,, Paepol, .... Sinqh.
Muh-kwa, .... Chin. Pappali maram, . Tam.
Fapaia, . . . . Hind. Madanaanapachettu/rEL.
Arand Kharbuja, ,, Madhurnakam, . ,,

This .plant, one of tiie Papayaceaj, is found
throughout India, and grows without much care.

The fruit is gathered in a green state, is dressed os

curry and in tarts, and when ripe it is used as a
dessert. Itsdark -coloured seeds tiiste like the water-

cress. The fruit is large and oblong, suspended upon
the leafless part of the trunk, like the jack-fruit

;

the surface when ripe is a pale orange yellow. A
milky juice exudes on incision from the rind

; and
the rind and sewls are deemed in the Mauritius a

powerful vermifuge. Tough meat, rubbed with this

juice, becomes tender, without any injurious pro-*

perty being communicated to it The flesh of

animals fed on the leaves and seeds is said also to

be remarkably tender, but this seems unlikely.

And in Rengal, Mahomodau table servants use

the juice with the view of softening beef-steaks

and old fowls. The leaves are used by the

negroes in washing linen, as a substitute for sofij).

Pulp of the fruit is eaten with pepper and salt.

Juic(.! of the pulp removes freckles.—AVxL iii. 824.

CARICATURE PLANT, or face plant, Justicia

picta. The white portions on its green leaves pre-

sent caricatures of the human face. Craptophylluin
hortense of the Indian Archipelago is also so

called from the curious variegation of its leaves.

CARIM COIUNI. Malkal. Justicia ecbolium,

Carim-gala, Pontedera vaginalis, Carim-pana,
Borassus flabclliformis. Cajini-tumba, Anisomelcs
Malabarica.

CARIMON, twosmall islands, Greatand Little, off

the Malay coast. They command the entrance to

the Straits of Malacca,

—

Uorahurgh.

CARINARIA, a genus of GasterojxKl molluscs,

in Asiatic seas. C. vitrea, C. fragilis, C. Mediter-

ranea, and C. eyinbium, are recorded. The shells of

this genus are known to collectors under the names
ofVenus’ Slipper and the Glass Nautilus, C. vitrea,

Lamarck,, has a beautiful transparent vitreous shell.

GARIN CHEMB I. Tam. Coronilla picta. Garin
kulloo, glass. Carin serigum, fennel flower,

nigella seed, Nigella aativa.

CARI NUOHI. Tam. Gendarussa vulgaris.

CARIRAM. Maleal. Stiyohuos nux vomica.

CARISSA CARANDAS. Linn.

Oapparis oarandai, Onul.
1
Eebites apinoaa, Burm.

Kurumohi, . . . Bkno. Maha-karonnba, . SiNOH.
Bengal ourranit, . Eno. Kalaka, Kalapa, . Tam.
Kurunda, . • . Hind. Perin-kalaka pallain, „
Kile, Keelay, Maleal. Pedda kalivi pandu, Tvl.
Karamurda, . . Sansx. Vakka, also Vakudu, „
Krithna-pak phula, „ GK>tho, . « . . .Uria.
Sushenasy Amgna, „

A large thorny bush, cultivated for its fruits,

but grows abundantly wild in the Kangra ami
the Kotah jungles, and in March aiid April fills

the air with the fragrance of its blossom
;
also

grows wild in most parts of the Dekhan, bearing a
dark blue-coloured berry when ripe

;
and this is

sometimes eaten by Europeans, and in the green
state is mode into tarts, jellies, and pickles; the

jelly is considered inferior to none made of other

Indijui fruits. The fruit is about the size of a
large olive, and when ripe is black, and has a very
pleasant taste, somewhat like a damson. This

species is a marked excejitiou to tlie generally

poisonous nature of the Apocynacese family.

—

Roxh. 1687; Mason; Dr, Stewart; Capt. Mac-
donald.

CARISSA DIFFUSA. Roxh.

Gau, Hind. Ktirumutiika, , Sanbk.
Garna, Garunda, . ,, Waa-kailu, . . . Tkl.
Mardak, .... ,, San Kurunda, . . TJuia.

This shrub is a native of the Ganjam district,

and from thence northward to the mouth of the

Hoogly, and common throughout the IVanjab.

Its small white or pink flowers about April per-

fume the air around. The wood is iLscd for combs,
ill turnery, etc., and as fuel. A Kaiigra authority

states that the very old wood geU quite black aud
fi*agrant, and is sold at a high price as Aggjur, or

Ud-i-IIindi.—/iWA i. GBD ,* Dr. Sten’U7't.

GAIU VAN-SARAl, in Persia and India, a halt-

ing-place for travellers, generally a liouse with

many apartments, either opening into an ojieu

(juadrangle or to the Outside road. It is from
karwan (caravan), a cortege, and sarai, a rest-

house; the chattram of the Tamil people, aud
dharmsala or sarai of N. India. Sec Sarai.

CARI-VILLANDI. Maleal. Sinilax ovali-

folia.

CARLESS, Captain, J.N., author of a Survey
Report of the Mouths of the Indus. He and
Lieutenant Grieves carried ou important surveys

in the neighbourhood of the Indus. He wrote an
account of a visit to Beylah, Bom. Geo. Trans, i. p>.

304
;
Memoir ou the Gulf of Akaba, ibid. p. 172

;

Evaporation in the Rod Sea, ibid.
;
State of the

Kakewarree Mouth of the River Indus, ibid. p.

876; Account of Hot Springs at Peer Muggun
near Kuntichec, ibid. 1840, p. 16

;
Remarks on

tlie Course of the Hurricane w^hich occurred on
the Malabar Coast in April 1847, ibid, 1849, viii.

part i. p. 76 ;
Memoir to accou\]>any the Survey of

the Delta of the Indus, ibid, part iii. p. 328; Ac-
count of the ln8cri|)tion8 on the Rocks of Sbren
Waj, near Jedda, Red Sea, Bom. As. Trans, ii.

p. 273.

CARLI-CAVES, in the Western Ghats, near the

Bhor ghat. The wonderful galleries and colossal

elephants of its caves arc dug out of solid trap.

See Architecture; Buddhism; Caves; Karli.

CARLUDOVICA PALMATA, a tree of Panama.
Panama hats are mode of its leaves; they are

made in Yerapuas, Western FWama, and Ecuador,
and are worn lu the W. Indies and Central America.
It might be introduced into India.

CARMA. Sansk. The name of one of the

Kanda or general headings of the Vedas. This
chapter relates to works; the other two, Guyana
and Upashana, relate to faith and worohip. See
Vidya.

CARMEL, a small range of hills extending sia

or eight miles inland in a S.E. direction from the
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Bay of Acre. Mount Carmel is a termination of

the chain of hills commencing at the plain of Es-

draelon to the S.E. The valley of martyrs, a very

narrow dell open to the sea, is near, as also the

garden of Elias. The holy fountain of Elijah is

close. The cistern seems to have been hewn in

the rock, and is about six feet deep, full of clear,

delicious water.

—

Skinner s Overland Journey^ i.

p. 101 ;
Robinson’'s Travels^ i. p. 196.

France being more favourable for the j>roce<^R than
the more hazy atmosphei c of England.

—

Tomlinson,

CAKNAllUBA, a tree of S. America, Havana,
and Mexico, which should be introduced into India.

Humboldt and Murichi have described it as the

tree of life. Cattle eat the heart of the young
tree, and at its full growth a fecula is obtained

from it. Its fruit is also nourishing. But its

chief product is the wax which covera the surface

CARMINATIVES. The following are largely of its young leaves, in the form of a glutinous

used medicinally and for culinary purposes:— powder. IVheu melted by heat, it cannot be dia-

Piinpinella anUum, common niiisc. ‘•‘Tl'f.'lf! L?.?
coiub.-3/an«j

Illicium ftuiBatum, star aiiiHe. liadian khatai.
^

CARNATIC, an aucicnt name of the table-land

Anthemia nobilis. chamomile. Baboone, in Southern India, above the Eastern and Westem
Lavandula vera, lavender. Ghate, known as the Balaghat

;
to this region,

Ruta graveolens and other sp., rue. Sudab. though the people speak Canarcse, the name is

fncti;!:rgr.“u?am. wr- “OW ^never apphed but it is now ^ven to the

aowa. ,,
country below the Eastern Gliats, or x aeen Gnat.

„ panmori. ,, Its ancient kingdoms were the Pandya, Ohera,
Carum carui, caraway. Zeera accah. Chola, and Calinga. In B.C. Than expedition left

,, nigrvim. ,, eastern side of the Peninsula, from ancient
Eugenia pinien to, allspice.

Calinga, and formed a colony in Java. The Pandya

Peniculum oflicinalo, fennel. dynasty ruled in parts of the south of the (.arnatic,

Melaleuca cajaputi, cajaput. Kyapooti. with varying fortunes, from the 4th or 3d centuries

Junipenis communis, juniper. Hoober. li.c. At present it is a province on the Coromandel
l*iper cubeba, cubebs. Kubab cbinee. coast, about 500 miles long from north to south,
curyophyllus aiomaticun, dove. I^i.g

, j averaging about sixty miles broad. From
Livurus cinnamomuni, cmniunon. iJarclunee. ^ I •

•*. , ..

.hinipcrua sabiim, inivino. '••'C Ibth to the 18tb centunes, It was ovorruu

Ocimum baailicum, basil Tulai. by Mahmtta, Mahomedaii, I'rench, and British

Rosmarinus ollicinalia, rosemary. soldiery. Sadut Oolluh was ruler of the Carnatic
Moringa i>tcrygortperma, sohunjuna. from 1710 to 1732, and was succeeded by Ids
Mentha piperita, peppermint. nephew, Ali Dost. Ali Dost was killed in

;;
battle against tbo Mabrattas and wm succeeded

Amomum canlamomuui, cardamom. Elacboe, by hia son, ouidar All.
^
Of his two dauglitera,

Origaiivim majorana, marjoram. One marrietl Chunda Saliib. Chunda Sahib
Sassafras olbcinale, sassafras. seized on Trichiiiopoly in 1736, but the place

CARMINE. A beautiful pigment prepared from was taken by tlie MahratUis, and Cliuuda xSahib

cochineal, discovered accidenUdly by a Franciscan was made prisoner, and lingered for eight years in

monk of Pisa, who, having formed an extract of prison, where he was inunierod by the raja of

cochiiuMil with salt of Utrtar, for the purpose of Tanjorc. Sufdar Ali was asaaasiuatcd by hia

em[)loying it as a rnediciue, obtiiiiicd a lino red brother-in-law, Murtuzza Ali, leaving a minor son *,

precipitate on the addition of an acid, llomberg, but this youth also was assassinated, while Auwar-

iii 1656, published a method for preparing it. Tlio ud-Din wjis his guardian, aud Anwar - ud - Din

makers in some of the principal towns of Europe succeeded to the throne as Nawab of the (varnatie.

succeed in preparing dilTereut varieties of it of During the conllicU for supremacy in Hyderabad

greater or less purity and lustre. Many of their and the Carnatic, between tJie h reiich Jiud British,

processes are kept secret
;

aud although the naval and land battles were fought at Dainalachcry

chemistry of the art is well understood, yet there near Madias, at Auiboor on the Peunar river, near

arc certain details of manipulation, and an empirical Gingee, at Valconda on the Arni, at Cauverypauk,

knowlcilge of the effects of temperature, doubtless at Vicravundi Bahur, at the GoUlen Rock, bugar

ac<iuircd after long experience and many failures. Rock of Trichiiiopoly, at \\ aruiewash, also oil

which confer on the carmines of some makers a Negapatam, Tramiuebar, and at rort ot. David,

greater lustre than on those of others. The use of Anwar - ud - Din, when about eighty yeai.s o ( ,

carmine has of late years been extended to the fought and fell at the battle of Am booi, in 17 J,

manufacture of superhue red inks, of artificial his son, Mabomccl Ali, fled to 1 richiuopoly,

flowers, and to silk-dyeing. Carmine is the finest was acknowledged by the treaty of I aris in 1 7bf

red colour which the painter possesses. It is From that time till his death m 17 Jo, the Carnatic

chiefly used in iniuiaturo painting and in water was occasionally under his rule, and at tiinosum

colours. It is made in large quantities in Paris, the civil and military admiiustratioii of the British.

Carmine is one of those colours culled hikes, a In 1795 bo was succeeded .by 1|*« eldest sou,

term applied to certain colouring substances which Umdat-ul-Umra who died lu 1801, w len the

behave like acids, and combine by precipitation with British putaside Umdat-ul-Umra s sou, and placed

a white earthy basis, usually alumina. Carmine is his nephew, Azim-ud-Dowln, on the throne 1 ho

the richest and purest portion of the colouring British, in 1850
,
on the demise of Mahomed Gho^u^

the richest and purest portion of the colouring uritisn, in looo on uio ue.u.^

matter of cochineal, isolated in the manner here gran^n of Azim-ud-Dowlab, tiimlly

alluded to. Various imitations of carmine are pre- the titular nawab, from winch followed long offoi^U

pared for the use of those who exhibit rouge on to swt the SMond son of ^im-ud-Uowla. The

their cheeks. French carmine is superior to tliat people of the Carnatic arc of ‘b'^ Ura'ri'han stock,

of English manufacture, aud tho superiority is said and speak the lamil and Iclugu languages.—

U> depend on the inEuence of lighten its formation Mallesons trench in IniUa.

and precipitation; the clear sky of the south of CABNLLIAN, quaxtzose mmcrals so called, bo-
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cause some kinds are of a flesh colour, from carnis,

Latin, though others are white. In Jaj)an they

are found in vast quantities: and they are also

collected in the province of Gujerat, at Cambay,
^fany of the antique gems are engraved in car-

nelian, and it is now much used for seals.

Carnelian is very common in Burma, and has been

found at Moopoon and Mergui. One of its Burmaii

names means * fowl’s blood.^ See Cambay Stones.

CAR-NICOBAR, the most northerly of the

Nicobar islands. Sec Nicobar.

CARNIVAL. This name for the Roman Satur-

nalia is derived from the sun -god Carneus, the

Celtic Apollo, whose shrines were on tlie coast of

Brittany
;
and one monument remains at Carnac

sacred to the manes of the warriors and of the sun-

god. The character of this festival was entirely

oriental, and accomj)anie(l with the licentiousness

which belonged to the celebration of the powers of

nature. Even now, although Christianity hiu

banished the grosser forms, it partakes more of a
jmgan than a Christian ceremony.— Tod's linjas-

thmi^ i. r>47.

CARNIVORA, an order of the mammalia consti-

tuting flesh -eating animals, boasts of prey. They
include the genera felis, h\ iena, cuon, cunis, vulpes,

and others in the familii’s Ursidic, Meliduhe,

'Mustclidaj, Felidse, Viverri<lai, and Canidm. The
lion and the leof)ard occur in Asia and Africa, the

tiger in Asia only. See Mammalia.
CARNIVOJtOlJS 1M.ANT8 are found in Iwth

hemispheres. The Dro.sera rotu ml i folia or sun-

dew is one. ’Wiien an ins(*et alights on its central

disc, it is instantly entangled by the viscid secre-

tion there, and tlie suiTounding tentacles after a

time bend and ultimately clasp it on all sides, ami
the insect is digested. I). Auglicii, D. intermedia, I).

capensis, D. 8[)athulata, 1). lunata, D. filiforiiiis, 1).

trinervis, 1). l»etcrophylla, and 1). binata. I)io!)3ea

inusci])ula, or Venus’ flytrap, Aldrovamla ve.sicii-

losa, lirosopbyllum Lusitaibrnum, lioriduladeiitati,

Byblis gigantca, have similar functions, as also

Pinguicula vulgaris, P. gnindiflora, P. Lusitanicu,

with Utricularia vulgaris, U. ncglecta, U. clande.s-

tiua, U. montana, U. velumbifulia, amethy.stiiia,

CirilUthii, cserulca, orbicuUvta, multicaula, Darling-

ton ia Californica, Sarraccnia purpurea, and 8.

flava, with lleliamphora nutans.

CAROIi 'I'REE, or Et. John’s Bread, Ceratonia

siliqua, of south Euroj)e and the Levant. Its

legumes arc u.sed for ciittlc-fceding. Tlie seed is

the original of the jeweller’s carat.

CAROLINA PADDV. Rice seed was originally

taken from India to North America, and its culti-

vation has been so successful in Carolina, one of

the United States, as to have led to its being re-

imported into India as seed.

Cy\ RODINAS, an extensive chain of islands

which stretch nearly east through the middle of

the Pacitic Ocean, betwixt the parallels of lat. 7°

to 10" N.

CARON OIL of Chittagong. The crooked tree

from which this is obtained, grows in wet places

near fresh water, very common in the siiics of

ditclies whicli surround native dwellings. The
seed is bean-sha[>cd, and produced in a flat pod

;

the jKjds grow several together. The flower is

{

link and white, of the shape of a bean flower or
iloHHom. The oil is used for burning in native

lanqis, and in large quantities for boiling with
daimiier to soften it for the scams and bottoms of

slnps. It is also often used by native practitioners

for the cure of itch. A maund of seeds costs

Rs. 1-8, and the extraction of the oil by heat costs

8 aiiiiHS.; the oil produced amounts to CJ seers per
maniid.

—

Local Committee^ Chittagong.

CAROOKUVA. Tam. Zizyphus trinervus.

CARGONUC III. Tam. Geiidarussa vulgaris.

CAROOli, in long. 78® 9' E., and lat. 10® 60' N.,

50 miles from Triclfiinopoly, on the bank of the
Cauvery, has a strong fortress. It was the capital

of the ancient Chera kings. See Carnatic.

CAROXYLON GRIFFITIIII. Moq.
Salsula Griflithii.

1
Lagkame, Khar, . Hind.

A Central Panjab plant, furnishes by lixiviation

some of the sajji or carbonate of soda of commerce.—Stewart.

CARP, the genus Cyprinus of fishes. The gold

carp of China is the l^untius (cyjirimis; auratus,

Linn. In Imlia carps arc habitual filth-eaters.

C’ARPENl'ER BEE, Xylocopa tcnuiscapa,

UV.v/m. Another species found in (V*yhm is the

X. latipcs, Drnrij.— TotnenCs Ccylony p. 418. See
Bee; Beetle; Insect; Xylocopa.
('ARPENTl'.RS are one of the five Hindu

artisiiu cJustc.s of India, and wear the poitu or zonar.

They claim to be Brahmans, and worship chiefly

Visvakanna, the arfilieor of the llmdu goils.

Tho.se of d'ravancore follow tin; law of de.scciit by
the .sister. See Hindu; Poitu; Polyandry.

(b\ It PETS.
Oaliiii, Zuli, , . Auau.
Tu]>yt«;u, . . . i>UT.

V'luer-tjij>ytt*n, , ,,

'Djpi.H, J-'a.

T<*|'l*ich(*, (xKK.

Shutranji, . . , lllND.

'J'lijipeti, .... It.

Pariiiadaui, . . Mai.aY.

Prangniailani, . Malay.
Kalasa, Xalifuh, ,,

(dialichah,. , , PKKH,
Kowru, Kiliini, . . Res.
AlfoinhiaH, Alcitifas, Si*.

'J’ajK'teH, .... ,,

Jain’kalain, . . . Tam.
Jaiiicana, .... 'J’kL.

(’arpets, either of cotton, silk, or wool, are

empluyeil in tlie eastern countrii'S, from the south

of India to Turkey in Europe, for domestie use,

for }>raying on, and for occasions of state. 1'he

carpets employed by the ancients are thought to

have lieen of tlie nature of tapestry, and iis«*d for

covering coueln.'s rather than floors. True cai’jiets

seem to have been early ciuiiloyed in Persia; and
those called Turkish were juobably originally of

Persian manufacture, wIk iicc the manufacture
might liave been introduced into ’rurkey, and
where, as well as among the many Turkoman tribes

and in Northern Africa, it is still practi.sed.

Tlie IVTsiaiiH still remain unrivalled in the happy
combination of colour and pattern for which their

carpets have long been distingiiishcd, whence the
most varied hues and deejitist tints are brought
into close afiproximation, aii<l, fur from offending

the eye, jilease by their striking, because harmoni-
ous, contra.sts. The places in India wlnro a
regular inanufacturo and trade are carried on, are
Juliliulpur, Bareilly, l^ahorc, Merut, Riingpur,
Heiiares, Mirzapur, AllaluvUid, and Gorakhpur in

Bengal; North Arcot, Tanjorc, Kllorc, and Mala-
bar in the Madras Presidernty

;
and also at Mysore,

Bangalore, Warangal, Bclla.''y, Masuli[)atuiri, as

well us at Shikarpiir, Khyrpur, and Hyderabad in

Sind. TIioho of Bengal commend themselves by
extraordinary cheapness ; they are extensively used
throughout India, and also somewhat largely ex-
ported. In point of texture and workinaiisbip,

however, the rugs from Ellore, 'I’anjore, and
Mysore, though tlicy are coinparativedy much
dearer, arc greatly preferred.
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Kermanshah haa a manufacture which adds much custom of pilgrimages in the East. Every pilgrim
to the wealth of its province; none can be more brings his carpet with him to Mecca, or Kcrbela
rich, soft, and beautiful. Persian carpets are made or Kairwan,—he may take more than one for an
hlso at Meshed, in the Turkoman country, and in offering, or for sale,—and ultimately these find their
Khorasan, and are justly celebrated for the beauty way, for nothing or for nominal prices to the

tlje patterns, the fineness of the wool, and the priests and their hangers-on, who re-sell them for
durability of the colours—vegetabledyes—amongst exorbitant sums as relics to the outgoing pilgrims.
othei‘8, a green not made elsewhere, conjectured Thus carpets of every style and character pass
to be saffron and indigo. Some of them fetch from hand to hand, and, coming from southern
high prices in the country itself, as £6 or £8 for India, make their way to Smyrna or Tashkend
one of two yards square. The finest are made at the promiscuous dispersion becoming one of the
Sena, and there is a famous manufacture carried chief secondary causes of the cosmopolitan cha-
on at Ferahoun, near Teheran. Carpets of any size racter of Saracenic art, and of its diffusion over so
can be made there. I'lio finest carpets of all used vast an area, and at the same time serving to make
to be made at Herat; and one in the Chahal Minar the origin of that art almost hopelessly obscure,
at Isfahan was 140 feet long and 70 feet wide. In Northern Africa, it is only in Kairwan that the
Large numbers were formerly exporU^d to England genuine Tunisian carpets are now manufactured,
through Trebizond, and tlioy were sold nearly as In all other parts of the regency European designs
chea]> in London as in Persia, owing probably to have been adopted, with the inevitable result of
the course of trade. Persian and Turkey carpets destroying all that was quaint and original, and
are inost esteemed. substituting vulgar and egregious patterns.

*

The
Pastern carpets have attained great popularity old Moorish style of working in iron has thus far

in Europe since the middle of the 19th century, escaped contamination, and large Saracen locks
but it hi\s not led to any very general diffusion of and giant keys, cliarmingly ornamented, may still
real knowledge about them. The ordinary buyer be procured. The Susanjird kind, among the
knows throe classes, and only three, which he various sorts of weaving that go by the name of
roughly distinguishes as Turkey, Indian, and Persian carpet-work, has always held the first
Persian car[)ets. ^'he expert is, of course, a good place. AVe read of the Susanjird carpets in the
deal more exact than tliis

;
but even his knowledge palace of the Abbasi klialifs of Bagdad in the

In. as yet, vague and confused. Tiie. most exquisite tenth century; and the nobles of the East were
jnuducta of the loom were frequently destined for emulous of obtaining pieces of this fine work for
the adornment of the holy Kaba, or some scarcely the floors of their scarcely less magnificent resi-
Icss venerated shrine. Sometimes the whole dences. In the sale of tlie carpets of the Fatiinite
interior of a mosque, such as that at fleshed Ali, khalifs in 10C7, a carpet fetched a thousand dinars
wJis hung with beautiful carpets

;
and the Mihrab, —at a time when dinars weighed more than the pre-

or niche towards Mecca, was always a favourite sent half-sovereign
;
and a Mameluke prince of the

object for such ornamentation, wliich in thLs case fourteenth century gave 70,000 pieces of silver for
corresponds to the altar-hangings of Europe, a silk carpet wrought with gold. Susanjird work
Mats of a loss costly nature were spread on the was also highly prized in Europe. Byzantine
floor

;
and it is recorded that in 1012 a.d. the palaces were found to need these rich carpets as

mosque of El-Hakim at Cairo was slre.wn with much as the mansions of Bagdad
;
and tho mer-

30,000 ells of carpciir»g, at a cost of 5000 dinars, chants were given carte-blancho as to the price
whilst the Azhar required 13,(K)0 ells of 8trij)ed they paid for their commissions. Such luxuries
mats a year. The Kaba at Mecca was covered were only for the very rich. Susanjird carpets
with hangings in the ‘days of ignorance’ before appear always to have been confined to the houses
Islam was preached, and cloths from the Yemen, of the great or the houses of God, which the great
or a \Nhite Chinese silk carpet, covered the shrine

;
chose to honour

;
but the anarchy which came of

u;.d latiT on tiic famous white and gold fabric of the Tartar invasions affectt*d the art of weaving in a
the* Copts, or heavy velvet or plush carpets from disiistrous manner. Tamerlane, though his exploits
ail [arts of the Eabt, were employed in thcdcci)rtt- were embroidered on the old tapestry which the
lion of the Mecca teiiqdo, Tiic rulers of the Maho- Persian ambassador brought to Philip ih. of

medan world vied with each other in prt*scnting Spain, was a chief destroyer of the skill which
the richest covers to the Kaba

;
tho very Mongol depicted him. Whatever the origin of the name,

Khans of Persia sent gorgcnus hangings
;
and we Susanjird designates a loom embroidery which,

read of a cover studded with gold and pearls and though it may be of various kinds, possesses a
precious 8t(«ne8 to the value of 250,000 gold distinct character of its own. Susanjird may be
pieces. Difficult as it is to classify the designs knotted (like plush) or plaited (like Gobelin
of eastern carj>ets with any precision, they may work), or it may combine both methods

; but its

roughly be divided into two classes, the floral and essential characteristic is flat relief. The com-
the geometrical

;
and that of these the former is bination of the knotting and plaiting (which was

the design affected by the higher and Aryan races, not done as it is at the present day) gave the work
the latter tlie design of the lower and Turanian, a peculiar character. The Susanji^ carpet has
Tlie old woman whom Vambery saw in Central the effect of a picture; the embroidery is like

Asia, traemg the pattern of the carpet on the sand painting; and the general impression is soft and
for ti»e girls to follow, is the typical designer of the delicate. The subjects represented are either

Turkoman and Mongolian races
;
while tho native figures or conventional ornaments; and the figures

Indian and Persian work is found in lovely con- include, not merely animals, but maps and plans

ventioiialized flowers and leaves, the ‘ tree of life* of towns, like mediaeval work ‘cum historia’ or

ao<l other synibok There is always, however, a ‘ k ymages.’ The ornamental work is chiefly

J ifih . ulty of distinguishing between the carpet work dcuved from the vegetable world, and corresponds

of one district and another, from the prevailing to the European designation ‘ k arbres.*
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In /Vr.swVm fir/ thetroatnjontifieflsentiiillyeymbolic.

The lion or the eagle is rrj)re80 iited as the symbol
of power or rule

;
indeed, on a gold border in the

Vienna Museum the figures are explained by the

Arabic word for dominion, and another piece has
‘ sultan ’ under a lion s figure. A descending eagle

signifies bad luck, but a flying or standing eagle

ineana good luck
;
while the unicorn welcomes the

advent of a good prince. Hounds and leopards

for hunting occur in Persian patterns, and stand
for fame or increasing honour. More interesting

arc the ornamental designs derived from trees and
flowers,—the embroidery ‘ k arbres.’ Sir George
Birdwood remarks that the great source of the

majority of I’eraian carpet patterns is the tree of

life, the straight trunk with long regular parallel

horizontal branches terminating in buds, which
pervades all eastern and much western decora-
tive art. Sometimes on Persian rugs the entire

tree is represented, but generally it would be
past all recognition but for small represent^itions

of it within tlie larger. In Yarkand carj^ets, how-
ever, it is seen filling the whole centre of the

carpet, stark and stiff, as if cut out of inetah In

Persian art, and in Indian art derived from
Persian, the tree becomes a beautiful flowering

j^lant or simple sprig of flowers
;
but in Hindu art

It remains in its hard architectural form, as seen

in temple lamps, and the inodids in brass and
copper of the sacred fig as the tree of life. It

is extremely curious to trace the history of flie

tree of life (and the tree of healing, for there

are two kinds in Persian decoration) through its

various stages, and to find its head in the knop
and flower, or cone and flower pattern, as we
recognise it on Assyrian marbles and Egyptian

wall-paintings, on Indian monuments, Cashmere
shawls and Italian brocades; in the Greek honey-

suckle and palmette scroll, and the Renaissance

shell
;
and the tongue and dart, egg and tongue

jiatterns in classical mouldings. The persistence

of the tree of life, or the pattern formed from its

head, in eastern and we.stem decorative art, is very

remarkable, and, it sliould l>e added, very admirable.

That the Tapisserie de Haut Lisse was derived from
the East seems beyond a doubt. At the end of the

twelfth century the Paris statutes make mention of

* tapiciers sarrazinoia,’ in contrast to * fabricans de

tapis nostrez; ’ and in 1302 we hear for the first time

of an * autre maniere de tapiciers que Ton appelle

ouvriers en hautte lice.’ It was probably about the

time of the Second Crusade that tin’s oriental high-

warp tapestry found its way into France.

Printed calicoes of large size and suitable patterns

are used for covering the floors in India
;
but the

most common carpete employed there are made of

cotton, called shatranjis. These are of different

colours, usually blue and white, in red or orange
Btripi'B, squares, or stars

;
some are of largo size,

and well suited for halls and tents, being thick and
strong in texture, the two surfaces alike, smooth,
and without pile. They are manufactured in

different parts of India, at Mursliidab/ld, Rang-
nir, Agra, etc., and at many places in the Madras
^residency. Another kind of cotton carpet is

that with a pile of cotton, and similar in appear-

ance to a Turkey carpet, manufactured at Sasseram
—white, with a centre and border in blue; and
they are made also in the Hyderabad country
with every variety of coloured pattern.

Cotton carpets for tents are made at Cumbum,

Rajamundry, and other parts, the price being
under one rupee the square yard. They are

generally in broad stripes of red and shades of

blue. Small carpets of this description are

produced in almost every district, and are used
for sleeping on. They are somewhat less in

price in proportion than the larger ones. Carpets
of a small description, woven with wool, in stripes

oil a stout cotton web, are made at about the same
cost.

Silk is another material of which carpets are

made in the East
;
and the pile, being of silk, im-

parts both softness and richness to the surface,

while the colours are clear and brilliant They
are beautiful as specimens of variety in pattern,

brilliancy in colouring, as well as of pleasing

harmony in the whole. Silk carpets of small

size, are made in Tanjore, Hyderabad, and
Khyrpur.

Woollen carpets, of large size, and of beautiful

and well-coloured oriental pattern, are made at

Mirzapur, Gorakhpur, Bangalore, Vellore, and other

parts of Madras. Mirzapur is most famous in

India for its carpets, which are frequently sold in

Britain as Turkey carpets. The woollen rugs from
Ellore are admired for their general characteristics

of oriental pattern and colouring
;
and these, as

well as the large carpets from Mirzapur, all in the

same style, are well adapted for sale in Europe.

At the Maiiras Exhibition of 1857, there was a

large display of carpets and rugs, viz. 1. The imi-

tation Axminster or close-nap woven carpet ; 2.

The short velvet pile or tapestry carpet and woollen
rug

;
3. The long velvet pile or imitation Turkey

carpet
;

4. The silk or velvet pile carpet. Of the

Axminster carpets, there were some very good
specimens of cloae-nap carpets from Warangal, the

colours clear and bright, but a sameness in the

patterns. The carpets were strong, soft, and very

close in the weaving. The ouly one for which
Warangal is famed is Persian carpets, which are

made there of all sizes, and of worsted, cotton, or

even of silk. The weavers are all Mahomedans,
and are congregated principally at Mutwara,
although there are a few Icwms within the Waran-
gal fort. The weavers are drunken, turbulent, and
ignorant, possessing no capital, and dissipating in

exc€^s8 the little money they may procure on
accomplishing a piece of work. Carpets, chiefly

of a small size, about two yards long and a little

more than a yard in breadth, are made for the

Hyderabad market, money being advanced to the
weavers by the dealers there. A worsted cyirpet

of this size and shape costa at Warangal from

2J to2i rupees, A cotton carpet there is twice the

price of a worsted one. A silk one is very highly

priced. A common trick among these weavers is

to substitute hemp for worsted.

Of the velvet pile carpets^ some large and credit-

able specimens from Ellore were closely woven,
bright and harmonious in colour, and the patterns

more varied than those from any other locality.

Some of the rugs from Tanjore were also very
tasteful.

—

{Madras Exhibition Juries' Reports), At
lyempettah in Tanjore they make very handsome
carpets of silk.

'The rugs and carpets produced at Ellore

vary in price from 2^ to 4 or 5 rupees a yard.

They are of dyed wool upon a cotton web. The
colours are not so bright os those given in

Europe. Commoner descriptioDB, of the size
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of small hearth-rugs, are exported thence to I

England and Persia. !

Dr. Walker (As. Jo. 1 13) gives the following

scriptioo of carpet-weaving at Hanurncunda, which
is generally applicable :—The carpet loom is no-

thing more than the common native loom, placed

vertically instead of horizontally. The waft

is of thick, strong cotton twist, oeing arranged
by no wafting mill, but by one of the work-
men going round and round two stakes fixed in

the ground, and dropping the thread at each as

he passes. In the loom it is kept on the stretch

by two strong billets of wood, the threads being

attached by separatt* loops of cotton fixed to a

bamboo, which is elevated or depre»‘Bed at the will

of the weaver. The worsted is held in the left

hand, and a crescent-shaped knife in the right,

the fingers of both l>eing left free. The inner

thread of the waft is then seized, the worsted

wound rountl the outer, crossed on itself, and the

extremity drawn out, by which it is made to de-

scend in the form of an open figure of eight to be

snipped by the curved knife. It is superfluous to

say that this is the work of an instant. When the

pattern is new or difficult, the order and position

of the worsted threads is changed by a reader in

a kind of rhyme. On a row being completed,

the warp, in the shape of a cotton thr(ifui, dyed

dark brown by the bark of the Swietenia febri-

fuga, is forced down by means of an iron -toothed

comb, in form sometliing like an adze. The whole

is completed by cutting the worsted to its proper

length by large scissors held steadily against the

waft. Infant labour is employed and preferred

in Warangal carpet- weaving, it being averred

that their more limber finger-joints are best

fitted for the finer parts of the work. Dried

sprigs of tulsi (Ociinurn sanctum) and bunches

of I^pidagathie Indica are attached to the loom

frames. The workmen say that these make their

labour go on more cleverly. Twelve different

worsteds arc employed The blue is produced

from indigo
;
the yellows and the sulphur yellow

from boiling the sulphur yellow in water im-

pregnated with carbonanj of soda, in which a little

turmeric has been mixed. The deepest yellow is

pro<.luced by dipping the same in the potash ley.

The reds are all produceii by lac dye dissolved by

tamarind juice, with sulphate of alumina and

potash as a mordant. The depth of colour de-

pends in three cases upon the original black,

brown, or white colour of the wool
,
in the fourth,

on the length of time the hist descrij>tion of w(»ol

was allowed to remain in the dye. The greens

are produced by immersion in indigo, and then

in pulas or turmeric
;

their degrees also depend on

the original colour of the wool. Bengal indigo is

always preferred to tlie home manufactured by the

worsted dyers. Cotton carpeting is prejwired in

the same way os the woollen. As a general rule,

the lighter worsteds wear the longest. The red

seems to render the wool brittle, and some de-

structive agent seems to be employed in jiireparing

the wool. If the weavers would wash the wools

thoroughly with soap, both before and after dye-

ing, the carpets would probably be far more

durable.

At EUort the wool is cleaned and spun. The

former is a rather complicated process, but on ite

proper performance depends the possibility of

afterwards spinniug the threat! without the hair

starting out too much,—which is sure to be the
case if very hot water is used,—and the thorough
fixing of the dye. When the sheep is sheared,
the wool contains a large amount of dirt and
grease, sometimes as much as 50 per cent, of the
whole weight, and this must be entirely removed
before anything else can be done. Steeping in

water, hot and cold, washing with soaps and
various acids, fumigation, are the plans usually

adopted
;
but the Ellore people keep the process

a secret. After this the wool is thoroughly beaten

out by filliping it with a line of giit stretched on
a bow. This turns the matted, cx^arse substance
cut from the sheep into a beautifully soft wool.

The spinning is carried on in the ordinary manner
of India. After the spinning comes the dyeing,

which is not shown to strangers, and from that

the thread is taken straight to the weavers. Ellore

carpets are made on upright looms, the operators

sitting on the ground, their legs in a hole or

trench in front of the work,—not, as in the

Gobelin tapestry, behind it. The warp thread

is either of hemp, cotton, or wool. In carpets

intended for liurope, hempen twine is invariably

used; while for India, cotton is sometimes pre-

ferred. The woollen warp is mostly confined to

the small rugs made up for native consumption.

The woof, or cross thread that holds down each

successive line of wool, is either hemp or cotton.

The warp is always white, the weft frequently

coloured. Each little tuft of wool is twisted

round two threads of the warp, and thus, ns it

were, knotted. It is then cut off with a knife to

the length of alxint Jtha of an inch. AVhen one

line (horizontal) of the tuft has been completed,

the weft is jKassed through and beaten firmly down
on it by means of an iron comb. The whole line

is then trimmed down to tlio proper length with

a pair of scissors. And so the carpet proceeds,

bit by bit, and line by line, till completed. Some
patterns are far easier to work than others, and

the value of the c.arpct varies accordingly. A
good workman does feet in breadth by G inches

in length from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. From two to

three annas a day is about the sum on which a

fair workman can reckon.

The Indian cotton carpita most commonly met
with are blue, red, and white. Some few, made

of cotton and silk for wealthy people, are extremely

beautiful.

The ruqi made in Bengal vary in length from

3 to 3^ ^eet, their average width being I J feet,

and their value from 1 rupee to 1 rupee 10 annas.

'Ihe rugs from Ellore, Tanjore, and Mysore are

ma<le of various sizes, and are valued from 2 to 4

rupees each. Those from Shikarpur aud Khyrpur,

as well as from Hyderabad (Sind), are of a lighter

texture, but excellent workmanship
;
their width

is generally uniform, but in length and consequent

cost they vary from from 2 to 5 rupees each.

The employment of rugs throughout India is

most extensive. It is impossible to form an

estimate of the annual value of this manufacture,

OS only the small portion exported is entered in

the official records, and as no steps have hitherto

been taken to ascertain the local trade.

The finest articles of this description, however,

are the silk rugs from Tanjore and Mysore, the

blending of colours and workmanship being ex-

cellent They are made of all sizes, even up to

squares of ten feet; but, being too costly for
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general adoption, this manufacture is very limited.

Were the patterns and disposition of colour in the

native articles better known in Europe, many
useful lessons might be learned from them.
Woollen carpets are rarely used by Hindus, and
the manufacture is seemingly entirely confined to

Mahoinedans.
The Shatranji is a cotton carpet entirely made

of cotton. They are used by every European or
native throughout India; and the annual manu-
facture is consequently very considerable, especi-

ally in Bengal, where they fonn a large and im-
portant branch of inland trade. They are of all

sises, from that of the largest carpet to the smallest

rug, but generally of one and the same pattern

throughout India, the only difference being the
colour. Blue and white and red and white stripes

constitute the prevalent patterns; but, in some,
one colour of darker and lighter hues is employed.
In Meerut, Bareilly, and Patna, new patterns
have of late been tried, but though preferred by
the Europeans, are not so by natives, who like

the striped patterns, because they wear better in

daily use, and do not lose the freshness of colour

by washing. The principal localities where shat-

ranjis are manufactured are Agra, Bareilly, Patna,

Shaliabad, Birbhum, and Bardwan. Those manu-
factured at Agra are considered the best, and the
value of its annual production is about £10,000.
The small ones are valued from Ss. to ISs., and the

larger ones (carpet size) from £l, 10a. to £4, the

price in many cases being regulated by weight.

The Shahabad cotton rugs are almost invariably

striped. They are cool and pleasant. The
smaller kinds are used as quilts for beds. The
manufacturers, called in this district Kalleeun
Bap, are almost invariably Mahomedans. The
two local seats of manufacture in Shahabad are

Bubbooah and Sasseram. In the former place,

from 10,000 to 12,000 rupees’ worth are yearly

inunufacturcd and sold, and in the latter from
80,000 to 40,000 rupees.

Dhurri is the name of cotton carpets generally

made for sale, and are of four kinds, 6 yards
long and 2 yards broad, thick and strong, of

any colour, and are sold at from G rupees to 6

rupees 8 annas. A small kind, used as quilts,

weigh from two to three pounds each, and are

to
1 J yards broad by about 2 yards long

;
they

sell at from 14 annas to 1 rupee 8 annas each,

according to thickness and quality. The hauz-

hassica is a name of the better kind of carpet,

ami often displays much taste in the arrangement
of the striped colours. It is made of any size to

fit any room, and is always sold by weight. The
price varies, according to quality, from 1 rupee 4

annas to 1 ru|>ee 12 annas, and sometimes as high
as 2 rupees 4 annas per seer. It is sold in all the

fairs, and in all the large cities arouud, such as

Patna, Ohazipur, Daadnuggur, Gyah, etc. No
merchant’s or banker’s shop or rich native’s

reception room is complete without these being

spread. This is the kind generally used by Euro-
peans for their drawing and public rooms. The
small kind of carpet is made for use in zamin-

dari and other small cutcherries, and is much
used from its portability. It is from 3 to 4 yards
long and from 1 J to 2 yards broad, and sells at

from 3 to 4 rupees each carpet. It is generally

miule from five colours, from which cause it obtains

the name of dhurri punch rangha.

Galiclia carpets^ manufactured in Sasseram, are

almost always woollen, of florid but neat patterns,

in imitation of the Persian carpet. They are
used to a considerable extent by the rich natives

in their zananas, but by Europeans also. The size

usually manufactured is 2 yards long by 1 yard
broad, and they sell at from 2 rupees to 4 rupees
8 annas per carpet. The European carpet manu-
facturer could not compete witn these as to price

and actual value, as the wool costs but little in

India, and the native dyes answer admirably for

the purpose; while also the coarse local wools,

which would not pay for exportation, answer for

carpet w'ork. The colours are harmonious, and
there is but little doubt that it would pay any
enterprising merchant to export these to Europe.
The annual manufacture at present in Sasseram is

about 10,000 to 12,000 rupees.

Another kind, in imitation of the above, but
wholly of cotton, is also made

;
prices nearly the

same. The patterns are pretty, but they rapidly

become spoiled by dirt and dust. They are in-

variably made of only two colours, blue and white.

Ornamental carpets of thread, with a woollen and
sometimes with a silken pile, are made up in

Multan, Pcshawur, Amritsar, Bahawulpur, and
Kashmir. Tliose of Multan are perhaps most
celebrated. Those of Ellore and other parts of

the Northern Circars are largely sold for use and
for export.

The carpets from Cocanada are greatly admired

;

the ground is white. A floral scroll of blue, red,

yellow, and brown divide them into regular geo-
metrical spaces like a tesselated pavement; a
flowery confe being inlaid in each white space,

and the rows of cones thus formed are alter-

nately coloured red, blue, yellow, and brown.
The design is Greek in its simplicity; and in

its warmth and glow of colour perfectly oriental,

charming Die attention, caught by each colour

till the next is seen.’

India produces also velvet carpets embroidered
with gold, at Benares and Murshidabad. Costly
articles of this kind were contributed to the Great
Exhibitoii of London by the Queen. These rich

fabrics are of fine velvet, embroidered with bullion

gold. Maharaja Gulab Singh contributed to the
Great Exhibition of 1851 a magnificent manufac-
ture of pure silk, nearly an inch thick in the pile,

showing to perfection the dyes and the harmonious
arrangement of the native artists. In every square
foot there were said to be contained ten thousand
ties or knots of silk.

In the colouring of the carpets of India, full

Indian red, broken by flowers or conventional

leaves, in which orange predominates, forms a
leading feature. A cool, low blue, a green of
similar gravity of hue, and soft, creamy white,

complete the palette of the Indian designer of

these fabrics. Some of the British carpet-dealers

bad clianges effected in this old Indian system.

Some white in borders was actually bleached, and
one or two garish combinations introduced.

Colours have been intensified and made flatly

uniform, instead of broken and slightly varving as

the masses of red and other colours are left by
the native weavers. Linen backs have been in-

troduced to meet the orders of some of the British

dealers, and coirmlaints of the wearing qualities

followed. Both English and French d^era have
had changes, more or less important, introduced
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into these oriental designs to suit the bad taste of to the Tartar camp on the Volga. Carpini
their buyers,—in all such cases, with losses of the travelled through Bohemia, Silesia, and Poland,
exquisite harmony of the native arrangements of and on through the vast regions then known
form and colour. under the name of Comania, and now as the

Oriental colouring in textile fabrics seems to country of the Don Cossacks, watered by the
result from a gift to the various races that produce Dneiper, the Don, the Volga, and the Yaik, until

them. The native desipiers proceed in accordance he at last came to the standing camp of ‘Duke
with immemorial traditions, and with a certainty Bathy * fBatou, grandson of Chengiz Khan),
that resembles instinct. Of all artistic powers, which afterwards grew into the city of Sarai
that of colour, in its highest harmonies, is the or Sara, on the Volga. From here he was sent
most difficult to teach. Though general principles on to the imperial court, where he arrived by way
can be imparted by scientific rules, the power of of Lake Balkash at the moment when Kuyuk was
colouring beautifully is undoubtedly one rarely being elected to the Great Khanship of the Tartars,
attained. It 6een)8 to prevail in races as a special in succession to his father Octai or Okkodai Khan,
gift. It exists where the knowledge of form is son of Chengiz Khan. On his return journey,
unknown. It accompanies an unconscious sym- passing rapidly through the camps of ‘ Duke
pathy with nature, and seems more allied with Bathy ’ ana ‘ Duke Corrensa,’ who guarded tlie

instinct than demonstrable by science. Many Tartar frontier in Europe from the nations of the
actually savage nations colour tlieir cloths or west, he reached Kiev in Russia within eight

wrappers or maU harmoniously, though abso- months of leaving the imperial court of Kuyuk
lately devoid of social or mental cultivation. And, Khan. He is the first traveller into Mongolia
on the other hand, as nations have progressed in whose narrative we possess,

scientific attainments, the love of colour, in dress CAKPINUS VIMINEA. WoVich. Hornbeam,
certainly, m other ways generally, is diminished. Shirnsh, .... Beas. I Chsrkhre, . . . Ravi.
Europe may cultivate the study of colour, and Cham khuruk, . Panjab.

1
Imar, .... Sutlej.

understand its laws
;
but in textiles of all kinds. This tree is found in Nepal and the Sutlej valley

from carpets to gossamer muslins and gold and between Rampur and Sungnam, at an elevation of

silver tissues, the traditional taste of oriental 5500 and 6000 feet. Wo^ esteemed by carpen-
naiions remains unattainable by Europeans, ters. C. cordata, C. erosa, C. laxiflora, ana C.
And of European nations those most old-fashioned, japonica, Blnme^ occur in Japan.

—

Cleghorn^ Pan~
least changed from the rude ages of the past, retain jah Report, p. 64; Stewart.

the greatest enjoyment and feeling of colour, CARPOBALSAMUM, an inferior quality of

If the civilised nations of Europe do not equal opobalsam, obtained by expression from the fruits

the less advanced and even the savage races in of Balsamc^endron Berryanum.

—

Kunth.
their appreciation of colours, they are even less CARPODACUS ERYTHRINUS, a rare bird

happy in their application of designs: and in in the N.E. of Europe, is a common winter visitant

Cashmere and throughout India much injury has over the greater part of India,

been occasioned to the manufacturers, alike to CARPOO COONGILLIUM. Tel. Black
their skill and to their profits, by European pur- dammer.
chasers inducing them to undertake designs from CARPOORAWALLI. Tel. Lavandula car-

Europe. The deep tints of native Indian and nosa.

oriental dyes generally are at once the aspiration CARPOORUM. Tam., Tel. Camphor,
and despair of artistic European dyers; and the CARPOO ULANDOO. Tam. Black variety

beautiful elaboration in colour and design, as of Phaseolus max.
shown in the work of the weavers of Persia, CARPOPHAGA, a genus of birds of the family
'1 urkomania, Kirman, Cashmere, and British India, Columbid®. C, luotuosa, a fine cream-coloured

can only be injured by interference. The work- pigeon of Celebes; C. oceauica, one of the nutmeg
men know that for the coarser wool of tlie Panjab, pigeons

;
many of both sexes are furnished with a

Sind, Baluchistan, and British India, the fine large, round, fleshy caruncle on the bill at the

designs of Persia, or the designs, of the dense- base of the forehead; this is said to be present

piled carpets of Turkomania ajid Kirman, are during the breeding season only.

—

MacgilUvrag,

equally unsuitable, and that only their own bold Visage, i. p. 244.
patterns can be with advantage used.

—

Madras CARR, Major M. W., of the Madras army,
Exhib. Jur. Rep.; Dr, Watsm's Report; Mr, J, author of Telugu Proverb^ He perished with all

RohdCy MSS.; Colonel C. Davidson in Report of in a steamer, in a cyclone on the \Y. coast of the

Hyderabad Committee ; Baron Clement A, de Peninsula in the beginning of 1869.

Bode: Bokhara and its Amir, 224; General CARRAGANA. Hwang -tsing, Chin. Car-

Ed, Perrier's Journal, p. 26 ;
&r George Bird- rageen moss or Irish moss, Cbondrus crispus,

wood. Memo., 29th Sept. 1879
;

do. Handbook Lnqh., and C. mammillosus, Grev,, from the west

Paris Exhibition, 1878; Porter's Travels, ii. pp. of Ireland. Used for cattle-feeding and dietetic

167-201
;
Die Persische Nadelmalerei Susands- purposes.

chird, ein Beitrag zur Entwicklnngs-Geschichte CARRAY ELLOO. Tam. Guizotia oleifers,

der Tapisserie de Haute Lisse, von Dr, Joseph CARRAY KEERAY. Tam. Webera tetrandra.

Karabacek. CARRIABOOLUM. Tam. Aloes.

CARPILIUSj a genus of crabs of the E. Indies, CARRIAGE of go<^B and persons, in South-

ihe Cancer of Linnsus. C. convexus, Edwards, is em and Eastern Asia, con^ues fr6m remote

a crab of the Red Sea
;
0. corallinua, Leach, and ages of the most varied kind, being by con-

C. maoulatus, Leach, the latter the blood-spotted veyances, man, and quadrupeds. The sledge

crab, &re both of Asiatic seas. seems to have been the first kind of conveyance

CARPINI. Johannes Carpini, a Franciscan in use, A sledge is sculntured on the temple

friar, was sent, a.d. 1247, by Po|)e Clement iv. of Luxor at Thehn, reaembiing that in uae by the

589
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London brewers. And sledges arc in common
„U8C by the Eskimo, the Laplanders, tho northem
Russians, and in some winters the people of

Holland and Helgium
;
and in tho samly tracts

north of Nellore, also in the sandy tracts of tho

Peninsula of India. All the earlier carts seem
to have been fitted with a pole, and dragged by

two animals yoked together. But in India at the

^present day, many bullocks and buffaloes are

used singly, the yoko connecting tho shafts being
made to pass over the neck. A wheeled carriage

or car appears to have been in use in Egypt from
very early times. It is called a cliariot in the

Bible, and is shown in paintings and scidpturop

4000 years old. Menu, who lived b.C, 1400,

and Homer, in the 5th book of the Iliad, describe

the portions of them, the spokes, axes, naves,

felloes, wheels, tyres. Jabiu king of Canaan had
yOO cliariots. David took 700 from the kings of

Syria, and ltX)0 from the king of Zobah. Solo-

mon had 1 400; and hia merchants supplied chariots

from Egypt for COO shekels, equal to £60. The
prophet Nahum, who lived B.C. 713, alUides to the

chariots of Nineveli, and carriages are figured in

8culpturc.s of Nineveh and Babylon in hunting and
in W'ar. The Assyrian chariots were larger than

those of Egypt.

Chariots were used at the bI< ge of Troy, and the

Romans had chariots of two and four wiieeled cars

B.C. 170, Emiliu.s, the Roman consul, had 750
waggons in his train, bearing the spoils of Perseus,

last king of Macedonia.

The Scythians are mentioned by Herodotus,

B.C. 450, as having in use a rough two-wheeled

covered platform cart, and the moveable cover

was used as a tent.

Forus, when ho met Alexander on the banks of

the Indus river, bad a number of elephants of

large size, and several thousand chariots, each of

which carried six persons.

The Persian chariot had scythes and swords

projecting. On Alexander’s return from India to-

wards Persia, ho travelled in a chariot drawn by
eight horses. And after his death at Babylon,

in order to take his body to Alexandria, a four-

wheeled car, 8 feet long and 12 feet wide, was built,

&nd dragged by G4 mules.

The Hackery of Hindustan, called garry by the

people, is on two wheels, with a high axle-tree

bed, and a long platform, frequently made by two
bamboos which join in front and form the pole,

to which two oxen are yoked
;
the whole length

is united by smaller pieces of bamboo, tied together

and nailed.

The wheels are often of stone or of solid wood
cut from a single tree, or built up. The hackery
for the rich has a domed roof

;
the passenger sits

under the dome cross-legged, and the driver sits

on the pole. It has wing guards on the wheels.
The Eka is a one-horse carriage, resembling

an Irish car. It consists of a tra^ for the body,
and has a canopy roof. The driver sits on the
fore edge of the tray, and the passenger oroes-

legged behind him.

Skampong resembles the eka, but larger, and
is usually employed for women.

Donga is in use in the Dekhan, and is a two-
wheeled conveyance; one pony in shafte, and
another pony outside.

Eibt is a palanquin on two wheels, drawn by
bullocks.

The Araha of the Turks hf\a its sides of lattice

work to admit the air. Tho Jntka is similar to the

eka. In India with the palanquin, etc., and in

China and Japan with forms of the soilan chair,

men have been employed as carriers from the most
ancient times, but in India and China largely as

bearers of burdens. Tho carncl, the mule, the

horse, the bullock, the buffalo, yak, and the donkey,
have been employeti in Egypt, Central and South-
ern Asia, from prehistoric times for riding, carriage,

for burdens, and for ploughing. The hybrids
between the female and male yak and the bull or

cow carry from two to three maunds
;
they are

sure-footed, hardy, and docile, and are used also

for riding in the snows.

In the highest parts of the N.W. Himalaya, sheep
and goats are most used. The sheep carry from
10 to 10 lbs., the goats from 12 to 24 lbs.; tlieir

day’s journey is about hve miles, to give them
time to browse the pasture, which is their solo

food. They are used to carry the borax from
Tibet in packs (karbaj) slung over their backs.

During the march upon Kabul, Yakub Khan
made over to the British transport service sixty-

two inagniticcnt liill ponies, capable of carrying
four maunds each = 336 lbs. Camels rarely cover
the ground at a greater speed than one and a half

to two miles an iiour, consequently in an enemy’s
country the troops must be continually halted in

order not to leave their baggage in the rear un-
protected. The men axe thus, even over the

shortest roarciies, kept under arras al! day
;
and

when anything over fifteen miles has to be done,
tho camp cannot be formed until darkness has set

in. Mules or ponies keep up with the troops, and
the lino does not extend to so great a length.

Even the longest marches can he performed in the

earlier part of tho day. The kafilas that come
down every year to India in immense numbers,
march for two days—perhaps at tho rate of 20 to

30 niihifi—and halt for one good day’s grazing.

See Camel.
CARRION CROW, Corvus coronc of Europe,

Afghanistan, Japan (apud Temminck)^ is replaced
in India by 0. culminatus.

CAKRIVEMBU MARAM. Tam. Garuga
pinnata, Roxb,

CARROT, Daucus carota.

Jazar, Istuflin, . . Arab.
Htt-io-peh, . , . Chin.
Huag-lo-peh, . , „
Garotte, Fb.
Mobre, Qelbe, Kiibe, Gxb.

Staphulinos, Gr. of Dios.
Oajor, .... Hind.
Oarota, It.

Zirduk, . ... Pbrs.
Zanahoria hortenze, . Sp.

The red and yellow carrots are cultivated all

over India as a vegetable. The hispid fruit forms
the basis of the vermilion pad used by the Chiuese
as their ordinary red pigment for stamping pur-

S
oses. Its fruits are recommended in cmonic
iarrhosa.

CARRUWA PUTTAY. Tam. Cinnamon.
CARTER, HENRY JOHN, M.D., a medical

officer of the Bombay army, a large contributor to

current literature in the Tr. IM. Phva Soo.,

Bombay, No. 8 ;
Medical Gazette, 1839 ; Jour.

Bomb. As. Soo. Ann. and Mag. He wrote on the

Prevalence of Intermittent Fever among the

troops at l^derabad in Sind during the autumn
of 1846; Beriberi among the Marines of the

Indian Navy; Rupture of the Heart; Case of

Poisoning by Opium, and Passage of Mud into the

Bronchi in Drowning; Medical History of the
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Central Schools of Bombay, 1852 ;
Dracunculus

in the Island of Bombay
;

Medico-lcgal Cases

;

Colours of the Tapetum depending on Structure,

not Colouring Matter; Medical Anatomy of Culex
pipieiis, Common Mosquito

;
Animality of the

Freshwater Sponge
;

Description of the Fresh-

water Sponges in the tanks of the Islands of

Bombay
;
On the Red Colouring Matter of the

Salt-pans in the Island of Bombay
;
On the Form

and Structure of Operculina Arabica
;
Zoosperms

in Spongilla
;
Development of Gonida (?) from

the Cell-contents of the Characece, with Observa-

tions on the (hrculatory Movement of the Mucus
;

On the Conjugation of Three Species of Diatomcae,

with Remarks on Amphiphora
;
Abstract of Notes

on the Organization of the Freshwater Infusoria

of the Island of Bon^bay
;
On the Development of

the Root-cell and its Nucleus in Chara verticillata

;

Observations on the Alluvium, with Figures of

Eocene Fossils about Hyderabad in Sind
;
Report

on the Copper Ore and Lithographic Limestone

on tho S.E. Coast of Arabia
;
Geology of Muscat

and of tho S.E. Coast of Arabia
;
On the Organi-

zation of the Foraininifera and their Fossil Re-
mains in the Poorbundcr Limestone of Kattyawar,
etc.; Geology of the Island of Bombay; Pleiocene

Deposits on tho Shores of the Arabian Sea

;

Descriptions of some of the Larger Forms of

Fossil Foraminifera in Sind; Description of

Orbitolites Malabarica
;
Structure of Fossil Alveo-

lina
; Notes on tho Giirrah of the S.E. Coast of

Arabia
;
On the Great Mahrah Tribe of ditto, with

Vocabulary of their Language
;
Description of the

Frankincense Tree of Arabia, with Remarks on
the Misplacement of Ptolemy’s Sibanophorous
Region

;
Geography of the S.E. Coast of Arabia,

Mewern and Ancient ;
Description of the Ruins of

El Bellacl on the S.E. Coast of Arabia.

—

IVons.

Gcotj. Soc. Bomb. vii. p. 225
;
Jour, Royal Geog,

Soc. xvi. part ii. p. 187.

CARTHAGE was built R.c. 813 or 814. The
Carthaginians were a Semitic race. Their

descendants ore supposed to be the Moors who
occupy the north of Africa

;
lowlanders, traders,

and dwellers in cities
;

little idle men who grow
fat from indolence; avaricious, perfidious, cow-
ardly, cringing, and insolent. See Semitic liaces.

CARTHAMUS OXYACANTHA. Bkh.
Kantiari, ICarar, . Hind. I Poli, Polian, . . . Hind.
Kan^liara, ... ,, |

Khareza, .... „

Abundant in many of the more arid tracts of

the Panjab. The seeds are eaten parched, either

alone or with wheat, or are ground and mixed
with wheaten flour for bread, as also are those of

C, (or Onobroma) Persicus. The oil extracted

from the seeds is burned in lamps, used in food,

and medicinally.

—

J, L. Stewart^ M.D.

CARTHAMUS TINCTORIUS. Safflower.

CroouB IndicuB, Jiumph.

Usfar, AaaB. Kamalottara, . . Sansk.
Kajireh, .... Bkno. Kusumbha, ... ,,

Hboo, Buum. Sendurkum, . , Tam.
Kortom, .... Egyit. Agnisikha, .... Tel.
BAstard saffron

,
Knq. Kuaumba ohottu, . . ,,

KuBum, .... Hind.

The safflower is grown very abundantly all

over India, Burma, and China, and is very

largely used in dyeing. The plant is pro-

pagated by seed sown in drills at feet distance

from each otlicr. The young plants appear in

about a mouth, aucl after tlie second month arc

hoed and thinned, each plant being left a foot
from the other. The richer the land, tho large,

r

the proportion of colouring matter afforded by
the flower. On the opening of the flowerets,

they are rapidly gathered without being allowed
to expand fully. They are then dried in the

shade with great care. The produce of Patcr-

ghauta and Belispore ia considered, in tho London
market, as the best that is exported from Indio.

The Dacca safflower ranks next to that of China,

which is reputed to be of a superior quality.

Safflower is widely grown on the banks of the

Irawadi and Salwin. Its flowers furnish the best
yellow dye in the country, and, mixed with other

ingredients, they are used to dye rod, and to give

a variety of tints, and in dyeing pink and scarlet.

This plant yields six or seven distinct shades of

red, the palest pink or piyazi gulabi (pink),

gulabi siirkh (rose colour), kulfi or gul-i-shaftalu

(deep-red). In combination with harsinghar

flowers (Nyctanthes arbor-tristis), it yields sonori

or golden orange, narangi, deep orange, and
sharbati, salmon -colour

;
and with turmeric (haldi,

zard chob), it gives a splendid scarlet, gnl-i-anar,

and other tints ; again, if combined with indigo,

Prussian blue, etc., a series of beautiful purples,

[

known as lajwjirdi, uda, nafarmani, sosani, kasju

I

(a delicate mauve), falsai, kokai, and tlie deep-
urplc baingni. All these tints arc more or less

eauliful, but scarcely one of them will stand
washing.

The yellow principle is worthless as a dye. It

is soluble in water, is removed by washing, ami
thrown away as tho first stop in the prejka ration

of the valuable red product, Tlic red «lye is an
acid resinous substance of superb colour, insoluble

in water and in acid solutions, little soluble in

alcohol, and not at all in ether. It is dissolved

freely by aqueous alkaline solutions, winch it

neutralizes. Its salts (carthamates) are crystaliz-

able, and quite colourless
;
acids precipitate the

carthamic acids from solutions of these salts. To
obtain it on a large scale, after the separation of

the yellow matter, tho dried flowers arc treateii

by a solution of carbonate of soda, and lemon
juice added

;
the carthamic acid precipitate is

collected by subsidence, washed, and carefully
dried at a gentle heat. The most lovely tints are
imparted by this dye to silk and cotton

;
rouge is

a mixture of the dry carthamic acid and fuiely

powdered talc. The pink saucers used for giving
a flesh tint to silk are prepared from this dye, with
a small portion of soda. 8 oz. of the prepared
petals and 2 oz. carbonate of soda are acte<l on
by 2 gallons of water. 4 11)8. of prcjwired chalk
are added, and tho colour precipitated upon
this by citric or tartaric acid. The Chinese
card-rouge is a carthamate of soda, colourless when
rubbed on, but by the salt being decomposed by
the acetic acid secret^ed by the skin itself, tho
carthamic acid separates in the most perfect rosy
tint which can bo imagined. The seeds yield
abundance of fixed oil, which is used as an external
application in paralytic affections, and for bad
ulcers

;
and small seeds are reckoued by the

Vytiana amongst their laxative medicines. The
dye of the ‘ Kong-wba,’ a variety of safflower or
Carthamua tiuctorius which grows in China, is

held in high esteem by the Chinese, and is us(mI

:
in dying t' red and scarlet silks and crnjx's which

' arc so coimiion in the country, and so much and
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justly adrnircfl by foreigners of every nation. Jjarge

quantities are annually produced in the Che-kiang

province near Ningix).

—

Powell*s Handhooky i. p.

457 ;
Aim. Mat. Ind. p. 195; O'Shaughnes^y^ p.

411; Dr^. MasoUy McClelland,

CARTIOA or Kartika, in Hindu astronomy
the seventh Hindu solar month, when the sun is

in the sign Tula, answering to the Tamil Arpesi.

In the southern parts of the Peninsula the Tamil
month Cartica is the eighth of the solar year,

I-rfistly, Cartica is also the eighth lunar month of

the luni-solar year. This month is peculiarly

sacred to Lakshrai, the goddess of prosperity, the

Juno Moneta of the Romans. The 13th is called

the Dhunterus, or thirteenth day of wealth, when
gold and silver coin are worshipped, as the repre-

sentatives of the goddess, by her votaries of all

classes, but especially by the mercantile classes. On
the 14th all anoint with oil, and make lil>ations

thereof to Yanm, the judge of departed spirits.

Worship (puja) is performed to the lamp, which
represents the god of the lower regions, and is

thence called Yamadipa, the lamp of Yama ; and
on this day partial illuminations take place.

—

7'od;

Warren; Kala Sanhita
; CoUy Myth. Hind. p.

379.

CARUM CARUI. Linn. Caraway.

C. gTftcile, Blh.
I
C. nigrum, Boyle.

Curwiya, .... Arab. Ounyun, Hind, of Lad.
Carvij .... Fr , It. Umbu, ,, Panj.
Jira aiyah, .... Hind.

Carum carui and C. gracile, if distinct, both
grow in profusion in many of the more arid tracts

on the Sutlej, Chenab, etc., in Kashmir, and in

Western Tibet, from 9000 to 14,500 feet.

—

Dr. J.

L. Stewart.

CARVING.
Sculpture, gravure, . . Fr. Scultorc, ..... It.

Schnitzen, Yorschneiden, Escultura, . . . .Sp.

Ger.

Carving in wood, horn, and ivory must have

been practised in India from very early times, for

the idols which the people worship, and for calico-

printing, for which they have long used wood-
blocks. They arc fond of carving on many of

their ordinary utensils, as spinning-wheels, etc.

Their skill is shown in carving the blackwood and
ebony furnitures of Bombay and Madras, especially

in the elegance of the patterns of the backs of the

chairs and sofas, in the sideboards and book-

cases. Carvings in ivory of different parts of

India are much to bo admired, whether for the

size or the minuteness, for the elaborateness of

detail, or for the truth of representation. Among
these the ivory carvings of Berharaporo are con-

spicuous. A set of ciicssmen from India, at the

Exhibition of 1851, carved from the drawings in

LayanVs * Nineveh,' were excellent representations

of what could only have been seen in the above
work, and showed that they are capable of doing
new things when required

;
their representations

of an elephant and other animals were true to

nature. The carvings in the same material in a
state chair sent from Travancore were greatly

admired
;
and for the truth of representation on a

minute scale, where an elephant was enclosed in

the shell of a pea, chouries or fiy-flappera from
Calicut, where the ivory or sandal-wo^ was cut
into long hair-Hkc threads, were also specimens of
their mechanical skill. Their skill in wood-carving

is conspicuously displayed in the elaborate details

of the sandal -wood boxes from the Malabar coast,

and is also shown in the beauty of the figures

and buildings in the pith-like stems of the marsh-
plant called shola, the ABachynomene aspera. In
the latter, all the elaborate detail of the richly orna-

mented Hindu architecture of the south of India

is carefullly brought out. For this work only two
tools seem to be employed,—one a large and heavy
knife, and one with a fine sharp cutting edge.

Besides these, cocoanut shells and gourds are
carved and made into cups, vases, and snuff-boxes

;

also the kernel of the cocoanut is variously cut,

for making garlands for state occasions. Tho
natives of India also display skill and neatness,

as well as habitual taste, in their work-boxes, etc.,

of ivory, horn, or porcupine-quill, ebony, and
sandal-wood, their fans and umbrellas, chouries,

and khus-khus or other baskets, hookah-snakes,
imitation fruits and flowers, toys and puzzles.

The skill is remarkable with which the unyielding
substance of the hard, thick chaiik shell is con-
verted into necklaces for men and into bracelets

for women. The manufacture of sliell bracelets

is one of the indigenous arts of Bengal, in which
the Sankari caste at Dacca excel. Tho chanks
of which they are made are the large species of

Turbinella, from six to seven inches long, and of

a pure white colour. They are imported into

Calcutta from Kamnad and South India, opposite

to Ceylon, and from the Maidive Islands. Tho
ivory for the Chinese carvers reaches China
principally from Cochin-China and Africa, via

llonibay, and always finds a ready sale at Canton ;

the largest and best tusks weigh from lb to 25
pounds each, decreasing to five or six poimda
The cuttings and fragments also form an article

of trade, as the workmen can employ tho smallest

pieces. Bones and horns, especially the long
Iiorna of buffaloes, are in China worked into

handles, buttons, etc. Rhinoceros' horns are

brought from Burma, from Sumatra, and from
Africa through Bombay

;
they are highly valued

by tlie Chinese, from a notion that cups made
from them sweat whenever a poisonous mixture
is poured into them. A perfect born sometimes
sells as high as 300 dollars

;
but those that come

from Africa do not usually rate above 30 or 40
dollars each. The principal use of these horns is

in medicine and for amulets, for only one goml
cup can be carved from tho end of each honi

;

and consequently the parings and fragments are
all preserved. The hard teeth of the walrus,
lamantin, and other cetaceous animals, also form
articles of import into China from the Pacific,

under tho designation of sea-horse teeth
;
they

weigh one or two pounds a piece, and the ivory
is nearly as compact, though not so white, os
that of the elephant. Tho delicate carving of

Chinese workmen is well known, and has often

been described
;
many specimens of it are annually

sent abroad. Few pro<lticts of their skill are more
remarkable than the balls, containing ten or
twelve spheres cut out one within another

;
but

the manner of cutting tliem is simple. A piece of

ivory or wood is first made perfectly j;lobulnr,

and then several conical holes are bored into it in

such a manner that their apices all meet at the
centre, which is usually hollowed out an inch or
less jaftcr the holes aro bored. A long crooked
tool is then inserted in one of the conical holes, so
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bent at the end and stoppered on the shaft that it

cuts the ivory at the same distance from the
surface when its edge is applied to the insides of

the cone. By successively cutting a little on tlie

insides of each conical hole, their incisures meet,
and a sphericle is at last detached, which is now
turned over and its faces one after another
brought opposite the largest hole and firmly

secured by wedges in the other holes, while its

surfaces are smoothed and carved. When the

central sphere is done, a similar knife, somewhat
larger, is again introduced into tlio holes, and
another sphere detaclied and smoothed in the
same way, and then another, until the whole are

completed, each being polished and carved before

the next outer one is commenced. It has been

3oscd by some that these curious toys were
i of hemispheres nicely luted together, and

they have been lx>iled in oil for hours in order to

separate them and solve the mystery of their con-
struction. Fans and card -cases are carved of

wood, ivory, and mother-of-pearl in alto-relievo,

with an elaborateness which shows the great skill

and patience of the workman, and at the same
time Ivis bad taste in drawing, the figures, houses,

trees, and other objects being grouped in violation

of all propriety and jierspoctive. Beautiful orna-

ineuts are made by carving roots of plants,

branches, gnarled knots, etc., into fantastic

groups of birds or animals, the artist taking

advantage of the natural form of his materials.

Models of pagodas, boaU, and houses are also

entirely constructed of ivory, even to representing

the ornamental roofs, the men working at the oar,

and women looking from the balconies. Baskets

of elegant shape are woven from ivory splinths

;

and the shopmen at Canton exhibit a variety of

seals, paper-knives, chessmen, counters, combs,
etc., exceeding in finish and delicacy the same
kind of work found auywliorc else in the world.

The most elaborate coat of arms, or complicated

cypher, will also be imitated by these skilful

carvel’s. The national taste prefers this style of

carving on plane surfaces
;

it is seen on the walls

of houses and granite slabs of fences, the wood-
work of boats and simps, and on articles of

furniture. Some of it is pretty
;
but the dispro-

portion and cramped posiiioii of the figures

detract from its beauty. Their porcelain is

good. The ivory carvings, ebony and other hard-

wood ornaments, and the bronzes, are all ex-

(misitely worked
;
the value attached to them in

England varying from £4 to £5. Burmese
carpenters carve in a rough but bold style, and
find employment principally in carving for the

exteriors of monastcriea— Middle King-
dom^ ii. pp, 141, 408 ;

Yule's Embassy

^

p. 69

;

Hodgson's Nagasaki,
CARWAR or Sedashigarh, a sheltered seaport

on the western coast of the Peninsula of India.

CARYOGAR BUTYROSUM.
0* nuciferum.

j
Pekea butyrosa.

The Bouoria, sawarrow, or surwha tree of

Guiana and Demerara. It yields the sawarrow
nut. It might be brought to India with benefit

to the country.

CARYODAPHNE DENSIFLORA. Blume.
Kite

j
a of Java. A tree sixty to eighty feet high

;

leaves ^tefully aromatic, used in infusion Tike

tea against spasms of tho bowels, and in puerperal

convulsions.

—

O'Shaughmsy^ p. 647.

CARYOPIIYLLUS AROMATICUS. Linn,
EuKonia c.aryophyllata, Tkunh.

Karanfal, . . , .Arab. Bunga-lawang, . .Mahr.
Lji-nyen-Pwon, . . Burm. Bunga-chanke, . Malay.
Tkeng-hia, . . . Chin. Gaumodi, . . Moluccas.
Ting hinng, ... ,, Mykek, .... Feus.
Clove tree, Cloves, . Enq. Lavanga, . , . Sansk.
Clou de girorte, . , . Fr. Krabu gaha, . .SiNoH.
Kurphullon, . , . . Gr. Warrala, .... ,,

Long, Lavang, . . Hind. Lavangam, , Tam., Tel.

Unexpamled Flotoer-budt. 1 Dried Berries.

Mother Cloves ; Cloves, {
Clous de girofle, Fr.

This small tree of the Moluccas grows in Am-
boyna and Teroate, but is cultivated in the Malay
Peninsula, the south of India, Mauritius, Bourbon,
Cayenne. It is an elegant evergreen about 18 ft.

high, and has a smooth grey bark. The best

cloves are obtained from the Moluccas
;
they are

unexpanded flower-buds, and three pounds weight
of cloves contain about 5000 flowers. They are

uae<l as a spice, and the valuable oil obtained by
distilling them is used in medicine. — Hoyle;
(/Ska rufhnessy ; Vo igt,

CARYOTA HORRIDA. Gardn., Moon's Cat,
Arcca liorrida, Thw.^ Hooker, Katu kittul, Sinoh.

A tree of Caraccas, introduced into Ceylon and
into the Calcutta Gardens. In Ceylon it often
rises to a height of fifty feet, and has a coating of

thorns for about six or eight feet from the
ground, each about an inch in length, and so

densely covering the stem, that the bark is barely

visible.— Voigt; Thwaites,

CARYOTA URENS. Linn, Malabar sago
palm.

Ban khajur, . . . Brno. Nibong Malay.
Kamguoah ? . . . ,, Shumla pana, . Malkal.
Burra flnwan ? , . Nepera, Kittul, . SiNOH,
Yclskae?. . , . Can. Ootali panim, . . .Tam.
Bhyni, Mcar? . , „ Kondapanna, . , . ,,

Ghat p.alm, . , . Eno. Krim-pannah, . , .

Bastard 8ago palm, „ Chirugu, .... Tel.
Jagari palm, ... ,, Konda jiligu, . . ,

Bain-guoah?. . .Hind. Jirugii,

Berli, .... Mahr. Saloi>a, .... Uiua.

This very ornamental palm grows in Ceylon and
in Malabar, Canara, Simda, on tho Godavery, in

Ganjain, Gmnsur, Assam, Sumatra, and Borneo.
It grows to a height of forty feet, with a ringed,

tall, and slender stem of more than a foot in

diameter; It is found on tho sea-shoro, and
ascends the mountains of Sikkim to the height of

5000 feet. Its outer wood (outside tlio pith) is

nearly as hard as flint. Wher6 it grows in

abundance, it is one of the moat useful of trees.

The root is hollowed for the buckets used in irri-

gation
;
and tlio trunk, when hollowed, by freeing

it from the inner pith, forms a convenient and
economical water conduit. In Ceylon, Sumatra,
and Borneo, it is used for rafters, reepera, window
bars, posts, etc., but is little durable, rarely

lasting above three or four years. Its pith or

farinaceous part is filled with starch granules

equal to the best sa^, which are extracted by the

people, and made into bread or pottage. Its

spathes yield a toddy or palm wine, Koondel
panai kallu, Tam.

;
and during the hot season a

single tree will yield at the rate of a hundred pints

in the 24 hours. This is used as an. intoxicating

liquor, also as yeast in baking broad, and is con-

verted into the spirit called Bhyni arrack, and
into sugar or tho jagari called Koondel panai

vellum, Tam. Its cabbage is preferred to tliat of

the cocoanut. Its leaves are very large, measur-
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ing 18 or 20 feet in length, and from 10 to 12

across
;

from their fibre, the kittul fibre of

commerce, ropes of great 8trej)gtl), brushes,

brooms, caps, and similar articles are manufac-

tured
;
the woolly material found on the petioles

is used as oaklnn for caulking ships. In Ceylon

the black fibre from the leaf-stalks is manufactured

into rope of great strength an<l durability, and is

used for tying wild ekmhants. The liodyahs, a

forest race among the Kandyans, make this roj^

generally with considerable skill. The fibre is

much used by the natives for making fishing lines

and bowstrings; is very strong, and resists water

for some time, but is liable to snap if sudtlcnly

btmt or knotted. It resembles black horse-hair,

and might be cmployetl Bimilnrly. Dr. Gibson

says it is one of the most useful trees in the

country
;
and he had heard that the farm of this

tree, throughout the single district of Yellaporc in

S<H>pah, yielded Us. iK),000 })er annum.

—

J)rs.

ftihsoUy lioxh.^ Rojfle, Hooker^ Marsden^

and A indie. ;
Mr. Mrndi.s ; Capluin Macdonald;

M. E. J. R. ; Seemau
;
Mr. Low ; Mr. Oudatjee^

Veff. }\od. of Ceylon.

CAS. Hind. Sacchannn spontnneum.

CASA-Cb\SA. Tam., Tkl. loppy seed.

CASA CniTTY, of Ceylon, author of the

Tamil Plutarch, containing a history of the lives

of the poets of Southern India in a chronological

arrangement.
CASA-KLLK. Tam. Leaves of Memecylon

tinctorium,

CASA N I > I . Hind. Cassia sophora.

CASAHA-KAIA. Tkl. Cucumis tuberoaus
;
C.

canabina.

CASAJtCA, a genua of swimming birds of

India; there are several specica. In C. ciina,

Om.^ the under tail -coverts Are paler, and the

black on either side of them at base of C. rutila,

is, in C. cana, replaced by dusky, minutely freckled

with whitish. (>. rutila, the Jlnihmany goose, is

met with above Sukkur. The male is a fine-

looking bird, and measures alx)ut 29 inches
;
the

general colour of the plumage is rufous, with
brilliant green on the wing-coverts. It is shy and
wary. See Chakwa.
CASEAKIA CANZIALA. Wall.

Samyda canziala,
|

Ana vinga, . , Maleal.

A largo tree growing in Assam and Bengal,

very bitter. Its leaves are used in baths, and the

pulp of its fruit as a diuretic. The Casearia genus

18 of the order Saniydkiceso. The speciea are found
in the Himalaya, S. India, Assam, Ceylon, Penang.
Voigt (p. 78) mentions six species, shrubs or small

trees of N. India; and I'hwaites mentions two
moderate-sized trees of Ceylon,—C. coriacea and
C. ebampioni.

Casearia pentandra, thn-byai-ywet-kya, Bur-
mese, found in the Pegu district, but scarce.

Timber strong and close-grained, adapted for

fancy work and cabinctmakiug.

—

Dr. McClelland,

Casearia toinentosa, Roxh.^ D. C'., chilah,

chilla, Hindustani, a small tree of Kangra, the
Paniab, Jaffna, and Sigre. It is not uncommon
in the Siwalik region at from 2000 to 3000 feet,

up^to near the Indus. The timber k whitish, soft,

and brittle, and is only used for small woodwork
by natives

;
but is said to furnish good fuel. In

some places the fruit is used for poisoning fish.

Casearia elliptica, bliogara, Maiir., klaare
marain, Tam., in Coimbatore, a large shrub. On

the Bombay side it is a small tree, not uncommon
near the ghats. The wood is smooth, fine-grained,

and yellow-coloured, but from its small size can

only serve as an ornamcutal wood.

—

Urn. HVy/i/,

J. L. Stewart^ and Gilnton.

C.isearia esculenta. Roxh.
Jiru kanoU, . . Maleal.

j

Konda pragara, . . Tkl.
Kouda juiiguru, . . Tkl.

j

A large ^hrub, growing in the monntain.s of the

Northern Cirairs. Its leaves are eaten by the

people, and its roots are einploycMl by the hill

people as a purgative.— Usefid Rlantn.

('asearia ovata, Roxh.y Peda - kal - mesura,
Tei.ugu, is a large tre«! of the (nxlavery

;
lias

wood of a light colour, hard, docs not warp, and
is w<»rthy of atttn>tion. Pruit used to jMjison li^^h.

— Cajfiain.% BeddunUy Macdonald.
Ciisearia varians. Thir.

C. coriacea, Thw.
j

C. chamj>ioin, Thtp.

This is a lofty tree, very connnon in all the

Western (Biat forests and in Ceylon, and it grows
to a v4Ty large size in the dense moist forests at

2000 to 3000 feet elevation. C. coriacea, d'hw., a
form with very coriaceous h*avt», is very common
on the higher ningi s of the Animally, fiOOO to

7000 feet elevation, and on the Ceylon uionrittiins

at the higher altitudes. In drying, the leaves turn
very black on the upper side.— 'J'hwaUeft^ p. 19

;

Heddomi\ FI. Si/lv. }>art xviii. p. 208.

Casearia Zoylanica. d'hw.

C. ovata, Wdid. /
|
Wal wa»*ekn, . . Hi Non,

A middle-sized tree of the hotter parts of

Ceylon, very common up to an elevation of IbOO
feet.— d'hir. En. FI. Ceyl<m.

GASfJAI, a wandering tribe in the south of

Persia, between Shiraz and Darab.

CASH or Kas, in the old Madras currency, a
small coin of \vhi(;h 10 = I doodie, now value«l

as 2 pice, and 80 ctlsIi going to a fanam ; 45
fanains being equal to 1 star pagoda. According
to Uie old ^iad^a8 system, accounts Were kept in

star pagodas, fanams, and ktis.

8 kaa =- 1 fjirmm
33G ,, 42 (silver) fanams 1 pagoda.

The E.I. Company reckoned 12 fanams to the
ruj>cc, and tiirec and a half rupees to the }x\gadH.

But the bazar ex<diangc fluctuaUxi between 35 and
45 silver famanis piT pagotUi

;
fanams were also

coined in a base gold.

Copper 1, 5, 10, and 20 kas pieces were coined
in England, by contract, for Madnis, so laUdy as

1797. The 20 kas was also called ‘dodo’ and
falus. The star pagoda weighed 52'50 gmiua, and
was nineteen one- fifth carats fine. It was therefore
intrinsically worth 78. fi^d. sterling, but it was com-
monly valued at 88. Many varieties of the pagoda
used to circulate on the Coromandel coast, but
since 1 833 they have been only obtainable when
sought for.

In 1811 a coinage from Spanish dollars took
place, consisting of double rupees, rupees, halves,
and (quarters

;
and pieces one, two, three and five

fanams; the rupee weighed 18G7 grains. A
silver coinage of half and quarter pagodas, of
dollar fineness, also then took place; the half
pagoda weighed 32G'73 grains trov, and was equal
to 1} arcot rupees. By a proclamation of 7 th
January 1818, the silver rupee of 180 grains was
constituted the standard coin, and all accounts and
public engagements were ordered to bo converted
at the exchange of 350 rupees per 100 pagodas.
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The proportion between the old and now currency-
then became rupees per paj^oda, and in copper
75 kas old currency equals 14 paisa new currency.
Kas may be a corruption of the Sanskrit word

Karsha, which is mentiomjd in Colebrooke’s Essay
on Indian Weights, as the same with the word
pan. A karsha, or 80 raktika (rati) of copj>er,

i

18 called a p»na or karsha prna. It is now the
|

eightieth part of a pan
;
but the simple word is

all that can be identified rs having survived the
changes of system.

I

In Britain, ‘ cash ’ has come to mean ready
money, also copper or silver money. In India it

is still, along with the cowrie, used to indicate a
small sum.
CASH. CuiN. A Chinese coin about eight to

a halfjienny. In 1872, 1700 cash were exchanged
for a tael of silver, and nearly four tael go t.o a
pound sterling. In China, a civsh of iron is the
5320th part of a dollar, and it is a saying, * For as

many beads make the necklace, so many c;ish

make a cobang,’ a gold coin equal to four dollars

and a third.— fuiken.

CASH, the ancestors of the Chnsdim or
Chalybea of the mountainous territory in Central
Armenia, a little to the north of I>zerum. The
Subajan followers of Cash arc to be distinguished

from those doscendanta of Shem wl»o at a later

perio<l occupied part of tlic mountains of Assyria.

See Chaldaea.

('ASH BALANCES, a financial term of the

Government of India for the balances in tlieir

is in every respect equal, if not indeed superior,
to either olive or almond oil. It is very seldom
prcfiared, the nuts being used as a table fruit.—
M. K. J. [i. See Gum

;
Oil

; Kesin.
CASHGAR, Khoten, Turfau, and Yarkand,

according to Lassen, the old original inhabiUnts
of these places,ami of the adjacent highlan(l8,are the
Tajak, who syieak Persian, and arvj all agriculturists.
The Swedish chronicles bring the Swedes from
Ciushgar, and the affinity between the Saxon
language and Kapehak is great.

—

Bunsen
; Tod.

See Kashgar.

('ASHM EltE. The Cashmere tcTritoryat present
comprehends Jainimi, (hishmerc, Kishtwar, Zang-
skar, Ladakh, and Haiti. A chronicle exists whicli

was composed in a.d. 1125, but gives a general

t historical account of Cashmere from D C. 1182.
The Abissarcs chief, who with rich presents con-
ciliated Alexamler ns he approached tlie Indus, is

supposed to have ruled about Cashmere. The
rajas of Cashmere of the line of Knru in tie
Lunar race, were worshippers of the Naga or

Snake. The early chronology of Chushmerc is full

I

of doubts, though Prof(‘ssor Wilson, Captain

I

Troyer, and Major Cunningliarn all coincide in

regard to the proper [leriod of the initial date of

the Naga dynasty. The line is taken from the
raja Tarangini, which commences with an account
of the desiccation of the valley by Kcasyapa muni,
supposed to allude to the Deluge. Cashmere w'as

i colonized by Kasyajia D.c. 2G6G. There were many
' dynasties of Cnshmore—kings of the Kaurava race.

several treasuries. Tln^y have ranged between 12G6 years, with one of whom, Gonerda, authentic

thirteen and twenty-four kror of nqKJCS in the I history commenced in D.c. 2448. Lava, in 1709
years 1857 to 1880

;
but anything below thirteen

j

D.c., w^as the Loo of Mahomedan historians.

kror is considcreil unsafe. Surendra, B.o. IGOO, was contemporary of Bahntnn of

CASIICUTTEE. — ? Gambier,
;
Persia.

CASHEF or Kasheb, of the Mahomedans of i

Kashmir, the grandfatlier of Kasyapa, who drained

the valley. See Kashmir.
CASHEW NUT TREE, Anacardiumoccidcntale,

yields several useful products. One edible p'lrt is

the swollen, j)oar-shaped stalk (peduncle) which
supports the nut. Tlie kernel also is eatable when
roa,sted.

Cashew Apple Oil is powerfully vesicating
;
and

it is obtaine<l from the pericarp of the cashew apple.

It resembles in its projicrties the acrid oil obtained

from the marking nut, Semecarnus anacardiiun.

Cashew Gum. The trunk and oranches, on being

wounded during the ascent of the sap, yield a

transparent gum similar in appearance to gum-
arabic, for which it is a good siilwtitute. This

gum is sub-astringent, and is particularly adapted

for use where the dcjiredations of insects require

to be guarded against.

Cashew Nut
HidjUi badam, . . Bkng. Jambu monat, . . Mal.
Catajoenooteu, , , Dux. Noze* d’acaju, . . Pokt.
Noix d’acajou, . . . Fii. Nucce* d’acaju, . . . Sr.

Akajunuiae, . . , Gkr. Mundri Kotte, . . Tam.
Oaju, . , , OuJ., Hinp. Munta raarnidi vittu, Tf.L.

Acaju, It.

Cashew nuts are kidney-shaped, attached to the

under part of the fruit
;
they arc articles of food,

and an ingredient in chocolate.

Cashew Nut Oil.

Kaju ka tel, . . . Hind. I Munta mamidi nuna, Tel.

Muudrioottayyonnai,TAM.
|

A light yellow, sweet-tasted, and edible oil

obtained from the nut of this tree by roasting. It

The Clonerdiya dynagty, 1013 years, or 378 years after

adjustment.
The Aditya dynasty, 192 years.

The Goiicrdiya line restored, 502 years, or 433
adjusted.

The Nngaor Karkota dynasty, 260 years 6 months.
The Utpal dynasty, 84 years 5 months,
Tl»e Bhota dynasty.
The Mahomedan kings.

Cashmere wms annexed to the Moghul empire

under Akbar in 158G a.d., but it has since been
ruled from Afglianistan by the Durani and
Barakzai chiefs; was taken from them in 1819 by
Ranjit Singh, and is now held by a Dogra Rajput,

chief of Jammu. After the Sutlej campaign, the

treaty of Lahore, dated 9th March 1846, left the

British Government in possession of the country,

hill and plain, between the rivers Beas and Sutlej,

and of the hill country between the Boas and the

Indus, including the provinces of Cashmere and
Hazara. The British Government conferreKl on

raja Gulab Singh, territories on the hills, and

recognised his independence. Gulab Singh began

life ns a horseman in a troop commanded by

jemadar Khooshnl Singh, then the favourite

chamberlain of Ranjit Singh. He soon raised

himself to an independent command, in whicli he

distinguished himself by making prisoner Agur
Khan, chief of Rajaori. For this service the

principality of Jammu was conferred on his

family, and Gulab Singh took up his residence in

Jammu, whence he soon extended his authority

over his Rajput neighbours, and eventually into

Ladakh. He took an important part in the nego-

tiations which followed tne battle of Sobraon. A
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Bcparate treaty (No. cxxiv.) was concliuleil with

him at Amritsar on 16th March 1846, which put

him in possession of all the hill country and its

dependencies between the Indus and the Ravi,

including Chamba, and excluding Lahoul, on
^yment of 75 lakhs of rupees, and in exchange
for the Cis- Ravi portion of Chamba. By a sub-

sequent arrangement in 1847, Chamba came again

entirely under the British Government. In li557,

maharaja Gulab Singh died, and was succeeded

by his son, Riinbir Singh, to whom the right of

adoption was guaranteed to the maharaja by a

Bunnud.
The general level of the valley of Cashmere is

about 5500 feet above the sea, but at the Waler
lake and gardens of Srinuggur is only 5146 feet,

in hit. 34'' 46' and long. 74" 48'.

Cashmere has always been subject to earth-

quakes. The great bulk of the people profess

Muhomedanisin
;
but they are of Aryan descent, of

the Hindu stock, and all class('s are remarkable for

their physical symmetry. The chief town, Sriuug-
gur, on both banks of the Jhelnm, has 40,000
jieople. IslamaV^ad, on the dhcluin, is a scat of

the shawl manufacture. The fruits which attain

maturity are the apple, pear, quince, peach, apricot,

plum, almond, pomegranate, mulberry, walnut,

liazel nut, pistachio, and melon. 'I'lie ‘ gihis
’

cherry is indigiuious, and is cultivated in orchards.

The bullai'-o, Pi unus insititia, is found nowhere else

in a wild state. Tlic vine is extensively cultivated.

In 1878-79 the British Indian trade with Cash-
mere amounted to Rs. 81,61,169, viz. imports,

lis. 55,85,369, and exports, lis. 25,75,800.

—

Klphin, ( Uiuhuly p. 506 ; ]*rins<^p\s AntiijuilieHy hy

Thomas; Cleyhorn, Vanjab lUporl^ p. 171
;
Aitcht-

son's TreatieSy etc.

CASllMEKE, a very beautiful w'oollen fabric,

formerly manufactured solely in the kingdom of

Cashmere, but now in other towns, in the form
of shawls, coats, scjirfs. Tlie manufacture of Cash-
mere shawls was long peculiar to that province.

Formerly the shawls were exquisitely woven, with
unrivalled elegance and cluisteness of design,

softness and linisli in quality, arrangement of

colours and use of dyes, which tlie finest Paisley

and French shawls did not approach. The exqui-

site shawls of Cashmere become rarer and rarer

every year, and their place has been usuqxxl by
hana-embroiderc<l fabrics of lower value, with

more showy and more vulgar patterns. In the

Paujab and in Dehli, of late years, workmen
have commenced to embroider Cashmere cloths

and net with floss silk and braid, but solely for

Bale to Europeans, who wear them as tunics,

jackets, scarfs, and the like. In the hand-worked
Cashmere shawls, as also in the Dehli work, wooden
needles of bard wood are used, slightly charred,

with a hole in the centre of the needle to receive

the yarn, Caslimere weavers have settled at

Amritsar and Jellalpur and other places, and have
flourished. The great Panjab mart for Cashmere
is Amritsar. The largest import is of pasiimina

goods, consisting of shawls, needle-worked goods
(amlikar), embroidered cbogas, etc., and plain

pasiimina cloth.—3/. E, J. It. ; Dr. Watson. See
Shawls : Wool.
CASI, the Hindu name of Benares, a city

which lice in 25® 18' 31" of N. lat., and according
to Hindu geography, 4® 37' E. of Lanca. See
Benares.

CASPIAN SEA, a large salt-water inland sea

of Central Asia, lying between lat. 36® 55' and
47® 30' N., and long. 46® 48' and 55® 25' E., 730
miles long, 150 to 270 miles broad, with an area

of 140,000 square miles. The chief affluents are

the Atrak, Gurgan, Kizl-Ozan, Kuma, Kur-
Terek, Ural, and Volga

;
but there are nearly a

hundred torrents besides. It has no outlets and
no tides. It has valuable fisheries of sturgeon
and other large fish

;
sterlet, porpoise, perch. It

has twice been surveyed, and once declared to bo
81*4 feet below the Black Sea, but at another time

only 38i feet. It is known to the Mahomedans
as the Daria-i-Kulzum, also Daria-i-IIaaleta Khan,
and Daria Khizr, and V»y the Armenians as the

Suf, by the Georgians Sgwa, and by the linssians

Gualenskoi. According to Strabo (lib. xi.), all

the tribes east of the Caspian were CAllcd Scy thic.

The Dalim were next the sea
;
the Massa-getaj and

Sacm more eastward
;
but every tribe liad a {)ar-

ticular name. All were nomadic; but of these

nomades the best known arc the Asi, tlic Pasiani,

Tachari, Saccarandi, who took Bactria from the

Greeks. 'Fhe Sacac made irruptions in Asia, similar

to those of the Cimmerians, and posscissed them-
selves of Bactria and the best district of Armenia,
called after them Sacasenae.

[

'riie whole of the N. part of the barren liigh-

! lands on the E. coast is inhabited hy Kirgiiiz

! Kazzaks, that to tlie 8. by the 'I'lirkonuin and
Khivali, all of them in tents, carrying on the

co.'isting trade. About 80 ships, called shootes

(Razchiva, Aslarn), trade from port to port. 'Die

waters give employment to about 10,000 fisher-

men
;
yield abundance of fish, classed as red Jish,

whicliincludes the beluga, sevringa, and sturgeon,

yielding isinghiss, and made into caviare; whitefish^

such as the salmon trout, bastard beluga, sterlet,

carp or sazan, soudak, and siluro
;

the third class

have the general names chistiaand ribaorkooayo.
'riie sturgeon fishery alone yields 2,000,000 roubles

annually. The take in 1828 was 43,033 sturgeons,

653,161 sevringa, 23,069 beluga, aldo 8335 soudak,
and 98,584 seals. Canals connect this sea with
the Baltic.

'riie first attempt to open a trade route from tlio

Caspian eastward was made by Antony Jenkin-
son, Queen Elizabeth’s envoy to Sluili Tamasp
of Persia. In 1557 he travelled through iiussia

to Bokhara, returning by the Caspian and the

Volga in 1560. From the king of Sinrvan he
obtained leave to establish a factory at that place.

In 1579 Christopher Burroughs traded in a siiip

of bis own building across the Caspian to Baku,
but the ship got stranded in the ice, and his cargo

of raw silk was carricil in a boat to Astracan.
After 160 years, in 1738, Mr. John Elton, wlio

I

had been employed by the Russians on the Oren-

I

burg frontier, sailed from Astracan with a cargo
of goods for the Persian market He reached
Euzeli, the port of Resbt, in May 1739, and, pro-
ceeding to Resht itself, exchanged his English
broadcloth for raw silk. He got leave to trade in

Persia, and to plant a factory at Meshed, with a
branch at Resht Returning to Persia with a largo

cargo of broadcloth, he entered the service of
Nadir Shah, and undertook to build for him a
fleet capable of protecting the Persian shores of

the Caspian. The Averse, carrying twenty three-

pDUuders, was the first-fruits of Elton’s energy
and rcsourcefuluess. But Russian jealousy brought
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the new-born English trade in the Caspian to an CASSIA ALATA. IJnn^ W. and J., /.

untimelv end in 1746. Two English vessels had Senna alata, Jtople. I 0. herpetica, Jacq.

to be sold at a great loss to Russian merchants in hracteata, lAnn.
^ I

Astrncan, and soon afterwards Elton himself was
^
0. hracteata, Linn.

|

Sin bo me-dKa-li, . Burm. 1 G’ling-^ng, . •

Mai aa lee gyee, , ,, Pako gMing-gang,murder^’ in Ohikn duriDK the anarchy riW.
foUowed on the death of N^ir Shah in 1747. Ringworm .hrub, . Eno. Simfngflti, .

Among those who had embarke^I in the Caspian Winged oaMia,

trade, was Jonas Hanway, who fell on one l>4o mardan,

occasion into the hands of the Kajar chief, It is a stu

inged oaMia, . ,, Sima avUi, . . , Tel.
io mardan, . . Hind.

|
Metta tamara, . . ,

It is a stunted shrub, pretty only when in

Muhammad Husain, ancestor of the present Shah gaudy yellow flower. The fresh leaves, bruised

of Persia. He escaped with the loss of his pro- and mixed with lime-juice, are valuable in ring-

perty in Astrabad, and obtained from Nadir Shah worm. The fresh leaves, bruised and rubb^
an order for the payment of all his losses. But upon the eruption, in many cases remove it. The
Hanway soon went home, to write a charming whole plant is used by the Tamils as a remedy in

account of his travels and a life of Nadir Shah, venereal, in poisoned bites, and as a general tonic.

By the treaty of Gulistan between Russia and An ointment prepared from its fresh leaves is

Persia in 1813, no Persian man-of-war was almost a specific in ringworm.

—

Beng. Phar.
tliencoforth allowed to navigate the Caspian. CASSIA ANGUSTIFOLIA, VahL, of N. Africa

CASSA-CASSA. Tkl. Poppy-seed. and S.W. Asia, perennial, but also cultivated.

tliencoforth allowed to navigate the Caspian. CASSIA ANGUSTIFOLIA, Vahl.j of N. Africa

CASSA-CASSA. Tkl. Poppy-seed. and S.W. Asia, perennial, but also cultivated.

CASSAREEP, the concentrated juice of the Yields the Mecca, the Bombay, and some of the

bitter cassava, forms the basis of the AVest India Tinnevelly senna.

—

Mueller.

dish pepper-pot. Meat placed in it is preserved CASSIA AURICULATA. L., Roxb.yW.and A.
longer than by any other process of cooking,

. ^
Senna auriculata, Rorb.

CASSAVA. The sweet cassava is Manihot Tnnga^ee, . . . Can. Talopodo, . . Sansk.
aipi, /Vi/. The bitter cassava, or tapioca plant, Matura tea tree, Eng.?? Hanna wara, . Singh.

is M. utilissima, Pohl.
Ti^**^*^***.

• • • * Hind. Avarai moram, . . Tam.

C.nARHvn. flour or moal. from whioh CasRava Mayhari, . . . Sansk. Tangedu chettu, . Tel.

aipi, Pohl. The bitter cassava, or tapioca plant, Matura tea tree,

is M. utilissima, Pohl. * ’ ‘

Cassava flour or meal, from wliich Cassava Hayhan,

bread is made, is obtained from the M. aipi, the

sweet Cassava, tlie Jatropha manihot, by
grating tlie root, expressing the juice by pressure, Cam
and then drying the residual cake and pounding. *

It is called Moussachc by the French. ®

Grows abundantly in the sterile tracts of the

Madras Presidency, and in all parts of the Dekhan.

In China the bark is used for tanning, and the

stems to make native tootli-brushes
;

with the

bark a soft and durable leather may be turned

Cassava Starch, called also Tapioca, is prepared out It is perhaps the b^t of the indigenous

from the Bt«rch of M. utilissima, the bitter Cas- wtringonts of Southern India for this purpose,

sava, by wasliing and granulating on hot plates, parts of the plant have much stringency,

by which the concretions are formed, as seen in and seem to pos^a no other property.

commerce.-;%<? ; BMwood ; Vm MtulUr. south of Ceylon ite leavM are infused as a substi-

CASSAWA OIL of Moulincin. Out of this oil tute for tea. In China it is eaten as a vegetable,

dan.mcris made, and a kind of toreh, used by the It* twip are held in the hand, or *PpI'^ to the

p(K>r classes instead of a lamp.

—

I^cal Committee, lor the coolness they impart. O i>h. p.

CASSIA, a genus of plants belonging* to the T^Tvr»T>Tr.a u* • u • -

natural order Fabaceie of Lindley
;
24 species JERRIES, or I^lchim berries, are

belomr to the East Indies, and 85 have been grown produced in the Nu^mr distncU of UymTo from

CASSIA, a genus of plants belonging ‘to the

natural order Fabaceie of Lindley
;
24 species

belong to the East Indies, and 85 have been grown

near Calcutta. Important products are obtained the same plant as the cataia buds. The terries

,
D-. Ifyi. w» »>, ."S,'

to distinguish the three kinds of senna from C.

elongata, C. lanceolata, and C. acutifolia, and

these were all included by him in his C. offi-

cinalis.

CASSIA ABSUS. Linn.

Senna nbsui, Roxb. FI. hid.

Mysore.

—

Dr. J. Kirkpatrick ;
Rohde, MSS.

CASSIA BICAPSULARIS. Linn.

Senna bicapaularis, Roxb.
1
Six-leaved oaraia, , Eno,

A shrub of the West Indies and South America,

domesticated in India.

CASSIA BUDS.
Hub-us-Soudan,
Kiisbmi xurk, .

Ghyclim, . . .

Akakalit, . .

Ohaksoo (toed),

Cbutmak, . .

. Arab. Chutmigoh, . .

. „ Cboiin, . . .

EoYrr. Avarai nattai, .

. Gk. Chukuddi patta,

, Hind. Bu-tora, . . .

Pers. Kwoi-ttre, . .

Sind. Katiclblumen, .

Tam. Nagkettur, . .

Tel. Tejput-ka-pbul,

Sing. nBoain Kurla 1

Chin. Flot lauri cAMiae,

DuT. Flores do cassia,

GUJ. Sirnnga-pu, . .

Hind. Nage^-^u, . .

Cassia buds are the immature fruits of a species

of cassia or Cinnamomum, a native of Coohin-
This small biennial or triennial shrub is extremely iuferior kind of cassia buds, known

common
;
the powdered seeds are used as an appli- ^ Lnvunga-pu, is found in Malabar. The genera

cation in cases of chronic ophthalmia.

—

Royle.
species that afford it are as yet undetermined.

CASSIA ACUTIFOLIA. Delille, Esen.^ Eberm. cassia buds of China, Yueh-Kwei-tsae, are

0. lanoeolaU, Fortk. said to be the immature flowers of Cinnamomum

Bombay tenns. |
Suna mukhi, . . Hind. Malabathrum and of C. aromaticum. They are

tk;« In Arabia and N Africa. Dr. Royle collected in Kiang-nan and Cheh-kiang and

rem^k.®Xt C. 0 and tL Kwaus-si. *nd used « . s^. They sre

1 ti,., ..mn Dr O'ShauchncBBr observes packed with the bark, and exported to India and^ ^rope. Cwsii. buds are now^being Isrgely ex-
thntthissi^es furn^ta tte

porte^lfrom the western coast of IndU. It is n

wllS“'nnnevellJ^Bnd A^exwdrian. It irmuch spiw growing in favour, but stilUesskMwnttim

sdXrfttod with the leaves of Cynanchum^nrgbel, it deserves.— iimmtm* ; M. E. J. R., Cleg-
adulterated with the leaves of Cynanchum ai

Tephrosia apolliaea, and Coriana myrtiioua. I horn.
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CASSIA ELONGATA. Lam., Luane.
C. Innceolata, Hoyle. I C. senna, Roxh.^ H. B,

C. otticiimlis, Gocrtn.^ Roxb.
|
Senna officinalis, jR. Fl,Ind,

Suna miiklii, . , Arad., Hind.

Tliis senna plant, or Tinnevclly senna, is found
in many parts of India; and the general opinion

is that the plant is indigenous, but others believe

it to be only naturalized, and are of opinion that

tliis is identical with the Cassia lanceolata of

Forskal. Dr. Uoyle cultivattKi this plant at Suha-
runpur, Dr. Gibson near Poona, Dr. Wight near

Madras, Mr. Hughes near Tinnevelly, and Dr.

Burns noticeil it near Kaira. The plants in these

situations yield a drug quite equal in value to the

best senna. Dr. Koyle remarks that C. elongata,

C. lanceolata, and C. acutifolia seem the same.

The senna of commerce is obtained from several

plants, viz. :

—

1. Ca.sRia ofticinalis, called Bombay senna, also

Suna inukhi.

Cassia lanceolata, Forskal, I Sonnoj Meccoa Lobajse,

0. meclica, ,, |
Foiskfil.

Cultivated in Arabia and Northern India.

The three following plants, a, 6, c, seem the

same, viz. :

—

() Cassia elongata, Indian senna, Tinnevelly

senna.

Cassia lanceolata, Royle,
]
Cassia officinalis, Oocrtn,

Sonaqiat, . . . Heno. Nclapoona, . . . Tam.
Suna mukbi, Nila- Nclu tangedu, , . ,,

veri, .... Tam.

Cultivated by Dr. Hoyle at Saharunpur, Dr.

Gilison near Poona, Dr. Wight near Madras, Mr.

Hughes near Tinnevelly, and noticed by Dr.

Burns near Kaira.

() Cassia lanceolata, Auctoi\ Alexandrian senna.

C. acutifolia, Ucynej NeeSf Eber,

This grows in tlie valley of the desert south of

Sycne.

(c) Cassia acutifolia, DeUlle, Esen.^ Eherm.y

Bombay senna. Grows in Arabia and Africa.

2. Cassia ovata, MeraL
Cassia JStbiopica, Gui- I Senna of Tripoli.

bourt.
I

Sene tie Tripoli.

Grows in Nubia and Fezzan.

3. Cassia Forskalii.

C. lanceolata, Forji4:.,Lt7id.,
j
C. ligustrina, Batka.

Suna, . . Arad.

Gr6w8 in the valley of Fatme.

4. Cassia obovata, CoIUkIou^ O^Sh p. .306.

CASSIA FLORIDA, Void., IP and A.
Senna Sumatraiui, Iii)xb. FL Ivd. ii. p, 347.

May-za-lee, . . , liUKM,
j

Manjo kouue, . . Tam.
Wan, .... SiNOH.

I

' '

This middling-sized tree is common in a wild

state in the jungles quite at the south of the

Madras Presidency and in Ceylon, idso as a

planted tree in avenues, topes, gardens, etc. It is

of rapid growth, and ornamental. The trunk is

pretty straight, and covered with olive- coloured

bark. The wo^ is of a yellowish-brown colour,

sometimes beautifully marked with irregular black
streaks, close-grained, hard, and durable, but not
stiff; works kindly, with a smooth surface, and
stands a good polish. A cubic foot luiscnsoued

weighs 68 to 70 lbs., and when seasoned!, 58 lbs.

;

and its specific gravity is 928. It is well adapted
for furniture, but seems to be little known or
used in the Madras Presidency. In Jiurma it is

used for mallets, helves, and walking-sticks. In
Ceylon it is princiimlly used for fuel for the
locomotives

;
and it is said U> have as good caloric

powers as any wood known in the island.

—

Drs,
Brandis and Mason

; Colonel BeddomCy FI. Sylv.

CASSIA FORSKALII.
C. lanceolata, Lind.

|
C. ligustrina, Balka.

Suna, . . Arab.

Grows in the valley of Fatnio.

CASSIA GLAUCA. Lam., W. and A.
0. Sunittensii, Burm. I C. cuneopliylla, Koen.
C. flulphurea, Be Cand, I Senna arl^rca, Kan i2Aeedc,

O. arboresoens, Vahl.
j

Roxb,

Wellia tagera, . Maleau
|
KondAtantepuchettu,TKL.

A small tree with large sulphur-yellow flowers ;

grows in Burma, Coromandel, and Malabar coasts.

Its bark, mixed with sugar and water, is given in

dialwtes; and its bark and leaves, mixed with
cumin Bi*ed, sugar and milk, in virulent gonor-
rhoea.

(CASSIA LANCEOLATA. Royle. Alexandrian
senna.

C. elongata, Lam.^ Lisane. I C. acutifolia, JEFeyne^ Rees,
Eberm.

Suna, Arab. Nilaveri, . . . . Tam.
Sona pat, . . . Benq. Nelapoona, ... „
Suna mukhi, . . Hind. Nela Tangedu, . . 7’el.

This grows in the valleys of the desert south of

Syene. But Dr. Royle remarks that C. acutifolia,

C. elongata, and this seem the same, and he

describtis them all as Cassia officinalis.

CASSIA LEAVES, Kwei-yeh of China, are

obtained from Cinnainomum nitidiim, C. iiicre, C.

tamala, and other species. Thesu were formerly

esteemed as sudorific and stomachic medicines,

and sent from Clnna to Europe under the names
of Folia malabathri or Tamalapathri, and are

said to be still used in China and Ceylon, along

with the twigs (Kwei Chi, also Liu Kwei of the

CiiiNf:SK), in distillation, to form an oil resembling

that of cloves, and known in the market as Oleum
malabathri or Oleum cinnarnorni foliorum. The
Chinese bruise the leaves of the cinnamon tree,

and use them along with warm water to wash their

long black hair.

—

Smith.

CASSIA LIGNEA. Cassia Ixirk.

Bclikeh, .... Arab. Knhudegi, . * Malay.
Ngu-si, .... Burm. Havanga, . . Maleai^
Kwei pi, .... Chin. Singrowla, . . ISKfAL.
Mocdercunccl, . , Dux. Cimsia lenhosa, . Tort,
Hout-Koflsic, , . ,, Twucha? . , , . Sanbk.
CasBe en boiH, . . . Kk. Tamala patra, * . ,,

Kassien rimie, . . Cku. Miikalla SiNOlf.

Dnlchini ; Tej, . , HinI). Dawul Kunindu, . ,,

Kidila ; Kirramon, Hkd. C'aMaia leiuiaa, . . , Bp,
CasfiiglitiA, .... It. I^iwanga paitni, . Tam.
KayumAiiiM china, Malay. „ patta, . Tkl.

C?i88ia, an aromatic bark, is mentioned in

Exodus XXX. 24, Ps. xlv. 8, and Ezek. xxvii. 19,
under the words kiddah and ketsioth. Dr. Wight
was of opinion that coarse barks of the cinnamon
tree, which could not be passed os true cinnamon,
are classed as cassia. The Chinese cassia is from
Cinnamon aromuticum, Necs ah Esenh.^ and C.

Zeylanicum. Dr. Royle (p. 542) concurs as to

the Chinese cassia being one of the producing
plants, but adds that there are several distinct

sourced. ‘ At present this bark is produced in

Java, on the Aialabar coast, in the south of China,
and in Cochin-China. Pereira's Materia Modica
saysr—

‘ 1. China Cassia-Uynen^ sometimes called China
cinnamon, is the best kind. It is usuallv im-
tiorted from Singapore, rarely from Canton direct.

Mr^ Reeves says vast quantities of both cassia buds
and cassia-lignea are annually brought tu Canton
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CASSFA OBOVATA. (’ASSIA soriiouA.

fi»'m il)c province of Kwan;,'*8i, whoso jn’incipal

city (Kwei-sin-tu), litenilly the city of tlie forest
|

(orfrrove) of cassia trees, derives its name from
the forests of cassia around it.

‘ The Cliinese themselves use a much thicker
hark (which tliey call Gan Kwei-jn), unfit for the
Kiirop(*an market, but tliey esteem it so highly as
to pay nearly ten dollars per pound for it. A very
fine quality is occasionally met with, and com-
mands the enormous price of 100 dollars per catty
(one pound and threc-quariers). A specimen of
it furnisho<l by Mr. Keeves is straight, semi-
cylindrical, eleven inches long, rather more than
an inch wide, and about oiic-sixth or one-eighth
of an inch thick. Externally it is warted, and
covered with crustaceous lichens. Internally it

is deep brown
;

its odour and flavour are those
of cassia. Mr. Itceves also mentioned that the

CASSIA OCCIDENTAMS. A., ]V. and A.
Senna occidentalin, Ihtxh. 1 (.’as.sia f'vtida, Rfixh.

Cassia sojiliora, Wall.
j

Ka lau, .... r.CKM.
j

Teya veri, . . . Tam.
Paya vera, . , . Mal.

j
Kashanila, Kasinda, Tel.

Common in Bengal
;
smell very offensive, used

in cutaneous mahulies, and also aperient. Rox-
burgh gives it no native name. Mr. Mason has
ocaisionally noticed it in Tenasserim, in native

cultivation fijr medicinal uses. It was originally

introduced into India from the West Indies.

—

Mason; (fSh. p. dill).

CASSIA OEEICINAIJS. Gcerln., Hoyle.

Foi'sk.^ Hoyle. C. elongata, Lem., Litanc.
C. medica, Hoiflc- C. lanceolata, Hoyle.
Senna? medic:e Lohaja?, C. senna, Hoxb., H. Buck,

Hoyle. C. acutifolia, Heyne, Nets,
1 Senna officinalis, Roxh. Ebcrm., IJelille, Esen.

b('st casKia-lignea is cut in the third or fourth Dr. Royle remarks that C. elongata, C. lanceo-
inoon, the second sort in the sixth or seventh lata, and C. acutifolia seem the same plants. He

^ .

describes C. officinalis as cultivated in Arabia and
‘2. Malabar Cassia-liipu ti is brought from Northern India, and, with the C. acutifolia, knowm

Bombay
;

it is thicker and coarser than that of

China, and is more subject to foul-packing

;

in commerce aa Bombay senna, Suna mukhi.
The C. elongata, known as Tinnevelly senna, was

Uvura each bundle requires a separate inspection, cultivated at Saharuunur, Poona, near Madras,
It inny, |H!rhap8, be coarse cinnamon, for Dr. near Tinnevelly and Kaira, and C. lanceolata as
II ight Htates that the bark of the older branches growing in tlic valleys of the desert south of
<d the genuine cinnamon plant is exported from Syenc, and known as the Alexandrian scuna.
the Malabar coast as cassia.

‘
‘5. Manilla ( 'assia-liynen is ustially sold in

bond for continental consumption. He ba<l re-

Ci ived a satupio of bark ticketed “Cassia vera from
Manilla/’ the epidermis from which was imi)er-

fectly removed.

JSec Cassia,

CASSIA OIL, volatile oil of cassili bark.

Tuj ka-tcl, . . . Hind.
|
Kulfa-ka-ttd of Malabar.

Cassia bark yields a pale yellow volatile oil, the
I finer kind of which differs but little in its proper-

‘ 4. Mauritius Cassia-linnea is occasionally met from that cd cinnamon, for >vhich it is gene-
t rally substituted

;
it has a specific gravity of 1*071

Tlio Kwoi-pi, .Iiih-Kwei, Kwnn-Kwm, ami ( 1 OUf)) The tot ia manufactui^ inCb^
I he Kwci-pi, duh-Kwei, Kwan-Kwei, ami

I’lmg-Kwei oi China are tlie products of species

of ( ’innamorniirn. The Juli-Kwei, or liealiy cassia,

is (‘xceeilingly pungent and spicy, and its price is

quadruple tliat of the Kwei-pi, orskinny Cfissia.

—

/oq//r, ]>. 04*2; Harris, Nat. Hi.st. of liible
;
Has-

salCs Food and its Adultcratitais
;
Emilh.

(^ASSIA OBOVATA. Merat.

6'ui
I

Senna of TniHjii.
(;in„,a ami Malabar cassia. The latter kind, which

I '*«
is „f a dirty -brown colo.ir, is chiefly exported to

Crows in Nubia and Fez74m ;
one of the species Persian and Arabian Gulfs, Zanzibar, etc.,

Senna of Trij>oli.

Sone de Tripoli.

the w'ooil, bark, leaves, and oil are all in request.

The cassia oil is rated at 150 dollars per pikul

;

ami the tnulc in this article reached about 250,000
dollars (Simmonds, p. 506). When pure, its pale

wine-yellow colour does not deepen with age. It

has ill a remarkable degree the cassia odour and
taste. Cassia oil is imported into Bombay from
China

;
and in Surat the oil is expressed from l)oth

1
(diina and Malabar cassia. The latter kind, which

yielding the senna of commerce.

C.A88IA OBTUSA. Uoxb., IE. and A., IE. Jc.

< nssia olKrvata, Wall.
I

Senna ohtusa, Hoxb.

under the name of Koolfa-ka-tel.

—

Faulkner.

CASSIA ROXBURGHir. JX C., IE. and A.

C. enmrginata, I0)jcb,
(
Itatu-woa, . . SiNGH.

l Burrnanni, Nelu taiigedu, . . Tkl,
,

• j ir • ^
. _ . A

,
. Tina IS a small or middling -sized tree, very

It IS indigenous in Mysore, Egypt, Suez, Nubia, a wild state in the South Arcot,
and Central Africa. llio leaves fiirnisli the Tanjore, and Tinnevelly districts.

Ale]»[>o and Italian drug. C. obtusa is common
jg lively planted in gardens for ornamental

on tlie dry uncultivated lands of Mysore. Aleppo m,d is to be seen in most compounds at
senna has obovate very blunt leaficta and curved When in flower it is exceedingly beauti-
jmmIs, with a very slight covering of down. Ihe

jjj Ceylon. The wood is close-

llowcrs are pale yellow.

—

O'Shanghiiessy, p. 307. grained, hard, and durable, works smoothly, and
CASSIA OBTUSIFOLIA. stands a good polish. When fresh it is deep rose-

I’hnkowar, . . . HiNi).
|
Jangli powar, . . Hind, coloured, but eventually turns reddish-brown. A

According to Dr. Irvine (Gen. Med. Tup. p. cubic foot unseasoned weighs 78*80 lbs., and when

1.31), the seed of this plant is used in medicine, seasoneii 63 lbs.; and its specific gravity is 1*008.

The plant is scarce about Ajrair
;

is preBcril)ed to It is well adapted for articles of turnery, such as

cleanse the blood, in an entire state. When the naves of wheels and handies of instruments.

—

seeds are pounded and then swallowed, vomiting Beddome, FI. Sylv. p. 180.

is pr(xluce<l. The leaves of the young plant arc CASSIA SOPHORA. Linn., IE. and A,

eaten as a vegetable
;

are also appbeii m itch
i C. Coromandeliana, Jarg.

cases. It is very common in the Dekliaii. t»oats ^ purpurea, „ „ C. sophoroidea, CoHad,

and sheep ore fond of the seed; one seer of the c. torosa, (^av.

% . . _ r - n InilirkA Pntr
seed costs one pice.

—

Irvine. 1 0, Indica, Poir,
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Senna aophora, Roxb.

S. esculonU, Moxb., Rkeede,



CASSIA SUMATIJANA. CASTE,

Kalksvsinula, . , Beng. Sourna maybaric, . Sanh.
Kalkiishiuda, . . ,, ]*unRVcri, . , . Tam.
Hoii 11(1 -|>o<I(lc(l cassia, Kng. KaKtunnrdakamu, . Tel.
Brihatcbitra, , . Hind. IVidi tangc<lii, . . ,,

Toiiam tagora, . Maleal. Nuti kasinda, . , ,,

Grows ill Bengal, Assam, Ceylon, Malay Penin-

sula, Peninsula of India, and Moluccas. Its

leaves are eaten in curries; bruised, powdered,

and mixed with honey, are applied to ringworm
and ulcers. The bark is given in infusion in

diabetes.—/?. Brown.
CASSIA SUMATRANA. 7l/‘C/W/n»r/.

Ma-za-lco, . . . Burm. I Kyec,BuKM.ofMouLMKlN.
Bombay blackwood, Eno.

|
Arremene, . . . Singh.

Tills tree grows in the central province of

Ceylon, where a cubic foot of its wood weighs 67
lbs., and it is said to last 50 years. It is there

used for furniture and house-building. It is

plentiful throughout the Hlaine, Pegu, and Toung-
hoo forests, and is very plentiful especially on
the Mazalee Choung, the name of which is derived

from this tree. It is used in house-building. It

affords a very strong wood like ebony.

—

M^CUU
land; Mr, Mendia; Cal Cat. 1862.

CASSIA TORA. Linn. Oval-leaved fetid cassia.

Cassia obtusifolia, Burnt. ^ Senna tora, Boxb.
Ind. Cassia tagara, Lam.y not

C. foetida, Salittb. Linn.
C. gallinaria, CoUad. Senna toroides, Roxb.

Kulkul, .... Arab,
j

Tagara, , . . Maleal.
Dan-ky-wai, . , , Bubm.

|
rrubunatha, , . . Sansk.

Kiueb-ming, , . Chin. ;
Tukariini, . . . Tam.

Ts'au-kiueh-ining,
. ,, j

Tagasbai
;
Tagaray, „

Chakunda, . . . XIiND. Tantepu cliettu, . Tel.

The seeds—Kiueli-ming ts/., . . Chin.

Common all over the plains of India, and, in

Tenasserim, it is one of the most abundant weeds.

Its leaves are fetid, mucilaginous, and gently

aperient. They are much used for adulterating

senna, and in various external applications. The
seeds, ground with sour butter-milk, are used

with excellent effect in itchy eruptions; and they

are used in preparing a blue dye, generally fixed

by lime-water. The root, rubbed to a pulp with

lime-juice, has almost specific powers in the cure

of ringworm.

—

O'Shaugh. p. 309 ;
Jioxh. ii. 840.

CASSIS, a genus of shells
;
many species occur

in the E. Indies. C. rufa, the great red shield

shell of the Maldives, is brought as tribute to

Ceylon, and is re-exported to Itiily for the manu-
facture of cameos .—TennenCs Ceylon,

CASSOWARY BIRD. See Casuariiis
;
Emu.

CASSYTA FILIFORMIS. Linn., Roxb,

Calodium Cocliia-Clunenec, Lour.

Akashbulli,. . . Beng. Kottnn die, . . . Tam.
Akash-wail, . . Bombay. Antara valli tige, . 7'el.

Kottaii ka paat, . Dukh. Nulu tiga, Pachi tige, „
Akatuja bulli, . Maleal. Pane tiga, . . „
The leaves are put into butter-milk as scasoncre,

and at*e chiefly in use amongst the Brahmans in

the southern parts of the Peninsula.

—

Ainslie.

CASTACALA. Sansk. A division of time
equal to the i:f«oth part of a vicaln.— Warren,

CASTAKEA, a genus of plants of the natural

order Corylaccsc,—C. Chinensis, C. lodica, C. Rox-
burghii, C. tribuloides, and C. vesca inhabiting

the colder parts of S.E. Asia. Dr. Mason says an
indigenous chestnut tree grows in Burma on the

uplands, which yields abundantly, and whose
fruit is sold in the bazar

;
but they will not com-

pare with the French chestnuts, nor even with

the American chincapin. Two species are culti-

vated on the China hills. One somewhat like the

Spanish, produces fruit quite equal, if not superior,

to Spanisn chestnut. The other is a delicious little

kind, bciiring fruit about tlie size and form of the
common hazel-nut. I-«argc quantities of both
kinds were procured by Fortune, and sent on to

India in Ward’s cases, and many hundreds of

plants readied India. The Chinese chestnut may
now bo considered naturalized on the hills of

India, and in a few years will no doubt make its

appearance in the markets amongst other fruits.

—

Fortune' fi He.ddence ; Maiton ; Voigt,

CASTANEA INDICA. Roxb. Thect khya,
Blikmese. a tree of Nepal and the Himalaya, of

Chittagong, Khassya, Rangoon, Pegu, and Toun-
ghoo. The edible nut, Nikiri, Hind., is compared
to indifferent filberts

;
the wood is red, and equi-

valent to mahogany.

—

iJrs. Roylc, p. 345, M^CL,
Mason, Voigt, p. 276, (TSh. p. 607.

CASTANEA MARTABANICA. Mason,
Theetkhya; Zi tha, Bubm.

I
Nome of . . . Tavot.

This tree of Moulmein and Martaban grows all

down to tlie sea-shore of Tenasserim. The fruit

is eaten like chestnuts.

—

Mason ; Cal Cat. Ex.
CASTANEA TRIBULOIDES. Lindley. Wet-

theet-kya, Burmese. A tree of the Nepal and
Khassya hills, and of Burma.
CASTANOSPERMUM AUSTRALE. Morcton

Bay chestnut. Has been introducerl into India from
Australia. It is of rapid growth

;
rises to 70 to

100 feet high. Its wood is used for cask staves.

It is indigenous in Morcton Bay. Some of its

po<l8 are 10 inches long and 8 round. They con-
tain several seeds, in size and colour resembling
horse-chestnuts, but in flavour between a Spanish
ciiestnut and a fresh-opened bean, with a slight

ilcgree of bitterness. The natives roast them and
soak them in water, to prepare them for food.

—

J. Ikiek'house, Visit to Moreton Boy,
CASTE is a term obtained from the English

cast, and that from the Portuguese or Spanish
Casta, a breed, race, lineage, or class. It is ap-
plied to the separate sections of the Hindu races,

who now usually employ the word Jat or Zat,

meaning birth or descent, though the Sanskrit
term Varna, meaning colour, has been in use

from the most ancient times till now. Caste is

tlie first institution of Hindu society which forces

itself upon the attention of the stranger. Bunsen
says that the system of caste seems to have be-
come completely formed n.c. 3000, during the

formation of the kingdom of Puru; and, he
adds, was in full force when the Code of Menu
was composed. In the Vedic hymns nothing
appears of a priesthood, properly so called. In
some, Brahmans officiate, but are evidently sub-
icet to the Ksliatriya, as chaplains to tlie noblemen.
The allusion to castes is very vague, as when the
five classes of beings are mentioned, which may
mean the four castes of Aryans and a fifth of the
barbarians. But there is one hymn in the Veda,
known as the Purusha Sakta, which represents

the Brahman as superior, though it docs not
correspond with the legend on that subject in its

later form. It is p^iven in Dr. Muiris Sanskrit
Texts (p. 7), and is a mystical description of

existences from original being, under the simili-

tude of a sacrifice or as a mentol sacrifice.

Sir Henry Elliot says that about the 6th and
7th centuries the divisions of castes were secular,

not yeligious. In former times, he says, tlio four

classes existed equally amongst tiie Buddhists

COO



CASTE. CASTE.

and Hindus of India, aa they do at this day
amongst the Buddhists of Ceylon, and amongst
the Jains of the Peninsula, in whose temples even
Brahman priests may be found officiating.

A minute division of labour is a very marked
feature in Hindu civilisation. Every emplo^ent
is apportioned to a separate class. This minute-
ness of appointment is generally the result of a very
far ^vanced stage of society, but seems to have
obtained among the Hindus from very early times.

In ancient Hindu writings, four great divisions

are recognised,—the Brahman, or learned; the
Kshatriya, or warrior; the Vaisya, or merchant;
and the Sudra, or labourer,—all others being
M’hlecha. But in practice, at the present day,
the minute differences of race, of native country,
of avocation, and of religion, are sufficient to
^orm differences of castes, in moat of which no
man may lawfully eat with any individual of any
other caste, or partake of food cooked by him, or
marry into another caste family

;
but he may be

his friend, his master, his servant, his partner.

As a rule, it may be said that the Aryan or
' twice-born * castes adhere most closely to the
ethnical principle of division

;
the ‘once-bom ’ or

distinctly non-Aryan to the same principle, but
profoundly modified by the concurrent principle

of employment
;
while the mixed progeny of the

two are almost entirely classified in m^em times
according to their occupation.

The Brahmans are popularly divided into ten

great septs, according to their locality,—five on
the north, and five on the south of the Vindhya
range. But the minor distinctions are innumer-
able. Thus the first of the five northern septs,

the Saraswata, in the Panjab, consist of 469
classes. Mr. Sherring enumerates 1886 separate

Brahmanical tribes.

Their sectarian religious views are now also

sources of separation. In the physiological

worship of the Hindus, for instance, while two
classes of sectarians, the Saiva and the Liogaet,
worship the form of the lingain, another set of

sectarians, the Sakta, worship the yoni, in ac-

cordance with the doctrine of the Tantras. The
Sakta are divided into two classes, the Dakshina-
chari, or right-hand Sakta, and the Varna chara,

or left-hand Sakta. The right-hand worship is

public, and addressed to the goddesses usually

adored, but especially to the forms of Diirga,

Bhawani, and Parvati, also to Lakahmi and Maha
I^kahmi, and others. But in the worship of the

left-hand divisions, the Tantraka impersonations

of Durga as Deva, Kali, Sy^ama, etc., or a living

woman representing the Sakta, the worship is

private, and said to be impure, and is said to have

the most numerous followers. The Vira Saiva,

who arc known as the Jangam, also as the Lingaet

or Linghadari, from always wearing the lingam,

and who are very numerous in the Canarese-

speaking tract, ought not, according to the tenets

of their sect, to have any caste distinctions
;
but

they are the most bigoted of all the Hindu sects,

and their caste distinctions are those of trade and
avocation, and are rigidly adhered to. Among
the Jains, whose religion oonsiste principally in

the practice of austerities, and in avoiding to

destroy life, caste restrictions are not prescribed

;

neveriholess they too retain the practice of caste

divisions, and the Sarawak practise many usages

commou to other Hindus.

The distinction of right and left hand castes Is

peculiar to the south of India. It is supposed by
rrofessor Wilson to be of modern origin, and to
have been introduced at Conjeveram as a part of
civil policy to divide the people and destroy their

power. But Sir Walter Elliot is of opinion that
the separation into right and left hand castes had
its origin in the violent conversion of the ancient
races from Buddhism to Hinduism

; and he has
been shown a figure of Buddha, which the artisan

caste worship. At present they appear to wor-
ship Visvakarma, but the bulk seem to recognise

Siva as their supreme deity. They all bury
their dead, and in a sitting posture, bke that of

Buddha, sitting, with the head of the corpse close

to the surface, and looking to the north; and
their dislike to Brahmans is intense. In Southern
India, the goldsmiths strenuously resisted the rule

of the Brahmans, and for ages claimed to be the
true spiritual guides, styling themselves Acharyas,
* religious teachers,* and wearing the sacred thread.

The Dattas, a sept of the Kayasth or writer

caste, formally renounced the position assigned to
them in the Brahmanical classification of Hindu
society. They claimed to rank next to the Brah-
mans, and thus above all the other castes. They
failed

;
but a native author states that one of

their body, within the memory of men still living,

maintain^ his title, and wore the sacred thread
of the pure ‘twice-born.* In the Peninsula,

caste bad certainly nothing to do with religion,

but related solely to race. Amongst the Tami-
lian people the right and left hand sections

appear. The Idan-kai or Idan-gai are the left-

hand caste, and the Valan-gai are the right-hand

caste; and, according to rrofessor Wilson, the

names and appellations of Right-hand castes vary
in different parts of peninsular India, but are

usually supposed to be eighteen in number. He
names them

—

1. Banijaga or trader.

2. Okhaliga or cultivator.

3. Jotiphana or oil-maker, employing one bullock.

4. Kangajiva, dyer or calico printer.

5. Ladaru, Mahomedan traders and artificers.

6. Gujerati, bankers from Gujerat.

7. Komati, merchant shopkeepers of the Vaisya.
8. Jaina.

9. Kurubar, shepherds.
10. Kumhar, i>ottcrs.

11. Agasa, washermen.
12. Besta, fishermen employed as palanquin-bearers.

13. Padma Shalaysa, weaver.
14. Naindu, a barber.

15. Upparanu, a tank-digger.

16. Chitragara, n painter.

17. Golla, a cowherd.
lA Wallia, or Pareyan, or Paria, who is the champion

for the right-hand caste, as is the Madoga or Sakoli for
the left-hand caste.

The Left-hand castes

—

Edarai ; Edagal kula
; |

Idangai ; Idam ; Idskai,
Bddayai, . . . Karn.

|
TAM.

1. Panohala or artisans.

a. Kammaramu, blacksmiths.
b. Badagc, carpenters.

c. Kansagar, braziers.

d. Kallurtiga, stone-cutters.

c. Akasale, goldsmiths.

2. Berisethi. traders.

3. Devangaaa, weavers.
4. Ganigar, oil-makers.

6. Gollur, money-carriers.

6. Paliwan and Palawan, cultivators.

7. Beda, hunter, fowlers.

B. Madiga, tanners, curriers, and shoemakers.



CASTE. CASTING OF METALS.

The right and the left hand scctiong are known
in the Bellary district as the Davachary and Dow-
anga, llieir enmity has been a constant source

of anxiety to the police of the Madras districts.

The artisans intermarry and eat together, and
all wear the zonar. They claim to be a prior

Brahman race,—and learned Europeans recog-

nise their claim. The intermarriages of castes

in ancient times, and the descendants of illegiti-

mate children, have been known as mixed castes,

the Varna sankra, to whom Menu allotted suitable

avocations. The ancient marriage code recognised

as lawful, unions of men of higher castes with

females from any of the lower ones, and their off-

spring had a quite different social status from the

progeny of illicit concubinage. In bygone times,

individuals and even races have been raised to

castes of higher rank, and others have been
lowered. There have been occasions of rulers

of the Dekhan and of Hindustan raising great

numbers to the rank of Brahmans, others to the

rank of Kshatriya
;
and many of the races now

ranked as Sudra Hindus have been comparatively

recent converts. Other instances are known of

Brahmans as individuals and clans being degraded.

In Bengal, the Abir, Kunbi, Lobar, Mali, Tum-
boli, Kumar, Hajam, and Kahar are considered

unclean. The Veluthaden of Travancorc are said

to be descendants of a Brahman who was seen to

wash and starch a friemrs cloth, and was in conse-

quence thrown out of caste. Cloths washed by
them are, however, received into pagodas. The
ancestors of the Urila parisha Musinraar of Tra-
vancore, who accepted gifts of land from Fara.su

Kama; the ancestors of another subdivision, who
countenanced the murder of Bhutarya Fandi

Perumal, a sovereign of Malabar; and the ancestors

of the villagers of Fanniyur, wlio offered insult to

the idol Varaha, an object of worship of other

Brahmans,— all of these have lost their castes

;

and although claiming still to be Braliinans, they

cannot associate on equal terms, cannot cat nor
intermarry with other Brahmans. There are

religious mendicants who accept alms only from
certain castes. The caste ideas of ceremonial un-
cleanness arc very peculiar. A Hindu visitor to a
European house changes all his chjthes, and uses
the secretions of the cow on his return home from
the visit

;
or, on being visited by a European,

has the floor spread with fresh cow-dur»g.
Every workman is clean iii his own trade

;
but no

Hindu will use any article of earthenware which a
M’hlecha has j>olluted by his touch

;
all earthen

vessels arc immediately broken, and bniss or
copj)er utensils are scoured with sand to free them
from impurity. There arc places where water is

given to the natives as they walk along the n)ad.

Small brass pots are kept for the caste people,
but there is no pot kept for the Fariah. So,
if a Pariah wish to quench his thirst at some of
these water pandals, a long hollow bamboo is

provided, one end of which the thirsty man holds.
Water is then poured down the tube, and he has
to catch the water in his mouth after it leaves the
tube. He is not allowed to put his lips close to
the bamboo, for fear of defilement

If a Jain come into contact with an outcaste, he,
like the Hindu, touches fire or water to purify
himself

;
if he have occasion to receive anything

from a Pariah, he causes the Pariah to set it

down on the ground, and purifies it with fire or

water before he tikes it up. Even shepherds and
Koli incur pollution by touching the Dher race,

which they remove in a similar manner. In the
course of evidence before a criminal court in

Gujerat, in August 1853, a Koli said, ‘The shep-

hei^s Bhugwen and Kodo came to me, and said

they had both touched Dhers, and become impure,

and asked me to give them fire. I took a lighted

coal out of my hookah, and each of them touched
his forehead with it. I threw it down, and they
then took my hookah and smoked.’ In other

words, they were then purified, otherwise ho could

not have given them his hookah. This is a very
ancient Asiatic purificatory rite. Isaiah (vii. 5,

6, and 7) says ;
* Woe is me, ... I am a man of

unclean lips. . . . Then flew one of the seraphiins

unto me, having a live coal in bis hand, . . .

and he laid it upon my mouth, and said, Ix)!

this hath touched thy lips, and thine iniquity

is taken away, and thy sin purged.’ If a Sudra
Hindu ask a drink of a Brahman, it will be

given in a brass vessel, but from a distance, the

Brahinan stretehing forwards and placing the pot

between. It is returned similarly, but before

receiving it back, water is poured over to purify it.

No one of the helot races can enter the house of a

Hindu, but he will stand at a distance and shout

out his message. These are nil illustrations of the

usual o(»eration of caste in India, which has held its

own in the religions, social, and political changes
of 3000 years. Since railways and steamboats

have been running, and the educational system of

the British has equalized all clafisc^s, much of the

dread of cJistc defilement has disappeared, but it

is still the prominent feature iu everyday Hindu
life.

All the great Hindu reformers have proclaimed
the brotherhood of man, and have denounce<l

cjistcs, but their followers are only free amongst
themselves.

A line in the Mahabharat is

—

‘ Na Vigesho’hti varnaiiam
;

]>rulunan idatn jagat,

Bralnrmna put va Hrishtam hi ;

Kannabhir varnatuni gatam :

’

‘ There is no ilistinctioii of c^istca
;
the whole of

this world is Brahinanvcal, as originally created

by Brahma, It is only in consc^quenuo of men’s
actions that it has come into a state of caste divi-

sions.’— Ctrowse, p. 5U2
;

Forhes Rasamala
^

or
Hindu Aunah; Wilson's Glossary

;
Sir IJ. Elliot's

Suftplemcntarif Glossary
; Sir Walter Elliot in

Ethnohqical Society's Journal.

CASTILLOA ELASTICA and C. Markham-
iaua of S. America, introrluced into India in 1876
by Mr. Cross and Mr. Markham, are valuable
CJioutcliouo plants.

—

Peruv. Bark.
CASTING OF METALS in S.E. Asia is very

largcdy practised, and the processes are of great
simplicity. The workmen generally prepare a
model ill wax, which is cnib^ded in moist clays,

which, after being dried in the sun, is heated in

the fire, the wax run out, and the metal run in.

A much better plan, where accuracy is required, as

in casting a brass nut or box for a large screw, is

to cast the model in leail, and, having bedded it in

clay, it may, when the mould is dry, be melted
and run out, and the metal run in. Wax models
allow the moulds to shrink in drying, and the
thread of a screw-box so formed of course does
not correspond. In Manbhum, much ingenuity
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18 diBpkyed in the mode of casting articlefl of this

kind in liollow network, etc. A core is made
of plastic clay, all carefully shaped to the internal
form of the tish or other object to be imitated.
This core is then baked and indurated. On this,

the pattern designed to be represented is formed
with clean beeswax. This done, and the wax
having cooled, it becomes tolerably hard. Soft
clay is nu)ulde<l over all. The whole is then
baked, the hc;iting in<lurating the outer coating
of clay, but softening the wax, which all runs out
of the mould, leaving empty the space occupitnl

by it. The mould being suiriciently dried, the
molten brass is then jKJUred inU) the empty space,

and, when cool, the clay is broken away, when
the figured cjisting is seen. These are iintouche<l

after the casting^ excepting on the Bimxith and
flat Hurfjices, which arc rougldy filed.

—

Mt\ Rohde,
MSS, I (af. Cat. Ex. 1862.

CASTOJt.
AsWbutclu gan, Aras. Cantora zibetto, . . It.

lliv<'rg(*il, . . , Ddt. Jahat, .... MALAY.
)l;ii-kau aliin, . . CniN. Dodnii, Kosturi, Raae, ,,

< \ihtoroimi, . . Fa., Lat, (^OAtiiroo, . . Tout., 8p.
liiborgoil, . . . tiKU. lUbuwajtt struga, . llus.

Gund badustar, . Kino, i Kasturi, Muiiai, . Tam.

A concrete substance obUined from two small

gl.-mds in the l)eaver, Castor fiber, of l)oth sexes.
‘

'I’hc ghind.s ’ consist of two oval pyreform sacs

of une<|ual 8i7.e, which open into the preputial

groove by two largo orifices. Those of the adult

animal are at least three inches in length, some-
times five. Those of the female are somewhat less

develojied. In the living animal the castoreum
is an ailinost fluid uncttiou.s substance of a strong

ponetraling and even fcti<l odour; when dried,

tin; sacs Iwive a dark -brown colour and wrinkled

iip|x»aranee. Roth American and Russian c;i»-

t/oreuiii arc; known to corniiicrce, and arc imported
into Ihdiu. Ill Kastern medicine, castortaiin is

supposed to affect e.spccially the uterus, and is

given also in hysteria and apoplexy; it was
formerly used in Euroj>ean practice. A kind of

castor is also obtaiin;d from the civet cat in the

Archijielago. llai-kau-shin, the Chinese name,
means sea-dog kidiu*y, and tlie kidn<3y of a dog
ia often substituted. — O'Sh. p. 614; Smith;

Moqftin DiTidoji.

CASTOR and rOl.LUX. Their repreaentatives

in the Hindu mythology arc the Aswini Kuiiiara.

8co Aswin
;
Hindu; i^iraswati.

CASTOR-OIl..
Zeit ul khurwa,
Ky ci taut shi,

ri-ma, . . .

liuilc (Ul Ricin,

Riziuus old, .

Arraiuli kii-tel,

t)lio ili Hicino,

Arab.
Ruum.
CniN.

Kh.

Hkk.
Hind.

It.

Linga jarak, . . . Jav.
Miniak jarak, . ItlAi.AY.

Roghan bed-aiijir, 1’khm.

Kicinsoel, .... Sr.

ChitiAinanak yennai, Tam.
Cliitta uniuilarn, . . Tkl.

Castor-oil is obtained by expression from the

sccils of the IticinuH communis or Talma chrisli,

which grows in all the wanner countries of the

world. It is often described as ‘ cold-drawn

castor-oil,’ which is understood to express that

tin* oil lias been obtained without the aid of heat;

and hot-drawn castor-oil, when the seed is sub-

jected to slight dry heat, and then pressed
;
but it

may be doubted if any of the castor-oils of com-

merce; are ever expressed from the seeds without

prior dry, or subsesquont water, heating.
^

There

arc, however, two varieties of the caslor-oil jdant

grown in India, the large and the small, ami the

mode of obtaining their respective oils may per-
haps vary in dilTercnt districts. One mode of
obtaining the oil is to separate the seeds from the
husks by children throwing them against a wall,
then to bruise them by tying them up and beating
them in a grass mat. In tliis state they are put
into a boiler and boiled until all the oil is separated,
which floats at the top, and the refuse sinks to
the bottom

;
it is then skimmed off, and put away

for use. The purest oil is said to be obtained by
crushing the seeds in horse-hair bags by the
action of heavy iron beaters

;
as the oil oozes out,

it is caught in troughs, and conveyed to receivers,

whence it is bottled for use. Castor-oil is used
medicinally, also for lamps in the East Indies

;
and

the ('hineso are said to have some mode of depriv-

ing it of its medicinal properties, so ns to render
it suitable for culinary purposes. The plant is

very extensively propagated by the Karens, to

obtain the seeds to mix with their dyes, and fix

their colours. The oil obtained from the large-

seeded variety is sometimes drawn cold, and its

straw-coloured specimens arc scarcely distinguish-

able in qiiality from the oil of the small-seeded
variety. It is, however, more usually extracted
by heat, and forms the common lamp- oil of the
bazar. The roasting process gives it a deeper red
colour and an cinpyrcuinatic odour. The price

of this oil varies in different parts of the country
from Rs. 1.10.0 to Rs. 3.T16 j>er inaund of 25
lbs. As with other coloured substances, filtering

and light soon decolorize the coloured castor-

oil. The best filtering material is animal charcoal,

and the sun’s rays finally remove all shade of

colour.

Castor-oil seeds, Pi-ma-tsz, CfriNK.SE, crushed,

are applied externally in Chinese medicine in a
groat multitude of diseases.

—

Rohde, MSS,; Cal.

Cat. Ex. 1862.

CASTRO. Don Juan de Castro, captain in the

fleet, and author of the history, of Don Stephano
de Gama, which in 1510 sailed from Goa to Suez,

with the intention of burning the Turkish galleys

there.

CASTURl-MUNJTT.. Tam. Curcuma zodoaria.

CASUAKIA TOMANDKA, Tha-hyai-ywet-kya,

Hukmksk, is found in the Pegu districts, but scarce.

Timber strong and close; -grained. Wood white-

coloured, ndaj)ted for fiuicy work and cabinet-

making.

—

M’CleUaud,

CASUAltINA. Several species of this p'nus

of trcca grow in India, — distyla, equi.sctifolia,

niodiflora, muricata, and torulo.'a, and in Aus-
tralia, as C. Decaisneana, C. quadrivalvis or

Australian oak, C. torulosa or forest oak, C.

paludosiv or swamp oak or fir, and C. suberosa or

cork-bark oak, from the jicculiar appearance of its

bark. Others, as the C. distyla, C. Fraseriana, C,

glauca, are from their resemblance also called

firs. Tlie Madagascar name is Filaof. The wood
of some species is extremely hard, and used by
the Pacific islanders for war-clubs. Whilst every

other kind of vegetable and meat was eaton with

the fingers, cannibal food was touched only with

forks, generally made of the wood of the Nokonoko
(Casuarina eepnseti folia, Forks.) or the vesi

(Afzetia bijuga, A. Gray), bearing curious, often

obscene names, and having three or four long

prongs. The reason given for this deviation from

the general mode of eating was a wide ly-spread

belief, that fingers which have touched bokoia ore
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npt to generate cutaneous diseases when coming considerable quantities, for various purposes where
in contact with the tender skin of children. a hard, heavy wood is required. The natives of

Kayu aru,the C.littorea,i8 often termed a bastard Tenasserim call it by the same name as the pine,

pine, and as such gave name to the Isle of Pines —Drs. Roxh, iii. p. 59 ;
Riddell and Mason,

discovered by Obtain Cook. By the Malays it is CASUARIUS, the cassowary, a genus of great
usually call^ Kayu chamara, from the resem- birds belonging to the section 'Struthionidse.

blance of its branches to the ornamental cow-tails Three species are known,—G. galeatus, a native of

of Upper India. It delights in a low sandy soil, Ceram, C. Australia, inhabiting the Cape York
and IS ever the first that springs up from land district of Australia, and C. Beiinettii, whose
relinquished b^ tlie sea. in Australia there domicile is New Britain. The Malay name is

occur about eight species. — G, Bennett ; Von Suwari, from which the European one is taken.

Mtitller; Galtoris Vacation Tourists, p. 268. Casuarius galeatus inhabits the island of Ceram
CASUARINA EQUISETIFOLIA. Forst, only, and, like the cockatoos, crown pigeons, and

Sarvkajhtr, . . Dek. Arau tree, Anglo Malay, birds of imradise, was made known to the inhabit-

Beef-wood, . . . £nq. Iron-wood of the S. Sea Is. ants of the west through the Malay and Javanese,
Fir tree, ... „ Chouk maram, . . Tam. who have immemorially carried on strode with the
Filaofof Madagascar. 1

Serva chettu, . . Tel. country of the Papuans. It is a stout, strong
This tree was introduced into India about the bird, standing five or six feet high, and covered

l>cginning of the nineteenth century, and grows with long hair-like feathers. Its head has a large
freely, ripening its seed in great abundance. In horny casque or helmet
general appearance it much resembles the larch Casuarius Bennettii, Gould, is the cassowary of
fir. It grows in 10 years to the height of about the island of New Britain, near to New Guinea,
80 feet, generally very straight, and, where the where it is called Mooruk. The height of the bird is

main shoot is broken or lopped off, throws out three feet to the top of the back, and five feet when
secondary shoots readily, which are usually erect, standing erect. Its colour is rufous, mixed with
It thrives best in sandy tracts along the sea-shore, black on the back and hinder jwrtions of the body.
The wood is very hard, is reddish in colour, and in and raven black about the neck and breast. The
density and appearance it somewhat resembles loose wavy skin of the neck is beautifully coloured
IVincomalce. It bears a great strain, is well with iridescent tints of bluish purple, pink, and
adapted for posts, and is said to bear submersion an occasional shady green, quite different from
in water very well. The bark contains tannin, the red and purple caruncles of the Casuarius
and a brown dye was extracted from it by M. galeatus. The feet and legs, which ore very largo
Jules TEpind of Pondicherry. It is a favourite and strong, are of a pale ash colour. This bird
avenue tree, and, if kept stunted, fonns a beautiful also differs from the C. galeatus in having a horny
hedge. It has been very extensively planted in plate instead of a helmet-like protuberance on the
various parts of the Madras Presidency, on the coast top of thehead

;
which callous plate has the character

and inland, but the larva of a large species of Acheta ©f and resembles mother-of-pearl darkened with
has caused much injury to plantations near Madras, black-lead. The form of tlie bill differs consider-
It appeared suddenly in September 1867. The ably from that of the emu, Dromaius Novas
larvae burrow in the sand in subterranean passages, Hollandise, being narrower, larger, and more
and during the night emerge from the^ sand and curved, and in having a block or leathery case at

crawl up the young trees, generally biting off the the base. Behind the plate of the head is a small
young shoots. • The wood is burned in lahiti to tuft of black hair-like feathers, which are con-
produce a ley for soap.— E, J, IL tinued in gi'cater or lesser abundance over most
CASUARINA MURICATA. Roxh. Fir tree, p^ts of the neck. The egg is about the same

0. littorea, Rumph.
|

C. littoralis, Salish. size as that of the emu, and is of a dirty pale

H’ten-roo, . . . Burm. I Hari, .... Hind. ? yellowish-green colour. The bird appearccl to Dr.

Tinian pine ;
Beef-wood,

j
Kayu aru, . . . Malay. Bennett to approximate more nearly to the emu

This is grown in all parts of the Dekhan, where than to the cassowary, and to form the link

it was introduced about 1830. It is a native between these species. In its bearing and stylo

of Chittogong, is the only species indigenous to of walking it resembles the former, throwing the

the Tenasserim coast, and has been diffused over head forward, and only becoming perfectly erect

Bengal. In Tenasserim, it is found only in the when running
;

it also very much resembles the

loose sandy soil of the seaboard, and never inland, apteryx in its body, in the style of the motion.

In general outline it resembles the pine, but it and in its attitudes. Its bill presents a great

is of a more slender figure, and more elegant deal the character of that of a rail
;

it utters

in appearance. Growing eighty feet high, and a peculiar chirping whistling sound, but also a

_ ng out, without a leaf of covering
;

loud one resembling that of the word Mooruk,

iu numerous fine-knotted branchlets, mantled whence, no doubt, is derived its native name,

with brilliant green, and hanging in drooping The male Is selfish and easily irritated. It kicks

bunches, or floating out lightly upon the breeze always in front, its legs sometimes reaching os

like long skeins of green silk, adorn it with the high as a man’s waist.

most graceful drapery, and make it one of the Casuarius galeatus, Gould, the helmeted oas-

most desirable trees for embellishing a Tenasserim sowary of Ceram, is so called from the horny helmet

park. Trunk 8^ feet in circumference 4 feet which surmounts the head. Its rudimentary

above the ground. The wood is very hard and wings consist of five long bristles like blunt

durable; and the Tahitians in their war days porcupine quills. It runs swiftly with abounding

chose it for the manufacture of their ingeniously motion. It feeds on fruits, birds’ eggs, insects,

carved war-clubs ;
hence they termed it the club- Crustacea, and tender herbage. It is a stout and

wood. They also fashioned fishing-hooks from its strpng bird, standing five or six feet high, and

roots. It is imported into the United States in covered with long, coarse black hair-like feathers.
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The head has a large horny casque or helmet, has a lanky body. In the Malay Archipelago,
with bright blue and red colours on the bare skin Siam, Pegu, and Burma, all the cats have truncated
of the neck. These birds wander about in the tails with a joint at the end. In China a breed
vast mountain forests that cover the island of has drooping ears. The long silky-furred Angora
Ceram. The female lays three to five large and cats are annually brought to India for sale from
beautifully shagreened green eggs, on a bod of Afghanistan, with caravans of camels, even so far

leaves. The male and female sit alternately on os Calcutta. These animals arc currently known
the eggs for about a month. os ‘ Persian cats

;

’ but Mountstiiart Elphinstono
Dromaius Novm IIollandit«e rises to a height of remarks that ‘ they are exported in great numbers

seven feet. It lives on fruits, eggs, and small from Afghanistan, but are not numerous in

animals.

—

Crawfurd's Dictionary^ p. 84 ;
London Persia, whence seldom or never exported.* Lieut.

Athenieum^ Dec. 12, 1857, p. 1651 ;
WallacCy ii. Irwin also notices that ‘they are bred in Kabul

p. 86 ;
Dr. Bennett in a letter dated Sydney, 10th and some parts of Turkestan, and very improperly

Sept. ISbl ;
G. Bennett, p. 200. called “Persian,” for very few are found in

CASVINI, the name in history of Zacaria ibn Persia, and not any exported. The Kabulis call

Mahomed bin Mahomed abKousi al-Kazvini. He this cat baruk or burak, and they encourage the
wrote the Ajaib-al-Makhlukat, or the AVonders of growth of its long hair by washing it with soap
Creation, in the Arabic tongue. It treats of natural and combing it.’ It is supposed to be the de-
history, of the qualities of animals, vegetables, and scendant of the F. manul of middle Asia. It breeds
minerals, as also of waters, aerial spirits, fairies, freely with Indian cats. There is a wild cat in

genii, and talismans
;

but all with a view to Borneo. In Australia there was no feline animal,

confute the Jewish rabbins. His work is much no apes, monkeys, cats, tigers, wolves, bears, or
esteemed by Mahomedans. It has been translated hyenas; no deer or antelopes, sheep or oxen

;
and

out of Arabic into the Turkish language, and also no elephant, horse, squirrel, or rabbit; but it has
into Persian. There seems to have been another marsupials only, kangaroos, opossums, and the
Casvini, who is the person meant by Abd-al-Latif, duck-billed platypus. In Europe, cats play a
author of the book called Lubb at Tawarikh. He considerable part in folk-lore

;
they appear and

is cited by Golius in his Notes on Alfargani, pp. 4, disappear unexpectedly, they haunt the paths of

5, G, and 22.

—

History of Genghiz Can, p. 418. the night, and they are the only friends of old

CAT, puss, pussy-cat, kitt of the Arabs. women with a repute for necromancy. Whitting.

Hind. Si-mi .... Sokpa. l-he hero of a favourite nursery-tale of

Min ’kiiyeng*, . , Kami. Pone,* Tam. England, is rivalled by the story of the Florentine
Mttula, .... Pers, Pilli, Tel. Messer Ansaldo degU Ormanni. In a letter of

Cats are found throughout the south and east of Conte Lorenzo Magalotti in the Scelta di Lettero

Asia. The name of the wild cat in many languages Familiars, published by Nardini, London 1802
seems to be related to puss. The Persian is (p. 139), are described his two cats, ‘ duo bcllissimi

Puschak
;
Afghan, Pischik. Even the Kurd keeps gatti, un maschio, una femmina,’ which soon ro-

hia Psiq, the Lithuanian is attached to his lieved the king of an island (Canaria), on which
domestic Piije, and the Turk has a kindly feeling ho had been cast by a violent tempest, from the

for the Puschik. They are mentioned in a Sanskrit plague of mice, and ho was recompensed ‘ con
writing 2000 years old, and therearc figures of them richissimo doni.*

—

Dari, p. 233 ;
Darwin's Animals

on the monuments of Egypt of a much prior age. and Plants; Salr^ul-Balad in Ouseley's Tr. i. 171.

Mummy cats have been identified with the Felis CATABENI, an ancient mercantile race, who
chaus, and with F. caligulata, F. bubastes, both made Okelis their seaport. Sec Okelis.

still found in Egypt, wild and domesticated. No CATALAPTA BUNGEI. Smith. Ts’in, Ilia,

mention of the cat occurs in the Bible, or in any Chin. A large timber tree of China. Its wood is

Assyrian record. Even in India Professor Max used for chessmen, chess tables, and weighing-
Muller is quoted as saying that it was but recently scale frames. Formerly in China its leaves were
known as a domestic animal. Its Sanskrit name worn as an ornament at the beginning of autumn,
is M&rjara, from a root meaning to clean, from the C. syringifolia, Sims, a timber, tree of Jajmn, of

creature’s habit of licking herself at her toilet. Ohio, and the Mississippi, Its wood used

Her mousing habits were well known to the similarly to that of C. bungei.

—

Smith.

Romans, and even to the Etruscans, as shown by CATALLI-KAL Tam. Capparis horrida.

antique gems and even wall-paintings. The CATAMARAN. Anglo-Tam. The Kattay marav
mouse-killer domesticated among the Greeks, of the Tamil j)eople. A boat-shaped raft on which
called described by Aristotle, has been the natives of the Coromandel coast, for fishing,

shown by Professor Rolleston to have been our etc., cross the surf that continuously washes their

white-breasted martin (Martes foina). The shores. It is composed of three logs of wood
or rxT/f was a polecat, a foumart, larger, and pointed in front, made still more prow-form by

a great lover of honey as well as a killer of birds, wedge-like sharpened timber, and widening to

P^las, Temminck, and Blyth believe that the do- the stem. The catamaran rides lightly on the sea,

mestic cats are descendants of several wild species and rises to an ordinary surf, but is overwhelmed
which readily intermingle. F. sylvestris is wild in and tossed and rolled about by a great breaker,

Scotland. F. lybica is the wild cat of Algiers ; in and the natives usually dive away to avoid the

S< Africa, F. caflra is wild. In India are four advancing angry mass of water. See Boat
wild species, of which F. chaus has a lynx- CATAPA. Maleal. Terminalia catappa.

like tau. F. ornata or torquata occurs at Hansi, CATARACTS. Of these there are several in

and F. manul in Central Asia. In the Isle of Man India. Where the river Shirhawti falls into iho

cats are tailless, and have long hind legs. The Gulf of Arabia it is about one-fourth of a mile in

domestic Creole cat of Antigua is small, with an width, and in the rainy season some thirty feet

elongated head, and that of Paraguay, also small, in depth. This immense body of water rushes
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ilowii a rocky Blope for 300 feet at an angle of 4.5°,

at the bottom of which it makes a perpendicular

plunge of 850 feet into a black and dismal abyss,

with noise like the loudest thunder. The whole
descent is therefore 1150 feet, or several times

that of Niagara
;
but the volume of water in the

latter is somewhat larger tl»an \\\ the former.

The principal cataracts or waterfalls in Indi.a are

near Siinorri, in Uohilkliand
;
at Gokak, on the

Gutpurba; on the Gairauppa, where from top of

fall to surface of basin is 8M8 feet, and the de[>th

of basin is 300 feet= IIHM feet, and from ,300 to

600 feet across during tlic rains; Yen.a, in Maha-
baleshwar, 600 feet; Cauvery, .370 and 460 feet;

cataracts of Subunreka, Cliuti.a Nngpnr, and
Hurrori Ghat,— the falls 15, 20, and 400 feet

resjioctively, about 500 feet across crest.

—

Cur, of
Sc. ; ( 'at.

CATCAEE.II or Catcaranja. Hind. Guilan-
dina Vmnduc.

CATECHU, Terra japonica, cutch.

Shia-dza, .... lie km. Katchu, . . * , Ger.
Sha si, .... ,, Kuth

;
Cutch, . . Guj.

Cutt, C'AN. Katha; Khair, . . Hind.
\Vu-tic-ni, . , . Chin, ('atecu, .... It.

IVu tich ni, . . . ,, Kachu {of Ac;<cia), Malay.
Hai-rh cha, . . . ,, Gambia (of Uncaria), „
Kh-oh’a, Yniiy-cha, ,, Catch, .... Port.
Cachou, .... Fr. Kaah katti, . . . Tam.

Several astringent cxtr.acts prepared from the

woods, harks, and fruits of various plants arc

known as catecliu, ctitcb, terra, terra japonica, and
gainbier. They form articles of commerce, and
are employed in tanning and dyeing. 'Fhat called

kut or kuteh by the natives of the Eastland cutch

and terra Japonica in commerce, is a\ extract

prepared by cutting into chips the inner brown-
coloured wood of tlic Acacia catechu, and making
a decoction, which is afterwards evaporated to a
projier consistence. The extract from the Uncaria
gambler is also known in the market as cutch, as

also is the extract from the nuts of the Areca
catechu. At the Madras Exhibition of 1855,

catechu was seen in the form of— 1. Circular flat

cakes from Travancore, covered on both sides

with parldy husks. 2. l>arge flat cakes from the

Northern Division, varying in colour from brick

dust to dull yellow. 3. Round balls of a dark
brown colour, the size of a small orange, from
Mangalore, where a large manufacture takes place.

These sorts appeared to vary only in shape. The
manufacturers from the Acacia catechu work in

Burma, Canara, the western Dekhan, Behar, and
Northern India. They move to different parts of

the country in different seasons, erect temporary
huts in the jungles, and, selecting trees fit for their

purpose, cut the inner wood into small chips.

These they put into small earthen pots, which are

arrayed in a double row along a fireplace built of

mud
;
water is then poured in until the whole are

covered. After a considerable portion has boiled

away, the clear liquor is strained into one of the

neighbouring pots, and a fresh supply of material
is put into the first, and the operation repeated
until the extract in the general receiver is of suffi-

cient consistence to be poured into clay moulds,
which are generally of a quadrangular form.

Before the extract is quite dry, it is placed in

cloths, strewed over with the ashes of cow-dung,
cut into small lumps, and again exposed to the sun.
This catechu is usually of a blood* red colour, and
is considered there to be of the best quality.

Catechu has long been employed in India for

tanning skins. Its tanning properties are stated

to be so great that skins are tanned by it in five

days; buttlic leather is liglit, Sf)ongy, permeable
to water, and of a <laik redclish>fawn colour. The
light-coloured variety of catechu produces a softer

leather than that tanned with cutch. Catechu
produces but little of the deposit of bloom which
is yielded by oak -bark, valonia, and divi. A
]>ound of catechu is said to be sufficient for the

prixluction of about a pound of leather. Bombay
calcchu or cutch is the richer in tannin

;
it is of a

dark brownish-red colour, internally as well as

externally, and of sp. gr. 1*38. Bengal catechu or
terra is of a light-brown colour internally

;
its

sp. gr. is 1*28. It has also been used in India to

give a brown dye to cotton, and has been very

extensively employed in the calico-printing works
of Britain. The salts of copper, with sal-

ammoniac, cause catechu to yield a bronze colour,

which is very permanent. The proto-muriate of

tin produces with it a yellowish-brown. A fine

deep bronze hue is also produced from catechu by
the perchloride of tin, with an addition of nitrate

of copper. Acetate of alumina gives a brown, and
nitrate of iron a dark-brown. For dyeing a
golden coffcc-brown, catechu has entirely super-

seded madder, one pound of it being equivalent

to six pounds of that root.

A catechu preiyared from the nuts of the

Areca catechu is used solely as a masticatory.

The nuts, however, yiedd two astringent prepara-

tions, both of which are known as catechu, and
both of a very inferior quality. The preparations

are respectively called, in Tamil, Katha kambu
and Kaah katti; in lelugu, Kansi; and in the

Dekhan, Khrab katha and Acha katha. Katha
kanibu is chewed with the betel leaf; the latter,

Kash katti, is used me<licinally. For preparing
this substance, the nuts are tiikcn as they come
from the tree, and boiled for some hours in an iron

vessel They are then taken out, and the re-

maining watt^r is inspissated by continual boiling.

This process furnishes kassu, or the most astrin-

gent terra japonica. After the nuts are dried,

they are put into a fresh quantity of water and
boiled again

;
and this water being inspissated,

like the former, yields the best or dearest kind of

catechu. Sir H. Davy, in analyzing the dark
and pale catechu, or the Bombay and Bengal, as
they were called, obtained in 200 parts from

Ingol.

Tannin. Extract. Mucilage, reiiduuin.
Dark catechu, 109 68 13 10
Palo do. 97 73 16 14

When of good quality, catechu is a more powerful
astringent than kino. ")atechu is much used in

medicine as an astringent and tonic, being usually

given in combination with aromatic and earthy

substances.

—

Simmonds
;
Malconit Tr. i. 187;

M^ClelL liepts,; Mad, Exh. Jar, Rep,; O^Sh.

Dinp. p. 302
;
RoyU ;

Mat, Med. p. 351 ;
Faulk.

;

Kerr., Med. Ohs. and InquirieSy v.
;
llamiL Mysore.,

iii. See Acacia catechu
;
Areca catechu

;
Uncaria

gambier.

CATERPILLAR. Uskul, Arab.
;
Chasil, Hob.

Some Ceylon caterpillars sting. A greenish one,

that occupies the Thespesia populnea (Snriya,

Singh), at a certain stage in its growth desconds

by a silken thread, and liurrios away. The moth
of this is supposed to be a Bombyx, near Cuetho-
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cainpa, Sfcphais. AnotlnT^ sliort, broa^l, an<l pale

gnu'n, with llef^liy spines, that fcuMlson the Carissa

jasiniuiflora, and stings v,ith fnry, is of the moth
Neoera le[>ida, (.'ranifr (the Litnaeodcs graciosa,

UV.v<). The larvic of the g(‘nns Adolia are hairy,

and sting witlj virulence. Many exactly resemble
in tint the leavi's they feed upon. Others are like

little brown twigs
;
and many are so strangely

marke<l or humped, tliat when molionlcs.s they can
hardly l)c taken to be living creatures at all.

—

TcuiH vCa (U ijlon. Sc-e lns(*e.ts
;

Larv<'i.

CATtiUT, in Hindi, rulnla, of various qualities,

is in gt'neral use in Imlia for howstrings, the

strings of musical instruineuts. A kind of rope
somewhat resembling catgut is made by trie

eliucklers or tanners of tlie sinews of animals.

It answers tolerably for lathe bands, drill bow-
strings, etc. Catgut is importe<l from Herat into

the Panjab.
j

CATHA KDUTJS. Forshil Khat, Akah. The
|

Abyssinian tea, one of tlie Celastraccae, grows in

Arabia, where its leaves are eaten green, and arc

supposed to give such increased wakefulness that
a man could watch all night. The Arabs carry a
twig about with them as an antidote against plague
infections. J Mayfair says it is much used by the

inhabitants, furni.^hing a drug which forms a

pleasurabh^ excitant. M'ho leaves and tender

shoots, wlien chew'(*d, are said to produce hilarity

of spirits and an agreeable state of wakefulness.

—

Phuffiiir s Aden ; Uogq.

CATIIAUTOCAKPUS FISTULA. /Vr.v.

C.'iHMia fistula, Linn.

Rukbur, .... A had. l^ykaHsic, . . . DuT.
Ilanncr Iftti gach’h, JiKNU. Pudding pipe tree, Kng.
fcjonduli

;
Sonulu, ,, I’urging casnia, , ,,

(jinuo Hliwoay, . . lJuKM. (..a.MHe I'lHtulenHP, , Kr.
(inoo gyec, ... ,, Purgir cassie, , , Gek.
Kukae

;
Cuiiari, . Can. (xurinalht, . . . (JUJ.

Chang k wo tHz wbu, CniN. Aniultas; lihawa, lllNl).

Its Product.

Jlwai h wa-twing, . Chin. C-aHKia purgante, , Pout.
Pi»lpa di CaKHia, . . It. M\ivrirnuka, . . Sansk.
Hranguli ;

'I’ung'guli, Jav. Ahilla, . . , Sin<;h.
( 'oABia pulpa, . . Pat. Konne

;
Harakoiine, M’am.

liawa ; liaya, , . Mauk. Snvnrnaniu
;
Reyla, M'ki..

MentuH, . , . Mai kai., Sunuri, .... Ukia.
Khyar-i Cheinbir, . Peuh.

I'ho genus Ixlonga to tl]C Fabaceie. This is

a tree froiii twenty to forty feet high, met with
up to 4000 feet elevation all over Southern Asia,

with a girth of three or four feet, aiul the height

to the first branch ten to fifteen feet. It is un-
commonly bcuautiful when in flower, few trees

surpassing it in the elegance of its numerous long

pendulous racemes of large bright yellow flowers,

intermixed with the young lively green foliage.

It bears a striking resemblance to the laburnum.
It varies in size in different localities,—in Coim-
batore being too smiill for useful timber, but in

Malabar it attains suflieii ut size to be adapted for

the spars of native vessels. The wood weighs
CG lbs. to the cubic foot, is close-grained, red-

coloured, heavy, brittle, and of moderate strength
;

in Coimbatore used for tom-toms. In Ganjara
and Gumsur, where it is tolerably common, it is

made into ploughshares and rice -pounders. It is

common on the hills and plains of Pegu, where
it is used for bows, axles of carts, etc. It has

hmg cylindrical pods, from nine inches to two
feet in length, internally divided into partitions,

each witli a flat seed, surrounded by a soft pulp.

Two pounds weight of the fruit yield eight oituccs
of the concrete ]>ulp, wdiich forms an article of

commerce. Its bark is used in tanning. M'he
hark of the root is a strong purge.

—

L>rs. Wiijht^

fiihson, Irvine^ Jioxh. ii. p. .MMd, Stewart^ I'homp-
son^ and Hrandis ; Mr. llohde; Pou ell.

CATHAKTOCAUI^US JAVANICUS. 7V»w.

The Cassia davauica, or horse cjissia, is a native <»f

Java and the MuUicc/is, with legumes above two
feet in length, containing a black cathartic ]»ul[>,

used in Imlia as a veterinary medicine.

—

JCng. Cgr,

OATHARTOCAKPUS NODOSUS. Jioxh.

CasHiii iKuloRa, Jiurh.
|
Gnu thei-ni, . . Rurm.

Jternarkabic for ifs large pink-col(»ured flowers.

It is highly esteemed in Roigal, and is found in

the Mavoy fon^sts.

—

Mason
; Voigt.

CATHA RTOCA RHUS ROXRURGHIL D.C.
Gath, inargin.atus, G. Don.

|
Cassia rnarginata, Itoxb.

A highly ornamental tree, in form much resem-
bling tlic weeping .Tsh. It is a native of Ceylon
and of the south of India, frequent in the Jungle
between M'richinopoly and Dindigul, and is found
in Indian g.'irdcna. The wood is hard, and hand-
somely Tnarkc<l.

—

Roxh. ii. p. 338.

CAMMIAY, a name of Western China.
CAMMII or Catti, the Katheri of Diodorus

Siculus, are supposed to be the race which so man-
fully opposed Alexand(ir, They were then locat^Ml

about Multiin, at this period occupied by the

Langa race. A portion of them gave their name
to Kattyawar, in the Sauraslitra peninsula. The
Oathi claim descent from tlic Balia, an additional

proof of northern origin, and strengthening their

right to the epithet of the bards. Lords of Multan
and Tatta. At tlio time of Alexander a advsince

they were confined to the country near the

Panjnad, and their own traditions fix their emi-
gration from the south-east ])art of the valley of

the Indus about the eighth century. Colomd IVal

describes the genuine Cathi as of a liui* manly
form, open count/enance, and indepcmh'nt gait.

Captain M‘Murdo says, a charact(T jx)ss«‘ssed of

more energy than .a Cathi <ioca not exist. With
an athletic frame, their height often exceeds six

feet. They have light liair and blue eyes,

evidence of a Scytbic origin. Burncs describes

the Cathi (or Katti) .'is a tall, stout, and handsome
race. M'hey live in scattered villages, and move
their houses from place to place, rearing immeuso
herds of buffaloes and camels, but scarcely ever

condescending to cultivate the soil. Their habits

arc likewise predatory .—History of the J\wjahy

i. pp. 38, 39 ;
Travels in lVVj»rt,ra 7/k/m, p. 30(>

;

Tod's Rajasthan^ ii. p. 246.

CATODON, a genua of mammalia, one of the

Cetacea. The species known are C. colnoti, C.

macroccphalus, C. polycyphus, and C. australis.

The last is a sperm whale of the ocean near

Australia. It is about 33 feet long.

CAT’S EYE.
Chashm i-maidah, . Rkr. Zmilaces, .... Lat.
Bel occhio It. Zmilainpis, . . . „
Beli oculua, . . . Lat. M.ata-kuching, . Malay.

The cat's eye gem is chiefly found in Ceylon, but

also obtained from Quilon and Cochin, and in the

neighbourhood of Madr.'w; also in Burma. Cat’s

eye is not much valued in India. It is a tran.s-

parent quartz full of minute fibres of asbestos, ami
is cut in a highly convex form. It is of a yellow

hue, slightly tingo<l with green, and is often set

in rings, lu tlic Mouliuciu market a small one
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may be purchased for two rupees, an<l one of

ordinary size for five, wlnlc ten rnj)ee8 is the

highest price given for the best. Ceylon j)roduce8

the finest cat’s eyes in the world,—indeed, the only
kind that is highly esteemed, and that bring a

high price. The best specimens have been found
in the granitic alluvion of Saffragam and Matura.

CAT-SKINS are used chiefly dyed, and sold

as false sable. The fur of the wild cat is more
esteemed than that of the domestic cat.

—

Faulkner.

CATTI-MUNDOO. Tkl. Euphorbia catti-

muiidoo, a plant of the Northern Cii'cars. Its

sap is highly cohesive, and is used for fastening

knives into handles, hence its name.

CAITLE, horned cattle.

Or. Gai Goru, . . . Hind.
Faihu,. Old High Ger. Pccu, It.

Faihu, Gek. Para, .... SaNSK.

This term is applied chiefly to domesticated

bovine quadrupeds, oxen and buffaloes, but is

often made to include sheep and goats. Tlie

gaiir, Gavacua gaurus, the bison of sportsmen,

still remains wild in all the large forests of India,

as also docs thegayal ormithun, Gavagus frontalis,

in the hilly tracts to the east of the Bi*ahmaputra

and at the head of the valley of Assam. Likewise

the buffalo, Bubalus arni, of the forests of the

Peninsula, as also the yak, Poephagus grunniens,

of the snowy Himalaya, continue wild
;
but the

domestic buffalo is extensively used both for

draught and as milch kinc, and its milk is richer

than that of the cow. The breed on the Neil-

gherries is very fine, resembling the wild buffalo;

and many along the crests of the Western Ghats

and other places are seen with white legs like the

gaur. In the Himalaya, the domesticated yak,

tho Chaori gao, is much used in all the elevated

tracts, both as milch cattle and for burden, and

breeds freely with the common cattle. Its milk

is very rich, and it is the best carriage for rugged

hill work, as they can ford a rapid stony torrent in

a way that no other animal dare attempt, and

can scramble up and down rugged hills in a per-

fectly wonderful manner.

The taurine group of cattle comprise the zebu

or humped domestic cattle, the taurus, humpless

cattle with cylindrical horns, and Gavaeus, hump-
leas cattle with flattened horns, peculiar to S.E.

Asia. Small herds of the zebu, in Mysore,

Nellore, Oudh, Rohilkhand, Shahabad, and the

Doab near Muzaffarnagar, have run wild.

Varieties of the humpless taurus cattle occur in

almost every district. Nellore and the Kistna dis-

tricts produce excellent milch cows, the best of

which sell for Rs. 200 to 300, and they stand 15 to

17 hands high. As draught cattle a yoked couple

draw 1500 to 2000 lbs. on a fair road. The
Nellore breed in Cuddapah are tall, bulky, clumsy,

flat-sided animals, but possess great streu^h.

The Mysore bullock is 12 to 15 hands, and is cele-

brated as draught cattle, and for their spirit and
powers of endurance, and sell for Rs. 70 to 150 each,

and Rs. 150 to 200 the pair. This breed furnishes

cattle for the Madras gun-carriages and karkhana.

The Salem cattle are of this breed. Draught cattle

in India are chiefly bullocks, and they are driven

from tho boms, or by means of the reins led

through the nose cartilage. lago says in Othello,

* He will as tenderly be led by the nose as asses

are,* indicating that in Shakespeare's time a similar

mode prevail^ of driving asses. The bulk of the

fanners of India do not find it advantageous to be
cattle-breeders, and fodder is not provided.

In tl»e middle of tlie 19th century, a severe

cattle plague carried off vast quantities of cattle

in 'Europe, and shortly after a similar plague in

India carried off great numbers. The character-
istic symptoms were drooping, cold ears, hair

standing on end, frequent weak pulse, running at

the eyes and nose, scanty high-colour^ urine and
purging, terminating in a bloody flux. As tho
di.sea80 advanced the body became covered with
pustules, the disease generally proving fatal in a
few days

;
but when the membranes of the brain

were affected, the animal died in a few hours with
the symptoms of apoplexy.
The bullock and the cow are not of equal value

in India. In the parts of the country where the

one sex is particularly valuable, the other sex may
bo of small value. The excellence of the Marwur
bullock for draught is proverbial, but we never
hear of the Marwar cows’ milk. The male of the
Gujerat buffalo was esteemed of so little use,

that in the early part of tho 19th century they
were for the greater part not even rearctl. The
males of the Maboor breed were said to be so

fierce as to be useless except for reproduction.

—

L.

The male buffalo of the Surat breed is of groat

size and weight. The milch buffalo of Surat is of

great value. I^nds bordering upon hills are of

comparatively greater value to cattle grazers, over

f

ilain districts which arc put under the plough,

n these the working cattle fall off miserably in

tho three concluding months of the fair season.

There is no grazing
;
and were it not for the pur-

chased food they get in the house, they would die.

CATTRA-BANGHA. Sansk. Aristoloclua

bractcata.

CATTU. Maleal. Wild or uncultivated; hence
Cattu-Carua, Cinnamomum incra.

CHttu-Castun, Abclmoscus moBchatua.
Cattu-Elupa, Tenninalia bellerica.

Cattu-Paeru, PbaseoluB rostratua.

Cattu-Siragam, Vernonia anthelmintica.
Oattu-Tirpali, Chavica Koxburghii.

CATTY or Kati. Malay. In tlie Eastern
Archipelago and China, a weight equal to 1 j lb.

or 10 tale
;
10 mace equal to one bang

;
16 liang

make one catty; 100 catty are equal to 1 pikul,

ISflJ lbs.—
CATU KAM RIGA RAKTA, dragon’s blood.

CATURUS SPICIFLORUS. Linn,

Acalypha hispida.
|
Watta tali, . . Maleal.

A plant of Travancore
;

its flowers are given in

diarrhoea in the form of decoction or as a conserve,
and its leaves are beaten up with green tobacco
leaf and infusion of rice, and applied to inveterate

ulcers*

CAUA-THENTHI. Hind. Clitoria ternatea.

CAUBUL, a town in Afghanistan, in long. 09^
12* E., and lat. 34° T N. See Kabul.

CAUCASIAN, a term applied by ethnologists

to a race of which the European is the type, also

to a class of languages. lu tho Caucasian race,

there is a fine forehead, high brow and nose, long
beard, tall, lithe, powerful frame, and light colour

of skin.

CAUCASUS. The main chain of the Caucasus
crosses obliquely, from north-east to south-west,

the great isthmus which lies between the Black
Sea and the Caspian, separating Europe from Asia.

The chain extends on a line of more than 1000
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miles from tiie nei^^)ibourlioo<l of Anapa, at thc^

entrance of the Sea of Azof, alinont in a Rtrai^^ht

lino to Jhikn nn<l the peninsula of Af>Rrher(>ri

jnttinjjf out into the raspian. Tin* crest averages

a hcigljt of about 11,000 feet. The valleys on

both sides are sb'ep and mirrow, and the 'lerek

j)aas, 7077 b t. 'Dui princi|)al range boasts the

gigantic Klbnrz, 17,7 Ih feet, and KasilsM'-k, 10,510

feirt. 'rh(* heads of these two relrhraU^iI mountains

are almost always ol)Heur4Ml witli clouds; and the

snow-lim; on them is 1 1,000 feet, ami cereals grow
up to 70(M) f(‘et,

'Dut wholt; of the Caucasian region consists of

the old territories of Dagls'stan and (arcassia,

north of the main chain, and of tlie old kingdom
of Ceorgia on the soiUh, to whicli iiussia added

at various epochs the Armenian distric-tsof Krivan,

IClisavetpol, and Alexamlropol, and more lately

thos<^ of Kam and Hatoum. TIu' (Caucasus is of

impoi tanee to Ibissia as the channel iliiouirh which

her tiade can he extimded to all parts of (a*ntral

and Soutliern Asia, licr comimTcial entiTprise

rather outstrijiping tlian following close her terri-

torial aggfnndi/.cnuuit. d'he Camatsns is like a

great \ve<lge thrust, bi'tween Persia and Asiatic

7'urkey. ll is the liighway wliicli is to lead the

inerchaiidisv as well as tlie arms of Russia to the

shores of tlie l'(‘rHian (bdf and tln^ Indian Ocean,

ammer Ilian any of her roads or railroads across

the Ural, via PiTm or < heiihurg,—.mKuier than her

nlinost exc'.lusivo n ivit^'ation of tin! (hispian 8ca.

The whole of the (Caucasian regions is rulc<l hy a

Russian li«'ut<'nant, residing at Tiths. It is divided

into I'J goviTiiment-s or provinces, exclusive of Kars

and Hatoum. It has, in nmnd munbers, an area

of half a million sipiaro kilometres, with a ])opu-

lation ()t 5,(MK),(MH). In Titlis, the capital, out of

1 01 ,000 t here are at least 20 races of men. Kuasians

inuster d0,H2d
;

but the Armtmiaiis outnumber
them by 0787. Next come 22,152 Georgians of

various tribes; ami the rest is made up of Tartars,

Peisians, Turks, Jews, Assyrians, and Chaldacans,

besides various mountain tribes <leemod indigen-

ous, the Ossets, Ingush, Aisors, Khefsurs, i^es-

ghians, etc., with 2741 Roles, 21Ib5 Germans, 257

KremJ), 163 Italians, 52 Kiiglish. With respect to

ereeils, 62,302 Russians and Georgians belong to

tlie ortho<loxor Greco-Riissian Church ;
36,000 are

Gregorian Armenians; 871 Armenian Catholic»,

with 3608other Roman Caiholica; 21 77 Lutherans,

1276 .lews, and 4338 Mahomedans, IVtrolemn,

in eiiormoiiR subterr.incan lakes and reservoirs,

undtulies the Caucasian region from sea to sea.

It is largely found beiieMb the steppes both north

and south of the niountaiQ chain. At Baku, at

its Bouthero end, on the Caspian, naphtha hursts

forth in copious springs, sending no tall liquid

columns not unlike the geysers of Icelaml.

—

APGreqorx Persia; Wheelers Jlist. of India;

Porte/s Travels^ i. p. 1.52.

CAULIFLOWER. Brassica olcntcea, ror. An
excellent vegetable. In the Dekhan the seed

should bo sown at the latU;r end of August.

Removing tlie plants occasionally, prevents their

quick growth. In Englaml the market gardeners

seldom waU*r cauliflowers, and once in four days

is amply sufficient in the Dckhan
;
no injury will

accrue even if waWred less frequently. In India,

white broccoli is often taken for tlie cauliflower.

Broccoli, both red and white, should be cultivated

in the same inanntT as cauliflower.

—

RiddelL

2 q C

CAUTLEY, Sir RROHY TllOS., K.C.B.,
enten'd the Bengal Artillery in 1819. Ho was
employed in the field during the years 1820 and
1821, in the nvluction of numerous forts in the
kingdom of Oudh. In 1825 and 1826 he served
at the siege of Hhartpur. He was subsequently
(‘inployed as a civil engineer on the eastern Jumna
(!ana] in tlie N.W. Rrovinccs, and was the pro-
jee(4)r and the executor of the great Ganges Canal
Works, which were opened 8th April 1854. Ho
carri(‘d on extensive rcse.arclu«, in conjunction

with Dr. FalcoiHT, in the fossil remains in the

Siwalik lillls, ami he presented to the Britisli

Mn.scnin an extensive collection of foasil mam-
in.ilia from the R.inj.ib. He wrote on a submergcil

city, 20 feet under ground, near Behut, in the

Doah, Bl. Ah. Tr. 18.31
;
On Fossil Quadru-

mana, ibid.
;
Use of Wells, etc., in Foundations,

as practis«‘d in the Northern Doab
;
Structure of

the Sevallick Hdls; Notice of a Fossil Monkey
from the Sevallick Hills; Coal and Lignite in the

Himalayas; Description of Sivatherium gigan-

ticiim, the Fossil Crocodile, Giraffe, Ghurial,

Hippopotamus, (-ainel, Tiger, and Bear; Gobi
Washings in the (Joointi River, in the Sevallick

Hills, between the. Jumna and Sutlej Rivers; Oa
a New Species of Snake

;
MasiodontadcntctroitcB;

MasUslons of Sevallicks; Manufacture of Tnr in

the Sevallick Hills; IVnchukki or Com Mill;

Dam Sluices
;
Remarks on the Fortress of Ali-

gurh
;

('aram8.sa Bridge. On leaving Calcutta for

Europe, he was honoured with a salute from the

batteries of Fort William, and was favourably

notice<l in the (iovernment Gazette .—Ghavinfjs of
Soc. petIff. As. S. Tr. 1834; Parlhfs Military

Jlepnsitory, Lond.
;

Geol. So<\ Tr. 1840.

CAUVERY, the Chaberos of Ptolemy, a river

of the Peninsula of India, which risi^s in the

mountains of Coorg, 50 miles from Mangalore,

in lat. 12° 2.V N., and long. 76° 35' K., and,

after an easterly course of 472 miles, it dis-

embogues into the Bay of Bengal, receiving the

Magunmurchy, 40 miles; Bhawani, 120 miles;

Noyel, 95 miles; Seringapatam, Trichinopoly,Tan-

jore, and Tranqueb.ar are on its banks. It paascs

through and from Mysore to the coast; at Irichi-

nopoly it forms the island of Sriraugam
;
and a

mound at C»»iladdy prevents the rejunction of the

two forks of the Cauvery and Colerun, and the

stream is led into numerous large irrigating

channels tliat are conducted all through Tanjore.

The largest of these are the Vettar, the Vcllar,

and Arw'lar, all of which enter the Bay of Bengal.

Navigable for craft through the low country

during the inundation. A waterfall occurs in its

course. It is deemed by the Hindus a sacred

river, and is Willed by them the Dakshini Ganga,

or Southern Ganges. At its source at lula

Kaveri and at Bhaga mandla, whei*e it receives its

first tributary, arc ancient Hindu temples which

are largely frequented by pilgrims in the Tule-

masa (Octolier to Novemljcr).

The Cauvery drains an area of about 28,000

square miles. The area of its delta is 2760 square

miles, and its irrigation system supplies about

835,208 acres, yielding a revenue of Ks. 36,80,336.

Ite delta has the largest area of artificial irrigation

in the Madras Presidency. About 10 miles west of

Trichinopoly, the Agunda Cauvery divides at the

head of the island of Seringham into two branches,

the Colerun and the Cauvery, Colonel Sim and
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Sir Arthur Cotton, about 1834-0, conBlrticicd a
W(!ir across the Colorun, which lias ^^ivcn great

benefits to the peoi)le of Tanjore. The head of

the Cauveiy brancli is 1950 feet wide, and the
bed level is rcgulaU'd l»y a datn. After a course
of IG or 17 inik's, tlje Gauvery bifurcates into

two principal gtrcains, called live Cauvery and the

Vennaur, which irrigat(3 nearly equal arena, and
which give off numerous branches, and regulating
works have been constructed at all the bifurca-

tions. Prior to Ilritish rule, the native princes
had connected the Cauvery with the Colerun at

the cast end of the island of Srirangain, about
20 miles from the ujq)er Colerun anicut, and
across this channel they had constructed tlio

Grand Anicut. In the northern delta, the whole
of the distribution of water has been artificially

carried out by canals, but in the Cauvery delta
the principal <listribuLion has been effected natu-
rally by the numerous brancl)c.8 thrown off by the
Cauvery and Vennaur. The chief work loft to

bo done l)y the British was to render the water
supply more reliable, and this was secured by
the Upper Anicut in 183G, at an expenditure of
lis. 1,83,000.

CAU VEKYPAK, a place midway between Con-
jeverarn and Arcot. Clive gained a battle here in

February 1752, and t))c place surrendered to him.
CAVA or Kava, also called Ava pcpper» is

from the Macropip(;r mcthysticnin of the Pacific.

Its root produces a stimulating liquor. Sec Ava.
CAA^AGNAKI. Major Sir Pierre Louis Napoleon

Cavagnari, K.C.B., son of General Adolphe
Cavagnari, of a noble Parmeso family. He
entered the service of the E. I. Company as
•direct cadet,’ and served with the Isfc Bengal
Fusiliers in the Oudh campaign of 1858-50, also

with the 3d Gurkhas throughout the Ambala
campaign of 18G3, and the Hazara campaign of
18G8. He received the Victoria Cross, for the
daring capture of a band of murderers in connec-
tion with the Swat Canal outrage in December
1870, near the English fort of Abazaie, where
many workmen were killed. He accorniianicd
Sir Neville Chamberlain on a mission to the
Amir Shcr Ali, and was in a<Ivance with a
small body of tlic escort, when he was stopped by
the Afghans at Ali Musjid, and compelled to turn
back, an incident wliich was the immediate cause
of the Second Afglian War. He accompanied
General Sir Samuel Browne ns Political Officer,

and at the lenninalion of the campaign was
appointed Plenipotentiary, and in that capacity
negotiated the peace with Yakub Khan at
Gundarnuk. He and all his guard were killed at
Kfibul, which led to the re-occupation of Kfibul,

Kandahar, and Ghazni.

CA\^ATUM PIJXOO. Tam. Andropogon
BchoDiianthus.

CAVE. Ghnr, Ahah., Pkrs.
;
Koo, BiJRMKSE.

Chambered rocks occur in many parts of

Afghanistan, also in a mountain S. of the Deo
llissar, near Singlali, and are probably of Buddh-
ist origin. The small clianibers were intended
for the abode of the ascetics of the sect. There
arc some fine remains of this class in the upper
vallcv of the Urgandab. At Karaftu, in the Suj
Bolak district of Azarbijan, is a series of ancient
caves. There are numerous chambered rocks at

Bainian
;
and the Afridi tribe in the Kbaibar pass

live in chambered rocks.

CAVE TEMPLES and monasteries of India
consist of stupendous excavations and monolithic

structures, made for religious and monastic pur-
poses. There are in India at least 1000 distinct

caves. Some arc opposite Prorae in Burma
;
there

arc a few in the Madras Presidency
;
about 900 in

the Bombay Presidency
;

several in the Hyder-
abad Dominions; also in Orissa, in Bchar, in

Malwa, in the valley of the Indus, among the
mountains of Baluchistan, Afghanistan, and
Bamian. In Western India alone, including tlio

Nizam's dominions, there are at least thirty scries

of cave- temples which have been examined by
Europeans. Cave inscriptions discovered are

seventeen in number, viz. six about 16 miles from
Gya, in Hahar, viz. three in the hill of Barahar, three
in the hill of Nagarjuni, nine in the hill of Klmnda-
giri, in Cuttack, and two in Kamgarh in Sirguja.

The Cave Temphx in the soulhem part of India
arc clasBCil by Mr. Fcrgiisson into

—

(rt) The vihnra or monastery caves, which
consist of (1) natural caverns or caves slightly

improved by art. These arc the most ancient,
and are found appropriated to religious purjKwes
in Behar and Cuttack. Next (2) n veramlah
opening behind into cells for tlic abode of priests,

as in Cuttack, and in the oldest vihara caves at

Ajnnta. 3'hc third (3) has an enlarged hall sup-
ported on pillars. The most splendid caves arc

those of A junta, though the Dlicrwara at Ellora

is also fine, and there are some good Bpecimens
at Salsctto and Junnar.

(/;) Buddhist chnitya cavas form the second
class. Tlicse are the temples or churches of the
scries, and one or more of them are attached to

every set of caves in Western India, though none
exist on the eastern side. Unlike the vihara, all

these caves have the same plan and arrangement,
and the Karli cave is the most perfect in India.

All these consist of an external porch or music
gallery, an internal gallery over the entrance, a
central aisle which may bo called a nave, roofed
by a plain waggon vault, and a semi-dome ter-

minating the nave, under the centre of which
always Bttvnds a dahgopa or chaitya. In the oldest

temples, the dahgopa consists of a plain central

drum, surmounted by a hcinisplicrical dome
crowned by a Too, which supported the umbrella
of state of Avood or stone. These two classes

comprehend all the Buddhist caves in India.

(c) The third class consists of Brahmanical
caves properly so called. The finest specimens
are at Ellora and Elephanta, though some goo<I

ones exist also on the island of Salsette, and at

Mahabalipur. In form many of them are copies

of and a good deal resemble the Buddhist vihara.

But they have not been appropriated from tlio

Buddhists, os tlie arrangement of the pillars and
position of the sanctuary are different. They are
never surrounded by cells, as all viharos are

;
and

their walla are invariably covered or meant to bo
covered with sculpture, while the viharas are
almost as invariably decorated br painting, except
the sanctuary. The subjects of the sculpture of
course always set the question at rest

(d) The fourth class consists of rock-cut models
of structural and Brahmanical temples. To this

class belong the far-famed Kailas at Ellora, the
Saivito temple at Dhumnar, and the Baths at

Mahabalipur. Tliis last is cut out of isolated

blocks of granite, but the rest stand in pits.
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The Indra Subha group at Ellora should perhaps
form a fifth.

(e) The fifth or true Jaina caves occur at
Khandagiri in Cuttack, and in the Bouthern parts
of India, but are few and insignificant. In (he
rock of Gwalior Fort there are cut in the rock a
number of colossal figures, some 30 to 40 feet

high, of one of the thirthankara, some sitting,

some standing. Their dates are about the 10th
or 12th century before Christ.

The greater number of the vlharas seem to have
been groupetl around structural topes. Their
fa<^ades are generally perfect. Nine-tenths occur
in S.iV. India, in the Bombay Presidency, with
a group in Bchar, another in Cuttack, one at
Mahabalipur, and two or three in the Panjab
and Afghanistan. Asoka, B.c. 250, excavated the

firat of those in Bchar, at Rajagriha, and till the
8th r* jitury they continued to be excavated by
Buddhists, Hindus, and Jains. It is in Behar that
the oldest caves have been found, in the neigh-

bourhood of Rajagriha, which was the capital of

Bengal at the a(lvent of Buddha
;
and one, a

slightly improved natural cave, the Satapaniii, is

said to be that in front of which the first convo-
cation was held n.c. 543.

The most interesting group is at Barahar, 10
miles N. of Gaya. An inscription on the Kama
Cho^m cave there, recoixls its excavation in the

19th year of Asoka (n.c, 245). Another, called

Sudamaor Nigope, bears an inscription by Asoka
in the 12th year of his reign. The Iximas Rishi

j

is an intcrt'sling cave, os also is the Milkmaid’s
cave, which is probably the most modern, as it

was excavated by Dasnratha, grandson of Asoka.
Their dates appear to range from n.c. 250 to 2fM).

The rock, in which they are excavated is a hard,

close-grained granite.

Chnitjfa halls have also been excavated in several

of the rocks of Western India. The oldest of these

has been excavated at Bhnja, four miles south of

the great Karli cave in the Bhor Ghat. It is

BUp|K)sed to have been before the Christian era.

Another group is to be seen at Bedsa, 10 or 11

miles south of Karli, which has two pillars with
capitals, surmounted by horses and elephants, and
more like the Persepolitan than any others in

India. A third clmitya cave is at Nasik, and an
inscription over its doorway states that it was the
gift of a citison of Nosik, in the reign of Krishna,

one of the Andrabritya kings, who reigned just

before the Christian era. Another inscription

under the pillars states it to have been excavated
in honour of Badrakaraka, supposed to have been
the fifth king of the Sunga dynastv, B.C. 129.

Karli, on tlie road between Bombay and Poona,
has the largest, finest, and most oom^dctc of Uio

chflitya caves. Inscriptions ascribe its excava-
tion to the Maharaja Hhuti or Deva Bhuti, who
reigned n.c. 78.

There are four chaitya caves in the Ajunta
group. The oldest and lowest down. No. 9, is

46 feet by 23 feet in width. The next, No. 10,

higher up, is 94^ 414 feet internally. A third

is cave No. 19, aud in it Buddha in all his attitudes

is introduced everywhere. Hitherto in all sculp-

tures mortal men and women had been absent,

and Buddhism was a pure theism or atheism, but
at the date of this cave Buddhism has bt>comc .

changed into an overwhelming idolatry.—i'Vr-

1

gimoUf p. 124.

The last chaitya of Ajunta (No. 26) was ex-
cavated about the year a.d. GOO.

At Ellora, the celebrated Viawakarma cave is a
chaitya. Its age also is about the year a.d, 600.

It is 85 feet by 43 feet.

The Kcnheri cave, on the island of Salsctte, in

Bombay bariwur, is 884 feet by 39 feet 10 inches,

and was excavated alx>ut the early years of the 5th
century, when Fa Ilian Was travelling in India.

It is a literal and a coarse copy of the Karli cave.

At Dhumnar, about halfway between Kotali

and Ujjain, arc a series of about 60 or 70 caves,

cut ill coarse laterite conglomerate. One is a
chaitya cells, in the midst of a vihara; its date

probably is the 6th century a.d.

At Kholvi, not far from Dhumnar, is the most
modern group of Buddhist caves in India. One
called Arjuirs bouse is a highly ornamented
digoba. inside is a cross-legged seated figure of

Buddha. The only excavation here is a chaitya
hall 26 feet by 13 feet

Some of Uie vihara were throe or four storeys

in height, and containing up to 15(X) cells, as ut

Maliabalipur, 30 miles south of Madras, and at

Nalanda, 7 miles north of the old capitil of liaja-

griha, and 31 miles south of Patna, at which, in

the first century, Nagarjuna resided lu Hiwen
Thsang’s time l(i,(K10 priests and neophytes resided

here
;
religion and philosophy were taught from

a hundrcil chairs, and that pilgrim resided there

aa a student for five years. He says there were

thousands of vi haras, but none equal to this. It

was to Central India what (3uny and Clairvaux

were to France in the middle ages. Some at least

of the many viharas, aa that cleared out by Cap»
tain Kittoe and Mr, Thomas, seem to have been

destroyed by fii‘e.

On the western side of India, viharas have been

described at Ajunta, near Aurangabad, at Bagh
on the Tapti, at Bedsa, Bliaja, Daraseo or Daras-

inha, Ellora, at llazar Kotri in the Nizam’s terri-

tories, at .lunir, halfway between Ntxsik and
Poona, and at Salsctte. At Nasik are three

groat viharas, the oldest that of Nuhapana, a.d.

100; next, Gautamiputra, A 1). 300; and the third,

Yadnyasri, A.D. 400. They arc a purely Buddhist

group. The fa^jades of the first and second are

richly ornamented, ami were formed during the

rule of the Andhnibritya dynasty. At Ellora

numerous viharas are attached to the great Viswa-

knrma chaitya. The great vihara is known as. the

Dlierwara, 110 feet by 70 feet lii the sanctuaries

of most of these caves are figures of Buddha. In the

Das Avatara the sculptures arc all Brahmanical.

In the neighbonrhootl of Peshawur, there are

monasteries at Jnnialgiri, Taklit-i-Bahi, Shah
Dchri, and Snliri Balol. The sculptures and
architecture arc highly classical,—Ionic pillars,

Corinthian capitals
;
and some antiquaries regard

them as acquired fix>ni the Bactrian Greeks, while

others attribute them to western influence after

the age of Constantine. There are many figures

of Buddha, and numerous other figures with

nimbus or glories or circular discs at the backs of

their heads
;
they are on the base of the altars or

stupas, on the walls and in the cells.

The Brahmanical caves of India were excavated

after those of the Buddhist and Jains. The more
prominent arc as follow :

—

1. Sftiva cave at Aihole, in the Kaladgi district,

S. of Ifijnjmr, A.D. fnio to 550.

Gll
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2. Badami caves, one Saiva and two Vaislinava,

A.D. 550-579.
3. Kamsa caves, between Ausa and Kalyana in the

Hvderabad territory, a.d. 500-700.

4. Amba Jogi Saiva cave near Mominabad and
Bbainiburde cave near Poona, a.d. 550-600.

6.

Dhokeewar, between Junnar and Ahmadnaggur,
A.D. 550-600.

6. Rameswam cave at Ellora.

7. Havana ka Kbai and Das Avatara at Ellora, a.d.
000-700.

8. Damar Lena and Ellora caves, N. of Rameawara,
A.D. 650-725.

9. Mahavallepur Katba, S. of Madras, A.D. 650-700.

10. Undavnlli, Vaislinava cave on the Krishna at

Bezwara, A.D. 650-700.
11. Elephsnta, Jogeswari, and Mandapeawari caves

Acar Bombay, a.d. 725-775.

12. Patur in Bera, Kudreswara, near Ajunta, Patna
in Kandesh, and caves near Satara, A.D. 700-
800.

13. Kailasa monolithic Saiva temple at Ellora, a.d.
725-800.

14. Dhumnar Brabmanical caves, A.D. 760-800.

The Behar caves are in the neighbourhood of

Knjagriha. The Milkmaid’s cave and Brahman
(lirl’s cave have inscriptions in the Lat character.

They are of about 200 n.c., and are the most
ancient caves of India. The Nagarjuni cave and
Haft Khanch or Satghur group are situated in the

wiuthcni arm of the hill at some little distance from
the Brahman Girl and Milkrnai<r8 cave. Another
group is the neighbouring Kama chapara and
lA)rna8 Rishi cave.

The caves of Udyagiri and Khandagiri hill,

about 20 miles from Cuttack, and 5 from Blmvan-
eswara, are next in antiquity to those of Behar
They are built on the hills of Udyagiri and
Khandagiri. The former are Buddhist and tlic

older; the latter, probably, arc Jaina. Many of

the inscriptions arc in tlic Lat charact'r, ami
this gives their age as anterior to the Ciiriatian

era. The frieze sculpture in the Ganes gumpha
is superior to any in India, and resembles that of

the Sanchi tope at Bhilsa. In it there are no
gods, no figures of different sizes, nor any extra-

vagance. On the Buddhist caves here, there are

no figures of Buddha, or any images. In a Jaina
cave in Khandagiri, the twenty-four thirihankara,

with their femaie energies, are sculptured.

The Ajunta are the most complete series of

Buddhist caves in India, without any mixture of

Brahmanism, and contain types of all the rest.

They are in a ravine in tlie ghat south of the

Tapti. At Baug, also in a ravine or small valley

in the ghat, on the north side of the valley of

the Tapti, are three ancient Buddhist caves.

Those of Karli are not so extensive as the
Ajunta, but still purely Huddhistical, and con-
taining the largest and finest chaitya cave in

India. Karli is about halfway between Poona
and Bombay on the right-hand side of the valley

as you proceed towards the sea.

The Salsette or Kenheii caves in the island of

Salsette are also purely Buddhist, but very inferior

to the former. The Kenheri caves are excavated
in a hill situated in the midst of an immense tract

of forest country, and Mr. Fergusson supposed
their date about the 9tb and lOth century of the
Christian era. The monastic system of the
Buddhists has its finest illustratiou in the series

of dormitories, chapels, halls, and temples at
Kenheri.

Dhumnar^ about 40 miles south-east from
Kemuch, but close to Chundivassa, contains

Buddhist caves with a Brahmanical rock ten)pie

I

behind.

The Ellora caves are excavated in a porphyritic

greenstone or amygdaloid. The Kailas at Ellora

is a wonderful work of art— is a small hill cut
into a temple. The caves of Elephanta overlook

the harbour of Bombay. The Elephanta caves

are cut in a harder rock than those at Ellora.

Those of Dhumnar and Ellora contain a strong

admixture of Brahmanism, and those of Elephanta
are entirely Brahmanical, though perhaps of the

same age as those of Ellora.

The Orissa cave temples are in two isolated hills

of sandstone rock, about 20 miles from Cuttack,
and 5 from Bhuvaneswar. The oldest arc in the

hill called Udayagiri, the more modern in that

portion called Khandagiri. They became Jaina
about the 10th or 11th century, and at the close

of the 18th century a Jaina temple was erected in

Khandagiri hill. The oldest cave is called Ilat’hi

Gumpha. The Asw'atanm rock near by hiis on it

! a copy of Asoka’s edicts
;
and there is another at

Aska, near the N. end of the Chilka lake. They
arc supposed to have been excavated about tl»e

time of Asoka. Another natural cave is 6tate<l

in an inscription to be that of Chulakanna
;
and

others the Pawan Garhha, Jodev Garhha, the

Ganesha, Ananta Garhha, and the Rani Gumpha.
In the last-named the sculptures represent hunting
scenes, fighting, dancing, drinking, and love-

making. The sole emblems wliieh can be regarded

as Buddhistic are the swastika, the trisul, and
shield.— pp. 105, 132, 143; I‘'er(jvsi07i

anti BurgesSy pp. 403, 484
;
Cunningham s Archco*

logical Jifport.

‘caviare.
Oavial

;
Caviar, . , Fa. Ikra, Rus,

Kaviar, .... Gr.u. Caviario, ... It., Sr.
Cavialc, It.

Caviare, a substance prepared in Russia, con-

sisting of the salted roes of large fish. Tlie best,

whicli is made from the roe of the sturgeon cauglit

in the Volga, in the neighbourliood of Astracan,

appears to consist entirely of the eggs. It is

packed in small kegs, and exported
;

but the

inferior sort is made into the form of dry aikes.

It is highly esteemed in Russia, and also forms an
article of considerable export,—30,000 barrels

having been exported from Astracan in a single

season. The manufacture consists in separating

the roe from its membranes, then washing in

vinegar or white wine, and drying by spreading it

out on a board in the air. Salt is then well

rubbed in, and it is next put in a bag and the

liquor pressed out. It is then packed in kegs for

sale. During the three annual seasons of fasting

in Russia, Uie consumption of caviare is very
great, as it is also in Italy during the fasts of the

church. It is eaten on bread, with oil and lemon
juice or vinegar. Professor Ibiwdinson says caviare

was known to the Greeks os Tarichos anta-kaion.

The sturgeon of the Borysthenes, according to

Herodotus, were called Antacsei.

—

Tomlinson, 854.

CAWA-ARANG. Malay. A light brown or

pale brown coloured wood of Penang, from a
very large tree

;
used for furniture and ornamental

work.

—

Frith, (Qu. Kayu arang.)

CAWNEE, from Kani, Karn., Tam., Tel. In

Cuttack, a hand^s-breadth. In the south of the

Peninsula of India, a hind raeasuro. At Madras
the standard cawnee is 24 manai or grounds, each

012
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of 2400 square feet. The cawnee is therefore 57,600 Filfil-i-surkh, . . . Pers. iViallaghai, . . . Tasi.

square feet = 1*322 of an English acre. Another Drahu maricha, . Sansk, Mirapa-kai, . . . Tkl.

measurement, however, makes it somewhat less
• • • oingh.

than an acre. The cawnee, in several districts in The powder of the dried pods of different

tlie Madras Presidency, is sulxlivided irito lOOths
;

species of capsicum, used as a stimulating coridi-

and in the rc-survey of the southern districts of ment. See Capsicum.
Madras, the decimal subdivision of the acre has CAY-HAUNG. Chin. Gossypium Indicum.
been authorized.

—

Wilson. CAY-KHE. CiKHi.-CniN. Millet. Cay-khoaica,
CAWNPORE or Cawnpur, a large cantonment Aristolochia Indies. Cay-me, tamarind. Cay-

nnd town in the Allahalmd division, situated on the tan-yen, limes. Cay-vang-dee, sjissafras.

right bank of the Ganges, in lat. 26° 28' 15" N., CAYLEY, Dii. HENRY, a Bengal medical
and long. 80° 23' 45" E., and 580 feet above the officer who entered the service in January 1857.

sea. Its civil population is about 112,000, and is In May 1867 he went to Leh in Ladakh as Political

685 miles from Calcutta by rail. It gives its name Agent, in the territories of the Maharaja of Kash-
to the (listrict of Cawnpur in the N.W. Provinces mir, to protect and encourage commercial inter-

of India, in the Doan, a great alluvial plain course through Ladakh between India and Central

between the Ganges and the Jumna. The district Asia, and watch political events in Central Asia

is lx>unded on the N.E, by the Ganges, on the and Eastern Turkestan.
8. W. by the Jumna, on the N.W. by FItawa CAZl, a Mahotnedan judge, religious and civil,

and Farrakhabad, and on the S.E. by Futtehpur, CEDAR, the sarwat of Arabia, is a commercial

and cxteiuls between lat. 25° 55' ami 27° N., and term given to the woods of several distinct

long. 79" 34' and 80° 37' E, A small colony of kinds of forest trees, the timbers of which are

Chinese settled in Cawnpur, and introduced a distinguished as red and white cedar, Barba»loea

manufacture of leather, for which the town was and Bermuda cedar, cedar of Lebanon, pencil

long famous. During the mutiny of the Bengal cedar, bastard cedar, etc., some of them growing

army, on the 26th Juno 1857 Cavm pur capitulated in America, some in Europe, and some in Asia,

to the nJjelsumler Dandhu Punt Nana Rao, under The cedar of licbanoti, so often noticed in Scrip-

promise of safe escort, but the garriion, under ture, i.s usually supposed to be Pinus cedrua,

General AVliceler, were all destroyed
;
and on the calle<l Ce<lrus Lil)anu.s, or cedar of Lebanon. The

15th and 16th July, all their wives and children

were destroyed and thrown into a dry well. In

and above the well at the entrenchment, and in

the well of the slauglitor-house, lay the bones of

no less than 420 civilians, military officers, and
their wivi's, 400 private soldiers and their wives,

and musieians, besidt:ja infants. If to these be

addcilthe iMittebghur partyand those who ixTislicd

outHide tin* entreuchnuMits, tlierc were not leas than

a thouH.ind Chrirttiaiis, the majority of whom were
murdered in cold bloo<l by order of Nana Rao.

Seven Ghristian men, including I)elafo.sse ami
'J’liom.soii, twelve women and six faithful natives,

who oiiteia\l the entrenchment, alone nltiinately

tsicajusl, Nimrteen ('hristiaus and five children,

who romaiiKsl in (k\wnpur, escaped by aid of the

natives, iK'sides a few drummers. Nana Raofw^ciua

t-o have <lied in the forests of Nepal. Cawnpur
wiia ridakeii by General Havelock on the 17th

July LSf)?. On the loth July General Havelock

fought the battles of Aung and Pandu Nadi
;
on

the next ilay took Cawnpur by storm
;
on tlie

17th ami 18th recovered the city; ami on the

19th took and destroyeil Nana Rao's jialaco at

Bit'hur. Oil the 27th November the Gwalior

mutineers ami other-s took pi^asesaion, but Ix>r<l

Gly<le r<‘t(K>k it next evening, and on the 6th

IhavinlKT he routetl them with great Km. The
district was pacified after the fall of Kalpi in

May 1858. The district is essentially Hindu. Of
the total (K>pulation, 1,156,055 in 1872, the Brah-

mans, Itiijputs, and Banyas numbered 318,278
souls

;
the Kayosth, 15,169; tlie Abir, 113,053;

the Kurmi, 58,359 ;
the Chamar, 122,932 ; the

Muhonuvtans of the Sunni sect being only 64,797

Souls.

—

Imp. Gttz.

CAYENNE PEPPER.
Fillil-uhinar, . , , AhaIi. I.*aU inirch, Guj., Hini>.

Tiibia, Rali. Peperone comniutio, It.

Muncslienn, . . . Cam. iKiiubok, .... Jav.

Tii-tHiiiii'inoh, . . Chin. Chahai ;
Ohabt^ Malay.

Poivre d’KHiiagno, , Kr. Lombok ; Lada mera, ,,

Bimnisobor rfullor, Okb. Lada china, . . • i»
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lofty doodara, a native ot tlie iiiniaiayas, wiin

fragrant and almost imperishable wood, and often

called the Indian cedar, has been sometimes

referreil to the genus Linus, and soniotiinos to

Abies, CedriLs, or Larix, witli the specific name of

deodara
;
and Dr. Hooker is of 0[)inion that the

d<‘o<lar ami the cx‘<lar of Lel^anon are identicvil.

Tlie cedar wood of Scripture is BupjKised to be the

SJindarach tree, Thuja articulata. The wotxls of

sevend of theconifera are calleil cedars. In India,

the term IxisLanl cedar is applitsl to the Guazama

tomenUisa; and the Hymeno<iictyon excelsum,

Chic-knissia Uibularis, and Ceilrela toona are all

calleil cellars. In New South Wales tho term

white cedar is applied to Melia azaderacb, and

reil cedar to that of Flindersia Australis. In

China, a kind of cedar, probably a cypress, called

Nan-mah, or southern wood, which resists time

and insects, is considered peculiarly valuable, and

is esiK'cially reserved for imperial use and build-

ings
;
and the cedar wootl of Japan, .according to

Thuiibcrg, is a sptxjies of cypress. 'Ihe cedar of

Guiana is tho wochI of Icica altissirna. The white

wood or white cediir of Jamaica is Bigiionia

leucoxylon. The woril ‘cedar,* in the United

States, is applic*d to various genera of the pine

family. The wliitc cedar of tho southern swamps

is a cyiiresa
;

tlie wood of Juiiiperus \ irginiatia is

Ciilleil rixl or [Kmcil cedar, that of J. Bermudiana

is called Bermuda cellar, and that of J. Barba/lensis

is calle£i Barba(loc« cellar, while the juniper of the

north of Sjmiti and south of France and of the

lAivaut is from J. oxycedriis. The white cedar of

North America, a less valuable wckkI than tho red

cedar, is yielded by Cupressua tliyoides. Ihe

cellar of New Zealand is Hartighsea spectabilis.

The cedar of the Amazon is from the Cedrela

mlorata of Von Martins. Under the terra cedar.

Colonel Frith described a reddish-coloured wood

of Palglmt, specific gravity 0 507, as a large tree,

wood aromatic and used for furniture; and under
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Aromatic wood, used for orimnicMtal farnihiro in

Piili;rhAt. Those two are ]x>ssihly from the Cedrela
toona. The wood of tiio cedar of Jjobanon, as
now met with, is not in much cRtconi; but that
of the Cedrus dco<hira of th<‘ Himalaya really

E
assesses all the gocxl qualities for which those of

ebanon were praised. 8|)ccimena of the wood of

the Indian cedar, Cednm deodara, and of the
cypress, Cupresaus torulosa, from tlic Himalayas,
were shown by Dr. Royle at the Exhibition of

1851 ;
the former has been introduced into Eng-

land as a beautiful ornamental tree, but appears
to promise well as a useful timlxT tree, xis the

w'oo<l works well ami freely. The bastard cedar
are woods of Cedrela toona, Uoxh.^ and of Guazama
tojuentosa, Kunth; and the Goa cedar is the
Cupressus Lusitanica.

—

Faulkner; Dr, Hooker;
HoUzapfel; AtCulloch; Williams^ Middle King-
doniy p. 275; linrton^s City of the Salt Lake;
Jlarris, Nat, Hist, of Bible,

CEDED DISTRICTS, a territory under the
Madras Presidency, in the centre of the Petiinsula,

now apportioiied into the Bellary, Ciuhlajijvh, and
Knrnool collcctoratcs. This tmet of country
belonged to the Mysore sovereign Tipu, and after
his deatli fell to the share of the Hyderabad state.

Shortly afterwards, under the treaty of this

share was codo<l to the British on tlioir umlcrtak-
ing to provide a subsidiary force of abemt U*ii

thousand soMiors. Their mmdu'rs in I8G8 dhl
not excee<l 5000, sbitioned at SccunderalKul, six
miles from Hydcralmd, in tln^ IKklian. Tiiere is

one largo military cantonment at Bcllary, and a
sanatorinm, 87 miles distant, at Ramamlnig. The
jK'oplo of the districts arc partly Cunarcse, jmrtly
ruling, the linguistic boundary being a little east
and south of Bullary. 1'he minerals arc iron

ore, lead, antimony, inangancs<\ diamomla, alum,
muriate of soda, natron or native soda, saltpetre,

gun-flints, and inarhle. 1'he same term is applied
to the districts cede<l in IHOl by the Nawab Vi/.ir

of Oudh, wliich now form tlie eastern [>ortion of the
N.W. Provinces, and inclmle Allaliabml, Azim-
gliiir, Earrakhabad, Etawa, Goniklipiir ,—Nfu hold.

CEDREIiACEyE, tlie toon-tree tribe of plants,

comprising the genera Cedrela,Chick rassia, ( Ihloro-

xylon, Klindersia, Soymida,aiid Swicteuia; several
species of these grow in the East Indies. B<‘Ki<leH

llio species of Cedrela below’, Kurz names Cedrela
niultijnga of Pegu.
CEDREl.A ODORATA. Mar/adyen.

Cli’un-shii,Chu-pi, lliaiig ch'-un, ( Miiut pi, . . Chin.
A timber tree of China; il.s woo<l rusenddes

mahogany, and is used in cabinet work. l’l»e bark
of the trunk and root and the fruit are used inter-
nally as an astringent. The tender spring leaves
are eaten, and the silkworm is fed ujum them,
and also on the leaves of the ailaiithuH. The
leaves arc mixed with tho.su of the catalpa, and
made into a wash as a remedy for bahlm ss, and
they are taken internally as an antiscorbutic.
The timber is particularly rec<>inmended for
wainscoting nmnis, and for cliests and the inside
work of clothes j>rc8su8 ami drawers, from the
circnmstaiice that vermin an; not known to bree<l
in it, and for splitting into sliinglus to cover
houses, 'riiey are very durable.

—

Mac/ud.
; Smith.

CEDRELA SERRATA. Hoyle.
Hill toon Kno. I Drsivai, , . Panj.
Tuiii,

. , , . lliNO.
I
Druh, l>iinri, , . ,,

This tree is found in must of llic valleys of the

N.W. Himalaya, in Kulu, Kaiiawar, the Mnrrco
Hills, Kangra, and Kaghan, from 4000 to 8000
feet above the sea, up to near the Indus. Its

w'ood is often very red, and biis a strong fetid

smell when fre.sh
;

it is lighter and of more open
texture than C. toona, for wddeh it is often sold.

It stands water well, is well suited for bridges, and
is made into sieves, A cubic foot weighs 81 Ib.s.

—

Dr, Cleyhoni, Panj. Kept.
;
Stewart^ Panj. Plants

;

Powellj Handbook.
CEDREI.A SINENSIS. A. de Jussieu. An

elegant tr<‘e of Europe and Cliina
;

w'ood like

that of Cedrela toona, Roxb.^ used for cigar boxes.

^Mmlbr.
CEDRELA TOONA. Roxh. Tuou.

C. hexandra. Wall, in Itoxb.

Tunna, Toon, B£NO.,Sans. i Toon tree, . . , Eno.
Kuoruk, . . . lioMliAY. Toona, .... Hi no.
Thit ka-do, , . . Rohm. I Konruk, . . . Mahk.
Tuiida, .... Can.

I

Wiiiijooli njjirum ? . 'J’am.

Sauola mara, . . |
Nandi, Tkc.

This large and valuable tree grows at tlie foot

of the Himalayas, and to* the south, in Bengal and
both Peninsulas of Imlia, in varying abiniduncc.

Abundant 25 miles north-east of Trevandruin
;

is

found in the Mysore and Salem jungles in largo

quantities
;
alflo along the crest of the ghats from

Travancore to Goa. In Coimbatore it is a
valuable tim))er tree of large size. In tlie races

of S. Konkan and Lower (kiuara, the tree is more
common. Jt grows abundantly in some of the di'ep

ravines in western Kandesh, and it grows in the

ravines of the Konkan. At the 'I’ainbur river, in

East Nepal, Dr. Hooker measured a toon tree

(('edrela) 80 feet in girth at live feet above the

grouml. 'I'he wood is a choice one for cabinet

purposes, but is not use<l for any otluTS, except
for house beams when it is piocurable iiiHudicient

quantity. It is callo4l basbird ce<lar from an
nroiiiatie resin exuding fnirii it, resemlding that of

I
the Ameriexn ci tlar. It is ofbui soM in Madras

j

under tlie general name of (jliiitagong wooil,

and is tlio most valuable of the woods known
by that commercial name,—the true CliitUigong

W(K><1, however, being ChicroHsia tabiduris.

Ci^drela toona has an erect trunk of great height

and size, with smooth grey baik. Thtr lluwers are
Very numerouH, small, white, ami fragrant, like

honey. The seeds are numerous, imbricate«l,

w'inged. itsemns probable that tin; trees known
eoiiimercially as toon are at le/ist ditlerent

Hjiecieg; but the woods soM under this mum; aro
all n;d-coloure<I, of varying hm s. 'J'lu; (jumsiir

Maliulitnho wood, saitl to la; this tree, and to

be tolerably common, is described as not liable to

be utUu'ke*! by insects, and is on that account
used fur making Inixes, etc. 'J’lie fruit ami liark

arc used ineilieinidly in fever and rheumatism.
The bark is {owerfully a.striiigent, but not bitter;

native physieians use it in conjunction with the
powtlered nut of tlie Ca.;salpinia bonducclla, an
iiitense bitter. M. Nees von EHt;iibeck has pub-
lished an account of soiriu i;x]>eriments on tho
bark, which imlicate<i the existence of a resinous

astringent, a brown astringent mutter, and a
gniiiniy brown extractive matter resembling
ulmiiie. Tho bark was used in Java by Blame iu

epidemic fevers, diarrheea, and other coinplainta.

llorslteld gave it in dysentery, but only in the

la.st stage, when inflammatory Hyniptoma had
disiqqx^urcd, Ita flowers, iu conjuiiction with

Ci4
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safflower, are used by tbe iiiliabitants of Mysore
for dyeing the beautiful red colour called there
GuLi-nari. A cubic foot weighs 28-41 lbs.

—

Drs.
Roxburgh^ i. C35, Hooker^ Mason

^
(Jihson^ Cleg-

horn^ Stewart; Beddome
;

Voigt; Powell.

CEDRUS DEODARA. Lambert. Deodar.
Pinus deodara, Roxb.

Saorod Indian fir, . Eno. I Kclu, .... Himal.
Himalayan cedar, . ,, Kiloi, Killar, . . ,,

Dovadara, . . Hind.
\
Kclmung, Koling, Tiuet.

Cftdrus deodara is a magnificent tree growing
on the mountains of Kedar Kantha, Nepal, and
Tibet, up to heights of 7000 and 12,000 feet; as
also in the woods of Almorah, at Kullu, Kangra,
and Kaghan. The resinous wood is very durable,
lasting from 200 to 400 years. The tract in the
Sutlej valley producing deodara lies between long.
77° 60' and 78° 31' E., and lat. 31° 23^' and 31° 40'

N. (Panj. Rep. p. 4). The deodara is not abundant
in Hazara (except in Kaghan), and is becoming
scarce. Dr. Cleghorn only observed it on the
iiortli side of the Mochpura range, towards the
Jhelum, and sparingly on Thandinni. Mr. Strong
measured a doo<lara tree in the deodfir forest at

Nachar after felling, 122 feet long, the butt end
girth 14 feet 6 inches, and the top 12 feet 4 inches

;

another standing about 160 feet high, girth at

lK)ttom 18 feet 4 inches. Some lie measured
2(> feet in girth. The average, taking the whole
forest, is not less than 1 5 feet girth at bottom, 'fhe

trees are full of turpentine. Cedrus deodara
timber is very useful for railway purposes, and
12,000 tons were sent down the Chenab in one
year. Deodara was abundant in Bussaliir. In the

territories of Mandi and Sukhet, and in the hill

states of Koti Kainharsen, and Bagi, which over-

look the Lower Sutlej, all the gootl deodar trees

(Kelu) have of late years been removed from
within three miles of the river; but the interior

hills of Bussahir are extensively clothed with the

finest deodara, particularly on the up{)cr parts of

the northern slopes, commencing at Nachar, an<I

ttTminating near the llangarang ridge, which

forms the northern limit of this beautiful tree,

and indeed of all arboreous vegetation, except

birch and junipers. In travelling along the

Hindustan and 'i’ibet road, many cedars may be

Been 20 feet in girth, and lOK) to 130 feet in height.

It is supposed to bo identical with tho cedar of

Lebanon. Its wood is fragrant, of a rcdiliah-

yellow colour, highly resinous and innaininablo
;

very durable
;
yields valuable timber, not subject

to warp. Tho natives of the hills venerate the

groves surrounding their temples and religiously

conserve them, whilst to tho Stiito tho woo(l is of

the greatest importance for house and bridgm

building.

—

Eng. Cyclop.; Cleg. Uept. on Pauj.;

Kitlu and Kangra^ pp. 4 to V.)0
\

Jlook. JJtm.

Journ. ii. p. 41 ;
Hodgson'.^ Nagasakiy pp. 342-3

;

Hoyle'n III. Him. Hot. p. 360 ;
Powell ;

(Javiblc.

CEDRUS LIBANI. Barr. Cedar of Lebanon,

a native of Lebanon and Taurus
;
attains to CO or

100 feet in height. Tho largest in tho latter part of

the 19th century measured thirty feot in diameter,

and covered a circumference of about 120 feet.

Their number has gradually been diminishing, la

1550 Bellon reckoned 30. la 1600 only 24 re-

mained. In 1650 only 23. In 1700, 16; and in

1800, 7; and these seven trees are jicrhaps tho

sole witnesses from biblical times. 1 he cones of

the deodara are identical with those of tho codar

I of Lebanon
; the deodara has generally longer and

more pale bluish leaves and weeping branches, but
these characters seem to be unusually devcloi)tHl

in English gardens
;
fur several persons, well ac-

quainted with the deodar at Simla, when asked to
point it out in the Kew Gardens, have indicated
the cedar of Lebanon, and when shown the deodar,
declared that they never saw that plant in the
Himalaya. C. Atlantica, Manettiy is tho Athia
cedar.

—

Hooker's .fourn. p 41.

CELASTRACE.d^, spindle trees. The English
name is derived from the use made of its very
compact wood. In India tho genera of this order
are Celostrus, Elaiodcndron, Euonyinus, Kurrimia,
and Microtropis, with the sub-onlers llippocratea
and Trigonieao. Cclastrus apinosiis, Hoyle

y

is a
thorny slirub.

CELASTKUS EMARGINATUS. Willde.

Chennee chintoo, Tkl. This shrub, which grows
on the Coromandel coast, makes good fences and
fuel.

—

Hoxb. i. 622.

CELA8TRUS MONTANA. Roxb.
C. paniculatuH, Wi(jhl.

|
0. Sonegfdonsii, Lam.

Malkanguni, . . Hind. Gaja Chinno, . . Tkl.
Kanguni, . . . Mahu, Cii-changi, .... ,,

Danti chetiu, . . Tkl. Tcdda dunti, ... ,,

A scrubby, crooked shrub, found on tho Coro-
mandel coast and in barren hills, chiefly of tho

Deklian. Tho wood, hard and durable, is sought
after as a choice dunnage for ro()f tiles, Kiid to

last for forty years, a duration greatly exceetling

that of any other dunnage material.

—

Roxb, i. 021
;

Cib.wn
; ] \tigl ; Rohde.

CELASTRUS rANKUII-ATUS. Willde.

C. nutuns, JtoxlK Utanutlms puuioulatua,

C. Uothiaua, Schidtce. IJt f/nc.

Scutiu paniouhita, Don.

Staff treo, , . . Eno. Bavungi, .... Tkl.
Malkanguni, . . lliM). ( •undu uioda, . . . ,,

Viduluvy, . . . Tam. Maiicru, .... ,,

Mai kang kanni, .
.

|

Mai crikata, . . .

Mala crikata, . . Tkl. Maiyala orikat, . . ,,

A largo scrambling shrub, grows in most parts

of linlia. Tbe re«l Heeds are given to cattle, and
are olbcinal, being considered hot, and adininis-

tered for rheumatism. Tho leaves also aro ofli-

cinal
;
and a deep swirlot-coloureil oil, obtaineil by

expression friun tlio seeds, i.-i rubbed externally and
given internally in rheumatism. Tl»e oleum nigrum,
an einpyriunnatic black oily fluid, is obtained by
the destructive distillation of the seeds, but it does

not (lifler in any sensible degree fmrn tlio empy-
reumatic jiroducts of tho distillation of the common
lixc<l uils, containing naplitha and other carburets

of hydrogen. Largo (piautities would doubtless

yield piraHin and creosote. 'I'ho seods have a hot

biting taste; and tbe oleum nigrum obtained from

them was at one time largely employed in Beri-

beri. In Ajmir tho seed is imported from Mar-

war andGotiwar; is there considered sudorific,

and generally heating, and is swallowed whole in

rheumatism. It is used in horse mesaliha.

—

O'Sh.

p. 271 ;
(Jen. Med. Top. p. 146; Dr.J. L. Stewart;

Malcolmson, p. 312 ;
(lamhle.

CELEBES is called by tho natives Wugi. It

is an island in tho Eastern Archipelago, In con-

figuration it has been coin|»ared to a star-fish, from

which tho radiating limb.s on one side have been

removed ;
and this very singular form also distin-

guishes Gilolo, an island not fiir distant from it to

the eastward. Celebes occupies tho centre of tho

tropical zone, and lies in tlio Molucca boo. It ia

Clo
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composed of four peninsulas, with an area of 3578
miles. Its coast presents a great number of bays,

gulfs, and capes of eccentric outline. The surface

is lofty, with considerable hills, and towards the

north are several active volcanoes. Some of the

mountains rise 70()0 feet above the level of the

sea, usually with round or flat tops. Along the

borders of the sea are wide plains covered with

verdure; and beautiful valleys, some of which
enclose magnificent basins of limpid water, raised

ou a smooth plateau, encircled by a rim of low
hills. Thick forests cover the hills and large tracts

of the level country with oaks, maples, sycivinores,

cedars, teak trees, and the upas. Two southern

prongs form the Gulf of Boni, which stretches three

degrees northward into the centre of the island.

Its entrance is about 80 miles wide, but narrows

to 30 miles, till at its head it again expands to 45

miles. Celebes, on its eastern coast, is fronted by
islands

;
and many islands are scattered over the

bays of Tolo. and Tominie, or Gunong Telia.

Celebes, on its north coast, is in general high,

bold land. Its extreme point is called Cape Coffin

;

and the whole of the islands that stretch from it

to Menado Bay are sometimes called Banca islands.

The tongue of land in the north of Celebes, known
administratively under the name of the Butch
Residency of Menado, comprehends all the northern

extent of the island, from the bay of Palos in the

west to the cape of Taliabo in the east, and com-
prises the great bay or arm of the sea of Gunong
Telia, which stretches in a westerly direction

between the two peninsulas. The Residency of

Menado includes under its jurisdiction the whole
federative states of Minahassa

;
the small kingdom

of the northern coast
;

also the very extensive

districts in the west part of the peninsula, where
Government exercise sway, besides the islands of

Sangir and Talaut to the north, as well as the

lesser island of the west coast and the large gulf

of Tomini. In 1842 its population wius estimated

about 180,000 souls, exclusive of the Alfura race.

In 1881 it was 379,705.

In the S.W. Peninsula, two languages are

spoken, the Mangkasa or Maugkasara (which gives

its name to the Nethcrland capital Mac^tssar),

and the Wugi or Bugi, which originally was more
particularly limited to the coast of tl»o Gulf of

lloui. Nortli of Macjissar, in the most western

part of the island, is another people, the Maudhar,
who speak a tliird language. On the isiaud of

Buton, whicli may be rc'ganled as a part of tlie

Peninsula east of the Gulf of Booi, a fourth tongue
is spoken. In the northern Peniu.sula arc the

)eople speaking the Gorontalo and the Menado
anguages (Bikmore, p. 97), Minahiissa is in the

northern extremity of Celebes. In the interior arc

a people whom the coast tribes call Turaju, who are

said to be cannibals and head-hunters ( Bikmore).
Macassar is the most notorious place in the Eastern
Archipelago for the Bugi people to run amok. It is

in fact the national mode of committing suicide

amongst the natives of Celebes, and is therefore

the fashionable mode of escaping difliculties. Ten
or twenty persons are sometiines killed and
wounded at one of the amok. Stabbing and
killing all he meets, the amok runner is at last

overpowered, and dies in all the excitement
of battle. It is a delirious intoxication, a tem-
porary madness, absorbing every thought and
actiou (Wallace, i. p. 174). Macassar men is a

common name of the Bugi race. The Macassar
people were taught Mahomedanism in the early

part of the 16th century, but the Portuguese
arrived a.d. 1525, and they embraced Christianity

(Bikmore, p. 99). The Bugi are now the great
navigators and traders and the most enterprising

race of the Eastern Archipelago. In the begin-

ning of the W(?stern monsoon they go iu great

numbers to the Aru islands, which is the principal

rendezvous for the people of Ceram, Goram, the

Ki islands, Tenimber, Baba, and the adjacent
coast of New Guinea, a distance from Macassar of

upwards of 1000 miles. They carry English cali-

coes, cotton goods of their own manufacture,
Chinese gongs, and arnick

;
and tlio return cargoes

are tc>rtoise8hell, mother-of-pearl shell, pearls,

birds of paradise, and trepang, the Malay term for

all the kinds of holothuriae or sea-cucumbers.

Of trepang alone about 14,000 pikuls are yearly
shipped from Macassar, of the value of 60(),0t.M)

dollars, or £1,50,000. It is estimated that the
annual value of goods carruHl by the Bugi to the

Aru islands from Macassar alone is 80,000 dollars,

or 200,000 guilderB
;
and of those biken to the

Aru group from other places, 20,000 dollars, or

50,000 guilders.

—

P/tkinore^ 101.

The people of Minahassa differ much from all

the other people in the Archipelago. They are of

a light brown or yellow tint, often approaching
the fiiirness of a European, of a rather short

stature, stout, and well made, of an open and
pleasing countenance, with the usual long, straight,

jet black hair of the Malays, but disfigured, as

age advances, with projecting cheek-bones. The
coast people, Av here there has been intermixture,

are coarse; but in inland villages, where the race

is pure, both men and women are remarkably
handsome. They are quiet and gentle, submis-
sive to autliority. and are easily induecti to learn

and adopt the habits of civilised life
;
they seem

capable of acquiring a considerable amount of in-

tellectual education, and they are clever mechanics.

Since 1822, from the introduction of coffee plant-

ing and a settled government, the people, though
still speaking different tongues, have become the

best clothed, best housed, best fed, and boat edu-
cated in the Archipelago. Much of this has been
due to the tracbible nature of this people, for ricar

Meaailo is a race called Bautek, strong, but in-

tractable, who have lutherto resisted all efforts to

improve them. iSoino of the less civilised tril)es

have semi I'apuan features and iiair, while in

some viJiuge.s tlic true; Uelebe.s or Bugi physiog-

nomy prevails. Tiu* plateau of Toudaiio is chiefly

inhabited by people nearly as white as the Chinese,
and with very jileasing serai -Euroi>can features.

The people ot hiau and Sangir much resemble
these, and Mr. AVallace believes them probably to

be immigrants from some of the islands of north
Tolynesia. The Papuan type will represent the

reiiman t of the aborigines. The languages contain
a Ceiebes-Malay element and a Papuan element,
along with some radical peculiarities derived from
the Sian and Sangir islands further north, aud
therefore probably derived from the Philippine
Islamis.

Celebes has iron, tin, and copptir. It hm iSiUnii

16 species ot land mammals, and about 19

1

species of birds, 94 of which are peculiar to it.

Professor Bikmore says (p. 378) gold in grfiat

quantities occurs over all the northern pcniii:u.ib

OiC



CHLEKY.

from the Minahassa Boutli to the istlimns of Palas.
Livistonia rotumlifolia is supjmsed by Mr. Wallace
to be the fan-palm, and the people make water
buckets ami baskets of the leaf. Celebes has the
CarjKjphuj'a luctuosa, a tine cream-coloured pigeon,
also tlic Coracias Temminckii, and Piirenicophaus
callirby Ileus, one of the finest known cuckoos.
Its bill is of a brilliant yellow, red, and black.

Oriiithopterarernus, the largest and most beautiful
of all the butterflies, is found in Celebes. Accipiter
thnolatus, a beautiful hawk with elegant rows
of large round white spots on the tail

;
Strix

Uosenbergii and S. Javanica, the latter in all the
islands up to Lombok. Phlegaiuas tristigmati

is the ground dove of Celebes. The Maleo, or
Mi'gacejihalon rubripcs, deposits its eggs in the
loose sand of the sea-beach, in holes just above
liigh-AvaUT mark

;
the female lays one large egg,

wliieli she covers over and returns to the forest

;

but many birds lay in the same hole. A dozen
eggs are oft<jii found together. One egg fills

an ordinary teacup, from 4 to 4^ inches long,

and 2,1 to wide. They are very good to eat,

and inu<*.li sought after. The hen-liird takes no
further care of the eggs, which the young bird

breaks through about the 13th day, and runs at

once to the forest. Each heii lays six or eight

eggs in a season of two or three months, (’ittuni

cyanoti's, the forest kingfisher. Merofiogon For-
Htcni ((^arpophaga Forsteni) is a fruit pigeon of

Ni>rth Celebes, lluceros cassidix, the great horn-
bill of Celebes. 'I’richoglossua ornatus, a beautiful

bru8h-ti)ngued parrukeet. Corvua advena, a rare

black and white crow, Anoa depressicornia (Sapi
\itan, Malay) is the wild cow of Celebes; it is

smaller than other wild cattle, and is found in the

mountains. Cynonithecus nigrescens, the black

baboon monkey. Tuchyris ztirinda, a rare butter-

fly, with cinnabar red wings. Idea tondana, a
semi-transjMirent butterfly of Celebes. Papilio

Hiidrocles, one of the largest and rarest of swallow-

tailed butterflies. Cicindela heros and C, gloriosa

also occur, the latter of a rich velvety green
colour.

—

Quarieily Review, No. 222; Bikmore's

Traveh^ pp. 101--378; CrawfuriVs Dictionary^ i.

p. 243 ;
St, Johns Indian Archij>€layOy i. p. 351

;

H'u//<icc'j Malay Archipelago; llorsburgh; Tern-

minck^ Coup d'Giil sur les Possessions Neerlan-

daises^ iii. p. 6 ;
Jonrn. Ind, Arch. 1850, p. 764;

Jamesoids h'd. Jonrn, 1822, p, 402.

CELEKY. Apiurn graveolens.

Kiirufa. . . . . AuAii. Kin-tsai, .... Chin.
Ku'kiu, .... Cni.N. Ye-kin-tsai, . . ,

Celery is a hardy biennial found wild in various

parts of Euroj>o, in the southern hemisphere, and
111 California, by the side of ditches near the sea,

where the water is brackish. It is rank and coarse,

but by cultivation it is tranafonned into a sweet

and wholesome esculent. When the plants grow
in moist ground they are poisonous. The culti-

vated plant grows best in a rich, well-drained soil.

The process of excluding tlie light, by covering

the stems with earth, also tends to render the

poison, peculiar to the wild plant, inert. The
seeds are sold in every Indian bazar, and used as

stimulants by the native practitioners. The roots

are also employed in medicine. The essential oil,

dissolved in strong spirit, gives an essence a drop

of which will communicate a strong and fine

flavour of celery to a tureen of soup. Celeriac is

a variety of celery, and managed similarly
;
root

CELT.

used for Btewfi.— Jaffrey; (JShaughnessy^

p. 357.

CELIBA(/Y is the rule with all the Buddhist
priesthood, with the gurus of most sects of
lliiidus, also with the men and women of the
Manbhow sect

;
tlic Phoongyes, Talaj>oin8,

Lamas, and nuns of the Budiihists
;

the Jain
priesthood also are celibates, as also since the
11th century all the priesthoixl of the Romish
Christians. The Sherif families of Mecca affect

marrying female slaves, thereby showing the in-

tense pride which finds no Arab noble enough
for them. Others take to wife Bedouin girls;

their blood, therefore, is by no means pure. The
worst feature of their system is the forced celibacy
of their daughters: they are never married into

any but Sherif families
;
consequently they often

die in spinsterhood. The effects of this custom
are most pernicious, for though celibacy exists in

the East, it is by no means synonymous with
chastity. Here it springs from a morbid sense of

honour, and arose, it is popularly said, from an
affront taken by a Sherif against his daughter’s
huslMiiid. But all Arabs condemn the practice.

—Burton s Mecca^ iii. p. 83.

CELOSIA AI.BIDA. Linn.
Booroondie, . . Sansk. I Guruj^ kura, . . , Tel,
Piinnay keeray, . Tam.

|

This genus of plants is of the order Amaran-
taccse. Koxburgli (i. pp. 678-9) mentions C.
argentea, C. cerima, C. comosa, and C. cristata.

C. cernua, drooping cockscomb, is cultivated as

a flower.

—

Buk

CELOSIA ARGENTEA. Linn.
Tuing-Biiuig, .

.'
. Chin. Chil chil, Sil, . . Hind,

Ta’au Kiueh-miiig, ,, Salyara, .... ,,

White cockscomb, . Eno. Deo koti, . . , , ,,

Safed murghkes, . Hind. Gurugu Tkl.
Sarwnri. Sar-pankha, ,, |

Panche chettu, . . ,,

It grows all over China. It is a troublesome

weed amongst flax, but the Chinese gather and eat

it as a vegetable. Its black seeds are used inter-

nally as a medicine. A double variety is cultivated.

The single variety, both wiiite and pink, is very

common in the rains in the cultivated fields of

India, and cattle eat the plants, especially buf-

faloes.

—

Genl, Med. Top. p. 185
;
Snnth.

CELOSIA CRISTATA. Linn. Var.o. rubra,

Kyet mouk, , . Bukm. Taj i KUurus, . . Hind,
Ki-kwau, , . . Chin. Kanju, .... „
Created cockscomb, Eng. Erra-kotli juttu iota

Pila Murghkes, . Hind. kura, .... Tjcl,

Lai Murghkes, . . ,, Kodi juttu tota kura, ,,

Both white and yellow varieties are cultivated in

gardens. The Hindi, Telugu, and Burman names
signify cockscomb, like the English.

—

Mason.

CELSIA COROMANDELIANA. Vahl. Kuk-
shima. A garden weed in India, growing in waste

places in the Dekhan, on the banks of rivers, and
near still waters. The inspissated juice of the

leaves is given in dysentery, acting as a sedative

and astringent

—

Drary.

CELT implements of manufacture, agriculture,

and for domestic purposes, used bv ancient pre-

historic races of the world. They have been dis-

covered in Europe and India. Mr. Allan Hume,
C.B., discovered many in Hindustan, and Colonel

.Meadows Taylor others at Lingasugur in the

l^chore Doab. They are of flint or chalcedony.

Mr. W. Theobold and Captain Fryer found celts

or stone weapons in the country extending up
wards of 200 miles east of the ^ris river, and

7



CELTIS. CEMENT.

accumulated at Karo in Kirwec. Dr. Mason found used by the Garo (Lin. Trans, xvii. p. 209) aa a
them in Burma almost identical with those found kind of rug. Tlie Garo make several such cloths
in Europe. The celt chipping or hewing stone, of different colours from various barks. The Garo
the thunderbolt, the coin do foudre, laierre de who come to the plains, generally buy some small
tonenre, the Til hugger stecn of the Germans, may ends of cloths from the Bengalis, to attend tho
have been the moen Bourons of Brittany, a hatchet, hauts (fairs) in, not aa clothing to protect them
axe, chisel, adze, or wedge. They are numerous from wind and weather.

—

Jioxh, ii. 65; Itoyle^Fib,
in the Channel Islands. Those found in the PL Ml

\
Cleghorn

; Kidln^ ^0.

Karnatic are of fibrolite, those of the Swiaa lakes CELTIS TUINKKVIA. Roxh, iii. 65. C.
are of jade. The natives of Kirwee have adorned Roxburghii, Plauchon. This good-sized tree grows
some of the celts with a daub of red paint as in Eastern Bengal, is met with on the Eastern Ghats
Siva. Most of tho Andamanese stone chips seem of the Madras Presidency, Golconda hills near
to be arrow-heads for sliooting fish, or intended Vizagapalam, at 3000 feet elevation

;
also on tho

to be used with the fingers in dividing fish and Bombay Ghats.
flesh. Flint and chert chippings have been dis- CELTIS AVIGHTII. Wighi^Ic. Not uncommon
covered at Kaleyzur, Jubbulpur, and Kutturea. in the hot, drier parts of Ceylon.

—

Th, Zeyl,

I’olished celts occur in Central India. Cores have CEMENT.
been found near the Indus, and flakes and cores Chuna, .... Hind. I Smalto It.

near Jubbulpur. Mortel, Kitfc, Band, Ger.
J
Chunambu, . . , Tam.

CEl/nS, a genus of plants belonging to the Lime, septariae, dolomite, magnesite, gypsum,
Ulmaceaj. C. australis and C. Cauciisiea are the and other substances are used in manufacturing
Batkar, Hind., of Kaghan. C. dysodoxylon, 77<?e., cements. The shell lime of Sooloorpctt is a pure
tlie Guranda gass of the Singhalese, is a small tree carbonate of lime. The kankar or nodular lime-
which grows up to 5000 feet in the Central stones of India arc more durable, though not no
Provinces .— CleyhoriCs Rfport ; Thw. Zeyl. p. 267. white. Septariae, or Parker’s cement stones, ac-

CEl/nS AUSTltALIS, the lotus tree of N. company the strata of blue and white potter’s clay

Africa, S. pAirope, and S. Asia, ascends the and k.aolin that are so common in tho Madras
Himalaya to 9000 feet. It attairis a height of 50 Presidency. Tho best hydraulic septari* occur at

feet, and lives to a thousand years. Berries etliblc, Awady near Madras, at Bangalore and Chingleput.
wood hard and dense, suited for turnery and carving. A very fine hydraulic cement on tho banks of the

The stem-wood is fine-grained, easily cleft, and of Godavery was extensively used in tho construction

a splendid yelU>w tinge. Tim branch-wood is of tho Godavery and Kistna anicuts. A very good
excellent for whip-sticks.— Von Mueller. hydraulic Jimestono oc'-curs along with the blue

CELTIS CAUCASICA. Willde. Nettle tree. o( Cuddapah, and the dolomites of tho Ceded

Bisni, Hingii, . Chenab. Brimdu, Brumij, . Ka8H. I>'8tricls and tlio Nortlicrn Circara make good
Khnrg, Wattaman, „ Brimla, .... ,,

cements. Tho nmgncsite of Salem, Bangalore, and
Baikurar, . . . Jhklum. Takhum, Tngo, Tr.-Ind. Vizianagratn acquires great hardness of surface,

Fruit— Kangal niirch, InJarba, Hind. but is deficient in adhesiveness. It posBesses some
This fine tree is common, wild, from 2500 to 8500 good hydraulic properties, but has disappointed

feet in the Punjab Himalaya, and occurs in Trans- the expectations at first formed of its usetulucsa.

Indus down to 1500 feet
;
and Dr. GrifliUi says it Tho ordinary Indian cement is lime in its various

is cultivated in Afghanistan. It attains 16.} feet forms; a cement capable of bearing a pressure of

in girth
;
and trees of BOven or eight feet are not 650 to 1000 pounds and upwards is produceil

uncoininon. Its timber is whiU?, light, soft, weak, from ordinary kankar, combined with a certain

and subject to the attacks of iusects. It is chiefly proportion of pure limestoue. Kankar is a lime-

used for farmer’s work, charcoal and fuel. Dr. stone mostly mxlular, always freshwater and
Bellow mentions that in the Peshawur valley it is recent,—in most ca6e.s iu tlie act of being formed

ofU'ii made into ciianns to keep off the evil eye under oiir eyes. It is sometimes found in thick

freun man and beast, and Dr, ClegliOrn states that stratified bc<ls like the travertine near Home, and
its bark is used for samlals.

—

JJr. lU llew; J, L. seems iu this case to have been formed by calcareous

i^tewart^ M.I)., p. 209
;
(deyhorn. springs; more generally it is met with in clay or

CELTIS EKIOCAKPA, nettle tree, koo of tlie alluvial soil, in the slnqie of small pieces from tho

Paiijab, is found in the Sutlej valley between ihiin- size of peas or filberts to that of thc.liond. In tho

jmr and Sungnain, at an elevation of 6000 feet, blue clay which stretches along the Indian shores

Jiark used for making shoes.

—

Cleyhorn. it is found in vast abundance, generally assuming

OEl/riS NEl^ALKNSIS. J'ianch. Batkar, tlie most fantastic forms; indeed, it abounds in

Tago, of the Trans- Indus and Punjab. Dr. Stewart every rice field and oiieii soil all over the country,

found it in parts of tho Jli(*lum basin and Trans- The more recent varieties seem to be formed by
Indus at about 2500 to 3500 feet. The Pathans the agency of the rains

;
when the earth abounds

are said to use its tough wood for churn-sticks.— with vegetation, the tepid waters are charged with

Ih'. J. A. Stewart. fixed air, and dissolve the lime prevailing in tho

CELTIS OKIENTALIS. L. Imlian nettle tree, soil everywhere around, tho mineral being again

Spoilia orioiitali*, Conimcn. thrown down as the advancing season dispels tho

Tiihunns. Chakan, Beno. Oadda nelli, ... Tel. ^^cccbs of gas. It in this state absorbs tho clavey

Mallain toddali, Maleal. Urn kauija ualika, . „ matter around, and cements it into kankar. This
Karuk, . . . Panj. is collected by the lirac-bumcr, placed with firc-

A tree which is pretty common all over India, wood in small-sized conical kilns, and burnt in tho

and in KuUu is planted in avenues. Dr. Buchanan usual way. It contains 72 of carbonate of lime,

Hamilton BUYS the under bark of tliis tree, like 15 of sand, and 11 of clay and oxide of iron,

that of the West India kind, consisting of numerous Mixed with half its weight of river sand, it makes
reticulated fibres, forms a kind of natural cloth, ani cxcelleut mortar

;
burut iu pieces of a cubic
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CEMENT. CKNTUAT. ASIA.

inch or bo in siac, niid then powdered without
it forms a first-ratc water cement, setting

in a few minutes, and ]>ecomint: as hard as stone.

At Poona the finer varieties of kankar arc burnt
with charcoal, in neat kilns feet high ami in

diameter at the base. These hold about a cui>io

fiM)t of material, or al)out 36 lbs. of cimreoal and
kankar in equal parts. AVhen burnt, it is slaked and
then made up into bricks, which are sohl in the
bazar for the pur|)OBc of whitowasliing. The finer

kinds of lime and cement on the Coromandel coast

are made from shells. A piece of grouml about
ten feet 8(piarc is laid down even, and floore<l over
with clay

;
an ui>righi j>ole is placed at each cm!

of tJiivS, and a slu^ct Rtretche<l out with back -stays
spread iK'twecn the poles, which arc steadied with
strings. On the fi(x>r a Ixul of hIioIIs and rice-chaff

altcrnaU'ly, about ten inches thick and eight feet

by six, is sproatl neatly out. Some firewood is

j)laced along tlic windward aide of this, and when
the sea breeze seta in the wixsl is kindled. As the

beat extends to leewnrtJ, and the shells become
caleine<l, the lime-burners draw off the fore-parts

of tbem with a slick, ami so soon as they have
cooled on the floor sulliciently to allow them to be
liaiulled, they an^ placed in a scoop basket, and the

dirt and cpidiTuiis winnower! from them. The
shells, now white and j)(‘arly, are next thrown
into a sinall-size<l vat partially tilled with waWr

;

here tin y for some tiim? boil frotii the effect.s of

the luiiit and slaking. The wlioh' in a short time

B('ttles down into a ihio semi-iluid mass, wliii h

is taken out, ami slightly (lrie<l, and is now rea<ly

for use. A gocnl hy^lraulic cement is formed of

the him* clay of Madrjvs and shell lime.

liitniiutk or asplialte seems to have been em-
ployed us eiunent in llabylon. The works of salt

and bitumen even yet around Hit, give a moat
singular ap|H‘arance to the country; and the most
learned g<‘ograpliei*H are of opinion that the town
of Hit is the la of Hercslotus, wliciicc the liaby-

loiiians drew the bitumen iu which they set their

brii;ka.

All over the East an exceedingly bard cement,

wbieli they use as mortar and to form the lining

of baths and reservoirs, is made with e<iual parts

of w(u>d ashes, thoroughly siftetl, and powdered
lime, and by others with two parts of lime to one

of ashes, but in either ease these iiuiterijils are

well mixed. Water is then poun^l upon them,

and they arc well kneaded, after which the ma.ss

is beaten for six tlays by two men with large

stieks, uninternij»trdly, exeept at night
;
when it

beet)me8 a little solid on (me side, it is turned over

Hiid beaten on the other, care being taken to

moisteii it (Xicasionally, lest it should become too

dry. When thus well mixed, it is folded and
turned, and beaten again and again till the sixth

day, when it is ready for use. In buihling, this

C(‘iiuMit is laid between the bricks, which arc

tightly pressed upon each other
;
for lining it is

laid upon the surface that is to be covered, and
spread with a fiat and {Hdished flint, for it must
not l>o touched with the hand, os it would burn.

Three layers are put on successively, and the

ihii'd is washed over with oil, but of what kind is

immaterial
;
when it is <lry, nothing CJin equal the

beauty and solidity of this cement, which is called

‘Haroi»j.* There is another descrij)Lion, called

* Hiirooj maghrebi,* but it is not so mucli ukchI
;

this is composed of ouo-third of hot lime, one of

sifted sand, and one of pounded brick.

—

Fcrricr^
Hist, of A fijhau. pp. ;

Skinner's On rlanU
Journeij, ii. p. 113

;
]>r. Jinisl in Ikwilmij 7 imrs,

CENOIHTA, a genus of hermit crabs in mol-
luscs. C. clypeata, ICdws,^ Asiatic seas

;
C. rugosa,

Indian Ocean
; C. spinosa, Asiatic sczis; C. perlata,

Sou til S«'as.

CENSUS. A rough census of the ]X)pulation,
called * Khana-shurnari,’ was always made under
the Indian princes. The dislike to a census in the
Ejist appears to arise from the necessity of men-
tioning their women, also a vagiu' fear that
(joverninent is plotting some inisehief again.st
them, and a superstitious aversion to assist in
rousing divine wrath by what they consider such
a display of pride as that of numbering the people.
Since the year 18G7, the Jiritish Indian Govern-
ment has had a census of several provinces,
followed in 1871-72 and 1881 by a general censna
of all Imlia. That of 1881 was estimated to cost
twenty lakhs = £2()(),000.

CENTAUUEA BEIIMEN. Linn,
Bchmen-abiad, . Auad.

]
Suffaid behmen, . • By.

Centaurea is a genus of ornamental flowering
plants common in India. The flowers tire fragrant,
and of different shades of colour—purple, blue,

yellow, white, red, brown, etc. C. atropurpurea
is the sweet sultan. C. Behmen root is brought
from Kahul, and is used iu special distNises as u
bitter tonic and purgative. The rtnl kind, Behmen
hd or Behmen snrklt, is .said by some to be the root

of the Salvia h;em;»toid<‘.s.— i. 300.

CENTKTES ILUKiKR. Sm,th,
AVei ; Wei-Hhu, . CiiiN.

1
I'oii-rcc or Toud-rcc, Eno.

Several sjHJcies of this genus (d mammals aro

said to occur iu China, 'i'ho bristles are made
into brushes.

—

Smith.

CENTIPEDES are very common in the East
Indies two to six inches long. They are gt nerally

Hnp)M)H(Ml to be poisonon.s, but such is not the case,

CEN’l'KAIi ASIA is a term used dilb'rently by
geographers, ethnologists, and politicians; by the

last of these it is usually applied to tin? region

inl(.*rvening between Kiissia i(t Asia on tlie north,

and Persia and Afghanistan on the south, and
lyhig to the wt‘sL of Cliinese 'laitary, iU chief

western boundary being the (’aspian Sea. The
UnsHiaiis often re.strict I lie term (Central Asia to f ho

second great division of the ('entral Asiatic high-

lands of their Asiatic iios.sessions, whiidi is mainly

comprised witliin the Aralo-Ciuspian depresRion.

The vxHt jilatean of Central Asia proper Iwis on
itj( eaist tlie lofty table-land of the Bolor moun-
tains, which form the western boundary of ('hineso

Turkejjtaii and D/.imgaria, and tlie river Irtish;

the northern boundary is Western ISiboriu, ami

Afghanistan lies south-east. 'J’he northern half of

Ceiitnil Asia consists of the Kirghiz desert, which

is inountLiinous and nigged on the east, and full

of Midinc 8tC[)peH on the west. In the miiLst of

the southern half lies the Sea of Aral, on the

western side of which, up to the Caspian Sea on
the west, there stretches a broad tract of desert.

But on its eastern side is a fertile tract, watered

by the Syr Darya and Amu Darya, the Jaxartos

u:id the Oxus, and it is in this fijrtile tract that

the conquests of Kussia were made between 18G4

and 18GH. After long yeaiu spent in fortifying

posts, ill 1KG1 Kussia ni.ide a sudden irruption

into the upper valley of the Jaxartes, and took

three forts of Khokaud, yii. AouUctta, Turkestan,
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nn<l (Ihomkcnd. In tlie Bprin^j of 1805 tho clncf

of Khukand fell in battle
;

aiul in June 1805 the

city of 'rashkeiKl waa stonued. On the 20th Mjiy

1800 they fought and won the battle of Irdjar

against the JJokhariotes, and later in the year
captured the forts of Oratepc and Juziik, witliin

40 miles of Samarcand. On the IJth May 1808
a great l>attle was fought under the walls of

Sainan^and, and the city surrendered
;
and later in

the year Bokhara yielded (Fortnightly Jieview,

July 18t>8). In these operations the Kussiana

used only 2000 and 3000 men, and never had
more than 15,000 in all Turkestan. Russian

Turkestan has a population of two millions, viz.

Bokhara, 1,000,000; Khokand, 900,000; Khiva
(less tile indejiendent Turkoman tribes), 300,000.

During the fifteen years, 1867 to 1882, that

General Kaufman was governor-geueral of Turkes-
tan, liUHsia beciirno paramount in Khiva (1873),
took Kuldja from the (Chinese, and again restored

it, and subdued the Tekke Turkoman. Kuldja
was important to Russia so long as the advance
upon Imba lay through Turkestan; but directly

the line of aggrtssion was shifted to the Trans-
Caspian region, it was seen at once how relatively

inferior any annexations in the direction of Kash-
gar were to those by way of Akhal and Merv.
Russian rule in TurkestAu is harsh, but it is far

ahead of Chinese administration in Kashgar,
particularly in the extreme respect and tolerance

accorded to the Mahoraedans in the exercise of

their religion.

The south - eastern boundary line, along the
Afghan frontier, was accurately laid down by
agreement with the British Government in 1873.

Tile south-western boundary line, along the Per-
sian fn HI tier, under agreement with the Persian

Ooveriiment in 1882, now runs from the south-
east corner of the Caspian uj) the Atrek valley to

Chat, at tlie junction of the Sumbar, thence east-

wards along tlio water-parting to a point south-

east <}{ Askabad.
^J'hc Caspian Sea is the lowest part of the

Aralo-ikispian depression, and all the streams of

Central Asia ought to disembogue into the

Caspian
;
but the river Kmba alone reaches that

imtlet. All the rest run dry, like the Tajand,

Murghab, Zar-ufshan, Chui, Talas, and Sari, or

else, like the Oxus and Jaxartes, become absorbed
in tlie Aral.

The mountain ranges in this region comprise
tlic Karakorum, Koueii JiUn, Pamir, and Tiun
Shan, 'fhe Pamir forms the nucleus of tlie wliole

Central Asiatic liighlaiid system. Ib^e converge
tlie Hindu Kush and Himalaya from the south-

west and south-east, the Kouen liUn from tlie

east, the Tian Shan from the north-east; while
the plateau itself merges westwards in the snowy
highlamis and ice-fields about the sources of the
Zar-afshaii, between the valleys of the Amu
Darya (Oxus) and Syr Darya (Jaxjvrtcs). It

consists of a vast plateau formation, some 30,000
square miles in extent, with a mean elevation of

at least 15,000 feet, culminating in the east with
the 'J’agharrna, 26,500 feet. Northwards its limits

arc the Alai and Trans-Alai ranges, skirting the
south side of Farghana (Khokand), and forming
the water-parting between the valleys of the Byr
Darya and Zar-afshan rivers. Its southern limits

seem to be marked by the ridge connecting tlie

Karakorum with the Hindu Kush, and forming

the water - parting between the Upper Amu
Darya ami Indus basins.

The range seems to run north-west and south-

east, between the Kashgarbagh and the Kara-
korum, at a mean elevation of 20,000 feet,

culminating in Mount Tagharraa (Toghalma),
25,5(X) feet.

The Trans-Alai, seen by Kostenko in 1876, he
descriln^ as an alpine chain 10,000 to 12,000
feet high, forming the northern boundary of the

Pamir, which stretches thence southwards, and
which is crossed in every direction by ridges, all

rising above the snow-line, and dividing it into a
number of upland plains. The whole region is

destitute of trees and shrubs, and even the grass

grows only in isolated patches along the banks of

the streams.

The great Central Asiatic plateau consists of

several distinct sections, groupeti round the central

basin of the Tarirn, which is little over 1600 feet

above sea-level. South of it the land rises in

successive stages from 8000 to 6000, 10,000, and
15,000 feet, the probable mean altitude of the

Tibetan plateau. Above this vast table-land the

intersecting ranges attain altitudes of from 20,(K)0

to 25,000 feet, culminating in the southern scarp

of the Himalaya, with peaks ranging from 26,000

to 29,000 feet. North of the Tarim basin, also,

the land rises in terraces of 3000, 6000, and
15,000 feet, hero culminating with the Tengri-

Khan (25,000), central and highest point of the

Tian Shan. Beyond the Tian Shan the ground
again falls gradually to about 1500 feet in the
Zaiigarian depression (Tian Shan Pe-lu), north of

which it attains a height of 7000 or 8000 feet in

the Kobdo plateaiL This elevation is maiDtaine<l

in North Mongolia eastwards to the head waters

of the Amur, but in the central parts of the

Gobi desert stretches from Lob Nor at a mean
height of about 3000 feet to the Khingan range.

Lastly, the closed basin of the Koko Nor, between
the Nan Shan and Burkhan Buddha ranges, stands

at an altitude of not less thau 10,500 feet above
sea-level.

Central Asia has a hardy peasantry dwelling
in the mountain region, with its vast upland
downs well suited for summer pasture, partly

descendants of the original inhabitants, and in

part composed of the many races wlio have
sw'cpt through the country. At the foot of

the mountains, in tracts of surpassing fertility,

Uzbak, Turk, Bokhariot, Kalmuk, Kirghiz, Kara-
Kalpak, Tajak, Sart, Russians, Ouigur, Manchu,
Chinese, Armenian, and Indians dwell in the

well-watered plains. Beyond these, in every
direction, are the pathless lands, which have been
tenanted by pastoral nornades ever since the earth
was peopled. They liave dark coinplexioos, and
dark colour of hair. The Mongol race is repre-
sented by tlie Kalmuk, who have dark hair, olive

complexions, oblique eyes, flat faces, high cheek-
bones, thin lij)s, and flat noses. The remaining
races, such as the Mongolo-Turk and those of

Turko - Finnish extraction, present a strange
admixture of types and shades of complexion.
One remarks among them fair men, with a regular

Roman nose. Generally speaking, however, in

the physical appearance of these tribes, there is

observable a mixture of the Caucasian race with
the Mongolian.

Its people ate from two distinct sources, ri%, the
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settled races, descendants of Semitic and Iranian

conquerors from the south
;
and the races who

have been occupyin^r the country from prehistoric

times, and are in their habits the same as they
were 2000 years ago.

I. Turk I Stock.

Uzbaks^ viz. Kungrad, Naiman, Kipchak,
Jalair, Andijani, in Bokhara, Fargliana,
and Khiva, 2,000,000

Kara Kalp*ik^ viz. Baym.akli, Khandclki,
Achamayli, Ingakli, Shaku, and Ontotu-
ruk, mainly on the south and south -cast

shores of the Aral, 50,000
Kirghiz-Kazakh viz. Great Horde (Ulu-Yuz),

Middle Horde (Urta-Yuz), Little Horde
Kachi-Yuz), Inner Horde (Bukeyeoskaya),
in the 8te[)pc8 between I^ake Balkaah and
Ix)wer Volga, 2,750,000

Kara Kirghiz (Buruts), of Tian Shan and
1‘amir, 400,000

Tarkomans, viz. Tekkc, Goklnn, Yoinud ;

Sarik ; Salor, Kara- Ali, Eli
;
Krsari, ( Ihaudor

of Ust-Urt, Khwarezin, Dainan-i-Koh and
loft bank of Oxus, 000,000

II. Iranic Stock.

Tojak, Sart, Persians, in Khiva, Bokhara, and
Farghana, ....... 1,000,000

III. Galcha Stock.

Mnghian, Kshtut, Falgar, Macha, Fang;
Yagnanh and Karateghin in Farglsana,

Zar-afshan, Knrateghirn higlilantU aiwl

Hppor Oxus valleys, 2.50,OfK)

The Turko-Tartaric race strotchoRfrorn tlio iVdar

Sea to the Hindu Kush, and from the inLuior of

China to the slnircR of the Danube. Varnbery
divides the Turks who from oast to we.st occu}»y this

extent, into Rurut, Kara-Kirghiz black, or pure

Kirghiz, properly Kazak, Kara Kalnak, Turkoman,
Uzbak. The name by which Vainbory dcsigrmtoB

tliese jHJOple is 1'urko-Tartai s, from amongst whom
came the warrior peoples known in the west as

the Hun, the Avar, the Utigur, the Kutrigur,

and Khazar. Rut the manner of living, the

customs and pliysical conditions as tlien described,

of the Tartar tribes whoso arms reached from the

Jaxartes to the heart of Rome and (Jatil, have

much resemblance to those of the present inhabit-

ants of Turkestan, and the people of Central

Asia, particularly the nomoclo tribes, arc in their

social habits the same as they were two thousand

years ago. In the tent of many a nomade chief a

similar life is observable ns that described by
PriscuB as prevailing at the court of the king of the

Huns. Attila, Chengiz Khan, and Timur in histori-

cal characters resemble each other; and Varaberyis

of opinion that energy and good fortune could

now almost produce on the banks of the Oxus and
Jaxartes one of those warriors whose soldiers, like

an avalanche carrying everything before it, would

inoroaso to hundreds of thousands, and would

appear as a now example of God's scourge, if the

powerful barriers of our civilisation, which has a

great influence in the East, did not stop the way.

The 7'urkf wherever met with, is ever heavy and

lethargic in his mind and body, but in his resolves

firm and stedfast, not from principle, but from

apathy and aversion to change. And it is from

these characteristics that his appearance is earnest

and Bolemo,—a profound scriousneas, a marble,

cold expression of countenance, witli a great

inclination to pomp and magnificence. An Uzbak

or Turkoman has a proud bearing, as if possessed

6 :

with a self-consciousness of greatness and power.
The Osmanli Tnrlc'sloYd of independence is bound-
less. He considers himself bom to rule, and
that hunting and war alone are worthy of him,
and husbandry is considered ignominious. In
Central Asia, agriculture is exclusively in the
hands of the Persian slaves, commerce and busi-
ness with the Tajak, Hindu, and Jew. The
'I’urk is intellectually the inferior of the Iranian
and Semitic nations. Tins defect is noticed by
other nations, who apply the terms Turkluk
(Turkdom), Kabalik (coarseness), and Yogunluk
( thick ne.s.s), Sadeluk (simpleness); and with these
qualities, as the Osmanli is easily taken in by the
Armenian, Greek, and Arab, the Turk is as easily

so by the Tajak and Hindu. In transactions the
I'urk are regarded as posscasing more honesty,
frank n(‘.ss, and confidence, plainness, simplicity,

and uprightness, (’ornpared with the Pei-sians,

the 'I’urk is a faithful servant, attached soldier,

and upright man. Tluyare inore brave, persever-

ing, and love more to rule than any other Asiatic
people. They are unpolished, wild, and unculti-

vated, but seldom cruel out of malice. They
crave riches, but only to expend them. They
exact much labour from their subordinates, but
protect and deal lilxirally with them. The Turk
is innately a nomade, and, like others, is distin-

guished for hospitality. The Rurut is the wildest

and most savage and most superstitious of them,
but less malicious than the Kirghiz and Turko-
man. The Rurut has not wljolly aliaudoned
shamani.sm, and knows little of Islam.

d'he Kazak Kirghiz are less brave and warlike,

tlumgh readily engaging in a pillaging expedition.

They form the bulk of the Turkish nomades, and
are for most part devoted to a wandering life.

In very few iiiRtancea have they settled.

'J'he Kara Kal/xik are considered dull and foolish.

They arc cvem le.ss warlike than the Kirghiz.

They have sehlorn ap|ioare(l as conquerors, and
are (‘ven loss employed as mercenaries. They are

largely occupi(Ml as cattle-breeders, and they are

active, benevolent, and faithful.

Many of the Turkomari dwell iu a half-settletl

state along the left bank of the Oxus os far as

Char Jui, and in Khiva. They are notorious

amongst all the races of Central Asia as the most
restless adventurers. Throughout the whole
globe it would bo diflieult to find a second nation

with such a restless spirit and untarneable licen-

tiousness as these children of the desert. To xob,

to plunder, to make slaves, is to the Turkoman
honourable. They are always poor, and are dirty

and avaricious. iTheir country is the wildest and

most savage, where even keeping a few cattle

gives only a scanty income.

I'ho l/zbak are iioncst, upright, with much
Turkish open-hcartodneas, and are proud of their

education, and represent all the best side of tlie

natural character of the Turks.

The nomadic races of High Asia are so essentially

predatory, that, according to Abul Ghazi (p. 106),

they have a proverb, ‘ Atang yortin jan Chapsa*—If

the enemy attack thy fathers tent, join him and

share the plunder. The people are chiefly gathei-ed

about the fertile tracts. Merv, destroyed in 1784

by the Amir of Rokhara, is now a mere collection

oi mud huts. Khiva, in 1874, had only 5000 in-

habitants. Urgani is near it. Bokhara, in 1880,

had 140,000 inhabitants, but in 1880 only 7000, of
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wlioin two-tbinlB arc T«juk
;

tlio lose of water from
the /ar-aftthan m the cause of its decay. Saroar-

cand^ on the oUicr baud, has risen from 8000 in

18;H to 30,000 in 1880.

'J’he double-humped camel belongs properly to

high Central Asia south of the Gobi desert, and
woidd even appear still to exist there in a state of

nature. Its western boundary, where bred, seems
to be among the Kazak (or Cossacks), north of

Rokhara. i.icutcnant Wood, of Sir A. Burnes*

party, who explored the Oxiis to its source in

the Sir-i-Kol lake in Pamir, in Wakhan
learned that it is bred only among the Kirghiz of

Pamir and Khokand. Rurnes remarks that the

Ractriau camel, which has two humps, abotinds

in 'rurkestan
;
they are bred by the Kazak of the

desert north of Bokhara. In its proper and more
elev.ated habitat, this animat is employed t(»gether

with the yak, as observed in an easterly direction

by MM. Hue and (ialiet.— I^ortcr'a 'J'ravclSj i.

p. 112; Fortni(/hfhi yiVrrr /e, 1 808
;

J)r, Jacksuji in

'Jransactions nf the lUmj. As. Soc, iii.
;
Russians

in CrnCrnl A.'^ia, Captain Valikhanof and M.
V^nnnkof; A/<ilridni\s Persia^ i. p. 20 ;

Staunton s

Narrative
; l Unilicrii, Sku fclie.s in (antral yl.v/Vi, pp.

283-312; Vtnnhcru^ Itoklana^ p. 247; Asin^ bij

jMr. Kvanc and Sir Uirhard I'cmpfc.

CKNTKAH INDLV is the desiunation for a

geographical and political division of Rritish

India. It is a table-land of uneven surface, from
lf)00 to 2300 foot above the sea, bounde<l by the

Aravalli mountains on the west, by those of the

Vindhya on the south, Bui)porte<l on the east by

A lower range in J5undelkhand, and sloping

gradually on the north-east into the basin of the

(ianges. It is a diversitied but fertile tract. The
Patar or plakwi is about 70(1 miles long. Its

breadth very various, greatest from Amjherra to

Ajinir, 230 miles; from Mliow to Mokundurra,
150 miles; at Saugor and Dumoh, 73 miles;

afterwards very narrow. It is liighest towards 8.

and W.; average of Udaipur, 2000 feet; Malwa,
1300 to 2000; Hh(»i)al, 20(^0; Rumlelkhaml,
about 1000; Shahabad, 700; plain of Ajmir,

2000; Uilaipnr town, 24° 37', 73" 49', 2004. it

Blo]>es to N.E,, the Ranas river flowing in that

direction
;
gradual fall also to the valley of the

Chambal river, where it rises to Malwa; Mhow,
2010 feet; Dhar, 1008; Imlorc, 1008; crest of

Jaum ghat, 2328
; Uji'iiu, UJ08

;
Adjygurh, 1340

;

Amjherra, 1800; fcaugor, 1040; Khotasgurh,

700; Sonar river, at source, 1000, From the

Vindhya range the surface lins a generally
gradual but in some j)laces abrupt descent, as at

Mokundurra and the Rimlyachal liills, wlicro the

rivers occA.sioually bill over the brow in casc^Ics.

Shahaba<l district is very rocky and uneven.
This region is ruled by about 131 princes and

chiefs,— Ibijput, Rhil, Mahomednn, Mahratta, and
Rrahman,—over subject races of non-Aryan,
Scythic, Aryan, Arab, Afghan, and Persian and
Moglitil descent, over llindus, Raghel, Rhil, Goiid,

Jat, Koli, Mair, Mena, Rajnut, aiui cultivating
tribes of Kunbi, Kurmi, ami Alali. Their political

relations with British India arc superintonded by
the Central Indian Agency 8tationc<l at Indore,
with subordinate agencies for Raghelkhand, the
Rhil, Bhopal, Gmia, Gwalior, Indore, and Western
Malwa. The states and chiefships in Central India
form H politictil, and arc in a natural, division of
British India, and iucludc an area of 83,000

square miles, and a population of about eight

milliouH.

The people of Rewa are indolent and untrust-

worthy, and they and the country generally aro

certainly far less civilised than the neighbouring

state and people of Rundclkhand. The country

and people vary greatly in their character.

Nothing can l)e a greater contrast than tho

desolate wilds and jungles of the Western Satpiira

hills and parts of the country extending from them
to the Vindhya, with their savage inhabitants, tho

Rhil tribes, who abhor field, or indeed any
other manual labour, and tlic adjoining richly-

cultivated plains of Malwa, extending, with oiaa-

sional intervening tracts of hill and jungle, from
the Mhyo on tho W(‘8t to Rhilsa on tin; cast, a

stretch of close on 200 miles, and from the cn'st

of tho lino of the Vindhya to Mumlissort' and
Ooinutwarra, a distance of from 100 to 120 miles,

and pojmlated ))y a thrifty agricultural p<<)])le.

This 18 succeeded by the more hilly ami jungly

land of (loinutwarra, Seronjo, and Keechiwarra,

with their scanty populatif'ii. Northwards towards
(iwalior, the c^iuntry becomes more o]n*ii, except

on the wihl border tracts of Kotali of Rundel-
kbnnd, till wc como to the carefully cullivatetl

plain of (fWalior, stretching for a distance of 110

milrs between tho Chambal, Pahooj, and Siml
rivers. A vast portion of Rnmhlkliand is billy

ami unproductive, forming tbc northern slope of

the table-land of the. Vindhya, but tlie scenery i.i

strikingly grand (Ann. 1ml. A<lm. xi.
i».

311). b’nja

Kuina, Raghel, prot^'cteil Ifnmaynn’a wife, inotln r

of the emperor Akbar. T]»o Raghel are of tho

Solimki rajpnt rac(?. The four Agnikula, or lire-

born Kujjmt tribes, the (diaulian, 8olunki, Powar
or Pramar, and tho Purihar, are now mainly
found ill the tract from Djjain to Kewa, near
Benares. And Mount Atm is asserted to have been
th(^ place (>f their miraculous birth or appiMranco.

Though witlely dilTerent in other respecls, (hero

is one charaiMeriKt ie, common to the Raghel of

Kewa, tho JUindela of Rnmh'lkhaml, and tho

Rajput of Gwalior ami Malwa,—a dislike U> labour
or service away from tln'-ir homes, so that they do
not generally take an active part in the business

of tilling tho soil, such being, as a rule, left to

servile classes. They arc throughout the Un ritory

generally reganlcd as the local hcails of soeiety or

of the village communities to which they lielong,

and many of them posBeH.s much iidluence amougst
those around thorn as the represcutatives of the

ancient families of the respective clans. In Malwa
the principal trade mans aro Indore, Rlnqiid,

Ujjain, Mumlissoro, Itutliim, Dhar, Jowra, Augur,
Neuiuch, Shoojawulpur, and Rhilsa. Opium
chiefly is sold in iiewa

;
its chief is of the Raghel

race. Tin and copper aro found in Udaipur.

—

Treaties^ I\n(ja()('mcnts^ and Sunnud.s
;
7\uVs Rajas-

than; Pionevr
; Ann. Ind. Adni. xi. pp. 312, 353.

GENTUAI. PROVINCES form au administra-

tive |K>rtion of British India, lying between lat.

17° 15' ami 24° 27' N., and long. 76° and 85° 15' E.
t During Ix>rd Canning’s rule, tho provinces of

!

Nagpur and of Sangor and Nerbadda were united

under a Commissioner. They consist of pcrlmiis

the grandest plateau on the face of tho globe,

more than half of it covered by thcilenscst jungle,

where the wild beast finds its lair and the Gond
savage A precarious subsistonco. For revenue
purj[>o8C8 it has been arranged into tho four dis-

622
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irict€ of Nagpur, Jubbulpur, Ncrbadda, and
CIj’haltiBgarh.

Tlic Nagpur province and the Saugor and
Ncrbadda torritorica occupy almoet all the old
territorial diviaion of Oondwana.

Saugor and Ounioh diatricta are on the Vindhyan
table-land.

Mandla, Jubbulpur, Narsinghpur, Iloaluingabad
and part of Newar are in the Ncrbad<la valley.

Railool, Chindwara, Sconi, and Halagahat are

on the Satpura table-land.

Nagpur, Warda, IJhandara, and Chanda arc on
the Nagpur plain, in the valleys of the Warda and
Wainganga.

Raipur and Bilaapur arc on the ('h’hattiRgarh

plain, and Sumbulporc is in the valley of the
Mahanadi.

Upper Godavery is on the left bank of that
river.

The plat/oau is in the very centre of the Penin-
sula. From it, as from a focus, radiate great

rivers. To the north flow the Son into the
Gauges, the Caiic, the Betwa, the. Sirul, and the
Ghaiuhnl into the Jinuna. To the west arc tlio

Tapti and Nerbadda, nrul to the cast the Wain-
ganga, Wanla, aiul Pcinganga, which join the

(iodavery. What the Kncn JiUn mountains arc

to the river system of Central Asia, and the
Iliinalaya to Northern India, that is the Maha<lco
range to the Dekhan. To tlie efist of Rhandara
and parts of the Chanda districts is an irregular

expanse of water, the largest portion at Nawngan
being 17 miles in circumference, with a depth in

places of 90 feet, and many Hindu tcm])lefl have
been erected at the scenic Sf>ota. On tl»is wiilo

table-land there is soil of surpjissing fertility; its

woods arc inexhaustible
;
and it has coal, iron,

precious stones, and gold. Hero all the emigrants
of (Jreat Britain for tlio next decado might settle

and grow rich. The area is ll*2,9P2 S(piare miles,

of which 47,209 are iinculUirablo, and in 18(58

about half of the remainder was under cultivation.

Between the Censua of 1872 and 1 v88 1, the popula-

tion increased in the districts from 8,178,824 to

0,888,791, an increase of 1,(501,9(57; and in the

Feudatory StaU's from 1,049,710 to 1,709,720, an

increase of 000,010; or a total increase of just

twenty-five per cent.

The Native States arc

—

Arra. Pop. Araa. Pop.
fiq. lalt’M. in 1872. Bq. milca. in 1872.

namra, . l,iws .33,013

BaHt.'ir, . 13,002 7S,«36 I’ntii.i, . . 2,309 PS, 036
Cliut ift Nn+rpur, .. llair.if'.'vrh Bar-

16 inahalM, IJ'vrh, . l,4Srt 6,3,.304

Ksnknr, . 030 13.,M2 llairn Kli«»l1

,
. k;12 12.000

Karmul, . 3,743 l3:i,4.S3 IS.'iran^nrli, . .340 37,091
Kawai'tla. , SS7 7,3,4t»2 Monpur, , . 001 130,713
Kl»aln;;arl

,
. 010 122,201

1

Wakll, . . . 116 8,394
Khoiifika, . 174 20, 300 — —
Makrai, . 216 13,048 1 ToUl, . 2K,834 :1,040,710

In 1872 tho non - Aryan tribes nurabcrcHl

2,014,731, of whom 1,669,886 inhabited British

territory. Most of the Gond chiefs have a liajput

ancestry inixe<l with aboriginal blood.

The Satimra plateau runs nearly cast and west

for 600 miles. It is the true barrier between

Northern and Southern India, and is the lino on

which tho settlers from Hindustan met tho emi-

grants from tho Dekhan and Maharashtra, each of

them pressing the prior races into the natural

fastnesses of the mountain range. The Satpura

mountain range, extending from Rajpiplah to

Asirgarhi is a belt of mountainous country 40 or 50

miles in breadth, with an average height of 2000
feet.

In Gonriwmta there arc now only two millions
of aborigines, out of a tobil population of nine
millions. The remaining seven millions nlmoRt
amount to a microcosm of the people in India,

and justice isadminiRtcretl in the Central Provinces
in five different languages, viz. Urdu, Hindi,
Mahratti, Uriya, and Telugu. In round numbers,
the seven millions may be thus classified:—1^
millions sneak Mahratti; IJ do. speak Uriya; 4
do. speak Hindi.

Dr. W. W. Hunter gives tho following as tho
languages peculiar to Central India;

—

Ho (Kol). IMunflftla. Kol.imi. Khoml.
Kol (.Sing- Rsvjrnahali. Madi. Savara.
bhum). (londi. Madia. Gadaba.

•Saniali. (iaycti. Kuri. Yernkala,
Bhurnij. Ruthik. Keikadi. Clioiitnu.

ITraon. ' Naikude.

Kolarian tribes occupy the broad belt of hilly

country that runs almost continuou.sly across India

from the Santal tracts to the Kurku Rettlemcnts.
The Santal in the oast, and the Kurku in the west,
speak a langu.agc sulistantially the same.

1’hc Ccntrjil Provinces. Kolarian tribes arc :

lihil.
I

Kol. Naliur?!
Bliilnln. iDliangar. Kurku. A^unia?
lUtiinjiah. Uiudba. M:ihto. (Juli?

Blnnuia. Kawnr. Manji. Soura?
Binjwar. 1

The aboriginal Dravidian tribes arc :

Oond. Hulba. lARiiria?
Rhuttra Gond. iKliond. I>l)unwar?
Durweh ,, iKei. Nahur?
Mareo ,, j

Maria or Gotawar.
|
Punkah T

Other occupants of tho Central Provinces are :

I/>dhi. GImmar. Ooryah. I Muhratta.
Parwar. Kunhi. TilingKomati. Jharia.
Kachi. RcIcch. 1

with a sprinkling of Rajputs, Brahmans, and
Mahomedans in almost every district.

In the extreme west in Nimar are tho Bhil.

From thence, going to tho north-east, wc find

along the Satpura range the Kurku and Gond,

—

the Kurku belonging to the Kolarian family, and
the Gond to the Dravidian.

Tiie Kurku arc not numerous, and arc chiefly

to be found in the hilly part of the Ilushungabad,
and the adjoining northern part of the Chindwara
district. In these localities they meet with tho

Gond, and a few Kurku arc also found in Baitool.

The Gond are numerous in the plateau district

of Son and in the south of Jubbulpur, and they

are found also in the hilly parts of Jubbulpur.

The Gond, Byga, and Kol form a largo section

of the population of Manilla, and the Gond and
Byga are also in tho hilly parts of Balagbat south

of Mandla.

! The Ooriya occupy entirely tho Sumbulpore
district.

I

The Khond dwell in the country surrounding

the Ooriya in Sumbulporc and to the south.

The Hindu races are numerous in Raipur and
Belaspur^ but* a number of Gonds are scattered

about, and the Gond are numerous in the wild

parts of Nagpur and Chanda, and on the Pranhita

and Godavery river tho Mahratta and Teling races

meet
The Mahrattas proper, consisting chiefly of

Mahratta, Brahman, and Knnbi, scarcely exceed

half a million in number, but, owing to the pro-
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mincut and powerful position so long occupied by
them in the country, they hare imposed their

language and some of their customs on about
twice their own number of menial and helot races,

such as Dhcr and Mang, who, Mahratta in Nagpur,

speakers of Hindi in the Nerbadda valley, only

retain their individuality because they are too low

in the scale for absorption. The Mahratta influ-

ence, however, did not penetrate much beyond the

Nagpur plain, consisting of the lower valleys of

the Wardha and Wainganga. To the south of

this area the Teling races are intermingled with

the settlers from the west, though not in largo

numbers. To the east Ch’hattisgarh is inhabited,

after some fifteen centuries of liajput ascendency,

mainly by Hindu races, except in the remote

eastern district of Sumbulpore, which by lanj^age

belongs to Orissa. The Chainars of Orhattisgarh

are Satnami sectarians, disciples of Ohasi D.'ia.

Tlie northern line of demarcation may be drawn
along the southern crest of the Satpura range

;
for

though a few Mahrattas are found on the table-

land, there are probably more Hindi R})eaker8

below the ghats in the Nagpur plain, and the

al nost universal language of the three Satpiua

districts, 8on, Chindwara, and Bctul, Ls Hindi.

Tiie older settlers are in many districts called

Jharia (from Jhar, underwood, forest), and are

much looser in their observances than later comers

of the same caste, eating forbidden food, and
worshipping strange gods. For some generations

after their arrival, the northern iniportatious

generally kept up iludr homo connection by
marriage, fearing to ally tfiemselves with degene-

rate brotliers, who may have carried their careiess-

iiess in social matters so far as to permit mesalli-

ances, and perhaps even to have contracted some
taint of aboriginal blood. Jn the Hoshangabad
district the Ghori (Mahomedan) kings of Malwa
sccin to have attained deification without dis-

tinction of persons, and a Hindu in difficulties

would as soon invoke the Ghori Badshah as any
other sufjcrnatural power. At Murinari, ten

miles from Bhandiira, the villagers worship at the

torn!) of an English lady, ignorant, and probablv

careless, of the object for which it was erected.

Gujars are among the steadiest members of the

community, and have a great deal too much pro-

perty of their own to admit the idea of professional

cattle-lifting as a possibility amongst civilised

people. The Lodhi, mere agricultural drudges in

Upper India, have attained some distinction as

swashbucklers and marauders in the Nerbadda
country, and some of their chiefs still retain all

the popular respect due to families which have

forgotten to live on their own industry. On the

other band, there are liajput who have taken to

banking.
Damob has a population of 262,641 souls

;
there

are a few Mahomedans who are cotton carders,

weavers, and the like. There are upwards of

sixty different castes or sects of Hindus, amongst
whom as under

:

Kurmi, .... 34,907 Brahman, . • . 23,666
Lodhi, .... 31,930 Ahir, 16,281

Ohamar, . . . 28,401 Bania, . . . . 9,783
Gond, .... 20,724 Rajput, .... 9,187

The liodhi came from Bundclkhand three cen-

turies ago.

The Kurmi from the Doab about a.d. 1620, The
Kurmi are a large class of cultivators in the eastern

and central portions of Bengal, few in Dehli and
in the Upper Doab. According to Sir Henry
Elliot, under the different names of Kurmi, Kuin-
bhi, Kunabi, Kumbhi, they extend throughout
the greater part of Hindustan, Berar, and the
Western Dckhan. They are famous as agricul-

turists, but frequently engage in other occupa-
tions. The Kurmi women, like the Jatni, assist

the men in husbandry, and have passed into a
proverb for industry :

* Bhalee jat koonbin kee, k’hoorpeo hat'h
K’het nirawen apne pee ki Bat’h.’

The Kurmi of the Hindustan provinces are said

to have seven sulKlivisions, which arc usually

enumerated as K’hureebind, ruturya,G’horchurha,
Jysvv.ar, Canoiijca, Kewut, and Jhooucya.
The Gond of Mandla have ti»o Lamjina Shadi,

in which the betrotliod lad serves an apprentice-
ship for his future wife. A Gond girl, however, may
exercise her own will and run off with a man, but
it is quite allowable for her first cousin or the man
whom she has deserted to abduct her from the
man whom she has chosen. I’hc Shadi Bandhoni is

a compulsory marriage. In the Shadi Baitho a
woman goes to a man’s house. Widows re-inarry

either to a younger brother of tlicir deceased
husband, or t/O some other man.
To burn dead men is deemed the more honourable

mode of disposing of the remains; women are

always buried. When the father of a family dies,

if well-to-do, they clothe the corpse in a new
dress, and bury or burn tlie remains

;
his spirit is,

however, 8UppoRe<l to dwell in the house till it bo
released, and till released, the B}>irit is the only
object of worship in the house. After the funeral,

a j)iecc of turmeric and a pice are tied up in a
cloth and suspended to one of the beams of the
house. When the time comes to lay the spirit,

the cloth is removed, and, w ith a portion of the

flesh of a goat or a pig, is offered to the village

deity
;
a feast is given to relatives, the elders, and

the release is complete. Human sacrifices were
made till after the middle of the 19th century at
the temples of Kali at I^nji, and at the shrine of

Dant(^8wari in Bastar.

CEPHAELIS IPECACUANHA is a native of
New Granada in Brazil

;
its emetic effects were

known from time immemorial, and it received from
the Portuguese the name of rais d’oro, or golden
root. The father of the celebrated Helvetius
established its utility, and was rewardcMl by Louis
XIV. with a thousand louis-d’or.

—

O'Sh. p, 881.
CEPHALiEMIA OVIS or OilstruB ovis occurs

in Europe and the East Indies; it lays its eggs
in sheep 8 nostrils, and the worm from it occupies
the frontal sinuses, and gives rise to fatal disease.

CEPHALOCUOTON INDICUM. Ikdd.

Adcnochhena Indica, Bedd,

A very common tree in the dense moist forests

on the Animallays, Tinnevelly, and Travancore
ghats, at 1600 to 40G0 feet elevation, generally on
the banks of streams, and also sparingly in Coorg
and S. Ganara. It is in flower and fruit at all

seasons. Timber is said by the natives to be very
good for building purposes.

—

Beddome. FL Sylv.

p. 261.

CEPHALOPODA, a class of molluscous animals,
comprising many recent and fossil genera and
species. The fossil Cephalopoda of tlie cretaceous
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rocltB of Southern Indie are numerona about Oota-
toor and Trichinopoly.

CEPHALOTAXUS DRUPACEA. Sieboldand
Zuccarini. A splendid yew tree of China and
^pan, hardy, and rising to 60 feet. C. Fortunei,
Hooker, is a variety. C. pedunculata occurs in
China.— Von Mueller,

CEK/.MBVX VATICA, or Sal grub, burrows
in the wood of that tree, and is sought for by the
woodpeckers. See Insects.

CEKAMIC MANUFACTURES. The manu-
facture of porcelain, earthenware, etc., is an
art which has for hundreds of years been per-
fected by the Chinese and Japanese, and has also
been acquired to some extent by the Asiatic rac<^
who have embraced Mahomedanisin. But the
Hindu races, though making many beautiful
moiicls in clay.s, have never finished off their work
by costly glazing. Their action in this matter
has been owing to their views as to ceremonial
impurity, which necessitates the destruction of
earthenware from many ideal pollutions

;
and as

to break uji or throw away valuable porcelain
would be ruinous, they use largely copper and
brass utensils, which can be purified by fire ot
water, and cominon unglazcd clay-ware of little
money value, which can be thrown away. Urns
of elongatoii shapes have been discoverecl in
ancient CImId.Ta

;
and in Britisli India, fine speci-

mens of common earthenware, ancient funereal,
domestic, and cooking vessels, nro dug out of
tlio old tomlis ill the districts of Coimbatore
and South Arcot. Tliia kind of pottery has
been found in many parts of India in tombs
usiiaHy arrangetl in circles, each tomb being
built of six slabs of stone, and occasionally sur-
mouuteti by largo mounds of loose stones and
earth. Tliey have been thought to resemble the
Druidicai tombs of England, and are supposed to
bo of great antiquity, there being no records of
tliein extant. Tlio pottery found in them usually
consists of tall narrow cinerary urns of 18 or 20
inches in length, with three or four clumsy feet
four inches in length, and of a variety of round,
oval, and ilattciUHl vessels of different shapes and
sizes, some having apparently been used for cook-
ing and others as drinking vessels. The tall urns
usually contain burnt human bones, teeth, and
ornaments of braw or copper

;
they are made of

a coarse clay, wliich have not been finished with
care. Some of the llattenod oval and rounded
vessels arc made of a fine dense clay that has been
carefully prepared; the surfaces are variously
ornamented with wavy or crossed lines of red and
yellow, carefully piiiited. The pottery appears
also to have lieen smeared, and it resembles the
m>tterit> antique vcmissiSe et lustr^e figured by
M. Brougniart. There is great purity of form in
roost of the vessels, which resemble the Etruscan
in the precision of the curves and in the angles at
which the different surfaces meet. The art of
pottery appears to have deteriorated in India since
these articles were made, and one branch of it,

viz. the smearing or thin glazing on the surface,

is rarely practised. Nearly all the porcelain used
in India by Muhoroedans and Christians is imported
from China and Great Britain.

lu Kgypt, the pyramids of Abu Rowash, which
may very well date from the so-called second

dynasty of Manctho, are surrounded by heaps of

broken vessels. Beside this, the pottery made at
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Thing Thao in China, in 2256 B.c., is modem.
Scarabs made of earthenware, finely glazed with
a turquoise colour, and bearing the names of such
old kings as Cheops, Chephren, and others of the
pyramid-building dynasties, are not at all un-
common. The potter's wheel is said to have been
first used in Japan by a priest named Giyogi, a
paUve of Idzumi, in 724 of the Christian era; and
it is stated tliat the art of making pure porcelain
was introduced into Japan about a.d. 1513.
The rarity of pottery all over Europe after the

fall of the Western Empire is a curious fact. The
practice of making encaustic tiles, which became
one of the most beautiful of mediaeval arts, betrays
a revival

;
and by the beginning of the 8th cen-

tury the Moorish wares of Spain had become
famous. It is from an offshoot of the Moorish
manufactories in the Balearic Islands that Majo-
lica or Majorca ware gave its name to all kinds
of glazed pottery. German stoneware, much of
it very beautiful, reached perfection towards the
end of the 16th century

;
but simultaneously the

delicate Oiron pottery, or Henri ii. ware, vas
begun by Helene do llangcst, a widow of noble
family, in her castle of Oiron. Only about sixty

-

seven specimens remain
;
but it has been decep-

tively imitated of late years.

M. Janvier asserts that the very first porcelain
made in Europe was in Venice, there being in the
archives a letter, daU'd 1470, from Uielrno da
Bologna, that Boems conclusively to prove tins

fact. Tins art was, however, lost, to be revived
again in Franco about 1695. The porcelain was
what is known as * soft,’—that is, the materials
from which the paste, or l)ody, was mixed, were
not thoroughly fused together. In 1709, Bcittchcr,

a Gorman, after repeat<xl failures, succeeded in
producing true hard paste at Meissen, near Dres-
den. It was not for nearly a century that hard
paste penetrated to Great Britain

;
but in 1800,

Josiah Spode created, or rather perfected, what was
practically a new ware, the bone phosphate porce-
lain, the only kind now made in England. The
English porcelain is of a soft creamy colour, very
agreeable to the eye, and very suitable for decora-
tion. Nearly all the ordinary kiln colours can bo
used on it, and beautiful wares of all kinds are
made. In Britain, before the 18th century,
pottery was rarely used

;
the people ate from

w'oodcn trenchers, and drank from born cups, up
to the earlier yeare of the 19th century.

Earthenware or Common Pottery .—There are

three distinct branches of this manufacture in

India, which, though similar in their manipulation,

are different in their results. The most common
kind is the red porous earthenware used for pots

and cooking vessels, the black used for similar

purposes, and the fine white which resembles some
of the biscuit earthenware of Europe.

The red porous earthenware of India differs

very materially in quality according to the locality

from which tfie clay is selected ;
some are made

of a common coarse earthy loam, which has very

little tenacity, and yields a brittle kind of pottery,

neither susceptible of much finish, nor of being

glaziHl. Most of the pottery of India is of this

description; it is made on a curious principle,

which is unknown in other cx^untries, but whioli

has probably been followed for many centuries in

I ndia. The Indian potter’s wheel is of the simplest

kind. It is a horizontal fly-wheel, the frame of
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wockI, the rim heavily ladcrt with clay, two or three European mctho<l, for tho construction of all the
feet in (liainctor, (>() to >>() jx)uinls, ami is put Huperior kinds of vessels.

in motion by the potti r’s hand, nKsisted hy a stick
;

IUnck Karthenn'orc in most instances is tho
once set spinnin*', it revolves fur from live or seven red pottery blackened by tho simple process of
minutes with a poifectly steady and nearly true damping or checking the tiro when it is beginning
motion. Tije mass of clay to be moulded is placed to <icclinc, and thus throwing a groat deal of
on the centre of the wheel, and the potter wiuats snmkc amongst the wares when the heat is not
before it on the ground. Tins machine has doubt- sufTicieiitlv intense to burn it off. A better and
less several defects, but it nuswers its purpose stronger kind of black earthenware is manufac-
pcrfectly. The vessels, which are mostly of around tured at Rangaloro from a fine dense clay that
form, are throw'n thick in tlie neck and upper contains both manganese andiron. This approaches
parts or sides. Tl»ey arc cut off the wheel, aud the black stoneware of Egypt, and is strong and
left open in tho bottom, with vertical sides

;
they sonorous when struck.

are then allowed to harden a little in the necks, White KartJtenu'are.—Light and elegant goblets,
and 03 soon as they will bear to be handled, the butter pots and vases, are made at Arcot. This
sides arc thinned out by beating with a fiat mallet branch of the art is conducted with more care and
upon a rounde<l stone or very hard rouml piece of cleanliness, attention being paid to the sifting of
wood held inside the vessel, which is turned al>out the materialB and to tho ornamenting and finish-
and beaten till it is closcfl. 'I'his is a vt'ry tedious ing of tlm articles. The material selected is a
and unsatisfactory mode of working, and the only decaying white granite resembling tho Condsh
recommendation is, that it makes a thin, light stone of England or the grauen of Germany. This
vessel, but at a great sacrifice of time. From ten is carefully washed and decanted to free it from
to twenty-eight of these is a good day’s work, sand or impurities

;
it is then allowed to subside,

while a skilful Euro])enn thrower will turn out the water is poured off, and the soft clay is collected
800 in the same time. Good eamplcs of this on a dean cloth and laid on a heap of white wood
quality of earthenware are made at Travancore ashes to dry

;
a small percentage of alkali is thus

from a fine smooth micaceous loam, and the general absorbed through the cloth, aud is incoiporaUMl
furiiis are good, though heavy. A finer description tln ough the m;is8 by knea<ling. This decayed
of this waixj is made at llydeiabnd, from a tough, white granite is tlie true Kao-lin or porcelain earth
sniooth plastic clay, and the articles arc remark- of China and Europe. It is })articr»larly abnn-
ablo for elegance of form and extreme lightness of dant in India, and occurs in beds of enonnous
throwing. 8omc of the vessels arc ornamenRid extent, and of every variety of colour. It j)o8-

with gold leaf aiid coloured lac varnishes
;
others sesses tho valuable qualities of combining with a

arc made in imitation of Be<ler ware; some are large pcrccnUigc of silica, felspar, baryta, or other
painted white on a red ground; a few glazed and stony bo<lies, and of resisting the most intinso
coloured w ith a soft lend glaze, comjmsed of 24 heats

;
but in India it is employed alone, and j)ro-

parts Moordar Sing or litharge-, 3 pfirts Ghar ka ducc*8 a soft, brittle, porous ware, which is not
pat’har, and 1 part coj>pcr. Sandoor, or the red susceptible of being well glazc^d. Nurnerona at-
oxidc of lead, may be substituted for the litharge. tein]>t8 have been made to glaze this descrij^tioii

The Ghar ka pat’har should be well burnt, slaked of ]>ottery, but the glaze crazes or cracks all over
in cold water, and afterwards reduced to a fine the surface, and allows water to penetrate to tho
powder, and mixed writh the litharge. Tho copper laxly. Tho reason is that the Kao dins retjuiro
is mixed with its weight of finely-powdered sul- (lint, felspar, or stone to ojxin them, and expf>suro
phur, and heated in a crucible till a green scale to a long-continued and steady heat before they
hiw formed on it ; it is then finely jx)wdcred, and arc thoroughly burnt in tho biscuit state. They
mixed with the Ghar ka pat'liar and litharge. Tho also require a hard fritt or {X>rcelain glaze, which
whole is again heated, and reduced to a fine powder cannot be prepared without expensive machinery,
once more. A small quantity of this powder is The firing also involves a great consumption of
well mixed with wheat starch, and kneaded well fuel, as tl»c heat must bo kept up steadily for 40
for some time; water is then added, and it is or CO hours.

strained through a fine cloth, and the glaze is In China, the districts of Ping-lo and Kot-kow
gently rubbe^ in with the hand, after which in the province of Kiang-si are tho most noted
tho pot^y is baked. This process of glazing for their plastic clays of all the eighteen provinces
pottery is very similar to that practised in Italy, of China. Very excellent plastic clays arc also
Germany, and some parts of England, where found in Wy-chow, in tho province of Ngan-huy

;

paving tiles, green flower-pots, and common red the clays are soft, smooth, and, with one excep-
earthenwarc are manufactured. Tho Ghar ka tion, uniform in point of colour. The excepted
pat'har is pro^bly either white felspar or peg- clay alluded to is streaked or veined, and is pro-
matite, a variety of granite very abundant in ferred by many potters. Kin-tee-cliing, a town
Southern India, and conqwsed of three j>art3 near Ping-le and Kot-kow, from tho most ancient
felspar and about one part of quartz

; but at tho times has been pre-eminent for its china-ware
bangle works at l..oonar lake the stone used is factories. The clays are closs^l as Kao-lin and
chalcedony. The clay which is employed is pro- Pe-tun-tse. Tho Po-tun-tso is taken from tho
hably more refractory tlian the common red clays quarries to the pounding mills, and then thoroughly
of India, most of which begin to lose their shape crushed in largo mortars, by means of pestles
or to become spongy at the temperature for melt- moved by water-wheels. It is then thrown into
ing such glazes. The native furunce is simply an a pond and well mixed with the water. Tho
exfAvation in the ground of variable depth, in heavier parts fall to tho bottom, but the cream-
which the wore is placed layer by layer, with dry coloured liquid on the top is drawn off into
rc(^s, straw, etc., and all are burnt together, another basin, where it is well stirred by labourers
This rude system must of course give way to the who walk about in it The heavier parts that sink

C2G
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to the bottom are re-poun(le<l and treated as

before. The cream-like, liquid being allowe<l to

stand, deposits its fine clar, which is formed in

moulds into bricks called pnlc-tan, or whit<! bricks.

The Kao-lin clay is similarly prepared, and the

bricks of the two clays are separately jK)wdered

and washed, and then mixed and formed into a
paste, w'.ich is ready to be formed into vessels on
the wheel, or by means of knives, and hardeneil in

the sun or in a drying chamber. They are glazed

by dipping them in a fluid mixture. The painting

of the porcelain is by different artists, who take

respectively the landricni»cs, rivers, trees, butter-

flies, birds, human figures, and buildings, and are

Again fired. The designs traced u|>on their porce-

lain or china are very inferior, but the colours used

by the artists who paint these designs are far

superior to any European colouring. The greater

part of the ino<lcrn Chinese porcelain, so abun-
dantly imported into Europe, is made at King-Uui,

near Kin-kiang, and is enamelled or painted else-

where. The yellou\ so much prized by connois-

seurs, indicaU^s that it forinc<l part of the annual

tribute paid by tiic pottery districts to the emperor.

In Japan

y

the porcelain of tlie small island

of Anadji, in the province of Mio<lo, requires

much skill for its production. The porcelain

from the city of Arita, in the province of Saga, is

the most important of all the manufactures of

porcelain in Japan. Kaga ware is made in the

province of Tshi-kawa, and is the beat known of

all the Jujiancso porcelain. It is often of the

egg-sludl nuality in thinness, beautifully trans-

lucent, aiKi almost invariably ornamented in red

and gold, or red only. The Satsuma pottery is

the most famous of all the J.apanesc manufacture.

It is made in the ilcpartment of Kagosina in

various potteries belonging to the Daiinio Sat-

suma. Tlie body is very hard,—indeed, half porce-

lain,—of a soft greyish stone colour, pencilled,

daintily coloured, and decorated with birds, insects,

flowers. Nagasaki porcelain closely resembles

Kaga ware in its delicate thinness and decoration.

Porcelain ware of Seto (owari) in Japan is famed

for its colours.— Croy, ii. p. 280
;
Mad. Exh.Jur.

Hep. See Porcelain
;
Pottery.

CERAM ISLAND is the second in size of the

Moluccas, having an estimated area of about

10,000 square miles. The mountains are from

six to eight thousand feet in height, sending down

innumerable streams to the sea. The sago palm is

more abundant and productive than on any of the

adjoining islands. Cloves and nutmegs grow wild.

The people of Ceram approach nearer to the

Papuan type than those of Qillolo. They ere

darker in colour, and a number of them have the

frissly Papuan hair
;
their features are harsh and

prominent, and the women are far loss engaging

than those of the Malay rnce. The Papua or

Alfaro, the predominant type in Ceram, gatheia

his frissly hair into a flat circular knot over the

left temple, and places cylinders of wow, as thick

as one’s fingers and coloured red at the ends, in

the lobes of the ears. They go almost naked ;
but

armlets and anklets of woven grass or of silver,

with necklaces of beads or small fruits, complete

their attire. The women have similar ornaments,

but wear their hair loose. All are tall, ®

dark brown skin, and well marked Papuan phy-

siognomy (Wall. ii. 41). Of twenty-cight words

of the language of Ceram, nine of the words

are Malay, two Javanese, and seventeen are
common to tlicRe two languages. Casuarius
galeatiis inhabit b the island of Ceram only. It is

a stout, strong bird, standing five or si.x feet high,

and covered with long hair-liko feathers. Its

head has a large Iiorny casque or helmet. The
Ceram box manufacture has recently excited a

ilegree of interest from the close resemblance it

bears to the ornamental work of the North
American Indians. A corresponding manufacture
is met with in Romeo, with similar ornamental

work of shells or wampum, but coarser.

—

Bikmorc^

p. 210.

CFUtAM LAUT. A cluster of islets are lying off

the south-eastern extremity of the large island of

Seran or Ceram. I’liey produce tortoiseshell,

mother-of-pearl shell, bcche de mcr, wild cin-

namon, wild nutmegs, and birds of i^aradise.

Ceram Luut is the most westerly and the largest of

the range of small islands which extend 15 or 18

miles cost and west. Ceram I^iit means Ceram
lying to seaward. The islands are low. Ceram
I jiut is the great place to which the Bugi carried

the Papuan slaves stolen from New Guinea. Ceram
Ijiut ami Gorain arc seldom visited by Europeans.

The natives of the Ceram I.j\ut islands repair

chiefly to the northern coast of Papua, or the

island of New Guinea, from which they are distant

only about a day’s sail, to procure the various

articles of produce wo have mentioned, that part

of this vast island being called by the Bugi, Papua

Nothing. Mother-of-pearl shells are, however,

procure<l by the Bugi themselves in greater qiiau-

tities at the Aru islands.

CERASTIIJMCORDIFOLIUM. Iloxh. A herb-

aceous annual of Bengal. C. Tndicum, IF. and

A., is chick weed. C. dichotomum and C. vul-

gatiim also occur.

CERASUS, a genus of plants of the natural

ortler Amygdalore, which are arrangcil into tlu^ true

cherries, the bird cherries, and the cherry laurels.

Wallich and Roxburgh mentioned C. Nepalaisis of

Nepal and Kamaon, C. puddum of the llinmlaya,

and C. tiiflora of China. Dr. Cloghorn mentions

the Gilas, Kashmir cherry, as from one variety of

ccrasus, and Aru ballu, the Kabul cherry, as from

another variety, both grown in gardens of the

N.W. Himalaya. Griflith mentioned that there is

in the Tenossorim Provinces one species of the

almond tribe which abounds in prussic acid. C.

capronia, the cherry tree of Europe, the Himalaya,

Caucasus, etc., in Kashmir is called Aloo baloo.

The kernel of this fruit contains the elements of

hydrocyanic acid, and is accordingly much used

for communicating its peculiar flavour to brandy

and liquouni. C. Japonioa ia a native of Japan,

but long known in English gardens as the double

dwarf almond. It ia one of the moat beautiful

flowers that appear in the month of March, C.

iauro-oeraaua is the cherry laurel of Trebizond

and Afghanistan, and is cultivated in Europe.

The distilled water of the leaves is much used in

Europe os a vehicle for opiates and other an^yno
medicines, in doses up to one ounce.— O’iSA. p.

827. See Cinnamomuro.

CERASUS CORNUTA. Roxh.

Prunui pndut, Linn.

Bird cherry, . . Kho. i Jcmunc, • • • • PaW-
Himalcyc hird cherry, ,, |

Pcrei, . . . Kaohak.

This U found in the Sutlej Talley between

Rampur and Sungnam, at an elevation of 7000 to



CERASUS PSEUDO-CERASUS. CEREAL GRAINS.

10,000 feet about Simla. It grows to a large bIzo,

nml its wood is esteemed.

—

C/fghortK Pahjab^ p. 05,

CERASUS PSEUDO-CEUASUS, the Ying-

tan or Chinese cherry, is met with in Kiang-nan,

Hu-peh, and Honan ; but there seem to be several

varieties, some of which have been introduced into

England. It has a bright red fruit.

—

Smith*

CERASUS PUDDUM. Wallich.

PrunuB puddum, LimUey.

Common bird cherry, £no. I Paddam, Pyah, Panj.
Wild cherry, . . . „ |

Chumiari, Amulguch, ,,

This is found in the Sutlej valley between Ram-

J

iur and Sungnam, at an elevation of 3000 to 7000

eet. Occurs in Kaghan as far as the Indus ;
also

in Komaon. It is a sacred tree among the Hindus.

The bark is called pudmak, and used in medicine

by the natives, as it is also in America.

—

Cleg.

Panj, pp. 65, 81.

CERASUS SERRULATA, the fine-toothed

cherry, is a native of Chino. C. Nipalensis, Ser.^

is a small tree of Nepal and Kamaon. C. triflora,

Wallet is a shrub of Nepal and Cluna.

CERASUS VULGARIS, common cherry.

Pninua cerasiis, Linn.

Yuh-li, .... Chin.
|
Gilaa, ..... Panj.

This grows in China
;

is found wild in the woods
of Asia Minor, where it aapiires a very large size.

Dr. Royle considers the cherry to bo wild in Kiush-

mir.

—

Eng. Cyc. p. 826.

CERATONIA SILIQUA. IP. Carob tree.

Khimoob iihamce, Ahad. I Locust bean, . . . £no.
Kubtoe, Khomob, . „ |

Saint John’s bread, „

The carob tree was introduced into the Saha-
runpur gardens, and has been tried at Madho-
pur and other places in the Punjab, as at Lahore,

and succeeds fairly. A thick, pulpy, flat, brown,

curved pod contains hard red seeds resembling

those of the tamarind, ombechhid in rod fibrous

pulp. Used by the natives in coughs attended

witn much expectoration. The pods are used for

food, both for men and horses, along the coasts of

the McdiU'iranean, and are Bai<l to improve the

voice of singers. The seed of this tree is the

original of the carat of jewellers.

—

Powell, Hand-
book, i. p. 312 ;

Spry's Suggest, p. .54 ; Ainslie.

CERATOPETALUM A'PEtAlUM, tlio coach-

wood, leather-jacket, and light-wood of Now Zea-
land and Australia, is abundant about the lilawara

district. It grows to 45 and 50 feet high and 6
feet round. Its wood is soft, fine-grained, light,

and has an agreeable fragrance. It is valued
for cabinet work and coach-building, but will

not bear exposure to wot C. gummiferum, the
Christinas tree, officer tree, and light - wood of

Australian colonists, is used for decoration at

Christinas times. It is wild near Sydney
;
grows

straight to 15 or 30 feet in hciglit.

—

O. Bennett.

CERATOPllORA STODDARTII, a lizard of
the Kandyan hills, remarkable for having no
external ear. It acquired its generic name from
the curioos bom-like process on the extremity of
tlio nose. This horn, as it is found in mature
males of ten inches in length, is five lines long,
conical, pointed, and slightly curved up.^Tennent.

CEUATOI^ERINA, a group of fishca, in which
occur

—

Dicerobatb japonica, Jlf. and H,, Japan.
D. eregoodoo, Cant, Indian teat.

D. Kahlii, M. and H., Indian Oeoon, Arohipslago,
Csratoptsra Ehrsnbergii, M, and H., Red Sea.

CERATOSTEMA. Roxh. A genus of plants.

Roxburgh described C. vaccinacea, Roxb., and
C. variegata, Roxb., the jalamoot of Bengal,

both of them shrubs. The latter is a native of

mountain forests near Chittagong, Sylhet, and on
the Garo hills, where it blossoms during the

cool season, when its numerous, most beautiful,

large, variegated, rosy flowers are highly orna-

mental ; the seed ripens in July.

—

Roxb. ii. p. 413.

CERBERA, a genus of plants belonging to the

natural order Apocynaccaa. Dr. Itoxburgh de-

scribed 0. fruticosa, C. odallam, Gatrt., and C.
maculatum, Willde. C. tanghin, the tanghin tree,

was formerly used in Madagascar for the trial by
ordeaL C. thevetia is a large shrub with leaves

like the oleander, and bell-shaped yellow flowers.

Its milk is poisonous, bark bitter and purgative,

also said to be powerfully febrifuge, two grains

being aflirmed to bo equal to a common dose of

cinchona. According to Royle, perfectly natural-

ized in India.

—

O' Sh. p. 44 G ;
Riddell.

CERBERA MANGHAS. Linn.

0. lactaria, Buck,
| 0. quatemifolia, Roxh.

KuUooa,. . . . Burm. I Kanor oard, . . PERS.
Pili kaibir, . . Hind.

[

This tree grows in Pegu, Tenasscriin, Tavoy,
Penang, Singapore, Java, Moluccas, and the ad-

jacent islands, in wet situations. Its fruit is used
very extensively by the Burmese, to make an oil

which they burn in tlieir lamps and use to anoint
their heads. The kernels arc described ns emetic
and purgative. The leaves arc said to bo used iu

Java as a substitute for senna, and the bark is-

said to possess similar propertiea

—

Roxh. ; Voigt

;

Mason ; Eug. Cyc.

CERBERA ODALLAM. Gartn. Odallam tree.

Cerbera inanghaB, Sitns.
{
Tanghinia odallam, Lon.

Odallam, . . Maleal.
{
Kat*araU, .... Tam.

Common on the western coast of India, Mal-
dives, and Laccadives. Wood white and spongy.
Nut narcotic and poisonous. The green fruit is

employed to kill dogs.

—

Roxb. p. 692.

CEKBURA, in the mythology of the Hindus, a
varied-coloured dog, one of tlio dogs of Yama.
He has a second dog, called Syama, or black.

Cerbura is undoubtedly the Cerberus of the Greeks.
Cerhura has other names, all moaning siiottcil,

but it is also called Tri-sira or threo-hcadeo. See
Yama.
CERCOTRICHAS, a genus of birds in Imlia,

known os bulbuls, 0. erythfoptcrus, C. Luzoiii-

ensis, C. macrourus. See Bulbul.
CEltEAL GRAINS of several kinds are culti-

vateil for food. The soeds of all the grainincio,

thoM of the darnel alone excepted, are capable by
cultivation of becoming alimentary. The value
of grains, generally speaking, is directly as the
size of the carfopsis, and inversely as the thick-
ness of the pericarp. When the grain abounds in

perisperm, it is heavy
;
when the envelope is thick,

the grain is, on the contrary, light, thus

•

100 Msdi of wheat weighed 4*60 graina.

100 „ barley „ 3*W „

100 ,, oats ,, 2*80

The chemical composition of the grain influences

inaterially the Quality of the resulting bread. If

the gluten bo ausont, no fermentation takes place
in the dough

;
if the gluten bo in excess, the bread

is heavy and acid. Wheat flour may bo considered
the ty[)o of all that is suitable for alimentary
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CERES. CEROXYLON ANDICOLA.

purposes, and in the degree of deviation from this
standard consists the inferiority of the other
grains. The grains or ears of nearly all the cereal
grasses are subject to diseases resulting from at-
tacks of parasitic fungi, animalculsB, and insects.

The liability of the seeds of grasses to parasitic
infection is explained by the large amount of
nitrogenised matter contained in them, and to their
softness of texture; and some of the diseases
occasion the greatest injury to the agriculturist.
Little b known as to the native countries of the
cereal grains. The prevalence of particular grains
In the earth's zones and continents, has resulted
not alone from climate, but has been determined
by the civilisation, industry, and traffic of the
people, and often by historical events. Without
cultivation, all the cereals degenerate. As they
now exist, they seem to have been greatly improved
from their natural state. Wheat has five, six, or
seven distinct species, barley three, and oats two,
three, or four. In the south and east of Asia, the
following grains belonging to the grasses (Pani-
caoem or Graminacese) are the more largely culti-

vated :

—

Rleusine coraoana, GctH.^ r&gi.

E. stricta, „
Hordeum distichon, Linn.^ barley.
II. hfxastiohon, common barley.
H. yiilgaro, jLinn., spring barley.

Oplismenus fnimentaceus, Raxb.
Oryca sativa, Linn,^ rioe, black and red.

l*anicum miliaoeum, H'illdet common millet.

P. miliare, Lam.
P. Italicum, /Ann., Italian millet
P. Itorinanicum, Linn., German millet
Pas^um stoloniferum, Linn.
Pcoioillaria sidcata, WiUde, spiked millet.

Poa Abyssinica, Aitim, tetf plant
Hoighum hioolor, Willdc.
S. cemuum, WUldc.
8. saediarmtum, P<rs.
8. vulgare, Ptn., groat millet
Tritioum vulgare, Vicilt., wheat

ear. (a) aaitivum, two varieties.

tiybcnmni| ^
Zea mays, Linn., maice.

Sorglium ;Ponicl11nria Zca
vuIgMce.

1
apiratA. mnya.

Wxlrr 11 95 11 8 13-5

Nitn^nous sultMUiico, . . 8-06
1

10-13 9-9

IVxtrin, 3 82
HiiKur 140
Fsl, 3-9 4-68 0-7

BUnh. 7UH3 71 4

wiUi huttka
ami Urxtrlii, .... 64-5

LViluiuatt fn»tu Itrnii, . . . 4-0

AhIi, 1-4

Wheat Pnntcum
Flour. Ilran. iiiiharv.

Waur, : r ’. tt u o 10 *314^^ iTifF”
NUrt^^i^nous Bubstsnee, . 14 *6 18'48 7’24S V'27

IKtxtrtu .. O’ 13

Hiignr, O’SOO I'RO

Pat r* aw 0 900 7*43

Btarrh 59-7 22 *02 76-918 49 04
Dextrin snd sugar, ... 7'2 &'8

Cellulose from brsD, . . 1'7 43’98

BalU, I’O 2 62
Qum or dextrin, 1*670
Bliico, .. ..

Ciccr l>t>liclios Ervum Csjanus
arietiniim. unlliorua lens. Imllcus.

Water, ..... irsu. ^1^ 93 *11-74 10 03*

Kltrog. tubstaiice, . 22-70 23-27 27-96 22 18

Pst 8-76 2-20 1-47 1-95

BUrch 03 18 69-88 W'SO 62 IS

Mineial matter, . . 2-60 8 19 2 48 S ll

— Hassall.

CERES. The represcutativo of Ceres, amongst

the Hindus, is Lukslimi or SrL Amongst the

Rajputs, Gouri seems to be the analogue of Ceres,
and on the festival of the Ahairea, or Muhurat ka
Shikar, th^ hunt, slay, and eat the wild boar.
CEREUS, a genus of the Cactaccss. About

twenty species introduced into India. Many of
the species produce beautiful flowers. The stems
are angled and jointed

;
the blossoms open in the

evening or during the night, and die away towards
the morning. C. flagelliformis of S. America,
which grows in Asia and Africa, is the creeping
cereus

; C. grandiflorus, Afi/l, b the night flower-
ing cereus. C. hexagonus, Linn. ; C. senilis, the
old man's torch thistle

; C. speciosbsimus, C. tri-

angularis, Linn.^ and C. truncatus, occur.— Voigt.

CERIOPS CANDOLLEANA. AfTiot. Chow-
ree or Kirree, Sind. A tree of Sind. Wood used
for building boats and barges

;
makes useful knees.

The barks of Ceriops candolleana and Rhizophora
mucronata are much used in Sind in tanning.
CERIOPS ROXBURGHIANUS. Amot.

Rhizophora decandra, R.
|
Bruguira decandra, Or.

Garan, .... Bbmo.
\
Ela-by-ain, , , , Bubm.

Grows on all the coasts of tropical Asia. Wood
dark reddish, hard, and durable; flowers large,
white, and sweet-scented. The bark b used in
India for dyeing.— Voigt

;
Malcolm.

CERIORNIS' MELANOCEPHAIA and C.
satyra, Argus pheasants.

CERITHIAI).®, the Cerite family of mollascs,
comprbing several genera, mostly recent.

CERNE, the name given by the Portuguese to
the island of Mauritius on its discovery. Sub-
sequently, while in the possession of the French,
it was called Tile de France, the Isle of France.
CEROPEGIA, a genus of plants of ihenat. ord.

Asclepiaoeae. They are creepers and trailing

plants. C. Amottiana, Wight, is the Oo-ta-lung
of the Burmans. C. bulbosa, esculenta, lucida,

juncea, Lusliii, elegans, Stephanotis, 8tapeli«-

formis, and tuberosa occur in India. C. bulbosa,

Roxh.y occurs in many places, and every part of it

is eaten by the natives. Its roots are of the size

of R small apple, and w'nen fresh taste like a turnip.—BotI).

CEROPEGIA ESCULENTA. Eilgeworth.

Galot, Panj. In Multan its acid leaves and tubera

ore used as a vegetable.

—

Dr. J. L. Stewart.

CEROPEGIA JUNCEA. Jioxb. A twining
plant

;
grows all over India. It is succulent, witli

an agreeable acid taste, and is much eaten as a
salad by the people.

—

Mr. Jl. Brown.
CEROPEGIA TUBEROSA. lioxh.

C. candelabrum, R.

Baoh-chali mauda, Pulla manda, . . . Tel.

The word manda b applied to several species of

ceropegia,— Voigt.

CEROSTERNA GLADIATOR, a longicorn

beetle of India. It cats the bark of cosuarina

trees.

CEROXYLON ANDICOLA, or wax-palm, a

native of the Andes of Columbia, of iinincuso

height, often attaining 150 to 180 feet in its length.

From fissures in the tYunk there fli)W8 B{K>n-

taneously a kind of grey waxy subtance, con-

taining two-thirds of resin and one- third of wax
identical with that formed by the bco. Melted

with a little suet, this wax makes excellent tapers.

Its introduction into India merits atteution.-~-

C. auatrali, Martins, b of Juan Fernandez; C.

Klopstockia, Martins, of Venczaeln.

—

O'Sh. p. (Ill

;

Von Mueller,
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CERUUS. CERVIDvE

CERRUS, the Ohec valayati of the Jullandhur
Doab. It grows to the height of about 25 ftKjt.

AVood of the old tree brownish, soft, brittle, Hgiit

Not ordinarily used as a timber for large buildings,

but employed by fanners in their buildings.

CERTlilA FAMILIAKIS with C. Himalayaim,
etc. ; and not unfrequently the exact European
species inhabit India.

CERTHILAUDA DESERTORUM of Spain and
N. Africa, inhabits Sind

;
and the Ainmomanes

liiisitunia occurs in the deserts of N.W. India,

being replaced further south by A. phoeuicura.

OEliUSE, white lead, carbonate of lead.

Foil Hi h, .... Chin. I Safeda, .... Hind.
Carbonato of lead, Knu.

|
Cerussa, , . . Ital.

Used as white paint.

CEltVlD.d^, a family of mammalia belonging
to the tribe Kuminantia. They are remarkable
for their fine horns, callc<l antlers, which they shed
annually, and the females of the reindeer, of all

the family, possess horns normally. The sub-
families of the family Cervidie comprise the

Cervime, or true stag, with the genus Cervus, and
the Riisime, which includes the genera Rucorvus,
Rush, Axis, and Oervulus. But the deer tribe of

Southern and Eastern Asia have presented un-
usual ilifliculties to the scientific men of Knrotx^

lndee<l, Sohinz (Nachtrage zuin 2tcn Baiide)
suggests that under the denomination Cervus
nuintjak six different species lie hid, viz.:

1. CervuH atyloccros, SchinZt nyn. C. nmntjiik, hinn.
(ipvd OfjHhfiy }iab. Biiualaya

;

2. Katwji, Jfoi/f/son^ hub. liiinnlaya ;

it. (/*. albipcM, C/m'tT, b.ab. ;

4. C. luuutjak, Raffa and Hov^Jiddf hub. Sun aim,
liuiiku, IJonieo, and Java;

5, C. KcevcHii, 0[jUhy^ hub. Clnna ;

C. C. AntisiensU, Ruc/uran, liab. Andes

;

and the names applied by sjiortameu are almost ns

varied as the synonyms of the scientific writers.

Ill the genus Cervus of the sub-family Cervince,

the horns of lulults arc typical, with two basal

tine.s, a median tine, and the summit more or less

branched. The rod deer of Scotland is typical of

this group
; two species, outliers of Northern

and Central Asia, occur in British India, one in

the extreme N.W., and the other in the extreme
N.E. corner of the province, and others in Easteni
Asia. 'riio name of the tril>e is obtained from
cervus, the stag,

(ft) C. Wallichii, C'nn., tailless deer of India.

C. pygrajjuH, Jlffrdwickc.
|
Kashmir Stag.

Kcd deer,

3»aru Singha,
Jezrail,

Kno.
lIlNO.

Mnnd ; Goo*koolii, Prjts.

(Icvoiiu, . .

Giana, Tibict,

Occurs in Persia, Nepal, ami the sal forests.

(5) C. ntinus, Tibetan stag (if Hodgson.
Ral b»rcHt sing, . . Eno. I 8trou, .... Tibet.
Sikkim Mtag. . . |

Occurs in Tibet and the sal forests.

(c) C. sika, the sika of .la^mu, of a dark brown
colour, with slender horns.

(ft) Panolia acuticornis. GVni/,

r. Ehlii, Orajf, I O. fronUlin, M*Cfrlfand.
Kusii lynitiiH, Schim. I C. Kldii, Cal, J, N. H,
UcrvuH lyratus, Uchinz,

|

Sangnai, . . . UiND.
)
Sangmi, .... Hr.vii.

(Iccurs in the Muuipore valley and in the Malay
Peninsula

;
is exceedingly wary.

(e) Uucervus duvauccUi, Cuv.
H. claphoidea, Hod/jwn.

j

C. elaphoidea, Uodytan,
Oervua duvauocUi, Cuv,

|

Bara Singha, . , Hind,
j
Buruya, .... Hind

Spotted deer of the Sunderbuns. It inhabits

the eastern and northern skirts of Bengal and
llinduBtan, and the Sunderbuns. It inhabits

recnly marshes and the islands of great rivers,

never entering the mountains or forests. The tail

is short, with no caudal disc and no heavy mane.

(f) Rusa cxjuiiia, Ci/r., 11am. Smith.

Conrua ruaa, Raffles.

C. cquinua, Cuv.
C. UipjKlaphua, Elliot, Cat.

Ruaa ctum of the jicoplc of

Sumatra.
Ruaa etam, . . Malay.
Ruka kumbnng,

. „
Kumbang,

Ruaa equitm, Gray,
K. hii»pclaphu8.

Samboo deer of Bennett.
Sainbiir of the Mahrattfia.

Sainbnra, . . . Sanhk.
Eland or elk of Dutch
sportamcn.

It inhabits the Dekhan, S. Mahratta country,

Sumatra, Borneo, and Banka, it is of a pale

brown colour. Considering the similarity of

colours and size of C. er][uinu8, hippclaphus, and
Aristotclis, Mr. Elliot is probably riglit in con-

sidering all three as varieties of the great Indian

stag, described by Aristotle under the designation

of Hipfielaphus
;
and C. Peronii, Cuv. (Cerf du

’riinor), may probably be added ns a fourth variety,

(y) liusa hippclaphus, Cuv,

Ruaa Moluoconala of Qratft

Smith.

Hil>|H laplic of F. ('uv.

Cerf dVau of Diivniicell.

Kiuaof Java and Sumatra.
Kounaaitan ,,

Cervua hiiipolaphua, Cuv,
C. TimorensiH, Miiffcr,

C. Moluccensia of Quay
|

and Uaim.
Sambur of India.

Mijangan Bunjoa, Malay
j

of Java.
Cerf uoir du Bengal of Cuv.

It inhabits the great forests of India, Bengal,
Sumatra, and Java. It is about the size of the
common stag. In winter is of a greyish* brown,
aikI ill summer it is of a brighter and more golden
brown. The croup is pale yellow, and the tiiil is

brown, terminated by ratlier long hair, which is

rough and hard
;
and all about the head and neck

and cheeks grows long, like a rnaiic and lieard.

(A) Rusa Aristotclis, Cuv., Gray, Samltcr.

Cervua Arihtotclia, Cuv,

liipiielaphuM, (Jyilby.

C. unicolor, //. Smith.

Janxi ; Jerrow, . IIiNl).

Coif dc Coroinand. of Cuv.

C. hcteroccrua, Iloflymtu

C. liengalenaia, Schim.

ofDaim noir do Bengal
Duvaucell.

Bamb<M> doer of Bennoit.

It inhaliits the great forcHts of India. It is not
gregarious, and ruts and dro|>8 its horns in spring.

Mr. Ho<lgson describes four varieties of this deer,

(t) Itusa dimorjdie, «|>ottc<l nisa.

Gower, .... Hind,
j
Gever Hind.

Occupy the sal forests of India. Colour of a
red brown.

(j) Jbisa Peronii, the smaller rusa; inhabits

Timor, ]x>inl>ok, Bawinn, and Ternate.

(( ) Kusii Piiilippinua

Cervua Mariaiiua, Cuv.

The riiilippino ruaa. I Cerf do Philipplnca of

I
Dcaiiiarcat.

(/) Rusa lepMa, the Sundevall rusa, a iiativo of

Java, scarcely as large as a roebuck.

(ill) Axis inaculatus, llttm. Smith, Gray.
Axis pliniiia, Erxlcbtn

ttpud Omeliu.
('ervua axil, Elliot.

<*. paeudaxia, Oervois.

Axta moculatua.

Ruaa bunga, Malay of Pen*
iitaula.

Spotted door of India.
Ohitra, .... Sanhk,
Chiral door of Hodgaon
and Elliot.

Gerviia nudipai|>ebra,

Ogilby.

Black var.

Axil major, A. niodiui,

A. minor, Hodgson.

Thou laogna of tlio Terai.

Hng'dccr.
Sifotted hog-doer of Hodg>

aou.
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Ii)I)nbit8 India, tlie Malay Peninsula. In sizo

and form it resembles the fallow-deer, and at the
shoulder its heif^dit is two feet six or seven inches.

The ground colour of the skin is at all times a rich
fawn spottofl with white, but is nearly black along
the back and Snow-white below. It has a white
longitudinal line on the flanks. It lives near
water in the jungles

;
feeds at night. It is timid,

indolent, and gentle
;

is easily domesticated, and
propagates in captivity. It is the spotted deer of
Indian sportsmen. 'I'hc skin and horns of tliU

graceful deer are articles of commerce. In the
years 1851 to 1855 Liverpool im(H)rtcd about 700
skins and 20,000 horns a year. They arc not so
generally distributed as the sanibur, but in many
districts are far more plentiful. They go in herds
of from six to sixtv. So many as six have been
killed by one gun during the brief cool stalking
hoiirs of the morning and evening. A. porcinus,
C?o»., is the hog-deer of Jerdon.
Cervus inuntjak, Zimm. Cervulus aureus, Jcr.

Kankuri, ... Can. I Bekra, .... Mahr.
Jungli Bakra, . . DUKH.

|

This animal does not seem to differ in any re-

spect from tlio kijang of the Enstern Islands. A
young male of this species is of a deep chestnut
colour, which becomes browner as tlic animal
grows older. It obLains its Canareso name from
its habit of frequenting the kaus or natural forest

gardens.

(//) llyolaphuH porcinus, Suudvn.
CervuH ixtrciiiua, Zimmer.
C. iiiitpchqihua var, 3, Cuv.

Tiira, . . . . IIiND.
I'arlia, .... ,,

Khar, .... ,,

I.agituim, ... ,,

Heg-dccr, , . . Kno.

CETACEA.

Vur. Axis niger, Dr. F. D.

Ham.
Porcine deer of I'cnnnnt.
Sugorio, . , Hind.
Sligoria, ... ,,

lirown |H>rcii)0 axi» of

llodgftuti.

Inhabits Ceylon, Iu<lia, nml Assam. Its logs

arc shorter than those of the axis
;

it has no hlack

dorsal streak, and no white streak on the liauiicln*.

lliiniH generally short, with short snags. TlK*y

live, ill lierds on the plains, ami do not ascend
inouiitains.

(atvus pumilis of II. Smith i.s supiKisisl to In; a
viiriely, and Cei vus dodur of Koylc is supiHised to

Ih) a distinct s|>eciea.

(o) Cervulus vaginalis, /h>d</., Gray.

I

(JervuM pUculutt, Foticr,

Kidang of the JavaiioHO.

Kijang of tin SufiiatriiiiH.

Miiiitjak of the iSuiid.'iii-

C8e.

(\‘rv\iit iiiiiiiijao., Zimm.
I'rox. ,, Zimm. A Sundev.

gili'faoed deer of IVniiant.

(Mu'vreiiil des Iinles of

Anaiiiiinid.

The Itao of Kiiroponns in

iMM’iteo.

It inhabits Sumatra, Banka, Borneo, and Java.

Us height at the shouhlers is about 2 ha t 2 ineli^.

On its face are two rough raised folds of skin,

inaikiiig it with the letter V, the jK>iiit below;

colour, redtlitih brown ora light brown; Ixdly and

front of thighs, pure white. In Java it occupies

<list riots with long grass, and tlic Siicadiariiin

(lloleus) spicaium (allaiig-allang, Jav.), and

l^hyllanthiis einldica are its favourite foo<l
;
but

Hibiscus, Crewia, Ureiia, and other inalvuceous

jdaiits are eaten by it. It is im|vitient of c«m<inc-

ineiit. The i>oints of its horns are turnwl forwanis
;

it is about the size of the antelo|>c, wiiich, with the

exception of the horns, it resembles in general

ayijiearancc.

—

Sarnwak., p. 7C.

(p) Slyloceros inuntjac., yy.

(k^rviiH iniiiitjAO., Zitnm., Jlay'nf.j StdrSt Flliot,

JltMfdfvrtf 6V/(rc6tT, Martdcn^ Z>r«mtirc«<, Liniv-

Cervus vaginnliH, rodda rt.

C. niu.schataM, Jilainvillc.

C. sub-cornu tUH ,,

C. mosclius, Dcsnmrcst.
C, nureuH, Ham. Smith.

Chevreuil dcs liidca of Al-
Inmand.

CcrvusPhilippinus, Smith.
C. albipoH, F. (Uiv.

C. r.^twa, Hodffitnn.

Muntjacus vaginalis, Gray.

Kidang, Malay.

It inhabits the Malay Peninsula, Java, Sumatra,
Banka, liorneo, Tenasserim, Nepal, Assam, Bengal,
S- Mahratta country, Deklian.

(q) Cervulus moschatus, J)c Blain.

CcTvua muntjac., SykcB^
Elliot.

Cervus Ratwa, Hodgt.
Prox. ll;itwa of Sundevall.

P. Albii>e8 of Wagner.

Bekra Malir. of Elliot.

Kib-faced deer of Pennant.
Jungle sheep.

C. moAchus, Desnmrut.
Styloccroa ratwa, Jlodtjs.

Barking doer of Nepal.
Ratwa, .... Hind.
Kuher, .... ,,

Biiiker of Malirattas.

Inhabits India, living in forests in the mountains.
It is of a bright reddish yellow colour, with the
chin and gullet whitish. The hair is not ringed as

in Cervulus Jieevesii
;
six or eight live together.

Horns of male fall in May
;

the females have
bristly tufts ending in a knot instead of a horn,

(r) Tragulus kunchil, Gray.

Moschus kanchil, JlnfUi.

M. fulvivcnter, Gray.

Kanchil, . . . MalaT.
Palunduk, . . ,,

MohcIium pulandok, Mars-
den.

Javan musk, . . . Eno.
Cbrevrotain Java,

of BulFun and Cray.

Inhabits Malay Peuiiisula, Penang, I^ncavay
Islands, Sumatra, and Java. The largest adult

measures from iio.so to root of tail 1 foot 6J iu.

(jr) Tragulus Javauicus, ]\illas.

Moschus Napu, F. Cuv.
Cervus Javauicus.

Moschus Javauicus, Gmc-
\

litiy Pallan apitd ltdflics.

Moschus Indicus, (Imclin.

Oshek Napu, Malay.

Inhabits the Malay Pcniusula, Sumatra, Java,

and Borneo.
(f) Ccrvdltt.^ Jkicvcsiiy Chinese muntjak. A

native of China. C. vaginalis, C. moschatus, aud
C. Ueevt'hii breed together.

(m) Ccrvtda.'i Fyfftinjns,

Cervus Pygar{,'us, Pnltas.

Ahu, ..... Pkhs.
Siaoji, . . . Tautah.
Tailless roo of Pennant.

TaillcHs deer of Pennant
and Shaw.

Dikajakosa, . . Russ.

A native of Central Asia.

(?») Kaunorrliedus'Sumatrcnsis, Ilnm. Smith.

AntiloiKjSumatraiius, iVn- I Aiitilo|>o iiitus-capiilarus,

ftant and Ihifics.
|

Lichtenstein upud Schinz.

Kainbing utiiii, . Malay.
|
Cainbtan of F. Cuv.

Numerous on tbc Malay Peninsula, but fre-

quents titu Btoupest billy localities; is sby and
active, aud exceedingly difficult to obtain.—Jonrn.

, 1 .5. Sac. Jk nffdl ;
lCu(j. f //c.

; llvrsjicld (lud Moorey
(\tt. JC. I. j\Jn.\(nm; .fenlun,

CESAB FBEDEBICH, a merchant of Vcnico

of the sixteiMdh century, who wrote of Tenasseriin.

CESARIAN ERA of Aiitioch was established

there in celebration of Ca;.sai’8 victory atPharoalia,

A.A.C. 47.

CESTJ{ACC1()N PIIIIJPPII, the Port Jackson

shark or dogfish, usually 3 to 4 feet long.

—

Iknnett.

CETACEA, an order of mammals which live iu

the ocean. Amongst them are the whales, tho

largest of creatures now existing
;
also the dolphins,

the i>orpoise8, and the dugong. They have fin-

likc anterior extremities, the posterior extremities

being absent, or rather their place supplied by a
large horizontal caudal fin or tail. They have no

hair ou their skin, have no outer ettr, and the
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bones of the' neck nre so compressed as to leave

the animal without the api>carance of a neck.

Some of them cat plants, or are phytophagous;
some arc zoophagoiis, or animal-eaters. Seven
new species.of. cetaceans have recently been de-

scribed from the Bay of Bengal, six of the family

Delphinidsc, the seventh belonging to the sperm
whdes PhyseteridoD, to be called Physetcr (Euphy-
setes) simus. Professor Owen described the fol-

lowing species from collections made mostly near

Vizagapatam by Sir Walter Elliot,—Delphiuus fusi-

formis, D. godaraa, D. Icntiginosus, D. macuUven-
tcr, and D. pomeegra

;
also Phociena brevirostris,

and Physetcr simus. The Cetacea are divided by
naturalists into two great families, the Balsenidac

or whales, the Delphinida) or porpoises.

i

(a) Balacna mysticetua, the Right Whale.

B. Grronlamlica, Xiimctita. B.Rondolettii,
B. vulgiiris, Jirmon.

I

Rifiht whulo, - . Eno. Ear. a. Nordkai>i>crwh«lo.
Whalebone whale,

. ,, Nord caper whale,

Greenland whale, . ,, Ear, 6. Rock-nosed whale.

According to Lesson, inhabits all the seas of

the globe.

(h) Bahena marginata, the western
Austnihxsian whale, has very long and slender

baleen, with a ratlier broad black edge on the

outer or straight side.

(c) Baloena australis, Des MonUns.

B. antarctica, Lesson.

Right whale of South Sea Ooinmon black whale of

whalcrH. Sir James Ross.
Southern whalebone whale

of Nunn.

Inlinbits the South Seas; and multitudes were
seen by Sir James Ross in very high latitudes.

It is of a uniform bl.ock colour.

(d) Balflcna Jajmnica, the Japan whale, is an

inhabiL’iiit of the coasts of Japan, which it visits

pcrio«lically. Its head is covered with barnacles.

(c) Balficiia antarctica.

li. antipodamm, Gray.

New Zealand whale.
1
Tuku Peru, New Zealand.

Inhabits the New Zealand ocean.

Finners.

(/) Baltcnoptcra Indica, Jllythy is the Indian

fin whale. B. hoops, A., the great rorqual, and B.

musculus, L., the lesser rorqual, are both found
in European seas.

(//) Mcgaptcra kuzira, the kuzira. It inhabits

the Jaj>anc8e seas.

(/<) Pliysalis Iwasi, the Japan finner. It is

very rare. In 17G0, one 25 feet long was cast

ashore at Kii.

(/) Physalis aiitarcticus, 6Vay, inhabits the

New Zealand se.os.

(/) Physalis Brnziliensis, Bahia finner, was
brought from Bahia.

{k) Physalis australis, the southern finner,

inhabits the seas of the Falkland Islands.

Sperm Whales
y
PhysctcridRi.

(/) Catodon macrocephalus, northern sperm
whale.

Physetcr macrocephaluB, V. tnimpo, Jlonnaterre.

Linn. Catodon trumpo, Oerrani.
P. gibbns, Schreber. Cetiis macrocephalus, OAen.

Its principal food are the sepiadas or cuttle-fish,

but it swallows small fishes.

(m) Catodon Golneti, the Mexican sperm whale,

is an inhabitant of the North Pacific, the South
Seas, and the equatorial oceans.

(n) Catodon polycyphus. South Sea sperm
whale. The cachalot or sperm whale inhabits the
Southern Ocean.

(o) Catodon kogia, (7ray, taken near the Cape
of Good Hope. It has a short head, and is sup-
posed to be the young of C. polycyphus.

(;>) Beluga Kingii, bos been taken off the
coasts of Australia, where it represents the white
whale B. catodon, Catodon macrocephalus.

(?) Physeter simus, Owen

;

Euphjseles simus,
a new species.

(r) Globioocphalus Indicus, Blythy the Indian
Casing whale. In 1852 a shoal (schule or school
of sailors) was carried by a current into the salt

water lake near Calcutta.

Delphintty Dolphins.

(a) Neomeris phocsenoides, Oray.

Delphinua melaa, Ternus.

A dolphin of the Indian Ocean.

(/>) PhocEcna communis.
Phocsena Rondolotiii, IVilt.

|
Delphinui phoenna, Linn.

Common porpoise, or porpesso.

(c) Grampus sakamata, Schlerjel.

Bakam kuzira, . . JAPAN.

Found off the coast of Japan.

(</) Grampus Sieboldii.

Njiiho gata, . . Japan.

A native of the co.asts of Japan.

(r) Grampus macrorhynchus, black fish of the
South Sea whalers

;
it inhabits the South Seas.

(/*) Dclphinapteriis Peronii, right whale por-

poise of whalers. It is found on the Brazil bank,

off the coa.sU of New Guinea, and the higher
southern latitudes. It lives in large shoals, and
its (lo»h is esteemed a delicacy. It is black

;
but

the beak, the jicctorul fins, and under part of the

botly arc white.

(y) Delphinns. — Seafaring people call the
Kpccies of this genus bottle-nose, bottle-head,

ftoundcr-hoad, grampus, porpoise, porpesso, or
porpus, sometimes even whale, and give the name
of dolphin to the Coryphicna, a scomberoid fish

which changes colour wlicn dying. There are

several Bf>ccii‘8 of Delphiuus :

—

(/<) Delpliinus Ileaviswlii, the hastated dolphin,

inhabits the South Sea an<l Cape of Goo<l no|>e.

(i) Delphinns obscurus, the dusky dolphin,

inhabits the Southern Ocean and Cape of Good
Hope.

( /) Delphinns abnsalain inhabits the Red Sea.

(i() Delphittus eiitropia inhabits the Pacific

Ocean and (Jhili.

(/) Delphinns Novse Zealandije,the New Zealand
dolphin, inhabits New Zealand and Cape Gable.

{m) Delphiuus Forsteri, Forster's dolphin, in-

habits the Pacific Ocean between New Ualodouia
and Norfolk Island.

(n) Delphiuus sao inhabits Madagascar.
(o) Delphiuus longirostris, the Cape dolphin,

inhabits the seas about the Cape of Gocxl Hope and
the Soutlioni Ocean.

(/>) Delphinns perniger, ElUoty Blythy the black
dolphin, Bay of Bengal.

(f/) Deljdiinus pluinbcus, Dussumiery the plum-
beans dolphin of the Malabar coast.

(r) Steno attenuatus, Gray.
(s) Steno Malayaiius.
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Delpbinuf plumbeus, Dm- I Delphinun Malaynnus,
twTOier, Cuv.

|
Lesson apud Cuv.

Parampuftn,LAUT, Malay.
I

Dolphin ventre roux of

I
Pans Museum.

Inhabits the Malabar coast and coasts of Penang.
It is nuinerousi and rather heavy in its moven^ents,
but is rarely captured^ except by chance in the
stake-nets. It eats small flslies, Clupca and Gly-
phisidon coelestinus, Cuv.

(t) Steno frontatus inhabits the Indian Ocean
and the Pacific.

(tt) Platanista Gangetica.

D. roitratus, Shaw. 1 Dotpbinus Shawemis.
I

BlainvilU.

Plaianistfi, . . . Pliny. I Sou-sou, .... India-
DaupluDeduGangCjT.Cuv.

[
Susa, .... Buffon.

Inhabits the Ganges and Irawadi.
(v) Platanista Indi, the porpoise of the

Indus, larger and more robust than P, Gangetica.
(u>) Halicore dugong.

Tricheohus dugong, Omd.
|
Duguiigus Indicus, Ham.

Indian Dugong, . Eno.
j
Le dugong dcs Iikdcs, Fr.

Inhabits the sballows of tbe Indian Ocean and
about Ceylon, wliere Urn water is not more than
two or tliree fathoms deep. It docs not appear
to frequent the land or tlie fresh water. Its

flesh is delicate. The dugorig was noticed as

occurring in Ceylon by the early Arab sailors, by
Megaathenes (Fnigiii. lix.) and AOlian, and subse-

quently by the PortugU(.»e. It is this creature

which has given rise to the tales about mermaids
which have till the present day occupied the

world, and doubtless bad their origin in the talcs

of the Arab sailors. They are phytophagous or

plant-eaters.

CET0NI1DA3, or rose chafers, a family of tbe

Colcoptera. These and lluprestidai, or ntetallic

beetles, are tbe largest and most brilliant of the

Coleoptcra.

CETKAJilA ISEANDICA. Arh. Iceland

moss. It is chemically allied to starch; it swells

in water, and when l>oilcd becomes gelatinous.

CEYEON is called by the Hindus, Lanka. Sin-

hala-diva, its local name, was corrupted into Scren-

diva or Serendip by the Arabian mariners
;
and it

is still known amongst Indian Malionicdans by the

last muno. Tho Arabs, however, in addition to

Serendip, call it also Sinkhiil. To the ancients

it was known as Tam-ba-j>ani, from which came

A.l). 200. Dato of the Vaituliya heresy, in Vaivahara*s
reign.

„ 252. Revival of ditto in the reign of Golu Abhoa.
,, 301. Deatli of Maha Sen.

,, 545. Anotlicr revival of the Vaituliya heresy, in
Ambakina's reign.

,, 838. Origin of the Vijra Waadlya heresy, in MU-
wella Sen’s reign.

1153. Accession of Prakrama Bahu.
,, 1200. Accession of Sahasa Mullawa.
,, 1200. Accession of Pandita Prakrama, Bahu III.

„ 1347. Accession of Bhuwanika, Bahu iv.

The first authentic account of Ceylon or Tapro-
bane is given by Oncsiculus, tlie Macedonian
admiral, who lived b.c. 329 or 330. Diodorus
Siculus, B.c. 44, gives an account of it; Strabo
also mentions it; and Dionysius, who flourished

A.D. 36, confirms former accounts, and alludes to
its elephants. Stnbad also speaks of it in a
volume, perhaps a compilation and in part a
romance, as does Abdoor Itazak ; and still more
recently Ribciro also gives a notice of it.

In the reign of Claudius Caesar, a Roman
publican, who farmed the custom duties of the
Red Sea, was driven from Arabia by storms on to
Ceylon, where he found a fiourishiug kingdom and
an enlightened sovereign, whom ho persuaded to
send an emhasy of four envoys to Rome, by way
of the Red Sea, for tlie purpose of negotiating a
commercial treaty. Ceylon is famed in the litera-

ture of India as the scene of Rama’s exploits, and
os a place to wdiich Asoka sent a nussion. In
A.D. 1153, a Singhalese monarch fitted out a fleet

of five hundred ships to resent an insult oflerod to

his ambassador. Ceylon seems to have been sub-
jected to frequent inroads from Soutlicrn India,

iinmediately before ar»d after Christ. Ceylon was
occupied by the Portuguese in 1596, was taken
possession of by the Dutch in 1G58. In 1782 tho
British took i)os8C88iou of Trincomalee, but Admiral
Suffrein rcca))turcd it. In August 1795 the British

again took Trincomalee, and in February 1796
they took Colomlx), but in 1803 and 1804 they met
with reverses. In 1814-15 General Brownrigg
invoiled Kandy, and on the 2d March 1815 the

British assumed the sovereignty of the lowlands.

But a serious outbreak occurred in 1817, which
occupied the troops for a year, and in 1818 tho

king of Kandy was taken prisoner to Vellore,

where he died in 1H32.

The island lies between lat. 5° 55' and 9° 51' N.,

tho name Taprobano used by Miltou when he wrote

of

—

*The Ania king* and Parthian among these :

From India ami the gohicn ClierHonese,

And ntnioHt IikUhii ihIc Taprobanc,

Dusk faces with white silken turbans wreathed.’

The chronicles of the islaixl extern I in an un-

broken series to 543 u.c. Iroui the Honourable

George Tumour’s epitome of the sovereigns of

Ceylon, it is observed that authentic history com-

menced with Vijaya, n.c. 543 ;
and the last king

of Kandy was Sri Vikrama Raja Singlia, who
was, in 1798, deposed by the British, and died in

•’iaptivity at Velloro on the 30th January^ 1H32.

Mr. Tumour gives the following fixed points in

the chronological history of Ceylon events:

JI.O. 543. Tho landingof Vijaya, in the year of Budcllia s

death.

„ 307, The mission from Dharm Asoka to cstablrsh

Budtihism in Goylon.

„ 104. Conquest of Ceylon by tho Malalmrs.

,, 90. Founding of Abhayagiri by Wain Gaurbnhu.

and long. 79° 41' 40" and 81° 54' 50" E. Its

extreme length from north to south, from Point

Palmyra to Duinlera Head, is 271 J miles; its

greatest width 157^ miles, from Colombo on tho

west coast to Sangemun Kaiido on the cost
;
and

its area, including its dependent i8lan<lR, 25,742

square miles, or about l-6th smaller than Ireland.

Its circumference is about 900 miles, giving a

superficial area of nearly 24,000 square miles.

'I'he mountain system in tho south has an area

of 4212 miles, and the following are the most
remarkable heights:

—

Piduratalla galla (830.5), Adam'sPeak (7120), 7420 ft.

82<S0 ft. Naminune kullo, C740 ,,

Kirrignl potta, . 7810,, Plain of Ncucraollia,

Tutapella,. . . 7720,, 6210,,

Like the Peninsida of India, it has a belt of low

land of varying brcadtli, consisting of tertiary

strata, running round its coast. Numerous lagoons

exist on the east coast, at Nilla veeli, Baticaloa,

etc. Adam’s Bridge, betweeu Ceylon and Romnad,
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coimlats of several ledjres of conp^lorncrato and
sandstone, hard at the surface, and growinp; coarse

and soft as it descends, till it rests on a bank of

pa!id, apparently accumulated by tlie influence of

the currents at the change of the monsoons. The
Maliavelli Ganga river has its source near Adam’s
Peak, and, after a course of 200 miles, enters the

Bay of Bengal at Trincomalee. The Kalani

Ganga and Kaln Ganga arc on the western coast,

and the Walaway Ganga on the south-east. A rich

and well-watered plain runs between Colombo and
Galle, covered with cocoanut, bread-fruit, and
jack-fruit trees.

The census of 1871 showed the total population

to be 2,406,000, in the proportion of 1,286,000
males and 1,120,000 females. Pure Singhalese,

1,670,000; Tamils, about 642,000; Moormen
(of Arab descent), 160,000; these tliree classes

making up 2,372,000, leaving only 84,000 for all

other races. Malays (Mahoinedans by religion as

well ns the Moormen) make up 6800; all other

pure Asiatic or African races—including Afghan,
Armenian, Bengali, Burmese, Kafir, Chinese,

Mahratta, Parsec, Kaiput, Sikh—comprise a few
thousands more

;
and European descendants of the

Dutch, Portuguese, English, etc., make up not
ipore than 10,000; while pure Europeans, includ-

ing English, Scotch, Irish, and a few Gormans,
French, etc., number, exclusive of the military,

about 4500.

The numbers of the religious denominations of

the inhabitants of Ceylon may be thus stated :

—

Buddhist, 1,520,575; Saivite, 564,414; Itoirmn

Cutliolic, 182,613; Maliomedan, 171,542; Epis-

copal Protestant, 21,756; AVcslcyan, 6071;
Presbyterian, 3101

;
Baptist, 1478. Of the entire

population, one in 723 is insane, one in ICO is

deaf and dumb, and one in 357 is blind.

The Tamils of Ceylon belong to the same race

08 the Tamils of Soutlicrn Imlia, and have been
on the island for centuries, cliiefly in the N E.

portion of the island
;
and the two towns to which

they chiefly resort are Jaffna and Trinconmiec.
Their main occupation is agricultural. Tamil
coolie lalxiurers come over in largo numbers from
the continent during the coffee season.

The Siuyhalese proper range themselves under
the heads of Kaudiaiis, low-country Singhalese,

and Uhodia. The Kundians inhabit the hill

countiy, and ore a hardy, robust race, never till

recently intoriningling with their low-country
brethren. Their language is made up of throe

coniponeiit |)art8,—Elu (or Singhalese pure), the

Pali, and the Sanskrit. They possc^ss an extensive

literature, and their religion is Buddhism. 1'ho

low-country Singhalese are Buddhists, Poiiinn

Ciitliolics, or Protestants. Among the Kandiaiis,

and them only, a fonn of i>olyaiidry is prevalent,

iiikI the wife has the poasession of all brothers.

The chihlren call the eldest brother father. A
man can bring in another, not a relation, to have
joint marital riglitswitli himself; indeed, the first

liusbatid can so introduce os many as the wife will

consent to receive ashusliands. In Kandy, in the
Bcena marriage, the husband goes to reside in the
wife's house, and the woman shares the family
inheritance with her brothers. The husband, in

this marriage, can be dismissed summarily by the
family of the wife. In Uie Deega, a more rcftspect-

able form of marriage, the wife leaves her own
house for that of her husband, forfeits all claim

on the property of licr parents, but acquires some
claim on that of her husband, and the wife cannot
obtain divorce, unless with the full consent of the

liusband. Divorces are constantly sought for by
women on trivial pretences. A child born within
nine months of the divorce, must be maintained
by the husband. Sirr (Ceylon) says the principal

castes are four, viz. the Surya Vansa or Uoyal
race, which has two divisions, viz. Goe Wansa,
cultiv'ators, the most numerous in the island, and
to it belong the nobles, chiefs, priests, and nearly

all the government servants, and (2) the Nillo

Makareya, or shepherds, form llie second division

of the Surya.
Brachmana IFan.va, descendants of Brahmans.
Wiepa cultivators and shepherds.

Shoodra Wansa has 60 subdivisions.

The Uhodia race is regarded as unclean
;
very

numerous
;
forbidden to approach a temple, or any

of the higher castes.

1’he (jataroo is an outcaste race.

Bunjhcr is the name applied to those of mixed
European and native origin. One race in Ceylon
wear their hair, which is long and luxuriant,

dressed like a woman’s, with one or two very
large tortoiseshell combs fastened in it, which, to

a European eye, imparts a peculiarly unmanly look

to the wearer. The dress of women differs little

from that of men, but they mostly wear a kind of

bodice with long sleeves. An aversion to carry-

ing the liglitest burden prevails in Ceylon, and
the poorest tradesman or servant generally employs
a coolie to carry a bundle which a European
gentleman would take in his hand.

The vegetable prchluctions of Ceylon are coffee,

cinnamon, coir, svigar, rice, tobacco, cotton, cocoa,

areca nuts, cocoanute, cardamoms, pei>per, rice,

arrowroot, maize, maniocs, arrack, cocoanut oil,

essential oils of cinnamon, citronella, and lemon
gra.sH, dyo - wood, ebony and other furniture

woods. The sugar-cane was brought to Ceylon
from the Mauritius by a merchant of Colombo
abf>ut 1832. European settlers liavo largely en-

gRge<l in coffee planting. This latterly became less

remunerative, and tea, cacao, cinchona, and the

Liberian cofTeo were introtluccd. At the end of

1880, about 5400 acres were under cacao. I ii 1 880
the export of cinchona bark was 1,161,980 lbs,,

valued at Hs. 12,00,000. The mineral and animal
products are precious stones, pearls, ivory, and
chank shells. Precious stones are found in the

flat country around Ballansgoilde, S.E. of Jtat-

napura, on the western plains between Adams
Peak and the sea

;
at Neueraellia, in Oovali,

at Kandy, at Matelle in the Central Provinces,

and at Uuanelle near Colombo, at Matura, anil

in the beds of the rivers eastward towanls the

ancient Mahagnin
;

hut the chief gem district

is ill the plains at the foot of the stupendous
hills of Saffragnm. The ruby, amethyst, topaz,

Siipphirc, and cinnamon stone, are found in great

ubuntlance, but not emeralds. Spinell, ebryso-
heryl and corundum are also found. Sapphires,

red, jiurplo, yellow, blue, white, and star-sUine, ore

met with at Matura and Saffragam, and rubies and
sapphires in the neighbourhood of Avisavclli, and
on the Ncuraelliapatam. The corundum of Baits-'

gamana is frequently found in largo six-sided

prisms, and is commoiily of a brown colour, from
which it is called by the natives Curundu galle,

cinnamon stone
;
occasionally it is to be met with
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partially or entirely covered with a black crust,

which is merely the stone witli an unusual pro-
portion of iron. In the beds of the rivers south
and cast of the mountain chain in Ceylon, the
sands are so rich in comminuted fragments of mica,
quartz, sapphire, ruby, and jacinth, as in some
places to be used by lapidaries in polishing the
softer stones, and sawing elephants^ grinders into
plates. Dr. Gygax considered tlie original matrix
of these rubies to be a stratum of decomposed
grey granite at Ylima Pohuraon the soutli-eastern

decline of the Pottigallo Kanda. Corundum is

very plentiful at Ihittagamana, on the banks of

the river Agiri Kandura. The great bulk of the
gems, however, come from Katnapura, which
means the city of gems. Ceylon affords all the
varieties of quartz, as rock-crystal, amethyst,
rose-quarlz, cat’s eye, and prase. Rock-crystal
occurs in abundance, both massive and crystallized,

of various colours, good quality, and in large

masses. Amethyst also is pretty abundant
;
very

beautiful specimens are found in the alluvion,

derived from the decomposition of gneiss and
granite rock, in Saifragam and the Seven Kories.

Aiiularia is very abundant in some parts of the

interior, particularly in the neighbourhood of

Kandy, where it is occasionally the predominating
ingredient of the rock. Ceylon produces the finest

Ciit’s eyes in the world,—indeed, the only kind that

is liighly esteemed, and tliat bring a high price.

The best specimens have been fouiul in the granitic

alluvion of Saffragam and Matura. Prase is of

rare occurrence nmoiigHt the pebbles on the shore

of Trincomaleo. lielonging to the schorl family

are topaz and schorl. The tojm commonly passes

under the name of the ‘ white or water sapphire.'

It is generally white, or bluish or yellowish

white
;

it is commonly much waterworn, perfect

crystals of it being very rare. It occurs in many
places ill the alluvion of granitic rock.

The zircon family is richer in Ceylon than in

any other jiart of the worhl. It is found in the

districts of Matura and Saffragam, and is most
abuiidaut in the former. Matura diamond is the

name applicil to its finest varieties by the dealers

in gems, lliniides the two well-established species,

common zircon and liyacinth, there is a third,

ma.HMive, opaque, and nnery stall ized, and of a <lark

brown colour. Sjicciinens of it from Saffragam

weigli two or three ounces. The yellow varieties

of zircon are sold by the natives as a jieculiar kind

of topaz,— tlic green as tourmalines, the hyacinth

reil as inferior rubies, and the very light grey as

iuq<crfcct diamonds. All tlic varieties are found

in the IkhU of rivers, or in alluvial ground,

which, both in Siiffragam and Matura, is of the

same kind.

Por the ruby, Ceylon has been long celebrated.

Pour species of it, viz. spinell, sajjphire, conindmn,

and clirysoberyl occur. In gneiss or granitic

rock, Hiiiiiell is comparatively rare.

Ceylon has many auiinals—elephants, buffaloes,

elk, 8[K>tted ilcer, the red or padily field deer,

mouse deer, the hog, bear, leojuinls, hares, black

partridge, red-lcggod partridge, pea-fowl, jungle-

fowl, quail, snipe, ducks, widgeon, teal, golden

and other kinds of plover, a great variety of

pigeons, innumerable siiakes, and the crocotlilo;

lAit it is free of the tiger, wolf, hyjcna, and chccto.

Klephauts ore now only found in the thickly

wooJed forests. In one inode of snaring them,

called ‘ atma klo,’ or hand snaring, ropes of hide,
with a noose, arc slipped by the hiinUirs over the
hind foot of the animal, and immediately fastened
to a tree; the animal, moving on, stumbles and

• falls, on which other hunters immediately twist
! other roj)cs about the legs in a figure of 8, and a

I

shed is erected for its protection until sulliciently

I
tamed to be removed. The solitary, must, or
rogue elephant is called horoalia in Ceylon. The

;

height of a full-grown Ceylon elephant varies from

8| to 10 feet. The tusks vary in length from 3
to 7 feet, and their weights range from 30 to 120
lbs,; but 60 or 70 lbs. are the average. Upwards
of 320 species of birds have been indicated by Dr.
Templeton, Dr. Kelaart, and Mr. I^yard. Of the

fish, the Cybium guttalum, one of the scomberoid
fishes, known to Europeans as the seir fish, is the

best
;
but mackerel, carp, mullet, red and striped

perches and a sardine (Sardinella Neohowii) aro

used.

—

Prod. h\ ZajL; TenneiiCs Ceylon; Forbe^*

Ceylon; Bakers Rifle; CmiHuigham^ Anc. Geog,

of India
; Ynle^ Cathay^ i. p. clxxvi.

;
Madras

Maily Jan. 31, 1873 ;
Times^ Dec. 27, 1873

j
Davyds

Travel* in Ceylon. See Architecture.

CEYLON MOSS, edible seaweed.
Gracilkria lichenoides, OrcvilU^

Pucus lichenoides, Turner.
F. aniyl.iccus, 0*Shau{jhncs»i/.

.

Shih-wha-tsai, . ClllN.
|
Mousso do Ceylon, . Fr.

A small and delicate fucus, well known for the

amylaceous property it possesses, and the large

prof>ortion ot true starch it furnishes. The fronds

aro filiform
;
the filaments much branched, and of a

light purple colour. It grows abundimtly in Ceylon,
in the large backwater which exteuds between
Putlam and Calpcntyn. It is collected by the

natives principally during the south-west monsoon,
when it becomes separated by the agitation of the

water. The moss is spread on mats, and dried in

the sun for two or three days. It is then washed
several times in fresh water, and again exposed to

the sun, which bleaches it; after which it is col-

lected in heaps for exj>orUlion. 100 grains weight
yiehlcil the following pro[K)rtion8 :

—

Vegetable jelly, .
54 ’W) Ouin, 4*00

True sUircIi, . t 15*00 Sul{>liato and phos-

Ligneous fibre, . . 18*00 pbato of limo, . . 1*00

Sulphate nntl muri-
ate of soda, , , G*50 Totnl, . 09*00

with a trace of wax and iron. For a decoc-

tion, take two drachms ground to fine i>owder,

water one quart; boil for twenty minutes, and
stmin through muslin. By increasing the propor-

tion of the ground moss to half au ounce, the

filtered solution on cooling becomes a firm jelly,

wliich, when flavoured by cinnamon or leinon-j>eel,

sugar, and a little wine, is an excellent article of

light Lmd for sick children and convalesceiits.—

Befig. Phar. p. 27C.

J^iocaria Candida and Sphscro coccus lichenoides,

Grev.^ also furnish Ceylon moss.

CII. 'J'lie soft sound of the English ch, as in

charm, cheese, chintz, is usually attained in French

hy tch and in (ierinan by Uch. Many of the

inhabitants of tlie south and west of India cannot

pnmounce the ch, and invariably substitute tlic s.

Tlius the noted Piudiiri leiider Cbeetoo was called

in the Dekhani, Setoo. Again, with many of the

tribes of the Indian desert, the s is alike a stumbling-

block, w hich causes mai^ singular mistakes, when
Jeysulmir, the ' lull of Jeysul,’ becomes Jehulinir,

—Tofs l}(ljasthan^ i. p. 102.
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CIIA. Hind., Pokt. Tea
;
also, in Chinese, the

camellia,

CHA. Tin. The common fowl, generally small
in Tibet. In Sikkim, fowls are remarkably large.

CHA. Tib. Bob frontalis.

ClIA'AB, Chab, Kaab, or, following the
Persian pronunciation, Tsiab, an Arab tribe

who occupy the lower part of Mesopotamia.
They are a tall, martial race, strong-limbed and
muscular, active and healthy. At Baron de Bode’s
visit they extended on the north as far as the terri-

tories of Shushter and Itam Hormuz, eastwards to

Bchbehati
;

and, including • Hindiyan in their

possessions, they spread south along the head of

the Persian Gulf
;
on the west they do not extend

b<iyond Haniza. They became known to the

British in the latter part of the eighteenth cen-
tury, in consequence of their piratical exploits on
the Persian Gulf, and their having captured some
British vessels sailing in those latitudes.— De
Bode, ii. pp. 110-122.

CHABA I. Malay. Species of capsicum;
Chabai Java, Chavica Roxburjjhii, long pepper;
Chabai of liombok, Capsicum frutescens

;
Chabai

sabrang, a species of capsicum.

CHABANAH. Hind. The name given to all

parched cereals and pulses,—from Chabna, Hind.,
to chew,—because eaten alone.

CIIABAQ. Hind. Salicornia bracteata ? also

root of the black pepper vine.

CHABEKIS of Ptolemy, the river Cauvery.

CIIABUK. Hind. A whip; hence Chabuk-
sowar, a jock^, literally a whip-rider.

CHABUK CHURI. Hind. Hiptage madablota.
CIIABUTKA. Hind. A raised platform, a

dais or terrace
;
a flat masonry platform or edging

to a well, etc., for sitting on.

CHACII is the name of the great plain to the

cast of the Indus, immediately opposite to Ohind,
which may have been named after the Brahman
dynasty of Ohind, as the Banar plain was named
after raja Banar. The Braliman dynasty of Sind
was also established by a Chacb in a.d. 041 ;

and
tliis date corresponds with the period of the expul-

sion of the Brahman dynasty from Chichito, or

JajhoU, by the Cbandels of Khajura. Several

phices on the Indus arc named after the Clinch

dynasty,—Chachpur, Clmchar, Chachgaon, Chachi.

Chach wasaBralmian wlion8urpc<l the kingdom of

the Kai dynasty of Sind. He was a contemporary

of the Shahram or Slmhrcar, and he is supjiosed to

have invented the game of chess. He seems to have

rcignal about A. if. 2, and to have been succeeded

by his brother. The Uai dynasty ha<l ruled from

Kashmir and Kanouj to Makran and the port of

Dabal on the shores of the sea of Oman, and from

Surat to Kandahar and the Snliinan range. The
cominoncemcnt of this dynasty has not been

ascertained, but in the time of Kai Diwaii the

capital was Alor. He was a jiowerful chief, who
contracted alliances with the rulers of India. He
was succeeded by his son, liai Siliaras i. Itai

Sihasi was the celebrated son of Kai Siharas, and

the next was Siharas H., who rcignetl 42 years,

and was killed in battle. After Sahast ii., a

Brahaman dynasty succeeded. Tlicir reign seems

to have extended to 137 years, and to a.d. 479.

—

Elliot; Cunningham^s Ancient Geog. of India, p, 55.

CIIACIIEON or Chachiyon. Hind. Khodo-

deiHlron arboreum.

CHACH - NAMAH, also called the Tarikb-i

Hind-o-Sind, is a Persian translation from an old

Arabic history, made about A.D. 1216 (a.h. 613)
by Mahomed, then residing at Uch in Sind. The
ancient Arabic seems to have been written before
A.D. 753. It is largely drawn upon by Nizam-ud-
din, Ferishta, Mir Masum, and others. The Chach-
namah Persian work is descriptive of the Arab
conquest of Sind. The Arab occupation of Sind
was only temfx)rary. On their retreat, the terri-

tory reverted to the rule of native princes, and
was practically independent until its absorption

into the Moghul empire during the reign of

Akbar, in A.D. 1502, for the successes of Mahmud
of Ghazni made no permanent impression on them.—Elliot's Hist, of India, p. 9.

CHACHKI. Hind. Myrsine Africans.

CHACHUNDIorChichundi. Hind. Theshrew
or musk rat, species of Sorex. S. aerulesceus, 8.

Indiciis, and many others.

CHACKLEK. Anglo-Tam. A tanner, a shoe-

maker
: properly, Chakkili.

CHAuKA. Hind. A wheel, a circle, a cycle

of years
; a weapon of a circular form often placed

in the hands of the Hindu gods. Knsi cnacra,

the zodiac. Varahaapati chacra, the cycle of 60
years. Nachatra chacra, the sphere of the flxed

stiirs. Prachacra, an epicycle on whicli the degrees
of prccessional variation are counted. Chacra-
dhari, or wielder of the discus, the most ancient

weapon of the Tado-Oetic race. A name of

Krislma.— IParrm, Kola Sanhita.

CH ADACHEV. Tam. ? A small tree of Pal-
ghat; wood of a light-brown colour, used for

buildings and carts.

—

Colonel Frith.

CHADACULA. Tam., Tel. Dammer, resin;

VaU'Ha Indies.

CHADAK. Hind. A aheet, a dam, a sheet of

sheet iron, a scarf. Phul ki chadar, a flower shoot

spread on graves.

CHADAKGIIAT, the site of the Residency of

Hyderabail, on the left bank of the Musa river,

which is there dammed. It has been irregularly

built over, but contains many Christian families,

and many wealthy Hindu and Mahomedan resi-

dents, bankers, and merchants.

CllADUR KUl., a lake 110 miles N.AV. by N.

of Kashgar, 11,.300 feet above the sea. It was
visitetl hy Captain Trotter in 1H73.

CH.EROPHYLLUM SATIVUM. Lam.
AnthriHcus cerefolium, Hoffmann.

The chervil, a good culinary herb.— Von Mueller.

CHAOTODON. This genus belongs to tho

Squami pen lies, which includes the (^isetodons

and other curiona fishes, as tlic coachmen, the

horsemen, and others.

Chietodon araneus, the Gal handak, a singular

and much-admired fish, about .3 inches long
;
has

a delicate and white flesh, greatly esteemed.

Chaetodon practextatus, Cautot\ Like other

species of this and the neighbouring genera, the

present expires immediately wbeii removed from
Its element. It appears to be allied to C. reticu-

latuB and C. lunula, (hiv. and \'al.

ChactTKlon rostrata, the bi*aked and ros-

trated Chactodon of the fresh* water rivers of

India, when it secs a fly alighting on any of

the plants which overhung tho slinllow water,

approaches the place cautiously, till directly be-

neath tho object of its attack. Then, placing

itself in an oblique direction, with its mouth and
eyes beneath tlic surface, it remains a moment

636
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immoTcable, And, taking aim like a firut-rate rifle-

man, darta at the insect a drop of water from its

tubular snout, but without showing its mouth
above the surface, from which only the drop seems
to rise, and that with such effect, that though at
the distance of four, five, or six feet, it very
seldom fails to bring its prey into the water.
Another small East Indian fish, the Toxotea jacu-
lator, catches its food by a similar dexterous
display of archery. Mr. Hommel, governor of the
hospital at Batavia, first noticed the habits of the
Cha'-todon rostrata.— Wood's Zoography ; Cantor,
CHAGA, also Chaga-laga. Tel. ^nsevicra

Zt-ylanica, Itoscoe.

CHAGDA or Chackradah is an abyss said, in

Hindu fable, to have been made by the chariot-

wheel of Bhagirath. The legend points to an
antiquity which is not borne out by any old

vestiges or ancient population. The place is at

best a mart, or outlet, for the agricultural produce
of the neighbouring districts, being crowded with
warehouses.— 7Vi. of a Hindoo,

CHAGllTAI, a Turki race to which Baber
belonged. He spoke and wrote in Chaghtai Turki,

which continued in use at the court of Dchli

until a late period. There were two races, two
languages, and two religious sects at that court,

—the nobles of Iran and Tiiran, Persia, and Turk-
estan, the former of the Shiah persuasion, who
spoke Persian, the latter Sunni Mahomedans,
who spoke Turki

;
and in the latter days of the

empire the contentions between the two races

were a source of its weakness. Tod says (Rajas-

than, i. pp. C, 00, 3:J2) Cliaghtai are the Sukatai of

the Himiu Puranas, from Sakadwipa, changed by
the Greeks to Scythia. The political limits of the

great Getic nation in the limeof Cyrus, six centuries

beforcChrist, weie littlecircumscribed on the rise of

Timur. At this period (a.d, 1330) the kingdom of

Chaghtai was bounded on the west by the Dhasht-

i-Kapehak, and on the south by the Jaxartes or

Jilion, on which river the Getio khan, like

Tomyris, had his capital. Kojond, Tashkand,
Ootrar, Cyropolis, and the most northern of the

Alexandria cities were within the bounds of

Chaglitai. D’Chason names thirty Chaghtarides

on the throne of Transoxiaiia from 1222 to

1362. As the Chaghtai dynasty drew to its

close in Eastern Turkestan, the priestly element

began to increase. In 1 G78, Galdan Khan, soverei^
of the Elcuth or Kalmuk tribes of Dzungaria,

establLshod the khojaiis of the White Hountain.
But, after a century of disseusions, in 1767 the

Chinese brought the Turkestan states under their

rule. Were we to coutrast tlio literary acquire-

ments of the Chaghtai princes with those of Uieir

contenqjoraricB of Europe, the balance of lore would
bo found on the side of the Asiatics, even though
Elizabeth and Henry IV. of Franco were in the

scale. Amongst the princes from the Jaxartes

are historians, poets, astronomers, founders of

systems of government and religion, warriors, and
great captains, who claim our respect and admira-
5on.

—

Tod's Rajasthan^ i. pp. 6, 60, 322 ;
Ferrier^s

Afqhans^ p. 423 ;
Vaniherq^ pp. 167-159.

tJHAGOS ARCHIPELAGO,* group of islands

belonging to Great Britain, and a dependency of

the Mauritius, about 250 miles S. by W. from the

southernmost of the Maidive islands. They are

rented in kind to persons of French extraction

;

the population, 554 in number, chiefly Negro.

Pigs arc abundant, and poultry plentiful. They
were surveyed in 1786 by Lieutenant Archibald
Blair, and in 1837 by Captain Moresby. Diego
Garcia, called Great Cliagos island, extends from
lat. 7° 13J' to 7* 2GJ' S., and its centre is in
long. 72® 24' E. The Great Chagos bank occupies
the centre of the Archipelago. The other islands

are the Six Islands or Egraont islands. Danger
island, Eagle island, the Three Brothers, Nelson
island, Peros Banhoa, and Solomon islands. The
Chagos, Laccadive, and Maidive Archipelago are
groups of atolls and madrcporic reefs, low coral

islands, densely clothed with cocoanut trees.

The Maldives have upwards of 1000 islands and
reefs. The Laccadives are seventeen in number.
The Chagos group has some ordinary atolls, some
annular reefs rising to the surface, but without any
islands on them, and some atoll-formed banks
cither quite or nearly submerged. The Chagos
bank is a half-drowned atoll.

—

Darwin.
CIIAGUL. Hind. A leather vessel for carry-

ing water on a journey.

ClIAGUL-BANTI. Beno. Deemia extensa,
Brown. Chagul khuri, Ipomaia pea-ciiprfe, Siviet.

Cliagul nudi, Sphaeranthus hirtus, Burnt. Chagul
patce, Cynanchuin pauciflorum, Jt. Brown,
CHAH. Peus. a well. Hence chain, belong-

ing to a well, or lands irrigated from wells. Many
places have this as a distinctive appellation.

CHAHAL. Pers. Forty. Hence Chahlum,
the forty days of unclcannesa after childbirth.

Chahal Dakhtar, a halting-placo in the valley

of the Murghab, GO miles N. of Herat on the left

bank of the Khusbk river;, has a shrine to tho

memory of 40 virgins who were carried off by
Turkomans.

Chahal Minar. See Kermanshah.
Chahal Situn, a palace at Ashraf in Persian

Mazandaran, built by Shah Abbas. It has a
beautiful cncloBe<l garden. Here Shah Abbas in

1627 received Sir Dodmore Colt, the English

ambnS'a<lor.

Chahal Situn, a palace at Isfahan, in tho middle
of an immense square (Morier).

Chahal Situn, Inthinos pyrgos, the stone tower
in Mount Meru.

Chahal-Wnsti, or captain of forty, amongst tho
Nasiri, a nomade race who occupy the Tohti and
Hotuki countries in summer, and the Daman or

skirts of the Suliman range in winter. In their

migrations, they appoint a chahal-wosti, or captain

of forty, and a airector-gencral. See Afghan

;

Nasiri.

Chahal Tan is a cave on the Kabul road, between
Cbardeh and the city of Kabul, accessible only by
a narrow aperture. It is believed that if a person

enter it he will be unable to squeeze himself out,

unless pure and free from sin. It is therefore not

much visited (MacGregor, pp. 212-13). Masson
says (ii. p. 85) there are many places of pilgrim-

age (ziarat) called Chahal tan, and tliat Kkbd has

one near Argandi.
Chahal Tan is the loftest mountain in Baluch-

istan, its highest peak being 12,000 feet. It

forms the western boundary of the valley of

Quetta or Shawl.— Postans; Masson;
Cook; MacGregor, p. 110, iv. p. 3.

CHAH-BACHA. Hind. A small masonry tank,

used by soap-boilers*

CHAHIL or Ohahtra, a Rajput tribe in Hissar,

of which the greater part is now converted to
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Maliomcflanism. Tftoro nrc a fow in the HisRar

fhstriot and on the hondcrs of Jhkanir. 7’hou^di

Afahoinedans, they in'VertlK'leHa retain charjje of

the toinV) of (lOj^^a ('haulian, a Ifindu prince now
esteemed a saint.

—

JCUiot ; Wilson.

GIIAnONGy A tree of Akyab
;
prows to a

moderate size, and is plentiful in Itamree and

8an<loway districts. Used in Imusc-building. (Qu.

Is this ('ordia myxa?)

—

Cnf. Cot. 18ti‘2.

CnAHUM AN, the Clmulmn Rajput tril^c.

CHAl. Auau. Tea.

CHAIA. Mai. RAT*. Oldenlandia um)>ellata.

OHAIHAR. Many of the Arabian tribes had
been convertcil by the Jews wlio fled from the

destruction of Jerusalem by Titus. Chaibar was
their principal city in Arabia

;
it was taken by

Mahomcxl A.i>. 023-7. Chaibar was in the neigli-

bourhmid of Medina; they were removed into

Syria by Omar. I lira also was the residence of a
Chri.stian prince, who had reigned there GOO years

before he was conquered by the Mahomedans.
CIIAILE. ? A tree of Chutia Nagpur,

furnishing a hard, white, grey timber.

—

Cal. Cat.

CHAIN, low caste races in N, India.

CHAINA. Hind. Panica pilotum.

CH A I N H A R of Hazara, Nussiessya hy poleuca.

OHAISHUSHA, one of the Menu. See Menu.
CHAIT, a Hindu month (March—April), coin-

mcncoa when the sun enters into Pieces.

CHAIT of Sikkim (borrowed from Tibet) is a

square pedestal, surmounted with a hemisphere,

the convex end down, and terminated with a cone,

crescent, and disc. These are erected as tombs to

lamas, and in memory of illustrious people, and
are venerated accordingly, the people always

jiassing them from riglit to left, often repeating

the invocation, * Oin inani Padmi horn ,’—Jonnial

of the Asiatir Socifty of fkngal^ No. 29, p. 427.

(jllAlTANYA, a Hindu religious reformer. Ho
was bom A.n. 1485. His father was a IJraliman,

who had come from Sribatta, Sylhet, or Tibet, and
settled at Natliya, where Chaitanya was born. In

,

liis early youth he married the daughter of a cele-

brated saint
;
but in 1509, when twenty-four

years of a^o, he seems to have abandoned the

world and domestic life, and, after long journeying,

repaired to Cuttack in Onssa, where for twelve
years ho laboured to extend the worship of Jaga-
nath at Puri, ^nd devoted tlie rest of his life to the

propagation of bis views, aided by Adwaitanand
and Nityanand, two men of domestic habits. The
age in which he was born had been preceded by one
of great religious refonns and innovations. There
had been Karonnanda, who had revived the anti-

costo movement
;
and Kabir, who set aside alike

the Hindu Shasters and the Koran, and preached
a universal religion. In Bengal, Buddhism had
maintained its supremacy up to the lOUi century.
On the acx:c8sion of the i^a princes, Saivism
gained the ascendency, and predominate in tlio

land. Under coalition with ^ktaism, the worship
of the emblems of ibe energy of man and the
fruitfulness of woman, it had degenerated to the
very licentious creed of the Tantro - Shastras,

which culminated in the worst forms of libertinism

about the time of Chaitanya. Two thousand
years before, a peater reformer had viewed witli

disgust and a relenting heart the bloody rites and
sacrifices of the Vcdic Yagya, and to reform the
abuses Buddha had promulgated the doctrine olf

nou-cruclty to animals. In like manner, the

bacchanalian orgies of the Tantrika, and their

wornhip of a iiiulely cxpose<l female, had pro-

voked the abhorrence of Chaitanya, an<l rouseil

Ilia energy to remove the deep biota upon the
national character. He commenced hia labours by
holding meetingB of his immediate friemls at the
house of Sri Bliasa. His labours lnste<l throtigli

six years, when he entrusteil his disciple Nitya-
nanda to propagate his views

;
and it is to Nitya-

nanda that the origin of the Gosai is owing.
Chaitanya was brought up in the faith of a
Vaishnava, but his opinion took a groat tinge

from the doctrines of his two immo<lia(o pre-

decessors. From his early childhood Chaitanya
gave signs of an eccentric disposition, but lie

possessed a very superior intellect, and the purest

morals. Ho bad also a very AfTcctionato heart,

and simple, winning manners. Fiom 1509, when
Chaitanya, stylcfl Neini, formally renounced the
world by embracing the life of an ascetic, he
wandered from place to place, travelled to Gour,
nrocccMled to Benares, visited Viiidraban ami
rmi, teaching his Bcntimental theology, making
numerous converts, and devoting all his energy,

time, and life to the fulfilment of his missioii.

His peregrinations lasted for six years, at the end
of which he returned to Nilochal near Jaga-
nath, and, settling there, passed twelve years in

an uninterrupted worship of that divinity. Ho
became afllicted with epileptic seizures, which
received the name of Pran Frnlap. While still

in the prime of life, however, he was afllicted with
hallucinations and lioatific visions, and in that slate

of mental dciangcment he disappeared in a.D,

1527, supposed to have drowncnl himself at Nila-

chal or Cuttack, where ho had resided, adding
energy and repute to the worship of Jaganath.

It was a main pari of Chaitanya's doctrine to

abolisli all caste distinctions amongst his followers,

and that they should bestow implicit faith with
incessant devotion, which he termed Bhnkti. All

persems of all casU^s and occupations arc admitted
to the sect, from the conviction that all arc alike

capable of feeling the sentiments of faith and
devotion. His doctrine was essentially the worship

of Kiishna as an incarnation or avatar of Vishnu
;

and his sect worship Krishna as Fannatma, or
Supreme Spirit, prior to all worlds, and alike tlie

cause and substance of creation. In his capacity

of creator, preserver, and destroyer, he is Brahma,
Vishnu, and Siva

;
and in the endless divisions of

his substance or energy, he is all that ever was or
will be. Besides these manifestations of himself, he
has, for various purposes, assumed specific shapes
as incarnations or avatars,—os ansa or portions,

as ansana or portions of portions, and so on
ad infinitum. His principal appearance, and in

fact his actual sensible mannestation, was as

Krishna, and in this capacity the scot believe

he again was present as Chaitanya, who is wor-
ship^ as the deity, as are the other forms of the
same god, particularly as Gopal the cowherd, or
Gopi Nath, the lord of the milkmaids of Vindrabon
niindraban), as his Lila or spirit. Ills disciples

form the largest sect in Britisn India, numbering
nine or ten millions, and to be found in every vil-

lage of Bengal. The date of his birth has also boon
given os a.d. 1479, also 1486 and 1480, and those
of his death 1627 and 1634, at Nilachalor Cuttack.

All castes are admitted into Chaitanya's fra-

ternity, and, once admitted, are associated with
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on equal terms by nil tho brotliron. His prede- to be applied. T1)C later forms have a pradakshnna,
cessoi’ri, Kamnnand and Kabir, l»ad (aki'ii low caste or passa^^^e for circuniambu)ation. Tlie stupa or
men for their (lisciples. liut he serupled not to chaitya of Indian lluddhism are 6U])]K>Bed to have
permit even Maliomedans to (‘uter his fold

;
aiul been erected subsequent to tlie cave temples ami

two of bis most eminent followcTs, I{u]>a and viharas or monastoHes. Tlie ebaitya of the Ibid-
Sonatun, were originally Mahomcdaim, ministers ilbists is tho ch’hatra of tho Brahmans. Onccltaitya
ill tl»e court of Gour. at Sanchi is structural, but all tho others known,
The (josai marry

;
most of the Bauya of Bengal in number 20 or 30, are cut in tho rock. Seem-

follow their tenets, but their doctrines are held in ingly the aisle which surrounded the apse could
little esteem. They arc roganlcd as gurus or be lighted from the exterior. Tho ancient stupa
teachers, and no scandal luis arisen from them, were originally meant as receptacles of either tho
The Gosai observe none of the Hindu festivals Buddhas, or the Bodhisattw.'is and the kings who
except timsc of Krishna

;
but the anniversaries of encouraged the propagation of the Buddhist faith,

tho dcatlis of their founders an; observed as such. The chodten or chorten of Tibet are similar to tho
They do not, says Mr. Wanl, reject tho mythology, stupa. They consist of a cylindrical vase, and
or tho ceremonies of the Hindus, but they believe liavo a cupola over them. They serve as relic

that those of Hari (Krislma) only are necessary, repositories, remains of revered lamns, sacred
On tho nights of their festivals, tho initiating writings. But they are principally offering recep-
invocation, or some sectarian exclamations, may be taclca, and no Tibetan jnvsscs by without deposit-
heard resounding tlirough the streets of Oalciitta : ing romc offering or oblation .—Uardifs Eastern
Ilari, Krishna

;
Hari, Krishna

;
Krislma, Krishna

;
Mouachism. p. 43; Cnuningham\'t BhiIsa Topes;

Hari Hari; Hari, Ram; Hari, Rauw, Ram, Ram, Ecr<}. ami lUirg, Caoe Temples of India,

Hari, Hari.— Calcutta Iieo.;C(>le, Mi/th. Hind, 240. CHAJ. Hind. A winnowing basket.

CHAITANYA-CHANDRODAYA, tho Rise of CIGVJJAN, a fibre recently como into use at

tho Moon of Chaitanya, a drama in ten acts, by Lahore, owing to the rise in the price of other
Kani-karna-piira.

—

JJnwson. fibres. It can be purchased in I^ahore at from
CHAITI, spring or Ibibi harvest. The guddi £8 to £10 a ton.

pad va ceremony, or llyitjg of paper kites, is held (RIAK, a portion of land diviiled off, aa
as the new year, on tho new moon of Chaitra, armndissement.
about tho bth April. CHAK of Sutlej, Hordeum hcxastichon.

CHAITRYA, written variously Kshatriya, CRIAK. Beng. Chowk, Hind. A market-place

Chetri. Amongst the Aryan Hindus the Chaitrya or square.

was a warrior branch taking social rank after tho CHAK or Jog, Bhot occupants of the central

Hin<lu Brahmans. Menu, writing of their duties, part of northern Tibet. Mr. Hodgson supposed
says: ‘To defend the ]>coplc, to give alms, to them a mixed people, engaged in j)rcdatory pur-
sacrlficc, to read the Vedns, to shun the allure- suits.

ments of sexual gratification, aro in a few words CHAK, a circle or marked-off plot
;
a wheel of

tho dutiej of a Chaitrya.’ How this soldier branch a cart
;
any w heel

;
a potter's wheel,

broke up is extremely oVmcurc
;
but it is generally CHAK or Chuk. Hind. An extract, Very

supposed that none of tho races now in India can sour, eaten in Ajmir to give appetite and pro-

trace their lineage to that tribe of Aryans, though mote digestion. It is probably the extract of

some of tho Rajput families doubtless belong to chuka or sorrel. One tola is sold for one anna.

—

them. Their quarrels amongst tliemsolvcs seem Gen, Altd. Top, p. 132.

to have led to their own destruction. There seem CHAK AN, also Chakan tubuuna. Benq. Celtis

to have been two branches of the Chaitrya tribe, orientalis.

the Solar, who traced up to Iksbwaku, and tho CHAKAR. Hind. A servant; hence Chakari,

Lunar, wlio iraceil up to Bndha, who married Ha service; generally, however, duplicated, as noukri

or Klla, daughter of Ikshwaku. I'licso martial ebakri.

—

ElHot. Chakaran, in Bengal, land set

Chaitrya do notappear to have adopted Brahmanism apart to provide funds for tho village office-bearers,

rcoflily; and tho Bralmmns, to overcome them, CHAKH. Cis-Sutlej. A pan for receiving

consecrated by fire on Mount Abu a warrior body, sugar-cane juice when boiled,

who still remain, and are known as the four Agni- CHAKIYARA, in Malabar, a class of out-caste

cula Itajput tribes. A common spcdling of tho Brahmans.

—

word is Kshatriya,— Warren's K(da Sanhita ; Tod's CHAKKAN, also Chakkala. Hind. An oil-

Hajasthnn^ i, p. 37. Sec Hin<la; Suryavansa. press.

CHAITYA. San.sk. Kroin Chit, a funeral pile, CHAKKT. Hind. A small mill,

a heap. Any Bacre<i object worshipped by tho CHAKKILI. Tam., Mal. A currier, a tanner
;

Buddhists, as a tree, an altar, a temple, as well ns shoemaker, tho village shoemaker, known to

any monument raised on the site of a funeral pile, Europeans os a chucklcr. The Chakkili is one of

ns a mound or pillar
;
and is probably applicable tho non-Aryan races of India.— Wilson,

both to tlie Buddhist chodten, or offering to the CHAKLA. Benq., Hind. A largo division

deity, and the dungten, a bone or relic receptacle, of a country, comprehending several pargimas.

but is usc<l by the Jains and Buddhists to indi- Shah Jahan, about a. D. 1772, divided Bengal Into

cate a temple containing a chaityo. In Nepal 13 chakliu The chnkladar is tho supcrintcudent

and Tibet, and in Buddhist Sanskrit literature, of a province.

tho word is applied to the model of a stupa placed CHAKLA. Hind. A stone slab for grinding

in tho temples, and to which the term dhagoba has on ;
also a pastry roller and board.

been applied. These clmityas or dhagobas are CHAKMAK. Hind. Flint. In Tamil, chaki-

an essential feature of chapels or temples con-
mr tt o a v u*. i

structed solely for purposes of worship, and to CHAkOLTI, Hind.? A lijmt, pale,

which the term choitya caves has been proposed coloured wood, not strong. Flcntiful

030

yellow-

in the
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Santal jungles from Ranibalml to Nonihaut for Musa paradisiaca, L.

;

a small delicate kind of
35 miles. Furniture, tables, palkis, venetiaiis, plantain. Perhaps Chakra should be read Sak-
and doors arc made from this wood.

—

Cal. tara, ‘sweet.*

Enqitfeer^s Journal, J\x\y ISGO. CUAKUAM. Sansk. Awheel. It is now sacred

CHAKOOLYA. Beng. Hemionitis cordifolia. to Vishnu. Chakrankam, a brass stamp; the

CHAKOONDA. Beng. Cassia tora. discus of Vishnu stamped hot on his followers*

CIIAKOON SEEDS, seeds of Conlia rayxa. arm. Chakrostambha, a pillar supporting a
An ointment prepared from them is an excellent chakra.

application for ringworm. CHAKRA VAKA. Sansk. Ruddy goose;

CHAKOR or Atnsh khor. Hind., Pers. The the birds are supiposed to be separated through
Cacabis chukor of Jerdon. The birds are fabled the night See Chakwa ; Casaroa rutila.

by the natives to be enamoured of the moon, and CHAKRAVARTA. Sansk. A paramount
at full moon to eat fire. The two Persian words sovereign, an emperor. Literally, one on whom
mean dre-^eater. The chakor is an extremely com* the discus of Vishnu abides. A few sovereigns in

moh bird in all parts of the valley of the Indus, ancient times laid claim to this title, but it is

and throughout Tibet. In winter, when the hills now heard of only as the tribal name of a Brah-
are covered with snow, they are to bo found in man family in Bengal, under the altered form of

great numbers close to the rivers, even in the Chuckerbuttv. In Buddhism it means a universal

immediate neighbourhood of the villages
;

in emperor, enaowed with supernatural powers
;
but

general, when approached, they lie close among it was in use long prior to the advancement of

the crevices of the stones. Dr. Thomson was Buddhism. The Empress Victoria is a Chakra-
invited by the thannadar of Iskardo to be present varti.

—

Hardy's Eastern Mvnachisni^ p. 435.

at a hunting party which ho had arranged for the ClIAKRAVAUTI KURA. Tel. Chenopo-
capture of the chakor, by surrounding a spot of diuin album, Linn. The words mean ‘ emperor
^und in which these birds ore numerous with a vegetable.* Sansk. svn. Vastuka.

ring of men, who, approaching from all directions, CHAKRl. Ben. C;hakrikadu,TEL. An oilman,

gradually form a dense circle of perhaps a hundred ClIAKTI. H ind. A disc or flat circular piece

yanla in diameter. When the partridges are dis- of steel, also a disc of leather used on the axle-

turbed by a horseman in this enclosure, they can boxes of carriage wheels.

only fly towards the living wall by which they are CHAKWAEN, a small class of Rajputs in

surrounded. Loud shouts and the Ixiating of Ghazipur.— IVt7.vuw.

drums and waving of caps and cloaks turn them CllAKWAND. Hind. A weed which grows
back, and they are driven from side to side, till at common in mango groves in tlio N.W. Provinces,

last, exhausted with fatigue, and stupid from the and used as a pot herb.

noise and confusion, they sink to the ground and CHAL Hind. Manners, customs, commonly
allow themselves to be caught by hand. The duplicated into Chiil Chain, or use and wont,

scene was a very striking one. The spot selected The chal of the Hindu, like the mores of the

was a deep dell, full of rocks, but witliout trees. Romans, or oostumi of modem Italy, is signifleant

The sport, however, did not seem so successful as alike of the mental and external habit. In tho

usual, six or eight birds only being captured, moral point of view, it is the path chalked out for—Thomson's Travels in Western Himalaya^ p. 2. him by the sages of antiquity
;

in the personal, it

CHAKOR SURK and Chakor kandla. Hind, is that which custom has rendered immutable.
Kinds of imported iron. Kya boora chal cholta,—In what a bad path does
CllAKOTK, also Chakotra. Hind. Citrus he march! says the moralist. Bap, Dada, chal

dccumana, Lmn., the shaddock or puinello. chora,—He abandoned the usages of his ancestors,

CHAKOWAR, also Jangli-powar. Hind, says the stickler for custom. Nek*chal, good,
Cassia obtusifolia. and liad-chal, bad habits.

—

Tod's Rajasthan.

CHAKRA. Hind. Tho discus of tho god CHALA. Hind. Cioer arietinuin.

Vishnu, resembling a wheel or quoit; a sort of CHALA CARNA, written ChiJa c^na. This
missile weapon, whirled round the middle Anger, Hindu astronomical term means the true distance

and used as a weapon of war. The chakra, in of a planet from the earth, in contradistinction to

Hinduism, is mythologically described as a cir- its mean distance, or the radius of the Caesha or
cular mass of Are, darting flame in all directions, deferent. See Curna.

which, thrown by the gods, slays the wicked, and CHALAI of Kaghan, Juniperus excelsa; J.

then returns to the hand from which it issued, arborea, pencil cedar. See Charai.

The Sikh Akali used to have several of them on CHALAN. Hind. A permit, any invoice; a
their conical caps. They fly with great rapidity, pass, a list Chalaoni, current coin.

—

Elliot.

and strike hard, but with most uncertain aim, CHALAN BIL, a large marsh in tho Rajshahi
They are expensive, and are almost useless wenqionB. district of Bengal, about 21 miles long and 10
See Hindu

;
Kasambi

;
Namam

;
Siva ; Vishnu. miles broad. It is said to give rise to outbreaks

CHAKRA, in Buddliisro, is the emblem of the of cholera.

—

Inm. Gaz.
Buddhist law. CHAI^APAGHCAHl. Tel. Indigofera ennea-
OflAKRA, or district of Kuni-Kslictra, is also phylla, L.

ddbd Dbarm-Kshetra, or tho ‘holy land,* CHALAR. Hind. The Persian wheel of a
wii^ is Iliwen Thsang*8 ‘ champ du bonheur.’ common well transferred to the bank of a canal,

fh his time the circle of pilgrimage was limited to margin of a jhil, or high bank of a river.

200 li, equivalent to 20 kos.

—

Cunningham's CHALAVADI. Karn. A low caste of S.

India, p. 332. India
;
also in Mysore, the servant of a Linga

CHAKRA. Hind. A small coin
;
a country merchant, carrying a large ladle with chain and

cart, a hackery. bell on his shoulders. In Telingana, a Sudra who
CHAKRA-kELI ARITI or Aritiel. Tel. < goes from bouse to house to give notice of a death.

640
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OHAT.AVA MIRIALU. Ti:i. Cubebs.
CHALOEDONY”, a quartzoae mineral found at

Cambay and in many parts of India.

CHAL-CHAHRA. Hind. Parmelia Kamtscha-
dabs, and other species of lichens.

CHALCOPHAKS INDICUS. X. Called by
the Singhal se Neela cobeya. A bird of Ceylon,
strikingly elegant l>oth in shape and colour

; has
a pleasing note.

CHALD./EA is derived by Pococke from Kula, a
tribe, and Deva, a god or Brahman. Professor
Rawlinson indicates Chaldees as a j)art of the
great Mesopotamia plain, Iwrdcring the Persian
Gulf on the south, with Arabia on its west, and
the limit between fjower and Upper MesopotAmia
on the north. Chaldsea seems to have been divided
into a northern portion, from Hit to Babylon, and
a southern portion, from Niffcr to the shores of
the Persian Gulf. In each of these there seems
to have been a tetrarchy, viz. Babel, Erech,
Accad, and Culneh, in the land of Shinar (Genesis
X. 10), and Hur or Ilunik, Nipur, and l^arsa or
I>arancha, which seem to be the scriptural Ur of
the Chaldees, Erech, Calnch, and Ellasar. The
northern tetrarchy was Babel or Babylon, Bor-
fiippa, Cutha, and Sippara, the last the Sepharvaim
of Scripture. The discovery by Sir Henry Raw-
linaon of the Eponym Canon of Nineveh was the
means of placing the chronology of Assyria, from the
early part of the 8th century it.c. until the middle
of the 7th, on a firm and accurate basis. The
recovery of the sUte records from the treasury

of Babylon, in 1875, by the discovery of the series

of inscriptions known as the Egibi tablets, gave a

clear guide for the chronological arrangement of

the rulers of Babylon, from the accession of

Nebuchadnezzar in B c. 605 until the reign of
Darius Hystaspes. The gap in 'the chain of
chronological documents from B.c. 640 until the
rise of the Babylonian ernjiirc, has been filled up
by the discovery, in the treasury at Sippara, of a
series of contracts and fiscal documents dated in

the reigns of Samassumukin and Kindalanu,
Chaldscan kings, whose reigns are to be identified

with those of Suosduchinius and Kiniladonus of

the Canon of Ptolemy.
The first dynasties transmitted by Berosus, which

are confirmed by the Canon Inscription, are rather
to be regarded as marking epochs in national life

and development than royal lines. The ante-

diluvian period was the great mythic age. It was,

in fact, reign of the gods, similar to the first

of tho dynasties of the Egyptian empire
;
and it

was regarded as the dawn-age of Chaldsean social

and rdigious life, and each caste in Babylonian

society placed its mythic founder in this period

before the flood. Separated from this dynasty by
the * waters of the Deluge,* was the second period

in Chaldsean history—the heroic age, the period of

the ethnic myths. Chaldsean history proper begins

with the Median conquest, an event which, guided

by the Canon Inscription, cannot be pliwied earlier

than the 20th century before the Cfhristian era

;

bat long prior to this, civilisation bad made groat

progress in the oi^ kingdoms of Chaldsea. In

the marshland of Chaldma, the region called in

the Deluge legend, the ‘ land at the mouth of the

rivers,* the most ancient traditions of Chaldsean

civilisation were located. The dwelling of the

translated Xisutbrus was there; end from the

shores of the Persian Gulf rose the Annedotus

2 s C

Cannes, the Clialdoean Dagon, who first instructed
men in the elements of civilisation, in the rudi-
ments of art, science, and letters, aiid laid the
germs of the civilisation which in after time bore
such rich fruit in the schools of Babyloii and
Nineveh. This district, the cradle of western
Asiatic culture, was the seat of three of the most
ancient cities of the Chaldaean empire. In the
immediate neighbourhood of the Shat-el-Hie,
which leaves the Tigris at Kut Amareh, and enters
the Euphrates near Gommerek, after a winding
south-westerly course through marshes of the
Afadj district, are to be found, on the north bank,
the mounds of VVarka and Niffer, which mark the
sites of the ruins of Erech and Kalneh, cities of

Nimrud
;
and M. de Sarzec brought to light the

ruins of another city contemporaneous with tho
cities of the mighW hunter’s kingdom. On the
west bank of the Euphrates, at Tel Mughier and
at Rata, are the ruins of cities closely connected
with Semitic and Biblical traditions, the former
being the site of Ur, the birthplace of Abraham,
while Chaldsean tradition locates the ‘ garden of
Eden,* with its sacred tree, in the city of Eridhu,
whose position corresponds with the modern town
of Rata. Therefore both tradition and the historic

records of Chaldma point to this region of southern
Chaldaea, the Sumir of the inscriptions, the Shinar
of the Bible, as the cradle of the learning and
wis^lorn of Chaldfea.

The inscriptions of Sennacherib and Assur Bani-

pal and the lines of sculptured bas-reliefs show
that these marshlands were the dwelling - places

of a race distinct from the Assyrians and Baby-
lonians, and who bore many traces of being relics

of the aboriginal population. During the explora-

tions of Sir Henry Rawlinson and Mr. Loftus in

these regions, some few inscriptions and .bronze

implements were obtained from a mound called

Tel Ho, on the Shat-el-Hie, near to the marshy
shores of the Wasut lake or pool. By his explora-

tion in this mound, M. de Sarzec has brought to

light the ruins of an important edifice, either a
palac.e or temple, which dates from the earliest

days of Chaldsean monumental history, and whose
builder was contemporary with Likbagas or Urukh,
the Orchamus of the classics, the builder-king of

Ur. In the ruins of this edifice were discovered

numerous valuable monuments, statues of priests

and kings, cut out of hard porphyry, granite, and
diorite, while there were numerous others in terra

cotta and marble, as well as some valuable speci-

mens of the primitive bronze - founder’s work.

This ancient city is Sergulla, a name which means
the ‘ city of the great light

;

* and it was one of

the chief seats of Chaldroan fire-worship. So
impenetrable are the marshes of the Afddj, and so

litue subject to external influence, that the name
which more than 40 centuries ago denoted, the

ChaldmiD Pyrc^lis, is still extant in the Arabi-

cised fonn of Zerghul, as the local name of the

region in which Tel Ho is situate. From the

monuments we are able to trace two types of

people, whose features are transmitted to us with

extreme fidelity by the primitive sculptors. The
first is a beardless type, with a head, as far as we
can judge from the statue, of a brachycephalio

type, but with distinctly orthognatbous features,

and therefore with no tendency to the African

Negro typo. The features, as judged from the

finely-carved head discovered by M. de Sarzec,
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are distinctly of the Mongoloid typo, and of the

Ugro-Finnic branch. This first typo, again, boars

a remarkable resemblance to the Slamite and
Sassanian people as figured on the sculptures

from Nineveh
;
and this ethnic similarity receives

additional support from the philological agrec-

inent which is found to exist between the language

of these inscriptions and those of the Turanian
tribes of Elam and Media. The head found by
M. de Sarzoc represents the figure as wearing a

close-fitting cap bound round with a decorated

turban, a type of head-dress worn by the Elamites

in the time of Sennacherib and his successors, and
by the Tartar tribes of Central Asia. The second

tyj)e of features prc8crve<l to us, is that of a

bearded race with a more Caucasian typo of

features, with long straight hair. The type is

somewhat difficult to recognise, but it is certainly

distinct from the first or from the Semitic

Assyrian.

Thus, in the very earliest dawn of Chalda^an

history, we find peojde of a distinctly Mongoloid
or Turanian type in the oldest cities of the empire,

with inscriptions written in an agglutinative

dialect, and in a script bearing, as M. Tcrrien de
la Conperio has shown, a curious resemblance in

its commonest idcograplis to the script first pro-

pagated by the Hundred Families of the Celestial

Empire. An ingenious attempt has recently been
made to assign a Chaldman origin to Chinese.

In 1842, M. J\authicr attcmpte<l to prove the

identity of the Egyptian and Chinese system of

figure-writing.

The discovery of bronze figures and implements
in the excavations, the former bearing inscrip-

tions of Gudea and of other early primitive kings,

show that at a very early period metallurgy had
reached a considerably advanced stage among
the settlers in these low, marshy regions. I'ho

city of Sergulla was, as the great fire-city, also

the earliest scat of the worlit rs in metals, who
from this primitive centre supplied the surround-

ing cities with weapons or statues for their temples

and shrines.

The elaborate network of canals which thread

the plains, rendered the internal communication

of Chaldoca of a highly perfect cliaracter. On the

banks of these ancient canals wo find the most
ancient cities of Uie empire

;
and the flow of com-

mercial intercourse which made Habylonia the

chief of merchant-land, was greatly stimulated by
this excellent system of tr^e intercourse. The
Shat-el-Hie, through which the fleet of Sen-

nacherib was navigated in its expedition against

the tribes on the shores of the rersiaii Gulf, was
the grand junction canal of Southern Chaldma;
while the Y ussifieh canal, which crosses the upper
plain of Chaldma soiuo 20 miles l>elow Baghdad,
was the chief artery of Upper Ciialdasa or the pro-

vince of Akkad The mound of Abu Hubba
marks the site of the ancient city of Sippara, the

Chaldman Heliopolis, one of the dual cities of

Sepbarvaim. Bit Barra, the chief fane of the suu-

god in Sippara, was not only the dwelling-place

of the patron deity of the city, but was also tlio

chief law court luid chancery of the district, and
the centre to which flowed all the commercial
•aud fiscal transactions of the province of Akkad,
or Northern Chaldsea. The excavators at Abu
Hubba penetrated into the Bit Nizirti, or treasury

of Uie temple, and within it were found stored

C'12

over ten thousand inscribed tablets relating to

the commercial and fiscal life of Babylonia. I'lio

bronze figures of priests in the British Museum,
and the statue of the mother goddess, bearing
an* inscribed legend of Kurdnrmabug, arc botn
examplea of tlie founders’ art and product of the

forges of Zcrghul.

Astronomy seems to have originated with them.
They invented and employed a saros, or restitution

period of 18J years. They latterly chose the
heavenly bodies ns types of the divine attributes,

and in later times made them objects of adora-

tion, particularly revering planets. They were
acquainted with the ))rcc088ion of the equinoxes,
making use of a tropical year of 305 days
6 hours 49 minutes 11 seconds (only 25 seconds
too great), and a sidereal year of 663 days C hours

and 11 minutes. They knew the art of dialling.

By the saros period they were able to calculate

and predict lunar eclipses, and tlio days on which
the sun’s eclipses might be expected. This i>crio<l

is still used by oatronomers. The great centre of

Chaldican mathematic learning was the city of

Larsa, from the library of which came the tables

of square and cube roots. It is therefore very
interesting to find upon some of the tablets from
this ancient city, rudely-drawn plans or geometrical

figures. These tablets seem to point to a school

of geometry as in existence in this ancient seat of

Chaldacan learning. Tlicrc arc already in tlio

British Musemn fragments of tablets which have
come from Babylon, Calah, and Nineveh, which
show that divination by geoimtlrical figures was
in use among the primitive magicians of Chaltla;a.

The first metrical weight was determined by the

Euphrates
;
for the Babylonian talent, which they

originated with the minreand shekel, corresjrionded

exactly with a Babylonian cubic foot of water at
tlio mean temperature of that country. The
talent, mime, and shekel became the monetary
standard of WesUnn Asia. 'Miey divided tho

circle into 300 degrees, and these sgain into CO
fractions. Their lignrt^s reached to a hundred

;
yet

they also had s[)ccial signs for GO, or a sossos, as

well ns for the saros or square of the hohhos, and
they invented the positional value of figures.

In the Chaldacan mythology

—

n or Ra—Ra is ClmMco, II is Semitic ; from II is El,
Elohim, Allah— is God.

Ana, God, tho Supremo.
Anata, the feninlo of Ana, tho power of Ana.
Beltis, wife of Bel Nimrud, in Chaldeo cnllod also

IVIulita or Enuicn. In Aanyria hIic wds called
Bilta or Bilta Nipruta, and Jtit Ana.

Hoa or Hca, god of life, tho third deity of tho triad.

Ho is uod of knowledge, tho king of rivers, and
came from tho sea to toach tho Babylon iaiis. His
emblems arc a wedge, a serpent.

Div Kina, wife of Hoa.
Sin or Hurki, tho first god of tho second triad in the

moon deity.

San or Sanni, tho sun-gml
; in Semitic Shamus ; also

irobuhly Parra, pcrhaiis tho l*h ra or l*i ra of tho
iSgyptians.

Ai, Gula, or Aiianit, tbo fcmalo powor of San, Sho
presides over lifo and over focundity. Ilor
emblem was an eight or a six rayod star.

Vul or Ivn, tho god of tho atmosphere, is tbo third
deity of tho second triad, moon, sun, and atmo-
sphere—tho rain-giver.

Bar, Nin or Ninin, the fish gcsl
; lord or roastor

;

tho analogue of Hercules. His emblem the man-
bull.

Bel Merodach, the planet Jupiter.
Zir Banit, wife of Bui Merodach.
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Ncrgal, the |»lanct Marn
;
cmSlem, the mAn-licn.^

InUtar or Nana, the planet Venus, the Phooniciau
Antarte, the Hebrew Ashtorctn ; in Habylonia
called Nana, seemingly Naniea of Maccabees i.

13-15, and the Nani of the modem Syrians.
She had many appellations.

Nobo, the planet Mercury.
Vammit or Urmit, wife of Nebo.

-^London Timely 25th May 1882 ;
ProctoVy Saturn

and its Systemy London 1865; Randinsun : Jinn-
sen; Yule's Cathay

^

i. p. 54; Layard's Ninevehy
i, p. 206. Se<? Babylonia.
CHALDEE, an Aramaic dialect, differing but

slightly from the proper Syriac. Ezra iv. 8 to vi.

8 and vii. 12-20; Daniel ii. 4 to vii. 28, nnd
Jeremiah x 10, are written in the so-called

Chaldee. There is also a Chaldee gloss in Genesis
xxyi. 47. The Babylonian language in the time
of Nebuchadnezzar was very close to Hebrew.
The Chaldee language may have been that of
Tenth

;
but the possibility of the language of

Abraham remaining in its original state during
the 216 years that he and his family resided in

Canaan, and the 430 years that the Hebrews
abode in Egypt, and the 400 years from the
exodus to David, is untenable,

—

Layardy Nincvchy

1. p. 266 ;
Han linson,

CHALDEE or Kuldi, a race usually called

Nestorian Christians, but they do not acknow-
ledge the correctness of the designation. Matran
Hanna, the Syrian patriarch at Mosul, gave Mr.
Kich the names of the following trilxis of this

people, whom he called Nestorian Christians,

—

The Tiyari, Tkoob, Jelooi, Liweeni, Beerwaree,
Nerooi, There are both Mahoinedans and Chris-
tiana of the Nerooi and iicerwaree tribes ; the

others are all Nestorians. There are four villages

of Nestorians near Amadia, called Gheranmoosi,
who vvear felt hats. The Tiyari are an indepen-
dent Christian tribe of the Chaldee people, who
are much dreaded by all the Mahoinedans. These
Ciirifitian tribes arc geographically within the

limits of the territory of Hakkari - Kur-
distan, i. p. 156.

CHALI. Hind. Amphicome arguta.
CHALIA. SiKon. A race in Ceylon who

cultivated the cinnamon tree; Peelers. This
caste fonn the majority of the rural population
near Galle in Ceylon. They came originally from
the coast of India as weavers or embroiderers.

—

Tennant.

CIIALICIDES, a family of lizards, which, like

the seps-lizards, are very long and serpent-like.

1'here is a species with five toes in the East Indies,

the l^certa seps of Linnssus.

—

Enq. Cyc. p. 921.

CHALIS-SATUN. Hind. Literally forty

pillars
;
a pavilion built by Akbar, attached to the

palace at Allahabad. See CbahL
CHALITA. Hind. Dillenia spcciosa.

CHALK. Carbonate of lime.

S
rA’shyaa, . . . Abab.
y»>bew, , . . Buhii.

Uwa-fen, . . . . ClliN.
Peh'tU'fon, ... ,,

Vilaiti ohunna, . DUK.
Craio, Fa.
Kreide, .... Oer.
Kurm. .... Gvj.
Kharri matii, . . Hind.
Oiwta, .... It.

Oapur enpis, . Malay.
Oil-i-tafid, . . . Pers.
Oreda, .... Port.
Mieh Bus.
Din-io-pbang, . . Siam.
Ratta-hunu, . . . SlNOH.
Oreda, .... SP.
Sima ohunambu, . Tam.
Sima sunnam, . . Tel.

This is said to be found in the Dhone taluk of

Kurnool, but it is generally imported from Eng-
land. IVhen prepared it is called whiting. Other

preparations are used in the arts and in medicine,
Hlack chalk, HBO<l in the arts, is a dark -cfdou red

clay.

—

Iloylc ; Faulkner; Ainslle
;
Smith.

OHAL KUMIIA, Hino. Benincasa corifera.

CIIALLA. Hind. A thumb ring, and a great

toe ring.

CHALLA GADDA, Tel. Asparagus odsccn-

dens, livxh.; A. racemosus. Challa Gumnmdu,
Gmelina parvifolia. Challa means butter-milk.

Churning-sticks are made from this shrub.

CHALliAMBRAM, a town in the South Arcot
district of Madras, famed for its pagocias.

CHALLA MUNTA. Tel. Fluggea leueo

pyrus, Willd.

CHALM-CHE Hind. A wash-hand bracr

basin.

CHALO-DHONA. Uria. Erythrina Indica.

CriALODRA. Hind. Elcusine coracana,

CHALON. Hind. Populus ciliata.

CHALUKYA, also called Salunki, a race
known as one of the four tribes of Agnicula
Rajputs, the otlier three being the Chauhan, the

Pramara, nnd the Puribara. The Chalukya claim
to have been princes of Sooru on the Gangop.
They are divided into sixteen branches, viz.

:

Bh.agcla.—Raja of Baghelcund (capital Bandugurh),
R^b of Pitapur, Thoraud, and Adaluj, etc.

Birpura.—Rao of Lnnawara.
Buhila.—Kulianpur in Mewar, styled Rao, bat

serving tho chief of Solumbra.
Blnirta and tho Kalacha. — In Baru, Tckra, and

Ohnhir, in Joysulnnr.
Langalia.—Mahomedans about Multan.
Togru.—MabomedanB on the l*unjnud.
Briku.—MabomedanB on tho Punjnud.
Surki.—In Dckhan.
Birwurcah.—Oirnar in Bauroshtra.
Raoka.—Thoda in Jeyporc.
Ranikia.—Daisoori in Mewar.
Kharura.—Allotc and Jawura in Malwa.
Tantia.— Chandbhur ; Bakunbari.
Alinotchn.--No land.

Kulamor.—Gujerat.

The Chalukya once hold sway in Gujerat^
Kandesh, Kaliani, and Warangal.

This is the oldest ruling race of which we find

satisfactory mention made in the records of the

Dckhan. The inscriptions collected by Sir W. Elliot

relate to four dynasties of princes, reigning over
tho greater portion of that part of India now
denominated the Dakshina or Dekhau, but at

that time Kuntala-desa.

The Pallava were the dominant race in the

Dekhan previous to the arrival of the Chalukya.
In the reign of Trilochana Pallava, an invading
army, headed by Jaya Sinha, sumamed Vijaya-

ditya, of the Chalukya Kula, crossed the Nerb^da,
but failed to secure a permanent footing, and he

seems to have been killed His queen gave birth

to a posthumous son, in the house of a Brahman
named Vishnu Somayaji. The son was called

Raia Sinha, but afterwards assumed the royal

titles of Raua Raga and Vishnu VaitThana. He
successfully renewed the contest with the Pallava,

and married a priocess of that race. A copper

sasanam of his son and successor Pulakesi, beariug

date &S. 411 or a.d. 489, is in tho British Museum.
From Raia Sinha's first conquest, the whole

period of their rule would be about seven centuries.

Mja Sinha's great-grandson, Kirtti Varma, had
two sons, one of whom ruled in Kalyan, the

other in Tclin^na, after conquering Yengipurain,

the capital of Vengidesam.

G13
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The Kalvan branch was aubverted for a time ’

in the end of the 9th or beginning of the 10th

century, and the emigrant prince or his son

Bocceeded by marriage, in a.d. 931, to the throne
of Anhalwara Pattan in Gujerat, which his

descendants occupied with great glory until a.d.

1145. But in a.d. 973 the dynasty of Kalyan
was restored in tho person of Tailapa Deva, and
ruled with greater splendour than before, till its

extinction in a.d. 1189 by Bijjala Deva, the

founder of the Kalab’huria dynasty.

Tho branch in Telingana fixed their capital at

Kajamahendri, the modern Rajamundry. They
^pear to have effected their entrance into

Telingana Balaghat by the conquest of Vengi in

the 6tli century, and, after several changes, the

dominion passed by marriage to liajendra Chola,

then the aominant sovereign of Southern India,

in whose person the power of the Chola dynasty
reached its height. The following were the rulers

of the Chalukya dynasty of Kalyan:

—

Jaya Sinha Vijayaditya i.

Riua Sinha. Hana Kaga,
Vishnu Vardhana.

Viiayaditya ii.

Puiatcesi, a.d. 480.

Kirtti Varma i.

Mangalisa.
Satyasraya began to reign

609.

Amara.
Aditya.
Vikramaditya i.

Vinayaditya, Yuddha
Malla began to reign A.D.
680.

Vijayaditya in. began to
reign A.D. 695.

Vikratn»i<litya ii. began to

reign 733.

Kirtti Varma II.

Kirtti Varma in., cousin
of last. 799.

Tailapa.
Bhima llaja.

Ayya or Kirtti Varma iv.

Vij.ayaditya iv.

TailaBhupa II., or Vikrama-
ditya ni.. in A.D. 973
restored the monarchy,

which had been some
time ueurped by the
Ratta Kula. He died
A.D. 097.

Satasraya n., Irivi Bhuj-
anga Deva, A.D. 997.

Vikramaditya v, began to
reign about A.D. 10087

Jaya Sinha Deva, Jagadika
Malla, about A.D. 1018?

Someswara Deva l. , Trailo-

kya Malla, Ahawa Malla,
about A.D. 1040.

Someswara Deva II., Bhu-
ncka Malla. A.D. 1099,
expelled by his brother.

Vikramaditya v., Kali
Vikrama, Tribhuvana
Malla, in A.D. 1076.

Someswara Deva in., Bhu-
loka Malla, A.D. 1127.

Jagadeka Malla, A.D. 1138.
Tailapa Deva in., Trailoka

Malla, A.D. 111^.

Someswara Deva iv., Tri-

bhuvanaMalla,A.D. 1182;

I

dethroned by Bijjala

i Deva of tho Kalabhuria
I lino.

The style and titles of the ChaluWa of Kalyani
were Chalukya Kula, Manavyasa Gotra; Hariti

putra
;
whose royal power ^ as the gift of Kau-

sika, nourished by the seven mothers, worshipping
Swami Mahasena

;
having the boar signet (iwch>

hana), the gift of Bhagavan Narayana.
Their insignia of royalty consisted of the

Swetftta Patra, the white canopy.
Sanka, the conch (chank) shell.

Pancha Maha Sabda, tho martial drum.
Hala Katana, the plough ensign.
D*hakka, the drum.
Varaha lanch'hana, the boar siraet.

Mayura Pinch *ha, the pcacockTan.
Kunta, the spear or mace.
Sinhasana, the throne.
Makara toranam, the royal arch.
Kanaka>dandain, the golden sceptre.

Their boar ensi^ was the most celebrated, and
was the symbol invariably represented on their

money and on their seals, sometimes, in the latter,

accompanied by the conch shell, the drum, the
peacock fan, or a lotus, an elephant goad (ankus),
candelabra, a scat or stool, the swastika cross
and latterly a sword. It was from the boar on
tho Chalukya coin that the people of tho Penin-

sula of India give the name ‘Varaha* to tho

pagoda, varaha inudra, or boar stamped.

Chalukya dynasty of Rajmahendri

:

17. Vijayaditya IV., or
Kandagachita Vijaya.

18. Talaj^a, usurper.
19. Viki-amaditya v., the

son of a brother of
Amma Raja i.

20. Yuddha Malla.
21. Raja Bhima ii.

22. Amma Raja ir.

23. Dhanamava. Interreg-

num of 27 yeai-B.

24. Kirtti Varma, son of
Dhanamava.

25. Vimaladitya, bis broV.
26. Raja Raja Narcndra.
27. Rajondra Chola.
28. Vikrama Deva Kulo-

thinga Chola.
29. Raja Raja Chola, vice-

roy for one year.

30. Vira l>eva Kvilotbinga
Cliola, or Baptama
Vislinu Vardhana,
viceroy from A.D. 1079
to 1135.

The country fell under the sway of Warangal.
The family spread southwards into what is now
known ns Mysore, where they were afterwards

the parent stem of tho Hoisala Bollala dynasty of

Dwara-sainudra. They seem to have been of

the Jaina faith, but to have subsequently adopted

the Vaishnava and Saiva forms of Ilimluism. A
ruined temple at Buchropully, near Hyderabad,
and temples at Hammoncondah, near Warangal,
are in a style of architecture followed during

Chalukya supremacy. At Warangal also are four

pillars, Kirti-Stambha, which were set up by
rratupa Rudra, who had also erected the great

temple at Hammoncondah.

—

Thomas' Prinsqt's

Avtiqyitics
;

Sir IK. Elliot, M. L. S. 1858;
Elphimtonc

;
Fergusson, Architecture^ pp. 389, 731 ;

Tod's Hajasthau, pp. 80-97. See lioisala Bellula.

CllAIiUN of Kotgarh. Populus ciliata.

CHALUNDAR. Hind. Iris Nepalcnsis.

CHALYBEATES. There is no one district in

which they have been found more frequently than
another, unless the outer ranges of the Himalaya;
the wells in the Neilgherries are said often to have
a trace of iron. None of the Indian chalybeatee

are thermal
;
and none of those known, except

that at the beautiful spot Nageonda, appear to he
strong ones

;
there are mar^ undescrir^ chaly-

beates in the Himalayas. One at Chumba may
prove of value.

CHAMA. Tel. Colocasia antiquonim.
CHAMA, a genus of the mollusca. C. albida,

C. asperella, C. ecbinulata, 0. gigas, C. graphoidcs,

C. gryphoides, and C. unicornis occur in India.

C. gryphoides (G. Linn.) is famous for its

enormous size. Individuals have been known to
weigh above 300 lbs. The byssus by which it

adheres to rocks is so tough, that iu oraer to po-
cure the shell it must be cut with an axe. The
animal may be eaten, but its flesh is very tough.

One of the valves is sometimes used as a font for

baptism in the country churches of Europe. The
species are confined to the wanner seas, the Medi-
terranean being the locality of the lowest tem-
perature where any of them have been hitherto

found.— Cyc. p. 931.

k Raja,

jj-bro’..

1. Vishnu Vardhana IT.,

or Kubja Vishnu
Vardhana ;

conquered
Vengi, A.D. 605.

2. Jaya Sinha i.

3. Indra Raja,his brother.
4. Vishnu Vardhana iii.

5. Manga Yuva Raja,
6. JayaSinha II.,'

7. Kokkili,

8. Vishnu Vard
hana iv.

9. Vijayaditya I.

10. Vishnu Vardhana v.

11. Nsrendra Mriga Rnja.
12. Vishnu Vardhana vi.,

or Koli Vishnu Vard-
hana.

13. Vijayadityall.,orGuna
Gunanka Vijaya«litya

;

conquered Kalingu.
14. Chalukya Bhima 1., his

brother.
16. Viiayaditya III., or Kol-

labhiganda Vijaya.

16. Amma Raja i.

644
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ClIAMiELEO VULGARIS, the chameleon.
C. calcaratus, il/orm. C, rarisicnsis, Laurent.
C. carinatus, „ C. Zeylandicua, ,,

C. Bubcroceus, ,, C. Mcxicanus, ,,

C. mutabilis, Meyer. C. zebia, liury.

O. cinercus, AldrovanduB. L. chameleon, Linn.

It 13 a native of the East Indies, and is the

Bpecics which is most frequently taken to Eng-
land. Ch. bifurcua, cucullatus, lateralis, Parsoiiii,

rhiiioceratus, and verrucosus are natives of Mada-
gascar, Partialis of Bourbon, and Tiaria of the
Seychelles.—/iw^. Cyc. p. 037. See Chameleon.
CHAMiEROPS, a genua of Asiatic palms,

some species of which furnish useful products.

C. cxcelsa produces the So-e of Cliina, a brown
fibre surrounding its trunk, very strong, and
employed by the Chinese in many domestic pur-

poses, as for bed bottoms, and used by all the
population for ropes and cables for their junks

;

it grows in northern and central China, and in

Japan. The hairy covering of this fan-palra and
of Livistonia Chinensis are utilized in Japan for

lixiug lime plaster to buildings.

—

Mueller; Sceman.
CHAM/EROPS FORTUNE!, Hooker, Tsung-lu,

and Ping-lu, Chinkse, is a palm of the south of

China, and as far north as Yang-tsze, growing
upwards of 30 feet high, Tlie fibrous integument
is annually removed, and steeped in water to

separate the wiry fibre. The bark can be used as

Bpliuta; also made into matting, combined witli

fibre. Fans are made of the leaves
;
and the

young flower-buds are eaten, similarly to bamboo
sprouts. Smith. It stands great cold.

CllAM^bBtOPS IIUMILIS.or Palmetto, occurs

from the south of Spain and Portugal ea.stward,

along Ixith shores of the Mediterranean to Asia

Minor, often covering extensive tracts of sterile,

sandy, or stony ground, and the trunk rarely

rising, excepting where protected, more than 1 to

3 feet above the surface. The heart is sold as

foo<l in the Algerian markets
;
the Iciives are used

in matting, for plaited work, for Uaskets, brooms,

mats, and cordage, and paper and pasteboard.

—

Jlotjlc, Fib. FI. p. 95.

CHAM.EKOl»S KllASIANA. OriJ/iths. The
fan-palm Pakha,’ Kiias.) grows on the cliffs

near Mamloo, on the Khassya hills. It may be seen

on looking over the edge of the plateau, its long

curved trunk rising out of the naked rocks, but its

site is generally inaccessible ;
while near it grows

the Saxifragis tiliaris of English gardens, a com-

mon plant in the N.W. Himalaya, but extremely

scarce in Sikkim and the Klwissya mountains. Ch.

Khasiana is very closely allied to, if not identical

with, Ch. Martiana of Nepal, which ascends to

8000 feet in the Western Himalaya, where it is

Annually covered with snow
;

it is not found in

Sikkim.

—

Hooker, Him. Jotr. ii. p. 280; ^Ifuller.

CHAM.EROPS MARTIANA, Wall., Orij/itLs.

Trunk 20 to 50 feet high, and is a noble object.

It grows at Buiiipa in the valley of Nipal, at an

elevation of about 5000 feet above the level of tlio

sea. Newar name, Tuggu.

OHAMiEUOPS RITCHIANA. Griffiths.

Peer putta, . , . Hind.
|
Kilu ; Kaliun, Pushtu.

Mainirrye, Pis, PusMTO,
\
Pfees Sind.

Grows in tnassos below 5000 feet on the barren

hills and passes leading up into the table-lands of

Baluchistan and Afghanistan. Its leaf-bud or

cabbage is eaten. The red mossy-looking rete

from the axils of the leaves, with saltpetre, is

used for tinder. Its leaves, p’furah or phurra,
are fabricated into baskets, fans, brushes, sieves,

shoes, sandals, pouches, platters, and ropes for

water-wheels. Uarge quantities of the stones of
the fruit (which, Trans-Indus, ripens about July)
are exported from Gwadur to Muscat, en route to

Mecca, to bo manufactured into rosaries for the
pilgrims.

—

Stewart, Fanj. FL p. 243
;
Seeman.

CH A-MAH I-D AR, properly Che-mahi-dar.
Hind. Farm servants, hired for six months.
CHAMAINDOO-POO. Tam. Camomile; An-

themis nobilis, Linu.

CHAMAKHRI. Hind. Michclia champaca.
CHAMAK PATHAR. Hind. Oxide of iron,

magnetic iron ore. Chamak, * glancing.’

CHAMALU. Tkl. Oplismeiius fruinentaceua.

CHAMANTI. Tel. Applied indifferently to

all the cultivated kinds of chrysanthemum.
CHAMAR, a scattered race in India. In

Northern India, the Chamar race is generally

said to be subdivided into seven sections, Jatooa,

Kaean, Kooril, Jyswara, Jhoosea, Azimgurhca or

Birhorea, and Korce or Korchamra, who do not
eat together nor intermarry. Tlie Jatooa are

chiefly in the north-west, Delhi, Rohilkhand, and
the Upper and p.irt of the Central Doabs. The
Kacau are in Bmulclkhand and Saugor. Tho
Kooril occupy the greater part of the Central and
Lower Doabs. Tlie Jyswara meet them in the
neighbourhood of Allahabad, and extend through
Jounpur, Mirzapur, and Benares, to the neigh-

bourhood of Sydpur Bhitree, where they are met
by the Jhoosea, who occupy Ghazipur and Behar.
Tho Azimgurhea have their seats in Azimgurh
and Gorakhpur

;
and the Kori or Korchamra in

Oudh. The last are generally engaged in the

occupation of weaving. Others arc. mentioned
besides these, as the Jatlote of Rohilkhand, the
Ahurwar, Sukurwar, and Dohur of Central

Doab
;
but as these latter avow some connection

with tho Kuril, they may perhaps bo included in

that tribe, lu Behar we meot also with subdivi-

sions of Gureya, Magahi, Dukahinia, Canoujea, as

well as the Jhoosea and Jyswara above mentioned,
—all tending to show that the division into seven
clans is imaginary.

TliC Dolmr are mentioned in Steele's Summary,
p. 128, 08 existing in the Dokhan along with Kuliii

(cobblers) and Duphgurs (Dubgar, maker of oil-

bottles)
;
but ho does not include them amongst

Chamars, of whom he enumerates the following

classes : Sultimger, Marat’he, Paradosb, Purdesi,

Hunilbhutel, DuUili, Woje, Chour.

Chamars are a dark race, and a fair Chamar
is siiid to be os rare an object as a black Brahman.

Kuroa brahman gor Chamar.
lu ke sat‘h na uotriyo par.

That is, ‘ Go not in the same boat with a black

Brahman or a white Chamar, both objects being

considered of evil omen.’ Many of the Chamar of

the Central Provinces have joined the reformed

Sat-nami sect. The Chamar of Hindustan, in

respect to members and avocations, are in the

same position as the Pariahs, Chakkili, Mliar,

Mhang, Hollar races of tho south of the Peninsula,

where tlie designations of tanners and leather-

workers are

—

Saiiigar, Madiga, . Can. Chakkili Tam.
Madaru, Mailigaru, CooKO. Mndiga, Madira,
Ohnniar, .... Hind. Mvigolu, . . . Tel.

Mhang, .... Mahr.
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The Mang or Mliang arc scattered through all

the north-western parts of the Indian Peninsula,

in the Bombay Presidency, in Gujerat, Kandesh,

the Konkan, and Kolhapur.
Tanners and leather-workers arc perhaps the

most humble of all the settled races in tiie south

of India. There they dwell outside the walla

of the villages. They are deemed wholly unclean.

They are tanners, workers in raw hides and
leather, shoe and harness makers, messengers,

scavengers, and executioners. They are never

horse-keepers, and only a very few have ever been

known to have the ability to read or write. The
race, as a rule, are of a dark, black hue, short in

stature, and of very slender frame
;
lower limbs

particularly slight, and calf and foot delicate.

They still eat creatures that moat races regard as

unclean, and likewise eat animals which die of

disease. In rural villages they perform the lowest

menial ofllces, such ns messengers and scavengers,

and arc paid by portions of the crops and some
]

small privileges, but are not permitted to reside

within the village walls. The Madam and
Madigaru of Coorg are predial slaves, and seem
identical with this race. The Madam make
Vvaskets. In Northern India and in Bengal the

Chamar race are workers in liides and. leather,

tanners, and shoe and harness makers, and there

form the great bulk of the labourers, taking the

place of the Dher and Pariah of the Peninsula.

There are many sections of leather- workers

throughout the Hyderabad country, and in Berar

they serve as scavenger, guide, watchman, and
executioner. Their signature mark is a knife.

They arc part of the Baluth, and, like the Pariah,

are the predial slaves of the village. The Pendi
Mang are athleta). The Mhang tvorship the

leather ropes which they make. They also make
cakes, which they place in the ground, and over

it five stones and a lamp, and worship these.

They also worship the spirits of departed men
who have led evil lives. Tijcy claim the riglit to

have for food cattle and camels and horses that

die of disease, but in some villages this is disputed

by the Dher or Pariah
;
and in the village of

Dangopura, in 18G6 and 1807, this point was for

twenty months under litigation, the ultimate

decision being in favour of the Dher In the

Northern Dekhau are the seciioiis Mang Garoro,

Hollar Mang, Dekhan Mang. The Mang Garoro
are also styled ‘Pharasti’ or migrants, as they

have no settled abode, but move from place to

place begging; their men and women assume
other clothes, and smear their foreheads with
the red kuku, a mixture of turmeric and saifiower.

Theyalso are conjurors aud sleight-of-hand adojpts,

from which they have their name Garori. The
men also beat the dmm.
The Bandela and Kuillar Cliainar is a tanner

and shoemaker
;
Mahratta Cliamar, a shoemaker

;

Pardesi Chamar, a cobbler
;
Mang Chamar, who

makes sandals
;
Mahomedan Chamar, who is a

bookbinder
;
Katai Chamar, who make shoes aiul

sandals, and labour in the fields at seed and har-
vest times. The Katai are identical in personal

appearance with the Chucklet (chakkih) of the
very south of India.

The Chamar of Autaugiibad woi'ship Haiiajmr.a
j fl Sitla. They marry whea under ago amongst

^r.stlvea, proceeding ou foot to the goddess
Sitla, whose shrino they circumambulate five

C4(5

times. The expense is about a hundred rupees.

They speak Hindi. They burn their dead ;
but

some very intelligent men at Aurangabad did not

know that any tiling followed death.

In the great isolated plain of Ch*hattisgarh,

w'here the jungle has not even yet been thoroughly

mastered by man, the Chamar, who make up some

twelve per cent, of the population, are nearly all

cultivators. Tlio creed adopted by them is the
‘ Satnami * or * Uai Dasi,* a branch of one of the

most celebrated dissenting movements in Indian

religious history. No images are allowed; it ia

not even lawful to approach the Supreme Being

by external forms of worship, except the morning

and evening invocation of his pure name (Sat-

nam), but believers are enjoined to keep him con-

stantly in their minds, and to show their religion

by cliarity. Even if the creed be weak as a moral

I

support, it is strong as a social bond
;
and, no

longer weighed down by a sense of inferiority, the

Satnami hold together, and resist all attempts from

other castes to rc-assert their traditional domina-

tion over them. They are good ond loyal subjccU

;

and when they have grown out of a certjuu in-

stability and improvidence, which are the natural

result of their long depressed condition, thejr will

become valuable members of the community.

—

Jiost, Edition of ]Vihonn Essayn on the Religion of
the Hindus^ i. p. lid (18G^).

CHAMAR. Hind. Ehieiia aspera.

ClIAMARA, Chawri, or Chowr. Hind. A
whisk, made sometimes of peacock’s feathers,

sometimes from the tail of the yak, somotimes of

the shavings .of sandal-wood, of horse hair, or of

grass, and mad for the purja)^ of driving away

Hies, mosquitca‘fl, and other insects. They are

usually seen iu the hands of the attendants of the

Hindu gods. The chamnra or chawri from the

white bushy tail of the Til>et cow, was, in ancient

India, fixed on a gold or ornamented shaft, between

the ears of the horse, like the plume of the war-

horse of chivalry ;
the banner or banneret, with

the device of the cliicf, rose at the back of the cor

;

sometimes several little triangular flags were

mounted on its sides. ‘ The waving chawii on the

steed’s broad brow points backwards motionless

08 a picture.’—Cb/ewifln, p. 37G; JfniJn Tltioire^

u p. 199.

CHAAIARFO of Sjjiti, a deep red earth used in

dyeing.

CHAMAR GAUR, a division of the Gauc

Itajputs, the highest class, although from their

name liable to the susnicion of iiit:.rcourso with

Ciionmrs. They claim for themselves the designa-

tion Chaun-har-Gour, from a liaja named Chauri-

har, or sometimes Chiman-Gaur, from a Muni

called Cliiman.— Wileon.

CHAMARI. Maiiu. Promna intcgrifolia.

CHAMAR LENA, Jaina caves near Nosik.

CHAMATEE-PATEE. Beno. Papyrus de-

hiscens.

CHAMAYEN, a small section of tho Gujar

tribe in Panipat Bangar.— Wilson,

CIIAMB. Hind.V Land that receives tho

drainage of higher lands, generally a heavy bhtck-

ish clay.

CHAMBA 19 a state in the iim^aiaya rwied ty

a Rajput dyrifuity. It is within th%» governmoni

of the Panjab. It lies north of the Kan^a dis

iriot, between lat. 32" 10* 80" uhd US'* 13' N., and

long. 75® 49' and 77® 3' 80" E., with an area of
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321 G square miles, and a population of 140,000,
composed of Rajputs aud Gaddi. The district

includes the mountain valleys of all the sources
of the Ravi, and a portion of the upper valley of
the Chcnab, between Lahul and Kishtwar. It

has Kulu on its east
;
in the N.W. it is separated

from Jamu by a chain of mountains, through
which the Padri pass leads from Jamu to Chamba,
elevated 11,000 feet. The Sach pass, elevated

14,800 feet, leads over the range in the north,

dividing Chamba from Kishtwar. In 1847 a
Bunnud was given to 13aia Siree Singh, assigning

the Chamba territory to him and to his male heirs.

In 1854 the sanatorium of Dalhousie, in the
Chamba territory, was made over to the British

by the raja, and a sunnud was given to the
ruja conferring on him the right of adoption.

Its ancient capital was Yannapura, or Barmawar,
on the Budhil river, where many fine temples,
and a brazen bull of life size, still exist to attest

the wealth and piety of its early rulers.

—

Cun-
ningham^ Ancient Geo. ofIndia ^ p. 141

;
Ailcheaons

Treaties; Hooker f. et TVi. p. 204.

CHAMBA, an idol of the Tibetans.

CHAMBA, Hind. Michelia champaca; also

Prinsepia utilis, Jaaminum grandidorum, and J.

officinale.

CHAMBA-GADDI, a race who occupy the
Kangra valley, near the Chamba range of hills.

They call themselves Rajputs, and may always be
known by their peculiar conical caps, with lappets

to turn down over their cars, like an English
travelling cap. They are shorter and stouter and
stronger than their neighbours, are sharp and
able, and impose upon their less knowing neigh-

bours. Most of the witch-huders are Ohamba-
gaddi. When Europeans first visited the Kangra
valley, they would drink or eat from their hands,

and had very slight notions of caste, but since

their intercourse with the people of the plain

they have become as bigoted as any Hindus.

CHAMBAl. Malay. Chavica seriboo.

CHAMBAL, a tributary of the river Jumna
(Jamuna), which it joins 40 miles below Etawa
town as a great river. It rises in Malwa about
eight or nine miles S.W. of the c.'intonment of

Mhow, 2019 feet above the sea. — Imperial

Gazetteer.

CHAMBAIj. Hind. Ranunculus arvenais.

CHAMBATT. Hind. Kcempferia rotunda.

CHAM BELL Hind. Jasrainum grandiliorum.

CHAMBOGUM. Tam. The most beautiful tree

in appearance on the coast of Malabar
;

it has a

very close-grained wood, and throws out rather a

pleasant smell when cut It is generally found

ill the forests of Travancorc of about 18 inches in

diameter, and from 20 to 25 feet long. It

proiluces a small round fruit, which the natives

use medicinally.

—

Edge., M. and C.

CHAMBOOLEE. Dukii. Bauhinia Vahlii.

CHAMBRA. Hind. Artemisia Indicia.

CHAMELEON, a genus of a family of reptiles

of the section Squamata and order Sauria. There

is but one genus, the Chaineloo, or chameleon, the

thiiisemeth of the Hebrews, of which there is one

species in India, C. Zeylanicus, Aoar., of Ceylon

aud India. There are twenty-one in M^agascar,
bifurouB, cucullatus, nasutus, Parsonii, rhino-

ceratUB, and verruoosits: G. tiaris occurs in the

Seychelles, and C. pardnlis in Bourbon. The E.

Indian species, C. Zeylanicus, has many synonyms.
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ClIAM GADILI. Beno. Cynopterus margin-
atus, Jerdon.

ClIAM HARATTi. TinETO-CiiiNESE. Arocred
dance of the Buddhists

;
a masiiuerade of Hindu

gods going in procession, after a model employed
at Yung-ho-Kung in Pekin; it lasts two days.

—

Edken.
CHAMI. Tel. Premna spicigera, Liim.
CHAMIARI. Hind. Prunus puddum.
CHAMKAT. Hind. Desmodium tiliscfolium.

CHAMKHARAK. Hind. Carpinua viminea.
CHAMLOO, one of the seven Kazzilbash tribes.

See Kazzilbash,

CHAMMA. Tel. Canavalia gladiata.

CHAMMA. Hind. Salix alba.

CHAMMARI. Peiis. A grateful dish, made
by boiling dried apricots to a consistence, with

butter, seasoned with spices.

—

Masson^ ii. p. 69.

CUAMNO, Khem, and Renpu, throe Assyrian
deities of Semitic extraction. See Ken.

CHAMOIS LEATHER.
Chamois, .... Fr. 1 Camoscio It,

Samischleder, . . Ger.
j
Somsohanui, Koahi, Rub.

I A prepared skin of the chamois, or of the

!

common goat, kid, or sheep. It is of a yellow

j

colour, soft and pliant, and used for cleaning silver

I plate.

CHAMOMILE, Anthemis nobilis.

Babunuj, .... Arab. Babune phul, . . Hind.
Kan kiuh bwa, . . Chin. ,, gao, . . . Pers.
Ku'kiuh'bwa. . . ,, Chainendupu. . . Tam.

The flowers of the Anthemis nobilis. An
aromatic herb, leaves used in garnishing; the

flowers infused as bitters, and in fomentations. Of
easy culture, raised from seed

;
held in estimation

both in domc.stic and scientifle medicine.

CHA-MOREKI, a lake in Ladakh, 15 milea

long and 2J miles broad, 15,000 feet above the

sea. It is surrounded by mountains, some of

which rise to 5000 feet from the water’s edge.

CHAMPA, a province in the peninsula of

Cambodia. Before its subjugation by the Cochin-

Ohiucse, it was a consiilerable state, under a chief,

wdio lived at Phanrye, lat. 10' N, In the

15th century an intercourse subsisted with the

Malays and Javanese, and about the middle of

the 15th century the queen of the principal

sovereign of Java was a Champa princess. Tlie

people are called Loye or Loi m the Anam
language, and profcs.s a kind of Hinduism re-

sembling the worship of Buddha or the Jains.

Tradition ascribes to ancient Champa sovereignty

over all the neighbouring kingdoms to the

frontiers of Pegu and China .—MouhoVa Travels^

i. 223
;

Yule, Cathay, i. p. 104
;

Crawfurd,

Embassy to Siam; Diet. Ind. Islands,

CHAMPA, also Champaka. Hind. Michelia

champaca. The flower is one of five with which

the Hindu Kama, the god of love, ornaments his

arrow. When Vasant’ha, the personified sprinjj-

time, is preparing the bow aud shafts for Ins

friend,

‘ Ho bends the luscious cane, and twists the string

With bees, how sweet ! but oh 1 how keen their sting I

He with five floworots tii»8 the ruthless darts.

Which through five senses strikes enraptured hearts

Strong Chumpa, rich in odorous gold
;

Warm Amer, nursed in heavenly mould

;

Dry Nng'Kesur, in silver smiling

;

Hut Kittikum. our sense beguiling

;

And last, to kindle fierce the loorobing flame,

Love shaft which gods bright Bela name.’



CHAMPA CHASTI. CUANAKYA.

CHAMPA CHASTI, a Hindu fcgtival in tbe

Avcst of India, lield about the 2d December, on
the 6th of Margha shirsii-sbud. It is held wher-
ever there is a shrine of Kandoba, as at Jijuri in

Jie Dekhan.
I

CHAMPAGNE, a deservedly-esteemed wine,

named from the province of France producing it.

There are two distinct classes of this wine, viz.

white and red, each cither still or sparkling ;
but

there is a great variety in the flavour of the

produce of different vineyards.

CHAMPAH, a tree which grows on the summit
of the lofty liills north of Khatmaudu

;
measures

in girth 11 feet

—

Smith's Nepal.

CHAMPA-KALI. Hind. Necklace.

CHAMPA KULA. Beng. Musa sapienturn.

CHAMPA-NUTEyA(var.Lal). Beng. Ama-
rantus pulygamus, Linn.

CHAMPARAN, a district in Bengal, bounded
on the north by Nepal, and at its side are the

Gandak and the Baghmntl rivers. Population in

1872, 1,440,815 souls, viz. 974,451 Hindus,

199,257 Mahoinedans, 21,450 Tharu. The abori-

gines numbered 81,203 souls. The Tharu arc an
honest, industrious, Indo-Chinese race, inhabiting

the malarious Terai. They utilize tlic hill streams

for rice culture. The Maghya Dom, about 800
souls, are a noniade tribe, inveterate thieves

;
the

Dosadh are 69,958, and the Chamar 89,001. The
Hindu and other races are

—

Brahman, . . . 65,315 Kurmi, .... 77,641

Bnbhan or military Nuniyjv, .... 35,102
BruhmanH, . . 40,288 Artiaim, .... 141,140

Rajnuti, .... 69,578 Fwhing boatmen, . 02,757
Goala, .... 1.33,413 Muhomedans, . . 190,237

Koeri, .... 82,074

The Bettia raja is a Babhan. The Nuniya are

salt-inakcrs.

—

Imp, (Jaz,

CHAMPA - ZARD - RANG. Hind. Amongst
dyers, a yellow colour like the cham]>a flower.

CHAMPHUNG, a rude tribe in Munnipnr, of

about 80 or 40 families, near the source of the

I rawml i. See India.

CHAMPIIH KATTA. Ti:i.. Broom gra.s8.

CHAMPJiOONG. Malay. A timber tree of

the Archipelago, used as a furniture material at

Bawean.
(HIAMPU, in Hindu literatun?, a stylo of com-

position, a mixture of prose and verse,— ITo/v/, iv.

CHAMRA. Hind. Bkins, hides, leather, pareli-

HKMlt.

('HAMRESH, also Sunbar. IIi.nd. Rhodo-
dendron cam))anulatinn.

CHAM Roll. Hind. Ehrctia asjHMa.

(RIAMlJld. Hind. Miehelia ehainjmra.

CHAM UNA. Hind. The edible bulbs of

Cy|ierus bullK)suB and allied spotues.

CHAMUNDA, in Hindu mythology, ns related

ill the Diirgn Mahatinya, an oiiiaiialioii of the

goddess Durga, springing from her forehead to

encounter the demons Cliaiida and Miiiida, de-

tached to seize Durga by the sovereign of the

Daitya. Suinbha having slain the demons, she

bore tiieir beads to her parent goddess, who told

licr that, having slain Cliaiida and Miinda, she

should thenceforth l>c known onenrtli ns Cltnniunda.

She is also U^rined Kali from her black colour, and
Kurala or Karalavadana from her hideous couiito-

uance (Hind. Theat. ii. p. 57). It is to this

goildess that all human sacrifices are made by
litudus. Guo of the ancient lUtulu dramatists,

Bhava Bhutta, who flourished in the 8th century,

in his drama of Malati and Madhava, has maae
powerful use of the Aghora in a scene in the

temple of Cliamunda, where the heroine of the
play is decoyed in order to be sacrificed to the
dread goddess Chamunda or Kali. The disciple of

Aghora Ghanta, the high priest who is to perform
the horrible rite, by name Kalapa Kundala, is

inU'rrupted in his invocation to Chamunda by tlie

hero Madhava, who thus describes the scene (Act
V. scene 1) :

—

* Now wake the terrors of the place, beset

With crowding and malignant fiends. The flames
From funeral pyres scarce lend their sullen light.

Clogged with their fleshly prey, to dissiimte

The fearful gloom that hems them round.
Well, be it so. I seek, and must address them.

How the noise,

High, shrill, and indistinct, of chattering sprites.

Communicative, fills the charnel ground.
Strange forms, like foxes, flit across the sky

;

From the red hair of their lank bodies darto
The meteor blaze, or from their mouths that stretch

From ear to ear, thick-sot with numerous fangs,

Or eyes, or beards, or brows, tlio radiance streams.
And now 1 see the goblin host : each stalks

On legs like palm-trees, a gaunt skeleton,
Wl»osc fleshlcss bones are bound by starting sinews.

And scantly cased in black and shrivelled skin,

Like tall and withered trees by lightning scathed,
They move, and as amidst their sapless trunks
The mighty ser}>ent curls, so in each mouth.
Wide yawning, lolls the vast blood-dripping tongue.
They mark rny coming, and the half-cl»uwcd morsel
Falls to the howling wolf ;—and now they fly.*

The belief in the horrible practices of the Aghori
pricatlioocl is tlius proved to have existed at a very
remote period, and doubtlesB refers to those more
ancient and revolting rites which belonged to the
aboriginal superstitions of India, antecedent to
the Aryan-lliitdu iiiviision and con(}uc8t of the
country. Tl»e worshippers of Sakti of Siva,

under the terrific forms of (8iamunda, Chinna-
murtaka, and Kali, are called Kerari, and represent

the Aghora Glninta and Kapalika. The word
(3»amuiida, acconling to Ward, is from Cliaru,

good, and Mundu, a he:id. She is said to be
identical with the godde.sa Randi.— The People of
///dm, lojj. P, llaLvo/i and John William Kaye;
Li’udi n, A.sl<ttic Jli’searrhcs, ix. p. 203.

(dl AMUNDlBETrA, or hill of Chumundi, is a
preeipitous hill 2 miles S.E. of tlie fort of Mysore.
It is ,3lHt) feet above the sea. TIkto is on its

Huiiiinit a tem])}e at which human sacrilices were
iinule until the time of Hyder Ali. Half-way up
the lliglit of stairs is a well-executed colossal

ligure of Nandi in a recumbent attitude, hewu
out of the solid rock.

—

Imp, (laz,

(HIAMUTI. Hind. Micheliachanipaca. TuUpa
stellata.

GHAMY, Can. Panicum miliaceum.
(dlAMYARI. Hind. Of Murree hills, Comsiis

piuMutii, Prunus puddum
;
bird cherry.

GHANA, also Chanaka. Hind. Ciccr ariotU
niini

;
also species of V^icta.

GIIANAKYA, a Brahtiiaii of tho city of Tak-
kasila, who lived ii.c. 33U, tho early friend and
subsequent counsellor of Chaudragupta. The
drama of Mudra Rakshasa, attributed to Visaklia*

detta, is fouiuled on the story of Chaiiakya, who
is celebrated as a statesman and writer on politics.

It was ho who plotted against Mahatma, tho
last of the Nanda dynasty, and placed Chandra*

C4H



CIIANAKVA SLOKA. CIIANDANAVATA.

pnpta on the throne. Ilia name is also written
Cliuiiaki, ;ui<l ho ia calh*<l Kantilya.

GHANA KVA iSLOKA, moral cou plots from
the aiicii iit Sanskrit books, tiiu/^^ht to Hindu lK»y8

ill the village soliools. Dr. Hat'borlin, an erudite

Gorman hmg resident in Bonj:al, printed a collec-

tion of those Cluinakya couplets. Several were
very pretty

;
some were original and quaint

;
and

a few were positively indecent.

CHANA.MBU-PAUATI, the Maleala name of

a servile ojiste in Anjengo, employed apfiiireutly

as domostic servants.— Wilson.

(/HANAMIA. Hind, A tribe of Chandra-
Imiiihi Itajputs in Jonpurand (Joraklipiir.— Wilson.

GHANAMU. Hkni*. Crotahuia juncea.

GHANAN. JMai.f.al. A tribe who extract the
pap from tho palmyra tree.— Wilson. Pluiul,

Shanar.
GllANArPAN. Tam., Mau A weaver of

coarac cloth for sacks, of liempen cords, from Sana,
lioinp.— Wilson.

Gil AN A K. Hind. Platanus oriontalis.

OHANAUPISI resombloa the game of Pachiai,

but is more simple and more easily learned. For
chanarpisi the Ixiard is divided into 26 squares.— Ilnrton\s Scin^lc^ p. 2‘J 1.

(dlAN.MIRI. lliNii. Aralia Cachcmirica.
( -HAN AY KALANGU. Maleal. Tacca jjin-

nai iiida.

CHANGHAIJ KURA. Tel. Achyranthes
filtcrnifolia, 11. i. (*74: Oigera muricata, Mart.

GHANGHARU. Kau. According to Wilson,

A savage trihe tenanting the forests in tho south

of India. Probably the Ghancliawar, Chansuar, or

Clianclmr is intondo<l.

GHAN-(M1()W. (him. Dioscoroa batatas.

CHAiN(dlY KOLI, a Koli race from Junaghur
in Kattyawar, settled as farmers in Bombay.

(HI AMMO. CiUJ. A tril*o inhabiting Gujerat,

Kacli, and Sind, and wealing a large long pointed

turban ; a pirnte, a sea-robber.— Wilson.

(]HAND. lIiNi*. The moon. Ghandni, silver,

inoonsliine, an awning. Gluutdni chowk, the

market-] >lace.— IP,

(HIANl), a famed heroic Hindu poet of India;

author of the Prithivi Ivaj thiohan Rjisa, contain-

ing an ac^eount of the Prithivi Raja, a Ghaiihan

Jhijput, the last Hiinlu prineo of Dehli. It has

many Ixa^kn, of wliieh tlie Khanouj Khand con-

tains tho history of Saniogata »Iye'Ghaiid, who
celobraU d the Aswa MtMlha sacrifice in token of

assumption of empire. It is writteii in an archaic

form of Hindu. See Jyo-Chaiid
;
Prithivi; San-

jogota.

(Ml A NBA, a district in tho Nagpur division

of the Gentral IWiiicoa, lying lH*twceii lat. 10®

r and 20“ 61* N., ami long. 7b® 61' and 80® 6P
K., 120 miles long and 130 broad, with an area

about 0700 B<]uaro miles. The siege ami storm

of Chanda occurred 20th May 1818. The Wain-

ganga ilows tliroiigli il-s centre. Oliauda is two
miles to the north of the Wurda river

;
tho moan

height of tho plain surrounding the town is 7Cl

feet. The level of the Godavery is 525 feet ;
and

coal has been found in its vicinity in abundance.

Thu deposit at Chanda occupies 160 square miles.

Ill Chanda and Uomr, the beds in the group of

rocks in whioh the coal occurs (known to Indian

geologists as tho Barakur group), exliibit very

great variation both in thickness and quality

within short distances. They arc often of great

thickness locally, but thin out and nearly dis-
appear. The population in 1872 was 6:14,431

Cioml, .... 91,43H Mana, .... 21,937
liridinians, . . . .5,903 Mali, 2H,995
Kuiibi, .... 81,902 TcU 25,537

with Kamlh, Kurku, Maria, Baiga. The Oonda
dwell cliietly east of the Wuinganga and the
Praiiliita, tho Telingas along the east centre and
south, ami the Malirattas in tho northern and
western parganas west of the Wainganga. Tho
races of the Chanda district that are belicveil to
be aboriginal arc—(1) The Goml, Pardhan, and
Halba, of the Goud typo

; (2) Kohri and Mana,
of the Kohri type. The fimt are fannous for tlio

construction of tanks, the second as agriculturists.

(3) The Golkar and Gowari, of the Gauli type.

CHANDA. Hind. Convolvulus Dianas.

CHANDABUNGA, a Santnl deity.

chan DAL. II INI). Antiaris innoxia.

CHANDALA. Hind. In Hinduism, any low
caste man. The word is Sanskrit from Chunda,
furious, and Ala, to go. According to Dr. Hunter,
the Chandala were of the same stock, and formeil

their name from the same root, as the aboriginal
races of Northern India at the present day. Tiie

Chandala, as their personal ajipcarancc, habits,

and occupations are described by ancient writers,

were evidently a prior race, who before tho

j

advance of the Aryans had been reduced by tho
non-Aryans into a helot people, and have long since

merged as serfs into the Hindu population. Tho
whole nomenclature of the helot castes among the
mixed Hindus, both in ancient and modern times,

is derived, he says, from the aborigines
; thus ho

indicates the Mali, gardenci’s and landless liusband-

men, who take their name from tlio triB-il torm
Mali, man. The Doin, Dam, and Diimi

;
the

Kharwar, the Kheroar, or aiicu‘nt Santal, and tho
present Kheria of Central India. The Ghaura
serfs of the Punjab, descendants of the Chaiira

military out-castoB of the Mahabimrata. The (^oolee

or KuH all over India, and the llodi, a helot race
of Bengal. In Ap.ustamba we hud no montion of

tho mixed castes which come so prominently for-

ward in the Institutes of Menu. Tlio Chandalaa
and other out-castes who have IxHioine deg railed by
crime are nientioncHl, and it is declared to be sin-

ful to touch, B]X}ak, or look at them. In Gautama's
Sutras,intercourse between the castos is recognised,

and a name and status allotted to the offspring.

Gautama therefore stands between Apastamlm
and Menu. Ghandulia is a tribe of tho Bliangi,

who iniglit also be termed Chandala.

CHAN DAN. Hind. Juniporus oxcelsa, J.

arborea
;
pencil cedar; Dhupri of Kamaon.

CHANDANA. Hjnd. Sundal-woixl. Santalum
album, Linn. ; in Telugu, Clmndanapu chettu.

This is the white or true sandal, which grows in

Mysore and Canara ;
the Kakta Cliandana is the

red Banders wood (Ptcrocarpus saiitaUtius), The
Santalum (or Syriuin) myrtifolium grows in the

Northern (Jircars, which Ur. Roxburgh considered

a strongly-marked variety of the Malabar sandal-

treo. The attractive nature of tho sandal-troo is

described in tho sloka, * Itouiid tlio stoiu of the

Chamlana dwell serpents, on its top birds, on its

branches monkeys, on its flowers bees,—so the

riches of a good man ore beneficial to alL*-<-F7.

lud. it. 464 ;
Ilhul. Thtat. ii. p. 96.

I

CHANDANAVATA, an ancient name of
I Baroda.
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OHANDANA-VIBHUTL CtlANDNI.

CIIAND'ANA-VnulUTI. Sco Tripundra.
CIIANDANAYATKA or Chandanotsava.

Sansk. The ceremony of offering sandal paste

or other perfume to an idol.— Wilson.

CIIANDA-NAYIKA. Sansk. From Chanda,
furious, and Nayika, a female attendant on Durga.
CHANDAN • HAK, also Chandarmah, and

Chand«bina, Hind., are articles of female jewellery.

CHANDARNAGAU orChandemngore,aFrench
settlement on the banks of the Hoogly river, in lat.

22° 50' 40" N., and long. 88° 24' 50" E. Its

population in 1877 was 22,539. It was reduced

by the fire from the ships of Admiral Watson on
the 2.3d March 1757, while then under the gover-

norship of M. Law. The place became a French
settlement in 1673.

CHANDA SAHIB, a relative and son-in-law of

Ali Dost. In the early part of the 18th century,

from 1732 till his death in 1752, ho threw himself,

on the support of the French under Dupleix,

against the British and Muhammad Ali. He was
an able leader, and, when occupying Scringham,
Law, anxious for his safety, treated with Monaji
for his escape; but Monaji, on getting possession

of Chanda Sahib, kept him prisoner for several

ears in the fort of 'Tanjore, and ultimately put
im to death. He was humane, generous, and

brave.

CHAND BIBI, also known as Cliand Sultana,

wife of Ali Adal Shah of Bijapur, one of the most
distinguished women that have ever appeared in

Iiidia. AVben the emperor Akbar sent an expedi-

tion into the Dekhan, there were four parties in

the field supporting claimants to the throne of

Ahmodnaggur, and this princess was acting lis

regent for iter infant nephew, Bahadur Nizam
Shah. She appealed successfully to the belliger-

ents to unite against the Moghuls. Nehang, an
Abyssinian, cut his way into Ahraadnaggur wliile

the Moghuls were in the act of investing the

place, and the other two joined the Bijapur army
then marching against the Moghuls. Prince
Murad pressed the siege; two mines were
rendered useless by the countermines of the

besieged; a third mine created a wide breach,

and Chand Bibi rushed to defend it, in full

armour, and a naked sword in her hand, and a

veil over her face, and, after an obstinate continu-

ance of the assault, the Moghuls withdrew in the

evening, and they were afterwards bought off with

the cession of Berar (February 1596, a.h. 1004).

TheMoghuls had not long withdrawn, when Muham-
mad Khan, whom Chand Bibi had appointed her

prime minister, plotted against her authority, and
called in the aid of Prince Murad. An indecisive

battle was fought on the banks of the Godavery,

and Akbar sent Abul Fazl, and subsequently he
himself left the Panjab in 1598, and reached the

Dekhan before the middle of 1599, and sent

forward Prince Danial and the Khan-i-Khanan
.to invest Ahraadnaggur; and Chand Bibi was
negotiating a peace with them, when her mutinous
soldiery burst into the female apartments, and
put her to death. In a few days the Moghuls
stormed the fort, and gave no quarter to the

fighting men. Chand Bibi is the favourite heroine

of the Dckhan, and is the subject of many fabulous

stories, which even Khafl Khan and Kazi Shahab-
ud-Din perpetuate.

—

Elpkin. pp. 459-460.

CHANDEL, , a Rajput tribe spread through

the N.W. Provinces. They have many divisions,

and are supposed to have come from Muhoba in

Bimdelkhand. They claim to be of the Lunar
race, and they give their name to the Chandeli or
Chauderi district. There are four subdivisions of
them in the Lower Doab, who suffix to their names
the regal terms Rao, Itawat, Itao, and Rana.

—

Elliot; Wh. IL of 1.

CHANDELI. Hind. A very fine cotton
fabric made at Chanderi, on the left bonk of the
Betwa, from the cotton of Amraoti. Great care is

bestowed in the preparation of the thread, which
is prepared so fine as even to sell for its weight in

silver. The weavers work in a dark underground
room, of w'hich the walls are kept damp to prevent
dust flying about.

—

Elliot.

CHANDESWARA, who lived about a.d. 1314,
is the author of the law-book Yivada Ratnakara.

CHANDESWARI, in the Tamil country, the
prototype of Durga or Kali.

CHANDI, the last day of the month Asoj,

ushers in the Hindu winter (sard rit). On this

day nothing but white vestments and silver

^handi) ornaments are worn, in honour of

Chandia, who gives his name to the

* Pale and common drudge
’Tween man and man.’

An intercalary month is the mode followed by
Hindus to adjust the annual seasons, their ordi-

nary calculations being by lunar mouths, and
such are called lunar. On the Asoj there is a
procession of all the Rajput chiefs to the Chougau,
and on their return a full court is held in the
great hall, which breaks up with * obeisance to the
lamp’ (jote ka moojra), whoso light each revcr-»

ences. When the candles are lit at home on this

day, every Rajput, from the prince to the owner
of a 'skin (cltarsa) of land,’ seated on a white
linen cloth, should worship his tutelary divinity,

and feed the priests with sugar and milk.

—

TutTt
Rajasthan.

CHANDIA, a Baluch tribe, some of whom are

found in the Dehra Gliazi Glian district

—

MacU.
CHANDI - MANDAPA, chapels in private

dwellings in Bengal. Chapels face either the
west or the south, never the east nor the north.

CHANDIPAT or Chandipatha, also called

Devi-Mahatmya, a Sanskrit poem of 700 verses,

forming an episode of the Markandeya Purana.
It celebrates Durga’s victories over the Asuras,

and is daily read in the temples of that goddess*

Chanda was a name of the goddess Durga
Dowson.
CHANDLA. Hind. A small wafer-shaped

gold or silver ornament worn by Hindu women
ou the forehead between the eyes; also the painted

mark made by women on their forehead. The
Ratnamala says, * Dressed in sixteen garments,

a woman without a Chandia does not appear
beautiful.*

CHANDNEE. Hind. Calonyction Roxburghii.

CHANDNEY CHOWK, or Silver Street of

Dchli, is a name that has become common to the

principal avenue in all the great cities of Northern
India. In Calcutta, however, the street of that

name is not inhabited by bankers or goldsmiths,

but by stable-keepers.

—

Tr. of Hind, ii. p. 278.

CHANDNl. Hind. Silver; a white doth
spread on a carpet : a canopy.

CHANDNl, or Chandi. Hind. The practice

amongst Brahmans, Charans, and others, of
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CIIAKDO. OIIANDIU.

wounding or killing themselves, in order to extort

alms or payment.— Wihon. See Clumdi.

CHAN DO, a caste of toddy-drawers in Ceylon.

CHANDOO, the extract of opium which is

employed in opimn-smokiug, called by tlic Chinese

Yen-kau and Shiih-yen. The opium, as exported

from Calcutta, is in boxes containing forty

balls, each of the size of a 82 lb. cannon shot.

These balls are enclosed in a husk of compressed

poppy leaves, and contain a certain quantity of

moist opium inside, but which in this state is

unfit for smoking, for which it is prepared by four

processes, in the following manner :—About three

or four o’clock in the morning, fires are lighted,

and, as the Jintt process, a ball is divided into

two equal halves by one man, who scoops out

with his fingeis the soft part inside, and throws

it into an earthen disli
;

frequently during the

operation moistening and washing his hands in

another vessel, the water of which is carefully

preserved, into which also is thrown the har-

dened poppy leaf husks, when all the removable
opium is obtained.

In the second operation, the husks are boiled

until all their adhering opium is dissolved,

strained through a double filter of cloth and

Cliina paper. The strained fluids arc then mixed

with the opium that was scooped out in the first

o[»eration, and boiled down in a large iron pot

to the consistence of treacle. The refuse is dried

sold to Clunese, who adulterate good opium

with it
;
and the filter paper is used by the Chinese

as an external application in affections of the

lower bowels.

In the third operation, the dissolved treacle-

like mass is seethed over a charcoal fire, strong

and steady but not fierce temperature, during

which it is worked, spread out, and again and

again worked up to exjiol the water, but prevent

it burning. AY hen brought to the proper con-

sistence, it is divided into half-a-dozon lots, each

of which is spread like a plaster on a nearly

flat-iron pot, to the depth of from half to three-

quarU'rs of an inch, and then scoretl in all

directions to allow the equal application of heat.

One pot after another is tlien placed over the fire,

turned rapidly round, and then rcver3C<l, so as to
|

Lxpuse the opium itweif to the fi ll h^at oi the itu

I'to. Thi.s is repeate<l thivo the time and
j

proper heat being jiulged b) the woikman from
j

t!.,; .iroinaroid colour, in thid part et the procer.o i

guatost delicacy is dvu.ao led, for a lit le
,

;o or less fire would destroy the inoining’s

work, or 300 or more dollars’ wortli of opium.

The head workmen in Singapore are men who
have learned tlieir trade in China, and from their

great experience are paid very high wages.

The fourth operation consists in re-dissolving

this finxl opium in a large quantity of water, and

boiling it in copper vessels till it bo reduced to

the consistence of the chandoo of the shops, tlie

degree of tenacity being the in<lex of its complete

preparation, which is judged of by drawdiig it out

liy slips of bamboo. The quantity of chandoo

tained from the soft opium is about 75 per cent.

ll'ii from the gross opium, that is, ckding the

iyf-Min and the bark, the proportion is not more
tliiin from 5Q to 54 per cent.

In tide lengthened seething process, tliC chnndoc

; xtraot becomes leas irriiiiting uiid ini.) c

rtopoiific, the vegetable matter, the resin and oi*.

the extractive matter, being all thrown out in

the refuse matter.

—

J. I. A. No. 1, Jan. 1848;
Dr. Little: Cameron, pp. 215, 21G.

CHANDO-OMAL, or moon goddess. (Qu.
Chando Aminal.)

CHANDPUR, the name of many towns in India.

CHANDPUR SAKUMRARI of Taiitia are

described by Col. Tod as desperate robbers. Ho
saw this place fired and levelled in 1807, when
the noted Karim, Pindari, was made prisoner by
Sindia. It afterwards cost some British blood in

1817. Though now desolate, the walls of this

fortress attest its antiquity, and it is a work that

could not now bo undertaken. The remains of

it bring to mind those of Vol terra or Cortana

and other ancient cities of Tuscany,—enormous
squared masses of stone, without any cement.—
To(Vs Rajasthany i. p. 100.

CHANDRA. Tel. Acacia sundra; Machilus

odoratisairaus ? and Tetranthera Roxburgbii.

Beno., Ophioxylon serpcntinuin, L.

CHANDRA. Sansk. The moon, from Chad,
to shine. This is a frequent affix to names, os

Chandra-Prabhu. shining lord
;

Chandra-Raya,
shining ruler

;
Chandra-Shekhara, shining moun-

tain peak, a name of Siva. See Amas
;
Chaiid

;

Graha
;
Haft Dhiit

;
Uma.

CHAND ItA, a son of Atri, and father of

Budha by Tara. Tara was the wife of his teacher

Vrihaspati.

CHANDRA, in Hindu mythology, the moon.
Moor tells us it is usually a male deity

;
sonie-

times, however, feminine, Chandri, and in such

character is more commonly applied to Parvati

j
or Devi, the consort or Sacti of Siva, than to any
other goddess. Lakshmi Devi, or simply Devi, as

the consort of Vishnu is often called, occasionally

coalesces with Parvati
;

and both, as well as

Sara.swati, spouse of Brahma, may be identified

with the moon or Luna. Thus, in Hindu mytho-
logy, the sun and moon, being sometimes regardeil

ns male deities, the three principal female divini-

ties hold a similar union with their respcctivo

solar lords. According to Coleman, Chandra or

Soma, the moon, is d(‘Rcril>ed as the male, ami is

painted young, beautiful, and of dazzling fjiirness,

two-arrned^ and liaving in his hands a club and a
iutus. lie is uaimlly riding on or in a cart drawn
by an antelope The moon is occaHionally rcjue-

sented as {.’humlri, a female, in which character

iteiiig visile* I by Bury a, she pru»hiCL‘d a immerous

I

btinily called I’nlinda. In the third voiaineof the

Asiatic Itosearches, this sexual change is accounted

for by Colonel Wilford, who says, when the moon
is in opposition to the sun, it is the god Chandra,

but when in conjunction with it, the goddess

Chandri, who is in that state feigned to liavo

produced the Puliiula. The moon was also wor-

acd as male and female, Lunns and Luna, by
gyptians, the men sacrificiug to it ns Luna,

the women as Lunns
;
and each sex on theso

occasions assuming the dress of the other. The
Hindus have in their zodiac twenty-seven lunar

mansions, called Nakshatra, or daily positions of

the moon
;

and ns to perfect the revolutions

tfoiiiu odd iiours are rcij aired, they have added
another not included in the regular chart. Thcao

twenty-eight diurnal mansions form the zodiac,

hav’ug been invented by Daksha: ore personified

ihe daughters of the deity, ami are the niytho-
‘ logical wives of Chandra. In the chart of the
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CHANDRA-BIIAGA. CIIANDRAGUPTA.

lunar mansions they are curiously represented as

a horse’s head, a yoni, razor, an arrow, a wheel, a

bedstead, a house, etc. The Dii Majores of the

liajput are the same in number and title as

amongst the Greeks and Romans, being the

deities who- figuratively preside over the planetary

system. Their grades of bliss are therefore in

unison with the eccentricity of orbit of the planet

named. On this account Chandra or Indu, the

moon, being a mere satellite of Ella, the earth,

though probably originating the name of the Indu
race, is inferior in the scale of blissful abodes to

that of his son Budha or Mercury, whose heliacal

appearance gave him importance even with the

sons of Vaiva, the sun.

—

Cole, Myth. Hind. p. 131.

CHANDRA-BIlAGA, a river formed by the

junction of the Chandra and the Bhaga, and is

then styled the Chenab river, the Ascesines of the

Greeks. In the parts of Ijvdakh through which
the Chandra and Bhaga rivers run, on their banks
the people are Bhot up to their junction

;
after

that, Hindu. See Ladakh.
CHANDRA BHUNDA, a tribe employed in

the Sunderbuns in the manufacture of salt.

CHANDRAGIRI, a town and taluk in the North
Arcot district, near Madras, where the rajas of

A'^ijayanagar resided after tlie defeat at Talikot,

and where, in 1640, was signed the treaty granting

to the E. I. Company the site for Fort St. George,

Ma<lra8.

—

Imp. Gaz.

CHANDRA GOPAL PAT., commonly called

Gopal Bhar, was the principal humorist at the

court of Krishna. He was a Kumar or potter by
caste, and was a native of Nadiya. Some say he

was a Napit, or of the barber caste. He was fond

of music, and patronised musicians and khawaths

of the Upper I’rovinces. He delighted in dhur-

pada and klieals, and was a great connoisseur in

matters regarding the rags and raginis regulating

oriental music. He was a great encourager of

architecture. Ho constructed the large building

for puja in the Rajbari. It is of Gothic style of

architecture, and is considered a splendid dalan.

He also built a marble staircase for going down
the sacred well Gyun Baju, in Benares, for the

benefit of the pilgrims. He was univeisally con-

sidereil the head of Himlu society, and was the

arbitrator on all questions of caste .—Calcutta

Review, No. 109, p. 110.

CIIANDRAGUPTA, the Sandrncottus or Saii-

dracoptus of the Greeks, the founder of the

Mauryan dynasty of Magadlia. He was the

illegitimate son of the last Nanda, by the beautiful

but low caste Mura, from whom he obtained the

designation of Maurya. In the Mudra Raksliasa,

a Sanskrit drama detailing his elevation, Chandra-

gupta is, however, frequently named Vrishala, a

term said to be equivalent to Sudra; and as

Nanda himself was the son of a Sudra woman,
there can bo little doubt that Uio celebrated

Maurya family were of Sudm extraction. In the

early }>ort of his career, Chandragupta led a
wandering life in the Panjab (sec Tumour, Iiitro>

duction to the Mahawanso, p. 41, quoting the

Tika or Commentary), and was probably engaged
with his fellow-countrymen in op];x)sing Alexander.

His chief adviser, the Brahman Chanakya, was a
native of Takshosila or 7'axila, the capital of the

Western Panjab
;
and it was in that country that

Chandragupta first established himself by the

complete expulsion of the Greek troops left by

Alexander (Justin, xv. 4 :
* Auctor libertatis

Sandrocottus fuerat’). It would appear that the

Greek colonists in the Panjab had first been placed

under Pliilip, while the civil administration of the

country remained in the hands of its native princes,

Taxiles and Porus. Afterwards, on the murder
of Philip by the mercenary soldiers, Alexander
(Anabasis, vi. 2, vii.) directed Eudemos and
Taxiles to govern the country until he should send
another deputy. It is probable, however, that

they continued to retain the charge
;

for, after

Alexander’s death in b.c. 323, Eudemos contrived,

by the treacherous assassination of king Porus by
his general Eumenes, to make himself master of

the country (Diodorus, xix. 5). Some few years

later, in B.c. 317, he marched to the assistance of

Eumenes with 3000 infantry and 5000 cavalry,

and no less than 120 elephants. With this force

he performed good service at the battle of Gabiene.

But his continued absence gave the Indians an
opportunity not to be neglected, and their liberty

was fully asserted by the expulsion of the Greek
troops and the slaughter of their chiefs (Justin.

XV. 4 :
‘ Piasfactos ejus occiderat

;
’ again, ‘ Moli-

enti deinde helium adversus prscfactos Alexandri ’).

Chandragupta was present when Porus was
murdered. He afterwards became the leader of

the national movement, which ended in his own
elevation to the sovereignty of the Panjab. Justin

attributes his success to the assistance of banditti

(Justin. XV. 4: ‘ Contractis latronibus Indos ad
novitatem regni solicitavit ’). But in this Colonel
Cunningham thinks he has been misled by a very
natural mistake

;
for the Aratta, who were the

dominant people of the Eastern Panjab, arc never
mentioned in the Mahabharata without being called

robbers (Lassen, Pentajx)! Iikdica :
* Aratti profecto

latroncs,’ and ‘Bahici latroncs’). The Sanskrit

name is Arashtra, the kingless, which is preserved

in the Adraistse of Arrian, who places them on
the Ravi. They were the republican defenders of

Siuigala or Sakala, a fact which points to their

Sanskrit name of Arashtra, or kingless. But
though their power was then confined to the
eastern Panjab, the people themselves had once
spread over the whole country :

‘ Ubi fluvii illi

quivi . . . ibi sedes sunt Arattorum.’

—

Lassen^
Peniapot Indica, from the Mahabharat. They
were known by the several names of Bahika,
Jarttika, and Takha; of which the last would
appear to have been their true appellation, for

their old capital of Taxila or 'I'akka-sila was know'n
to the Greeks of Alexander; and the {leople them-
selves still exist in considerable numbers in the
Panjab hills. The ancient extent of their power
is proved by the present prevalence of their

alphabetical characters, which, under the name of
Takri or Takni, are now used by all the Hindus
of Kashmir and the northern mountains, from
Simla and Sabathu to Kabul and Baraian. On
these grounds. Major Cunningham identifies the
banditti of Justin with the Takka, or original

inhabitants of the Panjab, and assigns to them
the honour of delivering their native land from
the thraldom of a foreign yoke. This event
occurred most probably about 316 n.c., or shortly
after the march of Eudemos to the assistance of
Eumenes. It was followed immediately by the
conquest of Gaiigetic India (Justin, xv. 4), and in

316 B.c. the rule of Chandragupta was acknow-
ledged over the whole northern Peninsula, from
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the Indus to the mouth of the Ganges. Authorities

differ as to the length of Chandragupta’s reign.

The Mahawanso gives 84 years
;
the Dipawanso

and the Vayu Purana give only 24 years. This
difference may perhaj^ have originated in two
distinct reckonings of the date of his accession^

the one party counting from the death of Nanda
Mahapadina, in n.c. 825, and the other party from
the conquest of India, in B.c. 315. Some assump-
tion of this kind is clearly necessary to reconcile

the different authorities, unless, indeed, we take

the only alternative, of adopting the one and of

rejecting the other. At this period the capital of

India was Pataliputra or Palibrotha, which was
situated on the Ganges, at the junction of the

Erranaboas or Alaos river. The former name
Las been identified with the Sanskrit Hiranyabahu,
an epithet which has been applied both to the

Gandak and to the Sonc. The latter name can
only refer to the Hi-le-an of the Chinese travellers,

which was to the north of the Ganges, and was
there undoubtedly the Gandak. Indeed, this river

still joins the Ganges immediately opposite to

Patna, that is, tlie city, or metropolis, as its

g
roper name (Patna) implies

;
the junction of the

one is some nine or ten n\ilc8 alwve Patna. But
AS there is good reason for believing that the Sonc
once joined the Ganges at Bakipur or Bankipur,
immediately above Patna, it is quite possible that

the Erranaboas may have been intended for the

Sone. and the Alaos for the Gandak. According

to Megasthenes, Palibrotha was 80 stadia or

nearly nine miles in length, and 15 stadia or one
mile and two-thinls in breaclth. It was surrounded
with a deep ditcli, and was enclosed by lofty

wooden walls, pierced with loopholes for the dis-

charge of arrows (Arrian, Indica, x., and Strabo,

XV., both quoting Megjiathencs). Ihit when Alex-
ander’s successors were at peace with each other,

the great Sclcncns turned his arms towards the

east, with the intention of recovering the Indian

provinces of Alexander, hut Chaiidragupta formed
an alliance with Scloucus, whoso daughter ho
received in marriage. lie also received, at his

court of Palibrotha, Megasthenes as an ambas-
smlor, and in return Chaudragupta eent presents

with an ambassarlor to Seleucus Nicator to

Babylon. The Hindu drama Mudra liakshasha

records the memorable political event of his

usurpation. His name occurs in an inscription at

Sanchi, also on one at Ujjain. Tod says he was
of the Takshak race. He died B.c. 289. His

successor died B.c. 261 ;
and Asoka, the great

Buddhist sovereign, the grandson of Ohandra-
gupta, then succeeded. Asoka had murdered his

brother, whose bod converted him to Buddhism^
and he was crowned B.C. 259-258, at Patalipura.

in the third year of his reign. Asoka engravea

on rocks numerous inscriptions inculcating Bud-
dhist doctrines, and erected, it is said, 84,000

chaitya, many of which still remain.— Dhilsa

Topes^ Cunningham^ pp. 87-91, 141 ;
Bunsen^

Egyptf ill, 644 ;
Tbd, Bajasthan ; Cal, Review ;

Jndwche Alterthmskunde^ i. App. p. xxx., and
ii. pp. 1161, 1162; Jo, As, Soc, Ben. p. 146:

Thomas' Pi*insep^ i. pp. 61, 27C; Burgess and
Fvrgttsson, pp, 190, 726; TennanCs Ceylon,

CHANDKAGUPTA, a Chauhan prince of

Ajmir, grandson of Manik^a Rai, who lived a.D.

696. His desoendant, Pntha Rai, was the last

Hindu princowho reigned at Indraprcstha or Dehli.

CHANDRAGUPTA II., a king of the Gupta
dynasty, who A.D. 400 made gifts to the tope at
Sanchi, which are recorded on the rail of that
monument.

—

Fergusson^ 22.

CHANDRA KANTHA. Tel. Mirabilis jalapa,

L. In Sanskrit the mewnstone.
CHANDRAOTA, an ancient town at the foot

of the Aravalli mountains. It was anciently the
capital of the Pramara rajas, vassals of the
Hindu rulers of Gujerat. Its ruins are situated

about 12 miles from the foot of the Abu moun-
tain, on the banks of the Bunass, and in a fine,

well-wooded country. When Ahmad, grandson
of Jaka, styled Wajah-nl-Mulk, resolved to found
Ahmadabad, be chose a site occupied by a com-
munity of the Bhil race, whose predatory habits

were the terror of the neighbourhood, and resolved

to create his new capital by means of the city of
Chandraota, the materials of which he used, and
compelled all its people to follow the spoils of

their temples and dwellings to the uninteresting,

unhealthy, low flat on the banks of the Sabar-
mati. It is now only marked by mounds of
ruined temples and palaces. Ahmadabad was
taken by General Goddard 16th February 1780.

—

ToJs 'J ravels^ p. 134.

CHANDRA PALA, a prince mentioned on an
inscription at Oomya, a.d. 1439.

CHANDRAPODA. Tel. Argyreia spcciosn.

CIIANDJtASECHA, a mountain in the N.W.
Himalaya. See Kali. Chandrasekhara, the moon-
crested. One of Siva’s many names.
CHANDRA SENA, a ruler at Ujjain about

A.D. 50, who followed after Vikramaditya about
100 years. He restored the Hindu kingdom to

its entirety.

CHANDRASENI KAYASTHA, a caste of

clerks in Poona, who claim to be descended from a
raja named Cliandrasena, and therefore claim to

bo regarded in some degree as Kshatriya, and
to be entitled to perform the ceremonies of the

Vedas,—a claim not recognised by the Brahmans.
There are two divisions,—the Patani Prabhu and
the Dawani Prabhu. The former are found at

Bombay and other towns, the latter at Goa. It

is this caste whom the British call Purvoe.

—

Wilson.

CHANDRAVANSA or Indovansa, or Lunar
race, a race that reigned in Antarveda and Kasi,

but afterwards in Magadlia (Behar) and Indra-

prashtha (Dehli). In this dynasty are included

the kings of Kasi (Benares), the line of Puru, and
the line of Yadu.

Atri—Muni.
Soma—Lunus, tho moon.
Budh—Mercury ; married Ha, daughter of the sun.

Alias or Piiruravas.

Ayu—kings of Kasi descended from him.

Nahusba—Deranahusha, Dionysos, Baoebut (Wd.).

Yayati—father of Puru and Yadu.

According to Tod, the following are synchronisms

of the Solar and Lunar races :

—

Budha of the Lunar race married Ila, the

sister of Ikshwaku, s. L

Harischandra, s. L, contemporary of Parasurama
of Lunar line.

Sagara, cot of Taljanga, of Parasurama.

Ambarisha, cot of Gadbi
;
founded KanouJ.

In the line of Pura occurs Hastiu, who built

Hastinapur and Vichitravirya.

Indu, Som, Chandra, in Sanskrit mean the moon

;
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heucc tlio Lunar race is termed the Chandravansa,
or Induvaiisaf or Somavansa. 1'hey are divided

into two great branches, the Yadava, who are

descendants from Yadu, to which Krishna belonged,

and the Paurava, who claim from Puru, to whom
belonged Dushyanta with the Kuru and Pandu
princes.

—

Tod; lliomas^ Primep^s Indian Anti-

miiticn
; Dowson. See Magadha

;
Pandu

;
Rama

;

Surya.

CHANDRAWUT, descendants of Chandra, one
of the most powerful vassal clans of Mewar.
Itampiira (Bhanpura) was their residence, yield-

ing a revenue of five lakhs (£110,000), held on the

tenure of service from an original grant from
Rana Juggut Singh to his nephew Madhu Singh.

Chandra obtained an appanage on the Chambal.— 7od\<t Rajasthan^ i. p. 261.

CHANDKAYANA, a Hindu penance, which
consists in the sinner or devotee * eating for a
whole month no more than thrice eighty mouth-
fuls of wild grains, as he happens to meet with
them, keeping his organs in subjection.* The
reward of this is attaining the same abode as

Chandra, the regent of the moon
;
and it absolves

a Brahman from the sin of slaughtering a
thousand small animals which have bones, or of

boneless animals enough to fill a cart
;
and it is

also the common penance for killing a Sudra, a
Hindu of the fourth or servile class.

—

Coleman^

p. 92.

CHANDHIE. Hind. Calonyction Roxburghii.

rilANDRlKA, a name of I^kshmi.
OlIANDlUKI-KA-JllAR, H. Ophioxylon, 5/).

CHANDUkS. Hind, Cotton cloth, coloured

border and ends.

CHAN DWAR, of the 12th century, is the

modern Firozabfi[d. The fields (ground form the

memorable battle-ground on which was decided
the contest between the Hindu and Musalmnn
for tlie sovereignty of India. The heroes Alha
and Udal, two brothers, fell here; but their

memory is preserved in the songs and traditions

of the people, amongst the Mahoba ami the Rah-
torcs and Chandals of the Doab. The last Hindu
raja, Jye-Chand of Kanouj, here closed his

career by leaping into the Ganges.— Tr. of a

Hindoo^ i. p. 878.

CHANG. A deity of the Assamese, replaced in

IGGf) by Hinduism.

CHANG. H iND. Salix alba,

CHANG, Chin., is a measure of 10 che, or

Chinese cubits of about 14 inches each.

—

Staunton's

Narrative^ pp. 48, 78.

CHANG. Bukm. a fortified city.

CHANG, a beer made by the Bhot race from
malted barley

;
also the barley Hordeum hexas"

tichon.

CHANGA DEVA, a Hindu devotee, whose
eouipage was a tiger, but other holy men have
aaopted the tiger as a vehicle. A pious per-

sonage of this description was reported to have
visited Sri-ranga-patan (the city of Sri Itanga, or

Mahadeva, commonly Seringaimtam) about the

year 1797, and although a Hindu, to have been
hospitably invited by Tipu Sultan. He was
attended by ten disciples, and declined the royal

civilities, saying a tree was sufficient shelter for

him. Changa Deva was of that class which
pandits call Yug-saddan, or Yug-brashat, or

^ug-Vyasa, who by extraordinarily pious ]>ain8

obtain miraculous longevity
;
they prolong their

existence, it is hyperbolically said, to some hun-
dreds of years.

—

Coleman^ p. 426.

CHANGA GADDA. Tkl. Sansevicra Zty-
lanico.

CHANGAL or Champac. Hind.? Amodernfe-
sized tree of Akyab, not plentiful. Wood used for

boats.— Cal. Cat. Ex. 1862.

CHANGALI GADDI. Tel. Panicum com-
mutatum, Nees

;

P. ciliarc, R. i. 290.

CHANGALI KOSHTU. Tel. Coslus Arabi-
cus, ffeyne.

CHANGAR, a predatory tribe of the Panjab.
CHANG BHAKAR, a small native state of

Chutia Nappur, with a population of 8919. Its

hills are clothed with the sal trees. Its people are

Kolarian aborigines (Miiasi Kuru), Jil95, and
Dravidian aborigines, 2955, viz. Good, and are

poor.

—

Imp. Gaz.
CHANG-CHEN-MO. This place gives its name

to a route of about 16 marches between Ladakh
and Eastern Turkestan, said to be the easiest from
India to Upper Asia, much easier than the more
westerly Kara Korum route traversed by Schlagin-

tweit and Mr. Johnson. The heights vary from
19,000 to 21,000 feet, but the mountains are

generally rounded, and fuel and grass are abun-
dant, save at one stage. Gumah is equirlistant

between Ilchi and Yarkand, and the Kara Korum
route meets this route at Shadula.

CHANGEZ KHANorJcngl)izKhan,anamofrom
the Uigur ebang, firm, and Kissar ghiz, powerful.

Teinuchin, afterwards known asChangliiz, was born
of a Mongol tribe on the banka of the Oiion in 1162.

Ho conquered and expelled Mahomed the Kliaras-

mian, and defeated his son Jalaluddin, on the

banks of the Indus. Aung Khan of the Keraite

Mongfds, celebrated in Europe under the name of

Prester John, was a contcinporary of Chaiigez

Khan, whom, at the instigation of jealous

enemies, he nttempU’d but failed to destroy.—
Ellioty p. 498. As the result of Temuchin’s suc-

cesses against the nations of Tartary, he was
saluted in 1206 by the diet of Ids 'nation as

Changiz Khan. According to Qiiatremore,

('hangcz did not use the higher a{q>e]lation of

Kaan (or Qaau), which was adopted by his son

Okkodai and his successors as their distinctive

title, identical with Khaqan, the Xaganos of the

Byzantine historians. Properly a distinction

should therefore be preserved between Khan,
the ordinary title of Tartar chiefs, and which has

since spread to Persian gentlemen, and in India

become a common titular affix to the name of

Mahomedans of all classes, and Qaan as the

peculiar title of the supreme chief of the Mongols.

The Mongol princes 01 the subordinate empires of

Chaghtai, Persia, and Kapebak were entitled only
to the former affix, though the other is sometiinos

applied to them in adulation, and claimed hy all

Afghans. The conquest of China was commenced
by Changes, although it was not conq»leted for

several generations. In 1205 he invmled 'I'angut,

a kingdom occupying the extreme north-west of

China, and extending beyond Chinese limits in

the same direction, held by a dynasty of 'J'ibctan

race, which was or had been 'vassal to the Kin.

This invasion was repeated in succeeding years

;

and in 1211 his attacks extended to the empire of

the Kin itself. In 1214 he ravaged their pro-

vipces to the Yellow River, and in the following

year took Chingtu or Pekin. In 1219 he turned

654
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his arms against Western Asia» and conquered all

the countries between the Bolor and the Caspian,

and southward to the Indus, whilst his generals

penetrated to Kussia, Armenia, and Georgia;
and a lieutenant, whom he had left behind him
in the cast, continued to prosecute the subjection

of Northern China. Changez himself, on his

return from his western conquests, renewed his

attack on I’angut, and died in that enterprise,

18th August 1227. Okkodai, his son and suc-

cessor, followed up the subjugation of China,
extinguished the Kin finally in 1234, and consoli-

dated with his empire all the provinces north of

the Great Kiang. After establishing his power
over that part of China, Okkodai raised a vast

army and set it in motion towards the west. One
portion was directorl against Armenia, Georgia,

and Asia Minor, whilst another great host, under
Batu, the nephew of the Great Khan, conquered
the countries north of Caucasus, overran Russia,

making it tributary, and still continued to carry

fire and slaughter westward. One great detach-
ment, under a lieutcuant of Batu, entered Poland,
burned Cracow, found Breslau in ashes and aban-
doned by its people, and defeated w'ith great
slaughter, at Wahlstadt, near Liognitz (April 12,

1241), the troops of Poland, Moravia, and
Silesia, who had gathered under Duke Henry
of the lather province to make head against

this astounding floo<l of heathen. Batu him-
self, with the main body of his army, W’as

ravaging Hungary, The king had been very
slack in bis preparations, and when, evciitiially,

he made a stand ngjvinst the enemy, his army was
defeated with great loss, and ho esca|:>cd with

difliculty. Pesth was now taken and burnt, and
all its people put to the sword. Tlic rumours of

the Tartars and their frightful devastations had
scattered fear through Europe, which the defeat

at Liegnitz raised to a climax. Indeed, weak and
disunited Christendom seemed to lie at the feet of

the barbarians. The Pope, to be sure, proclaimed
ft crnsadc; and wrote circular letters, but the

icnniity between him and the Emperor Frederick ii.

was allowed to prevent any co-operation,' and
neither of them responded by anything better

tlian words to the earnest calls for help w'hich

came from the king of Hungary. No human aid

merited thanks when Pmropo was relieved by
hearing that the Taitar host liad suddenly retreated

eastward. The Great Khan, Okkodai, was dead
in the depths of Asia, and a courier had come to

recall the army from Europe. In 1255, however,
a new wave of conouest rolled westward from
Mongolia, this time directed agaiust the Ismaili

or i^uBsassins on the south of the Caspian, and
then successively against the Khalifs of Baghdad
and Syria. The conclusion of this expedition

under Hulaku may be considered to mark the

climax of the Mongol power. Mangu Khan, the

emperor then roigning,and who died on a campaign
in Chinn in 1250, was the last who exercised a
sovereignty so nearly universal. His successor

Kablai extended, indeed, largely the frontiers of

the Mongol power in China, which he brought
entirely under the yoke, besides gaining conquests

rather nominal than real on its southern and south-

eastern borders, but he ruled effectively only in

the eastern regions of the great empire, which

had now broken np into four, viz. (1) the

immediate empire of the Great Klian, seated

eventually at Kcanbalik or IVkin, embraced
China, Corea, Mongolia, Manchuria, and Tibet,
and claims at least over Tunking and countries
on the Ava frontier; (2) the Clmghtai khanate,
or middle empire of the Tartars, with its caf»ital

at Almalik, included the modern Dsun^ria, part
of Chinese Turkestan, Transoxiana, and Afghan-
istan

; (3) the empire of Kapehak, or the northern
Tartars, founded on the conquests of Batu, and
with its chief seat at Sarai on the Wolga, covered
a large part of Russia, the country north of
Caucasus, Khwarizm, and a part of the modem
Siberia

; (4) Persia, with its capital eventually at
Tabrecz, embraced Georgia, Armenia, Azerbijan,
and part of Asia Minor, all Persia, Arabian Irak,

and Khorasan.
The conquests of Changez Khan, and of his

successor Okkodai Khan, in the first half of the
century, brought into China a vast influx of

Uigoor and Toongani immigrants. Atabcg, also

Atabak, in ancient Persia, was an officer or prince,

ruler of a province. Luristan seems to have been
the latest territory so ruled, until Changez Khan,
with his destructive hordes of Tartar and Moghul,
overwhelmed the laud. Changez Khan, with
respect to religion, was the apostle of the most
complete toleration. Mahomedans relate that ho
had the subject discussed in a mosque of Bokhara,
and tberc laid down the principle that ho required
only faith in one all-powerful God, leaving all tho
rest to be supplied by man’s free study and judg-
ment. But tho creed of Changez Khan waa
Buddhism.

—

Tibct^ Tartary^ and Mon-
goliny pp. 3 and 4 ;

Yule's Cathay, i. cxviii., ii. 622 ;

Osborn's Ldam ; \Uunbcry, Bokhara, p. 120.

CHANG-GARH. Assam. A house raised on
posts with a space open underneath,—the ordinary
house of the Miri, Burincsc, and Malay.
CHANG-KIA-KHOIV, a pass from the great

wall of China, in the province of Pe-chc-lco,

about a hundred miles to the westward of that of

Kou-pe-keou, by which the embassy of Ikird

Macartney crossed the wall in 1793, and Sir

George Staunton later. The words mean the gate
of the Chang family.— Slaunton^a Narrative^

p. 22.

CHANGLA. Tel. Aucklandia costus.

CHANGLO, a Tibetan race, a branch of the

Lbopa of Butan. The Changlo dialect has a
considerable amount of glossarial peculiarity with
Tibetan, but in other respects it is entirely Tibetan

softened and slightly changed in phonology. It

is spoken along that poHion of the northern
frontier of the valley which extends from the
Binji Doar to the confines of the Kuriapura Dear,

or from about long. 90° to 92° E. Neither its

northern limit nor the numbers speaking it have
been ascertained. The inhabitants of this tract

occupy the lesser elevations of the southern Hima-
laya range, and are,generally 8peaking,agricultural.

Their physical appearance exhibits a few shades

of disUnclion noticeable between them and the

tribes of the Sub- Himalaya. They are smaller,

less muscular, and the hue of their skin possesses

a deep isabelline tint From the latter circum-

stance, probably, they derive their appellation,

the term Changlo meaning black.

—

Jour. In<L

Arch,^ April—May 1853, p. 192. See India.

CHANGMA. Hind. Populus balsamifera, P,

nigra, also Salix alba.

CIIANG-MAI, a mode of spelling Zimmay of

i5
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the Laos. It is also written Xieng-ma. It is on i

the Menam river, between lat 19® and 20® N.

CHANGO, a tribe of Hungrung Tartars occupy-
ing 878 square miles. See Kunawar.
CHANGOS, a village famous in olden times for

its pretty dancing-girls
;
more than one Changes

ffirl entered the zananas of the Dehli emperors.

The dark eyes and sunburnt countenances of old

and young still testify to a race distinct from
their neighbours.

CHANGPA, a semi-nomade tribe near the Pan-
gong Tsi pass. They dwell in their grazing

Cunds under huts (galkol) made of the yak’s

p. The people there call themselves Bot.

CHANGKA. Hind. Capra hircus, X.

CHANG-THANG. Tin. On the northern

plains to the north of Ladakh, supposed to be the

Chatse Scytiiae of Ptolemy.—.^, Cunii,

CHANG-THANI. Panj. A kind of wool.

CHANG-riEN-SZ, the chief of the Taoist

priests, living at Kiang-si.— Smithy p. 5.

CHANGU. Tib. Cauis laniger, Hoftgs.

CHANI. Tel. Adenanthera aculeata.

CHANJAN WALE. Hind. Asparagus Pan-
jabensis.

CHANK. Hind. A harvest c^cremony in several

pirtsof Northern India, differing in each province.

After the heap of grain on the threshing ground
has been raised a foot liigh, a man, in silence,

standing with his face to the north, a winnowing
basket in his right hand, his left hand being full

of grain, commencing from the south, goes round
|

from east to west, and again to the south, pressing

his basket against the bottom of the heap. This

is repeated, changing hands, and when complete,

be joins his hands,bows to the heap,and supplicates

in a few words, cither Parmeshwar or Anna Deota,

as,
* Anna Deota il,

Bahes goona hajiyo
*

In the Lower and Central Doab and Saugor, a

circle is made with cow-dung or ashes round the

lias and T’hapa at the same time, commencing
from the east, and going from south to west till

the east point is again reached, the operator

taking care all the while to hold his breath. A
superstitious observance in the highlands of Scot-

land bears a remote resemblance to this.

—

Elliot,

CHANK. Hind. Also Chanka, and Ch'hapa.

A stamp cut in wood, with the words Akibat ba
*khair bad,—May the end be prosperous

;
or Iman

ki salamati,—Safetyin your honour; and impressed

on a cake of moist earth fbarkat ki matti) on
stacks or heaps of grain whiem are left in the care

of one of the parties between whom it is to be
divided. The words on the stamp mean, *May
the end be happy,* and * Security on honour,* im-
plying that the grain is left to the honour of the

'person keeping it. The seal is then placed on the
sides of the heap, never on the top, le^t the increase

of com be thereby prevented. It is the ^stem
of making an article over to the Supreme Being,
common in Africa and the Archipelago, under
tlie term Taboo, and it is similar to the Ch’hutoor
of the Hindu.

CHANKEE. Malay. Cloves. Caryophyllus
aromaticus.

CHANK SHELIAS, Konk, Conch.

Bukk, Dukh.
I

Sankha, .... Tam.
Senkham, . . . Sansk. Sanpi, .... ,,

Shenku, ISenkham, . . .

These shells are species of the genus Turbinclla,

fished up by divers in the Gulf of Mauaar, on the

coast opposite Jaflnapatam in Ceylon, in about
two fathoms water, and at Travancore, Tuticorin,

Kila-Karei, and other places. Large beds of

fossil chanks have also been found. They form a
considerable article of trade in India, as they are

in extensive demand all over the country. The
fishery is chiefly worked at Kila-Karei in the
Ramnad territory, and Tuticorin in the Tinnovclly

district. They lie at the bottom in from 2 to 5
fathoms of water. The divers carry a bag round
their necks, and dive and grope over the bottom

;

20 chanks are a very good haul for one plunge.

The rents paid to the zamindar of liamnad
arc £500, and to the British Government £1000.
The fishing season is from October to March.
Chank shell was one of the insignia of royalty

of the Chalukya dynasty when ruling at Kalian.

The Chank and the Voluta species are used for

making the shell ornaments of Dacca.
They are sawn into narrow rings or bracelets,

armlets, beads, and are worn as ornaments for the
arms, legs, fingers, etc., by Hindu women. Many
of them are also buried with the bodies of opulent
and distinguished persons. Those which, from
being taken with the living mollusc, are called

green chanks, are most in demand. The white
chank, which is the dead shell tlirown upon the

beach by strong tides, having lost its gloss and
consistency, is not worth the freight up to

Calcutta. The value of the green chank depends
upon its size. A chank opening to the right,

called in Calcutta the right-handed chank, is so

highly prized as sometimes to sell for 400 or 500
or even 1000 rupees. Even 20,000 rupees have
been named. The Jangam religious mendicants
and those of the Viranrusty sect blow them as

horns. The commercial returns show an exporta-
tioii from Madras of ten to twenty-four lakhs of

these shells in one year.

1852-

53, . . 15,15,495 Rs. 54,780

1853-

54, . . 24,60,727 1,04,481

1854-

56, . . 10,84,575 Wi,165

1855-

56, . . Not given 26,171

They are classed as Patty and Pajel, or short
and pointed headed, and Wallainpory, or right-

hand chanks. Bertolacci mentions, as a pecu-
liarity observed by the Cevlon fishermen, that all

shells found to the northward of a line drawn
from a point about midway from Manaar to the
opposite coast at India are of the kind called

ratty, and are distinguished by a short flat

head
;
and all those found to the southward of that

line are of the kind called Pajel, and are known
from having a longer and more pointed bead than
the former. Nor is there, he says, even an instance

of deviation from this singular law of nature. The
WaUaropory or right-hand chanks are found of
both kinds. Chanks are alluded to in Coemoa
Indicopleustci^ and by Abu Zaid in Voyages
Arabes, sho'wing that so early as the 6th century
this shell was fished for. The fishery until a few
years ago Continued a government royalty. The
Sankasari of Dacca are famed for their skill in

working with the chank or sank. Turbinclla rapa
is used as a trumpet, a hole being bored through
its base. When blown into it gives a loud, sharp,

and piercing sound. It is used in Hindu worship
to call the attention of the gods to their wor-
shippers. The conch shell, usod for pouring water
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on tho godS) is a smaller one, the Mazza rapa of

naturalists. The pictures and figures ot the
Hindu god Vishnu always represent him with a
ohank shell in one hand, and a discus or chakra
in the other. In ancient times, the Indian warriors
used the chank as a trumpet. Chankangan of

Shahpur is a silver armlet worn with churis or
bracelets.— Rohde

^
MS,; Ainslley Mat, Med. p.

143 ; TennenCs Ceylon
;
Hooker, ii. 254.

CHANNA. Hind. The pulse Cicer arietinum,

called Bengal gram, gram, and chick-pea. Channa
siya is black gram, and Channa K^abuli, Kabul
or whito gram. Its principal use is to feed horses
and cattle, but the people of N. India often eat
it. An acid forms on tho leaf of the channa, a
mixture of oxalic and acetic acids, which is used
in chemical processes, and in the preparation of
nitric and muriatic acids. Cloths spread on the
plant become moistened by the dew, and absorb
the acid.

—

Elliot.

CHANNAN, also Chanuni, on the Chenab, etc.

Fopulus alba, tho white poplar.

CHANNI. Hind. Daphne oleoides.

CHANOO. Bkng. Apium involucratura.

CHANOS ARGENTEUS. Bloch. The milk
fish. C. salmoneus, introduced from the sea into

a tank in Canara.
CHAN-PA, tho Tibetan name of Great Tibet.

It means snow-land. See Lhassa.

CHANTABURI, a port of Siam, tho second in

commercial importance. It is at the mouth of a
short river, which fertilizes a considerable district

by its inundations during the rainy season. The
rocks at the entrance of Chantaburi resemble a
colossal lion couchant. Chantaburi, which means
the nutmeg country, is also a range of mountains
east of Siam, whose defiles are held by the Xong
or Ching, said to bo an offshoot from the Karen.
The wax sold by the Xon^ is the produce of wild

bees of gigantic size, which build their cells on
the top branches of trees at the height of 150
feet.

—

Bowring's Siam.
CHANUNI, Hind. Fopulus ciliata, Fopulus

alba
;
the ban.

CHAN-YO or Chan-Yu. Chin. Dioscorea

batatas.

CHANZ, a pass leading from Kashmir to Tibet.

It is also called the Sang-i-Safed.

CHAO. Tib. A monastery.

CHAO-ME-DO, also Chao-mo-to, a place lying

between the great wall of China on the Kalgam and
Selinginsky, in the country south of tho Amur.
It is signalized as the place where the rebel

Koeur-tan (Kal-dan) was finally defeated, a.d.

1696. Kaldan was uncle to the reigning prince,

Tse-vang-Rah-dan, and had stirred up the Eleuth
Tartars to rebel. See Kalkas.

CHAORI, Hind. A police station; the vil-

lage forum.—Elliot.

CHAORI. Hind. This is made of ivory,

bone, or shell, and is the most ancient orna-

ment of the Indo-Scythic dames. It appears in

old sculptures and paintings. In a very old

Gothic church at Moissac in Languedoc, the porch,

attributed to the age of Dagobert, is the only

part left. Sculptures on it represent the con-

version of Clovis. Some sculptured figures below

are of a distinct ago, of an Asiatic character,

showing the scorf, the champakulli or necklace

representing the buds of the jessamine (chaiiipa),

and obaori.

—

Rajasthan^ ii. p. 284.

2 T

CHAOUS. Turk. A herald, a running foot-
man, an interpreter. The word is supposed to
have originated the English phrase, to cnowse, or
cheat, as tho Turkish interpreters so frequently
misinterpret.

CHAOU SEEN, the native name of Corea.
CHAP. Hind. An impression from a stamp

or seal, from the verb chapua, to stamp or seal.

The Chinese ‘ chop ’ is a stamped permit'; hence
also the Hindi term Chapa-khan a, a printing press,

properly Ch’hap. Chap-ka-lac, sealing-wax.
CHAP. Hind. The refuse of the jhurburee,

after the pala is beaten from it.

—

Elliot.

CHAP. Braiiui. Stone circles of different

kinds, commemorative of weddings amongst the
nomade Brahui.

CHAPADA, or Chopada. Sumatran, Fruit
of Artocarpus integrifolia.

CHAPA JANNA. Tel. Fish roe.

CHAPAO, a raid, an inroad. Tho Turkoman
inhabitants of the deserts have ever been famous
for their terrible inroads into the Persian pro-
vinces. They are of the Sunni creed, a cruel and
rapacious race, and always prefer flight to facing
a superior force. The arms of the Turkoman are
a spear 10 feet long, and a sword. They are
excellent horsemen, and pass their livte in pillage

and rapine. When a chief determines upon making
a chapao, a month is given to his followers to get
their horses into proper condition. Spies are sent

out, and news being brought, tho whole party
gallops swiftly on the prey, whether caravan or
village. In a few minutes all is over, the people
carried off into slavery, and the village burnt
The prisoners are tied to the saddle-bows of the

captors, and are treated with horrible cruelty,

until they are finally sold in the slave markets of

Khiva. The horses of the Turkomans have been
known to go over 600 miles in six days.

CHAPAK. Hind. A thatch of straw, also

roofing slate.

—

Elliot,

CHAPATI. Hind. An unleavened cake baked
on a girdle, eaten by the people of Hindustan.

Prior to the mutiny of 1857, wneaten cakes were
circulated amongst the people. The meaning of

that act remains unknown.
CHAPKAN. Hind. A jacket fitting close to

the body, opening at one side of the front, and
prefixing.

CH APLASHA. Hind. Artocarpus chaplasha.

CHAPLET, or immortelle, made of the flowers

of an ‘ everlasting * (Helichrysum, «/?.), commonly
hung about tombs.

CHAPLI. Hind. Leather or leaf sandals.

CHAPTALIA GOSSYPINA. --?

Orcosoris lanuginosa.

Shepherd’s tinder, . Eno.
|
Kutf, Kuffee, Sookta, Pan.

This is found in the Sutlej valley between Ram-
pur and Sungnam, at an elevation of 7000 to 9000

feet. The tomentum or downy filament on the

under surface of the leaves is employed by the

hill people as tinder.

—

Cleghom,

cflAPTI-LAC. Hind. Shell-lac.

CHAPU. Tel. Fishers.

CHAR. Hind.,Peus. Four. Char-yar, lit four

friends, a Sunni Mahomedan, who maintains that

Abubakr, Omar, Osman, and Ali were the rightful

succeeding khalifs. Char in oompoeition is

poftened into chau. Char-Abru, the beard, the

moustaches, eyebrows, and hair on other parts of

the body.— W,
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CHAU, also Char-Charoli. Maiiu, Buchanania Dou. This valuable bitter is largely eiuploycd in

latifolia. Valeriana Wallichiana, Valeriana Hard- medicine, being a perfect substitute for the

wickii, Quercus semecarpifolia. gentian of Europe. Several plants are, however,

CHAR or Chur. Hind. A shoal, a sandbank, used under this general name. The Andrographis

Balucltar, land covered by a deposit of sand. (Justicia) paniculata is one of the best of these, and
CHARA. Hind. Fodder, forage, green grain

;
the Ophelia elegana is another,

wheat or other crop cut for forage or fodder
;
also CIIARAKA, a medical writer who lived in

a truss, a sheaf, grass, food for animals. Vedic times. He states that ho received the

CHARA OHETTU. Ti-:l. Buchanania latifolia. materials of his work from Agnivesa, to whom
Fruit called Chara pappu, Charu inamidi. they were delivered by Atreya. Professor Wilson
CHARADRIUS,theplovergonu5of birds, species gives the 0th or lOtli century A.i). as his era. His

of which arc common to India and Europe. Ch. book was translated from the Sanskrit into Arabic

hiaticiila, the ringeil plover of Europe, N. Asia, before the end of the 8th century a.d.—J)owwu.
Japan, Greenland. Ch. Cantiniius, the Kentish CHARA KANDA. Tel. Colocasia nymphee-
plover of Europe and Asia, not uncommon in folia, ]h)yle.

India. Ch. Philippiiius. Ch. minor, the little ClIAltAN, a sacred race in the west of India,

ringed plover of Europe, Asia, North America
;

Avhosc character and pursuits almost resemble

rare in Britain, exceedingly common in India. Ch. those of the Bliat, or Bards, and the origin of both
pyrrhotliorax is a very common Indian species, is involved in fable. In Hindu mythology, the

Known in Europe as a straggler. Bhat are said to have been produced to amuse
OHAKAGH. Hind. A lamp. Charagban-i- Parvati, from the drops of sweat on Siva’s

Zandah Shah Madar, a Mahomedan festival held brow, but they sang the praises of Siva only,

on the 17th Jamadi ul Awal, in honour of Badi-ud- which so offended Parvati, that she turned them
Din. Ho is said to have been a Syrian saint; to out of heaven, and condemned them to lead a

have lived at Makanpore, in Oudh, to a great age, wandering life upon earth, to sing there the

or to be even yet Jiving, hence the appellation martial deeds of heroes and the praises of the gods,

zandah, alive. His flag is black. Dam-i-Madar, According to anotbor legend, Mahadova crcfited a

or breath of Madar, is a charm against sickneas. bard to attend to his lion and his bull, but the

Charaghi, a present made to a Mullah for offer- bull was daily killed by the lion, on which Maim-
ing up oblations at the tomb of a saint; literally, deva, tired with daily creating a bull, fonnetl the

lamp expenses. Charan to be their attendant. 'J’he (’haran was
ClIAUAI. Hind, of Kaghan. Juniperus cx- equally devout with the Hard, but of bolder spirit,

celsa, J. arborca
;
pencil cedar, and from that date the bull was never destroyed

CHAR AIMAK. Aimak is a Mongolian, by the lion. It is an allegory of brute violeiice

Mauchu, and Turki word, meaning a tribe. Of and justice. The Chara ns of the Marn or desert

these, there are in Kabul and Persia four, the Char in the sandy tract of the Indus, arc mendicants
Aimak. They dwell to the north of Herat and who attend at Uiarringes and festivals, and threaten

Kiibul, in the undulating country, which in some to injure themselves if not relieved. The Charan
places assumes a mountainous, in others a hilly is generally revered, and follows the profession of

character ;
in some parts is well watered, in others a bard, herald, and genealogist, and as such is

bleak and rough, forming a watershed of two often taken as personal security, the broach of

natural divisions, from the western of which flows which was followed by the death of the Charan, or

thc^lurghab, thoTajend,and the Farrah-Rud, and of some member of his family. On this account

from the eastern, the Ilclmand, the south-eastern it was usual for travellers in Malwa and
feeders of the Oxns, and the north-western feeders Gujerat to hire a Charan to protect them, and
of the Kilbul river. It is said that Timur, cx- the sanctity of Ins name Avas generally sufli-

asperated at the depredations committed by the cient. If robbers a[>peared, lie stepped forward,

people inhabiting Maznnderan, south of the Caspian, waving his long white garments, aim denouncing
transported the whole of th?m into the mountains in verse, infamy and disgrace on all who sliouhi

situated between India and Persia. The descend- injure travellers under the protection of the holy

ants of that people form the four tribes or Aimak, members of Siva. If this failed, he stabbed luin-

They are also called Firoz Kohi, after the city of self with a dagger in the arm, declaring that his

that name (situated about 63 miles from Teheran), blood was on their heads
;
and if all failed, he

where they were defeated and taken captives by was bound in honour to stab himself to the heart.

Timur. According to Latham, the four Aimaic This is termed Chandi. The Charan, young and
are the Timuni, Hazara, Zuri, and Timuri. Vam- old, are not merely taught to desire to die when
bery says the four tribes are the Timuri, Teimeni, the honour of the family or clan require it, but
Firoz Kohi, and Jamshidi, and of Iranian origin, one and all are eager to be the first to die.

who speak Persian. The Timuri dwell about Charan are divided into two tribes, the Kachili,

Qorian and Kah’san, the Teimeni from Karrukh to who are merohants, and the Maru, who are Bards.
Sabrww, the Firoz Kohi near Kala-i-No, and the These, again, branch out into 120 clans. Tiio

Jamshidi on the shores of the Murghab. In their Kachili and Mara do not intermarry, but the latter

reverence for fire, and their resect to the east, intermarry with Rajputs. The Charan are taught
to which their tent doors look, tney retain many to read and write. The mercantile tribe,who traflic

of the fire-worshipping views. Their number in camels and horses largely, are shrewd men of

is estimated at 400,000.— Latham's Ethnology; business. The Maru tribe are genealogists and
Ferrur's Hist, ofAfghan^ p. 3 ;

Vamheryj Sketches
[

Bards, celebrate the praises of heroes in Icgemls

of Central Asia. See Aimak; Mongols, and songs. The warlike tribes esteem the heroic
CHAR-AINA. Hind. Armour-j^atca worn by lays of the Bard more than the homily of the

the Sikhs. Brahman. The Oharans are throughout revo-
CHARAITA. Duku. Agathotes chirayta, 0\ fenced by the Rahtor, and hold lauds literally
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on the tenure of ‘an old sonp:.' A colony of

Charanfl from the frontiers of Cutch Rhuj was
founded at Murlnh, near Chitore, by rana Hamir,
who is celebrated in the history of Mewar; he had
a leprous spot on his hand, to remove which
he made a pilgrimage to the shrine of Hinglaz,

upon the coast of Makran, the division Oritm
of Arrian’s geography. The Marlah Charans
are of the tribe Kaucholcah, and are gi'ain-carriers.

The sanctity of their otHcc made their persons

sacred, and the immunity extended likewise to

their goods, and saved them from all imposts
; so

that in process of time they became the free-

traclors of Rajputana. This community collec-

tively advanced to receive Colonel Tod at some
distance from the town. The procession was
headed by the village band and all the fair

Charani, who, ns tlioy approached, gracefully

waved their scarfs over him. It was a novel an<l

interesting scene : the manly persons of the

Charans, clad in the flowing white robe, with the

high loose folded turban inclined on one side, from
which the mala, or chajdet, was gracefully sus-

pended
;
the naiks or leaders, with their massive

necklaces of gold, with the imago of the pitriswur

(manes) depending therefrom, gave the whole an
air of opulence and dignity. The women were
nniformly attired in a skirt of dark brown camlet,

having a bodice of light-coloured stuff, with gold

ornaments worked into tlicir fine black hair
;
and

all had the favourite chiiri, or rings of hati-dant

(elephant’s tooth), covering the ann from the

wrist ;o the elbow, and even above it. The
founders of this little colony accompanied rana
Hamir from Gujerat in the early part of his reign,

and although five ccnturi(‘.s have elapsed, they had
not parted with one iotii of their nationality or

their privileges since that period
;

neither in

person, nianners, nor dress had they anything
analogous to those amidst whom they dwell.

Indeed, their air is altogether foreign to India;

and although tlicy have attained a high place

amongst the tribes of India, their afTinity to the

ancient Persian is striking,—the loose robe, high

turban, and flowing beard being more akin to

the figures on the temples of the Guebres than
to anything appertaining to the Char-burruii or

four classes of the Hindus. — Ua/aMhan^ ii, p.

622.

CHARANA. Hind. Footprints of the Jaina
thirthankara, Resbabhanata. Sec Rayan a.

CHARAN-AMUIT, Hind.
;
also Charanodaka,

water in which the feet of a Brahman has been
washed.— IP.

CHARANDAIN, disciples of Charan who lived

in the days of Ramanuja. Their ceremonies and
habits are similar to those of Yaishnava, Bairagi,

and Kabirpanthi.

—

Sherrinf/'n Tribes, p. 267,

CHARAN DAS, founder of the Charan Dnsi
sect, was bom at Dehra, near Ulwar, in s. 1760 (a.d.

1703). AVhen very young, he was taken to Dehli.

He was a good musician. Ho died 8. 1830 (a.d.

1782). The sect keep images in their temples, and
respect Brahmans. He lived in the time of Alain-
gir II., and Saiiaji Bai, his sister, was his first

disciple. Charan Dasi are Yaishnava Hindus,
who worship Krishna and Radha. Charan Das
was of the Dhusar merchant tribe, and resident of
Dehli. His followers are both clerical and secular.

At Dehli is the saroad’h or monument of their

founder.

—

Wihon. See Hindu.

CHAR-ANGLT. Hind, of Salt Range. Rouce-
rofiia edulis.

CHAR-ANKH. Hind. A meeting; literally,

four eyes.

CHAKAN-PAD, also called Padka, two feet

engraved on the top of the tombstone of a Gosain,

to mark bis tomb or samad’h.
CHARA-PUPPU. Hind. Buchanania lati-

folia.

CHARAS, in Kachar, seedling rice for trans-

planting.

CHAllATI. Sansk. lonidium suiTruticosum.
CHAJtAY, also Churay. Hind. A knife, any

knife
;
also the knife of the Afghan, a long single-

edged dagger, used with much effect by them. It

is about tlio size of the old Roman sword, and
speaks volumes for the courage of the wielders.

—

JJurton\9 Scinde, ii. p. 267 ;
Pilffrimafjc, i. p. 320.

CIIARAYUM. Tam. Arrack. Charaya karaii,

Maleal., is a distiller or vendor of spirituous

liquor.

CIlARAZ, also Charns. Hind, of S. India.

Syphootidcs anritus, J.nthnm ; the floiikin.

OlIARBAR, Charba, or Chewabad Bay, the
best in Makran, is formed by Ras Maletldam or
Koolab point on the west, am] Ras Gharbar on the

oast. Chaibar town has about 1500 inhabitants;

it is 8urroundc<l by a mud wall. The inhabitants

and the cattle live entirely on fish, oysters, crabs,

and shell-fish, those for the cattle being mixed
with dates. All on that coast, which is the country
of the ancient Ichthyophagi, liave similar food.

CHAKCIIARILA. Hind. Parmclia Kamts-
cha«lalis, and other species of Parmclia.

CIIAUCOAL.
Zugal, Fahm-cliobi, Auab. Kocla, Kolssi, . . Hind.
Mi-thwn, , . , lUiHM. Carbonodc legna, . It.

Peh-tan, Pan-tun, i'HiN. Arang-barn, . . JMalav.
Pch-t»au*Bhwang, ,, Lipnc anghorw, . blNOH.
Charboii dc boin, . . Fli. Carbon ilc Icna, . , Sr.
Kholvnstoff, . . . Oku. Adapu carri, Karri, . Tam.
Keino kohlc, . . . Bogn, Poibogulo, . . Tel.

In tlic south and Houth-enst of Asia, coal being
found only in distnnt lociditics, and the cost of

carriage great, charcoals are in great request.

In the Peninsula of India, the common native

mode of preparing them is to set on fire a heap of

small wooil, and, after allowing it to bum for some
time, to quench it cither by water or by heaping
earth upon it

;
but charcoal so prepared is of little

value in reducing iron ore, and the process is

wasteful. The destruction of firewood in the

neighbourhood of ironworks is grossly extrava-

gant. Native iron-smelters only employ fuel from
one to three inches in diameter

;
and to procure

this they take saplings, or the tops and branches

of the largest hardwood trees, allowing the trunks

to decay. Tliey do this because large trees are not

adapted for fuel for native smelting, as the cost

of splitting them odds greatly to the expense
;
and

unless the logs be split, the inner wood is not car-

bonized. Charcoal, to be good, should be of wood
burned with ns little exposure to the action of the

air ns possible, and be black, brittle, easily pul-

verized, perfectly insipid, solid, and inodorous.

Charcoal is mostly used as a fuel, but also in the

manufacture of gunpowder. For the forge, the best

is that prepared from bamboos and from stems of

palmyra leaves (Tati komaloo, Tel.). The tania-

riud yields a good charcoal for the same pur-

poee, B8 do most hard woods, but the charcoal of

' the Acacia sundra is said to 1^ amongst the best
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for this purpose. Other woods used in the S. of

India arc the vclla-inarda, karra-marda, crool,

Indian gooseberry, the poohum, the nux vomica^
and the casaan. In Northern India, Acacia catechu,

A. modesta,Cassia fistula, Rutea frondoea,Cappari8,

s;)., Finns longifolia, Prosopis spicigera, Salvadora.

For gunpowder, the roots of the milk hedge,

Kuphorbianeriifolia, and of the Calotropis gigantca

are preferred. At the Madras Government Powder
Mills, that of the gram bush, Dolichos uniflorus,

and in those of Bengal and Bombay, the Cajanus
Tndicus, or pigeon -jiea stalks, arc used. Charcoal
used for gunpowder manufacture is generally

made from small shrubs or herbs, as Vitex, Caja-
nus, Calotropis, an<I Parkinsonia aculeata, the
Parkinsonia being said to yield a very good char-

coal for gunjiowder, though the gunpowder con-
sidered the best is mnnufactured from the Sesbania
^'igyptiaca. The gunpowder charcoal used at the
Damuda coal - works is made from an acacia.

The Sikhs em})loyed Justicia adhatoda, which is
j

also in use all over India. At Aden the Arabs
prefer the Calotropis, j^robnbly because it is most
easily procured. 'I’lie grain of all these plants is

open, wlicreas in England closer-grained and more
woody trees, especially willows, are preferred. In
India, gunpowder charcoal is also made from the
Adliatoda vasica, Aluus, Biitca frondosa, Colc-
brookia oppositi folia, Cornus macrophylla. Daphne
olcoides, and Hamiltonia suaveolcns. In Chinn
the gunpowder charcoal is made from the Cun-
niughamia Sinensis. Charcoal is burned as a dis-

iiifectiint on the Inst days of the year, in all Chinese
houses. Charcoal powder, Pan-inoh, CillN., is

used internally in China, mixed with water, in

metallic i^oisoning, in acute diseases of the throat,

and in dysentery.

In Ceylon the cashew nut tree is considered the
best sort of wood for charcoal for ironsmiths, and
is felled for this purpose only. At Darjiling that
of the chestnut wood is used by blacksmiths. In
Nepal the best is made of the wood of the bahang,
or holly-leafed oak. In Kullu and Kangra the
wood chiefly used for charcoal is Chil, Pious
cxcclsa

;
but the alder (kaunch) and AJnus Nepal-

ensis, which fringes the tributary streams, is also

employed for this purpose, as no hard woods are
available. The lighter woods generally yield

lighter and more combustiblo charcoals. Never-
theless tlic dogwood of Britain, the wild cornel
tree, which makes the strougest of the British

gunpowders, and is exclusively used for the powder
of the brccchloading firearms, is a dense, com-
paratively heavy, slow-growing w'ood. In Britain,

the alder, the willow, and dogwood are the only
woods used for charcoal in the Government estab-
lisliments,—the two former for cannon powder, the
last for stnall arms. Private makers use the same
woods, and they use the last for the forest sporting
powder. The three woods grow well in England,
but they are chiefly obtained from Belgium, Hol-
land, and Sussex, the dogwood selling at £12 to
£15 the ton. Coarser woods are used for common
blasting powder. There are many circumstances
conncctca with this ingredient of gunpowder not
yet understood, but it seems to be the variations
in charcoal which cause the differences in the
powder. Charcoal is little liable to decay. The
best charcoal for a dentifrice is that of the betel-
nut. Charcoal possesses reiuarkablo antiseptio

projiertics, as it resists the putrefaction of animal

matter, and destroys the smell and cofour of many
substances. — Mr. Faulkner; Mr. Rohde; Dr.

Cfrffhorn; M^CullocJCs Die, p. 266; Mr. Wairm
Report in G. O. 17th July, No. 1040 of 1859

:

Honker'a Him. Jour. i. p. 9; Edye^ Mai. and ('an.;

Dr. J. L. Stewart; Qnnrterhj Review

^

July 1868.

CHAR-DANGHEH, in Persia, a mode of

dividing fields. See Dangah.
CHAR DEH, the town of Kabul is built at the

foot of a hill of gneiss that rises 1000 feet above
it. The town bends round it from the south-east

to the south-west, where, with the dip of another

hill opposite, is formed the pass, 150 yards broad,

that leads into Char-Deh. Kabul may be described

as lying at the foot of a range of hills whose
direction is from north-east to south-west. The
country is thus divided into the plain of Kfibul,

and the Char-Deh, or four villages. See Kabul.

CHARDIN, Silt JOHN, travelled in Persia and
the East Indies from 1664 to 1670. The first

part of his Journal du Voyage was published in

Loudon, 1686, and the second and third at

Amsterdam in 1711. In 1811 his travels wero
republished in Paris.

CHARGUL Hind. An ornament worn by
women in Hazara.

CHARI, the doe of the Antilopc Arabica.

CHARI. Hind. Stalks of millet, etc., sown
close for fodder ; also Sorghum vulgarc

;
Carex

Indica? Rang-Chari is Elslioltzia polysfcachya.

CHARIKAR, a town in long. 68° 59' E. and
lat. 34° 28' N. It is near Beghram, and 30 miles

north of Kabul. From Charikar to Jellalabad

the road is open, and it is supposed that Alexander,

whether he recrossed the mountains at Baminii or

at Bcgliram, marched by this route on Imlia, It

is on the high road between Kabul and Turkestan,

and the valley offers supplies of all kinds.

—

Mac-
Greqor^ p. 211.

CHARIKONA SHIM. Beno. Goa bean;
Pso) >hocarpus tctragonolobus.

CHARLMARAM. Tam. Ebony.
CHARIOT. In Judges iv. we arc told that

Siscra had 900 chariots of iron. From the Sanskrit

work called the Dhanurveda, it appears that the

Hindus had war chariots similar to those of

Sisera. TJiey are described as Imving had many
wheels, and to have contained a numl)er of rooms.

The war chariot was peculiar to the Indo-Scythic
nations, and was in use in India from the days
of Dasaratha and the heroes of the Mahabharata,
to the conquest of the Hindus by the Maho-
medaus, when it was laid aside. On the plains of

Kurukhet, Krishna became charioteer to his friend

Arjuna; indeed, the title Dasaratha means a
charioteer. The Getic hordes of the Jaxartes, when
they aided Xerxes in Greece and Darius on the
plains of Arbela, had their chief strength in tlie

war chariot. The war chariot continued to be
used later in the south-west of ludia than else-

where
;
and the Cat’hi, Comani, Comari of Saur-

ashtra liave, to recent times, retained their Scythio

habits,as their monumental stones testify, express-

ing their being slain from their cars.

—

ToiCb

Rajasthan. See Hindu.
CHARITA, the first degree in the Saiva system.
CHARIZM, in the 6th century of the Hijtra, a

Charizmian empire rose on the ruins of the Sol-

ju^idm, which extended itself over Tarta^ and
the greatest part of the Persian provinces. During
the reign of Mahomed, Chengi^ Kbsm overran
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the Charizmiau onipil^e.

—

Dow's Iflmhstau. Sec
Kliaraein. ^

!

CHAliJ. Beng. Otis Bcngalensis.
|

CHAR- JAMA. Hind. A sort of horse

housing in two pieces, one for each side under the
|

saddle.

CHAR-JATI. Hind. The four clans of the

first doss of the Khatri, viz. Seth, Marhota, I

Khunna, and Kuppoor.
onAlUUI, in Int. 39^^ 5' N., and long. C3° 40' E.,

a town ill the district of the same name, 6 miles

inland from the left bank of the Amu. It has

about 4500 inhabitants. The Saugan (Cyprimis

calybeatus) and the lakka (Silurus glanis) attain

a large size at this part of the Amu.
OHARKA. Hind. Letsiea, sp.

CHARKARI MAHAL, in the Panjab, the

portion of a doab requiring well irrigation.

CHARKH. Hind. A pulley over which a

water-rope runs
;
a wheel

;
the sheave of a block ;

a needlemaker's grinding wheel
;
a cotton-clean-

ing wheel
;

also the rope-twister’s apparatus

;

a spinning-wheel.

CHAR-KHAHEH. Hind. Chequered m^in

;

also called Zilmili. Oharkhi, a kind of silk of

K&buL
CHARKH PUJA. Hind. Cheddul, Tabi. A

barbarous ordeal among the lower classes and low

castes of Hindus of India. By self-inflicted

wounds, or being suspended in the air by hooks

passed through the back, individuals hope to

expiate their sins. It is commonly called the

Swinging Festival, because the more prominent

form of expiation amongst Hindus is that of

swinging, suspended by hooks through the skin

over each slioulder-blade, and connected by ropes

with one end of a lever, traversing an upright

post, to which a circular motion is given. It is

held wdicii the sun enters Aries. But children of

tender years, aged five or six, were to be seen with

bamboo sticks through both checks. Hooks from

a lever are passed through the skin over each

shoulder-blade, and the lever is made to rise high

in the air and revolve with the hooked person.

Wood and iron and snakes are passed through the

tongues, the cheeks, and the skin of devotees and

of young children. The devotees are called Gajan,

and it is in honour of Siva that they inflict

tortures on themselves. The British Government

about the middle of the 19th century prohibited

its practice in British India. See Siva.

CHARKHKE. Hind. Carpinus virainea.

CHAR-KUCHOO. Beng. Colocasia antiquorum.

CHARLANG, a section of the Bakhtiari tribes.

CHAR-MAGIIZ. Hind. Juglans regia; the

walnut, lit. ‘ the four-kernelled fruit.’

CHARMS.
Tahnn, Tawiz, . Arab.
Hegub, .... Kovft.
Oliarnie ;

enchantemcnt,F.
Nasr-biind, . . . Hind.

Ism, . . . Hind., Pebs.
Iiicanto, Allettamcnto, It.

Kneanto, Embeleso, Sf.

Mantra, . • • . Sansk.

(Alarms arc in general use amongst all races

;

and amulets are worn and used both to work for

good and to work for cviL The custom of inscrib-

ing mystic characters upon the person as a safe-

guard, or having them engraved in the form of an

amulet or charm, is of the most remote luitiquity.

('aiii had a mark set upon him, which denoted

the iK'urer to be placed under the imnicdiatc pro-

tection of Heaven, so that no man might slay him.

The blooil sprinkled on the door-posts of Isnud in

CGI

Egypt was a sign that the dostroying angel was
not to enter, the inmates being under the divine
protection. A similar preserving token is referred

to in Ezekiel ix. 2, where the man ‘ clothed in

linen,’ having a writing inkhorn by liia side, was
commanded by God to sot a mark upon the fore-

heads of those who grieved for the abominations

of Jerusalem. ‘ Behold my sign !
’ says Job xxxi.

35, according to the marginal reading; or, ‘Be-
hold, here is my Thau ’ (a mystic mark), ns Calinet

renders it. Paul, probably alluding to some ac-

knowledged sacred sign, observes, * Henceforth

let no man trouble me, for I bear in my body the

marks of the Lord Jesus.’ Portions of St. John’s

Gospel were worn by the early Christians, and
verses of Scripture w'cre even placed upon horses.

Among the Anglo-Saxons, amulet gems were

much esteemed. King John had a large col-

lection
;
and, in the 16th century, amulets were

warehoused in England in large quantities,

and usually worn round the neck, as a pro-

tection from pestilence (Gage’s Hengrave, p. 155).

A MS. poem on the virtues of gems, written

by Pierre de Boniface in the 14th century, says :

‘The diamond renders a man invincible; the

agate of India or Crete, eloquent and prudent

;

the amethyst resists intoxication
;
the carnelian

appeases anger
;

the hyacinth provokes sleep
’

(Milner’s Seven Churches of Asia, p. 127). The
six descriptions of charms or mantra known in

Gujerat, are described in the Mantra Shiustra.

Marun Mantra has the pow er of taking away life

;

Mohun Mantra produces ocular or auricular

Ulusions
;

Stliainbhnn Mantra stops what is in

motion
;
AkurslHin Mantra calls or makes present

anything; Wuslicekurun Mantra has the power

of enthralling
;
and Oochatun Mantra of catling

bodily injury short of death (Rasiiinala, Hindu

Annals, ii. p. 403). Charms, amulets, talis-

mans, and phylacteries all belong to the list of

articles which produce imaginative cures, seeing

that the persons who trust to them believe in

some good obtainable from them, in purse or in

person, in health or in welfare. The amiiletM,

hung in a little bag around the neck, arc very

widely credited with the power of warding off

disease. One |>eculiar kind of amulet is the

phylactery, a bit of parchment on which a few

sacred words have been written
;

if worn on the

person, it is a safeguard against disease and cala-

mity. The Jews in the East used to Ciirry such

an amulet written with a Hebrew verse from the

Bible
;

and some of the Mahoincdans with an

Arabic sentence from the Koran. The Bunnese

insert lumps of gold beneath the skin, to procure

iiivulneitibility, and Bunnese are said to conceal

gold in that manner. Many of the charms worn

by Hindus and Mahomedans are merely to <listract

or avert the evil eye. A not unfrequent one, in

sickness, is a string formed of hair of the head,

to which is attached a piece of the Acorus calamus

root, a cowrie shell, a marking nut, and the eye

of a peacock’s feather. In the lllahi Namah

(section 12), it is mentioned that women, during

parturition, derive considerable benefit from wear-

ing a charm conqiosed of certain ingredients made

into a little ball, which must be perforated with

a hog’s bristle (Ouscley’s Travels, i. p. 227).

Most of the Mahomedan pilgrims, when uioviiig

townnls McccJi, have a charm or tawiz sUsiM iided

around their necks
;
and almost all Mahouiedaiia,
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when setting out on n journey, i>ind a piece of

money on their arm, as a votive offering to the
Imam Zamin. In Arabia, the instant a foal is

born, a charm is tied round its neck in a bag of

black cloth, and sometitnes in this the pedigree is

placed. Many of the Mahomedans of Turkey and
Asia cany talismans about with them, especially

in war, consisting of verses of the Koran, to which
they attach extraordinary inffucnce

;
and with one

Muliomcdan soldier, who had fallen in battle, a

whole Koran was found wrapped in the rolls of

his turban. The Mahomedans put up charms
over the lintels of the doors, on the walls of their

houses, and ahiiost constantly use tlicm on their

arms as amulets, for the cure of ailments, to cast

out devils, to ward off demons, fairies, enchanters,

and to cleanse a haunted house. In exorcism, cer-

tain names (Ism, sing.; Isma,pl.)arc used by Maho-
medans. The ism-jallali,or fiery or terrible attribuU',

is used
;

also tho ism-jamali, the watery or air

attribute
;
and witli these they cast out devils,

and command the i)rescnce of genii and demons.
Amongst Mahomedan women love-philters are in

frequent use
;
and engraved amulets, and leaves

and roots of plants, are worn by them to retain

or win affection. The Rev. Mr. Ward saw a
Mahomedan woman droj)ping slips of paper into

the. river, and iq>on inquiry found that they con-
tained some eaered words, and tiiat tho woman
was presenting those papers to the river-saint,

Khaja Khizr, in hopes of obtaining relief. Per-
sians consider tho number thirteen so iiulucky,

that, in general, they will not even name it. When
they have occasion to allude to this number,
instead of mentioning sezdeh (thirteen), they say
ziya«l (much morc)orhcch (nothing). In ancient

Rome, the ladies wore the[)hallic emblem to over-

come their sterility. It was a mango-fruit, given

by a rishi to .Jar.isindha’s father, and eaten by his

mother, which begot that famous Maghada juince

of old. To this day, very often do barren Hindu
women, and those who lose their children in the

cradle, roj[>air to the most rejuited shrine of Siva in

their neiglihourhood, and by fasts and vigils ensuro

his blessings for juogeny.

Lane sivys in Kgypt the most esteemed of all

begab or charms is a mnshaf (or coj)y of the

Koran). Tiiis and otlicrs are worn by many
women, generally enclosed in cases of gold, or of

gilt, ami plain silver. Next in estimation to tho

mushaf is a book or scroll coiitaining certain

chapters of tho Koran, as tho (ith, 18th, IKith, d lth,

G7th, and 78th, or some others, generally

seven. Tho ninety-nine aUributesof God, written

on a paper, and worn on tho person, are supposed
to make the wearer a particular object for the

t'xcrciso of all tho beuevoleut divine attributes.

The names of ]Mahomed’H relics are alscj charms.

These relics, called Mukhallafat un Nabi, w'crctwo
sabhaliB (or rosaries), his mushaf (in unarranged
fruginentsL his raukhuruh (or tho vessel in

wliich ho kept tho black powder with which he
painted the edges of his eyelids), n furdcli or kind

of woollen covering. Sometimes, for tho euro of

diseases, and to counteract poisons, etc., a draught
of water from a metal cup luiving certain passages

from the Koran, and talisinanic characters and
ligurea engraved in the interior, is administered to

tlio jmtient. Water from the wicred well of

Zem-zem in tho temple of ^Iccca, and pieces of

the black bi-ocado covering of tho Kaba, small

oblong flat cakes of a kind of myish earth

mixed with saliva, supposed to bo composed
of earth from over Mahomed’s grave, are believed

to be a euro for every disease. They are sold at

the prophet’s tomb, and are occasionally eaten.

Tho Chinese have a written charm, praying for

the three nmuys, happiness, long life, and sons

;

and nine libes, prosperity, dignity, longevity,

etc.
;

koo-tuiig-king, the old brass mirror, to

cure the looker of insanity. The Singhalese
believe that certain charms are efficivcious in

protecting them from the violence of bears.

—

ikhmer's Overland Journ, ii. p. 70 ;
Ward's

View of the Hindoos^ ii. p. 71 ;
Milner's Seven

Churches of Asia ; llerklol's Kanoon- i-Jslam

;

Tr. Hind. ii. p. 3.

CHAR-MUGHZ, Peus.
;
also Ginlighan

;
Jouz-

i-roomi. Juglans regia
;
walnuts.

CHARNOCK, JOB, tlm founder of Calcutta.

In the end of tho 17th century lie dwelt at

Barrackpur, which tho native's have named Achu-
nak, after him. He resided tlierc so as to be
near the giavo of his wife,—a Hindu woman,
whom ho had espoused after rescuing her from
burning on the funeral pile of her deceased
husband. The mausoleum over lier remains is

the oldest piece of masonry in Calcutta. His
sorrow for the loss of Ins wdfe was unbounded.
So long as life lasted, ho on the aiiniversary of

her death sacrificed a cock in her mausoleum
ill the cemetery of St. John’s Church. His
epitaph

—

D. O. M.
ffobuK Clmriiock, Annitjer,
An^luH. ut iiiq». in hoc

KL‘y;))o Jicajjah nsi

DiguiasiinuM Anglonim
AgenH,

Moi‘tjilitutii4 Hu.u exuviu!
Hub lioc maiinoru •lepoMuit, ut
iu Kj»e hcatiu re.suiicctiuiii» a«l

Cin Uti Jiulicis luivcntum
ohdoMniront.

Qiii in hoIo non
Huo pi'ivgrinatuM e»»ut «liu,

reveiMUH ewt doniuni sua.' -

nitivtis dccinio die Januaiii
1G1)2.

CHAR-PAL Hind. A sleeping cot or hed-
stcad

;
literally, four legs.

CHARRAH. Auau. I^agenaria vulgaris,

CHARltAS, the gum-resin of the hemp plant.

Cannabis sativa. It exudes from tho flower heads,

and also from the seed when ripe. In tho Punjab,
when tho seed is gathered, the heads aro rubbed
with tho hands, and tlie eharras collected. Tho
fliicst charms is produced in Yarkand and Kash-
gar. A kind called garda is much in use, and of

this again there arc tlirec sorts, surkha, bhangra,
and khak. It is brought into the Punjab from
I.4idakli via Kiilu, Kangra, and Kiushniir; also

from Yarkand and Persia vifi Pesliawur and Dhera
Ismail Khan on tho western frontier of tho

Panjab. A siimll quantity placed in tho hookah
and smoked, produces almost immediately an in-

toxicating effect. It seems to have been employed
as an intoxiciiting substance in Asia and Egypt
from very early times, and even in medicine in

Europe iu former times, as Dr. Royle mentions a
notice of it in Dale (Plinrmacologia, i. p. 133) and
Murray (Apparat, Medicaminum, iv. pp. (#08-

620). In Central India, the Saugor territory, and
Nepal, eharras is oollectcd during the hot sonson*
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Men clad in leathern dresses run through the
hemp fields, brushing against the plant with all

X)ssiblo violence; the soft resin adheres to the
cuthcr, and ia subsequently scraped of and
kneaded into balls, which sell at from five to six

rupees the seer. A still finer kind, the Momia,
or waxen churrus, is collcctetl by the hand in

Nepal, and sells for nearly double the price of the
ordinary kind. In Nepal the leathern attire is

dispensed with, and the resin is gathered on the

skins of nake<l coolies. In Persia, it ia stated by
Mirza Abdul Rusiuic that the churrus is prcixircd

by pressing the resinous plant on coarse cloths,

and (hen scraping it from these and melting it in

a pot with a litllo warm water. The charras of

Herat i.s considered to be the best and most power-
ful of all the varieties of the drug. It is said also

that when the bhang leaves are picked off and
the stalks remain, the little knots which occur
wherever a leaf issues from tlic stem, are picked and
collected as ganja, and these contain much resin.

Indian hemp secretes a much larger proportion

of resin than is observable in the European plant;

but a difference is observed in this point in India

between jdants grown in tlie plains and those of

the mountains, and also when grown thickly

together, 'riu; natives plant them wide apart, to

en.ablt! them to secrete theii' full powers. In

Euroj)e, the thick sowing, and moister, often

dull, climate will prevent the due secretion of the

peculiar ]>rineiples of a [»laut of the Persian

regi(‘n.

—

l*(twcU ; 0'Sli((Kf/h,

PlIAliRl. Hind. TIu; royal or imperial rod,

a long staff or javelin, and often placed by Himlu
princes on the royal cushion or throne. It is an
omlffem of authority, and ('liarri men zor hai

—

His rod is strong—is meuul to indicate that the

autliority is obeyt^d.

(UIAKSA of Ptolemy, the modern Kars.

ClIAliSA. Hind, A bugo bucket made of

hide, for a well.

CHAUSUDDjV, a town in tlio Pe.shawur yallcy,

near which the Swat river joins the Kabul river.

CHART.
Zookarten, . . . Dot. Tata, .... Malay.
Oartes marines, , . Fu. Cartas de inarear, . i’on r.

Scckurtoii, . , , (isn. Carta dc navegar o’

Naqsha, .... lliNO. do marcar, . . . Se.

Carte nianue, . . . It.

Marine charts of coasts, seas, and occan.s.

CHAR-TAKA, a musical instrunient, literally

four-stringed, as the sih-tara is tbree-stringed.

CHAJvU. Malkal, a jungle tree winch
grows to about 40 feet higli, and 2 feet in

diameter. U is used in building native vesscl.s,

j»articularly for planks, but is not very durable.

—

AV///C, M and (\

CHARU, in Hinduism, one of the five Jagna,

who consist of the Bali, Clmru, Baswadeva, and
Agnihotra.

CIIARUKAlt, a town in Afghanistan. It

was burncfl ff<l October 1842.

CMARUMAR, predial slaves in Malabar, whose
name Wilson derives from Chora, in Maleuli, the

soil. They follow the rule of Maruma-katayam.
Tliey are very diminutive, with a very black

complexion, and not unfrequently woolly hair.

ClIARUNO, a difficult-pass in the Himalaya, in

lat. 01** 24' N., and long. 78” 3o' K. The crest is

17,048 feet. See Kiiiiawar.

(HfARVAHAR, in Persia, tlie chief muleteer

of a caravan, and generally owner of the animals.
He employs a certain number of the Ratirchi or
mule-drivers as Lis servaut.s or assistants.

CHAKVAKA, a Hindu jdiilosojdicr who lived
about the third century of the Christian era, and
founded a school of materialism. The atheistical
philosophy which ho put forward is called Loka-
yata, and its followei-s Eoka-yati. It forms one of
tlie six atheistical systems of philosophy current
amongst the eastern Aryan race in India. The
other five are the Yogachara, Sidhanta, Wai-
bashika, Madhyamicii, and Digambara, all full of

indeterminate phrases, and containing a jumble of
atheism and ethics. The derivation of Charvnka
is from Charoo, insinuating, and Vaka, a word.
Cliarvaka, as the founder of the materialistic sclmol

of the Hindus, was the Pyrrho and Epicurus of

India. The Charvaka system does not recognise
the authority of the A^edas. Tlie sect maintain
that in this world of continual changes, which is

developed out of four principal elements, pro-
sperity is heaven and adversity is hell, and that
there is no other heaven or hell besides these con-
dition.s. The philosophic speculations as to the
nature of the soul and its relation to the Supreme,
called the Adwaila, the Dwaita, and the Visishta

adwaita, are ih rived mostly from the views of the
three great apostles of the Vedantist school, who
(lourislied in Southern India, viz. Saiikaraeharya
in the ninth century, Ramanuja in the twelftli

century, an<l Madluivacharya a little later.

Dwaita, the doctrine of duality held by many
IlindiLS, <li.stinguislies two primai)le.s in creation,

s[urit and matter, as opposiMl to tluj Adwaita or
Monad doctrine,' wliich acknowledges the reality

of spiritual existence only. Ananda Tirthachari

was the founder of the Dwaita school. Sankara-
charya was the propagator of the Adwaita doc-
trines. The ATvishtadwaila school, iiou-dnaiity

witli a difference, was founded bv Ramaniija-
cliarya. It maintains an intermediate doetiino

that the universe is a reality depending upon and
.supported by Hud, as tlie body is by the soul

;

that the divine and human soul are in some
respects identical

;
yet that for all human pur-

poses they arc regarded as distinct, ami that, in

life, the human .soul is subordinate and responsible

to the divine soul.

CHAR VALAYAT, four territories umler

Afghanistan, comprising Maomana, Andkliui,

Shibbargaum, ami 8iri pul, with a pojiulation of

above 2bD,0U0.

(’HARWAllA, a herdsman, a grazier, of North

India.

CIIAR-YARI. Hind. Char, four, and Yar, a

friend. A ^)unni Mahomedan who aeknowleilges

Abubakr, Omar, Osman, and AH as the four

legitimate khalifs.

CHAR-ZANOO. Hind. Lit, on four knees,

ne. sitting cross-legged.

ClIAiSA, also Apaynum. Sansk. Opium.

Chasa is s;ud to be derived from Khan khas,

poppy seed.

CHASA. A Bengal cultivator. Chnaa siguifiea

a cultivator of the ground.

CHA8ARF0, a yellow earth of Spiti.

CHASILM. Hind., Pkus. The eye. It is

deemed amongst Eastern Mahoincdans an organ

of the body by which they can swear, possibly

originating in the old pmctioe of blinding persons.

The Persian expressions ‘ Ba-chnshm ’ and ‘ Ba
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sar-o-chosm/ also the Hindi words, ‘ Mere sar aor

ankh par/ meaning * Your order be on my eyes/

are usual reponses on receipt of an order, and
acknowledging that it will be obeyed, on the

penalty of the. head and eyes. The evil eye is the

Ghashm^i-bad or Bad chnshm of the Mahomedans
of Persia and India, Chashm-i-khoras, Abrus
precatoriuB, Lim, Chashm-i-maidah, cat’s eye;

the gem so called. Sec Evil Eye.
CHASKU. Hind. A cloth dyed with kussum-

bha and printed.

CHASMAH-i-BAD, a spring in Khorasan on
the road from Astarabad to Dainghan. The people

believe that if its waters be defiled, a furious wind
rages till a tribe of the neighbourhood restore its

purity.

—

Eastwich; Morkr; Fraaer ; MacGregor,
CHASNI, a sugar-boiler; syrup of sugar; a

vessel for taking out boiled cane juice.

CHASTE TREE, three-leaved, Vitex trifolia,

Linn.; five-le.'ived, Vitex negundo, Linn.

CHATA CHARETTA. Hind. Cicendia hys-

sopifolia, A dans.

CHATAI. Hind. A mat.

ClIATANULU, Tel., a sudra sect who worship
Vishnu exclusively, and whose occupation is the

sale of flowers. This seems to l>e the race known
in the Peninsula as the Satan i or Satani-wanlu,

followers of Chaitanya.— IV<7aom.

CHATARASI KURA. Ti:l. Mollugospergula,

L.

;

>1. verticillata, li.

OHATERA, an embosser or chaser of silver

and gold work
;
derived from Chitarna, to adoni,

embellish.

('HATGARI, a frontier district of British India,

situated between Dosh Durrung and the Bhutiin

hills, occupied by the Kacliari or Boro
;
about

^10,000 dwell in the Assam valley, and on its N. and

S. borders. They have no written character
;
but

a largo part of their vocables are identiail with

those of the Garo, and almost all the rest may be

traced to some dialect of the Tibetan. Sec India.

CHATIIULU. Tel. White ants.

CHATIN. Beno. Alstonia scholaris.

CllATISGHAR, the south-eastern division of

the Central Provinces of British India, compris-

ing the districts of Raiporc, Bclaspore, and Surn-

bulpore. It lies between long. 80"" 30' and 83^^ 15'

E., and lat. 10^ 50' and 23° 10' N. It has Bustar

on its south. Its population is 200,000. The
Chamar race form a lifth part of the population,

and have all joined the Satnnmi sect. See Satnniiii.

CHATNEY, Olmtney, or Chetney, a warm con-

diment in use in India.

tdlATR, an umbrella, a caravansary, cloth

c(»vcring of a carriage, or ckka canopy, A sun-

shade. In the Native States of India, sovereigns

grant the right to use the Chatri, sometimes desig-

nating its colour
;
similar grants arc miule for the

palanquin, shawls, naobat, etc.— )V.

UllATRA. Hind, l.eucas ccphalotes.

ClIATR-ANGA, the game of chess, so cidled

from imitating the formation of an army, the

four (chatur) bodied (onga) array, of elephants,

chariots, horse, and foot, in Indian armies. See
Chess

;
Shatrunj.

CHATK-GO-PUTR. Hind. The Kuyosthn or

Kaet race, in the Peninsula of India, claim this

mythological person as their ancestor. They say
he was the secretary to Yama, the god of the
infernal regions.

CHATRIWAI.^. Hind. Euphorbia helioscopia.

CIIATRIYA, a warrior branch of the Aryan
Hindus, taking social rank after the Brahmans.
Menu says, ‘ To defend the people, to give alms, to

sacrifice, to read the Vedas, to slum the allure-

ments of sexual gratification
;
such are in a few

words the duties of a Chatriya.’ How this martial

race broke up is extremely obscure. They were a
brave race, and all Rajputs claim a Chatriya
descent.

CHA'TTA-PAT. Hind. I^eaf of Licuala peltato.

CHATTO. Hind. A canopy of royalty.

CIIATI’RAM. Tam. Chattar, Hind. Acara-
vansari, temple, or clioultri.— Wilson.

CHATTRI. Hind. Agaricus campestris.

CHATUR-ANGA-BALAM. Tel. An army of

the four arms, horse, foot, elephants, and chariots.

CHATUR-BHUJ, a name of Vishnu with four

arms. In a deed of conveyance by Maharao Sri

Jey Singh, this deity is invoked. The deed runs
thus :

‘ At this time, Brother Maun Sing, I bestow
upon thee, of my own free will, the village and
lands of Jaetpoorah. This donative sliall not look

to rankroos (physical infirmity), su-poot (worthi-

ness), ca-poot (unworthiness)
;
vour issue shall

enjoy them. Of this intention I call the four-armed
divinity (Chatur-bhuj) ns witness. You are my
own child (chooroo)

;
wherever and wlicnever I

order, you will do my service
;

if you fail, the fault

be on your head.’

—

Tod^s Fajasth. i. CIO.

CHA'rUR-BHUJA DEVI, a form of Durga,
represented sitting on a pfidmasana or lotus seat.

CHATUR-DASI, in Hindu astronomy, the 14th

day of the lunar Paesha.
CHATUR-DASI, in the Hindu religion, festi-

vals held on the 13th and 14th of the month
Clicyt, in honour of Kama, the god of love.

Madana, he who intoxicates with desire (kama),
are both epithets of the go<l of love. The festivals

on the 13th and 14th are called Madana triodasi

(thirteenth) and Chatur-dasi (fourteenth). On
these days tlic Jbijputs of Udaipur sing hymns
handed down by the Banls :

* Hail, god of the
flowery V>ow : hail, warrior with a fish on thy
banner ! hail, powerful divinity, who causeth the
firmness of the sage to forsiike him I Glory to
Madana, to Kama, the god of gods; to him by
whom Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, and Indra are filled

witii eiDOtiuns of rapture !
’ Tiiere is no city in

the East where the adorations of the sex to Kaina-
deva arc more fervent tliaii in Udaipur, the city

of the rising sun.

—

'Jod'^s Jiajasthany i. p. 577.

CHATUR,) EE, properly Ohaturu padhyaya, the
name of a family of Brahmans in Bengal learned
in the four Vedas.— W.
CIIATUR-MAISYA. Sansk. Four kinds of

sacrifices—Vaiswadeva, A'aruna Praghasa, Saka-
iiicdha, and Sunasiriya, to bo offered in four con-
secutive months, or every four months, consisting

of ronstc<l cakes of rice-flour, offered in the first

to the Viswaduvas, in the second to Varuiia, witli

two figures of sheep made of flour, in the third

with vegetables to Agni? and in the fourth to

Indra.— IF.

CHATURTHI, the fourth day after the new
and full moon, sacred to Vighiiesvara. On the
Ganesb CUaturthi, or Ohauth, was born Ganesh,
called also Ganapati, made from the turmeric and
oil off the head of Parvati. He is the goil of

wisdom, who removes obstacles, and is invoked at
the comniencoiDeutof all uudortakiugs. Ganapati
has a man’s body with the head of an elephant.
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llKs liojul is 8ai(l to have been cut off or destroyed
hy Siva, when Ganesh tried to prevent Siva enter-

ing the chamber of Parvati wlien bathing. Clay
images are made and worshipped for from one to

nine days, and then thrown into water. The Chin-
chor or Chinchwad, who resides at a village of that

name near Poona, is believed to bo an incarnation

of Ganesh, who promised an ascetic named Moroba,
who lived in Sivaji’s time, that he would be in-

carnate for seven generations in his family. The
earth image of Ganesh is one of three forms, in

w'hich the earth deity Mrittika is worshipped by
Hindus. The first is the Nag-paucham, in which
feast a snake of clay is worshipped

;
the second is

Gokiil Ashtami, when a clay image of the infant

Krishna is worshipped
;
and the third occasion is

that on which Ganesh is worshipped, and this last

day of the worship of Mrittika is observed with
great pomp. The vahan or carriage of Ganesh
is a rat. The feast in honour of his birth is held
on the 4th of the month Blnidrapad, and falls on
the first days of September, and has some plane-

tary or seasonal connection. Ganesh is brought
to tl«c house with much pomp.
CHATUKUPADIIYAYA. Sansk. The name

of a family of Brahmans in Bengal, commonly
pronounced Cliaturjia or Chaturjee.

CllA'rUR-VEDI. Sansk. Meaning a Brah-
man who has studied the four Vedas. It is usually

pronounced Chaubi. The term is now applied to

a class of Jbrahmans who are not always of a
literary character; and in the Uj>per Provinces they
arc usually boxers, wrestlers, and the like.— WiUon.
('HAU. Hind. Four. Chau-bach’ha, in former

times, in the Dehli territory, a levy of revenue
on four things, the poll-tax, hearth-money, and
hornegcld.

Chaubisi (‘24), any tract containing 24 villages

in the occupation of a particular tribe.

Chaurasi (84), a subdivision of a pargana
embracing 84 villages.

(HIAUDA-KATNI, also Chaturdesa-ratna, in

Hindu mythology, fourteen precious articles, calleil

gcniH, obtiiincd by churning the ocean. The second
incarnation of Vishnu was in the form of a tortoise,

hence known as the Kurma avatar. The principal

inci<lent in it was the churning of the ocean with

the huge mountain Mandara as a churn-rod, using

the great serpent Sesha as a churning i*ope; while

Vishnu, in tl»e form of a tortoi.se, sustained the

vast load. I'he produce was the fourteen precious

articles (or gems), the chaoda-ratni, or more
chvssically the chatur desa ratna, one of wiiich

was medicine, another poison. See Vishnu.

OilAUHllAlU, the headman of a trade in

towns
;
the headman of a village

;
also, in Hindu

temples in the Peninsula, the figures at the

corners of the temple supporting each succession

of platforms. See Dhara.

(MIAUGHAN, a game of Tibet resembling

hockey, but played on horseback, on a plain about

GO yaixls brojul and 850 long, with a stone pillar

at each end as the goal. The bull is somewhat
larger than a cricket ball, and is called in Tibetan,

Pulu, and now known to the British ns Polo.

The stick or liyntu is of the strong and straight

bough of the alinond-trec, about 4 feet long, and

let in at the top and passcil quite ilirough to

the otJier end of a curved piece of solid hirch-wooil,

about the size and shape of a drenching horn.

The game is meutionetl by Baker. It is played

in every valley in Little Tibet, Ltidakh, Yessen,
Chitral. See (-hicJine

;
(Mioughan.

ClIAUIlAN, one of tlic principal Bajpnt races,
descended from Prithi Raj, the last Hindu ruler
of Indra-prestha, or Dehli, and spread through
Mahva and Riijasthan. The princii)al familieH are
the Khichi, Hara, Bhadauria, Rajkumar, Rajor,
Pratapnir, Chakarnagar, and Manchana. The
head of the Manchana is the raja of Manipuri.
This was the most valiant of the Agnicula Rajputs,
and of the whole Rajuut race. Its braimhes
(saca) long maintained all the vigour of the
original stem

; and the Hara, the Khihi, the
Deora, the Sonignrra, and others of the twenty-
four, have their names immortalized in the songs
of the Bards. The derivation of Chauhaii is coeval
with his fabulous birth,—the four-handed warrior
Chatoor-bhooja, Chatoor-baha, Vira. Their name
is often written Chauhon, also (Jhahuinan. They
are in every part of the N.W. Provinces, as well
ns in Mahva and Rajasthan

;
the chief of this tribe

now in the Raht district of Ulwar claims to be
the living representative of Prithavi Raj.

—

Tod.
CHAUK. Hind. A market-place.
(MIAUK A. Hind. A cleared space in which

a Hindu cooks his fooil or performs any religious

ceremony.
CHAu-KAT^ASA. Mahr. A section of the

8iidni, BO named from their having four (chau)
ornaments (kalasa) to the bridegroom’s litter in

a marriage procession.

CllAUKAT. Hind. A window frame or a
door frame.

—

Elliot.

CHAUKI. Hind. A police station. (Muuikidar,

a Wcatchman, policemaii. Chaukidari, a tax
levied to defray the cost of the village watcli.

CHAULAl. Hind. Amarantus mangoslanus.
On the hills, A. j)olygonoides, a small-seeded
variety of A. frumentaceus. Lai chaulai is A.

anardana.

CllAULAKYA. Nir. Borax.

UHAULMOOGRA. Hind. Gynocardiaodonitn.
CIIAU-MUKHA. Sansk. A quadnq»le imago,

or four images of a Jaina Ihirthankara placed

bfick to back.

(MIAUXL Hind. Cleomc pentajdiylla.

(MIAUNSH. Hind. Bercliemia, .v/>.

(MIAUPAN 1*AL, or Pahal of Kashmir; shep-

herds who tend the tlocks of other peoi)le.

CHAUlWT or Chausar. Hind, A game
played witli dice.

CHAU-PHJLV of the Shan race, means lord,

ruler. It is the 'Psan-bwa of the Burmese.

CHAURANyKI SCVTHyT’: of Pudeiny, sup-

poKe<l to be the j)cople of Khor, a territory S.E.

of Ladakli, and eastward of the Byltic.

UHAIMLANGA. Sansk. Lit. a square altar

or pedestal for the linga.

CHAURAPUPPOO, Chariil, also Chironji, of

H'iiuhistan, is the seed of the Buchanania latifolia,

removed from the small stone or kernel of the

achhar or fruit
;
it is very palatable and nutritious,

especially when roiistcd
;

is used also in medicine,

and considered heating
;
one seer and a half costs

a rupee. The fresh friiit is very agreeable.— Gew.

Med. Top. p. 131.

CHAURASA, Hind., from ('har, four, is

often applied to squmxi tools. Ohaurasa, a spiWr

for making holes in a wire-drawer’s phvte. Chaiiras

bira,:i narrow chisel. Chauras mckh,a8inaU square

anvil
;
(diaurasi reti, a square or two-faced file.
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CHAURA8I or Ohouriasi, in Indian land
revenue, a common Bulxlivision of a district, com-
prising 84 villages. Satiasi, or 87 villages, is also

not unfrequent.

CHAUlil. Hind. A -whisk; a flyflai>per of

hair, or shavings of sandal-wood, or ivory, etc.

OlIAUS. S/iair. Folia chaus, GnUlcus.

ClIAUSI. Hind. Broiwl cotton cloth, the web
having 400 threads. Chausuti, plain cotton cloth,

four thread. ChnuUihi, a bed-cover, also used as a
wrapper by villagers.

CllAUTH. Hind. An asscssincnt equal to a

fourth of the original standard assessment, which
the Mahrattas compelled other nationalities in

India to pay, as the fee for abstaining from ravag-
ing their countries. They collccto<l it through
their own agents. A quarter, a fourth part.— \V.

CHAUTHI. Hind. The ceremony of untying
the wedding bracelet on the fourth day after con-
Hummation.— IF.

CHAUWAN. Hind. A millet of E. Oudh.
CHAVALAN, low caste Nairs ? who are fisher-

men.— Wilson.

CHAVALAPURI KADA. Tel. Andrographis
ochioides, Nees.

CHAVANNESIA ESCULENTA, a creeper of

Burma
;
yields caoutchouc. Its girth is 18 inches,

and its crown covers an area of 200 square feet.

—

Markham; Peruv. Bark.

CHAVIOA BETLE. il/iV/. Betlo vine.

Piper betel, Linn.

Pan, . . Bkno., Hind. Vottilci, .... Tam.
Ku tning, .... Chin. Kamincniku, . , • Tel.
Betlo leaf iK)ppor, . Eno. Nugahidi
Votta, .... ISIaleal. Tainulnpaku, . . .

This trailing plant is cultivated in many parts

of Imlia and through the Archipelago for its leaf

(pan), which is used to enwrap ingredients—bctle-

nut, (luicklimo, aromatics, astringents—presented

to guests oil ceremonial visits. The plant thrives

best ill a stiff soil. Tliis is well ploughed or dug,

tlioroughly cleaned and levelled, tlien enclosed

with stakes and brusliwood, and covered with a
roof of seutha grass, Sacchanim procennn.
Shallow trenches 2 feet wide and f) or G inches

deep, and about 5 feet apart, arc next scooped out

and filled with water, and when the ground is

thoroughly saturated the jdantiiig begins. A full-

grown plant is cut down to the roots, which are

separated and laid horizontally, and the s])routs,

which in three or four days arise from the joints,

each forms a separate plant. Planting goes on
from February to April, and each row receives two
or three waterings daily. The stripping of the

leaves commences about the midtllc of June, and
continues regularly for about a year, when the site

is abandoned. 'Hie leaves are packed in bundles

of 200, called dholi, and the dlioli arc sold at

from pice to 14 annas per dholi, according to

the quality and ago of the leaf. Pan plants are

grown to protect ferns, caladiunis, and other

foliage plants from sun and frost. See Bctlc.

CHAVICA ROXBURGHII. Miq.

I4pcr longuin, Linn., long popper.

Par-filhl, . . . Auab. Chabai jawa, . . Malay.
FilfU-ii-<laraz, Ak.,Pkr8. Tabco, , , . , ,,

Pipul, PiiH)ol, . . Bkno. Katta tcrpali, . Maleal.
Pei-kbyen, . , . Bukm. Pippuli, . . . 8ansk.
Pih-iK)n, . . . Chin. Krishna pippuli, „
Pippili, .... Dek. Tipili, . . Taii.,Binoh.
Pipta inul, . . . Hind. Pipulu, Pipul, . Tkl.

This plant is extensively cultivate, but it grows

wild on the banks of streams in the Circar moun*
tains, S. Konkan, Bengal, Sylhet, and on the banks
of the Irawadi. The dried cjitkins of the female

plant form the long popper of commerce.

—

lloxb. ;

Wiif/l ; Useful Plants.

CHAWUL. Hind. Husked rice.

CMAAVUKA or Chaura, a tribe once renowned
in tlio history of Iiulia, though its name is now
scarcely known, or only retained in the chronicles

of the Bards. Of its origin, says Col. Tod, we are

in ignorance. It belongs neither to the Solar nor
Lunar races. The capital of the Chawiiiu was the

insular Deobiuider, on the coast of Saurashtra;
and the celebrated temple of Somnath, with many
others on that coast, dedicated to Bahinth, or the

sun, is attributed to the tribe of the Saura, or

worshippers of the sum The Balabhi princes were
succeeded in the rule of Gujerat by the Chaura,
who filially established their capital, in A.i). 74G, at

Anhalwara, now PaUin, and became one of the

greatest ilynasties of India. The last raja dying
in A.D. 931 without male issue, was succeeded by
his soii-iu-law, a prince of the Kajput tribe of

Saloiika or Chalukya, whoso family wore chiefs of

Kalian in the Dcklian, above tlio Glints.

—

Ulphin”

stone's Uistortj of India

^

i. p. 401 ;
Tod's Rajasthan^

i. p. 101.

CHAWUT. Malay. Bark cloth from Arto-
carpus elnstica.

CHAAVUT. By. Chenopodium viridc, Roxh.
CHAYA. Jap. A tea-house.

ClIAYA. Sansk. a shadow, from Chn, a
covering, or disappearance. See Surya.
CHAYA. JiKKG. A!]rua lanata, Juss.

CHAYAlJGvA-A"OE. Buk.m. Amoora rohituka.

CHAVNHPOLLA. Ti:l. Trichosnnthes cu-
cumciina.

CIIAYKOOKA. Maleal. Capiiaris Heyneaun.

CHAY ROOT. Anglo-Tel.

Emboorcl, . . . Tam. I Thbcri volloo, , • TfiU
Kaiiimisacrcui vayr, ,, |

Cliaya vcrii, • • ,,

'rhis is the root of a small biennial plant, the
Oldenlaudia umbellata, which is largely used ua
a Rcarlot dyo. It is extensively cultivated in

Ceylon and the Peninsula of India, but also

grows wild, and the Siiiglialeso prefer the wild
jJant. 'rhe plant grows in light sandy giYiuiid

near the sea, where its roots strike very deep.

'The colouring matter resides entirely in the bark
of the root, the inner portion being white and
useless. This root is of great importance to the
8. Indian dyer, yielding a red dye similar to miin-
jeet, Rubia cordifolia. The celebrated red turbans
of Madura arc dyed with it. That of Madura is

coiiHidered superior of its kind, but this superiority

is probably owing to some chemical effect which
the water of the Vigay river has upon it, and not
to any peculiar excellence of the dyo itself. AVild

chay roots are shorter, and are considered to yield

one -third or one-fourth more colouring matter
than the cultivated root; this probably arises

from too much watering, as much rain injures the
quality of the root. Roots of two years^ growth
are preferred when procurable. It is said that
chay root rapidly deteriorates by being kept in

the hold of a ship, or, indeed, in any dark place.

AVhen cultivated, the minute seeds are gathered,

together with the sudace sand, and sown in land

previously prepared. It is watered for a vear, and
then dug, and sells at Rs. 20 the candy of 500 lbs.

66G
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If left longer in the ground it increaaea in value, The yarn having been thoroughly imbued with
and does not require further watching. this mordant, is dried in the sun for some hours

;

When first sown, it is immediately watered with it is then again soaked and dried as before. The
water in which cow-dung baa been dissolved, same night it is treated with an additional portion
Tto binds the surface, and prevents the seeds of mordant, is put into covered vessels^ and allowed
being blown about by tlic winds. The dyers in to remain till morning. If any mordant remain,
the Peninsula of India test the value of the root the same process is again repeated,

by mixing some of the pounded root and quick- The yarn is at night moistened with the lye
lime. If good, the mixture soon assumes a fine finst prepared, diluted with one-third of its bulk
rod colour, if the mixture become imlo or brown, of water, and put into covered vessels. The yarn
or if no change of colour take place, it is con- in drying, it should be remarked, should have
sidered of little or of no value. If a white colour the position con.sUiutly changed, to prevent the
prevail in the inside of the bark and on the wood, mordants or lye from accumulating in the lower
it may be ]>rutty certain tliat the root is spoiled

;
jiart.

a green colour is a sure iinlication of its goodness Next day tlie yarn is spread out to dry on the
(Kliode, MSS.). It furnishes the colouring matter bamboo. It is taken in at night, and treated
for the durable red for which the chintzes of S. with lye. This altcrnato soaking or thorough
India are famous, (/hay root forms a consider- moistening with lye at night and exposure during
able article of export from (voylon. It grows the day arc continued without intenniesion till

there spontaneously on light, dry, sandy ground the yarn appears saturated with lye, or, in fact,

on the sca-coasL The cultivated roots are slender, till the oil is converted into soap. This, if the lye

with a few lateral fibres, and from one to two is sufficiently strong, may occupy five days. This

feet long. Attention was drawn to it aa a dye- is ascertained by washing a few inches from off

stuff in 1798 by a special minute of the Board of the bundle in water holding some astringent in

Trade recommending its importation
;

but Dr. solution
;
n whitish scum will arise, and it is from

Bancroft's report discouraged its further importa- the feeling of this scum when worked between
lion. the hands, and the appearance of it afterwai-ds,

Dr. Ileyne’s descrit»tion of dyeing cotton yarn that they <lotermiiic the state. The workman
with (diay root is as follows :— being satislioil of the completion of this i)roccs»,

The yarn, being washed and untwisted, that it tlic yarn is again moistened for one day, morning
may not lH.*coinc entangled, and being BO scpjiratctl and evening, with much diluted lye or plain

that every part may be equally penetrated by the water. The yarn may bo immediately washed,

colouring matter, is divided into bumlles of thirty but the process is much improved by redlining it

or forty threads, through each of which at the for some weeks, probably to allow the anamalizing

middle and extremities a cotton threa<l is loosely matter to get lhco<l.

sowed, but so as to allow of every thread being Before washing it thoroughly, the yarn is washed
exposed to the sun’s rays when hung up, and the in a small quantity of water, winch, receiving the

threads spread out on a bjuiiboo. .soapy particUs in solution, is retained by tho

The yarn is washed and cleansed in cold water, <lyer umler the denomination of tsiky. it gradu-

aide<l by half an hour’s nmni[)iihitiou
;

it is then ally acqniri s some consiKtenco and a disagreeable

kept in water in eovi red vessels till it acquires a .smell. 'I'lie yarn is then wa.shed in a tank till

putrid smell, which takes place in from twenty- nothing of the mordant seemingly remains, but
four to thirty-six hours, during which it is the smell and a certain softiicsa to tho touch,

occasionally prc.ssed and worked for a quarter Ucca.sionally the whole process is again re])eatcd.

of an hour together
;

it is then to be washed as The yarn being thus tlioronghly impregnated
clean a.s possible, beaten on a stone or earthen with tho mordant, a cold infusion of casea leaves

pot, and then hung uj) to dry. in water is made, and Jifter some hours the yarn
While this proces.s is going on, a lye is proparc<l is put into it and luindled in such a manner ns to

of the ashes of the plantain or other tree in cold expose every thread to its action. It is allowed to

water. It is an object to have this lye of suUicient remain therein all niglit. Tho quantity of leaf

strength, which is deUirinined by adding to a used in the infusion is so great that it resembles a

Binall quantity about half as much gingelly oil and paste.

giving to it a gentle motion. IShould it turn Next morning the water is wrung out from the

immediately white, having no visible globules of yarn, the adheriiig leaves arc shaken off, and
oil swimming on the surfivee, it is good. fresh ones wdth an equal quantity of chay root

The quantity required of clean lye being poured substituted; for half a pound of yarn a Iiandful

off and stniined, sheep dung, in tho pro]>ortioii of (»f each is sufficient. After two liours tho yam is

three ounces to a i>int of lye, is dissolved in one- laid in the liquor.

half of it, and this solution is again strained. 'J'he same process is repeated on the third day
;

Tho other half of tho lyc is mixed with half its by this time the yarn usually changes to a reildish-

bulk of gingolly oil anil half aa much tsiky (the yellow colour, with occasional red spots. A liquor

saponaceous water procured during and rehxined in which to soak the yarn is now prepared of a

from former process, being, in fact, a solution of handful of chay root iu water,

soap ill water)
;
the two liquors are then mixed On the fourth day tho yarn will appear in the

together, and if things are favourable a milky evening of u light red colour. It is to bo treated

scum arises. in the same manner as on preceding days, and a
Tho proportions requii'cd for say half a pound similar liquor to tho Inst-immed is prepared for

of yarn Avould be,—giugelly oil, half a pint by soaking it in at night.

two pints
;
tsiky (soapy liquor from former pro- On the fifth day the yarn is washed in a tank,

cess), a quarter of a pint
;
sheep dung, two or and afterwards dried in the sun. As usual, for

throe ounces, soaking it in at night, a liquor is prepared ol
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pounded cassa leaves, mixed with gingelly oil

sufficient to form a dry paste, of wliich about Imlf

an ounce is mixed in the usual portion of water

;

after standing two hours, a handful of ebay root

is added, and the yarn immediately immeraed for

the night.

The mode of proceeding on the sixth day is pre-

cisely similar, but the liquor for the night is

prepared wholly of chay root.

On the seventh day the yarn is again washed,
dried, etc. On this and the next day it is

immersed in a liquor composed of equal parts of

cassa leaves aud chay root in water.

The yam is now boiled in a liquor composed of

that strained from it at the last night s procefs,

with the arldition of chay root, a handful for half

a pound of yarn, and sufficient water to give

room to agitate the yarn freely. The pot con-

taining the liquor is plactni on the fire, wliich is

kept lip briskly till it begins to boil
;

it is then

kept simmering till a rose-coloured froth rises

and covers the surface, when the fire is withdrawn,
and tlie pot with its contents allowed to cool

grailually. During the boiling the contents of the

pot are stirred quickly, as to ex{>osc the yarn as

little as ]>086ible to the action of the air. AVhen
cohl, tlie yarn is taken out and washed in a tank,

beaten as usual, and dried in the sun
;

its colour

should be a bright and lively red. If it fail, it is

occasionally brightened by steeping once more in

n liquor composed with ciissa haves and chay
root, the former being mixe<l first with a little

gingelly oil. A temporary brilliancy is further

given by putting it in a cold infusion of Siifur

wood.— KoUdv ; 3/. E. J. Jl.; Simmondis. See Dyes.

CHAYKUKA. Malkal. Caiqiaris Heyneana.
CHE-ANA, literally six anmis, a clan of the

Garo, who are ratetl at six annas.

OHEAYTf. Agathotes cherayta.

CHEIUILIC MYKOHALAN. Six kinds of

chebulic myrobalans are used in India, all known
as Halileh :

—

H.-i-Zii*a, is the fruit drieel when just formed,
and the size of a cumin seed or Zira.

H.-i-Javi, the fruit dried when the size of a Jao
or barley-corn.

H.-i-Zingi, the fruit drie<l when of a larger size,

and black like a Negro.
ll.-i-Chiiii, larger than H.-i-Ziugi, and greeu-

ish.

fl.-i-Asfar, the fruit near maturity, and yellow.

Il.-i-Kabuli, the fruit at full mnturity. Mature
Kabul myrobalans sell for a riqiee ax)iece in the
Hoinbay market, umler the name of Sarwar-i-

llindi.

GHEOHAK. Hind. Khus buckiamcla.

CHECH EK, under the Mahomedau system of

land-tax, lands whicli luui suffered from inunda-
tion or excessive rains, the rent of which was
remitted for five or six years. See Khiruj.

CHEDA. Pers. a funeral pillar erected by
the Brahui .

iiomades, modern representations of

the ancient Buddhist chod’ten or chaitya. They
are, like the cairns or tsaloi of the Afghans, piled

over the graves of their holy men and martyrs.

—

Jkllew,

CHEDARASI. Tkl, Mollugo spergula, L,

(TlEDDl or Cherri. Tam. A tree, a plant.

CHEDDUIi. Tam. The charakh puja.

CHEDDULU. Tel. White ants.

CHEDI, a kingdom in Sauraslitra to which

Krishna resorted, once as a fugitive, and again as a
conqueror. Sec Krishna.

CHEDL'HA, a moderately high island, extend-
ing from lat. 18 40' to 18^' 60' N., its greatest

breadth being almost 16 miles. Its N. peak is in

long. 03° 31' E. Area, 120 square miles. It is a
volcanic island, lies off Arakan, and is about
1700 feet high

;
it was lifted 10 feet up about the

year a.d. 1760. Population in 1872, 22,078.
Petroleum is found in several {>arts of the island

;

and at the N.W. corner is a site, known as the
volcano, from which issues an inflammable gas.

The neighbouring seas of Cheduba and liamree

need careful navigation. Hallstead gives anaccount
of it in Bl. As. Trims., 1841, x. p. 360. It was
taken from the Burmese on the 27th May 1864.

—

Uorxhurqh; Dr. Jiuist
; Imp.

CHEDU HADDU DUMPA. Tkl. Dioscorea
pulchella, JL iii. 801. The name signifles * bitter

climbing tuber.’ Not uncommon in the forests of

the Manyam lands, in the hill country of N'izaga-

patam and Canjnm. Chedu bira, Luflfa amara,
R. iii. Chedu potla, Trichosanthes cucumerina, L.

CHEEHEE, a Cujar tribe.

CHEEL, also Cheer. Hind. Pinus longifolio.

Plentiful on the lower hills of the Himalaya
;

its

upper limit is GOOO feet.— Capfnhi (Icrunl.

CHEEL. Hind. A kite. The word is applied

to the Haliastiir Indus, which is called the Sankar
cheel, or diva’s kiU*, and is known to Eurojieans
as the Hralimany kite

;
also name of the Milvus

ater or common kite of India, Malayana, and E. of

Euro|)e.

CliEENA. Bkng.,1Iind. Paniciirn miliaccum.
OHKKNAPll. Tam. Lagerstraunia I ndica,

CHEE-NEH. Bi’rm. This tree, of maximum
girth 4 cubits, and maximum lengtli 221 feet, is

abundant in Tavoy and Mergni. When seasoned
it sinks in water. I’lie flowers have an intolerably

fetid, sickening smell, hence its name. It is used
by the Burmese for boxes, tallies, etc., ami is a
long -fibred, tough wood when new, but rots

readily.— (
'npUtin Daure.

CHEENEH, a subdivision of the Jut race in

the Panjab. See Jat.

CHEEP, (irj. Mother-of-pearl shell
;
a cor-

rujition of the Persian sij>i, any shell or inolluHC.

CHEEK, a pheasant of tint Himalaya, also ealliMl

Charir ; Pliasianus Wallichii.

(TIEEKA MELLA. Hind. Phyllanthns longi-

foliuB.

(KlEEKl. San.sk. Mimusops hexandia; also

Wrightia aniidy.senterica.

CHEEKONJI. Hind. Buchanan ia latifolia.

lu Oil.

Oharuli ka tel, . Hind. I Hare pnppu nuiia, Tkl.
.SarC* ])appu yennai, Tam.

J

The kernels of the fruit are eaten by the natives

of India to promote fatness; they abound iii a
Btraw-colourcd, sweet-tasted, and limpid oil, which
is seldom extracted. The tree grows plentifully.—Mad. Ex. Jut. Rep.

CHEESE.
Ju'fu, Niu-nai-ping, Chin. Catous, Lat.
Ju-ping, Tuiang-iihwui, ,, Keju, Mai.av.
KaHN, Dut. Queiju, .... Pokt.
Froinago, .... Kh. Hur, Rim.

1 Kase, (iKU. Queno, Sp.

I

Paiiir, . . GuJ., Hind., Juiiiiu katti, . . Tam.
Konnaggio, Oacio, . It. Juimugedda, . . .Tkl.

Cheese is made by the natives of Indio, but that

used by Europeans is imported, and is known in
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the market by names «lcrivccl from the places of

manufacture, such as single and double Gloucester,

Stilton, Cheddar, Dunlop, Dutch, Cheshire, ete.

Cheese is made from milk in China, also from a
mixture of cream and butter, and called tsinng-

shwui. In Rritain the chief season for cheese-

making is from May to September, and it is carried

on in nearly every county; but particular districts

have acquired great repute. In Cheshire cheese,

the salt is well mixed with the curd, and not
merely rubbed on the outsi<lc. This, which is the

most celebrated English cheese, is made in quan-
tities amounting to nearly 11,000 tons annually.

The average annual produce of cheese in Great
Britain and Irclantl is 80,000 tons, most of which is

mmle in Cheshire, Gloucestershire, Shropshire, and
Derbyshire. The rich cheese called Stilton is made
in licicestershire

;
it is not suthcicntly mellow for

use under two years old. Double and single

Gloucester cheese is also well known. The former
is made of the milk and cream, the latter of tlie

milk and half the cream. Bath and York arc

famous for cream cheeses. Good cheeses are pro-

duced in large quantities in Holland. In Gouda
cheese, which is considered the best in that

country, muriatic acid is used instead of rennet.

Hence it is never infested with mites. Parmcsjui

cheese from Parma, in Italy, is skim-milk cheese,

owing its rich flavour simply to the fine herbage
on tho banks of the river Po. Swiss cheese,

especially that of Gruyorc, is pleasing to some
tastes, ft is flavoured with herlw. — Tomliumn^

p. 559 ;
Faulkner; M^CUillorh\s CotmnercUd J)k-

tionarify p. 271
;

Sfaftsf. of' (Commerce,

Cll'EESE-MACAKONi, Ju-sien, Ciiinksk, is

mmle by the Chinese.

CHEETA, Hind. Tho sevoral leopards and
[^anthers of India are so named. The word,
meaning spotted, is so used by tho natives of

India, nut they prefix another word to indicate

the particular animal intended. Generally, by
tho word cheeta is meant tho Fclis leoi>ardu8,

SrJin b. The E. j>ardus is called the tendwa, also

diita and chita-bag
;

it is the larger cheeta or

pard or panther, and the hunting leopard the

shikari cheeta. The block or kola choeta is sup-

posed by some to bo a voriety of the F. pardus.

The smaller variety, tho leopard, is the gor-

bacha or bor-bacho, or bibia-bag. Tho hunting

leopanl, tho Felis jubata, is carried to tho field

on a flat-topped cart without sides, drawn by two
bullocks. Each animal has two attendants, and
is loosely bound by a collar and ix)po to the bock
of the vehicle, but is also hold by the keepers by
a strap round tho loins. A leathern hood covers

their eves. By skilful management tlio cart

approaches within two hundr^ yards of the

game. Tho cheeta is then unhood^ and loosed

from its bonds, and it drops quietly of! the cart.

It approaches them at a slow, crouching canter,

maskuig itself by every bush and inequality of

ground. As soon, however, as they begin to

show alarm, ho quickens his pace, and is in the

midst of the herd in a few bounds, rolls over tlie

one ho Axes on, and in an instant is sucking the

lifo-blood from its throat. The instant that tho

deer is pulled down, a keeper runs up, hooils the

cheeta, cuts the victim's throat, and, receiving

some of the blood in a wooden ladle, thrusts it

under the leopard’s nose. The antelope is then

dragged away and placed in a receptacle under

the cart, while tho chcotx is rewarded with a
leg for his success. Jerdoii regards ns one species
the three choetas of India, viz. the two varieties of
Felis )>ardu8, tho i>auther and the leopard

;
also

the black cheeta or black leopard, I'elis molas,
Perou. The hunting leopard or shikari cheeta is

tho maned leopard. Felis jubata, the pard of tho
ancients.—Schreder; Mundy'a S/cetrlu.s in India.

CHEETA-MEENA, a branch of tho
race, from whom spring tho Mair or Mcra clan,

the mountaineers of Kajputana, one of tho abori-

ginal races of India, whose country is styled
Mairw.ara, or ‘ the region of hills.’ Tho Mair
branch of the Mecna is also called Mairoto and
Mairawut. Mairwara is that portion of the
Aravalli chain between Komulmir and Ajmir, a
space of about 90 miles in length, and varying in

breadth from G to 20. Kajputana rises from 5000
to 4000 feet above the level of the sea. Mora
is ‘a mountain* in Sanskrit; Mairawut and
Mairotc, ‘of or belonging to the mountain tho
name of the Albanian mountaineer, Mainote, has
the saino signification. The Mcena race consists

of as many branches ns their conquerors, tho
Rajputs. All these wild races have the vanity to

mingle their pedigree with that of their conquerors,
though in doing so they stigmatize themselves.
The (5iccta-Mcena accordingly claim descent from
a gmndson of tho last Chaiihan emperor of Dehli.

Unail and Anoop were the sons of I^kha, the
nephew of tho Chauhan king. The coconuiit was
sent from Jcysulmir, offering princeascs of that

house in marriage, but an investigation into their

maternal ancestry disclosed that they were the
issue of a Mecna concubine, and their birth being
thus revealed, they became exiles from Ajinir,

and associates with their maternal relatives.

Uimil espoused tho daughter of a Mcena chieftain,

by whom ho had Cheeta, whose descendants
enjoy almost a monopoly of power in Mairwara.
The sons of Cheeta, who occupied the northern

frontier near Ajmir, became Mahomedans about
tho 15th century, when Doodba, the sixteenth

from the founder of tho race, was created Dawad
Khan by the hakim of Ajmir; and as Athoon
was his residence, the * Khan of Athoon * signified

the chief of the Moirotes. Athoon is still the

chief town of tho Mair race. Chang, Jhak, and
liajosi arc tho principal towns adjoining Athoon.
Anoop also took a Meena wife, by whom he had
Burrar, whose descendants have continued true

to their original tenets. Their chief places are

Burrar, Bairawara, Mundilla, etc. The Mecna
were always notorious for their lawless habits;

an<l importance has been attached to them so far

back as the period of Bcesildco, the celcbratcil

prince of Ajinir. whom tho Bard Chand states to

have reduced them to submission, making them
carry water in tho streets of Ajmir. Like all

mountaineers, they break out whenever tho

hands of power are feeble. In the autumn of

1882 the Mecna committed a cruel outrage in

the Jcyporo territory .—ToiTs Jlajasthany i. p.

681.

CHEETOO, a famous Pindari chief of the

early part of tho 19th century, who would not
yield to tho British, but sought refuge in forests,

where he was deserted by all his followers. His

mangled body was at length found in a tiger’s

lair, with his sword, and a letter-case holding

some important papers .—HeheVy ii. 651.



OHEITUN.OHEETUL.

OHEETUL. Hind. The spotted deer. Axis
maculatiis.

CHEETZ. Maiii}. Tamarindus Indica, Linn.

CIIEGA. Tkl, Sanseviera Koxbur^jjhiana.

CllEGA GADOA. Tj;r,. Vaii^aieria spinosa.

CHEGO, a race in Ma.la))ar, wlio Ht;em to be
noticed by Wilson as the Chegavan or Ghekavan,
and whom he descrihes as a man of low caste,

commonly a 1'air, one Avhoao occupation is draw-
ing toddy. The tradition is that the Chego came
originally from Ceylon, where they belonged to

the military caste. The Chogo say that in the

time of Cheram IVnnnal, a washcrwuinan, whose
house Ofljoincd that of an A jai i (carpenter), being

ocenpied as usual iji washing a cloth in water

mixed with ashes, and having no one at hand to

hold tlio other end of it, called to a young
daughter of the Ajari, wlio was alone in the

house, to assist her. The child, not knowing that

this was an infringement of the laws of her enste,

did as she was rc<iuoKled, and then, went home.
The Avasherwoman was emboldened by tins affair

to enter the Ajari ’s house a fcAV days aftcrAvards,

and U{K)n the latter demanding angrily hoAV nhe

dared to cross his threshold, the woman answered
scornfully that he belonged uoav to the same
caste as she did, since her daughter had helped to

hold her ch)th. Tlio Ajari, learning the disgrnc(!

that had befallen him, killed the washerwoman.
Upon this her friends complained to Cheram
Pcrumal, Avho espoused their o^vuso, and threatened

the carpenters, Avhereupon the latter combined
together to take refuge in Ceylon, Avlierc they

were favouraldy received by the king of Kandy.

Cheram Peruinal begged the king of Kandy to

Bend them back, promising to do tliem no injury.

The Ajari did not place entire contidcncc in these

promises, but asked tlie king to send Avith them
twoChego and their wives, to Avitness Cheram Pern-

mars conduct towards them, and to protect them.

Tlic king granted their request, Avitli the stipula-

tion that on all oecaBions, such ob Aveddings and
deaths and other ceremonies, the Ajari should

l>estoAv three incjisures of rice on cacli of tlieso

Chego and their descendants, ns a tribute for this

protection,—a custom Avhich still c-xista. If the

Ajari is too poor to afford the outlay, ho is still

obliged to present the requisite quantity of rice,

which is then given back to him again,—the

rights of the Chego being thus maintained.

From these two couples all tho C’licgo of Malafiar

arc said to bo descended. This caste comes next

below that of tho Sudra, but is considered mucli

less honourable. In times of civil war or rebellion,

the Chego aro bound to take up arms for the law-

ful sovereign
;
and some princes employed them

as soldiers on other occasions, if they had not a
sufTicient force of Nairs, Their principal occupa-

tion is that of drawing cocoanut tcwldy, which is

compulsory on their caste. The Chego aro siib-

diviued into two castes, the Chego and the Twco
Chego.
CHEHAL TAN, properly Chahal f'an. Near the

Jahan Nuina, in Shiraz, is a building called Chahal
Tan, ‘the forty bodies or persons*,’ another the

Haft Tan, or ‘seven persons,’ from the number
of holy men there buried.

—

Omeley'n Traveh,

CHEH’L-WASTI, or captain of forty, amonpt
the Nosiri, a noinade race who occupy tho ^oiiti

and Hotuki countries in summer, ana tho Daman
or skirts of the Suliman range in winter. In

their migrations, they appoint a cheh’l wasti, or
captain of forty, and a director-general.

CflEIlOOK. Bkng. a pale brownish-coloured
cordage of Birbhum, coarse, and of moderate
strength.

—

Uoifle.

CliKIUANtllUS ANNUUS. Linn.
Na-fnrmani, . . Hind.

|
Todri safaid, , , HiNh.

The natives of India recognise five kinds of
seed, which they distinguish by their floAvors.

Lab or surkh, red, and zard, yellow, appear to be
walllloAver seeds. Safaid (white), nafarmani, and
nila (blue), are stock seeds.

—

PoweIVs Handbook.
CllEIUANTHUS CHEIRI, wallflower, from

Choir, tlio hand, and Anthos, a flower, derives its

EngliKh name from growing wild on old walls
and ruins in England. It is of a light yclloAV

colour, but, when cultivated in gardens, assumes
a rich dark tint, mixed with brown

;
the double

variety of a yellow colour, and striped Avith deep
orange. In the I^anjab it is called Ijabori subu.
It has small linear, acute, reddisli seeds (todri

surkb, hd todri), and the ilowcra said to be cordiac
and emenagogno, aro usctl in paralysis.

—

Pou'cU,

C11EIUONEGTE8, the frog-fish of tho British,

in India, belong to tho family of Lophiadm or
anglers, and arc met Avith in many seas. In this

group tlio bones of tho carpus form arms that

hU])j>ort tho pectoral fins, and enable these fishes

to Avalk along the moist ground, almost like quad-
rupeds. Cheironectes immaculatus, Jht/tpcU, has
feet or claAvs rather than fins. Ilartwig mentions
a frog-lish of the Asiatic islands and tho southern
hemi.spherc, remarkable for its hideous appearance

I

and its cajxibility of surviving for several days on
land.

—

'rvinirnt's CayloHy p. ddO. Sec Fishes.

Cl IKl KOITERA, the bats.

tfiiauve soiiris, . . Fr. Nottoli, It.

Fledcr nmuHcr, . . Oku, Vcspcrtilioncs, • Lat,
C*A<lhul, .... Hind. Shub-para, , . , Pbiih.
ripintrelli, .... It. Trinjan, .... Tam.
A sub-order of mammals of tho order Primates.

The bats, or flitter nice, derive their scientific

iiaino from the two Greek Avords, Cheir, a liaud,

and Ptcron, a wing, from the circumstance that a
iiieinbranons fold of their skin, commencing from
their neck, spreads out betAveen their fore feet

and their fingers. 1'hey include four families, viz.,

Fam. rtcropopidjv;, Frugivorouft bata.
3 Oon.—IHcropuB, 4 species; Cynoptenis, 2 species;

MocrogloHsuH, 1 species.
Fam. Vauiiiyridife, Vami>iro bats. Hob Fam, Mcgader-

matina'.

1

Gen.--Mcgadcrma, 4 species.

Sub-Fam. Kliinolophina;.
5 Gen.—Rliinoloplnis, 11 ’species; Hipposideros, 10

species
; Caulops, 1 sjHicies ; Uhinopotaa, 1

species ; Nycteris, 1 species.

Fam. Noctilionidse. Sub-Fam. Taphozoinso.
1 Gen.—Tapiiozous, .5 species.

Sub-Fam. Nootiloninic.
2 Gen.—Nyctinomus, 1 s^iecios : Cheiromoles, 1 s|>ccieH.

Fam. Vos2>ertilionid8o. Su^Fntn. Sootophiliiia*.

3 Gen.—Scotophilus, 11 species
; Nootiilinia, 1 82>eoics

;

Nycticejus, 8 sjieoicB.

ASiib-Fam. Vcsi>ertilioninie.
8 Gen.—Lasiurus, 1 species; Murina, 2 species; Keii-

voula, r> species ; Vc8i)ertilo, 7 species ;

Myotis, 6 siiecios ; Pleootus, 3 species ; Bar-
bnstcllus, 3 si>ccie8 ; Nyotophilus, X species.

Some of the frugivorous bats arO eaten in the
East. The Indian fruit-bats are Pteropus Edwardsi
and Pt. Lcschcnaultii

;
that of Australia, Pt. polio-

ccpholus
;
and Cynohyoteris ooUaris is the collared

fruit- blat.

OHEITUN, A Brahman of Naddiya, who in tho
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beginning of the 16th century introduced tlio

reforms of Hainnnand into Bengal.

CHEKAVAN or Chegavan. Mal. A toddy-
drawer in Malabar.— IT/Asc/^ Sec Chego.
CHE-KIANG, a province on the east of China,

of 67,000 square miles. It is washed by the China
Sea. Its chief towns are ITang-chau, Ningpo,
and Wan-chan.
CHE-KIAXG Kn'EU, or Pearl river, disem-

bogues after a course of 600 miles. As it passes

Canton, it divides into two bianelics, which,

embracing the island of Honan and the h'lat islands,

re-unitc below the Flat islands to form the trno

Pearl river, which flows on in a broad stream,

receives many tributaries, and finally empties
itself by many mouths into the sea below the Bogno
Forts. It drains 160,000 square miles. The
channels arc narrow, but most of them are

navigable by boats to all the largo towns in the

provinces oi Kwang-tung and Kiang-si.

CHEKONADI. Tk.l. Cndaba Indica, Lam,
CHEKLIKTI TIVVA. Ti:l. Pentatropis

inicrophylla, 1\. ii. 36.

CHEF. Hind. Cannabis saliva.

CHEIjA. Hind. Alaugium dccapetalura.

CHEFAH means literally an adopted depend-
ant. It neither api»lics to a slave nor an adopted
child, but to a pemou wlio is admitted to the

claims of a dcjieudent relation. In use, it means
a diseijile, a jmpil, a slave. Tod (ii. (>08) says it

includes servitude or domestic slavery, but implies

at the sfune time treatment as a child of the

family, or disciple. Tod mentions that at Bhynsror
the head of the establishment came forth to bestow
liis blessing on him and to beg something for his

order. He, however, in the first jilace elected

Colonel 1 )(l one of his chela, or, disciples, by
marking Ins forehead with a tika of bhaboot,

which be took from a jdatter made of dhak Icavc.s.

— 2\kLs I'rai cls; Mnlruhny ('otlral Tudia.

ClIEFAM'-l’IPPCij. BKN(i. Stillingia sebifora.

CIIEFIDON I CM .M .\ J CS. Smith,
Ohi-m\i, .... Chin.

|
( Vlandino, . . . Eng.

It is used as an e.xpoctoraut.

CHlOldFEU. Amongst the insects wliicli infest

books in India are two genera, which are usually

regarded as aceoinpliecs in the work of destruction,

but which, on the contrary, pursue and greedily

feed on the larvae of the death-watch and the

numerous acari which are believed to bo the chief

depredators that prey njion books. One of these

maligned genera is a tiny tailless scorpion (ChcUfcr),

of which three species have been noticed in Ceylon,

the Ch. librorum, Ww/p., Ch. oblongnm, Tcmp.y

and Ch. ncnroidcH, JI<rmaan,, the last of whicli it

is believed had been introduced from Europe in

Dutch and Portuguese books. Another genus of

book insects is the Lepisum, the fish insect genus,

and called so by Fabricius from its fisb-liko scides,

—tiny silvery creatures which feast on the acari and
Boft-bodied insects that infest books. There have
only been two species described, viz. tlic L. niveo-

fosciatus and F. niger, TemjK It has six legs.

CHE-LING-TCIIA - POO, a division of the

country of the Kalkas, in the district of Pola,

adjoining the Russian district Solingsky.

CHELKA DUDUGA. Tel. Unona discolor.

CHEFLAAVN, Hind., properly Chilan. An
invoice, a passjxirt, from Cnilana, to forward.

CHELLlI. Tam. Termites, white ants.

CHELLUMBRUM, a town in S. Arcot district,

famous amongst Saiva Hindus for its shrine, called
Sabanaiker Koil, to which pilgrims repair. It was
built by one of the kings of Chola Mundaluni.
The Hindus of Ceylon and the Nattu Kotta mer-
chants of Madura contribute largely to its support.
The single blocks of granite iu the gateway and
roof arc each .‘1(J feet long and 6 feet square. In
one pai-t there is a roof supported by 1000 solid
granite columns

;
and the lights from the Gopurara,

122 feet high, can be seen at sea 10 miles distant.

ClIEF-MAR-ZAI, one of the four divisions of

the Med, a seafaring and fishing population on
the .‘seaports of the Makrnn coast

;
the other threo

ilivi.sions are Giizbur, Hormari, and Jellar-zai.

CHEFMERI. Hind. Cicca disticha.

ClIEFMON ROSTRATUS. Linn, One of the
archer fishes. Chmtodon rostratus, Shau^ accord-
ing to Sir .1. E. Tennent, is the archer fish of tho
fresh waters of India. On seeing a fly settle over-
head on a leaf, it propels a drop of water and
brings it clown. See Clue todon toxotes.

(TIEFONIA, an order of reptiles, kuowh as
tortoises and turtles, generally considered the first

by zoologists. They arc also termed Testudinata,

from tc'studo, tlic Fatin for a tortoise. They
belong to the section Catapbracta or shielded

reptiles ; and the families, genera, and species in

S.E. Asia nva as under :

—

SUIl-CrASS, llKPTILIA Propkr.

7'hc Order of Tortoises— Chclonirt.

I. Land Tortoises, Testudinidee.
Testudo cU‘;;anH, Srhl'>j\l}\, PcninBula of India, Coylon.
T. HoisHoldii, (r'rifify Afgiianiatjvn.
3'. elonguL'v, lHuth, (iivmboja, Aiakan, Morgun
'J'. Indica, (J:dapngoa.

T. ladiata, SUuv\ M.adagascar.

T. Htellata, ,, V'^i/.agai»atani.

T. platynotus, lJunna.

11 , Freshwater Tortoises, Emydidic.

IManouna cniys, and Scht,^ Penang, Arakau, Tonas-
scrim.

Oiiora Ainboinonsis, Daud^ Eastern India,

flavomavginata, Orao^ (Miina, Formosa.
O. trifasciatii, ,, China.
Cych'inys Oldhanii, ,, Merge i, Gainboja,
Pyxidea Mouliotii, ,, Cochin-Cliina.

Notochelys platynota, ,, Singni>ore.

(ieoemyda spiiiosa, ,, Tenasseritn, Pogiu
G. gnandis, ,, (ianiboja.

Ci. tricarinata, DhjtUy Cfliybassa.

I’^mys occllata, V. and /?., Tenasserim, Pegu,
E. licalh, Gratff Southern China.

E. Thurgii, ,, Bengal, Penang.

E. mutica. Cantor, Chusan.
10. nigricans, Oixttf, Southern Cliina.

E. nuch.alis, Blyth, Java.

K. nigra, Btyth, Tenasscrim.
E. Bcbie.

E. Sinensis, Gray, Canton, Formosa.

E. crassicollis, ,, Mergui, Malay Peninsula, Qamboja.
FO. Keevesii, ,, Cochin-China, S. China.

E. trijuga, Sehmiyy, l*enin8ula of India, Ceylon,

E. niacroccphala, Gray, Siam, Gamboja.

E. llamiltonii, „ Lower Ganges.

Pangshiira tecta, ,,

P. tentoria, ,,
Dekhnn, Indus.

P. flaviventer, Othr., Bengal?
P. Smithii, Gray, PaujabT
Batagur baska. Gray, (ranges, Irawadi, Penang.

B. Thurgii, ,, Central India.

B. llerdmorei, Bfi/th, Pegu.

B. ocellata, Dnnn, Calcutta.

B. trivittata, ,, Moulmoin.
B. Hneatus, Gray, Nopal, Moulmein.

B. Ellioti, „ Kistna river.

B. affinis, Cantor, Malay Peninsula.

B. dhongoka, Gray, No})al, Assam,
riatysternum roegacephalum, Oray^ China, Pegu.
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in. Freshwater Turtles* Trionycidw.

Emvda granosa* Schttpjf,^ Hindustan, Sikkim, Bengal.

E. OcyloneneiH, Orapy Ceylon.

E. vittata, Peters

y

Goa.
Trionyx Sinensis, irt'fV/m., Cliinn, Chusan, Forniosa.

T. Oangcticus, Cav.y Ganges, Penang.
T. Javanicus, Schwfit/f/y Ganges, Dekhan, Penang.
T. ornatus, Orrit/* Siam, Oamhoja.
T. eubidanuB, ISchtveujg, Singapore, Penang.
T. Guntheri, Orap.
Ohitra Indica, ,, Ganges, Malay Peninsula.

TV. Marino Turtloa, Chelonidfo,

Caouana olivacea, Knehechy coasts.

Choloiiia virgata, Fkm.y coasts.

O. midaa, Srhtr., It.iy of Bengal.
Carotta Kfpiaynata, Z. ,

coust.s.

C. imbricata, .SV/ne., Bay of Bengal.

DcrmatocliclyH c<»riacca, Z»., coasts.

Chclonia inMns is the green turtle
;

Caretta

infibric.itu, h.awksbill turtle
;
Caouana olivace.a,

loggerhead turtle. As an article of fowl, the

green turtles (Tortuc‘3 Franches of the French)

are bo highly [yrized that they have become a cori-

aidcrablc article of couiinorcc. The fat of many
species, when fresh, is used with success in lieu of

butter aud oil in cookery
;
and, in those kinds

which have a musky odour (Cbelonia, Caouana,
and C. caretta, for instance), is used for embro-
cations, leather-dressing, and as lamp-oil. The
imbricated turtles furnish that valuable article,

tortoiseshell, or rather the best sorts of it, so

highly prized in ancient and modern tim(>fl, and so

ornamental and useful in the arts. Tlie eggs of all

species, jiarticularly those of the green turtles, are

excellent. Clielonophagi inhabited the shores of

India and the Red Sea, as Strabo and Pliny testify.

They used tlie shells of the turtles which they

caught, for roofs for their houses and boats. The
largest shell seen in modern times was 7 feet.

—

Yule\H Cathay; Kny. Cyc, pp. 1004-1007. Bee
Reptiles.

CHEMA KURA, also Chama dumpa. Teu
Colocasia antiquorum, Schott.

CHEMANTj. Tel. Chrysanthemum Rox-
burghii, Jhsf.

CII EMHADI-VADU. Tel. A fisherman,

(HIEMBAGA-NOVEL, Tam. Eugenia jamboea.
CHEMRRUMBAKAM, a large tank or reser-

voir about 14 miles from Madras. It was origin-

ally formed by the native rulers, and held from
55*61 to 77*80 millions of cubic yards of water,

and had an area of 4648 acres, or 7*26 square

miles. The British in the 19th century enlarged

the head sluice and supply channel with the

intention of making the reservoir hold 196*87

millions of cubic yaids
;
but its present capacity is

102*91 milUons of cubic yards, and the water
spread 5729 acres, or 8*95 square miles.

CHEMBU NARINGI. Maleal. Indigofera

enneaphylla.

CHEMISTRY, Kimia, Arab., was largely cul-

tivated by the Arabs, and, after their conquest
of Egypt, it spread over the old world. The most
celebrated alchemists of Europe were Albertus
Magnus, Roger Bacon, Raymond Lully, Arnoldus
do Villa Nova, John Isaac Hollandus, Basil Valen-
tine, Paracelsus, and Van Helmont.
CHEMMAN. Maleal. A currier. SecChamar.
CHEMMANUTHI. Tam. Sethia Indica.

CHEM‘MABA. Mal. Amoora rohituka.

CHEMPAKAM. Mal, Michelia champac, Ltmi.
CHEMRI. Hind. Eleusinc fiagellifero.

CHEMUDU. Tel. Euphorbia tirucalli, L.
E. cutteamundu. See Cutteainundoo.

CHEMULA or Chomuda, the Somylla of Greek
writers.

CHENA. Hind. Paniciim miliaccum. It is

sown and reaped in the hot season after all the
rabi crops have been cut. It needs much
water, hence the saying

—

* Chena ji ka Iona,

Choudah pani dena,
Byar ebale tu, na Icna na dena.’

To get the chena crop, water it fourteen times.

If a blast strike it, then neither harvesting nor
telling. It is a very precarious crop.

—

Elliot.

CflENAB, next to the Sutlej, is the largest of

the five great rivers of the Panjab. It is also called

the Trimab. Ptolemy called it Sindabal or Sanda-
bilifl, but the Greek historians of Alexander
called it Ake.sine.s. Its source is in the high land

of Tibet, about lat. 32' 50' N., and long. IT' 40'

E., near the Bara Lacha pass. The Chandra and
Bhaga rise on opposite sides of the Bara Lacha

which is in hat. .32^ 45' N., and long. 77'^ 22'

K ; and as their junction form the Chenab, they

give also its Sanskrit name, Chandrabliaga, or

moon garden. It runs north-W’est to Muruinur-
dwun

;
south-west to its con fl ucncc with the .) hclum,

thence south-west to the Ghara, or continuation of

tlie Sutlej. Its length to the Ghara is 765 miles.

It descends at the average rate of 40 feet per
mile for tlje first 200 mile.s. Its estimated eleva-

tion at Kishtawar is 5000 feet. It receives the

Suruj Bbagu, Muruinurdwun, and the Dhark, all

short streams. It becomes navigable for timber
rafts at A knur. Above Darwas it is a rapid river,

running through a deep rocky channel.

The portion of it which passes through the
territories of the maharaja of Kashriur is about
200 miles long. From the junction of the Chandra
and Hhaga at Tandi, in British l>ahul, tf> Aktiiir,

where the river debouches upon the plains, its

length is about 300 mihis. The fall, according to
General A. Cunningham, is 34 feet per mil© from
Tandi to Kishtawar, and 26 feet per mile from
Kishtawar to Aknur. The flora of the upper
valley agrees in most respects with that of Kuna-
war

;
lower down there is an approach to the

vegetation of the Outer Himalaya. In the 1)aBin8

of the Chenab and Jhclum are four distinct nices,

but all of Aryan origin, viz. the Dogra, Pahari,
Kashmiri, and ('haibati. The races on its valley

call it Sanda Bhaga, Jonah, Ghonab, Jcnal, aiwl

Ghenal .—Jhiwelly 532
;
Thomnon^s Tr, 848

;
CVra-

Aorw, lirp, 134, 153; Pnujahy i. 10, 11.

CHENA CULTIVATION. Ancilo-Binoii. In
Ceylon, Chena means scrub land, patches of forest,

burned, cleared, and cultivated for two or three
years, and then abandoned and allowed to iK'Como
forest lands again. This destructive form of culti-

vation is known as Kuraari on the western coast
of India.

—

Teunent; Dr. Cleghorn. See Kumari.
CHENA-GHANRI. Beno. Xyris Indica.

CHENEBROUN, a largo tree of Akyab used in

house-building; plentifiU in the liamree and
Sandoway districts.

—

Cal. Cat. ICx. 1862.
CHENK PURI, also Thungon-Puri. BuiiM.

The elytra or wing-cases of the genus Buprestis,
order Coleoptera. See Beetles. They are used
for ornamenting the dress and person; 5000
maunds procurable during the rains. Price in

Akyab, from C to 7 rupees per maund.
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CUENNA. chi;nsu karrir.

OHENNA, also Chinna. Tam. Small. Many
towns soeni to be called from this word.
CHENNA. Hind. Cicer arietinum, Lim},

This is called Bengal gram, in contradistinction

to Koolti or Madras gram, Dolichos unifloruB.

Properly Channa.
OHENNANGI. Tel. Lagerstroemia macro-

carpa, R.^ and L. parvi flora, R. ii. 505.

(^.HENNAPPA NAYAKKAR, father-in-law
of the Nayakkar of Chingleput, a petty local

chieftain
;
a feudatory of the Chandragiri raja,

from whom the English obtained possession or a
little fort on the coast, which they converted into

a fortified factory, and it became the fortress and
town of Madras, which is known to the native

inhabitants as Chenapatan.
CHENNAT NAIR, a forest near Palghat, with

well-grown Terminalia glabra, Pterocarpus mar-
Bupium, and Inga xylocaq)a trees.

CHENOPODIACEyE, the goosefoot tribe of

plants, many species of which occur in the S. and
S.E. of Asia, of the genera chcnopodium, beta,

blitum, salicornia, spinacia, basella, salsola, and
atriplex. Several species are used for culinary

purposes. Garden orach (atriplex), chard-bect,

beet, mangold wurzol (beta) belong to this order,

and soda is obtained from species of salsola and
salicornia. Oh. album (beta Siig), common in

Bengal, is used by the natives as a pot herb
;
Ch.

laciniatum, an erect annual, and Ch. viride, of

whicli there arc two vari(‘ties. Ch. olidum, stinking

goosefoot, smells like putrid salt fish, and exhales

ammoniacal gas. It is employed ns an einena-

goguo and antispasmcxlic,

—

(TSh. p. 52.‘1
;

VoigL

Ohenopodium alburn, Jauu.

Kulf Arab. I Kuctannla, , . Sanbk.
Khuljch ke baji, . Dukh. Pnrupu kirp, , . Tam.
Bhatwa, Rathu, . Hini». Pappu kura, . , Tel.
Bathu, .... PaNJ.

I
Ohakra vjvrti kura, ,,

Grows all over India, coming up with the spring

crops in N. India and the Panjab hillvS. The poorer

people use it largely as a pot herb.

(flieuopodiurn auricoinum, Lindley, a tall per-

ennial herb of the Darling river to Arnhem’s land,

furnishing a nutritious and prilatable spinage. It

can live in arid desert regions.— V, Mueller,

Chenopodium blitum, V. Mueller^ Blitum vir-

gatum, Linn. An annual herb found from S. of

Europe to India, cultivated as a spinach plant

;

fruits furnish a red dye.— V, Mueller,

Chenopodium rubrura, Chih-hien and Hien-

tsai of the Chinese. Much cultivated in Hu-peb,
in China, as a vegetable.

Chenopodium viride, Roxh, ii. 58.

Rookcb el jammol, Abab. I Betoya, .... Bkno.
Beto sag Bkno.

|
Ohawut, .... By.

Chenopodium vulgare, Bhatwa of Panjab.

Goosefoot is found in the Sutlej valley between

Kampur and Suugnam, at an elevation of 7000
feet. Entirely a rain-crop

;
grows to six feet high

;

seeds considered nourishing.

—

Cleahom^ Report.

CHEN-PO. Chin. Michelia cnampaca, Linn.

CHENSUAR, a wild, half-savage forest tribe

inhabiting the Eastern Ghats of the Peninsula of

India.* They are known to their settled neigh-

bours as the Chenchu kulam, Chenchwar, and

Chensuar. They seem to be the wople whom
Wilson names Chenchu-vadu (vadu, Tel., a man).

They are about 1200 in number, and dwell in the

tract of jungle covering the westernmost range

of the Eastern Ghat line, between the Pennar

2 ij

river and the Kistna, and known locally as the
Nulla-Mulla and the ,Lankamulla; occupy tho
Palicopdah hills to the west of the Ncllore district,
'but chiefly in the Naiulikandah pass, on the road
between Curnbum and G booty, where they serve
as watchmen and guides. They inhabit clearings
in the forest, live in beehive-shaped huts like the
African, Nicobarian, and many of the ruder
Asianesian tribes. These are of wicker-work,
with walls about three feet high, and a conical straw
roof, with a screen for a door. The women dress
likethewandoringfomale basketmakers, whom they
resemble in features. They speak Telugu with a
harsh and peculiar pronunciation. They look on
weaving and other manufacturing arts with con-
tempt. Some of them occasionally visit Nellorc,
living in patchwork tents, from wdiich they are
named Bon ta Chenchu. They bring for sale banrjb:io

seed and bamboo flutes. They never engage in cul-
tivation, but live by bunting deer, wild uog, hares,

using darts which they throw by hand. They
also collect forest products, wax and honey

;
and

a few rear sheep, goats, and c.attle. Their food
consists of all kinds of flesh, with bamboo seed,
wild roots, and ragi, when obtainable. A few
firearms are in their possession. Tiiey build small
round huts of stone and gras.s, in clusters of ten or
fifteen. The men arc almost nude

;
they wear

piece cloths, sometimes a cloth round the waist.

Tho more savage members of this race are said

to wear leaf-aprons, and never to leave the

forests. Their colour varies from dark brown to
black. The men arc shorter than the neighbour-
ing Hindus, slightly but well made, except about
the knee, wliicli is large, and the leg. The feature.^

of the men are small and animated
;
cheek-bones

higher and more prominent than in. the Hindu
in general; nose flatter, and nostrils more expanded

;

eyes black and piercing. Their hair is more shaggy
and less straight than that of tiie Hindu, and they
wear it very long, and rolled up at the l>ack or

near the crown like that of a woman. They
bury their dead, but sometimes burn

;
and tho

Nandial Chenchwar, like the Tartar, carry the

deceased’s weapons to the grave. They use the

spear, axe, or matchlock, or bamboo l>ow and reed

arrow tipped with iron. They are patient and
docile. It is suggested by Mr. Logau that the

Chensuar are a continuation of the wild forest

Surah of the mountainous tracts further north

in the line of the Eastern Ghats. They have largo

dogs
;
and a few are employed as hill police in the

pass from the Kuman to Badwail. Voaibularies

of six of the non-Aryan tongues— the Kond,
Savara, Gadaba, Yeruknia, and Chentsu— are

given in Beng. As. Soc. Journal for 1856.

—

New-
bold in R. As. Soc. Joum. 1845 ;

Logan in Journ.

Jnd. Arch.

CHENSU KARRIR, a wandering race men-
tioned by Buchanan as residing in the hilly tracts

near Coimbatore. Thej^ are described as without

houses or cultivation
;
out by snares, or with the

bow, catch birds or large game, which they dis-

pose of for rice. The white ant is said to be used

by them for food. They approach their game

under the shelter of a cow or buffalo, which they

have taught to stalk. Their language is a dialect

of the Tamil, with a few Canarese words inter-

mixed. Those near towns leam the use of Telugu

words. A Tamil man is unable to understand

their language. A few reside in little huts out-
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side on the outskirts of villngeS) and have a little

blanket, but their ordinary clothing is a loin-cloth.

In the denser forests they dwell in caves or

hollows of trees, or under the shelter of a hut

made of branches of trees, and use only a few

leaves for covering. They describe the Animallay

as their original country. They seem to have

disappeared from that locality.

OHEPANG, Haiyu, and Kusimdu, three un-

civilised Bhot tribes who reside amid the dense

forests of the central region of Nepal, to the west-

ward of the great valley
;
they dwell in scanty

numbers, and nearly in a state of nature. They
live in huts made of the branches of trees, on wild

fruits and the produce of the chase. The Che-
pang are slight, with largo bellic.s. Mr. Hodgson
says they arc of Mongol descent. Their language

is akin to the Lhoi)a. The Chepang, Haiyu, and
Kusunda seem to belong to the liiiwat group of

frontier populations. They are named by Mr.

Hodgson, the Durre, Den war, and Bramho. They
occupy the districts where the soil is moist, the air

liot, and the eflluvia miasmatic.

—

Latham.
CHEPATI. Hind. Cakes made of wheaten

flour and water or milk, baked on tlic girdle. They
form the principal article of diet of tiie Hindus of

N.W. India and of the Rajput races.

CHEPU-NARINGI. Tam. Indigofera ennea-
phylla, Lina.

CHEPURU VALELLU. Ti:l. A grass grown
in Kimedy, from the roots of which neat table

mats and teazing-brushes arc made.
CHEPU TATTA. Tel. This term is applied

to several plants. Dcsinodium polycarpum, I). C.

Hedysarum purpurcuin, R. iii. doH. Coldcnia
procumbens, Asarum Europeum, and Elytraria

crenata.

CHER, in the Panjab, statute labour.

(IHERA or Kerala, an ancient dynasty in the

south of the Indian Peninsula. Tliey seem to

have risen on the fall of the Pandiya sovereignty,

and to have ruled over a small state between the
territory of the Pandiya and the western sea. It

comprehended Travancore and parts of Malabar,

Coimbatore, and Salem, It is mentioned in

Ptolemy, and may have existed at the commence-
ment of the Christian era. It spread at one time
over the greater part of Karnata, but was sub-

verted in the 10th century, and its lands partitioned

among the surrounding stated. The Chera princes

appear to have been established first at Scanda-
pura in the Malabar coast, and subsequently at

Talcad or Dalavanpura on the Cauvery and Mudu-
gondapatnam, perhaps the same as the modern
village of Mudugondoor, on the road from Seriiiga-

atain to Koonghul. TJic Carura regio Cerebotnri

as been supposed to indicate that Caroor in the
Coimbatore country was one of their earliest scats.

They were ix)wcrful in the 4th and .0th centuries.

Their 16th king boasts of having conquered
Andhra and Kalinga; and their 20th king, Kong-
ani Raya iii., boasts of having conquered Chola,
Pandiya, Dravida, Andhra, Kalinga, Varada, and
Maharastra desas, as far north as the Nerbadda
river. Vira Chola (a.d. 927-977) seems to have
checked their victorious career; and Ari Vara
Deva, another Chola king (a.d. 1004), to have
completed their destruction. He also boasts of

having carried bis victorious standard to the
Nerbfdda, aud to have been a benefactor to

Chillambarara. After this, the Bellnla of Mysore,

and the Ohalnkya in Central India, seem to have
became dominant.
The Kongu Desa Raja^al is a book describing

the series of the Kongu or Chera princes, from
Vira Raya Ghakrnvarti to raja Malla-deva.

—

Elphhist07ie's Ilistori/ of India p. 414
;

Ab. Res*

XV. p. 40 ;
Fergussou., p. o21

;
J. It As. Soc. viii.

p. 5. Sec Kerala
;
Narapati

;
Pandiya.

CHERAITA. Hind. Valuable bitters, equiva-

lents of gentian, obtained from the genera Ophelia,

Exacum, Agathotca, Adenema, and Andrographis
(Justicia).

—

Dr. Clcgkorn^ Ed. New Phil. Mag.^
No. 6 of 1856. See Chiretta.

CHERAKEN. .Jav. Croton seed.

CHEIiAN, a name of the Chera race, who ruled

at Kerala on the Malabar coast.

CIIERAT, a hill cantonment and sanatorium,

near the Marknlan pass in the Peslmwur district,

,84 miles from Peshawur in the Panjab, in lat. 38"

60' N., and long. 72" 1' E., on the west of the

Khatak range. It is 4500 feet above the sea.

—

Imp. Gaz.

CIIERI. Tam. A town, a village, a hamlet.
Paraichcri or Parcherry, the Pariah district of a

town, Tellicherry, Pondicherry.

CIIERIBON or Chcrimai, a mountain in lat. 6"

64
J' S., and long. 108" 28:}' E., in the north of

Java, 10,323 feet high.

—

Hor.dmrgh.

CHERIMELLE, Chcramclla, or Harriphal.

Beno.
Cliercmin, , . Malay.

|
Cherambola, . . Port.

In Japan this fruit is pricked all over with a

needle, and laid in water. For use it is boiled up
with sugar, and kept witli syrup in glass bottles.

These fruits are often eaten with tea. They are

sometimes eaten unripe with a little salt, and may
likewise, when in that state, be preserved in salt.

Sometimes they are eaten ripe, and have then a
subacid taste.

—

Thunherg's Travels^ ii. p. 292.

CHERIMOYA. Anona chcrimola.

CIIERIN. —? a form of divination.

CHERKH. Feus. A breed of hawks used in

Persia in hunting antelope. They arc trained to

fly at and pounce on the deer’s head, so as to

enable the aogs to come up witli the antelope.

CHEROOTS, the dried leaves of the tobacco

plant, formed into small rolls for the purpose of
smoking. In Europe, Havana cigars ore usually

reckoned the best In India, Manilla cigars are

most esteemed. Imitation Manillas, Chinsurah
cheroote, Lunka, Dindigul, and Trichinopoly

cigars are the chief kinds manufactured in India.

CHERRAPOONJEE or Charapunji is a bill

station in the Khassya hill district of Assam, 4688
feet above sea-level, in lat. 26° 16' 68" N., and
long. 91° 46' 42" E. Its average rainfall during

1874, 1875, and 1876 was 368*41 inches, and in

1861 the fall was stated to bo 805 inches. The
station stands on the first of a series of hills that

rise abruptly from the plain of Bengal, and catch

the vapour of all the clouds that roll up from the

sea. The principal race in the neighbourhood are
the Khassya, an able-bodied people,who differ little

from the Garo. They are arranged in petty raja-

ships in the Khassya hills. They build* their

houses on piles
;
they trap fish like the people of

Bonieo, Java, aud Sumatra. A bed of coal is

raised on an insulated summit: sandstone, com-
posing here as elsewhere the oase of the coal-

measures, forms the lofty front of the mountains
facing the plains. The lower beds consist of a
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coarse conglomerate, restKOg on grecniitone, after the following passage :
‘ From this race came the

the manner of similar (iohglomerates in nearly all Saiiravira and Saurasena. The great king Sauia-
countries in which their fundamental rocks have sena has given his name to the country over
been observed. Between Ringhot and Cherra- which he reigned* (Elliot, Glos.). They have
poonjee, and at other places in the hills, are bridges almost disappeared from the seat of their ancient
mode of the fibre of the liidia rubber tree. The splendour. Once rulers of Behar, a petty popu-
Kliassya race inter their dead in places where lation (2377) now represents the nation ther^.
they erect oolong pillars, hewn or unhewn, three Not above 400 remain in their old homo on the
to thirteen in number.

—

BL As, Trans, iii. p. 25, plateau of Shahabad, and about 3000 live in the
xiii. p. 614 ; Dr, BuisCs Catalogue ; Latham. land bordering on Nepal. They were driven into
CHERRO NALMAPELLA. Tam.? A light the Nepal Terai, and into the highlands of Chutla

brown - coloured woocl of Travancore, sp. gr. Nagpur, where they number 17,632, but are a
0*483, used for making canoes.

—

Col. Frith. very humble class of cultivators and day-labourers.
OHERRO-POONA, Tam.? A dark-coloured They are usually of a light-brown colour, with

wood of Travancore, used for building houses.— high cheek-bones, small eyes obliquely set, low,
Col. Frith. broad noses, and large mouths with protuberant
CHERRO-TIMBA. Tam.? A dark-coloured lips, but considerably softened by the alliances

wood of Travancore, sp. gr. 0*843, about 3 feet in with pure Hindu families, which their ancient
circumference, used for house-building, tools, etc. power and large possessions enabled them to—Col. Frith. secure. The village of Munka in Falaroaw
CHERRU. Tel. A tank. belongs to a Cheru. The Cheru and Kharwar
CHERKU PINAKOTTE. Can., Maleal. Calo- and Kol observe triennial sacrifices. Every three

phyllum calaba. years a buffalo and other animals are offered in

CHERRY. the sacred grove ‘ Sarna,’ or on a rock near the

Yu-H, Chin. Ciriegia, .... It.
village. They also have, like some of the Kol, a

Ocri«c guigne, . . Fa. Ccroza, .... Sp. priest for each village, called Pahn. He is always
Kirsclu*, .... Gkii. 00^5 of the impure tribes, a Bliuiya, or Klmrwar,
The fruit of the Fruiius cerosus. The bird or a Parheya, and is also called Byga, and he

cherry, P. padus, occurs in the Panjab, the N.W. only can offer this great sacrifice. No Brah-
Hiinalaya, and Afghanistan. It has a mawkish manical priests are allowed on these occasions

taste. to interfere. The deity honoured is the tutelary

CHERRY LAUREL, Cinnainomiun cerasiis. goil of the village, sometimes called Duar Pahar,
CHERRY-RTONFl OIL, oil of Prunus corasus. sometimes Dharti, sometimes Purgahaili or Daknai,
CHERRY TREE of Norfolk Island. The hark a female, or Dura, a sylvan god, the same, perhaps,

is used for tanning; and it furnishes one of the ns the Darka of the Kols.

—

Elliot
;
Wilson

;
Dalton^

most irscful woods. F.thnol.

CIIERSYDRUS, a genus of sea-snakes. 0. (^HERUMAN, a class of predial slaves iti

annulatus and C. granulatus occur ’in the sea at Malabar, whose name Wilson derives from Clu^,
Madras. See Hydridac; Reptiles. Maleal, the soil. (Tcneral Briggs names a non-
CHERU, aborigines in Ghazlpur, part of Aryan race Chcrumar. They follow tne custom

Gorakhpur, the southem part of Benares, Mirza- of Mamma Katayam.— Wilson; Briggs.

pur, and Behar. They are sometimes said to bo CIIERUMA PERUMA L, a viceroy of the 9 th

a branch of the Bhur. They seem to be the century, who governed the whole Malealam
same os the Sivira or Scoree, but Buchanan con- country of Chera or Kerala, including Malabar
sidered tlicm distinct. Cheru declare themselves and Travancore, but afterwards established him-

to be descended from the great serjicnt, from self as an independent ruler. He is supposed
which they may be supposerl to be the Nagbansi to have founded the town of Calicut, and all

of Magadha. Remains of buildings attributed to the royal races of Malabar claim descent from
them arc found near Buddha Gya, Sasram, and him.

Ramghur, and the images of Siva and Hanuinan CHERU PINNAY. Tam. Calophyllum spurium,

found in theut indicate that they belonged to the also C. calaba, Linn.

Hindu rcligiou. They appear to have been OHERU-PUNA, Tamil, Is the small leaf or

expelled from their ancient abodes by the Pramara real mast poon, which is preferred for the masts

of Bhojpur, the Hyobiin of Hiirdi, and the Bhoon- of ships or vessels. The peon or puna woods are

har, a little before the first Mahomedan Inva- similar in shaw and growth
;
the large sort is of

sion, about which time there seems to have l>cen a light, bright colour, and in the forests of

a general convulsion in N. India, during which Oorumcul, in Canara, it grows to a length of 150

several tribes acquired their present possessions, feet. At Mangalore, Mr. Edye procured a tree of

The features of the Cheru are said to resemble the this sort that would have made a foremast for the

occupants of the Vindhya mountains. They live Lcander sixty-gun ship in one piece, for the

by cutting timber, collecting drugs, and killing sum of 1300 rupees, or £149 sterling. Poon of

game
;
and though their numbers are very low, the forests of Cochin and Travancore is of a veiy

they continue to create a raja for every nve or inferior quality to tliat before stated ;
one sort is

six houses, and invest him with the tilak in duo named the Korapa puna, wliich is dark poon
;
and

form. The emperor Sher Shah subdued Mubarta, Malai puna, meaning the hill poon
;
and another

a Cheru samindar of Behar, which seems to have sort, the Vellai puna, or the white poon, is small,

been a last but strong effort of the Cheru race, not more than 12 or 18 inches in diameter, and

The chief of Singrowlee in Mirzapur ia a Cheru, 18 or 20 feet long. In Canara, another sort,

though ho calls himself a Benbans. Sir H. Elliot named Merchie puna, grows to 28 inches or three

suggests that the Sivira, Seori, and Cheru may feet in diameter, and from 30^ to 50 feet long, and

perhaps be U;o Sauraseni. In the Harivansa is is very much like American biroh. It is generally
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detective and not durable
;
when felled^ ifc opens

ana s^its at the top and butt for many feet in

length. The weight of the poon may be flaid to

be from 40 to 48 pouiula the cul>ic foot ;
but the

lightest Edyc met with was 34 J and the heaviest 50
pounds the cubic foot when <lry. The leaf of this

tute is small and oval, about two by one and a

half inches broad, and the fruit grows in bunches;
it is about the size of coftee-berries. From this the

natives extract oil, which is used for various

native purposes .— AL aud (\

CHEUVll i, Cluerophyllum sativum. The leaves

are used in soups and salads.

CHESS, the Shatranj of the Persians, is sup-
posed to have been invented by a llrahmau who
succeeded the <lynasty in Sind. In Hindu legend,
the wife of Jiavana invent^^d clicss to wile him
from his martial pro[)ensitie8.

CHEST, the commercial form in which opium
is sold. A chest of Behar opium, consistence 75,
made at Patna, contains 105*107 lbs. avoirdupois.

A chest of Benares opium, consistence 70, made
at Ghazipur, contains 08*1 lbs. avoirdupois. The
* consistence ’ is the percentage of line opium,
excluding all water.

A chest of Malwa opium is usually assumed to

range a little above 120' 128 lbs., of 90 to 95 per
cent, of fine opium.
A chest of Behar opium contains '83, and a

chest of Benares opium at most *78, of the contents
of a chest of Malwa opium.
The actual cost of a chest of Benares opium is

Kb. 373, and of a chest of Behar opium, Its. 430.

The sum paid to the cultivator is Rs. 4.^ to Rs. 5
a seer, at 70 per cent, consistence.

CHESNEY, Gf.ni:]{al F. R., an olheer of the

Royal Engineers, who in tlie, years 1835, 1830,
and 1837 conducted an expedition for the survey
of tfhe rivers Euplirates and Tigris, and wrote the
reports.

CHESTNUTS.
Sindih, Pan-lih, . Chin. Rastamen, , . . Gnu.
Tuh-kiah, Sanskuito-Ch. CHatagne, It.

ChataigncM, . . . Fa. CftHt.un.as, Sr.

The fruit of the Castaiiea vesca of Europe.
The chestnut tree grows to a large size in China,
and one, two, or three nuts are found within the
large, dehiscent-spiny fruits. They arc constantly
spread for sale in Chinese streets in both the raw
and roasted forms. Chestnut of China is South-
wellia balanghas.

Horse chestnuts are the fruit of the uEsculus
hippocastaniim, an Asiatic tree, planted in

Europe for shade and ornament; they are used
for feeding sheep, horses, etc.

Water chestnuts are the horned fruits of species
of Trapa, T. bicorn Ls, T. bispinosa, and T.
natans, Linn.y growing in ponds, lakes, etc,, in
the temperate climates of Europe and Asia. In
China and Kashmir they are largely used for
food.

CHETAN. Mal. On the Malabar coast, a
man'Servant, a slave, a weaver of a particular
caste.— iri/«on.

CHETANA SWAMI, a Hindu religious re-
former, the preceptor of Baba I-*al, who founded
tbo Baba Lali sect.

CHETCHEN, a tribe of the Eastern Caucasus,
a branch of the Mitchendegeu or Kists, one of the
seven clans of that range. They dwell along the
banks of the Terek. They are Afahomedans

and fanatical, and plunder and enslave their

pagan neighbours, receiving assistance from the

Lesghi'and all Mahomedans. They headed the

o))po3ition to the Russians on the eastern, as did

the Circassians on the westeni, side of the Cau-
casus, whilst there rallied round them the smaller

tribes, Abehas, Ubiche, Tschigetian, Tartar

(Karatschai), and Kabardan, related with the

Adighc by blood and tongue. They inhabit the

beautiful mountain chain between the high Cau-
casian cliaiii and the Terek. Shamyl was their

leader in opposing the Russians.

Tlie C3»etcheiizi tribes w'ere considered the most
formidable of all those which inhabit theumumer-
able rocky valleys of the eastern line of the Cau-
casus. Their predatory excursions, whether in large

or small bodies, were not only a dread to their own
immediate neighbours, tribes like themselves,

though of less extent and power, but their sudden
<le.scents, ambuscades, and continued warfare,

kept the disciplined Russians consbintly on the

alert. These lords of the mouuUins seemed never
to rest, day nor night. Unwearied in tlieir watch
for prey, and like lightning in attack, for they
struck or were lost to sight as quickly. The
bride always brings a dower, consisting of cattle,

etc. She is brought home to the house of her
betrothed husband, and then tl)c ceremony is

completed by dancing, drinking, and c.^rousal.

—

AfacGreqor
;

Port€r''s 7'ravch^ i. p. 02.

ClIE'rEK, a climbing vine of Java
;

its sap is

poisonous.

—

Bikmore^ p. 53.

(HIETI FOTLA. Tkl. Tricbosanthc.s cu-
cuinerina, L.

CHETIRFA. Tfl. Hyinenodyction excclsum,
(HlE'rKA. From this town to Neilung, on the

Jaukec or Jnnnubee branch of the Ganges, is the
lofty j)a.ss of Chungsakhago, not under 18,000
feet. See Kaimwar.
CHETKOOL. From this place t<> Burasoo in

(birhwal the road leads over the Sungla pass,

about 16,000 feet high. Sec Kanawar.
CIIETRIYA, commonly pronounced k’lietri, in

the Hindu caste's
;
also written Chatriya, Cli’hatri,

Khetri, and properly Kshatriya. All Jtajputs

claim to be of this caste, but none of the
ancient race arc supposed to have survived their
incessant wars. Menu says (Art. 43, 44, ch. x.

p. 340) that several of the Chetriya tribes

—

Faundraca, Odra, Dravira, Camboja, Yavaiia,
Saca, Farada, Fahlava, China, Cirata, Derada,
C’hasa, Cirata, and Derada—had gradually sunk
from the second to the Sudra class, owing to
their omission of holy rites and to their seeing
no Brahmans. See Chattri

;
Khetri

;
Kihatriya.

CHETTU. Tel. A tree.

CHETTU-KARAN. MaleaI.. A toddy-drawer
;

a grass-cutter.

CHETTY, pi. Chettiar, a titular distinction for

the tnulcrs and financiers of the Peninsula of

India, under the forms of Seth, Sheth, Sethi,

Chettiar. It is applied without any reference to
caste or race, to the Zoroastrian Farsee engaged
in trade, to the Mahomedan Borah, the 'reling

Komati, the Tamil Vellalcr, the silk-weaver, the
Kavary

;
and amongst the Telugu races the title is

conceded to the Gajoola halija bangle-makers, the
Vaniar oil-pressers, the Elavaniar cloth-merchants,
and the Komati (Comati) grocers and general
dealers. In the Tamil country to tlie south it is

allowed to the Natoo kottiyar, keen, enterprising
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.tieueral inerchaiitn, and to the Kuttavaii pottcrg. about lt;,O0U square inilcH, includinjr most of the
The 'ruin race also take Chetty as a title. Many zamindari estates, but excluding tracts of hill mnd
of the tradei-8 and shopkeepers of Madras are of forest. The ])opulation in ISGG was 2,103,165. The
small stature, but tliey are fair-cohmred. They Chaiiiar caste maintain here a numerical preponder-
arc intelligent and successful business men, and ance. They are not, however, leather-workers,
a few have lately entered into commercial trans- but arc eager and industrious agriculturists; and
actious to dishiut countries. Their wives dress with nearly a fourth of the cultivation of the land must
the sari, but only of late years have any of them be in their hands. About the middle of the iffth
adopted the choli or bodice. A Sudra naidoo, century, under the teaching of Ghasi Das, they
the late Latchmenarsu Chettiar, member of the became monotheists

;
every evening they fall

Legislative Council of Madras, took this title, prostrate before the sun, exclaiming Sat Nam

!

None of them have ever had any political relation Sat Nam ! from which they have been styled the
with the Native States. Sat Nanii, meaning worshipped of the Pure God.
CHEUNAKA. Sansk. Cicer ariotinum. But serpent-worship seems to have largely pre-
CHEVA CHETTU or Mraiiu. Ti:l. J{ed-woo<l vailed in former times in many parts of the

timber. (kmtral Provinces
;
and other races arc spirit-

CHEVANP'iSSIA ESCUl.<t^NTA, a creeper Avorslnppers, believe in sorcery and witchcraft,

cultivated in British Burma. See Caoutchouc. and have recourse to the ordeal. See Cemral
CHEVIKAM. Maleal. Piper nigrum. Provinces; Chamar; Gond

;
Kai Dasi

;
Raipur;

CliEVUKURTI CHETTU. Tel. Slevogtia Satnami.
vertieillata, 7). ; Adencma hyssopifolium. CHTIATRI. Hind. Au umbrella; a small
CHEVULAPILLl TIGE. Tel. Ipomoea pes- ornamented pavilion built over a place of inter-

caprje, Swict. ment, the cenobiph of a Hindu chief.

CHEWA. Hind. Ephedra Gerardiana. CirilATTOOll, also Ch’hattur. Hind, The
CHEWAGIR-CHHATRA. Hind. Morchella name given in Northern India to a covering

seinilibera. placed on a heap of winnowed corn. It is from
CHEWANG, a chief of one of the vassal states the Hindi Ch’hatr, an umbrella, but is known also

into which feudally governed China had been by the names of liurhawun and Chank, </.r. In

divided. He made himself sovereign of the Benares it is generally a mere cake of cow-dung
;

emf)ire, under the title of Che-hwang. He was a (‘Isewhere it is a shoot of gniss or a dry stick of

great conqueror, and was successful in opposing the arhar, Cajanus Indicus, with several (generally

the inroads of the northern barbarians, the Heung five) projecting twigs, on each of which a small

noo or Huns, one of his measures to withstand piece of cow-dung is plactul, or a flower of the ak
whom was the erection of the celebrated Great or imular (Calotropis gigantea). Sometimes a
Wall. s))ear is stuck in* the ground at the side of the

(dIEWKA. Tel. Tamarindus Indiea. h(‘ap
; and sometimes an artificial flower is placed

CHFJYAIK, a tributary of the Ponnar river; at a short distance from the bottom of the heap,

also a tributary of the Palar river.

—

hnj). (Jaz. The object in view is to }>revcut the effect of an

(BPHACH’H. Hind. Butter-milk. evil eye, or the injury which is sure to be Bustained

CIPHAEE or Chhai. Hind. A pad to prevent from the praises of any atsual visitor, or any eye-

laden bullocks from being galled. biter, as an Irishman would B;iy. That this strange

CH’HAGUL-BATEE. Bkng. Naravelia Zey- ojunion was entertained among the ancients, is

lauicii. Ch’hngul-bantee, Dannia extcnwi. Ch’ha- known to every reader of Virgil and Theocritus,

gul-khoori, Ipomoea pes capne. Ch’hagul-nudi, it is a prevalent opinion not only among the

Sphaeranthus hirtus. Ch’hagul-pateo, Cynniichum Scotch ami Irish, but with almost every other

pauciflorum, Ch’hagul-putputee, Euphorbia dra- nation of the globe. But by the native of N.

cunculoides. India the Ch’hattoor is devoutly believed to offer

CH’HAJ. Hind. A basket used in winnowing, a sure safeguard against the disastrous effects of

CHdIAKRA. Hind. A cart or carriage with- fascination. If his ras or heap bo but provided

out sides, used for conveying cotton. The gari with this protection, the husbandman may sleep

has sides.

—

Eli secure; but as sure as he neglects it, should an

CH’HANTI. Hind. A coarse cloth. evil eye fall upon tin* grain, he will have to weep
CH’HAP. Hind. A stamp, a seal

;
iu North over the lost hopes of a year’s labours.

India, the Fottadar’s stamp. The Chinese cluq). * Nam quocuiuiue nciem horrihilem intendiBnet ibi omnos
In Dchli and the Upper Doab it is the name Cernere erat snbito attiatos languescere flores.

applied to a small bundle or heap of thorns about • •
•

i ,

a foot hiLdi. ^Vheu large, it is called Khewa, q.v.
hevere caducam.

Ch’hapa-Kaghaz, a newspaper, a printed paper. ^

CH’HAPPAR. Hind. Thatch or a thatched CHTIAUK. Hind. A custom in the N.W.

roof. Ch’happar-band, a thatcher. Provinces of India, of walking a boundary with a

CH’HATARPUR, the chief town of a feudatory raw cow-skin ou the head, under a solemn oath to

state iu Bundelkhaud of 1240 square miles, and a decide correctly; five sticks are held in the hand,

population in 1875 of 170,000
;
revenue, £26,000. to imply that thi^ arbitrator is the representative

Its chief is a Puar Rajput. Its troops, 62 horse of the panchayat.— IP.

and 1178 infantry and police, with 32 guns.— OlPrlAYA. Bend. AOrua lauata.

Jmp. Gaz. OIPHAYA means a shadow. In Hindu astro-

GH’HATIN. Beng. Alstonia scholaris. noiny, Vishuva ch’haya, the shadow of a gnomon,

CH’HATISGARH, the. S.E. division of the when the snn is in the equinoctial points. Mad-

Central Provinces, lying between lat. 20° 1' and hyama ch’haya, the mid-day shadow of the same

22° 33' 30" N., and long. 80° 28' and 84° 26' E. 'The at any other time of the year. Sama mandala

area of the plains of Ch’hattisgarh is computed at ch’haya, the mid-day shadow of the same when the
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sun is east or west of the gnomon. Oh’baya suta,

ona of the names of Saturn, moaning bom from
darkness.— Warren,

CH’HAYA. Hind. A shade, a spirit, the

shade of a goddess or deity. In the hysterical

or cataleptio seizures which happen to Hindu
devotees, where a deity is supposed to take posses-

sion, the expression used to denote it is Ch’haya
aya or Saya aya

;
and the body of the possessed

is said to be filled, ang-bhara. In Hindu mytho-
Ch'haya is the wife of the sun.

CH’HEDA. Hind. A destructive little animal
similar to the weevil (Calandra granaria), from
Ch’hed, Hind., a hole, the verbal root of Ch’hedna,
to pierce. It is also the name of the disease which
grain sustains when affected by the ravages of this

insect.

—

Elliot,

CH’HEENKA. Hind. A network made of

strings or cords
;
to place anything on the cords of

a bhangi.
j

CH’HEENTA, also Ch’hinta. Hind. From
Cb^heeutna, to sprinkle. A field in which peas and
linseed have been sown by broadcasting while

j

the rice crops are standing on the ground. When
tlie rice is cut, these crops are left to grow, and
arc harvested in tlio beginning of the month Chait.

In Dehli the term Ch’hoenta is applied to throwing
more seed amongst a growing ricc-crop. The
same word is employed in Gorakhpur to signify

lands ill which seed has been scattered after a
single ploughing; more particularly at the ex-
tremities of villages, with a view to secure poBses-

sion.

Ch’heonta is also a drop of water. Ch’heeiite-

cheeuto parua, spitting of rain. Dud’h ki handi
men, pani ki ch’hinti dalna, to sprinkle water into

a jar of milk, meaning to avuse unnecessary
annoyance. From this word is the English chintz.

’^Elliol.

CH’HIL-TAMBA. Hind, Oxidized copper
filings.

Cii’HINDWARA, a town which gives its name
to a British district of the Central Provinces, with
an area of 3852 square miles, and a population in

1872 of 316,095. The midland Gond Kingdom of
Deogarh had its capital in this district

;
the hill

parts have long been held by Gond or Kurku
chiefs, and the British have allowed the petty
rajas to retain their lands and rights as tributaries.

The Gonda in 1872 numbered 109,460, besides
Bharia and Kurku

;
Ahir or Gaoli, 23,844; Bhoyar,

10,606
;
Dhcr or Mhar, 27,790, The others arc

Hindus, Brahmans, Kunbi, Teli. Oli’hindwara is

2200 icet above the sea. Coal of the same quality
as that of Raniganj occurs. The Ch’hindwora
forests are very extensive, and lie principally on
the southern slopes of the Satpura mountains.

—

Imp. Gaz.

CH’HIPA or Ch’hipi, a printer of cottons, a
stamper of chintz.

OH'HIPIA, a small village in the Gonda district
ill Oudh, in lat 22° 3' 30'" N., long, 78° 59' E. It

hns a handsome Vaishnava temple of stone and
marble, erected by Sahajanand, a religious reformer
in Western India, who is regarded by liis followers
as an incarnation of Krishna, and is worshipped as
Swami Narayan. His descendants are at the head
of the sect at Junagarh. Many Hindu pilgrims
visit the birthplace of their deified leader.—/?wp.
Gazetteer.

CH’HITUA. Hind. Broadcast sowing.

—

Elliot.

OH’HOD-TEN, an offering to a Buddhist deity

;

a Buddhist temple. These are numerous in Tibet,

cousecnited to toe celestial Buddha, in contradia*

tinction to the dungten, which are built in honour
of the mortal Buddhas, and which ought to con-
tain some portion of relics, either real or supposed.
See Buddha

;
Chaitya

;
Dungten

;
Tope.

CH’HOLA. Beno. Cicer arietinum.

CH’HOONCHOO MOORMOORI. Beno. Iso-

lepis squarrosa.

CH’HOR. Hind. Release. Ghor-chitti, a deed
of release.

—

Ell.

CH’HOTA, Ch’hoti. Hind. Ch’hoto, Beno.,
small.

Ch’hota-kelu, Asparagus raoemosus.
Ch’hotadewar, Andromeda fastigiata.

Ch’hoti-lane. Satuda fruticosa.

Oh’hoti-manhari, Solaoum xanthocarpum.
Ch’hoti-ran, Salvadora Pewica.
Ch’hoti-mai, Tamarix orientalis.

Oh’hoto-akundo, Calotropu kerbacea.
Ch’hoto-bioh tanika, Ar^reia argentoa.
Ob’boto-oband, Opluoxylon serpentinum.
Ch’hoto-doodhee-futo, Gymnema ^Ivestre.
Ch’hoto gonda, French marigold. Tagetea patula.
CU’hoto-gothoobee. Cyperus dubiug.
Ch’hoto-hulkusa, Louoas aapera.

Cb’hoto-jalgantrec, Pauioum rei>oiiB.

Ch’botO'jiun, Eugenia curyophyllifolia.

Ch’hoto-jaiiteo, Utricularia diantha.
Ob’hoto-ihunjhuii, Crotalaria proatrata.
Ch’hoto-Keruee, Euphorbia chamajsycc.
Oh’hoto-kirata. Slevogtia vcrtioillata.

Ch’hoto-kokBhini, Vemonia cinerea.

Oh’hoto-kulpu, TriohoileBma liulioum.

Cb’boto-kut, Sagittaria sagittifolia.

Ch’hoto-looniya,. Portulaca meridiana.
Ch’hoto-mechneta, Hemiadelpbis polysperma.
CirJioto-musoor, garden tare, Ervum hirsutum.
Ch’hoto-mutiir, grey pea, PiBUin sativum, P, quad-

ratum.
Ch’hoto-ncelpud-mo, Nynqdiaea utellata,

Cb’hoto-okra, Zapania nodiflora.

Ch’hoto-pan-chooiee, Vilh.rsia cristata.

Ch’hoto-phootikn, Osbcckia aapera.
Cb’hoto-pino nutoe, Cynodon iiliformis.

Ciriioto-niktu-kurabul, Nyrapluea roiea.

Ch’hoto-Bada-niakhum-Bhim, Canavalia erythro-
aperma, flore albo.

Cb'hoto'shumlht, Nympbrua cdulin.

CH’HOTA UDAIPUR, also called Mohan, the
chief town of a tributary estate in the province of
Gujerat

;
area, 873 square miles, and population

62,913, 86 per cent, being the Bhil and Koli.
The chief is of the Chauhan Rajput. During the
rebellion in 1858, the chief refused to admit
Taiitia Topi into his capital, and Tantia was
defeated tbero by General Parke. Revenue,
£30,000

;
and tribute, £1050.—/m/). Gaz.

CH’HURA, Hind. A big knife used by
Afgh.an8 as a weapon. Ch’huri, a small knife.

CH'HURI-KA-BANDHA. Hind. A ceremony,
formerly in use in the Mahratta country, of formally
investing a Sudra with a bill-hook, in imitation of
the investiture of the Brahman with the cord.

CH’HUTTEE. Hind. A Mahomedan rile on
the sixth day of a woman’s confinement.

—

Herk.
OH’HUTTHEH, a subdivision of the Jat race

in the Panjab. See Jut.

CHIA KjVI, Maleal. Pods of Acacia concinna.
CHIAN and Cyprus turpentines, gum-resins,

products of a pistacia. See Gums.
CHIBBUR. Sind. Cucumis pubescena
CHIBH, a tribe south of Kaaumir, but little

reclaimed from barbarism either by Hindu or
Mahomedan conquerors.
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CHICAOOLE. CHIKARA.

CHICACOLE, in lat. 18^^ 17' 25" N., and long.
83® 66' 25" E.

;
a town in the Ganjam district of

the Madras Presidency. It is four miles from the
sea on the I^nguliga river. It was at one time
the Kalinga capital. It gives its name to a dis-

trict with a population of 169,094 souls, mostly
Vaishnava Hmdus, and speaking Telugu and some
Uriya. It forms part of the Northern Circars,

which have been under the Reddi or Gampati

;

during the 16th century under the Kutub Shashi,
in the 18th century under the Nawabs of Hyder-
abad and Arcot. In November 1753, M. Bussy
obtained it for the hVench E. I. Company, but it

was afterwards ceded to the British. In 1791,
and again in 1866, Chicacole suffered greatly from
famine.

—

Imp. Gaz.
CHICANE of Languedoc is the game of

Choughan, once universally practised throughout
J^ersia, and formerly often played on a level piece
of ground near Shiraz. As a game on foot, we
have it in the cricket of England, the golf

and shinty and hockey of Scotland, and the
hurling matches of Ireland. Pietro della Valle
(Viaggi, Lettora de Casvin 25 luglio 1618) dis-

covered it in the Florentine Calcio. Ci’ e solo

qucista differenza tra il giuocho de Persiani c ’I

calcio do Fiorenti, che i Fidrentini giucano con
molta gonte a piedi, etc.

;
Ma i Persiani, pin

nobihuente giucano a cavallo. The chicane of

I^ngucdoc is played as in Persia, with a wooden
ball and a club headed like a mallet or hammer.

—

Travels^ i. p. 346. Sec Choughan.
CHICIIA KOTTA. In a battle fought here

A. I). 1772 by the British, the forces of the Bhutan
j

raja were defeated.

CHI-CHAY, a Buddhist sago of China, whoso'

writings have been very inlluential.

—

Dr. Edkins.

CHI-CHIA, also Pudma and I’urpinja. Hind.
Junipenis communis.
CHICHIUIA. B. and H. Achyranthes asjKjra.

CHI-CHOU and Chi llsien are district magis-

trate's in the province of Kwang-Tung in China.

See Kwang-Tung-Chi.
CHICHKA. Hind. Butca frondosa.

CHICllKL Hind. Plectranthus rugosus.

CIIICHRU. —? The Himalayan nettle.

CHICIIUXDA. Hind. Trichosantlics augiiina.

CIIICKAN, also Chickau-dozi. Hind. Plain

embroidery. That in use for Ihiropean families is

usually called work or Chikkan work. It is a

largo branch of muslin work of India. Flowers

arc worked in silk, muslin, or cotton, on a cotton

ground.
CHICK ARA. Hind. Tetraceros quadricornis.

Sec Hovidm.
ClllCK-PEA, Cicer arietiuum.

CHICK RASSIA TABULAKIS,
•Swictonia chick mwaa, Hoxb. ii. 870.

(;hikm«iii, . . . Bkng. Gaiiti malic, . . Salem.
Tmlha of . . . Bombay. Hulang-hik-gas, . Sinuh.

Yiinina, Zimina, . Buhm. Aglay maram, . . Tam.
Dul inam, Dal mara, C.an. C'liitt;igong chettu, . Tel.

BaHtanl cedar, . . Kno. ,, karra, , ,,

Chittagong wood, . „ Chotakum ,. .

Deixlar ,, Madagari vembu, . ,,

l*ul>ha,Pali>ba,HooI, Maii ii.

This large tree occurs in the mountainous

countries to the east of Bengal, in Chittagong, also

in Coimbatore, Ceylon, is ratlu r common in the

southern jungles of the Bombay Presidency, but

much loss so in the northern, where, in common
with one or two other light red-coloured woods,

it currently passes under the general name of cedar
or bastard cedar, and all are extensively employed
in cabinetmaking. Tliis has quite a cedar-uke
smell. In Madras it is extensively used in cabinet-
making under the denomination of Chittagong
wood, being imported from that province, though
it is abundant in the mountainous parts of the
Peninsula. It is close-grained, light-coloured, and
delicately veined

;
makes beautiful and light furni-

ture, blit is apt to warp during the season of hot
land winds. Its wood could easily be creosotod.

It furnishes one of the deodars of Malabar, The
Chickrassia tabularis enters the market as one of
the cedars, bastard cedars, deodars, and Chitta-

gong wood. This is the true Chittagong wood.
'The bark is powerful.

—

Mr. Rohde; Roxh, ii. 379 ;

Beddomc.
CHICKWEED, Cerastium Indicum, TP. and A.
CHICORY. Ku-tu, Chin. Cichorium intybus,

C. endivia. The root in Europe is largely employed
to adulterate coffee.

CHICUDA. Can. Pliaseolus max.
CHI-FU, Chi-le-chow, and the Chi-l-tung-chi

are the prefects of the province of Kwang-Tung.
CHIGARA VANTIGE. Kahn. A form of laud

tenure in Mysore, by shares, in whicli the whole
village lauds were parcelled out in lots of equal
value.— \V.

CHIGHEH. PusiiT. On the occurrence of a
robbery or act of violence in an Afghan village,

all the able-lxxlieil men turn out in pursuit. This

is called the chigheb.

CHIGIU. Can. Antilope ccrvicapra, Pallas.

CHI HA.a haul bridge in use in Jummoo.

—

Drew.
CIIHIAI or Ciiiliara. Hind. A cremation

place where Hindu dead bodies are burned, from
Chac'c, ashes.

CHIHE. Hind. A division of the Gujar tribe.

CHI in. Bhot. Arctomys bobac.

CHIH-KIAU. Chin. Lac.

CllHi-LING, a fabulous beast of the Chinese,

unicorn with inane and cleft hoofs, said to appear
once in ten tlioiisand yeans. The last time wtis at

the birth of Confucius, known to curiosity-huntors

as, aiul commonly spelt, kyling .—Fn re^ Antipodes.

GHIHNA. Sansk. An emblem of the Jaina

tlurtliankai'as
;
a cognisance.

CIlIIl’KA. Hind. Tiie countenance
;
a doscrip-

tiveroll. Chihra-navesi, taking a descriptive roll.

CHIJ. Hind. Wastage allowance in gold-

smith's work, Dehli.

CHIJAKKI. Hind. Podophyllum emodi.

CHULA. Hind. Fraxiniis xanthoxylloidcs.

ClllK. Hind., Tam. A screen made of rattans,

Bu.spended in India outside of verandahs, over

doors or windows, to keep off the glare of the sun’s

rays. The chik is often made of strips of split

bamboo, also of grass, or of the khus-khus gross,

the Auathcrium muricatum
;
the Ariindo doiiax,

the Saccharum sara, and S. spontancura are also

largely used for the chiks of houses.

CIHKALDAH hill, in lat. 21® 24' N., and
long. 77° 22' E., near to and somewhat higher

than the fort of Gawilghur. Chikaldah, elevated

3777 feet, is on the Viiidhya, or, as some call it,

the Gawilghur range of hills, and about 15 miles

from Eilichpur. The plateau of Chikaldah is not

above three-quarters of a mile broad, and about a

mile in length.

CHIKAN. Hind. Euonymus fimbriata.

CHIKARA. Hind. Antilope quadricornis,
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OHIKATI MIUKIJ. CHILDREN.

Blain ; A. Avabica^ Ihmprlch ;
A. sub-qiiadri-

j

corn^tuB, Elliot.

CHIKATI MRAKUorTamalaimi. Tel. Xan-
thochynuiB nictorius?

—

R.
CH{KAYA orSikaya. Tel. Acacia concinna,

D.C. ; A. rugata, Buck. The teuder acid leaves

are eaten in curries; and the skin of the ripe

legume is used like soap to cleanse the hair.

CHIKRALT.APUU, a town in Mysore. The
Morasu AYakkala, a tribe of licrcditary cultivators,

during the 14th century founded dynasties of

polygars throughout Mysore. In 1701, Hyder
Ali conquered this place, and sent the last of the

Gauda a prisoner to Coimbatore.

—

Imp. Gaz.

CHIK-CHAK, PtyadactyluH gecko, a lizard of

Labuan. It is ver}^ domestic, like the chaplak of

India. It is said to be luminous on occasions.

CHIKT. Hind. GoufTeia holosteoides.

CHIKILINTA GADDI. Tel. Panicum ver-

ticillatum, X., R. i. 1101. The rapid growth of

thi.s beaiitiful grass has given rise to the common
saying, Chikilinta aiswaryaiu, lit. grass, like riches,

come and go.

CH’IKKI. Hind. A hand-mill, a quern.

CIIIKNA-KALR. Hind. A kind of earth

used to remedy kalr or reh in soil. Chikni-Matti,

clay, fireclay.

ClllKKI. — V Jkixua Nipaleusis.

CHIKSA. Hind. A perfumed powder com-
posed of a variety of odoriferous substances,

generally mixed up, when used, with .sweet-

scented oil (phoolail ka tel).

—

Ihrklotti.

CHIKU VEIjAGA. Tel. Diclijdera parvi-

bracteata, iVce.s'.

CHIL, also Cliir, in the N.IV. Himalayas, are

the generic terms for the genua Pinus
;
and P.

excclsa and P. longifolia are so named.
i

CHHj or Cheel. Hind. The kites of India,
j

Haliastur Indua, Jiodd.^ is tlu^ Hahiimny <dul;

Milvus Govinda, *S//le.v, is the Ohil proper; Baza
lophotes, is the created blac.k kite; and
Elanus inelanopterus, Jhnid^ is the black-winged
kite.

CHILA. Hind. Casearia tomenUm.
€HH.iAGADA DUMPA, or Genusii gadda and

Mohanam. Tel. Batatas cdulis, Ch. Al>out
Vizagapatam, Dioscorea ftisciculata, It. hi. 801, is

cultivated under this name. It seems to be only
a variety of D. aculeata.

CHILAKA DUDUGA. Tel. Guatteria sub-
crosa, Don.; Uvuria sub,. It.; also Unoua dis-

color, Vahl-^R.
CHILAKA TOTA KUILV. Tel. Amarantub

fasciatus, R. iii. 009.

CHILAMBARAM orChidambaram, a small town
of 15,519 inhabitants in the South Arcot district of
the Madras Presidency. It is famed throughout

|

Southern India for its Hindu temples. The Sabhan-
aikan Kovil or Kanak Sabha (golden shrine) is

sacred to Siva and his wife Parvati. It covers 59
acres of ground. Tlic magnificent principal hall has
936 pillars. It is mostly of granite, with many
monolitlis 40 feet high ; none of its pillars are
less than 26 feet high. In tlie centre is the shrine
of Parvati, a beautiful building containing a golden
ciinopy. Opposite it stamU the Miratha Sabha,
regarded as the most perfect gem of art in S. India.
There arc other temples

;
also the Siva Ganga, or

Hemapash karani (golden tank).—/wp. Gaz.
CHlLAMGHI. Hind. Aflat metal wash-hand

basin.

OHILAN. From Chilna, Hind., to go. A way-
bill of the post office, etc.

;
a list of contents

;
a

clearance
;
written CJbillawn. Chilaoni, current

coin.

CHILAS. This country is bounded on the

north by the Indus river, on the south by the

watershed of the ridge ovcrLooloosur lake, on the

east by the watershed of the same ridge as above
Looloosur lake, culminating in the lofty peak of

Munga Parbut
;

the Astor boundary marches
with Chilas here on the west to a point beyond
the village of Sazeen, where the Indus takes a

turn to the south-west. Chilas affords good
pasturage, but lies under snow for a considerable

portion of the year. The Sheen, claiming an
Arab descent, are the proprietary and governing

class. Crime is rare
;
women have more liberty

and power than among Mahomedan tribes, and
breaches of chastity are punished by death. They
were visited in 1866 by Dr. Leitner, at the request

of the Bengal Asiatic Society. Tlieir language

seems distinct from Pushtu, Persian, and Hindi,

and is not understood by their neighbours the

Syud race, Avho inhabit Durreil and Tankeer to

the. west of Ghilghit. According to their own
traditions, the inhabitants of Clnlas were con-

quered about the middle of the 18th century, and

converted to the Maliome<lan faith. Up to about
1H4D, the Kabgan Syuds reeeived quantities of

gold-dust as religious dues from the })eoplo of

Chilas
;
but when the Syuds, aided by the Sikhs,

failed in an attack on Chilas, the dues were

discontinued. A second attack by the Sikh nation

was successful, and a small annual tribute of 3

tolas of gokl-dust and 100 goats is paid to the

Kashmir durbar.

CHIL BINJ. Hind. Strychnos potatorum,

clearing nut.

CHILCHH.. Hind. Celosia arge.ntca.

CHILDREN.
Aiilad, .... Auab, I Kfttch-Katch, . , Hind.
Butcho, .... Hind.

|
rulli, Tam.

Male children are greatly longed for by all tlie

races inhabiting the south and east of Asia. One
jnevailing feeling reganling them is such as is

expressed in Psalm cxxvii. 4, 5 : ‘As arrows are

ill the hand of a mighty man, so are children

of the youth. Happy is the man that hath his

quiver full of them ; they shall not be ashamed,
but they shall speak with the enemies in the gate.*

Mo.st persons will hesitate to attack a largo united

family. Amongst Hindus and Chinese, with
all of whom spirit - worship prevails, sons are

particularly longed for, in order to obtain from
them duties to the manes of their parents. The
ciEstern custom of nursing a cliild from the liip or

side, as in Isaiah lx. 4, Ixvi. 12, is still continued
;

and a child born after vows is still, as in

Proverbs xxxi. 2, called the son of a vow
;
and

many Hindu children of both sexes, but principally

girls, arc devoted to the gods. As in Genesis

XXV. 6, the children of Mahomeilans, born of a
wife of humbler birth, or of a liarm woman, are

not deemed equal in social rank to the children of

a high-born wife. Infanticiile is still continued

amongst certain Rajput races, but tlie causes are

not for fulfilment of any vow, or from any reli-

gious duty, but pride or poverty induces tliem to

destroy their female children, and many Rajput
tribes have the utmost difficulty in obtaining

wives. The British Indian Government, iu the early
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CHI-LE-CHOU. CHILLAH.

part of the 19th century, declared the throwing

of children into the Ganges to be criminal, and has

and more of these pearly playthings have been
the reward of a lady party on one evening, caught

made continuous efforts to prevent the destruction
I

without much exertion from a boat, and under

of children. The Chinese have complete power over

their offspring, even to life, but in no country of

the south-east of Asia is the sacrificing of children,

on religious grounds, continued
;
though, down

to comparatively recent historic times, the Plueni-

cians, Carthaginians, Aranneans, Syrians, Hahy-

lonians, and even Israelites, and their neighbours

on both aides of the Jordan, sacrificed their

children with the lioped-for object of averting

any great and serious misfortune. A Phcenician

legend is of El, the strong, offering up his son

Yedud or Yedid, the beloved,—El being the

Kroiios (Bunsen, iii. 286). Malek Bel was the

same as the Tyrian Hercules, or Moloch or Bal-

Moloch, to whom, as also to Hecate and Melekhet

Artemis, dogs were sacrificed. In Exodus xiii.

Id, xxxiv. 20, the aiiimars neck or back-

bone had to be broken unless redeemed. Tlie

principal sacrifices offered to Hercules Usoo, as

well ns to his mythical companion, were human
beings, wlio in liaodicea of Phcienicia might be

ransomed by a doe. At Carthage, the practice of

sacrificing their favourite children, and tliose of

the highest rank, in honour of Hercules, continued

down to their latest wars. The legfuid of the

Grecian Hercules is that he became insane, burned

his own children, as well as those of hi.s twin

brother I[)hicle3, and murdered his guest Iphitus.

—

Bunsint, iv. 212, 21d, See China
;
Harm

;
Infanti-

cide ;
Uajpiit.

CHPEE-CIIOU and Chi-le-tung^ehi, ])refocts

in the Chinese province of Kwang-Tung.
CHIEGHOZA. Hind.; corruplly Galghoz.i. The

nuts or seeds from the cones of the edible pine,

Pinus Gcrardiana. In Hazara, t)>e seeds of the

Chil, P. excelsa and P, longifolia, are so called.

CHILIANWALAH. A drawn battle was fought

hereon tlic IJth January 1849, bet ween the British

and the Sikhs, where 14*2 per cent, of the British

soldiery fell in tlio action. It lies betwi'cn the

Clicnab and the Jlielum rivers.

CHILI PINE, Araucaria imbricata. The
liarsh, rigid, scalc-like and persi.stent foliage of

dark green, and its singular mode of branching,

render this tree very conspitmous. Tlic seeds,

l>orne in large round cones, are eaten in Chili,

where it forms widesprcatl forests bt-lween iat.

and 48' 8- The cones are about the size tJ a

child’s liead, each enclosing between 200 and JOO

nnts
;
and not unfrcqnentJy twenty or thirty cones

are borne on a single tree, so that eighteen /\rau-
]

carias are nrekoiied to jnaintain

for a whole year, d’iie nuts,

the shade of contiguous topes and groves, along

the river Kapti. Besides the artiticial fly, the

chiliva greedily seizes everything from a mosquito

to a butterfly
;
and a grub or flesh maggot, a bit

of paste, or a large grain of tough rice, arc equally

good. lie is essentially a surface fish, active and
cleanly in his predilections ; of a delicate consti-

tution, he soon dies after handling, especially if

he has been hooke<l. 'I'he casting net is the proper

modus operandi to get stock fish for a water, and

the suj)ply should be kept very few together, or

they will rapidly die
;
earthen j^ans carried on a

polo across a man’s shoulder by night are best.

This fish is very prolific, but iiis enemies are

abundant in proportion. From his surface habits,

he falls an easy prey to the dticka, fish-hawks,

kingfishers, snakes, turtle, etc. To feed them or

cause them to congregate, burn a little ghi or

fat in a pot over the fire, and wlicn it begins to

smoke, empty out the con tents on the pool or

lake, and the chiliva will soon be seen hunting

this new food on the surface. Coarse flour slightly

melted and thrtAvn in will also attract a great

number; the ca.sting net thrown on the spot will

gather quite a silvery load. The Indian angler

prizes the little chiliva beyond all his con-

freres, for he is the shining bonne bouche which,

when properly spun on a first-class rapid, tempts

the majestic mahseer of discreet 50 to 120 Ids.

from all his propriety, or seduces the golden-

eyed bokhar of 20 to run amok.

CriILKA-DUDUGU. Tkl, Guatteria cera-

soides, Dtm

;

Unona discolor, Wild.

CHILKA LAKE, a marine lagoon in the Orissa

and Ganjam distrijts on the north-western side of

the Bay of Bengal, It bouruks the Northern (lircars

on tlic north. It seems to be tlie result of a

breach of the sea over a flat sandy shore, whose

elevation is something above the level of the

country within. Fulicat lake appears to have had

tlie like origin. Each of them communicates with

the soil by a wry narrow but deep opening, and

arc shallow within. The Cliilka lake, extending

from lat- O'' 28' to HF 56' 15" N., is about 44

inilc.s in length from N.E. to 8.W., and in most

places 12 or 15 mues wide. It is at the extreme

end of the Furi district, just where it touchea

the Fresidoncy vi Madnvs. It is separated from

the Bay of Bengal by a long sandy ridge of a few

hundred yards in breadth, against which the force

of iliC south-west monsoon (.‘xjxmds itself in vain.

a single ]UTKon
i
Its area varies from 844 to 4o0 sq. in., during

m form like an
|

the dry and rainy seasons respectively. It is

i might

I)r. Pot’ppl</.

(JIILIVLV. Hind. 'J'lte Indian l»lcak of N.^V^

India, a lonely httle fish, seldom reaching more

than two or three ounces
;
he is active, playful,

and ravenous
;
his appcaniuec is like new silver

(the scales being used in making false pearls),

and he ranks among the most delicate at table.

Lady anglers, with a long, graceful wand, whip for

liiui with great success on fine clear evenings,

near the cold season, with tiny midges of rainbow

hue, begirt with gold tinsel. Five pounds’ weight
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and wooded hills. It is annually frequented by

numbers of waterfowl.— Prnmdrs Mcinoh\ p. 242.

FHILKL Hind. A rupee of Kashmir, value

ten annas.

CHILL.A. Hino. Gasearia tonientosa.

CHILLA OHETTL or Indiipu Chettu. Teu
StrychnoH potatorum,

CHILLA GADA, also Grasugada. Tkl. Batatas

edulis.

CHILLAH, tlie fortieth day after childbirth,

on which a Mahomedan woman performs her



CHIMURUDU.CHIiLA-JAIDAR.

purificatioiiB. It ia the forty days of Lev. xii. 4. mixed together with a little or bean meal to

Herkl make a paste. This is called dillock, and is made

CHILLA-JAIDAR, a kind of silk of Bokhara, in quantities at a time, being preserved in a large

CHILLAMA COOR. A small village, 193 gourd shell, generally suspended from the roof,

miles from Madras. Earth salt is abundant. The wort is merely a little water added to this

CHILLANKI. Tel. Inga umbellata, Willd. paste, which is then boiled over the fire, with the

CHILLAR, Hind. The husk, skin, or rind of addition of a little fat meat and more meal to

fruit, grain, etc. make a kind of porridge, to which sometimes is

CHILLAR. Hind. Small money or change : also added several warm seeds, such as the com-

it corresponds also to the English word ‘ upwards, mon cress or black mustard, both of which ore

as a hundred rupees and upwards,—sao rupai indigenous in Abyssinia. A kind called the

challar. Tobago red pepper is said to possess the most

CHILLHA. Hind. A holy place where a fakir pungent properties of any of the species. It

sits, so called from the initiatory Chihla (40) days’ yields a small red pod, less than an inch in length,

abstinence. It is also known as a fakir’s takia.— and longitudinal in shape, which is so exce^ngly
Elliot. hot, that a small quantity of it is sufficient to

CHILLIES season a large dish of any food. Owing to its

0*pdoum,. . . . Eko. Lombok; Ohabai, Malay, oleaginous character, it has been found impo^ble

Oayenno Mpper, . „ Lada nicra; Lada china, „ to prescrYe it by drying
;
but by pourpg strOM

Mirch, .... Hxnd. Mollasa, .... Tam. boiling vinegar on it, a sauce or decoction can be
Ixmbok, . . . . Jav. Mirapa-kaialu, . . Tel. made, which possesses in a concentrated form all

Chilli is the Mexican name for all varieties of the essential qualities of the vegetable. A single

capsicum, though they are natives of the East drop of this sauce will flavour a whole plate of

and West Indies, and other hot climates. C. soup or other food.

—

Johnston^a Abyssinia; O^Sh,;

annuum is the species commonly noticed, but there Faulkner; iS’immoudjf, p. 429. See Capsicum,

are numerous varieties which, by many, are CHILLOUNEA, a singular tree of Nepal. Its

reckoned species. Thus C. frutescens is a shrubby upper coat ia entirely composed of innumerable

plant, which grows to n large and more bushy ncedle-form fibres, partially united by a kind of

size *, C. minimum supplies the variety called gelatinous sap. The wood makes good beams

bird^ pepper
;

C. baccatum has a globular fruit, and rafters, and is held in such estimation by the

and furnishea cherry or berry capsicum. They natives, that no house is considered secure in

arc all of the simplest culture
;
but culture appears which more or less of the timber has not been

to increase the size, and to diminish tho jiungeiicy employed.

—

Smith's Nepal.

of the fruit. Their acridity is owing to an olea- CHILLUM. Hind. A pipe bowl, a hookah

ginous substance called capsiciii. When the fruit bowl.

is fresh, it has a penetrating acrid smell; is CHILON. Hind, Populus ciliato.

extremely pungent to the taste, and produces a CHILRAI, also Khatrow, Picea (Abies) Web-
most painful burnii^g in the mouth. When dried, biana, P. pindrow, the silver fir.

they form a large article of local and foreign CHILTA-RITA. Tel. Phoenix farinifera.

traffic, and form the basis of cayenne pepper; CHILUCHI. Hind. Iris Nipalensis,

but in vinegar, when green or ripe, they are an CIIILU NUTIITA. Beng. Amarantus poly-

acceptable pickle. In Bengal, the natives make gonoides.

an extract from chillies, which is about tho con- CHIMA-PUNJI. Maleal. Cochlosperraum

sisteuce and colour of treacle. In all Southern gossypium.

and Eastern Asia both rich and poor daily use CllIMBARI. Hind. Dactyloctenium iEgypti-

them, and they form the principal ingredient in acum, Elcusine flagelUfera.

all chatiiis and curries; ground into a paste CIIIMKANI. Hind. Catbartocarpus fistula,

between two stones, with a little mustard, oil, CHIMNANU, of Lahoul and theChenab, Amyg-
ginger, and salt, they form tho only seasoning dalus Persica, the peach.

which the millions of poor in those countries can CHI MOEE. Chin. A bacchanalian game
obtain to eat with tneir rice. They are worth played at Cliinese parties.

about 408. tho candy of 600 lbs. Cayenne pepper CHIMONANTIIUS FRAGRANS. Fortune

;

is used in medicine chiefly in the form of tincture, the Lah-mei or Hwang-raci-hwa of tho Chinese.

as a rubefacient and stimulant, especially in cases This shrub is sometimes grafted. The flowers,

of ulcerated sore-throat. It acts on the stomach mounted on brass wire, are tho favourite winter

as an aromatic condiment ;
and when Reserved in ornament of Chinese women of all classes. Tho

acetic acid it forms chilli vinegar. Ited pepper Chinese macerate tho tree in water, and then

may be considered one of the most useful vego- polish it a beautifully black brilliant surface.

tables in hygiene. As a stimulant and auxiliary It ia a favourite in England, where it blooms in

in digestion, it has been considered invaluable, the open air at Christmas. It is quite common
cspocially in warm countries. Immouso quanti- in China.

—

Fortune's Tea Districts, p. 79.

ties of the capsicum are used bv the native popu- CHIMPANZEE, one of the Simiadm, which

lation of the West Indies, Africa, and Mexico; approach near to man. The terra has been

the consumption there as a condiment being applied to the Simia satyrus of Linnaeus, the

almost universal, and perhaps equal in quantity oriental orang, but it is now generally restricted

to salt. The ‘wort’ or cayenne pottage may to a West African genus, the Troglodytes niger

he termed the national dish of the Abvssinians, of Geoffrey, the Homo troglodytes of Lionseus.

—

as that or its basis * dillock ’ is invariably eaten Engl. Cyc. p. 1015. See Simiadss.

with their' ordinary diet, the thin crumpet-iiko CHIMU, also Chimyaka. Hind. Syringaomodi,

bread of teff or wheat flour. Equal parts of salt Morus serrata. Podophyllum omodi.

and the red cayenne pods are powdered and CHIMURUDU. Tel. Oadaba Indioa, Lam,
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CHINA. Hind. Pauicura miliacoutn.

CHINA, the empire in the centre and cast of

contineiital Asia, known to Europe bv this name,
is calleil by the western Mongols, Cathay

;
by the

Manchu Tartare it is called Nikan Koiim
;
and by

the Chinese Tchoung-kou6, the last term meaning
the Centnil Kingdom (Duhalde, Hist, of China,

p. 1), also Tchoung-kuo, the Empire of the Centre.
According to M. Hue (i. pp. 349-350), the Chinese
also name it Tchoung-hoa, or Flower of the Centre;
also Tien-hia, the Hencatli the Heavens, or the
world, ns the Itomans called their dominions Orbis.

The name most in use is Tchoung-kouc. It is

also, however, called Tang-aliau, the Hills of
Tang (the name of one of their most celebrated
dynasties). The present reigning family has given
it the name of Tat-sing-kouo, the Empire of
Groat Parity; and in government proohuuations,
es^Kicially iu those addressed to Barbarians, it is

often called Tien-chao, the Celestial Empire. Other
figurative appellations are Tchoung - thang and
Tien-chao, Heaven’s Empire. The natives call them-
selves Chung-kuo - teih - jin, men of the middle
kingdom; also Haii-jin and Tang-jin, men of Han
or of Tang (froui the dynasties of those names).
Chiun is supposed to be the country mentioned
ap tlic land of 8inim in Isaiah xlix. 12. Chinese
annals extend back for tlircc or four thousand
years. Fo-hi is the first named sovereign of the

Chinese, ))ut the date of his reign is not ascer-

tained. Yu the Great is the first monarch of

whoso reality there is no historic doubt. Their

BambuS'book contains the record of tlie ancient

im[)erial dynasties from B.c. 1991 to a.d. 264:

—

let. Tlia, the first emperor Yu begiimiug n.c.

reigned 432 yearn.

2d. 81iang, began B.o, 1559, IahUmI 509 yesrs
; 28 rcigim

in 15 generations.

3d. Tsbeu, began n.0. 1050, lasted 479 years. The 12ili

oinporor Yen Yang began to reign B.c. 781. Hia
sixtliyear was B.c. 770. Confucins lived under
this uyjiasty, and he rccordwi the observations

of the iwlsr cclip.Hos from B.O. 481 upwards to

720.

4t1i. Tsin, began B.C. 2.55, and lasted to 207, 49 years.

5t)i. Hun, began U.O. 20G, nnd lasted to A.u. 264, a total

of 409 years.

But systematic Chinese history hardly goes

back so far ns tlio reign of Yu, w'ho was the

founder of tho dorniiiiou of the kings or priucea

of Shen-si in S. China, as far as tho great river.

He diverted the course of the Yellow River to

fertilize the lands between the two rivers.

Prior to Chi-hoang of the Tsin dynasty, about

255 years B.C., the country had been subdivided

into numerous principalities and commonwealths,

but that warrior emperor brought them all under

subjection. He bunt the Great Wall to keep off

tho Tartars. Sores, which Horace and the ancients

used, seems to have been strictly applicable to

some nation in tho west of China, and many
authors have surmised that the term China

(Cheenn) was given to the country when the

Tsin dynasty carried their arms to the west.

China (Chcena) was early given by the people of

tho N.AV. of India to the nation which Europe

now calls China.

The Tsm dynasty was overthrown by Lin-pang

of the Han province, who was the first of tho Han
dynasty. With tho destruction of tho Tsin

dynasty great injury resulted to the Chinese

annals; but most of the Han princes were muni-

CH1N.\,

ficcut patrons of literature. During the reign of
Ming-ti, the 15tb of the Han dynasty, oonsider-
able intercourse was carried on between the princes
of India and China; but it was particularly during
the dynasties of Simi, Learn, and Tam, from the
fourth to the seventh centuries a.d., that princes
from Bengal and Malabar northwards to the Panjab
sent embi^ea to the Chinese monarchs. Nearer
our own times, the Ming and Teiug dynasties have
ruled from a.d. 1368 to the close of the 19th cen-
tury, viz.

:

Kwo-Hiuu, or Mi/iii-Hiaii, or Began Heign,
reinniiij: titU'. Teiurlo Title reigu.A.o. years.

Ming Dyuiisty

—

Hung-woo, Tai-tsoo, , . . 13GS SO
Kien-wan, Kieii-wan-tc, 1398 5
Yttug-lo, . . Tai-taung, . . 1403 22
Huug-h, . . Jin-Uung, . . 1425 1
Hiueti-W, . . Sixien-tsung, . . 1420 10
Cliiiig-tung, . Ying-Uung, . . 1430 21
King-tai, . . King-ti, . . . 1457 8
Ohiug-hwA, . Hien-Uuxig, . . I4r»5 23
Hung-chi, . . Hiao-tsung, . . 1488 18
Cbing-ti, . . AVii-tsung, . , ir>06 10
Kia-t^iug, . . She-tsuug, . . 15*22 45 .
Lung-king, . Muh-tsung, . . ir*4J7 0
AVanle, . . Shin-tsuug, . 1573 47
Tai-clmng, Kwaug-tsung, , 16*20 1
Tieu-ke, . . Hu-tsung, . . 1621 7
9'8ung-cliing,

.

Hwa-tsuiig, , . 1628 16
T»ingJ)y misty—
SUuii-chi, . Chaugliwuug-tc, 1644 17
Kang-lie, . . Jin li\vang-tc, . 1661 61
Yung citing, . Hicu-hwang-to,

.

17*22 14
Keen lung, . Sbunhwang-te^. 1736 00

1
Kia-king, . . Juihwang-te, . 1796 25
Tuon-kwang,

.

Zhim sung-jail,

.

1821 29
Heen-fung, .

1
Wan-ziuig-chien, 1851 10

Tung-clu‘, . . . Mu-zuiig-i, . . 1862 13
Kwang »u, 1 1876

OrUfin and luirly History, — All the aucient
traditions of tlie (Chinese refer to their migrations
from tho west. Chevalier Bunsen (Report, Brit.

Assoc., 1847) says that, according to Chinese
traditions, Tibet is tho land of their earliest recol-

lections. But tho first settlers of this race in

China were prolxvbly emigrants from the lands
lying to tho soutli of the Caspiaii. An early rela-

tionship existed between Chinese and Mesopo-
tamian culture, among tho most striking proofs

of which are the fjicts that ‘ the primitive Chinese,
like tho IkibyloniauB, rccogniHcd five planets

besides the sun and moon, and, with one excep-
tion, knew them by tho same names;’ and
com^xirison between the ancient names of the

mouths given in the Urh ya, the oldest Chinese
dictionary, witli tho Accadian equivalents, shows,
in some instances, ait exact identity.’ A number
of ethnological and linguistic facts point to the

Chinese having left a home in the south of the

Caspian Sea, where they had been brought under
the influence of Accadian culture. From this rest-

ing-phu5e they moved eastward about tho twenty-
fifth century B.c., probably in consequence of the

invasion of Susiana by some possibly Turaniaq

tribe, and finally struck the northern bend of the

Yellow River, the course of which they followed

until they reached the fertile plains of Shen-si. The
Chinese immigrants found the country in |X)88e8-

siou of a number of Taic tribes, such ns the Kwei,
Lung, Pung, and Li, all of whom possessed a
certain amount of culture. With these tribes they

contended for dominion, and by force of a supe-

rior civilisation gained the mastery over them.

The relations thus established produced effects
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which have left their mark on the history of tlie 1,29:^,000 miles. A recent estimate is 1,534,953

nation through all time. In the language at the English square miles ;
and in 1844 its revenue,

present day, as well as in the traditions and cus- 191,803,139 taels = £03,934,713.

toms now existing, are reflected traces of this It is separated on the north bv the Great Wall
intermingling of races more than four thousand from the desert lauds of the Mongol tribes, and
years ago. 'The admixture of Taic blood was also from the scarcely less dreary Manchu country; on
of paramount importance to the Chinese; and they the east is the Gulf of Pe-che~li, the Eastern

owe much of their endurance as a nation, and of Ocean, and the Formosa channel
;
on the west

tfcteir superiority in mental and bodily physique, barbarous tribes
;
a?Kl S.W. are the kingdoms of

to the constant introduction of new blood into Tonquin, Cochin-China, Burma, and Laos,

the national life. They have a tradition of a In the course of ages the Chinese Empire has

deluge, B.c. 2867, in the reign of Yaou. The first varied greatly in extent. It has been more than

settlement of the immigrant Chinese was in the once larger than it is even now. It was so, for

northern portion of Chih-le; and Chinese legend- example, about 2000 years ago, under the fifth

ary history tells us that Yaou, who reigned 4200 emperor of the Han dynasty, when it embraced
years ago, had bis capital at the city of Tsin- the greater portion of inhabited Asia east of the

chow, situated about 100 miles only to the south Caspian Sea, and inclusive of Siam, Pegu, Cam-
of the present capital, Pekin. From this the bodia, and Bengal. In the intervals between
people spread gradually westward and southward, these great extensions, it has shrunk up to the size

colonizing the newer regions, and displacing the of China proper, and even this latter has been

aboriginal inhabitants. occasionally subdivided for considerable periods

Extent of China.—The territorial distinctions under two or more ruling families or dynasties,

of China proper and the Chinese Empire have each acknowledging no superior. But the Chinese
existed from the earliest periods of Chinese history, people has continued the same, even when under
China proper has meant, at all periods, that several rulers, and has been steadily increasing ita

portion of the east of the Asiatic continent which territorial posBessions. Tlicy have annexed all the

has been possessed and permanently occupied by parta neighbouring on China proper from Manchu
the Chinese people. The Chinese Empire lias and Mongol races. The dynasty now is Mongol,
meant, besides China proper, those large portions and the army Manchu, and furnishes Manchu
of the whole Asiatic continent occupied by Tartar soldiers in Mongolia and Tibet,

nomades or other non-Chinese peoples, but which Government—The idea of the family is the

have from time to time been under the sway of grand principle that serves as the basis of society

the Empire of China, and more or less directly in China. Filial piety, the constant subject of

ruled by Chinese ofticers and armies. China dissertation to moralists and philosophers, and
proper has at all periods been characterized by continually recommended in the proclamations of

Chinese civilisation
;
that is to say, its population emperors and the speeches of mandarins, has

generally, besides being physically of the same become, in the views of the Chinese, the funda-
race, has always been governed in its domestic, mental root of all other virtues. All means are

its social, and (with the exception of some very !na<le use of to exalt this sentiment, so as to make
short periods) its political life, by the principles of it an absolute passion. It assumes all forms,
and rules laid down in the Chinese old sacred mingles in all actions, and serves as the moral
books. The non-Chinese peoples of the Cliinese pivot of public life. Every crime, every attempt
Empire have, on the other hand, at all periods against the authority, property, or life of in-

cither been destitute of anything that could be dividuals, is treated as filial disobedience
;
whilst,

called civilisation, or have been slightly tinged on the other hand, all acta of virtue, devotion,
with Chinese civilisation, or have been marked by compassion toward the unfortunate, commercial
some different civilisation, as for instjince at probity, or even valour in battle, are referred to

present, in the inhabitants of Turkestan by a filial piety. To be a good or a bad citizen, is to be
Mahomedan civilisation, and the inhabitants of a good or bad son. This grand principle dominates
Tibet by one strictly Buddhistic. At present and penetrates more or less deeply all the strata

China proper and the Chin^ Empire are supposed of society. The emperor, as the head of the family
to be 3,010,400 square miles in extent, and may system on which Chinese political life is based, is

be noticed under three territoral divisions: responsiblo only to tlie gods. In civil cases the
China proper^ as the empire existed under the last appeal is to the emperor, and tlie registers of

Ming dynasty, which ruled in China from a.d. 1 368 capital offender are submitted to him. The names
unUrthe Manchu conquest in A.D. 1644. of the officials who merit promotion or disgrace are
Manchu^ or, as known in Euroj>e, Manchuria, likewise submitted to him. He is called Hoang-tc,

the country of the reigning d^asty. August Sovereign, or Iloang-chou, August Eleva-
Colonies of China^ in Mongolia, Soungarra, tion

;
but his name par excellence is Tien-dza, or

Eaatem Turkestan, Tibet, and the countries of the Tien-tsze, Son of Heaven.
several tribes bordering on Kan-su and Sze- The empress of China, on the other hand, is

chuen. the representative of mother earth. She is sup-
China proper is the largest as well as the most posed to be ignomnt of politics, and occupies

compact country in any part of the globe, extend- nersclf in feeding silkworms, winding silk at the
ing m length from al^ut lat. 19° to about 42^ N., cocoon festival, and inspecting the silk stuffs

and in breadth (taking one extremity, where it woven by the women of the imperial household,
borders upon the peninsula of the Corea) from China has 18 political divisions,—Shang-tung,
about long. 125° (uking the other extremity, Pe-che-li, Shan-si, Shen-si, in the north

; Kwang-
whero the Great WoU extends to the west) to tung and Kwang-si in the south ; Ghe-kiang,
about long. 85° E., being 23° in lat. and 39° in Foh-kien, and Kiang-su, in the east; Kan-au,
long. The area given by Sir George Staunton is Sze-chuen, and Yun-nan, in the west

;
and Nang-

684
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hui, Kiang-fii, Hoo-nan, Hu-peli, Ho-rian, and
Kwei-chu, as midland provinces.

Executive Civil Government.—The entire admini-
stration is under the direction of two councils,

attached to tlie person of the emperor, the Nei-ko
and Kiun-ke-tchou. The first is charged with
the preparation of plans, and the despiatch of

current business. Its duty is, according to the
official^ book, ‘ to put in order, nn<l to mcake
manifest the thoughts and designs of the imperial
will, and to regulate the forms of administrative

decrees.’ It may be regarded in some measure as

the secretariat of the empire. The second council,

named Kiun - ke - tchou, deliberates with the

emperor concerning political affairs. In the
Nei-ko, or Interior Council Chamber, are four chief

councillors, two of them Tartars and two Chinese,
who bear the titles of Choung-thang and Ko-laou.
The Tartar minister prcsitles.

Loo~Poo is the general a])pellation for the six

civil and criminal tribunals of China. The first of

these, properly termed Loo-Poo, has four depart-
ments for the administration of the provinces

;

the second, named Hoo-Poo, takes charge of the

imperial revenues
;
the third board is named Lee-

poo
;
Ping-poo-war is the fourth

;
King- Poo, the

criminal department
;
Kung-Poo, or public works,

being the fifth and sixth.

The provinces of the country are each under a
governor, or, where two provinces are uniUMl, a

governor-general. Every province is divided

into a certain number of <listricls, c/tlied ‘ Fu,’

‘Ting,’ ‘Chow,’ ‘ H(?en.’ A ‘ Fu ’ is a large

portion or department of a province amlcr the

general control of a civil officer, immediately
subordinate to the head of the provincial govern-

ment. A * Ting,’ a smaller division than, and
sometimes a portion of, a h'li

;
when 8ei>aratc, it is

goveniecl as a Fu, ami called a ‘ Cliuh-le.’ A
‘ Chow ’ is similar to a Ting, as also a Hecn, but
each is a smaller division. Each Fu, Ting, Chow,
or Heou ha.s one or more towns or walled cities

under its guidance, one of which takes its name
and rank as ‘ Kwang-Chow-Fu ’ and ‘ Shang-Hae-
Ileen,’ which latter, although of that subordinate
rank, is the largest maritime city in tlie empire,

and the greatest resort of the native ships or junks.

But with all these, there has, besides, always re-

mained a powerful and vivacious spark that the
Tartar government has never been able to extir-

pate; and secret societies Imve been formed all

over the empire, the members of which have seen
with impatience the Manchu domination, and
cherish the idea of overthrowing it, to obtain a
national government.

Titles*—Also, there are five orders of nobility,

the kouDg, heow, paak, tze, and nan, which cor-

respond to the duke, marquis, carl, baron, and
baronet of Britain. Each of these has classes.

The Kce-Too-Wye is a lower grade, and the Wan-
Kee-Wye a still lower. Other grades of rank are

arranged os Chung or Tsung-deputy. Hereditary
titles only exist for the imperial family and for

the descendants of Confucius, who are still very

numerous in the province of Shaug-tung. Of the

twelve orders of the Imperial nobility of China,

tsinw’u is the first, kiui-wang the second, beileh

third, beitseh fourth, ohiu kwoh kung fifth, f-kwoh

kun^f sixth. To the hereditary titles which the

relattons of the emperor enjoy, there are attached

certain prerogatives, as well as a very modest allow-

ance, the right of wearing a rod or yellow girdle,
of putting a plume of peacock’s feathers in their

caps, and of having six, eight, or twelve bearers
to their palanquins. They cannot, more than any
other citizen, pretend to any public office, without
having previously taken their literary degree at
IVkin and Moukden, the capital of iManchuria.

Many of these nobles are to be seen living in idle-

ness and penury on their small pensions, and
having no other proof to show of their illustrious

origin than the red or yellow girdle. A private

tribunal, however, is charged to govern them and
superintend their conduct.

The first civil and military mandarins who have
distinguished themselves in the adrniiiiatraliou or
in war, receive the titles of koung, heow, pa/ik or
phy^ tze, and nan. All the officers, civil and
military, of the Chinese Empire are divided into

nine orders, khiou-ping, distinguished one from
the other by certain buttons, or rather halls, of

the size of a pigeon’s egg, which are Avorn above
the official cap. This distinctive ball is of ])lain

red coral for the first order, of carved coral for

the second, of a translucent deep blue stone for

the third, of pale blue for the fourth, crystal for

the fifth, of some opa(pio white stone for the sixth,

and for the seventh, eighth, and nintii, of gilt and
wrought copper. Every order is subdivided into

two classes, the one active and official, the other

supernumerary
;
but this makes no difference in

the balls. All the official personages comprised

in these nine orders are designated l^y the generic

tenn of kouang-fou. The term mandarin was
invented l)y the first Europeans who visited the

country, and is probably derived from the Portu-

guese word ‘ mainlar,’ to command. The people

are all partial to honours, and ornamental arches

are raised to mc*i and women who distinguish

themselves.

The punishments for crimes titv very severe,

many are bruUvl. They transport and flog for

petty larceny, use torture to extort confessions;

use cages, the cangue, and fetters
;

chain the

criminal to heavy stones and to iron bars; leave

the food 8ui)ply to chance ;
cut off the ear, or cut

the person to pieces at 8, 24, IlG, 72, and 120 cuts

;

decapitate and strangle. The prisons of China
may be considered as ivnequallcd upon earth, so

far as everything that is most abominable is

concerned.

Races ,—The great nvees in the empire arc three,

the Chinese, the Mongol, and the Manchu. These

nations differ very considerably in their physical

characters, although much mixture has taken

place. The northern or predominant nation

appears to have a fundamental tendency to an
Iranian modificatiou of the Turanian type ; and
the same tendency is observable amongst the

Coreans and the higher classes of the Japanese,

as amongst some of the American, Tangnsian, and
Asianesian peoples. In the south of China, the

fundamental tendency is to an extreme flatness of

features, the nose being often more insignificant

and shapeless than in any other race, although

the finer type also occurs, lii the eastern

maritime province, the northern typo is much
more common. The dominant or northern

Chinese race is much less Mon^liau than the S.

Chinese, the Malay, and roost ox the intermediate

ultra-Indian races. They are closely allied to the

Japanese and Americans, and, indeed, are eyi-
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dent]y the name race, however much their language
differs. The predominating colour of the skin of

the Chinese is yellow; but yellow, brown, and
sometimes a maroon tint occur. The face is broad
and flat, cheek-bones projecting, irides black, eyes

oblique, beard scanty, stature above that of the

Malay and Tibetan, below that of the European.
The Chinese head, when viewed from the front, has

a strongly-marked physical relation not only to

all the races of the Mongolian type, but in a much
cloi^y or more special manner to the Tibetan

tribes, the American Indians, and some of the

eastern Asianesian tribes, in all which one of the

prevailing Chinese types may be traced. Numerous
examples of the elongated head, obtusely wedge-
shaped cranium, and arched nose of America and
New Zealand may be seen in every assemblage of

Chinese in Singapore. The occipital truncation

remarked in America and Polynesia is common in

South-Eastern Asia. It is very strongly marked
in the Lau race. The Tibetan tribes have the rise

of the skull at the coronal region, but the other

characteristics are wanting. The heads of the

American men of Dr. Pric^rd's Natural History

of Man resemble those of the Chinese. The
prominent lateral expansion of the sygomss is

comparatively rare in the Chinese os in the

Americana. The Sumatra Malaya have much
more frequently the typical Mongolian head, as

have also the allied trilxis of the Irawadl basin,

with whom they are most nearly connected, and
whenco they have undoubtedly derived their

physical stock.

The sea-coast ^oplc are skilful and enterpris-

ing, with that self-reliance which enables nations

to emigrate
;
and we find them swarming in the

Malay ports, in Singapore, Borneo, and the

Philippines; numbers aro in Australia, the West
Indies, Sandwich Islands, and Western America,
particularly Californio. But, except in Buddhist
Burma, they arc not settlers, only forming tem-
porary connections, sending all their savings, and
looking forward to return, to their native land.

Next to the Malay, this people have been the most
formidable pirates of the eastern seas. Their rapid

and wide diffusion is one of the most remark-
able of the events of modern history, and is likely

to exercise a great influence on the future con-

dition of man. For the Chinese do not migrate

to mingle with and be absorbed among other

tribes and peoples : they preserve their own lan-

guage, their one nationality, their own costume
and religious usages, their own traditions, habits,

and social organization. Though they intermarry

with the races amongwhom they dwell, the Chinese
type becomes predominant, and the children are

t^ost invariably educated on the fathcris model,
the influence of the mother seeming almost
annihilated. And though the Chinese frequently

acquire large fortunes, great influence, and some-
times high rank as a consequence of their pro-
sperity, the ties that bind them to their country
seem never to bo broken, and the tides of popula-
tion flow Chinaward with every south-western
monsoon, to be replaced by a stronger stream
when the monsoon of the north-east sends the
junks on their wonted way towards the south. It

18 estimated that in the kingdom of Siam there are
more than a million and a half of Chinese settlers t

in the city of Bangkok alone there are supposea
to be two hundred thousand. In fact, all the
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active business appears to be in their hands. Nine
out of ten of the floating bazars which cover for
miles the two banks of the Meinam, aro occupied
by Chinamen

;
very matiy of them are married to

Siamese women, for a Chinawoman scarcely ever
leaves hercountrv. But the children are invariably
eduoatod to the Chinese type

;
the tail is cultivated

if it be a boy, and the father alone seems to model
the child's nature and education. Yet that strong
parental affection which has been remarked as
one of the characteristic virtues of the Chinese,
is almost invariably exhibited. Fathers are Con-
stantly playing with and carrying about their

children, encouraging their gambols, and teaching
them to observe.

Several estimates of the population of the
country have been attempted since the latter part
of the 16th century. Captain Gill, a traveller in

the 19th century, and who, in 1882, was murdered
by an Arab shaikh, is of opinion that they have
all been too high. Famines, with rebellions of the
Tae-pirig and of the Mahomedans in Kwel-chow
and Yunnan, are supposed to have reduced the
nation to 250 or 300 millions.

1570 f 307,467,000 in the reign of Klen lung Wong,
1748, 200,000,000 Gronier.

1813, 360,000,000 OensuH.
1842, 414,686,994 „

According to Mr. Knowlton, the census of 1839,
as given by M. Sacharoff of the Hussian embassy
in Fekin, made a population of 416,000,000. A
census was found in Governor Yeh’s Yamun at
Canton

;
and the Chinese commissioners at Tien-

sin^, in 1859, stated the population at 400,000,000,
which is a fourth of the human race, twice the
population of British India with its feudatories,

and seven times that of Russia. China proper has
280 to the square mile, while that of Britain and
Ireland has only 260.

Tribes.—The various types of race on the moun-
tain frontier of China, Burma, and Tibet, possess
the highest interest for all ethnographical students.
Of the aboriginal inhabitants of Cnina, the Kwei
people, remnants aro to be found to this day in
Northern Cambodia. These Kwei, whom M.
Terrien de la Couperie conjectures to have been
an Aryan people, possessed a literature to which
the term Kwei shoo or ‘Kwei Books’ probably
refers.

The country at the mouth of the Amur in 1842
was ceded to Russia by the Chinese, but mem-
bers of the Aino family are settled there, and duo
north of Pekin is a Mongol tract which nearly
se^rates the true Tungus part of Manchuria.
The Hahka inhabit l^ng-Moon, Toong-Koong,

Tseng-shing, and other districts. They eat dog’s
flesh.

The Tan are a race of Chinese boatmen dwelling
in their boats in all the Chinese rivers, similar
to the Yao and Man tribes. Their physiqtie is

vastly superior to that of the house impulation,
who designate them Suee ATt, or waterfowl.
The Jsg-Tsock are a tribe in China who

undress and bathe and re-olothe the dead. They
are darned undean, and are not permitted to
worship in the temples : their sons are not allowed
to become candidates tot literary degrees. They
resemble the polUnctores of the ancient Romans.

Mian-tsi is a term applied to the bill tribes of
China. They seem to be in small clans; no less

than 82 of them residing io the small province of
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Kwei-chu. Some of their names are appellatiyea, the retention by Russia of the town and district of
—Sang, wild • Heh-sang, black wild

;
Heh-kioh, Kuldja, and war appeared possible. He urged

black foot
;
Yan-jin

;
and others are the Nung, them to avoid pitched battles, to cultivate skir-

the Lo-Lo, and Yau in the mountain ranges of mishing, to throw up earthworks, to harass the
S.W. China. The Miau-tzi, on the south of Sze- enemy by irregular warfare, and form a fleet of
chuen, are said to bo wild mountaineers, but small and cheap ships.

much connected with them is obscure. Friar Religions and Philosophies.~-^ThQ Chinese have
Odoric noticed the differences between the races acquired, in the course of their long existence,
on the two sides of a great mountain. Folo also more than one different kind of philosophy

;
that

speaks of savage cannibals with blue-painted (i,e. is to say, there exist in China several radically
tattooed) faces in Foh-kien

;
and some observations different ways of viewing the nature of the inani-

of Sir John Davis corroborate this (Polo, 178; mate world and of man. The philosophic systems of
Chinese Supp. p. 2G0). In the modern Chinese I.ao-t8ze, of Kuiig-tsze, of Choo-tsze, of ^^ang-t8ze,
census, one class of the population in a district of and of Buddha, take the place of religions, but
the province of Canton appear as blacks (Chin, none of theso are pure philosophies; those rc-
Mod. p. 16?). Indeed, Semodo (about 1632) says cognised by the state being Taoism, Confucianism,
there was still an independent kingdom, presum- Buddhism with its form Lainaism, and Mahomed-
ably of the Miau-tsi, m the mountains dividing anism. They are systems of morality.
Foh-kien, Canton, and Kiang-si, viz. those of There was a long struggle for mastery among
which Odoric speaks (Rel. Della China, p. 19), the adherents of these three systems,—a struggle
certain F’ung people who once visited the court which expressed itself in mutual proscriptions and
of the Chinese emperor, and delighted him by persecutions; but the Confucian(Kung-tsze) always
their dancing and singing. These F’ung people succeeded in maintaining for itself the greatest
still exist in South-Western China. ascendency, except during some comparatively

Its Army

^

of 800,000 men in four divisions, is short period, and it became definitively paramount
made up of 68,000 Manchu, 80,000 Mongol, and fully ten centuries a^o. From that time to this

625,000 Chinese. The bannermen of the Mongols it has continued dominant in the country. It has
arc the <dit€ of the dominant Manchu. The been the philosophy and morality of all the great
Chinese soldiery arc in two bodies, one of which, historians of Chinn, and has formed the basis of
about half a miUion in number, is designated her peculiar national system of legislation and
soldiers of the green flag, and receive pay of four administrative procedure. It may be described
silver tael (27b.) per month

;
the other portion are as the assemblage of those fundamental beliefs

a militia, holding lands for service, and drilled for which are entertained by all cultivated Chinese on
a month once a year. Since the year 1878, they the phenomena of animate and inanimate nature,
have obtained from Europe, swift, heavily-armed The literature in which it is set forth, and which
gunboats. Military Feudatories of the em])ire it has moulded, whether notological, psychical,

are scattered through the regions kuown to the ethical, legislative, or historical, is that exclusively
Chinese geographer os Inner and Outer Mongolia, an intimate and extensive acquaintance with which
Uliasutai, and Tsing Hai or Koko-Nor

;
but there has for many centuries been made indispensable

arc also the troops of Tibet, under the resident to the passing of the public service examinations,

minister of that country. The tribes acknowledg- which ore, for the talent and ambition of China,
ing the sway of China are divided into Inner and far more than the hustings, the avenues to church
Outer Mongolians. The former occupy the region preferment, and the bar all combined, ore for the

to which their name refers them
;
the latter, all talent and ambition of Britain. Hence Confu-

thc other tracts and districts above mentioned. cianism is, and has long been in the fullest sense

Inner Mongolia^ lying between the desert of of the terms, the national, orthodox philosophy

Gobi and the continuous frontier of Manchuria and morality of the Chinese people. Taoist and
and China, was occupied, in 1812, by 24 tribes, Buddhist temples exist all over China, and in latter

differing in name, irregularly rangea under 49 centuries Mahomedan mosques have been erected

standards, and divided, in uneven proportions, into in many of its cities
;
but the dominant Confu-

6 chalkan or leagues. cianism merely endures Taoism, Buddhism, and
The Outer Mongolians were,—1st. four tribes of Mahomedaniam as erroneous and superstitious

Kalkas of different names, under Khans, which, systems of belief, prevalent among, because most
with two fragmentary tribes attached to them, suited to, people of uncultivated or weak minds,

formed four Teagues; they numbered in all 86 whether rich or poor
;
but which find most accept-

Btandards, and resided in the territory north of ance among the poorer and therefore unlearned

the desert of Gobi, geographically named Outer and unenlightcnca classes. They have no influence

Mongolia. 2d, Eleven tribes, not in leagues, under on the national polity. The people are in nowise

84 standards, scattered to the west of the Holan prohibited from worshipping m the Buddhist and

mountains, in the S.W. of Inner Mongolia, to the IVioist temples ;
in other words, they may regulate

south of the Altai, and to the north of the Teng- their purely religous life by the tenets of these,

kiri ranges. Sd, Two tribes of Mahoincdans, under or indeed of any other sect. But where Taoism

2 standards, at Hami and Turfan, within the or Buddhism would leave the region of religion,

provincial boundaries of Kansuh, south of the and, in the form of philosophy or morality, extend

Celestial Mountains ;
and 4th, Five tribes under their direct influence into the domain of the social

29 standards, round Koko-Nor, called by the science and art, there Confucianism peremptorily

Ohinese Tsing-Hai, or Azuro Sea. Colonel Gor- and effectually prohibits their action.
^
Not only

don, who had taken a prominent part in suppress- are the nationm legislation and administration

ing tbe Toe-ping rebellion, recently returned to formed exclusively on Oonfuoian principles, it is

China to advise tne great viceroy, Li-Hung-Chang, by them also that the more important acts of the

regarding the Chinese forces. The occasion was private life of the Chinese are regulated, os for

687
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instance marriages. The onu.so of the prevalence manifested in the events of tlic social life around
of Mahomedanism iT\

( 'hina, in spite of di.scouragc- him. The Eight Diagrams consist alternately of

ments, lies in tin* fact that Eonfiicianisn: says whole and broken linos. They have never been
little or nothing of a supeniatiiral world or of a read, but they Isive not the less been made th(!

future existcuee. Hence it leaves almost unsatis- basis of an ancient system of philosophy and
tied those incraflieable eravings of human nature, divination. Eulidie’s diagrams, as re-arranged,

the desire to revere and tlie longing for immortal together witli the sliort ( xjdications of Uu^ first

life. That it ha.s, uotwirhstanding its want of monarch of the Chow dynasty and his son, form the

these holds on the human heart, maintained itself basis or text of the iirst of the Chinese Sacred
not simply in existence, but ns the ruling system, Hooks, tlie ^ ih-king. After an interval of six

is a fact that must, as soon as it is perceived, centuries, Confucius edited the Yili-king, and
form for every true thinker a dc'oi.sive ])roof of the appended those annotations which have given the

existence of great and vital truths in its theories, work its subsequent yaliie. What philosophical

as well ns thorougli soumlnesH and wholesonumess
|

views may have? been utt.K'hcd to tlie Yih-king

in the practical rules whicliit di(;tat(‘H. Hyt’hinesi* of Wan-wang and Chon-kung by the conbun-
philosophy must be undeustood tonfnenni philo-

.
jioraries of Confucius, wc know not. That Avork,

BOphy
;
and by Chinese morality, the meral prin- togetiicr with the other three works edited or

ciples rooted in that jihilosophy. 1 compiled by ( -onfucius, viz. the Ehu-king book.s

III ordcT to get a d-stinct general conception of and (he Le-ke, constitute the whole of the

the Chinese ])hiloHo[)hical literature, two epochs ancient literature of (Miina which has come down
must be specially kept in mind. Tlic first began to ))Osterity, and who have it only, as it was
witli Confucins (Kung tsze), who was born it.c. explaiiied, arrange<l or modified in jitAssing

551, and ended witli Mencius (Mang-tsze), who througli his hands. It is avcU known tliat ho
died about n.O. 317. The second began with cxp>rcss)y repudiated jiortions of it, as containing

Chow-leen-kc or Choo-tsze, who commenced his doctrines adverse to the vknvs which he lield and
labours about A. I). 1031, and endc<l with (dioo-ke i strove to diffuse. The names only of some celc-

or Choo-tszc, wlu) diet] in a.d. 1200. The first
|

brated ancient books, oiu* dating from the times

’ iflted for seven generations. It was separated by of Enh-he himself, have been preserved. It is

an interval of thirteen iiundrcd years from the these eircumstance.s AvJiicli constitute the* labours

ficcond, which la.sted for five generations. Both of ('onfucius the eommcncenumt of a distinct

were periods of revival of anciettt learning and of literary epoch. Apart from the hibours of

further development. Hotli emluMced several < k>nfucj»i.s himself, the permanent literary results

celebrated philosop'hers besides those menlioned, of t his, the first of the two great epochs to wiiicli

but in each case it was the originator and clu.scr attcr.tion has becji directed, are coutaimal in the

of the epoch who became most celel)ratod. The collection of work.s (adlcd tlie lour Books, coni-

writers of tlte second epoch are often mentiomai posed by difi'erimt j)iembcrs of the school which
as the philosophers of ilio latng dyna.sty

;
which In' founded. The last contains a record of the

latter waa established in A.D. 1)60, about 70 years ethical and political teachings of Mencius (Mang-
bcforc Choo-tBzo’s labours began, and continuetl <.sz<y), who died about tec. 317, ami «'lo.sed the first

ill poasc.ssion of the sovereignty till a.i>. 1271, epoch.

about 70 years after Ohoo-taze's labours ckxsed. f Uioo-tszc Avas the originator of the second
CoufuciuH, though his name in the west became epoeli of pldlosophienl development. To him is

identified with Ohinesi* learning, was by no incaius ascribed the merit of having revived tluit distinet

its origin.atov. Authentic, though not full reconls, kuoAvlcdge of the greatest truths, Avhieh liad been
embody ing ethical and politick'd doctrines, extended lost to the world for the thirteen centuries that

back tone. 2337, or to .about eighte(‘n liundred imd elapsed after the death of Mencius; and he

years before Confucins
;

Avhilc the (hiincsc philo- regaiiiedi that knowledge by the imlcpcndeiit

BOphy originated with Euh-lio,who lived, according efforts of his own inind, nnairled by any master,

to tradition, some twenty-three gtmerations before Only two of his Avorks have been pre.served, the

the exact chronological era, which latter took 'rca-hcih-too-sliwo and the Tung-shat. He died

place u.c. 2G37 with the institution of the national in a.d. 1200: ami in a.!). 1241 an imperial re-

cycle of sixty years. Allowing tliirty yciirs to a script ordered his tablet, with those of four of

generation, this would place Euh-he about H.c. bis immediate predecessors whose works he had
3327. It Avas he who substituted Avri ting for the annotaU'.<l, to bo placed in the temple of Con-
knotted strings that had previously formed the fucius, which is to be found in every district city

only means of record; and it was he who first throughout the empire. From that time his vicAvs

established marriages and separate families. To of philosophy, morality, and politics have been
him are also jiscribcd some civilisation labours of sAipreme in China. His commentaries on the

lesser but still great importance,—the division of Yih-king and the Four Books are learnt by heart

the day into twelve She-sliin, or Avatches, of two by millions of Chinese, with the text of these

hours each. Fuh-he is therefore the founder of Avorks. The public service examinations cannot
Chinese civilisation generally. But he is perhaps be passed unle.sa this be done,

best known os the originator of the natural philo- The fact is, however, that though the authors
8<jphy, and in particular as the author of the of the first and second epochs, Confucius himself
* lEiglit Diagrams.’ He constructed these after included, professed to teach only Avhat was con-
a careful and extensive survey of nature and tained in pre-existing sacred books, and though
its varied phenomena, as exhibited in the de- they possibly themselves believed that they did
partments which we call astronomy, meteorology, only teach what was virtually contained in such
physical geography, and natural history and pre-existing books, they nevertheless did, in each
after reflection on his own nature, physical and case, originate some entirely new views and
mental, and on the nature of men generally, as doctrines.

(188
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The Yuen dynasty, which succeeded the Snngh
in A.i). 1271, were Mongols, immediate descend-
ants of Chengiz Khan, who adopted Chinese
civilisation only in a very slight degree, and were
consequently soon expelled again, Choo-Yuen-
Chang, the hrst emperor of the native dynasty, the

Ming, which succeeded them in a.d. 1868, though
a promoter of literature, was himself illiterate,

having been a servant in a monastery. But the

third sovereign of tin* line, wlio began to reign

A.D. 1403, had a splendid library formed, and
several encyclopacdiac works compiled. He pub-
lished an edition of the Sacred Books, which is

known by the affix to tk.oir title of ‘ 1 atreuen/ in

full completeneSvS.

RiU(jioi).—Mahoiocdanism was introduced by
an Arab, Wos-Kassin, said to have been Mahomed’s
maternal uncle

;
but the Mabomedans are neither

zealous in the propagation of their doctrines, nor
over strict in the observances of their religion.

They are perpetually rising against the Govern-
ment. In 1863 those living in the north went
into open revolt, and spread a ruin and devastation
not yet (1882) remedied.

Christianity penetrated into China as early as

the 5th and 6th centuries
;
in the 13th it was

very flourishing, and there existed at Pekin an
arclibisliop with four suffragans. The general

who conquered Southern (Uiina is stated to have
been a Ncstorian (3»ristian, and to have built a

church at Nankin for those of his own faith.

Marco Polo, a Christian, was in liigh favour.

We learn from tlic Mahomedan travellers, who
visited (diina as early as a.d. 850, that when
Canton was taken and sacked in a.d. 877 by a

rebel army, as many as 120,000 Mahomedana,
Jews, Christians, and Ikirsces periabed in the sack
(Prinsep’s Tibet, Tartary, and Mongolia, p. 10).

The Chinese liavc also books of Christiati doctrine,

composed by ancient missionaries, and which,

even in a purely literary point of view, are much
esteemed in the empire. The (’hinese designate

the Christian religion a.s the religion of the Lord
of heaven (Hue, i. xv. p. 68), A French missionary,

who had been very much in the interior of China,

slated the total number of native Christians at

500,000. M. Hue’s estimate is 800,000, scattered

over all China proper in small communities.

They differ from their own countrymen in many
of those social and domestic customs and in all

those mental peculiarities which constitute the

special nationality of the Chinainitu. Dr.KnowIton
has stated that if the present ratio of conversions

goes on as it has for some years back, *by the

year 1900 the native Christians in China will

number over two millions !’ (Hue, Chinese Empire,

i. p. 16). A popular uprising began in 1848. It

originated in 1830 in the teachings of Mr. Roberts,

an American missionary, and those of an earnest

Chinese disciple. It became blended with the

national struggle of the Tae-ping, or the votaries

of ‘ the divine kingdom of eternal peace.’ Accord-

ing to the writings of Hung, once a schoolmaster,

but afterwards the ‘Heavenly Prince’ and
acknowledged head, the convert, on coming to

baptism, pronounced a solemn vow to take the

belief in the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost for his

rule of life, and to dedicate ^is life to God, in

love to the brethren ;
while visits to the tombs of

anoeetoni were enjoined, in gratitude for the

release of their immortal souls from this trouble-

2 X

some life, and to renew the vow of life-long
devotion to the cause of God and the brethren.
The Bible was the word of God, the Ten Coin-
maudinents the moral law, and opium-smoking a
sin equal to adultery (Bunsen, God in Hist. i.

j). 272). Chevalier Bunsen was of opinion that the
Chinese worship of the dead is the sole connecting
link between them and a future state. In their
disbelief of immortality and of God, Quinet
doubts if they have, in the past 5000 years, lived
a single day (Bunsen, God in Hist. i. pp. 265-7).
But tlie nation believe in spirits or disembodied
beings, and Chinese officials address letters to

their dcitie.s, wliich they despatch in a fire

sacrifice. Their philosophies arc noticed above.
Throughout China some vague idea is entertained

by the people of the existence of one great being,
whom they usually designate as Shang-ti, the
Supreme Ruler, the Supremo Sovereign, or whom
they call Ticui, Heaven

;
and believe that he, by

a fixed destiny, controls all affairs
;

and as

such, Tien Is taken to be an appellation of the
godhead of men. The learned among the Chinese
speak of him, as he is represented in their most
ancient classics, as having no form, nor sound,
nor savour, nor tangibility

;
and to their minds

he appears divested of all distinct personality.

The spiritual ministers of heaven they call Shin,
expansive spirits, or Shiii-ming, illustrious spi-

ritual beings. They divide them into two large

classes, of which one is the Tien-shin, or heavenly.
But the whole number of these spirits are depen-
dent upon, and ruled by, Tien, or the Supreme
Ruler of heaven. They rarely build any temple
for the worship of Shang-ti. Still the people
univcr.sally i)ay to Heaven, or to Heaven’s Lord, a
sort of homage daily. Every Chinese house has a
lantern suspended outside the street door, and
directly over the middle of the doorway, which
they call Tien kung- tang, Heaven’s Lord’s lantern,

or simply Tien -tang. Heaven’s lantern. These
lanterns are all lighted up, and incense is burnt
for him during a short time every eveiung. Also,

one day in every year they profess to devote to

his lionour, the ninth day of their first month,
which they call his birthday ! Then they have
plays acted to please him !

They have an idol, Choo-tai-tsoo, the founder
of the Ming dynasty, ordered the manufacture of a

metallic figure of a man, 15 inches high, attired

as a Taoist priest. This is carried in procession

oil the installation of every Chinese emperor.
Three fingers of the left hand are placed in its

mouth
;
and in the hand is a tablet inscribed, ‘ Fast

for three days.’

The inferior state deities are

—

Kwan-tCy a distinguished general, the protector

of the peace, who is now their god of war.

Luu(j Wong, or the Dragon l^og, a rain god.

Ynh Wang-te^ or the Pearly Emperor, another

rain god.
Mang-Chang, worshipped by schoolboys and

collegians
;
god of learnmg.

Shing Wong, the protector of walled cities.

Hung Sing Wong^ the deity presiding over the

Southern Ocean.
Pih-te or Pak Tai, the great deity of the north,

j

Five genii preside over the five elemental sub-

I

stances, fire, earth, water, metal, and wood.

Tien HoWy queen of heaven.

Koon Yamy the goddess of mercy.
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Kum Fn^ the tutelary goddess of women and 1st. Yih-king, the Book of Mystical Combina-
cbildren

;
the Venus genetrix of the Chinese. tions, a mystical form of writing on divination.

Shay Tseih^ god of the land and of the grain. 2d. Shu -king, or the Book of History, descends

Funy Fo Shan^ the wind and fire gods. from b.c. 2400 to 281. It is in the character of

Too Tcc^ the god of wealth. a dialogue, and contains much of a didactic nature.

Wang Teen is a deity to whom the Shu-king 8d. The Shc-king, or Book of Poetry, a col-

and She-king ascribe the attributes of omnipo- lection of poems, songs, and odes of inappre-

tence, omniscience, and immutability. ciablo antiquity, to which Confucius attached

Poon Koo Wong^ with the Chinese, the first great value ns a moans of moulding the national

parent, a division of the mundane egg. He character.

nreathed on gold and on wood, and from the 4th. The Le-ke or Record of Rites, a national

vapour produced a son and daughter, Yong-Yee ceremonial; and the Chinese consider the obscr-

and Cha-Noee. I’oon Koo Wong has many vance of its ceremonies and usages to be essential

temples, and his image is carved in wood or clay, to the maintenance of social order and the pro-

Their chief festival occurs on their new year
;

motion of virtue,

their festival of Too-tee, of middle heaven, of 6th. Ch'un-Ts’ow, or Spring and Autumn, a

Th'shat-t’sic, of the sun, of Wa-kwong, the god of history of his time, and of several reigns imme-
fire, of Ching-yaong, the emperor’s birthday. diatcly preceding it. The first four King were
Shu Yee is a Chinese festival of burnt-ofTerings compiled and edited by Confucius

;
the last is

to the souls of paupers. an original work by the sage
;
but the fourth

San Lin is the new year festival
;

it is their contains much from later hands,

bacchanalia. The new year commences with tlie The Shu arc three books, in which the disciples

new moon nearest to 15" of Aquarius, into which of Confucius have recorded his conversations

sign the sun pitsscs in the month of January, about poetry, history, and the rules of [)roj)riety

;

They also hold as festivals the 1st and 16th day above all, about what concerned the growth of

of each month. These bear some resemblance to social virtue in tlic individual or the state,

the Mominia, or feasts observed by the Hebrews, In the year li.c. 218, the emperor Chi-wang-ti

Egyptians, Persians, Greeks, and Romans, and burned ail the books in his dominions, excepting

seem identical with the Hindu fortnightly cere- those on architecture and medicine. The sixth

monials. emperor after him, King-ti, commenced the re-

Ihicn Nluy or Wa Slum, a Chinese festival held storation of all books, which A\^ou-ti, who suc-

on the 28th or 20th of the 12th month, in which ceeded him n.c. 140, urged on. The materials

thanks arc given to the tutelary deity of the house, he collected wore i)ut together by Ssc-ma-t}i.sian,

Tien Chung Ching Sit is the Chinese fca.st of whoso work was named tl)C Sse-ki, or Historical

the middle heaven. Memoirs. This is composed of 120 books, and
Th'shdt-t'siCf a Chinese festival liold during embracc.s the history of China from the reign of

the 15 days’ observance of tho* Shu Yee, burnt Hoang-ti, B.c. 2007, to that of Hiao-wou, A.D.

offerings for paupers. It is held on the 7th day of 122, wdiich has been tho model of all succeeding
the 7th month, in honour of the seven stars which writers. It is divided into five parts, entitled tho

the Chinese regard ns goddc&ses, one of whom Imperial Chronicle, Chronological Tables, the

visited earth, and was married to, and lived for a Eight Branches of Science, Genealogical Histories,

time with a cowherd. and Biograpliy.

Literature,—The greatest counterpoise of tho Sse-ma Clung is tho next historian, also called

imperial power consists of tho liten\ry aristocracy, Siao Sse-ma. lie lived towards the end of tho

or corporation of men of letters, an ancient insti- Gth ceid-ury. His book is called San-hoang-pen-
tution, which has been established on a solid ki, and is half mytliological.

basis, and the origin of which is at least as early S.sc-ina Kouang flourished in the 11th century,

as the 11th century before the Cliristian era. It His great chronicle is the Tseu-tchi-tboung-kian,
may be said that the administration receives all its or MiiTor for the use of Governors, and consists

real and direct influence from this sort of literary of 294 books of text, 30 of tables, and 30 dtsserta-

oligarchy. Tlio emperor can only choose his civil tions and discussions, and embraces a period of

agente from among the lettered class, and in con- 13G2 years. lie had several turns of prosperity
formity with established arrangements. Every and adversity whilst alive, and after his death his

Chinese may present himself for the examination tomb was thrown down
;
but in A.D. 1267 his

for tho third literary degree, and those who obtain honours were restored, and his name inscribed in

this may then become candidates for the second, the temple of Confucius.
which ofjens the way to official employment. To Jin Kin, or Classes of Men, is a Chinese book of

fill the bigher offices, the prize must be obtained great authority. In it the sages occupy the first

in the competition for the first degree. The cor- chapter, and in this Confucias is placed high above
poration of lettered men, recruited every year by all others.

the method of examination, constitutes a privi- Li is a Chinese word of very extensive meaning,
leged class, almost Uie only nobility recognised sometimes rendered reason, courtei^, propriety,
in China; and it may be considered as the chief good breeding. Tho saying is, Li and Wen
strength and nerve of the empire. The famous (learning) make up the whole sura of human
imperial academy of Han-Lin is composed of excellences.
literary graduates. It furnishes orators for the Four other classics, known as the Four Books,
public festivals, and literary examiners for the are mostly Copfucian. They are the Ta-hco, or
province, and is supposed to nromote the cause Great Study, th6 Chung - yimg, or Invariable
of lining and science generally. Mean, the Lun-yu, or Miscellaneous Conversa-

Five canonical books were written or compiled tions, ethical and philosophical works, which are
by Confucius,— allied with those of Mang-tsze.

G90
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Kaug-he-tsze-tieu is a great dictionary, and
Pci- wan-yun-fu, or Girdle of 1 literature, is another.

It was published a.i>. 1711, in 110 thick volumes.

The lfae-kwo-tu-c)ie, a.d. 1840, by Lin, is a
historical work.

Their most celebrated poets are Sii-lung-po of

the 8th, and T^e-tac-pib of the 14th centuries.

Choo-foo-tszc lived about the 12th century,
till lately he was looked upon almost as a second
C'onfucius. lie has left a very enduring impres-
sion upon the literature of the country.

In no other country has the Government ever

nmd(‘ so ample a collection of popular songs as

that which the Chinese authorities compiled in

ancient times, in order that the cimracter of the

rule exercised in different principalities might be
judged by the tone of the poetical and musical

productions of their subject,—a collection from
which it is believed that Confucius compilcil his

celebrated Shc-King, or Rook of Poetry. Nowhere
else lias so vast a work ever been produced as

the Encyclopaedia, in 5020 volumes, which was
coiniiilcd at the command of the enlightened

emperor K ang-hc, and which contains articles

on every known subject, and extracts from all

work.s of authority dating from the 12th century

B.c. The copy ill the British Museum is almost

the only coniplcte copy cxi.sting.

'J'hc Chinese written langua</e consists of picture

wordic The alphabet is a hieroglyphic system,

each word having its own graphic representative.

ChiueR“. is monosyllabic
;
no word is allowed more

than one consonant and one vowel. Hence the

possible number of words is extremely small
;
but

each word can be pronounced with various accents

and intonations, of which there are said to be 450,

and the number of words or ideas in Chine.se is

said to be 43,496. The vastness of this amount
will be appreciable, by mentioning that only about

5000 words occur in tlic Christian Old and New
Te.stamenta. A student of average memory should

be able in five years' study to store up enough to

carry him through any ordinary business or official

documents. M. Kemuaat, in his Gramraaire

Chi noise, notices three styles of the Chinese

written language, which he calls style antique,

stylo littcrairc, and languo des magistrats, or

languc mandrinique. Mr. Meadows considers (Dcs.

Notes, p. 13) Remusat not quite correct in these

dolinitions. Nevertheless M. Hue also says that

the Chinese in their written language have three

distinctions of style,—the antique or sublime style,

the type of which is to be found in the ancient

literary monuments, and which exhibits very rare

grammatical forms
;
the vulgar style

;
and the

academic style, which partakes of the two pre-

ceding, being less concise than the antique, and

less prolix than the vulgar. The vul^r style is

employed for light productions, theatrical pieces,

private letters, and proclamations intended to be

read aloud. I'he spoken language is composed of

450 monosyllabic intonations, which, by the very

subtle variations of the accents, arc multiplied to

about sixteen hundred. It results from this, that

all Chinese words are necessarily grouped in

homophonous scries, whence a great number of

double meanings may arise either in reading or

speaking
;
but their difficulty is avoided by coup-

ling synonymous or antithetic words. In this

manner the ambiguities disappear, and the con-

versation is no longer embarrassed. The language

called Houan-ho.a, that is to say, common universal

language, Europeans wrongfully designate man-
darin language, as if it were exclusively reserved
for tlie inaii(larin.s or furictionarie.s of government.
The Ilouan-hoa is the language spoken by all

instructed persons throughout the eighteen pro-

vinces of the empire, but in this a distinction is

made between the language of the north and that

of the south. The former is that of Pekin
;

it is

marked by a more frequent and sensible use of

the guttural or aspirate accent. It is spoken in

all the provincial government offices.

The Chinese have six styles or modes of writing

their characters, the most elegant being the Kiai-

slioo.

The Chuon-.shoo style is the ancient mode
of writing, and is derived immediately from

hieroglyphics, and is either a caricature or a stiff

and imperfectly written character.

The Le-shoo is used by official attendants,

and is wntten with greater freedom than that

employed in books.

The King -shoo is the regular running hand
used when quick writing is needed.

The Tsaou-tsze is a hasty and abbreviate style,

used in ordinary transactions and correspondence.

The Sung-ti is the regular form of the character

used in printing.

The respect which the (Chinese pay to their

written character amounts almost to worship.

The literati employ men to traverse the streets of

towns and villages to collect waste-paper from

dwelling-houses and shops, lest fragments bearing

Chinese characters should be trodden under foot.

Each man is provided witli two baskets, and at

bis call, ‘Sow-suee-chul' Sparc the printed paper!

the people rush to the door and empty their

waste-paper baskets into his. AVhen his baskets

are full, he takes them to the temple or guild,

provided with a furnace for the purpose of con-

suming such collections, and in many instances

the ashes of this paper are put into earthenware

vases, and flung into a tidal stream to be borne

out to sea.

The essays of candidates for the various degrees

must be in the best caligraphy, and the Kiai-shoo

style is that adopted by them. They must have

at least 360 characters in their essays, and not

more than 720.

Chinese Cunency.—Syccc silver, in Chinese

Wan yin, is their only approach to a silver

currency. In it the government taxes and

duties, and the salaries of officers, are paid
;
and

it is also current ain'on^ merchants in general.

The term Sycee is derived from two Chinese

words, Se-Bze, fine floss silk
;
which expression is

synonymous with tbe signification of the term

Wan. This silver is formed into ingots (by the

Chinese called shoes), and by the natives of India,

khuri, or hoofs, which are stamped with the mark

of the office that issues them, and the date of

their issue. The ingots are of various weights,

but most commonly of ten taels each.

Syccc silver is divided into several classes,

according to its fineness and freedom from alloy.

The only coined money in China nre the brass

ieces with a hole in the centre. Silver is sold

y the weight, and an ounce is the equivalent of

from 1700 to 1800 of these brass coins, which are

called * sapek ’ by Europeans. They have some

pieces of brass, called tsian, and in Mongol tcho.R,
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of which the inhabitants of Siberia make tchok

and tchek
;
they are of less value than a sapcc.

A kind of notes are in circulation among private

persons.

Weights.—The Chinese have communicated their

weighta to all the adjacent countries. A pikul is

equal to 133 J lbs. avoirdupois
;
and 4 lbs. being

equal to 3 catties, 100 catty make a pikul.

10 cash = 1 caudarin. IG tael -- 1 catty.

10 candariu = 1 mace. 100 catty = 1 pikul.

10 maco = 1 tael.

Calendar.—The Han dynasty of, China reformed

the calendar. The Chinese, like all the natives of

the north-east of Asia, reckon their time by cycles

of 60 years, and give a different name to each
year of the cycle. The Chinese cycle of sixty

years is called Ilwa-kea-tsze. The year com-
mences from the conjunction of the sun and
moon, or from the nearest new moon, to the

fifteenth degree of Aquarius. It has twelve

lunar months, some of twenty - nine, some of

thirty days. To adjust the lunations with the

course of the sun, they insert, when necessary,

an intercalary month. Day and night are divided

into twelve periods, each of two hours. Their

division of the day is therefore as simple as the

British, and not much unlike it. The Chinese begin

the day an hour before midnight, and divide the
twenty-four hours into twelve parts of two hours
each. Instead of numbering their hours, they
give a different name to each period of two hours.

Tsze, 11 to 1 morning. AVoo, 11 to 1 afternoon.
Chow, 1 to 3 ,, IVc, 1 to 3 ,,

Yiu. 3 to 5 ,, Sliin, 3 to ,5 ,,

Muou, 5 to 7 ,, Yew, 5 to 7 ,,

tShin, 7 to 9 ,, Sco, 7 to 9 ,,

Sze, 9 to 11 „ Hftc, Utoll

The word Keaou is added when the hour of

each period is intended, and Ching for the last.

Thus Keaou tsze is eleven at night, and Ching
tsze, twelve at night; Keaou chow, one in the
inonnng

;
Ching chow, two

;
etc. etc. The

word K*hih, ‘ quarter,’ is used after the hour with
the numerals yih (one), urh (two), or sau (three),

to subdivide the hours into quarters, which is the
smallest division commonly employed : example,
Ching raaou yih k’hih, a quarter past six

;
Keaou

woo urh k’hih, half-past eleven.

This division still maintains itself in legal and
official language, though the practical value of

the Eurc^an clocks and watches, now' largely

used in China, is gradually substituting for it

the occidental division of twice twelve hours.
Industry and Art.—The Chinese are a laborious,

diligent, hearty-working and painstaking race,
skilfnl in economizing materials, and possessed of
no mean share of inventive power. Foreign nations
have borrowed from China many of the comforts
and ornaments of life. The very n<ames of such aids
to existence as silk, satin, and tea are in most
European lands a sufficient proof of this fact,

being but slight modifications of the Chinese
words sze, sze-tun, and td. Their knowledge of
the magnet is supposed to have led them to a
knowledge of the compass. Their ordinary ink,

composed of lamp-black and glue, is sufficiently

pore to be used in the arts. Their ordinary
cotton-cleaning machine, for freeing the cotton
fibre from the seeds, has not yet been equalled by
all the mechanical skill of Europe. In all work-
ing in metals,—in ordinary blacksmith work, ineUil
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smelting, alloys, particularly their white metal of

copper, zinc, iron, silver, and nickel, their

sonoroii.s gongs and bells, that of Pekin being 14J
feet to 13 feet, and their ingenious metallic

mirrors, some with engravings
;
their manufactures

of porcelain, glass, and glazes
;
their carving and

engraving of gems, agates, and rock crystal, and
on ivory and wood, have for centuries been famed,
and much of it excites the admiration of Europe,
as also docs their varnish work. Their lacquer-

ware is beautiful, though perhaps excelled by
that of Japan

;
their excellent metallic colours,

red, white, green, and violet, arc used in paint-

ing their china-w'are. Their porcelain long: ex-

celled that of all other countries. The gold and
silver tinsel cloths of Pekin stand deservedly

ill high e.stiination
;
and their gold and silver

filagree work equals any ever produced by
ancient Venetian masters

;
and their chasing in

silver and enamelling on silver is unrivalled (see

Carving, Lacquer-ware, Colours, Ceramic Manu-
facture, Enamelling, Filagree Work). In weav-
ing they arc superior, in candle - making not

inferior, but in painting and sculpture they do
not excel. They arc bold, self-reliant, skilful

gardeners, and excellent farmers, and date their

skill in those back four thousand years.

Husbandry and silk-weaving were the earliest

of the arts cultivated by this people. The former
was introduced by Shin - nong, the immediate
successor of Fo - hi, and silk - weaving by an

empress; and to botli of these inventors tlie

Chinese perform annual BacriOces on tlu'ir festival

days. Iliisbandry is still highly honoured
;
and

annually, at a grand feslival in honour of the

8])ring, the emperor ])lough8 and sow’s a field.

Tlie Egyptians, Persians, and (I reeks held games
and festivals, mingled with religious ceremonies,

at seed-sowing; and in England, formerly, the

festival of Plough Monday was held, during which
the plough liglit was set up before the image of

the patron saint of the village. The Chinese, in

the reign of Hoang Ti, invented the magnetic
needle, tlie smelting of copper for making money,
and vases of high art

;
and money Bcems to have

been coined in gold and silver and lead so early

as Confucius’ time, but many payments are still

made in kind or by pieces of silver. Most of their

calculations are made by a reckoning board. Sir

John Davis is of opinion that the art of printing,

the composition of gunpowder, and the magnetic
compass, which are justly considered in Europe as

three of the most important inventions or dis-

coveries of modern times, had their first origin in

China. In the beginning of the 10th century
printing was invented, and in A.D. 932 that mode
of multiplying copies of books received the im-
perial sanction

;
a printed imperial edition of all

the sacred works having been ^cn published. The
greatest of all the arts was not invented in Europe
till 500 years after this. Marco Polo speaks much
of the stamped paper money of the Chinese ; and
he must have seen their printed books. Their
printing types ore made from the pear-tree wood,
called by them Ly-mo.

Eighteen centuries ago they bad discovered the
secret and means of manufacturing paper. Before
that invention, they used to inscribe written
chameters on strips of bamboo or sheets of roebd,

usipg a style, or iron pen, for the purpose of

marking the characters. Before the art of paper

-
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making hod arrived at perfection, the Chinese had
adopts the practice of writing upon white silk,

or cotton, with a bamboo pen
;
this was found a

more convenient method than writing cither on
strips of bamboo or sheets of metal, as the silk or

linen could be folded into a small compass. Paper
is manufactured from various materials, each pro-

vince or district having its own peculiar manu-
facture. In Foh-kien province it is made from
young, soft l>amboo

;
in the province of Che-

kiang it is made from paddy straw
;

in the pro-

vince of Kiang-nan it is made from the refuse

silk, and this paper is very fine and delicate, being
highly valued for writing complimentary inscrip-

tions upon. To size the paper and render it fit

for ink, they make a glue, somewhat similar to

isinglass, from fish-bones
;

these they chop up
very small, and soak the mass in water, which is

continually renewed. AYhen all oily impurity is

extracted, they add a due proportion of alum
which has been dissolved. Over the vessel in

which this mixture is, a rod is laid
;
a cleft stick

is used for holding the sheet of paper during the

process of dipping. As soon as the paper has been

sufficiently saturated, it is withdrawn by gently roll-

ing it round the stick which has been laid over the

vessel
;
the sheet of paper is afterwards hung to

dry either near a furnace or in the sun. Towards
the close 'of the 19th century, they have thought

of introducing railways, have worked their coal

niiines on the system followed in Europe
;
have

formed steam-rnills for spinning and weaving

cotton and wool, and have established steam

navigation companies and steam war- ships.

The trade of India with China ranks next after

that with the United Kingdom; in the year

1878 the total value of the foreign trade of China

was as follows *.—Imports, 70,804,027 Haikwan

taels, or, at fis. Hid., £21,093,670; exports,

r»7,172,179taelB,or£20,011,711 ;
total, 137,976,206

taels or £41,105,000. The customs revenue in

1878 increased to 12,483,988 taels. The total

value of the trade of China with Great Hritnin

and her possessions is set down at 64,943,997

taels or £l9,347,899 imports, and 46,022,719

tads or £13,710,935 exports; making together

110,966,716 taels or £33,058,834.

JDoinefitic and Social JU’lations. — Polygamy

exists, and any man may have his second, third,

or inferior wives. Women, even as first wives,

do not take a favourable position in their house-

holds, though as mothers their condition is im-

proved. Chinese differs from Mahornedau poly-

gamy in this, that a Mahomedan woman can

legally hold property, is the owner of her own

dower, and each wife lias a separate estiiblishnicnt

and a separate allowance for hei'sclf. In China,

the extent to which wives are, by law and custom,

in the power of their husbands, would produce

deplorable effects, but for the almost unlimited

power which law and opinion give mothers over

their sons of every rank and age. So also the

institution of polygamy is largely counterbalanced

by the desire of all the men to marry early, m
order to secure a progeny of sons as soon as possible.

Polygamy is encouraged by the law which com-

pels genwemen and tradesmen to give their slaves

m marriage, and by the physiological views which

compel a husband to abstain from cohabiting

with his wife during pregnancy, and

the time the child is at the breast. calthy

Chinese are gcneiiilly very careful to follow this

custom. The dread of unhappiness caused by
polygamy has kept many Chinese girls from
marrying, and instances occur of suicide to avoid

it. The imperial household is probably unsurpassed
in extent, there being married to the emperor, not

only the chief wife, who is the empress, but also

under-wives of first, second, and third classes, on
all of whom unnumbered servants wait. The
imperial porcelain factories of Kin-tih-chin for-

warded to the palace for their use, in the year

1877, 11,838 articles, consisting of fish-bowls,

flower-vases, and ornamental jars of the first

quality, and inferior products in proportion.

In China, children are married according to

seniority, as in Genesis xxix. 26, and Book of

Tobit viii. 1. In China, parents choose wives

for their sons, as was customary with the early

Hebrews, as iu Genesis xxi. 21, xxxviii. 6,

Dent xxii. 16, and as still prevails with most of

the Eastern races. A Chinaman cannot take as a

wife a woman who bears the same family or clan

name as himself
;
such a marriage is null. Neither

can he marry his cousin on his mother’s side, nor

his step-daughter, nor his aunt, the sister of his

mother. No lady can marry until she is fourteen

years of age. Nap -pie is the presentation of silks

in betrothal, as in Genesis xxiv. 22. The bride is

seldom seen by the husband, until she leave the

sedan chair in which she is conveyed, with her

belongings, to his house. Mandarin ducks are

introduced at marriages as patterns of connubial

felicity. The last part of the ceremonial is for a

female attendant to present to the bridegroom a

small linen sheet, which he spreads on the nuptial

couch, and on the following morning it is presented

to his parents. In Chinn, widow re-marriage is

not respectable, and a girl whoso betrothed dies

is regarded as a widow.

Cosmetics are much used by Chinese ladies;

they are forbidden to be used by a bride on her

marriage day, and are not used in mourning.

Playactors, policemen, boatmen, and slaves roust

marry into their own respective classes.

As in Matthew’s Gospel, xxv., lanterns are much

used.

In the little feet of the Chinese women, the

four smaller toes appear grown into the foot, the

great toe being left in its natural position. The

fore part of the foot is so tightly bound with

strong broad ligatures, that all the growth is forced

into height instead of length and breadth, and

forms a thick lump at the ankle
;
the under part

measures scarcely four inches long and an inch and

a lialf wide. The foot is constantly bound up in

white linen or silk, and strong broad ribbons, and

stuck in a very high-hcclcd shoe. The crippled

fair ones trip about with tolerable quickness
;
to

be sure, they waddle like gocso, but they manage

to get up and down stairs without the help of a

stick. The feet of their women arc naturally small,

but at six or nine vears of age they arc (rained

into a deformity. Long bandages of cloth

an inch wide are folded round the foot, and brought

in a figure of eight form from the heel across the

instep and over the toes, then carried under the

foot and round the heel, and so on, and drawn as

tight as possible. After some years, if the band^
has been well applied, the pain subsides. Tho

tarsus is bent on itself
;
the back of the os caicis is

brought to the ground. A large foot is a sure
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indication of humble birth. It is not, however, the
mark of aristocraticorwealthy station, but aChinese
as opposed to a Tartar practice, tlkough indeed
some Chinese races do not follow it. Infanti-

cide, of which the husbands are the only perpe-
trators, is not uncommon

;
but female children

only^ are murdered, and those immediately after

theu’ birth. This horrible crime meets with no
punishment from the laws of the country

;
a father

being the sovereign lord of his children, he may
extinguish life whenever he perceives, or pretends,

that a prolongation of it would only aggravate the
sufferings of his offspring. Professor Douglas is

of opinion that it is only abject poverty which
drives Chinese parents to the rough resource of

infanticide, and that in prosperous districts such
primitive metho<l of providing for children is

unknown. But the stone which stands near a
pool outside the city of Fu-chu, bearing the
inscription, ‘Girls may not be drowned here,'

proves that the inestimable blessing of possessing

daughters is not yet appreciated as it should be
by Chinese parents.

The Chinese are not a moral, though they are a
ceremonial people. Their usual salutation when
meeting is Haou-tsing-tsing ? Are you well?
Hail ! Hail ! Social conversation is replete with
compliments, compelling even the most egotistic

talker always to speak of himself as ‘ the little

one,' ‘ the mean one,' * the stupid one,* or ‘ the
cheap one; ’ and allowing such a gi'cetiug as *I

congratulate you on having acquired wealth,* to

bo addressed to a passing beggar. They, like

most of the natives of the East, waste much time
before commencing the business for which they
meet. The conversation must always begin on
indifferent and mostly insignificant subjects, and
at the end of the visit you explain in three words
what really brings you there. The visitor rises,

and says, ‘ I have been troublesome to you a very
long time

;

* aud doubtless, of all Chinese com-
pliments, this is the one that most frequently

approaches the truth. They are not truthful. 8ir

John Bowring says (i. p. 105) his experience in

China predisposes him to receive with doubt and
distrust any statement of a nature wlien any, the

smallest, interest would be jiossibly promoted by
falsehood. They are largely given to the use of

opium. Mr. Knowlton estimated that there arc

2,351,115 confirmed opium-smokers, or one in

every 170 of the population.

In ordinary quiet times they appear to maintain
order as if by common consent, independent of all

surveillance or interference on the part of the
executive. But let them be brought into contact

with bloodshed aud rapine, or let them bo roused

by oppression or fanaticism, and all that is evil in

their dispositions will at once assert itself, inciting

them to the most fiendish aud atrocious acts of

which human nature has been found capable.

Both kindliness and cruelty, gentleness and
ferocity, have each its place in the Chinese
character

;
and the sway which cither emotion has

upon their minds, depends very much upon the
associations by which they arc for the moment
surrounded. When in their own quiet homes,
pursuing undisturbed the avocations to which they
have been accustomed, there are no more harm-
less, well-intentioned, and orderly people.

They are good agriculturists, mechanics,
labourers, and sailors

;
and they possess all the

intelligence, delicacy of touch, and unwearying
patience which are necessary to render them first-

rate machinists and manufacturers. They are,

moreover, docile, sober, thrifty, industrious, self-

denying, enduring, and peace-loving to a degree.

They emigrate to any climate, be it hot or

frigid. All that is needed is teaching and guiding,

combined with capital and enterprise, to con-

vert them into the moat efficient workmen to

be found on the face of the earth.

On the pressure of want tliey readily part with

their children, especially girls, and girls are often

destroyed. On the other hand, asylums exist in

China for aged men and women, for the blind, and
for lepers. The aged men are treated with great

respect, and arc allowed to have walking-sticks,

which are not used by Chinese, long-stemmed

pipes being employed. Monumental arches are

raised to their honour.

Food.—The great staff of life in China is rice,

which is either eaten dry, or mixed with water so

as to resemble a soup. Out of rice they make
their chief intoxicating liquor, which, when good,

is something like strong whisky, both in its colour-

less appearance and its smoky flavour. Several

vegetables are consumed, such as the sweet potato,

Barbadoes millet, peas, beans, turnips, carrots,

etc. Of their fruits, the orange, lichee, loquat,

and mangoes arc much in use. Their favourite

animal food is pork, the taste for which is national.

There is a maxim prevalent among them, that a

scholar does not quit his books nor a poor man his

pigs. The flesh of tlie bullock, sheep, deer, dog,

cat, wild cat, rat, and horse is eaten, but compared
with that of swine these arc rarities. Fish are

eaten in great abundance, either fresh, dried, or

salted
;
and they rear great quantities of ducks

and various species of fowl for the table. The
comprehensive principle on which Chinese diet is

regulated, is to eat everytliing which can jmsibly

give nourishment. Their notions ns to dogs*

and rats’ flesh are quite fanciful. The luxuries

consumed by the rich consist of the edible bird’s

nest, the beche de mer or sea-slug, shark fins,

fish maws, cow sinews, points of stag antleia,

buffiilo hidc.s, which afford the gelatinous food

considered so restorative. Amongst tlieir deli-

cacies also are dishes made of the larvic of the

sphiux moth, and of a grub bred in the sugar-

cane. In China, the various modes of catching

and rearing fish exhibit the contrivance and
skill of the Chinese quite ns inucli as their

agricultural operations. According to tlie Repo-
sitory, at least one-tentli of the population derive

their food from the water, and necessity leads

them to invent and try jnany ingenious ways of

securing the finny tribes. Besides fi.sh, molluscs of

every kind, crustacca of all kinds. A Chinese
is prohibited by law from killing a cow. The
punishment for slaughtering a draught cow or ox,

for the first offence, is one hundred blows
;
for

a second offence, the same number, and exile for

life from the province.

The amusements of the Chinese comprise
theatrical representations, pyrotechnic displays,

marionettes, peep-shows, conjurors, atidetew.

ventriloquists, regattas, cricket fighting, quad
fighting

;
and they are very fond of Biuging-birds.

The horse commonly seen in China is a mere
pony, not much larger than the Shetland pony

;

it is bony and strong, but kept with little care,
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and presents a worse appearance than it would if

its hair were trimmed, its fetlocks shorn, and its

tail untied. This custom of knotting the tail is

an ancient practice, and the sculptures at Perse-

polis show that the same fashion prevailed among
the Persians. The Chinese language possesses a

great variety of terms to designate the horse
;
the

difference of age, sex, colour, and disposition are

all denoted by particular characters.

Flora .—The only trees to the cultivation of

which the Chinese pay any attention, are the fruit-

bearing kinds
;
ana in some places in China there

are very fair orchards, containing the mango,
leechee, longan, wangpee, orange, citrons, and
pumelows. The yang-mai is a scarlet fruit, not

unlike an arbutus or strawberry, but having a

stone like a plum in the centre. The kum-quat
is a small species of citrus, about the size of an
oval gooseberry, with a sweet rind and sharp acid

pulp. A small quantity is sent to England pre-

served in sugar. Groves of the kum-quat l)ii8h

are common on all the hill-sides of Chusau from

three to six feet high, and when covered with its

orange-coloured fruit is a very pretty object.

The shaddock, plantain, and persimmon are com-
mon, and several vjirieties are enumerated of each

;

the plantain is eaten raw and cooked, and forms

no inconsiderable item in the subaistenceof the poor.

The pomegranate, carambola or tree gooseberry,

mango, custard-apple, pine-apple, rose-apple,

bread-fruit, fig, guava, and olive, some of them as

good and others inferior to what are found in

other countries, increase the list. Tim wliampc,

leechee, longan or dragon’s eyes, and lo(iuat, are

indigenous fruits at Canton. The tirst resembles

a grape in size, and a gooseberry in taste
;
the

loquat (Eriobotrya) is a kind of ine<llar. The
leechee looks like a strawberry in size and sliapc;

the tough, rough red skin encloses a sweet watery

pulp of a whitish colour, surrounding a hard seed.

Grapes arc plenty, and tolerably good.

In China, the staple summer crops arc those

which yield textile fibres. The jute of India, a

species of Corchorus, is grown to a very large

extent, and in China is used in the manufacture

of sacks and bags for holding rice and other

grains. A gigantic species of hemp (Cannabis)

growing from 10 to 15 feet in height, is also a

staple summer crop of China, and is used in

making ropes and strings of various sizes, such

articles being in great demand for tracking the

boats up rivers and in the canals of the country.

China grass-cloth, a beautiful fabric made in the

Canton province, is largely exported to Europe

and America. The Urtica nivea plant, which is

supposed to produce this, is also abiindantlv grown

in Kiang-si and other provinces, h^abrics of various

degrees of fineness are made from this fibre,

but none arc so fine as that made about Canton
;

it

is also spun into a very strong and durable thread.

There are two very distinct varieties of this plant

common in Che-kiang,— one the cultivated, the

other the wild. Tho cultivated variety has larger

leaves than tho other
;
on the upper side they are

of lighter green, and on tlie under they are much

more downy. The stems also are lighter in colour

;

and tho whole plant luis a silky feel about it, which

the wild one wants. The wild variety grows

plentifully on sloping banks, on city walls, and

other old and ruinous buildings. It is not prized

by tho natives, who say its fibre is not so fine, and

more broken and confused in its structure than
the other kind. The cultivated kind yields three
crops a year. A species of juncus is grown, the
sterna of which are woven into beautiful mats,
used by the natives for sleeping upon, for covering

the floors of rooms, and for many other uscfiu

purposes. This is cultivated in water somewhat
like the rice plant, and is therefore always planted
in the lowest part of these valleys. In the begin-

ning of July, harvest of this crop commences.
Burials. — When the life has departed, the

dead body is arrayed in robes of state, or in most
costly apparel

;
al^lutions are not performed, nor

any unnecessary liandliiig of tho Dody suffered.

White is the sign of mourning. The Chinese
worship the spirits of the dead; and amongst that

nation the desii*e to have a good coffin is universal.

Many purchase for themselves that last tenement,

and keep it by them, and it is usually substantial,

of metal or wood. In Burma, where many Chinese

arc settled, tho best block of teak is selected, and,

tlic upper portion being sawn off to form a lid,

tho block is liollowecl and ornamented. These

may be seen in Moulmcin in every carpenter’s

shop. In China, the coflin-inakers' shops have a

very gay instead of a lugubrious appcarauce, as the

Collins are usually painted red, or some equally

bright colour, and tlio more expensive ones are

decorated profnBcly with gilding
;
these coffins are

placed on shelves one above tho other, and the

prices vary from one dollar up to four or five

hundred. They are often presented by children

to parents. The funeral customs of China vary in

the different districts. In Eoh-kien, tho body is

placed in a coffin soon after death
;
a fan is placed in

tho l»and, a piece of silver in the mouth, and a hole

is sometimes made in the roof for the spirit to

effect its exit. The tombs arc on the liill-sidos,

where lucky spots arc chosen by geomaucers.

Paper images of clothes, horses, and other luxuries

arc cast into the grave, aud a sacrifice of cooked

provisions is offered on tho day of the funeral.

Every year, in the n\onth of April, the whole popu-

lation visit the tombs ami worshin tlie manes of

ancestors. Sometimes a poor family will keep the

coffin for many months in their house till able to

purchase^a tond), but tlie very poor arc buried cn

inas.se within (uiclosed buildings. The dead are

occasionally left exposed on tho sides of hills, at

tho wayside, and on banks of rivers, creeks,

and canals. At Nankin they arc exposed in

great numbers. The rit<5 of respectful burial

is, however, so revered, that burial clubs exist

in all the large cities. Tlie momnnenffil tombs

are small raised truncated cylinders. In mourn-

ing for near relations, every part of the cere-

monial is exactly regulated,—even tho period,

manner, and degree of tho mourner’s grief bciiig

duly prescribed. Tho corpse, being dressed in

warm clothes, is deposited in a substantial coffin,

and kept for several days above ground, whilst

the survivors express their measured grief by

gesture, dishevelled hair, sackcloth, aud mournful

silence. When a good spot has been selected for

the grave, the corpse is consigned to the earth.

Building a tomb iu the form of a horse-shoe, they

inscribe thereon tho name of tho deceased, erect

a tablet to his memory iu the hall of his ancestors,

and repair annually to the grave, in order to

prostrate themselves before the manes, and to offer

victuals in sacrifice to the spirits. In the temples,
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divine honours are pjiid to their memory. To from Bengal, through Rungporc, Assam, into

supply their full wants in the other world, they China, and southwal'd all through the Malay
burn gilt paper, paper chariots, and houses, with Peninsula into Sumatra, Java, and Celebes, In

every necessary article of furniture, which are Bengal and Assam its fibre has only been used for

supposed to bo changed in the other world into string and ropes by the fiaherinen and by the

real utensils
;
whilst the gilt paper, when burnt Dom race of Assam

;
but in China, where it haa

to ashes, becomes so much ready money. The long been woven into the Chinn grass cloth, it is

greater the personage, the more protracted is the carefully cultivated, and great care is also taken

mourning. Tlie emperor mourns three years for in the process of cutting down, scraping, peeling,

his parent, and every good subject follows his steeping, and bleaching the fibre. These, indeed,

august example. Mandarins resign their office are detailed minutely in the Imperial Treatise of

during this period of affiictiou
;

literati avoid Chinese Agriculture, lib. Ixxviii. fol. 3. When
entering the examinations

;
the common people grown from seed, a sandy soil is preferred

;
the

abstain for some time from tlicir labour, Sati ground is repeatedly dug, formed into l)eds a foot

prevailed to a considerable extent until about broad and four feet long, raked and smoothed and
the 18th century. It docs not appear, how- watered, again raked and again smoothed, and a
ever, to have been regarded as a compulsory pint of seed, mixed wiili four pints of earth, is

rite, but was generally the widow’s own choice, to

show lier extreme fidelity, or to escape the hard-

ships of widow'hood, or, in the case of dutiful sons,

to save the life of a parent. Fire was never used
;

but opium, poison, or starvation was the means of

suicide employed. Yiim Chang was the first

emperor who discountenanced those practices,

whicli 1) is immediate predecessors had encouraged
;

and he forbade honorary tablets to be erected to

self-immolating victims. In 1702, a memorial
WAS presented to the emperor, praying for the

dedication of a tablet to a moat dutifid son, who
had cut out his liver in order to cure his mother’s

sickness. The imperial Board of Rites, after

mature deliberation, respectfully observed that

tlic practice of cutting out tlie liver is that of the

ignorant, showing a contemid for their lives, and
after all but foolish devotion

;
and a decree was

issued discountenancing the custom.— )\’illia7ns'

Middle Kingdom; Fortnne\^ Wandering!^
; Maurifs

Physical Geography; Thunherg's Travels; Rew
Frederic W. Farrar ; ]\lr. ^forrison ; Fdiidnirgh

Reeica\ 18G7 ;
Gntzla(J\ Chinese History; Forbes^

Five Y'ears in China; Meadows^ People of China;

i7>., The Chinese and their Rebellions ;
Siri\ China

and the Chinese ;
Jlin\ Chinese, lunptrc

;
ih.^ Journey

through Tartary, Tibet, and China
;

ih., (’In is-

tianiiy; Wade\s Chinese Army ; Duhaldc^ History

of China; liunsetLS God in History; Journaly

fndian Archipelago,
\

Pri)isep\s Tibet; Thn-
koxL'skl; Sinnetf ;

Sir John JJaris^ Chinese; ])r.

W. W. Hunter; JMaxco Polo; Bowring's Siam;
Yule's Cathay; Edkins' Religion in China;
Foreigner in Far (hathay ; Frerehs Antipodes;

Grax/s Chinn; Dr. A. (Jordons C7n«c.‘'’c, 18(»()-61
;

Oriental Herald; Oriental Linguistic Studies;

T'od's Rajasthan; D. C. Bonlgcr's China; Lock-
hart's Medical ARssionary ; R, K. Douglas' (hhina;

H. A. Giles' China.

CHINA. Mahr. Eriobotrya Japonica, Xmr//.

CHINA AVAGUDA. Tei. Trichoaanthes

incisa. China Dula Goiidi, Tragia cjinnabiiia.

CHINA HARK, bark of Buena hexandra. It is

a febrifuge, but is less powerful than the cin-

chona barks.

CHINA GRASS, or China Flax.

Boehmeria nivea, Oatid. Urtica tcnacl.^sima, jRox6.

Urtica nivea, Limi.

Rhcea, .... Assam. Tali rami, IJeno., Malay.
Inaii Bonoa, . . ,, Lepeeah, . . . Rei'AL.

Gambe, . East Celebes. Kankura, . . Rung poke.
CUu ma, Chu, . Chin, Pan, . , . . . Shan.
Karao, Tsjo, Mao, . Jap. Kaloi, Kalovee, Sumatka,
Rami, . Beno

,
Malay. '

This nettle grows in all the moist countries

scattered on the surface of six or seven beds, and
left uncovered in. They are sheltered from the
sun by a canopy of matting or grass, which is

kept damp, and this shelter is retained till the

plants be an incli or two high. The young plants

are then to be transferred into astiffer soil, which
is afterwards repeatedly hoed, and top-dressings

of fresh horse dung, ass, or cow dung can bo
U8e<l. This process is adopted only where the

roots of old plants are not obtainable, The plant

grows best from shoots or layers. Dr. Royle
(Fib. PI. p. 344) gives the following as the Indo-
Chinese method for preparing the rheea fibre, as

adopted in Upper Assam by Major Haiinay :

—

7'a cut the Rheea.—The rhcea is fit for cutting

when the stems become of a brown colour for

about six inches upwards from the root. Hold
the top of the stalk in the left hand, and with the
right hand strip off t)ie leaves hy passing it

quickly down to the root, and cut oft w'ith a sharp
knife, taking care to be above the hair}" networks
of the roots, ixss these sliould he covered np with
manure immediately, to ensure another crop
quickly; lop ofi the tender top to the stdk, and
make the reeds up into bundles of 2(M) or 250 if

t!>e stripping process is not to be carried on in

the field or garden
;
but it i.s l>est to strip off the

bark and fibre on the spot, as the burnt ashes of
the stern afford a good dressing for the roots,

along with dry ('Ow-<limg.

To strip o/L the Park and Fibre .—Th(‘ operator
holds the stalk in both hands nearly in the middle,
and, pressing the forefinger ami Ihmnh of both
hands firmly, gives it a peeuliar twist, )>y which
the inner pith is broken through, and then, pass-

ing the fingers of his right and left hand ra])idly

alternately towards each end, the bark and fibre

is completely separated from the stalk in two
strands.

Making up into Bundles.—7’iic stnuids of bark
and fibre are now made up into buudlcs of con-
venient size, tied at the smaller end with a shred
of fibre, and put into clean water for a few hours,
which, lie thinks, deprives the plant of its tannin
or colouring matter, the water becoming quite red
in a short time.

Cleaning J*rore.ss is as follows :—The bundles
are put on a hook fastened in a post by means of

the tie at the smaller end, at a convenient height

for the operator, who takes each strand separately

of the larger end in his left hand, passes the
thumb of his right hand quickly along the inner

side, by which operation the outer bark is com-
pletely separatKid from the fibre, and the riband
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of fibre is then thoroughly cleaned by two or
three scrapings with a small knife. This com-
pletes the operation,—with some loss, however,
sajr one-fifth,—and if quickly dried in the sun, it

might at once be made up for exportation. But
the appearance of the fibre is much improved by
exposure (immediately after cleaning) on the
grass to a night’s heavy dew in September or
Octof)er, or a shower of rain during the rainy
season. After drying, tlic colour improves, and
there is no risk from mildew on the voyage home-
wards (Royle, Fib. PI. p. 344). The French have
been growing China grass in small quantities ever
since 1844, in which year a packet of China grass
seed was sent home W M. Leclancher, surgeon
to the war corvette La Favorite. The Rouen
Chamber of Commerce reported that China grass

fibre has an affinity for colouring matters at least

equal, if not superior, to that of the very finest

kinds of cotton. The plant will flourish north of

Paris, and even in Belgium. Mr. Gray’s process
was said to produce China grass fibres almost as

strong as so much silk, quite as free and unen-
tangled as the fibres of the most perfect samples
of cotton-wool, and capable of being spun into as

delicate a yarn as ever was produced from the
very best Sea Island cotton. It possesses a lustre

far exceeding that of cotton, greatly in excess of

that of native Indian grass cloth. His process

was said to bo practicable on any scale, and also

to jute, hemp, New Zealand flax, and various

other plants. Jx)rd Mayo directed much atten-

tion to this fibre, which is said to bring prices of

£G0 to £120 a ton. Hut such prices could only

be obtainable for well-prepared fibre of the finest

uality. It is said to be procurable at Ningpo at

21) the ton.

—

Ii*oxb. iii. 31)0
;
Royle, Fib, Pi

CHINAKA. Hind. Brassica Grilfithii; Mnl-

colinia strigosa.

CHINAKARAM. Sinoh. Alum.
CHINA KARINGUVA. Tel, Gardenia liicida.

CHINAL, a caste of people in the Dcrajat who
niako carpels

;
in India, a common woman.

CHINANGI. Tel. I^agerstroemia parviflora.

CHINAPATAM, in lat. 12° 39' N., and long. 77°

13' E., is a Mysore town S.W. of Birdi or Bidadi,

2011 feet above the sea; also the name given to

Madnis city by all natives of the Peninsula.

CHINAK. Hind. Platanus orienUlis.

CUINAR, in lat. 34° 8' N., long. 74° 60’ 3
' E.,

an island in the lake near Srinaggur, the capital

of Kashmir, 3200 feet above the sea.

CHINA REDWOOD, a Penang wood of a

red colour, used for furniture.

CHINA ROOT.
Kusb-Hinio, . . . Arab. Smilax China, . . Lat.

Book China, . . Bkncj. Esc^uina, .... PoiiT.

Tu-fu-Ung, . . . Chin. China alia, . . Singh.
China-wortol

, . , DUT. Rais China, . . . Sp.

Squine, Esquino, . . Fii. Cocolmeca, ... „
Ohina-wurzcl, . . . Ger. Paringay-puttay, . Tam.
Chob-chconco, Ouj.,Hind,

This large tuberose knotty root of the Smilax

China is of a reddish white colour within, and

reddish brown without. It grows abundantly in

China and| Japan. At one time considerably

employed in medicine in syphilitic cachexia.

CHINARU. Hind. Armeniaca vulgaris, I-am.

CHINA VALASA. Tel. Walsura ternata, R,

CHINA-WARE, or porcelain, once so exten-

sively exported from China, is now almost con-

fined to the commonest and cheapest descrip-

tions of stoneware. The pattcrn.s made by the
Chinese seldom change, while the European
manufacturers both consult and lead the taste
and fancy of their customers

;
and it is owing to

this, in some degree, that the demand for the
Chinese finer ware has ceased, though the
Mongols, Siamese, Hindus, and islanders in the
Archipelago are still largely supplied from China.
When the productions of the East were first

carried round by the Cape of Good Hope, the
porcelain of China bore an enormous price

;
and

the profits of manufacturing it having been ascer-

tained, the European nations began to moke it,

and soon oiitrivalled the Chinese. China-ware
is sold in China in sets, consisting of a table set of

270 pieces at from 12 to 76 taels, a breakfast
set of 20 pieces at 3 taels, a long tea set of 101
pieces at 11 to 13 taels, and a short tea set of 40
pieces at from 6 to 6 taels.

The Ow-mi-ew, or black China-ware orna-
mented with gold, is very much prized in China;
to make it they mix three ounces of azure and
seven of the oil of stones

;
tliis is laid on the

ware, and when perfectly dry it is baked, after
which the gold is laid on and the vessel is re-baked.
The To-wi-kie is a porcelain prepared simply by
varnishing the ve.S8cl8 with a whitish ash-coloured
varnish, made from calcined translucent white
pebbles. This has the property of marbling and
veining the ware, and giving it an appearance as
if it had been fractured into many pieces, which
had been carefully reunited. This China-ware is

highly prized under the designation of cracked

j

porcelain .—Compendium by Hon. Mr. Morrison,
oce Ceramic Manufactures.

CHIN-CHIN. Chin. Corruption of Tsing
Tsing, a Chinese greeting, meaning, I pray you ! I

pray you !

CHlNCilKED or Mai-ji, in the taluk of Pa-
chora in the Bombay Presidency, lias an annual
fair in the 13th of the month Paosh, al>out the
beginning of January. It originated from the
circuinstanco of a female devotee named Mai-jt

burying herself alive. She was the daughter of a
man of the Firoli Kunbi caste of the village of

Hewri, in the Jamner district. Being distressed

by her husband’s parents, she abandoned her homo
and studied under Goraksh Nath in tlie 'roran Mai
mountain. She finally settled at Chinchked, where
she wa.s annually provided with a house, which she

every year burned, and .at the close of the twelfth

year she buried herself alive, about the middle

of the 17th century. People made vows to her

while alive, ami after her death to her manes.

CHINCHONA, a genus of plants, natives of

South America, several species of which are of

great value in medicine, yielding ‘bark’ or Peruvian

or cinchona bark, from which quinine is produced.

See Cinchona.

CHIN-CHOO. Chin. The true God, of Chineso

Mahomedana.
CHINCHOR, a town in the Dekhan, with a

temple containing an idol named Kaodoba, to

whom many Murli girls are devoted. See Murli.

CHIN-CHOU. Chin. Gracillaria tenax.

CHIN-DEO, in Canara, means Jain images, and

is supposed to be a corruption of Jain deo.

CllINDAYARAH, in the Nerbadda division of

the Central Provinces, is a district lying between

lat. 2r 25' and 22° 30' N., and long. 78° and 79°

30' E., with an area of 3832 square miles. It has
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two distinct natural subdiviBions,—the hill country
above the slopes of the Satpura mountains, called

the Balaghat, and a tract of lowland beneath them
to the south, and called the Zer Ghat. It is a sana-

torium, and there is a barrack for fifty men.
CHINESE FEET. The binding of the feet is

not begun till the child has learned to walk and do
various things. The bandages are specially manu-
factured, and are about two inches wide and two
yards long for the first year, five yards long for

subsequent years. The end of the slip is laid on
the inside of the foot at the instep, then carried

over the toes, under the foot, and round the heel,

the toes being thus drawn towards and over the

sole, while a bulge is produced on the instep and
a deep indentation in the sole. The indentation,

it is considered, should measure about an inch and
a half from the part of the foot that rests on the

ground up to the instep. Successive layers of

bandages are used till the strip is all used, and the

end is then sewn tightly down. The foot is so

squeezed upward, that in walking only the ball of

the great toe touches the ground. Large quantities

of powered alum are used to prevent ulceration

ana lessen the offensive odour. After a month
the foot is put in hot water to soak some time

;

then the bandage is carefully unwound, much dead

cuticle coming off with it. Ulcers and other sores

arc often formed on the foot
;
frequently, too, a

large piece of flesh sloughs off the solo, and one

or two toes may even drop off, in which case the

woman feels afterwards repaid by having smaller

and more delicate feet. Each time the bandage is

taken off the foot is kneaded, to make the joints

more flexible, and is then bound up again as

quickly as possible with a fresh bandage, which is

drawn up more tightly. During the first year the

pain is so intense that the sufferer can do nothing
;

and for about two yiMvrs the foot aches continually,

and is the seat of a ])ain which is like the pricking

of sharp needles. With continued rigorous bind-

ing, the foot in two years ceases to ache, and tlm

whole leg, from tlic knee downward, becomes
shrunk, so as to be little more than skin and bone.

When once formed, the golden lily, as the Chinese

lady calls her delicate little foot, can never recover

its original shape.

CHINESE MOSS, Plocaria tciiax. See Alg;e.

CHINESE TARTAKY, also called Chinese

Turkestan, is a great depressed valley, shut in

by mountains of great lieigbt on three sides,

and on the east are barren sands, which merge
imperceptibly into the great desert of Gobi.

It comprised two great divisions, viz. Zungar
or Mughholistan, and Kashgar or Eastern 'i'ur-

kcatau, on the N. and S. respectively of the

intersecting range of the Tiaii-Shaii mountains.

The iiorihcrn portion was called by the Chinese

Tian-Shau Peh-Lu, and the southern, Tiun-Shan
Nan-Lu. The first of these has lapsed in great

part to Russia. The Tian-8han range separates it

from Zungaria, the Dolor range from Transoxiann,

and the Kara Konun and Kouen lam from India

and Tibet on the south. The hind is clayey near

the base of the mountains, but sandy in the central

tracts. Rain is rare, ajid the air is of exceeding

dryness, but the climate is temperate and healthy.

It is well watered from the mountains, the waters

converging towards the Ergol or Tarym> The
country has gold, copper, salt, sulphur and the

jade-stone. The southern line of the caravan

route passes through it from Kbamil to Aksu and
Kashgar. Erom Aksu t^ Khokand is 800 miles. It

was subject to China from the beginning of the
Christian era, to the time of Chengiz Khan. After
the middle of the IHth century, the Chinese power
regained possession of it. Alti-Shahr, or the six

cities, forms the western district, comprising
Yarkand, Kashgar, Khotan, Aksu, Yaugbisar, and
Oosh-Turfan, with territories subordinate to each.

Eastern Turkestan is eminently Mahomedau.
Yarkand is the entrepot of trade between China
and Bokhara. Khotan, from the time of C’tesias,

has been celebrated for its mineral products, its

jade and emeralds, its shawl wool* and flax. It

was at one time the entrepot of a vast trade with
Hindustan, and now imports largely furs, broad-
cloth, leather, and sugar. In the latter part of

the 19th century, there was a short-lived Maho-
medan uprising, from which sprang difficulties

between China and Russia, tlio latter having
taken possession of the province of Hi, and the
town and district of Kuldja.

CHINGANI, a name of the Kara-chi of Central
Asia, siiimosed to be a gipsy race.

CHINGARI. Hind. A thug
;
a clan of Muttri

thugs assuming to be Mahomedans, and travclliDg

as ostensible grain merchants.— Wilson.

CUINGERITT, a Penang wood of a brown
colour, Bp. gr. 21G5. A small tree, used for

furniture.

CHING-HAE or Chin-hae, in lat. 29*^
57J' N.,

long. 121° 43 E., is the maritime town of the
river Yung or Niugpo. The city of Ningpo is

about 10 miles from the river’s harbour. Ching-
hae is a been* or city of the third class. It was
captured by the British on 10th October 1841.

—

Ilorsb.

CUING - HWANG - MEAOU. Chin. The
temple in Chinese towns dedicated to the patron
deity of the town. On the morning of the new or
full moon, is a lecture, one of sixteen which the
emperor Kang ordered to be read, but first put
in j)ractice by his son. They are practical homilies
on tlie duties of life.

CHING-KEANG-EO, a town of China, battle

of, fought 21st July 1842.

CIIINGLEPUT, a town 3C miles S. of Madras.
It gives its name to a revenue division which lies

between parallels of 12° 13' and 13° 64' N. lat., and
wrajis round Madras. 'Die several races of Maho-
ineilans number 23,192, and Hindus 899^686, of the
Valala, Vania, Kamalar, Kaikalar sections, and a
small number of Irular and Pariahs. It is known
as the Jaghir, liaving been, in 17C3, granted as
a jagliir to tlic E. I. Co. by the nawab Muhammad
Ali, for services rendered to his father Anwar-ud-
Din Khan and himself; and in 1765 the grant
was confirmed by the emperor of Dchli. It was
twice overrun by Ilydcr Ali, in 1768 and in 1780

;

and in 1781 many parts presented only the bones
of the persons who had been massacred, and the
ruins of houses made desolate. It has small rivers.

The Pillar, rising in Mysore, passes Arcot,
AYalajahbad, and Chingleput, and falls into the
sea at Sadras. The Cheyar falls into the Palar
opposite Wiilajahbad; the Adyar falls into the
sea at Matlras

;
and the Corteliar flows into

the marine higoon at Ennore. There are four
large tanks, of Chambrambaukum, Utramalur, Rod
Hills, and Karangoli. St. Thomas* Mount, a
military enutoumeut eight miles south of Madm,



CHINGO PANMAKl. CHINRAIPATAN.

is the headquarters of the artillery. It has
two hills rising from a level plain. One of

these is St. Thomas’ Mount, 220 feet high, on
which in 1547 the Portuguese had built a church,
and another church on the Little Mount, a rocky
liill two miles nearer Madras. On the 9th Feb*
ruary 1759, a battle was fought on this plain

between the British under Captain Calliaiid, and
the French. It lasted from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m., and
the French, under Lally, withdrew. Between 1746
and 1872, 16 disastrous cyclones swept over it.

CHINGO PANMARI, the Tibetan name of

Mount Everest.

ClllNGORIER, one of the thug clans.

CHIN HA. Sansk. A cognisance, an emblem.
Each of the Jaina thirthankara and each of the

|

chief Hindu deities has one. The Cliinha of the
24 Jaina thirthankara, are the antelope, ape, buffalo,

boar, bull, cobra, chank shell, crocodile, curlew,
elephant, falcon, goat, horse, lion, lotus, moon,
Nandyavarta mark, rhinoceros, the Srivatsa mark,
the Swastika mark, thunderbolt, tortoise, water
jar, atid water lily. The apostles of the Christians
had I'liiblcms similarly.

CIHNI, Hind., i.c. China, or relating to China;
hence Chini, sugar-candy, first brought from China,

b\it is also white moist sugar. Rewand Chini, Hind.,

is A'orbascum thapsus, Ercn\ostachys vicaryi, and
Jiheuni emodi. Chini-karu i.s porcelain.

CI!INI, in tl»c Western Himalaya, is situated on
the northern .si<le of the snowy range. A few

marehe.s to the north of Chini, sharp to the left of

the road, there is a grand jiass from (he Snth'j

to the Spiti valley, 18,600 feet high, the Mance
or Maneeriing crest in the month of May re-

sembling a hurricane of snow, beyond everything

sublime and cold.

CHINI. Pushtu. A China silk fabric of

Yarkand.
(HIIN-INI)I.\, a name proposed for the coun-

tries beyond the Ganges.
CIUNIOT, a town in the Jhang district of the

Panjab. It ha.s the .shrine of S!»ah Burlmn, a

Mahomedan tnint, revered by Hindus and Maho-
niedans.— Imp. Guz.

(HllNKAH. Hind. A traversing basket-

bri<lge.— MV/.vea.

(HI INK AHA, Hind., of European and native

sportsmen, is the Ga/.ella Bennettii, found generally

on the plains and low open hills of India. In many
j)arls it especially alfects the nullahs and stony

eminenees which diversify the jdain. 9'hc horns

(ho m.’de arc anmilatcd, and twist baedv with a

sliglit hut graceful curve. They arc ti'ii or twelve

inches in length. The doc has horns .also, hut

much smaller in every way than those of the

buck. 'rUey arc not anmdatcd, and arc sometime.s

strangely distorted, without any approach to

regularity of appearance. They roam in herds of

six or eight, but tiiey arc more abundant in the

province of Cutch than elsewhere, and the. ante-

lopo is not seen there, though, across the gulf, on

the coast of Kattyawar, they abound.

CHIN KILICH KHAN, of Turk origin, of

respectable family, was sou of Ghazi-ud*l)in, who
long served under the einpirors Aurangzeb,

Jahainlnr Sliah, Bahadur IShah, and Farokhsir.

Chiu Kilich Khan also served and raised himself

to independence in Hyderabad, where he was

known under the titles Nizam-ul Mulk and Asof

Jah. He was the founder of the Asof Jahi

dynasty still ruling there, a.d. 1880, as Nizams of
the Dekhan, Chiu Qilich, are Tiirki words mean-
ing a sword -drawer.

CHINNA. Tam., Tkl. Small
;
hence,

—

Chinna Aku, Acalyidia betulin.a, Jtetz.

Cliinna Avaguda, Tricbosanthes iiicisa.

Chinna Botuku, Cordia angusti folia.

Chinna Dula-gondi, 'I'ragia cann.ibina.
Chinna danimi, Acacia cineraria, Willde.
Chinna Kahi Banda, Aloo littoralis, Kccnig

;

A.
Indica, Rut/h

;

A. perfoliatata, Roxb. ii. 107.
Chinna Kalinga, Dillenia pentagyna, R. ii. 625.
Chinna Kaliva Pandu, Cariasa apinaruin.
Chinna Mandula Vitis Linna-i, Wall.
Chinna Moralli, Biiolianania latifolia, R.
Chinna Muttaina, Sida alba, R.
Chinna Muttavapulagain, l*avonia Zcylanica.
Chinna Nangi, Lager8tra‘mia macrocarpa, Roxb. ;

L. parviftora.

Chinna Naringi, Tripbasia trifoliata.

Chinna Navuli, Niebuhria linifolia, R.
Chinna Narc, Eugenia salicifoHa, R.
Chinna Nidra Kanti, Desmanthua triquctnis.
(Hiinna Puli, larger ])anther,

(Jliinna Kauabheri, Anisomeles Malabarica.
Chinna Bantu, Rh.aphidospora glabra, Nccs.

CHINNA KIMMEDY, a district in the N.E.
l)art of tlie Madras Presidency, inhabited by
Khand races, wlio until lately practised human
sacrifices, the viciims being styled Meriah. The
rite is supposed to be now suppressed. In Chinna
Kimmedy, * the Moriah was dragged along the
fiebls, surrounded by a crowd of lialf-iutoxicated

Kaudhs, who, shouting and screaming, rushed upon
him, and with their knives cut the flesh piece-

meal from his l)oncs,avoiding tl»e head and bowels,
till the victim, dying from loss of blood, was relieved

from torture, when the remains were burnt, and the
ashes mixed with the new grain to preserve it

from iiisocts.’ Cai)t:iin MacViccar, writing in

is.") I, stated that in Maji Deso, midway between
Boad and Patna, ‘ on the day of sacrifice, after the

appointed ceremonies, the Meriah was surrounded
by the Kaiulhs, who bent bim violently on the

head.’

CHINNAMA. Tam., Tkl. Jiittlc mother, an
ordinary name for w’omeu.

CHINNA MASTAKA, in Hindu mytlmlogy, is

a form of Parvati as Kali, and j)ossil)ly is the

sacti of Siva, in tlie form of Kapali. She is

described as a naked woman with a necklace of

skulks. Her head is almost severed from her

body, aiul her blood is spouting into her mouth.

In two of her liands she hold.saaword andaakiill.

Mr. Waril states tliat this goddess was so insatiate

of blood, that, not being able at onetime to obtain

enough of that of giants, she cut her own throat

to supply herself therewith. ITard derives the

name from (Jhinna, cut off, and Mastaka, a head.

ToA', Myth. Iliad, p. 94. Sec Kerari.

CIllNNEBKTll, called also Geiiiiesareth, Tibe-

rias, Galilee, aiid Bahr ul Tibariali, a sea or lake

formed by the river Jordan. It lias many fish,

its Burf.ace is upwards of 300 feet below the

Mediterranean, and it is enclosed by steep hills

300 to 1000 feet high. It is 12 miles long and

6 broad.

CHINNY. Tam.? A Travancoro wood of a

rather dark colour, sp. gr. 0'515. From 8 to 16

feet in circumference
;
used for building canoes.

—

Got Frith.

CllINRAIPATAN, a town in Mysore famed

for a Jaina sUtuc, estimaUxi 54 to 70 feet high.

It has been cut out of the solid rock.

r.99



CHIN-SAN. CIIIKETTA.

GHIN-SAN, or Golden Island, is in the middle
of the Yang-tse-kiang, river of China, where the
width is near three miles. It is the property of

the emperor. It is interspersed with pleasure-

houses and gardens, and contains a large monastery
of priests, hy whom the island is almost entirely

inhabited.

—

Macartney'x Embassy^ i. p. 27.

CHINSURAH, a neat town on the right bank
of the Hoogly river, in lat. 22° 64' N., and long.
88° 26' 40" E., in the neighbourhood of Calcutta.

The Dutch established themselves there in a.d.

1675, blit they came in contact with the British

on the field of Bidera, four miles to the west, and
were defeated; and finally, about 1825, they

received Java for it in exchange. The college

building was formerly the house of Perron, the

French general and deputy of Sindia in the Doab.
CHIN'fA CHETTU. Tel. Tamarindus In-

dica, L.
CHINTAMANI, a mythical wish -gem of the

Hindus, supposed to yield to its possessor all that

ho may desire. The word is Sanskrit, from Chinta,

thought, and Mnni, a jewel, and is the name of a
ronumtic epic Tamil poem, representing the Jaina

system in an attractive form. It is of consider-

able merit, and is regarded as the highest classical

authority in that language, but its style is difficult.

It contains 15,000 lines, and probably belongs to

the tenth century. 11 was wri tteii by an avowedly
Jaina author.

CHINTZ.

Sits, . . .

Indiennos, •

Zitse, . . .

Chintz Guj., Hind., Peiis.

Indiane, .... It,

Dut.
Fa.

Ger.

Chit,. . . .

Chitas, . . .

Zaraza, Chites,

Simai gudde, .

„ gudda, .

Malay.
I’ORT.

. Sr.

. Tam.
. Tkl.

Fast-printed calicoes of different colours, im-

pressed upon a white or light-coloured ground.

The name is from chinta, a spot, or sjiottcd. In

the Madras Presidency, the principal sites of this

manufacture are the towns of Masulipatam, Arnee,

and Sydapet Those of Masulipatam are called

Kalam-kari, literally firm colour; they are of

various hues. Eac^i piece is 2 cubits in breadth

and 12 in length, prio^ at from 4 to 12 rupees

each
;
and it is used for under-garments by Hindu

women. Those of Arnee and Sydapet are 8 by 2

cubits, sold at 1 to 3 rupees each
;
they arc used

for pillow-covers and other purposes, as well as

the under-garments of humbler native women.
Some of the chintzes of Masulipatam and of the

south of India are as beautiful in design as they

are chaste and elegant in colour. — APCulloclt

;

Mr, Faulkner; M.E.J.U.; Dr, Wohou,
CHINVAT, of the Parsee religion, is a mytho-

logical bridge. On a death occurring, a dog is

brought to look at the corpse, that its j^assage over
Chinvat may be secured.

CHINWA. Hind. Ponicum miliaceuin.

CHIN ZOOAY. Burm.? Meaning elephant's

teeth, a wood of maximum girth 1^ to 2 cubits,

max. length 10 feet, abundant on the hills inland,

always on rocky, barren ground, in mountainous
or bill districts, all over the Tenasserim provinces.

When seasoned, sinks in water. This wood is tlie

hardest and stremgest known in these latitudes,

perhaps anywhere in the world. It is only pro-
curable in such rocky spots as no other tree will

grow in. It cuts up, as yendaik and other bard

woods do. with huffo cracks through it; but is

valuable for the edges of pbillester planes, for

spokeshaves, and for purposes in which much
scantling is not required .—Captain Dance,
CHIOCOCCA JAVANICA, the Java snow-

berry, a parasitical shrub, found on the moun-
tains of Java upon trees.

—

Eng, Cyc,
CHIONANTHUS, a genus of trees. Ch. albidi-

flora, 77tu>., the taccada gas, grows up to 3000
feet in Ceylon. Ch. intermedia, Wight Tthe
Lenociera inter., Wight)

^

grows on the Animailay
at 5000 feet. Ch. ramiflora, Roxh,^ is a tree of

the Moluccas
;
and Ch. leprocarpa, Thw,, is a small

tree growing at 3000 to 4000 feet in the Central
Province of Ceylon.

—

The.
CHIONE, a genus of molluscs, of which many

species occur in Indian seas.

CHIPPEVADU, Chippiga. Tel. A tailor.

CHIPPI, a beggar’s bowl made of the shell of

the sea, or double cocoanut, Laodicea Seychel-
larum.

CHIPULU GADDI. Tel. Aristida sctacea,

Retz

;

Chsetaria set.,BcaRr. The words mean broom
or sweeping-grass, from the use to which it is

applied.

UHIPURA TIGE. Tel. Cocculus villosus.

CHIR. in Chamba, Armeniaca vulgaris, a^icot

;

Prunus Armeniaca. In the N.W. Himalaya, rinus,

sp, Dar ebir, P. excelsa. Drab chir, P. longifolia.

CHIR. Hikd. Phasianus Wallichii.

CHIRA of thePeriplus, an ancient kingdom that
seems to have been formed out of the Pandya
dominions. The Chira seem to have possessed
also Kerala, and to have seat an embassy to the

Romans, to whom the Chira prince was known as

O Kerobothras. See Chera.

CHIRAGADAM. Tel. Batatas edulis, Ch.

CHIRAGH. Pers., Hind. A lamp. Ba-charagh,
an inhabited house or town. Be-charagh, in ruins.

Chiragh ka tel, lamp oil. In Southern India, oil

of large-seeded Riciniia communis. In N. India,

poppy and other oils are used for lamps.

CHIJtA KURA. Tel. Amarantus polygonoides.

CHIRA MELLA. Hind. Phyllanthus longi-

folius.

CHIRAN. Hind. Primus Armeniaca.
CHIRANJI. Tel. A dyeing root of Rubia

cordifolia, in the liazars of the Northern Circars.

CHIRA SAMUDRA. Sansk. In Hinduism,
the sea of milk on which the serpent Sesha rested

when Vishnu was reposing. See Balaji.

CHIRATALA BODA. Tel. Dalbergia scan-

dens, R, iii. 232.

CMIRAULI. Hind, Buchanan ia latifolia.

CHIRAUNDA. Hind. Adclia serrata.

CHIRAYIT. Hind. Agathotes chirayta.

CHIRCIIA or Chirtaa. Can. Felisjubaia.

CHIRCHIRA, also Chirchitta. Hind. Lycium
Europaeum, also Achyranthes aspera, resembling
the Penicillaria spicata

;
the people believe if a

person eat one chitak of its grain, he will not bo
hungry for 21 days.

CHIRETTA. Hind.

700

Greyat root.

Create, .... Fr.
Creyatta, Kiiait, Hind.
Kairata, . . . Sanbk.
Atadi, SiNOH.
Sherait-kuchi, . . Tam,
Nela vemu, . . . Txl.

Chiretta, or chirayta, or kriat, for all these

pronunciations are in use, is the name given to

several plants, all of them closely allied in medi-
cinal properties to gentian, for which several of

KuMub-uz-zerireh, Arab.
Kalapnath, . . . Bbno.
Kala-megb, Maha tita, „
Toa-kha-kyi, . . Burm.
Kiriat, ..... Can.
Kroat Dukh.



CHIRETtA. CHIR.NATH.

tljoii are perfect Bubstitutes. Ijkc f^entiaii,

chiretta promotes digestion, improves the appetite,

and gives a tone to the system, without producing
much stimulant effect, or causing constipation.

It epntains a resin and yellow bitter matter, on
which the activity of the plant depends. Its use
is admissible in all inflammatory states of the

intestinal canal, and in febrile diseases. The
chiretta of the bazars is the produce of the several

following plants:

—

Adencina hyssopifolia, the chota or small chi-

rayta, is common in various parts of Southern
India, is very bitter, also somewhat laxative, and
much used by the natives as a Btomachic.

Agathotes cbirayta, />rne, Ophelia chirayta,

Grissbach^ Gentiana chirayta, Flnninr/^ north of

India, and Mornng hills. All parts of the plant

are extremely bitter, anrl are identical in conipoai-
tioD with the common gentian. It is highly
esteemed as a tonic and febrifuge all over India.

It is a common and abundant plant in the bazar,

supplied chiefly by the lower ranges of the Hima-
laya.

Aiulrograj)his paniculata (Justicia paniculata,

Roxh.)^ Kalamegfi, Bf.ng. Knlupnath or Maha
tita, lIiM)., is the genuine or original chiretta.

Chironia centauroidea of Roxburgh (Erythrsea

Roxburgliii, Don.)^ is another and powerfully
bitter plant found in India.

Cicendia hyssopifolia (syu. Exacum hyssopi-

folia), common in various parts of the East Indies;

the whole plant is bitter and somewhat laxative
;

is used by the natives as a stomachic.

Exacum bicolor grows rare on the Neilgherrics

below Kotagherry, and abundant a mile below
Nedawuttura, where it flowers during the autumnal
months. This species enamels the swards of the

Western Ghats with its beautiful blossoms, has

the same bitter stomachic principles for which the

Gentiana lutca is so much employed, and, it is

believed, may be used with advantage in lieu of

gentian for me^licinal purposes. The infusion

is a mild pure bitter. It is known iu Mangalore
as country Croat, and sold there at I anna 6 pie

per pound.
Exacum tetragona is another species of this

genus, and is called Ooda chiretta, or purple

chiretta.

Ophelia angustifolia, Don (0. Swertia, Royle)^

is called pukarree chiretta, and is substituted for

the true chiretta.

Ophelia elegans, Wight

^

glows plentifully iu

several parts of the Madras Presidency
;

is con-

sidered febrifuge by the native physicians, who
prefer it to the Himalayan chiretta. It grows
plentifully in the Jeypore zamindan of Viznga-

patani, and is annually exported, ns Silaras or

oelajit, to the value of about Its. 2600. The
infusion of 0. elegans has a powerful bitterness.

Ophelia alata and Ophelia chiretta seem to be

used similarly
;
they ^ow in the Himalaya.

Villarsia Indica, V, artistata, and V. nym-
phocides occur in every part of India.

Chiretta may be regarded as a typo of the

simple bitters, so many of which have been em-
ployed in Europe as febrifuges. For such purposes

it is employed in India, and it will do whatever

a simple oitter can in stopping intermittents.

Chiretta is of much service in convalescence from

feyer. It is one of the few articles of the Indian

Materia Medica which is in every respect an

adequate substitute for the corresponding Euro-
pean article. Chiretta is a useful vehicle for
other remedies. It is the basis of the celebrated
drogue aincrc, a compound of mastic, frankin-
cense, resin, myrrh, aloes, and creat root, steeped
in brandy for a month, and the tincture strained
and bottled. Chiretta is met with in a dried state,

tied up in bundles, with its long slender stems of
a brownish colour, having the roots attached, and
which have been taken up when the plant was in
flower. It is procurable in all native druggists*
shops. The extracts of chiretta agree in being
valuable bitter tonics. Both these and gentian
contain a peculiar principle, termed the gcntisic

acid. The dose is ten to tliirty grains twice or
three times daily, usually prescribed with sarsa-
parilhi, hciiiidcsmus, or iron (Beng. Phar. p. 290).
The wine of chiretta is cordial bitter and tonic
in a dose of two fluid drachms. A compound
tincture of creat is prepared by creat root six
ounces, myrrh and aloes each one ounce, Fl^ob
brandy two pints

;
macerate for threo days, and

strain. This preparation is equivalent to the
celebrated drogue amere. Its effects are tonio,

stimulant, and gently aperient. It is a valuable
prepanition in the treatment of several forms of
dyspensia and torpidity of the alimentary canal,
in a flosc of one fluid drachm to half an ounce.— Faulkner^ Jkng. Phar

. ; On Chiretta^ hy Dr.
Clcghorn

;
Dr. J. L. Stewart.

CHIUGHA, a Pukhta war-cry. Chirgha wal,
a fighting man.

Gill HI. Sansk. AVrightiS. antidysenterioa

;

Memusops hexandrus.

CHIRI. Tj:l. a term applied to several
plants resembling others :

—

Chili alii, Villarsia crintata, Spi'cny.
Chili aiinein, Bricdelia Mcaiidens, Wiltd.
Chiri benda, Sida cordifolia, L.
Cliiri bikki, Gardenia gummifera, L.
Chili chatarasi, Dcntella repens, Font.
Chiri dudduga, Alphonsoa lutca, JHf,

Chiri galigeru, Trianthema, L.
Chiri giligichclia, Croiolnria laburnifulia, L.
Chiri ^unimudu, Batatas paniculata, Ch. ?

Chiri )eguru, Cluytia, zp.

Chiriki, Sansk., fruit of Buchanania latifolia.

Chiri koti goru, Pterolobium lacerans, JR. Br.
Chiri kura, Amarantus polygonoides.
Chiri malla, Jasminum angustifolium, Vahl.

(Uiiri inaiiu, Conocarpus latifolia.

Chiri nanupala. Euphorbia, L,
Chiri pallcru, Tribulus lanuginosuH, L.
Chiri piaz, Hind., Alliuin rubcllum.
Chiri sanagalu, Ervum, sp. ?

Chiri teka, Clcrotlendron, sp.

Chiri teku, bastard teak, Erythriiia Iiidica, AVormia
)>racteata.

Cliiri tummi, Leucas, Jt. Br.

t'iiiri vanga, Solanum nielongena, L., small vnr.

i^iiri veru, Oldcnlandia umbellata, L,
Chiri ulava, Khynchosia rufosceiis, D.C»

CHIRI A. Hind. A bird
;
hence Chiiiya-Mar,

a bird-catcher, a low enste fowler.

CH 1R IM

I

. MALAY. Cicca disticha, Linn.

CHIKITA SINENSIS, the manneeu-chaug of

the Chinese, a dwarf spedes of Lycopodium,
highly prized by that people. — Fortmne^t Tea
Districts^ p. 8.

CHIRIT MURAL. Malay. Oaoi^hoac.
CHIRIVA-GHAS. Bcno. Heloput unttlaias.

CHIR-MITI. Hind. Abnis prmtorius leedi.

CHIK-MUTIT. Hind. oordifoiin.

CHIR-NATH. Hind. Fireoamof PlnuAloii|i*

folia and P. Gerardiana.



OHIRNDI. CHITRA KOOTA.

OHIRNDI. Hind. Litflsea, Adelia eerratfi.

CHIRNDU, Eleoclcndron dichotomum.
CHIR-ODHEI.I or Chir-vaclhal of Dchra Ghazi

Khan (hills), obtained from tlic tamarisk (F.

furas or F. dioica), said to be called pinjwa in

other parts. This occurs in nodules, highly friable,

of a granular texture.

—

Potcell's Handbook.
CHIROLI. Hind. Primus Arineniaca.

CHIRONIA CENTAUROIDES. Poxh.
Erythrx'.H, Koxbiir^'hii, /)u».

|
Nyo, Hind.

This plant grows in several parts of India
;

its

leaves and stalks arc powinfully bitter, and are

found ill the bazars as one of the chirottns.

—

O'Sh.

CHIKOR. II IND. Mahonia Nepalensia.

CHIRRU. Hind. Xanthium strinnarium.

ClilltlJ DEKHIL Tam. Clcrodondron serra-

tum, Hlume.

CHIRUGU CHETTU. Tel. Caryota urens.

CHIRUNME. Hind. A red dye from Bucha-
iianin latifolia.

CHIIMJ NUTI. Beng. Amarautus polygon^
oides, Roxh,

;

Oxystelma esculcntum, R. Br.

CHIKU-PARAM. Tam. Riodleia corchori-
folia.

CIIIRUTA>ITA. Tel, Pheenix fariuifera.

CHIRWI, in the Multan division and Dcrajat,

means the beat kind of split and dried dates of

the Phoenix dactylifera
; the word seems from

chirna, Hind., to split.

CHISHTI, a tribe of Arab descent in Multan,
and at Bijapur in the Dckhan. Tliosc on the banks
of the Sutlej river arc peaceful and industrious,

but strict and bigoted.

CHISHTIAH, a sect of Mahomedan fakirs.

CHIT. Hind. Chintz; sprinkled, hence,

—

Chit-A bra, a printed cotton.

Chit-Pattu, a« woollen wrapper with a chit or

print pattern.

Chit-Rahdar, a print with a striped pattern.

Ciiit-Bundri, spotted print.

Chit-Butidar, sprigged print.

Chit-Marpcch, sprigglcd print,

Chit-Shakargah, print with figures of animals.

Chit-Nakl-irani, a kind of Persian print.

CHIT, in the doctrines of the Sri-Sampradaya
sect of Hindus, means the spirit ofVishnu; this, with

Achit, or matter, and Ishwara, or god or ruler,

being the three predicates of the universe. In

their views, Vishnu is Brahma, before all and
creator of all. Sec Sri-Sampradaya.
CHITA. See Cheeta.

CHITA. Beng., Hind. Plumbago rosea; P.

Zeylanica, Linn.

CHITA BAGNU. Hind. Populus alba.

CHITA BANSA. Hind. Iporaoea turpethum.
CHITAK, a measure of weight equal to 914

grains.

CHITAL, Chiti-a, Chitri. Hind. Axis macu-
latus, Gray.
CHIT^AMINDALU NUNA. Tel. Oilofsmall-

seeded Ricinus communis, castor-oil plant, used
medicinally,

CHITANA, Hind. Pyrus Kumaonensis.
CHITANKALOO. Tel. AVrightia tinctoria.

CHITA-PULI. Tel. Felis jubata, Schreber.

CHITA-RATHI. Maleal. Alpinia racemosa.
CHITARKOT, a hill in the Banda district,

N.W. Provinces of India, with the Paisuni river

at its base. There arc thirty-three Hindu shrines

;

and many pilgrims still visit them, and circum-
ambulate (pradakshana) the hill,—Imp. Gas.

CHITAS. Port. Chintz.

CHITA SINJI. Hind. Mclilotus leucantha,

CHITA WALA. Hind. Senccio angulosus.

CHIT BATTO. Hind-. Trifolium pratense.

CHITE ANKALU. Tel. AVrightia tinctoria.

CHITES, also Zaraza. Sr. Chintz.

CHITIJARI. Hind. Aconitum hctcrophyllum.

CIIITIKESWARUM. Hind. Poinciana data.

CHITIMIRK, Hind., also Chiti-phul, Helio-
tropum brevifolium.

CHITl-MORT. Hind. Desmodium argenteum.
CHITI MUTI. Tel. Sida acuta, ili/rm.

CHITI SIRIN. Hind. Cedrela toona; C.

serrat.a.

CHITKA. Beng. Bauhinia acuminata.
CHITKABRA. Hind. Uraria chetkubra.

CHITICAN of Hazara, an car-ring.

CHITKEE. Hind. Snapping tlic fingers.

CIUTLINTA KURA. Tel. Marsilca Coro-
inanddina

; M. minuta, Heync^ 54 ;
also Ricdleia

corchori folia.

PdllTONIDyE, the Chiton family of molluscs.

CHITOOA-BORA. Beng. Polypodiurn gla-

brum.
CHITPATRA. Hind. Marlea begonifolia.

CHITREKALAR A, in Arakan, slaves wbo Imd

been tnk<*n in battle.— TP<7.s‘on.

CHITRA. Hind. Staphylea emodi
;
Drosora

muHcipuln. Lai cbitra is Plumbago Zeylanica.

('Iiri'RA, also written Chaitra, and Cbaitram,

the first month of tlic Tamil solar year, answering

to the Hindu N'aisac’ha, when the sun is in the

sign Meslia. Hut this name is also that of the last

month of the Hindu solar year, used everywlicre

(cxof'pting in the Tamil country) when the sun
is in the sign Min, answering to the Tamil Pun-
goni, Liustly, Chaitra is the narhc of the first

month of the Inni-solar year, which begins on the

new moon preceding the sun’s entrance in the sign

Mcslna. 7’hi.s variety of significations of terms so

ncjirly n.'scmbling each other requires the greatest

attention, wlicn adverting to dates, and reading
books written in different countries.— IVarrcn.

CHITRA. Beng. Cncumi.s Madnispatanus

;

also Hind., Bcrberis lycinm, B. Asiatica or B.

arisiata.

CHITRAGUPTA, pronounced Cliitrgoputr, the

registrar of Yama, the recorder of the dead.

AVhen Yama sits in judgment on the dead, Chitra-

gii])ta examines the register in which the good
and bad deeds of men are recorded. From Cbitru,

to write, and Goopta, hidden. He bad several

sons, from whom the different tribes of Bengal
Kayasths derive their origin,—Sribostab, Am-
bashtha, Karan, Bhattanagar, Gaura, Valmika,
Mathur, Saksena, Aithana, Kulasrcshtha, Nijam,

Suradhwaja.

—

Dalton, Ethnol. of Bengal, p. 313.

CHITRA INDICA, one of the Chelonia or

tortoises. It inhabits India.

CHITRA JAVANIKA, a painted cloth, a screen

or veil suspended in a temple before the adytum

;

according to Malanka, it ia rather arras or tapestry;

he describes it as cloth covering the walls of a
temple.

—

Hind. Theai. ii. p. 74.

CHITRA KOOTA. Sansk. From Cbitra,

speckled, and Koota, the peak of a bill or

mountain. An isolated hill oil the bank of

the Piaani river, 50 miles S.E. of the town of

Banda in Buudelkhand, in lat. 25^ 12' N., and
long. 80® 47' E. The whole neighbourhood ia

Rama’a country during his exile. Every head-
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land has some legend
;
every cavern is connected

•with his name. It is a sacred spot
;
crowded with

temples and shrines of Rama and Lakshmana.
Many thousands annually visit the spot, and round
the hill is a raised footpath, on which the devotee
with naked feet treads, full of pious awe. It was
the scat of Valmiki, the sage and poet, author of

the Ramayana. The hill is crowded with )nonkey8.

The river is lined with the landing-places called

ghats, and flights of stairs for ceremonial ablutions.

CHITRAL, or Little Kashgar, is beyond the

Belut Tagh mountain. See Bucharia
;
Eastern

Turkestan.

CniTRA-MUL. Hind. Thalictruin foliosuin.

CHITRA-MULAM (Telia, Nalla, and Erra,

white, black, and red). A generic name for species

of plumbago.
CHITRA-RAT’HAN, the chief musician of

Indra, who rides in a painted car. On one occasion

it was burned by Arjuna, the confidential friend

and agent of Krishna, or the sun.

CHITRA VANI. Sansk. Plumbago Europaca.

CHITRl CHIRUYA. Beng. Urochloa panic-

oides.

CHITRIKA. Tel. Liinonia j>entagyna, 1\.

CHITTA-AMADUM. Tel. Castor-oil.

CHITTA-BURKANI, also Chitb^ganda. Tel.

Leggoda Icpida, Jcrdi.a.

CHITTABUTE of Murree, Abelia triflora; also

Buddies crispa.

CllITTA-DUDAGA, Guattcria ecrasoidcs, Dim.

CHITTAGONG, or Islamabad, a town which
gives its name to a district of British India along

the N.E. coast of the Bay of Bengal. The town
is built on the bank of the Karnajdmli river, in lat.

22° 21' 3" N., and long. 31° 52' 41" E. The district

is bounded on the K. by Tiperah, S.* by Arakan,
E. by the Yomadoung mountains, and AV. by the

Bay of Bengal, and lias an area of 2322 square

miles, and a population of 1,000,422 souls. It is

a low strip of coast abotit 105 miles long, with

many large tidal creeks
;
and the central parts

opjjosite the islands of Mashkul and Kutabadia
much resemble the Gangctic Sunderbuns. Since

liistoric times it Inus been subject successively to

Tiperab, to the Afghan rulers of Bengal, to the

raja of Arakan, to the Dcldi empire
;
and it was

ceded to the British East India Company in

17G0. The Portuguese descendants are known
as Ecringhi, They were 854 in 1872

;
the Nat,

949 ;
the Magh, 30,020

;
and the Rajbansi, 10,852

;

Brahmans, 22,057
;
and Kayasths, 08,910. Tim

Lascars of the coasting and foreign-going ships

arc largely from Chittagong. The Rajlmnsi arc

the offspring of Bengali women and Burmese
husbands. 70*5 per cent, of the population are

Miihoinedans, the Hindus 207 per cent.

—

Imp. Gaz.

CHITTAGONG HILL TRACTS are a portion of

the great chain of mountains running from Assam
southwards to Cape Negrais, and the Blue Moun-
tains, on the frontier of CJhittagong, rise 8000

feet above the sea. Several rivers rise in these

mountains, amongst others the Karnafuli, which

Hows into the Bay of Bengal. The hill tribes of

(ibittngong call tncinselvcs Kyoung-tha, or sons

of the river, and Toung-tha, or sons of the

hills. The latter, to which the Lushai belong,

are the more savage and independent, and

speak different languages. The former have a

written language, and even possess several copies

of the Raja wong, or History of the Kings of

Arakan. They are of Arakanese origin, speak
the Ra-khiii dialect, aud arc Buddhists. All are
Mongolian in physique. They have an honest,
bright look, with frank aj)d jiierry smile, and their

look is a faithful inde.x of their mental charac-
teristics. 'I'hey live in bamboo houses rai.sed

above the malaria of the ground. They practise

Juin, Checna, or Kumari cultivation, burning
down the jungle to i)reparc the soil for mixed
seed scattered broadcast, and moving off to a

new site next season. And they have a mild
form of debtor slavery, Avhich Captain Lewin
think.s the Britisli too suddenly interfered wdth,

so that the hillmcn fall victims to the usurer.

The Kyoung-tha, or Jiimia Magh, have 15

clams, who dwell in village communities under a
Roaja, or village head.

The Toung-tha tribes, a wilder and less civilised

group, .arc the Tiperah, Mning, Kumi, Mro, and
Khyeng, Bangi, Pan-kho, Lushai or Kuki, and
the Shindii, the hist four being independent.

Their villages arc generally situated on lofty liills.

They worship the elements.

The Chakina (Tsak or Tsakina, or in Burmese
Thck) is the largest of all the tribo.s. It has 41)

clans. Their hai)it3 arc similar to those of the

Kyoung-tha. Tlic tribes all j)ractise the Jum or

Kumari form of agriculture
;
and ric(^, cotton, tea,

tobacco, and j>otatoes arc their chief crops. TIjo

elephant, the rhinoceros, the tiger, and the leopard

are numerous, with the Malay black boar, the

wild buffalo, the sambur (Kiisa Arlsiotelis). 'I’he

j)ytbon grows to a large size.

Among 1l)c independent tribes beyond the

British border, prisoners of war are sold like

cattle. Raids arc c.'iused by the usage of wchr-
geld, which they call goung hpo, or the price of a
head

;
for when villager dies, his friends charge

the village which ho may have last visited with

his deatli, and demand a price for his life. Jiaids

for woinou seem to keep up the necessary supply.

Chastity is enforced oidy after marriage. All the

unniarric<l lads sleep in one house in the village,

under the care of a ‘ goung ’ or headman. The
merry-makings and customs which arc connected
with this ‘ bachelor’s hall,’ as Colonel Dalton calls

it, are the same as in the Kol and Gond countries.

In the hills marriages are unions of affection, not

of convenience or interest. Girls marry at 10,

lads at 19. The most favourite offering to a

sivcethcart is a flower
;
njid the lover will often

climb the hills before dawn to procure the white

or orange blossom of some rare orchid for the

loved one’s liair. One of Captain Lewin’s police

souglit a week’s leave of absence on this ground ;

‘ A young maiden of such a village has sent me
flowers and biruec rice twice as a token, and if I

wait any longer they will say I am no man.’ Among
the Kyoung-tha, a leaf of pawn, "wnth betcTaiid

sweet spices inside, accompanied byacertliin flower,

means ‘ I love you.’ If miicli spice is put inside

the leaf, and one corner turned in a peculiar "way,

it signifies ‘ Come.’ The leaf being touched with

turmeric means * I cannot come.’ A small piece

of charcoal inside the leaf is ‘Go, I have done
with you.* The love songs are as pure as they

arc pretty, and no improper ditties are allowed iu

the hearing of the village maidens. As the lads

and lasses work in a crowd at harvest times, they

respond in chorus, or, when the leader has finished,

the whole party break out into the hoia or hill
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call, like the jodcl of Switzerland, and the cry is

taken up from hill to hill, till it dies away in the

distant valleys. In their mode of kissing, instead

of pressing lip to lip, they apply the mouth and
nose to the cheek and give a strong inhalation.

They do not say, * Give me a kiss,^ but ‘ Smell

me.* The religion of these tribes is a mixture of

Buddhism and nature-worship. At the Maha
Muni temple in Arakan, the bamboo is adored

by some as the impersonation of the spirit of the

forest. But wherever, as in the case of the

Chakma, the tribes como into contact with the

Bengali, they show a tendency to gravitate

tow^ards Hinduism, the caste of which would soon

kill the joyousness and check the freedom of their

life. Tiie Klunnia and Kiiki tribes occupy the

hills of Syllict, Tiperah, and Chittagong
;

the

Kuki at tho tops of the hills, and the Khmnia
on the skirts. Tlie Kuki arc the ruder or more
pagan race, though also tinctured with Hinduism.
They term their chief deity Kliojein Putiang, to

whom they sacrifice a gyal
;
and to an inferior

deity, named Shorn Saq, a rude block of wood put
up in every quarter of a village, a goat is offered

;

and they place before it the heads of the slain in

battle, or the heads of animals killed in the chase.

The Kuki say that they and the Mug are the off-

spring of the same progenitor .— Captain Len in.

CHPITAGONG WOOD, Chicknwsia tabularis,

is used at Madras for furniture. It is light, cheap,

and durable.

CHITl’AK. Hind. An Indian weight, equal

to 914 grains= 2 oz. ‘lO J grs. avoir.

CHITTALINNY. Tam.V A Travancorc wood
of a red colour, sp. gr, 0*847, 1 to 1 J feet in cir-

cumference
;
used for furniture.

—

Col. Frith.

CHITTAMANAK YENNAL' Tam. Castor-

oil Chittamudapu, Tel., Ricinus communis, the

small variety, from the seeds of which only the

medicinal castor-oil is expressed.

CIinTAMATl'A. Ti l. Gardenia guminifera.

CHITTA-KATTA. Mal. Alpinia galanga.

CHITTA-ROHI, in Northern India, sand with
salt efflorescence.

CHITTA TUMIKI. Tel. Diospyros toraen-

to.sa.

CHITTA YELKA. Tel. Leggada lepida.

CHITTEDURU. Tel. Vanda Roxburghii.

CHITTENTA KURA. Riedleia corchorifolia.

CHITT'HI. Hind. A note, a letter, an order

or demand
;
hence Chit-navis, a note-writer.

CHITTI ANKUDU. Tel. Wrightia tinctoria.

Chitti Benda, Pavonia odorata
;

Cbitti Gara,
Capparis brevispina

;
Chitti Papara, Citrullus

colocynthis.

CHITTI-PHUL. Hind. Hcliotropium brevi-

foUum.
CIimTTA CHETTU. Tel. Phoenix farini-

fera.

CHITTORE or Chetur, a town in Rajputana,
in the kingdom of Mewar. Its dynasty are
Rajput, and claim to be descended from Lob, the
eldest son of Kama, of the Solar dynasty. They
say that they were first ruling at Balabhipura, a
city in the gulf of Cambay, but their capital was
laid waste by a son of Nuahirwan of Persia, in

A.D. 624. The Rajput queen escaped the general
destruction, and gave birth to a sou, named Goho,
from whom the rajas of Udaipur are descended.
Goho established the kingdom of Edor, and eight
princes succeeded him on tho throne. The race

seem to have remained in the desert till the

middle of the 8th century, but in a.d. 727 Bappa
took Chittore. Shortly afterwards Bappa pro-
ceeded to Saurashtra, and married the daughter of

Esupgole, prince of the island of Bunderdhiva.
With his bride he conveyed to Chittore the statue

of Vyan-mata, the tutelary goddess of her race,

who still divides with Eklinga the devotion of the
Gchlot princes. The temple in which he enshrined
this islandic goddess yet stands on the summit of

Chittore, with many other monuments assigned

by tradition to Bappa. Bappa is not a proper
name, it signifies merely a child. He is frequently

styled Syeel, and iu inscriptions Syecl Adhes,
the mountain lord. The Mori prince from whom
Bappa took Chittore weis of the Tak or Takshak
race, of whom Nagiiccha, Nagani Mata, was tho

mother, represented as half woman and half

serpent, tlio sister of the mother of the Scythic

race, according to their legends. Many rites of

the rana of Mewar’s house arc decidedly Scythic.

According to Sir H. Elliot, however, when Maho-
med bill Kasim, the general of Walid, overran
Gujerat about a.d. 718, and advanced to Chittore,

Bappa met and entirely defeated him, and after

this Bappa was raised to the throne of Cliittorc.

After a long and prosperous reign, Bappa abdi-

cated and di'parted to Khorasan, Tou siiys to

Scythia. In the reign of Khuman, his great-

grandson Mahmun, governor of Khorasan, in-

vaded Chittore, but was defeated and expelled by
Khuman after twenty-four engagements. Baber,

1527, sustained a great defeat at Futehpur Sikri

at tho hands of the Rajput Rama Singha, chief of

Chittore; but in 1527 Baber led his army a second
time against the Rajput prince, whom he over-

threw, and completely broke his power. While
ruled by Oody Singh, Chittore was invested by
the emperor Akbar, and captured after a pro-

longed siege. Oody Singh, at tho approach of

the imperial array, withdrew to the Aravalli bills,

and left Jeymul, the Rajput chief of Bednore, to

defend his kingdom
;
Jeymul, with 8000 of his

men and women, perished on the occasion, and

74i maunds of plunder were taken away by the

army of Akbar. The capture of Chittore was
regarded at the time by the Raiput race as the
greatest of misfortunes, and they have perpetuated
the remembrance of it by impressing on all their

correspondence tho figures 74 J. Oody Singh did
not rc-occupy Chittore, but founded Udaipur,
which he made his capital. — LMiot^s Hist, of
India

; Tod's Rajasthan^ i. p. 594 ;
JUphinstone.

CHITT-PAWAN. Mahr. A Konkonistha
Brahman.
CHITl'ULDROOG, a hill fort which gives ita

name to a town and district in the Nagar division

of the Mysore kingdom, 120 miles N.W, from
Bangalore. It gets its name Chutta thul droog,
or the Umbrella Hill, from its shape. The district

has an area of 4471 square miles, and a popula-
tion in 1871 of 561,360. It is a sterile tract, with
little rainfall. It was long held by a Polygar
chief of the Bcder race, and the present non-
Aryan races are the Beder 90,050, the Wak-
kaiiga 69,735, Golla 46,296, and the Kuruba
35,469, with out-castes 68,246, and wandering
tribes 44,142. The Mahomedaus are 18,068, and
the Siva Chaktars or lingaet, 44,142. The dis-

trict in the early years of the Christian era was
largely of the Jaina faith

;
and there are many
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inscriptions of the Chalukya, Ballala, and Vijaya-
nagar dynasties, and there are now several maths
or Hindu monasteries. Here, on the 6th August
1809, East India Company *8 officers induced the
native soldiers to mutiny, but they were attacked
and defeated by detachments of the British army.—Imp. Guz.

CHITTUR, a town and fort in the N. Arcot
district, 98 miles west from Madras, and 1100
feet above the sea. It is in lat. 13® 14' N. The
hills are rugged and barren

;
they are intersected

by a vein of iron ore. It is built on the south
side of the Pooney river, which runs through the
valley, and joins the Palar.

CHITTUR DULLA. Sansk. Marsilea quad-
rifolia.

CHITULIA, a genus of water-snakes of the
order Hydridae. C. momata and C. fasciaia

inhabit the Indian Ocean.
CHITZ. Mahr. Tamarindus Indicus.

CHIU. Hind. Rhododendron arboreum, also

Euphorbia Royleana.
CHiUN, of the prophet Amos, v. 26, is supposed

by Calmet to be Bal-p^r, Chivin, or Siva.

CHIURACY? a Penang wood of a brown
colour, sp. gr. 1*081

; used for beams.
CHIVAN AMELPODI. Maleal. Ophioxylon

serpentinum, Lhin.

CHIVATI. Maleal. A small coasting vessel

of Malabar.

CHIVEND!. Tam. A Ceylon timber tree,

about 8 inches in diameter and 20 feet in height

;

used in housework.—
j
Ceylon.

CHIVES, Allium schoenoprasum, a variety of

the onion, held in estimation for its leaves and
small bulbs, and used in soups and salads. Pro-
pagated either by slips, or dividirtg the roots at

any season, but best after the rains; 9 or 10
inches of space must be allowed between each
bulb. Requires plenty of water, and protection

from the vertical rays of the sun.

—

Riddell.

CniVIKl VELAMA, Tel, Eleusine coracana.

CHIWANA. Hind. A place for the crema-
tion of the Hindu dead, called also Cbihaee and
Chihanee. These three terms are derived from
Chaeo, ashes. Mor^bat, Bhoeedugdha, and
Smusau or Samsan (in Benares), are also employed
to signify the burning place.

CHL1AT./E or the Kallat, with the Kankli,
Kapehak, and Kharlik, are four Turkish tribes

descended from the Oguz Khan.

—

De Guignes^ ii.

p. 9 ;
Phis, Cathay^ L p. 166.

CHLORANTHUS BRACHYSTACHYS, one
of a genus of plants belonging to the natural

order Chloranthacese
;

is a native of the coast of

Java. Its properties are like those of C. officinaliB.

CHLORANTHUS INCONSPICUUa Smith.
Chu-lan, .... Chin.

{
Ki-ohau-lan-hwa, . Chin.

Its small flowers, along with those of Aglaia
odorata, are mixed with certain kinds of tea,

called after the plant, Chu-lan-cha. This is the
scented caper of commerce, a very excellent but
expensive tea.

—

Smith.

CHLORANTHUS OFFICINALIS, a smooth
idirub 8 to 4 feet high, a native of Java, in the

moiet woods 1500 feet above the sea. All the

parts are powerfully aromatic. The roots, if

q^aickly dried, retain their properties for a long

ume: and the mountaineers employ them in

Infusion as a remedy for spasms ;
also, united with

anise or Ooimum, in small-pox. In fevers it is

said to be of great service. It is a powerful and
active stimulant.—Engl Cyc.
CHLORIDE OF ZINC. Captain Keppell

believes Sir William Barnett’s solution of chloride
of zinc, properly applied, the only composition
yet known that will preserve anything from tho
white ants .—Keppells Ind. Arch. ii. p. 189.
CHLORITE 18 found in connection with tin.

Portions of the clay-slate east of Tavoy contain
chlorite slate. The Moongnee stone of Orissa is

said to be chlorite slate.

CHLOROXYLON SWIETENIA. Roxh.
Swietenin ohloroxylon, Roxb.

Satin-wood, . , , Enq. Porasham, . . .Tam.
Bhiree,.... Mahr. Kodawah ponwham, ,,

Mai burute, or flowered Billuda Tkl.
satin ; Buruta, SiNOH. Billu chettu, ... „

Mududa, . . . . Tam. Bilugu? . , . .ITria.
Vum-maai, ... „ Bhayroo, .... ,,

The satin-wood tree grows in Ceylon, chiefly in

the eastern districts, where it attains a large size,

and is esteemed next to the Calamander in value.

It grows in Coimbatore, in the Animallay hills,

where Dr. Wight got planks 15 inches broad.
Indeed, some of the flnest satin-wood to bo any-
where seen is to be met with near the foot of the
Animallay, though even there this valuable wood
was rapidly disappearing under the cultivator’s

axe. It grows at Gokak
;
but Dr. Gibson had never

seen it reach beyond the size of a small tree, which,
when straight (seldom the case), would afford

a log squaring 3 inches. It is found only in the

Padshapoor jungles, and in those of the upper
Mool, in the Ahmadnaggur collectorate. In Gaujam
the tree is not so common as in Bodo godo

;
and

it is said to be still more plentiful in Mohery and
other taluks to the south. It is a most service-

able hard wood, well suited for naves of wheels,

and, w'ere it procut able in any quantity, for all

framework requiring strength and and durability.

The Peradenia bridge, a single arch of 206 feet on
the road to Kandy, was designed for and princi-

pally executed in this wood. The wood is very

close-grained, hard, and durable, of a light orange

colour, takes a fine polish, and is suited for all

kinds of ornamental purposes, but is somewhat
apt to split. For picture frames it is nearly equal

to American n^aple. The timber bears submersion

well
;
in some instances it is beautifully feathered,

and flowered or feathered satin-wood, when first

polished, is one of the most beautiful woods in

the world. Mr. Rohde had seen specimens sur-

passingly beautiful
;
but the valuable logs are not

distinguishable from ordinary satin-wood till

sawn, and twenty or forty may be cut without

one of any beauty being found. The feathered

satin-wood seems very liable to sever when dry

and old. Articles of satin-wood get darker and
lose much of their beauty by age, unless pro-

tected by a coat of fine varnish. A cubic foot

weighs 56 to 67 lbs. It is used for axletrees, oil-

presses, posts, bed-posts, rafters, and the handles

of axes; and in the Madras Gun Carriage Manu-
factory, for naves of wheels, also for fuses. Tho
wood is excellent for agricultural implements,

internal decoration and furniture, brushes and
turnery.

—

Drs, Roxb. il 400, Gibson^ Wight^ CUg^
hbm; Mr. Rohde; Mr. Mendis; Hartwig; Thw,
OHO, or Chor, are vast and continually encroach-

ing beds of sand left by the torrenia that rush down
from the low hills of the Siwalik range. The rapid

increase of the area thrown out of cultivation by
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being covered with barren sand, has been a source

of continual trouble and anxiety to the revenue

officers of the district; and the increase of the

sand area is being continually accelerated by the

destruction of forests on the out(T hills. These

hills are composed chiefly of an exceedingly soft

sandstone. When once ita sui-face is laid bare by
the destruction of the grass and brushwood that

once covered the hills, it is very rea<^lily swept
away by the heavy rainfall. The vertically falling

rain at once penetrates it, down almost to the

level of the plain, and excavates a narrow gorge
with perpendicular sides extending far into the

hills, but with the bed of the stream sloping very

gently until it terminates in a vertical wall at the

upper end. The rush of the water over this

precipice, every time a shower falls, disintegrates

a quantity of the rock, and helps to extend the

area of lo(Jse sand on the plain below. The sand-
stone in its natural state is not unfertile; it is

easily penetrated by the roots of plants, and
contains a considerable admixture of lime and
clay. Moreover, patches of ancient forest arc
still occasionally to be found on the hills.

Clio. Hind. Pyrus malus.

CHOAR Kiri.LI MARAM. Tam. Soymida
febrifnga? yields clear, transparent gum, slightly

tinged with red, and with a slight diish of bitter

in the taste.

CIlOAiSPES, the ancient name of the river on
which Susa, in Klmz.istan, was built. It is the

modern Kerah river, near which arc the ruins of

Susa.— Williams^ lissaya, p. 13.

CUOli. Hind. A stick, a polo, timber, a
maco. Chob-dar, a mace-bearer. The chob or

mace is made of silver, ivory, or wood. It is

probable that the office of gold stick, adopted in

the Hriti.sh Court, was borrowed from the East.

Moat men of rank in India—Hindu, Mahoinedan,
or Rritish— retain this class of attendants, mostly,
however, bearing a silver baton, but having the
common name of chob-dar, or staff-bearer. The
chob or baton is about five feet long, with a
head, and ns thick at the upper end as one's
wrist, or as a oonslable's staff.

CHOB, a strong fibre of Chutia Nagpur, made
into ropes.

CHOBA, a dish of polao, mixed slices of

cocoanuts, dates, and almonds.
CHOB-CHINI. Hind. Sniilax China, China root.

(/HOB-i-PAU. Peijs. Fothergilla iuvolucrata.

OHOB-KUT. Hind. Costiis root.

CIIOBS. —V Campanula edulis.

CHOC II ENA. Ur.iA. ? A tali tree of Ganjam
and Guinsur. The bark is used mediciually in

fever, and the milk is given to children in a
wasting disease there, called ‘ dubli.^— Captain
MacdonaUL
CIIOCHHI. Hind.? A tree of Chutia Nag-

pur, yielding a harsh, roddish-grey timber.

—

Cal. Cat Ex. 18G2.

CHOCOLATE, a nutritious article of diet
manufactured from the nuts of the Theobroina
cac^ and T. bicolor. It reaches India in the
various forms of chocolate nibs, flake chocolate,
soluble chocolate, and flake cocoa. T. cacao is

now seen to a small extent in the S. of the Penin-
sula of India, and in British Burma, but is grown
chiefly in Trinidad, Guiana, and Brazil. The husk
contains a number of the seeds, very closely
packed in a little pulp. These, after being dricfi.

roasted, and ground, constitute cocoa
;

if merely
broken up after roasting, co(X)a nibs

;
mixed with

starch and very finely ground, soluble cocoa of

the shops. Chocolate consists of the same, made
up into a paste, and flavoured. In 1870 nearly

15,000,000 of pounds of cocoa were imported into

Great Britain, more than 6,000,000 being entered

for home consumption.

—

McCulloch.

(HI 01)A of Hazara, Pyrus baccata, crab apple.

CHOD-TEN, in Tibetan, is the chailya of the

Sanskrit, a Buddhist monument numerous in

Tibet, dedicated to the celestial Buddha.
CliOERADODIS, a genua of Mantodea com-

mon to India and tropical An>crica.

ciiarrocARpus castanocarpus,
/t., is Adclia castanicarpa, lioxb.

;

Ch. piibescens,

Thw. A tree of Ceylon, variable in size, common
in the Katnapuraand Ambagamowa di.stricts

;
also

found in Sylhet, Kliassya, Burma, etc. The
timber is very liard, and in use for building pur-

poses. ('hoetoc<arpus coriaceus, Thw.^ is a mode-
rate-sized Ceylon tree, common.

—

Beddome^ FI,

Sylv. p. 281
;

Thwaiteji.

CHOGA, a loose cloak worn by the Afghans,
not unlike the dressing-gown of European nations.

It is made of a fabric woven of camel’s hair or of

the fine wool of the rufus sheep, or of that which
grow's at the roots of the hair of the goats in the

northern parts of Afghanistan. That of camera
hair cloth costs up to £20 ;

it is calle<l Sliutri

choga. From Barrak, the cloth made from the

rufus-woolled sheep, is made the Barraki choga.

Kurk cloth, made from the wool of the highland
goat, is used for the Kurki choga. Kurk resem-
bles the p.ishmina or woollen cloth of Kafthmir,

but is of denser texture. They are made cliicdly

near Herat and in the Hazara country. Those of

Kashmir arc famous. A choga of British broad-

cloth, lined with the fur of the sambur deer, costs

£60 to £80 ;
but the fur of the ermine, squirrel,

and fox are also used.

—

MacCregoi\ p. 50.

CHOGOD. Hind. Au owl
;

also pronounced
chuhat.

CIIOGIT. Hind. Taxus baccata.

ClIOHAN or Chahuman, one of the four

Agnicula tnbes, which formed a dynasty that

reigned at Ajmir and Dehli, and afterwards at

Kotiih and Bundi. Ajipala, one of this dynasty,

founded Ajmir in a.d. 145
;
and it was afterwards

lost to the Mahomedaiia by Dola Rai. llarihara

Rai defeated Sabaktagin. The race has been con-

spicuous for bravery during two thousand years.

'The leading individuals have been

—

Anhui or Agnipala, ‘ offspring of fire,* the first

Chohan
;

probable period 650 before Vikraina,

when an invasion of the Turshka took place;

established Macavati nagri (Gurra MuDailla)

;

conquered the Konkun, Ascr, Golconda.

Suvatcha Malian. In all probability this is the

patriarch of the Mallani tribe.

Gulun Soor
;

Ajipala, * Chukwa,' or universal

potentate; founder of Ajmir, some authoriticfs

say in 202 of the Vikrama, others of the Virat*

Samvat. The latter is tlic inoro probable.

Dola Rai, slain, and lost Ajmir on the first

irruption of the Mnhomedans, S. 741, a.d. 685.

iNIatiika Rai, S. 741, founded Saiubhur; hence
the title of Sambri-Kao borne by the Chohan
princes, his issue.

Hursnij, S. 827, defeated Nazir-oo-diii (qu.

Subaktagiii), thence styled ‘ Sultangniliiu*
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Beer Beeluiuloo or Dharmaguj, slain defending

Ajmir against Mahmud of Ghazni.

Beesuldeo (classically Visaladeva)
;
his period,

from various inscriptions. S. 1066 to 1130.

Anah, constructed the Anah Sugar, Ajmir;
still bears his name.

After Anah were Jeipal, Ajeydeo or Anundeo,
and Someswar. Sonieswar married Hooka Bae,

daughter of Anung Pal Tuar, king of Dchli, and
their son Prithi-raj succeeded to the throne of

Dehli, and is said to have been slain by Sbahab*
nd'din S. 1249, a.d. 1193. His son Ilainasi also

fell. Vijaya raj, son of Someswar, whose name is

on the Dehli pillar, was a nephew of Prithi-raj,

and was adopted as his succtissor. His son

J.«Akiinsi had twenty- one sons, seven of whom
were legitimate, the others illegitimate, and
foundei‘8 of mixed tribes. From Lakunsi there

are twenty-six generations to Nonud Singh, a late

chieftain of Neemana, the nearest lineal descend-
ant of Ajipal and Prithi-raj. The genealogical

tree of the Chohan tribe exhibits thirty -nine

princes, from Anhui, the first created Chohan,
to Prithi-raja, the last of the Hindu en^rors of

India. Mahomcdan liistorians say that Prithi-raj

was killed at the battle of the Cuggur, or shortly

afterwards
;
but Chand, or rather his continuator,

represents him as dying in captivity at Ghazni,

and the bard would gladly have concealed so

humiliating a fact if he could. Several Chohan
sepoys, after the capture of that fortress, sought
out and professed to find the Ch’hatri of their

ancestor, where they showed their devotion to his

memory, by presenting their humble offerings in

honour of the champion of their faith. The
<le8ert tribes in the Chohan territory, the Sahrai,

Khosa, Koli, Bhil, were till lately predatory.

The western Chohan are said to be free from

infanticide. They do not wear the zonar, nor

form a circle (choki) in cooking, and their cooks

are usually of the barber caste. The Chohan and
Gehlot were neighbours, and on friendly terms,

but the Rahtor and Tuar were often at war,

though only separated by the Kali naddi. The
Chohan territory on the S.E. has Koliwara, on

the W. the desert IJhat, on the S. the Rin.

It has two -divisions,—Vira Bah on the E., and
across the Looni on the W. is Parkar, the Naggur
Parkar of the maps. Bundi and Kotah are the

most celebrated of the existing Chohan. Twelve

branches of the Chohan became Mahomedans.

—

Primep^s Antiquities by I'homas^ p. 248; Toefs

PajasU; Elliot^ Supp, Gloss.

CHOHAR or Choar, a tribe of mountaineers in

the hills of Ramgarb, etc.— Wilson.

CHOI, also Jira. Hind. A hole in the bed of a

river, to get water ;
the outer leaf or spatbe of

the sugar-cane.

—

EUiol.

CHOIGYAL. Tib. Dharmaraja, the judge of

the dead. Shin-je, Tib., is also said to have the

same meaning.
CHOIL. Panjabi of Cis-Sutlej. Low, swampy,

undrained land.

CHOITRO, a Hindu month corresponding to

the latter half of the month of March and first

half of April. The full moon of Choitro, therefore,

corresponds with the full moon of Easter. It was

ip this iponth that the devotees formerly engaged

ip the ceremonies of the Charakli puja, the

swinging sacrifice.

CHOK. Hind. Gmelina nrboren.

7'

CHOK A. Hind. Rumex vesicatoria.

CHOKA. Dl’kii. Piper nigrum.
(THOKHA, the root of a plant that is brought

from Dehli to Ajmir. It is heating, taken inter-

nally as a narcotic
;

is bitter. It is chiefly used,

mixed with sulphur and oil, to cure the itch in

camels.

—

Ge7i. Med Top. p. 131.

CHOKI. Hind. Custom - house. A circle

drawn round the spot on which Hindus cook their

food. Tlie interior area is holy. No stranger

must step within or over it
;
with the Sri Vaislma

of the Ramanuja followers, no strange eye must
look on it Such occurring, tine food is thrown

away, no matter how long five abstinence hud

been.

CHOKIDAR, in India, a watchman, a police-

man. The Chokidar or Ich Agasi of the Pashulic

of Baghdad is one of the pages of the pasha’s

presenee .—Miynan s Tra vels.

CHOKLU. Hind. Rhus succedanea.

CHOL. Turk. Desert

CHOLA, an ancient dynasty in the south of

the Peninsula of India
;
the Sorai of IHolemy.

Their several capitals were Arcot, Conjeveram,

then Wariur, near Trichinopoly, Combaconum,
Gongadaram, and lastly Tanjore. At the be-

ginning of the Christian era they seem to have

been ruling over all the coontries speaking the

Tamil language
;
and Mr. Ellis was of opinion

that in the 8th century its princes were occupying

large portions of Karnata and Telingana, and

ruling over as much of the country up to the

Godavery as lay east of the hills at Nundidrug.

They seem to have been first checked in the 12th

century, and ultimately driven back within their

ancient frontiers. In this state they continued to

subsist either as independent princes or feuda-

tories of Vijayanagar until the end of the 17tli

century, when a brother of Sivaji, the founder of

the Mahratta state, who was at that time an

oflkerofihe Adal Shahi government of Bijapur,

being detached to aid the last Chola raja, sup-

planted him in his government, and was the first

ruler of the Mahratta government of Tanjore.

The capital of the -Chola for the most part was at

Kanchi or Conjeveram. They must have been

exercising sovereignty in the time of Ptolemy,

who makes mention of ‘ Arcati- soren and in the

Mahawanso frequent references to transactions

with the Chola occur during the earliest periods

of the Singhalese annals. The Tamil traditions

abound with stories of Adonda •Chakravarti, who

appears to have been the subduer of the ab-

original or Curumber tribes
;
yet no- trustworthy

records of his origin and actions ar«»forthcoming,

neither have authentic accounts of the overthrow

and extinction of any of the great southern states

been yet obtained, llie Chola kingdom at one

time reached as far as the river Kistna. The

Ceded Districts formed part originally of the

kingdom of the Chola, with whom they were

occasionally disputed by the Kalyan Chalukya

;

and ultimately they constituted the principal por-

tion of the kingdom of Bijanagar or Anegundi.

The capitals of the latter power were successively

Bijanagar on the Tumbudra, Penaconda, and

ChandragirL

—

Elphinstone.

CHOLA-MANDALOOR, suppos^ to be the

source of the term Coromandel, applied to the east

coast of the Peninsula of India, the Carnatic below

the ghats. It was the country of the rajas of the
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Chola dynasty Choran, who seem to have been ings ; rarely one gill - opening only. No air-

coeval with the Cheran and Pandyan dynasties. bladder/ Embryo with deciduous external gills
;

CHOLAY of Nepal, Capra hircus, Linn, males with prehensile organs attached to the
CHOLERA, also called Cholera morbus, a ventral fins. In the family Carcharidm the eye

disease which has been reappearing at intervals in has a nictitating membrane, and the mouth
British India, certainly since the latter part of the is crescent - shaped and inferior. The families

17th century. In its attacks only one in two or Amnidae, Rhinodontidas, Notidanidm, Scylliidfe,

three recovers. It has spread to most countries, and Pristiophoridte, have no nictitating mem-
nnd seemingly has Lower Bengal as an abiding brane. In the saw - fish family Pristid®, the
place. Cholera reappeared at Negapatam in snout is produced into an exceedingly long flat

October 1781. A third time it appeared in 1786, lamina, armed like a saw with a series of strong

and a fourth time in 1817. It appeared amongst teeth along each edge. Tlio electric organ of the

the native troops, who marched from Bengal 5000 family Torpedinid® is composed of vertical hexa-
strong in February 1781, and they arrived near gonal tubes between the pectoral fins and the

Madras in August, reduced to little more than head. The ray family, the Rajid®, have a broad
2000. It broke out near Qanjam in March 1781, rhombic disc, generally with asperities or spines,

and lasted about six weeks.

—

Hough, p. 115. and the pectorals extend to the snout. The pec-
CHOLL Hind. A bodice worn by most of torals of the Trygonid® are similarly prolonged,

the women of British India. It is of various and they have a long and slender tail. The
shapes, but generally of coloured materials ; in pectoral fins of the Myliobatid® are greatly de-
Sind, under the shift, of cloth called kanjari, the veloped

;
they leave the head free, and reappear

choli or gaj conceals the bosom. When it passes at the extremity of the snout as a pair of detached
round the side like a bodice, and is fastened behind, (cephalic) fins.

—

Gunther^ Catal, of Fishes,

its name is puth. The Marwari and Brinjari CHONDRUS CRISPUS. Carrageen moss,

women have the latter form. In Sind, over the CHONEMORPHA MACROPHYLLA, one of

choli or angia bodice is a light muslin shirt, which the Apocynace®. It takes its name from Chone, a
continues below the waist, called a koortni

;
and funnel, and Morpha, form. Avery handsome climb-

over all a scarf of white or coloured muslin of fine ing shrub, with large white flowers, well adapted
texture, do-patta, passed once*round the waist, and for a screen or covering a wall.

—

Riddell,

thence across the bosom and over .the left shoulder CHONEMORPHA MALABARICA. jDom.

and bead, like the sari, completes the costume.— Echites Malabarica, Lam,
|
Pul-valli, . . Malbal.

Watson ; Bnrtoii's Scinde^ p. 501. A Malabar plant. Its leaves, rubbed up in rice

CHOLL Dukh. Portulaca quadrifida, R, water, are applied to carbuncles; and its root is

CHOLLA. Tel. Elcusine coracana, Gartn, used in fever, with dried ginger and coriander

CHOLUM. Tam. Borghum vulgare. seed.— Useful Plants,

CHOMONDRI or Chdlembry. Tam. A Ceylon CHONG, an infusion or fermented liquor, made
tree

;
wood of a very dark colour, and durable, by the Lhopa of Bhutan, from wheat, barley, or

It grows to between 12 and 20 inches in diameter, rice, which is boiled and strained. Afterwards, ono
and 20 feet in height. It is used by the native ball, size of a nutmeg, to each pound of grain, of

carpenters for general purposes. It produces a *the blossom of the Cacalia saracenica (Bakka), is

fruit which is used as medicine.

—

Edye^ Ceylon. crumbled and strewed over the grain. It is then
CHOMORERI LAKE, according to Major pressed in baskets lined with leaves. To use it, a

Cunningham, is slightly saline. It has evi- portion of the digested mass is put into a vessel,

dently had on outlet at its southern extremity, boiling water poured over it, and infused. It is

where it is only separated from the valley of the now the Chong, and it is a grateful beverage,

Parang river by a very low range of hills. The slightly acid, and not powerfully alcoholic,

outlet of the little salt lake of Thogji has evi- CHONG, a hill tribe on the side of the Mei-kong
dently been near its north end

;
and its waters, basin, but towards the sea, between lat. 11° and

previous to the change in the state of the countiy 12° N. They preserve more of the Australo-

which interrupted their exit, in all probability Tamulian character than any of the neighbouring
flowed into that tributary of the Zanskar river tribes. Their hair, instead of being stiff or harsh,

which runs to the eastward of the Lachalang as in the Mongolian, Tibetan, and prevalent ultra-

pa^ A goddess, Mo, is said to have haunted Indian and Alalaya-Polynesian race, is compara-
this lake Chu, and while flitting over it used to tively soft; the features are much more prominent,
call out incessantly, ‘ Ree, Ree !

’ thence Choo-mo- and the beard is fuller. The Moi or Ka-moi,
ree-ree ! It is on the lofty platform of Rupchu, who, on the opposite side of the Mei-kong, occupy
which extends from the Parang pass across the the broad expansion of the Annam chain towards
main chain of the Himalaya to the adjacent head Kamboja, and appear to extend northwards along
of the Zanskar valley. The lake is 16,200 feet these mountains, marching with the Lau on the
above the level of the sea.

—

Mrs, Hervefs Adven- westward, are said to be black savages, with
iuresy i. p. 148 : Hooker and Thomson, Negro features. The Kambojans style them Elha-
OHOMPRENG. Malay. A river cargo boat. men. They are the Kho-meu of Leyden, and the

The prahu boat, called Sekong, is made of one log Kha-men of Gutzlaff.

of wood, very sharp fore and aft, with long out- CHONG-MON-GO. Hind, Nepeta floccoea.

riggers to prevent it upsetting.—/. /. ^IrcA. CHONTI. Hind. Amongst Hindus, a tuft of
OHONDROPTERYgII, a sub-class of fishes, hair left unshaven on the top of the head. It

The skeleton is cartilaginous, and skull without is also called Choti, also Cbonda and Chuda.
sutures

;
bodv with medial and paired fins, the Mahomedan boys sometimes retain it, as a votive

hinder pair abdominal
;
caudal fin with produced offering to some saint. All Mahom^an women

upper lobe. Gills attached to the skin by the of' the Peninsula dress their hair with the ohonti,
outer margin with several intervening gill-open- or tail, hanging behind, and lau'gely added to by
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thoir hair that has been combed out. Tufts of
hair are left on children's heads unshaved, dedi-
cated to saints. See Chuda-Karanam.
CHOOA, Hind.

;
also Battoo, also Marsa.

Amarantus oleraceus, Elliot.

CHOOA, an oil of Cuttack, distilled from the
jhoona resin, a few fragrant substances, as sandal-
wood and khus-khus, being mixed with the com-
pound. It is used as an unguent in cutaneous
diseases. The best sort sells at 5 lbs. weight per
shilling.

—

Local Committee^ Cuttack.

CHOOARA. From Chooara to Sungla of Took-
pa, three passes cross the top of the Himalaya
range in Kunawar—Neebning 16,036 feet, Goonas
16,026 feet; Goosool, 15,851 feet, all crossing the
top within half a mile of each other.

CHOOBOO, a hybrid between the yak and the
Indian cow.
CHOO-FOO-TSZE, the Coryphaeus of Chinese

philosophy
;
one of China's greatest writers, the

most prominent of all the authors of the middle
age period in that country. Until recently he was
considered as almost a second Confucius.

—

Dr.
Edkins.

CHOOHA. Dekh. The rat; Musdccumanus,
CHOOKEH, also Chooko - Palung. Beng.

Rumex vesicarius
;
sorrel.

CHOOKRA, the lowest class of village servants,

the Kummalu, Bhungee, Ilulal khor, and Khuk-
rob. The head of the race is called Mihtar
(Persian, a prince), and his perquisites are Mih-
tarai.

—

Elliot.

CHOOKUL or Choput. Hind. A leaf cloak
in general use amongst the natives in Manbhum
during wet weather.

CHOOLA, a tribe of Tuga in Baghput, so called

from having come from Chooloo or Chooro in

Bikanir.

—

Elliot.

CHOOLAEE. Hind. This name is indifferently

given to Spinacia tetrandra and Amarantus poly-

gamus. The former is a common sort of native

greens, and when boiled resembles spinach
;

it is

procurable nearly all the year round. The latter

IS much cultivated by the natives. It is sown
broadcast in beds from June to March. The
leaves are sold in the baziir at one picc the seer.

Used as greens and also in curries.

—

Riddell.

CHOOLI. Hind. A whirlpool; also stones

rounded by attrition in running water, called Rori

and Binlung. They are used by Saiva Hindus as

the lingam emblem of Siva. Sec Rohri
;
Chull

CHOOLI. Beng., Hind. Villorsia Indies.

CHOOMLI KOL, a branch of the Kol race,

also called Mullar and Panburri. This branch is

respectable, and is employed in every Dekhan
village as a member of the third division of the

Balottah, and supplies water to travellers, wearing

on his head the choomli or twisted clotli, on which

to rest the pot
;
hence the name.

CHOONA. Hind. Quicklime, mortar
;

in

Tamil, Chunam or Chunamboo.
CHOONCHA, Beno. Country sorrel.

CHOONDUREE. Once a year, on a festival

day, amongst Hindus, sons visit and pay adoration

to their fathers. The diet that day is chiefly of

vegetables and fruits. Bralimans, with their un-

married daughters, are feasted, and receive gar-

ments called choonduroe from their chiefs.

CHOONEA. A Kafir tribe. See Kafiristan.

CHOONGGAY. Hind. Fried cakes made of

wheat flour, sugar, and ghi.

7

CHOONGUL. Hind. AlsoKhonch. A handful
of anything.

—

Elliot.

CHOONJERMA, a pass in Nepal, in lat. 27®
33' N., long. 88° 1' E.

;
crest, 16,000 feet; tem-

perature, 24® at 5 P.M.

CHOON-KHURKEE. Beng. ApludaarisUta,
CHOOPREE ALOO. Hind. Dioscoreaglobosa.

Tubers roundish, very large, white inside, and
much esteemed

; the skin thin and smooth like a
potivto. The stems require strong sticks to creep
over. It bears a large roundish fruit, like an oak-
apple in appearance, w^hich is also edible. The
words seem to be correctly Safri-alu.

—

Riddell.

CHOOI^!\. and Thaori were, in Colonel Tod’s
time, in Rajputana castes of robbers,—the former
from the Lakhi jungle, the latter from Mewar.
Most of the chieftains had a few in their pay,
entertained for the most desperate services. The
Bahaderan chief had expelled all his Itajputs, and
retained only Choora and Thaori. The Choora were
highly esteemed for fidelity, and the barriers and
j^rtals throughout this tract were in their custody.

They enjoy a very singular perquisite, which
would go far to prove their being the aborigines
of the country, namely, a fee of four copper coins

on every dead subject, when the funeral ceremonies
are over.— Campbell.

CHOORA-KARANA, Sansk. From Choora,
the bunch of hair on the crown of the head, and
Kree, to do. See Chonti.

CHOORAY-KAI. Tam. Calabash.

CHOOREEAN. Hind. Bracelets worn by

CHOORWAY. Hind. A dish prepared from
parched rice.

CHOO - TAI - TSOO, founder of the Ming
dynasty.

ClIOOTA-PUSHPA. Beng. Melastoraa nspera.

CHOOTRA-PHUL, a Nepal tree, not unlike

the barberry
;

the wood is of a strong yellow

colour, but does not afford a permanent dye.

Nepal women use it instead of sandal for tracing

the tilak on their forehead,

—

Smitlis Nepal.

CHOP. CniN. A brand, a stamp, a seal.

CHOPADA. Sum.? Artocarpus integrifolia.

CHOPANDIGA. Hind. Acbillia millefolium.

CHOPAR. Hind. Hiptage niadablota.

CHOPAT. Hind. ? Part of the potter's wheel.

CHOPRA. Hind. Adelia serrata.

CHOPRA, a tribe of the Barajati class of the

Khatri. See Khatri.

CHOPUT. Hind. Chess-cloth.

CHOR, a mountain 25 miles S.E. of Simla.

It rises to a height of 11,982 feet above the sea.

CHOR. Hind. Coriaria Nepalcnsis.

CHOR or Chur. Hind. A sandbank or island

in a river bed.— IP.

CHORA, in Kaghan, Quorcus dilatata, Q. ilex;

in the Simla hills, Angelica Archnugelica.

CHORA. GuJ. Dolichos catiany.

CHORAIL. — ? An evil spirit

CHORASMIA or Khwarizm, the country on
the cast of the Caspian Sea, the capital of which

was Gurganj. The Arabs wrote the name of the

country Jurjan, and that of the capital Jurjaniya.

The Mongol form of the name was Organj. Nosh-

tigin, a Turkish slave of Malik-Shah Saljuk, was

made governor of the province, and contrived to

secure his independence. His son, Kutb-u-din,

extended his dominions, and acquired the title of

Khwarizra-Shah, a name which had been borne
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V)y 'the rulers of the country before tlic Mahomedan
sway. This empire of the Kbwarizin kin<3;8 rose

upon the ruins of the Saljuk dynasty , and their

territories extended from Azarbaijan and the

Caspian Sea to the Indus, and from the Persian

Gulf to above the Jihun or jaxartes. A succession

of nine princes reigned for 188 years, from 491 to

628 Hijira (1097 to 1280 a.d.)
;
but in C18 ir., the

last of them, Jalal-ud-din Mankburni, was driven

by Chengiz Khan beyond the Indus, and he was
killed in Mesopotamia ten years afterwards,

stripped of all his dominions.

CHORBAT. This district is a dependency of

the government of Iskardo, which, like that of

Leh, is subject to that of Ka.shmir. The desert

countryby which Nubra and Chorbat are separated,

has for the present acted as a barrier to the

further extension eastward of the Mahomedan
religion, which is now universally that of the

people of the w'holc of the Iskardo (or Balti)

district, as well as of Dras. On the Indus and in

the valleys south of it there is no uninhabited

tract between the two, so that the Mahomedan
and Buddhist population are in direct contact.

The result is that Mahomedanism is in that part

gradually, though very slowly, extending to the

eastward.— ])r. ’J'hom.'ioii's Tvdri’la in Western

Himnlnya and Td>ct^ p. 204
;

'J'lhet. See Maryul.

CHOR-CniTTI. Hikd. Deed of relinquish-

ment.

CHOR-DEO, an evil spirit
;

literally, thievish

god.

CHOR-GAXGA in a.d. 1181 invaded Orissa,

and established the Ganga Vansu dynasty, which
lasted till A.D. 1451. See Cluir-Ganga

;
OrLssa.

CHOR-HULDEE, a Mahomedan ceremony so

called.

CIIORI A.JWAIN. Dukii. Seeds of Cleome
viscosa.

CHOR-KAKTA. Bi:ncj. Audropogon acicu-

laris. Spear-grass.

CHOR-KONDA. a ^dacicr in Balti, in lat. 85®

36' N., and long. 75® 58' fi., and 16,900 feet above
the sea.

ClIOR-KULLI. Hind. Soymida febrifuga.

CHOUO-CADAMBOO? Tam. A Travancore
wood of a yellow colour, specific gravity 0 529

j

used for packing-cases.

CllOROLI KI BIIAJI. Duk. Fortulaca
quadrifida.

CHOR PATTA or Surat, Urtica crcnulata, a
gigantic stinging nettle, a native of the liills and
valleys on the cast of Bengal, Luckipore, Pundua
hills, and Assam, It affords a fine white fibre,

but of no great strength, and not durable. The
hill tribes fabricate it into coarse cloths,

—

llotjle,

CHOR'SACI, a term by which the Scythians
designated the ancient Persians. See Kurmsaq.
CHORTEN, iu Hinduism, a pile dedicated to

the five elements. It seems to be the Buddliist
chod’ten, or relic receptacle.

CHOR-UTAR, in Mewar, a grant of land by
the sovereign, rcsumable at pleasure.

CUOSA. Sansk. Papaver Bomniferum
;
poppy.

CHOSROES, in Persian, Khusru, Knsrii, or
Kosra. Two Persian kings of this name of the
dynasty of theArsacidia Chosroes l., styled Nushir-
wan, A.D. 581 to 671, was defeated on the plain
of Melitene by Justinian, the general of Tiberius
Constantino. Amongst the plunder obtained was
bis drinking-cup, of gold ana paste jewels, which

is no\v in the Bibliothoquc Imperial of Paris. He
•was succeeded by Hormuzd. Chosroes ii., or

Khusru Parvez, a.d. 591, reigned till a.d. 628,

when he was put to death by Kobad. He was
grandson of Chosroes i. He married a daughter

of the emperor Maurice, and this lady is generally

supposed to be the heroine of the eastern romances
Khoosroo and Shireen, and Farhad and Shireen.

Near Baglidad is an arch, known as the Tak-i-

Kasru, or arch of Chosroes, which marks the site

of the ancient Ctesiphon.

—

Mordtmann ; Smith ;

Prinsep hy Thomas. See Greeks of Asia
;
Kasr.

CIIOT, also Ghoonghi. Hind. A blanket,

cumbli, or sheet, folded or tied at one end to form
a cloak.

—

Elliot.

CHOTA. Hind. Pyrus Kumaonensis.
CHOTA. Hind. Small, little; Choti, fern.;

and Cb’hoto or Choto, Bengali
;
hence,

—

Chota-bish'tnrik, Ipomoca specioss.

Chota-chond, Ophioxylon serpentiniim.

Chota-chirayta, Cicendia hyssopifolia.

Chota-dhaoii ? Grislea tomentosa.
Chota-gul-khairu. See Khabaji.
Chota-iam, Eugenia caryophillifolia.

Chota-karoonda, Carissa spinarum.
Chota-koksun, Vernonia cinercH.

Cbota kanoor, Aloe litoralis.

Chota-okra, Zapania nodittora.

Chota-i>ind-alu, Dioscorea aculeata.

Ohota-sundhi, Kyniidiiuii cdulis.

Olioti-al, Klieunj emodi.
Choti, CorchoruR oliforius.

Ohoti-Bim-ki phani, Dolichos lablab, native bean.

Tills is a smaller sjiccies of the J>. lablab
;
the

legume and seeds are Isith eaten ; it is sown in

the rains, and sells from ono or two pice a seer.

Choti ilachi, Elettaria cardainoinum.
(Jhoti-in.ai, galls of Taniarix oritmtalis.

Choto-plmtika, Osbcckia aspera.

Chota-akunda, Calotropis hcrbacca.
Cliota-al-ki-pat, l\[orinda unibellata leaves.

CHOTA NAGPOKE, properly Chiitia Nagpur,
is the country on the ejvstorn part of the exUmsivc
plateau of Central India, on which the Koel, the

Subunreka, the Dainuda, and other rivers have
their sources. It extends into Sirguja, and forms
what is called the ‘ Upar-ghat' or highland of

Juspur, and it is connected liy a continuous chain

of hills with the Vindliyan and Kymor ranges,

from which flow afllucnts of the Ganges
;
and with

the highlands of Amarkantak, on which are the
sources of the Ncrbadda. The plateau has an
area of aliout 7000 6(j. miles. It is on all sides

difficult of access. It is a well wooded, undulat-

ing country, diversified by ranges of hills, and has

a genial climate. The population at the 1872
census was 3,825,571, and is formed of a number
of non -Aryan tribes who had fallen back to that

refuge from the plains, more than half of them
being of the race known to Europeans as Kol. On
the south-west frontier of Bengal, besides Chutia
Nagpur, are Sirguja, with Palemow, Raingurb,
Haz^iribagh, Myn pat, and Amarkantak. The
elevation of Chutia Nagpur is 2000 to 3000 feet,

with bills running E. and W., but of little height;

Sirguja is mountainous, rising 600 to 700 feet

above the level of Chutia Nagpur. Mynpat is a
table - land about 30 miles S.E. from Sirguja

town, and about 3000 or 3500 feet high. Palemow
district is very mountainous. Hazaribagh town,
lat. 24® N., long. 85® 54' E., is 1750 feet Slone
of the country is south tow ards Sumbulpore

;
N.

and E. parts of district very mountainous, but
level and even depressed towards the Mahanadi«
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Suinbulpore town, only 400 feet. Orissa table-

lainl then rises on the southern side of Mahanaili,
in Rome places to 1700 feet, backed by the chain
of E. Ghats. Ainarkantak jungle table-land, lat.

22“ 40' N., long. 81“ 6' K., 3500 feet. The soil

in the plains is generally fertile, producing abun-
dant crops of wheat, barley, rice, pulse, excellent

vegetables, cotton, and sugar-cane. The culti-

vated parts are overrun with a coarse gross.

There are 21 mahals, which form the S.W.
frontier of the Bengal province, and which may
Ik? clasRified in four groups, the Sumbulpore,
Patna, and Sirguja groups, and Singbhum.
The Sumbulpore and Patna groups are in the

circle of the Cuttack Tributary Malials. Singh-
bhum was never Mahratta; and in 1857 its chief,

the raja of Poorahat, joined in the rebellion,

many of the Igarka ICol following him. A
Christian mission wc.nt to Chutia Nagpur in 1845,
and has made much ])rogrcss amongst the Dhangar
race. In Chutia Nagpur, in which arc the districts

of Manbhum and Singbhum, the mortality from
the famine of 1800 fell on the population about
the same ns in Orissa. More than half of the

population arc aborigines or seinidlinduized. The
fourteen Kolarian tribes being the Asur, Bluimij,

Birbor, Ho, Kharria, Kora, Korwa, Muasi, Mun-
dah, and Santal, who speak the Mundnh, or a
language closely Hllicd

;
with the Chcru, Kharwar,

Kisan, and Saont, who have lost their own primi-

tive speech. Th(! Oravidian tribes are the Bhuiher,
;

Binjhia, Gond, Khan<l, Kaur, Mai, Oraon, J^autia,

Habur, and many others. The census of 1872 I

showed as under :

—

Ahut, K,, . . .

Bhuiiier.

lioyar.

Bhumij, • . . .

Binjhia.
Birhor, . . .

Ghcni, Cherwa,
itoinl, . . ,

Knur, . - .

Kharria, . .

HHiitnl, .

lihuiya, . . .

l/hik (weavers),

tdiHbi (scAvongers

Khaira, . . .

Kharwur, . .

Kolitan.
Panda, . , .

Sui-ak, . . .

Ohristians, . .

2,507 I
Ho or Kol, . . .

Tainaria, . . .

Korwa, . . . .

128,287 Kur, Kurku or
Koraku, . . .

.‘lOS Muasi.
17,032 Mul.
(1.5, Naiya or Nsiik,

27,508 KisBH, N.-igesar or

20, .803 Naksia, . . .

220.000 Oraon or Dliangar,

184,089 J’tikaria, . . . .

19,585 Bautin, . . . .

32,2.58 Bhar ; Buj lOiar,

.

11,804 Glmtwal, . . .

137,055 Maliali

Sukiar, . . . .

5,478 Kunni, , . . :

9,980 Kocri, . . . .

14,220 Kora,
109.000 i Kewat, . . . .

292 ,
03()

.3,010

17,504

22,931
208,.343

511

24
,
0;{3

17 ,(»9 I

31,300
20,285
8,980

5.3
,
(;38

ll,r»05

2,(i00Mahoiricdans, . . 109,000 ; Kewat, .... 2,(»00

The Asur or Agaiia are wild, uncivilised iron-

smcltcifl. The Bhuiher and Boyar are BUp{)osod

to be the same tribe, to be identical with the

Parheya, and allied to the Gond. They arc also

callc<l Beoriha, from practising the kuinari or

jhuin form of cultivation.

The Bhumij (128,287) are in Dhalbuin, Man-

bhum, and Orissa, and, under the name of Chnar,

were formerly known for their daring exploits.

The Birhor, a very small tribe, who claim

aliuince with the Kharwar. They used to practise

cannibalism ; a Birhor whose end was a[)proach-

ing, would invite his relatives to come and feast

on ilia body.
The Kaur claim di^scent from the Kaurava race.

The Korwa are a very wild tribe of Kol, but

agricultural.

The Oraon, and those of the Oraon tribe called

Dhangar, are a merry, light-hearted people, very

i
fond of dancing, but given to excess in eating
and drinking.

The Santal are most numerous in Manbhum,
Singbhiirn, and Chutia Nagpur.
The Bhumi form the majority of the population

in all the estates of the Manbhum district to the
south of the Kassai river. As they approach the
confines of Chutia Nagpur, they appear to be
called itidifTerently Mundah or Bhumij, and they
intermarry. More to the east, the Bhumij have
greatly assimilated to the Bengali

;
many have

acquired estates and influence as Sirdar Ghatwali.
the here<1itary guardians of the passes. They
tenaciously cling to their national songs and
dances. Jlhumij are to be found in Mohurbunj

I

and Keonjur, and it is this branch of the Mundah
race which has spread fartlicst in an eastern
direction. The Bhumi of the lower part of Sing-
bhum and Manbhum are tolerably civilised. All
the wild tribes of Central India worsliip relatives

immediately after death
;
and the Bhunjia, Bhumij,

and Kol tribes or clans practise the ceremony
whereby the soul of a man just deceased is

attracted or conjured into some tangible thing,

which is brought back into the house soon after

the funeral, apparently that the soul may thence-
forth be worshipped as a household spirit. Traces
of this Ruperstiiion mjiy be found all the world
over. Ills practised by Hindus; Herodotus and
Homer show its antiquity. Captain Burton
mentions it in Africa.— Cent, hid. Prov. Com.
Pep. pp. 5-9; Dalton^ pp. 147-15fi

;
Campbell^

p. 33; Aitebeson
; B. As. Soc. Jo. 1866; Bengal

f *cn.sus Peport.

ClIOTA RUR. Porculia salvnnia.

CHOTI-ITlUij of Shahpnr, a flat, shield-bke

ornaniciit worn oji the toj) of the head by Arora
women. It is also in the form of a round spdierical

l)oss, different in form from the ornament of the

same name in the dach Doab.

CIIO'l’RA. Hind. Berberis aristata.

ClIOU. IIiNT). Four; sofieucd from Char,
four, from which arc many comjionnd words.

CllOUBE or Choubay, a class of Brahmans who
originally received their name from reading the

four (choii) Voda.H, as Doobc was derived from
reading two, an.d Tribedec from reading three, of

the VitiliiH. Choubo arc numerous in Muttra, wiiere

they claim the exclusive right of worBhi})piiig in

the temj)lcs of Krishna. 'J'liey are of large

physical frame
;
and the Choubni women have a

coiniimnding stylo of beauty.

CllOUBEESA, from Choubees, 24, is a term
npplii'd to a tract of country containing that

number of villages in the occupation of a ]>arti-

cular tribe. There arc several of tlicm scattered

over tlic provinces, but they may perhaps be
more frequent in the neighbourhood of Muttra

than elsewhere.

CllOUDHAUl, an overseer, commonly written

Chowdri. In Hindustan the choudhari is tho

revenue officer of a district, called desmukli or

desai among the Mahrnttas. He is also a head of

a division, or sect, or gang. Jii many Hindu
cities, the different classes of tlie community of

every rank still acknowledge certain of their

members as their hereditary headmen or provosts.

These are the Sartavalia of the Brabmaus, and
Sirdar of the Mahomedaus. The chowdrani is

usually a woman overseer. Many of tlie Hindu

temples of the south of India are pyramidal,

II
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but in Buccessivo tiers, four-cornered, each tier or
platform being upheld by two men at the corner

;

these are the choudhari, though in reality there

are eight for each tier.— HiufL Th,

CHOUDWAN, a tract of country in the district

of Dehra4-Ismail Khan.
CHOUGH, the Cornish chough, Fregilus

graculus, inhabits the more elevated regions of

the Himalaya, and of all high middle Asia, also

stated to have been obtained in the vicinity of

Calcutta.

—

CaL Rev.

CHOUGHAN, in Rajputana, the Rajput chainp-

de-Mars. See Dard.

CHOUK. Hind. A market-place. Chouki, a
custom-house, a Tiolice station . Choukidar,a police-

man.

—

Elliot; IriZvow. See Choki.
CHOUKA. Hind. Tetraceros qiiadricornis.

CHOUKANDI, or Lnri-ka-kodan, so called

from the leap from its top of an Ahir, by the name
of Luri. It is in the town of Sarnath, and is

a lofty mound of solid brickwork, surmounted
with an octagonal building. Hiwen Thsang de-

scribes this tower to have been no less than 300
feet in height.

—

Tr. of Hind. i. p. 295.

CIIOITK MARAM. Tam. Casuariua muricata.

CHOULA, also Choura. Hind. Dolichos

Sinensis
;
a pulse commonly cultivated in Hin-

dustan
;
also called Ruwaa and Rumas, and in

Persian I^obia.

CHOULAM. At five months of age, a Hindu
ceremony called Choulam occurs, and the lobes of

the ears arc pierced with a small thin gold ring.

CHOU-LEEN-KE,or Chow-teze,commenced his

labours about a.d. 1034. He died a.d. 1100 V

From 1241, his views of philosophy, morality, and
iiolitics have been supreme in China.

CHOULTRY.
Chattar,Chattram,H.,TAM.

I
Chawadi, . . . .Tel.

In the Madras Presidency, a resting-place like

the Mahomedan sarai
;
a police-station, a post-

house.

CHOUMASA. Hind. The Indian seasons are,

according to the Shastras, six in number, each

comprising two months. The common jxjople are

content to adopt the more definite division of

three. Ohoumasa, or Bark'ha, constitutes the

four months of the rainy season. The rest of the

year is comprised in Seeala, Jara, or Mohasa, the

cold season ; and Dhoobkala, or K’bursa, the hot

season.

—

Elliot.

CHOU-MURTI MAHADEVA, a name of the

four-faced lingam, one of which is in one of the

Ellora caves, others in the Burabur caves, and
many in the Gyah district. The meaning is, as

an ordinary lingam can be worshipped only looking

in one direction, this four-faced one can be looked

to from four sides.

CHOURA-DADUR, a plateau in Central India,

which has an area of about 1000 sq. miles. It is

covered with jungle.

CHOURAGARH, the highest summit of the

Mahadeva hills, has an altitude of 4200 feet above
the sea

;
the usual height of the range, which,

entering the Nagpur territory from Gawilghur,

passes by Dewaghur towaras Shiwani, is not
above 2000 feet, though in the east of the same
chain, where it goes under the name of the Lanji

hills, some of the peaks attain an elevation of

2300 and 2400 feet. At Nagpur, the country
falls to a level of 1000 feet. On the west, how-
ever, it immediately rises by 200 or 300 feet in

a succession of eminences. — Carter^a Geological

Papers^ p. 248.

CHOuRASSI, Hind., literally, eighty -four,

is a revenue term applied to a subdivision of a
pargana or district amounting to 84 villages.

Tod, in his Annals of Rajputana, where the chour-
assi are numerous, remarks that they are tanta-

mount to the Saxon Hundreds (i. p. 141). The
Chourassi, eight-four [townships] of Ruttungurh
Kheyr, was in S. 1828 (a.d. 1772) assigned to

Madaji Sindia to pay off a war contribution

;

and until S. 1832 its revenues were regularly

accounted for. It was then made over to Berji

Tap. Chourassi also is supposed to be the number
of solar months in the year, multiplied by the
number of days in the week, 12 x 7 = 84 .— TofTt
RajasthaH^ ii. p. 637.

CHOUREEONA. Uria. ? A tree of Ganjam
and Gumsur. The bark is used medicinally for

rheumatism. The flowers are worn.— A/atv/owaW,

CHOURPUT. Hind. A fine and light fabric,

used as a blanket in Northern India. It is made
of the inner coat of the yak or chowri ox.

CHOU-SINGHA. Hind. Tetraceros qiiadri-

cornis, Jerdon.

CHOUTAL. Malay. A Canara tree 40 feet

high, and its wood is used by the native coopers
in preference to other woods of the country, for
casks, vats, tubs, etc,

—

EdyCy M. and C.

CHOUTH. Hind. A fourth part, implying
the fourth part of the revenue, which was the

war-tax imposed by the Malirattas on all the

countries that they conquered. It was a perma-
nent contribution of one-fourth of the revenue, and
its exaction formed a peculiar feature of the policy

of the Mahrattas during their ascendency, it was
first exacted by Sivaji, a.d. 1676, when he ravaged
Kandesh. Payment of it exempted the districts

that agreed to it from plunder, so long as it was
regularly paid. It was taken from the Hyderabad
state and other Dekhaii kingdoms; also in A.D.

1735 from the emperor of Dchli.

—

Elph. p. 559.
CHOVANNA MANDARI. Maleal. Bauhinia

variegata
;
B. purpurea.

CHOW. In China, a district. A Chow is

similar to a Ting, as also a Heen, but each is a
smaller division

;
each Fu, Ting, Chow, or Heen

has one or more towns or walled cities under its

guidance, one of which takes its name and rank,
as Kwang-Chow-Fu and Shang-Hae-Hcen, which
latter, although of that subordinate rank, is the
largest maritime city in the empire,and the greatest
resort of the native ships or junks.— Forbes^
China, pp. 10, 11 ;

Sirr, i. pp. 211, 223.

CHOWAT KURNAT. Malay. A fibrous raa-

terial from the Barara river, supposed to be from
a species of Artocarpus

;
its bark and bark cloth

were sent to the Exhibition of 1861.

—

Royle.

CHOW CHOW. Chin. Mixed preserves.

CHOW-GHURRAY. Hind. A small box with
four partitions, for holding spices, etc.

CHOWHATTIA, a head of a clan of the Miana
race. The Miana of Mallia in Mucha Kanta, on the
banks of the Muchu river, are the real masters of
Mallia. They have a tbakur, but own allegiance

only to their own chowhattia. The Miana are

turbulent, used to take service in the neighbour-
hood, and in every boundary fight a Miana or two
were killed.

CHOWK BYTHNA. Hind. To sit in a circle;

a technical phrase among fakirs.
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ClIOW-LIO, a classical author of China.
CHOWiiT. DrKH. Fortulaca quad rifida.

CHOAVNSIJT KJIAMIlEII,orChownaat Satoon,
as it is commonly called, is a singular structure
quite close to the tomb of Nizaiu-ud-Din Aoleca,
near Dehli. As the name implies, it is composed
of 64 pillars. They are of white marble, supporting
a square roof of the same material, which occupies
a tolerably wide area. It is a building of great
purity, its pale aspect of white throughout being
interrupted by no other colour. The lattice-work

that surrounds it is of very delicate execution, and
well polished. This building seems to he erected
to the memory, if not actually over the remains,
of a celebrated poet and historian, Amir Khusru,
a native of Samarcaml, and a prince. He was a
contemporary and friend of 8lmikh Nizam-ud-
Din Aoleea, not far from wliosc tomb this building
is raised.

—

French''s Tour^ p. 13.

GHOWlv, Cbamara, or Chaunri. Hind. A
whisk, made sometimes of peacocks’ feathers,

sometimes from the tail of the yak, sometimes of

spill shavings of sandal-wood, of ivory, or of horse
hair, or of grass, and used for the purpose of
driving away flics, mosquitoes, and other insects.

They are usually seen in the hands of the attend-

ants of the gods. Tlic chamari or chouri from
the whiter bushy tail of the yak or Tibet cow,
was in ancient India lixed on a gold or orna-

mental slmft between the cars of the horse, like

the plume of the war-horse of chivalry; the

banner or Imnneret, with the device of the chief,

rose at the back of the car; sometimes several

little triangular flags were mounted on its sides.
‘ The waving chowri on the steed’s broad brow
points backwards, motionless as a picture.’

—

Cole-

vtan^ p. 370; Hindu Theatre^ i. p. 199.

CllOWHA, a dynasty that ruled at Anhilpura
in Gujerat from a.d. 7^1 G to 942, when they were
dispossessed by Hul Kaj, a Solunki Uajput. The
Chowra dynasty is usually known as the Saura

;

the natives of the S.AV. of India change s into ch.

CHOWKI. Tkl. ((3iavadi.) A caravansary,

a choultry, a chattraro.— WUson.
CHOWTHEE. Hind. The bridal ceremony

of untying the kunggun on the fourth day after

the shabgjisht
; a Maliomodan cerenjony,

CIIOW-YU. Chin. Dioscorea batatas.

CHOZAN TARTAHS were Israelites professing

the Jewish religion, and practising circumcision.

CHRIST, from the Greek word Christos, equi-

valent to the Hebrew and Anvbic Massiha, from
Mos’h, anointed. The Christ is Jesus of Nazareth,

called Jesus and Jesus Christ, also the Messiah.

The Mahomedans’ designation is Isa Mnsiha, Jesus

the Anointed
;
they also entitle him Ruli Allah,

the Spirit of God, as Moses is known as the Kalarn

Allah, the Speaker with God, and Abraham as the

Klialil Allah, or Friend of God. Christians and
Mahomedana believe him to have been born of the

Virgin Mary.

CHRISTIANITY.
Chretien, .... Fa. I Ciwtmno, . . * It., Si*.

Inawi, .... Hind.
|
Cliristan, . . . Tam.

Christians in Southern and Eastern Asia arc in

many sects, and are the converts to this creed from

many races, and since the earliest days of tlie Chris-

tian era. Arabia seems to have early adopted the

Christian faith. The Eastern Churches believe

that St. Thomas preivched in Arabia Felix and

Socotra^ on his way to India, where ho suffered

martyrdom alxmt a.d. 50 ;
and it is said that the

rmiimcnts of this religion were fiist implanted
among.st the Himyarites by St. Rartholomew. It
is also recorded that St. Fanteuus was sent by
Demetrius, Hishop of Alexandria, to preach in
Arabia Felix, and there he found traces of St.
Bartholomew,— amongst others, a copy of St.
Matthew’s Gospel, written in tljc Hebrew cha-
racter, which he brought away with him to Alex-
andria. In the reign of Tobba, son of Hasan,
from A.D. 297 to 320, Christianity became more
generally known in Arabia, and extended to
Abyssinia, where the people, though surrounded
by Mahomedan and pagan tribes, continue Chris-
tian till the present day. Subsequently, in A.D. 826,
Frumentius was elect^ by Athanasius, Bishop of
the Indians, and he is said to have contributed
much to the propagation of the Christian religion,

but whether Arabia or Abyssinia was the scene of
his labours is disputed. In a.d. 342, Theophilus
Indus, a native of Diu, obtained permission to
build churches in Yemen, one of which waa
erected in Aden (Playfair). The Arab conquerors*
first emigration from Arabia is supposed to have
taken place about 700 years before the time of
Solomon, and the Abyssinians appear to he of

Arab descent. They were converted to Chris-
tianity ill the fourth century of tlie Christian era,

and in the sixth they re-crosscd over to Arabia
to avenge the persecution of Christians by a
Jewish ruler, conquered Yemen, and marched to

the gates of Mecca, where they were overthrown,
two years before Mahomed was born. St. Thomas
is believed to have become a martyr near Madras,
at the Little Mount, half way between St. Thorod
or Mylapur and St Thomas’ Mount. The first

historical record of Christianity in India shows
that its followers were Persians, followers of Mani.

Cosmos Indicopleiistes, who travelled in India a.d.

53()-r)5(), and afterwards became a monk, mentions
the presence of Christians.

Alfred the Great, in a.d. 883, sent Sighclm as
an ambassador to the Christians at Mylapur, but
there is no authority for his having reached India.

Christianity in Arabia at the time of Maliomed
was in a grossly corrupt state. The heresies of

Ebion, Beryllus, Nazjiiaean, Collyridians, and
Miriamites were current.

At present, in Arabia, there are two sects which
have attracted the notice of travellers, because of

their names. One of these, the Salebi, from Saleb,

a cross, which they reverence
;
the other are tho

Sabian sect, who are known to Europeans as tlio

Christians of St. John. But the Salebi seem to bo
homeless and migratory dwellers in tents, and
many races have used crosses; and the Sabians

arc a sect who have adojited portions of tho

Jewish, tlie Christian, and the Mahomedan beliefs.

The Kaldi, however, of Mesopotamia are Christians,

and have been styled Nestorian Christians, a term

which they do not recognise. Tliroughout thoso

regions, Christians of the Armenian, liomish, and
Protestant forms have scattered representatives.

Christianity, according to tradition, was intro-

duced into Armenia by St. Jude or Tliaddeus, ono
of the twelve apostles of Jesus, who converted

King Abgar. 3'he Armenian Church separated

from the Greek Church of Constantinople in the

sixth century, on a dispute concerning the nature

of (Christ,—the former holding theJacobite doctrine

of his divine and human nature being monophyaite,
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or united in one
;
while the latter, like most other

(Christian churches, holds his divinity to be distinct

from his humanity. Persian Christians are chielly

Nestorians, whose evangelical views have sometimes
caused them to be termed the Waldenscs of Asia.

They trace their origin to the labours of the

apostle St. Thomas. About 1870 they sent a
deputation of two of their chief ministers, named
Deacon Abraham and Deacon Marcus, to Jlritain

to solicit aid from Jiritish Christians. In that

region, the several sects have long been agitated by
questions of belief and of church government. The
Chaldccan Patriarch at Mosul, after the middle
of the 19th century, consecrated a bishop for

Malabar. The Oriental Catholic Church of the

Armenians ha«< entirely separated itself from the

papal chair. The United Chaldaeans are said to

intend to break off all connection with Rome, and
the Copts are ready to do the same, and withdraw,
like the Maronites, Syrians, and Greek Melchites,

from communion with Rome.
The British Indian Government provMes funds

for army ecclesiastical services of the Episcopal,

Presbyterian, and Romish forms, costing in the
three presidencies about three lakhs of rupees.

The British Government has not alienated revenue
for tho support of the religions of the country,

but maintains what was alienated by their native

predecessors. In some cases the land has been
resumed and cash payments substituted

;
but the

grand result is as follows iu the Madras Presidency:

Payments in cash to native religious institutions,

per annum, Rs. 8,G8,000. The a.s8cssment of lands

alienated, less quit -rent, equals Its. 2,30,82,000.

The total, therefore, is Its. 8,20,00,000. This is

oxcliisivc of enormous grants of land revenue to

Brahmans and others, in 1871 the total acreage

for Hindu religious purposes w'as 1,347,000
acres, assessed at Rs. 22,23,100. The acreage for

Mahomedan religious purposes was 137,000, with

an assessment of Its. 2,03,000. The acreage for

Christian religious purposes was 2600 acres, and
the assessments Rs. 5000. Consequently the total

area and revenue alienated was little less than

1,500,000 acres, assessed at twenty-five lakhs.

On Jill the sea-coiusts of tho south and cfist of

Asia, and on the great rivers, the people arc largely

fishers. Those along the coasts at Madras became
Christians early

;
indeed, from the southern out-

skirts of the town at St. 1’home to its northern

village of Ennore, nearly all tho fishermen are

earnest Christians of the Roman Catholic per-

suasion. The Koli tribe of fishers in Bombay are

nearly all Christians, though tlicy have occasion-

ally wavered. There is something remarkable in

the circumstance of the fisher races being amongst
the earliest and most eager converts to Christianity

in India,—so much so as to render it question-

able whether it be only an accidental coincidence,

or the result of some permanent and predisposing

cause. The Parawa, or fishermen of Cape Comorin,
were the earliest proselyti^s of St. Francis Xavier

;

and they have still a pride in alluding to the fact

that they were the first, as they have since been
the most faithful and abiding, of his converts. It

was by the fishermen of Manaar that he was
invited to Ceylon in 1544 ;

and, notwithstanding
the martyrdom inflicted by the raja of Jafna,

and the persecution with which they were visited

by the Dutch, that district and the adjacent
boundary of the Wanny has to tlie present day

been one of the strongholds of the Roman Catholics

in Ceylon. Amongst the Parawa, or fisher caste

of the Singhalese, the Roman Catholics have at

all times been most successful in their efforts to

proselytize.

There were many Christians in Ceylon in the

9th century, and in the IGth century St. Francis
Xavier is said to have converted the inhabitants

of Manaar. The king of Jafnapatam put 600 of
the converts to death

;
to revenge which, Constan-

tine de Braganza in a.d. 1560 invaded Jafnapatam,
destroyed many villages, and is said to have carried

off and destroyed the celebrated tooth of Buddha.
Throughout the entire of the British territories

in Southern Asia are small bodies of Nestorian,

Armenian, Romish, and Protestant Christians, of

Persian, Armenian, Portuguese, Dutch, Danish,
English, and French descent. The census of 1871
showed 89G,G58 of Christians in British India, as
under :

—

Bengal 00,763 Berar, .... 903
Assam, .... 1,947 Mysore, .... 25,676
N.W. Provinces, . 22,190 Coorg 2,410
Ajmir, .... 249 British Burma, . 52,299
Oudh, .... 7,701 Madras, .... 533,760
Panjab, .... 22,154 Bombay, . . . 126,063
Central Provinces, 10,477

Besides these, there are numbers in the native

States of India, and the total may bo about

I

million. The (Ecumenical Council at Rome, how-
ever, ohtMined a statement of the numbers in India

of tlic clergy and professing Catholics. It showed
an archbishop of Goa, 19 bishops, who are vicars-

apostolic, and 815 priests, besides the clergy resi-

dent ill tho island of Goa
;
and tlie laity were

stated at 1,076,102. The Protestant missions of
India, Burma, and Ceylon are carried on by 35
missionary societies, in addition to local agencies,

and in 1873 employed 606 foreign missionaries

in 3022 principal and subordinate stations. The
Romish clergy of British India are almost fully

occupied by the duties relating to their respective

charges, but the Protestant missionaries are zealous

educationalists and propagandists. In India in

1871-72 there were 25 Protestant mission presses.

During the ten years between 1852 and 1862 they
issued 1,034,940 copies of the Scriptures, chiefly

single books
;
and 8,G04,033 tracts, school-books,

and books for general circulation. During the
ten years between 1862 and 1872 they issued

3410 new works in 30 languages, and circulated

1,315,503 copies of books of Scripture, 2,375,040
school-books, and 8,750,129 Christian books and
tracts. But throughout the S. and S.E. of Asia,
and in the Archipelago, there may, in the latter

third of the 19 th century, be about ten millions of
Christians, amongst about six hundred millions of

Buddhists, Hindus, Mabomedans, and Shamanista,
amongst Aryan, Semitic, Mongoloid, and Negro
races. In proselytizing, much success has attended
the efforts of the Portuguese and Spaniards in India
and the Archipelago; and the same may be said

of the labours of Dr. Mason and other Baptist
missionaries amongst the Karens and other un-
civilised tribes of Burma

;
also of those of Bishop

Caldwell amongst the Sbaoar and other ruder
Tamil races of the extreme south of the Indian
Peninsula; and of others amongst the Kolarian
and Dravidian races of the Central Provinces, and
in the Chutia Nagpur province of Bengal. Ma-
homedans in S. ^ia, of Arab and Persian and
Moghul descent, adhere to the religious instruction

714
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<jf Un'ir childhood, and very few Hindus of Aryan
4igs»cent have accepted the Christian doctrines.

11jey have not, however, been quiescent, but,

wijecting their owi> polytheist legends, they have
been, from time to time, following monotheistic

reformers, and in the 19th century have been
trying to construct, under a church, council, or

society, bearing the designation of Brahmo Somaj,
an unrevealed code, in which they recognise a

first princi]>le and the teachings of morality. In

British India, amongst Hindu races, the educa-

tional efforts of the British Indian Government
have been on the largest scale

;
but ovcr-education

has unspiritualized the educational efforts of Chris-

tian missionaries, and created a desire for mere
worldly advancement, which has killed in some
hopeful cases the inner life.

In Cochin and Tnivancorc there have been Jew's

from prehistoric times, and Christians from the

earliest years of the era. Some of them have

adopted the Latin hierarchy, others serve under
the rule of the Patriarch of Antioch, others under

the Patriarch of Mosul, and others, again, arc

designated Ncstorians. The disputes there led

to, and followed, the arrival of the Patriarch of

Antioch, and on the 4th March 1876 the Travan-

core Government Issued a proclamation, declaring

all matters connected with the churches to be

adjudicablc by the ordinary courts of the country.

The Syrian Christians in Travancorc are styled

Nasmui Mopla, also Pullen Kar
;
and Mahoincdans

arc Iona Mopla. The Palay a Kar is a convert

from the Syrian sect to that of the Romish Church.

The seaboard regions of the Peninsula have

many Christian sects meriting notice. One part

of these, the Travancorc state, is in alliance with

the British Indian (Jovenimcnt. Its population in

1875 was 1,579 souls, of whom 468, IMK) were

Christians, 63 [ter cent, being Syrians, in part

Roman Catholics of the Syrian rite, and the rest

Nestoriana
;
Roman Catholic.s of the I.atin rite

were 24 per cent., and the remainder Protestants.

The Syrian Christians on the Malabar coast date

from tlic earliest centuries of the (.’lirLtian era.

Cochin is another tributary state on the Mala])ar

coast, w'ith a population over half a million, of

whom 140,262 are Christiams and 1278 Jews.

'J’ho Christians ])eIong for the most part to the

Ivomano-Syrian Clmrch, under the Archbishops of

Malabar and Goa. d’hc Jacobite and Nestorian

Churches were establishe<l long before any Euro-

j>ean settlements there, and tiicy acknowledge the

Patriarch of Antioch as their head. 1 he Chris-

tians are almost all fishermen and boatmen.

Tinncvclly is a British district in the extreme

south-east of the Indian Peninsula, In 1871 it

had a population of 1,60.3,979, 102,576 or six per

cent, of whom Avere Clnistians, mostly of the

Parawa race, and those of the Romish and I ro-

testant persuasions were in nearly equal numbers.

It was on the Tinncvclly coast that St. Francis

Xavier landed in 1542, after a short stay at Goa.

He found there a small body of Christians
;
but

since his time their numbers have largely increased

in Madura and along the coasts of Tinnexelly and

Ceylon. They have not been free from persecu-

tion. In 1549 Father Antonio Criminale became

a martyr at Punnakayol. In 1698 John do Hrito

fell a martyr at Madura ;
and after the middle of

the IBth century (1778) the Portuguese suppressed

the Jesuits in their own dominion.^, and greatly

oppressed the Kjvsternand Italian missions. Robert
de Nobili,in 1607, foundct] the missions at Madura.
Early in the 18th century, Father Beschi, a great
Tamil scholar, lived for some time at Kayatar. lu
1846 was formed the vicariate-apostolic of Madura,
including Tinnevelly. Beschi died in 1746. Tho
Protestant missionary Schwartz w'as in Tinnc-
velly in 1770, Jajnicke from 1792 to 1800

;
after

him came Gericke, J. Hough, 1816, with Rhenius,

a man of great ability, Schmid, Dr. K. Sargent,

and Dr. R. Caldwell, all of them men of great

intellectual ability.

Christianity made much progress in Japan
from the time of Xavier and his fellow-labourers.

Louis Almeyda, a Portuguese Jesuit, was every-

where welcomed among the territorial princes of

Kew-sew. Sumitanda, prince of Oinuni, became
a convert. In a.d, 1582, four noble Japanese

went to Rome on an embassy to PofH) Gregory
XIII., from the princes of Bunga, Aroma, and
Omura, and were for eight years absent from

Japan. But the secular emperor, Tyco-sama,

repressed the movement, and his successor, Eyay-

yes, issued an imperial edict, a.i>. 1638, expelling

and exterminating the Christian religion and
foreign races. In 16.38, 4000 Japanese Christians

were thrown into the sea from the Papenburg
rock near Nagasaki.

Tho first missionaries to China were Italians.

In the middle of the 17tli century, w'orkinen at

Sen-gan-fu, in the N.IV. of China, found a

Syrian inscription, which had been sculptured by

the missionaries of the Kc.storiau Church in the

7th century, and native scholars regard it as a

most valuable specimen of the caligrajihy and

compo.sition of the Tang dynasty. Cliristiaiiity

seems to have penetrated three times into

China, tho first time in the .^)tli or Gtli century.

Wc learn from the Mahomedan travellers, who
visited (diina as early as a.i>. 8.')0, tJiat it then

j)revailcd
;

and that, when Canton w'ivs taken

and sacked in a.d. 877, by a rebel army, as

many ns 120,000 Mahoincdans, Jews, Chris-

tians, and Parsecs perished in the sack. The

general who conquered Southern China is stated

to have been a Ncstori.au Christian, and to

havo built a church at Nankin for those of hia

own faith. Marco Polo was him.sclf in high

favour, though a Roman Catholic. In the 13th it

was very nourishing. At this epoch there cxist(3d

at Pekin an archbishop with four sufTragans,

The Chinese have also for a long time had at

their command a precious collection of hooks of

Chri.stian doctrine, composed by the ancient

mis-sionaries, and which, even in a purely litenyy

point of view, are much esteemed in the empire.

'i'hc.sc books are diffused in great numbers through-

out all the provinces. Chengiz Khan’s wife waa

a Christian. She was tho mother of his four

sons, and ho was liberal-minded in religious

matters. Christianity was encouraged at tho

Moghul court during the reign of the emjieror

Jahangir. But Bernier mentions (i. p. 198) per-

secutions there. Pero Ricci went from Macao into

the interior of China in a.o. 1585, and esUiblished

himself in tho first instance at Nankin. Ho
removed, after a few years, from Nankin to

Pekin, where he was well received, and his doc-

trines made an impression on some nobles of tho

court. He lived there for many ycai-s, the recog-

nised head of several mi^ssionary cslablishinents
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located in different parts of China, making many occupies the site of the Government House and
converts, and respected by all, until bis death, com^und of the Dutch governor, who resided in

which occurred at the age of fifty>Beven, in the Negapatam prior to 1781, when the town wasoccu-
year 1610. pied oy the British under Munro. The library

A popular uprising be^n in 1848. It origin- of the college contains nearly 3000 volumes,

ated in 1830; in the teaiHiings of Mr. Roberts, an comprising works in English, French, and other

American missionary, and of an earnest Chinese European tongues, Sanskrit, Tamil, and various

disciple. It became blended with the national vernacular languages, and a fair collection of

struggle of the Tae-ping, or the votaries of * the ancient and modern writings in Latb. There is a
divine kingdom of etermil peace.* According to printing office and a good laboratory. The chapel

the writings of Hung, once a schoolmaster, but of the college, dedicated to the Sacred Heart, is

afterwards the * heavenly prince * and acknow- a fine vaulted edifice, but rather small for its pre-

lodged head, the Tae-ping convert on coming to sent requirements. The Catholic parish church
baptism had to ]^nounce a solemn vow to take near to the jetty at Negapatam is one of the

the belief in the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost for most remarkable structures in the town. These
liis rule of life, and that he was resolved to dedicate buildings, together with others belonging to the

this life to God, in love to the brethren; and mission, have been erected entirely under the

visits to the tombs of ancestors were enjoined, in direction of the Jesuits. The vicariate of Pondi-
gratitude for the release of their immortal souls cherry has 68 European and 26 native priests. It

from this troublesome life, and to renew the vow contains 182,126 Christians. The French Grovern-

of life-long devotion to the cause of God and the ment support a college at Pondicherry
;
and St.

brethren. The Bible was their word of God, and Joseph's College at Cuddalore is year by year

the ten commandments the moral law
;
opium- rising into importance as an educational insti-

smoking, a sin equal to adultery. The Cninese tution.

designate Uie Christian religion as the religion of Romish, Armenian, Presbyterian, Episcopalian,

the Lord of Heaven
;
and M. Hue observes that Baptist, and other Christian sects have cathedral

every one must be struck with the new doctrines and other churches in every district of British

with which the proclamation and manifestoes^ of Indiaandthefeudatory states,and British, French,

the pretender and his generals have been filled. Italian, German, and American missions are spread

He styled himself Tien-ti, or Celestial Virtue. The through the country.

unity of God has been distinctly expressed
;
and The following table gives some interesting facts,

around this fundamental dogma have been grouped We exclude Ceylon, but include Mysore, Pondi-

a number of ideas borrowed from the Old and cherry, Travancore, Hyderabad, and all the Madras
New Testament. War was declared at the same Presidency :

—

time to idolatry and to the Tartar dynasty. A Priests, . 1858, 689 1878, 810

French missionary, who had been very much in Populations, „ 668,689 „ 877,315

the interior of China, states the total number of Pupils in school, „ 4,936 27,233

native Christians at ^0,000. M. Hue's estimate A French mission has settled in Perak, in the
was 800,000, which, as he correctly observes, is a Malay Peninsula.

mere nothing in the enormous population of the The Protestant Christians, early after the Hefor-

country. These Catholic Christians are, however, mation, sent missions to Ceylon and the south of

not collected in one place, but live scattered over India. Ziegenbald was the first arrival, followed
all China primer in small communities, called by by Schwartz, Gericke, Kohlhoff, Fabricius, Plut-
the French Chretientes. The members of these sebau, and others. In 1705 Ziegenbald began at

Christianities are educated and trained as Chris- Tranquebar
; in 1726 the Christian Knowledge

tians from their infancy, being eitiier foundlings or Society made a settlement at Madras, under
of Christian Chinese parentage. They are Chinese Schultz and Sartorius, Lutheran missionaries

;

in the outward and more obvious characteristics in 1740 Kiernander arrived at Cuddalore, and in

of dress and features, but in other respects are September 1758, at the request of Clive, he left

more like Bavarians or Neapolitans than their Tranquebar to open a mission at Calcutta, ludeed,

own countrymen, from whom they differ in many the missionaries from Europe of the past four
of those social and domestic customs, and in all centuries, who have devoted their lives to the dif-

those mental peculiarities, which constitute the fusion of the Christian doctrines, are many,—St.

special nationality of the Chinaman. Francis Xavier, Bartholomew Ziegenbald, and also

The portion of India under British rule is Henry Plutacliau Danes at Tranquebar, 1705; John
divided by the Church of Rome into vicariates- Ernest Grundler at Tranquebar, to whom George i.

apostolic, each under a vicar-apostolic, who is of England addressed a complimentary letter of

also a bishop in partihus injidelium. The Madras 23d August 1717 ;
Schwartz at Trichinopoly and

vicariate contains thirty-seven churches, sixty- Tanjore
;

Schultz at Madras; Rottler, Dubois,
seven chapels, and thirty-four priests are en- Rbenius in the S. of India

;
John Anderson at

gaged at work in it. A very successful college Madras
;
Bishop Caldwell in Tinnevolly

;
Ward,

in Calcutta, for the education of Europeans and Carey, Marshman, Duff, Brown, Buchanan, Thomp-
natives combined, is one which belongs to the son, Henry Martyn, Wilson, with Bower, Ellis,

Jesuit sect of Christians
;
and there is a similar Hough, Marks, Mason, Miller, Pallegoix, Winslow

college at Bombay. At Negapatam, the Jesuit of BeDp;al, Bombay and Madras Christian mission-

Fathers have a college which is worthy of being ariesipioneersof civilization, education, human pro-

spoken of. This college, dedicated to St. Joseph, gress and improvement, scientists, etbnologistB,

was founded in 1846 by the Jesuits in charge of and philologists.

—

Tennant'^s Ceylon
;
Meadows'

the Madura Mission (attached to the province of Chinese^ pp. 52-337; Prinsep's Tibet; Bunsen's
Toulouse in France), and at a time when education frod in History; Hac^ Chinese Empire; Bishop

was little appreciated by the people of India. It of Victoria in Japan ; Travancore Adminiitra^%
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lion Repoi't ; Playfair's Aden
; Lane's Koran

;

Simnio7ids; Lord Lawrence^ Lord Napier^ Sir
Bartle Frcre, Sir R. Temple.

CHRISTIE, Dr. TURNBULL, of the Madras
Medical Service, gave the first account of porce-
lain clay at Mangalore, in Bl. As. Trans. 1841,
X. part 2, p. 967. Also wrote on the Miner-
alogy and Geology of the Southern Mahratta
Country, Mad. Lit. Trans, iv. pp. 135, 452,
which was reprinted from Edin. Phil. Jl.

; In-
structions for Meteorologists, Observations on
and Plan for New Instruments, ibid. ii. pp.
41, 70 ; Observations on the Geology of the
Hyderabad Country, ibid. 1827. See memoir of,

in Edin. Phil. Jl. xv. p. 165, and Mad. Lit.

Trans, xv. p. 150.

—

Dr. Jinist's Catalogue.

CHRISTOLEA CRASSIFOLIA, the Shangsho
of I^dakh, grows at from 10,000 to 15,000 feet in

luodakh
;
is browsed by goats, but little by the yak.

CHRISTOPHER, Captain W., of the Indian
navy, author of Memoir of the ^faldive Islands,

in Bom. Geo. Trans., reprint, i. p. 54 ;
Account of

Adam's Bridge and Ramiseram Temple in Ceylon,
ibid. vii. p. 130

;
Account of Haines River and the

adjoining Country, ibid. vi. p. 375; On a Voyage
up the Indus and Sutlej, ibid. viii. p. 144; Jour-
nal of Ascent up the River Chenab, ibid. p. 236.

He discovered the Haines River in 1842. He was
mortally wounded by a cannon shot before Multan
in 1848, and died on the 8th October of that year.— Dr. Jinist's Catalogue.

CHROME IRON ORE, or chromate of iron, is

a compound of oxide of chrome with protoxide of

iron. It is met with massive, and in octahedral

crystals of a blackish colour, and imperfect

metallic lustre. It is found in Unst in Shetland,

France, Baltimore in America, and dn the Madras
Presidency, in Salem and Vizianagram; but, as

yet, nothing has been done in India to turn this

mineral to useful account on a large scale, from
the want of proper aj^pliances. The consumption
of this substance in Europe is in the manufacture
of bichromate of potash for dyes, the chromates
of lead for painting, and chromic acid for colour-

ing pottery, porcelain, and glass. Chrome ore in

Salem is abundant, but the raw material will not

pay the expense of freight. It is of a dark-

greenish or nearly black colour, granular. To
decompose it by nitrate of potash requires more
than a red heat; by caustic potash it is more
readily acted on. Chrome yellow, or chromate of

lead, IS used in dyeing. Chromate of potash is a
crystallised yellow salt of a bitter, disagreeable

taste, used by calico printers.

CHRONOLOGY. The greater periods em-
ployed in the computation of time by the Hindus,

though founded on astronomical data, are purely

mythological. A complete revolution of the

nodes and apsides, which they suppose to be per-

formed in 4,320,000,000 years, forms a Kalro or

day of Brahma. In this are included 14 Man-
wantara, or periods, during each of which the

world is under one Menu. Each Manwantara is

composed of 71 Maha Yuga, or great ages, each

of four Yuga, or ages of ungual len^h. These

last bear a resemblance to the golden, silver,

brasen, and iron ages of the Gree^ The Hindus

are laborioudy exact in astronomical observations

and calculations, but have neglected history.

The only cycle in use among the Turanian

races, in old India and Tibet, was that of 60

years, and in the form 12x5. In the Chaldee
chronology, a cycle of 60 x 10 years was employed
(10 Sossi being equivalent to 1 Saros); and
Josephus styled the epoch of 600 years which grew
out of it, the great patriarchal year. The earliest
Chinese chronology rests upon a conventional
basis peculiar to itself, that of limiting the lunar
year of a cycle of 600 years, which was common to
the whole of Northern Asia and the Chaldseans,
and probably (as it is also met with in India) to
the Bactrians also. This basis is historical. The
communication took place before the Chaldees
invented the cycle of 600 years. The Chinese
observation is based upon the use of the Baby-
lonian (Bunsen). The Chinese, from the time of
the emperor Yaou, n.c. 2000, bad a lunar year
and a solar year.

The Saka, Kaliyuga, and cyclic years of the
Hindus commence together about March, and
terminate almost simultaneously.

The beginning and end of the day has varied.

Among the Greeks and Etruscans the day began
at noon

;
among the Romans, as with the British,

at midnight; among the Persians, at sunrise;

but among the Jews and Egyptians, as now with
Hindus, Mahomedans, and Parsees, it began at
sunset.

I'lirce great epochs have been recognised, viz.

:

In the history of Babylonia, the fixed point
from which time was reckoned, was the era of

Nabonassar, n.c. 746.

Among the Greeks, the reckoning was by
Olympiads, the point of departure being the year
n.c. 776, in which Coroebus was victor in the
Olympic games.

Roman chronology started from the foundation

of the city, n.c. 763 (various dates).

Of the writers who framed chronological lists,

the earliest was Berosus, a priest of Belus, living

at Babylon in the Sd century n.c., and who addeci

to his historical account of Babylonia, a chrono-

logical list of its kings.

Manetho, a priest of Lower Egypt, gave an
account of thirty dynasties of its sovereigns.

Eratosthenes, in the latter half of the 2d cen-

tury B.C., was keeper of the Alexandrian library,

and wrote an important work on geography, and
a treatise on chronograph! a. This was the first

attempt to establish an exact scheme of general

chronology.

The great cuneiform inscription at Behistun,

discovered in 1835 by Sir Henry Rawlinson. and
subseauently copied and translate by him, threw
a flood of light on some obscure passages of Per-

sian history. And, in the year 1862, Sir Henry
Rawlinson published the Assyrian Canon.

The authorities quoted below will show that the

chronology of the south and east of Asia has

received much attention in the later years of British

supremacy ; but on the plan of this Cyclopedia,

the dates of battles and wars, of events in British

India, the advent of reformers and learned men
with their literature, will be found alphabetically,

and the notice here is restricted to dynasties and
eras :

—

Dtnabtus, alphabetioslly.

Adsl Shahi of Bijapur, A.D. 1489 to 1579.

Aindn or Yrupaua of Andhra, B.o. 21 to A.D. 428.

Anaoidae (Parthia), B.O. 255 to a.d. 285.

Artaddfo (ArmenUn), B.o. 130 to A.D. 450.

Aiof Jshi of HydenM, A.D. 1717, liill reigning.
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Bactrian monarchy, from the reign of Antioohus ll.,

third of the Scloucida?, B.c. 313?
Babmani kings of Kulburga, a.d. 1347 to 1526.

Balabhi dyiinsty of Saurnslitra, A.n. 0 to 523.

Belal rajas of Dwara Sumudra, A.D. 984 to 1268.

Bengal rajas, a.d. 1378 to 1573.

Berid Shahi of Beder, A.D. 1498 to 1G09.

Bharat Khandy dynasty, B.c. 915.

Bikanir, a.d. 1458, still reigning.

Bundi, a Chohan dynasty, a.d. 1578 to 1819.

Ceylon, B.c. 543 to a.ix 1798.

Chalukyaof Gujerat, Kandesh, Kaliani, AVarangal. See
Chalukya.

Chera or Kong, ended A.D. 894.

China, IManchu, 1610, still reigning.

Chohan, at Ajmir, Dthli, Kotah, and Bundi, B.o. 700 to

A.D. 1192, when rritlii-rai was slain. Rainasi, suc-

cessor of Prithi-raj, was slain in the sack of Dchli.

Chola, ended a.d. 1407.

Delimi, A.D. 932 to 1055.

Foruki of Kandesh, a.d, 1370 to 1596.

Ohor, A.D. 118() to 1206.

Gujerat kings, a.d. 1396 to 1572.

Giiazni, a.d. 961 to 1186.

Kara, a Chohan dynasty of Haranti, A.D. 1024 to 1576,

linad Shahi of Berar, A.D. 1484 to 1568.

Irak Atabeka,

—

Mosul branch, A.D. 1127 to 12-59.

Aleiipo branch, a.d. 1127 to 1197.

Jeysulmir, B.c. 94, still reigning.

Juanpur, a.d. 1394 to 1457.

Kandesh, a.d. 13fft) to 1596.

Kashmir Musalman kings, a.d. 1326 to 1588.

Khnlif.H, A.D. 632 to 1242-13, -

5 Abubakr, Usman, Umar, Ali, and Hasan, A.D.

6;t2 to 661.

15 Omrniatles, a.d. 661-2 to 744-5.

37 Abbassides, a.d. 749-50 to 1242-3.

Khorasan of Merv, Ni.shapur, Bokkar, A.D. 747 to 818.

Tahiridcs, A.D. 810 to 862.

Sufarides, A.D. 873 to 900.

Kiitub Shalii of Golconda, a.d, 1512 to 1580.

I/jdi, A.D. 1450 to 1526.

Mahratta Governments,—
Sivaji, 1641 to 1818.

Hereditary Peshwoa, 1740 to 1818.

Bhonsla rajas of Nagpur, 1732 to 1818.

Sindia, 1724, still reigning.

Holkar, 1724, still reigning.

Gaekwar, 1720, still reigning.

Malwa kings (Pr.), a.d. 1387 to 1568.

„ „ (CL). A. D. 1401 to 1512.

Marwar or Jodhpur, 1210, still reigning.

Maurya dynasty, B.o. 315.

Mewar or Udaipur, a.d. 727, still reigning.

Moghul of Tartary, a.d. 1200 to 1226.

Moghul Tartar or Il-Khani of Persia, a.d. 1259 to 1346.

Moghul Sultans of Khorasan, a.d. 1393 to 1505,

Mohul EmjMjrors of Hindustan, A.D. 1494 to 1857.

Mysore, a.d. 1530, still reigning.

Kayak dynasty of Madura, A.D. 1530 to 1731.

Nepal, B,o. 3803 to 3281.

Kerrat tribe, B.O. 3240 to 1739.

Suryavansa, B.c. 1658 to a.d. 27.

Ahir, A.D. 43 to 178.

Neverit, a.d. 218 to 1749.

Gurkhali, A.D. 1768, still reigning.

Nicam Shahi of Ahmadnaggur, a.d. 1490 to 1G07.

Oudh Nawabs and kings. A.D. 1756 to 1847.

Pandu dvnasty of Magadha, B.o. 1400 to 916.

Pathan Ghori Saltans of Hindustan, a.d. 1193 to 1566.

Pathan Sultans of Bengal, a.d. 1203 to 1573.

Peshdodian dynasty, mythological.

Samanian dynasty of j^khar, Khorasan, and Persia,

A.D. 874-5 to 999.

Sassanian monarchy of Persia, A.D. 223 to 636.

Seljuk of Iran or Persia, A.D. 1037 to 1175.

^Ijuk dynasty of Kerman, A.D. 1041 to 1169.

Seljuk dynasty of Rum or Anatolia, capital looniam,
1077 to 1283.

Besunaga dynasty, B.O. 777 to 415.
Sikh Government of Lahore.
Bind, Arab governors, A.D. 711 to 750.

Sumera Rajputs, followed by the Samera, Sama
Rajputs, and the Afghans, till AkbaFs time.

Slave Kings, 1206 to 1288.
Sofarides, A.D. 872 to IH)3.

Sufi Kings of Persia, a.d. 1499 to 1797.
Sunga dynasty, 110 yearH, B.o. 178.

Syria, Seleucidae, B.o. 334 to a.d. 65.

Taghalaq, 1321 to 1412.

Tabirides, A.D. 820 to 872.

Tibet, B.o. %2.
Vijayanagar, A.D. 1034 to 1766 and 1829.

Krab, chronologically.

Constantinople era, still used in the Greek Church,
dates from the creation of the world. The Incar-
nation falls in the year 5509.

Kali Yuga, commenced B.c. 18th February 3102.
Era of Nabonassar, began B.o. 26th February 746.
Building of Romo, or Roman era, 752 (various).

Olympiads, year begins Ist July 776.
Jam era of Mahavira, B.c. 629.
Buddha’s nirvana, B.c. 543.

Burmese sacred era, B.C. 543.

Era of the Selcucidre dates from the time of the occu-
pation of Babylon by Seleucus Nicator, B.c. 311.

Vikrainaditya ora derives its name from a ruler of
J^Ialwa, and is reckoned from B.o. 56. Tl»o term
Samvatsaram (contracted to Samvat), meaning
simply a year, is used for the Vikramaditya era.

Christian era. Its epoch or commencement is the Ist of
January in the 4th year of the 194th 01ymi»iad,
the 753d from the foundation of Borne. It was
A.M. 4004.

Java era, A.D. 74.

Salivahana era, called the Saka or Sbuk, begins a.d.

78, and was so nan\ed from a prince who is Hup|H>giMl

to imve reigned at that period in the kingdom of

Karsinga.
Bali era, a.d. 81.

Second of tlie Selcucidi© year begins B.c. Ist Sep-
tember, but according to the Arabs Ist October, 312.

Balabhi Sunivat, March, a.d. 31 iS.

Hijira year begins lOth July, A.D. 622, the day follow-
ing Mahomed’s flight to Medina, which ttK)k plsco
on the niglit of 'I’hursday, 15th July. Hijira begins
Friday, 16th July, a.d. 022, according to the liilali,

or jiractical calculation. By the Hisahi, or astro-
nomical calculation, tlio era commenced on© day
earlier,

Yezdejird era, or Parsee or Jalali era, commences with
the elevation of Yezdejird 111. to the throne of
Persia, IGth June, A.D. (xl2.

Sur San. Soor San, or Arabian era, commences in the
ISih year of tl»e Hijira. It is a solar sidereal
year. It is also written Subur and Shuhur, all of
them Mahratta corruptions of the Arabic sbahr, a
month. It was introduced A D. 1344.

Kollam Andu era of Quilon commences about Septem-
ber. It is only used in the 8. Tamil country and
in Travanoore, A.D. 824. A.D. 1800 was the 976tb of
the Kollam era. It is usually called the Parasurania
snkaD) era.

Parasu Rama cycle of 1000 years. Ist year of 4tb cycle.
Sent. A.I). 825.

Nepal Newar era, A.D. 870.
Vnhaspati cycle of 60 years, established A.D. 1)66.
Jalali of Mahk Shah, March, a.d. 1079.
FasU San is four years behind the Hijira era, and is sup-

nosed to have been imposed on the people of India
by the Mabomedan conquerors. The Hijira year
1200 was 1196 FasU, and 1187 Sur Son.
Fasli of Hindustan, established A.D. 1556.
Fasli of Peninsula, established A.D. 1638.

BengaU San and Valaiti of Orissa, 1556.
JuUan era, invented by Joseph Soaliger, 1582.
Tarikb-i-llabi of Akbar, a.h. a.d. 1584.
Jalus San of Bijapur of Adal Shah IL, 1656.
Raj Abisbek of Mahrattas, 1664.
Epoch of the Indian cycle of 90 years, or Orabaparivrithi,

begins with the Hindu solar year 24. The first

year of the 21st cycle was A.D, 1777.

—Sharpens Hist of Egypty i. p. 68 : LieuL- Colonel
John Warren^s Kala ^nkalita ; Bunsen'n Egypt

;

Burnell's Indian Palfeography
; Prinsep's Useful

Tables and Indian Antiquities; Cowasjee PotelPs
Chronology; C. P. Brown's Cyclic Tables and
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CHRYSANTHEMUM ALBUM. CHU.

Carnatic Chronology, 180;}
;

llohcrt ScttrirttChron.
Tables for S. India, from the (jth Century A.D.

;

DiCiionary of East Indian Dates; T. M^Cudder's
Oriental Eras; Bombay Chronolotfiral Tables;
Chronology of the Hindus, Cambridge, 1820. See
British India.

CHRYSANTHEMUM ALBUM. Peh-kiuh-hwa,
Chin. The ashes of the flowers are said to destroy
insects. The Chrysanthemum genus of plants
belongs to the natural order (^ompositoe, and the
sub -order Corymbiferm or Asteracese. The species

are very numerous in the temperate parts of the
earth (Eng. Cyc. p. 1058). Tlie name is from two
Greek words, Chrysos, gold, and Anthos, flower.—Smith.

CHRYSANTHEMUM JNDICUM. D. C Gul-
dawadi, Hind. Grows in several parts of India,
and is used medicinally in calculus.

—

Drury.
CHRYSANTHEMUM PEKUVIANUM turns

continually towards the sun. As a general rule,

however, all plants turn towards the sun. Hypo-
chseris radicata and Apirgia autumnalis are seen
Jn meadows turning towards the sun, and 8j>ccies

of Mclarnpyrum and Narcissus turn similarly.

—

Winslow on Light.

CHRYSANTHEMUM ROSEUM. ddam. Py-
rethnun roscum, Uieh. A perennial herb of S.W.
Asia, witli C. coronopifolium, ]yill<t(nou\ yields

the Persian insect powder.

—

F. von Mm lU r.

CHRYSANTHEMUM ROXBURGHII. Desf
C. scnccio'nlos, Dun. Pyrcthnim Imlicuni,
Matricaria olcracca. Bitch, I’inardia Hoxburghii, Less.
Ulcbionin KoxburgUii, Cass.

Bagaur, , . . Chknah.
|
Oendi, .... Hi.vn.

Cliristinaa flower, . Km:. Kidr.ung, . . Lad.nkh.
Oul dawadi, . . . Hind. | Chainaiiti, .... Tki..

Tlio plants conunenec flowering gonerally in

November, and continue for several months. The
colours are mostly yellow, orange, and a pnrpli.sh

colour mixed with white. They are made into

garlands, and offered at tlio shrines of Vishnu ami
hiva. They arc commonly cultivnUHi in ganlens
in the plains of India, in Ka.shinir, Upper Chonab
to 9200 feet, and in I^ad.vkli at ll,d00 feels

—

Ainslie ; Dr. J. L. Stewart.

CHRYSANTHEMUM SINENSE is extensively

cultivated in European gardens, and is the Chinese
gardener’s favourite winter flower, although it is

generally past its full beauty at the Chinese new
year. There is no other plant which he takes so

much pains with or which ho cultivates so well.

His camellias, azaleas, and roses arc well grown
and well bloomed, but in all these the people of

Britain excel him. In the cultivation of the

chrysanthemum, however, be stands unrivalled.

It ia in great request among the people, and is

used in the decoration of courtyards, halls, and
temples. It is everybody’s plant, and blooms
alike in the garden of the lowly Chinese cottager

as in that of the rcd*buttoned mandarin.

—

Eng.

Cyc. p. 1052
;
Fortune's Tea Districts, p. 125.

CllKYSE, * the gold land ’ of the Periplus, has

been supposed to be Pegu, the Suvama Bhumi
or Golden Land of the old Indian Buddhists.

Sonaparauta, a term of like meaning, is still the

aacre^ or classical term for the centi*al territories

of Ava. Gold-scatterer, Zar-ofshan, is applied

by the people of Central Asia to the head-streams

of the Oxua and Jaxartea ending in the inland sea

of Aral.

—

I^eriplus of the Erythrmn Sea; Yule,

Cathay, i. p. 114.

CHRYSIDID2E, or golden wasps, do not sting,
but pos.sesa the power of rolling themselves up
into a ball, which ia almost as hard and polished as
if really made of metul. Tliey are all adorned
with the moat gorgeous colours
CURYSOBALANACE2E of Lindley, the cocoa-

plum tribe of plants, has the genera Chrysobalanus
and Prinsepia. Roxburgh mentioned C. racemosa
of the Moluccas. C. icaco, the cocoa-palm tree
of the West Indies, has been introduced into India.
ClIKYbOBERYL, or prismatic corundum, is

found among the Tora lulls near Rajmahal, on
the Bunas, in irregular rolled pieces, small, and
generally of a light green colour. These stones

I

are considered by the natives as emeralds, and

I

pass under the name of ‘punna,’ but the natives
arc aware that they are softer than the real
emerald.

—

Gen. Med. Top. p. ICO.

CHRYSOPHYLLUM ROXBURGHII. G. Don.
C. acuminatum, Itoxb., atar apple.

Hali mara, . . . Can. I Tarsco plial, . . Mahr.
Pita-kiira, . . . Hind.

|
Lawooloo-gass, . Singh.

This tree, one of the Sapotacea), grows to
thirty feet or more. In Canara and Sunda, it is

very common in tlie jungles near the ghats above,
particularly to the south. There arc some trees in
the lUshlency garden at Hyderabad. The Avood
seems straiglit and good, but the tree is chiefly

noticeable from the gutta-percha-like incrustation
common on the fruit. Emit, about the size of a
large crab-apple, ripens in October, and is edible

but insipid. Not uncommon in the wanner parts
of the i.sland of Ceylon.— Gih.stin; Thw. iii. 174.

CHRYSOPOGON ACICULARIS. Jfost.

Anilropogon acicularis, B.
1
Rbujdns trivalvU, Lour.

Cnuug myect, . . BriiM. Lampa, .... Hind.
Spear grass, . . . Eng.

;

Shuiiini, .... Sanhk.
Clior-kanta, , . PiiND.

j

Katl-chottu, , , . Tkl,
Soorwalu, ... ,, 1 Katlo-gaddi, . . , „

Abund.'int in barren land; troublesome to the
feet of those who Avalk among it; eaten by cattle

when other grass is not to bo had. Its seed stick

in the stockings, and produce a disagreeable
itching. A longer variety, known solely as ‘ soor-

wul,' is an excellent grass for cattle.

—

Mason;
Gent. Med. Top. p. 17G.

CHRYSOPKASE, from Chrysos, golden or
beautiful, and Pra.son, leek, is a rare, pale

apple-green chalcedony, which owes its colour to

the presence of the metal nickel. It is found
in many }>art8 of India, in Upper Silesia, aud
Vermont.
CHRYSORRHCEA, or ‘Golden Stream’ of the

ancient geographers, is the Barrada river of

Damascus, which, so soon os it issues from the

cleft in the mountains, is immediately divided

into three BinaUcr courses. The largest, which is

the middle one, runs directly to the city, and is

there distributed to the different public fountains,

baths, aud cisterns
;
whilst the other two, branch-

ing off right and left, contribute mainly to the

luxuriant vegetation Avhich adorns the environs.

Soutli-eiist of the city their scattered waters

unite Again into one channel, and, after flowing

towards the eastern hills for two or three hours,

are finally lost in a marsh which, from one side

view, appears like a small lake. Well may
Damascus be called Sham-i-Shercef, the noble and
beautiful.

—

RobiusoFt Tr. ii. p. 115.

CHU, or Chii-ma, or Tchou-nm. Chin., Boeh-

mcria uivea
;
China grass.
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CHU. CHULI.

CHIT. Tibetan. Water. In Scythian, Ku

;

Assyrian, Hu ; Greek, Eu.

CHITA. Hind. Rosa Webbiana. In Kulu,

nn amaranth cultivated for its grain
;
Ainarantus

oleraceus.

CHUAL. Hind. Staphylea emodi, also Euony-
mus hmbricata.

CHUAN-YUAN, in the classical education of

the Chinese, is the highest in the annual exami-

nation,—the senior wrangler and senior classic

from amongst 400 millions of people.

CHUBIKI. Malay. Chillies.

CHUBREI. Hind. Dactylocteuium jEgypti-

acum, also Elousine ilagellifcra.

CHUCH. Hind., Juniperus communis. Turk.,

a thorny shrub in Balkh, grazed by camels.

CHUCH, a valley near Attock, on the Indus,

where gold is washed.

CHUCHI. Hind. Polygonum polystachyum,
also Rheum emodi.

CHUCHO. Malay. Leaves used by the Jakun
for thatch.

CHUCKERBUTTY, a class of Brahmans in

Bengal, so called by the British in India. The
word is a corruption of Chakravarti, meaning a
prince or ruler over a large circle.— Gloss.

CHUCKLEU. Anglo-Tam. From Tamil,Chakili,

a shoemaker, a tanner.

CHUCKOONDA. Hind. Beta vulgaris
;
beet.

CHUCKRANKETAM, also called Moodra dhar-

anam
;
amongst Vaishnava Hindus, the rite of

stamping with a hot iron stamp the emblem of

Vishnu on the arm of a Vaishnava lad or man. It

is equivalent to the confirmation of Episcopal

Christians ;
it is an initiatory rite.

CHUCKRATA, a hill station in the Dehra
Boon division, 1119 miles from Calcutta, 38 miles

west of Mussoori.

CHUDA KARANAM. Beng, The ceremony
of shaving a Hindu boy^s head between the third

and fifth year, leaving a single lock on the scalp,

called Chuda, Chura, Chula, or Chonta.

CHUDDEU, properly Chadar. Hind. A blanket,

sheet, or shawl. Those of Rampur are famous.

Also a dam across a river, as the Chadrghat.

CHUDRA KANTA KARL Beng. Solanum
jacquini, WUld.
CHUEN-SEE, taken 7th January 1841.

CH’UENTSIAU. Chin. Xanthoxylon alatum.

CHUHA. Hind. A rat. Kan-ka-chuha,

the large-eared rat of Kaghan, the marmot or

arctomys.
CHUHA, a people in the Chuha district on the

river Hub, which falls into the sea at Cape Monze.
They are said to be of Sumrah or of Brahui origin.

CHUHARA. Hind. Apricot; also Phoenix
dactylifera.

CHUH-HWANG. Chin. Tabashir.

CHUHRA. Hind. The humblest village ser-

vants, Bhangi, Halal-khor, Mihtar, etc.

—

Wilson.

CHUI. Beno. Piper chaba. Chui, of Chamba,
PyruB malus, apple tree.

CHUI SHUPA. Juniperus communis.
CHUJ. Hind. Fraxinus xanthoxylloides.

CHUK. Hind. A plantation, a reserve.

CHUKA. Guj., rice. Maleal., vinegar, sorrel.

Hind., Sida cordifolia
;
Rumex vesicarius.

CHUKAN PALLAM. Tam. Bryonia, sp.

CHUKA-ZUM, a chain bridge stretched over

the Tehintchieu river, a short distance above the

castle of Chuka.— TViritfris Emhassy^ p. 54.

CHUK DAR. Hind. A wooden frame sunk
as the foundation of a well.

CIIUKE, Chabai, Beya, and Sambutan are
Malay customs.

CHUKKADUMPA. Tel. Habenaria platy-

phylla, Sprcug. Chukka kada, Bigelowia lasio-

carpa.

CHUKKALI CHETTU. Epicarpurus spinosa.

CHUKKAR or Chakra, a Sikh weapon resem-
bling a quoit in size and shape, thrown from the
finger with a rotatory motion.

—

Herklots.

CHUKKEE, a hand-mill. Ghukkee nama, a
song sung while grinding at the mill

;
at weddings.

CHUKMA, a race, in number 28,000, occupying
the Toonia Joom mahala, a forest tract in the hills

of the Chittagong district, along with Mug, Reang,
and Tiperah races, all more or less nomadic.
Some one of these hill races till lately performed
human sacrifices annually, and in the year 1862
several were tried for murder by sacrificing. The
place of sacrifice was a cleared district in the
jungle, and staked round with bamboos about six

feet high. The sacrificial pole was a Phula bans
bamboo, scraped and stripped at the edges, the
hanging strips giving a rude notion of ornament.
During the cclcoration of these sacrifices at Agar-
tollah, a gun was fired every evening at sunset,

when every person hurried to his home.
CHUK()TARA. Hind. Citrus deciimana.

CHUKRI. Hind. Rheum emodi, also R.
palmatum

;
a powder of the dried acid stalks of

the rhubarb.

CHUKIJDDI PATTA. Tel. Cassia absus.

CHUICUL MORA. Can. Acacia data.

CHULA. Hind. Euphorbia Royleana.
CHULA or Chulla. Hind. A fire-grate made

of mud or bricks; a fireplace, a hearth, and
equivalent to the English hearth as a home. A
native of India wishing to express his poverty,
would say there was no fire in the hoarth

;
or to

indicate the number of his divided family, would
observe that three fireplaces are burning.
CHULAH. Hind. A tribe of Taga in Bagbpat.
CIIULAI. Hind. Spinacia tetrandra; also

Amarantiis polygainus, Linn.

CHULCIJILHERA, a lichen of the Himalaya,
the Borrera ashneb, Hoyle; with ammonia it

gives a reddish-brown colouring matter, and is

used accordingly as a dye-stuff. Dr. O’Shau^h-
nessy examined this and several other Indian
lichens, but without success in the production of

any valuable colour. It means, in the Panjab,
a mixture of lichens employed for dyeing, con-
tains Parmelia Kamtschadalis, Parmelia perlata

and its variety sorediata, Usnea florida, Ramalina
calicaris, and fragments of Pbysica Icucomela.

—

—O'Shaughnessy^ p. 672.
CHULl, a whirlpool. In the stream of iheCham*

bal near Berolli, the whirlpools and eddies have
given a sacred character to it, like the Nerbadda,
at the whirlpools of the great god Chuli Maheswar.
A multitude of round stones are found in these
vortioes, where they have been rounded by attrition

into a perfectly orbicular form, are consecrated,
and smeared with red lead, and are then called

Bhyru, the god of war, tho eldest,son of Siva. The
round stones of the Nerbadda whirlpools are called

Ban-Lang, or whirlpool Ungam, and Rori at the
tei^le of Berolli. Bee Binlang.

—

Tod^$ Tratels,

,
CHULI. Hind. PrunusATmeniaca,alBoPrunus

padus and Villarsia Indica.
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CHULT, a Mahoinetlan of Malabar
;
amon^t the

Malays, any native of S. India. The Chulia and
Kling comprehend the traders and settlers, both
Mahomedans and Hindus, from the Coromandel
coast. These names have been given to them by
the Malays from the earliest times of the ancient
commercial intercourse subsisting between this

part of Asia and India. Kling is from Kalinga, or
IS a corruption from Teling or Telinga; Chulia may
be derivea from the ancient Chola kingdom of the
Peninsula.

—

Newbold's British SettlementSy i. p. 8.

CHULLA, also Charz. Hind. Sypheotides
nuritns, Latham ; the lesser florikin.

CHULU. Hind. Of Himalaya, Armcniaca
vulgaris, Lam.

;

the apricot.

CHUM. Hind. Euphorbia Royleana; also

Morns sorrata; also Fraxinus xantboxylloidca.

CHUMANG, alow or out-caste race in the non-
Bhot districts of Kunawar, with dark skins. The
people of the lower hills call them Koli, and the
kampiir people, Chamar. They till the soil and
iveave.

CHUMAYAN, a Gujar clan occupying twelve
villages in Paniput Bangur.

—

L/liot.

CHUMBA. Hind. Artemisia sacrorum.
CHUMBA-GUDDEE, a race in the Chnmba

hills, in the Himalaya. They say they arc Rajputs,

and of the Guddee-jat. They arc somewhat short,

but strong, and cleanly in their habits. They arc

sharp, and able to impose on their less knowing
iieigiibours. Most of the witch-finders are of the

Chumba-guddee race
;
and the race may always be

known by their peculiar conical caps, with lappets

to turn down over their ears, like an English

travelling civp. When Europeans made their first

appearance in the Kangra valley, these men had
very slight notions of caste, and would eat or

drink anything the Europeans gave them, but
since their contact with the natives of the plains

they liave become as bigoted as any Hindu.

CHUMBARA. Mahk. Premna tomentosa.

CHUMBEIJ. Hind. Jasminuiu grandifloruin.

CHUMBI SAG. Hind. Amarantus polyganuis.

CHUM BitANUK, a single valve of the mussel

shell without the mollusc, used in Ajmir as an
aphrodisiac.

—

Oen, Med. Top. p. 1JJ2.

CHUMBUL, a tributary to the Jumna. It rises

in Malwa in lat. 22° 26', and long. 75° 45', 8 or

9 miles S.W. from Mhow, which is 2019 feet

above the sea. It rises on the cluster called

Janapava. It runs north 105 miles, N.AV. 6 miles,

S.E. 10 miles, N.E. 23 miles, S.W. 25 miles,

north to junction with Kalee Sind, N.E. 145

miles, S.E. 78 miles to Jumna
;
length, 570 miles

;

described in a form nearly semicircular, the

diameter being only 30 miles. It receives the

Cbumbela, 70; Seepra, 120; Parbati, 220;
Kalee Sind, 226

;
Bnnas, 820 ; Cbota Kalee

Sind, 104 milea About 56,000 square miles

drained. The average declivity of its bed, 2 feet

5 inches per mile. Its average volume of water

is so considerable, that at its junction it has been

known to raise the united stream 7 or 8 feet in

twelve hours. The nominal source of the Chum-
bul is in a part of the Vindhya range, 9 miles S.W.
of Mhow

;
but this part of the river is dry in the

hot season, during which it owes its waters to other

tributary streams. The current is in most ^rts
gentle, its bed rocky, and its course through Malwa
much obstructed by sballows

;
but, after entering

Harrowtee by an opening in the Mokundra range,

2 z 7:

it becomes a fine and deep stream. The course of
the Chumbul, not reckoning the minor sinuosities,
is upwards of 500 miles; and along its banks nearly
every race now existing in N.W. India may be
found,—Sondi,Chunderawut, Sesodia, Hara,Gore,
Ja<ioon, Sikerwal, Goojur, Jat, Tuar, Cholian,
Bhadoria, Kutchwaha, Sengar, Boondela, each in
associations of various magnitudes, from the
substantive state to the little republic communes
between the Chumbul and Cohari. The Chumbul
runs through the territories of Sindia and Holkar,
viz. Gwalior and Indore, and passes near Kotah.

—

T<uV.<t Hajasthany i. p. 16; Bep. Royal Com.
CHUM GADHAL Hind. One of the Cheir-

optera, the flying-fox, species of Pteropus.
CHUM IAH, a race to the north and east of

Chittagong, dwelling in the lower hills between
the Kuki and the plains. The Chuiniah and the
Kiiki are described as having flat noses, small
eyes, and broad round faces, and to differ from
the Naga race both in appearance and customs.
CHUMIARI. Panj. Cerasus puddum.
CHUMKI. Hind. Coloured and striped satins,

red, white and red, and blue and red, value 1 rupee
to 2K rupees the yard.

CHUMLA, a valley near the Bunairor Bunnoor
country in Afghanistan. The valley and the
C(‘ntral plain of the Yusufzai are commanded by
hills that descend from the Hindu Kush.
CHUM PA, properly Cliampa or Champaka,

the Michelia champaca, Litm. The flower of the
champa is one of the five with which Kama, the
Hindu god of love, tips the arrows he uses.

CHUMPADA. Malay. The small jack-fruit.

CHUMPA NUTIA. Bkng. Amarantus poly-
gainus.

CHUMPARUN, a town in the Patna division

of Bengal.

CHUMROUTE, the berry of a small plant,
brought to Ajmir via Pali, used in perfumes and
also in medicine

;
one seer is sold for one rupee.

—

Gen. Med. Top. p. 131.

CIIU-MURTI, a Chinese district bordering on
Ladakh.
CHUMWA, a tribe in Assam, exempt from

manual labour.— B V/.vum.

CHUNA. Beng. Also Chuna-batoola and
Chunai Butkale, Cicer arietinum, Linn. It is the
Bengal gram of Europeans in India. Tlirough
the Italian cece and the French chicker comes its

English name ‘ chick-pea.’ The term * arietinum *

is derived from the resemblance of the seed to a
ram’s head. The w'ord used by Europeans in

India is gram, or Ben^l gram, of which the
origin has been much disputed, but is supposed
to be from grann.

—

Elliot.

CHUNAM. Anglo-Tamil.
Ohuniia; Chiinimm, lllND. I Sunamu; Choonnoo, Teu
Ohunambu, . . . Tam.

|

Chuna or Chunam is a term applied to quick-
lime made from nodular limestone, from lime-

stone rock, from marble, or from calcined shells

;

also applied to plaster and mortar. The chunam
plaster of Madras, long famed for its marble- like
polish, is prepar^ either from shells or lime-

stone. The shells generally ‘used at Madras are
both recent and fossil, but the latter, of recent

species, are found in extensive beds a few feet

below the surface, on the banks of the Pulicat

lake and other low marshy places on the sea-

coast, which arc covered by the sea at high water.
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The bUcIIs are calcined with charcoal, one parah and no pure lime is applied during the process of

of charcoal being allowed to every two paralis of rubbing. A day or two after the first coat is

chunam. The kilns generally used are calculated applietl, and while moist, the second is laid on.

to hold altogether CO parahs, that is, 40 of shells The plaster used for the second coat consists of
and 20 of charcoal. A small arch, 1 foot 3 inches three parts of lime and one of white sand. These
in height, the same in breadth, and raised 5 feet arc mixed as before, and afterwards ground by
above the surface of the ground, runs longitudi- women on a flat stone with a small stone roller,

nally through the kiln
;
the top of this arch is till they are reduced to a fine paste. This is laid

a grating of brick on edge, which is partially on a wooden rubber, and applied with care over
covered with broken tiles, so that neither the the first coat about ^ of an inch thick. It is then
shells nor charcoal can drop through them, but rubbed down perfectly smooth with a small trowel,

small apertures are left for the escape of the and afterwards polished with a crystal or smooth
ashes and for the necessary circulation of air. stone rubber, and as soon as it has acquired a
Over this bed a layer of charcoal is first placed fine polish, a little very fine potstone (Ballapum)
throughout, about 3 inches in thickness, and fire powder is sprinkled on it to increase the white-
applied. Wlien sufficiently kindled, the mixed ness and polish, and the polishing continued. The
shells and charcoal are laid in small lieaps of not second coat ought to be applied and finished in

more than
j}
of a parah each at about 1 foot 6 one day, for it usually hardens too much during

inches apart, and when the fire lias been com- the night to be polished the following day, except
municated to them, the intermediate spaces must be in damp weather. The practice is to continue
filled up with more shells and charcoal to a level

;
polishing tlie plaster until it is quite dry, and a

and when the fire has thoroughly extended to number of bricklayers are employed, in order that

them also, another row is to be laid in a heap it may be well polished the first day. Moisture
upon this mass, as was done in the first instance

;
continues to exude from the plaster for some days

and in the subsequent operations are to be repeated after it is completed
;
this must be carefully wiped

in the same manner until the kiln is filled. The off with a soft cloth, and the wall kept perfectly

transverse arches are to promote the requisite dry till the moisture entirely ceases. For three
current of air, and the windward ones are invari- coats of chunam, the first coat is as above, but it

ably to be kept open, whilst those on the onposife is left a fortnight or three weeks to dry before the
side must bo closed. The kilns used at Madras second coat is applied. The plaster for the second
are built of brick or clay, and require renewal coat consists of one part of lime and one of fine

every three years. Tiie shells will be sufficiently river sand, freed from the coarser particles and
calcined in 12 hours, and 24 more arc required to clay by sifting. It is well mixed and beaten up
cool them, so as to admit of their being moved in a clean trough, and applied over the first coat
and the charcoal sifted from them. It is found about ^ of an inch in thickness, the first being
that chunam thus preoared and slaked to a previously moistened with a little water. It is

powder is increased to uouble its original bulk next rubbed down in the same manner as the first

when in the form of shells.
^

coat, but acquires a much smoother surface, the
For plastering with chunam at Madras, if for one plaster being of a finer quality. A day or two

coat, the plaster is composed of one part of chunam afterwards, when it has had time to dry, the third

and one and a half of river sand, thoroughly mixed coat is applied. It consists of four parts of lime

and well beaten up with water. This operation and one of fine white sand. These, after being
is usually performs by women, who stand round well mixed, are reduced by grinding to a very fine

a small stone trough prepared for the purpose, paste, quite free from grittiness. This is put into

intowhich the ingredients arethrown and gradually a large earthen jar, of the sise nearly of half a
moistened with water, as the process of mixing hogsheatl, and mixed with the white of eggs,

proceeds. The women use wooden pestles shod sour milk (tyre), and ghi, in the proportion of

like a rice-pounder. The plaster, when mixed, is 12 eggs, measures of tyre, and i lb. of ghi to

taken out of the troughs and made into conical every parah of plaster. I'hese are all thoroughly
heaps, where it remains till required, and may be mixed, and rubbed between the bands till the
kept without injury for several months ; but when ingredients are thoroughly incorporated, and the
left for any time, a small cistern or hollow is composition reduced to a uniform consistent
made at the top of the heap, into which water is paste a little thicker than cream, and perfectly
occasionally poured. Before applying the plaster, free from grittiness. The plaster is now fit for

the wall is trimmed with a trowel and swept per- use, and is put on with a wooden rubber about ^
fectly clean, and then slightly sprinkled with of nn inch thick, and gently rubb^ till it becomes
water. The wall being ready, the plaster is put perfectly smooth Immediately after this, another
into small wooden boxes at convenient places coat of still finer plaster is applied, consisting of
among the bricklayers, by whom it is mixed up pure lime ground to a very fine powder, and after-

with jagari water, J lb. of jagari or coarse sugar wards mixed with water in a clean tub, till it is of

being allowed to every parah of quicklime, until the consistency of cream. This is put on about
it is brought to the required consistency; it is of an inch thick with a brush, and rubbed
then laid on with a trowel above half an inch gently with a small trowel till it acquires a slight

thick, and levelled with a flat wooden rule, being degree of hardness, ft is then rubbed with a
afterwards smoothed with a wooden rubber till it rock-crysUl or stone rubber till a beautiful polish

acquires an even sufface. During the process of is produced, not forgetting to sprinkle Uie wall

rubbing, the plaster is ocK^sionally sprinkled with with fine potstone (Ballapum) powder during the

a tittle pure white time mixed with water, to give process of polishing. If the plaster is not
it a hard surface. If for two coats of chunam, entirely dry on the second morning, the operation

the first coat is applied as already described, of polishing ought to be continued until it is

with the exception that the surface is left rough, quite dry. The moisture, as above directed, must
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be carefully wiped off» and the wall kept quite
dry till all appearance of moiature cease. The
result of the process depends chiefly on the plaster
for the upper coat being reduced to a very fine

uaste perfectly free from grittineFS^ and on its

neing, after it is applied to the wall, rubbed con-
stantly with great care till it is quite dry and has
acquired a very fine polish. The wall ought then
to be frequently wiped with a fine clean cloth to
remove the moisture, and it may be occasionally

dusted with Ballapum powder. The stone uaerl

in polishing it is rock-crystal or a white quartz
pebble about 3 inches long and broad, the face
of which has a very fine polish. The wall is rubbed
with this for one or two days, the moisture being
carefully wiped off every morning, and potstone
(Ballapum) powder sprinkled on it several times
iluring the day. iVhen the lime is prepared from
sea-shells, these are first cleaned and washed, and
then calcined with charcoal, care being taken to

exclude everything likely to injure the whiteness
of the lime

;
very white sand only is employed, as

common sand destroys the brilliancy of the plaster.

When white sand is not procurable, white rock-
crystal or quartz pebbles reduced to a fine powder
may be substituted. Mortar for building consists

of one part of chunam and two of sand. Imme-
diately before being used, the mortar is mixed
with jagari water, 1 lb. of jagari being allowed
to every parah of lime. It is used in a much
more fluid state than is the practice in Europe.
When shell-limo is used in situations requiring a

liydraulic cement, it should be mixed with burnt
clay in powder; fresh burnt tiles more or less

broken are in general conveniently procured. In

building the pier at Masulipatam, Captain Buckle
employed a cement consisting of one part of lime,

one of the tile dust, and two of sharp river sand,
and it appeared to answer well. Jagari was
used in the usual proportion of one pound to a
parah of chunam. lamestone abounds in most
districts of Southern Asia, but the qualities of

the different varieties are best ascertained by
experiment. When found in large blocks of very

compact stone, the breaching of it forms a consider-

able item in the expense. Such stone os yields

very hydraulic lime is not suited to the purposes
of ordinary building, unless the orecaution is

taken of keeping the work constantly wet The
best form of kiln for burning stone with charcoal

is given by Captain Smith in his translation of

Vicat, plate 1, fig. 11 and 12. When wood is

used, the spheroidal form of kiln is recommended.
It will be found to facilitate the expulsion of

carbon, if the stone is well moistened in water

previous to placing it in the kiln. It should be
remarked that nothing but clean sand should bo

added to the hydraulic limes
;
such limes should

be used immediately after slaking. When used in

situations requiring hydraulic cement, no more

water should be us^ in slaking it than is sufficient

to reduce it to a fine dry powder. Magnesian

limes have been found at Salem and in the

Tanjore district, where it was used with suc-

cess by Captain CJotton in forming the anicuts

;

the cement formed with it was stronger than that

formed with other lime. It should not be im-

mersed immediately on being used. Much con-

troversy has occurred in regard to the advisability

of using the lime while hot; the generally re-

ceived opinion is that it should be so used ;
but

7
'

in regard to the pure limes, free from clay and
iron, that is, without hydraulic properties, this
course is questionable. It was not permitted in

Rome ; and lime mortar kept moist has been found
suitable for building after the lapse of several
hundred years

;
lime used hot is seldom thoroughly

slaked. A common practice in India is to mix the
slaked lime and sand, form it into heaps, on the
summit of which is formed a hollow, which is kept
constantly filled with water. Shell-lime, so kept
and subjected to the usual beating when used,

seemed to Mr. Rohde at least as go^ as when at

first burned
;
hydraulic limes, including of course

all which become hard under water, ought no
doubt to be used hot. At Ternate, and other

coral islands, coral is largely burned into lime fur

mortar.

—

Itohde^ MSS.
CHUNAR or Chanar, an ancient rock fortress

in the Mirzapur district in the valley of the
Ganges. It is perched on the crest of a limestone

spur that rises to the height of 150 feet abruptly
from the edge of the stream, on the right or south
bank. It fell to the British in 1704. The treaty of

Chunar between the subahdar of Oudh and Warren
Hastings was signed on the 19th September 1781.
In the fortress is a state prison in which Trimbukji
Danglia pine<l away his last days, hopeless of ever
being able to give a second slip to his enemies.

—

It is 17 miles W. of Benares, and 490 miles from
Calcutta.— Trnr, of JUnd. i. p. 1.32.

CHUNAR. Hind. The riatanus orientalis.

Cliar-Chunar lake, the Shallmar garden, was one
of the great works- of Jahangir.

—

Baron IlacfcJ.

GHUNARU, also Chuuari. Hind, l.ime-

huruers, or workers in lime, as plasterers.

CHUN-OHU. CniN. Ailanthus foetida and
A. glandnlosa

;
but also Odrela orlorata and

species of Dryandra and Fraxious.

—

Smith.

CHUND, a Hindu poet and religious reformer,

but now known only in the former character. He
Jived in the time of Prithi-raja, the last Hindu
king of Dehli. He was a monotheist, and, after

having separately invoked the three persons of

the Hindu triad, says that he who believes them
distinct, ‘ hell will be his portion,’ His work is a

general history of the period in which he wrote.

It consists of 69 books, comprising 100,000

stanzas, relating to the exploits of rrithi-raja
;
and

every noble family of Rajasthan finds in it some
record of their ancestors. It is accordingly

treasured amongst the archives of each race

having any pretensioos to the name of Itajput.

From this be can trace his martial forefathers,

who * drank of the wave of battle ’ in the passes

of Kirman, when * the cloud of war rolled from
Himachil * to the plains of Hindustan. The wars
of Prithi-raia, his alliances, his numerous and
powerful tributaries, their abodes and pedigrees,

make the works of Chund invaluable as historic

and geographical memoranda, besides being trea-

sures in mythology, manners, and the annals of

the mind. They are entirely heroic
;
each book a

relation of one of the exploits of Prithi-raja.

—

Tod's Bajastkan^ i. p. 98, li. p. 264.

CHUNDA. Maleal. Solaniim Jacquini.

CHUNDA GUDDA. Tel. Tacca pinnati-

fida, L.

CIHUNDAO, Chundul, or Chandal. Hind.

Antiaris saccidora.

CHUNDA SAHIB, a Mahomedan ruler with

whom the French sided in their efforts to establish
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themselvea in the eouth of India. In the beginning

of the 18th century, Saadut Allah was ruler of the

centre of the Karnatic, from 1710 to 1732, and

was succeeded by his nephew, AU Dost. Ali Dost

was killed in battle against the Mahrattns, and

was succeeded by his son, Safdar Ali, Of his two

daughters, one married Chunda Sahib. Chunda
Sahib seized on Trichinopoly in 173G, but the

place was besieged and taken by the Mahrattas,

and Chunda Sahib was made captive, and lingered

eight years in prison at Tanjore, where ho wiw

murdered by the raja. Safdar AU was assassi-

nated by his brother-in-law, Murtuzza Ali, leaving

a minor son
;
but this youth also was assassinated

while Anwar - ud - Din was his gunnlian, and

Anwar-ud-Din succeeded to the throne as nawab
of the Knrnatic, but fell at the battle of Ambur,
and is buried in the Jarnnia mosque of Hyder-
abad.
CHUNDEK-MANDAPA. Sansk. From Chim-

dec, the goddess Chundec, and Mandapa, a house.

This is a kind of temple, with a flat roof. It is

often erected by rich Hindus adjoining to their

houses, and is designed for the image of Durga
or Kali. It is built on four sides, with an area

ill the middle.— IKoiv/V Uiudmi^ ii. p. 3.

CHUNDEKIA or Soondekia. Tam. Solanum
pubescens.

CHUNDEL, a tribe of Uajpiits scattered in

various parts of the N.W. Provinces, who came
from Mahoba in Hundclkhand. Before the

Mahoincdan conquest, ^lahoha apjiears to have
been the capital of a principality that extended to

the Narbadda, and included the province of

Chundcri, which is called after their name. They
arc styled Sombansi, but they are not consitlered

to be of pure descent, and their sons are carefully

excluded from marriages with the higher clans.

I’his tribe expelled the Baland tribe from Ajori,

Biirhur, and Mirzapur.

—

Elliot.

CHUNDELI, a very fine cotton fabric of India,

BO costly as to be used only in native courts. It

is made from Berar or Amraoti cotton. Tiie

chief care is bcstowefl on the preparation of the
thread, which, when of very fine quality, sella for

its weight ill silver. The weavers work in a dark,

underground room, the walls of which are kept
purposely damp to prevent dust from flying about,
Uinraoti cotton is alone used.

—

JClliot.

CHUNDEU KOOP, three hills in of ex-

tremely light-coloured earth, which rise abruptly

from the plain, ^'he largest is 400 feet high,

anotlicr about 200 feet, and tlie third is a broken
cone. The Inst encloses a basin of liquid miid
about 2.00 yards in circumference, in which the
mml heaves and bubbles up continuously. They
arc called the basins of Itnja Uam Chunder. The
Koops arc said to be altogether 18 in number, viz.

seven in the neighbourhood of Kattyawara, and
eleven between Kej and Gwaddel in Mekran.
CIIUNDIGAli. Guj. A bracelet maker

;
one

who makes oi’iiilets of glass or ivory for married
women.
CHUNDOO. Hind. Fried miiicc-meat.

UHUNDOO. Hind. A hanging lamp, made
of bamboo framework covered with mica.

CHUNDOO LAL, a Khatri, who succeeded Mir
Alam 08 Peshkar-i-Diwan, of the Hyderabad state.

He was unsuccessful as a financier.

CHUN DBA, Soma, and Indu arc epithets for
the moon.

CHUNDRA or Chundraka. Beno. Ophioxylon
serpcntiniim.

CHUNDUAGHERRI, a town and fortress 11

miles W.S.W. of the Hindu temple of Tripati,

which seems to have been founded about A.D.

1490, by Narsing’ha, a raja of VijayanagJir of the

Vaishnava sect. It was occupied as a seat of

Government in 1570 by a successor, Timma raja,

but in 1G44 the ruling sovereign, Sri Ranga Itayel,

who in 1640 had granted the site of Madras to

the English, was driven from his throne by the

Bijapur army, and in 1646 took refuge with a
former feudatory at Bednore, and with him the
last of the Vijayanagar dynasty disappeared.

CIIUNDREE. Hind. A printed fabric of

silk or cotton, made in Kutch, Kattyawar, and
Gnjerat. The design is stamped on the cloth, and
is caught up and tied with a continuous thread,

and the piece of cloth is then dyed of the wiahed-
for colour.

CliUNDROOS. Hind. Copal resin. Fine shav-

ings of it are used to stop hseinoptysis, made up
into a medicine called * Khairwa.’ It is muca
used in varnishes.

—

Gen. Med. Top. p. 1.‘12.

CHUNDltUHASA. Beng. Soknum ferox.

Chundru-moola, Kaempferia galanga. Chundni
mnllika, Pyretbrnm or Chrysanthemum Indicum,

CHUNDUN, Clmndan, or Chandana, also Ghiin-

dasani. Di'Kii. 8andal-wood. Safed chandan is

sandal-wood, ijal-chandan is the red sanders wood,
Cajsalpinia sapjwin.

CHUNDUNASUN. Hind. Corchornsolitorius.

Chundun-betoo, Chenopodium album. Cliundun-
moolee, Urtica tnberosa.

CHUNDUN HAIL Hind. A necklace, neck
ornament.

CHUNDUS, a scented wood used for the mala
or chaplets of Hindus.

—

Tods Rajasthan.

CllUNDWASSA. Close to this place are the
Buddhist caves of Dhumnar, with a Hindu temple
behind. About 40 miles from Nemuch.
CHUNK. Malkal. Cathartocarpiis fistula,

CHUNERIA. Hind. An embroidered net
fabric.

CHUNG. Hind. Hordcum hexastichiim, also

Pyrns malus
;
in Pangi and Chenab, Houcerosia

edulis, also Salix alba, white willow.

CHUNG, a border race between Nepal and
Sikkim. They are also called Limbu, Chung
being the name given to them by the l^pcha.
Thejr are a hardy, hard-working tribe. They
cultivate grain, and rear cows, pigs, and poultry.

Their huts are mode of split bamb^, and thatch^
with the leaves of the wild ginger and caniamom,
guyed down with rattans. They drink to excess.—Latham.

CHUNGAR, a wandering houseless race in the
Panjab, probably the same as the Chinganeh of
Turkey, the Italian Zingaro, the Spanish Gitano,
and the English Gipsy. About Dehli the race is

called Kunjur,—a woitl which, in the Panjab,
properly implies a courtesan or dancing girl

CHUNGHA, also Chun. Hind. Euphorbia
Royleana.

CHUNGI. Hind. Boucerosia aucheri.

CHUNGI. Hind. A tax gathered daily from
grain merchants, being as much grain as a man
can bold in his hand.
CHUNG-PEH-LAH. Chin, Wax insect.

CHUNGSAKHAGO, a pass in Kunawar lead-

ing from Chetka to Neilung, on the Jaukee or
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CHUNG-TSEW. CllUSSAEE.

Jannuboc branch of the Ganpres. It is a lofty
I)aR8, probably not uiulcr 18,000 feet.

CHUNG-TSEW, Chin. The Chinese festival
of noddle autumn.
CHUNI-BADLI. Hind. A scarf of gold muslin.
CHUNNA, Bengal horse gram, Cicerarietinum.
CHUNNI “ MAKAM. Tam. Acalypha betu-

lina.

CHUNNI'SAFAID. Hind. Abrus preca-
torius seeds.

CllUNSER. Hind. Cress, garden cress;
Ijepidum sativum.

CHUN-SHAW-CAP. Chin. Mania Javanica.
CHUNUMEA, a tribe of Chanderbansi Rajputs

in Jonpur, Azimgurh, and Gorakhpur.

—

Elliot.

CHUPAO. l*EJis. A foray; a charge of
cavalry.

CBUPATHI or Chapatti. Hind. An un-
leavened wheaten cake. Chapathi-ki bhaji, Mar-
silea ouadrifolia.

CHUPEIN. Hind, Potainogeton gramineus.
CHUPKA, the chief civil station of Sarun. It

is on the left bank of the Ganges, in lat. 25® 45'

N., and long. 84° 48' E., 30 miles above Patna,
and .370 miles from Calcutta.

CHUPKI ALU. Hind. Dioscorea globosa;
properly Safri-alu.

—

Iloxh.

CHUPTA-LACorChapta-lac. Hind. Shell-lac.

CHUR, Hind, of Kishengunga, Quercus ilex.

CHUR, in the Panjab, tlie sweeper caste, many
of whom have become followers of Nanak, and
are commonly called Rungretha Sikh or Mazliabi
Sikh, iSee Chura.
CHUR. Hind., Bkn<j. Properly Ohor. The

shifting alluvial deposits of a great river are so
callc<l in Bengal.

—

Yule's Embassy^ p. 20.

CHUR, one of the spurs of the Himalaya,
12,500 feet in height, composed chiefly of mica
schist and clay -slate, with intrusive dykes or
seams of granite. Boulders of the same rock are
abundant in the valleys. The summit of the

iiiountaiu is composed entirely of granite.

—

A flams.

CHUR or Churi. Hind. A crest, a top-knot,
a tuft of hair.

CHUR. Baluch. a small defile.

CHURA; Churi. Hind. A knife, a dagger.

CHURA, of the Panjab, are serfs. They are

the direct dc'seendants of the Chaura or military

out-castes of the Mahabharata.— IV. \V. JIuuter.

CHURA, a tributary state in Gujerat, with a
population of 13,793 souls.

CHURA, a caste of sweepers
;
one of the Glmir

Mulazim c.astes in a village.

CHURA. Beng. Xyris indica, Liuu,

CHURA. Hind. Commelyna Bengalcnsis;

also Angelica glauca.

CHURA and Tirah are fertile and well-peopled

valleys, enjoying a cool climate
;
and it was not

unusual for the Peshawar sirdars and others,

who had an understanding with the inhabitants,

to pass the warm weather in the former of these

places, which also frequently became a place of

refuge to the distressed. At Chura resided Khan
Bah^ur Khan, Afridi, who attained immense
influence amongst his tribe from the circum-

stance of his attendance at court during the sway
of the Sadozai. Shah Shuja married one of his

daughters, too, and on more than one occasion

found an asylum with him.

CHURA L. Hind. Lathyrus sativus.

CHURANG or Chor Ganga, the founder of the
Gangjivansa dynasty of Orissa. His name is also
written Saranga-deva. He invaded Orissa in a d
1131, and hia dynasty ended with raja Narsinh^
deo, who in 1217 built Kanarak, the Black
Pagoda. Churang was a benefactor to Jaga-
nath, adorned it, and peopled its neighbourhood,
CHURAYKAI. Tam. Cucurbita lagenaria.
CHUR-CHE, of early European travellers, are

the Yu-che or Niu-che of the Chinese, the ances-
tors of the modern Manchu.
CHURG H, the female

; Churghela or Churghlo,
the male bird. Hunting hawks, natives of
Cuthee, black-eyed; fastens on the antelope,
and also kills the ‘ tuboor,’ a kind of florikin.

CHURI. Dukh. a bird
;
hence Khan- churi, a

house-sparrow. Churi-mar, a bird-catcher.
*

CHUIH. Hind. Bracelets of glass, or lac, or
metal. Chur, Chura, or Churi, the bracelet put
on a newly-married bride, which she wears till

widowhood. Churgar, ivory bracelet maker.
CHURIAL. Hind. Aralia Cachemirica.
CHURI KI BHAJI. Dukh. Amarantus cam-

pestris, Lhin. Churi-saroch, Artemisia scoparius

;

also A^aragus Punjabensis and A. elegana.
CHURKA or Charkha. Hind. A cotton-

cleaning jin. It is worked by two people. Two
men working day and night can clean about ICO
lbs. c.ach.

CIIURMA- Maleat.. Pheenix dactylifcra.

CHURO. Sind. An unleavened cake of wheaten
flour made into dough with clarified butter, and
inixod with brown sugar

; supposed, in Sind, to
increase the delicacy of the skin.

—

Jhirton\s Sciude.
CHURRA, a sanatorium on the N.E. frontier of

India. The mean temperature at 4000 feet is

al)out GO®, or 1G° below that of Calcutta; which,
allowing for 21® of northing, gives 1® of tempera-
ture to every 290 to 300 feet of ascent. I n summer
the thermometer often rises to 88® and 90®

;
and in

the w' in ter, owing to the intense radiation, hoar-
frost is frequent.—//oolrr, Him. Jour. ii. p. 284
CHURWA. Hind. Bruised rice.

CHUSAN ARCHirELAGO, including the
Kweshan group, is a large assemblage of islands
near the mainland of China, between lat. 29®

20' and 31® N. The Kweshan group consists of
11 islands. Chusan island is 5H miles in circum-
ference, and the walled city of Ting-hae on the
S. side of the island is upwards of one mile in

circumference. The Chusau northern group con-
sists of numerous islands, mostly b«arren or rocky.
Chusan, the largest island, is the station of a
sub-prefect, and, with the smaller neighbouring
islands, forms a district called Ting-hae, the name
by which it is always spoken of by the mandarins
among themselves, and which it bears in all the
works published by imperial authority.

—

IJorstb.

;

Meadotvs' Desultory NoteSj p. 89 ;
Marryat's Indian

Arvhipelayo^ p. 150.

CHUSBAL. Hind. Potamogeton crispus.

CHUSHM-i-MAIDAH. Peus, The cat’s eye
gem.
CIIUSHUL, a place in Ladakh where is a hot

spring of a temperature of 9C°. The waters are

without taste or smell, but are said to have medi-
cinal proj^erties.

CllUSSAEE. Hind. Arango, Guj. Large
ix>ugh civrnclian beads of various sizes and shapes,

made in CamLay, and formerly extensively used

in the African slave-trade.

—

Faulkner.
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CHUSSUM. CUVAVANA.

CHUSSUM. Hind. AVuste silk. Sirguja, and Udaipur. The chiefs are tributary.

ClIUTf. Hind. Asparagus Funjabeiisis. The races have a strong belief in witchcraft.

—

CHUTIA, the dominant race in Upper Assam Imji. Oaz,: Daikons Ethnology,

when the Ahom race from the south swarmed into
.

CHUTKA. Hkng. Bauhinia acuminata,

the valley. The Chutia kingdom wivs overturned
.

CHUTNEE is a warm condiment used in every

by the Ahom chief Chutupha about a.I). 1^50, ' family of India, either prepared fresh daily from
and great numbers of the Chutia were deported

|

ripe vegetables, or preserved. The following

and forced to settle in other parts of Assam, as in 1 is a recipe for the Dehli or celestial ebutnee :

—

Chutia of the Duming district
;
and still a great ! Take of green mangoes, raisins, mustard-seed, salt,

many of the Sadya and Upper Assam |x>pulation
;
green singer, and garlic, each one seer

;
onions

are Chutias. The Bihiya are of the same family, ' (none or) half a seer
;
dried red chillies, half to

and, as a tribe of Lalong in Upper Assam, claim to one seer
;
moist or soft sugar, one to two seers

;

be of Chutia descent. The Chutia, long before white wine vinegar, four bottles. Tlie ginger^

the appearance of the Ahom, had adopted Hindu garlic,and onions are to be peeled,and,together with

customs. They are of a light olive complexion, but the chillies, are to be cut into thin slices previously

witii a flatness of face and a want of siiarpness in i to being pounded
;
the mustard-seed to oe washed

the features. The Deori Chutia are an isolated and dried, tlien gently bruised and winnowed;
colony on the river Dihing in Luckimpur Their the raisins to be washed and freed from the stones

;

language contains w'ovds used by the Garo and the sugar to be made into a thick syrup; the

Bodo, but their origin is unknown. They profess mangoes to be picked of their rinds, cut into thin

Hindui«*m, but arc considered to be a low caste.— slices (some boil them in three bottles of the

Daltons Ethu, of Bengal, P- 78. vinegar, adding the fourth when mixing them up
CHUTIAL. Hind. Klieum emodi. with the other ingredients) and pounded; the

CHUTIALEI, a plain in Catch (jandava.
|

remaining articles are to be separately pounded,

CHUTIA NAGPUK, or Cliota Nngpore, is a pro- < and then the whole is to be incorporated, put

vince in Bengal and the Central Provinces, lying into a stone jar, well closed, and placed in the sun

between lat. 21® 7)8' 30" and 2^® 48' K., an«l long, for a month or two. If put into a glass bottle, it

83° 22' and 87® 15' E., with an area of 4.3,001 ehould occasionally be put out in the sun. It will

square miles, and a population in 1872 of 3,825,571 keep goorl for years.

souls, two-thirds of them professing Hinduism, Love-apple Ciiutnee. Take the love-apple

and upwards of a million following abonginal (Solanuin lycopersicum, Linn,), a large plateful,

faiths. The Kolarian and Dravidian aboriginal the rinds and seed to be rejected, and only the

tribes number 230,034, the semi-Hinduized abori- pulp used; dried salt fish cut very fine (as if

gines 101,840, and Hindus 71,7-10. Chutia Nag- rasped), apiece about two inches square; six

pur is on the eastern ])art of the extensive plateau of onions cut into thiu longitudinal slices
;
eighteen

Central India, on which the Koel, the Subunreka, green chiHie.s chopped fine; dried tamarind, two
the Damuda, and other rivers have their sources, pice weight (or one ounce), mashed up in alx)ut

It extends into Sirguja, and forms what is called tlireo or four ounces of water (stones and fibres

the Upar-ghat or Highland of Jushpur; and it is to be rejected)
;

salt, a teaspoon ful
;
gbi or butter,

connected by a continuous chain of hills with the five pice weight (or two ounces and a half). First

Vindbya and Kymor ranges, from which flow put the ghi into a tinned copper vessel placed on
affluents of the Gauges, and with the highlands of the fire

;
when it is melted, add the onions

;
and as

Amarkantak, on which are tlie sources of the the latter begin to assume a reddish hue, add the

Narbfidda. The plateau is, on the average, ^ibout cljillics, stirring them well for five minutes. Then
3000 feet above the level of the sea, with an area add the salt fish, and continue stirring tlic whole

;

of about 7000 square miles. It is on all sides when the. ghi lias nearly evaporated, add the

difficult of access
;

is a well wooded, undulating love-apple, and stir it about for a good while,

country, diveraified by ranges of hills, and it has a i Lastly, add the tamarind w'atcr and salt, and mix
genial climate. 'Ihc non-Aryan tribes had fallen the composition w'cll until it acquires a pretty dry

back to that refuge from the plains, more tlmn consistence (like that of brinjal enutnee or sambal).

half of them, however, being of the race known to Thischutnoe is only for immediate use, and will not

Europeans as Kol ; tiie other race.s in Chutia keep above a day or two.
Nagpur and its acljoining tracts .uc the Larka CIlU'rOOK - ANANA. Sansk. Four-faced;
Kol, Ho, Bhumi, Mnndah, and ISaiita). 'J3)o Kol from Chutoor, four, and Anana, a face,

in former times po.ssessed the whole of Chutia ClIUTSALEE. Tiuet. Coarse bonvx from
Nagpur, which may now bo said to be divided Uuthog. Chuwa Sirsa, first-class barilla or Siijji.

between them and the Dhangar or Oraoii, who CHOTSAO. CiiiN. Ganjah.
Clime from Kotasghur. The chief men in most of CHUTTUU. Bkng. Lands cleared for salt-

the villages are still, however, of the old Mundah making, a salt field.

or Kol tribe, and they do not intermarry with the
j

CHUYAU, a hill tribe in the range bordering
Dhangar or Oraon. 'riie greater part of Sing- Bengal on the west, in Hamgurh and the neigh-

bhuin is inhabited by Kol, and they are numerous bouring districts.— lF/7.vo/i.

in Bamanghotty, and dispersed to the vicinities of CHU-YU. Chin. Yam.
Cuttack (Katak) and Midnapur, They are in a CHYAVANA, in Hindu mythology, is the son
confused mass of flat-topped hills called pat, of Bhriga, tlie son of Brahma, by his wife Puloma.
capped with a horizontal layer of trap. It is A Raksbasa, or fiend, attempting to carry off

arranged, for revenue and administrative purposes, Puloma, the child was prematurely born, whence
into the districts of Hazaribagh, Lohardaga, Sing-

i his name, from Chya, to fall from. Upon his

bhum, Manbhuni, and the seven small tributary birth, his splendour was such as to reduce the

states designated the Chutia Na^)ur mahals are insulter of his mother to ashes. Having adopteil

Bonai, CJiaug Bahar, Gangpur, Jashpur, Korea, a life of ascetic devotion, he was so iinincrsoJ in
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CHYCHM. CICINUELID.E.

abstraction, that he became completely covered
with the nests of white ants. Sukanya, daughter
of king Sariyati, wandering in the forest, observed
what she thought two lights in an anthill, and
thrust in two blades of kusa grass, which, when
withdrawn, were followed by a flow of blood.
Much alarmed, the princess repaired to her father
and related what had happened. The king, con-
jecturing the truth, immediately went to the spot
to deprecate the wrath of the rishi, and pacifled

him by giving him the damsel in marriage. After
being married some time, the Aswiui Kumara,
passing by Chyavana’s residence, conferred upon
him youth and beauty, in requital of which boons
he gave them a share in the soma juice offered at

sacrifices to the gods. The gods, with Indra at
their head, opposed this grant, and Indra lifted up
his hand to strike Chyavana dead with his thunder-
bolt, when the sage paralyzed his arm. To appal
the gods, he created the demon Mada, intoxication

personified, in terror of whom and of the power of

the saint, the gods acceded to the participation of

the Aswini Kumara in divine honours. Indra wt\a

restored to the use of his arm, and Mada was
divided and distributed amongst dice, women, and
wine.

—

Bhiti'ishyat Puraun and the Dana Dherma
section of the Mahahharat, p. 2G3.

CHYCIIM. Egypt. Cassia absus.

CHYEBASSA, the chief station of Singbhum.
CIANDU or Xanadu, a place in China 150

miles beyond the Great Wall, and ten days’

journey from Pekin, It was called Che-min-fu,
or by the Tartars Kai-min-fu. It was noticed

by Marco Polo, as there stood that magnificent
park and palace of the Tartar ruler of China, the

great Kablai Khan, the description of wliich set

Coleridge a-dreaming(ordreaming that he dreamt)
that wonderful poem which tells how

* In Xnnn<lu did Kublui Khan
A spacious pleasure dome decree.’

A later traveller mentioned hoAV this lord passed

the summer at a certiiin place which is called

Sandu, situated towards the north, and the coolest

habitation in the world.— I V/r, Cathay

^

i. p. 131.

CICCA DISTICHA. Linn,
Phyllantlius longifolhis, R.

1
Averrhoa acidn, Linn.

Nuri, Nubari, . . Beno. 1 Harfaruri, . . .

Cheranielhv, . . n
1

Chiriini,Cliereniin, Malay.
Hurriphal, Nubi, , ,,

Them-bau-h’soke-
gyee, .... Brioi.

Country gooseberry, Eng.
Otaheito „ „
Ohelmcri, . . . Hini\

A small tree, leaves pinnate, from one to two
feet long, scattered about the ends of the branches.

Its flowers small, and of a reddish colour. It is

commonly cultivated in the gardens of India, all

over the Tenasserim Provinces, and is planted by
the Burmeee, who value its fruit highly. It bears

some resemblance to a gooseberry both in appear-

ance and taste, and yields a roundish subacid

fruit about the size of a large marble. The fmit
is largely xiscd as an article of food, raw or

cooked, or in pickles or preserves. Leaves are

sudorific, and seeds cathartic. Wood inferior.

—

Roxh, iii. 672 : Ainslie^ 222 ;
O'Sh, 561

;
Mason.

CICENDIA HYSSOPIFOLIA. Adxins.

Valla rugu, . . . Tam.
Nclhiguli, Golimidi, Tel.

Nelli, .... Maleal.
Chcrambola,. . . Bout.
Bata nelli, . . . Singh.
Arunclli, . , Tam., Tel.
Bacba u.‘«irike, , ,, ,,

Qsntiana hymopifolia,,JD.
Exaoum hyMopifoUum,

WiUde.
Aclenema hyMopifolia,
Don,

Knraita, .... Beng.
Charaita, .... Hind.
Chota charaita, ,,

This plant is common in various parts of Southern
India, as at the mouth of the Adyar river in the

environs of Madras. The whole plant is bitter,

and much used by the natives as a stomacliic,

being also somewhat laxative. It is used as cue
of the Chiretta plants.

—

0\Sh. p. 460 ;
Clcghorn.

CICER ARIETINUM. Linn. Chick-pea.
.... Hind.
.... It.

Panj.
. Peus.
. Sanhk.

Sr.

Tel.

Himis, Humiiz, . Arab.
Chunnai, But-kalc, I^eng.

Chunna, Batoola,

Ku-lo-pai,
Kadalay,
Harbarah, .

Homos, . .

Bengal gram,
Chenna, .

Buum.
Tam.

Dukh.
Egypt.
Eng.
Guj.

Chaniia, ,

Cece, .
‘

.

Nakhud,

.

Chola,
Cheunaka,
Garvauzos,
Sanaga, Sanagaloo,
Chanaka, . . .

Hari-mandhakamu,

Gentiaua verticillata, I*.

Slevogtia verticillata, X>.

Don.
Hippion hyssopifoHum,

This valuable pulse is much prized in India, and
in the more northern provinces of Hindustan,

where it is common. The natives use it, parched

and ground, mixed with wheat flour. Split with

the hand-mill and steeped, it forms there the

principal food of horses and all cattle. These,

and barley roasted and ground, form a mixture

called suttoo, given to horses. Each pod con-

tains a single pea. Col. Sykes counted 179 seeds

on one plant. When parched it tastes not unlike

the roasted cashew nut, and is often used by the

people of Northern India for food. Its composi-

tion per cent, is,—moisture, 10‘80; starchy matter,

62*20; nitrogenous, 19*32; fatty or oily matter,

4*56
;
mineral constituents (ash), 3*12. It con-

stitutes, after wheat, the chief food of the lower

class in Spain. It is grown extensively by the

Burmese, especially in Burma. The fresh plant

has an acid reaction
;
and if clothes are placed in

a field of it in the dewy morning, and then wrung
out, they give an acid infusion.

—

Powell; lloxh.

;

O’.SVi.; Ainslie; Mason. See Chuna.

CICHOKIUM INTYBUS. Linn. Cliicory.

Shikoriah, . . . Arab. Kichorion, . . . Or.

Suchal-hand, . CllKNAB. Kasni (seedH), . . Hind.
Ku-tsni, Ku-kti, . Chin. Hinduba, ... ,,

Ku-mai-ti*ai, Tu, . ,, Hand-gul, . . Kagiian.

Chicoiy, .... Eng.

Two vaiictics of this are grovvn in many parts

of India, from Capo Comorin to the Himalaya.

Wild chicory vegetates luxiuiaiitly during the

summer in Kashmir, and in the Fanjab during

the cold season. It grows there up to 5500 feet,

and in Lahoul up to 9500 feet
;
and the young

plant is used as a vegetable. Tlie seeds arc used

in medicine, and are consequently kept in the

bazars. Seeds of both varieties appear to be

officinal, being considered carminative and cordial.

The root also is used medicinally. The roots

contain nitrate and sulphate of potash, mucilage,

and some bitter extractive principle. An infusion

of chicory mixed with syrup causes a thickening

of the liquid. The root, Bekh Kasni, Hind., is

used as a tonic and demulcent in fever and

dyspepsia, and is largely used to adulterate coffee

in England. This and C. endivia are raised and

eaten by the Chinese as pot herbs.-—

i p. 26 ;
J. L. Stewart, M.D., p. 408 ;

Smith.

CICINDELlDiE, a family of tlie Coleoptera. The

genera common in India are Therates, Iricondyl^

and Colliuris; the two former are characteristic

of a southern range, while the latter is abundant

throughout the eastern continent. The
^

meet

splendid of the race abound in Nepal. Cicindela
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CICOKIA. CIx\CllONA.

heroa and C. glqiiosa also occur, the latter of a
rich velvety green colour.

CICONIA, a genua of^birds of the oi;der Gral-

latores. Ciconia alba» the white stork, occurs in

Europe, AaM,- North Africa
;

is migratory, and is

common iu India during the cold season in immense
docks in Lower Bengal. Ciconia nigra, or black

stork of Europe, Asia, North Africa, is not un-
common in India.

CICUTA VIROSA. Hoyle.

Kau-toh, . . . Chin. Zahri ^gal, . . Rash.
DoviFa sale^, , , Eng. Salep-i-shaitan, , Peus.
Poison turnip, , . „

Occurs in Kashmir.

—

Royle^ p.4!2r). Sec Coniuin.

CID of Spain, the Arabic term Sayyad, lord, by
which all the descendants of Mahomed are styled.

It was bestoweii as an honoridc distinction on a

brave Christian knight, who opposed the Maho-
medans in Spain.

CIDER or Cyder, the wine of the apple. It is

made in Britain, on the continent of Europe, and
in the United States. There was a manufacture
of cider by the maharaja of Kashmir upon a
large scale.

—

Faulkner ;
McCulloch.

CIGARS.
Chutta, , . . Hind. I Shruttu, .... Tam.
liokok, . . . Maleal.

I
Tautia, .... Tel.

Cigars are made all over the south and east of
Asia, but the most celebrated arc those of Manilla,

of Chinsurah in Bengal, of the islands or Lunka of

the Godavery, of Trichinopoly, and of Dindigul,

in the peninsula of India.

CIMERII, Cimbri, or Carari, a Getic race, who
entered Europe from A>ia. Herodotus (Melpo-
mene, p. 190) says the Cimmerians, expelled by
the Massagetro, migrated to the Crimea. Here
^yvere the Thyssagetm or western Gctce

;
and

thence botli theGetse and Cimbri found their way
to the Baltic. Itubruquis, the Jesuit traveller,

describing the monuments of tlie Coiiiani in the
Dasht-i-Kipchak, whence these tribes came, says
* their monuments and circles of stones are like

the Celtic or Druidical remains of Europe.’

—

Bell.

CINCHONA, a genus of plants of the order

CinchonacesD, natives of South America. Joseph
de Jussieu, in his history of Peru, relates that in

1600 a Jesuit, who had a fever at Malacotas, was
cured by Peruvian bark. In 1GJ8 the Countess
Anna of Chinchon was suffering from tertian fever

and ague at Lima, whither she had accompanie<l

the viceroy, her husband. The corregidor of

Loxa, Don Juun Lopez de Canizaries, sent a parcel

of powdered quinquina bark to her physician,

Jua de Vega, assuring him that it was a sovereign
and infallible remedy for tertians. It was ad-
ministered to the countess, who was 62 years of

age, and effected a complete cure. This countess,

rctuniiug with her husband to Spain in 1640,
brought with her a quantity of the healing bark.

Hence it was sometimes called * countess^ bark ’

and ^countess’ powder
;

’ and Linnaeus, long after,

named the whole genus of quinine-bearing trees,

in her honour, Chinchona. By modem writers
the first h has usually been dropped, and the word
is now almost invariably spelled in that way,
instead of the more etyroologica! Chinchona. The
Jesuits afterwards made great and effective use of
it in their missionary expeditions, and it was a
ludicrous result of their patronage, that Its use
should have been for a long time opposed by
Protestants and favoured by Catholics. Iu 1679,

Louis XIV. bought the secret of preparing quin-

quina from Sir Robert Talbot, au English doctor,

for 2000 louis-d’or, a large pension, and a title.

Under the Grand Monarch it was used at dessert,

mingled with Spanish wine.

The British, in British India, Ceylon, and
Burma, and the Dutch in Java, have Bucce^ully
introduced several of the species,—at Neddiwat-
tam, Pykara, Kalhatti, and Ootacamund, in many
private plantations, also in Wynad, in the Baba-
Dooden, and bills of Biligiri Rangam; also in

Ceylon
;
also at Darjiling, in the Doons of the N.W,

Provinces, and in Sikkim
;
and the Travanoore

Government has likewise aided in their diffusion,

by selling seed and seedlings; also in Burma it

has bccu planted near Tounghoo, at Than-toung-
gyee in the Sitang division; likewise on the

Khassya hills. The better known species are C.
Boliviana, calisaya, condamiuea, cordifolia, lanci^

folia, lucumsefolia, magnifolia, micrantha, nitida,

oblongifolia, officinalis, ovata, Pahudiana, Peru-
viana, purpurea, succirubra, and scrobiculata.

The commercially valuable species are,

—

G. officinalis, var. ». condaminea, var. fi. bonplandiana,
var. y. crispa, crown bark ; of Loxa region.

C. succirubra, Paxton.

^

red bark ;
west slopes of Chim-

borazo.

C. Pitayensis, etc., 0. lancifolia, C. cordifolia, Colom-
bian bark

;
Colombian region.

C. nitida, C. micrantha, C. Peruviana, grey barks ; of

Huanuco region in North Peru.
C. calisaya, yellow bark ; in Bolivia and South Peru.

Cinchona calisaya bark, of the best kinds, of

South America, yields, on the average, 3*8 per

cent, of quinine. That of the variety C. Jose-

phiana, 3*2 per cent One variety, grown in

Java from seeds traosuiittckl by Mr. Ledger, yields

nearly 10 per cent of quinine
;
but in Java and

Ceylon 1 3 per cent of quinine has been obtained,

and from Ledgeriana plants grown on the Neil-

gherries, 11 per cent.
;
and it is recognised that

the yield of the plants is the sole guide in planting.

The treatment of the trees, by barking, mossing,

and shaving their bark, adds greatly to their yield

of quinine. Up to 1880, the quantity of quinine

ini]x>rted into British India was about 10,000 lbs.,

value about £40,000. In Madras there have been
the following gratifying comparisons between ex-

penditure and revenue :

—

Year. Exi>enditiirei. Revenue. Profit

1876-77, . Rs. 1,18,742 1,18,900 218
1877 78, . 1.34,228 3.71,071 1,36,843
1878-79, . 1,44,179 4,30,908 2.86,729
1879 80, . 1,56.708 4,89,731 3,33,023

Cinchona barks imported into London from
June 1879 to June 1880 amounted to 6,002,330 lbs.

from Colombia, and 959,030 lbs. from all other
parts of South America. India and Ceylon,

1, 172,000 lbs.
;
Java (to Amsterdam), 70,088 lbs.

;

Jamaica, 21,140 lbs. In September 1882, at a
sale of barks from tlie Madras Government plan-

tations, the following table shows the prices realized

as compared with those of the sale on 11th Jan. :

—

Description of Weight of Jan. n.
Dark. baleaa-lbs. Bs.

Mossed crown, 104 to 108 343 to 345 353 to 360
Natural, , . 102 to 107 243 245 to 287
Branch-, . .

Natural red, .

104 to 111 average 60
102 111 to 120 121 to 126

baleoflOOlb.
Mossed red, . 100 147 to 161 158 to 182

Do. 102 none 170 to 172
Branch red, . 102 73 73

Do. j 102 84 80
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In 1881, in Ceylon, almost all estates liarl trees
planted along road-sides, or in tlic midst of the
coffee, or in places where the coffee trees had
died out; but in other estates almost the whole
acreage had been planted with them, in regular
rows between the lines of coffee. They are said
to grow in the Yatiyantota district on the western
slope, at 5t)0 feet; and at Kalutura, about 30
miles S. of Colombo, nearly at the sea level. The
number of cinchona plants growing in Ceylon at
the l)Cgiuning of 1881 was estimated in Fergusson’s
Handbook at from 50,000,000 to 100,000,000. C.

succirubra was the most nmnerous, being reckoned
at more than one half. The remainder consists of

C. olbcinalis and C. calisaya, with such varieties

as C. Lodgeriaua and C. piibescens. The export
from Ceylon of cinchona bark for the eleven years
1869 and 1871 to 1880, shows an increase from
28 oz,, value Rs. 50, in 1869, to 1,161,989 lbs. in

1880, value Ra. 12,00,000 :

—

1869, . . 28 oz., . . . Value, ll«. 50
1871, . . 80 packages, . . . 313
1872, . 11,547 lbs. and 694 packages, 64,102
1873, . 44,836 32,667
1874, . 40,35*4 „ . . . . 25.277
1875, . 19,152 „ . . . . 17.963
1876

, . 14,932 „ and 1 package, . 14,720

1877, . 72,127 „ and 1 „ . . 88,738

1878, . 186,797 lbs. . . Value, 1,71,292
1879, . 507,308 5,19,086
1880, 1,161,989 „ . . . (say) 12,00,000

The organic constituents of cinchona barks are,

—quina, chinchonia, aricina, quinhlia, chinchon-
idia, quinic, tannic, and quinovic acids, chinchona
red, etc.

;
in medicinal forms, quinine, chiochoni-

dine, quinidine,chinconine. The quill bark stripped

from saplings, just as cinnamon is prepared, is

found to be rich in quinine. The bark that is

obtained at Sikkim is all made into a febrifuge in

a factory on the estate. This febrifuge is said

to be quite as efficacious as quinine, and it is

much cheaper, and very easily made. The cost

is Rs. 9*3*104 per lb., or about 9 annas per ounce.
On the Neilgherries, nearly every species has

been planted in the several plantations, the pre-

ference being given to C. succirubra, C. officii^is,

and 0. pubescens. C. lanceolata was also culti-

vated during 1877-80. Succirubra and officinalis

were the best of the available kinds for cultivation

upon the high Neilgherry plantations. On 3l8t

March 1882, there were 183,498 C. succirubra and
551,807 C. officinalis plants in permanent plan-
tation, 552 plants of Ledgeriana, 1874 of C.
micrantha, 44 of Pitayenais, 9613 of ‘ hybrids and
others; ’ only 8 left of 120 C. Carthagena, and 6
of 15 C. Santa Fe plants raised early this year.

Statement showing the Out-turn and Disposal of Cinchona Dark at the Government Plantations in India
during each of the oflicial years 1876-77 to 1881-82.

Neilgherry Pliuitatioim.
j

1870-77. 1877-78. 1878-70, 1870-80. 1880-81. 1881-82.

Out-turn of bark collected during the year,

Exportctl for sale in England, ,

lasucd to Madras Medical Department,

,, (hilcutta,

„ Bombay,
„ Private parties, ....

Total, .

103,3411b8.

88,708

952

I38,8081b8.

146,632
4,330

i,66o

114,3201b8.

105,101
3,511
100

1,500

179,2991b8.

173,539
2,000

2,660
20

243,2451ba

235.527

2,660
5,096

242,0521ba.

232,407

1,666
10.278

89,660Ib8. 151,962lb8. 110,2121bs. 177,5591b8. 242,G231ba. 243,7451ba.

Statement showing the Expenditure, Produce, and Receipts at the Government Cinchona Plantations in

India for each of the official years 1876-77 to 1881-82.

Total oxpoinliturc,

rro<luce ill bark, .....
Kate per U). realized by sale,

Receipts by sales in England,
Miscellaneous local receipts,

Total, .

Rs. 59,630
103,3411bs.

Rs. 1*10*8

Rs.1,05,974

4,483

Rs. 69,771
133,80Slb».

Rs. 3*13*5

118.3,41,272

17,479

Rs. 73.082
Il4,320lb8.

Rs. 2*9*5

Rs. 3,79,789

20,564

Rs. 79,724
179,2991b8.

Rs. 3*0*0

118.3,21,903

21,852

Rs. 96,105
243,245lb8.

Rs. 2*8*0

Rs.4,06,000

26,200

118.1,12,392

242.0521bt.

Unknown.

Unknown.
Rs. 24,844

Rsl,10,4.57 Rs.3,58,751 Hft.4,00,:ir):i Rs.3,43,815 Rs.4,324JO0'rs. 24.844

In the year 1880-81 the cinchona factory at

Darjiling disposed of 8600 lbs. of febrifuge
;
the

E
lantation harvested a crop of 348,560 lbs. of

ark. The earnings for the year amount to 80,290

rupees, representing a dividend of 8 per cent, oil

the capital of the plantation
;
exclusive of the

saving which Government derive from substituting

the febrifuge for quinine in public hospitals and

dispensaries. This saving Dr. King estimated at

44 lakhs for the year,—almost the value of half

the capital expenditure on the plantation. The

Government encouraged competition by their free

sale of seed ;
and in 1879-80 as much as 1711 lbs.

of seed were distributed. They had 847 acres

under cultivation; and at the end of 1879-80

there were 677,850 plants in permanent phinta-

tion. The people of India owe a deep debt of

gratitude to Mr. Clements Markham for bringing

cinchona to tliem, and they should exercise it while

he still lives. It is one of the largest boons con-
ferred on India and its people. He went and
resided in South America. He published (1862)
his travels in Fcni and India, while superintending

the collection of cinchona plants and seeds
;
and

in 1880 his ‘ Peruvian Bark * gave a popular ac-

count of the introduction of cinchona cultivation

into British India.

Cincliona calisaya is found to be a very vari-

able species in Sikkim
;
and its variations are not

conffned to the form of leaves and ffowers, but
extend also to the chemical constitution of the

bark, some of the varieties grown in Sikkim con-

taining nearly eight per cent, of pure quinine,

while the bark of others yields very little of quinine

or of any other useful alkaloid. But the differences

in external form and of richness in alkaloid are not

related to each other in any very definite way

;

and trees, of which the leaves and fiowers are so
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tnuoh alike as ib be undistinguishable from dried

specimens, have been found to yield bark of quite

different chemicsl composition. In Java the

Dutch have a variety of calisaya, the bark of which
is richer in quinine than any bark ever imported
from South America

;
some of the Dutch samples

having yielded on analysis the extraordinary

amount of 18*7 per cent, of quinine. They had
been raised from a parcel of seed purchased in

1866 by the Dutch Government from Mr. Ledger.

Mr. Ledger got them from ahalLcaste, who would
not tell where he collected them, and who was
murdered soon after

;
the exact locality in Bolivia

where they were gathered, therefore, remains un-

known. Mr. Ledger’s seed product 6300 trees,

which have since been largely propagated from.

The 6800 plants all agree in heing rather shabby-
looking trees,averaging in height 25 feet,and girth-

ing at 6 feet from the ground 27 inches. They
have tall stems, and rather small, lax, conical heads,

the branches of which are more or less distinctly

arranged in tiers. The cinchonas under favour-

able circumstances become large trees, and have
the handsomest foliage of the forest. The leaves

are lanceolate, glossy, and vividly green, traversed

by rich crimson veins
;
the flowers hang in clus-

t(',ring pellicles like lilacs, of deep rose-colour,

and fill the vicinity with rich perfume. Nineteen

varieties of cinchona were established by Dr. Wed-
dell. The cascarilleros of S. America divide the

species into a category of colours, according to the

tinge of the bark
;
there are yellow, red, omnge,

violet, grey, and white cinchonas. The yellow,

among which figure Uic Cinchona calisaya, lanci-

folia, condaminea, micrantha, pubescens, etc., arc

plac^ in the first rank; the red, orange, and

grey arc less esteemed. This arrangement is in

proportion to the abundance of the alkaloid

quinine, used in medicine instead of the bark

Itself. The following prices have been realized in

Ix>ndon :

—

0. Bucoirubra, red bark, 28. 6d. to 8b. Gd. per lb.

C. calisaya, C. frutex, 0. vera, yellow bark, 2». lOd. to
j

?•. per lb.

C. officinalis, vor. (a) Uritusinga, Loxa bark, var. (6) Con*
daminca, seleot crown bs^k, 28. lOd. to 78.

C. crispa, line crown bark, 28. lOd. to Os.

C. nitida, genuine grey bark, Is, 8d. to 28. Od.

C. sp. undetermined, fine grey bark. In. 8il. to 2s. lOd.

C. micrantha, grey bark. Is. 8d, to 2s. 9d.

C. Peruviana, finest grey bark, Is. 8d. to 28. lOd.

C. pabudiana.

Plants of the C. Ledgeriana from Java have been

sold at 500 rupees a thousand
;
and price for seed

paid for this variety, £226 per ounce. This seed

was taken from trees of a superior kind, of a good

age, the bark of which had been tested, and the

firm advertised the seed in Java. The 1880-81

crop of Madras amounted to 250,271 lbs., against

188,984 lbs. in 1879-80. 284,736 lbs. were sup-

plied to the home market, 5096 lbs. to a firm m
Madras, and 2000 lbs. to the Bombay Medical De-
partment, leaving a balance of 8439 lbs. in store.

Experiments are still (1882) being mode to de-

termine the merits of the grassing and mossing

systems. Low-country coolies were employed as

Idbouren with success.

CindioDa calisaya, Ruiz, and Pavon,^ grows on
the Andes of Peru, New Granada, and Bolivia, at

5000 to 6000 feet above the sea. It attains a
height of 40 feet It yields the yellow bark, also

part of the crown bark. It is one of the richest

yielders of quinine, and produces, besides, cin-

chonidine, but yields little of other alkaloids. Its

varieties do not all furnish bark of equal value.

It grows under conditions more limited than those

of G. succirubra, and it is not so easily propagated.
The Santa Fd variety ascends the Andes of New
Granada up to 10,000 feet, and produces the

highly valuable soft Colombia bark.

Cinchona cordifolia, Mntis.., grows on the Andes
of Peru and New Granada, at between 6000 and
8000 feet elevation, and yields the hard Cartagena
bark, or West Pitaya bark, one extremely rich in

alkaloids. It is hardy, grows with rapidity and
vigour. The thickest bark is obtained in the

highest altitudes, where it has the action of misty
clouds.

Cinchona basskarliana, Miq, In Java, some of

the best results were obtained from this species,

as yet not critically identified.

Cinchona lancifolia, Mutis,^ considered by
Weddell a variety of C. officinalis. It grows in

places where the mean annual temperature is that

of Rome, with, however, less extremes of heat and
cold. It yields part of the Pitaya bark of com-
merce.

Cinchona micrantha, Ruiz, and Pavon.^ grows
on the Cordilleras of Bolivia and Peru to a height

of 60 feet, and from it part of the grey afad of the
Huanuco bark as well Lima bark are obtained. It

is comparatively rich in cinchonine and quinidine,

and also contains quinine.

Cinchona nitida, Ruiz, and Pavon.y grows in

the Andes of Peru and Ecuador to a height of

80 feet, and yields part of the grey and Huanuco
bark, also the Lima bark. It contains predomi-
nantly cinchonine and quinidine.

Cinchona officinalis, Lindl.y is partly C. conda-
minca, Humboldt. It grows on tlic Andes of Now
Granada and Peru, at a height of 6000 to 10,000
feet, and yields the crown or brown Peruvian
bark, besides part of Loxa bark. It is compara-
tively rich in quinine and cinchonidine. Super-
abundance of moisture is particularly pernicious

to this species. The temperature of the middle
regions of the Andes where tliis tree grows is

almost the same as that of the Canary Islands.

The crispella variety endures a temperature occa-
sionally as low as 27° Fahr.

Cinchona pitayensis must also be referred to C.
officinalis as a variety. It attains a height of 60
feet, and furnishes also a portion of the Pitaya
bark. In Upper India it has yielded in some
instances the unprecedented quantity of 11 per
cent, alkaloids, nearly 6 per cent, quinine, the
rest quinidine and cinchonine. This plant is now
annihilated for bark purposes in its native forests.

Cinchona succirubra, Pavon..^ a tree of the mid-
Andes regions of Peru and Ecuador, yielding the
red Peruvian bark, rich in quinine and cinchonidine.

It attains a height of 40 feet. It is this species

which is most largely cultivated in the moun-
tains of Bengal. This has proved the hardest
species in Sikkim

;
it grows under a wide range

of conditions, and seeds freely : all its varieties

produce bark of great value, yielding an average
of 4 per cent, of alkaloids. Beetles (a male stag-

beetle, family Lucanidm) have been found feeding
on the renewed bark (after shaving) of succirubra

trees in Maskeliya. The female has much shorter
mandibles, and is said to use them in forming a
hole in the trunks of trees for the reception of its
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fgys- We«twoo<l says (i. p. 187) the perfect
insect feeils on the honey-dew upon the leaves of

the oak ;
they also feed upon the sap exuding from

the wounds of trees^ which they lap up with their
finely ciliated maxiUse and lower lip. It has been
supposed that the larva of this insect, which chiefly

^hides in the willow and oak, remaining in that

state several years, is the animal so much esteemed
by the Romans as a delicacy, and named cossus. The
injury w'bich it causes is often very considerable,
boring not only into the solid wood, but also into

the roots of the tree. The stag-beetle found in

Maskeliya was a male, with immense mandibles,
and greatly resembles Lucanuscervus, the common
stag-beetle of Europe.

—

Observer, Ceylon ; Von
iV ueller.

CINCHOXACEvE, the coffee tribe of plants, of

which there are 233 genera and 870 species. Of
these, 729 species are know'n to occur in the south
and east of Asia, viz. in Zanzibar, Timor, Persia,

Japan, each three; in Arabia four, and in India

096.

CINNABAR.
Zunjefer, . . . . A has. Guluga, . . . Malay.
Shwui-yin, Tan-sha, Chin. Sedilcngam, . . Malkal.
()hu‘ttha, Shin-sha, ,, Shnngarf,. . . . Teks.
Hung, ,, Ingh\»linn, . . Sanhk.
l‘ak .Shangharf, . lirKH. Shu<lilingam, . . Tam.
Hingda, Hingra, . Hind. Inghilikum, . Tam., Tel.
Durdnr, Hingur, . ,,

This is found in commerce, native and manu-
factured. It is the red or bi-sulphuret of mercury.

Tlie l)est native cinnabar is red, heavy, brilliant,

of a high colour, and free from earthy or stony

matter. It is found in various places, chiefly in

quicksilver mines, being one of the ores of that

metal. It occurs native in China nbundaiitly in

Shen-si ;
and all the quicksilver (shwiu yin, water

silver, i.e, hydrargyrum) not imported into (yhina

is there obtained from this ore, by a rude proces.s

of burning brushwood in the wells, and then col-

lecting the metal after condensation. Cinnabar
is brought from the mines of China in the form

of a coai*sc shining powder, witli a varying deptli

of rod colour. The finest is used as a pigment,

ami in making red lacquer for varnishing. Ciii-

imbar has been discovered at Bassein, in Borneo,

in a mountain range called Biingo, extending

between two branches of the Sarawak river. It

yields 84 per cent, of quicksilver. For making
artiflcial cinnabar, wheu two parts of mercury
and one of sulphur are triturated togetlier, the

mercury gradually disapfMjars, and the whole
assumes the form of a black powder. AVhen this

is heated red hot, it sublimes, and if a proper

vessel be placed to receive it, a cake is obtained

of a fine red colour, which, when reduced to a

fine powder, is known by the name of vermilion.

Artificial cinnabar is largely manufactured in Cal-

cutta, and in small quantities at Surat. It has

been employed in m^icine by the Hindus from

time immemorial, to salivate their patients, causing

them to inhale its fumes. Cinnabar is entirely

volatile from a slip of talc, while the impurities

remain behind. Compound cinnabar ointment

is Captain Aitkin’s useful ringworm ointment.—

Williams' Middle Kingdom ; Mason; Beng. Phar,;

Thomson's Chemistry,

CINNAMOMUM, a genus of plants belonging

to the natural order lisuraceas, confined to Eastern

and Southern Asia, The species arc

—

alhifliiruiii, Xciml. iiierB, PcninsulA of Indi«,
Hroinaticuin, ot China. Malayann.
camphora, China, Jaimii. multillorum, of Ceylon,
caudatum, Nepal. nitiduin, Sumatra,
culitliiwan, Moluccas, obtusifolium, of Ceylon.
Cochin-China. ovalifolium, of Ceylon.

Ciuaia, 8. China. pauciflorum, of Sylhet.
dubium, Ceylon. rocurvatum, China,
dulce, China. villosum, Ceylon,
eucalyptoides, Malabar. Zeylanicum, Ceylon.

CINNAMOMUM ALBIFLORUM. Nees,
C. camphoratuin, Bl, I Launis cassia, Jto.eb.

C. tamala, F. Nves.
)

Dalchini, Tajkalmi, Hind.
|
Tez-bal, Tejpat, Hind.

This tree grows in Tiperah, Nepal, Kumaon,
and the Panjab

;
is not uncommon in the Hima-

laya east of the Sutlej
;
grows sparingly at about

5000 feet as far ns the Ravi, and probably in

Hazara. Part at least of the ofllcinal bark and
leaves are probably derived from this tree. The
former is given for gonorrhoea, and the latter are
used in rheumatism, being considered stimulant.
Its timber does not ap[>ear to be valued.— Voigf

;

Stewart ; Powell.

CINNAMOMUM aROMATICUM. Nees.
C. cassia, Blame. I Laurus cinnamomuin,
Laurus cassia, Nces^ t. 3. |

A ndr. Rtpst.

A tree of considerable size, said to grow iu the
dry sandy districts lying N.W. of the town of
Fai-foe, between lat. 15° and 10° N. It is said
to produce the cinnamon of China nnd Cochin-
China, as also enssia bark and the aromatic fruits

called cassia buds.

—

Botfte; Wiyht
; I'oifft,

CINNAMOMUM CITKIODO'UUM. thw. Pan-
garee Kurundu gass, SiNOH. A tree of Ceylon,
growing to a height of 20 or 30 feet in the Sufni-
gam district, at un elevation of 1000 to 2000 feet.

It is distinguishcil by the venation of its leaves,

and by the truncated cup of tlic fruit. The bark
has much of the o<lour ot citronella oil, intermixed
with something of the fragrance of common cin-

namon.— 7V/W, Zeyl. p. 2.')3.

CINNAMOMUM CULITLAWAN. N cs.

Laurus culitlawan, Boxl. I Cortex caiyophylloidcs,
L. caryophylius, Zmuv.

]
Humph.

A native of Amboyna, especially in I«citimoo,

near the villages of Sava Ruttou and Ema. It

also grows in Cochin-China. The bark when dry
is aromatic like cloves, but less pungent and
sweeter. It has some astringency, and owes ita

medicinal activity to a combination of volatile oil,

resin, and bitter extractive. It is used in dys-
peptic complaints, diarrhoea, etc. The natives of

Amboyna use the oil in both as an internal medi-
cine and as a stimulating liniment.

—

Itoxb, iii.

p. 299 ; Voiift ;
Eny. Cyc,

CINNAMOMUAf dOLCE. Nees.

C. Chinensis, Bl.
{

laurus dulcis, Jtvxb.

A small tree of Cliina, leaves and bark of a
sweet aromatic taste and odour.

—

JRoxh. ii. 203.

CINNAMOMUM EUCALYPTOIDES. Nees.

Grows on the mountains of Malabar. Its leaves

have a strong acrid dove-like odour, and taste

;
somewhat tinctured with camphor. It is the
Laurus Malabatharica. ‘ Sapor ct odor foliorum

j

fortis et acris caryophyllorum cum levi camphorte
tinctura.’

—

Nees; Voiyt ; Itoxb.; Wall. Cat.

CINNAMOMUM INERS. Jieinw.

C. nitidum. Hooker, C. Rauwolfii, Blume.
C.' eucalypioidea, Heet. C. caroa, BheeeU.

Tlieet-kyam-bo, . Busn. Ran dal chini, . Mahe.
Len-kyaii, ... „ Kat-karua, . Malxal.
Kaddoodavsnga, . Can. Scmbela ; Puli pllla, Tam,
Hiir-cliini, . . , Hind. Pachakii^ .... Tel.
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CINNAMOMUM LITSEiEFOLIUM. CIRCAR.

This tall tree grows along the whole range of

the W. Ghats, and in the hilly parts of Malabar and
Konkans

; also in Moulmeinf Ataran, Chapedong,
Penang, and Java. It is supposed to yield part

of the cassia and cinnamon of commerca Its

leaves, on being bruised, have a strong spicy smell;

the wood is fine, even-grained, and supposed very
good, but the carpenters are not acquainted with
it.—Dr. Gibson ; Wight

^
Ic,

CINNAMOMUM LITSE^FOLIUM. Thw.
Koodoo-Kurundu gass, Singh. A tree of 60
or 60 feet, growing at Hapootelle, in the central

province of Ceylon, at an elevation of 6000 feet.

Its bark is quite inodorous.

—

Thw.

CINNAMOMUM NITIDUM. Nees,

C. onssia, iVeeir, W. Ic,
i

Laurus nitida, Jioxb,

Kadigi-Hindi, . Ahab. Putnij (bark), . Hind.
Tej-pat, . . . Hkno. Tamafpatra, . . Sansk.
Sadrus, .... Hind.

Described as a tree in Sumatra, but as a small

tree or shrub on the continent of India. Its

fiowers are small and of pale yellowish colour,

and the bark is cinnamon-like in taste and odour.
It is the plant which furnished the principal part

of the Folia Malabathri of the old pharmacolo-
gists.

—

lioxb, ii. p. 800 ; Eng. Cyc. ; Voigt.

CINNAMOMUM OBTUSIFOLIUM. Nees.
Ijaurus obtusifolia, Moxb.

(
L. Malabatharioa, Roxb.

A tree of the mountainous countries imme-
diately east of Bengal, with small greenish-yellow

flowers. Its timber is very useful for various

purposes. C. obtusifolium, C. pauciflonim, and
C. tainala were found by Dr. Hooker up to 6000
feet in the Khassya mountains.

—

Roxb,
; Voigt.

CINNAMOMUM ZEYLANICUM. Nees.

C. capparis-corontle, BlumXf Nees.

Var. A. Multiflorum.

O. multiflorum, W. Ic. 1 C. dubium, Ncc$,

0. pcri>otuoflorcus, W. I.
|

C. villoBiim, W. /.

Var. y. Ovalifolium, Wiyht.

This exceedingly handsome variety of cinnamon
is very abundant on the higher ranges of the

Neilgherrics, and in all sholas aliout Ootiicamund,
flowering in May. All the parts, when fresh, if

crushed, have a powerful odour of cinnamou. The
tree is very large, and has great girth. The timber

is evcn-grainca and good, but is not much in use.

There are seven well-marked varieties of cinnamon
found in the western (moist) forests of the Penin-
sula, growing up to the highest elevations. They
differ much in size, and in the manner of growth
of the tree itself, sliape and size of theleaves,

pubescence, etc.; but Colonel Beddome, after

long observation, and with a very large collec-

tion of specimens, is inclined to look upon them
all as varieties only of the C. Zeylanicuni. They
nin almost imperceptibly into one another, and it

is almost impossible to lay liold of any constant

character worthy of a specific distinction
;
and

many of the differences are, he believes, the effect

of elevation and climate.

—

Roxh.; Wight; Beddome,
CINNAMON.

Dartini, . . . Arab. Klaiamania, . . Malay.
Theet-kva boh, . Buiai. Kulit mania, . . „
Yuh or juh-kwei, Chin. Katu karua, . Malbal.
Kanil, Dut. Daraaita, . . . Sansk.
CanncUe Fr. Kakynnama, . . Simqh.
Zimmet ; Kanehl, . Cer. Kurundu, ... ,,

Kinnamon,.... Heb. Raaau kurunday, . „
Ktnnamomon of Herod. Davoul kurundoo, „
Tuj, Dalchini, . . Hind. Canela, ..... Sp.

Oanella, It., Lat., Port. Karuwa; Lawunga, Tam.
Cinnamomum, . . Lat. Sanna lavanga patta, Tel.

Tiie bark of Cinnamomum Zeylanicum, Nees^
is the true cinnamon of the shops, and the true

Kinnetnon of Exodus xxx. 23. Two varieties of
cinnamon are known in commerce, that of Ceylon
and Cayenne, and the Chinese cinnamon, which is

of far inferior quality. Cinnamon is exported
from China, Siam, Cochin-China, and Java

;
but

that which is of greatest value comes from Ceylon,
which has been the chief place of production
from the earliest period at which any record exists

concerning the use of this spice, and which extends
back to the days of the Homan republic. Up to the

year 1760, during the latter portion of the Dutch
rule in Ceylon, cinnamon grew in a wild state

amongst the thick jungles of the low and hilly

country, the best always having been cut upon
the light soil of the maritime provinces. The tree

is found only in the western, southern, and cen*
tral provinces. The peelers recognise ten varieties

of Kurundu or cinnamon, viz. Naga or snake,
Kapuru or camphorated, Kahato or canalle or

astringent, Saveli or glutinous, Dawool or drum,
Nika or wild, Mai or flowering, Toupat or trefoil,

and We Kurundu or white ant cinnamon. The
true cinnamon is often adulterated with the
inferior barks of other species

;
and the volatile

oil, on which its virtues depend, is sometimes
fraudulently extracted. Besides the oil of cin-

namon, a fatty substance called cinnamon butter

and cinnamon suet is expressed from the ripe

fruits.

CINNAMON BUTTER, or Cinnamon Wax, is

obtained from Cinnamomum Zeylanicum. By
strong decoction, the fruit yields a concrete oil,

used for candles, and whicli exhales while burning
a most delicious odour.

CINNAMON STONE, a precious stone found
in Ceylon. It is a variety of lime-garnet of a clear

cinnamon-brown tint, commonly occurring in

masses, which are full of fissures. Translucent,

seldom transparent.

CINNARA, in Hindu mythology, genii; and
male dancers in Swarga, the heaven of Indra.

CIRCAETUS GALLICUS. Gm. Serpent eagle.

O. brachydactylus, Meyer.

Sap maril, . . Brng. Pamula godila, , . Tel.
MhI patar, . . . Can. Rawul oF . . . Waori.
Samp mar, . . . Hind. Kondatelle of . Yeiikali.
Pambu praiulu, , Tam.

This is found in the south of Europe, North
Africa

;
is common all over India and Asia

;
has

been killed in Denmark, but never in the British
Islands; prefers the open ground, questing like a
harrier. It eats any creature, but snakes and
lizards are its chief food. Hovering in the air, and
pouncing down suddenly like a stone, it seizes

the snake by the head with its talons, and the
snake often twines its body around the bird, and
so encumbers it that it is occasionally so caught.—Jerdon.

CIRCAR. In the Mahomedan land revenue
system, a circar was a subdivision of a subah.
The N.W. Provinces of India, excluding the
Saugor and Nerbadda territories^ comprised no
complete subah, but only portions of the four
Bubims of Agra, Allahabad, Dehli, and Oudh.

I

Each subah was divided into a certain numbOT of
circars, and each circar into parganas or nudiala

I

(which are used as equivalent expressions); and
the j^r^nas again were aggregated in dastoom
or districts; and as the paiganas of the same
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CIRCASSIA. CIRCUMAMBULATION.

ilAStoor are of course alwa^ contiguous, the sentatives of the West Caucasian races. They were
dastoor statement in old registers, if copied with the most powerful and warlike of all the western
any regard to correctness, frequently forms a nations. Since their final reduction, in. 18C4, hy
very important means of the verification of Russia, most of their lands on the left bank of the
doubtful names. Subah is an Arabic word, Kuban have been occupied by their conquerors,
signifying a head of money, or a granary. Circar the great bulk of the Cherkess having withdrawn
(Sir-kar) is literally a chief, a supervisor. Das- into Turkish territory,and dispersed over Armenia,
toor, besides signifying a rule, is also a minister, Asia Minor, Syria, and the Balkan peninsula,
a moonshee. Pargana means taxpaying land, as Similarly, 20,0()0 Abkhasians migrated to Turkey
well as a perfume composed of various ingredients, at the close of the last Russian war, and both
The title of subahdar, or lord of the subah, is races have become predatory. Cherkess are to
long subsequent to Akbar’s time. Siphasalar was be found in Asia Minor, along with Lazi, where
the only designation of the emperors viceroy in also are the Yuruk, a nomado Turk race occupy-
each subah. ing the uplands between Krzcruin and the plains

Circacs is a political appellation of a large of North Syria. Kazzilbash also arc there, and are
tract of country between lat. 15° 40' and 20° 17' scattered over Anatolia, Persia, and eastwards to

N., running from the Chilka lake to Motapilli, Kabul. They call themselves Eski-Turk, or old
along 470 miles of sea-coast, with a breadth Turks. The fertile plains of Kaz Ova and Ard
of from 70 to 100 miles of low country, an area Ova, near Tokat, aud the villages between An^ra
of 17,000 geographical miles, watered by the and Amasia, and between Kara Hissar and T^at,
Kiatna, the Godavery, and Gondecama; and three are the Kazzilbash lieadquarters. They profess

or four British districts have been formed out of Islam, but avoid all inquiry into their doctrines,

it, viz, part of Ganjam, Vizagapatam, Godavery, The Circassians and Abkhasians have never found
Kistna, and Guntur, and part of Nellore district, a suitable home in Asia Minor, and are a serious

between the Eastern Gliats and the bay. From disturbing element (Asia, p. 37), being indolent

the 5tii to the 11th centuries, the Kesari, or Lion and predatory. The Cherkess and Abkhasians
kings of Orissa, held sway there, followed by the of M'est Caucasus are Sunni Mahomedans

; the
Gajapati dynasty in the north, and Narapati in Kabard are Christians; and tliese three races

the south, then by the Bahmani, the Kutub number 138,000. In the time of Selim I., the

Shall!, and the Asof Jahi. They were ceded to Maroeluks were all slaves of pure Circassian blood,

the French in 1753, and to the British E. I. More recently, only the Borgite Mameluke were
Company in 1759, after Colonel Fordo’s sue- of Circassian origin.

—

Charles Tauschin^ Circas^

cessful attack on Masulipatarn in April of that sians; Porter's Tr. i. p. 141 ;
Loud, As, Trans,

year. They contain the important towns of i, OS; MacGregor; A, IL Keane and Sir Richard
Ganjam, Ohicacole, Vizianagram, Vizagapatam, Temple's Asia,

Coringa, Yanoor, Masulipatarn, Ellorc, and Nizam- CIRCASSIAN BEANS, seeds of the Adonan-
patanam.

—

A7wals^ Ind, Adm. xi. p. 243; Imp, Gaz, thera pavonina, used for ornamental puri>06C8.

CIRCASSIA is the Cherkas of Asiatics. It is CIRCLE. Under the form of a winged circle,

a mountainous country in the S.E. corner of the Assyrians worshipped the supreme deity.

Europe, on the northern face of the Caucasus, The Buddhist wheel of the law, to be seen on the

lying between lat 41° 60' and 45° 20' N., and 87° caves of Ellora and Ajunta, was probably borrowed
and 47° 20' E., about 560 miles long and 76 miles from the Assyrians, as it reminds us of the wheel
broad

;
area, 40,000 square miles. The highest within wheel of Ezekiel. It is a symbol of the

summits for nine months are covered with snow. Hindu god Vishnu, under the Hindi terra Chak-—MacGregor. In a small tract not less than rain.—Cal. i?cr. 1868. See Chakram.
seventy-two dialects are spoken. The Cherkess CIRCUMAMBULATION.
and the Che Cbeu are the two grant tribes. They Touaf, .... Arab.

|

Parikarma, . . . Hmn.
take the common name of Adighe: but the Cher- DeUol, . . . Celtic.

|
Pradakshana, . .Sanhk.

kess include amongst them the Khabard Abkhas, The circumambulation of sacred places has ever

Ubiche, and other clans, and number from 400,000 been part of the ritual of wonihip of Asiatic

to 500,000 souls. The Che Cheu number 150,000 nations. The Mahoraedan in circumambulation,

souls. Their religion is a mixture of Christianity, Touaf, presents his left shoulder
;

the Hindu
Mahomedanism, and paganism. They reverence and Buddhist in Fradaksbnna walk round with

Merera, a benevolent deity, and Tschible, the the right side towards the fane or idol, and this

spirit of thunder. There are three social classes, would appear to be the ori^nal form of the rite.

—-Uadi or nobles, Tschfokot or freemen, and Its conjectural significance is an imitation of the

Psebilt or slaves,—and these CTodos are hereditary, procession of the heavenly bodies, Uie motion of

like the castes of India. When their forts or the spheres, and the dances of the angels. These

villages have been surrounded, they have destroyed are ^so imitated in the circular whiriiugs of the

their women and children, set fire to their dwell- Hafoi darvesh. £1 Shahistaui informs us that the

ings, and perished in the flames, rather than sur- Arab philosophers believed the sevenfold cirouni-

render. ambulation to be symbolical of the motion of the

Their young women are famed for their beauty, planets round the sun. It was adopted by the

and are sought for in the neighbouring kingdoms, tireeks and liomans, whose Ambarvafia and Am*
They are brought up in simple and domestic burbalia appear to be eastern superstitions, intro-

habits by their mothers, are taught the use of the duced by Hums, or the priestly line of princes,

needle In decorative works, and to make their into their pantheism ;
ana in Britain the )»rooes*

own clothes, and those of the men of their family, sions round the parish preserve the form of the

aud are otherwise very carefully reared. They ancient rite. It is the processional of the Itomiih

are sold to the bridegroom and to traders. and other Christian churches, in wlilcli the clerical

The Cherkess or Circassians were typical repre- attendants perambulate the aisles, aud is praotised
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CIUCUMCISION. CIS.

u\ sanctifying; a church or a churchyard. At the

Holy Sepulchre, the Greek, Armenian, and other

pilgrims circumambulate three times. In Ireland

it is a very common practice to circumambulate the

graveyard three tinjes before proceeding with the

corpse to the grave. See Pnrikarma. In Britain,

at the time Christianity was established in Ireland

by St. Patrick, and in the N. of Scotland by St.

Columba, it was a practised rule. Hindus encircle

with right hand to the shrine. The Buddhist

Hhot, in passing the Mani, always leave it on the

right.

—

Northern Barrier; Burton's Mecca^ iii. 204.

CIKCUMCISION.
Khatna, .... Arar Soontan, .... Hind.
IMrconcision, . . . Fr. Circoncisiono, . . . It.

lieschnciclung, . • Okr. Circunciaion, . . . Sp.

The Phoenicians had this rite in common with

the Egyptians and the Jews, who acknow-
ledge having derived it from the former. Ac-
cording to Bunsen, however (iv. p. 27d), it was

not followed amongst the Phosnicians. It seems

to have been a Semitic rite, which Abraham
revived, for he was ninety-nine years old when
he circumcised himself, Ishmael liis son was
thirteen, and Isaac was one year old. This rite

now is practised amongst all tlie Jewish people

and most Muhomedans. With the latter the

usual time is in infancy, though the poverty of

the parents and other circumstances sometimes

retard its performance. It is performed with

Foine ceremonial, and in presence of the friends

of the family. It was prohibited by Akbar until

the age of twelve, when the person to undergo it

could judge of the propriety of the rite. It is

not even mentioned in the Koran. It is considered

as an act of imitative practice founded on the

example jof the disciples, but not on that of

Mahomed himself. In Oman, on the shores of

the Persian Gulf, among the Christians of Abys-
sinia, and in Egypt among the Arabs and Copts,

the custom is prevalent. At Bosra and Baghdad,

all the women of Arabian blood circumcise their

laughters as well as their sons. At Cairo the

women who perform this operation are as well

known as midwives. They are openly called into

houses of tlio people, without any secret being

made of the intention with which they are invited.

This is noticed by several Mahomedan writers,

viz. in the Dur-ul-Mukhtar, the Tahtavi, and

Fattah-ul-Muain, and, according to the last book,

it is the inner labia that are removed. The
Spaniards, at the time of the conquest of Central

America, found circumcision practised, and it is

still observed by the Tecnma and Manooe tribes.

Amongst the people in the Gulf of Carpentaria,

all the males before the age of twelve or fourteen

years undergo this rite. This custom is not

derived from the Macassars, the latter af&rming

^at it existed previous to the commencement of

their intercourse with the coast. Flinders ob-

served a case upon the Wellesley Islands, and the

custom is also prevalent amongst the natives of

certain parts of the south coast of Australia. Mr.

Earl says a peculiar formation prevails among
the aborigines of this part of Australia, and also

of the adjacent coast of New Guinea, which

renders the practice exceedingly conducive to

comfort and nealth. —* JSarl in Ethn, Lib* i.

;

NitbvXr^ Travels^ ii. pp. 260, 251 ; MalcalmU Hist,

of Ptrsia^ ii. p. 639 ;
UmmrCs Egypt^ iv. p. 273

;

Heroilotusy ii. p. 36.

CIRCUS, a genus of birds of prey, known as

the Harriers, found over all the world. They
have a slender form, soft and downy plumage,
and hence a noiseless flight. They are much on
the wing, and hunt near the ground. They are

of the sub-family Buteoninm, family^ Falconidse,

and order Raptores.

True Uan'iers,

Circus cyaneus, Linn,
Ffdco albidus, Oitul.

|
F. pygargua, Linn.

The hen-harrier of Europe in the winter visits

the N.W. Himalaya, the Panjab, Bhutan, Nepal,
and Kamaon.

Circus Swainsonii, A. Smith.

C. albcHcena, Less. C. pallidua, St/les.

C. Dalmaticus, Jtnp. Falco berbtuola, Tickell.

Pandouvi, . . . Beno. Fattai, Hind,
Tera, Dirajat, . . ,, Funa*praiuhi, . . Tam.
Dnstinal, .... Hind. Tella-ohappa-gadda, Tel.
Girgut-mar, ... ,, Pilli-gedua, ... ,,

The pale harrier is pretty generally distributeii

over Asia, Africa, and southern Europe, and is

abundant in India during the cold weather. The
male is pale grey above.

Circus cineraceus, Montnfj.

C. Montagui, VieilL
1
C. Nipalentis, Hodgson.

This visits every part of India.

Circus melanoleucas, Gmel.
Fahatai, .... Hind.

|
Ablaq pehata, . . Nkp.

The pied harrier is common in Bengal and in

the rice-growing districts.

Circus ceruginosuB, Linn.
Falco rufus, Om,

|
C. variegatus, St/kes.

Mat-cbil, .... Brno. I Safod Sira. . . . Hind.
Kiitar, Kulesar, . HiNi>.

|
IHka, Baud, . . ,,

The marsh harrier frequents the banks of
rivers, lakes, marshes, inundated flelds, ami wet
meadow - land, carrying off frogs, fish, water
insects, rats, shrews.

—

Jerdon.

CIRRHATAS, or Cirrhadm, or Cirrodes, of

classical history, are the ancient Kirata, the
modern Kirauti of Nepal. Once a powerful
flominant race, they have long since succumbed
first to the Makwani, and then to the Ghorkali.
In the Sanskrit tale of the Hero and the Nympli
occurs the word Yedhaka. In some copies Ke-
ebaka is explained to be a Kirata, a forester, and
the Kirata were known to the classical geography
of ancient Europe as the Cirrhadm or Cirrodes.
They were the occupants of Sogdiana, near the
river Oxus. The term Kirata, however, seems to
have been general, and applied to the savage
mountain non-Aryan tribes, to whom the Aryan
races were oppost^. Some of them were in the
south of the Peninsula, on the Coromadel coast.

CIRRHIPEDIA. The balanns or barnacle of this

class of molluscs occurs in India.

CIRRHOPETALUM, a genus of plants of Uie
order Orcbiacem. In India are C. albtduni,

caudatiim, emspitosnm, coruatnm, fimbriatuin,

grandifloruro, Lmdleyanuro, Maccnei ? macrophyl-
lum, Neilgherrense, Roxburghii, Walkeriannro.
CIRSIUM ARGYRACANTHUM, C. honidu-

him and C. lanceolatom, flowerm^lrata belon^ng
to the order Matricariacese. Ine roots of C.
lanceolatum, the Suh-twan or Ch*uen-twan of
several parts of China, are used in diarrhoea and
in urinary affections.^—SmitL
(^S, a Latin word in use amongst geographers

of £uro]^, to indicate a country on the hither
side of rivers or mountains, as Cis-Himalaya, Cis-
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CISSA. CITRIC ACID.

Indus, Cis-Sutlej, etc. Trans, another Latin Sikh faith. In J857 its chief was the first
TTord, is used to indicate the further side, as Trans- person who marched against the mutineers at
Indus, Trans-Gangetic, etc. behli.
CISSA, a genus of birds of the jay magpies, Nahka territory has an area of 863 sq. m., a

the sub-family Garrulinse, and order Insessores. population of 276,000 souls, and a revenue of
Cissa pyrrhocyanea and C. puella, occur in four lakhs. The chief is-of the same stock as the
India.

—

Tennent's Ceylon, maharajas of Patiala and Jheend, but is the elder
CISSAMPELOS, a genus of plants of the branch of the family. The family behaved ill in

natural order Menispcrmacoie. C. convolvulacea the Sikh war of 1845-46, but did well in the
occurs in Dindigul, Rajmahal, and Nepal; C. revolt of 1857, and were rewarded by a grant of
obtecta, of the Garhwal mountains, yields an land out of the Jhujjur territory,

ardent spirit in distillation. Kah'ia territory has an area of 155 sq. m., and
CISSAMPELOS PAREIRA. Linn. Parcira. a population of 62,000 souls, with a revenue of

Dukh-nirbisec, . . HiNix 1 Pata Tel. 1*10,000. The family came from the village

Weni wcela, . . SiNGH.
J

of Kalsia in the Manjah.

The extract of pareira is a valuable astringent

diuretic, in doses of twenty grains dissolved in

water thrice daily. The extract and infusion of

nemooka, C. hernandifolia, afford good substitutes

for this useful article.

—

Beng. Phar.

CISSIA, mentioned by Herodotus, is theSusiana
of Strabo, and the modern Khuzistfin.

CISSUS CARNOSA. Lam,
C. capreolata ? I

Viti§ carnoaa, Wall.

Drakri, Vallur, . . Beas. Gidar dak, . . . Ravi.
Karik, Amal-bel, Chenab.

|

A pretty climber, in the valleys of the N.W.
Himalaya, from 2000 to 8000 feet. It is eaten

by camels
;
and in Jummoo, the root, ground with

black pepper, is applied to boils.

—

Dr. J. X. Stew.

CISSUS DISCOLOR, a vine of Java, with
leaves coral-red beneatli, and variegated with
silvery patches above, owing to the presence of a
film of air under the epidermis.

CISSUS QUADRANGULARIS. Wall.

Vitia quadrangrularia, Wall.

Killur, ka binj; paat, Duk. Perrandci, coddi, . Tam.
Harjora, .... Hind. Nulleru tige, . , Tel.
Vajra valli, . . SaNSK.

Stems four-angled, winged, and jointed
;

it has

all the properties of a parasite. The stems are

succulent, and, beaten up into a paste, are giveu

by the natives for asthma. The young, tender,

and succulent stems are ver^ generally eaten in

India. When old this plant is deemed acrid, and
a useful medicine

;
in Arabia it is used as an

external application in rheumatic pains of the

back and loins.

—

Riddell.

CIS-SUTLEJ, a political term applied in British

India to the territory south of the Sutlej,

occupied by Sikh chiefs during the last years of

the Dehli empire, and now including the British

districts of Ambala, liudhiana, Firozpur, and

Hissar, with the native states of Patiala, Faridkot,

Maler Kotla, Chitrauli^ Raikot, Buriya, Mandot,

Jheend, and Nabha, which came under British pro-

tection in 1809. By the treaty with Ranjit Singh,

of tlie 26th April 1809, he undertook not to make
or allow any encroachment on the states on the loft

bank of the Sutlej. In 1849 the British abolished

the sovereign powers of the various chieftains, i

Several states have lapsed to the British.

Patiala was formea by a Jat family of Sikh re-
i

ligionists, who emigrated from the Maniah about

the early part of the 18th century. The area is

5412 sq. m., with a population of 1,586,000, and

a revenue of Rs. 5,000,000.

Jheend has an area of 1236 sq. m., and a popula-

tion of 811,000 Bouls, with a revenue of four

lakhs of rupees. The maharaja is a Jat of the

Maler Kotla has 156 sq. m., with a population
of 46,200 souls, and a revenue of one lakh. The
family came originally from Kabul.

Faridkot consists of Faridkot proper and Kot-
kupura

;
is S.W. of Firozpur, borders to the S.E.

on Patiala. It has an area of 643 sq. m., and a
population of 51,000 souls, with a revenue of
Rs. 75,000.

Mamdote is a Mahomedan chieftaincy, and was
re-established in 1863.

The minor Cis-Sutlej chiefs were deprived of

their sovereign powers, and the police management
of their estates was assumed by the British Go-
vernment

;
all customs duties wereiibolished, with-

out compensation, except in the case of the nawab
of Konjpura and the mir of Kotahar, and the
chiefs were reduced to the rank of ordinary jaghir-
dars. These were 80 in number, with revenues
varying from Rs. 250 to 71,900.

—

Imp. Gaz.
CISTACEAC, the rock-rose tribe of plants

;
one

genus is the Helianthemum. Cistus creticus, of

the I^evant, one of the species which afforded
Labdauum, collected formerly for medical use
during the prevalence of the plague, by whipping
the plants with leathern thonus, the resin adhering
to the leathern straps. C. Cyprinus, Xnm., also

yields this product,

CISTI TREES, the Cytinus hypocistus. See
Balanophorcao.

CISTUDO, a genus of reptiles of the family

Chelonia. C. Amboinensis occurs in Ainboyna,
C. dentata in Java, and C. trifasciata in China.

CITHERN. £nq. A musical instrument. It

obtained its name from the Sih-tara, the three-

stringed lute of the East, supposed to be also the

source of the word guitar.

CITRACEiE, or AurantiaersB, the Citron worts,

or Orange tribe, are dicotyledonous polypetalous
plants, and the orange, lemon, lime, shaddock,
pompelmoose, forbidden fruit, and citron are the

chief fruits of the order. The wamp^, a fruit

highly esteemed in China and the Indian Archi-
pelago, is produced by Cookia punctata. The
fruit of Glycosinis citrifolia is delicious, and that

of Tripliasia very agreeable. The JEgle marmelos
is used in medicine, and a perfume is made from
its rind. The Indian genera are — atalantia,

triphasia, limonia, glycosmis, sclerostylis, bergera,

Murraya, Cookia, ciausena, micromelum, para-

mignya, suvunga, polycyema, feronia, segle, citrus.

CITRIC ACID, lime-juice, Acldum citricum.

Jus de limon, . . . Fb. I Agro o sugo de limone, It.

Zitronon soft, . . Ger.
|
Jugo do limon, . . . Sp.

This occurs in commerce either in the form of

the pure juice of lemons and limes, or crystallized

by a chemical process.
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CITRON. CITRUS AURANTIUM.

CITRON, Citrus medica, Limu
Bog poors, . . . Beno. Ethrog, Heb.
Sukkst, .... Dak. Tursnj, .... Hind.
Citronat verd, . . . Fa. Cedro, It.

Suooade,.... Ger. Aoitron verde, . . Sp.

The citron is cultivated in many parts of India.

It grows freely in Pegu and Tenasserim
;
and Dr.

^lason met with citron trees in the jungles

apparently indigenous. The fruit, however, is

much inferior to the Bengal citron. The Jews at

the feast of tabernacles carried the citron in

their left hand as a sacrifice of a sweet smell.

—

Smith
;

Von Mueller ; Mason.
CITRONELLA GRASS grows in the southern

provinces of Ceylon and about Galle and several

estates in the neighbourhood of that town are

cultivated with it. The exports of its oil from
('cylon in the three years 1850 to 1852 were

—

Year. Ouncr.s. Value. Year. OuncM, Vnhie.

1860, 80,048 ma 1852, 131,780 £2806
1861, 114,959 3742

—Simmond/ Products, p. 513. See Andropogon.

CITRULLUS COLOCYNTHIS. Sckranl.
Cucumis colocynthis, f^inn.

Hanzal, .... Arab. Maqal, .... Hind.
IndrawAn, Indrain, Dukh. Hanzil, .... ,,

Colocynth plant, . . Eno. Peikumati,MALKAL., Tam.
Bitter apple, wild gourd, ,, Kortumbah tummah, Pan.
Kolukunthois, . Greek. Patsa kaia, .... Tel.
Pakyotb, . . . Heb. Papara budama, . , ,,

Grows in the Peninsula of India, Kamaon, near
the Jumna, and in Japan. The rind is hard and

i

yellow
;
the fruit is about the size of an orange

;

the puln is light-yellow and spongy, containing
|

the sceos.

—

Roxh.; J^owell.

CITRULLUS CUCURBITA. Schrad.
Cucumis citrullus, Sar.

j
Cucurbita citnillus, Linn.

Belikh-zichi,. . .Arab, i Hinduaneh, . , . Pers.
Tarmuj, Titoo laoo, Beno. I Tarbuzah, Turbuz, ,,

Turbuz Hind.
I

Chaya pula, . . Sankk.
Pha>rai, . , . Burm.

|
Kuttoo womhi, . . ,,

Water melon, . . Eno. Hindano
;
Cauho, . Sind.

Samoka, Jamauka, Hind. Pitcha ghadi, , Singh.
Lamuja, , . Lampuno. Komadu, .... „
Mandeki,. . , Malay. Pitchakai, . . . Tam.
I'ataka, ^mangka, „ Darbuje, .... Tki.^

The decply-lobed and gashed leaves, and the

round fruit, with a spotted rind and a cold watery
pink or white flesh, in which lie a number of black
seeds, sufficiently mark this species, which is most
extensively cultivated all over the tropics of Asia,

Africa, and America. In the Panjab plains it is

apparently wild, and covers the ground for miles

in sandy deserts near Sirso, and in the Sind Sagur
Doab, ripening in the cold weather.

The seed should always be preserved from the
finest and richest-flavoured fruit, and is better for

being three or four years old. The green melon
is the finest flavoured, although many of the
others are very good. Melons grow finer in the
sandy beds of riveis, the temperature being more
equal about the roots than it is in beds in the
garden, especially during the night.

In India it is cultivated in river beds and
in alluyial deposits of lakes, tanks, etc., where
abundance of water can be had

;
it is used as a

fruit It is generally considered to be the melon
of the Jews, mentioned in many ports of the
Bible. The juice is very coolinj^, and is said lo

do well for a cooling drink in mver. The seeds

are used as the source of a mild culinary oil in

Western India. It is eaten in abundance during
the season, which is from May to July. It is

gathered when ripe or almost decaying
;
the juice

is expressed, and mixed with sugar and rose-

water.

—

Roxh.; Stewart;' Riddell; Powell; Eng.
Cyc.; Ja ffrey.

CITRULLUS FISTULOSUS. Stocks.

Tind, Albinda, . . Hind.
|
Dilpasand, . , • Hind.

A small round gourd, commonly cultivated along
the line of the Indus from I.Abore to Sind

;
said

to be merely a cultivated variety of C. cucurbita.

It is cooked as a gourd, and has a pleasaut flavour

when young.

—

Stewart.

CITRUS, a genua of plants of the natural order
CitraceiB. Several species grow wild or are cul-

tivated in the south and east of Asia, and all of

them furnish useful products. C. aurantium,
Risso^ yields its fruit, the orange

;
one essential

oil from the rind
;
anotlier from the flowers, the

oil of ncroli
;
and the wood is also of value in

the arts. C. decuniana, Linmeus^ furnishes the

pumalo or shaddock fruit
;
and the cuin-quat fruit

of China is from C. olivieformis. The lime fruit

of the C. limetta, Risso^ is valuable for its juice,

the lime-juice, which is used as a preservative

from scurvy; and C. limonum, RissOy furnishes

the useful lemon fruit, the rind of which yields an
essential oil, or is used in cookery as lemon peel,

while the juice of tlio fruit forms a source of the

lime-juice. Independently of the historical fact

that citrons and lemons at least were obtained

from the Persians, it is certain, from the researches

of Wallich and other Indian l)otanist8, that it is

among the low'er ranges of the hills in Nepal, and
extending most probably into China also, that the

wild plants of the genus Citrus find a home.

CITRUS AURANTIUM. Linn. Tho orange.

0. nobilis, Lour.

Naraiij, . . Arab., Pers. Simao, Jeruk mania,
Lieng mau, . . . BURM. MaLAV.
Sung zen, ... ,, Madra; Narranji, Malkal,
Kan, Kiuh, . . CHIN. Swadu naringa, . Sansk.
Orangen, . . . DUT. Nagrauga, Jambira, „
Oranges, .... Fn. Narangas, .... Sr.
Pomeranzen, . . Ger. Kitchili, Kolinjy, Tam.
Narangi, . . . Hind. Kamala, Narija, . . Tel.
Konla, Kamla neeboo, „ Kicbidi, Kittali, . . „
Melaranee, . . . . IT. Narangamu, . . *

The orange is not mentioned by the ancient

authors either of Europe or Arabia, and is sup-

posed to have been introduced into Europe after

the middle ages. Dr. Royle states that the orange
and lemon are natives of India, the orange being

found on the Neilgherries, on the borders of the

sal forests of Sylbet, and perhaim also in China.

Mr. (Sir) W. Elliot states that a very small

variety of the orange (Ida-chettu, Tel.; Chota
kiebili. Him; Kiri kittali, Can.; which is the

C. variatro of Heyne) grows both cultivated and
wild in all the hilly country of the Circars, and
he asks if it be the original of the cultivated

Citrus aurantium. The orange tree is extensively

cultivated. The finest sorts are the cintra,

cowlab, and a small sweet orange which grows
on a tree more like a creeper. The principal

method of culture is by budding, the stocks

generally being either seedlings or cuttings from
the sweet lime. The best cintra, with a thin

close rind, is produced upon the seedling stock ;

and it is said that the fruit grown upon the sweet

lime stock is ^nerally close and soft
;
this is very

perceptible with some of the oranges. The best

time for budding is in the cold season.

In Central India a variety is under cultivation
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producing two crops a year. The blossoms of

February and March yield their ripe fruit in

November and December
;
and from the flowers of

duly mature fruits are obtained in March and
April. To prevent exhaustion, only alternate

fruiting is allowed. The leaves are rather bitter,

and contain essential oil. A still more fragrant

oil, called oil of neroli by the perfumers, is

afforded by the flowers. The berries, while unripe,

are gathered, dried, and turned in the lathe to

the size of peas, and are used in issues on account
of their fragrant odour. The rind or peel of the

orange is bitter and aromatic, and affords a very
useful stomachic tincture and syrup. The juice

of the ripe fruit contains sugar, malic and citric

acids, citrate of lime, mucilage, albumen, and gum.
Jjke the lemon juice, it makes an excellent cooling

tirink, and is an invaluable specific in the treatment
of scorbutic diseases. The seeds of the orange
yield oil by expression, but not available in any
quantity.

Citrus aurantiurn, vnr. Scabra, Hwa-kuih-hiing
of the Chinese, a variety of sweet orange largely

cultivated in China.

—

Smith; O'Sh.: JCitg. Cyc,;

Voigt; Elliot; AinsHe
;
Hoyle; Hitldell.

CITKUS BERGAMIA. 'lliandP. Acid lime.

Citrus liniettsi, DX-.
|

Citrus acids, Rt)od>,

Nibu, .... Beng. : Eru nntclii nara-
Than-ba-ya, Shouk, Burm. kam, . . . Maleal.
Tan-pu-lo, . . . Chin. NimV>ooka, , . . Sanhk.
ChinpVlo, . . ,, Dehi, Singh.
Limboo, . . . Dukh. Elirnitcham, . . Tam.
liergamotte lime, . Kng. Ciraja-nimma, . . . Tkl.
(^oininou »our lime, ,, Nimma-clicttu, . . ,,

Limu, Nimbu, . . Hind.
|

Jainbira nimma, . . ,,

This is grown in Peninsular India, Bengal,

Assam, the Sunda and Afolucca islands. There are

many varieties,—round, small, spongy, smooth,
thick>8kinned,and yellow-juiced. The Arab variety

from Muscat is large. Bergamotte oil is obtained

from the fruit rind, and also oil from the flowers.

The Mellarosa variety furuishes a superior oil and
exquisite corapilurea. Large verietics of the acid

lime arc diffused all over the Tenasserim Pro-
vinces

;
and Europeans usually call them citrons.

The varieties known in Hindustan are,

—

Pati neboo, common round lime.

Gora neboo, thick-skinned, small, oval lime.

Xaghazi neboo, long, small lime.

Cheena-gora neboo, China lime, yellow-juiced

lime.

Kamurali neboo, large, oval, smooth-skinned

lime.

Ruugpore neboo, round, smooth -skinned lime.

Taba neboo, a large globose spongy-skinned

lime.

— Drs. Roxh.^ Mason
^
O'Sh, ; Voigt; von Mueller,

CITRUS BIGARADIA. Duhamel.

Mae fadyn, . . . Arab. I Bitter Seville orange, Eno.

Kau-kiuh, . . . Chin.
|
C. vulgaris.

The leaves differ from those of the sweet

orange by the petiole only. The flowers are

alike in both species. The rind of the fruit

is bitter, acrid, and hot to the taste, the pulp

acid and bitter, the seeds excewively bitter.

The bark of the tree participates in these quali-

ties. The rind of the fruit is used in making the

celebrated Cura9oa liqueur. Its flowers yield

the costly neroli oU. An acre will annually

yield flowers to the value of £60. The rind is

used for candied orange peel.

—

O'Sh. ;
von Mnelkr.

CITRU8 DECUMANA. JAnn. Puinnmlo.
Bator nibu, Batavi, Bkno, i Maba naram, . Singh,
Shouk tung, . . . Buum. Jamboola, • •

Hiu, Yu, .... Chin. PumpalimaB, . . Tam.
Shaddock, Pummalo, Eno. Bambalimas, . . ,,

Chakotra, . . . .Hind. BombarlmaHa, . . Tki..

PoomplemooB, . Malay. Pampara panasa, . ,,

Bamhali-naringi, Maleal. Pulla pampara panaBa
Paravata, . . . Sansk. (acid var ), . . ,,

The shaddock, the largest of the orange tribe,

is cultivated in Southern Asia in gardens. The
varieties are red and white, the former being
preferred by some persons. The tree grows to a
large size in a rich soil, and requires much prun-
ing

;
the l>eBt time for doing this is when the

cro]) of fruit is off. Fine fruit has been produced
from the seed. The tree,, when plantt‘d, should

have a space of twelve feet all round it. The
blossom IS used for flavouring sweetmeats. It is

a fine fruit, cooling and aperient, and in taste

somewhat resembles a fine orange. It has been
cultivated in China from the time of the great Yu,
who mentioned it in his tribute roll. It fiourishes

near Amoy, and much pains are taken in grafting

tho tree njK)n other species of Citrus, so that the

character of the fruit has been greatly improved.
Its peel is very bitter, but aromatic.

—

Ainslie

;

Riddell ; Ma.wn ; Hoxh.
CITRUS DULCIS. Volkamcr, The sweet

orange. Of this are many varieties. One tree,

in a sheltered place of the St. Michaels, in the
Azores, has been known to bear 20,000 fruits in

one year. Neroli oil is obtained from the flowers

of this and other varieties. The oil of orange
peel may be used for distilling with it costly

odorous substances .—von Mueller.

CITRUS FUSCA, Smith, the Chih-koh or Cbi-
shih of the Chinese, an orange tree of several parts

of China.

—

Smith.

CITRUS JAPONICA. Fortune. Cum-quat.

C. olivceformis.

Kin-kiiih, . . . Chin. I Golden orange, . . Eng.
Lu-kiuli, .... »» I

The fruit—Cum-quat, Ch.

The Cum-quat is extensively grown by the

Chinese in pots, and at one season of the year the

plant is covered with its small, oval, orange-

coloured fruit. This, as well as various other

species of the orange, is mixed with the forced

flowers, and together produce an excellent effect.

It is grown in Chusan in groves on the sides of the

lower hills. The plants are all arranged in rows
about four feet apart, average three or four feet

high, and do not exceed six feet It is much more
haixly than any other of its tribe. It produces its

flowers and fruit iu great abundance. In China,

all the plants of the orange tribe which bear fruit

in a small state are grafted.

—

Fortune, p. 122.

CITRUS LIMONUM. R, and P,

C. medioa, Roxb,
|
Korina-neboo, . Hind.

The true lemon. Fruit yields the lemon juice,

peculiarly rich in citric ocid. Its aromatic peel

a volatile oil. A large variety is the Rosaline

lemon .—von Mueller.

CITRUS LUMIA. Risso. The sweet lemon.

It includes the pear lemon, with large pear*

shaped fruit Pulp not acid; rind thick, and
peels.—von Mueller.

CITRUS MEDICA. L. Citron, common dtron.

Beg-pura, .... Beno.
I
Leemoo, . . . HlNl>.

The citron was described by Theopbrastua as

occurring in Northern Persia (Media), and cuUi-
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CITIIUS MICIlOCAUrA CI.ADOXIA RANCIIFERIXA.

vated by the Jewish nation in Syria while under
Roman dominion. Cultivated, and grows to a

large size. The outer rind very rough, and
covered with excrescences, and when ripe of a

deep yellow colour and fragrant. Used to form
a preserve, and the juice is made into lemonade.

It is propagated by cuttings, layers, or seed.

Essential oil and citric acid are obtained from
the acid tubercular fruit. The candied thick

rind of a variety is the Citrionate or Succade.

Cedra oil comes from a particular variety. The
variety C. digitata is cultivated in China.

—

Voigt

;

Roxh.; Riddell.

CITRUS MICROCARPA is the Tsing-kiuh-pi
j

or Tsing-pi of the Chinese.

CITRUS MONOPHYLLA wild along

the Western Ghats of the Peninsula of India.

—

Riddell.

CITRUS PLANCHONI. F. von MueVer.
C. australis, Planchon.

A noble tree, 40 to 60 feet high, in the coast

forests of E. Australia. Its globular fruits, the

size of a walnut, are called native oranges. Its

wood is beautiful, takes a high polish, and is used

for furniture. Might be introduced into India.

—

von Mueller.

CITRUS TOROSA. Mason. Grows at Tavoy,
with a leaf that looks like two leaves joined

together, the wings on the petiole being as

broad, or even broader, than the leaf itself.

The fruit is small, and there are two varieties,

—

one with a smooth and another with a rough
skin. Dr. Pickering met with a similar tree on
the Samoan Islands, a member of the Philippine

floras.

—

Mason.
CITRUS TRIFOLIA, a native of China; fruit

about the size of a marble.
CITRUS WOOD of the Romans was extrava-

gantly prized for tables, and is supposed to have
been the Callitris quadrivalvia, Vent.,, or jointed

arbor-vit®, the conifer which yields the gum
sanderach. The wood was distinguished as

striped ‘tigrin®,’ sotted ‘ pantherinae,* or
speckled ‘apiat®.’ Cicero gave £9000 for a
citrus wood table.

CITTURA CYANOTUS is the forest king-

flsher of Celebes. Along with it occur the
Meropogon Forsteni

;
Carpophaga Forsteni, a fruit

pigeon of North Celebes
;
Buceros cassidix, the

great hombill of Celebes
;
Trichoglossus omatus,

a beautiful brush-tonged parrakeet
;
Corvus ad-

vena, a rare black and white crow.

CITY.
Pur, ur, basti,

.

Shahr,
Hind.
PlCRS.

Buri, Siam.
Ur, ... Tam., Tel.

With all nations the eastern end of a house is

the more honourable part
;
the west end, of a city.

The towns of the south and east of Asia are small
compared with those of Europe.
City of the WiUows, name of a secret political

society amongst the Chinese.

CIVET, Castoreum.
Zabad, .... Abab.
Asbbutchegao, . „
Javad, .... Ddkh.
Bivergeil, . . . DUT.
Oivette, .... Fa.
Zibatb, Bibeigeil, Oeb.
Qond'badufltar, . Hind.
Castora sibetto, . It.
Rase, Kusturi, . Malay.

Dedea, Jabat, . . Malay.
Oastoieo, . . , PoBT.
Babuwaja atruga. Bus.
Qhenda-malay-alu-
beeyum, . ... Sansk.

Algalia. .... Sp.
Kaatori, Munai, . Tam.
PuUughoo-shuttum, ,,

The civet perfumes of commerce are obtained

from two sources. One of the civets is a concrete

substance obtained from two small bags in the

E
reputial follicles of the beaver, Castor fiber, of

oth sexes. This is the commercial civet castor

of N. America, and it is imported into India for

medicinal purposes. The civet cats (Viverra), a
genus of carnivorous animals, approach nearest in

their form and habits to the fox and the cat.

But the distinctive character of the civets con-
sists in an opening near the tail, leading into a
double cavity of considerable size, furnished with
glands for the secretion of tliis odorous substance.

When the secretion is in excess, the animal frees

itself from it by a contractile movement, which
causes the civet to ooze from the bag. This is

carefully collected, and sold (not without adultera-

tion with butter or oil to increase its weight) at a
very high price. InMalayandJavanesethis perfume
is known by the names of rase and dedes, but the

Sanskrit kasturi and the Arabic zabad, corrupted
jabad, are also used as synonyms

;
and doubtless

the Dakhani javad, Malay jaba^l, English civet,

French civette, and Gennan zibeth are all from
the Arabic zabad. In the Eastern Archipelago,

two species—Viverra rasse and V. zibetha—are

kept in a half domesticated state for the purpose
of yielding it. Tlie first is a native of Java, and
the last of the other large eastern islands, where
the natives of rank are partial to the use of

this perfume,—a not generally acceptable one to

Europeans. A variety of this is an inferior sort

of musk-bag procured from V. zibetha, found in

many ports of Lower Hindustan, and called in

Tamil rullughoo poonay, and in Telugu Poong^
hoo pilli. The article is chiefly used by the

people as a perfume, and in the preparation of

certain liniments. These animals are carefully

kept and tended in North Africa for the sake of

the perfume. They are also common in South
America and in the forests of Japan. Civet con-
tains free ammonia, resin, fat, and extractiform

matter, and a volatile oil, to which its odoriferous

properties are due. It is imported into Britain

from tlie Brazils and from Guinea. When genuine,

it is worth from 30 to 40 shillings an ounce.

—

Crawfurd^ Die. p. 100; Ains. ; O'Sh.; Eng. Cyc.

See V’iverra.

CIVIL SERVICE, the usual desi^ation of the

civil department of British India, including the

members of it in the performance of political,

magisterial, revenue, and judicial functions. There
are two distinct branches, the higher being Cove-
nanted officers, and almost all of this class are

natives of Great Britain, and several of them, as

Lord Clive, Warren Hastings, Sir George Barlow,

Mountstuart Elpbinstone, Sir Charles Metcalfe,

have risen to be Governors-General of India, and
Governors of Presidencies. The next grade are

termed Uncovenanted, and comprise many Euro-
peans, East Indians, and Natives, and, generally

speaking, are in offices with lower powers than
those of the Covenanted, as munsif, magistrate,

tahsildar, mamalatdar, deputy collector, assistant

commissioner, serishtadar. Many military officers

have distinguished themselves as civil admini-

strators.

CLADOBATES, found in the Malay countries,

is an insectivorous genus of mammals. Several

species very closely resemble squirrels.

CLADONIA RANGIFERINA. Hoff. Reiu-

deer moss. See Lichen.
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C-I.AM. ('l.EAN.

CI.AM. Eng. A mollusc of the cenua Tri-
|

returned 2 Ist November by Treliizond ami Genoa

dacna, conmmii in many parts of the world. There
|

(»'ld January 1400); (Javijo reached Seville in

are six recent and one fossil species known, and '

.1 i ^

March.

CLAY, Fireclay.

I

Chomar, . . . . Hkb,

I Gil ; Ohikni mitti, Hind.
Sangi*i-(lalam, . Hind.
Tannab, white clay,

M

alay.

the great clam shtdl of the Archipelago is used in

Europe for church fonts.

CLANSHIP, somewhat resembling the form it
;

-

assumed in Scotland, prevails amongst several of
i

Clay is a compound, or perhaps only a mixture,

the Afghan and Haluch races, where the adjoining
j

of the two earths, alumina and sUica, with water,

tribes have not as yet amalgamated into nationali- 1
J*ip€-clny^ Niiniam, Iamil, Kliarra, Di-kh.,

ties. Moral worth, national pride, love of country, is of a greyish-white colour, with an earthy

and the better feelings of clanship, are the chief
|

fracture, and a smooth, greasy feel
;

it adhor^
j., ir\ f.hp tenofiip. and is verv nlastic. tenacious, and

grounds upon which a great [ample can be raised.

These feelings arc closely allied to self-denial, or

a willingness on the part of each man to give

up much for the good of the whole. By this,

chiefly, public monuments are built, and citizens

stand by one another in l^ittle
;
but all these are

wanting from most of the races occupying British

India at present. Many of the Rajput races are

ill clans, and Mahomedanism h.os given a Iwnd,

but even it is not strong; and China has three

distinct races, the Chinese, the Manchu, and the

Mongol, wholly separate in civilisation and in

aspirations.

—

Sharpvs Etpjpt^ i. p. 27H.

CLARET, a term generally used to designate

the red wines, the ])Todvice of tlu‘ Bordelais. The

moat esteemed are Lafitte, Lateur, (Uiateau-Mar-

gaux, and Ilaiit-Brion. Claret is a general name

for all rose-coloured wines, and in France what

the English call claret is styled Bordeaux.

CLARIFIED BUTTER 18 the ghi of Hindimtan

and the yennai of the Tamil,

(.'LAUDIUS CiESAR. The first authentic

account of Ceylon, or Taprobane, extant, is given

by Onesiculua, the Macedonian admiral, who lived

n.c. 320 or 330. Diodorus Siculus, ».c. 44, gives

an account of it. Strabo also mentions it; and

Dionysius, who flourished a.d. 36, confinns fornwfr

accounts, and alludes to its elephants, Sinbad

also speaks of it in a volume, perhaps a compila-

tion and in part a romance, as aoesAbdoor l^zak,

Kibiero also gives a notice of it. In the reign of

Claudius Cmsar, a Roman publican, who farmed

the custom duties of the Red Sea, was driven

from Arabia by storms on to Ceylon, where he

found a flourishing kingdom and an enlightened

sovereign, whom he persuaded to send an embassy

of four envoys to Rome, by way of the Red

for the purpose of negotiating a commercial

treaty.

CLAUDIUS PTOLEMY, author of the Alma-

gest, lived a.d. 140-160.

CLAUSENA, a genus of shrubs or small

trees belonging to the natural order Citrace®.

C. heptapbylla (Karan-pbal, Hind.) ^ws in

Bengal, haa small flowers, greenish-yellow and

anise-scented, and its bruised leaves have the

fragrance of fresh anise seeds. C. nana grows in

the Moluccas, C. punctata and C. suffrutico^

grow in Chittagong ;
and the fresh leaves of L.

Sumatrans, when bruised, have the fragrance of a

lemon leaf. C. Wildenowii, IF. and A., grows

near Cbingleput, and C. pubescens, Ir. and A.,

in the Peninsula.—Roarh. /
Voigt,

CLAVIJO. Don Ruy Gonzales de Clavijo ww
appointed, a.d. 1408, by Henry Hi. of Castile

on an embassy to Timur. He quitted Constanti-

nople 14th November, and passed through Arme-

niiL Azerbijan, Teheran, Damghan in Khurasan

reached Samarcand 8th September 1404 ;
but

Timur was too ill to receive them, and they

I

C* OHiWW.l,

' to the tongue, and is vory plastic, tenacious, and
* infusible. When burnt, it Is of a cream colour,

and is used for tobacco-pipes and Yvhite pottery.

This is found in abundance in several parts of

India
;
and Hindus employ it for making the

distinguishing marks on their foreheads, and

(moistened with water) it is often applied round

the eye in certain cases of ophthalmia, as ivell as

to parts of the V>ody that are bruised.

h*>t(cr\*t via
If

is of various colours, chiefly reddish

or grey, and becomes red when heated. Mixed

with sand, it is formed into bricks and tiles. It is

abundant in many parts of South-Eastern Asia.

Stonrhidge cUtj/ resembles potter’s clay to a

certain extent, biit is far more refractory in the

tire. It is of a dark colour, owing proliably to

I

the presence of carbonaceous matter. It is exten-

;

Hivcly used in making crucibles, glass pots, etc.

i
Jirirk-cUnj or tonm^ abundant in S.E. Asia,

varies greatly in appearance, texture, and com-

position
;

its colour depending on the proportion

of oxide of iron contained in it.

Porcelain claif, the kaolin of China, is very

abundant in S.E. India, produced by the deconi-

position of felspar, and of binary granite.

Fireclays are procurable at Streept^nnatoor,

Trqiasoor, Chingleput, Metapolliam, and Cudda-
1

pah r indeed, are very common in many parts of

India, and bricks can be made that resist the

action of gi'eat lieat. A clay found at Beypore,

20 to 30 feet below the surface, is used for fire-

bricks and for lining furnaces.

Unctnons :hiy is excavated from a pit near

Kolat’b in large quantities, and exported as an

article of commerce, giving a royalty of Rs. 1500

yearly. It is used chiefly to free the skin and

nair from impurities ;
and the Cutchi ladies are

said to eat it to improve their complexions. The

clay used for making pottery in Sind is obtaineil

from situations washed over by the Indus river,

10 feet under ground. It is reduced to a fine

powder, and so^ed in water for 24 hours ;
after

which it is kneaded with the hands and feet, and

when it becomes dough-like, it is divided into

lumps of the required shape.

—

Tomlimon; Drs,

Mason and Hunttr; Tod^s Kajasthen, ii. p. 203.

CLEAN and Unclean, terras often occurring

in Scripture, as in Leviticus xi.-xv., have refer-

ence to unclean creatures, unclean persona, and

personal and ceremonial uncleanuess. As in

Lev. xii. 2, after childbirth a Brahman mother ia

unclean for eleven days, a princess sixteen, mer-

chant’s wife seventy-one, and a Vellala Sudra

thirty-one days. As with the Hebrew women,

the Hindu mother in her days of uncleanness

cannot touch any hallowed thing nor any domestic

article. When the days of her purification are

over, she takes or sends an offering to the temple.

In the matter of clean and unclean things and

persons. Mahomedans follow the Mosaic law.

739
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CLEARING NUT. The ripe seeds of Strych-

nes |)otatoTum are dried and sold in every market
in India to clear muddy water. Natives of India

never drink clear well water if they can get ix)nd

or river water, which is always more or less

muddy. One of the seeds is rubbed very hard

for a minute or two round the inside of the vessel

containing the water, which is generally an' un-
glazed i^rthen one, and the water left to settle

;

in a Very short time the impurities fall to the

bottom, leaving the water clear and perfectly

wholesome.

—

Jtoxinmfh.

CLEAVELAND, AUGUSTUR, a Bengal civil

servant, who in a brief space won over the wild

races near Rajmahal. He died while still young

;

and the Government of India decreed a monument
to his memory at Bhagiilpur, with the following

inscri^ion :—To the memory of Augustus Cleave-

land, Esq., late collector of the districts of Bhngid-
pur and Rajmahal, who, without bloodshed or

the terrors of authority, employing only the means
of conciliation, confidence, and benevolence, at-

tempted and accomplished the entire subjection

of the lawless and savage inhabitants of the jungle-

terry of Rajmahal, who had long infested the

neighbouring lands by their predatory incursions

;

inspired them with a taste for the arts of civilised

life, and attached them to the British Government
by a conquest over their minds, the most perma-
nent, as the most rational mode of dominion

;

the Governor-General and Council of Bengal, in

honour of his character and fore.xample to othei-s,

have ordered this monument to be erected. lie

departed tliis life on the 13th day of January
1784, aged 20.— 7V. of Hind. i. p. 101.

CLEGHORN, HUGH, M.D., a medical officer of

the Madras army
;
a learned botanist, contributor

to scientific journals of articles on botanical sub-
jects; Conservator of Forests at Madras and
Northern India, founder of the Indian Forest De-
partment. He wrote on the Hedge Plants of I ndia,

and the circumstances wdiich adai)t them for special

purposes in particular localities, Rep. Brit. Ass.

1860 ;
on the Grass Cloth of India, ibid. 112 ;

on
the Physical Effects of the Destruction of Tropical
Forests, ibid, 1861, London Athenaeum 1851,

781 ; also on the Forests and Gardens of
utbem iaidia; in 18G4, upon the Forests of the

Panjab and the Western Himalaya
;
and the article

Forests in the Encyclopaedia Britaniiica.

CLEIDION JAVANICUM. JU.
liSfliostylesBalicifoUa,Pr««A

j
Rottlcra uranclra, Dalz.

This middling-sized glabrous tree is common in

the moist forests on the Animallays, elevation
2000 to 3000 feet, Tmvancorc below Ghats, in

the western foresU of the Peninsula, Ceylon,
Bengal, Burma, Java, etc.

;
timber liard, and good

for building pvirposes.

—

Beddome, FI, Siflv, p. 272.
CLEMATiDyE. The name is derived from

Clema, a vine branch, from the climbing properties
of the family. The tribe is acrid and poisonous

;

the leaves and fresh stem, if bi-uised and applied
to the skin, cause vesication. Griffith notices the
virgin's bower in the Tenasserim Provinces, with
simple fleshy leaves. C. Gauriana is abundant
among the mins of Gaur. It forms, with Porana
paniculata, extensive lovely festoons. It is the
Morie), the Indian traveller’s joy ; is scandent and
perennial. It grows all over India, from Dindigul
and the Neilgbcrries up to Dehra Doon, along
the foot of the Himalaya. Its flowers are white

at the close of the rains, and give out a very strong

perfume. It is a hardy plant, and grows in any

soil. C. grata, Biliri, HiNp., is a plant of Kaghnii

and Nepal, and has small yellowish fragrant

flowers; C. florida is of Japan. In France the

Clematis vitalba is used by mendicants to cause

artifleial sores for the furtlierance of their impos-

tures. In Cochin-China, according to Loureiro,

the C. Sinensis is used as a diuretic and diaphoretic.

At the Mauritius, the C. Mauritiana is employed

to blister the cheek for the relief of toothache.

C. Wightiana, IK. and A., is scandent, perennial,

with very soft villous leaves, coarsely serrated.

It also is called Moriel, and grows common at

Maliabaleshwar and the culjoining ghats, flowering

after the rains. Wallich’s C. grata, AsUii, PI. t.

98, much resembles it, and is perhaps identical.

Hedges and thickets where these plants grow have

the appearance of being covered with hoar-frost,

from the white feathery trflls of the seeds. They
are very ornamental, and worthy of a place in

gardens for trellis work.

—

Roxb. ; Gr. Cat,

;

Riddell; Maaon^ p. 671.

CLEMATIS VITALBA? the Tung-tsau

or Muh-t’ung of the Chinese, is a climbing plant of

Shan-bi, Shen-si, China, has a yellow bitter wood, >

and vascular tissue arranged in plates passing

from the centre to the circumference, and open

enough to allow air to bo blown through. Tlie

wood, root, and fruit are used medicinally.

—

Smith.

CLEODOKA, a luminous mollusc, with a

vitreous shell.

CLEOME, a genus of plants belonging to the

Capparidacese or caper tribe. SjMScies fonnerly

placed under this genus have been transferred

to the genera Polanisia and Gynandropsis. C.

inonophylla, Linn., the C. cordata, J). C., grows

in Ceylon and the Peninsula, and has small, pale,

rose-coloured flowers.— Roxh. ; Linn.; D. C.

CLEOPATRA’S NEEDLE, a monolith, ^
calle<l by the British

;
by the native ciceroni it

was called Massallat-ul-Firaun, Pharaoh’s packing

needle. It was granted to the Biitish nation, and

in 1878 was brought to London, and erected on

the left bank of the Thames.

—

Burton'if Mecca.

CLEOPATRIS, an ancient town near the

modern Suez.

CLEPSYDRA, the Ghatka-patra of the Mah-

ratta race. A hollow vessel for measuring time.

It has an aperture in it, and when placed in water

the vessel gradually fills and sinks, and the final

Bubmergemont indicates the measure of time.

CLERODENDRON, a genus of plants belong-

ing to the Verbenaccae. One species in the Terai

forms a large shrub beneath every tree, generally

intermixed with ferns, as polypodiuin, pteris, and

goniopteris, and its sweet odour is wme far

through the air. Clerodendron leaves, bruised,

are used to kill vermin, fly-blows, etc., in cattle,

and the twigs form toothpicks. Its flowers are

presented to Siva (Mahadeo), milk, honey, floww,
fruit (ambrosia), etc. being offered to the pacific

gods, as Vishnu, Krishna, etc.
;

while Mudar
(Calotropis asclepias). Bhang, Cannabis sativa,

Datura, flesh, blood, and spirituous liquids are

offered to Siva, Durga, Kali, and other destroying

deities. The Burmese cultivate a fragrant double

clerodendron. One species, supposM by Dr.

Stewart to be C. infortunatum, Z., called Kali

basuti on the Beas, occurs in the Siwalik tract, and

occasionally in the plains, and is probably the one
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that Eilgeworth mentions ns being used in the
Ambala tract to give fire by friction.

—

Munon

;

Hooker, Him. Jour. i. p. 887 ;
Dr. J. L. Stewart.

CLERODENDRON WERME. Gxrtn,
Volkameria inermis, Linn,

Ban juen, . . . Beno. kalla kupi, . . . Tel.
Sang-kopi. . . . Dukh. Pisangi, Pisingha, . „
Nir-notsjil, . . Malkal. Eru pichcha, . . . „
Sangam kupi, . . Tam.

A plant of India, China, the Moluccas, and N.
Holland.

CLERODENDRON INFORTUNATUM. Linn.
Volkameria infortunata,/2.

| C. viscosum, Vent.

Bhant, .... Beno. Barangi, . . . Panjab.
Peragoo, . . Maleal. Bokada, .... Tel.

A cheap and useful substitute for chiretta as a
tonic and antiperiodic (?). The fresh juice of the
leaves is given as an anthelmintic, also as a bitter

tonic, in the malarious fevers of cliildren of India.

The bark is used by Indian and Arabian physicians.

Pharm.; Honiffherger.

CLERODENDRON NUTANS. Wall.
Oan-yan-patoo, .... Burm.

The Karen mountain glens of Tavoy and Mergui
are embellished with the elegant flowering nodding
clerodendron. The flowers are tinged with rose,

but nearly white, growing in long panicles at the

extremities of the branches, from which they make
a graceful curve, and hang down perpendicularly

from ten to fifteen inches, like an inverted cone,

so that the soft green foliage seems canopied with

rosy-white veils. It grows in Sylhet, blooms in

the dry season, and rarely exceeds ten feet in

height.—Mason ; T ofV.

CLERODENDRON PHLOMOIDES. Linn.

Volkameria multiflora, Burnu
Taludala, . , . . Tam.

|
Tekkali, Tilaka, . . Tkl.

Grows in the Dekhan, Coromandel, Bengal, and
I-iOwer Kamaon.
CLERODENDRON SERRATUM, Bhtme.

C. mocrophyllum, Sims.
|
Volkameria serrata, Linn.

Jaru teka, . . Maleal.
|

Brahmari mari, . . Tkl.

Chiru dekku, . . Tam.
|

Grows in Salsette above the Bombay ghats, in

Nepal, Morung mountains. The flowers and leaves

are said to be eaten as greens
;
but in the northern

Circars the root is known as Ganta-baringa, and
is largely exported for medicinal piiq^oses, being

used for febrile and cfitarrhal affections. The
leaves and seeds are also used medicinally.

CLERODENDRON SIPHONANTHUS. Br.

Siphonanthus Indica,i/^inu.
\
Ami, . . Hind, of Bk.vs.

Amali, .... Hind.
|
Dawa-i-mubarak, . Peus.

Grows in both Peninsiihis of India, in Bengal

and Sylhet. Its root and leaves are officinal
;
the

Persian name means the blessed medicine. It is

slightly bitter and astringent
;
yields resin, lOm-

ployed in syphilitic rheumatism.

—

Stewart ; Voigt.

CLERODENDRON SQUAMATUM.
Volkameria Kaempferiana, Jacq.

Scarlet clerodendron. J
Bu-gyee-nee, . . Bt'itM.

The Burmese gardens are ornamented with this

species, which bears a large cone of superb scarlet

flowers. Although said to be originally from China,

it appears to be naturalized in Burma,

—

Mason.

CLERODENDRON VISCOSUM. Vent.

C. infortunatum, Linn. Volkameria infortunata,

O. infortunata, hoxb. Boxb.

Bhant, .... Beno.. Bokada, .... Tel.

Bu ghyee-phyoo, . Burm. Gurrapu Gatte aku, ,,

Peragu, . . . Malkal. Manduka-bramhi, . ,,

Saraswati aku, . Tkl.

<ii*ow8 ill both tlie Indian PeiiiuijulfiH, also in
Bengal and Oudh.
CLEYERA GYMNANTIIERA. W. and It. A

large tree of the Neilghcrry hills, timber of a
reddish colour, strong and durable.

—

Drnrn.
CLIMATE OF INDIA. The Hindu races

familiar with the tropical countries in which they
dwell, use ‘ water ’ as the term for describing the
effects of a climate on health. In this sense it is

the salubrity of a locality that is alluded to.

Mahomedaus of Asia treat of seveu climates, the
Haft aklim. This applies to the northern hemi-
sphere, which they partition with zones of various
breadth from cast to west. When alluding to

the salubrity of a locality, the Mahomedans of

India and Persia use the words Ab-o-Howa, water
and air. In Hindustan the people usually arrange
the year into three periods, the Choumasa or
Bark’ha, which is the rainy season, of four months’
duration

;
after which is the Secala, or Jara, or

Mohasa, the cold season
;
followed by the Dhoop-

kala or K’hursa, or hot season. This division

indicates generally the course of the seasons in
India, though in one locality the rains or the hot
or cold seasons may be somewhat more prolonged.
The primary divisions of continental India are

four:—Hindustan, including in which term the
whole Peninsula of India, and the Gangotic plain

to the base of the Himalaya. 2. The Himalaya, a
mountain chain which rises abruptly frpm the
Gangetic plain, and is connected with a still loftier

mountain mass (of Tibet) to the north, and beyond
India. 3. Eastern India ultra Gangem, including

native and British Burma and the Malay Peninsula.

4. Afghanistan. These divisions arc marked out
by great mountain barriers and by the ocean.

The Himalaya mountains on the north are no-

where under 15,000 feet, usually exceed 17,000
and 18,000 feet, and rise in isolated peaks or

groups of peaks to 21,000 and to 28,000 feet.

From the western extremity of the Himalaya,
the Afghan mountains descend parallel with
the Indus, with a gradually decreasing elevation

from above 15,000 feet to the level of the ocean
at the Arabian Sea. Throughout Afghanistan the

climate is excessive. The cold of the winter is

intense, the spring is damp and raw, and the

summer, during wliich hot west winds prevail, is

intensely hot at all elevations. The general aspect

of the whole of Afghanistan is that of mountains
with broad flat valleys. The crops are chiefly

whe.at and barley, even up to 10,000 feet elevation.

Rice is cultivated iu great quantity at Jalalabad

2000 feet, at Kabul 6400 feet, and to a consider-

able extent at Ghazni, 7730 feet. Poplars, willows,

and date-palm trees are extensively planted, as well

as mulberry, walnut, apricot, apple, pear, and
peach trees, and also the Elseagnus orientalis,

which bears an eatable fruit. The vine abounds
as in all warm and dry temperate climates. The
majority of the Afghan and Tibetan plants are

also on the one hand natives respectively of the

Caspian steppes and N. Persia, and of Siberia on
the other.

The date is cultivated in Baluchistan up to 4500
feet; and a dwarf palm, Cbamierops Ritchieana

of Griffith, perhaps identical with the Chamferops
humilis of Europe, occurs abundantly in many
places, but with a somewhat local distribution.

The Burma and Malayan mountains, being given

off from the snowclad mountains of East Tibet,

41
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run to the south, nntl, though rnjudly iliininishing

in elevation, are continued almost to the equator. .

The mean temperature of the Malay Peninsula is

probably about 80° at the level of the sea, and in its

general humidity it also approaches to uniformity;

but dry and rainy weather are more distinctly

separated in the northern countries than in the

southern. The latter are not subject to the

occasional violent rains and prolonged droughts

which visit the former, and the former are not

exposed to the frequent tmcta of damp, foggy,

rainy weather which are experienced in the latter.

During the N.E. monsoon, which ordinarily

blows from November to March, the weather is

generally settled in the Straits of Malacca, and
N. and N.E. winds prevail, particularly on the

coast of tlie Peninsula, but are not of great

strength save towards the northern end of the

Straits. Breezes usually blow from the peninsular

shore at night. The equable character of this

season is attributable to the monsoon being broken
by the mountains of the Peninsula, which stretch

transvei’sely to its direction.

The S.AV. monsoon, which prevails from April

to October, blows against the northeni part of the

west coast of both Peninsulas, and these conse-

quently, in some measure, participate in the rainy

climate which characterizes the eastern shore of

the Bay of Bengal during this monsoon. Further
south it is broken by the mountain belt of

Sumatra, so that, in the Straits, laud and sea

breezes generally prevail in the vicinity of the
coasts, and an equable climate is experienced. The
Sumatra sides of the Straits, and the southern

portion of the Peninsula, at night are exposed to

occasional sudden squalls from the S.W., accom-
panied by lightning and heavy rains, called Suma-
trans. North-westers are also experienced, but
more rarely. They occur chiefly in the northern
part of the Straits as far as the Arroas, but some-
times blow right through them to U»e Ccirimons.

During this monsoon the east coast of the Penin-
sula, having a leeward exposure, and being, for

the greater part of its length, protected by the

double wall of the Sumatran and Peninsular

ranges, is perfectly sheltered, and dry weather
prevails.

The Aravalli mounttains extend from llansi and
Dehli to Gujerat. Tlie Vindhya chain stretches

across the centre of Hindustan, from tlie Gulf of

Cambay to the Ganges, and is three to four

thousand feet high.

A peninsular chain, called the Western Ghats,
extends from Cape Comorin to the Tapti river, for

upwards of 900 miles running parallel to the coast

line, and perpendicular to the direction of the

monsoons. This chain divides the Peninsula into

two distinct climates, of a narrow western one in

Malabar and the Konkaii, and a broad eastern one,
in which are the Karnatic, Alysore, and the

Dekhan, traversed by all the peninsular rivers.

The Travanoore mountains present a striking

analogy to the island of Ceylon. They are loftiest

at the extreme north of the district, where they
stretch east and west for sixty or seventy miles^

separating the districts of Dindigul and Madura.
Notwithstanding the perennial humidity, the rain-

fall at CourtalJum is only 40 ioches
;
on the hills

around, however, it is doubtless much greater.

The Pulney or Palnai mountains west of Dindigul,

the Animallay south of Coimbatore, the Sheva-

7 '

gherry mountains soutli-wcst of Mtidura, and the

ranges near Courtallum, are all w'ell known. The
remarkable palm, Bentinckia, so common on its

mountains, is, however, not known in Ceylon.

The other palms are Caryota urens, an Areca,

Phoenix farinifera, and one or two species of

Calamus.

To the north of Coimbatore the peninsular chain
rises abruptly to 8000 feet, as the Neilgherry
range, and continues northward as the mountains
of Coorg. The rainfall, which is great on the

western coast, is less on the Neilgherries, being

100 inches at Dodabetta, and 46 inches at Ootaca-
inund. Further north, in the Nagar district of

Mysore, there are many rounded or table-topped
hills 4000 to 5000 feet high, often cultivated to

that height, and rising in some places to upwards
of 6000 feet. The climate of the western part is

very humid, and particularly so at the town of

Nagar or Bednore, 4000 feet high, on a spur of

the western chain, where inclement rain is said to

lost for nine months.

The S.W. monsoon conies from the southern

ocean, and is loaded with vapour. It strikes on
the W. coast of India, passes over the plains of

Bengal, and strikes on the Khassya mountains
and the whole length of the Himalaya, discharging

itself in heavy rains. From April till August it

blows from the east of south, in August S.S. E., and
in September more easterly, lowering the tem-
perature of Bengal and of the northern plains,

though the plains of the Panjab continue exces-

sively heated.

From the vernal till the autumnal equinox, the

heat of a great part of India continues great
;
but

after the autumnal equinox the great mass of the

Himalaya becomes intensely cold, and the plaitis

of India generally become cool. Where the north-

east monsoon prevails, it is everywhere a land
wind, except on the east coast of the Karnatic

and in the Malayan Peninsula. In Malaya it blows

over a great extent of sea, and is therefore very
rainy

;
but at the Karnatic the width of sea is not

great, so that the rainfall, tliough well marked,
is less, and terminates long before tlie end of the

monsoon, probably from the w'ind acquiring a
more directly southerly direction, after the sun
has reached the southern tropic.

The rainfall varies prodigiously in different parts

of India, from almost none to six hundred inches

;

but the quantity affords no direct criterion of the

humidity of any climate, for the atmosphere may
be saturated with moisture without any precipita-

tion taking place. Thus, while in Sikkim 1° for 300
feet is tlie proportion for elevations below 7000
feet, on the Neilgherry Hills it is about V for 340
feet, in Kliassya V for 380 feet

;
and the elevations

of Nagpur and Ambala produce no perceptible

diminution in their mean temperature, which is

as great as that which would normally be assigned

to them were they at the level of the sea.

At Mahabaleshwar it amounts to 248 inches

annually. In the Southern Konkan, especially in

the Sawantwari district, the rains are as heavy as

in Canara. At Bombay the rains last from June
till the end of September, and the fall is only
eighty inches, which is considerably less than at

any point further south on the coast. At Tannah,
however, the average fall is more than 100 inches.

Inf the Himalaya, the truly temperate vegetation

supersedes the sub- tropical above 40<>0 to 6000
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feet, and the elevation at winch this chanp:c takes blossom all the year round, and, being shrubby
place corresponds roughly with that at which the twining plants, are well suited for covering trellis

winter is marked by an annual fall of snow. This work. They are of easy growth. Dr. 0'Shaugb>
j)henomenon varies extremely with the latitude, ncssy does not recommend its use in medicine,
humidity, and many local circumstances. In Its flower is sacred to Durga. A variety is C.
Ceylon and the AVestern Peninsula, whose luoun- caeruleoflora.

—

Riddell; Hooker^ Him, Jour, ii. p.
tains attain 9000 feet, and where considerable 291; Mason; 0\Sh.; Powell,

tracts are elevated above 6000 to 8000 feet, snow CLIVE, ROBERT, Lord, a Madras civil servant,
has never been known to fall. On the Khassya who became a great military commander, was
mountains, which attain 7000 feet, and where a Governor of Madras and of Bengal, and Corn-
great extent of surface is above 5000, snow seems mander-in-Chief of India. Amongst the many
10 be unknown. eminent men who have served and ruled in British

Sikkim occupies an intermediate position be- India, healonehasbeen styled ^ Great and whether
tween Nepal and Bhutan, and unites the floras of his deeds as a military commander be considered,
Nepal, Bhutan, East Tibet, and the Khassya or his successes in the civil administration of India,

mountains, being hence, in a geographico-botanical posterity has conceded that title to him alone. He
point of view, one of the most important provinces entered the service of the E. I. Co. in 1744 as a
in India, if not in all Asia. In Sikkim snow writer, but shortly afterwards obtained an ensign’s
annually falls at about 6000 feet elevation, in commission. In September 1748 he distinguished
Nepal at 5000 feet, in Kumaon and Garhwal at himself as an ensign before Pondicher^, and
4000, and in the extreme AVMIimalaya, lower still, again in August 1749 at Devicottah. In May

East Tibet is an enormously elevated mountain 1751 he was present in the fight at Volcondah,
mass, and many of the large rivers of Asia flow and in July defeated the French at Condore.
from it in several directions. In 1751 he laid siege to Arcot, with only 120

The Eastern Archipelago, from consisting of Europeans and 200 natives
;
in August, took it.

large islands separated by belts of sea, possesses a Arcot fort was invested by Chanda Sahib, with
humid and equable climate

;
but the great con- an army 4000 strong, but Clive withstood and

tinent of Australia, being a vast expanse of low repelled all jissaults, and his opponents ultimately

land, becomes enormously heated when the sun is withdrew. This defence made a powerfulimpres-
in the southern hemisphere, and presents extremes sion on all the native races. In November be
of climate. The common characters of Sind are defeated Basin Rao at Arni

;
in December took

great summer heat but little tempered by rain, the pagoda of Conjeveram
;
in 1752 he defeated

great winter coM, a dry soil. Its flora resembles the French and Chanda Sahib at Cauverypak,
those of Egypt, Arabia, and the countries border- destroyed the town of Dupleix Fattehabad, do-
ing on the Persian Gulf.

—

Dr, Stocks ; Journ. of feated the French army, took Covelong, and com-
the Ind, /hr/n’pe/or/o, ii., February 1848. manded the land forces against Gheriah. In

CLIMBING Pi/ANTS are exceedingly nume-
|

1756, after the loss of Calcutta and the imprison-

rous in the damp forests of India. At Tonglo, in ment by Suraj-ud-Dowla in the guard-room, since

Sikkim, at an elevation of several thousand feet, known as the Black Hole, he left Madras with

Dr. Hooker found great scandent trees twisting 900 Europeans, recaptured Calcutta, and made
around the trunks of others, and strangling them

;
peace. But >var again broke out, and Clive with

the latter gradually decay, leaving the sheath of flOOO British and native soldiers defeated Suraj-
climbers as one of the most remarkable vegetable ud-Dovvla on the 2Jd June 1757 at Plassey, 40
phenomena of these mountains. I'liese climbci-s miles south of Murshidabad. Mir Jafar was
belong to several orders, and may be roughly then declared subahdar of Bengal, Behar, and
classified in two groups,—(1) Those whose stems Orissa. Clive revisited Britain in 1760, with the

merely twine, and by constricting certain parts of rank of colonel. Mir Jafar was restored in 1763.

their support, induce death. (2) Those which Clive subsequently returned to India, corrected

form a network round the trunk by the coalos- abuses in the government, obtained the dewani
ceiice of their lateral branches and aerial roots, of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, and assumed the

etc.
;
these wholly enveloj^e and often conceal the civil and military government of the country, as

tree they enclose, whose branches appear vising Governor and Commander-in-Chief. His re-

far above those of its destroyer. To the first of trenchments caused a mutiny amongst the officers

these groups belong many natural orders, of and men, which he quelled with severe measures,

which the most prominent are legurninosa;, ivies, He returned to Britiiin in 1767, and at first was
hydrangea, vines, pothos, etc. The inosculating well received, but was subsequently impeached
ones are almost all figs and Wightia

;
the hitter is before Parliament, and only escaped trial by volun-

the most remarkable for its grasping roots.— tary death in November 1774. In the ungrateful

Hooker, Him, Journ. i. p. 163. and final treatment by his country, his fate

CLISOBORA, now Ciilled also Muzanagar and resembled those of La Bourdonnais, Dupleix, and
Calisapura. Warren Hastings. Lord Clive was the territorial

CLITORIA TERNATEA. Linn. founder of British India. Warren Hastings re-

Nilupnrajita, . . Bekg. Dhauattar, . . . PfHHT. organized every branch of the jpublio service,

Shwet Upurajita, . ,, Nilaghiria;Khunie,SANHit, created courts of justice, and reformed the re-
Oung-mai-phyoo, . Burm. AparajiU; Asphota, „ venue collections, l^rd Clives life has had
Kaliw? . . . Dukh. Nilkata rodu, . • Sinoh. historians, amongst whom are Caraccioli
Khagin, Aparajita, Karka-kantun, . . Tam. j

Kowatheti, . . Hind. Kara kartan, . . „ and Malcolm.
# vi i • iqai

Shlonga-kitspi, . . Mahr. Telia dlntena ; Nalla Clive, Lord, Governor of Moiras m 1801, was
Shiinktt puspa, . Malbal. dinicna, . . . Tbl. a relative. The descendant of I^rd Clive s family

The most common varieties of thU cultivated is now styled Earl Powis in the peerage of Great

flowering plant are the blue and white. They Britain.

—

MidUson ;
Orme,
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CLOAK. Many races in the south and east
j

of Asia wear clonks. That of Egypt is called

burnoos. The cloaks of Afghanistan are the

postin, postaki, postinchi, choga, and khosai
;
and

the aba is worn in Arabia.

CLOCK.
Uuren; Uurwerken, Dut. Orologgi ;

Oiiuoli, . .It.

Horologien; Horologea.Fa. Tschaaii, .... Rus.
Uhren; Grofifie>uhren,GKU. Relojes, Sp.

The clocks to bo seen in the south and east of

Asia are wholly of European manufacture. Prior

to their introduction, the clepsydra or water-clock

was in general use. These were of copper, with a

small aperture at the bottom, through which,
when placed in water, the clepsydra tilled and
sank, the sinking marking an hour. The water-

clock of the Malay sailors is half of a cocoamit
shell, with a small hole, through which, when i

placed in a bucket, it tills and sinks in an hour.

Pendulum clocks were invented about a.d. 12G0.—McCulloch.

CLOTHING. I'lie materials used for clothing,

and the forms of dress of the peoples of the south
and east of Asia, differ according to the climate,

the pursuits, and the customs of the races. Through
a thousand years, seemingly, the south-eastern

races continue to wear clothing similar to what
their forefathers put on; but Andamanese live

wholly without apparel, and Chinese dress in a very
elaborate manner. Hindu men and women, until

the middle of the PJth century, wore only cloths

without seams
;
and even yet their women’s bodice

(choli) and the men’s jacket (angrika) alone arc

sewed, the lower garment of botli sexes being
cloths which are wrapped round the limbs, and
often as neatly so as sewn trousers. lu this form
Hindu clothing is not called clothes, but cloths.

Most Hindus wear trousers when on horseback;
but the prevailing Hindu custom illustrates Mark
X. 50, where mention is made of the blind man
throwing off his upper garment, which was doubt-
less a piece of cloth. It is not considered at all

indelicate among the Hindu people for a man to

appear naked from the head to the waist, and
servants thus attired serve at the tables of poor
Europeans. In Arabia, a coarse cloak of camel
or goat’s hair is generally worn, often as the sole

attira It is called an aba, and its material is

cameline. Amongst men of the very humblest
classes of Southern India, at work, the simple
loin-cloth is the sole body clothing; but almost
all have a sheet, or a cumbli, or coarse blanket
of wool or hair, as a covering for warmth. The
Nair women move about with the body un-
covered down to the waist, as an indication of the
correctness of their conduct. The women of the
Patuah or Juanga, in the Deiikeual district of

Orissa, also called Patra-Sauri or Leaf-Sauri, till

1871 wore a covering of a bunch of leaves, hanging
from the waist, both in front and behind. Forest
races in Travancore also wear leaves ns covering.

Hindu children, both boys and girls, up to three
or four years of age, have no clotliing

;
the Abor

oung women have a string of shell-shaped em-
ossed bell-mctal plates, and Miri women wear a

small loin kilt made of cane. Throughout British

India, however, almost every Hindu and Maho-
medan woman, however humble in circumstances,
is wholly covered, from the neck to the ankles,
with choli and gown or trousers, or cloths of
kinds. This seems to have been the practice from

remote antiquity. In Vcdic limes the women
seem to have dressed much like the present Raj-

putni. They had a gogra or petticoat, a kan-
chali or corset, and a do-patta or scarf. In the
Rig Veda there is an allusion to Indrani’s head-

dress ns being of all forms, and several passages

are indicative of considerable attention having

been paid to personal decoration (Calcutta Review,

No. 109, p. ‘JO). AVeaviiig is frequently alluded

to in the Vedas. The Yajiir Veda mentions gold

cloth or brocade as in use for a counterpane. In

the Ramayana arc mentioned the wedding pre-

sents to Sita as consisting of woollen stuffs, fine

silken vestments of different colours, princely

ornaments, and sumptuous carriages. The Maha-
bharata mentions furs from the Hindu Kush,
woollen shawls of the Abhira of Gujerat, cloths

of the wool of sheep and goats, etc.
;
and weaving

and dyeing are repeatedly mentioned in the Insti-

tutes of Menu.
The best represenUtions of aucient costumes in

India are the celebrated fresco paintings in the

!

caves of Ajunta, some of which are still very

I

perfect, and in the Buddhist caves of Ellora some

I

paintings in a similar style had been executed.

!
It is difficult to decide the date of these paint-

I

ings, which represent scenes in Buddhist history

;

;

an<l the series may extend from the Ist or 2d
i century before Christ, to the 4th and Gth century
' of this era. In either case they are upwards of

a thousand years old, and as such are of much
interest.

One very large picture, covered with figures,

represents the coronation of Siiihala, a Buddhist
king. lie is seated on a stool or chair, crowned
with a tiara of the usual conventional form. Com,
as an emblem of plenty and fertility, is being

poured over his shoulder by girls. He is naked
from the throat to the waist. All the women
are naked to the waist

;
some of them have the

end of the cloth or sfiri thrown across the l)Osom,

and passing over the left shoulder. Spearmen on
foot and on horseback have short waist-cloths only.

In aiiotlier large picture, full of figures, repre-

senting the introduction of Buddhism to Ceylon,

and its establishment there, all the figures, male

and female, are naked to the waist. Some have
waist-cloths or kilts only, others have scarfs, or

probably the ends of the dhoti, thrown over

their shoulders. Female figures, in different atti-

tudes around, are all naked, but Imve necklaces,

ear-rings, and bracelets, and one a girdle of jewels

round her loin.s.

Some writers have maintained that the ancient

Hindus were ignorant of the art of preparing

needle-made dresses. It has even been said that

there is no word for tailor in the language of the

Hindus; but there are two—one, tunnavaya, which
applies to darning, and the sauchika, which ap-
plies to tailoring in general. The Rig Veda men-
tions needles and sewing, and the Ramayana and
Mahabharata allude to dresses which could not
Iiave been made otherwise than with the aid of

needles. In the aucient sculptures at Sanchi,

Amraoti, and Orissa, several figures are dressed

in tunics which required needles. Amongst these

garments are discoverable what may be called

the ancestors of the modern chapkan and jam^
The dress differs so entirely from the chiton, the

chlamys, the himation, and such other vestments
as the soldiers of Alexander brought to India^
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that they cannot be accepted aa Indian modifica-
tions of the Grecian dress. In many ancient
sculptures of Buddhist times, queens, princes, and
ladies of the highest rank are represented without
any garments

;
and it has been suggested that there

prevailed cither a conventional rule of art, such
as has made the sculptors of Europe prefer the
nude to the draped figure, or a prevailing desire
to display the female contour m all its attrac-
tiveness, or the unskilfulness of early art, or the
difficulty of chiselling drapery on such coarse
mateiials as were ordinarily accessible in this
country, or that a combination of some or all of
those causes exercised a more potent influence on
the action of the Indian artist tlian ethnic or social
peculiarities in developing the human form in
stone.

Allusion is made to ‘ saffron-tinted robes ’ and
to * red-dyed garments ’ in occasional passages of
the early writings, but even these are compara-
tively rare as regards men, and there is little

more in respect to women. In the drama of
Vikram and Urvasi, written probably in the
reign of Yikramaditya, b.c. 66, Puraravas, one
of the characters, says of Urvasi, a nymph who
has fainted,

—

' Soft Rfl the flower, the timid heart not soon
Foregoes its fears. The scarf that veils her bosom
Hides not its fluttering.s, aud the panting breast
Seems ns it felt the wreath of licavciily blossoms
Weigh too oppressively.’—Act i. Sc. 1.

Again,

—

* In truth she pleases me : thus chastely robed
In mcnlcst white, her clustering tresses decked
With sacred dowers nlonc, her lianghty mien
Exchanged for meek devotion. Thus arrayed,
She moves with lieightencd charms.’—Act iii. Sc. 2.

In the drama Mriclichakati, attributo<l to king
Sudraka of Ujjain, who reigned, according to the
traditional chronology, in the first century before

the Christian era, and is certainly not later than
the 2d century after Christ, Act iv. Sc. 2 says,

—

* 3faitrcn/t. Pray who in th.at gentleman, dressed in
silk raiment, glittering with ricli ornaments, and rolling

nbont ns if his limbs were out of joint ?

‘ Attendant. That is my lady’s brother,
‘ ^faitrcnn. And pmy who is that lady dressed in

flowered muslin goodly person, tr\ily,’ etc.

The following pa.ssage, taken from the Uttam
Hama Charitra, by tbe sjimc author, affords an
idea of the costume of a warrior race. Janaka,

the father of Sita, the heroine, in describing the

hero Hama, says,

—

* You have rightly judged
His birth

;
for .see, on cither sliouldcr hangs

The martial quiver, and the feathery sliafts

Plejul with his curling locks. lielow’ his brtaht,

Slight tinctured wdth the sacrificial ashes,

'riio deer-skin wraps liis body, with the zone
( )f Murva bound ; the madder-tinted garb

Descending vests his limbs ; the sacred rosary

Begirts his wrists; and in oiio hand he bears

The pip.al staff, the ot)K‘r grsusps the bow.

Arundati, whence come.H he?’

The clothing of the Mahoincdan races, wlio

came from the north-west, has been of wool and

of cotton, to suit the changing seasons, au<i the

Articles of dress were cut out and sewed in forms

to fit the body. The Rajput and other martial

iticcB have always dressed similarly.

Most of the IlindU women of the present day

Appear in public, and at their numerous religious

festivals opportunities for seeing their holiday

7

clothing are numerous. On such occasions the
wealth of the mercantile classes admits of much
display. In Bombay, a brilliant and picturesque
array of women drifts along the streets and ways.
The large and almost bovine Banyan and Bhattia
women roll heavily along, each plump foot and
ankle loaded with several pounds’ weight of silver.

The slender, gold-tinted Purbhu women, with
their hair tightly twisted, and a coronal of mogra
flowers, have a shrinking grace and delicacy that
is very attractive

;
and, barring the red Kashmir

chadar, their costume is precisely that in which
an artist would dress Sakuntala and her play-
fellows. The Marwari females, with skirts full

of plaits, tinkling with hawk-bells, their eyes set

in deep black paint, and the sari dragged over
the brow so as to hang in front, are very curious
figures, seldom pretty. Surati girls, with their

drapery so tightly kilted as to show great sweeps
of the round, brown limbs, smooth and shapely,

that characterize those Venuses of tbe stable and
kitchen, stride merrily along, frequently with a
child on their rounded hips. There is a quaint
expression of good-humour on their features,

which have a comely ugliness unlike that of any
other race. Then the trim little Malwen girls,

who are already growing fairer and lighter in

colour from their confinement in the cotton fac-

tories, sling quickly along with a saucy swing of

their oscillant hips ; and the longer-robed Ghati,

scjircely to be distinguished from women of the

^larathi caste, go more demurely. The Brahman
w'oman is best seen at Poona, Wye, and at Nosik.

In Bombay she is scarcely distinguisbable from
Sonar, Sontar, and others. Those odd, gipsy-like

wenches, the Wagri beggar women, each provided

with a plump baby, carried in a tiny hammock
slung on a stick, and handed to the spectator as if

it were 8omcti)ing to buy or to taste, are to be
seen in numbers, sometimes twanging on a one-
stringed sit'vr, but more often playing the tom-tom
on their plump forms, with that frank simplicity

of pantomime which is the supreme effort of Hindu
eloquence, and the art of suiting the action to the

word. Gosains, with their little stalls of shells,

brass spoons, bells, and images. Everybody very

happy, and all differently clad.

In the present day, before a Hindu puts on a
new garment, he plucks a few threads out of it

and offers them to different deities, and smears a

corner with turmeric to avert the evil eye. The
Cloth of a married Hindu woman has always a
border of blue or red, or other colour. The dress

of a Hindu widow is white.

Araf/ (men’s) dress has remained almost the

same during the lapse of centuries. Over the shirt,

in winter or in cool weather, most persons wear
a a short vest of cloth without sleeves;

kaftan or kuftan of striped silk, of cotton or
silk, descending to the ankles, with long sleeves ex-

tending a few inches beyond the finger-ends, but
divided from a point a little above the wrist or
about the inidde of the forearm. The ordinary

o\Ucr robe is a long cloth coat of any colour, called

by the Egyptians r/ihheh^ but by the Turks jubbeh,

the sleeves of which reach not quite to the wrist.

Some persons also wear a beneeith or benish robe

of cloth, with long sleeves, like those of tbe

kuftan, but more ample. It is properly a robe of

ceremony, and should be worn over the other

cloth coat, but many pereons wear it instead of
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the pfibbeh. The Farageeyeh robe nearly resembles quality of white cotton cloths of various paltems.

the beneesh
;

it has very long sleeves, but these? ^ Those of Sydapet, in the outskirts of Madras,

are not slit, and it is chiefly worn by men of the are of ordinary quality, and of different colours,

learned professions. In cold weather, a kind of Ganjatn also fabricates a common sort, with a few
black woollen clonk, called nhayehy is commonly of more value worked witli lace borders, but not
worn. Sometimes this is drawn over the head, sold for more than 50 rupees.

The abnyeh is often of the brown and white striped Women's Silk Cloths.— The principal places

kind. for the manufacture of native female silk cloths

In Hritish India the ordinary articles of clothing are the towns of Benares, Berhampore, and
of Hindu and Mahomedan women comprise the Tanjore. Those of Benares are generally of

Innlice^ called choli, angia, kachuri, koortee, and superior quality, with rich lace borders, and they

kupissa
;

the petticoat^ called lahunga, luhinga, are sold at from 60 to 350 rupees or upwards,

ghagra, and peshgir; and the sari^ or wrapping Berhampore cloths are wholly silk, but nicely

foin-cloth. flnished. Tanjore cloths are also neatly flnisbed.

Men's clothing consists of— with nicely-worked borders, both of lace and silk.

Loin-cloth^ dhoti or loongi
;

of various colours; they are sold at from 15 to

Trousersy called paijama, izar, turwar, gurgi, and 150 rupees,

shalwar; Silk Cloths^ called pethambaram, are chiefly

Jacket^ coat, and vest, called anga, angarka, brought from Benares and Nagpur
;
they are also

chapkan, dagla, jora, koorta, kuba, kufeha, mina, made at the town of Combaconum. The Benares
mirzai, jama, labada

;
cloths are highly prized for their superior quality;

Skull-cap, topi, taj ; they measure 12 by cubits a-piece; two pieces

//rac/-dre.w, pagri, turban (sir-band), shumla or make one suit of an upper and under garment,
shawl turban, rumal or kerchief, dastar; Hindus wear these cloths during their devotions

Kamrband or waist-belt, sash. and holiday time. They are sold from 50 to 350
The women of Burma wear a neat cloth bodice, rupees, or even more. The silk fabrics of Comba-

and, as an under garment, a cloth wrapped tightly conum are good, although not equal to those of

round from the waist downwards
;
but so narrow Benares.

that it opens at every step, and all the inner left I17//Vc Cloths were manufactured all over

thigh is seen. Southern India, but those of Manamadu, in the

Fabrics used for the clothing of the masses of district of Trichinopoly, were very superior in

the [»eople of India are plain and striped dooria, quality, and used by the more respectable of

luulmul, aghabani, and other figured fabrics have the inhabitants as clothing, under the name of

established themselves
;

the finest qualities of Manamadu sullab. That at Arnee, in the district

muslins must necessarily be confined to very rich of Chingleput, known as Arnee sullah, is of

purchosei's. different quality.

Loyifj cloths or panJams of various qualities were Women's coloured cotton Cloths.—These coloured

formerly manufactured to a great extent in the cotton cloths are largely made in the Madura
Nortlicrn Circars, as well as in other parts

;
the district. They are of various sizes, with or wdth-

great proportion consisted of 14 panjam or cloths out lace-worked borders. Those with lace vary
containing fourteen times 12 threads in the in price from 15 to 200 rupees each; they are

breadth, which varied according to local custom generally purchased by the wealthier natives, by
from 38 to 44 inches. 14 lbs. was considered the whom tliey are highly prized. These fabrics are

proiier weight of such cloths, the length 36 known in the market as vaukey, thomboo, joon-

cubits, half - lengths being exported under the nady, and ambooresa, all of them lace-bordered,

denomination of salampores. Tlie manufacture silk Cloths are made chiefly in Benares

of the finer cloths, which went up to and even ami Nagpur
;
but they are fabricated also at Ber-

exceeded 50 panjani, has long been discontinued, hampore, Tanjore, Coinbacomim, and Conjeveram,
Other articles of dress of women of Bombay are in the Madras Presidency. Those of Benares and

the bungur - kuddee, chikhce, choli or kbun, of the Mahratta countries are celebrated for their

choonee or head-cloth, doorungu-pytance, guj superiority, and are highly prized for their lace

(covering for breast), guzzee or long lobc, izarband, borders; their size is 16 by 'ii cubits, and they
kempchunder(widow8),kurch-chuuderkulee, pesh- are sold at 50 to 300 rmjces and upwards; those

gir, paijama, saris of kinds, silnree. made at Berhampore, Tanjore, and Combaconum
In Cutch, the khombee, sadlo, for women

;
for are not equal to the Benares cloths, but are well

men, pairahan, paijama, izarband, made, and sold at from 15 to 70 rupees each. The
Other articles of dress of the men of Bombay,— women’s cloths of Tanjore and Madura manufac-

angarka, chaga, dhoti, izarband, koortah, labada turc, and men’s head-cloths, also from Madura,
(iuBaluchistnn), pairahan, paijama, turban, ujruk will compete with the pi*oduction of any other
or coloured sheet (in Sind), loom in the world.

Men's Cloths are manufactured all over British Printed Cloths are worn occasionally, as in Berar
India, and those of the Madura district have lace and Bundelkhaud, for sarees; and the ends and
bonlers; they are sold as high as 7U rupees for a borders have peculiar local patterns. There is

suit of two pieces. Conjeveram is noted for its also a class of prints on coarse cloth, used for the
silk-bordered cloths, which arc sold for not more skirts or petticoats of women of some of the
thu^i 15 rupees a pair. humbler classes in Upper India

; but itie greatest
Women's Cloths of cotton form an article of demand for printed cloths is for jialempores, or

manufacture in every district. Madras inanu- single quilts.

factures a nicely coloured women’s cloth called In the costlier Garment Cloths woven in India,
oolloor sailay, sold for 7 nipees and upwards, the borders and ends are entirely of gold thread
Arnce is noted for its nmnufacture of a Fuperior and silk, the former predominating. Many of the
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«arc« or women’s cloths, those made at Benares,
Pytim, and Burhanpur, in Gujerat, at Narraiti-

pet, and Dhanwarum, in the territory of His
Highness the Nizam, at Yeokla in Kandesh, and
in other localities, have gold thread in broad and
narrow stripes alternating with silk or muslin.
Gold flowers, checks, or zigzag patterns are used,
the colours of the grounds &ing green, black,
violet, crimson, purple, and grey; and in silk,

black shot with crimson or yellow, crimson with
green, blue, or white, yellow with deep crimson
and blue, all producing rich, harmonious, and even
gorgeous effects, but without the least appearance
of, or approach to, glaring colour, or offence to the
most critical taste. They are colours and effects

which suit the dark or fair complexions of the
people of the country

;
for an Indian lady who

can afford to be choice in the selection of her
wardrobe, is as particular as to what will suit her
especial colour—dark or comparatively fair—as

any lady of Britain or France. Another ex-
quisitely beautiful article of Indian costume for

men and women, is the do-patta scarf, worn more
frequently by Mahomedan women than Hindu,
and by the latter only when they have adopted
the Mahomedan lunga or petticoat

;
but invariably

by men in dress costume. By women this is

generally passed once round the waist over the
petticoat or trousers, thence across the bosom and
over the left shoulder and head

;
by men, across

the chest only.

Do - pottos^ especially those of Benares, are
perhaps the most exquisitely beautiful and prized
of all the ornamental fabrics of India

;
and it is

quite i>n possible to describe the effects of gold and
silver thread, of the most delicate and ductile

description imaginable, woven in broad, rich

borders, and profusion of gold and silver flowci’s,

or the elegance and intricacy of most of the
arabesque patterns, of the ribbon borders, or broad
stripes. I low such articles are woven with their

exquisite finish and strength, fine as their quality
is, in the rude handlooms of tlie country, it is

liard to understand. All these fabrics are of the

most delicate and delightful colours,—the creamy
white, and shades of j)ink, yellow, greeu, niauve,

violet, and blue, are clear yet subdued, and always
accord with the thread used, and the style of

ornamentation, whether in gold or silver, or both
combined. Many are of more decided coloui's,

—

black, scarlet, and crimson, chocolate, dark green,

and madder
;
but whatever the colour may be,

the ornamentation is chaste and suitaV)lc. For
the most part, the fabrics of Benares arc not
intended for ordinary washing ; but the dyoi-s and
scourers of India have a process by which the

former colour can be discharged from the fabric,

and it can then be re-dyed. The gold or silver

work is also carefully jiressed and ironed, and the

piece is restored, if not to its original beauty,

at least to a very wearable condition. The do-

pattas of Pytuu, and indeed most others except

Benares, are of a stronger fabric. Many of them
arc woven in fast colours, and the gold thread

—

silver is rarely used in them—is more substantial

than that of Benares. On this account they arc

preferred in Central India and thcDekban,—not

only because they are ordinarily more durable, but

because they bear washing or cleaning b(*.tter. In

point of delicate beauty, however, if not of richness,

they arc not comparable with the fabrics of Benares.

Scar/a are in use by every one,—plain muslins,
or muslins with figured fields and borders without
colour, plain fields of muslin with narrow edging
of coloured silk or cotton (avoiding gold thread),
and narrow ends. Such articles, called sehla in

India, are in everyday use among millions of
Hindus and Mahomedans, men and women. They
are always open-textured muslins, and the quality
ranges from very ordinary yarn to that of tlio

finest Dacca fibres. The texture of the dhotees,
sarees, and loongees manufactured in Britain and
sent to India, is not that required by the people,
nor what they are accustomed to. It is in general
too close,—too much like calico, in fact,—which of

course makes the garment hot, heavy in wear, and
difficult to wash. Again, the surface becomes
rough, and, as it is generally called, fuzzy in use,

while the native fabric remains free.

Few native women of any class or degree
wear white

;
if they do wear it, the dress has

broad borders and ends. But all classes w^ear

coloured cloths,—bhxck, red, blue, occasionally
orange and green, violet and grey. All through
AVestern, Central, and Southern India, sarees are
striped and checked in an infinite variety of
patterns. Narrainpet, Dhanwnr, and Muktul, in

the Nizam’s territories ; Gudduk and Bettigerry in
Dharwar

;
Kolhapur, Kasik, Yeokla, and many

other manufacturing towns in the Dekhan
;
Arnee

in the south, and elsewhere, send out articles of

excellent texture, with beautifully-arranged colours

and patterns, both in stripes and checks. For
the costly and superb fabrics of cloths of gold
and silver (kimkhab), and the classes of washing
satins (mushroo aud hemroo), even if European
skill could imitate them by the haudlooni, it

would be impossible to obtain the gold and silver

thread unless it were imported from India. The
native mode of making this thread is known, but
the result achieved by the Indian workman is

simply the effect of skilful deliciite manipulation.

The gold and silver cloths (kimkliab) are used
for state dresses and trousers, the latter by men
and women

;
and ladies of rank usually possess

jx'tticoats or skirts of these gorgeous fabricK.

Mushroo and hemroo are not used for tunics, but
for men’s and women’s trousers, and women’s
skirts

;
as also for covering bedding and pillows,

'i'hey arc very strong and durable fabrics, wash
well, and preserve their colour, however long

worn or roughly used
;
but they can hardly bo

compared with English satins, which, however, if

more delicate in colour and texture, are unfitted

for the jnirposes to which the Indian fabrics ait?

applied. For example, a labada or dre-ssing

gown made of scarlet mushroo in 1842, had been

Avashed over and over again, and subjected to all

kinds of rough usage, yet the satin remained still

uiifrayed, and the colour and gloss as bright as

ever. Many of the borders of loongees, dhotees,

and sarcea are like plain silk ribbons, in soiuo

insUinces corded or ribbed, in others flat. The
sarce, boonee, bafta, jore, ekpatta, gomeba, etc. of

Dacca, have latterly been made of imported British

yarn. Fabrics of a mixed texture of cotton and

silk, are in Dacca designated by various names,

as nowbutte(‘, kutan, roomee, apjoola, and lucka

;

and when embroi<lered with the needle, as many
of them frequently are, they are called kushceda.

Tiie silk used in their maimfacturo is the iiidi-

geuous mnga silk of Assam and Sylhet, but the
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cotton thread employed was lately almost entirely

British yarn, of qualities varying from Nos. 30 to

80. Tlieso cloths are made exclusively for the

Jedda and Bussora markets, and a considerable

stock is yearly imported in the Arab vessels that

trade between Calcutta and these ports. Pilgrims,

too, from the vicinity of Dacca, not unfrequently

take an investment of them, which they dispose

of at the great annual fair held at Mcena, near

Mecca. They are used by the Arabs chiefly for

turbans and gowns. The golden colour of the

muga silk gives to some of these cloths a rich

lustrous appearance
;
pieces made of native-spun

cotton threads and of the best kind of muga silk,

are admired.

The export trade of the Madras Presidency in

madapollains and long cloths has been annihilated

by the goods laid down by the British manufac-
turer in all the bazars of India.

The dress of Hindu men is of white muslin or

cotton cloth, and their upper coat is now generally

sewed. The under garment for the lower part of

the body, the dn-wati or dholi^ is a loose unsewed
wrapper or Cloth. Hindu women of all classes

mostly wear unsewed Cloths of green, red, or

yellow-coloured cotton, edged with silk or gold

embroidery, and a bodice of cotton or silk.

The dress of the Bhattia men consists of a jama
or tunic of white cloth or chintz, reaching to the

knee ,* the kamrband or cincture, tied so high as

to present no appearance of waist
;
trousers very

loose, and in many folds, drawn tight at the

ankle
;
and a turban, generally of a scarlet colour,

rising conically full a foot from the head. A
dagger, shield, and sword complete the dress.

The Bhattiani wcara a fine woollen brilliant red

ffofjra or petticoat, and scarf thirty feet in width.

They also wear the ckaori^ or rings of ivory or deer-

liorn, which cover their arms from the shoulder to

the wrist, of value from sixteen to thirty-five

rupees a set
;
and silver hirri (massive rings or

anklets) are w'orn by idl classes, who deny tnem-
selves tlie necessaries of life until they attain tliis

omamciit.
John xix. 23 says, * Without seam, woven from

the top throughout; ’ and the clothes of a Hindu,
who is not employed in the service of Europeans
or Muhammadans, are always without a seam

;
have

neither buttons nor strings, being merely cloths

wrapped round the upper and lower parts of the

body. A Brahman, strict in his religious observ-

ances, would not on any account put on clothes

which had been in the hands of a Muhammadan
tailor.

The angarWia or undress coat, and the jama or

dress caat, are worn only by men.
The angn is a sleeveless vest.

Buchhancty in Dharwar, is commonly worn as a

waist-cloth by children of respectable people

;

also worn by adults of the same class while sleep-

ing. Price one rupee two annas.

Chadar is a sheet. A chadar made to the order
of Kunde Rao, the Gaekwar of Baroda, for a
covering of the tomb of Mahomed at Medina, cost

a kror of rupees. It was composed entirely of

inwrought pearls and precious stones, disposed in
an arabesque pattern. The effect was highly har-
monious.

Chanduse^ a cotton scarf, coloured border and
ends, used in Khyrpur.
The Owli or bodice of women is of silk or cotton.

and is usually fastened in front. Many women of

Guierat also wear a gown. The choli is an under-

jacket worn by women. The thans or choli pieces

of Dharwar, of a description used by women work-
ing iu the fields, cost three annas for each choli, or
twelve annas the piece.

Cumhli are blankets of goats' hair or wool.

Every labouring family in the Peninsula has them*
They cost from one to three rupees.

Kamrhands are sashes worn by men. They are

of cotton and of silk.

The Dhotee^ a flowing cloth for the body, from the

waist to the feet, is worn by men, and is generally

bordered with red, blue, or green, like the toga
prmtexta (limbo purpureo circumdata), Dhotecs
are usually worn so as to fall over and cover

the greater portion of the lower limbs. One of

a coarse cotton, commonly worn by cultivators and
labourers in the field, may cost about two rupees.

Izarhand is of silk or cotton, and is a tie for

trousers.

Khess^ a chintz scarf in use in Hyderabad (Sind).

Lahada^ a dressing-gown.
Loongee^ or scarf of cotton, of silk, and of silk

and cotton, is worn by men. Where of silk, it

is usually enriched with a border of gold and silver.

Mundasa^ a cloth worn by the poorer classes in

Dharwar
;
costs rupees.

The Paijama^ or trousers, is worn both by men
and women.

Panclirangi of Dharwar has a warp of silk

and weft of cotton, worn ordinarily by dancing
women, not considered proper for respectable

women; 1 than, 1 rupee 12 annas.

Panjee of Dharwar is a cloth used by w'ell-to-do

people to dry themselves after bathing, but also

worn as a waist-cloth by poor people.

Patso of Burma is a cloth worn by men of all

classes. In Akyab it is worn by the Mug race.

Pitamhara means clothed iu yellow garments.

Hindu hermits, and many of the Hindu and
Buddhist ascetics, are required to wear clothes

dyod of an ochrey yellow.

The Iltimal or kerchief, the hamrbaud or waist-

belt, and the do-patta or sash, are men s garments.

Sakndong^ a silk scarf of Singapore.

Salbnote^ a silk scarf of Singapore.
Narcr, the Hindu woman’slower cloth, costs from

two rupees and upwards. Each woman generally

has a new one once a year. It is often used also

as an upper garment, in the form of a scarf for

enveloping the person, one end being usually

brought over the head as a covering. The saree,

as used by women to cover the whole body, is the

kalumma of Homer.
SclgOy in the south of India, is a sheet or

body covering in use amongst the poorer classes,

cultivators, and labourers, wrapp^ round their

shoulders and body when employed in the fields.

Their usual cost is about to 1} rupees. In

Dharwar one is always presented to the bride-

groom by the relations of the bride, together with
a turban.

Turbans of all kinds are worn by Hindus and
Mahomedans, and known as dastar, pam,—turban
being from the Persian words, Sir-band, head-
binder. The Arabs and Turks call it Imamah.
The other head-dresses are the ruma!, the taj,

and the topi.— Ward^ Hindus^ iii. 186 ; Dr$,
Tdylorand fVatson^ Ex, q/‘1862; Calcutta ^vUu)

;

Pimucr Newspaper,
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CLOTHS manufactured in India :

—

Cotton fabrics of Bombay comprise the bafta,

bochuu, carpet, chadar, chael, chandni, choli,
do-patta, dhota, dhoti, dungaree, dustoorkhana,
horni, khes, khoji, khurwa a coarse red cloth,

kurchar, loongee, mussoti, pagga, peshgir, phatka,
pichoree, quilt or razai, rumal, saree, soussee, soot,

Boojunee, tablecloths, table napkins, towels,
turbans.

Silk fabrics of Bombay are,—bochun, bulbuls,
cholepun, doorungee - pytanee, gul-badao, gown
ieces, hemroo, kurrah, katchia, khun, khudruf,
ootnee, kud, kunawaz, meenia-sari, mukhmul,

petarobar-zanani, petambar-mardana, paijama,
rowa, rumal, senna, shalwar, tasta, uddrussa,
yeolah.

Silk and cotton made fabrics of Bombay are
the dariyai - sari, ghaut, khunjree, lake, lake-

roeenia, loongi, luppa, with silk and gold and
silver . embroidery, mukhtiar-khunee, meenia-
ghaut, mushroo.

Bhangarahy a very coarse and strong sackcloth,

made from the inner bark of trees, and much
used in Nepal as grain sacks.

Bhirn Poga of Nepal, a fabric, half woollen,

half cotton.

Changay a coarse cotton cloth manufactured by
the natives of Newar.

Chintz (Chinti, Hind., a drop) or pintatlo, printed

calicoes.

Dalmiyany or net.

Dariyai

y

plain silk.

DeoguHy a coarse cloth of silk, with gilt tissue.

Klaichay a fabric of mixed cotton and silk.

Su$i and Khesiy striped calico, woven with
j

coloured thread. The silken kheai is also edged
with gold or silver.

|

Kashidas-tussury embroidered muslins made at

Dacca, and largely sold in India, Persia, Arabia,

Egypt, and Turkey.

kaasay a Newar imitation of the Indian inalmal,

used for turbans.

Khndiy a coarse cotton cloth,

KurchaVy felt for pillows.

Kimkhaby or gold and silver brocaded silk
;
a

silk brocade. The kimkhab brocades are distin>

guished as suueri or golden
;
ruperi or silvery

;

chand-tara, moon and starry
;
dup-chan, sunshine

and shade
;
maz-char, ripples of silver

;
paliintar>

akshi, pigeons' eyes
;
bulbul-chasm, nightingale

eyes
;
raohr-gala, peacock's neck

;
par-i-taos, pea-

cocks' feathers.

Maliday red woollen cloth, woven like shawl

doth.
Mushroo^ a fabric of cotton mixed with silk,

with a cotton warp or back, and woof of soft silk

in a striped pattern, having the lustre of satin or

atlas.

Muslinsy the finest or malmal-i-khas of Dacca

were known as ab-rawan, running water
;
baft-

howa, woven air ;
shabnam, evening dew.

Malmsl-i-khas means special (king's) miislio.

Doria or striped muslin.

Oharkhana or cheauered muslin.

Jamdani or figured muslin.

Obikan or emlmidered muslin.

Mundely a doth of cotton and gold, obtainable

in Kutoh
;
costs Rs. 8*4*11.

NimhUy a woollen pile fabric.

Palampor€ (polang-posh), or bed- covers.

Panchany white woollen cloth.

Pankhiy woollen twill.

Parandny a silk material used as a hair orna-
ment in Lahore.

Pojihminay or woollen fabrics.

Punika of Nepal, an imitation of the Dinapur
tablecloth.

I^irhi'khadiy a coarse cotton cloth manufactured
by the Khassya bill tribes (Purbi, eastern).

Putasiy a blue and white check worn by Newar
women.

Sionahy a woollen stuff of Nepal.

Suji is the striped (gulbadan) silks, called also

Shuja khani of Bahawulpur. They differ from
mushroo in having no satiny lustre, and look like a
glazed calico. They can scarcely be distinguished

from Bull, and are glazed with a mucilaginous
emulsion of quince seed. Mushroo and sufi are
made plain, striped, and figured.

Tajltty a fabric of twisted thread.

7'appUy coarse cotton cloth of Nepal.
TasaVy Tussary 7'assahy eria and munga, are

made of wild silks.

7 WAO, a coarse woollen fabric.

CI.OVE, Mother clove.

Polang, . . . Malay.
|
Ibu-changke, . Malay.

‘Mother clove’ means seed-clove, clove fruits

that have Ium'o allowed to grow to full maturity.
CLOVE H.\UK of eastern commerce is the

bark of several species of cinnamon trees.

CLOVE OIL.

Huile (le girofle, . Fa. AVarala-tel, . . . SiNOH.
Lavang ka tel, . . HlND. Lavangoo tailam, . Tam.
Olco do garafano, . It. Kirambu tailam,

. ,,

Minak ohangke, Malay. Lawanga tailamu, . Tel.

This is obtained from cloves by distillation.

When new it is of a pale reddish-brown colour,

, which becomes darker by age. It is extremely
hot and fiery, and sinks in water. The smell is

agreeable, and not unlike that of koolfa, or Mala-
bar cassia oil. The kind met with in Bombay is

!
chierty made at Surat.

—

Faulkner.

CLOVE PEPPER. Allspice, clove-pepper, or

I pimento, are Pimenta vulgaris berries, gathered
while still green and dried in the sun

;
this well-

known spice is also called sometimes Jamaica
pepper, from its cultivation being chiefly confined

to that island. The ripe berries, when dry, are

almost devoid of flavour.

CLOVER, or trefoil, a name given to several

species of the genus Trifolium grown in Europe.

In India, a species of Hedysarum supplies the

place of the species of Trifoliiim and Medicago in

Europe.

CLOVER SEED.
Klaver-zaad) . . . DuT. Trifolium Lax.
Semence do trefle, . Fa. TrilUtnik, .... Rus.

, Kleesaat, Klee, . . Ger. Trebol, Sp.
! Trifoglio, It.

Red and white clover seed, Trifolium pratense,

L.y and T. repens, L, Upwards of 165,000 cwta.

were import^ in 1870. Frequently adulterated

with old and dead or kiln-dried se^, and with

the cheaper hop clover, T. procumbens, X., etc.

CLOVES. Clavua, Lat.

Kamful. .... Arab. Clout de girofle, . . Fr.
Buwah-luvung, . Bali. Girofles,

Lang-yen'bwen, . Burm. Naglein, .... Ger.
TheDg-hio;Theng ki,CHiN. Qewuranelken, . . „
Ting-ttze, Ki-cheh, „ Luvung, .... GUJ.
Ting-hiang, ... „ Long, HlNl>.

Kruid-nagelen, . . Dor. Oarofani, It.

Kageln-b^men, , „ Chiovi di Qaroffoli, , „

749
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AVoh-kayo-lawftng, . Jav. Lavanga, . . . .Kansk.
C'henki, Chaykee, Malay. Wamiia SiN^m.
jUmgalawang, . . ,, ClaviUos, Sp.
)iunga chnngkc, . ,, Olavo tie especia, . . ,,

Mchuc, Meykhek, . Pkks. Lavangnm, . . . Tam.
• 'ravus da Intliai . l^OKT. Lawangaina, . . Tkl.
(Iwosdika, . . . Rua.

In a law passed by Aurelian the First, in a.d.

175 and 180, cloves are mentioned. Tlie cloves

of commerce are the unopened flower-buds of the

c!love tree, ('aryophyllus aromaticus, wliich was
originally a native of the Moluccas and of China,

but is now cultivated in Penang, Sumatra, S.

India, Bourbon, Zanzibar, Guiana, E. Africa, and
the West India Islands. Tlie clove tree may be
seen in a few gardens on the Tenasserim coast,

and ill Travancore, Tinnovelly, Canara, Cochin,

and near Oodagherry, 1800 feet aliove the sea.

They have the form of a nail, and when examined
are seen to consist of the tubular calyx with a
roundish projection, formed by the unopenctl

jtelals. The flowers, produced in branched ped-
uncles at the extremity of the bough, are of a
ilelicate jieach colour. The elongated calyx,

fonning the seed-vessel, first changes to yellow,

and when ripe to red, which is from October to

December, and in this state it is fit to gather. If

left for a few weeks longer on the trees, they
expand, and become what arc termed * mother
cloves,’ fit only for seed or for candying. In the

gathering, the ground under the tree is first

swept clean, or else a mat or clotli is spread.

The nearest clusters are taken off with the hand,
and the more distant by the aid of crooked sticks.

Great care is taken not to injure the tree. The
cloves are then prepared for shipment by smoking
them on hurdles near a slow wood fire, to give

them a brown colour, after which they are further

dried in the sun. They may then be cut off from
the flower branches with the nails, and will be
found to be purple-coloured within, and fit to be
baled for the European market. In some places

they are scalded in hot water before being smoked,
but this is not common. The tree begins to bear
from the seventh to the fifteenth year, and is

fruitful till it is 75 or 150 years old. The annual
yield of a good tree is about 4} lbs.

;
and the

annual crop from Amboyna, Haruku, Saparna,
and Nasalaut, was 850,000 lbs. of Amstenlain
(Bikmore, p. 154). The companions of Magellan
loaded two ships with cloves at the single island

of Tidor, after a stay, from their arrival to their

departure, of no more than forty-four days. The
Portuguese made their first appearance in the

l)arent country of cloves in the year 1512, and,

until expelled by the Dutch in 1605, they had
the principal share of the clove trade for 93 years,

a period of rapine, violence, and bigotry. The
main object of the Dutch was the exclusive

monopoly of spices, by the expulsion of all rivals.

They extirpated the clove trees in their native

islands, and endeavoured to limit their growth
to the five Amboyna islands, in which the clove
is an exotic. Periodical expeditions for the ex-
tirpation of young plants, that might spontan-
eously have sprung up, or been propagated by
birds, formed part of that svstem. The periodical
exterminating expeditions hec&me merely nominal
after the year 1820, and have been discontinued.—M, E, J. R,; Bikmore^ Archip. p. 115; 5im-
vionds, Com, Prod.

; CrawfunC» Dictionary

;

McCulloch's Dictionary,
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CliUB-WOOD of Tahiti, Casuarina muricata.

CM.UPEIDvE, a family of fishes of the order

Physostorni, placed by Cuvier between the Sal-

monidsD and the Gadid®, and they form the fifth

and last division of liis section * ^lalacopterygicn8

Abdominaux.’ The family contains the following

eighteen genera, the number of species of which
are indicated :

—

CetengTAulis, ... 2 Pristigaster, .... 7
Engraulis, .... 37 Chirocentrodon, ... 1

Ooilia, 10 Spratelloides, ... 3
Chati>ensuH 10 Duasurniera, .... 2
ChipcA, 61 EtrumeuR, 2
CUux>ooidcs, .... 3 Albiihv, 1
Pelloniila, .... 1 Klops, ...... 2
Oliipeichthya, ... 1 Megalopa, 2
Pellonn 14 Ciianoa 2

There are about 100 recognised and ilonbtfnl

species of clupea. They inhabit every part of the
globe, and several arc found in the seas of south
and east of Asia. One species in Ceylon is called

the jxiisonoua spmt. C. pilchardus, the pilchard,

frequents the coast of Japan in the latter part of

the month of June and commencement of July.

They are taken by the seine nets. When fresh,

they are sweet and nutritious; but they are chiefly

valued for their oil, to obtain which they are

piled uj> in heaps for tweuty-four hours, are then

boiled for some time in sufficient water to prevent

their burning, then ladled into strong stpiaro

presses, and the lever action of a lid jiresses out
the oil. The oil after cleaning is used for lamps,

and the refuse for manure.
CLUPEONIA PKUFOUATA. Cantor, inhabits

the seas of Penang, Malayan Peninsula, Singa-

pore, and Sumatra. Total length, 5} inches. They
arc of delicate flavour, and pass in the Straits

Settlements as sardines, in imitation of which
they are sonietimcs preserved in oil. The general

form, the yellow dorsal fin with a small black

spot, give this species a certain resemblance to

Mcletta venenosa (C. et V. xx. 377). In 1822, at

Sumatra, great numbers of what was supposed to

be this species, presented the unusual appearance
of having red eyes. Many natives, having eaten

these fishes, were suddenly attacked with violent

vomiting, which, in cases where remedies were
not immediately applied, was known within an
hour to terminate fatally. At the same time,

the fishes with the ordinary silvery eyes were, as

formerly, eaten with impunity. This phenomenon
recurred at Bencoolen (luring the seasons of 1823
and 1825, but not of 1824. It was surmised that

the poisonous fishes had fed on a gelatinous sub-

stance which at that season exudes from the

beautifully-coloured coral reefs on that part of

the coast of Sumatra. It is, however, more pro-

bable that the poisonous fishes were shoals of

Meletta venenosa, an inhabitant of the Seychelles

and the neighbouring seas, which happened in

those seasons to visit Sumatra. M. YHlenciennes

describes this fish as being poisonous, and pro-

ducing effects as noted above. In the Straits of

Malacca, Clupeonia perforata has never been
known to produce bad effects.

—

Cantor.

CLUSIACEiE, one of the orders of plants

according to the natural system of Lindley. The
genera, Garcinia, Matnmea, Mesua, Calophylluro,

and Kayea are now usually arranged under
Garciniace®. The genus Clusia was named after

Charles de I'Ecluse, or Glusius, one of the most
celebrated botanists of the 16th century. C.

iO
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flnva, the yellow-flowered balsam tree, the moun-
tain mango or wild mango of Jamaica, might
well be introduced into India.

CLUYTIA COLLINA. /?. Amaiioa colli na, Ijaill.

Matlara-gass, . . Sinoh. I Vodisa, Tel.
AVoadugu maram, . Tam. Kuraeea
AVodisha, Kadinhen, Tel.

|
Kursce,

A Binall tree of the Eiiphorbiaceac, of Ceylon
and the Peninsula of India, frequent in the
AValliar jungles of Coimbatore

;
flowers in the hot

season
;
seeds ripen in December and January.

Hark or outer crust of the capsule said to be
exce^ingly poisonous. Wood red-coloured, ex-
ceedingly hard and durable, but of small size.

Notwithstanding its hardness, being very even-
grained, it is easily worked, and is, from its fine

close grain, a pretty wood.—7^ox*6.
;
J/r. Rohdes

MSS.; Wight; O^Sh.; TliW.

Cl.UYTIA OBLONGIFOLIA. Roxh. A tree

of Assam and ISylhet
;
wood hard and durable.

—

Roxb. ; Voigt.

CLUYTIA PATULA. Roxh.
Amanoa Indies, W. Ic. i CloistuntliuH patuluu,
Bridclia patula, Hoo4.

|
Mulkr.

Pala, Tam.
|

Jegura, .... Tel.

A tree of Southern India; grows to a large

size, and logs measuring four to live feet in girth

are purchasable in the market. The wood is

pale red, the colour of dried rose-leaves, hard
and durable, very brittle, sp. gr. 75 8, and when
broken the fracture seldom shows a fibre. It is

used for rulers, knobs, handles for tools, such as

chiselB, etc., and in turnery. It flowers during the
]»ot season.

—

Roxb. ; Mr. Rohde's MSS. ; Voigt.

CLYDE, Lord, lonLjcr known as Sir Colin

Campbell, whom Sir William Napier styled the

war- bred Sir Colin. He was a military officer

of the British army, and commenced his career

as a volunteer with the 0th Regiment of infantry

in the British arn>y, which he accompanied to

Portugal. He afterwards served in Holland at

the disastrous expedition to Walcheren, and again
in the Peninsula under Sir John .Moore, and
he was present at Vimiera, Corunna, Barossa,

Vittoria, and San Sebastian, at the siege of which
he led the storming party, wlierc he was again

severely wounded, having been previously wounded
at the passage of the Bidassoa. He was iu the

expedition of 1814 and 1815 to America. In

1842 he served in the war of China. In 1848 and
1849 in the Paojab campaign, at the passage of

the Chenab, at Chillianwalla and Gujerat, and
he was engaged against the bill tiibcs up to 1852.

In the war in the Crimea he commanded the

Highland Brigade, and to him was due the suc-

cess of Alma
;
and he preserved Balaclava against

an attack of the Russian forces. The triumphal

termination of his long career of war, however,

was in India, to which he was sent in 1857, when
the Bengal native army revolted, and much of

Northern India was in rebellion. He gathered

troops about him until he could advance, and he

did 80 without a single check. He died at Wool-

wich at the close of the mutiny. A statue has

been erected to his honour iu Waterloo Place,

I^iondon. See Battles of India
;
British India.

CLYPEA GLABRA. W. and A. This is the

CissampeloB glabra, Roxb.y and Cocculus Rox-

burghianuB, D. C. It is a native of Sylhet
;
root

large, acrid, and used medicinally.

CLYPEA HERNANDIFOLIA. W. and A.

This is the Cissampclos Hernandifolia, Willdc.^
and C. hexandra, Roxh.^ the Nimuka and Nimi
muka, Hindi. It is a valuable diuretic.

COACH. Conveyances of kinds have been
used from very early times in Tartary, Southern
and Western Asia, in Hindustan, Asia Minor,
Northern Africa, and Europe. See Carriage.
COAL.

Stinkull, .... Dan. i Oarvoes de pt*drft, . Pout.
Steenkoolen, . 1)UT. Carvoes de terra, . ,,

Stcoiikull, ... ,, I

Ugolj, Kamenoe, . Res.
Charbon Je terre, . . Fii. ' Carbones de tierra, . Sf.
Steinkohlen, . . Geh.

j
,, „ piedra, . ,,

Valaiti kiiela, . . Guj. Stenkol Sw.
Carboni fossili, . , . It. I Simai Karri, . . Tam.
Arang-tanah, . Mai.av. ' Sima Boggu, . . Tkl.

Coal differs consiilerably in its pliysical pro-
perties, and its varieties obtain various names in

the markets. The mineralogist generally classes
it as coal without bitumen, and coal with bitumen.
The first variety is known by the general name of
anthracite. It is sometimes very hard, has a
high lustre, and is often iridescent. It is used for

fuel, but it is often made into small inkstands,
boxes, and other articles of use. Tliis is more
especially the case with the anthracite of America.
Anthracite is the most common form of coal iu

the Welsh beds. The kinds are known in com-
merce Ji-s splint, caking, cherry, cannel, and browu
or wood coals, also lignite and jet.

Coal was worked iu Bengal in 1774 by Messrs.

Ileatly and Sumner of the Bengal civil service,

who obtained a monopoly. Their operations were
iu the Raniganj coal - field, but they found it

unprofitable, and the mines remained unworked
till 1815, when Mr. Jones commenced operations,

lie too was unsuccessful; and in 1820 Messrs.

Alexander & Co. undertook them. From that

date collieries increased in number
;
and in 1859

so many as fifty were at work, employing 27
steam-engines, producing then 304,094 tons of

round coal. During 1878 and 1879, in the Rani-

ganj fields, 388,931 men and 196,G27 women, witli

27,277 children, were su}>portcd by mining opera-

tions, the out-turn of coal being 528,001 tons

(Tr. of Hind. i. p. 170). The quantity of coals

brought down in 1840 was about 15 lakhs of

inaunds. In 1850 it was nearly its double, and iu

1860 it had become its quadruple. The supply

and the consumption of coal in India during teu

years was as under, in maunds of 80 lbs. :

—

Coal raised Coal raised ICoftl imported 1 Total con<

in nil in
1

into sumption in

India. Bengal.
j

Calcutta. Bengal.

1859 99,61,928 99,61,928 1
12,29,160 1,11,91,088

1860 1,00,88,113 1,00,88,113- 4,96,586 1,05,84.698

1861 78,00,252 77,85,085 12,85,203 90,70.288

1862 80,43,843 86,30,843 6,76,687 93,07,630

1863 95,12,174 95,04,975 10,36,407 1,06,41,382

1864 90,46,147 90,32,405 18,18,132 1,08,60,637

1865 88,37,953 88,10,426 16,16,143 1.04,26,568

1866 1,08,34,551 1,07.90,035 9,14,427 1,17,04,462

1867 1,18,61,031 1,18,47,178 11,46,734 1,29,93,902

1868 1,35,62,274 1,34,65,829 19,28,591 1,63,94,420

Of the coal raised in 1868, almost the whole was

from the Raniganj field. One-half of the supply

was consumed by the East Indian Railway, and

was used for locomotives as far as A^ibala.

Coal of British India occurs in. the lower

Gondwana system, palseozoic rocks, in which three

series have been recognised, viz.,

—

(a) Damuda, Banivaoj, or Kamthi.
lb) IronstoxiPB, shales, and Barakar.

(r) Karharbari and Talchir.
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The Karharbari gi'ouD yield coal, but, except in

some of the eastern fields of the Darauda yatlej

aeries, the Barakar group includes all the valuable

coal of Peninsular India. In the Jhariah coal-field

its thickness is estimated at 3800 feet, and at

Kanigani 2000 feet.

The Kaniganj group tonsist of sandstones, car-

bonaceous shales, and coal. The coal is of good
quality, and comparatively unifonn in composition

and in the closeness of it seams.

the rocks of the Karathi group coal rarely

occurs.

The areas of the 87 separate Indian coal-

measures and associated younger rocks, which
may conceal coal-measures, have been drawn up
by Mr. Hughes as under, total 35,000 sq. m. :

—

Nerbadda and aq. m.
affluents, . . . 3.500

Damuda, .... 2,000
Rajmahal area, . . 300
Unsurreyed, etc., . 2,700

j

rocky frontier of TV. Bengal, 120 to ISO miles from
Calcutta. The coal is in five groups, via.,

—

Oodavery and sq. m.
affluents, . . . 11,000

Sone 8,000
Hirguja and Orissa, 4,f»00

Assam, .... 3,000

The rocks which in Peninsular India probably

correspond, as regards the time of their formation,

to the true carboniferous rocks of Europe, ore not

coal-bearing
;

and the oldest coal-measures in

British India belong to a period which is well

included within the limits of the upper palaeozoic

or permian and the lower jurassic formations.

The separate coal-fields are :

—

() Nonyti of Damuda river, in Bengal, vi*. Birbhum,
Deogarh, Karharbari, and Kajmahal hills.

() Damuda valley, viz. Bokara, Jhariah, N. and S.

i. . Karanpura, Ramgarb, and Kaniganj.
{e) West of Damuda valley, viz. Aurunga, Chop4,

Daltonganj, Hutar, and Itkuri
(d) Sone and Mahanadi valleys, viz. Bisrampur,

Jbilrnilli, Lakhanpur, Kaigarb, and Hiugir

;

Kampur, S. Kewa and Sohagpur; Udaipur and
Korba, Tattapani ; and in Orissa, Talchir.

(r) Central Provinces, viz.,

Mopani, Pench, Tawa

;

(2)

Satpura renon,
Oodavery vidloy,

Bandar, Kamaram, Singareni, Wardha or
Chanda.

(/) Sikkim.

(p) Assam, in valley of Brahmaputra, viz. Disai,

Jaipur, Jangi, Makum, Nazira.

There are other places in the N.W. Provinces,

Assam, and Burma, where tertiary coal occurs,

it is not in sufficient quantity to constitute

workable coal-fields. Of the above 37 separate

coal-fields, five only (Kaniganj, Karharbari, and
Daltonganj in Bengal, and Mopani and Wardha in

the Central Provinces) are at present (1881)
worked with regularity.

Rajmahal hills fonn a series of low plateaus,

which are situated at the point where the Gauges
toms southwards to form the head of its delta.

The coal-measures are exposed over 70 sq. miles,

at Hura, Chuparbhita, rachwara, Mhowagarhi,
and Brahmani, but doubtless extend over a vastly

greater area underneath the younger formations.

—BaW, p. 68.

Birbhum and Deogarh have small detached

basins in which coal occurs, but it is of little

economic importance.

Karhmrban has a field of coal of 1 1 square miles.

It occurs in three priucipol seams, which have an
average total thickness of 16 feet, spread over an

j
Warora burin,

area of 8J aqUare miles. The amount of coal is Ghuguz, ....
estimated at 1,360,000,000 tons, and the available Wan, . . . .

portion of it at 80,000,000 tons. It is worked by Wun and Papur,

thme wmi^niea. ^ Sole
Raiugan) coal-field, of 1 1,200 sq. miles, is on the Sniiii and Paoni barinn,

752

Upper Panchet or
Mahadeva,

Panchet, . ,

Kaniganj, .

sq. m.
. 500
, 1,500
. 5,000

Ironstone shale,

.

Baiakar, . . .

Talohir, . . .

sq. m.
. 1,400
. 2,000
. 8,000

It is the largest and most important of the areas

in which coal is worked in Inaia. It is worked by
several European companies.

Jhariah coal-field is in the valley of the Damudfi
river. It is 16 miles west of the Kaniganj field,

and has an area of 200 sq. miles. The estimated

available coal here is 465,000,000 tons.

Bokara coal-field is in the valley of the Damuda.
Its area is about 220 sq. miles, and the estimated

available coal is 1,500,000,000 tons. One seam is 88
feet. Its position renders it difficult to be worked,
Kamgarh coal-field, in Damuda valley, has an

area of 40 sq. miles. The coal is mostly of poor
quality, and the field is unfavourably situated.

Karanpnra coal-fields, S. aud N., are at the

head of the Damuda valley, and have areas of 72
sq. miles and 472 sq. miles respectively. The
estimated amount of coal in N. Karanpnra is

8.750.

000.

000,and in S. Karanpura 75,000,000 tons.
Chopc, on the Hazaribagh plateau, 2000 feet

above the sea, has a small coal-field of less than
one square mile.

Itkuri coal-field. 25 miles N.W. of Hazaribagh,
has a few seams of inferior coal.

Aurunga coal-field, in Lohardagga district, W.
of the sources of the Damuda, in the valley of the
Koel, a tributary of the Sone, has numerous seams
of coal, some of large size, estimated to contain

20.000.

000 tons.

Hutar coal-field, in the Koel valley, has an area
of 78‘6 miles.

Daltonganj coal-field, in the valley of the Koel,
in the Lohardagga district, has an area of 200 sq.

miles
;
has a few coal-seams, estimated to contain

11,600,000 tons.

At Tattapani there is some coal, also a remark-
able series of hot springs.

In S. Rewa aud Sohagpur, a tract in the Sone
valley, covjBring 8000 sq. miles, cool occurs

;
also

at Jhilmilli (35 sq. miles), at Bisrampur, a land-
locked site in the central basin of Sirguja, its area
being 400 sq. miles, and 1800 feet above the sea.

Lakhanpur is S. of Bisrampur, and l^ropur
adjoining it.

Raigarh and Hingir, Udaipur, and Korba are
in a wide extent of coal-measures, which cover an
area of 1000 sq. miles, in a country difficult of
access, with seams up to 168 feet thick.

Talchir coal-field is in the valley of the Brali-

mani river, a tributai^ of the Mahanadi. It has
an area of 700 sq. miles in extent, but the coal is

of inferior quality, chiefly carbonaceous shale.

In the Satpura region, some good coal has been
found at Mopani, and has been worked for the
railway

;
and coal also occurs at Tawa and Peneb.

In the Oodavery valley, there are coal-fields at
Bandar, in the Chanda district at Wardha

;
and

Mr. Hughes gives the following estimate :

—

Actori Quanfity. Amount avriUbto.
Tont, In ^lUona Ton*, In mtlHonii.

20
90

2100
105

150
00

14
45

1500
50

75
30
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And there are small areas at Dumagudium and
Afudavara^.
At Kamaram, 40 miles N.E. of WarangaU la a

small field; also at Singareni, 30 miles S.E. of
Kamaram.

In the Darjiling district in Sikkim is a crushed
coal, not of promising character

;
one seam is

1 1 feet i/hick.

In Assam, coal-fields have been explored at
Makum. Jaipur, Janji, Nagira, and Desoi. The
coal is of good quality

;
and it baa been discovered

in the Khassya hills.

The coal of Dundeli, in the Jummoo territory, has
proved to be like the rest of Eocene origin among
iiummiilitic limestones. A largo lump of it was
in the I^ahore Museum, and might pass for
‘ Wallsend,’ so good is its appearance.

Coal at Bunnu, from the Waziri hills, has been
mentioned with some hope.

Coal of good quality is obtained from the Koh-
i-Meeriah, a hill a day’s journey north of the
Oxus,— Wood.
The coal-fields of China occupy 400,000 sq.

miles, and of Australia 240,000 sq. miles.

Messrs. Medlicott and Blandford describe as

follows the coal-fields of British India, according
to the epochs at which they were deposited :

—

"Jubbulpur haa jot coal.

Kajrnahal hills, Hiira, Chuparbhita, and Ilrahmani
ooal-fieldB have occasional beds of inferior coal, poor
and shaly, though of considerable thickness.

Tangsuli, car^nnceous shales of no economic value,

Kandit Karaya field, thin 14-inch scams of coal.

Juinii or Karaun held, some thin coal-Hoams.
Karharbari, coal seams of variable thickness

;
coal

o(|ual to the best Kaniganj coal
; is the main supply for

j

the E. I. Itailwny.

Kaniganj coal held, rich in coal-seams, some 20 feet

thick. Jhariah coal field, 13 to 16 miles from Kaniganj,
large quantity of very fair coal. Kokara, 2 miles \V.

|

of Jhariah. Kaniganj coal is composed of layers alter- .

nately bright and dull, its in the Karakars. The Bokara
j

coal-field is near HaKaribagh, Kanigarh coal-field, 3A
j

miles S. of Bokara. Tl»e 8. Karanpura fields, W. of

Bokara and Ranighar. Karanpura field is second only I

to the Kaniganj field.

Chop^, a small coal field on the top of the Hawira
plateau.

Itkuri coal-fielil, 25 miles N.W, of Hazaribagh ; in-

ferior coal,

Daltonganj or Palemow coal-field
;

coul formerly
worked and sent down the Sone.

Latiahar, 26 miles S.E. of Daltonganj ; a little

coal.

S. Rewa coal-field.

Jhilmilli field, a very thin seam of good carbonaceous
coal ; several seams.
Biarampur field, coal seams in several places, not

very promising, 6 or 6 feet thick.

lAkhanpur field has several seams of coal, the best

54 feet thick ; part of excellent quality.

Chutia Nagpur, at B. Sirguja, Palcroow, Jashpur,

Udaipur, Khurea.
Korba (Bilaspur), an immense seam of coal, and in

many places on the Mand and near Udaipur.

Bsigarh-IliDgir field, formerly called the Gangpur

field, shaly beds, with coal-seams,

Talcbir coal-field, on the Brahmani river, some beds

of inferior coal.

Lametaghat.
Satpura basin ;

useful coal in the upper Tawa, the

Kanban and Bench valleys, in thin seams, and at

Mopani on the Sita.

auuUr eo»l-field, SO mile* N.W. of W»rdh», In the

Chanda district^ has three seams of coal, with 88 feet

of maximum thickness. . . . ^
Wardha or Chanda coal-field, in the basin of the

Wni4b», Pmnhit*, and Godavery ; haa a team of coal

and abate hatween 30 and BO feet thick, but naing up

to 90 feet, with thinner seams, from which efforts have
been made to supply the E. I. P. Kailway.
Godavery valley has the Madaveram coal-field below

Bhadrachelam, also the Bedda-danol field, 3fi miles
N.E. of Bhadrachelam, and N, of Ellore

; some poor
coal has been discovered by boring.
Kamaram coal-field, 40 miles E, from Warangal, has

beds of coal, with coal of fair quality, in seams 6 to 9
feet thick.

Singareni coal-field, 25 miles N. of Khamamet, in the
Godavery valley, has seams of coal, one of them 21 feet
thick.

! Kanikot mup, in the Laki range, in Sind, has a bed
of coal neany 6 feet thick, but i)oor, with pyrites liable
to spontaneous combustion, in cretaceous rock.
The Salt Range, amongst Jurassic rocks, has thin

strings and seams of tertiary lignite at Bhaganwala,
Pid, and Samundri,
Suiiman range, thin layers of coal of no economic

value.

Sabathu, in the Lower Himalaya, carbonaceous shale,
has 26 per cent, of fixed carbon, and 11 per cent, of
volatile matter partly hydro-carbon.

: Khassya hills area, Cherrapunji plateau, amongst
cretaceous rocks is a thick seam of bright coal, found
in little basins near Oberra.
Garo area, cretaceous series, has coal of serviceable

quality and thickness, immediately W. of Jadu Kata,
in Umblai, in the Hublang, Garo hills, and in the coal
basins of Rongreng and Darang, on the Upper Sumesari,
of valueless coal; also at Salkura, Champagiri, and
Mirarapura, S.E. of Singmari.
Assam coal-fields are in the form of basins in the low

Tipan hills, alternating shales, sandstones, and coals,
known as the coal-fields of Jaipur, Makrum, and Nazira.
There is a seam 100 feet thick, containing at least 75
feet of solid coal, a true coal of superior quality.

Tenasserim, on the Len-Ya river, is abed of coal of a
laminar structure, containing amber-like mineral resin.
The coal is in thin lamiiife in isolated basins at Tlia-
thay-kyoung and Hein-lap, on the Greet Tenasserim
river, at places 7 feet thick of workable seam, and of
fair quality, and 8 feet thick at Kau-ma-pying. It is

also round 3 feet thick on the Little Tenasserim river.

British Burma, 5 miles S. of Thayat-myo, a bed of
coal of so irregular thickness as to be of no value.

Independent Burma, 50 miles above Ava, near Thin-
ga-dau, are coal-seams 3 to 5 foet thick.

The Rauiganj or Bardwan coal-field lies in the
valley of the Damuda river, and is about 600 sq.

,

miles. Some of the coal-seams are 20 feet thick,

I

and one of the seams of the Barakar group is 33 to

36 feet; and in a section seen in the Kudia and
Pasai streams, 175 feet of coal is exposed in

total thickness of 833 feet of rock, though much
of it is of inferior quality. The Jeriah (Jhariah)

coal-field has seams up to 60 feet in thickness.

The coal found in the Talcbir group, in the

Jhilmilli field in Sirguja, is a very thin seam of

inferior quality
;
and, as a rule, the Talcbir forma-

tion is marked by an absence of coal-seams, and
even of carbonaceous shale. Part of the Karbar-
bari beds rest in apparent conformity on the

Talcbir group. Karharbari coal is dull-coloured,

and tolerably homogeneous in structure, and the

coal of some of the seams in the Bamkar and
Kaniganj subdivisions of the Damuda series ismore

distinctly laminated, but is equal in quality to

that extracted at Karharbari.

Carbonaceous shales, and one or two thin bands

of jet coal, are met wiih in the Jubbulpur group,

but it is very different from the coal of the

Damuda valley.

The principal coal tracts of the rocks in the

Rajmahal hills are the coal-fields of Hunt, Chupar-

bhita, and Brahmani. Their seams are thick, but

the coals are poor and shaly.

In the Gondwana series, Tangsuli and the

3 B 753
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Kandit Karaya field, and the Sahajori field, have
aniail eeums of coal of no economic value.

The general characters of the S. Rewa, the

Jhariah coal seams, the Bolcara coal-field, and the

Karaiipura field, are the same as those of Rani-

ganj. The quality of the coal is very variable

;

some seams yield good coal, others little better

than shale.

The Ramgnrh coal-field lies due S. of Hokara

;

the coal seams are numerous, and there are some
good beds, but the (quality as a rule is inferior.

The Chop<5, Itkun, niid Daltonganj coal-fields

are in the Hazaribagh district, and the coal of

Diiltonganj was formerly mined, and sent down
the Sone river.

Good coal has been found in a few places in the

Risrampur field, and at Lakhanpur, but that of

many of their seams is poor, and the seams only

5 or 6 feet thick.

Coal occurs in Chutia Nagpur in many places

on the Mand and near Udepur, of fair thickness

and average quality
;
and a seam 90 feet thick is

exposed in the bed of the Hasdo, much of it very
ahaly, and yielding much ash.

The Talchir coal-field is near the Brahmani
river, and within the Mahanadi watershed.

In the Peninsula, tlie coal of the Wardha field

is of rather inferior quality, giviug 14 to 20 per

cent, of ash. The Warora coal is of high mineral

value. There may also be mentioned the Mada-
varam «oal-fie)d on the Godavery, and those of

Kamaram and Sin^reni.
The coal beds of Tenasserim are not traceable

continuously over any extensive area. The most
important are at Thathay-kyoung and Ilein-lap, on
the Great Tenasserim river, the workable seam at

the former place being 7 feet, and at the latter

17^ and 18^ feet thick, the ouality fair
; and at

Kau-ma-pying, nearlv a mile N. of Hein-lap, is a

seam 8 feet thick. A seam 3 feet thick occurs on
the Little Tenasserim.

Deposits of coal have been found along the

Siamese coast from Penang to the vicinity of Junk-
CeyloD. In 1836, specimens of coal were brought
from Trang, one of the lower provinces of Siam

;

and subsequently a deposit was discovered at

Tama, not Gurbie. Goal was found at Sungei-
Kamuning, about 16 miles above Trang, and at a
place also nearly east of Pulo Mutiara, or Pearl

Island, about 12 miles to the southward of Suugei-

Kamuning. It was also found at the Pulo Tira

islimd, lying off Purlis, on the coast of K^dim.
Another cod was found in the bay nenrth of Tan-
jong Bumbong, on the coast of Trang, betwixt the

last place and Kamuning.
The coal in Limr and Kedah, on the west

coast of the Malay Peninsula, is identical in com-
])Ositioti, in the prop^tion of volatile matter to

charcoal, with some kinds of cannel coal,—sp. gr.

1*245; volatile matter, 46*746
; charcoal, 52*071

;

ash, 1 *188 = 100. That found on the soathem
coast of the island of Juuk-Ceylon (well known
lor its tin), and which occurs near the bank of a
river, and about two or three hundred feet from
its mouth, was reported by Professor Ansted as

adapted for every purpose to which coal is eoono-

micsdly applied.

A position indicated as a deposit of coal, is in

lat 7^ 44' N., and long. OO'’ 15^ £., the southern

point of Pulo Lontar bearing S.W. bv S., Telebon

0.8.£^ and Tanjong Cotton N.E. by N. Some of

it takes on the polish of fine jet The Ligor
specimens of this jet are the beet.

In the coal of Ligor and Kodab, on the west
coast of the Malay Peninsula, one portion of jet

had a beautiful lustre and high polish. The frac-

ture shows a fine velvet black or brownish-black.
On the Malay Peninsula, along the western

coast at Katani, Ayer Ramni, and Bencoolen, at
the entrance of the river Reteh, and along the
banks in the Batang Gaiisal and the Ingragiri,

with, it is supposed, the Kampar, coal occurs.

Coal has Wen found in Sumatra, Java, and
Luzon, and in Borneo, of good quality, suited to
economical uses. Coal found at Rettie, on the

south-east coast of Sumatra, bears a strong re-

semblance to that from Junk-Ceylon,—sp. gr,

1*23; volatile matter, 61*43; charcoal, 48*57;

ash not determined. Coal of serviceable quality

exists also in Banka and Madura (New Rotterdam
Conran t, Sept. 23, 1851), in Borneo proper (Low,
Sarawak, p. 12), on Pulo Kcng Arang, near the
north end of I^buan, at various places on the

west, south-west, and south-east coasts of Borneo,
at the Bunut, on Pontianak, the country of Ban-
jarmassim, where immense deposits are found

;

Pagattan, and on the Koti river, mines are worked.

A small field has been found near Macassar in

Celebes, but the coal is of a worthless description

(Singapore Free Press, July 19, 1850, which de-

scribes the coal treasures of the Archipelago). It

is said that fine specimens have been obtaine^l

from the Philippine province of Alley (Mallat,

Les Philippines, i. p. 122), but the existing notices

of them are slight.

In Borneo, coal' was first discovered in one of

the islands in the river of Brunai, afterwards near

the banks of the river, and subsequently in the

island of Labuan. In these places it is mined by
European skill and capital, and has been found,

on ample trial, superior to any Asiatic coal hitherto

tried. The coal on tlie left bank of the Borneo
river has been traced for several miles into tlie

interior, and on the southern coast of the island

ill the territory of Banjurmasin, and mined by
the Dutch. These may be continuations of the

same field, which would make the Borneo coal*

fields the largest. in the world, after those of

North America. Steam navigation has given a
value to the coals of Borneo, which, without it, in

a country inhabited by rude people and covered
with forest, might have lain for a^es as useless as

the lime and sandstones in which it is imbedded.
In Borneo, coal is associated at Pulo Chirmin,

which is about 200 feet high, with a ferruginouH
sandstone, and overlaid by a mass of red sand
and clav. At Pulo Kang Arang, anin, the coal

is overlaid by white sandstone. Mrneo, as a
mineral conntry, is perhaps the richest in tin*

East, producing gold, coal, antimony, and iron ;

while caoutchouc and gutta-percha are amongst
its vegetable products. The coal and iron fields

of the Balawi or Rajang are more extensive than
any yet discovered on the island. From the river

Bmm, coal is traced to the upper parts of tbo
Bintttlu, and thence southward to the Rajang
river, on the left bank of which, at Tujv-Iiniig,

there is a seam exposed upwards of 18 feet in

thickness. At different other parts of the river,

and also in several of its branches, coal is found
in a|>undaiice.

In China, coal is largely used for fuel. The
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boataon the north river, below Nan-hiung, lie near

the mouth of a horizontal drift worked into the

mine, above which the cliffs are scraped down as

the shaft advances. The mountains of Shan^si and
Chih-li supply large quantities of this valuable

mineral
;
and many boats find constant employ-

ment in bringing a coarse anthracite from Kai-chan

in Lia-tiing to Tien-tsin. One locality of the mine
in Liau-tung is about 39® KX N., and 121® 25' E.

Anthracite and bituminous coal have been seen in

marts at the north ; and coal-dust and refuse is

mixed with a little moistened clay at Pekin, and
made into cakes for the fires of tne poor. That
which is brought to Canton is hard, and leaves a

large proportion of ashes after combustion ;
during

ignition, it throws off a suffocating sulphureous

smoke, which prevents the natives using it for

cooking. It is employed in the manufacture of

copperas from hepatic iron pyrites, according to

Du Halde, but is less frequently employed in the

arts than it would be if the people knew better

how to use it.

Coal is found abundantly at Ke-Lung in For-

mosa
;

a*so in the districts around Negata in

Japan. The Russians, under the command of a

Russian officer, have opened coalmines rather

lower than Tonquin Bay.

—

Sinffapore Free

April 2, 1852
;

St. John's Indian Archipelago^ ii.

p. 849
;
Colonel Lou\ No. 8, Jotirn. hui. Arvh.

;

Williams* Middle Kingdtm^ p. 242
;

Hodgson's

Nagasaki^ p. 227
;

M^CullocFs Diet. p. 287

;

Joum. Jnd. Archip. iii. pp. 158, 161, 738; Eng.
Cyc. ; Calc. liev. ; Annals^ Ind. Admin. ; Mason;
fi'eology of India

^
by Messrs. Medlicott^ Bland/ord^

and Ball; Dr. Oldham in Yule's Emba.s.sy^ p. 835

;

Hook. Him. Jo..; Powell; Crawfiird's Diet, p. 195;
Ball on Diamond.^^ Coal., and Gold., pp. 58-94.

COBAL'l'.
Ta-t’eing Chin. I Pien-t’sing, . . . Chin.
Yimg-t’aing

}

In China it is prepared by roasting the native

arseniate of cobalt, said to- come from Cambodia.

It contains silica and potash, and is used in colour-

ing glass, painting on porcelain, and glazing copper

vessels, and in distemper. Cobalt ore oocurs near

Jeypore in Rajputana, and is used for colouring

enamel. Cobalt and nickel occur in Ceylon, at

Saffra^tn.—Smith.

COBKA, the ordinary Urdu name of the Naga
genus of venomous colubrine snakes of the family

Elapidia There is only one species, the Naga
tripudians, which has a moderate body, with rather

short tail. It has a small or moderate eye, with

a round pupil, a poison fang in front of the maxil-

lary, which is but little moveable or erectile, and

only one tooth behind. The anterior ribs aro

elongate and erectile, and the skin of the neck is

dilatable. When the cobra rises in play, or for

amusement, it spreads out tbe skin of the neck,

from which it gets the Spanish name of cobra di

capeiio, in English the hooded snake. Its bite,

if the poison be fairly in, is almost certain deaths

It is said that the poison can be combated by
injecting TOtash into the veins, but, owing to the

rapidity of the poison^s action, this, even if true,

is valueless. Several instances have purred of

grown-up men recovering from the bites of the

chain, etc., or Russel’s viper (Daboia elegans),

•imply by applying ligatures above the wound,

and burning the punctures with a live coal ;
but

the after-swelling was very painful, and lasted for

some months. Tlie cobra and chain viper are

the commonest and deadliest. Notwithstanding

this, the natives of Ceylon do .not kill the cobra

when caught, but enclose it in a mat bag with

some boiled rice for food, and place it thus in a

flowing stream. In Gujerat the Hindus do not

kill this or any other snake. There are two
varieties.

Var. a. The spectacled or biDOoellate cobra has

its neck, on the steel-brown skin, marked with a

white, black-edged cj or enclosing at either

extremity a black ocellus. This is only seen when
the hood is expanded. It is found m Southern

India^ind in Burma (?). It grows to 5J feet.

Var. h. The monocellate, or one-marked cobra,

has a plain white ocellus, with black centre and
margin, and grows to 4 feet in length. It is the

cobra of Central India and Burma.
The fuDgs of tlie cobra are not perforated like

those of vipers, but they have a groove or slit

right down the anterior part of the fang, and
akhough the sides of the groove may oftjn meet
in close contact about the anterior centre of the

tooth, and form a sort of a channel, yet they

never join or amalgamate together. The fangs of

cobras are fixed to the maxillary bones, while

those of vipers are erectile.

Permanganate of potash has been recommended
in cobra bites. When perman^nate was mixed
with cobra poison and hypodermically injected, no
fatal result followed, although a fatal do^^e of cobra

poison was used, and the mixture injected into the

vein. It is supposed that the mongoose is not

affected by the cobra poison.

In the mythologies of India, the cobm
figures as a protecting agent, spreading its hood
over the lingam and over royalty. Tbe cobra is

worshipped by all Hindus ;
and its form, as au

idol, with three to nine heads, in stone or brass,

may be eveiywhere seen in India, often bending

over the idol of tbe lingam. Tlie cobra is often

personified in Indian story. In many parts of

Western India, after killing a cobra, the non-Aiyan
races give it all the honours of a cremation,

assuring it, with many protestations, that they are

guiltless of Us blood ;
that they slew it by order

of their master ; or that they had no other way to

prevent its biting the chickens.-—iVicAofxon.

COBRA-TEL, a term applied in Ceylon to a

decoction of tbe heads of cobras and saliva of

the iguana or Kabragoya, and supposed by the

Singhalese to be deadly poisonoos.

COCA of tbe Andes and Peru is Erythroxylon

coca, Lam.^ extensively cultivated by the Indians,

—the annual produce there having been estimated

at 80^000,000 pounds. The leaves are either

infused as tea, or, as is usual, chewed with a little

unslaked Ume. Tbe immediate effect is a gentle

excitement, with sensations of high enjoyment.

Its use lessens the desire for food, and enables the

chewer to undergo an enormous amount of fatigue,

from an increas^ nervous energy.

COCANADA, a seaport town in the Godavery

district, in lat. 16®67' N., long. 82® 13' E.; popu-

lation, 17,839.—/w/>. Gaz.

COCCIDiE of Leach, the GaHinsecta of Ia-

treille, a family of insects placed by Latreille and

others at the end of the Homoptera. See Coccus.

COCCINEA INDICA. W. and A.

Coooinsa graadia, W. I Momordioamoiiadelpha,R.
Bryonia grandh, L, |
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Beemboo, . . . Beno. Kanduri,Gol-kundru,PAN'.
Tela kacha, . . ,, Vimbika, Jivika, Sansk.
Ken-bung, . . . Buhm. Oolaroo, .... Sind.
Taa-tha-luiwa, . . ,, Kovay Tam.
Bhimb, .... Hind. Doncla, Blmbika, . Tel.
Kovel, Govel, . Maleal. Kakidonda, Kai-donda, „

A climbing Bhrub, grows all over India; in

flower and fruit the whole year
;
green fruit used

in chatni and curries
;

rine fruit eaten raw, and
greedily sought after by birds. The leaves are

applied externally in eruptions of the skin, and
the plant internally in gonorrhoea.

The juice of the leaves is used as an application

to obstinate ulcers produced by the bites of

animals. The fruit when unripe has a slightly

add but not unpleasant taste. AVhen ripe, it is

sweetish but insipid. It is smooth, obloug, and
about an inch and a half long. It is a common
troublesome weed in hedges and gardens.

—

Jeffrey

;

Roxb,; Voigt; »S'^eu?nr^,* O'Sh.; Ainslie.

COCCOLOBA, a genus of plants belonging to

the natural order Polygonacece. C. crispata, BmcA.,

grows in Nepal. Wight, in leones, figures C.

Indies, C. excoriata, C. pubescens. C. uvifera is a

West Indian plant. The fruit of the last is sweetish,

its wood is used for cabinet work, and it yields

the Jamaica kino.— Voigt; Eng. Cyc.

COCCOTHRAUSTES, a genus of birds belong-

ing to the order Insessores, family Fringillidae,

and sub-family Fringillinse. Three spedes occur

in South-Eastern Asia. C. vulgaris, the hawfinch

of Europe, occurs in Siberia, China, Japan (C.

Japonicus, Schlegel?).

COCCULUS, a genus of plants belonging to

the natural order Menispermacese, consisting of

climbers, whose leaves are usually more or less

heart-shaped, and the fiowers small, and either

white or pale green, in loose panicles or racemes
;

in most cases they are dioecious, and are always

yei*y minute. The species are usually powerful

bitter febrifuges. The following occur in the

south and east of Asia : acuminatus, calophyllus,

cordifolius, crispus, bexagynus, incanu8,laurifoliu8,

macrocarpus, Malabaricus, megaspermus, oleracea,

Plukenetii, tomentosus, villosus. In Arabia, an
ardent spirit, called Khamr>ul-Mainun, is said to

be distilled from the berries of C. Cebatha.

COCCULUS ACUMINATUS. D. C.

C. radiatus, D. C. I M. polycarpon, Jhxb.
C. polycarpua, Wall. \ Tiliacora racemosa, Coltb.

Menispermum acumi-
|

T, acuminataj Miert.
natum. i Braaoea menispermoides,

H. radiatum, Lam. I Willd.

Tila kora, . . . Beno.
|

Yulli kaniram, . Maleal.
Baga-lota, . . . Hind.

|
Tiga mushadi, . . Tel.

A trailing shrub; grows in both Peninsulas,

Oodh, Assam
;

baa small cream-coloured, sweet-
scent^ flowers.

—

O'SIi. p. 202
;

Voigt^ 381.

COCCULUS CORDIFOLIUS. D. C.

0. oonvolvulaceus, D. C. Menispermum glabnim, K,
O. vtrruooBUS, Wall, M. oordifoUum, Willd.

Tstn-tba-iiia-iiway, Buru. Sitamerdu, Maleal.
Qul-bel, Qulwail, Duku. Shen^ kodi, . . . Tam.
Onlunoba. . . . Hind. Tipatingg6, . . . Tel.
Oit-amerdu, . . Malay.

A valuable plant, mowing in the Peninsula, of
Ben^l, Burma, and Assam. Its stem is succulent,
twi^g, and perennial, running over the highest
trees. The root, stem, and leaves are uaed in
medidne in decoction. The root is large, soft,

and spongy, and is given fresh in gonorrhoea
; in

powder, 16 to 30 grs. are emetic
;
the decoction is

called Pachuna. An extract called palo is pre-

pared from the stem.

—

Roxb. iii. p. 81 ;
O'Sh.

COCCULUS CRISPUS: D. C.

Menispermum crispum, L,
1
M. verrucosum, Flem,

A twining plant of Sumatra, Java, and the

Moluccas, with a tubercled or warted stem
;

it is

employed by the Malays for the cure of inter-

mittent fevers.

—

O'Sh.

COCCULUS FIBRAUREA, of Cochin-China
ami China, used by the Afalays in agues and liver

diseases.

—

0\Sh.

COCCULUS INDICUS.
Hong, Burm. Tuba-bidji, . . MaleAL
Indian berry, . . Eno. Mahi-zabra, . . . PeR.s.

Coque tie Levant, . Fa. Grana orieniU of RuelUus.
Fischkormcr, . . Ger. Kakamari, . . Sansk.
Jermai, .... Guj. Kaka colli verei, . Tam.
Kakmari-ki-binj, . Htxd. Kaki-chempu vittulu, Tel.
Galla di Levante, . It.

This is the fruit of the Anamirta cocculus, W.
awt/yl., a powerful climbing plant, common in the

mountainous parts of the Malabar coast
;
in com-

merce its fruit is obtained through Bombay, Madras,
and Ceylon. The berry is highly poisonous, and is

not used internally in medicine. Even externally,

as an ointment, though useful in Porrigo capitis,

its use requires great care. It is used to poison

fish, and a weak decoction to destroy ticks in

sheep. In 1850, 2359 bags were imported iuto

Britain, value lOs. to 248, the cwt.

—

O'Sh.; RoyU;
Roxb.; Eng. Cyc.; M^Cull. Diet. ; W. and A.

COCCULUS PALMATUS. D. C.

M. polmatum, Lam.
|
M. columba, Roxb.

This plant produces tljo columbo root of com-
merce, a valuable tonic medicine. It grows iu

the Mozambique forests, and is cultivated in the

Mauritius.

—

Roxb. iii. 807.

COCCULUS VILLOSUS. D. C.

C. sepium, Colcb, I M. hirsutum, Linn.
Meni8i>er. villosum, Lam.

|
M. myosotoides, Linn.

Huyer, Beno. I Cbipura tige, . . . Tel.
Dicr, Farid-buti, . Hind.

|
Dusara-tiga,Katie tige, „

A decoction of the fresh roots is given in native

medicine in rheumatism, and is considered heating,

laxative, and sudorific, A curry of the leaves is

used for the same object. The juice of the ripe

berries makes a good, durable, bluish-purple ink.

The withes are woven into small baskets, and
are used for cords by the cultivators.— Voigt^ 831.

COCCUS, a genus of insects belonging to the
family Coccid®, of tlie order Hemiptera. The
insects belon^ng to this family live upon trees or
plants of various kinds; they are of small sue,
and in the larva state have the appearance of oval
or round scales. They are closely attached to
the plant or bark of the tree they inhabit, and
exhibit no distinct external organs. At certain

seasons, when about to undergo their transforma-
tion, they become fixed to the plant, and aanime
the pupa state within the skin of the larva. The
pupa ot the male has the two anterior legs directed

forward, and the remaining four Wkwards

;

whereas in the female the whole six are directed
bi^kwards. When the males have assnmed the
winged or ima^o state, they are said to issue

from the posterior extremity of their cocoon. In
the spring-time the body of the female becomes
greatly emailed, and approaches more or less to
a roberical mrm. In some the skin is smooth,
and in others transverse incisions or vestiges of

segments are visible. It is in this state that the

756
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female receives the embraces of the male, after

which she deposits her eggs, which are extremely
numerous. In some, the eggs are deposited by
the insect beneath her own body, after which she
dies, and the body hardens and forms a scale-

like covering, which serves to protect the eggs
until the following season, when they hatch. The
females of other species cover their eggs with a
white cotton -like substance, which answers the

same end. Of the species of this genus known
in S. Asia, are the C. cacti, the cochineal insect,

the C. lacca, which yields the stick-lac of commerce,
apd the C. maniparus of Arabia, that punctures
toe Tamarix gallica, and causes the exudation of

the Arabian manna. There are two varieties of

Coccus cacti, the true Grana fina, and the Grana
sylvestris; and, after prolonged efforts on the part

of Drs. James Anderson and Barry of Madras in

1795, the C. sylvestris, or wild species of the

cochineal insect, was introduced into Bengal by
Captain Neilson of H.M. 74th Regiment. It

throve rapidly on the Cactus Indica, the indigenous
opuntia, the country Nopal, and between 1800
and 1807, 74,633^ lbs. of the cochineal, amounting
to 142,916 rupees in value, were shipped to Eng-
land, but at a loss, as the wild epeoies was found

greatly inferior to the true. The cochineal insect

was introduced into Java about the year 1825 as

a Government experiment, and apparently with

more success in its production than in British

India, for so long ago as 1844 it was exported

from Batavia to the estimated value of 93,319

guilders. The species introduced into India

swarms at certain seasons, and settles on one of

the species of cactus, which they immediately

destroy. The whole neighbourhood of Ilomanabad

was surrounded with prickly pear, but disappeared

in 1865, under one of these swarms.

The fine cochineal insect differs from chc wild

not only in size, but also in being mealy and

covered with a white powder; while the wild one

is enveloped in a tliick cottony down, which

causes its value to diminish greatly, it being im-

possible to separate it from the insect in the pre-

ntion of the dye
;
the females only yield dye.

s tlie cottony covering which enables the

wild kind to stand the vicissitudes of climate,

while the fine or domesticated kind require to be

kept under cover during the rainy season, and

sheltered from high winds, as they early in their

growth throw off the cottony covering.

The fine cochineal insect lives on several culti-

vated kinds of cactus without thorns, of which

the Cactus cochinillifer has been introduced into

India. It will not grow on the wild prickly

pear.

There are three periods of life of the cochineal

insect It is viviparous, aud at its birth is a

mere speck, and at that time no difference can be

detected by a microscope between the sexes
;
they

are all equally active, seeming to profit eagerly

of the short period during which HiOtion is allowed

them. After a few days tbey attach themselves

to the cactus plant, and from that moment the

female never quits her hold. A cottony coat

grows over her, which falls off in 13 to 15 days,

'rids is the first period.
, . i

The male also adheres to the plant, and in about

12 days becomes enveloped in a cottony cylindrical

purse, open at the bottom
;

the insects huddle

together, one upon another to appearance, so that

at ft little distance nothing is seen but a while
patch of cotton of uneven surface

; they continually

increase in bulk. After remaining in this state

for a month or thereabouts, the sexes become
distinctly recognisable. The male becomes a
scarlet fly, with two transparent wings about three

times the length of his body, which exactly cover

each other, when at rest appearing only as one
;
be

is also provided with tw'o poisers or tails and two
hairy antennae

;
he has six legs and six immoveable

eyes. He is now again become active (particularly

an hour after sunrise), but rarely takes to the

wing, being easily carried away by the wind
;
he

jumps and flutters about, and, haviog impregnated

the female, dies in a few days.

The females go on increasing in roundness.

They appear generally so enormously overgrown,

that their eyes and mouth are quite sunk in their

rugae or wrinkles
;

their anteunse and Icct are

almost covered by then*, and are so impeded in

their motions from the swellings about the in-

sertions of their legs, that they can scarce move
them, much less move themselves, and the insect

to the casual observer looks more like a berry than

an animal. When they are about three months old

they begin to yield their young. In this state

tlie insect is in a torpid state, and may be detached

from the plant. She had previously formed on
her extremity an amber-coloured liquid globule,

varying in size according to the abundance of

juice in the cactus, and this is supposed to indicate

the maturity of her pregnancy.

It is remarkable that from the moment of her

fixing upon the plant, she loses her eyes and the

form of her head
;
instead of a mouth, she has an

extremely fine proboscis, which it is supposed she

introduces into the imperceptible pores of the leaf

she feeds on
;
and such is her excessive torpor,

that once removed she will not attach herself

again. After shedding the whole of her young,

the mother dies, and becomes a mere shell, turning

black. It is therefore at the time that the female

commences to shed her young that measures are

taken to remove the young to other cactus leaves.

A nest is formed in the shape of a ^usage or

purse, of cotton gauze or other tissue pierced with

small holes, in which 8 or 10 of the females aro

put, and the purse is fastened at the bottom of a

leaf of cactus by a thorn. The young escape aud

spread themselves over the surface of the leaf.

The mid-day is found to be the best time for this

operation, to enable the newly-l)orn insects to get

rid of the glutinous matter which they bring from

the parent. On this account nesting is not recom-

mended in damp or cloudy days.

When the female insects are not required for

breeding purposes, they are brushed off the cacti

leaves at the commencement of their shedding

their young, or immediately before that time, into

baskets, and killed either by exposure to the sun

or b^ immersion in boiling water, then dried and

put into bags for dye.
, . .

As the cochineal insect is destroyed by heay

rains aud high wind, they are reared outside only

in the dry and cold season; during the rainy

season a sufficient number of the females are either

artificially kept in baskets shut out from light

and heat, and so remaining torpid till the proper

weather returns, or an entire generation is raised

on cactus plants under cover in the bouse or a

shed, and the fresh young ones put out on the
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leaves outside when all danger from the heavy
rains and \vind are over.

The common belief is that the cochineal insect

lays eggs; this is not the case. The young insects,

whilst contained within the mother, appear to be

all connected one after the other by an umbilicai

cord to a common placenta, and in this order they

are in due time brought forth as living animals,

after breaking the membrane in which they were
at first probably contained as eggs. Being thus

brought forth, they remain in a cluster under the

mother’s belly for two or three days, until di8>

engaged from the umbilical eord. Every cochineal

mother produces above a hundred young ones

;

but the mortality is great, and three or four

mothers are ^uired to cover one side of a cactus

leaf with suMicient young for cultivation.

25,000 insects de^ and dry make up one pound
of cochineal, the ordinary value of which is 1 rupee
12 annas.

—

Colonel Boddam; Royle^ Prod, lies.

p. 67; Crawfurd^ Diet p. 112.

COCCUS LACCA, Kerr, produces the sub-

stance called lac. It inhabits India
;

is found on
various trees in great abundance on the Ficus

religiosa, F. Indies, Croton lacciferum, Butea
frondosa, and Rhamnus jujuba. When the females

of this coccus have themselves to a |mrt of

the bmneh of the trees on which they feed, a
pellucid and glutinous substance begins to exude
from the margins of the body, and in the end
this substance covers ihe whole insect with a
cell which, when hardened by exposure to the

air, becomes lac. So numerous are these insects,

and so closely crowded together, that they often

entirely cover a branch, and occasionally the tree

is killed
;
and the groups take different shapes, as

squares, hexagons, etc., according to the space

left round the insect which first began to form
its cell. Under these cells the females deposit

their eggs, which, after a certain period, are

hatched, and the young ones ent their way out.

It is found encircling twigs and branches. The
broken twigs covered with these incrustations are

called ‘ stick-lac ’ in commerce. After the colour

has been extracted and further purified, shell -lac

results.

—

Kirby and Smnee, iv. p. 142 ;
Eng. Cyc.

COCCUS POLONICUS is usetl in dyeing a

red colour. It is now chiefly employed by the

Turks for dyeing wool, silk, and hair, and for

staining the nails of women’s fingers.

—

Kirby and
Spence, i. p. 320 ;

Eng. Cyc. p. 44.

COCHIN, a small feudatory state on the western

side of the Peninsula of India, with a seajx>rt

capital of the same name, lying between iat.

O’* 48' and 10® 60' N., and long. 7G® f>' and 70°

68' E.
;
the area, 1361 square miles, and popu-

lation in 1881, 600,278 souls. It has many
marine lagoons, extending for 120 miles, and
oommunicating with the sea; and its ghat forests

have much valuable poon, angely, etc. Its rajas

claim to be desoended from Cheruinan Perumal,

who ruled over the whole country of Kerala,

iuclinling Travancore and Malabar, as viceroy of

tlic Choia kinga, about the bemnning of the 9th

century, and afterwards established Ivmself as

independent ruler. Cochin fell to the Portuguese

in the 16th century. In 1662 the citv was taken
bv tlie Dutch

;
in the 18th century the Zainorin

of Calicut held it • for a short time
;

in 1776
Hyder Ali, and in 1790 Tipu, oven-an the country.

On the foil of Seringapatam iu the end of the

7

18th century, it became tributary to the Britif*h,

By a treaty in 1791, the British guarantee*!

the integrity of the kingdom
;
but in 1809, after

the overthrow of the Mysore government, a

faction made common cause with the Travancore

people, and carried on an unsuccessful war against

the British, and in 1819 the British assumed all

military control. The princi pal races are,—Maleali,

536,191; Koiikani, 16,118; Tamular, 83,628;

Teling, 9906. Of the population, 140,262 are

Christians, 426,922 are Hindus, 12,499 Maho-
medans, and 1278 Jews; the chief Hindu castes

being Brahman, Kshatriya, Ambalavasi temple

servants, Nair cultivators, Pillai government ser-

vants, Ottar contractors, Kanaka boatmen, Mopla
polygars, Vallamar freshwater, and Marakan salt-

water fishermen and artisans, Ezhuwan labourers,

Cherumar predial slaves, and Kada and Maleali

hillmen and Jews.

The Jacobite and Nestorian Christians are

under the Archbishop of Antioch, the Romano-
Syiians, under the Archbishop of Malabar, an*!

the Romish Christians under the Archbishop of

Goa. The cocoa palm is vastly cultivated
;

fish

is very adiundant
;

its ornamental work in metals,

and its wood and ivory carvhig, are famed. The
raja’s family claim Kshatriya descent, but follow

the rule of .mari inakatayurn, or descensus ah

utero, the children of sisters succeeding. If the

raja's younger brother be senior io all his nephews,

he becomes elliah raja, or heir-apparent; but if

the raja’s eldest sister have a son older than the

raja’s brother, the nephew ranks in the line of

succession before the uncle.

The higher castes only are permitted to approach

the royal dwelling, and handsome well-fed Brah-

mans, etc., thus form the entire population of

that locality; and these are so clean and neat in

apjwarance, and of so fair a colour, that one seems

to have been transporte*! among an entirely new
and superior nation. The princessi'S and their

ladies wear an abundance of snow-white muslin

around the hips, but no upner garment. The
neck is deconited with val liable ornaments, and

the ears support very large and beautifully chased

pendants. The hair is either worn in a large

double knot on the crown, or on the rigdjt side of

the head, and a baud of gold strains it from off

the face. The raja and all the princes are indis-

tinguishable, ill private, from the people around,

for their dress consists simply of the muslin round

the middle. The cocoanut palm grows abun-

dantly, and, while yielding large returns, allows

leisure for other avocations.

—

Imp. Gaz.

COCHIN-CHINA, the name given in EuroiKi

to a country occupied by the Annam people. The
derivation of the Eurojiean name is obscure, but

ICaobau is the name given by the Annam people to

the capital of Tonquin; and Cochin-China is

known to the Malay navigators as Kutchi. It

has been supposed by D’Anville tliat the Sin-boa

of Ptolemy, tne geographer, is Cocliin-China, and
that the Aureo Chersouesus of Ptolemy is the

Malay Peninsula. leaving out of view the vast

unexplored region of Ijaos, the peninsula commonly
denominated Cochiii-Chiiia is now composed < f

Cambodia in the north, French Cochin-China in

the south and west, and Annam on the eastern

coast, this latter kingdom extending northwards

to thp Chinese provinces of Yun-nan and Quang-si^

its own province of Tong-king adjoining them.
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French Cochin - China, conquered or annexed
'

from Annam, comprises an area of about 00,000
square miles, and a population estimated at some
1,760,000 persons, nearly all of them of Annamese
nationality. The colony is divided into four pro-

vinces,—Snigon, Mytho, Viuh-long, and Bassac.

Each of these is under inspectors and admini-

strators, who are educated for the purpose in a

college at Saigon, where they are taught the

native language, characters, history, and law, and
are instructed generally in the principles of execu-

tive government. Thev are commissioned by the

President of the French Republic. The revenue
for the year 1878 was estimated at 14,300,000
francs. The kingdom of Annam has a population

estimated at 20,000,000 persons. There is a

French resident at the Court of Hue, and also

one at Hanoi, the ancient capital in Tong-king,
and three ports in Tong-king have been opened

|

under treaty. Europeans are only allowed to
|

trade in the actual open ports, but they are
j

allowed to pass through the country by means of
|

the great river Sang-koi (but not to land on its

banks) for purposes of trade with Yun-nan. The
kingdom of Cambodia is an absolute monarchy,

and has a population estimated at only 1,000,000,

which gives but six to the square mile. It is

under the protection of France, and that nation

has an official residing at Nam-vang, the capital,

with the title of Repr^sentant du Protectorat

FraiKjais. The revenue is estimated at 3,000,000

francs. There is but one port, Kampot, situated

on the Gulf of Siam, its principal traffic being

with Siam and Singapore by native visscls. In

appearahee, language, and most other character-

istics, the Cambodians differ entirely from the
1

Chinese, Annamites, and even Siamese. If there
!

be any resemblance, it is to the latter. ,

Saigon, the capital of French Cochin-China,
;

on the Saigon river, in lat. 10° 50' N., and
j

Jong. 104° 22' E., was conquered by the Franco-
|

Spauish fleet, 17th February 1869, by the force
!

under Admiral Rigault de Genouilly at the close

of the last Chinese war, but Lower Cochin-China

was not occupied until the treaty of 1862.

About the reign of Louis xvi., the reigning I

emperor, Gyalong, lost his throne, and a Roman
Catholic missionary, Bishop Adrnn, persuaded

the deposed sovereign to ask the help of France,

and escorted his son to the Court of Versailles.

The request was granted, on condition that

France should have a right of protectorate over

native Christians, and the further right to occupy

certain points of Annamese territory, from whence

this protectorate might be better exercised. A
^aty was concluded at Versailles on the 28th of

November 1787, embodying these conditions, and

the prince and bishop returned to the East with

French officers and appliances of war, by whose

aid Gyalong was restored to power, and gave

him countenance and support, and the church

and flourished ^
but his successors, jealous

of iU orgauiaation and influence, commenced a

persecution.
, ^ ,

On the 5th of June 1862 was signed the treaty

which laid the foundation of French rule in

Cochin - China, Annam thereby ceding the

three provinces of Bienhoa, Giadinh, and Dinh

Tuong, which constituted the original territory of

Saigon. Twelve years later, the Due Decaaes,

then minister for foreign affairs, was able to

announce to the French Chamber the signature

(on the 15th of March 1874) of a treaty by
which the whole country was placed under the

protectorate of France. It has been mentioned
that in 1867, five years after the first treaty,

Admiral de la Grandiere, the then governor,

found it necessary to occupy the three additional

provinces of Vinlong, Cbandoi, and Hatien, in

order to protect the colony from the incursions

of ‘ agitators ’ from the neighbouring territory.

The kingdom of Cambodia, embedded between

Siam and the new colony, fell early under its in-

fluence, and by a treaty signed in 1868, accepted

the protectorate of France.

In 1866-7, under the control of M. Doudart de

Lagree, an expedition explored the course and
sources of the river Mei-koiig, which, taking its

rise amid the mountains of Tibet, impinges on
the western provinces of China, flows through

the whole length of the Indo-Chinese promontory,

and discharges itself, in French territory, into

the southern waters of the China Sea. It was
hoped that in this river might be found a channel

of intercourse with the west of China, and that

Saigon might by its means be made to rival or

eclipse the claim of Rangoon as an outlet for

the commerce of those regions. In 1881 the

boundaries were, on the north the kingdoms of

Annam and Cambodia, on the east and south the

China Sea, on the west the Gulf of Siam and the

kingdom of Cambodia, 80 leagues long and 50

broad, with a population of IJ millions. The
Mei-kong passes through French Cochin-China

by two rivers, to disembogue into the China

Sea. In 1880 the revenue was 18,800,000 franca,

— C/iin, Jap. and Phil. Chron. and Der.^ 1881.

COCHIN-CHINA MONKEIT, Pygathrix nem-
oeus, Geoffr.

COCHINEAL.
Ya-lan-mi, . . . Chin. Cochenxlha, . . . Port.

Conchinilje, . . . DuT. Konssenel, . , . Rue.

Cochenille, . Fa. Cocbinilla Ormna, . Sp.

ICoachenilje, . . . GeR. Cochinil puohi, . . Tam,
Kermij,Guj.,HiND.,PER8. CoohiDil purugu, . Tel,

Cocciiiiglio, . . . .It.

This valuable dye and colour material consists

I

of the dried bodies of the female of the Coccus

1 cacti, a native of Mexico. About 1200 tons are

imported into Britain, price Ss. 6d. the pound.

It forms a very fine ana permanent dye of red,

crimson, scarlet. It answers on wool and silk,

but not on cotton. Efforts were made by the

E. 1. Company to introduce the iusect into India,

and at the close of the 18th century it was

supposed that Drs. Anderson and Barry of Madras

had succeeded in doing so, but it is said that an

inferior variety, C. cacti sylvcstre, was the one

brouglit, not the variety designated C, cacti

grana fina. Whether from the stock introduced

in 1799, or from an indigenous variety, the

(3occu8 cacti is at seasons plentiful in many parts

of India. They swarm to localities where the

prickly pear grows, and in a brief time the plant

wholly disappeitrs. The fine variety was intro-

duced into Mysore from Teneriffe; and at the

Madras Exhibition of 1857, the cochineal exhibited

from Chittaldroog and Oossoor was said to be

the silver grain, and to be procurable in several

districte in Southern India
;
but it only destroys

the plants with red flowers and few prickles, and

will not propagate on the yellow-flowering prickly
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pear. U liaa'bcen exliibited from Java at the Javanese. The passion for cock-H^^hting is im-
exhibitions in Europe. Tiic people have uljjo been

j

pressed on the very language of the Malays. Thus
successful in introducing it into the Canary there is a specific name for cock-fighting, one for

Islands, where it has of late been much cultivated; the iiatut'al spur of the cock, and another for the
and in 1866, 1,511,61711)8. were exporte<l. About artificial

;
two names for the comb, throe for the

1200 tons are imported into Britain, valued at crow of the cock, two for a cockpit, and one for a
£400 the ton. The insects are about 70,000 to professional cock-fighter. The passion is nowhere
the pound. They are detached from the plants carried further than in the Spanish dominions
on which they feed by a blunt knife

;
are dipped in the Philippines. There it is licensed by the

in boiling water to kill them, and then dried in Government, which derives from it a yearlyrevenue
the sun. The female is placed on the leaf, and of about 40,000 dols., or about £10,000. Nations
kept in its position by a white rag tied round of Central Asia seem, from time immemorial, to

the lobe- From the travels of Lieutenant Burncs have used the occk in sacrifice, being especially

and Dr. Gerard, we learn (Jouru. As. Soc. of sacred to the sun in Sabsean worship. And this

Bengal, ii. p. 652) that an insect, supposed to be still continues. It is offered in sacrifices on the
of the coccus genus ? is found on the root of a new-year's day by the old Parsee fire-worshippers,

plant which flourishes in a marsh (near Herat), The Aryan Hindu and the non-Aryan races all

but the natives being unable to dry it, import it 'sacrifice the cock at the shrines of the earth
from Bokhara and Yarkand, paying about 32 goddesses.

—

Crawfttrd^ Diet. p. 113. See Birds,

sicca rupees per Indian seer. Coccus polonicus, COCKATOO, birds of tlie xMoluccas and Aus-
the scarlet grain of Poland, is also found on the tralia, of the tribe Scansorcs and sub-family
roots of a plant, the Scleranthus perennis.— Cacatuinae. See Birds.

Doyle; Mad, Ex. 1857; Powell^ Panj. p. 194 ; COCKliE, one of the mollusca. The cockle of

Craivfurd's Diet. p. 112; M*‘C. Diet.; Moral Job xxxi. 40 is a species of Solan urn. See
and Material Progress ;

Colonel Beddonxe. Chamidse.

COCHLEARIA AUMORACIA. Linn. COCK^S CLAW FPvUIT.

Radish, horse radish, Eno. I Muli, Hind. Ki-chau tsze, . . Chin. I Kim ponnass, . . .Jap.

Cran de Bretagne, . Fa.
1

Ki-ku-tsze, ... ,, |

COCHLOSPERMUM GOSSYPIUM. D. C. This is the fruit of the Hovenia dxilcis.—Smith.

Bombax gossypium, L.
|
Silk-cotton tree, , Eng. COCK-UP, the Begti fish of the Ganges.

Hhima-pvinji, . . Maleal. I Tanaku maram, . . Tam. COCOA.
Ela-imbul, . . Singh.

1
Konda gogu chottu, Tel. Ko-ko, Kwo-kau, Chin. 1 Kakao, Gkb.

This silk-cotton tree grows in Travaiicore, on Gacao, Fii.
|
Cocao, . It., Port., Sp.

the Coromandel coast, is common on the Arakan Cocoa, also written Cacoa, is the nut or seed of

mountains, and occurs also in Bundelkhand, on
j

the Thcobroraa cacao, a plant of the W. Indies and

the hills round and near Adjigurh and Kalingur, the continent of America. Lindley mentions also

as well as on those near Hurdwar and the Kherce T. bicolor, and T. Giiineensis. T. cacao has been

pass. The leaves are used for the curious rude introduced into India, Ceylon, the Philippines,

feaf-bcllows with which the natives of the hills Celebes, Amboyna, and China. The cocoa tree

near the Assam valley smelt iron. It has curious flourishes best in the alluvial soil of mountain

thick branches, which spread out somewhat valleys, though it will grow well at some elevation

awkwardly, each tipped with a cluster of golden- on mountain-sides. Tlie varieties are numerous,
yellow flowers, ns large as the palm of the hand, some producing very superior fruit to others. The
and very beautiful. 'I'lie bark abounds in trans- plants begin to bear ut from 5 to 7 years of age; dur-

parent gum, of which the white ants seem fond, ing this period the inter-spaces between the rows of

for they kill many trees. This is the gum katira trees can be rendered prixluctive by planting yams
of the N.W. Provinces of India, and is substituted and vegetables in them. A free ventilation of air

for tmgacanth. Wood soft, and only used as fire- should be ensured to each tree, and this cannot

wood. The cotton of its pods is used for stulling well be attained with a smaller sjmee than 30 feet,

pillows, etc.— Iloxb. ; O'Sli. p. 225
;

Steieart; Large forest trees of favourable sorts mpii re to

Iholer., Him. .Jour. i. p. 53 ;
Voigt, p. 91. be scattered amongst them, to prtitcct them

;
the

COCK, the male of the domestic fowl of tlie tree used for this purpose in the W. Indies and
genus Gallus. One species of Gallus is found in S. America is one of the Bonibaceie. There are

the wild state in the Malay Peninsula, two in two crops in a year. The average return, when
Sumatra, two in Java, and one in the Philippine the trees are planted close together, is from 1 to

Islands. But no bird of the genus in the wild 3 lbs.
;
but as much as from 9 to 16 lbs. may

state is found in Borneo, Celebes, or any island of be procured by proper planting and cultivation,

the Molucca Seas. The two of Java are distinct Great care is required in curing the cocoa, after it

species
;

they will pair, and the jjrogeny is a is separated from the pod
;
and on the method of

beautiful bird, kept by the wealthy Javanese ns an fermenting and drying depends very much tlio

ornament of their poultry-yards, under the name production of a good or bad article. According
of pakiaer. The wild fowl of the Philippines are to its preparation, it realizes from GOa to 120s.

sometimes tamed, are very brave, and always per cwt. in bond. 17,000,000 lbs, of cocoa
come off victors with the large cocks of Cliina; were imported into Britain in 1871, upwards of

and they will contend with the famous gaUant 7,800,000 lbs. being entered for home con-
breed of the Lo^no. Most of the advanced sumption. Cacao seeds were made use of by
nations of the Asiatic islands are gamblers, and the Mexicans, previous to the arrival of the
the favourite shape which ^ming takes with Spaniards, boiled with maize^ and roughly bruised

them is cock-fighting. This includes the people between two stones, and eaten seasoned with
of Bali, Lombok, Celebes, and all the Pbilippiue capsicum or honey. The seeds are contained in a
Islands, the only material exception being the husk 4 or 5 inches in length

;
and dried, roasted,

760
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and ground, they constitute cocoa; mixed with
.

starch and finely ground, soluble dbcoa. Choco-
late is the same fiavoured and made up into a
paste. As seen in the market, cocoa is in the
form of flake, granulated, soluble, rock, dietetic,

homoeo^thic cocoa, broma, etc., largely adulte-

rated with 5 to 50 per cent of sugar and starch.

Flake cocoa generally contains the worthless husk,
which forms about 12 per cent, of the seeds

;
but

genuine flaked cocoa of good quality cannot be
purchased under tenpence or one shilling per
pound, yet it is no uncommon circumstance to
see, in London shop windows, samples ticketed

flvepence and sixpence per pound
;
such samples

at this price must either be damaged or adulte-
rated. Cocoa contains the alkali theobromine, in

which there is a larger amount of nitrogen than is

in theine, so that tea, coffee, and cocoa may all be
regarded as containing the same nutritious prin-

ciple.

—

M. E. /. R.; JIassoU; Simmonds ; Crmv-
furd; Kew Museum; Royle.

COCOACEJS, the palm tribe of plants, the
Palraaceae of Lindley, are inhabitants of the tropics

of both xrorlds, and hardly range beyond lat
35® S. and 49® N. They arc local plants ; only

Cocoa nucifera, Acrocomia sclcrocarpa, and Bor-
Hssus flabelliformis being found in many lands.

There are supposed to be about 1000 species, but
scarcely a fifth part have been described. The
Oreodoxa oleracea,*or edible cabbage-tree of the

W. Indies, has been introduced into the 'East.

The Areca catechu is well known for its betle-nut;

the Arenga saccharifera for its sago, palm- wine,
sugar, and black horse-hair like fibres. Caryota
urensis valuable for the immense quantity of its

sap, which is fermented into bjddy or palm-wine,

or distilled into arrack. Canes and rattiins are

from the various sj^ecies of Calamus. The Sagus
laevis and S, farinifera yield much of the sago of

commerce. The Borassus or palmyra is of great

value for its palm-wine, its fruit, and its leaves,

AS also is the fan-palm Corypha umbra culifera,

the talipat palm of Ceylon and the Moluccas

;

while C. talicra is of great value for its leaves,

which are formed into the palm books, on which

the people write with an iron style. The date

fruit, on which so many of the Arabs subsist, is

from the Phoenix dactylifera
;
the 1\ sylvestris of

India furnishes sap which is made into palm-wine,

sugar, or arrack
;
and the widely-spread cocoanut

tree, Cocos nucifera, with its multitude of uses,

all belong to this order. Recently, the following

have also been noticed :—Plectocomia clongatu,

Mait.^ of Java; Ceratolobus glauccscens, Bl,;

Deemonorops melauochictes, Bl.; Lodoicca Sey-

chellarum, LahilLy Seychelles
;
llyphienc coriacea,

Gmrtn,^ of Egypt.
The better known of this order are as under :

—

A. Arecae or Areciuc/e.

Chomfedorea gracilis,
;
A Dioksouii, lloxb.

Willde,, introduced. i A. triamlra, Boxh.

Hypuphorbe Indioa, A. giHicilis, JioxL.

liourhon, introduced. Seaforthia elcg.'vns, jB, Br.

Oreodoxa oleracea, EmU., Harina caiyotoides, Buck,

W. Indies, introduced. Arenga8accharifera,X<fi»irt.

O. regia,iroifi5,,introduced. Caryota urens, Linn.

Areoa oateehu, Spi‘. 0. horrida, Jacq.

A. crinita, Borff. 0. sobohfera, Wal.

B. Lepidocaryem.

Calamus humilis, Roxb. C.>tifolius, Ritxb.

C. ereettts, Boxh. C. nidentum, Lour.

0. draco, Willdt. C. vorus, Lour.

C. extensuB, Roxh. C. monoiouS, Rxxh.
C. quinquenervius, Roxb, C. hostilis, WaU.
C. rotang, Linn. Zalaoca edulis, j^invo.
C. fascioulatuB, jBoxA. Z. Asamica, Wall. *

C. polyggmuB, Roxb. Sagus laevis, Rumpk.
C, teniuS, Roxh. S. farinifera, Ocerten.

0. gracilis, Roxb.

C. Borassert or Borassinete.

Borassus flabelliformis, L. I Bentinokia condapana,
Latania borbonica, Zkim.

|
Berry.

D. Corypheat or Coryphinx.

Corypha utan, Lam. Sabal Adansonii, Guerns.
C. umbraoulifera, Linn. S. hystrix, Nutt.
O. taliera, Roxb. Chamoeroiw humilis, Linn,
C. elata, Roxh. C. mitis, Mayer.
C. rotundifolia, Lam.^ Mo' C. Griflithiana, WaR.

luccas. C. Martiana, WalL
livistonia Mauritiana, Ehapis flabelliformis, Ait.

Wall. Pheenix acaulis. Buck.
Liouala peltata, Roxb. P. dactylifera, Linn.
L. pumifa, J5/., Java. P. farinifera. Roxh.
L. spinosa, Wurmb. P. sylvestris, Roxb.
L. rotundifolia, Bl.f Java. P. paludosa, Roxb.

E. Cocoete or Cocoinx.
Elteis Guineensis, Jacq. I C. flexuosa, Mart,
CocoB nucifera, Linn.

)

COCOANUT.
Hu Achikksk. Noce de Cacao, . . .It.
Narikal, . .. . Bexg. ; Kalap^ .. . . Malay.
Cocos, .... Fa., Sp.

I

Tengai, . Taw., Maleal.
Kocos-baum, . . . Ger.

i Tenkaia, .... Tel.
Nardl, .... Hind,

j
Narekadam, • . .

Cocoanut, the fruit of the Cocos nucifera, is a
word supposed to come from the Portuguese term
Macaco or Macoco. Its fruit-bearing power may
bo considerably improved by extracting toddy
from the blossom shoots for the manufacture of
jagari during the first two years of its productive-
ness, after which it may be discoutiimod. The
subsequent annual produce may be safely reckoned
at fifty nuts per annum. From ten to twelve
large nuts may be seen on each bunch. In good
situations, the fruit is gathered four or five times
ill the course of the year. The albuminous sub-
stance within the ' copra ’ or kernel is used as an

! article of food, and when dried is largely exporteii

i
to other places

;
and the clear, sweet liquid whicli

the nut encloses when young, is a very agreeable
' drink

;
it is the albumen in a liquid state. House

I
plasterers attrilmte an adhesive quality to this,

1
and mix it with their white and other washes, in

which lime forms a chief ingredient. The full

: ripe nut contains a small quantity of oily milk,

i and is then used for making oil. Cocoanut milk

j

is extracted by pres-sure, and is used in making
! curries, etc. ft is from the husk of the cocoanut

! that the well-known ‘ coir,’ khoir, or roya fibre

I

of commerce is prepared, and used for the monu-
1
facture of coir rope, matting, brushes, etc. Cocoa-
nut husk, from which the fibres have not been
separated, is used in lieu of a scrubbing-brush for

the floor, and for polishing wood
;
brooms, mats,

and bags arc likewise manufactured from it.

Oocoanuts, both in the raw and dried state, form
a prominent feature amongst the exports at Galle

and Colombo, in value to about £14,000 yearly,

Oocoanuts valued at £50 a ton are import^ into

Great Britain. The shell is very brittle, and its

structure is somewhat fibrous
;

but it admits of

being turned for the bodies of cups and vases,

the feet and covers being made of wood or ivory.

Common buttons are also made of the cocoanut
' shell, and are considei'ed better than those of
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horn, as they do not, like that material, absorb COCOANUT, DOITBI^E. The double coeoauut
Tiioislure which canses them to swell and twist, of the Seychelles or Mahe islands, is the fruit of

The hollow shells, called ‘ gari ’ or * naryel,* are the Lodoicea Seychellariim. When
used for the water-holder of a particular kind of whole, and perforated in one or two places, the

hookah. The nuts are made into hookahs, goblets, nut serves to carry water, and some of them hold

and Clips, and when mounted with silver, polished six or eight pints
;
and by slicing them in different

and carved, are very handsome
;
but for everyday directions they are formed into plates, dishes,

household use they are made into lamps, ladles, drinking cups, etc., known in the French islands

skimmers, and spoons. The shells make good as Yaisselle de Tile Praslin. The half of a double

lamp-black, and when reduced to charcoal and cocoanut is a favourite scallop of the Mahomedan
pulverized, an excellent dentifrice. The cocoaniits fakir in India. The crown of the trunk is eaten,

are hourly used as offerings for Hindu idols. The like the American cabbage-palm
;

the down
cocoanut, when fully ripe, can be hollowed and attached to the young leaves serves for filling

cleaned, by being filled with salt water and mattresses and pillows
;
the ribs of the leaves and

buried for some time in tlie sand, when the albu- the petioles are fabricated into baskets and brooms;

men decays, and is washed out In the Travan- and the young leaves are plaited to form hats,

core and Cochin kingdoms, the kernel is variously The Lodoicea attains a height of 80 or 90 feet. It

cut for making garlands for state occasions. The might be largely introduced into India with
uppermost and tender shoots of the cocoanut tree, ^vantage. Germinating nuts were sold in London
when boiled, eat like cabbage, and are much prized in 1854 at £10 a-piece.

—

Seeman,

both by Europeans and natives.

—

Ainsliey p. 246
;

COCOANUT FIBRE, or Coir, is obtained

Seeman; M, E. J. /?, ; Hoyk ; TredgohL from the outer rind of the nut. This is bruised

COCOANUT CRAB, the Birgus latro, or robber and steeped in water for two or three days, after

crab of the Keeling islands, is a kind of inter- which it is taken up, and the fibres separated by
mediate link between the short and long tailed the fingers, scraped gently with a blunt knife,

crabs, and bears a great resemblance to the Paguri. and ilien dried in the sun. If steeped in water
Darwin observed that they live on the cocoaniits too long, they get coloured,

that fall from the trees. The story of tlieir climb- COCOANUT MILK. To make this, the kernel

ing these palms and detaching llic heavy nuts is is grated, a little warm water is poured over it,

merely fabulous. Its front pair of legs are termi- and the liquid is then poured through an open
nated by very strong, heavy pincers, the last pair cloth. This milk is excellent with coffee, ana is

by others narrow and weak. To extract the indispensable for curry,

nourishment, it tears off the husk, fibre by fibre, COCOANUT 01 1>.

from that end in which the three eyes are situated, Narel ka tel, . . Hind. Kalambir, . . Malay.
and then hammers upon one of them with its Minsk nur, . . . Malay. Tenpi yenne, . . Tam.

heavy claws until an oj[>ening is effected. It then, Minak kalapa, . „ TenkaUnuna, . . Til.

by its posterior pincers, extracts the white albu- The kernel, having been removed from the shell

minous substance. It inhabits deep burrow'-s, and ilried, is subjected to pressure in a mill, and
where it accumulates surprising quantities of the oil is expressed

;
but when pre]>ared in small

picked fibre of cocoanut husks, on which it rests quantities, the kernel is boiled in water for a short

as on a bed. Its habits are diurnal
;
but every period

;
it is then pounded in a mortar, taken out

night it is said to pay a visit to the sea, perhaps and pressed. The milk, as it is called, which
to moisten its branebiss. It is very good to eat, exudes, is then boiled over a slow fire, when the

and the great mass of fat accumulated under the oil floats to the top, and, being skimmed off, is

tail of the larger ones, sometimes y^ields, when afterwards boiled by itself. Two quarts of oil

melted, as much as a quart of limpid oil. They may be procured from fourteen or filteen cocoa-

are esteemed great delicacies, and are fattened for nuts, u hen fresh, the oil has an excellent flavour,

the table.

—

Darwin; Hartwig ; Bikmart. It is used as an unguent on the bodies of the

COCOANUT DAY occurs on the full moon of natives after bathing, and as an oil for the hair

:

the Hindu month, generally falling in August, it is employed as a lamp oil, and is manufactured
Along the Malabar coast, at every seaport town, into soap, and it is said to have all the virtues of

Cocoanut day is one of the great feasts. It is cod-liver oil. The purest oil is obtained by grating
supposed to mark the termination of the S.W. the kernel, and depositing it in some hollow reeeel,

monsoon, the date when the Hindu trader may to expose it to the heat of the sun during the day,
safelv trust his ships and goods to the ocean. At and the oil drains away through hollow spaces

BomWy, the natives, clad in their holiday attire, left for the purpose. The Malabar method of

go in procession from their houses in the town to making the oil is by dividing the kernels into two
the eea-shore, preceded by bands of music. On equal parts, which are ranged on shelves made of

the beach, after numerous ceremonies, a cocoanut, laths of the betel-nut palm or split bamboo,
generally covered with gold and silver leaf, is then spaces of half an inch wide being left between
cast into the sea, as an offering, by the principal each lath. Under these a charcoal fire is lit, and
person present Eveiy trader or boat-owner kept up for two or three days, in order to dry
there msRes a similar offering on his own account, them, after which they are expoMd to the sun on
The fir^t boat of the season generally puts to sea mats, and when thoroughly dried are subjected
directly after, gaily decorated with streamers. In to pressure in an oil-presa. The remains of the
former days, the chief civil functionary at the cocoanut, from which the oil has been extiaeted
K. L Company's factories, at such places as Tanna, (Posknakkull, Hikd.

;
Tenga poonak, Tam.

;
Tonga

Surat, and Broach, used to attend and sometimes pindee, Tel.
;
Poonnak, Sihoh.), affords anexed-

cast in the first cocimnut
;
but this practice was tent material for feeding pigs, poulirr, etc. The

1 by orders from the Court of Directors.— best oil exported is from Cochin, and the neigb-
3ia<7. Lit, Ja, ; Elph, Inti, 414 ;

Choxc-Chaw^ 290. bouring ports on the Malabar coast. It usually
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COCOAXUT PEARLS,

fetches 208. per ton more than the Ceylon or
Coromandel coast article. In Europe it is used
for the candle and soap manufacture^ fof lubricat-
ing machinery, etc. In India, for making soap,
for cookery, lamps, and as medicine. This oil

forms the foundation of Price’s patent candles.
It becomes solid at about 70° Fahr. It is one of

the fixed or fatty oils, and consists of solid and
fluid constituents, the latter, or oleine, being
sepaiated by pressure from the solid parts, called

stearine or cocein, used in the manufacture of
the stearic candles. It is also much used by
pomatum manufacturers. In Borneo, the only
oil used by the women in the dressing of their hair

is that freshly expressed from the cocoanut ; and
this is perfumed by allowing the flowers of various

plants to remain in it. The native oiUmill is

nimilar in shape to the mortar and pestle of the
druggist, the latter being worked by a shaft, to
the end of which a pair of bullocks are attached.

The cattle travel in a circle of about 18 feet

diameter, and make three complete revolutions in

a minute. Half a hundredweight of the dried

kernel is a charge for a full-sized checkoe
(mortar), and a pair of stout, well-fed bullocks

will get through four such charges in a day ; so
’ bat twenty mills arc required to get through two
tons in the twenty-four hours. The man wl»o

drives has usually a boy to assist him in taking

the oil, which is got out of the mortnr by dipping

a piece of rag into the fluid and squeezing it into

an earthen vessel. The cost of the native oil-mill,

with serviceable bullocks, is rather under than
over Ka. 200.

—

M, E. Jur. Hep. Cal. liev.^ Sept
1861 ;

Low's Sarawak, p. 145.

COCOANUT PEARLS, said to be concretions

existing free in the interior of the cocoanut in

the East Indies, particularly at Singapore, where
the rajas esteem them as precious stones. Mr. J.

Bacon published a notice of them in the Pro-

ceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History,

U.S. It is said that they occur sometimes
as large as a cherry

;
but Mr. Bacon’s are

about 2-5tbs of an inch in diameter. These

vegetable pearls are smooth and wliite, like animal

ones, but are harder, and not quite so brilliant

Like oidinary pearls, also, they are composed of

carbonate of lime, but have only a very small pro-

portion of organic matter, liie former contain

considerable quantities of an albuminous animal

substance. Examined microscopically, the cocoa-

nut pearls are found to be composed of numerous

regular concentric layers, which adhere to exteh

other very energetically. Their origin is at

present uncertain. In the analysis of the cocoa-

nut milk, a little phosphate ana malato of lime is

found, but no carbonate, which hitherto has not

been found in any part of the nut.

COCOANUT TODDir. Cocoanut trees of

vigorous growth send forth nine, ten, and even

twelve clusters of buds every yeai*. But those on

which little care has been b^towed, and which

are consequently feeble, produce only four or five

of these spathes, culled in Tamil ‘ palai.’ The

* Saner,’ or toddy^-drawer, when accoutred, has

first in importance among his appointments, the

orivalpatty (lit. knife-box), made from the sheath

of the spathe, and bound round tight with two

binders of rattan. A atroiigly plaited rope is

permanently fastened to one side of the arivalmtty.

The short arm of it has a much smaller loop

;

COCOANUT TODDY.

when fastened round the waist, the longer arm is
mssed inside the small loop of the short arm.
Through the loop of the long arm, the toddy

-

drawer passes the end of his waist-cloth, and t{i»8

it into a knot. Next in importance is the eropeity,
into which the toddy-drawer empties the today
collected in the pot or chatty up the tree. It is

made of
|
almyra fibre closely plaited, and, when

moistened, is water-tight. Two wooden collar
sliavings, about two inches broad, encircle the
mouth of the eropetty, one inside and one
outside

;
between them the plaited wicker-work

is run up and made fast. To keep the eropetty in
its bulged, bottle-like form, a piece of rattan
about half-way down is woven in, and encircles
the vessel like the hoop of a barrel. The eropetty
hangs suspended over the hoop of a barrel. It
takes nearly a year’s practice to make a man
master of the cui-ious mode of climbing, after
which the loftiest trees are ascended in a minute
with surprising ease. After a bard morning’s
work, the left arm always aches more than we
other limb, showing that there is more strain on
it than anywhere else. When an accident befalls
a toddy-di-awer, it is usually occasioned by bis
left hand missing its hold on the tree and slipping
aside, which brings Inm to the ground instantly,
often with fracture or injury of that limb.
When the spathe is a month or a month and a

half old, the toddy-drawer begins bis labours by
binding the sheath to prevent ita expansion, after

which he cuts about an inch off the end, then
gently hammers the flowers which are thereby
exposed. Finally, be binds up the end with a
broad strip of fibre, and descends. This process
he continues morning and evening for fifteen days,
a thin slice being cut away on each occasion.
During this time, also, by shaving away a little of

I the under part of the sheath, he trains it to bend
over. It is probable that the exact term of days
during which the spathe undergoes this initiatory

preparation varies in different places, and depends
upon surrounding circumstances. Mr. Berthold
Seeman, in his Popular History of Palms,
mentions five or six days as aumcient Near
Madras, a toddy-drawer gave fifteen days as the
usual time ; but the time when a spathe is ready
to yield toddy will be easily known by the chatter-

ing of birds, the crowding of insects, tlie dropping
of the juice, and other unmistokeable signn.

When ready, the end of the spathe is fixed into a
kudave or small pot, and a small slip of leaf is

pricked into the flowers to catch the oozing
liquor, and to convey the drops, without wasting,

clear into the vessel. When the spathe begins to

yield toddy, he ceases to hammer it It will give
toddy for about a month, during which tune,

every morning and evening, he mounts the tree,

empties tlie toddy into bis eropetty, binds the

spathe an inch lower down, smears the end of it

with his palai mattai, and shaves a little away,
then pricks in tho alip of leaf, and ties the kudave
on again. The man who ascends the tree is

generally a paid servant, receiving about Its. 7 a
month. He will attend to thirty or forty trees.

Forty trees yield about twelve measures (Madras)

of juice, seven in the morning and five in the

evening. During the heat of the day the spathe
! docs not yield so freely as in the night. Twelve
! measures for forty trees is at the rate of a little

' more than one-fonrth of a measure to each tree.
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COCOANUT TltEE BEETLE. COCOS NU(TKEEA.

A firat-ratc tree in a good soil, and carefully

tended, will produce one measure during the
night, and three - fourths or one - half of that

<|uantity during the day
;
but, taking one tree

with another^ a quarter of a measure is a fair

average. Some trees, under favourable circum-
Ktauces, continue yielding at this rate throughout
the year, others only for six months. It is not
prudent, however, to draw all you can from them,
as they will be exhausted, and become barren.

Every morning and evening, when the Banar goes
to draw tlie toddy, a servant or some one con-

nected with the owner or contractor for the ti*ee8,

iisiudly accompanies him with a chatty, into

which is emptied the toddy from the eropetty.

When all the trees have been visited, and the
toddy measured into the chatty or cullu-pani, it

is carried away to the bazar rented by the con-
tractor from Government at a fixed price. In

Madras there are about 68 first-class toady shops,

to each of which 330 cocoanut trees are allotted,

the contractor i)aying daily Rs. 212-10 to Govern-
ment for each such shop ; also 63 second-class

toddy shops, to each of which 247 cocoanut trees

are allotted, each shop yielding daily Its. 2‘210 to

Government
;
and also 206 third-class shops. There

is nothing very peculiar about the habit, custom,

or dress of the Sanars to separate them from
other Hindu castes, apart from their occupation.

Around Madras the Sanars are divided into two
classes, the higher and the lower

;
the latter arc

called Fully Sanar, and permit their widows to

marry.

—

Dr. CUghorn,^ in No. 23, Edinburgh New
Philosophical Journal^ 1861.

COCOANUT TUEE BEETLE, Butocera rubus.

COCO-MEAL is prepared in the West Indies

from the starchy tubers of Colocasia esculenta, SchL
The labouring population of the West Indies largely

depend for a supply of food on this root. Long
droughts may disappoint the hope of the yam
crop, storms and blight may destroy the plantain

walks, but neither dry nor wet weather materially

injures the coco. Previous to their emancipation,

whole families of Negroes lived upon the produce

of one provision ground, aud the coco formed the

main article of their support. Where the soil is

congenial to the white and black Bourbon coco,

the labour of one industrious person once a fort-

night wdll raise a supply sufficient for the con-

sumption of a family of six or seven persons. The
coco begins to bear after the first year, and with

common care and cultivation the same plant ought

to give annually two or three returns for several

years.

—

Simmonds.

COCOON. InduBg sutra, Malay. The cover-

ing spun by the silkworm, and in which it wraps

itself.

COCOS. There are three groups of islands

known by this name. The Cocos islands, in lat.

14® 10' N., and long. 93® 10' E., 46 miles

distant from the north - east point of the great

Andaman, are two little isles. The larger of

them is six miles long and two broad, the smaller

two miles and a half long and nearly a mile broad.

They are sheltered by the Andamans from the

heavy south-west swell of the Bay of Bengal.

They are unhealthy.

The Cocos, near Hog Island, in lat. 3® 6' N.,

and long. 96° 80' E., on the west coast of

Sumatra, are two small islands covered with trees.

Tho Cocoa or Keeling Islands, south of Java,

He in two distinct divisions north and south of

each other. The channel between the two is 16
miles broad

; tho northern division consists of one
island only, in lat. 11® 49^' S., and long. 96® 61'

E., but the islets in the southern one are nume-
rous.

—

liec. Gov. of India^ xxv. p. 64 ;
Horsb.

COCOS NUCIFERA. L. Cocoanut tree.

Palma Indica major.
|

Calappas, Ruinph.
Ba, Achin. Narikela, . . . Sansk.
Narjil, .... Arab. Tcombili, . . . SlNOH.
Narikal, .... Beno. Pol nawaal, ... „
Theinghana, . . Can. Tennam maram, . TaM.
Ye-tare, .... Chin. Kobbari ohettu, . . Tkl.
Nai*el ka jhar, . , Hind. Erra bondala, . . .

Kalapa
; Nur, . .Malay. Tenkaia ohettu, . . ,,

Tenga, . . . Maleal. Gujju narekedam, . ,,

The Nut.

Joui-i-bindi, Arab, Pers. Cocchi, It.

Narjil, Nargil, „ ,, Kalambir, . . Malay.
Kokoanuten, . . . Dux. Kokoa, Ruh.
Cocoa, .... Fr., Sp. Tengai, .... Tam.
Kokosnusae, . . . Ger.

T/ic Palm Wine or Toddy.

Nargilli, .... Arab. I Tennam kallu, . . Tam.
Narilli, . . . . Dukh.

j
Tenkaia „ . . Tel.

Jt» Cabbage.

Narel ka krute, . . Hind. I Tenkaia gurtu, . . Tel.
Tennam kurtu, . . Tam.

|

Its Water or Albumen.
Yel nir ka pani, , Dukh. I Yella-nir, Yella-niru,

I
Tam, Tel.

Its Fibre.

Coir, Hind. I Tennam nar, Tenkaia nsr,

I
Tam, Teu

The cocoanut palm does not seem to have been
known to the ancients, though it is said to be
indigenous in the East, from which they received

ambassadors
;
and is said by the Hindus to have

been brought by Viswamitra from Ceylon to Indio.

The first allusion to it in Ceylon is of A.D. 1163,
in the time of king Frakrama l It now grows in

great abundance in the Maidive and Laccadive
islands, on the Malabar coast, in Ceylon, on the
eastern side of the Bay of Bengal, thou^ scaroe
in Arakan, whence it ascends both the Brahma-
putra and Ganges rivers to a considerable dis-

tance. It grows in the Nicobars, in China to
lat 20° N., in most parts of the Eastern Archi-
pelago, from the Sunda to the Molucca Islands,

and in those of the Pacific Ocean, and is now
cultivated in various tropical parts of the New
World. It grows to a height of 1000 feet above
the sea, though fiourishing in greatest luxuriance
in the vicinity of the ocean. It rises sixty to a
hundred feet high

;
its cylindrical trunk, three feet

in diameter, is crowned with numerous waving,
feathery leaves, forming an elegant object of

intcrtropical scenery. It is self-propagating. Its

keel-shaped nut, protected from the salt water by
its tough and thick though light covering, sails on
the ocean to barren spots, where it germinates, and
causes even the smallest islets to become covered
with clumps of the cocoanut palm. They are
surmounted by numerous wavy leavea, called

fronds by botanists, and their footstalks are often
called branches by travellers. The leaves are
gigantic in size, being about 20 feet in length,

with a strong tough stalk, which forms the midrib,
and bos a number of narrow and long leaflets

ranged along the two sides.

It i^ a tree of great value to the people, who
utilize it in upwards of a hundred ways. The
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cocos NUCIFERA. COCOS NUCIFERA.

wood is applied to various purposes, such as
rafters, fences, shears, laths, shingles, chairs, and
ladies’ work-boxes, etc.

;
but during the period

of its most abundant bearing (considered to be
between ten and thirty-five years’ growth), the
heart-wood is of so soft and spongy a nature, that
it is then merely used for fences, water-pipes, etc.

Its wood is also used for reepers, for which purpose
it is, hoVever, inferior to the palmyra, though, in

Ceylon and on the western coast, hard and durable
rafters are procurnble. The Cochin planks arc

prettily striped, and of remarkable size. The
wood is strong and durable

;
a cubic foot weighs

70 lbs., and it is esteemed to last for 20 to 50
years. It is used for ridge-poles, for tcm]>orary
roofs, aqueducts, etc.

;
for small boats ; tor the

beams, posts, and rafters of houses; for spear

handles, paling, and walking-sticks
;
for fancy

boxes and furniture
;
for boats’ frames, bri<lgcs,

ramparts, water butts, conduits, gutters, and
drums. It forms one of the porcupine woods of

commerce, and is used for fancy articles. A
farinaceous substance is contained in the stem,
which forms a good substitute for sago. Each
tree produces annually from 50 to GO cocoanuts,

but up to ,800 nuts have been obtained from a

single tree, but some trees never fruit at all.

From the appearance of the flower until the

fruit drop, a period of fourteen months elapses.

These are enclosed in a thick fibrous husk, from
which the coir of commerce is obtained by macera-

tion and beating. The husk is employed as a
scrubbing brush and polishing brush

;
it is con-

verted into cordage of various kinds, employed for

the rigging of ships, fishing - nets, matting, and
•brushes; and in India, in its loose state, it is

the usual material with which mattresses, pillows,

and Hofas are stuffed. Within the fibrous husk is

the shell, which is very biittle, though its structure

is somewhat fibrous. Cut in various ways, it is

formed into cups and drinking vessels, into

pitchers, funnels, and lamps. It is susceptible of

a high polish, and admits of being turned in

an agreeable manner. Those shells which are

tolerably circular are used for the bodies of cups
and vases, the feet and covers being made of wood
and ivory. Common buttons are also made of

the cocoanut shell, and are considered better than
those of horn, as they do not, like that material,

absorb the moisture, which causes horn buttons
to swell and burst. I'he shell forms a valuable

charcoal.

In its young and green state, the coconnnt
coutains a clear albuminous fluid, with a sweetish
taste and a slight degree of astringency, which
makes it a very agreeable, refreshing beverage

;

and it is also us^ by house plasterers as an
ingredient in their whitewashes made of pure
lime. But as the nut advances to its full

maturity, the fluid disappears, and the hollow is

filled by the almond-like dried albumen, which is

the germinating organ. This pulp or kernel,

when young, can be easily removed by a spoon.

When cut in pieces and dried in the sun, it is

called copra, which forms an extensive article of

commerce throughout the south and east of Asia.

It is used grated in curries, or its milk is expressed

from it : and from copra a valuable oil is

expressed, which is employed in anointing the

body, is used in lamps, is largely converted into

the stearine candles of Englanrl, and forms an

invaluable substitute for ood-liver oil. The refuse
oilcake, ‘ poonac,’ forms an excellent manure. The
white and solid albumen is often cut into orna-
ments of flowers and fruits, meant to represent the
garlands given to visitors of distinction. They
are worn by Tanjore ladies at particular festivals.

The very young or heart-leaves of this palm
are called the cabbage, and form an excellent

vegetable, either cooked or dressed in stews,

hashes, or ragouts. In the Laccadive Islands, the
heart- 1eaves of the tree, just before they imfold,

are cut out atid plaited into mats of fine quality,

which are there used as sails for the smaller boats,

and are much esteemed when exported. In

India, the leaves, dried, and called by Europeans
cadjans, are plaited and used as thatch, and for

the outer and inner linings of walla of houses.

The leaves are also made into mats, baskets, both
fancy and plain

;
into fans, combs, brooms, screens,

buckets, and lanterns; into articles of dress; and
into lejif-books, torches, and fuel. The foot-

stalks of the fronds are used for fences, yokes,

shoulder-poles, and fishing-rods. The midribs of

the leaves or fronds are fibrous, but brittle, and
are used as brooms. The roots of the tree are

chewed as a substitute for betel-nut.

One of the beverages known to Europeans as
jinlm-wine or toddy, is obtained from the flower
Bpathes. Before the flowers have expanded, the
spathea—and these are themselves astringent and
use<l medicinally—arc tied with the young leaves,

and then cut transversely from the top down-
wards, and beaten daily with the handle of the
knife or a piece of hard wood, and the sap, after

a few days, exudes into a calabash or earthen
pot In the early morning this is a pleasant,

refreshing drink
;
but it ferments towards night,

and becomes an intoxicating fluid, which is largely

drank, and is used as a ferment. It is to a great

extent artificially brought to the vinous and
acetous fermentations, and, in the former state,

an alcoholic spirit is distilled from it, which forms
one of the arracks of commerce. One hundred
gallons of toddy produce, it is said, by distillation,

twenty-five gallons of arrack : eight gallons of

sweet toddy, boiled over a slow fire, yield two
gallons of a luscious syrup, from which, by
further boiling, a coarse brown sugar is produced,

known in commerce as jagari. The net-like

substance Peynadi, Tam., Jalla mitta. Hind., at

the base of the petiole, when very young, is

delicate, beautifully white, and transparent; but
when it attains maturity, becomes coarse and
tough, and ebaoges to a brown colour. Portions

of these are everywhere used as strainers and
sieves, for stmioing fluids, sifting arrowroot, etc.

;

and the Tahitian fishermen convert it into a
garment when fishing.

The flowers contain a powerfully astringent

property, which is used medicinally; and it is

from the flower and spatbes, before the flower

has expanded, that the toddy or palm-wine of

this tree is obtained. The Tahitians extract a

gummy substance, called Pia-pia, from the trunk

of the tree.

George Herbert, writing of the cocoanut, has

said,

—

. . .
* The Indian’s nut alone

Is olothina, meat and trencher, drink and can,

Boat, cable, sail and needle, all in one.’

In Malabar and Ceylon, every available spot
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within the influence of the nea-breeze is being This is sown early during the rainy season. Its

dcfoted to the growth of the cocoanut. Along small grain frequently hM inebriating properties,

the western coast of the Madras provinces, the when made into bread. Such oodo is known by

wavy downs near the sea borders, which have
j

the name of inutouna, from Mutt, drunk, intoxi*

hitherto produced only a stunted and worthless cated. In appearance it resembles ordinary oodo;

crop of grass, ore being everywhere levelle<l.
;

it is sown as ordinary codo, and comes up as

broken up, and manured, so as to form the be<l8
|

inutouna, but only in those fields on which codo

of future plantations. Cocoanut trees have great
,

has been previously grown ;
and even in such case,

enemies in the shape of two beetles. One of these
!

only, perhaps, in one instance out of ten." These

is a large Curculio (Rhynchophorus Sach) called
|

curious properties of codo have invested it with a

the red beetle, nearly as big as the stag-beetle
|

degree of mystery in the eyes of the natives of

of Britain
; the other is the Oryctes rhiiKweros, so India, and the Kakun Rajputs of Ghazipur are

called from its projecting horn. The red beetle is said to worship it as a divinity. They never

so called from the red mark on the upper part of cultivate or eat codo,

its breast. Its attacks are said to be on the niit, ‘ Nefaa violare et frangere mortu ;*

but those of the rhinoceros beetle are on the and the reason assigned is that, while under the

terminal bud of the palm stem. When so injured, influence of mutouna, they were set upon by some

the bud dies, and the crown of the leaves falling of the neighbouring tribes, and thus lost the

off, leave the cocoanut tree a mere bare stem, greater part of their once extensive poasessione.

The same result occurs to other palms, the palmyr^ Kwaree (Ijathyrus sativus) is another grain

the bctle, in which the top bud, or cabbage, as it which is found to have injurious properties.

—

is called, is destroyed.

—

Collinfpvood ; Simmondit; EftioL

Fib. PL; Madras Esdk, Junf Reports; CGECILUDiE, a family of curious reptiles of the

Sreman on Palms; Ainslie; Madras Lit. Soc. order Batrachia apodo. The family contains two
Jonrn.

; J. lutL Aroh. ; Em. Pffc. ; ElHoi s Flora (pinera, Ccecilia oxyora, I), et B., which » found

Andhriea; Cal. Review; KialrolwCs Tr. ii. p. 176. in Malabar, and the genus Epicrium, of which E.

COOOTIER DE MALDIVES. Fft Sea cocoa- glutiuosum, Xism., is founa in Ceylon, and E.

nut; Lodoicea Seychellarum. mouochroum, Bleeler^ in Pegu. Linnmus gave

COCOYA. Malay. Sleeping mats made from to the Ceylon species the name Ccecilia glutinosa,

the leaf of the Pandanus odoratissimus. This is an inch m diameter, and nearly two feet in

COCUM OIL or Butter is obtained from the length. Its eyes are so small and imbedded as to

seeds of Qaroinia purpurea, and used in various be undistinguishable to oi^linary observers, who
parts of India to adulterate ghi or butter. It is believe the r<.q)tile to be blind. Like snails, eels,

said to be exported to England for the purpose of and some salamanders, it secretes a viscous fluid

mixing with bear's grease in the manufacture of from minute pores in its skin. The skin is fur-

pomatum. It is a white or pale greenish-yellow rowed into 350 circular folds, in which are im-

solid oil, brittle, or rather friable, having a faint bedded minute scales. The head is tolerably

but not unpleasant smell, melting at about 96 distinct, with a double row of fine curved teeth

degrees, ana when cooled, after fusion, remaining for seising the insects and worms on which it is

liquid to 76 degrees.

—

Simmonds. supposed to live.—Sir J. E. Tennant^ p. 318.

QQD COEL, Hind. A bird of the family Cuculidse.

Dan. IUccaU . Ba**!.™, .It.
It»th«Eiidyii«ny«orientoli. Mdinh.Wti.CeylOT^

Hkreitoi«k, . . . „ Gadua, Lat. India, Malay countries, and China, and is called

Kabeljaauw; BimkaeBa, Baoalhao, . . . . PonT. Coel, HiND., Kokil, Beng., Chulo, Malay, and
DiJT. Bacalao Sr. Cowdecoha, SiKGH., all of the names being obtained

^rB«;C.bi^jid.. F«. K.b.ljo,. Sw. from ite ordinary call, which cloBely resembles the
KahUauiBalmlAn. Gaa. word Koil. Like the cuckoo of Lrope, this is.

In China the consumption of salted provisions in India, the harbinger of spring
;
and its call,

is very general. Fish, cured with salt and dried though shrill and disagreeable, is associatesd with
in the sun, is one of their most generally used all the joys and labours of husbandrY of that
articles of food ; and on salted cod being intr^uced season, and is quoted in the rhymes and piuverbe
for two or three years in English ships, the some- of the people. Thus Coel bolee, Sebunde^ dolee,
what decayed (xmditioD in which it reached China the cry of the coel is the grief of the sebundy
was anything but a drawback. But this ca^, soldier; meaning that the disbanding of the armed
besides its disagreeable nature and the injurious men gathered together tot collection of revenue
effect on some delicate articles of shipment daring depends on the coeTs note,—Sebundee being a
thevoyage, bred a peculiar insect, which, from the corruption of Sipah Hindee, in distinction to
readiness with which it bored into the planks and Moghul or foreign troops, who were always kept
timbers of a ship, was considered as dangerous, up. The coel, indeed, occupies much the same
and accordingly the impoit was greatly discon- place in India that the cuckoo does in Europe,
tmued. Cod sounds, brought into Britain in great The European names, even, are all derived from
quantitiea from Newfoundland, are the salted air- the Sanskrit name Cuculus. Pliny says that the
bladders of these fishes. They are also largely vine-dressers deferred cutting their vines till the
imported into England from the east coast of cuckoo begpan to sing. There is the cuckoo-ale
Scotland. Cod-liver oil is largely in use through- of England, which the labourers leave their work
out the world in cases of threatened phthisis.— to partake of, when the first cuckooes note is heard
M^CvllocEs Com, Dirt. p. 302; MotTtson, Cow- There is also the vulgar superstition in England,
jjendious Summary. that it is unlucky to have no money in your pocket
CODILLA or Tow, the abort fibres of hemp or when the first cuckoo of the season is nearci

;
and

flax, separated or picked out in cleaning. the amorous Hobnelia tells us that in love omens
CODO. Hind. Faspalum fnimentaceum, Kotn. its note is equally efficacious.

—

Elliot.
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COEL, the ancient name of Aliglmr, where ^f. per acre in Mysore were only 14, 22, and 30 lbs.
Perron built a fortress. resp^tivcly in the Kolar, Hasson, and Shimogah
COELAGOERYP, a race in Cochin who mate districts. The plantations ii^ these three districts

bows, arrows, shields, and other weapons. The numbered 10,965, and 44,116 acres were under
Oanniargoeryp race tench fencing ana the use of mature plants. The Kadur district of Mysore had
weapons. The Coelody ore trumpeters. 13,802 plantations, but the other data are not
CCELOGYNE, a genus of plants belonging given. Coorg had 4248 plantations, with 39,150

to the natural order Orchiaceae. The most gaudy acres of mature plants, and its yield averaged 828
of the plants of Borneo are perhaps the various lbs. In the Feudatory States of Cochin and Tra-
species of Coelogyne, called collectively by Uie vancore there were 140 plantations, with 16,340
natives the bu-nga ka-sih-an, or the flowers of acres of mature plants, yielding 246 lbs. per
mercy

;
their white and orange-coloured flowers acre.

are exceedinglv delicate and beautiful, and they COFFEA MADRITIANA. Lam,
are all highly fragrant. About 20 species occur C. Arabioa. WiUdk,

|
C. iylvaBtris, WiUde,

at the foot of the Himalaya, Nepal, the Rhassya C. myrtifolia, jRoxfr.
|
Cafe Marron, . . . Fa.

Hills, and China, namely, angustifolia, barbata, A plant of the Mauritius, Bourbon.— Voigt,

crisUta, decora, elata, fimbriata, flavida, Gard- COFFEE BERRY.
neriana, interrupta, longicaulis, maculaU, media, Boon. . . Aa., Bombay. I Bon, Kahwa. Kapi, Vkbn.
nitida, ocellata, ovalia, prsecox, procera, prolifera, Kia*fl-oha, . . . Chin. Kafi, Kofi, ... „
I'igida, undulata, Waliichiana. Borneo has C. .... Egypt. 1

I-^wii, Paxton^ pandurata, Lindley^ the last with The coffee tree is supposed to be indigenous to
large peen and black flowers. the mountain re^ons of Enarea and Cuffa, to tlie

CQ'XOPS, a genus of the mammalia, of the south of Abyssinia, whence about the 16th century
sub-family Rhiuolophinai, of the sub-order Cheiro- it was introduced into Arabia, in the 17th century
ptera or bats. into Ceylon and Mysore, into Mauritius and Bour-
COEPANG, a Dutch settlement in the S.W. bon in 1718, and Batavia in 1723, and subee-

\>art of the island of Timor. qucntly into the West Indies. AW ul Radar
COFFEA, a genua of plants belonging to the Mahomed ul Azari ul Jeziri ul Hanbali, who

natural oi^cr Cinchonace». There are several wrote in Egypt about a.d. 1587, relates that in
species, viz. C. Arabica of Arabia, from which it the middle of the 15th century Jamal ud Din Abu
has been introduced into many countries ; C. Abdulla Mahomed bin Saeed ud Dubani was Kadi
Beugalensis, the Bun-kahwaor wild coffee, which of Aden, and, having occasion to visit Abyssinia,
grows in Assam, Nepal, and the Rhassya Hills; C. he found bis countrymen there drinking coffee,

elliptica, Thwaites^ a small tree of Ceylon, growing and on his return to Aden introduced it, whence
to 10 or 12 feet high in the Hinidoon Corle

; C. it passed into Arabia generally. Shaikh Ali
Guianensis, Aubi^ of Guiana and Trinidad; C. Shaduli ibn Omar settled near the sea about a.d.

Mauritiana, Lavu^oi Bourbon
;
C. Mexicana, 2).C., 1630, on the plain now occupied by the town of

and C, obovata of Mexico
; C. Liberica, of Mocha, and his reputation drew people around

Liberia
;
also C. tetrandra of the Rhassya moun- him, till a village was formed. He greatly recoin-

tains
;
and Wight describes C. alpestris, Gru- mended the use of coffee, and he has ever been

raelioides, and Wightiana, The Coffoa Arabica regarded as the patron saint of Mocha, the people
trees are now grown in Abyssinia, and in tropical having, on his demise, erected over him an elegant
Africa generally

;
in Arabia, on tlie slopes of the tomb. Tavernier, in the ‘ Collection of Several

Neilgherry Hills, in the Peninsula of India, at Relations,* etc., published in London in 1680, has

Loliardugga in Bengal; in Ceylon, Siam, Burma, stated (page that * coffee grows neither in

Sumatra, Java, Manilla; in Queensland, in the Persia nor in India, where it is in no request; but
Mauritius; in the West India Islands, Central the Hollanders drive a great trade in it, trans-

iVmerica, Brazil, and Peru. The seeds known as porting it from Onnus into Persia, as far as Great
the bean, from the Arabic ^ boon,* are the economic Tartary, from Balsara into Chaldea, Arabia, Meso-
product of this tree, and Great Britain obtains potamia, and the other provinces of Turkey. It

its supply of them from many of the above-men- was first found out by a hermite, whose name
tionea countries,—^from Ceylon, British India, was Sheck Siudeli, about twentyyem ago, before

Brazil, and Central America. In 1880 its imports which time it was never heard of in any author

reached 1,555,939 cwt, valued £7,062,016 ;
and either ancient or modem.*

290,802 cwt. were retained for home consomptioou Coffee has been grown in part of Mvsore almost

In British India, Mysore, and Cocluu, there were from the same time that the Arabs have known
In 18^, 47,978 coffee plantations, with 162,373 it. It was brought there from Arabia by a

acres under mature plants. The approximate Mahomedan pilgrim, named Baba Booden, who
yield is 33,100,778 lbs.

;
and the yield per formed a college on a spur of the hills now called

acre of mature plants ranged up to 447 lbs., after him, and from there the coffee plants spread,

being smallest in Mysore and highest in the He is said to have brought with him only seven

Neilgberriea. ^ven cwt. per acre have been coffee beans, which he planted, and it is now one

claimed for the yield occasionally on some of the of the most valuable of the plants which have

Coorg estates, but reliable information was fur- been distributed by man. Its large, pure white,

ntshd in the fifth issue of the Statistical Tables sweet-scented flowers appear in March, April,

for British India. In 1879 there were 17,351 and May, and it fruits in November, December,

estates in British districts, with 62,729 acres and January. Its fruit contains an active prin-

under mature plants, and the average yield per ciple called caffeine, which has been found to be

acre of mature plants was 325 lbs., the greatest identical with tbeine
;
and a decoction of the

crop being on the Neilgherries, where 462 lbs. roasted berries, or an infusion of the berries, is a

or 4 cwt. 14 lbs. was the average. The crops i well-known article of diet, and with tea, cocoa.
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miitaOy Paraguay tea, guarana, and kola nuts, con- Cochin, Trnvan core, Mysore, and Madras districts,

stitute the beverages of the European, American, and at liohardugga in Bengal, 412,947 acres bad
Asiatic, and Afncan peoples. Each of these been taken up for coffee, of which 162,847 acres

plants contains the alkaloid theine. Different in had mature plants. The yield per acre on excep-
botanical characters, varied in genera, yet not tional estates^ in exceptional seasons, is said to do
very unlike in flavour, they all contain this valu- grtater. The cultivation in British India has
able active principle. The theine in dried kola increased in extent year by year, and the exports,

nuts is about 2 per cent, coffee has 0-5 to 2*0 per chiefly to Europe, have been as under :

—

cent, and tea from 0*5 to 3*5 parts in 100. The Years. Cwt. Value. Yean*. Cwt. Value,

coffee berry consists almost wholly of albumen, ia50-51, 64,797 £100,509 1865 66, 309,823 £785,103
which surrounds the small embryo of the see*!, 1851-52, 77,772 84,306 1866-67,

and in infusion or decoction is a stimulant. In 1852-53, 70,227 97,490 1867-68, 290,332 701,342

Arabia, the decoction and infusion is often pre-

pared from the husk and the bean, and often from
the husk alone. Lane says Kahwa is an old

Arabic term for wine. Dr. Shortt, in his Hand-
book to Coffee Planting, described the process of

wine and spirit making with the fresh coffee

pulp, but also from the dried husks of the fruit
(Joffea Liberica, the Liberian coffee plant,

is of almost arboreal growth. It has a larger leaf,

and its berries also are larger, and of superior

flavour to those of 0. AraWca, and it is more
productive. It was at one time hoped that this

plant would be less affected by the Hemileia
mould, known as the leaf disease, as it is said to

have an immunity from the cemoetoma fly.

The import of coffee into Great Britain from
Ceylon and other British posfessioos, from Brazil,

Central America, and other countries, was as

under :

—

Years. Cwt, Value, I Years. Cwt. Value.

1877, 1,609,717 £7,788,014 1879, 1,617,389 £7.247,568
1878, 1,273,410 6,012,977 1 1880, 1,555,939 7,062,016

Liberian coffee grows at elevations unsuitable

to the Arabian species. At the end of 1877
there were in Ceylon about 600 acres planted

with Liberian coffee. Estimates of the area
under cultivation at the end of 1880 varied from
4000 to even 10,000 acres. Though not enjoying
complete immunity from the attacks of leaf

disease, the growtn and productiveness of the

trees have not so far been affected by it. London
dealers are said not to appreciate ita bean very
highly, but it has been favourably received in

America.— McCulloch f Waring; JRoyle: Bird-
wood; Voigt; Journ, Ind, Arch,; Statistical

Tables; F, von Mueller.

COFFEE PLANTING, as a branch of aCTicul-

tnral industry, although only introduced into

India in comparatively recent times, has attracted

many persons. The outlay has b^ great, but
both in Ceylon and Southern India the losses

have been considerable, often ruinous. In Nether-
lands. India, coffee planting has been a Govern-
ment monopoly, and there has been a large

exportation of coffee from Java; but the most
recent information is to the effect that the mono-
poly is not, or was but littlo, remunerative. In

itish India coffee is grown along the summits
and slopes of the Weetern Ghats, from the northern
limits of Mysore south to Cape Comorin

; in Coorg,
Travanoore, in the Wynad, on the slopes of the
Neiigherry Hills, and also on the Shevaroy Hills

and Pulney Hills. Major Bevan inti^uced
coffee into the Wynad about the year 1822, as a
curiosity. Mr. Cannon, somewhat later, formed
a plantation in Mysore

;
Mr. Olasson, in 1840,

formed a plantation at Manautoddy
;
and in 1842

it was growing well at Belgaum. The exten*
sion has since been great; and in 1880, in the

18.53.54, ... 109.701 1868-00,4.33,288 J 121,032
1854-55, 66,072 82,704 1809-70,325,831 870,189
m55-.50, 82,197 120,201 1870 71,301,935 800,701
1856-57. 132,819 1871-72, 607,200 1,386,410
18,57 ,58, f>4,677 00,727 1872 73, .376,887 1,140,219
ia58-59, 104,421 135,030 1873-74, 307,132 1,409,496
18.59-60,128,088 188,532 1874-75,312,874 1,307,918
1800-01, 170,706 337,433 1875 76. 373,490 1,0.33, ,305

1801 62,192.015 407,991 1870 77, .304,158 353,588

1802-

03,187,008 513,257 1877-78,298,587 1,344,038

1803-

04,238,800 657,672 1878-79,342,268 1,.548,481
18^H 05, 289,178 801,908 1879-80, 301,037 1,033,032

Ceylon .—Tlie coffee tree was introduced int<»

Ceylon by the Arabs before the arrival of the

Portuguese, but the Singhalese only employed its

tender leaves for their curries, and its delicate

jasminc-like flowers for ornamenting their temples

and shrines. The Dutch carried the coffee tree to

Batavia in 1690, and about the same time they

began its cultivation in Ceylon, but again ceased

ill 17.39. Its culture, however, continued to be
prosecuted by the people

;
and, nfter the British

occupation, the Mahoinedans collected it in the

villages, and brought it to Galle and Colombo,
to be bartered for cutlery, cotton, and trinkets.

It was extensively diffuseil over the country by
the agency of birds and jackals. From 1821

the quantity of coffee shipped to Britain yearly

increased,—native grown, badly prepared berry,

and ranking below almost every other kind of

coffee. In 1830 the first attempt at careful

coffee cultivation and curing was made on a

considerable scale by the governor of the island,

Sir Edward Barnes, and the success induced

others to apply for waste forest land. During
18.36 and ife? upwards of 7000 acres of Crown
lands were purchased, and partly cleared and
planted

;
and in 1836 the crop was 60,330 cwt.

It bad become widely extended through the

Kandyan provinces. On the Himasgaria moun-
tains, in lo40, a small plantation was formed. In

1846 there were fifty estates there, averaging
each 200 acres of planted land, and yielding an
avera^ crop of 80,000 cwt. of coffee. On the

Slat Decemoer 1847, there were 60,070f acres

cultivated. The gross outlay of this is said to,

have amounted to £5,000,000 sterling. In the

seventeen years 1865 to 1872, the extent of coffee

land cultivated in Ceylon increased 175 per cent,
the number of plantations rising from 404 to

1087, the crop from 874,000 to 760,000 cwts.

The out-turn of produce increased 100 per cent.,

but the average yield per acre decreased from
5*5 cwt. to 4*88 cwt (Staudard, Nov. 17, 1878).

In 1876 coffee was under cultivation in 37
districts of Ceylon, containing in all 1861 pro-

perties, of a total 481,689 acres, of which 249,604
acres were cultivated From 1856 to 1876 the

crops per acre have ranged from 2*76 owt in

1874, to 5 07 cwt in 1868, the general average

being mther under 4*26 per acre.
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C^ifFee interests in Ceylon were injured by
the over-eagerness of the early planters to

obtain coffee pro])erty, leading them to pay
unremunerntive prices. The coffee crop of

1870-71 was generally a bumper. The season

of 1871-72 was one of short crops, caused by
irregular blo soming showers, and by the leaf

disease, which then iniwlo iis first appearance.

From 1871 to 1878, on the average, 707,f>90

cwt. of coffee were exported from Ceylon, and
the average production per acre was 3*79 cwt.

In 1879 the exjx^rt was 774,774 cwt., and the

out-turn per acre cultivated was 3*60. In the

three years 1878 to 1880, the average exj)ort

wa.s 058,075 cwt., and the average yield per acre

was 3*01 cwt. Since these unrerniinerative results

followed, the planters have been directing their

attention to cacito, cinchona, and tea.

In Arabia Felix the culture is principally

carried on in the. kingdom of Yemen, towards the

cantons of Aden and Mocha. Altliough these

countries are very hot in the plains, they posaeas

mountains where the air is mild, and the coffee is

generally grown half-way up on their slopes.

When cultivated on the lower grounds, it is

always surroundcMl by large trees, which shelter

it from the torrid sun, and prevent its fruit from
withering Ixdore its maturity. The harvest is

gathered at three fKjriods
;
the most considerable

ijccurs in May, when the reapers begin by spread-

ing cloths under the trees, then shaking the

branches strongly, so as to make the fruit drop,

which they collect and expose u|>on mats to dry.

They then pass over the dried berries a heavy
roller, to break the envelopes, which are after-

wards winnowed away with a fan. The interior

l>ean is again dried before being laid up in store.

The principal cofft^e districts are Henjersia, Tarzia,

Oudein, Ancizah, Bazil, and Weesaf. The nearest

coffee plantations are three and a half days’ journey

(about 80 miles) from Aden. Coffee is brought
into the Sana market in December and January
from the surrounding districts. The varieties are

Sherzee best, Ouceaiine, Muttanee, Sharrazee,

Hubbal from Aniss, Shcrissee from Aniss. The
nearest place to Sana where the coffee tree grows
la at Arffsh, half a day distant The coffee plant

in Arabia is mostly grown near the sides of

mountains, vallevs, and other sheltered situations,

the soil on which has been washed down from the

surrounding heights, and carefully protected by
means of stone walls, so as to present to the

trareller the appearance of terraces. The plant

requires a moist soil, though much rain does not

appear necessary. It is always found io greater

luxuriance at places where there is no spring; yet

an abundant supply of water to the root of the

plant seems necessary for the full growth and

perfection of its bean. Mr. Palgrave says the

beat coffee ia that of Yemen, exported from Mocha,

but Arabia, Syria, and Yemen consume two-thirds

of it, and the other third finds its way to Eurow,

to the west of Constantinople, and is used oy

Turks and Armenians. The rounded, half-trans-

parent, greenish-brown berries are deemed the

beet. It is also exported by the Red Sea into the

Hejas and Kasim in Shimer. It was stated by

Niebuhr to have been brought by the Arabs from

Abyssinia to Yemen, from a country similar to

tivnr own plains and mountains ;
that people had

for aces cultivated it in the hilly range (Jabal) in

* 3 C ^

a healthy temperate climate, watered by frequent
rains, and abounding in wells and water tanks.

In Ceylon^ the coffee plant will grow and repro-

duce itself on a level with the sea
; and at 2000

feet above it, the trees, whilst young, will have
the most luxuriant apj>earance, come soonest
into bearing, and yield the greatest measurement
quantity per acre, but the bean is light, and of an
inferior quality. The best Ceylon properties are

situated on the mountains at from 30()() to 4500
feet above the sea, where rain is frequent, about
100 indies annually, and the temperature mode-
rate, the maximum 80*' and minimum 15*", The
aromatic properties (and consequently fine

flavrmr) of the coffee plant are licst developed
in Ceylon between 3000 and 5000 feet alxive the

ocean. The higher it is cultivated, with care,

b(4ow frost, the better has been the quality of

the produce, although the yield is less. The
apjicarance of high mountain Ix^ans is long, blm*,

the longitudinal seam curved, with its sides

close and compact; its speciHc gravity is greater,

and its aromatic principle more abundant and
finer, than that produced on low lands, which is

attributfMl to its being grown slowly in a cold

climate.* The best plantations are situated in

the Kandy in province, where the thorraomeU^r
ranges at noon about 76°, and in the morning
not higher than 60°. The coffee berry in those

elev.at^ regions has therefore to be conveyed to

Colomlx), where a constant high temperature
enables the merchant to complete the drying

proce8.s, which the planter had but commenced.
Coffee planting failed over a considerable portion

of tlie southern province of the island. The
temperature was found to be too equable, not

descending sufficiently low at any time to invigo-

rate the plant, which, though growing luxuriantly

at first, soon became weak and delicate. The
chief crop ripens in October and November, and
a small second gathering is looked for in May.
The following have been the average quantities

and values of quinquennial exports from Ceylon ;

—

Years. Cwt. Value.

1837-41 , 54,872 £151,320
1842-46

,
140,220 284,473

1847 51 , 315,049 537,348
1852 -56, 411,264 861,269

Years. Cwt. Value.

1857 -61
,
600,942 £ 1

,506,406

1862 -66
, 78.5,998 2 ,009,342

1867 ,71 , 973,976 2 ,514,389

1872-76 ,
799.124 8,444,233

In Ceylon, suitable coffee land has been costing

£8 to £20 the acre
;
and £25 to £30 the acre was

the estimate for bringing the purchased land into

bearing, and providing proper buildings, suitable

paths, roads, and drains. In Ceylon it is con-

sidered better to choose an easterly or northerly

aspect ;
for though the morning sun falling on

the dew is said to injure the plant, and the

setting sun to improve its fruit, the advantage

of shelter outweighs these considerations. The
south-west monsoon is apt to exercise a blight-

ing influence, curling up and withering the

few leaves it does not b^t off the trees. In

Ceylon, the best soil is of a deep chocolate

colour, friable, and abounding with blocks and

small pieces of stone. Such patches of land are

generally found at the bottom of the escarpments

of the bills, or in elevated valleys, and rarely on

the slopes. Quartzose land must be carefully

avoided, and clay is equally bad. A good surface

soil should have at least two feet of depth, as the

coffee tree has a long tap root, A nursery must

be prqpoi^tioned to tbe extent of land to be culti-
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VRtctI, and aitnated with regard to proximity to

the extended fields. The Beed-graiiia are aown
six inches asunder

;
if the land become parched,

it will be well to shade it with green branenea, and
irrigate it night and morning

;
should a long

continuance of rain follow the sowing, the 8ee<l

sometimes decays in the ground. It ret^^uires

from six weeks to three months, according to

moisture and warmth, before it germinates, and in

four inontliB more the seedlings are ready to be
transplanted.

The labourers on the Ceylon coffee estates, about

220,000, are principally from the districts of

Madura, Tinnevclly, Tanjore, Trichinopoly, and
Mysore. They arrive between May and October,

and return in January and April via Manar.
Kandyans and the lowland Singhalese were found
unsuitable for the work, besides being too few

;

and the arrivals at and departures from the porta

of Ceylon of Tamil coolies, from 1841 to 1873,
were

—

Arriveti.
|

Departed.

Men. Women Uhil-
<lren.

Men. Women. Chil-
dren.

1841 4,523 36.3 164 4,243 274 117
1842 9,025 279 166 10,691 345 228
1843 6,298 162 248 18,977 194 482
1844 74,840 1,181 724 38,337 825 535
1845 72,520 698 177 24,623 145 36
1846 41,862 3:40 125 13,833 48 23
1847 44,085 1,638 417 5,897 79 33
1848 12,308 504 229 12.749 229 15
1868 65,121 ...

1869 57,671
1870 65,224

1871 88,229
1872 80,121 ...

1873 a5,ooo

During the years 1811-46 the Tamil labourers
must have saved or remitted to their country from
£385,000 to £400,000. But against this pecuniary
advantage a great loss of life had to ^ placed.

During the eight years above enumerated no leas

than 70,000 Malabar coolies died.

In Southern India^ Cannon's Mysore was grown
on a range of hills from 3500 to 4000 feet above
the sea, having the benefit of the south-west
monsoon, which very seldom fails at all, never
entirely, and it has also the tail-end of the north-
east monsoon. Its peculiar qualities were close-

ness of texture and richness of flavour. From
ihe year 1832, Europeans entered into Uie agri-

culture, and Cannon's Mysore coffee soon attracted
the attention of dealers, for it rose from 1840-47
to an average of 90 shillings the cwt, and had
fetohed so high as 115 shillings; and the selling

price of native^grown coffee in Mysore rose from
one rupee per maund of 28 lbs. to six and eight
rupees per maund. The first plantations by Mr.
Gannon were at Chikmoogloor, near the Baba
Booden hills

;
the next were at the Munzerabad

Ghat ; and for many years the Mysore coffee dis-
tricts were confined to the region of the Western
Ghats and the Baba Booden hills. Attempts were
made to cultivate coffee in the open country, but
without success

;
it seemed to require forest land,

and considerable elevation and moisture.
In the year 1862 the demand for coffee lands

in Southern India was at its highest. Coffee
plantations two years old were then selling at
£12 to £14 the acre; of three years’ growth,
£15 to £17

;
of four years, £18 to £20; and in

full bearing, £20 to £26,—when coffee was worth
75 to 95 shillings tlic cwt. From that year

commenced doubts in the minds of planters, but

ultimately, in some districts, the result was
disastrous. From those yielding three cwt. per

acre, and they were the great bulk, there were
no returns. In Coorg, the enemies of the coffee

tree—the bug, the rot, the borer, insufliicient

capital, and the want of the owner's eye—were

numerous. In Coorg there were cheap labour,

cheap food, and good roads, yet in the autumn
of 1866 the estates were unaaleabla

In the south of India land was sold from Bs. 10
upwards to Its. 50 per acre from Governmejjt.

Ill 1876, some natives of Wynad asked Hs. 30,IKK)

for 150 acres of forest land, equal to Its. 200 per

acre. In Travancore^ in 1875-76, 7817 acres were
sold for Rs. 2, 14,761, or Its. 28 per acre; tlie highest

price in a single lot realized was Its. 82 an acre.

It was estimated that an acre of jungle on the

Neilgherries could be brought into bearing for

Rs. 200, including all expenses. A good dwelling-

house will cost Its. 4000; the pulping house,

machinery, and godowns, Its. 4000 more. The
entire cost of bringing 100 acres into bearing was
generally reckoned at Rs. 30,000.

Soil.— In Brititih South India the soil recom-

mended is a good rich garden land, the situation

high, and not liable to inundation, and well

sheltered from prevailing storms. A hill afford-

ing shade to the shrub has been found beneficial

in all tropical climates; if grown fully cxjKiseil

to the sun, the berries ripen prematurely. A
beautiful species of Strobilanthes, w hich grows iii

Coorg, is called the coffee plant, because thought
to indicate soil suited for coffee trees. Coffee

delights in a moderately warm and moist atmo-
sphere

;
but Coorg is deluged with rain's during

six months of the year, and scorched by the sun
for the other half. In hilly country, planters

protect the soil from being washed away, by tcr-

lacing, and cutting level drains across the hill face.

Ceylon is peculiarly adapted to the growth of

coffee, being a mountainous island, with three

sides open to a vast expanse of ocean. Droughts
do occur, but even in the driest seasons the

hills attract clouds, which frequently pour down
refreshing showers. The heavy mists and dense
clouds, which sometimes shut out the sun for

days together, or roll sluggishly along the

mountain-sides, arc amongst the planter's best

auxiliaries. The shrub luxuriates in a rarefied,

temperate, and moist climate, and delights in

frequent but not heavy rains on the sloj^es, where
there is a good natural drainage, for any lodgment
of water about its roots soon proves fatal.

Sowing .

—

The seed reserved for sowing must bo
put into the ground quite fresh, as it soon loses

its power of germination. The quality of the seeds
from young stems is not so good as ihii from stems
four or five years old. Clean, well-formerl berries,

free from injury by iosects or the deeay of the pulp,

should be selectod These berries must be sown in

a nursery, either in small, well-manured beds (or

ill pots in a*&heltered Bf>ot), not too close, as it is

well to leave them where sown until they acquire

a good CTOwth
;
indeed, it is better if they are

removed at once from the bed where they are

sown, to the plantation. The seedlings appear in

about a month after the seed is sown. Coffee seed-

lings from the nursery may be planted out in seven
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months. A bushel will rear 10,000 plants, cover-
ing ten acres. Coffee trees should be planted iu

rows six or eight feet apart, in holes 20 inches
deep by 18. They should be regularly lopped and
pruned, so as to admit the sun to ripen tno fruit

on every branch. The trees are generally in

bearing ir the third or fourth year.

The coffee tree, if allowed, attains 15 feet

in height, but to facilitate plucking it is kept
down to 3 or 3 feet above the ground. This
makes the shrub shoot out laterally, and produce
at least 25 per cent, more than it would do if

permitted to attain its natural height and to

occupy more land. In topping, care must be
taken to cut off the uppermost pair of branches,

as their weight when in fruit would split the

head of the stem. Nature is constantly throwing
out young shojits, which try to grow upwards,
but they must be carefully broken off, as tliey arc

a great and useless drain on the juice of the

)lant. Never cut a sucker or branch off a tree,

)ut always break it. It is necessary to protect

the trees from being burned up by the sun, by
planting them sufficiently close to form a good
cover, and protect the soil from exhaustion by
systematic weeding and substantial manuring.

The age to which the coffee tree will survive

h:i8 not been ascertained. Native plantings are

to be found in many parts of Ceylon, Wynad,
Mysore, etc.

,
containing trees of an age far beyond

the power of the oldest inhabitant to define, and
which have very probably beeu fiourishing for

generations.

Fruit—From flowering to harvest is from eight

to nine months. A field in full bloom is a beauti-

ful sight. I'he clusters of white blossom contrast

prettily with the deep green leaves, aud the whole

at a distance looks as if it bad been snowed on.

The flower only lasts one day. If the atmosphere

bo dry, the bloom is sometimes lost, as it will not

set without moisture
;

mists and light drizxling

mins nro the most favourable weather at this

time. The fruit grows on a footstalk of half an inch,

in clusters round the joints of the lateral branches,

and when of full size, but still peen, resembles

small olives. A month before ripening it turns

yellow, and through different sliades to ruby

red when it is ripe, and from its likeness to a

European fruit is technically called ‘cbernr.’

During the latter part of iU ^wth, particularly,

it requires a CTcat deal of moisture, otherwise the

bean will be drivelled, not perfectly formed, light,

aud of inferior quality. >Vnen the fruit becomes

blood reditis perfectly ripe, and should begathered.

Once ripe, the sooner it is plucked the better.

Within the pulp is the parchment surrounding the

two beans, then Uie semi-transparent silver skin,

and then the two berries,—occasionally only a

single berry, generally small and deformed, called

pea-berry, which realises in Britain lOi. to 128. per

cwt. mors than the best qualitjr of the usual sort.

The parchment and silver skin comprise aljout

1 per cent of the fruit The pulp has a sweet,

sickly saccharine flavour. In 1875 it was proposed

to ferment the pulp into a spirit.

Ceylon coffee is known in the market ns washed

eoffee. Mocha coffee is designated busked coffee,

and is perhaps a better coffee bean.

3foc/ia COfee is cultivated in very smaU fields

of a few acres in exUuit, and on level ground ;
the

fruit is allowed to remain on the tree until it

r»i

drops or is shaken down, and is gathered from
the ground. In that hot dry climate the pulp
shrinks and becomes rather

.
bard, and then by

pounding by the hand, the berries, of a light grey
colour, are separated from the silver skin, the

parchment, and the dried pulp, at one operation.

In Ceylon, after the berries are plucked and
brought in baskets to the warehouse, the pulp or

fleshy part is removed. The berries are placed in

heaps in a loft, above the pulper. They are then

sent down a shoot, into which a stream of water

is conducted, and are thus washed into the pulper.

The pulper is a roller covered with a sheet of

copper, made rough like a nutmeg grater. The
berries follow it as it goes round, but there is only

room for the seed to pass, so that the pulp

is squeezed off and carried away by a stream

thrown of by the water wheel, wliile the naked

coffee drops on the other side. The seeds are still

covered with glutinous matter, to remove which

they are washed in a cistern, the inferior ones

floating, while the g'>od ones sink. The coffee

seeds are then laid out on the barbecus (which

are square platforms of brick, plastered with

chunaiu, with sides a foot high), where they dry

in the sun for about three days, and are afterwards

stored in godowns. In the inoister parts of Ceylon,

the curing process is not completed on the estate.

After removing the pulp, the beans, enclosed in

parchment, are drie<l for about three days, and arc

then forwarded to Colombo, where, by means of

et)ecial machinery, the parchment and the silver

skin are removed from the berries, which are of a

bluish colour when they are really for shipment.

The commercial value depends on the size, form,

and colour of the beans, and their flavour. Apart

from tssting, which should always be done when
practicable, one of the best and most simple tests

by which the merits of coffee may bo approxi-

mately arrived at, is the amount of aroma which

arises when the berries are freshly ground. Iu

tlie better qualities the bean will grind with a

dark appearance. In some kiuds, especially those

of the Mysore and Peninsular growths, the

berries when roasted are perfect, owing, in a

great measure, to their hardness and thickness

when in a raw state, which would account for

their resisting the application of heat better thau

the Jess bulky berry of Plantation Ceylon. Mocha,

on the contrary, not only presents a most ragged

appearance after it has undergone the process of

roasting, but often exhibits many different shades

of colour.

Coffee is one of those articles of which, though

the inferior qualities may be unsaleable in Europe,

a superior sample will alwaj^ meet with purchasers

about its real value, as it is consumed by a class

who will have it, and who consequently must pay

for it as a luxury. In 1 847 and 1848, although

^ Ceylon plantation ' was sold from 35b. to 50b.

per cwt. as a general price, a few samples from

the highest estates brought 858. and 92a

The Abyssinian coffee beriy, also excellent, is

inferior in qualities to that of Yemen
;

it is larger.

The Indian berry ranks next. In Arabia the

picked berries are roasted in a ladle until they

crackle, redden, and smoke a little, and are care-

fully withdrawn from the beat long before they

are black or charred, and are then put to cool

on a glass platter. They are then bruised (not

powdered) in mortars, poured into hot water, and
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boiled ^nily and not long, all the time stirring
with a stick; add when boiling a few aromatic
seeds, * Heyl,’ and a little saffron and cloves. The
Hqnor is then strained.

In Ceylon and Southern India, mechanical con-
trivances have been largely applied in the process
of preparing the coffee bean for the market.
Amongst others, Mr. Clerihew’s fanners and
Greig’s pea-berry machine may be mentioned.
Manure ,—The returns obtaine<l from manured

plantations have been richly repaid by a high
standard of bearing. Cattle manuring is the most
generally available. A good manure is found in
the decayed leaves that fall from the trees them-
Mlves, to which may be added the weeds produced
in the plantation, dried and burnt. These, dug
in, are always useful as a manure, and should be
utilized. Cow-dung is the l)e8t manure for the
seed-beds. The pulps of the coffee can be added
to the fertilizing mass

;
indeed, rotting wood,

weeds, burned dolomite, and anything which
will produce ammonia, should be taken care
of. Hut it has been supposed that many of
the coffee plant enemies, fungi and insects,
are germinated in the decaying manure. The
manuring of a whole estate at one time is

seldom required, but every part of the planution
should be brought under its operation every
second or third year. One Ceylon estate, which was
wholly manured without limit as to expense, is

said to have returned about 20 cwt. to the acre

;

lime, cattle manure, and mould from the neigh-
bouring forest were used in a compost, and the
soil turned up everywhere round the plant to
^ply it (Coffee Planting in Ceylon, p. 52).
The richest mould caunot yield crop after crop
for years, unless a proportionate return be made
to it. The plant and its fruits are differently
compoi^, and it is more necessary to provide for
the fruit than the stem which supports it. A large
proportion of the bean is nitrogen, which science
teaches may be produced by certain phosphates,
etc., under particular circumstancea. A chemist
can in a few days and at trifling cost produce
what the uninitiated might spend a lifetime and
H fortune over without attaining.
About 1849, Mr. Herepath gave the following

analysis of 150 grains of fine West India coffee
berries, for the purpose of determining the best
itianure for the West India coffee estatea Deduct-
ing the carbonic acid, 100 grains of ash gave,

—

phosphate of lime, 45*551
;

phosphoric add,
12*801

;
potash, 16*512; soda, 6*787

; magnesia,
6*^42; lime, 2*329; sulphate of lime, 1*751;
with small quantities of sulphuric acid, chloride
of sodium, and silicic acid.

In searching for a manure, where bone-dust,
cow-dung, and wood ashes can be cheaply pro-
cured and applied, nothing can be better

;
a ntUe

Mwdered gneiss might be an improvement,
filing bone-dust ana cow-dung, recourse must
be had to ammoniacal manures, such as guano,
and to lime. The dolomite of the interior of
Ceylon contains, according to Dr. Gygax, the
jwper proportion of phosphoric acid, in the shape
of apatite or phosphate of lime. Dolomite is
pientiful in Southern India.

In a subsequent communication from Mr. Here-
^th, of date 13th June 1858, addressed to Mr.
Walters, regarding a chemical analysis of Ceylon
Coffee, he reported that 1000 pounds of raw coffee

berries of Ceylon plantation's growth, contained
the following mineral ingredients:—Potash, 37
lbs.

;
lime, 2} lbs.

; magnesia, 5} lbs.
;
peroxide

of iron, ^ lb. ; sulpliuric acid, 2J lbs.
;
chlorine,

I lb.
;
carbonic acid, 11} lbs.; phosphoric acid,

7 lbs. And he mentioned phosphoric acid, sulphate

of lime, and carbonate of magnesia as the principal

ingredients required formanure. About 100 pounds
of Peruvian guano, with 7 or 8 pounds of ground
gypsum, 10 pounds of magnesian limestone, and
1 pound of salt, mixed up with Ceylon vegetable

mould or the ashes of the wood clearances and
some pounded gianite or quartz, would make a
good manure for 1000 pounds of raw berries.

(Bom. Stand. Jan. 1859.)

Profits— Losses. — In Southern India and in

Ceylon there has been money made in coffee

planting by Europeans, but chiefly in their

land speculatioiis. But there have been great

and general losses, sweeping away the little

savings of servants of Government and speculative

persons, and in 1880-81 and 1882 there was a
general loss. The yield of coffee varies greatly with

the seasons
;
but the trees have insect and vege-

table enemies which have caused ruin,—the white,

brown, and black bug, the black and white grub, the

leaf disease, the coffee rat, the mole cricket. The
first regularly worked Ceylon estate wais opened
in 1825, but the bug docs not seem to have ap-
peared in large quantities till 1845; then, how-
ever, it spread with such rapidity, that in 1847
a vei*y general alarm was taken by the planters,

about the same time tliat the potato, vine, and
olive diseases began to create alarm in Europt^
The coffee bugs seem, however, to be natives of

Ceylon, for the white bug has been found on
orange, guava, and other trees, as also on beetroot
and other vegetables

;
and the brown bug attacks

the guava, hibiscus, ixora, justicia, and orange
trees,—indeed, every plant and tree, and even the
weeds, on a coffee estate, particularly such as are
in gardens.

When a coffee tree is attacked by the bug, it is

deprived of its sap and its nourishment, while the
fungus, which never fails to attend on the bug,
prevents restoration, by closing the stomates
through which the tree breathes and respires.
Bug, Mr. Nietner tells us, exists on all the estates

;

none are believed by Mr. Nietner to be quite free
from it, and he reasonably asks, ‘ Am I wrong in
saying that if there was no bug in Ceylon, it

would, at a rough guess, produce 50,000 cwU. of
coffee more than it actually does? ' and that quan-
tity represents a value of £225,000. The brown
and white bug, and the black and white grub,
he adds, are the only important enemies of the
coffee tree, and the destruction caused by arhines,
limacodes, zeuzera, phymatea, strachia, and the
coffee rat appear to be of a more local and occa-
sional nature. The three chief pests are the white
bug, the brown bug, and the black bug.
The appearance and disappearance of the coffee

bug is most capricious. It comes and goes, now
rapidly spreading over a whole estate, now con-
fining itself to a single tree amongst thousands

;

here, leaving an estate in the course of a twelve-
rnonth, there remaining permanently

; some-
times spreading over a whole estate, sometimea
attacking a single field, then leaving it for another
and another. But the white bug prefers dry, and
the brown damp localities, the latter being found
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more plentiful iu close ravines and amongst heavy
rotting timbers than on open hillsides, and it is

probably to this predilection that the shifting of

the insect is attributable. The bug seeks out the

softest and roost sheltered parts of the tree, the

young shoots, the under-sides of the leaves, and
the clusters of berries.

The injury done by the white bug seems more
severe than that from the brown, but, not being
so plentiful as the latter, it is of less general im-

portance. The white bug is especially fond of

congregating amongst the clusters of berries,which

drop off from the injury they receive, and trees

often lose their entire crop in this manner. The
injury produced by the brown bug is the weaken-
ing of the tree, arid is thus more general, but the

crop does not drop off altogether nor so suddenly.

With white bug on an estate, the crop can hardly

be estimated
;
with brown bug it can.

The White or Mealy Bug is the Pseudococcus

adonidum. The male insect is of a dirty brownish

colour, and slightly hairy. It is very minute (very

much smaller than the female, only about half

a line long), and resembles certain small Epheme-
ridie or May-fiies. The female is oval, brownish-

purple, covered with a white mealy powder, which

forms a stiff fringe at the margin, and at the

extremity of the abdomen two setae. The larvae

and pupae are active, and move about. The insects,

in all stages of development, are found in Ceylon

all the year round, chiefly in dry and hot localities,

on the branches of trees, and on t'le roots to one

foot under ground. Mr. Nietner siiys it is identical

with the species naturalized in the conserYalorics

of Europe. It is preyed upon by the Scymnus

rotundatufl, a minute beetle of the ladybird tribe,

of the size of a pin’s head, black and pubescent;

also the yellow-coloured and common Encyrtus

Nietneri and the black -coloured scarce Chorto-

coccus muBciformis, two minute Hymenoptera

(wasps), only long, and the minute whitish

mite, Acarus transluccns. Of the members of

this family of insects, the Coccidoe, some, ns the

cochineal and lac insects, are of great economical

importance, but others, as the sugar-cane blight

of the Mauritius, the Aspidiotus, and the coffee

bug, are excessively baneful to the gardener and

agriculturist.

The Brown Coffee Bug, Lecanium coffcjc.

Walker, establishes itself on the young shoots and

buds, which it covers with a noisome incrusUtion

of scales, enclosing its larvae, from the pernicious

influence of which the fruit shrivels and droiw off.

It is a Coccus, and a number of brownish wart-hke

bodies may be seen studding the young roots, and

occasionally the margins on the outside of the

leaves. Each of these warts is a transforincd

female, containing a large number of eggs (700),

which arc hatched within it. When the young

ones come outof their nest, they may observed

running about ou the plant, looking like wo<w-

lioe ;
but shortly after being hatch^, the males

seek the under-sides of the leaves, while the fcroales

prefer the young shoots as their place of abode.

The larviB of the males undergo transfoiroation

into pup® beneath their own skins, and their

wings are horizontal, and their possession of

wings may possibly explain the wm^ratively

rare presence of the toale on the bushes. Iho

female retains her powers of locomotion until

nearly of full size, and it is about this time that

her impregnation takes place. The pest docs not

produce great injury until it has been twoor three

years on an estate ; but at length the scales on
the plants become numerous, the clusters of berries

assume a black, sooty look, and a great number of

them fall off before they are mature. The young
shoots have a disgusting look from the number of

yellow pustular bodies forming on them, the leaves

get shrivelled, and on many trees not a single

berry forms. The coffee bug first appeared in

1843 on the Lupallu Galla estates, and it, or a

closely-allied species, has been observed on the

Citrus acida, rsidium pomiferum, Myrtus Zey-

lanica, lioea Indica, Careya arborea, Vitex negundo,

and other plants, and most abundantly on the

coffee bushes iu moist places. It reappears though

eradicated, and is easily conveyed on cloths from

one place to another. Dr. Gardner, whom Sir J.

E. Tenneiit quotes (ii. p. !Sif46), was of opinion

that all remedies had failed, and that it must

wear itself out, as other blights do. The male

of the brown or scaly bug, Lecanium coffe®,

is of a clear light pinkish-brown colour, slightly

hairy, and very pretty. It is more delicate

than the male Pseudococcus. The females when
young are yellowish, marked with grey or light

brown
;
and old individuals are light brown, with

a dark margin. It affects cold, damp, and close

localities, 3000 feet in height, and the propagation,

as in the white bug, is continuous. The brown

bug is much infected with parasites, amongst

which the most common are eight minute Hymeno-

ptera (wasps) with brilliant colours; but a mite,

the Acarus transhicens, and the larva of the

Chilocorus circunidatus, a kind of ladybird, also

feed on the bug. In the larva st^ite, the male

and female brown bug are not distinguishabie*

The number of eggs produced by a female brown

bug is about 700. Those of the white bug arc

not so numerous, but their propagation in Ceylon

is continuous throughout the year, and this

explains their great abundance compared with

cold countries, where the produce is one generu-

tion of young annually. The brown bug, particu-

larly the full-grown female, is dreadfully infested

with parasites, which thus greatly help the planter.

Indeed, it is a question whether coffee planting

could be carric<i on without their aid in the

destruction of the bug.

The Black Bug is Lecanium ni^m, but the

female only is known. In colour it is from yellow-

ish-grey to deep brown, and almost black in age,

and of a shield-like shape. It occurs alone, but

also intermixed with the brown bug
;

but it is

much less abundant, and therefore not demanding

the planter's attention. Its occupation of a coffee

or any other tree gives rise to the appearance of

a glutinous saccharine subsbiuce,which has received

the name of honey-dew. This is either a secretion

of the bug, or the extravasated sap which flows

from the wounded tree, or probably a combination

of both. A fungus, or two fungi, the Synclodium

Nietneri and Triposporium Gardneri, seem to

depend on this for vegetation, as the honey-dew

and the fungus disappear with the bug.

Another bug, the Sirachia gtomtlnca, of a

yellowish colour, but marked with g^y
orange on the upper side, was found at Badulla.

It feeds upon the juice of the young berries, three

per cent, or more of which were said to have

suffered from it. It is allied to the green or f^tid

776
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bug; but tboii^Mi it may occasionally cause destruc-

tion, tlierc is no fear of it ever becoming a serious

nuisance.

One of the Aphidm, A phia coffex^ the Coffee

Louse, is found in small coininiinitics on the young
shoots and on the under-side of the leaves of the

cocoanut tree, but the injuries it occasions are

insignificant.

Several caterpillars

^

the Aloa laclinea, the
Orgyia Coylanica, Euproctis virguncula, the Trichia

exigua, Narosa conspersa, tlie Limacodes graciosa,

and a species of Drepana, are found on the coffee

trees, but they do not cause much injury. A nother

caterpillar, however, though fortunately not
abundant, tho Zeuzera coffese, destroyed nu^wy

trees, botli young and old, by eating out tho heart.

It resembles tho caterpillar of tho goatmoth of

Plngland, and is as thick os a goose quill. It

generally outers the tree G" or 12" from the ground,
ascending upw.irds. The sickly drooping of the

tree marks its presence.

JUat'k Grab. — Tho laiva of the moth called

Agrostis segetum is the very destructive black
grub. This pest is about an inch long, and is

most abundant from August to October. The
caterpillar lives in the ground, but conics out at

night to feed, and is very common ami injurious.

It attacks not only coffee trees, but all sorts of

vegetables and flowers, and is very destructive to

gardens and in the field, as it eats everything

that is artificially raised, despising grass and weeds.

It generally appears only on certain fields, and
will not go over an estate. The insect is not con-

fined to Ceylon
;

its ravages are well known in

India, at the Cape of Good Hope, and in Europe,
where it injures the grain and beetroot crops. In

Ceylon it only attacks young coffee trees, gnawing
off the bark round the stem just above the ground.
Where the trees are very small, they arc bitten

right off, and the tops sometimes partially dragged
under the ground, where the grubs may e.asiiy be

discovered and disloilged, Tlic damage which
they inflict on plantations may bo C8timate<1, when
it is mentioned that Mr. Nietncr lost through
them in one season, in certain fields, as many as

twenty-five per cent, of tho young trees he had
put down.

Tlie larva of a little moth, the Galleriomorjiha

lichenoides, and three caterpillars of the Iluariiiia

Icucostigmaria, B. Ceylanica, and Empitliecia

coffcaria, are found on coffee trees and other

plants from September to December.
Tho larva of the Gracillaria coffeifoliclla mines

tho coffee leaves
;

it is very common, but of no
importance to the planter.

The ravages of tnc large, well-known, }>eautifu]

locust^ the Fhymatca punctata, with its sairlct

ab<]omeu and yellow and bronze above, are not

continuous in the coffee trees, but arc occasionally

very Annoying. A swarm settled on a field of

one-year-old coffee, and gnawed the bark off the

stems, causing them to throw out many shoots,

and permanently disfigured five per cent, of the

trees. They do not touch tho Illulc grass, Saceha-
rum Konigii, but seem only to attack

cultivated plants and trees. At Tangalle they
destroyed tobacco plantations, and at Matillce in

Kandy the native grain crops were injured by
these locusts. The lfirv«c and pupae are as destruc-
tive ns the perfect insects

;
but this scetns, fortu-

nately, tho only s^xjcieisrof locust that does any

7

real injury in Ceylon, and this injury is in iinj>ort-

ance not to be compared with that done by other

species in other countries.

White Grub .— Under this name are included the

larvas of various Melolonthidic, the cockchafers of

Ceylon, which do much harm to coffee plantations,

young and old, by eating the roots of the trees.

Mr. J. L. Gordon of liambodde considered the

white grub to be by far the greatest enemy of the

coffee trees whicli the planter had to contend with,

as he never knew a single tree recover after their

attack
;
and he adds that they bad destroyed, at

Ilambodde, in two years, between eight and ten

thousand trees of fine old coffee. Mr. Gordon
used to dig up theioil at the foot of the trees, and
take out such grubs as he could find.

nA’cri7.v.—l‘he family of the weevils is one of

the most extensive amongst the beetles; and in

Ceylon, as in Europe, many of its niembors Ho
much injury to agricultural produce. Mr. Nictiier

had seen nearly the whole crop of sweet potato

(Batatas edulis) of the Nogombo district destroyt^l

by one of them, the Cylas sturcipennis. The
common rice w'cevil, Sitophilus oryzas, is aiit>ther

iriBtatice
;
and one of the cocoanut destroyers of tho

Ceylon low country, the Sphicnophorus plani-

penuis, belongs also to this family. The Arliines?

destructor, a beautiful green weevil, Mr. Nietncr
had not found do any injury to coffee trees

;
but

Mr. J. Bose of Matturattec, writing to him, wdd,
‘ The mischief they do is plentiful, and if they were
as plentiful as the bug, they would be tho planter s

worst enemies. Five or six acres were completely
covered with them, and they consumed almost

every leaf. Year after year they appeared upon
the same place. One year they appeared upon a
neighbouring estate in great force, and ran over at

least forty acres. The same thing occurred on
three other estates.*

The Ac.iruscoffero, or coffee mite, is so small as

to be hnnlly perceptible to the iiaketl eye. It is

closely allied to the Red Spider of the hothousi'S

of Eurn])o. Nearly all the year round, but chiefly

from Novend)cr to April, it feeds on tlie njijMir

side of the coffee leaves, giving them a brownish,
Huiiburiit Ajipearancc. Individual trees suffer

from its atti\cks, but the aggregate damage from
it is not great,

Tho ( 'ojfec Hat of Ceylon, the Golunda Ellioti,

occasioiiallv commits much damage, seemingly to

got the bark, for they do not seem to eat the berries.

W ith their long sharp incisors they bile off with
greatsmoothness the smallerand younger branches,

generally an inch from the stem
;
ami should the

plants be quite young, just taken from tho nursery,

they bite them right off a few iiichcM from tho

ground, and carry them to their nests in hollow

trees. They a)>{>ear irregularly, at intervals, from
the jungles, and there is hardly an eslatc in (’eyloii

that does not now and thou receive a visit from
them. Tho natives of Ceylon say that their LkmI

in the jungles is a species of Strobilniithes, called

Nilu ill Singhalese, and that the rats only tssuo

from their forest residence and attack tho coffee

estates when their forest food fails.

The injuries from other animals is not serious.

A Htpiirrel^ tho Sciurus Layardi, which eats tho

coffee berries, is common on Ceylon estates
;
tho

pulp alone is digestible, and tho coffee beans are

dropped on logs of wood and on tlie ground.
Jackals and monkeys occasionally do Uic same

;
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thig is called parchment coffee. A deer will now
and then come from the forest and nibble the
tops of the young trees.

Mantis tricolor, Nietner^ the Mantis of the coffee

tree, is green, lower wings reddish, with large

blackish spot at the posterior margin. The femtue
is 1 inch long, with 1^ inch of an expanse of wings.
The male is considerably smaller. The eggs are

deposited upon coffee leaves, in cocoon -like
masses of J of an inch in length, but drawn out
farther at each end.
And what are the remedies to all these coffee

plagues?

Mr. Nietner tells us that several means of check-
ing the extension of the bug have been proposed
and tried. Amongst these, the introduction of the
red ant

;
but their bites are so fierce and painful,

that the coolies refused to ^ amongst the trees

while the ants were there. Rubbing off the bug
by hand has been tried, but it can only be at-

tempted upon young trees without crop
;
and Mr.

Nietner, although allowing that an immense
quantity of bug is thus destroyed, is nevertheless

of opinion that the effect is but trifling. He thinks

that the application of tar to the roots is a good
suggestion, although he is obliged to admit that

hitherto no important results have been achieved

by it. He adds that high cultivation seems to

have the effect of throwing it off. But as the

bug seems to depend on locality, Mr. Nietner does

not look for any beneficial result so long as the

physical aspect is unchanged. He thinks that if

the open, warm, airy pattenas were cultivated,

which the experimente on a large scale, tried at

Passelawa, show that they can be, the brown bug,

which is the great destroyer, would not find the

conditions favourable to its existence
;
or perhaps,

if estates as a rule were made smaller than they

generally are, if the reduction in acreage were

counterbalanced by a higher system of cultivation,

universally carried out, the bug would not be so

numerous as it now is.

In the southern parts of the Peninsula of India,

the Borer is a name given to the larva of a coleop-

terous beetle, the Xylotrechus quadripcs of Chev-

rolat, which injures coffee trees. The insects are

generally about the diameter of a small quill, are

always confined to the wood, and never cuter the

bark until the larva has done its work, passed

through the pupa stage, and is about to escape iu

the form of a beetla The eggs are deposited by

the female near the root of the tree, and the pupa

borers tunnel up the heart of the plant. It does

not stop short at the destruction of crop, but

actually kills the trees. This enemy has been

confined to the Madras Presidency and Mysore,

leaving Ceylon unscathed. The borer carries on

the work of destruction entirely in the interior of

the stem, the wood of which it rapidly reduces to

a sawdust-like powder, leaving the bark intact.

At first the only signs of the presence of the foe

are a few small round boles in the bark, but gradu-

ally these holes increase in number as the

get more numerous, the leaves get sickly and fall

off, and finally the tree withers and dies. If this

devastation were confined to a hundred o*" a

thousand or two of trees, the planter could afford

to grill and bear his loss
;
but instances are nuine-

roua in which an entire estate has been completely

denuded of trees by this tiny but formidable

insect. For a time the borer seemed destined to

defy all attempts to arrest its ravages
;
but it was

observed that the beetle, which lays the eggs
from which the grubs are hatched, avoided shade,

and affected light and sunshine. Thus much
known of the habits of the foe, the protection of

the coffee plants by the shade of larger trees

naturally suggested itself, and has been found a
most effectual remedy.
The Leaf Disease^ or Coffee Leaf Disease, of the

coffee plant seems first to have appeared in

Ceylon in 1869, and prominently in S. India in

1870. It is the Hemileia vastatrix, a fungus

which fixes on the under-sides of the leaves,

causing spots or blotches, at first yellow, but

subsequently turning black. These blotches we
covert with a pale ora^e-coloured dust, which

is easily rubbea off. The blotches gradually

increase in size, until at last they have spread

over the entire leaf, which then drops off, leaving

the trees in a short time perfectly bare. The
trees seem to recover in the spring of the year,

but the fresh foliage is in its turn attacked, and

the crop falls off. The yearly crop in Ceylon is

said to have diininisheKl 300,000 cwts. since its

appearance, causing a loss of about millions

sterling. The leaf disease is a true endophyte,

developing in the tissues of the leaf, and expand-

ing outwards, ns is the case with red rust of corn

and grapes. Sir Joseph Hooker, writing to the

Colonial Office, 6th August 1874, says the Hemi-

leia belongs to a class of most minute parasitic

plants, which includes the oidiuin of the vine and

peroiiospora of the potato. Recent observations

appear to establish the fact that similar plants

are also present in the tissues of sheep affected

with small-pox, and may probably be found to be

sources of some familiar diseases iu man and the

lower animals. Hitherto no means have been

discovered of extirpating these plants, whose seeds,

of inconceivable minuteness, float in inconceivable

numbers in the air, and whose growing parts are

of such tenuity, that they can penetrate the most

delicate living tissues of plants, which they kill by

feeding on their substance. The spread of some

of the kinds has, however, been effectually checked

by the use of flower of sulphur, which it would not

be difficult to apply to the coffee plaut in Cevlon.

The Hemileia vastatrix has been termed the

coffee leaf disease, as it confines its depredations

to the leaves of the shrub. ^Yhen suffering from

this, the leaves arc on their upper surface speckled

with brownish spots, while the under surfaces

arc covered with orange-coloured dust, which

consists of the spores of the fungus, or bodies by

which it is propagated. The fungus itself consiste

of fine myceloid filaments, which permeate and

live amongst the tissues of the leaf. AVben the

spores are ripe, the shaking of the loaves by the

wind is sufficient to disperse them, and each spore

thus liberated is capable of germinating, and may

become a fresh focus of the disease. Dr. Thwaites

of Ceylou watched this process of germination.

For some time the presence of the leaf disew

caused little or no anxiety in India; but as ite

disastrous effects on crops became apparent, the

planters began to realize the serious character^
the distemper. Nearly all are now in accord

in the view that manuring is the best remedy.

Confident hopes were at one time entertain^

that the Liberian plant, which has been recently

introduced, would defy the enemy, but unfortu-
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natoly this expectation has not been realized. It

is very destructive in localities. It comes most
suddenly and unaccountably in an estate, and
disappears apparently without any reason. The
effects of it are obvious : the leaf of the tree

atone is attacked, after a little drops off, leaving

the bough bare and unsheltered. The disease

does not seem to attack the health and vitality of

the tree
;
but when the shade afforded by the leaf

to the berry is removed, the bud, blossom, or
fruit is unduly exposed to the scorching sun, or
to the wind, and the crop is lost. The disease

often affects whole plantations simultaneously.

Up to 1872 the Ceylon estates had suffered but
little from this fungus. In Wynad, however,
scarcely an estate escaped this leaf disease, whilst

in the fifty- two estates of Travancore only one
suffered, and that in a most ijisignificant degree.

Mr, G. Anderson, writing from Munzerabad in

1880, gave the opinion that potash, magnesia,
and ammonia, in the form of sulphates, check and
destroy Ilcinileia in cofTcc. He said he had used
it in his experiments with excellent results,—| to |
potash, i to ^ magnesia, and i to ) ammonia,—and
thinks that the cessation of growtli which precedes
an attack of leaf disease, is caused by a want of

ammonia and other valuable food-constituents in

an available form
;
that lime exerts a marvellous

c'ffect in setting free all the alkalies, and in con-
verting nitrogen into ammonia; that potash,

magnesia, and lime arc required for the produc-
tion of coffee, and are therefore removed front the
Boil, and that certain forms of potash and magnesia
(especially those combined with sulphur) are
inimical to the growth of fungi. He concludes
that sulphates of potash, magnesia, and ammonia
rfhouhl be used immediately before the occurrence
of disease

;
and lime slionld bo employed early in

the seasou to sweeten the soil, and set free its

resources. lie also recommends that phospho-
nitrogenous manures, combined with other forma
of potash, be applied to sustain and invigorate the
trcca

Several learned botanists have suggested reme-
dies for these plagues,

Baron F. von Mueller says tliat in 1878 the
pantsitic fungus growth on coffee plants in Ceylon
caused a loss of £2,000,000.

In America the coffee plantations suffered not
only from erysiphoid fungi, but also from the
cemiostonia dy.

In the Karen hills, experimental cultivation

of tea and coffee was introduced north-east of
Tounghoo. Mr. J. Petley says in his report

:

‘Towards the end of the rains of 1880 large

numbers of the Mole Cricket made their appear-
ance, and much d(*8truction W’as done amongst
young tea and coffee plants, killing them by
nipping off the tops, principally amongst the
coflFee, and boys w'ero employed to catch and kill

these destructive insccte.’

Dr. TIjwaited, in his report for 1874, says:
‘Judicious cultivation enables the coffee tree to
produce a succession of profitable crops, notwith-
standing it may suffer from periodical attacks of
leaf disease.* Nowhere has the disease committed
such havoc as in native plantations, where cultiva-

tion is almost entirely neglected. Previously to

1870, planters were divided into two opposite
camps,—the party that advocated manuring, and
the party that opposed it. The inroads of leaf

disease have led to the matter being speedily and
practically settled in favour of high cultivation.

In Ceylon, leaf disease first showed itself in

1869, in Madulsima, in the extreme eastern divi-

sion of the coffee districts. Next year it spread
to the Kandy side, and in 1871 it became general.

During the seven years previous to 1870, the

out-turn ranged from 4*10 cwt. per acre in 1864,
to 5*22 in 1869. In 1870 the export was nearly

900,000 cwt., and the average per acre 6*63

cwt In 1871, 1873, 1876, and 1877, the export

rose above 800,000 cwt

;

but (1881) the average

per acre has never again reached 6 cwt, while

m four years it has fallen below 3 cwt The
leaf disease has undoubtedly caused a falling off

of production.

Colonel Beddomc, the Conservator of Forests,

is of opinion that the remedies proposed by Mr.

Anderson in his Essay on Fungoid Diseases might
be tried on small given areas, but considers the

expense attending the trial prohibitive as regards

large estates.

Leaf Rot^ the Kolc Roga of the Tamil race, is

from another fungus, to which the name ‘ Pelli-

cularia kolcroga* has been given. It appeared

on the coffee trees of Mysore. It is an epiphyte,

growing and developing upon the leaf, and only

superficially attached to it This enemy has

been long in existence, altliough it is only

recently that it has attracted attention. This

disease is most’eommon during the rains; and the

leaves of the plants affected by it turn black and
fall off, on which many of the berries also fall

down, and those which remain are imperfectly

ripened. On examining one of these leaves, the

under surface will be seen covered with irregular

grcyish-whito blotches, which, on being put under

the microscope, are found to be filmy fungus
patches, with the filaments of the fungus inter-

woven into a sort of web. This fungus has

received from Mr. Cooke the name of PclUcularia

kolcroga, but it seems very doubtful whether it

is not rather a result than the cause of the black

rot. There can be little doubt that rot is partly

caused by imperfect drainage, and overcrowding
of the branches

;
and such being the case, tlie

remedies will obviously bo improved drainage and
free pruning.

Stamp.—Mr. Hull mentions that between 1860
and 1870, in Coorg, a blight appeared on the

coffee plants, to which the name of stump was
given, because of it being due to the stump of a
particular forest tree peculiar to that district, felled

in the process of clearing. Sooner or later all the

coffee trees in the immediate neighbourhood of

these stumps began mysteriously to die out, and tbe

only remedy for the mischief was to remove tbe

offending stumps as quickly as possible (Hull, p.

274). It has not been examined by any entomo-
logist; but a great habitat of the coleopterous

insects is below the bark of decaying wo^, and
such homes should not be left to them.

Dr. Shortt, a scientific planter, recommends
carbolic acid as a protective agent against the
leaf disease and other enemies of the coffee

plants.

The Gardener^s Chronicle also mentions having
received from Dr. Thwaites of Ceylon a specimen
of a minute fungus. A few trees were first

noticed to be infected in May, but at the time of

Dr. .Thwaites* communication (24th July) two or
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threo acres wore showing the fungus upon the

leaves. These latter fall off before their proper
time. Amongst more than a thousand species of

fungi received from Ceylon^ this does not occur

;

and it is not only quite new, but with difficulty

referable to any recognised section of fungi.

Indeed, it seems just intermediate between true

mould and Uredo, allied on the one hand to

Trichobais, and on the otlier to Rhinotrichum.
Though the fungus is developed from the paren*
chym of the leaf, there is not any covering to the

little heaps, such as is so obvious in Uredo and its

ihnnediate allies, while the mode of attachment
reminds one of Ithinotrichum. A now genus for

its reception was tlierefore proposed. As the

fungus is confined to the under surface of the
leaves, and the mycelium is not superficial, it may
be difficult to apply a remedy

;
but sulphur applied

by means of one of the instruments which are used
in the hop grounds in Kent, or syringing with
one of tho sulphureous solutions which liave been
recomincndedforthe extirpation of the hop mildew,
has been suggested.

—

Rev, M. J. Berkeley; Colombo
Observer.

'I'he Sydney Morning Herald describes an
experiment oti the aphis or coffee-moth, which
shows that by a very simple application coffee

plants may bo freed from these destructive

ina<“ct8. A number of the insects were placed on
a loaf un<]('r a powerful microscope. A drop of a
BiiiiploBolulion of soda in water was let fall among
them. They instantly left their hold on tho leaf

and fell dead. Such a solution could be applied
without injury to coffee plants. Sulphur has
hitherto been the favourite treatment.

The following is a list by Mr. Kietner of some
of tho enemies of tho coffee plant in Ceylon :

—

1. rscudococcua aclonidum, White or Mealy Bug.
Parfmiies.

Scymnus rotundatus, Moich. Er, EtU, 1S50.

Encyrtus Nietncri, Motch,
Chartocerus musciformig, Moich,
Acarus trauBlucons, AT.

2. Lccanium coffeie, Walk, LUt. Jm, i>\ M,, Brown
or Scaly Bug.

Parasites.

Scuiolliata oyanea, Motch.
CcpUalcta x>urpuroivcntris, Moich,
C. brunnevontris, Motch.
0. fusciventris, Motch. in tits.

Encyrtus paradisicus, Motch. in HU.
K. Niotneri, Motch.
Cirrliospilua c(K;civoru8, Moich. in liU.

Marietta leopardina, M. in liU.

ClulocoruB ciroumdatuB, Schonh,
AcaruB transluccna, N.

3. Lccanium nigrum, AT., Black Bug.

f Syncladium.Nictncri, Jtabh. Dread. Hedwiff, 1858;

4. ^Trispoaporium Gardneri, Perk, J. Ilort, Soc.

( Lond. 1840 ; a fungus.

5. Aphis coffeae, AT., Coffee Louse.
Parasites.

Syrphus Nietneri, Schincr in lUs,

8. splendons, Dolcsch.

Micromus australis, Ilaff; Vers. Wien., 1858.

6. btrachia goometrica, Motch. in liU,

Lcpidoptcra,

7. Aloa lactinca, Cmm. pap. ex,

8. Orgyis Ceylanica, AT.

9. Kuprocitis virgunoula, Walk,

10. Trichia exigua, Feld, in lit.

11. Narosa oonsiM^rsa, Walk.

12. Limacodes gracioaa, tVeatw. Ent, cat.

13. Prepana?
14. Zeusera coffese, AT.

16. Jkgrotis aegetum, Wien. K., Black Grub.

16. Gftlleriomorpha lichenoides, Feld, in lit.

17. Boarmia (’eylanica, Feld, in lit.

18. C. leucostigmaria, Feld, in lit.

19. Kupithecia coffcaria, Feld, in lit.

20. Fortrix coffcaria, Feld, in lit.

21. Gracillaria? colfoifoliclla, Motch.

Diptcra,
22. Anthomyza ? coffca;, Iv. in Motch.

Orthoptern.

23. Phymatca punctata, D.

Colcoptera

.

24. Ancyloncycha, sjiec. I White Grub.
26. Arhines ? destructor, N.

Aptcra,
26. Aoarua coffcaa, AT,

Mammalia.
27. Golunda Ellioti, Gray in Kel. Pi'od.^ Coffee Hat.

—Agri-IIort. Sac. ^latlras Proceedings; Rev. M,
J. Berkeley; Bidic, Coffee Plnnlinrj

; Bonynye's
A merica ; Eny. Cyclop. ; Madras Exhibition Jur.
Rep. ; Gardener's Chronicle

; Jlassal^ Food anti
Us Adulterations ; Sir J. D. Hooker^ Despatch
from Governor of Ceylon ; Report of Dr, Thwnites
on the Coffee Disease., Gth August 1874

;
Hull on

Coffee Planters; Jonrn. Ind. Archip. ; Mason's
Burma

;
Newspapers—Madras TimeSy Madras

Statesman^ Colombo Observer^ Bombay Standard,
AqricuUurnl Gazette of India; Nietner on the

Enemies of the Coffee Plant, Ceylon, 1861; Colonel
Onslow on Mysore Coffee JHantiny

; Playfair's
Aden; Royle, Prod. Res. of India; Shortt

; Sim-
monds' Colonial Morjazine

;
Simmonds' Commercial

Products; Sir J. E, 7\nnent's Ceylon; Baron von
Mueller. Sec Drepana.
COHUNE OIL, a product of the kernel of tho

Attalea funifera, Martins, a palm tree, native of 8.
America. It is something like coooanut oil, but
is more oleaginous. Its introduction into S. Asia
merits attention.

—

Scemnn.
COILADDY. About a mile to tho west of

Ooiladdy is a mound that prevents tho waters of
the Cauvery running into tlie Colerun,

COIIjGUDDY, a j>agoda eight miles east of
Madura.
COIMBATORE, a collectoratc of the Madras

Presidency, in the south of the Peninsula. Its

chief town of the same name is in laL 10® 59' 41"

N., and long. 7G® 59' 40^ E., and is 1350 feet
above the sea at the j;alace.

'Fho district occupies an area of 7432 square
miles, over which about 7000 villages and hamlets
are spread, possessing a population of 1,763,274
Immaii beings. It has but little rain. The
produce is grains, mostly of the dry description,

cotton, sugar, tobacco, and hemp. The climato
is warm, and not un frequently oppressive, being
completely liill-lockc<l. Tlie aspect of the country
is arid and unpleasant in the extreme. Its

northern part, called Collegal, has numerous small
jungle-covered hills; and to the west of Collegal
are the Neilgherry H ills. The Animallay Hills are
in the S.W. border of Coimbatore, and are richly

clothed with valuable forests, with many elephants;
and some of the lower hill ranges from the Neil-

gherriea, between which is the valley and gap or
pass of Palghat leading to the western coast.

Tho Guxzlehutty mss leads up the deep valley

separating the Neilgherry Hills from Collegal. The
Animallay (literally Elephant Hills) are occupied
by the Kader,—oj>en, independent, straightfor-

ward men, simple, and obeying their mopens or
cliicfs implicitly. 'Fhey are strong built, activei
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with woolly hair and Bomcthiiig of the African
foaturea, and file their front teeth to a point.

The women wear enormous circles of pith in the

lobes of their ears, which they distend down to

their shoulders. A black monkey is their greatest

dainty.

The other hill and forest tribes, chiefly residing

on the Animallay, are the Mnlai Arasar, Irular,

l*ulyar, and Mandanar, subsisting precariously on
wild fruits and roots, by the chase, or the sale of

jungle proilucc. 40*8 per cent, of the population

were Vellalar cultivators, 137 percent. Pariahs,

8 percent. Vannian or day-labourers, 5*3 per cent.

Kaikalar or weavers, with artisans (Kainmaan),
Brahmans, washermen (Vannan), potters (Kusa-
an), fishermen (Sambadavan), barbers (Ambat-
tan), and writers (Kanakan).

Coimbatore land is many times more yaluable

than it was forty years ago
;
and wheeled carriages,

which were 603 in 1846-7, in 1867 were 4500.

In Coimbatore two very different minerals pass

under the common name of corundum. The one is

true corundum of lamellar structure
; the other

softer and amorphous, but christature in its com-
position, apparently some form of hornblende.

The mineral is abundant in the district, and
easily procured at a small cost. l/ocalities in

Coimbatore supply the beryl, and are also sup-

posed to have yielded the emerald, though
Tavernier was not able to ascertain that any part

of India, in his day, was yitdding emeralds.

—

Tavernier s Travels^ p. 144
;

Hamilton^ in

literif. See India, p. 324
;
Korumbar

;
Narapati.

COINS, Currency.
Monnoio, Fr. I Nagd, Sicca, • . Hind.
Mamrecke, . . . Okr. Chilaoni,

liichikeil, ... |
Conio, Donaro, . It., Sf.

The Hindus altogether neglected history, and,

after the Greek occupation of Bactiia until the

advent of the Mahomedans, the coins of the rulers

furnish alinost the solo evidence of the dymistic

changes and their individual rulers in the country

of the Kophones river, i,e. Huctria, Asia, an<l

Kabul. The earlier of tin; (ircck sucecRSors of

Alexamlcr use*! Greek. This was u<lhereil to by
Theodotus 1 ., n c. 256, of the time of Arsaccs i.

;

of Thcoiiotus II., li.c. 240, who reigned in the Kabul
valley. Eutbydemus, M.c. 220, rcigne*! in the

time of the ex[)editioii of Antioebus the Great, and
was defeated in battle near Merv by the united

Syrian and Parthian arinicH. Ho tlicn urged

Antiochus to receive him in alliance, and so extend

the Greek influence to the I mi us, A peace was
concluded, and Kuthydeiiius le<l the Syrian army
through Bactria, i.c, by the route north of the

inountains to the Kabul valley, and across the

Indus, in ii.c. 206. There Antiochus made peace

with ^)phagas(?im8 (Asoka), which that sovereign

recorded by edicts on rocks and pillars in various

parts of India, in characters exactly resembling

those on the coins of Agathoclcs. In ii.C. 205,

Antiochus returned by way of Arachotia. Aga-
thoclcs. B.C. 190, coined with Greek and Sanskrit

;

is supposed by Lassen to have ruled Kabulistan to

the Indus ;
and Mr. H. T. Prinsep supposes him to

have been thegovcnior left by Antiochus in Kabul,

after his treaty with Asoka. Pantaloon, ».c. 195,

coined in Greek and Sanskrit. F^ukratides, n.c.

178 (Prinsep, B.C.. 181; Bayer, Wilson, B.C. 165;
Visconti, Lassen, B.C. 175). Ho seems to have

made an expedition to India in 165 B.C., and on

his return from it to have been murdered by his

son. Numerous of his coins have been found in

Bactria and Afghanistan
;
and Mr. 11. T. I’rinsep

considers that he ruled originally in Bactria,

subsequently made conquests in and south of
Parapamisus in Kabul, and waa the first of all the
Greets who coined in the bilingual Aryan inscrip-

tion. The first use of two languages, however, is

also ascribed to Agathoclcs, who used Greek and
Sanskrit, while Eukratides used Greek and Aryan.
Eukratidcs was certainly amongst the earliest of

the Greek kings of Bactria, Kabul, and Arya, who
a<]opted bilingual inscriptions on his coins, and his

so doing is supposed consequent on his conquest
of the Parapamisus, after assumption of the title

of Great King. On his death, his wide dominion
is supposed to have been broken into several inde-

pendent kingdoms. Heliocles, B.c. 165, the parri-

cide of Eukratides, used bilingual inscriptions on
coins in pure Greek and Aryan. His rule, though
short, extended over Bactria and the Parapamisus.
Antimachus, B.c. 160, coined with Greek and
Aryan. Bactria seems to have then passed under the
sway of various Saca and Parthian and so-called

Indo-Scythian rulers, and during the first six or
seven centuries of the Christian era it was one of

the most important centres of Buddhistic nionasti-

cism. As early as the second century B.c., the
coins of Eukratides had the Bactrian - Pali, a
language cognate with Sanskrit, but written with
characters of seemingly Phoenician origin.

On the ooinsof theParthian, Sassanian, Kancrki,
Bactrian, Persian, Macedonian, Syrian, Indo-
Scythic or Buddhist rulers are Greek or Pehlavi
inscriptions, several of them in both languages.

The coins have been found of upwards of thirty

Bactro - Indian rulers whose names were not
Grecian, but who used Greek on their coins.

They have been described in Prinsep’s Antiquities,

Wilson’s Arinna Antiqiia, and Bactrian Coins
by Edward Thomas. The larger numlicr are
known ns the Azes series, and the Kadphises and
Tunibhka series.

The Hindu coins of the Andhra, Bajputana,
Canauj, Imlraprnstha, and perhaps Magadba or
Bohnr rulers, are Bul>8equent to Alexander’s in-

vasion. Tlic earliest forms in use in India and
Central Asia were adopted from the Bactrian
Greeks about n.c. 200. The oldest extant are the
group of the Sah dynasty, b.c. 180 or 170 to about
B.C. 50,

Tlic Arabian khalifsand the governors of Persia
on their coins used Pehlavi characters, and subse-
quently the Kufic. Their coins have been found
struck at Balkh, Basra, Darabjird, Herat, Kerman,
Khnzistan, Merv, Merv - ul - Kud, Nahr (van)
Seislan, and Yezd.

The capibil coins of Dehli, from the time of
Altamsh (A.n. 1211-1236) to tlie accession of Mu-
hamnnul Taghalaq (a.d. 1325), were a gold and
silver piece of equal weight, approximating to a
standard of 175 grains troy (properly 100 rati).

These coins appear to have been officially

termed respectively Sikka and Filizzat, but both
seem eventually to have had the popular name of
Tan-khwah. Sikka, a word of Hebrew origin, in

India originally appears to have been a die,

and applied to tlio coin struck. At an early date
the won! gave a name to the Zecca or Cccca, or
mint, of the Italian Republics

;
thence to the

Zecchino or Cccchino which issued therefrom,
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and in tliia shape the word travelled baek to the

East, where the term Chickeen or Chick survived
to our own day, as a comprehensive Anglo-Indian
expression for the sum of four rupees. Fiiizzat

means * metallic.’

The coinage of British India is regulated by
Acts ii. and xvii, of 1835 and xii. and xiii. of

1862. Acts xiii. of 1836 and xiii. of 1844 de-
clared that Sicca rupees, and Benares, Farrakhabad,
and Trisulee rupees, are not a legal tender. Other
Acts are xxxi. of 1837, xxi. of 1838, vi. of 1847,
and xi. of 1844.

The silver coins coined and current in British

India are the silver rupee of 180 grains, with its

portions in half, quarter, and eightli.

By Act xxi. of 1835, the copper coinage consists

of a double pice or half anna, weighing 200 grains

troy, a quarter anna or pice of 100 grains, a half

pice or one-eighth of anna of 50 grains, and a pic,

being 1 • 1 2 of anna or one-third of a pice, 33^ grains

troy. The silver fractions and the copper coins are

legal tender for fractions of a rupee. Gold has
not been coined in the mints of India since the
early part of the 10th century. Till then, the

gold mohur, value 16 rupees, and the pagoda or

bun, value 3J rupees, were current.

All the people of the east coast of Africa,

Southern India, Siam, and Japan have the cowry
shell, Cypraia moneta, for small change*, and the

radical character in the Chinese for silver, money,
riches, precious stones, expense, is ‘ poei,’ or shell.

Tavernier found pieces of twisted metal wire, called

Kari (from the province of Lnr, in Persia), current

on the Malabar co;ist
;
and Thunberg likewise saw

them current in Ceylon
;
and Knox tells of a coin

(p. 197) ‘like a fish-hook,’ These have a resem-
blance to the Celtic rings of Britain and to the

oboloi of tlic Greeks, which were kabab-skewers,
(oboloi) o/3oAo/, a handful of which made a drachma,
from to grasp with the hand.

In assay reports from the Bombay mint in 1852
on Panjab coins, the average of 190 old Mohurkee
rupees was equal to 90G62 Company’s rupees;
that of 190 new was 88*792

;
190 Gondashai

rupees averaged equal to 78*961
;
100 Jeobanshai,

e([ual to 94*781
; and .190 Nanakshai, equal to

92 ():)7 Company’s rupees. - PJO old Farrakhabad
rujHjes averagea 98*837, and 190 new, equal to

08*847 Company’s rupees. 90 Kliyrpur rupees

averaged 87*123 Company’s rupees, and 98 Nadri

ru|>cc8 106*558 Company’s rupees.

Southern India had a coinage of gold, and a
small coinage of silver ami copper, under the

Hindus prior to the Muhonicdan rule, and the

maharajas of Travancore still coin in gold.

The Mahoinedan silver (rupa) rupee was first

struck at Delili about a.d. 1541, in the time of

Slier Sliah, but was not made current in the south

of India till 1654.

Ill KiOl the English introduced India money
specially struck for India in the London mint. I'ho

coins had on them a portcullis. In lCGO-61 the

English established a mint at Madras. In 1770

there were in Bengal so many sorts of rupees,

and rupees intrinsically of the same value differed

so much in nominal value, which was regulated

by the date of coinage, tliat no one but a siraf or

money-changer could value the current coin, and

the Government were forced to establish an ideal

standard, called the current rupee, to which all

calculations were made.

Most of the Feudatory States of India continue
to coin in their own rulers’ names, and under an
Act of 1872 the coins of Native States of India are
admissible as currency, under certain conditions.

In the Hyderabad State there are several rupees,

the Hali Sicca, and others, all of less weight than

the rupee of British India. In Amraoti, the bankers

used to pass scaled bags of money. In the Hyder-
abad State the copper coins in use are shapeless

lumps, with some obscure marks on them. In

reality these copper coins are the chief part of the

currency, the value of the several silver coins

being various, and each varying daily in the

exchange of tlie bazar. The reckoning is by four,

which is called a ganda.

4 cowries (gavvalu) — 1 ganda.

14, 16, or 18 ganda = 1 tlioodi or Pisa copper.

4 thoodl or doodi ~ 1 ganda of coppers.

16 or 17 copper ganda — 1 rupee.

Nepal was conquered by theGurkhas in theNcwar
year 888, corresponding with a.i>. 1768. Prior

to this epoch, the valley of Khatmandu was
divided into three sovereignties, Patan, Bhatgaon,
and Khatmandu, each governed by a raja. Hence,
on tlie Newar coins, three scries of rajas’ names
are found, those of Bhatgaon being generally dis-

tinguished by a shell, those of I’atan by a trisul,

and those of Khatmandu by a sword. The old coins

of the Mai or Newar rajas arc much valued for their

purity, and are worn by the women, strung to neck-
laces or armlets, as tokens in memory of their ances-

tors. All money current north of the valley of

Nepal, as far as the boundaries of Chinese Tartary,
was formerly coined by one or more of the Nepal
rajas. This was a source of considerable profit

to them, the Bhutia giving them weight for

weight in silver and gold-dust
;
but Ranjit Mai,

the last reigning raja of Bhatgaon, seat them such
base coins ns to occasion a decrease of nearly one-
half of their intrinsic value, which was no sooner
<liscovered by the Bhutia than a desertion of

the mint took place, and there has been no moro
Bhutia coinage made in Nejml.

The Nepalese procure all their silver from China,
in tlie form of stamped lumps, as they are current

in Lhassa, for the Tibetans generally follow the

Chinese custom in their money transactions, of

paying and receiving by weight, and the merchants
carry scales with them for the purpose. Since
the Gurklia conquest, the Vikrama era has super-

seded that of Kevr'iir for ordinary purposes, and
the Saka, commonly used in Hindustan, baa been
introduced upon tlie Nipale.'^e coins.

A Kashmir rupee was coined in 1849 by tho
late maharaja ParUvb Singh, bearing a Christian

cross, and the letters ‘ I.ll.S.’ These were coined
shortly after the annexation of the Panjab, when
the maharaja was very anxious it) show his loyalty

in a way which he supposed likely to bo most
gratifying to a Christian Government.
Up to the beginning of the 19th century, tho

trans-Gangetic nations used lumps of silver like

the sycce of tlie Chinese.

In the Straits Settlements the rupee is current,

but there and throughout the Archipelago and tho
sen-coast of China the dollar is largely in use, and
the Spanislv dollar is the more valuable.

Chinese Currency. — Syceo silver, iu Chinese
Wan yin, is their only approach to a silver

currency. In it the Government taxes and
duties, and the salaries of officers, arc paid

;
aud
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it. in uIho current ainon^j merchants in ;ronera1.

The term Syccc is (lorive<l from two Cliinese

words, Se-szc, fine floss silk
;
which expression is

synonymous with the si^oulication of the term
Wan. This silver is formed into ingots (by the

('hinese calle<l shoes, and by the natives of India,

khuri, or hoofs), which are Htamj)e<l with the mark
t>f the ofKce that issues them, and the date of

their issiio. Tlie ingots are of various weights,

but moat commonly of ten tfiela each.

Syceo silver is divided into several classes,

ncconliiig to its fineness and freedom fr<un alloy.

The sole Chinese coin is of bronze, the silver and
gold in China being sold by weight. An ounce of

silver is the equivalent of from 1700 to 1800 of

these bronze coins, which are called ‘ sapek * by
Knropearia. They have some pieces of brass,

called taian, and in Mongol tcho, of which the

inhabitants of Siberia make tebok and tchek
;

they are of less value tlian a copec. A kind of

notes are in circulation among private persons.

In Chin.a, smooth pieces of metal, which served

rather for weights than for currency, date from
Kieng-Wang, who reigned b.c. 624. But the
earliest known piece is attributed to the emperor
Won-ti, of the lesser Sung dynasty, a.d. 465.

The kopang of the Japanese is simply an
oblong plate of gold with the angles rounded off.

In Arabia and the Persian Gulf, the silver real

and the copper falus are current
;
but the Indian

rupee and the Spanish dollar also f)a83 current.

In Arabia, the Spanish or German dollar, worth
about 48. ()d., is the silver coin

;
but in the ex-

change with India, UK) dollars range from 212
to 225 rupees. The Indian niucc also passes cur-

rent everywhere. British gold is becoming well

known. The copper pice of India are current,

but exchange varies with the supply. Arabia has
not any national coinage. According to Mareden,
it WHS not until the khalifat of AMuI Malik, in

the year of the Hijira 76 (a.p. 695), that a dis-

tinct coinage was instituted with a view of super-

serling the currency of Greek or Byzantine and
Persian gold and silver.

The <linar, under the khalifs, was about equal to

lOs. 8d. About A.D. 1440-1450, in Ibn Batuta’s

time, a western dinar was to an eastern as 4 to 1 ;

and an eastern dinar seems to have been ^\jth of a
tankha, which, even supposing the tankha of that

day to bo equal to a rupee of Akbar, would be
only 2id. A dinar at Kabul in the early part of

the 19th century was so small that 200 made one
abassi, a coin of less value than a siiilling.

The tankha in Ala-ud-Din’s time is said to

have been equal to 50 jital (a copper coin which
some said was equal to a [>aisa), and in Muhammad
Taghalaq s time it was so debased ns to be worth
not more than 16 paisa. The tankha appears to

be the coin represented by the modern rupee, and
perhaps, when at its proper standard, was about
the same value.

The rupee of Akbar contained 174’5 grains of

pure silver, and was divided into 40 dam or paisa

(of 191^ grains of copper each). The dam was
subdivided into 25 jital. Queen Elizabeth’s shilliug

contained 88*8 grains of pure silver
;

so that

Akbar 8 rupee was worth la. lljd. of English
money of his time. Akbar’s standard remained
almost unaltered all over the Moghul dominions,
until the breaking ujp of the empire in the middle
of the 18th century. The rupee of India now

contains 176 grains of pure silver, and exchanges
for 61 paisa, containing 100 grains of copper each.

Akbar bad a four-cornered rupee, called Obar-yari

by the people, this being a term applied to the

four iiiiineiliate successors of Mahomed, viz. Abu-
bakr, Umar, Usintm, and Ali.

The current coin of Persia is the kcran, a silver

coin of which 209 arc equal to 100 rupees, or

about 11 id. each. The gold toman is worth 10
keran. 50 copper guz are equal to one kerau.

The coins of Kadpliises, called Kadphises Kor-
anos, to tlistinguish liim from Kadapbes (Kad-
phises), the conqueror of Kabul, and those of

Kanerki, his successor, have been found through-
out tho whole of Upper India; two or three of

them have been obtained from Masulipatam, and
one from Tanjore. In the Mcanikyala tope, General
Ventura found shell money, the cowry, the spherical

flat ingot, Indo-Scythian and Sassanian coins, all

of which, had been deposited at the same time.

In another tope, opened by General Court, were
found Konmn denarii of Antony and Julius Ciesar,

and coins of some Roman families associated with
Indo-Scythic pieces of Kadphises. In August
1856 there was discovered a pot of very beautiful

gold coins of the time of Augustus and other
emperors, near Calliempootoor, in the lycmpully
taluk of Madura.

Symbols .— In the south of India, the figures of

animals, the dog, the fish, a serpent or eel, the lion,

the bull, the elephant, the ankus or elephant-goad,
also weapons, sword, bow and arrow, a mace,
St*barnba or poles, were largely used ou old coins

as symbols. The dog is crouching on fore legs or
plays. The fish was the ensign of the Pandyan
dynasty, but is also found on Buddhist seals. The
chakram or wheel, the chaitya, tho Ficus religiosa

or pipal leaf, also a bow and arrow, a hand, and
the swastika cross.

The old Mada and Tankha coins are all of gold,

and generally cup-shaped, the reverse convex, the
obverse concave, with fine impressions in relief,

or with a lotus or padma and chank or shell.

In the ancient coins of India, lead was used for

smaller denominations. These have been found of
all weights and sizes near Amaravati, with a lion

or the tree symbol. The lion is the most favourite

symbol represented on Buddhist sculptures. It

forms tho crowning ornament of the celebrated
laths or obelisks of Northern India, tho most
remarkable of which are the Allahabad column,
those of Bcttiah, Bakra, etc. It occurs prominently
amongst the ornaments of ancient and modern
deligop, and is a favourite symbol on the ancient
coins of Hactria and S. India.

The ehq>hant appeared conjointly with tho lion

on the Buddhist coins of Bactria and S. India;
but in other S. Indian coins tho elephant appears
on tho obverse, with some Buddhist symbol on
the reverse.

The bull, both in Buddhist and Saiva mytho-
logy, is a favourite symbol with both sects on
many of their coins. It was early adopted by the
successors of the Greek coins of Bactria, and with
the extension of the Saiva creed in India iUi

symbolic adoption became almost general. The
Indian coins with it are of lead, copper, and white
metal.

Tho horse was a favourite symbol on Buddhist
coins of S. India, of lead, and copper, and white
inetali
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The boar type of coins is the best known of all

the old coinage of the S. of India. It was origin-
ally the badge of the Chaliikya families of Kalyan
and Rajamundry, from whom i^ piissed to the later

Chola dynasty, was subsequently adopted by the
Rayar dynasty of Bijanagar, and is still found on
the seals of some of the petty local chiefs in the
Carnatic.

About IhO coins with symbols hare been dis-

covered, 27 of them have flowers (phul), dots, or
stars; 14 have varieties of the lotus (padma) or
trefoil

;
1 2 have varieties of the trident (trisula)

or sjx^ar (bala)
;
10 have flower (phul) or knot

(padma phul)
;
4 M'ith the barch’ha spear, or the

guda sceptre or mace
;
15 have the jhar or thuhar,

tree or sprig
;
0 the suraj or sun

;
7 shamsiri

dagger ; 4 the katar dagger
;

1 the ankus or
goa<i

; 13 with numerals or lett(^rs; and 13 with
the shell, panja, or hand, the Hindu deities,

Hanuman, elephant, the royal umbrella or ch^hata,

or the swastika + cross. — Vule^ Cathay^ i. p.
ccxlvii.

;
Fraser a Journey into Khorasan^ p. 74 ;

Klph, pp. 420, 430; Mr. Walter Elliot in Mad.
Jour. Lit. and Sc.

^

Jan. to Mar. 1858
;
Mr. Edward

Thomas' Prin.scp's Usefid Tables.

COIR is the fibre from the rind of the cocoanut,
and is a corruption either from the Tamil Kayer, a
rope, or the Maidive Kaubar, the name given to

the cords with which the inhabitants, according
to Abul Fazl, sewed together the planks of their

ships. It is largely used in India, and the exports

during the years 1850-51 to 1860-Gl from India
i-anged between 2393 and 5832 tons, value

£20,909 and £57,284. Between 1868 and 1878,
the exports of coir and coir rope ranged up to

10,821 tons. Coir appears in the market in

various degrees of fineness, depending on the age
at which the cocoanut is cut and the husk separ-

ated, and the care bestowed in steeping and clean-

ing. In order to remove this husk, an iron spike

or sharp piece of hard wood is fixed in the ground.
The nut is then forced upon the point, which
passes through the fibres, and thereby separates

the rind from the shell. In this manner a roan
can clear 1000 nuts daily. For the best coir, the

outer rind of the nuts is bruised and steeped in

water for two or three days, when it is taken up,

and the fibres separated by the fingers and seraph
gently with a blunt knife, and dried in the sun.

If steeped in water too long, they get dark-coloured.

Mr. Robinson thus describes the method of making
coir in the Laccadives. The husk, he says, gets

bard and woody if the fruit be allowed to bc^tne
quite ripe, therefore the proper time for cutting
it is about the tenth month. If cut before this,

the coir is weak
;

if later, it becomes coarse and
hard, and more difficult to twist, and requires to

be longer in the soaking-pit, and thus becomes
darker in colour. When cut, the husk is severed

from the nut and thrown into soaking-pits. These,

in some of the islands, are merely holes in the
sand, just within the influence of the salt water.

Here they lie buried for a year, and are kept
down by heaps of stones thrown over them to

protect them from the ripple. In others the soak-
ing pits are fresh-water tanks behind the crest of

coral. In these the water, not being changed,
becomes foul and dark-coloured, which affects the
colour of the coir. When thoroughly soaked, the

fibrous parts are easily separated from the woody
by beating. If taken out of the pits too early, it

is difficult to free the coir from impurities. If

left ill too long, the fibre is weakened, as is said

to be the case also with that soaked in fresh water.

The coir from the Laccadive Islands, Kadamat,
Kiltan, and Chctlat, is said to be of the best

description. In the Laccadives the manufacture
into cordage of the coir is entirely in the hands of

the women. When soaked sufficiently long, it is

taken out of the pit and beaten with a heavy
mallet, and rubbed with the hands until all the

interstitial cellular substance is separated from
the fibrous portion. When quite clean, it is

arranged into a loose roving, preparatory to being

twisted, which is done between the palms of the

hands in a very ingenious way, so as to produce a

yarn of two strands at onca In these islands

coir is one of the chief commodities of barter for

the ncccftaaricB of life, as rice, salt, tobacco, etc.

Tfie coir is made up for their petty traffic in short
‘ kute ’ of a mixed length and weight, and at the

end of the year these are collected and made up
into lengtlis of 70 to 75 fathoms, as received by
the (lovernment. 40 cocoaiiuts are said to yield

6 lbs. of coir in Ceylon. Mr. Robinson says

three large coast Lncc^ive nuts will yield 1 lb.

of coir, measuring 22 fathoms, whereas ten small

fine island nuts go to about 1 lb. of coir, but this

will measure 35 fathoms. 2 lbs. of such yarn,

measuring from 70 to 75 fathoms, are made up
into sootie, of which there are 14 to a bundle,

averaging about a maund of 28 lbs. A Mangalore

candy of 5GU lbs. will thus be the produce of

5G00 nuts, and should contain about 20,000
fathoms of yarn. The value of the coir produce

of a tree is calculated to be from 2 to 2} annas

;

and that of the produci^ of 100 trees, from 14 to

15 rupees. The average value of the total raw
produce of a tree bearing fruit would then bo 7

annas to J rupee
;
and that of a plot of 100 trees,

45 rupees. The annual export of coir fn^m the

Laccadives to Madras ports is about 200 tons.

In Ceylon, at Calpentyra and the Akkara-pattoo,

the natives separate the coir by burying the husks

along the border of the extensive salt-water lake,

and when, after six montlis or more, they are dug
out very clean, the fibres easily separate from the

cellular tissue of the husk. Thism^e of preparing

the fibre prevents the offensive smell emanated by
macerating the husk, so common along the road

from Colombo to Matura.

China imports coir from the Archipelago. Coir

is made into cordage, both ropes and cables, for

boats and ships, for which, from its lightness, it is

well suited. It is largely used by upholsterers as a
material for stuffing mattresses, couches, pillows

;

it is used as a substitute for oakum in caulking

ships. The fibre is also made into brushes and
brooms, os a substitute for bristles

; is cleaned,

curled, and dyed to resemble horse-hair; and made
into matting, door-mats, and netting for sheep-

folds, woven into stair carpets and floor-matting,

bonnets, hats.

—

Lond. Exh. of 1862 ;
Boyle, Fib.

PL ; Robinson's Report on the Laccadives ; Hon,
Mr. Morrison; Ondatjee.

COIX BARBATA. Roxh.
Adavi godhumulu, . Tkl.

|

Oolive, Korlmidi, • Tel.
Qila gf^di, Ooli midi, ,, |

Kokilakshamu, . . „
Grows in India. The Coix is a genus of plants

belonging to the order Panicacese. Several species

are known in India,—aquatica, barbata, gi/^ntea,

heteroclita, lacrima, pumila
;
and the following are
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COIX LACRIMA. COLKBROOKE, HENRY THOMAS.

Burmese names for undetermined specioa,—Ka le

nouk pouk, Ka le hmen, Ka le shee, Ka lo theiiig,

Ben wai thoo.

COIX LACRIMA. L, Job’s tears, Coix millet.

Ka le thee, . . . Burm.
|
J*yi-ji”» .... Chin.

The Burmese species of Job’s tears has large

esculent seeds, which are parched for sale in the

bazar. A great deal of coix is cultirated in the

Khaasja Hills about Modong
;
it is of a dull greenish

purple, and, though planted in drills and carefully

hoed and wceiled, is a very ragged crop. Tlio

shell of the cultivated sort is soft, and the kernel

is sweet
;
whereas the wild coix is so hard that it

cannot be broken by the teeth. Each plant

branches two or three times from the base, and
from seven to nine plants grow in each square yard
of soil

;
the produce is small, not above thirty or

forty fold.

—

Hooter^ ii. p. 289; Mason; Williams.

COJIA, written Khojah, Coj?ih. See Khajah.
COLABA. In the spacious harbour formed by

the islands of Caranja, Colaba, Bombay, Salsette,

and the continent, several smaller rocky islands

are scattered, bearing different names. Of these
arc Bombay, Elcphaiita, and a little island close

to the latter that Europeans call Butcher Island,

but known to the people as Depideva, Holy Island,

the island of the gods. Colaba island in ancient
times formed a shelter for the pirate fleets of

Western India. In 16G2 Sivaji fortified it; in

the 18th century Angria made it his stronghold.

Colaba is also a point or spur of rock protecting

the entrance to Bombay harbour on the north

;

it was originally a chain of islets, which have
been connected with each other and with the

island of Bombay. On its S, and W, are exten-

sive and dangerous reefs of rocks, called the Prongs.

It is still the scene of many wrecks.

COLA NUT of the Cola acuminata, west tropical

Africa. The seeds are much esteemed by the

natives for their bitter flavour, and arc said to

enhance the taste of whatever is eaten after them.

It might be largely cultivated in India.

COLAPORE. See Kolnpore.

COLAR LAKE, a marine lagoon of great

extent, lying between Ellore town and the sea.

Several marine lagoons, known in India as back-

waters, Btrcftch around both sides of the Peninsula

of India
;
north of Madras are the Ennore and Chilka

and Colar lakes, and there are several south of

Madras and on the Malabar coast. Several streams

flow into the Colar
;
and one, the Upputeru, is a

tidal river. In the hot season, many routes are

passable on foot or on horseback, which in the

rainy season become part of the lake, and have to

be crossed on a palmyra raft. The principal route

across the lake is from Ellore to Kyaalore. From
these two places palmyra rafts ply regularly to

convey goo^ and passengers. The Colar does not

extend U> Ellore itself, but its edge in the rainy

season comes within three or '‘our miles of the

town, to which there is a fairly good road. The
lake abounda with flab.

COLCHICUM AUTUMNALE. Linn,
Borinjan, . . . Araii. I Kuljikoon, Gb. of Arabs.
Meadow laffron, . . Eno.

|
Suranjan-talk, • . Pers.

The colchicum of medicine is the corroiis and
seeds ofC.autumnale, and is well described by Dioe-

corides. It was used by the Arabs, and is their

sorinjan
;
they give kuljikoon as its Greek name.

The hermodactyls of the later Greeks and Arabs,

and the sweet and bitter sorinjan of the Arabs,

were no doubt species of this genus, perhaps C.

variegatum, Planch,—O^Sh,; Royle,

COLDENIA PKOCUMBENS. Linn,
Tripunkhi, . . Hind. I Hamsa padu, . . . Tkl.
Siru padi, .... Tau.

|
Hama padi, ... ,,

A small plant growing in Southern India, used
as a poultice fresh, also when dried, in powder
with fenugreek seeds, to promote suppuration in

boils.

—

Roxb,
COLE, ROBERT, Principal Inspector-General

of the Medical Department of the Madras army
;

he wrote On the Laterite Formation, and Laterite

of the Red Hills, in the Madras Lit. Soc. J, iv. 100.

COLE, Colonel ROBERT, a military oflicer

of the Madras army, eldest son of the above Dr.

Robert Cole, author of an elementary grammar of

the Coorg language.

COLEBROOKE, HENRY THOMAS, was the
first to give a tolerable sketch of the character
and contents of the Vedas in 1805

;
and in 182J-

1827 he expounded the principles of the different

systems of Hindu philosophy. His father, Sir

George Colebrooke, Bart., was for many years
chairman of the E. 1. Company. Henry Thomas
was born in London, 15th June 1765, and died

there 10th March 1837, aged 73. He arrived at

Madras in 1783, from which ho went on to

Calcutta, where his elder brother was established.

In 1786 he was appointed Assistant Collector in

Tirhut. In 1801 he attained to the judicial line

as First Judge in the High Court of Appeal, after-

wards called the Sudder Diwani and Nizamat
Adalat, and in 1807 he became a member of

Council. He left India in 1815, at the ago of 50.

His principal writings were,

—

On the Husbandry and Commerce of Bengal, Calcutta
1795;

Hindu Law on Contracts and Successions, Calcutta
1798, and London 1818 ;

Sanskrit Grammar, Calcutta 1805 ;

Arnara Kosha, a Sanskrit Lexicon, Calcutta 1808 ;

Translation of the Dayabhuge of Jimutnvahana and
Yajnyavalkya

;

Two Treatises on the Hindu Law of Inheritance,
Cklcutta 1810

;

Algebra from the Sanskrit of Brahmagupta and Bhas-
cara, London 1817.

In the Asiatic Researches, between 1795 and
1816, he wrote on the Duties of a Hindu Widow,
Enumeration of Indian Classes, Indian Weights
and Measures (1798), Religious Ceremonies of tlje

Hindus, on the Sanskrit and Prakrit Langunges
and their Poetry, on the Vedas, on the Jaina
Sect, on the Source of the Ganges, on the Gyal,
on Olibanum, on the Dryobalanops canmliora,
on the Indian and Arabian Divisions of the 2^iao,
on the Procession of the Equinoxes.

In the Transactions of the Royal As. Society,

1823 to 1828, on the Philosophy of the Hindus,
on the Jaina Sect.

He was one of the original founders of the
Astronomical Society, and of the Society for the
Promotion of Oriental Literature, now known as

the Royal Asiatic Society. His Sanskrit mss.,

which cost him about £10,000, be presented to
the £. 1. Co. At the time of bis death he was a
Fellow of the Royal Societies of London and
Edinburgh, of the Astronomical, Geological,
Linnsean, and Zoological Societies of lA>ndon, of

the Royal Academies of Paris and Munich, and of

the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg.

—

Jo, R,
As, Soc, V. 1889; Ed. Review, 1872; Sir J. E,
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COLEBROOKE, Lieutenant K. H. COLOCASIA ANTIQUOliUM,

CoMtroolr's Life of JL T. Cokhroolc^ Lond.
1872

;
Mar Muller's Chips^ pp. 877-417.

COl.EBROOKE, Lieutenant R. IL, wrote on
the iBlands Nankouree and Comarati, As. Res. ir,

p. 129 ;
Astronomical Observations in the Anda-

mans, ib. iv. pp. 317, 385; Barron Island, iv. p.

397
;
Observations on the Course of the Ganges,

xii. p. 1.

COLEBROOKIA OPPOSITIFOLTA. Smith,

Pansra, Hind. A large shrub of the Siwalik hills

and Salt Range, growing up to 4000 feet
;
wood

used as fuel, also to make gunpowder charcoal

;

and the leaves as fodder for cattle, and are applied

to wounds and bruises. C. ternifolia, Roxb.y grows
in the Peninsula.

COl-iEHAN, a part of Singbhum occupied by
the Ho as their proper country. The Colehan is

divided into Pirhi or districts, each under a
manki or chief, and each village has its mundah
or headman.

—

Dalton^ p. 163.

COI.EOPTERA. See InsecU.

COLEROON, the most northern and largest

branch of the delta of the Cauvery river. The
Colcroon debouches in lat. 11® 25' 20" N., and
long. 70® 52' 10" E. Its entrance is marked by a

gap in the trees, and by the four porticos of the

pagoda of Chellambrum. The Coleroon branch of

the Cauvery is separated from the Cauvery below

the island of Seringhain, near Trichinoix)ly, and
after a course of 80 miles (of which it is the

boundary of this district) falls into the sea near

Devicottah. An anicut or dam was in the year

1836 constructed across the Coleroon, by vrhich

means a large supply of water is turned into the

two southern taluks of Mannargoody and Chellam-

brum, and is of material service to the cultivation.

The Coleroon anicuts are stud to havo been origin-

ally formed in the secoud century of the Christian

era.

COLEUS AMBOINICUS. Lour,

O. craesifolius, Btnih, I Plectranthus aromaticus,

V. nromaticus, ,, |
Hoxb.

Pathur chur, . . Bkno.
|
Kaq>ura valli, , . TXL.

Country borage is a delightfully fragrant plant

of the Moluccas and the Peninsula of India, and
rown in gardens. Its leaves are eaten with

read and butter, or bruised and mixed with food,

drink, or medicine.— Voigt,

COLEUS BARBATUS. Benth,
riectmnthuibarhatui, Ain. P. a^per, Spreng,

P. Forikalii, WiUd, P. monodolphui, Roxft.

P. comoBua, 8im», Ocimum asperum,

A shrubby plant, with a strong but not dis-

agreeable smell. Cultivated in gardens all over

India as greens. The roots are pickled.

—

O'Sh,

p. 491.

COLEUS OSMIRRHIZON. Elliot,

Hrebera; Valuka, Sansk.
|
Iribeli Kuru-veni, . Txu

It grows in Southern India, where it is oulti-

Tated in gardens. Hindu women use the scented

roots to ornament their hair ; and it is used as a
drug, and as an offering to idols.

C()LEWORT, a variety of cabbage, Brassica

oleracea, of little value.

—

Jaffrey,

COLLADDl or Koiladdy, a fort on the island

of Scringham.
COLLEKI, a race occupying the country south

of Trichinopoly, until the 19Ui century, so pre-

datory, that iu the south of the Peninsula of India,

Colleri became the ordinary designation of a

thief
;
derived from Kallara, thieves, plonderent

In ancient times they seem to have inhabited
the woods from Trichinopoly to Cape Comorin,
Ormo describes tliem in the middle of the 18th
century as expert thieves and plunderers

;
and the

Jesuit Father Martin says they were very cruel.’

Pennant, in the 18th century, says ‘ the adjacent
countries are covered with thick forests, and little

cultivated by reason of the savage inhabitants,

the Polygars and Colleries, who may be truly
styled “ sylvestres homines.*’ ' The Colleries, he
adds, were predatory, and their government, as
also that of the Polygars, feudal. The Colleries

are in number thirty or forty thousand. Their
country is hilly. They generally sided with
Mahomedans and the British in the wars ngainst

the French in the times of Clive and Dupleix.

Their chieftain is the Maharaja of Puducobtah.

—

Pennant's Hindostan ; Ornie's Ilindnstau,

COLLICIITHYS PAMA. B, Ham, The whit-
ing fish.

COLLOCALIA, a genus of birds belonging to

the family Cypselidac. C. linchi is the swiftlet

that produces the edible birds’ nests used in China
as a restorative food. The other species is C.
nid’fica. See Birds’ Nests

;
Birds.

COLOCASIA. Ray. A genus of plants of

the fatnily Araceoc. Several species grow in the
south and cast of Asia, viz, C. antiq^uoruin, cucul-
lata, esculciita, fornicata, cnlora, Indies, bicolor,

arborescens, montana, mucronala, nymphsefolia,

virosa, macrorrhiza of Ceylon, and C. Himalcnsis
of the Himalaya, all of them remarkable for con-
taining a milky juice. They ore grown in S,

Europe, the East and West Indies, and in Poly-
nesia, where the leaves and roots, under the

name of yam, coco, eddo, taro, are used as food,

Colocasia and its allies arc remarkable for the
distillation of water from the extremities of their

leaves. This process generally takes place at

night or in a damp atmosphere, and supplemcnta
the evaporation which takes place from the sur-
face of the leaves when the air is dry. Another
curious physiological phenomenon, well shown by
many Aroids, which have their numerous small
flowers enclosed in a sheathing leaf (spathe), ii

the rise of temperature at the time of flowering in

the floral organs, due to chemical changes in their

tissues. In these plants the sheathing spathe
prevents the dispersion of the heat, so tliat tlie

temperature inside sometimes rises many degrees

above that of the air outside. 0. grandifolia, the
great-leaved Caladium, is the Alu of Bombay.

COLOCASIA ANTIQUORUM. Schott,

Arum oolooMia, Linn,
) A iEgyptiacum, JlumpK,

There are five varieties of this plant,

—

«. Goori kuohoo, Benq. A Ashoo kachoo, Beko.
Sberoa kalengu, . . Tam. I Ghema, Chama dumpa,
Chema, Ohamakura, Tel.

| Txl.

These are cultivated in most parts of India and
Burma. Small offshoots from the tubers are,

like potatoes, planted in well-manured friable rich

soil. The roots of the Goori kuchoo are taken up
in about nine months, and those of Ashoo kuchoo
after seven months.

y, Kalo kuchoo. The roots send oqt onroeroiis

runners, but do not swell into tubers like the

cultivate varieties. The leaves and petioles are

used as greena
I. Char kuchoo and
f. Dun kuchoo are not cultivated, and seldom
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COLOCASIA ESCULENTA. COLOPHONFA.

eaten. In Burma, and /3 supply the place of

potatoes.

Kalkaci; Kur, . . Arab. Kaladi, . . . Malay.
Kab; Alu, . . . Beas. Ghuyan; Kachalu, Panj.
Goori Kuchoo, . . Bkno. Kuchoo

;
Kuchwoe, Sansk.

Aflhoo M * • M Gahala; Tadala, . SiNOH.
Kala, (Thar . »» llabaraln, ... ,,

Bun » Taro, Kopoh, of 8. Skas.
Being, ... . Burm. Kasauri; Oagli of Sutlej.
Egyptian Arum, . Eno.

|
Sima-Kalangoo, . Tam.

Yam,Eddo,Coco,Oooco, „ Chamakuru; Chama, Tel.
Arwi, Hind. I

Tliis is cultivated in many parts of India, and
np to 6500 feet in the Panjab Himalaya, and to

7000 in Ciiatnba and Kulu. It is a plant of

Greece, Asia Minor, Syria, and the East Indies.

Two varieties of it are cultivated near Calcutta,

the Goori and Asboo kuchoo
;
and three varieties,

Kala, Char, and Bun kuchoo, are found wild.

The small offsets of the Goori and Asboo are

planted about the beginning of the rains in May
or June, in a well-laboured friable rich soil. The
roots of Ashoo arc taken up about the close of the

year, and those of Goori in February or March.

—

Drs, Voigt^ Roxb. ; Bombay I^roducts; Stewart,

COLOCASIA ESCULENTA. Sch,

Arum eaculentum, L, Ariiarum esoulcntum,.

Calls colyptrata, Aox&. Humph.

Arbes; Arboe, , . Arad. Tallas, .... Jav.
Absen ul Fil, . . „ Soorun, . MAHR.,IIiNn.
Yu'tu, .... Chin. Kaladi, . . . Malay.
Arvi ki baji, . . Dukh. Kuchoo, .... Pkhs.
Egyptian ginger, . Enq. Taro, .... Tahiti.
Racine clementaire, Fr. Bima kirai, . . . Tam.
Chou de Bresie, . ,, Gadda kanda, . . Tel.
Eubare Wursel, . Gkr. Bete, .... Tkrnate.
Ohoya, .... Hind. Ahan, Coco, Eddo, W. In.

I'his species is cultivated in Brazil, the East

and AVest Indies, Burma, the -ArchiMlago, and
Polynesia. The root somewhat resembles a pine-

apple, but is globular. It is rather coarse; but

the natives of India make use of the tubers in

curries, etc. This seems to be the plant so largely

used in the West Indies and Polynesia, under the

names coco, eddo, and taro. It is a valuable

root, shaped somewhat like a yam, and when well

boiled and afterwards roasted, is not inferior

to a yam in taste. It is a common food of the

inhabitants of Travancore, where there is a

Buperior variety of it, with broad, purple-coloured

leaves. The AVarriah (Ooriah?) in the Gan-
jra Circars call it Cutchoo

;
the Malays of the

Eastern islands hold it in high estimation.

Kiebuhr says it is produced in abundance in

marshy situations in Arabia, as well as in Egypt.

Rumphins says :
* Nutrimentum est catholicum in

orientalibua nisce iusulis et tanquam utilissima

regionis oensetur planta eodem modo, ^uo ab
antiquis jam fuit temporibus in Egypto, licet ibi

haberetur cibus ruBticonim, ac forte per ssracenos

^UB usus innotuit. Oocidentalibua Africss et

EuropSB partibus, ita ut hand inepte jEthiopum
panis vocari posset’

—

Ainelit; Voigt
\ Jaffrey,

COLOCASIA INDICA. Roxb,
Arum Indicum, Lour., Roxb., W, le,

Man kuchn, . . Bxno.
)
Tota calir akldsa, . Tbl.

This is cultivated in India, E. Australia, and 8.

Sea Islands, where its esculent stems and pendu-
lous tubers are eaten by all classes.— Voigt; Irvine.

COIXXIASIA MAdRORRHIZA, Schott, in the

Fiji Islands is called ndalo or taro. There is

a water and a land variety, the former of which is

the more usually grown. The average weight of

the roots is 2 lbs., and the crops are raised from
November to April. It requires irrigation. The
young stalks and leaves are used like spinach, or
in^ soup. The root is employed for making the
miudrai or native bread. It contains much
starch.

COLOCASIA NYMPH^iEFOLIA. Royk,
Arum nymphaeifolium, I Caladium nymphreifolium,
Boxh.

I
jioxb,

Sar kuchn, . . . Bkno. I Chara kanda, . . Tbl.
Welli ela, . , Malkal.

|

This grows in moist parts of Southern India,
Bengal, and the Konkans, and is said to be used
as f(K>d in Malabar.— Voigt.

COLOeVNTH, Citriillus colocynthis, Schr.
Khanzil, . . . ARAB. Colocynthis, . , LaT.
Makhal, .... Bkkq. Peponum pulpa ex-
liitter appclen, . Dut. niccata, ... ,,
Dahak, . . . . Egvit'. Cishala indravaruni.
Bitter apple, . . Eno. Sansic.
Bitter cucumber, . ,, Titta commodoo, . Singh.
Ooloquinte, .... Fr. Coloquintidas, . , . SP.
Koloqoiiitcn, . . Gkk. Peycoomuti kal, . Tam.
Intlrayun, . . . Hind. Varricoomuti-kai, „
Coloquintida, ... It. Pootsa-kai, . . . Tkl.

Coiocynth, the Khtinzil of the Arabs, has been
used in medicine from the earliest times, and is

one of the plants supposed to be the pakjoth or
wild gourd of Scripture. It grows on the sandy
lands of the Dekhan, Gujerat, Kaiia, Dchli. Dr.
Burn states that two kinds of coiocynth occur
in Gujerat, the Cucumis colocynthis, and tlie C;
pseiido-colocynthis. Tlie coiocynth of commerce
is the dried fruit, peeled and unpeeled, and is

brought from the levant, north of Africa, and
south of Spain. Coiocynth is useful for pro-
tecting shawls and feathers against insects. The
coiocynth used in medicine as a hydrogogue
cathartic is an extract from the fruit Tliat

known in India by the Arabic names Indrayim
and Bislumba, is said to be obtained from the
Citrullus pseudo-colocynthis of Royle. Coiocynth
oil is prepared in India from coiocynth seeds.

—

Him, Bot ; Royle, Mat. Med. ; Spry,

COLOMBO, the seat of govcminent in Ceylon,
has a population of about 40,000. It is on the
west coast of the island, in lat. 6*^ 56' N., long.
79® 53' E., and exj^rta largely to Europe.
Colombo is mentioned in Singhalese historical

annals so early as A.D. 496 ;
the name is said to

signify a seaport. But this and Covelong, south of

Madras, and Quilon of the western coast, are all

the same name, * Kulam.’ It was visited by the
Portuguese a.d. 1505, aud oocu|>ied by them in

1638; but they were expelled by the Dutch in

1656, who in turn surrendered it to the Britiah

on the 16th February 1796.

COLOMBO ROOT.
Oolombo wortel, . Dut. Bala de Calnmba, . Port.
Racine de Oalombo, Fa. Kalambn khu, . . SiNOH.
Kolumba worsel, . Orb. BmU de Oolombo, . . 8p.
Kalumb*kMar,Ouj.,HiND. Columbu ver, . . Tam.
Radice di Columbo, . It. Oolumbn vero, • Tbl.
Kalumb of Mozambique.

The Colombo plant is the Coceulus palmatua.
It mws wild on the coast of Mozambioue, and at

Of%o in East Africa, and is much emtivated in

the Mauritius. The root is imported into Bombay
for re-export to Europe, and is much esteemed in

medicine for its jpoweriul antiseptic, tonic, and
astrin^nt properties.—3/‘Culloch : Voigt,

GOLOPHONIA is in French, Bois de Colophane.
To this genus De Candolle refers the tree prodQo-
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COLiXSSOCHELYH ATI.AS. C()L( )UK.

ing the Bois do Colonlmnc of the island of Mau-
ritius, and calls it 0. Mauri tiana.

Cqr.OSSOCHEI,yS atlas, a huge fossil land
tortoise, discovered by Dr. Falconer and Sir Proby
Cautlcy in 1835 in the tertiary strata of the
Siwalik Hills, skirting the southeni foot of the great
Himalayan chain. Tlicy were found associated

with the remains of four extinct species of masto-
don and elephant, spceics of rhinoceros, hippopo-
tamus, horse, anoplotherium, camel, giraffe, siva-

therium, and a vast number of other mammalia,
including four or live Bj»ecic8 of quadrumana;
also a great number of reptilian forms, such as

crocodiles and land and fresh-water tortoises.

Some of the crocodiles belong to extinct species,

but others appear to be absolutely identical with

species now living in the rivers of India, in par-

ticular, to the Crocodilus longirostris, between the

existing forms of which, and heads dug out of the

Siwalik Hills, no difference is detected. The same
result a])plic8 to the existing Emys tectum, a

common species in all parts of In<lia. A very
jierfcct fossil specimen, presenting the greater part

of the evidence of the uermal scutes, is undistin-

guishablc from the living forms, not varying more
from these than they do among each other. Prof,

Thomris Bell considers that there are no characters

shown by the fossil, to justify its separation from
tho living, Kmys tectum, now a common species

found m all j>arta of India. There are therefore fair

grounds for entertaining the Iwlief as probable,

that tho Colossochelys atlas may have lived down
to an early period of the human epoch, and become
extinct since,— Ist, from th(* fact that other Chc-
lonian species and crocodiles, contemporaries of

the OoloKsochclys in tho iSiwalik fauna, have sur-

vivcnl
;
2d, from tho indications of mythology in

regard to a gigantic species of tortoise in India.

One in th<^ British Museum is 14 b’ct in transverse

circumference, and is 1) feet long.

—

Jnur, /1 5. Sor.

/ten. No. 247 of 18,55. 8cc Toi toisc.

(H)LOUU.
I’ll. Coloro, . . , . . IT.

I’.rU* Cku. (;<.i.i, Sr.

. . fflNl)., I’KIIS,

\\ bite is the mourning colour of the. Malioine-

daiiK of Persia and in India, and of tho Himlus,

i'arbi'CR, and Chinese. Blue with Hiodus is an
unlucky colour. No one will buy a ruby or garnet

with a bluish tinge. But the cidcstial blue is the

imperial colour of the Mongols and Chinese. The
e.olour affected by Hindu, and in Burma by
Buddhist, religious mendicants, is a dull orange.

In the ceremonies of marriages of Hindus, and

on other similar happy occasions, red -coloured!

clothes must be worn, and the invitation canls

must be red-coloured.

Sir George Birdwood tells us that of all artistic

powers, that of colour, in its highest hannontes,

M the most difficult to teach. Though gcucrnl

principles can be imparted by scientific rules, the

power of colouring beautifully is undoubtedly

one rarely attained. It seems to prevail in races

as a special gift. It exists where the knowledge

of form is unknown. It accompanies an un-

conscious sympathy with nature. Many actually

savage nations colour their cloths or wraps or

mats harmoniously, though absolutely devoid of

social or mental cultivation. Europe may culti-

vate the study of colour, and understand its laws

;

but in textiles of all kind.s, from carpets to

I

gossamer muslinfl, and gold and silver tissues,

tho traditional tvste of oriental nations renin ins

unattainable by Kuropcans. In tlioir silk and
woollen fabrics, their metal work and other
manufactures, there is an inherent feeling for, and
power of producing harmony in, tho distribution

of colour, and in surface decoration. He tells us
that in the colouring of carpets of India, full

Indian rod, broken by flowers or conventional
leaves, in which orange predominates, forms a
loading feature. A cool, low blue, a green of

similar gravity of hue, and soft creamy white,

complete the palette of tho Indian designers of

these fabrics. European purchasers have intro-

I duced changes into these oriental designs, but
only to occasion losses of the exquisite harmony
of the native arrangements of form and colour.

Oriental colouring in textile fabrics seems to

result from a gift to tho various races that jpro-

duco them. Tho native designers proceed in

accordance witli immemorial traditions, and with
a certainty that resembles instinct. Their shawls
arc tho fnu^st textures, if not the most artistic

products, of tho loom. As studies of colour, tho
shawls of India have no rivals in tho range of
textile fabri(^8. Tho most cclebratc<l of these

proiluctions are produced in Kashmir from the
finest wool. Tiio ffueness and softness of its

fdjre rcbiiii colours of the most intense and deli-

cate hue. Lakes, yellows, blues, orange, greens
of several tints, rich and vivid

;
white, soft and

low of tone, and absolute black, enable tho
designer.-? to make up endless combinations. Tho
designs in all Knslimir shawls are very similar to

each other, with a cone or an occasional peacock
amongst tho rolling curves, and with the borders
of tho brightest colours. India also, though not
manufacturing shawls, produces woven tissues,

some embroidered, and some the work of the loom
only, uf a splendour unknown to Euro]>oau
weavers. Tho gold and white, gold and purple,

white and silver muslins, for colour, taste, and
delicacy of arrangement, arc amongst tlio artistic

triumphs of the Indian loom. Some of them are
of a gossamer transparency, intended for lilies'

dreases.

CoU)ur-$ticls for the lacquer-ware of India arc
used in the ranjab by the klmrati or wood-turner,
to colour his ware when the turning process is

complete. The stick consists of shell -lac, melted
down w'ith a certain proportion of wax and
sulphur, and coloured by various simple or com-
pouud colours. They arc applied by tho hand.
The ouerator holds the colour-stick against the

turnca wood object while revolving rapidly
;
tho

heat produced by tho friction melts the lac, and
the colour is deposited on the surface of the wood.
Tho skill and fancy of the operator directs him
either in laying on a uniform layer of colour, or else

putting it on in little spots or touches, by allowing

the coTour-stick only very lightly to touch tho

revolving wood, thus producing either a smooth
uniform colour, or the pretty mottled appearance

so often observed in lacquered ware. Two or

three different colour-sticks are often applied,

giving tho whole a marbled appearance of epreat

beauty. The colour thus applied is sprerxl, fined,

and polished, bv pressing the edge against the

turned object while revolving. The final polish

is given by a rag with a little oil. The principal

colours are of lac, crimson, orpiment, 1(^,
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green made of orpiment and Prussian blue» dark
blue^ indigo or Prussian, black, white, brown or

gold colour, ligbt-bluo or ultramarine.

Colours for enamels.—Vitreous masses arc em-
ployed by the minakar, or cnameller on silver,

etc. The colours arc principally green .and blue,

salts of iron and copper diffused tlmough vitreous

matter
;
a yellowish coloua also is produced by

litharge. Tlic maniifacturo consists in taking a
silver or metal vase, having the pattern of leaves

or flowers worked on it in relief, and filling the

hollows with enamel in a melted state. The coloura

used are blue, green, and red. 'Hic art of making
this material is known in lAhorc, Multan, and
other places.

(Jhine.^c red rohtur is made from Taow-fan, or

copperas. Tln?ir moilc of preparation is by putting

a pound of copperas into a crucible, over which
another crucible is luted, having a small hole in

it, which is lightly covered over; around these

they pile charcoal, and enclo.se the whole within
bricks, when they fire the ch.arcoal, and os soon
as the fumes issuing from the aperture in the
crucible become of a light colour, a small quan-
tity of the copperas is taken therefrom, laid upon
fur-wood, and moistened with water

;
if the colour

then prove to bo a bright red, they remove the
fire

;
if not, they allow the copperas to remain

subjected to the heat until it assumes that colour,

and then remove flic fire. Wlicn the crucibles

are cool, a c.akc is found in the lower one, but the

finest colour is encrusted on its sides and on the

bottom of tlic upper crucible, which is kept
separate from the cake

;
the |x>und of copperas

produces about four ounces of colour.

Chvic.^e white colour is made from calcined

translucent flint, to an ounce of* tlie powder of
which they add an equal quantity of white lead.

Chinese green is beautiful. It is prepared with
one part of powdered calcined flint, two parts of

white lead, and six parts of the scali^s of well-

hammered copper.

Chinese violet is produced by adding an addi-

tional quantity of the prep.arcd white to the green.

Chinese yellow k made by combining equal
portions of prepared white and ro<l.

Liu is the powder blue of Chinese commerce.
It is the Picn-t’sing stone, an nzurc mineral, pro-
bably arseniurot of cobalt, roasted and powdered.

All these various colours arc used by the china-

ware painters, having been previously dissolved in

gum-water, to which they occasionally add salt-

petre, copperas, or white lead. The colours are

laid on after the first baking and varnishing of

the china-ware, but the beauty and depth of the
colouring is imperceptible until after the second
baking.

Black china-ware^ the Ow-mi-cw, ornamented
with gold, is very much prized in China, To make
it, they mix three ounces of azure and seven of the
oil of stones

;
this is laid on the ware, and when

perfectly dry it is baked, after which the gold is

laid on, and the Tcssel is re-baked.

Cracked porcelain^ the To-wi-kie, is a porcelain

prepared simplr by varnishing the vessels with
a whitish ash-colour!^ varnish, made from calcined
translucent white pebbles

;
this has the property

of marbling and veining the ware, and giving it

an app^rance as if it hod been fractured into
many pieces, which had been carefully reunited.— 3/. 3f. C. ; Jamcson\>t Journal

y 1853
;

Williams* hfiddle Kingdom; PowelVs Handbook;
Sirr's Chinese ; ^fad7'as Ex. Jur, Rep.

COLQUHOUN. In 1882, Messrs. Colnuhoun
and IVabab crossed China from Canton to Burma.
Mr. Wahab subsequently died. They found
the river Canton n.avigablo by light - draught
steamers for 40U miles to the upper portion of

the gorges and rapids
;
and numerous fine cities

in Yun-nan, now fiist decaying, owing to the

Mahomedan rebellion driving the traffic to the

Yang-tze river. The Yun-nan country is a moun-
tainon.s plateau a])Out 0000 feet high, with ranges

of If),000 feet in the north, falling to 9000 in the

south. Its scenery, climate, peoples, languages,

.and costnmes change rnpidly. Numerous fine

cities .attest the former pro.spcrity of the j>opula-

tion. Opi\im, minerals, and tea arc the main
exports; the imports were cotton from Laos and
Bh.amo, English salt .and piece-goods from the

batter place, and barge c.aravans from Tibet, con-

veying tc.a. The portion of Yun-nan west of Tali

hatl been a stronghold of Maliomcdanism before

and during the late rebellion. Traces of its rule

were found in these places, in the greatly superior

architecture, and espcci.ally in the decoration of

the buildings, both private .and s.acrcd. A con-

siderable portion of the population of the plain,

sparse as it is, is still Mahomedan, and the doc-

trines of Islam .arc tiiught in some of the schools

of Mong-hoa. The al)origine8 in this region,

dwelling chiefly in the hills and hill-valleys, are

mostly Lo-lo in the northern portion, while Han-
jen prevail in the south

;
although liO-lo, Ka-tu,

Oni or Hami, and Fai arc plentiful, among whom
a few Kut-sung and Pa-tu arc found. To the

south and south-west of Tali the I^-lo are most
numerous, while round the T.ali lake the Min-clua
tribe (literally, native family) is alone found.

Tlie Lis-sou, a division of the Lo-lo, arc to be met
with to the N.W. of Tali. I-jcn .and I-chia are

names a))plied by the Chijicso and others to the

Lo-lo. They mean *
8av:4;;c people ’ and ‘ savage

family,’ which is also the complimentary term iri

use by the Chinese for Europeans. Mr. Colquhoun
met with Lo-lo,—often black and white tribes,

—

Tou-lao, Poiila, Lung-jen, You-jen, Miao (black

and white), and Fai, as well ns others of less

importance. I-bang is a Loos district tributary

to China, situated seven stages south-east of Ssu-
mno, and supplies most of the so-called Puerh tea.

At Talifu the aboriginal people met with were
hospitable, pleasant, and kind. Tiic explorer^

left Tali at the end of May, pursued their way
to Bhnmo by the route followed by Margary,
M*Cartliy, Gill, and lastly by Soltnu and Steven-

son. Y^g-chang, the Vochan of Marco Polo,

and the westernmost prefectoral city of China,
was reached on tho 7th of June 1882.

COLTS arc taken in tribute by several Eastern

races, and in tlie ancient Persian empire the tribute

of the distant satrapies was of thiskind. Armenia,
according to Herodotus, alone gave an annual
tribute of twenty thousand colts. Up to a recent

date, the princes of Amber received as tribute all

tho colts reared on one of their estates. Many of

the Persian horses which were brought to India up
to the middle of the 19th century, were supposed
to be tribute horses.— Tod^e Rajasthan. li. p.

390.

COLTSFOOT. Kwan-tung-hwa, Chin. In

China two varieties occur, one with large flowers,
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which, as also the leaves, are smoked in lieu of

tobacco.

—

Smith.

OOLUBRIDud^], a family of snakes, the last of

the sub-order Colubrina of Dr. J. E. Gray. The
Colubrina include the families Hydrid®, Boid®,
and Colubrid®. See Reptiles.

COLUBRINA ASIATICA. R, Brown.
Ceanothus AAiaticu8,ZWnii,

j
C. oapsularia, Font,

The Asiatic red-wood is a large shrub with pale

greenish flowers, belonging to the natural order

Rhnmnace®. Other two shrubs of this genus
are C. Nepalenais of Nepal and C. macrophylla of

Martaban.

—

R. Broim ; Voigt.

COLUMBA, a genus of birds belonging to the

family Columbid® and order Gemitores. C. inter-

media, C. rupcstris, C. Icuconota, occur in India,

C. nroinatica, C. coronata, and C. carpophaga have
been referred to other genera. The moat common
in India is the

—

Columba intermedia, the blue pigeon or pagoda
pigeon.

C. livift, mr.^ Blyth.

Kabutar, , , . Hind. I Kovil pora, . « . Tam.
Tarivi, .... Mahr.

|
Gudi purai, . , . Tru

They congregate in large numbers, and breed

wherever they can find suitable spots, on pagodas,

mosques, and tombs. The Indian blue pigeon

differs from the C. livia of Europe, North Asia

to Japan, and N. Africa, only in having an ash-

coloured instead of a pure white rump. The
C. livia of Europe, or rock-pigeon, with its sub-

species, is the parent form of all domesticated

pigeons. Of these there are at least 1 50 varieties,

ID four grou[>8.

The first group consisting of the German,
Dutch, and English pouters.

A second group includes the Kali-par, Murasaa,

Bussora, dragon, and English carrier
;
the Baga-

dot hen, Scanderoon pigeon, cygne rients, the

Tronfo, and the Bank.

The third group includes the Java and English

fantail, the Turbit and African owl
;
the Persian

lAJtan
;
common and short-faced tumblers

;
the

Indian frill-back and jacobin.

The fourth group includes the dovecot pigeon,

swallow, spot, nun, English frill-back, laugher,

and trumpeter.

Dr. Jerdon thus arranges the Gemitores or

pigeons, syn. Columb®, Latham:—
Fam. Treronidw.

Sub-fam. Green pigoonf ;
genera, Trcron, Crocopua,

Osmotreron, SphenocercuiL
Sub-fam. Oaipophaginie, fruit i)igeon8; genua, Car*

l>opliaga.

Fam. Oolumbidsu.

Sub-fam. Palumbinie, wood pigeons; genera, ABo-
comus, Palumbus, Palumbwna, Columba.

Suh-fam. Macropyginm, Cuckoo doves ; genua, Maccro*

pygia.

Suh-fam. Turturinae, turtle-doves
;
genus, Turtur.

Sub-fam, Gouridse, ground doves.

Sub-fam. Phapinm, ground doves ;
genus, Caloophaps

Indious.

Pigeons, doves, and turtles arc abundant in

Southern Asia and the Indian Archipelago. —
Jerdon; Blyth; Darwin.

COLUMdUS. Christopher Columbus, a Genoese,

and famous navigator, with a fleet fitted out by

the king of Spain, discovered America on the

12th October 1492. America had been discovered

A.D. 986 by Biami Herjulfson; and in a.d. 994

Leif Eriksou afterwards reached its shores, some-

where between Boston and New York. But the

memory of these discoveries had passed away; and
on Friday, August 2, 1492, Columbus set sail

from Palos, steering to the west, to reach, in his

belief, the East Indies. It was chiefly by the aid

of the Pinzon family, a seafaring Spanish house,

that be was able to get up the expedition. At
midnight of the 11th October, a sailor descried

the island, on which Columbus landed at day-

break of the 12th, and named it San Salvador.

It is now called Watling Island. He had carried

with him a letter to the khan of Tartary from
the king of Spain, and he died in the belief that

he had reached the eastern shores of Asia, and
hence gave it the name of ‘ West Indies.’ By an

ordonnance of 4tli May 1493, the Pope comfirmed

the king of Spain in the sovereignty of America,and
strictly prohibited all persons to touch at any port

within a line drawn from pole to pole 100 leagues

westward of the Azores
;
and the Portugese were

to possess all eastward of this line. But when
Magellan, sailing westward as a servant of the king
of Spain, discovered the Philippine Islands in 1621,

the Pope’s demarcation was rendered useless, and
Spain and Portugal came into collision.

COLVILLE, W. H., author of Notes on the

Geology and Botany of the Coast between Bandar
Abbas and Jaslik

;
do. between Shiraz and

Bushahr; do., island of Kishm
;
do. around the

head of the Persian Gulf, in 18G3.

COLYMBIDiB, a family of swimming birds,

now classed with the Natatores os Podicipid®. The
species of Podiceps arc called Grebes. Tlioy

haunt the sea as well as the rivers, are excellent

swimmers, and dive frequently. They feed on

small fishes, frogs, crustaceans, and insects
;
and

their nests, formed of a large quantity of grass,

etc-, are generally placed among reeds and carices,

and rise and fall with the water.

COLZA OIL, oils of Brassioa campestris and B.

oleifcra.

COMALA or Kamala. Hind. The lotus

;

pronounced Kawal. Aran-kawal, the lotus of the

desert, from Aranya (Sanskrit), a waste, and
Comala, lotus. By the spelling it should be called

Arancoinala, but the pronunciation is as above.

COMANES, a city mentioned by Ptolemy, sup-

posed to bo Nagara, near Cambay, now in ruins.

COMANI, a branch of the Kathi tribe of

Saurashtra, whose pallia, or fimeral monumental
pillars, are seen in groups at every town and
village. Abul Ghazi describes a famous tribe in

Kharazm, the ancient Chorasinia, called Comani,

the remains of which were exj^lled by Chengiz

Klian
;
and the royal author adds, ‘ Urgens was

not always the capital
;
and Abulfada tells us

Cath, also spelt Kaht, iu lat. 41® 46' N., was
formerly the metropolis .*—Rajasihany i. p. 59.

COMARASAMY^, a hill south of Ramanmalai

hill, 30 miles west of Bellary, overlooking the

valley of Sundur, used as a sanatorium.

COMARI, mentioned in the Periplus, is Cape
Comorin. See Kumari.
COMATESWARA, a colossal Jain figure,

known by this name, stands in front of a temple

at Sravana Belgola ; another colossal Jaina statue

is at Karkala in S. Canora.

COMATULiE, the feather stars of naturalists,

found in the Eastern seas.—Co//.

COMBACONUM, in Tanjore, 175 miles S. from

Madras, a large, populous town. In ancient times

the Chola kings were settled in Tanjore and Com-

\1
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bficonuin, in and near tho Cauvory and (yoJernn

rivers, and, as some niippose, pavo tlieir name to

the ('orornnndo! coast. 'I'his town is iniilt closo

to the river (-an very. It has 12 pa^^odas, and in

Hindu estimation is a very sacred place, cclehrated

for its learninfj. Brick remains of the palace of

the Chola arc found near Combaconum,
COMHKItMKKE. Stapleton Cotton, afterwards

liOrd CoinhermtTo, accompanied his regiment, the

6th Draj^oon (luards, to Klandcrs in 1793, From
tho confpicKt of the Capo ho j)rocecdcd to India,

and ho was in command of the 15th Li^^^ht

Dragoons in the year 179G, and w’as present at

Mallavclly and Scringapatam. Returning as a
colonel after ten years’ service, he married the

eldest daughter of the third Duke of Newcastle in

1801
;
and wa.s at the head of his brigade of the

14th and IGth Light Dragoons at Oporto and
Talavera. In 1800 Sir Stapleton Cotton wa.s

created locally a Licntenant-liencral, and placed

at the head of tho whole allied cavalry. Ho was
in tho retreat from Almeida, and subsequently

at Busaco, Fnentos d’Onor, Salamanca, Kl Bo<lon,

tho Pyrenees, Orthes, and at the battle of

Toidousc. F«vr his services in the Peninsula he

was created a peer, and ri'ccived the thanks of the

British Parliament. In 1814 he married a second

time, Miss Grevillc. I.ord Combermcro went to

the West Indies as Covernor of Barbadoes in

1817, and as Commander-in-chief of the forces

in the islands at the en<l of the American war.

He served in India as Commarnlor-in-chicf
;
and

in 1825-26 he stormed and took Bhurtpur.

COM BOY. SiNQH. A waist-cloth resembling

a petticoat, worn by the Singhalese.

COMBKIOTACKv^. Jl, Jir. Tlie inyrabolan

tribe of plants, consisting of trees or shrubs,

simple or climbing, of 22 genera, and about 110

species in MmlagJiscar, Bourbon, Mauritius, the

Society lHlnnd.s, China, ami 64 in the East Indies,

viz. 23 Tcrmiimlia, 25 Coinbrclnm, 2 Poivrea,

2 (jctonia, 2 (^ui.sfpialis, 4 Anogenssus, 2 Lnmnit-
zera. Yho various species of Terininalia yield

several valuable economic pro<luct8
;

tho Ano-
geissus An<l Liimitzera useful woo<ls, and Quisqualis

fruits excellent vermifuge. Tenninalia bcUcrica

gives a good serviceable wood where elasticity and
strength arc required. Tho withes of two species

of the Combretum are extensively employed in

the place of iron stretchers for tho mouths of the

leathern buckets used iu drawing water from wells, i

Combretum ovalifoliiim, rotiindifolium, costatum,
|

Acumioatum, Chincusc, and extensum occur in
j

India.

—

Mason; Voi^t ;
lloxb.

\

COMBS.
K&mmon,.... Dut. SUir, Garu, . . Malay.
Peignes, Fa. Pentes, .... 1*ort.

Kamme, . . . . Gf.u. Grcbnii, ..... Kus.
Kunghi, .... Hind. Peiiics Sp.

{

Peltini, It. Sbipu, .... Tau.
{

Pectiaci, .... Lat. Duvenna, .... Tzl.

Combs for cleaning and a<lju8ting the hair are

formed of horn, bone, tortoiseshell, wood, etc.

In Ceylon, tho marginal pieces of tortoiseshell
|

are also us^ at Point de Galle in the manufacture
of bracelets ;

and necklaces, formed of a chain of

shell resembling amber in appearance, bear a
higher price than such as arc formed of the darker
shell. In Ceylon, tortoiseshell combs are worn
by men as well as women. In the numerous
excesses into which European costume has been

carried, the size of tho back comb worn by livdies

IinH never altainod that of the Singbalcse men,
who also wr^ar a narrow, long, bent comb across

the fore ])art of the bead. Eiv(* itounds even is

a moderate price for a tortoiBCHhcll back comb,
wliich increatios in value according to tho size and
quality of tho Hbell. Hair-pins of tortoiseshell

arc worn by the women, gold and silver being
substituted for full dress. Those hair-pins are

among the articles purchased by passengers. A
comb is always ])art of the belongings of the

darvosh of Central Asia.

—

Faulkner; JiohdCy MS.

;

M^i^ulloch.

COMILIiAH, the chief civil station of Tiperah.

COMMANDMENTS of the southern Buddhists
arc ten in number. Amongst them,—Kill not,

Steal not, Commit not mlultcry. Lie not. Take
notliiiig tliat intoxicates.

(X)MM I'JA'N ACEyb], the spider-wort tribe of

plants, comprisiiig the geiw'ra Ancileina, Ciunpclia,

Commelyna, Cyanotis, Miirdannia, Follia, and
Tradcscantia. Wight dcscribcB Commelyna Ben-
galcnsis, criHtatfi, nana, papilioimcc*a, polyspatha,

and 8ca}»illora. (\ coc^pitOKa occurs in Burma;
and Dr. Honigberger received nmlitlora from
tin; Himalayas under the name of Kandooleo. Tho
rhizomes of some species are sbirohy, and are

eaten. Itumphii is uso<l in India as an emcna-
goguc.— II'. Ir.

; JtulddL

COMM E LVN A B ENfJ A I .ENSIS. Morrison.
Ifo-tan t‘u, . . . Chin.

|
Kan churn, kAntiruku, Hi).

Has small blue tlowors.

—

Sfnith.

( X )M M 10 LYN A (X )M .M UN I S. L in n .

Calf gra.s«, . , . Kno. Vennadovi kura, . Tkl.
Vataa priain, . Hanhk. Nini knHHUVu, . . „
Kanaiig kirai, . . Tam. Venna inuilrn, . . ,,

Kunnu katti pillu,
. ,, Vcniia vedara, . . ,,

lb* succulent leaver arc used by the Hindus for

feeding young calves when they wish to wean
them from tlicir milk. The plant has a siimll

delicate blue llowcr, and is found growing on tlic

banks of watcrcoursts, along whicli it spreads
rapidly, sending suckers into the ground. Pound
in lawns. 'Pho leaves are used by the natives

mixed with other greens.—Aiuslic; Jaffrey.

COMMEI.YNA MEDICA. Smith ?
‘ The T’sun-

tung of the (Xniiesc. Its tubers are used os a
cooling medicine. The same name is given to tho
roots of the Ophiopogon Japonicus, and of a
8])ecie8 of Ancileina.

—

Smith,

COMMELYNA OBLIQUA. —? IsthoXaniura
and Kana of Hindustan. Tho root of this piaut
is edible.

COMMELYNA POLYGAMA. Smith,
Yah-chih-ts'au, . Chin.

|
Chuh yoh-ts’ai, . CHIN.

The duck's foot grass or spider-wort. In China
is much cultivated as a pot herb, which is eaten
in spring. The juice of tho llowcr is used as a
bluish pigment in painting upon traDsparencies.—Smith,

COMMERCE. From the earliest historic times,

products from tho S.E. of Asia have been carried

to the west by the same sea routes as are now
followed, or have been, as now, carried across the

deserts of Central Asia and through the passes in

its mountain ranges.

The earliest route between Europe and India of

which there is any record in the works of Hero-
dotus, Strabo, Pliny, and others, was by the Red
Sea. Even before the building of Troy, spices,

drugs, and many other kinds of merchandise were
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sent from the East by this route. The ships caravan was marked by the convenience of mcr-
coming from the Indian seas landed their cargoes chants and the position of watering-places. Each
at Arsinoe (Suez), from whence they were carried had its fixed time of starting, its invariable daily
by caravans to Cassou, a city on the coast of the halting - places, its entrepots, and its points of
Mediterranean. The distance from Arsinoe to junction with other caravans who would join it

Cmsou was about 106 miles. According to Strabo, for protection.
this route was twice altered in search of a more At one time two great lines of caravans started
commodious one. Sesostris of Egypt started the from Yemen. The one proceeded from Hadra-
idea to which M. de Lesseps in the Christian year of maut by Oman, and took the line of the Persian
1869 gave effect. The Egyptian monarch caused a Gulf; the other came by the Hejaz along the
canal to bo cut from the Red Sea to a branch of the coast of the Red Sea, ana arrived at Petra, and
Nile, and had ships built for carrying the traffic, from hence bifurcated off into two roads, the one
but for some reason the enterprise did not succeed, going to Gaza and the other to Damascus. From
In 1 Kings ix. 20, also, it is mentioned that about Yemen to Petra the time of the caravan march was
1U()0 B.C., Solomon king of Israel ‘ made a navy of seventy days

;
and the stations of the present day

ships in Ezion-geber, which is beside Eloth, on the are the same as those described by Athenodorus, and
shore of the Red Sea, in the land of Edom.’ And were probably the same in the days of Ishmael and
these ships brought gold, silver, and precious Abraham. The Maadite tribes found in this traffic

stones from Ophir and Tarshish in such quantities, an immense field of employment. Some let their
that king Solomon ‘ exceeded all the kings of the camels for hire, some acted as guides, some secured
earth for riches.’ Silver was so plentiful at his protection in return for payments of money, some
court, that it was ‘ accounted nothing of.’ The engaged themselves in traffic. Some revolution
king's drinking-cups were made of pure gold, and interrupted this caravan trade

;
the vast cities

his shields were covered with beaten gold. We which maintained their enormous prosperity by
are distinctly told that the navy of Tarshish the passage of caravans fell into decay

;
but re-

brought * gold and silver, ivory and apes and mains of colonnades, temples, and amphitheatres
peacocks,’ and Ophir has been supposed to have excite the traveller’s admiration and surprise,

been soirje district or port in India. The Tarshish amid the sands of the Hauran and the deserts east
fleet is said to have arrived at Ezion-geber only of the Dead Sea and the Lake of Tiberias. Pal-
once every three years, from which we may rayra, Philadelphia, and the cities of the Deca{>oliB

infer that the voyage was a considerable one, or were the northern stations or termini of the great
that the ships had to go with the S.W. monsoon caravan road from Petra to Damascus. But the
and return with the N.E. winds, or made a position of Petra was peculiarly adapted to ad-
trafficking voyage from one place to another, until vanco it to that incredible degree of opulence
the one cargo was sold and another shipped, which won the admiration of visitors in the days
Neither place has been identified. Had the snips of Greece and Rome, which was described by
visited the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, or Athenodorus the Stoic, and which, after having
Borneo, they would have known of the Simia been forgotten in the desert for centuries, still

satyrus (the orang-utan of Malacca and Sumatra, exists, within its rock ramparts and its richly

the mia of Borneo), or seen the Siamauga syndac- cliiselled and stately pillare and edifices, to astonish

tyla, tbe long arms of which measure live icet six and instruct the modern traveller, Petra, in fact,

inches across in an adult about three feet high, was one of the chief points of junction of the

As at the present day, the ancient mariners boldly great caravan traffic, and it was hero that the

crossed the Arabian Sea, and reached Miiziris, a cargo of the caravan changed hands from the

port on the Malabar coast of India, in a voyage of carriers of the southern to those of the northern
forty days, or about the middle of September, merchants.

and they left India on their return at the end of With the fall of the mighty Roman empire, the

December. The races ruling in Mesopotamia, on routes by the Red Sea and Arabia seem to have
the shores of the Persian Gulf, the Akkad and been abandoned

;
and centuries afterwards, when

the Phoenicians, also prosecuted the Eastern trade, the Genoese engaged in commerce and navigation,

The land routes have varied with the revolutions a former trade route had been reopened up be-

that have raised and swept away the military rulers, tween India and Europe. The merchandise from
They have, at times, led through the deserts of the western part of India was now carried up the

Africa, have crossed the immense steppes of High river Indus as far as it was navigable, and then

Asia, and over the passes in its mountain ranges, across country, tlirough Sainarcand, to the river

and, as at Uio present day, caravans of camels, Oxus, down whicli it wa.s shipped to the Caspian

with their bales and chests bound with cords, as Sea. In like inaimer the merchandise from China

Llescribedin Ezekiel, trailed theirlonglengthsalong. and the Moluccas was shipped across the Bay of

Pliny (lib. vi. c. 4) particularly describes one route. Bengal, and up the rivers Ganges and Jumna, and
* Having arrived at Bactra,’ he observes, ‘ the then carried overland to the Oxus. Samarcand

merchandise then descends the Icarus as far as was then a great emporium, and the merchants of

the Oxus, and thence are carried down to the India, Turkey, and Persia met there to exchange

Caspian. They then cross that sea to the mouth their wares. The ships sailed across the Caspian

of the Cyrus (the Kur), where they ascend that to the port of Astracan, at the mouth of the Volga,

river, and, on going on shore, are transported by Thence the goods were carried up the river to the

land for five days to the banks of the Phasis city of Novgorod, in the province of Rcizan (a

(Rion), where they once more embark, and are city that must have been considerably to the south

conveyed down to the Euxine.’ of the famous Nijni Novgorod of to-day), then

In the days of Augustus, Aulus Gellius de- overland for some miles to the river Don, where

scribed the caravans of Arabia as being like armies they were loaded in barks and carried down stream

in magnitude. The time and course of each to the Sea of Azof, and on to the port of Caffa or
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Theodosift, in the Crimea. Caffa belonp^cd at that
j

describe in these regions a state otf things much
time to the Genoese, and they came there in their

j

superior to what we have since known of them,
galliassofl to fetch Indian commodities, which they They describe the region Hear the coast north of

distributed throughout Europe. In the reign of
;

tlie limits of Cape Colony as occupi^ by well-

Cominodita, emperor of Armenia, a better route I settled kingdoms, some rulc<l over by Arali, some
was followed, by the merchandise being transported by natives, and all enjoying a tolerably advanced
from the Caspian Sea througli Georgia to the city state of civilisation. The European traders did not
of Trebizond on the Black Sea, whence it wa.s contribute to the peace and happiness of this region,

shipped to all [)arts of Europe. This was doubt- The stronghold of Captain Kyd is shown still in

less the origin of the connection of the Armenians the neighbourhood of Johanna, and his castle

with tlic trade of India. So highly was this route was certainly built about that time. A system of

approved of, that anotlicr Arnumian cmi)eror in plunder prevailed. The power of the l^ortugueso

said to have actually begun to cut a canal, 120 was much crippled by their rivals, but when they

miles in length, from the Cjispian to tho Black wore on the mainland they did nothing but turn

Sea, for the greater convenience of the trade, hut their attention to the capture and sale of slaves

;

the author of tliis scheme was slain nnd the enter- commerce dwindled, and the country siuik. The
prise fell through. early Portuguese maps show that the country

After a time tlm Venetians came u})on the scene, which in those older maps was represented as filled

and took up a now and much shorter trade route Avith towns, has in the later ones been set <lown
to India, that down tho river Euphrates,—a route as almost unknown.
which even at the present day is believed by some The people who have now the most influence in

to be the best that could be selected for eomnmni- commerce, and carry on by far tho largest trade,

cation between India aiid Europe. The Venetian arc tho Asiatics from the north-west coast of India,

merebants sailed from Venice to Tripoli; thence They aro of different tribes. None of them can
their goods were carried in caravans to AlcpjK), tell very accurately when they began to come to

which was a famous mart, and whose reputation Africa to trade. They ilo not bring their wives
Shakespeare did not fail to notice, h'rom Alcpju) and families with them, but arc generally young
the caravans made their way to Bir on the banks men who tra<le on the coast for some years, and
of tho Euphrates. Hero tho merchandise was return to India to manage the same trade in its

transferred to boats, and convoyed down tho river home branches. During the Portuguese <lomi-

to a point near Baghdad on tho Tigris. Baghdad nation, they were very nearly expelled. The
being reached, the morchandiso Avas then trans- Bhattia and Banya, Avho form a large number of

ferred to boats on the Tigiis, and carried down to these traders, are Hindus, and are very strict ones;
Bassora and the island of Ormu;* in tlic Persian yet it is remarkable that they may leave India and
Gulf. In those days Ormuz was the greatest live in Africa for years, witliout incurring tho

emporium in the south of Asia. Here all tlic penalty of loss of crusto which is enforced against

velvets, clotlis, nnd manufactures of the West Hindus leaving India in any other direction.

Avero exchanged for the spices, dm gs, and precious Several Unid routes through Central and High
stones of the East. Asia continue to be followed. The present channels
Tho Avcalth acquired by tho merchants ol Venice of trade between Afghanistan, Ibnaiai, Western

in their trade with the East excited the envy of ' Turkestan, and India, aro the passes of tlicSulimani

tho whole of Europe. The Portuguese especially 1 range and those leading to and from Pcsliawur.

spared no expense in their ciid(*avoar8 to discover
|

The Moolla i)a8s near Gandava, level throughout,
a new route to India, and in the latter j)art of the

j

may be traversed in all seasons. Througli the

1,5th century they found their Avay to Calicut by ! Bolan pass the trade jxisses from Kandahar into

tho Caj)c of Goo<l Hope; and the clioapcst route j JSind, a distance of 400 miles. Tho Guleri pass,

between Europe and India Avas the high Hca. But
|
opposite Debra Ismail Khan, is the chief trade

after making use of the Cape sea route for 400 route between Afghanistan and tho Panjab; tho

years, tijo Avorld has returned to that by the Jh*d trade through it is in the hands of IViviiidah,

Sen, Avhich Avas followed by the ships of king a hereditary clan of merchants. Tlio I'atara and
Solomon and Hiram king of Tyre. Abkbana passes, leading from Kiibnl to Poahawur,

Along the eastern coast of Africa, merchants arc practiaible all the year. The Suliman moun-
from Great Britain, France, l^ortug.d, ami Ger- tains form the Avesteni frontier of tho Panjab
many are now settled, but Asiatics form a connect- and Sind. The Bolan pass collects the trade

ing link between tlio Fhiropeans a)Ml tho African ]>oth of Kandahar and Kaiat, and debouches upon
races. Arabs, and Hindus froju Sind and from Sind at the important mart of Sliikarpur, whoso
Cutch, have from time immemorial tradcl on tiiat merchants have direct dealings with the remote
coast, and the Arab dynasties of Johanna and of cities of Central Asia. Tlie Gomal pass, leading
neighbouriug places gave accounts of their arrival fromGInizni to Debra Ismail Khan, is followed by
on the coast, Avbich Avas long prior 1«) that of the the half-military, half-trading clau of Povindahs,
Portuguese, having been far back in tlie middle ayIio bring their own caravans of camels into the
ages, and there appears to have beeti Rcttlemeiits heart of India. The Khaibar pass leads from Kabul
on the coast of powerful Arab and Persian emi- to Pcsliawur. The aggregate value of tho annual
grants in tho early cciituriea of tlio Cliristian era. trailo Avitli Afghanistan cannot be less than one
The arrival of the Portuguese revolutionized the million sterling each Avay, or a total of two nnlliouB.

trade. It was not only that a stop was put by In 1875-76 the total iinjiorts from Kabul were
their discovery to the Venetian and Genoese trade valued at £014,000, consisting chiefly of raw silk,

with India, but its effect was very nearly to drive dried fruits aud nuts, manjit or madder, and other
away from the coast of Africa the Indian and Arab dyes, oharras(an intoxicating preparation of hemp),
traders who had carried on oommeroe in this region, and ot^er drugs, wool, nnd furs. The total exports
Vasco da Gama and the early Portuguese traders were valued at £816,(KK), chiefly cotton goods both
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of native and European manufacture, Indian tea,

indigo, and salt.

The Panjab also conducts a considerable busi-

ne^, via llashmir, with Yarkand, Kashgar, and
Cliineso Tibet, estimated at about one million

sterling altogether. The chief marts on the side

of India are Amritsar and Jullundhur, from which
latter place the route runs northwards past
Kangra and Palampur to Leh, where a British

official has been stationed since 1867, in which year
also a fair was established at Palampur, to attract

the Yarkandi merchants. Merchandise is usually

conveyed across the Himalayan passos on the backs
of sheep and yaks

;
but British enterprise has suc-

cessfully taken mules ns far as Lcli. In 1875-76,
the total imports from Kashmir were valued at

£484,000, chiefly pashmina or shawl-wool, charms,
raw silk, gold dust, silver ingots, and borax

;
the

exports were valued at £342,000, chiefly cotton
goods, food-grains, metals, salt, tea, and indigo.

In this land traffic the difficulties to- contend
with are partlj*- from tho social and political state

of the nations through which the trade passes, and
partly the physical difficulties of the countries

which it has to traverse. Every skein of Bokhara
silk in the market of Amritsar, has to traverse

upwards of 1000 miles over u abridged rivers and
mountain passes, one of them 11,700 feet above
tho level of the sea

;
every fabric from Euroi)c

expost'd in tho bazar at Yarkand, has to perform
a journey of 525 miles from tlic Panjab, over passes

of 11,300, 12,570, 13,446 feet in height, to Leh,
thcuco over still loftier mountains and through an
inhospitable route for 575 miles more. Neverthe-
less, to combat these difficulties, wo find in exist-

ence an indomitable mercantile energy, hereditary

in certain tribes, as the Babiof South Afghanistan,
the Povindah of tho Guleri pass, the J^iracha of

Turkestan, and the Kiryakash of Yarkand. Year
after year their caravans stream into the Panjab
from Mashed, Kabul, Bokhara, and Yarkand, bring-

ing talcs of perils overcome; native ballatls bewail
the hardships of the travelling merchant, but tlicy

still stream on.

Afghanistan^ a mountainous region lying be-

tween lat. 30° and 36° N., and long. 00° to 68° Pi.,

with a population estimated at 4,200,000, contains

within its limits three great entrepots of trade

between Europe, Persia, Turkestan, and India,

—Herat, Kabul, and Kandahar,—whore the silk of

Bokhara and Khotan, the shawl-wool of Kirinan

on the south-west, and Khokaiul, are exchanged
for the fabrics of Europe and for the indigo and
the spices of the east. Passing tho well-watered

plains of Murghab and tho j^etty Uzbak states to

the north-west of the Bamian hills and the Kiinduz
districts, in whose eastern frontier are the ruby
mines of Badakhshan, and the lapis-lazuli quarric.s

of the valley of the Kokcha, wo come to the plains

of the Oxus and Jaxartes, the Amu Dariya and

the Syr Dariya, into which Russia has passed, but

formerly divided politically into the three Uzbak
khanate states of Khiva, Bokhara, and Khokand.
Of these, Khiva khanate has a population estimated

at2,600.000; Bokhara, oneof 2,000,000; but Bokh-

ara is at once the most productive, and its capital

is thegreatdepdt for the trade of Cental Asia, occu-—
-ing the position held in more ancient times by
ilkA and Samarcand. Its silk is used through-

out the north-west of India ;
its cotton is exported

largely to the north
;
and the black lambskin wool

of Karakul, one of its provinces, is a staple article

of trade
;
while it imports considerable quantities

of tea, fur skins, iron, and cotton goods. Caravans
leave yearly for Russia via Orenberg and other
frontier towns, and the trade with that country is

estimated at upwards of £300,000 per annum

;

it has also a considerable trade with Western China
via Yarkand, with Persia via Mashed, and with
India via Kabul and Peshawur. Under Russian
supremacy, Bamarcand is resuming its former
position ns the more important mercantile site.

Proceeding eastward to the borders of Chinese
Turkestan, including the provinces of Yarkand,
Kashgar, and Khotan, we find the former the

entrepot of trade between China and Bokhara,
and the latter celebrated from the time of Ctesias

for its mineral products, its jade and emeralds, its

shawl-wool and flax
;
a considerable importer of

furs, broadcloth, leather, and sugar, and at one
time the entrepot of a vast trade with Hindustan.
Turning south, we come to the kingdom of Kash-
mir, including its outlying province of Ladakh, the
former sending its valuable shawls to all parts of

tho world, while the latter supplies shawl-wool in

exchange for opium, the produce of tho Kuhi hills,

otter-skins, cotton piece-goods, spices, and drugs.

The Quetta trade goes on to Kandahar, but not
much further west, as the maritime trade from
Bombay up the Persian Gulf carries articles more
cheaply than they can bo conveyed by any land

route.

The trade into Kashmir is conducted with tho

districts of Hazara, Rawalpindi, Jhclum, Gujorat,

Sialkot, and Gurdaspur,
With Kabul the trade ptasscs through Pesha-

wur, Kohat, Debra Ismail Khan, and Bannu. That
through Peshawur is by the Khaibar, Tatara, Ab-
khaiia, ami Gandal routes

;
that from Kohat is

by the Thul and the Kurram valley
;
that by the

Dehra Ismail Khau district goes by the Gomal pass,

and Sewastau is reached by this.

'I'ho Bajaur trade is via Peshawur and Hazara
;

to Yarkand, via Amritsar; and to Ladakh, through
3\ulu.

The route to the west from Kfibul to Bokhara
runs via Bamian, Saighan, Doaba, Hibark, Hasrak
Sultan, Kulm, Balkh, Kilif - ford, and Karshi.

Bokhara is the great centre mart to which mer-
chants resort from Samarcand, Tashkaud, and
Khokand.
The Chinese Tibet tmde goes via the Hindustan

Tibet road, the several routes converging at

M';iiig-tu, where the Sutlej crosses tho road. At
GiirtokJi town, in Chinese Tibet, a commercial
fair is held twice a year, at which traders meet
from Ladakh, Nepal, Kashmir, and llindustaD.

Tho routes to Tibet are by five passes, viz. the

Nilanghat, at the eastern corner oi Native Garh-
wal (Tehii) ;

the Mana and Niti passes in British

Garhwal
;
and the Johai*, the Darma, and the

Byans passes in Kamaon.
The routes into Nepftl arc by Kamaon, Phili-

bhit, Khcri, Babraitch, Gonda, Basti, and Gorakh-
pur.

Nepal Trade lloutes .—From Khatinandu two
routed branch off over the central range of the

Himalaya, which both ultimately come down into

the valley of the Tsanpu, or great river of Tibet.

In 1877-78 the registered trade with Nepal
(which is doubtless under-estimated) amounted
to a total of £1,687,000, of Avhich more than
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two-tliirds was conducted by Bengal. The ex-

porte from Nepal were valued at £1,054,000, the

principal items being food-grains and oil-seeds,

cattle, timber, and horns. Other articles of

export are musk, borax, chiretta, madder, car-

damoms, chauri or yak tails, ginger, balchar or

scented grass, furs, and hawks.
British India is geographically adapted to mari-

time trade, and an Indian nation might have been
a naval power alniost as easily as the British them-
selves have become so. The coast of India offers a
ready means of intercourse with foreign countries.

Tlie mountains on the north are a great barrier to

trade with Central Asia. But to the south-east
and west are countries and people with whom
the natives of India have established independent
relations. India possesses a long coast - line of

over 2000 miles and about 300 harbours
;
but the

foreign trade of the Indian empire is practically

confined to Akyab, Cocanada, Chittagong, Coringa,
Negapatara, Beypur, Calcutta, Bombay, Madras,
Rangoon, Moulmcin, Colombo, Trincomalee, Gallc,

Tuticorin, and Kurachee, all of which, except-
ing Madras, are excellently situated as central

marts for the distribution of articles of commerce.
To Rangoon, Moulnioin, and Bassein naturally

flow by the Irawadi all the products of Upper
Burma and of Pegu

;
while the railway between

Rangoon and Proine offers further facilities for

the conveyance of merchandise. Calcutta is the

most convenient point of distribution of the trade
conveyed by water through Bengal, while it is

also the terminus of the two main railway systems
of Bengal. The river, too (formerly dangerous
to navigation), is now carefully charted, while the

Port Trust has provided conveniences for shipping

which are probably unequalled in the whole world
for the ease with which cargo is loaded and dis-

charged. The Northern Bengal State Railway has

opened out rich tracts, producing tobacco, jute,

and other valuable commodities in great abundance,
and rendering trade to some extent independent of

the rivers in that region, which cease to be avail-

able highways for the conveyance of goods when
the waters are low.

Sir John Strachey has remarked that ‘ India is a
country of unbounded material resources, but her

people are poor. Its characteristics are great

power of production, but almost total absence of

accumulated capital. On this account alone the

prosperity of the country essentially depends on

its being able to secure a large and favourable

outlet for its superfluous produce. But her con-

nection with Britain and the financial results of

that connection compel her to send to Europe every

year about 20 millions’ worth of her products,

without receiving in return any direct commercial
equivalent. This excess of exports over imports
is, he adds, the return for the foreign capital, whicli

is invested in India, including under capital not
only money, but all advantages, which have to be
paid for, such as intelligence, strength, and energy,

on which good administration and commercial
prosperity depend. From these causes, ho says,

the trade of India is in an abnormal position,

preventing her receiving the full commercial
benefit which would spring from her vast material

resources.’ In the thirty-six years between 1835
and 1871, the value of merchandise exported from
India amounted to £1,012,000,000; the value of

merchandise imported into India, to £583,000,000,

showing an excess of £429,000,000 on the exports.

The value of treasure imported in the same period

was£312,000,000 against £37,000,000re-exported,
being a nett import of £27.5,000,000* In 1880,
India sold to foreign nations £60,000,000 worth
of strictly Indian produce, which the Indian

husbandman had raised, and for which he was
paid. In the year 1881-82 the total trade of

India, including exports and imports, exceeded

£141,000,000.
The commercial transactions of British India

with foreign countries are chieHy with the United
Kingdom of Great Bribaiii and Ireland, and with
China. In the year 1881-82, the total value of

the imported merchandise and treasure was
£58,314,865, and that of the exports £82,999,346.

Cotton jiiece-goods, twist and yarn, thread and
other sorts, importedwere of value Rs. 29,99,41 ,635.

The values of sugar, refined and unrefined, and of

woollen goods, were each above a million sterling;

metals, raw and manufactured, 3^ millions; while

of the exported articles the opium was valued at

Rs. 12,43,21,418
;

rice, grain, pulse, wheat, seeds,

£17,240,750; tea and coffee, £5,056,601; raw
cotton, cotton goods, twist and yarn, £16,946,475.
In that year twenty-five of the more important

Imports, were— i Exports, were—

Animals, . Rs.
Apparel, . .

Coal, . . . 1,

Coffee, , , .

Corals, . , .

Cotton, raw, .

„ -twist and
yarn, . 3,

,, nianuf., 20,

Drugs, . . .

Dyeing materials,

Hardware,
cutlery, . .

Jewellery,
Leather, . .

Liquors, . . 1,

Machinery, . 1,

Metals, . . 3,

Oils, . . .

I’apcr, . . .

Provisions, . 1

,

Salt, ...
Silk, raw, . .

„ inanuf., . 1

Sugar, refined, 1

Tea, ....
Woollen goods, 1

20,8.5,436

1)1,14,030

,02,00,436
10,38,082
18,53,544

10,42,766

1,22,20,648

',77,20,986

38,18,880

,
17,M,90G

62,06,1.32

30,89,241

10,95,900
,.30,80,720

,22,10,404

,51,08,734
.50,05,853

47,31,342

,05,30,831

50,90,671

74,92,107

,21,17,0.50

,24,21,892

19,96,906

,12,12,320

Coffee, . Rs. 1,44,74,050
Cotton, raw, . 14,93,59,595

,, twist

and yarn, . 1,30,88,362

,, manuf., 64,16,798
Indigo, . . 4,50,90,802
Other dyes, . 20,14,133
Grain, rice, . 8,30,81,669

„ wheat, 8,60,40,815

„ other,. 32,85,022
Hides A skins, 3,94,87,924

Jute, raw, . . 5,03,03,023

,, manuf.,. 1,09,75,886
Lac, .... 71,95,283
Oils, . . . 46,82,274
Opium, . . 12,43,21,418
Seeds, . . . 0,05,40,987
Tea, .... 3,00,91,363
AVood, . . . 66,57,025
Wool, raw, . 81,45,513
Woollen fabrics, 19,66,830
Coir, manuf.,. 18,21,130
Gums and resiuH, 25,45,896
I ‘revisions, . 20,98,349
Spices, . . , 24,58,900
Stone, Jade, . 23,01,800

British India Foreign Trade.

Iiuportn.
'

Merchnndisc.

“je36,^22,Ti3“
,38,891,C.5<’,

37,440,631
41,464,185
37,800,594
41,lCf>,003

53,116,770

Treasure.

£8,141,047
5,300,722

11,436,120

17,355,459
7,0.56,749

11,655,395
8,988,214

Tot.'il.

£447303,1^
44,192,378

48,876,751
58,819,644
44,857.343
52,821,398
62,104,984

1

Exports.

1
MerctmniUbu. Trcnstirc. Total.

1874-

75

1875-

70

1876-

77

1877-

78

1878-

79

1879-

80

1880-

81

£56,3.50,240

58,091,4911

61.013,891
65,222,328
60,037,513
67,212,363
74,580.602

£1,625,309
2,200,236
4,029,898
2,210,996
3,982,228
2.035,148
1,440,441

£57,984,549
60,291,731
65,043,789
67,433,324
64,919,741
69,247,511
76,021,043

The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 sti-

mulated every department of eastern trade into

greater activity, but has not materially changed
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ite character. In 1871-72, the first complete year
for which statistics are available, the total

number of steamers which sailed via the canal was
422, with a tonnage of 464,198. In 1875-76, 85
per cent, of the imports into India from Europe
and Egypt (excluding treasure) passed through
the canal, but only 29 per cent, of the exports.

The actual values of canal trade in 1877-78 were
29 millions sterling for imports into India, and 23
inillioris for exports from India. The canal has
reduced the length of the voyage from London to

( Calcutta by about 50 days. The route round the

Cape was more than 11,000 miles, and occupies,
by sailing ships, nearly three months

;
that from

Rritain through the canal is less than 8000 miles,

and takes, by steamers, from 30 to 45 days. The
numbers and tonnage of steamers adopting the

canal route have rapidly increased ;

—

Year. No. Tons. Yc-nr.
1

No. Tons.

1877-78 1137 1,617,830 1880-81 1459 2,133,872
1878 79 9U 1,426,957 1881-82; 1989 2,887,988
1879-80 1007 1,609,709

1

Bombay is the sole outlet for the products of

Western India, Gujerat, the Dekhan, and the

Central Provinces; Karachi (Kurachce) performs

a similar ofheo for the valley of the Indus, and
Rang(X)n for that of the Irawadi. Bombay is

almost exclusively dejxuident upon its cotton,

seeds, and wheat
;
and a bad crop of any of these

is a bad time for the export trade from that port

generally.

Calcutta is an outlet for a vast ti’actof country,

capable of producing, beBi<lc8 wheat and seeds,

which Rombaydocs export, though to a less extent,

an infinite variety of staples, such as tea, oil-seeds,

jut/C, raw and manufactured in the shape of gunny
bags and cloth, also rice and hides. After the

oj>ening of the Suez Canal, the exports from Cal-

cutta rose ill value from less than 20 millions

sterling ill 1867-68 to nearly 29 millions in 1878-79.

Itauyoon is, however, the most thriving place,

coinincrcially, in the Indian Empire, considered

relatively to its size. The imj>ort trade in 1880-81

was valuetl at more than Jt3,84G,34G, being an

increase of 207 per cent, in 10 years; while

its export trade exhibited an increase of 233
per cent, in the same period. Burma is without

doubt the most jirospcrous province of the empire,

and its jxjople, free from the religious and ciiste

prejudices with which the Hindus and Maho-
medans of India are imbued, and fond of personal

comfort and adornment, spend their earnings

freely on substantially-built and healthy habita-

tions, on silk attire, icwellcry, cigars, European
rovisions of kinds such as in India are consumed

y the British-Iiidiau [>opulation only, on crockery

and glass-ware, and other things which conduce

to the personal comfort of a man who will not, ns

in India, bo content to live in a mud hovel.

Europe ,—Owing to the removal of the E. India

Company’s monopoly, and subsequently of customs

and navigation laws, and still later the opening of

the Suez Canal, the current of trade shows a dispo-

sition gradually to return to the channels chiefly

used before the discovery of the passage round the

Cape. The cities on the Mediterranean are again

receiving and profiting by that share of the

Eastern trade which enriched them, until it passed

first into the hands of the Portuguese, and thence

into thoBO of the Dutch and English. London

still retains its supremneyas the centre of at least

60 per cent, of the trade of the Indian Empire;
but Trieste, Venice, Genoa, and Marseilles play
an increasingly important part in the commercial
race.

The importe of merchandise via the Suez Canal
from Europe, Egypt, and the Levantine coast of

Asiatic Turkey, increase year by year. The
route is not so largely used for exports of Indian
produce, tho'»rcason being that large quantities of

these, such as opium and rice, find their way to

China and the Straits, Mauritius, Ceylon, Arabia,
and other countries.

China tnule with India is practically confined

to the opium traffic, though, within the last few
years, that country has become an important con-

sumer of Indian-made twist, which no doubt
displaces to sonic extent in the Chinese markets
the spinnings of Manchester. The time wdll come
when the Chinese will spin for themselves, and
then India will Iiavc to be content with her own
local markets for her goods. In all respects but
one the Chinese are better adapted than the
people of India for the profitable manufacture of

cotton : they arc capable of longer and more
sustained exertion, they are more ingenious and
skilful as operatives, and their commercial classes

arc at least as acute and bold in speculation ns

those of India. But China is compelled to import
cotton, and India will have a good market in

China and Japan for a portion of the out-turn of

her mills. The imports from China, even with
the addition of treasure, amount to hardly a fifth

of the exports thither, the truth being that the

opium is paid for by China through Great Britain.

The chief articles imported into India from China
arc copper (suppoHed, however, to be Japanc.se,

imported ria China), raw silk and silk piece-goods,

and sugar and ti a in small quantities. The im-
ports of raw silk reach the comparatively high

figure of 41
-i
lakhs (£415,000). The sugar brought

from China is landed in Bombay, where it sup-

plements or competes with Mauritius sugar. The
tea inqxirted from China is of inferior quality.

Straits Settlements trade must be regarded in

connection with the traile with China. The
goods imported are of little conacqucuco, tin

excepted,

Ceylon trade with India is identical in character

with the coasting trade carried on from jx)rt to

port. Crowds of Tamil labourers flock to Ceylon
every year from the Madras Presidency, to work
on the coffee plantations, and over two-thirds of

the exports consist of grains for their sustenance.

The imports from Ceylon are hardly a sixth of the

xports in value.

Between India and France the articles chiefly

consist of apparel and millinery, brandy and
wines, and silk goods

;
while the exports comprise

cotton, coffee, indigo, oil-seeds, especially rape and
gingclly, raw silk, and raw jute.

After France, iheUnited States do the most trade

with India. Imjwrts vire small, and practically

were confined to ice and kerosene oil
;
but ice is

now manufactured and sold in India at half the
rate hitherto charged by the Tudor Ice Company.
In kerosene the value rose from 3,18,898 rupees
in 1876-77 to 16,37, 9t>6 rupees, and 21,07,907
rupees in the two following years. The imports
of grey cotton goods from America are increasing.

Indian exports to the United States consist mainly
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of indipfo, hides, skins, raw jut-e, gunny bags and
cloth, lac, saltpetre, and linseed.

Mauritius sends sugar very largely to India.

The most important export to Mauritius is rice,

which with other food-grains amounted to nearly

a kror of rupees in value.

Italy 8 tr^e includes corals, glass beads, false

pearls, spirits and wines, and silk goods. The
exports to Italy consist mainly of raw cotton,

hiaes, oil-seeds, sesame, and raw silk. The total

value of the import and export trade with Italy

in 1878-79 was about two kror of rupees.

India is rich in raw products, mineral, vege-

table, and animal. It supplied all its own
people’s wants until the maritime intercourse

with foreign nations, and particularly since the

construction of lines of railway allowed the

delivery of many articles in the Indian ports, and
even in its remoter provinces, at lower rates than
the native products could bo obtained. Its

marketable mineral substances useful in the arts,

are,—alum, agates, amber, antimony, arsenic,

asbestos, barytes, beryl, bismuth, bloodstone,

borax, cornelian, chrome ore, coal, cobalt, copper,

corundum, diamond, emerald, iluor spar, garnet,

gold, graphite, gypsum, iron ores, jade, jasper,

kao-lin, kyanite, lapis-lazuli, lead, lithographic

stone, magnesite, manganese, marbles, meer-
schaum, mercury, mica, mineral oils, petroleum,

platinum, potstone, rock-crystal, rubies, salt, salt-

petre, sapphire, turpentine, silver, sodium com-
pounds, spinel, sulphur, ta.lc, tin, topaz, turquoise,

zinc. The chief of the vegetable exports are,

—

coffee, cotton, indigo, grain, and pulse, jute, oils,

opium, seeds, sugar, tea, and woods
;
and of animal

produce are,—living animals, feathers, hides and
skins, horns, ivory, lac, musk, oils, saltpetre, silk,

wax, wool.

The chief imports into British India are,—ap-

parel, coal, cotton twist and manufactures, liquors,

machinery and mill-work, metals, provisions, rail-

way plant and rolling stock, silk, raw and manu-
factured, spices, sugar, and woollen goods. In the

progress since the opening of the Suez Canal,

British India is now competing with some of these.

Indian mills have taken strong hold of the market

for the lower qualities of twist. Of metals nearly

80 per cent, consisted of iron, which always

forms the largest item in this category. Sugar

comes thinl in the list of imports, the value being

1,48,08,805 rupees. Indian beer costs but 5^
rupees a dozen at Simla, ns against 9 rupees a

dozen charged for English beer. Imports of various

light German beers have largely increased. The
im|)orts of raw silk and sihk goods amount to

nearly a kror and a half (about £1,500,000), the

raw silk being valued at about 56,75,000 rupees.

This may be due to a decline in the silk-weaving

industry in India. The import of coal, coke, and
patent fuel has fallen off. V ery little coal is landed

in Calcutta, the bulk of it going to Bombay, which
is too far from the deposits of Central India to

be able to avail itself of tlieir product with profit.

In 1881-82 the value of the foreign merchan-
dise re-exported from India was 2,64,67,165

rupees.

The re-exports are mainly goods consigned in

the first instance to Bombay, and then re-exported

to ports in the Persian Gulf and Red Sea, Zan-
zibar, and the eastern coast of Africa. More
than half of these consist of cotton twist and

piece-goods (chintzes and prints), amounting to

1,32,47,706 rupees in value.

Country,

Valui' in Rs. ol

M (' rchnndinc
Hunt tu India

in 1881-2.

Value in Rs. of
Ind, Produce

returned.

Great Britain, . 38,58,10,712 34,34,24,684
AuHtria, .... 29,58,C07 2,43,47,257
Belgium 1,97,03,142
Franco, .... 67,75,615 8,00,58,716
Germany, .... 7,82,520 75,79,957
Holland, .... 15,170 51,56,710
Italy,..... 52,44.3.31 8,10,23,810
Malta, .... 46,155 70,41,611
RuBsia, .... 3,78,578 5,14,228
Spain, .... 6,137 15,43,575
Cape of Good Hope, . 26.864 7,37,769
East Coast of Africa,

.

30,51,623 23,54,806
Egypt,. .... 4,81,964 1,68,42.831
Mauritius, .... 96,46,977 69,55,164
Natal, .... 7,20,122
Reunion, .... 17,93,450
South America, . 20,93,815
United States, . 1(>‘^,641 2,08,18,274
West Indies, 14,14,071
Aden, .... 7^26,503 41,61,162
Arabia, , , 32,83,207 61,81,502
Ceylon, .... 40,18,387 1,56,79,230
China—Hong-Kong, . 1 1,34,99,675 0,32,68,094
Treaty Ports, . 19,09,936 4,17,05,566
Opium to Hong-Kong, , 6,85,02,329

,, Treaty Ports, . 4,15,54,246
Japan, .... ‘31,902 13,41,852
Java, . , , , . 3,07,437
Maldives, .... E84,005 1,90,600
Mekran, Sonmiaiii, . 6,75,796 3,20,020
Persia, .... 49,30,205 27,63,634
Siam, 1,03,498 3,39,857
Straits Settlements, . 1,54,18,852 3,33,66,696
Turkey in Asia, , 25,17,154 20,30,176
Australia, .

'

. 22,59,890 79,06,878

In 1881-82, the declared value of the opium
exported was 14,32,33,143 rupees, the largest sum
it had attained. Grain and pulse were valued at

17,24,07,506 rupees, the two most important of
these being rice and wheat. The exports of
raw cotton, twist, yarn, and manufactured, were
16,94,64,755. The first mill for the manufacture
of cotton yam and cloth by steam machinery was
opened in Bombay in 1854. Since then others
liave been established in various parts of India,

but mostly in the city of Bombay and in the cotton

-

growing districts of Gujerat. In 1878-79 there
were 58 cotton mills in India, containing 1 J million
spindles and 12,000 looms, which employed up-
wards of 40,000 persons,—^men, women, and chil-

dren. India commits enormous waste by exporting
rapeseed, linseed, and til (Sesamurn orientale) in
a crude condition, instead of expressing it on the
spot, and obtaining thereby a valuable food for
cattle and land fertilizer in the shape of oilcake.

The manufacture of jute on a large scale was
unknown until 1857, but there were 21 jute mills
ill India in 1881.

Indian tea exported was 48,691,725 lbs., valued
at 3,60,91,360 rupees. The cultivation of tea and
coffee has taken deep root in India, and a large
amount of European capital and indigenous labour
is absorbed by these industries. No leas than
664,326 acres were taken up in 1878 in connection
with tea cultivation, though ox^ 200,000 acres
were actually planted with it. llie Quantities of
coffee exported have hardly increasea during the
last 11 years, prices have largely augmented, coffee

being now worth nearly double what it was at
that time. The quantity exported in 1881*82 was
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346,364 cwt., mainly the produce of Mysore, Coor^y,

and the AVynad district of Malabar. More could
be done in the Indian tobacco trade if the Indian
leaf could be obtained of somewhat better quality,

the French and Italian tobacco departments being
both quite prepared to take Indian tobacco in large

quantities, if it could bo supplied of a suitable

quality. It is gradually advancing in public
estimation in India and abroad. The quantity
exported in 1881-82 was 10,530,825 lbs., value

11,60,380 rupees.

Inland Frontier Trade crosses the long laud
frontier of India on the north, stretching from
Baluchistan to Independent Burma.

In 1878-79, the value of the imports and ex-
ports of the inland trade was Rs. 8,85,37,193, viz,

:

Baluchistan, Rs. 16,45,943 . Manipur, , , Rs. 94,524
Afghanistan, .

Kashmir,
Ladakh,^
Tibet, .

Nepal, ,

Sikkim,
Bhutan,

1,49,88,783
S1,G1,1(>9

2,59,212
10,47,506

1,99,31,355

1,81,025

2,75,080
Eastern Hills, viz. :

Naga and Mishmi, 1,07,042

Hill Tiperah, . . 1,27.932
l.uahai Hills, . . 77,183
Towan g, . . . 4,19,632
Upper Burma, 3,77,64,717
Siam,
N. Shan States,

S.

Karcnni, . .

Zimmay, . ,

12,14,858

8,06,076
53,805

7,19,882
59,195

Agriculture .—The extent to which the popula-

tion of India are dependent upon the land, maybe
realized partly from the census returns, which show
UB that 74 per cent, of the adult male population

derive their support from the land either directly

or indirectly.

Merchants.—Tlio internal trade of India has

never been estimated
;

it greatly exceeds the ex-

ternal commerce. In the interior of the Bombay
Presidency, business is mainly divided between two
classes, the Bhattia or Banya of Gujerat, and the

Manvari from Itajputana. The former are Vaish-

nava Hindus of the Valabhacharya sect, the latter

are Jains. In the central parts of the Dekhan and
Mysore, their place is taten by Lingaots, who
follow the Vira Saiva form of Hinduism

;
but along

the eastern seaboard the predominating classes

of Hindu traders arc the castes named Chettiar,

Komati, and Natha Cottiyar. Many of the trading

castes of Hindus still claim Vaisya descent.

In Bengal, many of the upper classes of Sudras

have devoted themselves to wholeside trade

;

although there, also, tlic Jain Marwari from

Rajputana and the north-west occupy the front

rank. Their headquarters are in Murshidabad

district
;
and Jain Marwari arc found throughout

the valley of the Brahmaputra as far up as the

unexplorctl frontier of China. They penetrate

everywhere among the wild tribes
;
and it is said

that the natives of the Khassya Hills are the only

hillraon who do their own business of buying and

selling. In the North-AVestorn Provinces and

Oudh, the traders are generally called Banya
;

and in the Panjab arc found the Khatri (Kshat-

riya), who have perhaps the best title of any to

regard themselves as descendants of the original

Vaisya.

Not inferior to any Hindus as active, intelligent

traders, are the Labbi, a Mahoraedan race, who
also speak Tamil

;
another Mahomedan race, the

have spread from Sind to the western and

central parts of the Peninsula of India, and along

the shores of Arabia and of eastern Africa as

far south as the Portuguese dominions. The,Borah

and Memon Mabomedans are keen tradesmen.

inland traftic. Otlier Maliomodans from Persia
are trading in all the ports of Southern Asia

;
and

Arab Mahomodans, as merchauts and missionaries,
are occupying all the eastern and northern parts
of Africa, and have gone eastwards through the
Indian Ocean to the islands of the Archipelago.
Another race of Aryan descent, the Parsecs, are
seen throughout all the south and east of Asia,
and, with mercantile men of Indo - Germanic
race, from Great Britain, France, Germany, and
America, they conduct nearly all the foreign trade.

The bold, self-reliant non-Aryan tribes of British

India have emigrated largely as labourers to
Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, and Burma; to the
West Indies, to S. America, S. Africa, the Mauri-
tius, and Bourbon

;
but as skilled producers they

have been far outstripped by the Chinese, whose
numbersin Borneo, in Australia, Mauritius, and the
western of the United States, have assumed poli-

tical importance
;
and to the east, in the Archi-

pelago, the Bugi or Macassar men traverse the
seas from Sumatra to New Guinea.

—

Rich's Kur-
distan; Madras Muil^ 7th June 1870 ;

Imp. Gaz. ;

Stat. Abstract; Maritime Trade of British India;
Foreign and Inland Trade Reports; Accounts of
Trade and Navigation ; Moral and Mat. Prog.

;

Ml^cellan. Statistics ; Trade and Nav. Acets.

COMMIA COCHIN-CHINENSIS, a small tree
of Cochin-China, with a resinous juice. It yields
a gum which possesses emetic ana purgative pro-
perties, recommended in dropsy.

COMMISSIONER, an appellation generally
given in India to ofTicials invested with full revenue
and judicial powers. In the Panjab, Sind, Burma,
etc., are styled chief commissioners, and have com-
missioners under them. In the Bengal Presidency,
a commissioner is a revenue officer who has the
superintendence oi several collectorates, with
collectors under his control.

COMOTtAH, a hay on the Malabar coast, 51
miles north of Severndrug.
<M)MORlN, or Cape Comorin, in lat. 8"^ 4' 20"

N., and long. 77^ 35' 65" E. The Greek writers
refer to a bathing festival here, whicii is still

continued.

—

Imj>. Gaz, See Cape Comorin.
COMORO, a group of volcanic islands midway

between the N. extremity of Madagascar and the
coast of Africa. Great Comoro is an active
volcano 8500 feet high. They rise over a sub-
marine bank of 500 fathoms.

COMPASS.
SoekonipasH, . . DaN’.
Zcckomi)a8, . , . Dut.
Ctnnpas do nior, . . Fii.

liou8.solc,

Koinpass, . Geu., Tau.
Bu3.sola, , , , . , It.

ruduman, , . Malay.
t^ompassode maroar, Port.
Koinpass korabelnii. Kus.
Sjocoiu]>aBa, .... Sp.
Aguja do murear, . .

Kompoasu, . . . Tkl.

The compass is used for nautical purposes by
the principal native traders of Southeni and
Eastern Asia, and of the Archipelago. The Bugis
of CJclebcB use small rude compasses, made expresdy
for them by the Chinese of Batavia, at the very
moderate cost of from one shilling to eighteen-
pence R-piece. The directive power of the magnet
is fijud to have been known to the Chinese for

many ages,—by their own account, no less than
2634 years n.c. Their knowledge of the magnet
is supposed to have led them to a knowledge of

the compass
;
and the mariner’s compass was in-

vented by the Chinese in the reign of Hoang-Ti.

The Mopla Mabomedans are but little engaged in I The subdivisions of this nautical instrument, as
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made by the Arabs, the Chinese, and the Mal-
dives, ail vary. The Malay compass is divided

into sixteen parts, twelve of which are multiples

of the four cardinal points. For the cardinal

E
oints the different nations have native terms

;

ut for nautical purposes, those of the Malay
language are used throughout, as in the case of

the nations of Celebes, the most expert native

navigators of the present day. The introduction

of iron ships has materially affected the value of

the compasses on board of them, the variation being
as much ns five points, even up to 24^ and 35^.

The sole apparent remedy for this, but it is one
of easy application, is to erect a high platform,

15 feet high, over the taffrnil, on wliich to place

the compass, and to examine repeatedly.

—

Craw-
furtVs Dirt. ; Bunsen, iii. p. 383

;
jl/‘C. Diet.

COMPOSITiE. Vaill. A very extensive order
of plants, now known as Matricariaceai.

COMPOUND. This Anglo-Malay word is a
corruption of the Malay Compong or village, and
properly applies to the outhouses of the servants,

which are erected within the enclosure. It is

applied in almost the same sense all over llritish

India, where, however, some suppose it to be
derived from the Portuguese word Campagna;
and another writer says it is from the Portuguese
word Componze, and still another Compinho. It

is also ap[)lied by the Europeans of India to the

grounds or enclosure in which a house stands.

—

Earl; SIrr.

COMPKADOUE. Anglo-Indian. A purveyor;

in China, an accountant.
COMPTI, Kompti, Kamatti, Maiir., Tam., Tkl.,

in the Peninsula of India, persons engaged in

trade, as shopkeepers and general merchants,

and commonly recognised to be V^aisya Hindus

;

they wear the sacred string or zonar. They are,

amongst the Teling and Tamil people, wlmt the

terms Gujerati, llanya, Marwari, ami Vais are

amongst tlio traders from Uajputana and Gujerat

;

they are never soldiers.

CONAJI ANGRIA, a person of low origin who
long carried on a piratical warfare on the western

coast of India, and rose to i)rinccly power, (ihcriah

was his hcadcpiarters, but Severndrug and every

creek were fortified. After he acknowledged raja

Saho, he remained in nominal dependence on the

Mahratta state, but employed his own resources

with little or no control. His piracies, which he

called levying chout’h on the sea, rendered him
formidable to all his neighbours, Tlic J British

made repeated attacks on him with considerable

naval forces, and on one occasion (a.d. 1710) in

co-operation with the Portuguese, yet failed in

all their attempts. The Dutch also sent a strong

force against him at a later period (a.d. 1724),

with equal ill success. The Pcsl»wa interposed

in a dispute between two brothei-s of the family,

and received from one of the brothers two forts

situated in the Ghats (about a.d. 1734). The
contest, however, continued, ami the Peshwa,
though latterly assisted by a llritish fleet, was
unable to bring it to a conclusion till the time of

Baji Rao’s death. I^ng afterwards, Gheriah was
captured by Clive and Admiral Watson iu 1755.
—Klphin. p. 641.

CONCAN, a small, narrow strip of land lying

between the AVestern Ghats and the sea-coast.

The low land in the Concun, Gujerat, and Malabar
is traversed by many rivers ami smaller streams

running to the sea, and is indented by numerous
creeks and channels of the ocean. The cold

weather is clear and bracing, but the hot season
of April and May is succeeded by the deluging
rains of the south-west monsoon, when 150 inches
fall from June to September, and render much of
the already humid lands impassable swamps

;
the

atmosphere is then very damp. The Conoan
districts extend from Goa to Daman, or very
nearly to the Tapti river. In the northern parts of

the Bombay Presidency, the chain separating the
Concau from the Dckhan is called the Northern
Ghats, or Saliyadra mountains. See Konkan.
CONCH or Chunk, species of Turbinella. See

Chank.
CONCRETE. Dana terms this calcareous sand

rock, ‘ drift sand rock.* Major-General Nelson
terms it ^Eolian formation. It occurs on the
coast near Bombay, and at the Bermudas Islands.

CONCUBINAGE is very common all over
India amongst all religionists. It is more par-

ticularly prevalent in great cities, and in places

where, from any cjiuse, the people are necessarily

absent from their families and birthplaces.

CONDA-CUPI. Tam. A necklace.

CONDAPILLY, in lat. 16^^ 37' N., and long.
80^ 33' E., is a town in the Masulipatam district

in the Northern Circars. The rocks of the hills

near contain garnets, and diamond mines are near.

CONDA-PQCHI. Tam. A head ornament.

CONDIMENTS.
Assaisonnement, , . Fr. I Condimento, , • . Sp.
WUrze, Briihe, Gkr., It.?

|

Aromatic barks, roots, seeds, and spices, used
as condiments in South-Eastern Asia, arc found
in every bazar for domestic use, ami some of them
are largely exported. The following arc the better

known plants used :

—

Alliuru sativum.
Archatigclica otficinalis.

Aicca catechu.

Ca.Hsyta hliformiM.

C'icca disticha.

Chuvica Roxburgliii.

Crocus sativu.H.

Curcuma loiiga.

Ciunainomum iners.

Citrus bergamia.
Carum carui.

Coriuiidrum sativum.
Cuminum cyminum.
Capsicum anuuum.
C. baccatum.
C. grossura.

C. frutcsccuB.

C. minimum.
C. Ncpalensis.
Caryophyllus aromaticus.
(/offea Arabica.

Carthamus tinctorius.

Klettaria cardamomum.
Fomiculum panmorium.
Garcinia purpurea.
Garuga pmnatn.
llUcium anisatum.
Mangifcra Indies.

Mootha piperita.

CONDOGLOO. Ti:l. Cajauus Iiidicus; dhal.

One kind of dhal is condooloo conda, Tel., maU-
tovarai, Tamil

;
another variety is condi-puppoo,

Tel., tovarai-purpoo, Tam. Sec Dhal.

CONDYLODERA TRICONDYLOIDES, a
cricket of the Philippines. It is exactly like a
tricondyla, one of the tiger beetles. Both insects

run along the trunks of trees. The tricondyla

7l)G

M. p\»lcgium.

M. sativa.

M. viridis.

Moringa ptcrygospcrnia.
Laurus cinnaraomum.
Myristica moschaia.
Narthex aHafootida.

Nigclla sativa.

Ocimum basilicum.

1‘impinella anisum.
Ptychotis ajowan.
rityllanthus emblica.
Piper nigrum.
Kosmarinus officinalis.

Salvia officinalis.

S. Bclarca.

Satureja hortennis.

S. montano.
Sinapis, ap.

S. Chinensis.
Spoiulias tnangifera.

Trigonclla foDDum-graecum.
Tauiarindus Indica.

Thymus vulgaris.

T. citriodorus.

Vanilla plauifolia.

Vitox bicolor.

Zingiber officinale.
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ftro very plentiful
;

tlic insect that mimics it is, as highest subjects, from those ^hom they venerate
in all otluT cam s, very rare. It is a remarkable ns holy and \viH(* m(‘n. Ho was the founder of the
instance of an insect of anotlicr order mimicking school of pliilosophy in (ddna, whicli contains in-
n beetle. junctions ns to coinluct, and may b(‘ termini tlie

CONESSl BARK, Tcllichcrry bark. moral code of Clnna, in which learning (Wen),

Corayin ; CurAija, Hind. Chccrce ; Kutaja, Sansk. courtesy, good-breeding, and propriety (J .i), doing
ralai>atta, . . Maleai^ Vcnpalcl, .... Tam. ns you would l>e done by (Sim), sincerity in wor-
Codaga {tala, , ,, Paia codija, Manoopala, ship of tlio deity ('J'icn), arc everywhere incul-
Crtoo-do jmla, . . Tout. Tkl. cated, and form a recognised state religion. Every

Conessi hark is the produce of the Wrightia word he uttered has become in China a maxim, a
antidyscnterica, belonging to the natural order proverb, and an aphorism

;
and in the fact that his

Apocynaceao, a native of most parts of India. It language is intelligible to every Chinaman at the
is astringent and bitter, and is considered febri- present day, bis inculcations are of grcaU;r jKiwcr
fuge

;
iU seeds are termed Indrajow. than any in the ].atin or the Greek, both of which

Conessi seed. are unknown to their descendants. Once ho was
Indrayava, . . . Sanhk. a.sked whether there were one word which repre-

Vciumhi aritee, , Tam. sented all the duties of life, he answered ‘ Shu,’ a
word wliich Confucius and his commentators have

The seeds of Wrightia antidyscnterica.

—

Faulk- explained to mean, ‘As I would not that others

wer, Fnff. Cyr.; 0\Sh. should injure me, so would I not injure them also.’

CONEY. Falicontologista have pointed out the And, certainly, to seek the good of others equally

curious fact that tho Hyrax Syriacus, calle<l with your own, is to fill a large portion of the field

‘ coney ’ in tho Bible, Lev. xi. f), Deut. xiv. 7, I’s. of virtue. The number of his disciples was about
civ. 18, is really only a diminutive and hornless 3000, of whom about 72 were his more intimate

rhinoceros. Remains have been found at Eppcla- a.ssociates. All his toiching consists of a few
heim which indicate an animal more like a simple words. One of his ajihorisms, M'bu cluing

gigantic hyrax than any of tho existing rhino- sin,’ verb.ally, ‘Head, faithful, sincere,’ mean that

ccroscB. To this tho name of Accrotherium fidelity and sincerity are tlio paramount or pi imary
(hornless boost) has been given. 8ha-phan or virtues. Another is that Wen and l.i make up tiio

l>an«an is siqipfiscd to be tho hyrax of Scripture. whole sum of human excellence?. Another, ‘ Lun
CONEEJtVAO abound in the warm water of the yu,’ ‘ Judge others iudulgoutly, yourself severely.’

hot springs of Surajkhand, in Behar; and two Confucius was a siige and a statesman. He and
specie.^, one ochreoua brown ami the other green, Lno-ts/.o were conteu»povariea, and Lao-teze was
fKJCur on tho margin of the tanks themselves, and the founder of the Taoist or Jtonson Sect. But I.ao-

iii the hottest water; tho brown is capable of tsze was an ascetic, who discouraged accej)(auec

bearing tho greaU'st heat, and forms a belt in of public employments. He made reason tho
dc<;pcr water than the green. Both appear in groundwork of h'.s doctrines, and lh(‘y liavo nuieh
broad luxuriant strata wherever t he ternj>eraturc to recommend them

;
but his teachings have merged

is cooled down to 168°, ami as low as 00°.— into gross idolatrous rites, the stmly of a.stnJ(»gy

Hooker^ I/im, Jour, i. p. 21. and necromam^y, fanatical observances, Hclf-iiilli<;-

CONFLUENCE or fork of two rivers is tho tions, sucii as ilancing in flames, mutilating the
Sangiim of tho Hindus, who esteem all such unions body, practising nbstinonce and Bcclusion.

Bacrc<l, and make pilgrimages to them. That at tho Among other celebrated liteniry labours under-
junction of the Jumna and Ganges, at Allahabad, taken by Confucius in n.c. 430 and the fidlowing

IB one of tho holiest Bjwts in Hindu cBtimation
;

years, he edited tho Yih-king, and appended thoso

and until tho early part of the 10th century many annotations which liavc given tho work its suhse-

of this faith voluntarily drowned themselves there, quent value. What philosophical views may have
CONFUCIUS, Kung-fu-tze, was born B.c. 551 been attached to the Yih-king of Wan-wang and

in Tbow, a district of tho province of Shan- Chou-kung by the contemporaries of Confucius,

tung. Ho died in the year 479 B.c., at the ago of we know not. That work, together with tho other

72 or 73. He was of a ducal house, descended from three works edited or compile<l by Confucius, viz.

a brother of Chow, tho last sovereign of the Yin the Shu-king and the Le-kc, constitute the wholo
dynasty. His father, Shuh-leang-hcih, was a of the ancient literature of China which has como
soldier of great bravery

;
and Confucius was the down to posterity, and who have it only, as it was

child of a second marriage whon he was upwards cxplainecl, arranged or modified in p^issing through

of seventy years of ago.

—

Gray^ p. 76. Confucius his hands. It is well known that lie expressly

married "when uiucteen years of age. He was repudiated portions of it, as containing doctrines

almost contemporary with Pythagoras, Thales, adverse to the views which ho held and strove to

Solon, Buddha, and Herodotus, in an epoch of diffuse. Tho names only of some celebrated ancient

philosophical aud litcrai7 activity equally im- books, one dating from the times of Fub-lie him-

imrtant for the west, which coramenoed with self, have been preserved. It is these circum-

l^ythagoraa, as contemporary of Confucius, cm- stances which constitute the labours of Confucius

braced Zeno, Empedocles, Herodotus, Thucydides, the commencement of a distinct literary epoch.

Socrates, and Plato, and ended with Aristotle, Apart from the labours of Confucius himself, tho

who died about the same time os the Mencius penuauent literary results of this, tho first of the

(Mang-tszo) of the Chinese. Confucius devoted two great philosophic or literary e[)ochs of ('hina,

himself to reducing the traditions and rough are contained in tho collection of works called tho

records of antiquity into a pciiect form, and he Four Books, composed by different members of

succeeded before his death in compiling and tho school which ho founded. The last contains

editing the five King,—live canonical books which a record of the ethical and political teachings of

arc reverenced as embodying the truth, upon the Mencius (Mang-tsze), a philosopher who died in

707
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B.e. 317, and closed the first epoch. The Chinese
people ar(^ in nowise prohibited from worshipping
m the Buddhist and Taoist temples

;
in other

words, they may regulate tlieir purely religious

life by the tenets of these, or indeed of ony other
sect. But where Taoism or Buddhism would leave

the region of religion, and, in the form of philo-

sophy or morality, extendi their direct influenc.©

into the domain of the pw)cial science and art,

there Confucianism peremptorily and effectually

prohibits their action. Not ordy are the national

legislation and administration formed exclusively

on Confucian principles
;

it is by theih also that

the more important acts of the private life of the

Chinese arc regulated, as for instance marriages.

The cause of the ]>revaU‘nee of Mahornedanism
in China, in spite of discouragements, lies in the

fact that (’onfucianism says little or nothing of a
supernatural world or of a future existence. Hence
it leaves almost unsatisfied those ineradicable crav-

ings of human nature, the desire to revere, an<l

the longing for immortal life. That it has, not-

withstanding its want of these hohls on tlic human
heart, maintained itself not simply in existence,

but as the ruling system, is a fact that must, a.s

soon as it is perceived, form for every true thinker

a decisive proof of the existence of great and vital

truths ill its theories, as widl as thorough sound-
ness and wholcsomeness in the practical rules

which it dictates. By Chinese philosophy must
be understood Confucian philosophy, and by
Chinese morality the moral principles rooted in

*

that philosopliy.

The works of Confucius, which are used by his

followers, are called the ‘five canonical books,’

and are held in the greatest veneration. The whole
tenor of these \vorks indicate morality and sound
political views. One political extract must suffice.

Let those who produce revenue be many, and those
|

who consume it few
;

let the producers have every

facility, and let the consumers practise economy

:

and thus there will be at all times a sufficiency of

revenue.

It is the fact that, though the authors of

the first and second cpoclis, Confucius himself in-

cluded, professed to teach only what was contained

ill pre-existing sacred books, and though they

possibly themselves believed that they did only
|

teach what was virtually contained in such pre-
j

existing books, they nevertheless did, in each case,
,

originate some entirely new views and doctrines. !

it is now impossible to ascertain what part of
|

his writings was original, and what obUuned from
previous writers

;
but it is generally recognised

that he largely annotated the ancient work, Yih-

king, and bequeathed five classics and four books.

His works, Shu-king and Shc-king, contain the

historical records of the country and the poems
then extant. Ilis Book of Rites regulates the

raanners and customs and outward forms of the

whole society, and constitutes a part of his moral
code. Confucius is described by one of lus

disciples as wise, affable, condescending, just.

Another says, gentle, but inspiring respect
;
grave,

but not austere
;
venerable, yet pleasing. In the

troubles that occurred from the efforts at aggran-
dizement which the Bcveral kings made, he was
sometimes in high employ, but once at least a
fugitive

;
but at the close of his long life he left

about three thousand followers of his doctrines.

The smaller states were annexed by tlie race

of Tsin, of which <lynasty the first eu^ror was
Chy - Hoang, who built the Great Wall. The
Chinese have no existing records older than from
the time of the race of Chou, in whoso reign

Confucius lived, and from his time authentic

history commences. In the first of his four books,

Confucius traces a system of government from
tliat of a family to that of a province, and fsom a
province to a kingdom, making the fam^y tie

the foundation of the government. Inde^, the

Chinese religion lias never advanced beyond a
love of parents, obeying and reverencing them
xvhile alive, and worshipping them wiicu dead.
It is railicr a system of morality and moral
philosophy, than a religion

;
and inculcates rather

the duties of men to one another, than to a
Supreme Being. Their books teach that the true

principles of virtue aiid social order arc obedience
to parents, ciders, and rulers, and acting towards
others as they would be done by. They regulate

1 the duties alike of the sovereign and of private

families. The Confucian school does not deny the

I
existence of a Supremp Being, but neither defines

I

tliis fundamental article of every rational creed,

nor inculcates the necessity of worshipping the

only God. He inculcates polytheism, by enjoining

the worslup of heaven and earth, tiie spirits of

liills, rivers, winds, and fire
;

in fact, all nature,

except nature’s omnipotent God. His doctrines,

called in Chinese Ju-kea-su, the religion of

scholars, is the orthodox creed of the state. To
the founder divine honour is paid by all his

followers, who are not very scrupulous iu worship-

ping one idol more or less, and have long main-
tained the most absurd pantheism.

The followers of Confucius arc, by some
authors, called the sect of Ju-kea-su. In reality,

the religion, or rather the doctrine of the disciples

of Confucius, is positivism. They care nothing
about the origin, tlic creation, or the end of the

world, and very little about long philosophical

lucubrations. Although the emperor builds and
endows temples belonging to the two other sects,

the Confucian is the religion of the state, and the

court pretend to follow the scheme of ethics and
politics laid down by Confucius.

Confucius taught the providential government
of an overruling Providence, and that in this

world the good arc rewarded and the wicked
punished. He evidently attached great import-

ance to the solemn public worship of Sbang-te
by the head of the state in person, assisted by his

ministers. Ho said to his disciples that by the

ceremonies of the sacrifices to heaven and earth

they served God, and by the ceremonies of the

ancestral temple they sacrifice to their ancestors.

Ho who understands the ceremonies of the

sacrifices to heaven and earth, and the meaning
of the several sacrifices to ancestors, would find

the goveniment of a kingdom as easy as to look

into his palm.
Confucianism docs not provide for the spiritual

wants and desires of maivs nature. He adherc<i

to the worship of heaven and earth ns ho found it

in the classical books of the ancient empire. His
moral teaching was far inferior to that oi Buddha.
He said, ‘ Thou shalt not do unto others that

which thou wilt not that they should do unto
thee.* Also, ‘Requite injury with justice, and
benevolence with benevolence.* But he inculcated

the avenging of murder with murder.
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Hifl descendants are still numerous in the pro-
vince of Shan-tung, and have hereditary titles

;

they and the royal family having this right.

—

Graifs China
; Sirr\^ China

;
Bowring ; Bunsen^s

Godin History
; Gutzlaff's Chinese History

;
Hue's

Christianity
; Professor E. Douglas^ Confucianism

and Taoism.

CONGANI. Tam. In the western parts of

Tinneve^y, a hood or penthouse, made of reeds,

to protect the person from rain.

COffGEA. In the neighbourhood of Moulmein
and Amherst, the forest scenery is often orna-
mented with the numerous large purple bracts

surrounding the small inconspicuous flowers of

a species of congea. There are three different

species in the Tenasserim Provinces, C. azurea, C.

tomentosa, C. velutina, all called ka-yau, the

same Burmese name. The leaves of G. villosa

have a heavy smell, and are used medicinally.

—

AIason*y W. Ic,; O'Sh. p. 48G.

CONGEE, Anglo-Hind. Rico gruel.

CONICOPOLY. Tam. An accountant
;
from

Kanika, an account, and Kapila, a collector or
supervisor.

CONIDAC, the Cone family of molluscs, com-
prising the genera Conus and Pleurotoma, with

several sub-genera.

CONIFERyE, a natural order of Gymnosper-
mous exogens, called by Dr. Lindley Pinacea?,

consisting of resinous, mostly evergreen, hard-

leavcd trees or shrubs, inhabiting all those parts

of the world in which arborescent plants can

exist. The following names embrace the better

known coniferous plants of Southern and Eastern

Asia, with a few of Australia ;

—

Abies Brunnoniana, Hook. Him. Journ.^ E. Nepal.
A. dumoss, Loudon^ Nepal.
A. Sfiiithiaiia, Walt.^ Himalaya.
A. "Webbiana, Hook. Him. Journ.f E. Nepal.
Araucaria Bidvrilli, Hook.f N, E. Ausirnlia.

A. Cookii, It. Br.t N. Caledonia.

A. Cunninghamia, It. Br.. N. Holland.
A. cxcclsu, Jt. Br.f N. Holland.
OallitriM qu.adrivalviii, Vent.^ Algeria.

Cedru* <lco<lara, Loudon^ Himalaya.
Cunninghamia Siuonsis, Jlich.t China.
Cupressus funebris, Bndl., Bhutan.
C. glanca, Lamb.
O. semporvirens, Wiltdc^ Himalaya.
C. tomlosa, Z>oa, Himalaya.
Dacrydium elatum, WaU., TenasMrun.
Dammam Australis, Lamb., kauri pine, Norfolk Isld.

D. orientalis, Lamb, Amboyna.
Junipenia aquatica, Roxb,, China.
J. cassia, Roxb., China.
J. cernun, Roxb., China.
J. Chinensis, Linn., China.
J. communis, Linn., Himalaya, a shrub.

J. dimorpha, RoH>.y China.

J. excclsa, Bid., Himalaya.
J. patens, Roxb., China.

J. reourva, Hook. Him. Joum., Sikkim.

J. simamata, Dmi, Himalaya, a shrub.

J. Wallichiana, Hook., Sikkim.

Larix Grifflthii, Hooker, Nepal.

IMoca "NVebbiana, Lamb, Himalaya.
var. a. l*indrow.

var. h. Khutrow.
Pinus cxcelsa, Walt., Himalaya.
P. Gcrardiana, Wall., Himalaya.

P. Khassiann, Hook. Him. Journ.
P. Lattori, Mason, Burma.
P, longifolia, Roxb., Himalaya, the chir.

P. MassonianiL Lamb, Cliina.

P. Merkusii, Burma.
P. Sinensis, Lamb, China.

Podocarpui brocteata, Bl., Oachar.

P. latifoiia. Wall., Tmncvelly,

r. neriifolia, Lamb, Sikkim.
Salisburnia adiantifolia, — ? China, Japan.
Taxodiiim, nuciferum, Brogn,, Japan, Nepal.
Trxus bnccata, Linn., Himalaya, Ting schi of Sikkim.
Thuja orientalis, Linn., Nepal, China, Japan.

The coniferae of the Himalaya were described by
Major Madden in 1846 to 1849.

No order of plants can be named of more general
importance to mankind than this. The pitch,

tar, r^^ins, and turpentmea of commerce arc pro-
ducts of the plants of this order. Their timber is

known as deal, fir, pine, and cedar
;
and that

known to Great Britain and other parts of Europe
is principally the wood of tlie spruce, larch, Scoteh
fir, Wcymoutli pine, and Virginian cedar. The
Norfolk Island pine, Araucaria excelsa, is an
immense tree, rising to IbO feet

;
the kauri tree

of New Zealand, Daminara Australis, attains to

200 feet in height. Finns Lambcrtiana, and
Abies Douglasfiii of N.IY. America, rise to 2JO
feet. The seeds of the Fiiius Gcrardiana, Wall.,

are used as food in Kiinawar, as arc the cones of
the Bunya - bunya pine (A. Bidwilli, Hooker'),

by the aborigines of Morcton Bay, Australia.

Tliunbcrg mentions many pines in Japan, and
tney are numerous in China. In Sikkim and
Bhutan there arc twelve conifene, viz. juniper, yew,
Cupressus funebris, Abies Webbinna, A. Bruiino-
niana, and A. Smitliiana, larch, Finns excelsa and
longifolia, aud Fodocarpns ncriifolia. Four of

these, viz. larch, Cumossus funebris, Fodocarpns
ncriifolia, and Abies Brunnoniana, are not common
to the N.VV. Himalaya, west of Nepal, but the

other eight are common. Of the 13 nativea of the
N.W. mountains, again, only the following five,

Juniperiis communis, tlie deodar, Finus Gcrardiana,

P. excelsa, and Cupre.ssu3 torulosa are not found
ill Sikkim. Dr. Mas,son mentions the F. Latterl

as growing in Tenasserim, and Dr. Brandis adds
F. Massoniana, Lamb, and F. Khassiana.

Dr. Cleghorn described the following :

—

OeJniB dco<lara, Loudon, docKlar or Him.alayan codar,
Kclu

; grows on the north slope of Dhaola Dhar,
and in Kullu.

Finns cxcelsa, Wall., Kail
;
grows in Kullu, not in

Kangra.
longifolia, Roxb., chil or chir

;
grows luxuriantly on

north slojws
;
timber best at 4000 to .5000 feet.

F. Gcrardiana, Wall,, cdiblo pine, Ncoxa
; a few trees

across the Dlmola Dhar. near Classa on the Ravi.
Picea Webbiana, Lamb, silver-fir, Tos

; the wood is

not much valued
;
sliingles are laid on the roofs of

houses. Var. a. Pindrow. Var. b. Khutrow.
Abies Sinithiana, Wall., Him.alayan spruce, Rai ; often

100 ft. high, and 5 H. in diameter.

Cupressus torulosa, Don, twisted cypress ; at the head
of the Farbati.

Taxus baccata, common yow, Bramhi or Rakhnb; in

Kullu very scarce.

Juniperus excelsa, Bieh., ^ncil cedar, Leuri or Suri

;

on the crest of DhnolaDliar nod in Labul.

Tlie deodar has not been seen east of Nepal, nor

the Finus Gerardiana, Cupressus torulosa, or

Juniperus communis. On the other band, Podo-
carpus is confined to the east of Kbatmandu.
Abies Brunnoniana does not occur west of the

Gogra, nor the larch west of tbo Cosi, nor

funereal cypress (on introduced plant, how-
ever) west of the Tista in Sikkim. That
the deodar is possibly a variety of the cedar

of Lebanon, is now a prevalent opinion, which isShened by the fact that so many more
yan plants are now ascertained to be

European than had been supposed before they
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were compared with Rnropoan Rpecimens
;
such

arc the yew^ Jimiporus communis, licrbcris

vulgaris, Qucrcus ballota, Poi»ulus alba and
Eiiphratica, et(\ The woods of several of the

conifera are called cc<hu*.s.- - I 0/7/ ,• AW/. Cyc. p.

123; Hooker^ Him. Jo. cd. 1854, i. p. 25G
;
CaL

Cat, Ex. 0/1802
;
Dn.JirandUjMasnUy Cleghortiy

ml Stewart ; Mr. Gamble

.

CONIUM MACULATUM. Uuw Jlomloclc.

Sbokran, .... Arad. Spotted hemlock, . Kno.
lianj-i-rnmi, ... ,, Koneion, , Gu. of Diosc.
Keerdamana, . Holiday. Cicuta, .... Lat,

Dr. Roylo says there is little doubt of this being
the Kuvuttw of the Greeks and the Cicuta of tim

Itomans; but it must not, from the similarity of

name, be confounded with Cicuta macuhita.

('icuta virosa occurs in Kashmir, where it i8callc<l

Zahr-gugul, poison turnip, and 8alep-i-Shaitan,
J\rs.y or devil’s salcp. Spotted hemlock is the

Shokran of the Arabs, who give Kuniun as the

Greek name. It is found in Fhirope, cast of Asia,

and America. It derives celebrity from being

considered to have been ustsl as the Athenian
state poison, by winch Socrates and Phocion
perished. The extract of hemlock is employed as

nn anodyne in scrofulous or cancerous affections,

in rheumatism, neuralgia, and painful ulcerations.

O'Sh.: Uoylc.

CONJEE MAKAM. Tam. ? A light, red-

colourcd wood of Travaucore, sp. gr. 0 050, use<l

for furniture, etc.

CONJEVERAM, or Kanchi-varam, a town and
taluk, in the Clnnglcput district of the Madra.s

IVcsidcney, in lat. 12^ 49' 45" N., long. 79” 45' E.,

and in 1871 tlic town had a population of 35,390.

It is one of the Kcven sacriMl cities of the Iliiulns

in Southern India, and in the. tin»o of Hiwen
Thsang, in the 7th codury, was the capital of

the Dravifla country, ruled by the Chola dynasty.

It was tlxui a groat Huddhist e('ntrc
;
subsequently

profeam'd the Jaiiia crei'd, followctl by Hindui.sm.

'rwo of its Hindu temples arc the large.st in

Southern India
;
one of them belongs to the Saiva,

the other to the Vaishnava b(!Ct. During the wars

of the Karnatic, the town repeatedly changed
Ijands, was taken by Clive on the 29th August,

and again in December 1751, and again in 1752.

Since 1758 it has been in tbo hands of tiic Hritish.

Many Jaiua sculptures have been discovered there.

The Chola held .sway in the south of India from the

eighth to the sixteenth centuries, when Sha-ji,

the father of Sivaji, totally annihilated every

vestige of their once great power. It wa.s one of

the most ancient and prolonged of all the Indian

dynasties.

CON-MOO. Buhm. ? A tree of Tavoy
;
timber

good, used for buildings and boats.

CONNARUS CHAMPION II. Thw. A tree of

the central province of Ceylon, growing up to an

elevation of 4000 feet.

—

I'hw. p. 80.

CONNARUS MONOCARPUS. Liim,

Doko-ka<det, . . liua.v(.
1
lladalcya-gaas, . , Singh.

A tree of Burma, and very abundant in the hot,

drier parts of Ceylon.— Thw. p. 80.

CONNARUS NITIDUS. Roxh, A small tree of

Sylhot. In British Burma it is a shrub about ten

feet high, very plentiful, especially in the Rangoon

districts, and affords an oil-seed of small size, but

rich in a sweet oil. C. ]»!iniculatus, Roxh.y is

a large timber tree of Chittagong. — I vhjt

;

HTCldlaml,

I^ONNARUS SPECIOSA. M CkUand.
(»wai clonk, . . . PuRM. I Kaclon kadet, . . Burm.
Khwou tonk, . . j

A large tree, very plentiful throughout the

Rangoon, Pegu, and Tounghoo districts. Growing in

all the forests scattered with teak. It has a large,

heavy, and strong timber, white-coloured, adapted

to every purpose of house-building. It is remark-
able for the quantity of its seeds, which are of

largo size, abounding in sweet oil.

—

Dr.

(CONNARUS UNIFOLIOLATUS. Thw. A
t

moderate-sized tree of the central province of

Ceylon, growing at an elevation of 3000 to 4000
feet, rather rare.

—

Thw.
(-ONNELLY. Four distinguished brothers of

this name served in India, Captain Edward Con-
nelly, Captain Arthur Connelly, Captain John
(’onnclly, and Henry Valentine Connelly. Ed-
ward was killed at Toolian Durrah (Purwan
Hurrah?), October 1840; Arthur, the traveller,

went on a mission to Bokhara in August 1840,

aixl i.s believed to have been murdered in prison

along with Colonel Stoddard
;
John was killed at

the capture of Kabul in July 1842. Their
brother, Henry Valentine Connelly, of the Madras
(bvil Service, was murdered llth September 1855,

at the instigation of Mopla fanatics.

(Captain Edward Connelly wrote on the Physi-
cal Geography of Scisthnn in As. Jl. 1839, ix.

p. 710; On Figures of Gems and Goins, in Bl.

As. Traus. 1842, xi. p. 137; Account of the City
of Oujcin and its Environs, ibid. 1837, vi. p. 831

;

Journal kept in Seisthan, ibid. 1841, p. 319.

Captain J. Connelly wrote a Report ; upon
Khor.'isan, Bl. As. Trans. 1842, xi. p. 110.

Captain A. Connelly wrote on the White-haireil

I

Angora Goat, Lond. As. Trans, vi. p. 159; Over-
! land J()nin(;y through Persia and Afghanistan to

Imlia, Lond. 1834, 2 vols.

( T)NOCA RPUS ACUM INATUS. Jhxh.
AnderHonia acuminata, JC. I AnogoinsUB acuminatus,
A. lunccolata, Jtottirr.

| Wall.

Yoong, .... Hu KM.
I

Piuichi, . . TJCI..

Pitchcha niaini ? . 'I'ki,.
|

This is a largo, very valuable, and plentiful

timber tree, growing throughout the southern
forest.s, along with (hinocarpus latifolia. In
British Burma it is almost equal to the Terininalia
inicrocarpa in size and the regular growth of its

stem. Its wood is reddish - brown, hard and
strong, its breaking weight being 202 lbs. A
cubic foot wciglis 6C to 57 lbs.

;
and in a full-

grown tree on good soil the average length of
the trunk to the first branch is 80 feet, and
average girth, mea.surcd at six feet from the
ground, is 12 feet. It sells in Burma at 12 annas
]>cr cubic foot. It flowers during tlic cold season.
Its wood is exceedingly like, and fully as strong
and as durable, if kept dry, as the C. latifolia, but,
exposed to the water, it soon decays. It is thus
unfit for the marine yard, but is equally fit for
house-building when it can be obtained straight,
which is seldom the ease. But for its weight, it

would bo most excellent timber.

—

Drs. M^CL and
Jlrandis ; Mr. Rohde » MSS.

; Voigt : Roxh. il. 443,
CONOCARPUS LATIFOLIA. Roxh.

Andersonia altiBBima, Rnxh.
|
AnogciBsuB latifoliui, Waft.

Diniluga, . . , Can. Vellui naga maram, Tam.
Tlioura, . . . .Hind. Telia ncrcUu chottu, Tkl.
Da,wuru ; Dhowa,. Mauk. Siri manu, ... ,,

Tlimira, .... ,, Dhoboo; Noiigoliah, UniA.
Daa woo g(i8H, . . Sl.vr.ir. Pooroo
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CONOOARPU8 ROBUSTUS. CONVOLVULACEuE.

This large timber ^ee grows in the Dehra and children from death, the penance was impose!
Boon, in the Kenneri jungles, valleys of the on him of relating his adventures to Pogio

niL?i
” J^ivers, on the inland Ookhan hills at ciolini, the pope^s secretary. Oonti left Damascus

Cmillaime, and on the mountains which separate and passed through Bussora, Baghdad, Ormuz,
the Circare from the Niiam’s dominions. It grows Cambay, Malabar, Bijanagar, M^apur, Ceylon!m Ceylon, to the north of Kandy, up to 1600 Sumatra, Tenasserim, Ava, Arakan, Bengal, Java,
fwt. It flowers during the cold season, in Banda, Ceram, Bouro, Cochin-China, and returned
January and February. Its trunk Is erect, by way of Cochin-China, MalaW, Cambay, Aden,
straight, varying in length and thickness, the and Cairo.
largest ^ing 35 feet to the branches, and about CONTINENTS. In Hindu geography, the
6 fwt in circumference. In Coimbatore the continents connected with each other are four,
^ecimena sustained 600 lbs. It also grows in viz. Uturukuru, Purwawidesa, Aparagodana, and
Chittagong. Its timber is esteemed for almost Jambudwipa.
every economical purpose, house-building, shafts, CONTINGENT, a term applied in British
and yokes, is in general use for railway purposes, India to designate the armies which, by treaty,
and it makes very good cabinet furniture. To- the feudatory sovereigns keep. The Mysore con-
wards the centre, it is of a chocolate colour, tingent of 4000 soldiers has been enrolled since
For hoQso and ship building the natives reckon it the treaty of Seringapatam. The Nizam of Hydcr-
superior to every other sort, Pentaptera tomen- abad’s contingent of 7498 men, in six regiments
tow and teak excepted. Captain Sankey, writing of infantry, four of cavalry, and four batteries of
from Nagpur, says it is a white wood with a artillery, was established by the treaty of 1798.
heart of a dark colour, and somewhat like rose- The contingent of H.H. the maharma Sindia, of
wood. Its average length there is 12 feet, and 5000 cavalry, whose capital is uwalior, was
girth 7 feet. It is so much prized by the natives arranged for by the treaty of Gwalior of November
of Nagpur for axletrees, that but few trees are 1817. In the same year a contingent of 300
permitted to attain their proper growth. By ail men was arranged for from the Gaekwar at
accounts, in Nagpur, about 20,OW axletrees are Baroda. The treaty of Bhopal of February 1818
made from this wood yearly. It is attacked by provided for a contingent of 600 cavalry and
white ants. It ranks high as a rafter timber.— 400 infantry

;
and by the treaty of the 6th January

/>rs. Roxb., Gibson^ Riddell, Voigt, Wight, 1818, maharaja Man Singh of Jodhjpur under-
Thwaites; Mr. Rohde; Captain Sankey. took to furnish 1600 cavalry for service with the

CONOCARPUS ROBUSTUS. M^CL Caib- British Indian army. The Indore continent of

yah, BuRir. A very largo and strong Umber 8000 cavalry horses by the mahaiaja Holxar, by
tree, growing plentifully in the Pegu, Tounghoo, the xi. article of the treaty of Mundesur, was
and Prome forests, along 'with teak. Adapted agreed to be provided ready for service. See

for fancy work and cabinetmaking.

—

MClelland. British India, p. 464.

CONRADE of Montfeirat, Prince of Tyre, CONUS, the Cone genus of Gasteropodus Mol-

titular king of Jerusalem, was assassinated 29th lusca, founded by Linnmus. The species are

April 1192 A.D., A.H. 13th Kabi-us-Sani 688, by found in sohthern and tropical seas. Lamarck
two emissaries disguised as monks, sent by Sinan. records 181 recent species and varieties. C.

Both Saladin and king Richard of England have textilis, Linn,, found at Aneityum of the N.

been accused of insUgating it, but, according to Hebrides, bites and injects a poisonous acrid

Ibn ul Aihir, it was the request of Saladin (Salah- fluid into the wound, occasioning the heart to

ud-Din) to have both ^nrade and ^chard swell, and often endangering life,

destroyed.

—

Osborn, Islam. CONVENT OF ST. CATHERINE is on the

CONSERVE OF ROSES, Gulcand and Gul- Jibi Musa,
kandu, consists of rose-petals and sugar mixed CONVOLVULACE.®. R, Br. The bindweed
in certain proportions, and bruised in a mortar, tribe of plants, in which there are about 28 genera

The conserve of roses met with in the bazars of and more than 460 species in the west and east

Bombay is chiefly obtained from Surat Con- of Asia. The more important genera are aniseia,

serve of violets, * gulkand-i-banafsha.*—Paidibier. i^yreia, batatas, Blinkworthia, Breweria, calonyc-

CONSTABUIARY has been extensively intiro- tixm, calystegia, convolvulus, cressa, eyolvulus,

duoed in British India since the revolt of the Havittia, ipomssa, MoorcroftU, neuropeltis, pbar-

Bengal Native Army, and to Sir William Robin- biUs, porana, quamoclit, rivea, sepistemon, Skin-

son, K.C.S.I., of the Madras C.S., the credit was uera.

chiefly due. At the commencement of 1862, the Convolvulus arvensiB, Linn., Corn bindweed,

expenment of the introduction of the new Indian D. Ohinensia, Ktr.
|
O. Maloolmi, JtoxA.

was made in the North Arcot district. At It is native throughout £ur<^ in sandy fields

the end of 1862 not a taluk or town in the entire and by-roads, also in China, Persia, and some

length end breadth of the Presidency remained parts of Indian is abundant as a weed all ovw the

unoccupied by the new constabulary. plains of the ranjab, and up to 10,000 feet in the

COlfeTANTINOPLE, the capital of the Turkish Paniab Himalaya, The officinal him-^i (deer’s

dominions, which extend to the shores of the foot) appears to be from this plant, ft is said to

Indian Ocean. It is known to the Mahomedans possess a purgative quality, as also 0. soldanella,

of Affia as Konstantinia, also as Rum, and the C. maritimuB, and C. maorocarpus.—iS/<u)orf.

emperor is called the Sultan, also the Kaisar. Convolvulus pluricauUs, Chois,

UONTL Nicolo Conti, a noble Venetian, who Porprmng, Baphtlli, Hind. I Gorakh panw; Dod^,

tniTelled in S.W. Asia and in the East Indies L . u i

between a.d. 1419 and 1444, and on his return, Common throughout the Fanjab plains. It is

on absolution from Pope Eugene iv. for eaten by cattle, and is reckoned oooLmg ; used as

having in Egypt denied Christ to save his wife a vegetable, or given in sherbet.—--Sfeirar/.
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OONWAY. COOBa

OonyoWulas reptans^ Olus va^m, RumpK
Kulml shak» • • Bswa. I Po-tft*al, Po-ling» , Ohin.
Ifandayalli, • * . Can.

|
Tootu kura, . • • Tel.

A native of standing sweet waters, very common
in India; affords a milky juice, which, when dried,

is nearly equal to scammony in purgative efficacy.

Tlie tops and leaves are eaten in stew by the

natives. This is largely cultivated in China as a
vegetable, and eaten in epring.fr—A iiw/ie; Smith,

Convolvulus scammonia, Linn,

flakmunia, Sagmoonia, Ab.
|
Mahmudab, . . . Hind.

A native of Syria, the Levant, and of Kaira in

Gujerat. The proper juice when dried is called

scammony, but is often adulterated with concrete

juices of a similar kind, and with flour, chalk,

sand, and earth. The most abundant harvest of

scammony is in Smyrna and Aleppo. There are

several modes of collection, which give rise to

corresponding commercial varieties. The Arab
name of this drug, U1 Sugmoonia, signifies the
puwtive.

—

0*Sh. 600, 601.

CONWAY, an officer of the Madras army, who
rose tQ the rank of Colonel. Ho was selected,

while quite a young man, to be AdjutantrGeneral
of the army of Madras at a time of trial, when
the European officers liad become disaffected, and
he held that post up to the year 1837, when he
died of cholera on the bonks of the Kistna, en
route to be Brigadier of the Hyderabad subsidiaty

force, and he was buried there. In St. Mary's
Chapel, Madras, is a tablet to his memory :

—

The Soldier’s Friend,
OONWAY,

AdjutAnt<Gonerftl,
obiit

13tb May 1887.
Erected by the

Army
and by tbe
Public.

COOCH BEHAR. See Kuch Bebar.

COOKIA PUNCTATA, lietz, Wham-pi fruit.

Qninaria lansium, Lour,
|
Hwang-p'i kwo, . Chin.

This fruit-tree of China and the Moluccas is

middle-sized, bearing an edible fruit about the

size of a pigeon's egg, yellow on the outside, with
a white pulp, rather acid, but sweet, and much
esteem^ inChina and the Archipelago. Hwang-pi

,

or wham-pi, means y<dlow sain. In India it

bears its rough-skinni fruit in April and May.
The tree has very dark green shining leaves.

—

12ox6.: Voigt; Riddell; Smith; Macfadyen,
COOKING WAGGONS are oonstmeti some-

what like a battery caisson, so that the parts can

he unlimbered and separated from ea^ other.

The ‘limber,' or forward part, bears a large

chest, which is divided into compartments, to

contain coffee, tea, sugf^, and com starch, with a
place also for two gr^rons and an axe. From
{he rear portion rise three tall smoke-pipes, above
three large boilers, under which there Is a place

for the fire, and under the fire a box for the fuel

lE^h l^iler will hold fourteen gallons ; and it is

estimated that in each one, on the march, ten

gaUons of tea, or coffee, or chocolate, could be
made in twenty minutefL— thus giving ninety
gallons of nouriwing drink every hour.

CXK>LEE, a term in use in British India to

derigoate any labouring man working for hire,

also the hire itself. The word is a oormption of

the Tamil word Woleeya or Wozheeya, Karan, a
servant. Under this designatioD great numbers

of the labouring classes of India have emigrated
to Ceylon, the Mauritius, Bourbon, and the West
Indies. The mortality on the voyages at one
time was so considerable, ranging up to 19 per
cent., that emigration agents were appointed at

the Indian ports, under Acts of the Council, tO
control tbe emigration. Coolee bandy or Ooolee
gari means a hired carria^
COOLEN or Kulang. Hind. The Grus oinerea

of British India and of Europe. It is much liked

as a table bird. They are ei^y domesticated.

COOLING MIXTURES.
Nitrate of ammonia, water, eaeh 1 part,—46^
Nit. of ammonia, carb. of soda, water, each 1 part,—67*.

Phosphate of soda, 9 parts
; sulphurio acid, 4 jNirts,—62*.

Sulphate of soda, 8 parts ; muriatic add, 6 parts,— 50*.

Sulph. of soda, 6 parts ; dilute sulph.'add, 4 parts,—47*.

Phosphnte of soaa, 9 pai’ts
;
nitmie of ammonia, 6

parts ; dilute sulphuric acid, 4 parts,—47*.

The fall of the thermometer is hero calculated

from 50^^, and the full effect is not produced
unless the materials employed and the substance

acted upon be previously cooled to that point.

Pounded ice or snow, 2 x>arts ; common salt, 1 pari,

—

from any temperature to 5**.

Snow or pounded ice, 12 parts ; common salt, 5 parts

;

nitrate of ammonia, 5 pai’ts,— 25*.

Snow, S parts t dilute sulphuric acid, 2 parts,— from
32* to 23*.

Snow, 8 jiarts ; muriatic acid, 5 parts,—to 27*.

Snow, 7 parts ; diluted nitric acid, 4 parts,—to 30*.

Snow, 4 parts ; muriate of lime, 6 parts,—to 40*.

— O'iSA. p. 46.

COOMPTA, in lat. 14® 26' N., long. 74® 27' E.,

is the chief commercial town in the Canara district.

—Imp. Onz.

COONCIIEE. Hind. A child's cloak.

COONDOOR. DuKit. Frankincense.

COONOOR, in lat. 11® 20' N., long. 76® 60' E..

S.E. of Ootacamund, is 6960 feet above the level

of the sea. The mean height of the adjoining

Jakatalla cantonment, now called Wellington, is

6100 feet It is a favourite sanatorium for

Euremeans.

—

Baik. ; Schlag.

OOONR-MOONDLA, or Cunr-mundla, is the
name given at Benares to the day on which seed-

sowing is concluded. In the liower Doab and
Baiswara, it is generally called Goonr Bojee and
Huriur. Hindus devote tliis day to festivity, and,
amongst other ceremonies, decorate the ploughs,
and make the residue of the seed-com into a
cake, which is partaken of in the open field, and
in part distributed to Brahmans and beggars. A
similar practice prevails in Great Britain, when the
seed-cake and furmenty of AU-HallowB are in

request. In Tusseris homely verses we read,—
‘Wife, Bometimo thU weeko, if the wether hold elearo.
An end of wheat'Sowing we make for thie yeare,
Remember you, therefore, though 1 do it not,
The seed'oeke, the paitiei, the furmenty-pot.'

—Elliot, See Dulefijhar
;
Huriur

; Hurpoojeo.
COOPER, Sir FREDERICK,K,0.S.I.,aBen»l

civil servant, who did much good service in

Fanjab during the revolt and rebellion of 1867-58.
COORBAN. See Kurban

;
Saorifioe.

COORG, a British province between lat 11® 6G'
and 20® 60' N., long. 76® 24' and 76® 18' E., area
1580 square miles, and, in 1881, a population of

178,802, of whom 100,489 were males and 77,868
females. Its prominent inhabitants are the
Kodana or Ooorg mountaineers, who were ruled

OTfr by the Haleri polygsrs; but Yira RaJendM,
the lait raja, was dethroned by Uie British in
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OOORO. COORG.

1634, and he died in Britain in 1862. The
Kodaga had Buccesefully opposed Hjder All and
his son Tipu

;
but Vira Rajendra (Dodda), who

died in 1809, was guilty of about 6000 summary
executions

;
his successor, Linga, died 1820, was

gTCcdy, cunning, and cowardly. The aspect of

Ooorg(Kurg or iCodagu, meaning steep mountain),
presents an entire forest; the long and narrow cul-

tivated valleys enclosed within it servebut to render
the vast woods more striking. The country is inter-

sected in every direction by cuddnUgs or breast-

works, estimated at 600 miles in extent, many 12
feet deep and 10 or 15 feet across the ditch. They
cross the ranges of lulls and each other with little

app^ranco of order, and defy conjecture os to

their object. The prevailing languages are Coorg,
Kodaga, Canarese, Malcalara, Tamil, Tulu, Hin-
dustani, and English. There are about 40,000
native Coorgs (Kodaga) scattered throughout tlio

country. They arc a tall, muscular, broad-chested,
well-favoured race of mountaineers, far superior

in physique to the Inhabitants of the plains, whom
they greatly despise. They are far advanced
in oiviiisation, nnd very intelligent The vice of

drinking has a deep and widely-spread hold upon
them. They marry at a ripe age, but the wives

of brothers are considered as common property.

They generally retain the old devil-worship of

the Dravidian race. The nua’s palace is supposed

to have been built by an Italian, who is said to

have been bricked up in a wall as soon as the

building was finished. The tribes and races of

the population in 1881 was 178,302 souls, com-
prised, besiiles the Coorg or Kodaga proper,

—

Amma or Amina Kodaga or Kavori Brabmaus.
Aimbkula, goala or herds.

Higgade, cultivators.

Ainaya Badagc, artisans in iron and wood.
Kavati, jungle cultivators.

Paloya, farm labourers from tho Tulu and Maleala
districts.

Kurubar, two tribes, tho Jenu and Bettu.

Yorawa, slave emigrants from Malcalam.
Meda, umbrella makers.
Holoya, viz. Koinbati Holeya, who speak Kodaga, and
Badaga Uoloya, who speak Canarose.

There arc also some Malirattas, Rajputs, Rache-

war, and Rajpiude, the lost being connections of

the late rulers. The out-castes number 31,100,

and tho wild tribes 14,783.

In 1837 there was a rebellion in the British

dist^rict of Canarsf, adjoining Coorg. The Coorgs

at once marched there, queUed the rebellion, and
recaptured for tho Britisn the treasures carried off

by the insurgents. Tho Governor-General directed

that tho recovered treasure should, os a reward, be

divided amongst tho Coorgs, but they to a nmn
refused to receive it. and proudly declared

that they had not fought for loot llie British

Qovornmout, awakened to a sciiso of tho spirit of

these rude wai^rs, then directed jaghirs and

oomli lands to t)o conferred on them, and pre-

sented their chiefs with horses, rifles, khillats,

and other marks of honour. Later still, when
British supremacy in India had been shaken to

its foundation, a body of Coorgs, armed to the

teeth, suddenly made their appearance at Periya-

patna in Mysore, under the secret instnictions of

the late Sir Mark Cubbon, and by their presence

tended to si^press the growing insolence and

disaffection oiuie Mahom^an classes of Seringa-

patam and the adjacent ports of that province.

In the vicinity of tho palace arc settled tho
descendants of the private guards and executioners
of tho rajas. These men are called Kapalarus,
and were the principal instruments in carrying
out tho mandates dictated by tho last raja. The
Amma Coorg, the Sanna Coorg, tho Malla Coorg,
and tho Boddhu Coorg differ chiefly in the matter
of marriages. Tho right of choosing a husband
for tho girl vests W[||;h her father. Should ho have
demised, It devolves in succession upon her
paternal grandfather, mother, and brothers. In
their absence, on the head of tho house, whoever
he may bo. There are only two kinds of marriages
amongst tho Coorgs,—the Brahman,bosed on disin-

terest motives, and which is not brought about
on account of pecuniary considerations, and tho
Gandharva, which is founded in reciprocal desire.

The former is the more prevalent. A Coorg is

justified in taking to himself a plurality of wives,
supposing his first one for the period oi ten years
produces only daughters. Re-marriage of women
IS permitted, under certain restrictions. In the
event of there being no male issue in a house, a
daughter is retained to represent tho name, and a
husband is procured for her from another house.
This husband docs not become alienated from bis

own family, but can take a wife for his own
family also, thus raising up seed for both houses.
These marriages must take place for the purpose
expressed at the time, and tho arrangement cannot
be made after marriage. This is termed amongst
the Coorg a Makka Parjo marriage, or for tho
rights of the children. Their women have largo

eyes, and ore not very dark. Their hair,cn chignon^
has splondid gold ornaments on it, and bimchcB
of white flowers. White jackets with short blccvcs,

embroidered with red cotton, with muslin skirts

embroidered with n narrow gold lace, and very
short. Their le^s and feet bare

;
round their

ankles massive silver bands, from which liang a
number of little bells, with a silver chain from
the band to each toe, holds a number of rings.

Their arms covered with bracelets, and round
their necks a number of gold chains with jewel
ornaments. In their national dance Coorgs form
into a circle. The first figure of the dance is

called Balakata, and is a dow movement, the
men all dancing round, singing, and gracefully
waving about chowris (long whisks of hair), with
an accompaniment of druma This is followed by
the second fi^re, called Kolhata, or stick dance,

in which each man is provided with a couple of

sticks. They all move round as before, beginning
slowly, with a sort bf prancing step, which gets

quicker and quicker. They keep tapping their

neighbours' sticks in time, getting more and more
excited and hitting harder, as if they were to

have a fight, but at a mvcu signal they all

instantly stop. Tho third figure consists of a
single combat. One man leaps into the circle

wiUi a war-whoop, armed with a long switch and
a metal shield, cnallcnging the ring. Then out
springs another, nnd both dance. At lost they

rush together, nitting hard. The laws of the

gome do not allow hitting above the knees,

although some, in ihoir excitement, certainly

transgress. The ankles, however, suffer most,

ami must smart terribly after aii encounter.

When one of the combatants gives in, the other

embraces him, to show there is no ill-will At
the end of the third figure, the assembly dance,
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leaping vigorously into the air. Tlie Coorg or Cooroombar’s servicea are constantly called for bv

Kodaga languajra has been regarded as Canareso, the wood contractor and the planter. They will

roodiR^ by the Tulu. But Mr. Moegling states that not leave their haunts in the forests for any time,

it is more nearly allied to the Tamil and Malealam During the gold sjpcculations of the western coast

than to the Canarese. Cairns »or tumuli are in from 1876 to 1881, the Cooroombar were found

great numbers. They conceal kistvaens. There useful labourers.— C. J/. S,in Newspaper; Cleg-

are also Kolle Kallu, or sculptured tombstones Aorii, Forest Report, See Kurumbar.
in honour of warriors slain in battle. Raja Vira COOROOMBRANAAD, a district of Malabar.

Rajendra’s daughter Gauramnm, whom he brought COOROOMINGA. Tam. A beetle, the Buto-

with him to London, was baptized as Victoria, cera rubus, which penetrates the trunk of young
Queen Victoria being the sponsor, and she married cocoanut trees near the ground, and deposits its

a Britislv army officer, but shortly after he and eggs near the centre. The grubs eat their way up
her daughter disappeared, and she died in 1864, and destroy the tree.

---‘Cole's Coorg ;
nowring's Eastern Experiences ; COORTALLUM, not very far from Cape Coroo-

/itcc, Coorg; Coorg Gazetteer ; Mocgling's Coorg. rin, is a large place, with several bungalows close

COORMEE or Koormee, a race of cultivators into the hills. Of the cataracts close at hand, the

under the different names of Coormee, Kumbhi, lowest falls from a height of 200 feet. The scenery

Kunabi, Koombhee, extend throughout the greater is splendid. There are in all three falls, the high-

part of Hindustan, Berar, and the Western Dekhan. cst being 2000 feet above the sea. The average

They are famous as agriculturists, but frequently temperature of the water is 72° to 75°, and invalids

engage in other occupations. The Coormee derive great benefit from bathing in it. The
women, like the Jatni, assist the men in hua- bathing place is under a shelving rock, affording

bandry, and have passed into a proverb for the most delightful shower-bath possible. The
industry,— climate is particularly enjoyable to Europeans in

*Bhulee jat koonbin keo k’hoorpeo hat'h June, July, and August.
K*het nirawon apne pee ke savh.’ COOSSUMB. Sansk. Carthamus tinctorius.

The Coormee of the provinces are said to have COOSY, a tributary to the Hoogly, also written

seven subdivisions, which are usually enumerated Cosi and Kosi. It rises in the Ramghur district,

as K’hureebind, Puturya, GTiorchurha, Jyswar, lat. 23° 35', long. 85° 68', runs S.E. into the

CanoUjea, Kewut, and Jliooneya.

—

Elliot^ p. 227. Hoogly. Its length is 240 miles.

COOROOKOO OIL, oil of prickly poppy, or COOTANAD, a district of Malabar.

Jamaica yellow thistle, pale yellow, limpid oil, COOTE, Silt EYRE, K.C.E., a distinguished

from the round corrugated seeds of the Argemone British officer, who served in India from tlie middle
Mexicana, is sometimes expressed by the natives of the 18th century, and in cximmand in the Kar-
and used in lamps, but is doubtless adapted to natic from 1750 during the contests for supre-
more important uses.

—

Madras Exh. 1855. macy between the British and French. At the
COOROOMBAR or Kurumbar, properly Kuru- battle of Plassey in 1757, while a Major in rank,

bar, a shepherd, from the Canarese Kuru, a sheep, he had commanded the third division of the army,
COOROOMBAR, a race of Wynad, very docile, and he seems to have taken command in the

quick of imitation, and slavishly submissive to Karnatic in 1759. He was out-manoeuvred on
their moodely or head, who exercises undisputed the Palar river, but in 1760, after defeating Lally
power over his own family, numerically containing at Wandiwosh, and driving him back to Pond i-

about twenty or thirty beings. Those employed cherry, he took easy possession of Cuddaloro in

by the coffee-planters are a little civilised, appre- April 17G0, of Chollumbnim, and other I<>ench
dating the comforts of life in a slight degree garrisons. He took Pondicherry on the 4th Jan.
higher than their more savage brethren. They 1761. The French shortly before had destroyed
erect rude huts for themselves and family, on Fort St. David, and in retaliation Cootc razed the
elevated ground, surrounded by jungles, and fortifications to the ground. On the 18th Juno
about six in number

;
they touch one another, 1781, Colonel Cooto had been repulsed with loss

and the whole present the form of a crescent, by Hyder in a night attack on Chcllumbrum.
One larger than the rest, styled the cutcherry, is After forcing his way through two or three
erected in the middle, in the shape of a hall, for enclosures, and when lalling back to Cuddalore,
the sojourn of casual strangers

;
it is dedicated to and he had passed on a few miles from Porto Novo,

their village deity, and the place cannot be con- he found his march intercepted by the whole army
taminatod by a shoed foot. The presence of a of Hyder Ali, 60,000 strong. Hyder liad made a
suspected stranger in their vicinity, sickness, or rapid march, and had thrown up batteries across
other trifling but natural cause, make them emi- Coote's lino of retreat

;
he had nis left protected

grate from one place to another, sometimes miles by a range of sandhills, and his right by the sea.
away, but always preferring lonesome localities Coote made two determined assaults, one on the
and dense jungles. Some are partly civilised, batteries, which were carried, the other through
Government ^ssess some forest lands towards a passage in the sandhills left unprotected by
Periah and Teriate, and in several spots over Hyder, whose flank became thus exposed. A war
lYynad. In the teak belt are wvoral bands of schooner at the same time appearea in sight, and,
Cooroombars, some of the Jani, and others of anchoring close in, poured her broadsides on the
Moolly clan. The former live entirely in the forest, enemy, causing great confusion. Hyder’s army was
They are the only axe niuii, and without them it completely routed. Coote’s strength was 7878
would be difficult to work a forest. Other tribes men, including artillerymen. It was known ns
are the Panniar, Puliar, Gurchea, Chetty, and the battle of Metapolliam, and was fought on the
squatters. The Coorewrabar, through their head- 1st July 1781. In Juno 1782, while Coote was
men, are held responsible, and the Chetty are also advancing rapidly on Ameo, where Hyder had
responsible for their Paimiar or farm slaves. The

,

treasure and military stores, Hyder overtook and
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COPAIVA. COPPER.

compelled him to return to Madras. Coote died

in 1783, and the command of the army devolved
on General Stewart.

COPAIVA or Copaiba is the fluid resinous

exudation of several secies of Copaifera, of G.

Langsdorfiii, Dec,^ of C. oflicinalis. It was first

described by Marcgraaf and Piso in 1643. Species

of dipterocarpus yield a substanco closely re-

sembling copaiba.

—

Faulkner; Route

y

p. 364.

COPALj Pa-ma-yu, Ciun., Chandros, Hind.

This very important resin is obtained from trees

of Amenca, Africa, Madagascar, India, and Aus-
tralia. It exudes spontaneously from Rhus
copalinum and Elmocarpus copalifer, the first

Wng an American and W. Indian, and the second

an £. Indian tree. Another copal is obtained

from the coasts of Guinea
;
and several species of

Hymenjoa, on the Amazons, are said to produce

tcinds of copal, one of the plants being Hymenaea
Verrucosa. Vateria Indica furnishes the resin

called in India copal, which in England is known
by the name of gum anime, and very nearly

approaches the true resin of that name *, in its

recent and fluid state it is used as a varnish,

called Piney varnish, in the south of India, aud,

dissolved by lioat in closed vessels, it is employed

for tlie same purpose in other parts of India ; it is

extremely tenacious and solid, but melts at a

temperature of 07 Fahr. Mineral copal is

found in ligniform pieces near Quilon, under

laterite. A copal, called gum anime in the

London market, is found on the east coast of

Africa, from Paiiian to Mbojunaji. An endless

Bup]>ly is obtainaulo there, and it is largely im-

ported into Bombay from Zanzibar, the major

portion being re-exported to England, and

occasionally to Franco and Calcutta. The copal

of Zanzibar is obtained from the Trachylobium

Horncmanianum
;
but larger quantities arc found

imbedded in the earth, often where no copal-

yielding trees now exist. This scini-fossil copal

IS culled copalline. Specimens of the loaf, flower,

etc., obtained from the semi-fossil gum, agree in all

respects with those of the living tree. The peculiar

ana more valuable properties of the buried gum
anime arc supposed to bo from a chemical action,

the result of a long retention in the earth. It

is classed as raw or jackass copal, and ripe or true

copal. The value of the latter is estimated by its

colour, the clearest and most transparent pieces

bring the highest prices, after them the light

amber, lemon, dark yellow, and red. Sometimes

the gum, like amber, contains drops of water,

bees, tics, flies, and other insects. The diggers

do not excavate more than the depth of a man’s

waist, and the copal occurs in a red sand under-

lying blue clay.
, j •

Copal is generally imported into England lu

lumps about the size of small potatoes, of a

slightly yellow tint, and often including insects

and animal remains. It is often covered with a

clay-like substance, from which it is freed by the

dealers by scraping. The finest and palest lumps

are selected for what is called body-gum; the

next best forms carriage-gum; and the remainder,

being freed from wood and stones, forms what is

cbXM third, or worst quality, and is uwd for

gold-size or japan-black. Fracture conchoidal

;

it is transparent, and tasteless. Copal is liable

to be confounded with anime, when the latter is

clear and good ;
but the solubility in alcohol fur-

nishes a useful test,—the anime being readily

soluble in this fluid, while copal is sparingly so

Copal is also brittle between the teeth, wherciis

anime softens in the mouth. The American copal

occurs ill commerce in flat fragments; whereas

the East Indian is generally obtained in roundish

masses. The latter furnishes the finest varnishes.—Dr. Kirky in Madras Agri^norticult. Proc.

COPALM BALSAM is a product of the Liquid-

amber styraciflua.

COPAL VARNISH is a solution of copal gum
resin in linseed oil, oil of turpentine, spirits of

wine or alcohol
;

it is used for japanning snuff-

boxes, tea-boards, and similar articles. Copal

varnish and amber varnish are also much em-
ployed by the artist and by the photographer for

the preservation of their works. Fresh essence of

turpentine dissolves copal completely, but old

turpentine will not do so. It is stated that osscnce

of turpentine, digested upon sulphur, will dissolve

double its own weight without letting any fall.

The oil of rosemary also dissolves copal with ^eat
readiness. An excellent varnish may bo made by

dissolving one part of copal and one of essence of

rosemary, with from two to three parts of pure

alcohol.

COPAULDROOG, taken by the British, by

storm, on the I4th May 1819.

COPE, IIENRV, wrote on The Ruined City of

lianade, Sindiab’s Dominions, in Bl. As. Trans.

1848, xvii. p. 1079
;
On the Ruined City of Feroz-

abad, ibid. 1847, xvi., 1848, xvii. p. 971 ;
On the

Silk Manufactures of the Panjab, Lahore Agri.

Trans. 1852.

COPHONES 'of Arrian, supposed to bo the

Kabul river.

COPPER.
Nehoss, • . . . Abau.
Ky-a-ni, .... Burm.
Chi-tuug ; Tung, . Chin.

T»2e-jcivtung;CUi kin, „
Dan.
Dut.
. Fb.
Okh.
Guj.

. Hkb.
. It.

Cuprum Lat,

Tambaga, . . Malay.
Miw, F*b».

Miedz Pol.

Cobro, . . Port., 8p.

Krasnoiinjod ; Mjed, Bus.

Tamraka; Tamra, Sanmk.
Sw.

8hoinbu, .... Tam.
Tombrain ; Kaggi, Tel.

Kobbor,
KojiMjr,

Cuivre,
Kupper,
Tamba,
Nehesh,
llamo,

Copporore is abundantly diffused in nature, being

found native as an oxide, a sulplmret, a sulphate,

carbonate, arsoniate, and phosphate, in 1 crsia,

Baluchistan, Nepal, Kashmir, Tibet, India, Sumatra,

Borneo, China, and Japan. Copper ore in the form

of sulphuret is abundant in Ramgurh m Shckawatti.

Near Ajmir, carbonate of copper is found ‘

veins, aud iu connection with ores of iron (Gcnl.

Med. Top. p. 1C9). A silicate of copper occurs m
Nelloro and Ongole, but not in workable lodes.

Copper ores are found inthe Jeyporo dominions,

and in the vicinity of Nojeebabad, Nagpur, and

Dhunpur. Copper has been pointed out near

Bella, in the province of Luz, on the western

frontier of Lower Sind, by Cantoin Del Hoste and

Captain Harris; in Kamaoii, by Lieutommt Oas-

furd and Captain Duruud ;
at Poikce and Dhanpujr,

by Caiitain Richards
;
at Almorah and in Afghani-

sUm, by Captain Drummond. It is said to have

been worked in Cutch.
i.i « p.nSfih

From Gurgaon there was sent to the I nnjan

Exhibition apiece of copper pyrites,

of gooil copper ore from the Hitear

of the metal got from it; from 1 clang iii KuUi,

8B5
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and from Manikorn near Kuhi, in tho Kangra
district, some copper pyrites, and with blue car-

bonate of copper from Spiti. Copper is found in

Kashmir, but is not an article of trade.

Iron and copper mines occur at Marma, S.E. of

Byans, and the people bring copper pots to barter

with the Chauaansi and Byansi races. Copper
mines in Kamaon. Garhwal, Nepal, and Sikfcim,

are worked by the natives on a small scale.

Copper has been discovered in Singhana; in

mines in Kamaon and Garhwal. Copper mines
occur at Papulee, Pringlapanni, Murbuggettee,
and old mines at Kerraye, Belar, Raie, Seera,

Toma Cottee, Doberee, and Dhunpore. The Beng.
As. Soc. Journ., No. 1 of 1861, p. 1, mentions
the copper of Deoghur or Byjnatli, a small town
in zillah Birbhura. The surface veins run east

and west, and present the ore in irregular masses
of fths of an inch broad, so much corroded by atmo-
spherical influence as to appear in a soft, friable,

red, yeUow, and liver-coloured or garnet-coloured

earth
;
but, upon digging a couple of feet below

the surface of the ground, tho veins become a
compact liver-coloured mass, spangled with shin-

ing particles of copper
;
the wliolc enclosed in a

soft, friable apple-green, yellow, or white felspathic

rock. Traversing the copper from north to south,

small veins of lead appear, which occasionally

form the containing walls to the copper. Mr.

Vincent traced the vein of copper for about 100
feet east and west, and dug to the depth of 2 feet

only. With tlio aid of coal dug from Banslee
Kullah in the Rajmahal hills, ho smelted some of

the ore, which gave a return of 30 per cent, of good
copper; inferior specimens, mostly water-worn
pieces picked up on the surface, gave 25 per cent.

The mountainous parts of Nepal are rich in mines
of iron and copper. The produce of the foi-mcr is

smelted. The copper is of a very superior kind,

and was at one time preferred for consumption in

the territories of the king of Oudh to that exported

from Britain.

In Singbhum, copper ore is found extending
over 80 miles to the westward of Midnapur. Tlirci;

slabs, weighing about 139 lbs., were subjected to

lamination, and proved to bo well suited in all

respects for purposes of coinage. 1’iio quality of

this metal is decidedly superior to imported copper.

The copper ore of the Vellore col lectonite of the

Madras Presidency, was called by Dr. Thomson an
anhydrous carbonate of copper, conhiining 6073
per cent, of black oxide of copper. It occurs in

hornblende schist at Bungcral ^fettah, and tho

carbonate, passing into malachite and mountain
blue there, and at Guruinany Pentah, Saligherri,

and YerrapuUy.
The existence of copper ore in the Callastri,

Venkatagiri, and Nellore districts, w^aa ascertained

by Dr. Heynes about the year 1797, and he de-
scribed that of Wangapodu.

Copper ore is found about 20 miles east of

Kumool, about 2 miles from the village of Gunny,
in the centre of a low range of hills

;
also at Sidhout

and Badwail.
Dr. Heifer said that the copj>er on tlie I>amp6i

islands is worthy of attention. Mr. O’Riley stated
that the copjper ore from several islands of the
Mergui Archipelago, is the grey copper ore, con-
twning from 40 to^ parts of the metal, in com-
bination with antimony, iron, and sulphur. Dr.
Mason had a fine specimen of the green carbonate.

or malachite, found near the headwaterg of the
Ataran

;
and natives assured him that the same

mineral exists up the Salwin. He had idso seen
specimens from uheduba, near tho coast of Arakan.

Copper is found in the Shan States, also at

Kolen-myo and Sagaing
; at Bawyine ai^ Kolen-

myo the malachite appears to be of a rich deeoj^
Uon, and the deposits seem to be abundant The
Sagaing mines were worked in former times by
Chinese. The surface ore is not promisiuff. Most
of the copper used iu Upper Burma is imported
from China. It is plentuul in the province of

Yunnan. Serpentine mines ore said to occur at
the Ura river, about 45 miles north and 80 west
from the modern town of Moun-goung, in native

Burma, and about 80 miles from Seebsagur in

Upper Assam
;
carbonate of copper was, however,

mistaken for it But the serpentine rocks above
Bamo appear to imbed oxides of copper. Copper
and antimony occur in Shwe-green, and in the
hill confines of Tounghoo.
Copper ores have been found in Sumatra?

Celebes, and Timur. In the two former, mines of

it are said to be worked.
Copper abounds throughout the whole Japanese

group, and some of it is said to be not suipassed

by any in the world. The natives refine it; and
cast into cylinders about a foot long and an inch

thick. The coarser kinds they cast into round
lumps or cakes. Quicksilver also is said to be
abundant. Lead also is plentiful. Tin in small

quantities, and of a quality so fine and white that

it almost equals silver. Iron is found in three of

the provinces, of which they make steel unsur-

passed in excellency. The copper ore found in

Japan contains gold in alloy; it occurs in the

market in small red bars, six inches long, flat on
one side, and convex on the other, weighing 4 or

5 lbs. each
;

this copper is the most valuable of

any found in Asia. The Chinese and Dutch ex-

|)ortetl upwank of 2000 tons annually.

A natural alloy found in China, known under
the name of white copper, is used in great quanti-

ties. It seems peculiar to China, and waa supposed
by Dr. Black to owe its distinguishing colour to

an alloy of nickel (Ains. Mat. Med. p. 63). It is

used for dish- covers, candlesticks, tripods, plates,

etc., which, when new and polished, look almost as

well tis silver.

Copper ores have been found as long ago as

1802 at Port Curtis, near tho southern extremity

of tho range which extends along tho north-east

coast of Australia. Flinders met with indications

of copper at GochI's Island in Torres Strait. I.^ad

and copper mines have been worked in South
Australia for some years past, and others have
been opened recently in the western coast range,
a little to the north of Swan River. Hcmatitic tM
specular iron ore and copper pyrites have been
found on the north-west coast near Admiralty
Gulf.

—

Kinneir'a Geog. Memoir; McCulloch's Diet.;

IHddhwton in As. S. J.; CrawfnrdCs Diet, f

Mason's Ten.; Irvine's AJmir; O'Sh. Beng. As.

Soc. Tr.^ 1841 to 4844; Heyne's Tracts^ Bomb.
Geog. Soc. Tr. vi. 117 ;

Friend of India, 28th Feb.

1850; Flindcr's Voyage; Powell, Handbook; Smith,

Nepal; Smith's Report on Singrowlee.

COPPER, ACETATE OF.
Thong'twft, . . . Buem. I Taibembags, . BIaiat.

Pitfa, UiMD.
I
Zangar PlBS.

Senan, . . • Malay. |
Vangala patohi, , Tam.
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Acetate of copper (anigo, verdigris) is a com-
mon bazar article in India, and is prepared on a

Taprobanrc, West.

mon bazar article* in India, and is prepared on a ,

large scale, by strewing copper plates with grope SSo ’.l.agvfs; UUr.
husks or tamarind pulp. During tlmfementation

^ Dynastidic correspond to the dung
of the traces of sugar m the busk, the copper , j w wc uuuk

nomhine. with oxvoSn inrl th« ori^o with Jiti,. 8'^* BUe, _WltE

Bonassua, Fabr,
Onitia, Fah’.
Philemon, Fabr,

combines with oxygen, and the oxide with acetic
•rsiri la immcnsc liom-like protuberances on the head and

*Tt«loW^L._ft.,^ PJ,L'« sw ^ of the males, and, combined with Oieir
extremely tedious.

—

Bctig. Phar, p. 824.

COPPERAS, T’singian, CniN., an impure
poJUhed or rugose metallic colouro, render 1^

sulphate of iron
^ ^ perhaps the most conspicuous of all the beetle

sulphate or iron.

COPPER PASTILLES. Pastilles containing

sulphate of copper, when burned, destroy bugs,

tribe. See Insects.

COPSYCHUS, a ^enus of birds of the order

Insessores, Fnm. Merulidas, and sub-family Saxi-
mosquitocs, and fleas, using three or four in aiiii^uiuuvo, uooo, uoiub tuAoo Ui IKJUI lu a Q saularis IB tho dial bird, common m
COPPERSMITH is tho small green barbet,

Megalaima viridis, Gmel. (Xantbolmma Indica),

Ceylon.
COPT, a race in Egypi

inity. T1

>t, about 150,000 souls,

hough now more or lessChristianity. Though HOW morc Or less
common m the Peninsula of India. It generally

mixcd With other races, they are the undoubted
perches on the top branch of a tree, and the

descendants of the ancieit E^tians. The Coptic
Boundof Its yoiM is^ook, took, took continuously,

^ became almoet extin^u a liying ton^
almost identical with that produced by etrikmg a ^,700 . They now for the meet part apeak

C1TTT T>Tw X mTi Tti Arablc. It was touncl, when the hieroglyphic
COPl ER, SULPHATE OP. Blue-stone. letters were written in English letters, that the

Dok-ta tsha, . . Burm. Kuj^fer Vitriol, . Gkr. words formed were in the main Coptic, with a
Shih-tun, Tan-fan, Ohin. Tutiya. Nila tutia, Hind,

^ admixture from the Hebrew and other

safSto de Chuv^,' . Fb. SSShS ^“8“es; and that the language of the ancient

j t X ,1 • a / Pharaohs did not differ so much from the language
Thu. aalt 18 produced naturally m the water of

,beir modern descendants, as modern English
copper mines, and IB mimutactured in many parts of

^bat of Alfred the Great. With thi«
India and theeaBtemislanda It is easily prepared,

^ ^bo knew Coptic have been
l.y heating copper to r^ncas in cont^t with the

bio to read the hieroelyphics. They haye now

Tung-lo, . . . ,

iSulfate de Ouivre,
Cupri flulphaa, . . Lat.
Turuihu, Nila tutam, Tam.

learned men who knew Coptic have been

read the hieroglyphics. have now
mr, removing the hlwk acales which form and ^ alphabet, grammar, and dictionary, and any
disMlvmg these m dilute and boiling sulphuric

person may le^ to read the mysterious language
acid, and cryatallmng. In the refmmg of ailver it ^ jbe monumento of Egypt aa easily as Greek or
is incidentally preyed in yery large quantities The language, though in the main Semitic,
(Beng. Pliar. p. 322). It la much used in dyeing

bas a conBidorahle mixture of Aryan, or Indo-
in f.lm vifrtnfinrv rtf rtrtffrtrt nnri linon . m* m 1 11 .1 Joperations, in the printing of cotton and linen,

and for various other purposes in tho arts. It has

been employed to prevent dry-rot by steeping

wood in its solution, and is a powerful preserva-

tive of animal substances; when imbued with it

and dried, they remain unaltered. It is obtained

by the decomposition of copper pyrites, in the

same manner as green vitriol from iron pyrites.

Germanic roots. The Turks call them, in derision,

little credit to tho sovereigns of ancient iJigypii*

Of the diminution of the numbers of the Copts,

some idea may be formed from the reduction of

the number of their bishops. They were seventy

in number at the period of the Arabian conquest.

It is manufactured for the arts from old copjier twelve, and most of these
Rhofttinrr. contier turniners. and Conner refinervsheeting, copper turnings, and copper refinery

scales. A little sulphate of copper or blue vitriol

mixed with the rice or flour paste used for joining

jiapers, very effectually keeps these destructive

pests at a distance. It is mode at Amritsar by

boiling sheet copper in oil of vitriol. Sells at 8d.

per lb.

—

Royle ; Beng. Phar.

COPPER-WARE and tutanague utensils, with

coral and glass beads, form small portions of the

are settled in Upper Egypt.—
CaL Rev., No. 78. Sept. 1861, p. 118 ;

Niebuhr 8

Travels, p. 104 ;
Sharpens Egypt, i. p. 133.

COPTIS TEETA. Wallich,

Miahmee tecta, . Assam. |
Hong-lane, . . . CHIN.

Tho golden thread root plant of Assam, is a

native of the moimtainous regions bordering on

Upper Assam, and its root is in high repute among
comi anu irnMi» wttuo, luxiu puxwviio wins

Chinese trade to India; the Chinese seldom use the Mishmee, Umns, aiid As^^.
glass beads as omamente. are sent down to Ass^ m
“ rnpn A Hiwn open meshes, made of narrow strips of rotten, ima

It. Inprepanngit, thek«nelist^enootwhOT only a slicht aroma, (ii masU-

Nari kela, . .

Kobara tongai,

.

I

Kobari ten-kaia.

used as an ingredient in cumM and in medicine, Amariea, the Coptis trifolia is much em-
and is largely exerted

ployed as a bitter tonic. Coptis teete root bri^
of the ooc^nt ^ much tte teste of a P J

j, deemed a tonic rem^y
and is a valuable uigte*ent in cimee. It •* «>“:

, ^ ,^81^ value. Its influence in restoring

sidored as very nutritious. The oor^ Hindi w
increasing the digestive powers, are

uwrtMl Sa ir*bn(nmk_>—>4iyxffh£ y Faulkner : Seewan, PP^ * i ^i tx artrtMi in nTArciAfi anv
sidored as very nutritious. The correct ui

word is K’hopra.

—

Aitislie ;
Faulkner ;

Seeman>rd is K’hOTim.—Atwjhc ;
Faulkner ;

^eman, i r ^ It aid not seem to exercise any

COPRIdZ Leach. A faamly.of wprophogous
irtuc, but under its influence seve^

.M.M jliinrw VkickA^lAa rtrtnl’ih.lniniT' the flrencra.*—~ 1 # x.. .JiaAMaAsi
beetles, or dung beetles, containing the genera,

Ateuebus, ITeber. I Sisyphus, Latr,

Oymnopleunis, Rlig. I
Orepanocorus, Ktrby,

^i^rr^Ve^ from acute dise.^ m«if«^
and very rapidly improved in strength. The dose



coquiixa nuts. CORAL.

yaa 5 to 10 grs. of tbo powder, or an ounce of the alabe in the Britiah Museum show the representa-
infusion tlirico only. I.4ntter]y, medical officers tion o(.the king of Assyria crossing the Euphrates
hare used it as a substitute for quinine, both in in this mode. Canoes are of common use on
remittent fever and in common agues. The tine- ferries; and tyo pieces of the bole of a palmyra
ture is a bitter tonic, and its flavour and colour tree, scooped out and blocked with clay at the
are much more agreeable than the tincture of end, and fastened together, are used in the
colomba.-— Phar, ; Beng, Disp,

; Voigt, Circars. The coracles of Tibet and all India are
COQUILLA NUTS are produced in circular wicker baskets, six or eight feet in

Brazils by Attalea funifera, Martins, the Cocoa diameter, covered with green hides ; when laden,
lapidea of Goertner, and the latter title is highly they float lightly on the water, and, presenting
desermtive. The plant miglit advantageously be but little oltetruction to the current, are easily
introduced into S. Asia. The coquilla nut shell paddled. The wicker and leather coracle traverses
is nearly solid, with two separate cavities, each most of the rivers in the Peninsula of India.
containing a ha^, flattened, greasy kernel. The ferrymen on the Kistna river in the Peninsula
generally of a disagreeable flavour; the cells are the Koli race, stalwart men. The Kili-katr
occasionally enclo^ a grub or chrysalis, which or Maddakpore race are also l^bl-gira or ferry-
consumes the fruit. The passages leading into men. See^oat.
the ch^bers are lined with filaments or bristles, CORA-CORA. Sec Java.
and this end of the sheU terminates exteriorly in CORAH, also written Cora, the mercantile
a covering of these bristles, which conceal the name of plain silk cloth undyed. Bandanna is
passages

;
this end

^

is consequently almost use- the same article dyed. This word is derived from
lera, but the oppe^ite is entirely solid, and ter- Bandhna, to tie, because in dyeing tlie materials.
minates in the pointed attachment of the stalk, the portions to be left white are tied into knots.
Sometimes the shell contains three kernels, less See Cora

;
also Cotton Piece-Goods,

frequently but one only, and a coquilla nut has been CORAL
jMuentirelv solid. The Bubstonce of tl.o shell is Bussud. . ! . . Abab. Corale It.
onttJe, hard, close, and of a hazel brown, some- Ky a-ve-khet, . . Burk. Coradium Lat.
times marked and dotted, but generally uniform. Gulli, .... Dukh. Poalom ; Karang, Malay.
Under the action of sharp turning tools it is very Koraalen, .... Dux. korallii, .... Eus.
agreeable to turn, more so than the cocoanut ..... Fr. Pirhat; Vidruma, Sansk.

’• ’
•

lent screws, and it admits of an admirable polish Marjan, H., Malay. Pers. Pavalam, .... Tam.
and of being lacquered. They arc extensively used Munga, .... Hind. Pagadam, .... Tkl.

Gulli, .

Koraalen,
Corail, .

Koralleii,

Ramuth,

Arab. Corale, ..... It.

Burm. Cora'.lium, .... Lat.
Dukh. Poalam ; Karang, Malay.
. Dux. Korallii, .... Eus.
. Fb. Birbat; Vidruma, Sansk.
. Ger. Prabala,
Heb. Bubalo, .

r. Pers. Pavalam,
Hind. Pagadam,

for the handle of bell-pulls, small tops, the knobs Coral, as seen in the market, is the calcareous
of walking-sticks, umbrellas, and other articles, cell of a mollusc, whose flesh has been removed.
In addition to the nuts, a coarse black fibre is It is merely carbonate of lime secreted by species
obtained from the dilated base of the petioles. It of polypi, its particles cemented together by a
w partly used for consumption, partly exported to gelatinous secretion from these animals. Marsih,
Europe, tied up in bundles of several feet in an Italian naturalist, thought coral to be a inarino

w partly used for consumption, partly exported to gelatinous secretion from these animals. Marsih,
Europe, tied up in bundles of several feet in an Italian naturalist, thought coral to be a inarino
l^gth, and sold in London under this name at plant, and the polype animal its flower, and Dr.
alxmt £l4 the ton. It is manufactured into Parsons entertained similar views; hence the
oor^ge in its native countries, and as it is light, name zoophytes, or plant animals. The polypi

iQrA
water. In which make the coral so much used for ornament

18.x), about 250,000 nuts were imported into Eng- and jewelleiy, arc chiefly Antipathes glabcrrima,

which make the coral so much used for ornament
and jewelleiy, arc chiefly Antipathes glabcrrima,

iwa, and sold at SOs, to 408. the 1000.

—

Seeman

;

Madrepora coryinbosa, M. pocillifera, Gorgonia
* Pooie*« Stat. of Com. p. 98. tubcrculata, two ^ecies of Astreea, Leiopathes

CORA, Kora, Hikd. New, raw, fresh, glabcrrima, and L. Lamarckii. When still alive in
Hence the Hindi Ghilek, and the Greek Koree, the sea, the rough surface is seen dotted with red
aviigm. Pop. Poetry of Pem'a, p, 542 ;

Elliot, spots, and a minute examination detects thousands

A Tx ^ .1 .

of the polypi or coral insects, each inhabiting
CUKACIAD.®, a family of birds of the order permanently a little cell of its own. Many of the

Insessores, consisting of 2 gen., 7 sp., viz. Coracias polypi or coral insects have a little parasol-shaped
pilea^ ^amila, Indica, affinis

; Eurystoraus cover for the head
;
the arms are furnished with

gulans, onentahs, and pacifleus. C. BcugalensiB eight claws, are long compared with the body,

if if*

^ Badian roller. This and the king crow and are generally seen extended as if searching
habit^Uy perch on the telegraph wkes to watch for food. Some of the kinds of coral resemble
for their in^t prey, the former displaying his gigantic plants, with flowers and leaves. Some

wings to advantage as he whisks grow like a tree with leafless branches, and others^d flutters about. C. Bengolensis meets in the spread out, fan-like, into broad, flat surfaces.
Panjab, etc., the European C. garrula

;
in Assam, Coral is in great abundance in the Red Sea, in

oylhet, Tiperah, and more rarely in I^ower Bengal, the Persian and Arabian Gulfs, in. various parts
it co-existe with the C. affinis. C. garrula, the of the Mediterranean, at the Mauritius, on the
roller of Europe, Africa, W. .^ia, Afghanistan, coast of Sumatra, in Japan, etc. It is carried to
Kas^ir, Sind, wd the Panjab, m minatory. China from all the islands of the Indian Archi-

o*
the Coracias X^minckii.— Wallace, pclsgo in native vessels, and is there wrought

into oruoments and official knobs or buttons. It
CORACLE. For crossing the rivers in the S. sells from 40 to 60 dollars per pikul, according to

of Asia, on the Tigris, Euphrates, the Upper Indus, the colour, density, and size of the fragments,
and its imuent^ the practice of three thousand The red or precious coral, Corallium rubrum,
years still continues. Xenophon’s ten thousand is gatfa^ered from the rocky bottoms of the borders
were femed over on inflate skins

;
and three of the Mediterranean or its islands, and most
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COKAL. COUALLINACEtK.

abandanUy at 15 to 20 feet» though occurring at
1000 feet. There are independent coral fisheries

on the coast of Southern Italy, off Ponza Island ;

off the Gulf of Gaeta
;

off Sicily, •^raecially at
Tramni, its western extremity; off Cforsica and
Sardinia, and the islands off Bonifacio

;
off

Algeria, south of Sardinia, near Bona, Oran
; off

the Marseilles coast, and other places, which in

1863 afforded 80,000 pounds of coral. It is

imported to some extent into India, where the
most esteemed is the red coral. Tlie ^e, delicate

pink colour is the most valued in England.
The coral polypi of the E. Indies, Red Sea.

Zanzibar, and Central Pacific comprise genera ot

the Astraeacea, Fungacea, Oculinacea, Madrepo-
racea, Alcyonoids, Milleporse, and Nulliporse.

In the Fiji Islands, Astracas and Maeaudrinas or
brain corals, are abundant. Madrepores add
flowering shrubbery of many kinds, besides large
vases and spreading folia, some of these folia

being over six feet in expanse. Museae and related

species produce clumps of large flowers; Meru-
linsD, Echinopone, Gemmiporae, and Morniporae
form groups of gracefully infolded or spreading
leaves

;
Pave iic, Pocilliporae, Seriatopora:, and

Porites, branching tufts of a great variety of

forms; Tubipores and Xerna, beds or masses of

the most delicately-tinted pinks; Spongioidice,

largo pendent clusters of orange and crimson

;

and Iningiae display their broad discs in the
spaces among other kinds. It will suflice hero to

name the more beautiful of the coral polyps :

—

Alvcopora vorriliana, Fiji.

Aflti’v'ea pallida, /?a/w, Fiji.

Alcyonium, ap,

Antliolia lincata, Slimpson^ Hon^-Konj;.
Ouncri^ocia oxpansa, iHtimpsohy CJlnna Se.as.

Dcndropliylla nigrcsconB, Dana^ Fiji.

Fungi laccra, F.
,
Fiji,

Ooniophorn oolumna, Dana^ Pacific.

Madrci>ora cribripora, Dana, Fiji.

MadrciK)rR Formoaa, Dana, Fiji.

Porites niordax, Dana, Fiji.

Tclesto raiuulosa, V., Hong*Kong.
Xoma olongata, Dana, Fiji.

Coral reef corals comprise species of the Astraea

tribe, and all but two of the Fungia tribe.

Of the Ociilina tribe, all of the Orbicellids and
Pocilloporidie, parts of the Oculinids, Stylas-

terides, Caryophyllids, Astrangida, and Stylo-

pborids.

In the Madrepora tribe, all of the Madreporids
and Poritids, many of the Dendrophylla family, or

Eiipasammids.

Among Alcyonoids, numerous species of the

Alcyonuni and Gorgonia, and some of the Peu-
natulacea.

Among Hydroids, the Milleporcsand Heliopores.

Among Algiu, many Nullipores and Corallines.

The corals of colder waters are mostly solitary

polyps, either outside the coral reef seas, or at

considerable depths within them, and comprise a

few Fungi^, some Oculinids, many Eupsammids,

some of the Gorgona and Pennatula tribes, and a

few of the Alcyonium tribe
;

a few Milleporids

of the genus Pleobothros.

Coral Reefs are classed by most authors into

lagoon islands or atolls, barrier or encircling

reefs, and fringing or shore reefs.

The Atoll or jMgomi Reefs are vast rings of

coral rock, often many leagues in diameter, here

and there surmounted by a low verdant island,

witli dazzling white shores, bathed on the outside
by tbe foaming breakers of the ocean, and on
the inside surrounding a calm expanse of water,
which, from reflection, is generally of a bright but
pale green colour. These are raised by soft and
almost gelatinous coral polypifers, which work
on increasing the outer edge of the reef, which
day and ni^it is lashed by the breakers of an
ocean never at rest.

BarrierReefs are little lessmarvellous than atolls.

In rare places, the whole of the part of the reef

that is visible is converted into land
;
but more

usually the barrier reef is shown by a snow-white
line of breakers, with here and there an islet

crowned by cocoaniit trees, and separating the
smooth waters of the lagoon-like channel from
the waves of the open sea. There are many such
outside the small islands in the Pacific Ocean,
but the Barrier Reefs of Australia and New
Caledonia have excited much attention from
their great size.

Fringing Reefs or Shore Reefs differ from barrier

reefs in not lying far off shore, and in not having
within them a broad channel of deep water.

Darwin supposes that as the reef-building
polypifers can flourish only at limited depths, the

foundation on which the coral was primarily

attached has subsided, alike in the case of the
atoll as in that of the barrier reef.

Sometimes the barrier reef recedes from the
shore, and forms wide channels or inland seas,

where ships find ample room and depth of water,

exposed, however, to the danger of hidden roofs.

The reef on the north-cast coast of Australia

and Now Caledonia extends 400 miles, at a
distance varying from 30 to CO miles from tho
shore, and liaving many fathoms of depth in the

channel. West of tho large Fiji Islands, the
channel is in some parts 20 miles wide, and twelve
to forty fathoms in depth. Tho sloop-of-war

Pe^acock sailed along the west coast of both Viti

Lebu and Vanna Lebu, within the inner reefs, a
distance exceeding 200 miles. A barrier reef,

enclosing a lagoon, is the general formation of tho

coral islands, though there arc some of small size

in which the lagoon is wanting. These are found
in all stages of development

;
in some the reef is

narrow and broken, forming a succcHsion of

narrow islets with openings into the lagoon
;
in

others there only remains a depression of surface

in the centre to indicate where the lagoon origin-

ally was. The niost beautiful are those wlierc

the lagoon is completely enclosed, anti rests within

a quiet lake. Maraki, one of the Kingsmill group,

is one of the prettiest coral islands of the Pacific,

Tho line of vegetation is unbroken, and, seen

from the mast-head, it lies like a garland thrown
upon the waters. It is in tho South Pacific

Ocean that coral reefs and coral islands are seen
in the greatest perfection. The largest known
coral reef is the Great Barrier Reef, that runs for

1000 miles parallel to the coast of Australia, and
at a distance from the shore of from 20 to 60
miles. The barrier reeT of New Caledonia is 40
miles long.—Dana, Comit and Coral Islands;

Darwin, NaturalisCs Voyage; Darwin, Structure

of Coral Reefs ; Gossc, Natural History ; Mac-
gillivray\ Voyage; Figuier, Ocean World; Maury,
Physical Geog, ;

Ilartwig; Jansen; Collingwood,

CORALLINACEiE, a family of marine plants,

belonging to the ortlcr Algm. According to



CORAL PLANT. CORDAGE.

Harvey's deflaition, it includes the CoralUnse and Cnltivated in India and China as a fibrona

Spongitete of Kutdng, and the CorallinidsB and plant, like C. olitcnias. Jate is sown in good
NnUiporidce of Dr. Johnston. Th^ secrete a dense land, well ploughed and drained. It needs &np
skeleton of carbonate of lime.

—

Eng. Cye. soil, bat requires no irrigation. It is ripe in three,

CORAL PLANT, Jatropha multifida. four, or five months, when the fiowers tom into

CORAL TREE, Erythraa Indica, one of a fruit capsules. Jute, like hemp, sown around
genus of tropical trees, with clusters of vei^ large cotton fields protects them £rom msects and oater-

long fiowers, which are usually of the brightest pillars; 2000 lbs: to 7000 lbs. may be obtained
red, whence their name of coral trees. Moore, from an acre. 100,000 tons were woven in

wh^ describing the Indian islands, notices the Dundee in 1876, and 50 million gunny bass were
* Gay, sparklii^ loories, saoh as gleam between exported from Britain In one year.-—/2om ii p.
The orimson flowen of the ooral tree, 581 : V. Mueller,
In the warm islei of India'e sunny sea.’

Frequently their stems are defended by stiff

prickles. Voi^ (p. 237) notices £. aborescens of

Nepal, E. ovaMoUa of Bengal, E. Indica of India

generally, B. stricta and £. suberosa of the western
coast of India, E. sublobata of the Peninsula, and
E. crista-galli has the same popular name.
CORALU. Tel. MiUet
CORAN or Al-Kuran, the sacred book of the

Midiomedans. It was written in Arabic, but has
been translated into Turkish, Persian, Tamil,
Burmese, Chinese, and Malay, and into most of
tlie European tongues. See Koran.
CORAW A, a homeless race in the Peninsula of

India, engaged in mat-making and basket-making.
There are several sections, the Tiling Corawa and
Koonchi Corawa, etc. An ancient Dutch writer on
Cochin speaks of its lower ranks, consisting of the

Cannianol, who are astrologers; the Corwaa, or

cxorcisers of evil spirits
;
the Cuca Corwaa, snake

charmers and diviners
;
and the Pocnen Poeloon,

who accompany them with tambourines or small

drums. These four castes are in some measure
distinct, but resemble each in their strict separa-

tion from other castes, in their unsettled mode of

life, wandering from place to place, and earning

their livelihood by exorcism, jugglery, snakc-
charming, etc., like the licatbcns in Europe, and
in their independence, for they manage tlieir own
lawsuits, punish their own criminals, and are

subject to no prince or raja. Another caste, he
8ai(f, are the Moequaa, wlio inhabit the sea-shores,

and subsist by fisliiiig, many of whom have
become Romish Christians. See India; Korawa.
OOUBAN. Aiiab., IIiNi>., Peks. The sacrifice;

cidicd in the Gospels, a gift. See Kurban
;

Sacrifice.

CORBYN, FREDERICK, a medical oflicer of

the Bengal army, editor of the Indian Review

;

Indian Journal of Medical Science, Calcutta,

18.S8-1841; Author of the Science of National

Defence with reference to India, Calcutta, 1844;
Treatment of Cholera.

CORCIIORUS, a genus of plants belonging to

tilt; Tiliacc'pe or Linden tribe
;
the species in India

lire acutangulus, capsularis, foscicularis, humilis,

olitoi ius, prostratus, and trilocularis.

CORCIIORUS ACUTANGULUS. Lam,
C. fuHCus, Rlijch,

I
Tiia-pat, .... Beng.

This annual of tropical Africa grows in Bengal
and both Peninsulas, Its fiowers are small,

yellow, springing up about Rangoon in the rainy
|

season, and mostly found growing along with
urena, but not to the same extent. It is one of

tbe jute plants, and affords a strong fine grey
fibre.—J/’Cf.; Voigt,

CORCHORUS CAPSULARIS. Linn, Jute.
Qkinalitaq)at, . . Bkmo. I Heart-leaved corehoniH,

Ta-ma; Ho-nia, . Chik. { Emo.

CORCHORUS FASCICULARIS. RoxK
Jangli-pat, . . . Bkno. 1 Bil aaUta, . . . BlSO.

Grows in Hindustan, Bengal, and the Penin-
sula.

—

Roxh, U. p. 582.

CORCHORUS OLITORIUS. Unn. Jute.
0. decem-angularii, JBoopft.

Gania, . . . Amboin. Kowria of . . Cvttaok.
Pat; Ban-pat, . . Bxno. Jew’s mafiow, . . Bsro.

Bhunghi-pat; kooshta, „ Rami ti^oa, . . Malay.
Phet-wun, . . . Burm. Putta, . . . .Sansk.
Oimoa Ohik.* Parinta; Perintakara,TiL.

An annual plant. In Bengal there are two
varieties,—the green fPat, Beno.>, the reddish

(Bun-pat, Beno.)
;
botn are used for their fibres,

which are called jute and pat, tbe jute of com-
merce. A coarse kind of cloth (tat) is woven
from the jute, and affords the material for the

well-known gunny bags. An infiiaion of the leaf

is much employed as a fever drink among the

natives of the Lower Provinces. It grows wild

about Rangoon during the rainy season, though
not to the extent that urena does. The leaves

of this plant arc used in Egypt as a pot herb, and
under the name of Nurcha or Sag greens : they

arc in common use amongst the natives of India*

Both C. cni>sulAri8 and 0. oHtorius afford the jute

of commerce, which, both in the raw and manu-
factured form, is exported from India. Tlie plant

is to bo found everywhere under cultivation.

Every fanner requires rope and twine, and so

grows a little jute. The fibre is extracted simi-

larly to th.at of the * sunn ’ hemp. Mr. Lo Franc
of New Orleans constructed a machine for clean-

ing jute and other fibre plants. AVith it fow

I

men in a day produced a ton of fibre, and it

I
leaves no butts or refuse.

—

Roxh, il 582; Voigt;

Jaffrey ;
Roylc ;

MCltlland ; 0*Sh, p. 229

;

Cuttack Local Committee, Sec Jute.

CORCHORUS PYRIFORMIS. Smith, rong-ti,

Chin. A plant of China and Japan
;
fruit pear-

shaped.

CORCHORUS TRILOCULAIUa Linn.
The plant—Ba-phalll, . H.

|
The seeds—Isbond, Hihd.

Grows wild in the Panjab
; seeds are jdven in

rheumatism
;
it is C. acutangulus, Lam.^Stewart.

CORDAGE,
Touw-werk, . , , Dur. Oaolame, . , • . . It.

Manceuvres, . . . Fa, Tali: Kalat; Utas, Malay.
Tauwork, , . . OxR. Coruaje ; Jareia, , Sp.

Dndah, .... Ooj. Nor TaR.
Eassi, Hum. Daramu, .... TiL.

Cordage is the»commercial term for cord or

rope of every kind. Cordage of excellent quality

is manufacttired in India, and plants of Sonthem
and Eastern Asia yielding fibre are as under t

—

Abelmosohus esouleniut, Vendee fibre.

A. fioulnetia,

Abtttilon Indkum, Toottee*
' A polyandruin.

A tomentosuin.

aio



CORDAGE. CORDIA LATIFOLIA.

Aoftoia Arabiea.
A. leuoophloBa.
.£«chynomeno cannabina.
Agayo Amerioana, Pita fibre or great aloe.

A. vivipara, Katbalay.
Ailantue Malabarious, Poroo maram.—Inner bark.
Aloo Indica or A. vulgaris, Kuttally nar.

A. perfoliata, aloe fibre.

Ananaasa antiva, pine-apple fibre.

Andropogon schoenanthuB, Oamaehy pillo.

A, inyolutuin.
Antiaris saccidora, Arengee.
Arundo donax.
Bauhinia raocmosa.
B. diphylla.

B. Vahfii, Vepy tree bark.
B. tomontosa, VoUay ateo nar.

Bignonia ooronaria.

B«>ohmcrin ; several apeoios.

Borauus finbclUformiB, Palmyra fibre.

Butea frondosa.
CaUioarpa laiiata, TUondy nar.—Inner bark.

Calotropis gigantea, Ak, Mudar, Yeroum.
O. procera.
Cannabis sativa, hemp.
Carex Indica.
Chamrerons Kitchiana, homp palm.

Cordis obliqua, Pothooverooson nar.

Crotalaria Burliia.

C. juncca, Sunn, VTuokoo nar, Canamboo.
C. tenuifolia.

Cocon niicifera, coir.

CorchoruB olitoriuB, jute.

O. c:\psiilivria, ^utc.

(JyperuB toxtiliB, mat grass, or Coaray.

DccanchiHtia crotonifoHa.

Dcninodium argentoum.

D. tiliwrolium.

Dn;mia extensa, Ootrum.
Eriochlcena CaiidoUii
Kriodoiulrou anfractuosum, bast,

Eriophorum comoBum.
Erythrina Indies.

Ficus religioso, Arana nar,

F. racemosa, Atti nar.

F. Indica, Aulaiaaram nar, Aallen nor.

P, oj>o»itifolia, Bodda nar.

F. MynorciiBiH, Kul-uallun nar.—Not much used.

F. Koxburgliii ; F. vonosa.

Fourcroya gigantca, Seemay Katlialay.

Girardinia LoschonauUiana, Noilglierry nettle.

Gonsypium Indicum, Indian cotton.

G. acuminatum, Brazil cotton.

O. Baibadonsc, Pcruvianum, religioaum.

Grewia Aniatica, bant.

O. oppositifolia,

G. tuia;folia.

G. rotundifolia, Oonoo.—Moderate atrengtb.

Gitazuma tomentona.
Hibiscua cannabinus, Polychay fibre.

H. macrophyllun.
H. nalKlariffa, lionclle fibre.

1 1. vcsicarius, wild ambara.

H. roMii Chinennia, shoe plant fibre.

H. vitifolia ;
H. lamnan ; II. mocrophylla.

laora corylifolia, Valumbrikai, Kywen nar. -—The

niOHt valuable fibre in Travancore. The plant

grows abundantly at the bane of tho nilln.

Fibre in from the stem.

Linuin usitatinnimum, flax.

Marndenin lioylii.

Mimosa intaia, Eenjy nar.

Minnicnnya.
Musa parodiniaoa. plantain fibre.

M. textilin, Manilla hemp.
Ortbanthora viminea.

Paudanus odoratinsimua, fragrant ncrow-plne.

Paritium macrophyllum.
P. tiliacoum.
Pbiladelpluin, $p*

Phoenix acauUn.

P. daotylifera.

P. nylvcHtris.

lUiapis.

Haccnarum npontanoum.

S. Sara. Sara.
Sanaeviera Zeylanica, Morghee or Marool.
Salmalia Malabarica, Elavum parooty.
Sesbania cannabina.
Sida ^pulifolia.—Uned for cordage, etc.

Strvennos potatorum, Kathaven nar.

Smilax ovalifoUa, Krinkoddy nar.—Used for tying
bundles, etc.

Bteroulia guttata ; S. ornata ; S. ramona : S. villona.

Terminalia alata, Mooroothen nar. — Bark very
strong, and lasts many years

;
used for dragging

timber, cordage, etc. Common in the forests.

T. belcrica, Umburothoe nar.

Tylophora asthmatica, Koorinja.
Ty]>ha angustifolia.
Ulmis cam][>e8tris.

Urtica hotcrophyUa.
Vemonia antholmintioa. Coat seeragum.
'WUuiriemia salicifolia.

Yucca gloriosa, Pita or Adam’s noedlc.
Y. aloefolia.

The exports of cordage, excluding jute, from
British India, were as under :

—

1875-

76, . . 30,216 cwt. Rs. 3,33,073

1876-

77, . . 24,193 „ 2,65,603

1877-

78, . . 46,087 „ 3,65,790

1878-

79, . . 32,812 „ 3,55,377

It fiiill requires to bo determined whether
tanning or tarring is the better mode of preserv-

ing cordage in India, and whether a Bubstitute

for tar might not be discovered in Bomo of tho

numerous resins and gum-elastics of Southern
India.

CORDIACEiE, an order of plants comprising

tho genera Cordia, Cordiopsis, and Erycibe. The
chief species of Cordia Tknown are,— angusti-

folia, cuncata, domcstica, fulvosa, gerascanthus,

grandis, latifolia, Eeschenaultii, monoica, myxa,

obliqua, orientalis, Perrotettii, polygama, prion-

odes, liothii, sebestana, serrata, tectoniefolia,

tomentosa, trichostemou, Wallichii. C. fragrant-

issima, /vwr^, is of Burma
;
C. Ncpalensis, IFa//.,

also occurs in Simla
; C. obliqua, Thw»^ is a tree

of Ceylon
;

C. tomentosa is confined to the

southern parts. In the Dehra and Kheree jungles

is C. latora, i/um., Bi/c/i., perhaps only a variety

of C. myxa, and a new species, O. incana. The
bark of some of tbe Cordia, when young, may be

found to yield a useful fibre.— Voiytj p. 441

;

W, Ic, ; M. J. Uep. ; Hoyle, III Him. Hot.

CORDIA ANGUSTIFOLIA. Roxb.
Narrow leaved sepisian.

NaruvalU, . . . TaM,
Cbinna butuku, . Tel.
Nukkeru, ... „
30 to 40 feet high in

C. reticulata, Itoxh.

Guild; Goomli, . Hind.
Guiidiii ;

Gooudni, ,,

Liyar,..... SlND.

This tree grows from
llurdwar, Gujerat, and the Dekhan

;
the wood is

very tough, is used for carriage poles, posts, and

ill house-building, and is recommended for gun-

stocks. It is common about villages in the

Circars, but never seen in the iungles. Fruit the

size of a largo pea, round anu smooth,\he pulp

yellow and gelatinous, edible, but tasteless.

—

Roxh.; Royk; Riddell; Jkddimte ;
Voigt; Bird.

CORDIA LATIFOLIA. Roxh. Sopislan.

Pistan-sug, . . . Pers.
Gedooroo, . . . SiND,

Shcloo, .... SaNSK,
Kicha virigi chettu, Tel.

Buhuari, .... Benu.
Buro buhooari, . ,,

Burgooud ;
Vurgoond,GUJ.

BUokur ; Barra Icaum, H.

Tho tree occurs in Gujerat, Hindustan, but is

iiiobtly confined to the southern parts of India.

It has numerous epreading branches, and the

1

young slioots arc angular and smooth. Phaleeta

or slow matches arc made of the bark. Tho tree

ail



CORDIA MACLEDDIL COREA.

is hardy and omamental. The wood is very

inferior, and of small size. 'J'lie fruit is eaten.

Under the name of sebesten plums, or sepistans,

two Indian fruits have been employed as pectoral

medicines, for which their mucilaginous qualities,

combined with some aatringency, have recom-

mended them. They arc believed to have been

the Persea of Dioscorides, and this tree fumishes

one of them. Linnieus applied the name of

Sebestan to an American species of this genus,

which .is not known in medicine.

—

Eng, Cyc.

;

Roxh, i. p. 688; Voiqt; Irvine; 0\Sh.; Wight;

Royk; Elliot, FI, Amlh.

CORDIA MACLEODII. Hooker,

C. roonoica ? I
Hcmigyinma MacleoJii.

Dhengun, , . . Hind.?
1
Dhyan; Deyngan,. Hind.

A tree of Jnbbiilpur, from which there was
sent to the Exhibition of 1862 specimens of a

remarkably beautiful wood, found in Mundla
and Seonec, and also Central India. Its wood
approaches teak in its properties.

—

Cal. Catalogue,

1862.

CORDIA MYXA. Linn, Lebuk of Avicenna.

Mochayct of Forskal.

Prunus sobeHtana, riuk.

Cornua sanguinoa, Forsk.

Oordia officinalis, Lain.

Cordia domcatica, Jtoth.

Sebestana domcatica,

S. myxa, Cornmel.

S. officinalis, Gartn.

The Fruit.

Behuari, .... Beng.
Tha nat, . . . . Bdum.
Bukhoor,. . , . Dec.
Sepiatan plum tree, Kng.
Laatira, Gondui, . Hind.
Kendal, .... Jav.

IJuIioorearuka, . . Sansk.
Lolu, Singh.
Vidi marain, . , Tam.
Nakkoru ; Iriki. . Tjel.

IVdda botuku, . . ,,

Mookooroo karra, , ,,

A pretty large tree, n native of Egypt, Persia,

Arabia, Ceylon, the forests of the Godavery,

Hindustan, and Nepal. It grows wild in Die

Siwalik up to 4000 feet, and it is common through-

out the Konkan, Pegu, and the Malay Peninsula.

The trunk is from 8 to 12 or 15 feet high, gene-

rally crooked, but as thick as, or thicker than, a

man’s body, with numerous spreading branches

bent in every possible direction, and fonning a

dense shady head. The wood is soft, and of little

use except for fuel. In Sind, fuse is prepared

from the grey cracked bark. It is reckoue<l one

of the best kinds of wood for kimlling lire by
friction, and is thought to have furnished the

wood from which the Egyptians constructed their

mummy cases. The wood and bark are said by
Dr. Royle to be accounted a mild tonic. Its dried

fruit is the smaller sebestens or lobe.stens of Euro-

jKjau medicine
;
it is a yellow berry, with a strong,

sweetish taste, and serves as a preserve
;

the

mucilage of the fruit is demulcent. The root is

said to be purgative. The larger fruit is called

liisura, and the smaller variety lasuri
;

its seeds

arc the ChaVoon ki bin], Hind., used in powder
mixed with oil as an application in ringworm.

—

Ruxh.
;
O^Sh.; Steuuirt

;
Hoyle; Brandis; Riddell;

Bird, ; Powell; Eng. Cyc. ; FI. And.; Voigt ; Thw.

CORDIA OBLIQUA. Willd.

O. tomentoBR, Wall. I C. domostica? Roth.

O. Wallichii, G. Don.
|

Gondni; Lasura, . Hind,
j
Selu; Naruvaili, . Tam.

This is a large, handsome tree, common in the

lower provinces of India, with a small, round,

reddish-coloured, pleasant-tasted, but glutinous

fruit; fumishes a fibre, Pothooveroosen nar, of

moderate strength.

—

Aiuslie, p. 228.

CORDIA POLYGAMA. Roxb, i. p. 494.
Bottu kuru cbettu, . Tel.

|
Paoh-oha botuku, . Tel.

A strong, close-grained wood, small and crooked,
found in the Circars.

CORDIA ROTHII. Rcem, et Sch, C. cuneata,
Heyne.

Bokur, .... Maur.
|
NarvilU maram, . . TAm.

Dr. Wight believes the wood is vei^ inferior,

the trees being usually small
;
and Dr. Gibson says

that 0. Rothii, C. fulvosa, and G. obliqua do not
yield timber fit for anything but Brewed. They
arc not uncommon in the Bombay forests, but aro

more generally met with near cultivated lands

and villages.

—

Roxb. i. 591 ;
Wight ; Gibson.

CORDIA VESTITA. H. /. et Th.

C. incana, Jtoyle,
\
Gynalon vestituxn, Z>. C.

Kumbi of ... . Bras.
|
Karuk of . . . Sutlej.

A small tree of Garhwal, rare in the Siwalik
tract, nearly as far as the Jheluni, and in the Balt

Range to 3000 feet. Common in N.W. Provinces.

The wood is valued for wheel-work. The fruit is

eaten, and said to bo sweet.

—

Stewart ; V. Mueller,

CORDIA WALLICHII, G. Don., C. tomentosa.
Wall., is a good - sized tree, tolerably common
throughout the Madras western forests, also in

Mysore and the Bombay Presidency. Technically

it is hardly distinct from the common Oordia
myxa, but the densely woolly leaves will distin-

guish it. The timber is serviceable, and in use
with the natives.

—

Beddome, FI. Sylv. p. 246.

CORDYCEPS SINENSIS. Smith, Hia-ts’au-

tung-Ch^ung. This fungus, the Spaeria of some
writers, grows upon the head of a caterpillar, os a
disease of the insect

;
supposed to bo a species of

Hepialua. It is said to be common in Southern
Tibet

;
it occurs in Szc-chuen, Hu-kwang, Hu-mh,

and Hu-nan. It is report^ to be as good as

ginseng, and to be wortn four times its weight of

silver.

—

Smith,

CORDYLES, the Zonuridso family of tho

lizards or sauria. See Reptiles.

CORDYLIA PALMARUM, the mib of the

palm weevil
;

is eaten roasted in the West Indies.

It is the size of tho thumb.
CORDYLINE BANKSII. J, D. Hooker. The

long-leaved palm lily of New Zealand. Its leaves

furnish a superior fibre for ropes. C. Baueri, J,

i J), Hooker, of Norfolk Island, rises 40 feet high
;

and C. ,indivisa, Kunth, of New Zealand, also

famishes the toi fibres.

COREA or Korea, the Kaoli of tho Chinese,
( called Cbaou Seen by the natives. Corea is

I

a kingdom in a largo peninsula, stretching

from lat. 42° 19' N., southwards to the Straits

of Corea, area 91,000 square miles.

The peninsula of Corea bears a strong resem-
blance in its physical aspects to Italy. An axial

range of mountains runs close to and parallel with
the east coast; the rivers which flow westward
from it, and fall into the China Sea, being of con-
siderable lenfl^h, and those that flow eastward into

the Sea of Japan^ small and unimportant. Be-
arding the west coast but little is known. It is

tor the most part a flat and uninteresting coast,

inhabited by a class of people reported to be rude
and inhospitable, and dangerous to navigation on
account of rapidis and high tides. The east coast,

on the contrary, is a magnificently wooded series

of mountain spun, running down from the axial

range of the count^ close to the water^s edge, and
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COKEA. CORINGA.

vifiiblo many milcB at sea. It is conterminouB with
the conat of Russian Tartary, and has been accu-
rately surveyed again and again by Russian men-
of-war. The whole coast is one grand succession
of hills and mountains, forest-clad at their summits,
and covered on their lower slopes with a jungle of
dwarf oaks, creepers, stunted pines, and a dense
undergrowth of shrubs and grasses of every
variety. Tigers abound, and pits to catch them
may bo seen close to the villages with which every
valley is studded.

Corea is an independent state, perfectly sove-
reign within her own borders, with a peaceful and
industrious population, who desire nothing better
than that they be left alone to earn their own
bread in their own way. The hills which cover
the east of the country arc given over to wild
beasts, it is true

;
but wherever cultivation by

simple methods is possible, there it swarms with
millions of people, and there is no reason to believe

that they are not perfectly satisfied with them-
selves, their rulers, and their country.

The Coreans arc in physique the finest people in

Eastern Asia, and in bearing much more manly
than it is the fashion to represent them, but they
are as a nation absolutely xinarmcd. They have
lived in such complete seclusion, that they arc

frightened with strange sounds and sights even,

although this is the timidity of ignorance, not of a

craven spirit.

Although Corea is thus dcscri))ed as an inde-

pendent sovereign stiUc, in tlio sense that her

municipal laws, her executive, the succession to

her throne, and the treaty relations she has entered

into with Japan, arc purely of her own creation,

she is in another sense a feudatory of China.

The services wliich she performs, whatever may
have been their origin, are now-a-daya performed
from sentimental, not political inotivcs, and
her title to the sovereignty she possesses is

not based on their due performance. To spc.ak

strictly, they consist of a fonnal recognition

by the emperor of China of each successive

king, and the despatch to Pekin at stated in-

tervals of a mission bearing tribute. Its border

on Russian territory has been surveyed. It is

the most easterly part of the Asiatic continent,

and is separated from the Chinese empire by the

Thau - pe - chang or Po - theu - shon, the white-

headed mountains, a formidable range. The
|

native prior race are of Mongoloid origin, but the

mercantile population are said to belong to the

Indo-Euroi>can race. The native race averages

6J feet, have a wheatcn-yellow colour, prominent

cheek-bones, heavy jaw, flat and crushed root of

nose, wide nostrils, rather large mouth, thick

lips, oblique eyes, coarse, thick, blackish hair,

frequentW tinged with red, thick eyebrows, thin

beard. They have a tradition that they sprang

from a black cow on the shores of the Japan Sea.

It has innumerable islands on its W., S., and £.

coasts, the largest being Kang-wha on the west,

Quelpart on the south, and Ollongto on the east.

Quelpart mountains rise to 6600 feet above the

sea. The total inhabitants of the peninsula and

islands ore estimated at 16 millions. Some of the

mountains rise to 10,000 feet above the sea. The

capital and residence of its kings is Saoul, with

100,000 to 160,000 inhabitants. The higher

classes have a tendency to the Turanian physical

type, as with the Japanese and those of Siberia.

They are polygamic, and purchase their wives.
Their women are secluded. The dead are buried
in wooden cofl&ns, or wrapped in sheets. Rice is

the chief article of diet; they cat largely, and
drink much alcoholic fluid; are fond of music,
honest, good-natured .—Ernest OfferCs Forbidden
lAind; Yuky Cathay^ ii. 268.

GORGE. Twenty pieces of cloth.

CORIANDER SEED.
Kerirah, .... Arad. Coriandri ncmina, . Lat.
Nannan^. . . . Buum. Moti

; Katuinhar,MAl.KAi..
Gottimbiry, . . . Can. Kusbnus

; Kitnuz, . Pskh.
Shih-lo, .... Chin. Coentro. .... Pout.
Siau-hweihiang, . ,, Dhanyaka, . . Baj^sk.
(^oriandre, .... Fr. Kotambaru, . . Binuh.
Koriandcr saamcn, Gkr. Cilantro, Sp.
Korion, Gr. Cottamalli, . , . Tam.
Gad, ..... Hkb. Dhaiiialu vittulu, . Tki^
Dhanma ; Dhunia, Hind. Kotimiri, . . . . Tib.
Coriandro, . . . , It. 1

This is the fruit or seed of the annual plant,

Coriandrum sativum, cultivated in tho East and
in Europe, and procurable in all Indian bazars.

When fresh, their smell is strong and disagreeable,

but by drying it becomes sufliciently grateful.

They are used as an ingredient in curries in India,

and medicinally as a stimulant and stomachic. In
Europe, coriander seed is chiefly used by distillers

to produce an aromatic oil. The quantity im-
ported annually into Britain is about fifty tons,

and sells at 21s. theewt.

—

M. E. J. Ii.
; Simmonds ;

ilPC. ; JSirdwood ; Wariny.
CORIANDRUM SATIVUM. Linn. The cori-

ander plant is found in the cornfields of Tartary,
the Levant, Greece, Italy, and south of Europe,
and it is grown in every part of Southern Asia,

where tho leaves arc used by tho natives for

chatnis and curries; the fruits being also car-

minative and aromatic, arc used in decoction, in

Bwcetincats, in certain stomachic liqueurs, and in

some countries in cookery
;
they arc little esteemed

in England. During the unripe state, tho odour
resembles that of bugs, but this changes rapidly as
rijH'iiing proceeds. Fee derives Coriandrum from

a bug.

—

(J'Sh.: Jioxb. ; Voigt; Lindley.

CORIAlilA MYRTIFOLIA, Amu., is used in

tanning leather, and also for staining black. It

is worth £9 to £10 per ton.

CORIARIA NEPALENSIS. Wall
Ratnahara, Annura, Beas. Balel, Tadrelu, Kangra.
Phapar-chor, . . „ Balel, .... Kasumiu.
Slialu, Baulu, . Ohenab. Kande, Shala, Kau, Ravi.
Gucb, . . • • Hind. Archalwa, . . Sutlej.
Mussorio, Majuri, ,, Shere, Lichakro, ,,

I

Grows all along the Himalaya, from 6000 to

7000 feet, and, from its abundance, has bestowed
its name on Mussoori hill station. The fruit

formed by the junction of several pistils is eaten

in the hills, although that of the European
species is poisonous, inducing narcotism and
tetanus.

—

O'Sh.; Clegk.; Stewart; Voigt; Royle;
Powell, Handbook, i. p. 336.

CORINGA, a town at the northern mouth of

the Godavery river, on a branch generally called

the Coringa river. It is a seaport town, where
ships ore built, and is in a bay from off the Bay
of Bengal

;
population, 5649. The district has

been repeatedly inundated. In May 1787, after a

long and very violent gale from the northw^,
the sea rushed over the site of the town, and in a

moment destroyed nearly the whole of tho people,

4000 in nurobCT. A similar catastrophe occurred

in 1837, when 15,000 people and 100,000 head of
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CORK. OORNUS SINENSIS.

Ofttile were destroyed
;
and the ships in the bay

and on tiie stocks were swept far inland. It is 9
miles S.W. of Cocanada, in lat. 16^* 48' 25" N.,

and long. 82'^ 16' 20'' E. It is the only harbour
between Trincomalee and Calcutta where ships

can be docked.

CORK.
Shnh-tsM, . . . Chin.
Kork,T1othout,PvT. ,Gbr.
kMge, Fa.
Bhnj . Hind.
fiughero, Snvoro, . . It.

SabeTj Lat.

Stmual : Sumhat, Malay.
Oortioa (do SoTroiro)»FoBT.
Korkowoe ; DerowOi Bus.
Ooroho, Sp.
Karka, .... Tam.
Birada, ..... Tel.

dork is the outer bark of Querous suberf an
eTergrcen oak growing in Portugal, Italy, the

south of France, Corsica, and in Spain throughout
the whole extent of the Tierrn Caliente, but most
abundant in Catalonia and Valencia, whence the

principal exports have been made. This substance

18 developed on other plants, but on none in so

large qimntity as in the Quercus sube*. It is

light, porous, compressible, and elastic, and many
articles are cut out of it. As soon as the bark
dies, it falls off in flakes, which corres|K>nd to the

layers that are formerl annually. These outer

layers the Spaniards collect
;
the inner living bark

i

should be spared. In Corsica and Spam, where
the tree is abundant, this bark is removed for

tanning, and contains twice as much tannin as

oak’bark of average quality. The tannin appears
to resemble that of catechu

;
it affords scarcely

any bloom, and gives a dark colour to the leather.

At the Madras Exhibition of 1855, two specimens
of a cork-like substance were exhibited, one good,
from the 'Western Coast Jungles,’ and another
inferior, from Coimbatore; the trees producing
the samples were not mentioned. The deeply
cracked spongy bark of the Bignonia suberosa,
the country cork tree, yields an inferior kind of

cork.

—

M. E. J. It.; Eng. Cyc,; Diet of
Com.; Royhy Arts and Manufactures^ p. 484,

CORK TREE of China. Smith. Fan-Sha, Chin.
Its bark resembles that of Quercus saber.

CORMORANT. Salach, Heb. Cormorants
are trained in great numbers, in the eastern

Chinese provinces, to capture flsh, and are some-
|

times under such ^ood order that they will
|

disperse at a given mgnal, and return with their

prey without the precaution of a nock-ring. A
single boatman can easily oversee twelve or flfteen

of these birds
;
and although hundreds may be out

upon tho water, each one knows its own master.

If one seize a flsh too heavy for it alone, another
comes to his assistanoe, and the two carry it

aboard. The birds themselves are fed on b^n-
curd, and eels or flab. They ley egM when three

years old, which are often hatohra under barn-
yard hens, and the chickens fed with eels* blood
and hash. They do not fish daring the summer
months. The price of a pair varies from 5 to 8
dollars. See Fisheries.

CORN.
Kom, . • . Dan., Qeb.
Krasnen, Gk>ren, . Dut.
Bledi. Fa. 1

Qeiieide, • . . . Oxb. 1

Anal, . . Hind.,F£B8. 1

Blade, Orani, . . . It.

Framentum, . . . Lat. 1

Butir, Biji, . . Malay.
Zbose, Pol.
Qraoe, , . . . , Poet.
Oblieb, .... Rub.
Qranoa, ..... Br.
Bad, Bpaamal, . . 8w.

The grain or seed of cereal plants used as food

;

wheat, barley, oatB.^Fa«libier; M^CuU.

CORNELIAN.
Aohaat, .... Dut. Agate, It.

Agate, Fr. Athates, .... Lat.
Aohat, .... Gib. Agat, Bus.

A quartzose mineral, found in great abundance
in Inw

;
classed as one of the inimor gems, and

largely cut at Cambay from stones collected from
the drift of the RajjApla range. Shafts are

sunk to the stratum containiiig the minerals.

These are burnt to bring out the cokmim, and are

cut Into paper-weights, knife handles, miniature-

sized cups and saucers, tables for snuff-boxes, sets

of brooches, necklaces, and bracelets, pins, buttons,

and studs. A field gun, with all its appointments,
is one of the finest ornamental pieces of Cambay
stone work

;
they soli for from Rs. 40 to 50.

The polish of Cambay stones is not such as pleases

the eye of the European lapidary
;
yet they are so

cheap, they might be expected to become a con-
siderable article of commerce, and might be built

up into mosaics for work-tables, into chess-boards,

and other elegant articles of fiumiture,—the chief

E
art of the work being performed here, whore
kbour is cheap, the fli^ finish being ^ven in

Europe. The Cambay agates equal the finest

Scottish pebbles in beauty
;
they generally exceed

them in size, and may be had for a mere frocUon
of the price.

In 1844 their exports amounted in value to

Rs. 93j^78, and in 1845 to Rs. 88,849. 8ec
Arts; ^mhay.
CORNICULARIA JUBATA. Ach. The Kek-

kieo of the Burmese; an edible cryptogam of

Ramree.
CORNUS, a genus of large trees and shrubs

of the Comacesd or dogwood tribe. C. oblongs
occurs in the Dehra Doon, 0. macrophylla and
C. nervosa in Mussoori, and C. capitata, Wall.

(Bcutbamia fragifera, Lindl.)^ at a still higher
elevation. The fruit of Benthamia is eaten in

the hills, and from the seeds of some species an
oil is expressed. Wight figures C. altera, 0.

sylvestris, and C. Zeylanica. The bark of the C.
florida and 0. serioea are said to be most excellent

tonics.

—

Drs. Riddell^ O^Sh.y Wight

CORNUS MACROPHYLLA. Walt
Dogwood, .... Bno.
Kandar, . . . HlND.
Kandra; Kandru, . „
Kaksh,

Kasir, .... Panj.

^feol*£Uiiin ; siadu, \\

Hanin, Hang, . . „
This is found in the Sutlej valley between

Rampur and Sungnam, and in many parts of tho
Paniab Himalaya, at an elevation of 7000 feet.

Its iruit is edible, and goats feed on the leaves

;

and the wood hard, but small, is made into char-
coal employed in the manofacturo of gunpowdiu.—Drs. Stewart^ Cleghom^ Panjab Report

CORNUS OBLONQA. WalUeh.
BaB-koknr, . . Jhxlum.

|
Bakar, . . Ois-Sutlxj.

A cmal^ tree in the outer hills in the east of

the Panjab, sparingly in the Biwalik tract
; occa-

sionally to 4000 feet up to near the Indus;
timber of no special ase.-A/l L. S^wart^ M.D,
CORNUS OFFICINALIS. SmUh.

8han-cha>yo, * • . Onni.
|
Thefmit—Jaa-tiatt,CHiv.

The Cornelian cherry is a prickly shrab of

Japan, Kiang-su, Bhen-ii, and Shan-tung. The
flowers ore white. The drupes contain a good
deal of oil : th^ are dried and sold.—-iSmttk.

CORNUS Sl^SIS, Smith. Ooradianoterr,
theHu-Vifi-tssol China, resemmO.maaeiili^ D
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CORNWALLIS, CHARLES, MAWiUis. CORROBORY.

baa white flowers
;
slender, supple branches, with there are three varieties,—the Oalamander or

long pointed leaves, downy on the under surface. Coromandel, which is the darkest, and the most
Its fruits are astringent, and leaves used in commonly seen in England

;
the Calemberri, which

oo^hs.

—

Smith. is lighter-coloured, and striped
;
and the Omander,

CORNWALLIS, CHARLES, Marquis, was the ground of which is as light as English yew,
twice Governor-General and Commander-in-Chief but of a redder cast, with a few slight veins
in India. He served successfully in Ireland, but and marks of darker tints. He says the wood
Bubeequently in America with g^at disasters. He is scarce, and limited to Ceylon

;
Uiat it grows

was sent out by Mr. Pitt to India, and the Act between the clefts of rocks
;

this renders it

of Parliament of 1784 and 1786 was passed to diflBicult to extract the roots, which are the most
give him supreme power. He arrived in Calcutta beautiful part of the trees. Its names are corrup-
on the 12th September 1786, and re-embarked on tions of two Singhalese words, Kahi mederiye.—
the 10th October 1703. During this period the Faulkner ; Mendis ; Tredgold; Holtzapfel ; Fer-
second war with Mysore occurred. He was the flrst gusson.

to bring about unity of action between the Indian OOROSOS, or Ivory Nut, is produced by the
and Homo Government, and the first to recognise Phytelcphas macrocarpa, growing in Central
the duty of paying Indian servants well, and to America and Columbia (Humboldt). The tree is

abolish all custinctions between the King’s and a genus allied to the Pandanem, or screw-pines,
Company’s military officers. In 1788 he received and also to the palms. They are seeds with
iKjwer to bestow local commissions on the latter, osseous albumen. The nuts are of irregular
His care was directed alike to financial and ad- shape, from one to two inches diameter, and
ministrative measures, but also to the moral and when enclosed in their thin husks they resemble
social condition of the Anglo-Indian community

;
small potatoes covered with light-brown earth

;

and in 1793 he issued regulations which for 38 the coat of the nut itself is of a darker brown,
years formed the basis of the administration of with a few loose filaments folded upon it. The
justice iu India, and were changed only in 1831 internal substance of the ivory nut resembles white
during Lord William Bentinck’s administration, wax rather than ivory. It has, when dried, a
He gave effect to the long-discussed subject of faint and somewhat transparent tint between
perpetual settlement under a zamindar class, a yellow and blue; but when opened, it is often

system which has since been greatly condemned, almost grey from the quantity of moisture it

In 1793 he went from India to Ireland. He re- contains, and in losing which it contracts con-
ceived the title of Marquis, and retumod to India siderably. Each nut has a hole which leads into
on the 80th July 1805, from which date, till his a small control angular cavity

;
this, joined to

death at Ghazipur on the 5th October 1805, he the irregularity of the external form, limits the
was a second time Governor-General. A monu- purposes to which they are applied, principally

ment was erected to his memory at Ghazipur, and the knobs of walking-sticks, and a few other

a statue at Madras. small works. It might be introduced into India.—small works. It might be introduced into India.

—

COROMANDEL, with Europeans a geograpbi- Holtzap fel.

cal designation of the coast-line in the south of the GOROXYLON GRIFFITHIL Soda is made
Peninsula of India washed by the Bay of Bengal, from this plant by burning and levigating

;
three

It extends from Point Galimereto near the mouth kinds are recognised,—Ohoa-sajji, the purest

;

of the Kistna river. Its revenue districts are Hat’ha-saiji, second sort
;
K'hara-sajji, third sort.

Tanjore, 8. Arcot, Chingleput, N. Arcot, and CORPULENCE is a state of body very fre-

Nellore. The name is not known to the people, and quently seen amongst the richer of the Hindus,
has been supposed to have its origin from the vil- A tabular statement, taken from a mean ave-
lage of Coromandel, on the Pulicat marine lagoon rage of 2648 healthy Englishmen, was formed
north of Madras, and to ^ive its name to the entire and arranged for an insurance company by the
eastern coast of the Penmaula. It has also been late Dr. John Hutchinson. His calculations were
derived from Cholaroandala, which Paolini the made upon the volume of air passing in and out
Carmelite explained to mean the middle country, of the lungs, and tliis was his guide as to how far

but which Bcnolars interpret as the dominion of the various organs of the body were in health,

the Chola race, one of three Hindu dynasties who and the lungs in particular. It may be viewed as

anoiently held the Tamil country in the south. It an average, some in health weighing more by
is not impossible, however, that the general name many poun^ than others

:

hae been coimected with thia pai^ci^ 5 ft. 1 in., . . mibn. 5 ft. 7 In., . .1481b..
of Kurr-mandlum, Tae., meaning ‘ Black Sand.’ 5 „ 2 „ . . 126 „ 5 „ 8 „ . . 155 „
It is on the sea bank of the Pulicat lake, about 35 5 „ 8 „ , . 133 „ 6 ^ • • 1^^

miles north of Madras, and formerly held by the 5 ? ” ’
* t

” *
* i??

”

Dutch. It is in the Chingleput district, in lat r ” «
” * ” r ’ a ” *

‘

i 7«
”

18° 26' 10" N., long. 80° 20' 86" E. Population,
® „ o „ u „ . . i/c „

8060 in 1871. See Chola-Mandaloor. CORREA. Shortly after the occupation of

COROMANDEL WOOD is the produce of the Malacca by the Portuguese, Antonio Correa was

Diospyros hirsuta, a Ceylon tree of great size, sent to Pegu, with the object of opening a trade

having a dingy ground, and sometimes running with Burma.

into white streaxs. The figure is between that CORREA, GASPAR, author of the Lendas da

of rosewood and zebra-wood; the colour of the India, 4 vols. 4to, the oldest historian of the

ground is usually of a red hazel-brown, described Portuguese in India
;

written 1561 (printed at

also as chocolate brown, with black stripes and Lisbon 1868-1864), from Vasco da Gama’s voyage

marka. It is hard, but veneer saws out it without in 1497 to the government of Jorge Cabral m
Dixticiilar difficulty ; it is a very handsome fumi- 1550.^ wood, and twns woU. Mr. Layard aays OORROBOBY, a dance amongat Australian

CORPULENCE is a state of body very fre-

quently seen amongst the richer of the Hindus.

6 ft. 1 in., . . 120 lbs. 5 ft. 7 in., . . 148 lbs.

5 „ 2 „ . . 126 „ 5 „ 8 „ . . 155 „
6 „ 3 „ . . 133 „ 5 ,, 9 ,, . 162 „
5 ,» 4 ,, . 136 „ 6nl0„ . . 169 „
5 5 ,, . . 142 „ 6 „11 „ . . 174 „
5 „ 6 , . . 145 „ 6 „ 0 ,, . 178



CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE. CORUNDUM.

natiTes, in which the performers, with shielils in

their hwds, circle round a fire.—Am. Ex* p. 247.

CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE.
Poh-kiang>tan, . . Ohik.
Poh>kUng, ... „
Doi^U Ohlorqueok-
iiMr. .... Dut.

Blohloridoofmoroury,Eno .

Sublime oorrosif, • Fb.

Bichlorure de moroure, Fr.
ItAMMpur, . . . Hind.
Hydnvrgin bi*ohlori-

dum. .... Lat.
Dar chlgna, . • , Panj.
*

This is largely made in India, but in an imper-

fect manner, and used in native medicine. Some
very fine specimens wore shown at the Panjab
Exhibition from Amritsar and Lahore .—PoivclL

8A Morctiry ; Rnscapur.

CORSICAN MOSS. See Edible Seaweed;
Fucus.

CORTES. Homan Cortes, a Spanish navigator,

who, in A.D. 1628, endeavoured to follow up the

^ooverics of Magellan. He took possession of

the Marianas or Ladrone Islands, but, with all the

members of his cxpc<lition, fell victims to the

climate and the hostility of the Portuguese.

OORTINAUrjS EMODENSIS, JkrUey, and
also C. violaceuH, Fr., arc largo mushrooms, the

Ouglati of the Tibetans and the Yuogla t’sehamo

of the Bhot, a favourite article of food.

—

Hook,
Him, Journ, ii. p, 47.

CORUNDUM.
Kln*kang-sliili, . . CliiK. I iH.'vmmla, . • . Guj.
Adamaiitino Rpar, , Kno.

{
Kurund, . . . Hind.

Several substances, differing considerably in

colour and soraotimes in form, but nearly agree-

ing in composition, are classed together under the

name of kurundu by the natives of India. This
mineral is, with t)io exception of the diamond,
the hardest substance known. It is generally of

a pale grey or greenish colour, but sometimes of

red and brown tiuta It is found in India, China,
and in some parts of Euroj>o. The Indian variety

is whiter than the Chinese, and is considered the

purer. In Iinlia, diamond dust is very rarely

used in polishing gems, marbles, and metals,

corundum being the chief material employed. This
mhioral is found in granite, or tiio detritus of

granite rocks in the Mysore country and in tho

neighbourhood of tho S.W. Ghats. Though
excessively bard, it is by no means tough,—it fiies

in fscccs after a few strokes of tho hammer, and
is easily pulverized in a mortar. The natives

generally powder it on an anvil or stone, keeping it

from fiying about by a collar of cotton rope. The
fine particles are separated from the coarse by
sifting

;
the European process of liziviation is not

seemingly resorted to. For sharpening swords or

burnishing metals, it is generally used Uko a whet-
stone or burnisher

;
for polishing gems, it is either

made up into a cake with lac, or into a paste with
oil or grease. It is never employed for the manu-
facture of emery paper or anything resembling it.

For polisbing marble or other stone, it is used in

two forms, viz. that of a cake of about eif;ht inches

loop, three acroai, and two deep. This u used by
an individual in the hand. For heavier purposes,
a cake a foot square or so is employed, placed in a
frame. Two men work at this, and the reducing

f

irocesB is very rapidly accomplished by it
; it is

n fact a file with a lac body and conmdum teeth,

Tho oorundums of the Madras Presideiu^ are
well known to the people, who nse them in mass
or mixed in lac

;
toey are used by cutlers, etc.,

in the form of dirafor laps, or wheel grindstones

;

also, in the form of whets, and hones, and rag-
stones, for sharpening the finer and coarser cutting
implements used by farrieis, etc. The first speci-

mens sent to Europe were forwarded by Dr.
James Anderson to Mr. Berry, a lapidary in

Edinburgh, as the substance uim by Imo people
of India to polish masses of stone, crystal, and all

gems, except tho diamond,and itwas tlien examined
by Dr. Block, who named it adamantine spar.

I

Tho sites whore corundum occur are

—

Nanimadl, Viraliinodot.—On tho north hank of tho
Caurcry, in tho Permutty taluk.—HewboUL

Sholaiiigaiiiany (probubly Scholaaorameny).
Trichingo<lc taluk, near the village In » low hill, in

great abundance.

—

Netobold,

Cnroncl, Auj^ore. Mallapollye, and at various looaliticM

up tho river Cauvery oa for «a Corconunbodi in

I'ermutty, whore it ia dug by tbo natives in tho
ftcltis, and roinaiiis of many ancient excavations are
to bo tmeod.

—

NcwfMdtl.
Gomulchctty |>olItum, «*i0 miles north of Salem.
Yalaiicrry.

(/oundap.ady.
French Kocks.—Onpiain Loudon,
Golbushully, in tho division of Nooghiilly.

—

Narindd,
Kulkairi, in tho diviaton of Chinmyapataiii.
Burkunhulli. in the division of Chinraya|iatam.

—

Nrtvb,

Kundco, in tho division of Chinmyapatam.*— ATctc^o/ff.

Yedgnnku1,in thodivision ofOhinrayai»atam.- NewMd,
Norhik, in tho division of Narsipur.

—

NcudmUl,
Doysani Carbonhully. in tho division of Banawararo.
Apnianhully, in the division of Harnally.

—

NetcMd,
Niul.'ipardy, on tho road to Bangalore, Mysore.
ICnndium, in tho Astagram division.

Oiiddoor, in tho Kuggur division.

Nnggur, in the Nuggur division.

It occurs also at Gudjelhutty in Coimbatore, at

tho .Tapoor Ghat in Salem, at Okcnnimully in

Coimbatore, and in Cuttack. At Namaul and at

Viralimodos ou tho north bank of tbo Cauvery

;

in tho Pennutty taluk, Salem district, it occurs

embedded in gneiss and a greyish earth, resulting

in part from the ilisintcgration of that rock. It is

found in groat abundance in a low hill near tho

villngo of Sholasigamany, Tricliingotlo taluk,

Oaroncl, Aiiporc, Mallapollye, and at various

localiticB up the river Cauvery, ns far as Corco-
rnioboili, wnort^ it is dug for by tho natives in tho

fields
;
and there are tho remains of many ancient

excavations still to be traced. Tho caste usually

employed in collecting it is the Vittaver. At tho
Madras Exhibition of 1855, Mr. Rohde exhibited

specimens from Guntur, and remarked of them
that experienced jewellers would pick out stones
suited for common jewellery from it, and tho
refuse cannot be worth less than £16 and £20 a
ton at home. From Hyderabad was received a
very ezcellont sample of picked stones, possessing
an irregularly crystalline structure. Professor
Thomson mentions (Mineralogy, L 218Hhatfibro-
lite is found acoomi^nying crykals of corundum
in the Karnatio, and that it is a component wt
of the granite which is the matrix of the corunaum
of China. Professor Jameson, in his Geogtiosr of
Peninsular India (Ed. Cab. Lib. No. viU. p. 340-o0),
states that the corundum of Southern India occurs
embedded in granite and sicnite in tho district of
Salem, in the Madras PresidencT, associated with
Cloavelandite, Indianite, and fibrolite

;
but near

Gram at Qolhushnlly anA Kulki^ at wh^h good
corundum is obtained, the mineral occurs in

deoompoeed beds of a taloose alata, to which
gneiss is subordinate, associated with nodules of

fnduiated talc, and ojf a poor qoarixy iron ore

;

asbestoi, chlorite, aotlnoute, and s^rl were
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CORUNDIJAf. CORYATE, THOMAS.

found in the ^Icose wlntc. Ncwbold mentions lucent
;
it presents great variety, greyish, occaaion-

that in the Salem district, also, this mineral ally brown or red, rarely blue. It occurs also in
occurs embedded in gneiss and a greyish earth, acute and obtuse double six-sided pyramids,
resulting in part from the disintegration of that Corundum pebbles are found in the gein sand
rock. Ilubics, sapphires, emeralds, and topaz have of Ava river.
from time to time been discovered in many of the Prismatic corimdum, or chrysoberyl, is found
corundum localities just enumerated, associated among the ^'ora hills near Rajmahal, on the
with this mineral, particularly in the gneiss at Bunas in irregular rolled pieces, small, and gene-
yirahmodos and Sholaairamany in the Trichingode rally of a light green colour

;
these stones arc con-

taluk and at Mallapollyc, though, comparatively sidered by the natives as emeralds, and pass under
speaking, rare. The formation around Gram is the name of puuna, but they are aware that they
gneiss associated with protogene. Proceeding from are softer than the real cmcm\d.—Dam, Enqi
itmawcsterly direction, the northern shoulder of Cyc.; Edward Balfour, Report for 1856 on (he
the insulated range, south of the village of Bella- Government Central Muneum, Madras; M, E,
daira, running nearly nortli and south, is crossed, Jur. Rep.

;
Dr. Mason ; Captain Newbold

; Irvine,
and the soil suddenly changes from a light sandy Gen. Med. 7 op. of Ajmir ; Jameson, Ed. Journ.
colour to a deep red. Tlie surface of this soil is ii. 1820, p. 805.
covered with fragment of a fcrro-silicious schist, CORUNGA MUNJI-MARAM. Tam. Rottlera
with quartz in alt>ernatc layers. The natives have tinctoria.
a tradition that gold was formerly got from this CORUTTI. Tam. Tricosantbes palmaU.
hill, which is not at all improbable, as it is found CORVID./E, the crow family of birds, sub-fam.
in similar gangue near Baitmungalum. The Corvinaj, crows, magpies, nutcrackers. Oorvus
Corundum mines of Golhushully lie four or five culininatus, corone, corax, splendens, intermedius,
miles north-east of this place, and those of Kulkairi Tibetanus, tcuuirostris, ana frugilcgus, occur in
about a mile farther. The surrounding country India. The genus corvus has no representative
is a succession of smooth, slightly convex plains, in all South America, nor in New Zealand, nor in
except to the south-east, where the gneiss rises the numerous archipelagoes of the Pacific, and
above the soil in a rocky ridge, terminating in a there is one species only in Australia. Corvus
knoll about 700 yards to the cast by south of the corax, the raven, takes the circuit of the northern
mines, to which it descends, rising again into a regions

;
rare in N. Africa, Panjab, Kashmir,

slope to west north-west of the mines, on which Afghanistan. The true raven is pre-eminently a
lie fragments of a light brown compact quartzy bird of the coldest climates

;
though a few occur

iron ore. Nearly at tlic bottom of this stone are so far 8outhwai*d as in the Barbary States, in
the mines, from Avhich the ground descends on America so low as in the Carolinas, and in India
both sides to the north-west to a tank, and towards proper within the Panjab only. Tlie raven, rc-

the south-east to the village of Golhushully, about marks Sir John Ross, is one of the few birds that
a mile distant. are capable of braving the severity of an arctic
The chert and a dark-red ferruginous jasper winter. In the fearful cold of a northern Sibe-

nre used by the natives as flints. Salt springs rian winter, Von Wrangell says, the raven still

occur in the vicinity. The wells about Gram arc cleaves the icy air with slow and heavy wing,
both sweet and brackish within a short distance, leaving behind Jiiin a long line of thin vapour,
and a fragment of rock-salt was found in the marking the track of his solitary flight. The
green earth of the mine. A little to the east of Tibetan raven is considered as a peculiar species
Kulkairi is a low plain nearly covered with a white by Mr. Hodgson, an opinion to which the iVinco
travertine, partly compact, partly cellular, resem- of Caniuo seems to incline

;
it may be presumed

bling that found in the bod of the Oauvery at to inhabit the lofty mountains of Bhutan to the
Seringapatam. The corundum mines at Kulkairi north. The smaller crow of Southern Asia is the
are situated both near the summit and at the foot C. splendens

;
the common black crow of all India

of the excavations of the rising ground there, is C. culminatus. The true rook, C. frugilegua.

There are a series of excavations varying from is known to visit the Peshawur valley, Afghanistan,

two to twelve feet in depth, sunk perpendicularly Kashmir (the rook of China and Japan being con-

though similar strata to those just aescribed. The sidered a distinct species, C. poatinator of Gould)
;

corundum is thrown out, cleared, and separated and the jackdaw, C. moncdula, accompanies it in

by the miners into four classes, viz. the red, the those countries. C. advena is a rare black and

white, the scraps of both, and the refuse. The white crow, occurs along with Cittura cyanotes,

three first form the article of commerce. the forest kingfisher of Celebes. C. corone k
The corundiiin of Battagammana is frequently the cairion crow of Europe, Afghanistan, Japan;

found in large six-sided prisms, is commonly of C. cornix, hooded crow of Europe, Asia Minor,

a brown colour, whence it is called by the natives Afghanistan, Japan {Temminck), Barbary ;
C.

Curundu gallo, cinnamon stone
;
occasionally it is mouedula, the jackdaw of Europe, Siberia, Bar-

to be met with partially or entirely covered with bary, AV. Asia, Peshawur valley, Kashmir. A
a black crust, and is merely the stone with an nutcracker and a magpie occur in the Himalaya,

unusual pro|K)rtion of iron. CORVINUS, a genus of fishes, several sp^ies

Corundum is found about eight miles S. from of which, C. bola, C. ch^tis, and C. coitor, furnish

Sahapur, in the Singraula territory, about 120 isinglass. C. bola, M^Clell, Bolo chaptis, Buch.^

miles from Mirzaporc. It is found iii masses os furnished the isinglass which Mr. O'Riley sent to

large as a man's head, on a ridge. Calcutta from Amnerst. It is closely allied to C.

^DunoQ corundum occurs, like the sapphire niger, but of monstrous dimensions compared with

and ruby, commonly in the secondary form of the European species. The jawbone of this fish

six-sided prisms, but usually much larger. It is is described as Iloalee.

—

Mason; M^Cleltand.

sometimes nearly colourless, and rather trans- CORYATE, THOMAS, a native of Britain, a
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CORYDALIS AMBIGUA. CORYPHA GEBANGA.

meet singular traveller. After publishing, in CORYLUS COLURNA. Linn, Haxel.

1611, bis most laughable travels, styled Goryate, 0. Jacquemontii, Dne,
His Crudities, prefaced by above forty copies of Var. B. Lsoera. Var. 0. Laeera, WaU,
verses by the waggish wits of the time (amongst Hazel, Eno. Jhangi, Thangoli, Panj.
which is one in the ancient British language), he Urrvi, Uml^ Oeh, . Panj. Sharoi, Sharoii^ . ,,

set out on his greater travels, and seems to have Ivinri, Ivuna, War, ,, Shurlige, Bankunu, ,,

been buried at the port of Swally,' near Surat, in This tree grows to a height of 40 foel^, at eleva-

December 1617.--Pennant's Hindoostan^ i. p. 73. Gone of 6600 to 10,500 feet in the Panjab Hima-

CORYDALIS AMBIGUA. Smith. Iftya. Wood elastic, light and compact, used for

Yen-huHioh, , . Chin,
|
Hiuen-hu-soh, . . Chin, hoops and walking-sticka The nuts edible.—Dm.

A Chinese plant belonging to the sub-order Cleghorn and J. L. Stewart.

Fumarem, the fumitory tribe
;

its tubers are used CORYNOCARPUS K®YIGATA, a New Zea-

medicinally in luematuria.— land tree with beautiful evergreen foliage.; the

CORYDALIS GOVANIANA, Wall. Bhootkes, P«lpy portion of the fruit is eaten by the natives.

Hikd. Is common above 8000 feet of elevation COkYPHA, a genus of palms of the order

in the Clioor mountains, wlierc it is regarded as a Cocoace®. Sec. D. Coryphe®, C. elata and C.

charm against evil spirits. The roots sent by Dr. taliera grow in Bengal
;

C. rotundifolia and 0-

Falconer were long, nbrous, tough, and exceedingly utan, in the Moluccas
;
C. umbraculifera in Ceylon

bitter, dork brown cxtemally, yellow within.— and the Moluccas, and C. gebanga in Java. It

O^Shavghnessy, seems to bo C. gebanga which Mr. Wallace (p.

CORYDON SUMATRANUS, a singular and L68) describes as a great species in Lombok,

rare birtl
;

it is crepuscular, very likely diurnal i\s called Gubbong, which grows there in great

well, and so stupid or tame as to allow itself to abundance. He says it has a lofty cylindrical

bo pelted without moving. stem, about a hundred feet high and two or three

CORYGAUM, a small village on the left bank feet in diameter. C. taliera, the Tara of Bengal,

of the Bhiina river, half-way between Poona and the Talipat of the Peninsula, is much employed

and Seroor on the Gor-naddi. It is memorable for making leaf hats and leaf umbrellas
;
the leaves,

for the defence made on tlie 1st of January 1819, when smoothed, are much used for writing on,

by a small body of Madras artillery and native ^*'d also for tying the rafters of houses, as they

infantry about 600 strong, against the entire arc strong and durable. C. umbraculifera, the

army of Baji Bao, Peshwa. About 4000 Arabs codda-panna of Madras and the talipat of Ceylon,

continued the attack from daybreak till dark, ^nd very like the former, is common in Ceylon,

Surgeon, afterwards Sir James Wylie, of the found also on the Malabar coast The drie<l

Madras Medical Department, greatly aided in their 1® ycry strong and limber (Knox’s Ceylon),

repulse. Captain Staunton of the'Bombay army, The Burmese books are all made of the leaf of a

with the 2d battalion of the 1st Bombay Native species of Corypha. 0. australis is the cabbage-

Infantry,mu8tering 600 bayonets, '2G of the Madras J>alm of the northern part of Australia to Port

Artillery under Lieut. Chisholm, and 300 Auxiliary Jackson. It rises erect to 70 or 100 feet, with a

Horse under Lieut. Swanston, in all 926 strong, <liamoter of 1 foot.

—

G. Bennett ;
Seeman ;

Roylc^

on New Year’s eve were ordered to Poona to join PL; Voigt ; Wallace^ 158.

Colonel Burr’s brigade. On New Year’s morning CORYPHA ELATA. Jloxh,

of 1818, as he approached Coryganm, he saw the Taliera data, Wall.
)
Bujoor, Bujur, Batool, Bknc.

army of the Peshwa, consisting of 20,000 horse This stately jwilm grows in Bengal, and, accord-
and 8000 foot, covering the plaiii beyond. Both ing to Mr. Mason, in the Tenasserim Provinces.
paiiieB made a rush to seize the village, but entered It has a straight trunk, but often varying in thick-
it together at different ends. All day long the ness. A tree about thirty years old, wljen in

strife was kept up, fresh bodies of Arabs coming flower, was seventy feet to the base of the inflores-

from the enemy to take the place of those who cence, another about sixty
;

circumference near
fell. Of the eight officers, Lieutenants T. Pattin- the root, eight feet, and about the middle of the
8on and Oiisholni and Dr. Wingate were killed trees five and a half or six; their whole length
or mortally wounded. Captain Staunton and Dr. strongly marked with rough, dark-coloured spiral

Wylie were amongst those who survived, but 175 ridges and furrows, which plainly point out |,hc

fallen. The E. I. Company voted Captain spiral arrangement of the leaves. The ligneous
Staunton a purse of 600 guineas and a sword of fibres, as in the order, are on the outside, forming
honour, and afterwards erected a granite obelisk, a tube for the soft spongy substance within, of a
70 feet in height, with the names of all the brave dark chocolate colour, tough and hard, but by no
men who fell, engraved on it in Englisii, Persian, means equal, in either quantity or quality, to the
and Mahratta. Assistant-Surgeon Wylie was after- very serviceabio wood of Borassus flabelliformis.
words created a K.C.B. This palm, in Bengal flowering in March and
CORYLUS AVELLANA, the European hazel, April,—the seeds require about twelve months to

is abundant in the Himalaya. Fruits (nuts), called ripen,—is to bo at once recognised by its black
Bindik and Fiuduk in bazars, are grouped in spirally-marked trunk. From the other species of
clusters together, inodorous, taste sweet ami agree- Corypha it is abundantly distinct by its long
able, become ranciii very quickly. By expression obviously spirally placed ex auriculate petioles,
the kernel yields a very agreeable oil, nearly in and by the smaller dark-green flat lamina, with
the proportion of half its weight. Tlie w'ood of narrow liiiear-ensiform segments. The fruit is

the hazel was the material of the divining rods of smaller.— Voigt ; Mason ; Roxh. il 176.
the inagiciniis and snake ejichanters, who even in CORYPHA GEBANGA, is one of the
modern times have had their believeis in Europe, most useful of all the palms of South-Eastern
The Japan hazel is 0. hetcrophylla, i'/V/tcr ; C. Asia. pith furnishes a sort of sago. In Java,
ferox. Bo//., is a plant of the Simla hills.

—

t>'Sh. thousjiiids of boys and girls arc employed in
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COKYPHA TALIERA. COSMAB.

fabricating its leaves into baskets and bags;
thateh and broad -trimined 1ml 8 are made of them;
fiahing-ncts and linen shirts are woven from its

fibres, and ropes from its twisted loaf-stalks
;
the

root U both emollient and slightly astringent;
and AVaitz sfiya it is a valuable remedy for the

periodical diarrhoja which in the East Indies
attacks Europeans. It flowers in a huge terminal
spike, on which arc produced masses of a small
round fruit, of a gi'oen colour, and about an inch
in diameter. When these ripen and fall, the tree

die8,'and, after standing a year or two, it too dies.

Flocks of green pigeons and troops of the Macaens
cynomolgus monkeys resort to the trees when
fruiting, the latter chattering and showering down
the ripe fruit. Kur/. joins C. data to this.

OORYPHA TALIERA. Roxh. ii. 174.

Taliora licng.'vlcnsi.s, Spreng.

Tai'a,Tsdicrft,Tavint, Sri talam, . . . Sanmk.
Tnliera, .... lTrN!>. Talipat, .... SiNOil.
Tali, .... ]Maut. ^Sri talani, . , . Tkl.

An elegant, stately palm of Bengal, lias a trunk,

perfectly .straight, ahemt thirty feet high, and, as

near a.s thccyc can judge, equally thick throughout,
of a dark brown colour, and somewhat rough with
the marks left by the impression of the fallen

leaves. It grows in Bengal, but it is scarce in the

vicinity of Calcutta. It flowers at the beginning
of the hot season, the seeds ripen nine or ten

months afterwards. It is so cloHcly allied to

C. umbraculifera, as to be diflicult to distinguish

when out of flower. The leaves are much em-
ployed for making leaf hats and leaf umbrellas,

and for tying tlic rafters of bouses. They are

in about 80 divisions, each (i feet long by 4

inches broad, radiating from the point of a leaf-

stalk from b to 10 feet long, and- covered with
strong spines at its edge. lioxburgh describes

the spadix as decompound, i.s8uing in the month
of February from the apex of the tree and centre
of the leaves, iorniing an immense diffuse ovate
panicle of about 20 or more feet in height. The
fruit is the size of a crab-apple, wrinkled, dark
olive, or greenish -yellow. The leaves arc used
by the natives of India to write upon with steel

styles
;

it is known as the book palm, and is not
unfrequent in the neighbourhood of religious

edifices in the Tenasserim Provinces.

—

lloxh. ii.

174; Voigt; Eng, Cyc,; Mason.

CORYPHA UMBRACULIFERA. Linn.

Tali, . , , . . Beno. Tala or Tala gasa, SiNQH.
Pw, . . . . Bush. Konda pannamaram,TAif.
Fan palm, Talipat, Eng. Sidolam, .... Tel.
Kodapana, . . Maleal.

|

The talipat palm of the Moluccas, Malay coast,

Malabar, and Ceylon, is similar in appearance to,

but its leaves are not so round os, those of C. taliera,

the divisions in the centre being shorter than

those at the sides. It baa a stem GO or 70 feet high,

crowned with enormous fan -shaped leaves, forming

a head 40 feet in diameter, each leaf with 40 or 60
pairs of segments. These fronds, when dried, are

very strong, and are used for hats and umbrellas.

The petiole is 7 feet long, and the blade 6 feet long

and 13 feet broad. Fans of enormous size are

manufactured from this plant in Ceylon. The bole

is wholly pith, which furnishes a sort of flour, of

which bread is made
;
the leaves make excellent

thatch, and are also used for writing on, like

those of the 0. taliera. Griffith met witli trees in

flower at Mergui, which he thought belonged to

this species
;
and Dr. Mason saw trees in Tavoy,

which ho regarded as probably talipat palms.
The dark-coloured roundish seeds of these trees

are used as beads by the Taderor Dasari religious

mendicants. C. umbraculifera is found also on
the Malabar coast.* The dried leaf is very strong

and limber, and, according to Knox, is ‘ most
wonderfully made for men’s convenience to carry

along with them
;
for though this leaf be thus

broad enough to cover fifteen or twenty men
when it is open, yet it will fold close like a lady’s

fan, and then it is no bigger than a man’s arm

;

it is wonderfully light.’

—

Knox's Ceylon., in Royles
Fih. PI. ; Sccnian ; Eng. Cyc. ;

Mason
;

lloxh.

;

Kurz joins C. taliera to this.

CORYPHA UTAN. Lorn.
Taliera sylvetris, JH.

|
Lontarus sylvestria, En.

A palm of the Moluccas.

—

Jlo.rh. ii. 178.

CORYPHAilNA, a genus of fishes belonging to

the section Acanthopterygii, family Scombridae,
an<l fifth group Coryphmnina. There arc nine

genera in the group; one of them, Coryjdtjcna, has
six species. C. hippuria, Linn.., is the dolphin or

dorado, and is often confused with the delphinus
or porpesso, from its bearing the same name. Its

colours when swimming arc very lively, and tail

of a golden yellow. When dying it presents a

greatly varied play of colours. It is good for

eating.

—

Bennett.

UORYPllODON BLUMENRACHII, the lat

snake of Ceylon, is almost domesticated in housc-
hohls.— Rcnnenl, p, 42.

COS, a little Dorian island on the coast of Asia
Minor, which fell niuler the power of Ptolemy.
It was the first spot in Europe into which the

manufacture of silk was introduced, whicli it pro-

bably gained when under the power of Persia

before the overthrow of Darius. The luxury of

the Egyptian ladies, who affected to be over-

heated by any clothing that could conceal their

limbs, hafl long previously introduced a light thin

dress
;
and for this, silk, when it could bo obtained,

was much valued
;
and Parnphila of Cos had the

glory of having woven webs so transparent, that

the Egyptian women were enabled to uisplay their

fair forms yet more openly by means of this cloth-

ing. Occasionally, also, they sent their treasures

and their children there as to a place of safety

from Alexandrian rebellion
;
and there the silt

manufacture flounshed in secret for two or three

centuries. When it ceased is unknown, as it was
part of the merchants’ craft to endeavour to keep
each branch of trade to themselves.

—

Sharpes

Aristotle^ Hist. An. V. ID; Hist. Egypt

,

i. p. 2C3.

COSCINIUM FENESTRATUm! Coleh.

Meninpermum fenestratum, Ooerin.

Turmeric tree, . . Kno.
|

Huldi-ka-jhar, . Dukh.
Mai-R munjil, . , Tam.

1
Mam-puaupu, . . Tkl.

A creeping plant of Ceylon and S. India.

COSI, a nver of the Himalaya, is formed from

seven alpine feeders, the Sapt Cosi of the Nepalese,

which unite within the Himalaya mountains.

Bengal has a river of the same name, with the

town of Midnapur on its bank.

COSMAS, called from his maritime experiences

lodicoplcustes, was apparently an Alexandrian

Greek, who wrote between 630 and 560. He was

the first Greek or Roman writer who speaks of

China in a matter-of-fact manner, by a name
which no one has ever disputed to mean China.

He was a monk when he composed the work
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has como down to us, but in his earlier days

he hail been a mercliant, and in that cajiacity had
sailed on the Hod S(‘a and the Indian Ocean,
%iaiting the coasts of Ethiopia, and apparently
also the Persian Gulf, and the western coasts of

India, as well as Ceylon. Ilil book was written at

Alexandria (a.d. 635), and is termed Topographia
Christiana (Universal Christian Topography), the

great object of it being to show that the tivbernaclc

in the wilderness is a pattern or model of the uni-

verse. Sir J. E. Tennant (Ceylon, i. p. 542) says

that Cosmos got his accounts of Ceylon from
Sopatrus, whom ho met at Adulc

;
and Lassen

ascribes all Cosmos says of India to the same
authority (ii. 773). But they have not given the

ground of these o{>inions. One anecdote is

ascribed to Sopatrus, no more. Ko gives a clear

account of the commerce between India and
Egvpt in his day. lie says that the produce of

Kalliana was brass, bossmine logs, and cotton

stufFs
;

of Sindus, castorin and spikenard
;

of

Male (Malabar), pepper
;
and that from Tzinifza

(China) and other countries beyond Sielcdiba or

Taprobanc, came silk, aloe-wood, cloves, nutmegs,

and sandal-wood. AVriting of the island of Tapro-

banc in Further India, Cosmas says where the

Indian Sea is, tlicre is a church of Christians, with

clergy and a congregation of helievers, though I

know not if there be any Christians further on in

that direction. And such also is the case in the

land call(xl Male, where the i>eppcr grows. And
in the place called Kalliana there is a bishop

appointe<l from Persia, as well as in the islaini

which they call the Isle of Dioscoris, in the same
Indian Sea. The inhabitants of that island speak

Greek, having been originally settled there by the

Ptolemies, who ruled after Alexander of Macedon.
This Male is evidently Malabar, probably the

Kalliena of the Periplus, which Lassen identities

with the still existing Kalyani on the mainland

near Bombay. Father Paolino, indeed, will have

it to be a place still called Kalyanapuri on the

banks of a river two miles north of Mangalore,

but unreasonably.— Via (Jallc^ Indie Orientate^

p. 100, in Yvley Cathay

^

i. p. 171.

COSMETIC BAUK. The fragrant bark of

Murraya paniculata, a tree indigenous in Burma
above Rangoon, is more used for a cosmetic than

sandal-wood. It is a very ornamenUjil fragrant

flowering shrub of the citron tribe.

Cosmetic Powders, Dusting-powders.
Fuh-fen, Sbwui-fen, Chin. I Fu-yung-fen, . . Chin.
P’ing-Bhiekung-fen, „ |

In China, the shells of several molluscs are

washed, scraped, calcined, and levigated, and
scented with musk or other ingredienta The
addition of Borneo camphor makes these powders
exquisitely cooling to the skin, especially if

troubled with prickly heat. AVater is used with
the Shwui-fcn, in laying it on the face. An inferior

cosmetic wood of Burma, is the tubercle of some
plant. The Burmese appear from their name to
regard them as produced by a species of crytbrina,

for they call them erythrina thorns; but Mr.
Mason suspected that it is I'oddalia aculeata and
T. fioribunda. The cosmetic wood of Mergui from
one of the Xanthoxylacesc ? is fragrant. It is

sold in the bazar.

—

Mason; Smith. Sec Abir.

GOSS, the itinerary measure of India, of

which the precise value has been much disputed,

chiefly on account of the difficulties which attend

I the determination of the exact length of the guz

!

or yard. The Ayin-i-Akbari lays down dis-

I

tinctly that the cose consists of 100 cords (tunab),

I

each cord of 50 guz; also of 400 poles (bans), each

of 12J guz ; either of which will give to the coss the

length of 5000 guz. The distances in English yards

between the old minars or pillars may be con-

sidered to afford the correotest means we have of

ascertaining the true standard, viz. :

—

By Bt>aU. Direct.

Octagonal minar to Nurelah in Dolili, . 4513 4480
Minar between Nurelah and Shapurgurhi, 4554 4401
Minar opposite Alipur, . , . . 4532 4379
&Hnar opij^ite Siruspur, . . . 4679 4578
Kulns of Minar opporite to Shalimar, . 4610 4591

Length of the coss, 2 miles 4 furlongs 158
yards- It is important to observe that the length

of the llahce guz, deduced from the measuremenU,
is 32 818 inches, showing how very nearly correct

is the length of 33 inches assumed by the British

Government The Chinese lih is the distance

which can be attained by a man’s voice exerted in

a plain surface
;
and the same may be remarked of

the oriental mod, as well as the European mile

and league. Tho two former evidently derive

tlicir names from the Roman milliarc, and tho

difference of their value in different places proves

that the mere name was lx)rrowcd, without any
refereneo to its etymological signification. Coss
is an Indian word

;
the equivalent word in Persian

is Kuroh, tho same as tho Sanskrit Korosa, of which
four go to the yojan. Malcolm siiys the corb is

in general estimated at forty -two to the degree

;

hut its length differs in almost every province
of India. It may be computed as nev(tr under
a mile and a half, and never (except in that intro-

duced by the mandate of the late Tipu Sultan
in Mysore) more than two miles. In Gujerat they
CBtimatc the coss by tho lowing of kine (gao),

which in a still day may be heard at the distance

of a mile and a quarter. Thus twelve coss is bnra-

gao,

—

ICUioiy Supp. ; Malcolm's Central India^ i. p.

20. Sec Ilahec Guz.

COSSACK, an irregular soldiery whom the

Russian Government recruited from the country at

the foot of the Caucasus, known as Little Kabarda
and Great Kabarda, bordering on the Malka and
Kouma rivers. Cossack (Kazak) is also a term
by which the Mahrattas described their own mode
of warfare. In their language, the word Cossakec,

borrowed, like many of their terms, from the

Moghuls, means predatory.

—

Malcolm's Central

India, i. m 69. See Kabarda.
COSSJEA or Cissia is the name by which tho

Greeks knew the tract cast of the Tigris. It was
also called Elam or Elymais. It is now called

Khuzistan. Cosssea is supi)OBcd to bo derived

from Koh-siah, or Block Moimtain. The people

spread their conquest over Susiana and the districts

eastward. See Luristan.

COSSEIR or Kosseir, a town and harbour on the

western side of the Red Sea. It was occupied by
tho French in their expedition to Egypt, and
then by the British. Kosseir harbour is open to

the east, but on the north reefs advance into the
sea

;
on tho south is a chain of mountains of some

elevation. The bottom is rocky.

COSSID, Pers.
;
properly Kassid. A mounted

messenger.

> COSSYA HILLS, or Khassya Hills, estimated
area 7290 sq. miles, 80 miles in length from N.
to S., and 40 in breadth, extend from lat. 24*^ 35'
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to 26° 7', and from long. 91° 35' to 92 '
4'. About

IG miles on the Sylhet side, and about the same
oil that of Assam, consists of lowland interspersed
w ith small hills. In the interior, about 50 miles in

extent, is an undulating hilly table-land, from 1500
to 2500 feet high. The localities admitting of cul-

tivation are the plateaux of the Coasya and Jaintia
hills, the lower ran^ on the Assam border, and
the slopes towards the Sylhet plains. The area of

|

the three plateaux is about 3500 square miles, and
their heights vary from 8000 to GOOO feet above
sea-level. The soil is a ferruginous rod clay, with
a subsoil of shingle, little qualified for profitable

cultivation. In the hollows, however, a fine black
mould is found, extending often over many acres.

The population of the Jaintia hills is about 40,000
souls, and of the Cossya lulls about 82,400. The
Cossya states arc twenty-five in number, of which
five, Cherrapunji, Khyritu, Nustiug, Sungrec,
and Nuspoong, are commonly called the Semi-
independent States. The chiefs exercise civil and
criminal jurisdiction over their own people in all

matters pertaining exclusively to them. The
minor states, known as the Dependent Suites, are
twenty in number, the chief of which is Nuugklow.
Molocm was conquered in 1829, and the raja of

Khyrim coded to the British the territory to the

S.H, of tho Oomcan or Booga Pane river. In
18G1 the raja was deposed, and Malay Singh, a
new chief, installed. Agreements have been
entered into with Mowyang in 1829, Dowarrah
Notoonnen in 1837, Soopar Punji in 1820, and
in 18G0 with Bhawal.

—

Aitch€:ion\H 2'rcatics^ etc.

Sco Cairns^ p. 543.

COSTUS.
Kutfc ; Koihta, Ak., Beno. 1 Koot, .... Kahhm.
Tutchuk, , . . . Hind.

I
Koosht-i-Sherin, . l^Kus.

A fragrant substance, highly prized by the
ancients. It was supposed by Dr, Falconer to

be the produce of a genus of the Compositae or
thistle tribe, to which he gave the name of Auck-
Inndia. He found it growing in great abun-
dance all round the elevated summits of Kashmir.
He considered it could be produced to an unliiniteil

extent, of the best quality, in the Himalayas, at
elevations of from 7500 to 9000 feet above the
sea. Tlio roots are dug up in September and
October, when tho plant iHjgins to bo torpid

;
they

are chopped up into pieces from two to six inches
long, and arc cxjwrted without further prejuiia-

tion,—the quantity annually collected auiountiiig

to about two million pounds. Tho cost of its

collection and tran8]>ort to Kashmir is about 28.

4d. the cwt. From Bombay it is shipped for tho
Ked Sea, tho Persian Gulf, and China : a portion

of it is taken to Calcutta, and bougiit up there
with avidity under the name of putchuk. The
value at Jugadree on the Jumna is about IGs. 9d.

or 28s. 4d. per cwt. Tho exports from Calcutta
were:

—

1841-42, 12,847 owt. 11848-49, 2110^ cwt. worth
1847-48, 2,0504 ,» I

about £1500 annually.

In tho Chinese ports it fetches nearly double
that price per cwt. The Chinese burn the roots

as an incense in tho temples, and regard it ns

Aphrodisiac. The import into Canton in 1848
was 414 pikuls, and in 1859 was 854 pikuls, and
valued at 5150 dollars, lu Kashmir it is chielly

used for the protection of bales of shawls from
insects.—iJoyte, p. 3G0

; p. G52 *,

Simmonds,

COSTUS SPECIOSUS. Hoxh., Smith.

BankHiA speciosa, Ko n. Atnomum hirsutum, Lam.
Costus Arabicus, Linn. Tsjana specioBa, Omel.
Helleniagranditloria, jRctz. Herba spiraliB hirauta, Hu.

Kio, Kiu, . Hind., Bkno. Puahkara mulamu, Tel.
Kut talkh,Kutkarwa, H. Boroma kaohika, . ,,

Janakua, . . . MA\|f<:AL. Kasmiramu, ... ,,

Kimuka, Kemboo, Sansk. Kimuka koshtamu,
. „

Tabu gass, . . SiNUH. Kroshtamu, . . .

A very elegant plant found near the banks of

rivers and other moist and shady places in South-
ern India, Cochin-China, the Moluccas, and Sunda
islands. Costus Nepalensis, Jioacoe^ C. speciosus,

/3 angustifolius, grows in Nepal.

—

lloxb. i. 58.

COTE or Kot. Vkrn. A fort, a castle
;
in whicli

sense wo find it frequently used in names of places

as Cotc-Putli, Cote-Salbahun, Sbere-Cote, and
Kot-Kangra. It is derived from the Sanskrit

Kotta, wiiich . Klaproth tells us, being adopte<l

into the Mongol, became the origin of the name of

Khoten. IVc may probably look to the same word
for the English Cote and its numerous derivatives,

as sheepcote, Cotswold, etc.

—

Elliot^ Supp. Ref.

dcs Roy
;
Bndd. p. 18.

COTI, the complement of an arc to 90°
;
also

one of the sides of a right-angled triangle. Sudda
coli, the sine. Cotijya, tho co-sino of an angle in

such a triangle.

('OTONEASTER OBTUSA. Wall.

Rill, mil, . . . Crenab. Riu, risk, . . . Ravi.
Linu, liliuio, , . ,, .Sichu, . . Sutlej, Ravi.
Luni, .... jRELt M. Reus, ri, . . . Sutlej.
]>in klariz, . . Kanuua. Khcroa, kheraba, Tk.*Ind.

This and C. rotundifolia, Wall., have the same
vernacular names. Tlie two species are most
common from 4000 to 10,500 feet in tho Ponjab

Himalaya. Their wood, though small, is tough

and strong, and is much used for axe bundles nml
walking-sticks, and it is said for jarupan poles.

In Kashmir the twigs are extensively employed

for basket-making, and are frequently mixed with

Parrotia (q.v.) for the twig bridges. — J. L.

Sten'art, M.l).

COTTA KALANG. Tam. Aponogetoii mono-
stacliyon, Thunb. Grows in the beds of tanks.

Koot eaten in Kaffraria as a great delicacy
;

it is

relished by the natives of India.

—

Ain.dky p. 248.

COTTAMALLl. Tam., Tel. Coriandrum sa-

tivum ;
coriander seed.

CO LTON. Sir Dodmoro Cotton in 1627 was

sent 08 Ambassador from the king of England

to Shah Abbas of Persia.

COITON, General Sir WILLOUGHBY,
K.C.B. and G.C.B., bom 17^3, died in London

on May 1848, only sou of Admu'al Cotton, cousin

of Lord Combermere. In his IGtli year he entered

the 3d Guards as ensign. He commanded a division

of Sir Archibald Campbell’s army in the Burmese

war. He commanded the let division of the

Bengal army in the Afghan war in 1838-89,

under General Sir Henry Fane, and afterwards

under General Sir John Keane. He was present

at the storaiing and capture of Ghoioi on the

28d of July 1839, at which he commanded the

reserve which entered the city after the stomiiDg

partv had established themselves inside. Ho
received the Order of the Bath of all the grades,

being nominated a Grand Cross of that order in

1840. He was made a Knight Commander of the

Koval Hanoverian Guelphic Order in 1830, and
' had conferred upon him the Order of theDooraneo
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Empire of the 1st class at Kabul, in September
1839.—^ilfen of the Time,

COTTON.
Kutun

; Qatan, . Abab. I Kob ung, . Monooua.
Jl-hwa-jung, , . Chin. I Pumba, .... Psrs.
Mien<hwa-jung, , ,, |

Bawelna Pol.
Bz-mieu ; Hoa^inien, »,

Bomuld..... Dak.
Boom'Wol; Katoen, DuT.
Coton, Fii.

Baumvirollo ; Kattun, Ger.
Boubaki; l^maga, . Qr.
Kapas; Rui, . . Hind.
Cotone ; Bombagia, . It.

Gosaypium, . . . Lat.

AlgodAo ;
AlgodeirOjPoBT.

Cblopts-chateja, . .Kus.
Karpasa, • . . Sansk.
Kapu, .... SiNO.
Algodon, «... Bp.
BomUl, Sw,
Punji ; Yan^paratie, Tam.
Patti (in the pod)

;
Dudi,

Tkl.

Cotton consists of the delicate, tubular, hair-

like cells which clothe the seeds of species of

gossypium. Its commercial value depends on the

length and tenacity of these tubular hairs, which,
in drying, become flattened, and are transparent,

without joints, and twisted like a corkscrew.

Under water, they appear like distinct, flat,

narrow ribbons, with occasionally a transverse

line, which indicates the end of cells.

In America, two distinct varieties are in-

digenous,—G. Barbadenso, yielding the cotton
from the United States, and G. Peruvianum or

acuminatum, that whicli is produced in South
America. India also has two distinct species,

—G. hcrbaceum, or the common cotton of India,

which has spread to the south of Europe, and G.
nrboreum, or tree cotton, which yields none of the

cotton of commerce.
Cotton plants have been characteristic of India

from the earliest times
;
and at the present day

the majority of its people are clothed with fabrics

made from cotton, which is woven to a large extent
in India, but more largely in Europe and America.

Indigenous varieties in the tropical regions of

Asia, Africa, and America, and in the southern
provinces of the United States, have been cul-

tivated with such success, that its produce is an
important article of commerce.

Ur. Cloghorn compared all the species of gos-
sypium in the herbarium of the Botanical Society
(comprising the collections of Buchanan Hamil-
ton and Lady Dalhousie, with contributions from
Drs. Wight, Campbell, etc.), and also those in

the imrbarium of Professor Balfour, with a view
to cxpiscate the specific characters by which to
discriminate them from one another. The scries

showed the striking difference which soil, climate,
and culture produce in species, and Avhich may
appear in nature, giving rise to a multiplication
of species. But the whole group of so-called
Bpecies seemed to him referable to G. herbaceum,
Zinw., G. arboreum, Xtnn., G. Barbadense, Lhin,,
and G. acuminatum, Jloxh.

Since 1790, efforts to improve the Indian
cotton crops have been almost continuous. Ex-
perienced planters from America were employed,
and Drs. Wight and Watson were long engaged regJirds its staple and purity, but in durability it
in experiments in Coimbatore, Gujerat, and at least equals the produce of any part of America,
Dharwar. The plant has always been grown in and of this fact the Hindus are themselves per-
almost every district of India, for local use or fecUy aware. Dr. Koyle gives 3 distinct varieties
export, in soils suitable and unsuitable to its of cotton, all indigenous to Hindustan. The commmi
growth

;
and at the London Exhibition of 1862, description is found scattered more or less through-

the values of 138 samples exhibited ranged from out India, reared as a triennial or annual. Itreaohes
three shilling the pound, the height of 5 or 6 feet in worm, moist climatei.

Mr. Shaw says (p. 18o, Cotton Report) cotion The seeds are five in number, clothed with a
cultivation in India would not be a profitable i ehort greyish down. In the Peninsula there are
speculation for Europeans

;
the natives can grow ^ two distinct varieties of this sort, known amongst
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it much cheaper. Our function is simply that of
buyer. We have no local market for the American
cotton. It does not answer for native spinning
so well as their own.
The use of cotton dates from a very early

period. Sanskrit records carry it back at least

2600 years, while in Peruvian sepulchres cotton
cloth and seeds have been found. It is noticed in
the book of Esther, i. C, where its Sanskrit name
Karpas is translated ‘ greens ’ in the English Bible.

Herodotus and Ctesias notice it
;
but it was not

till the invasion of India by Alexander that the
Gree^ were acquainted with the plant, as may be
seen in Theophrastus, and also in jPliny.

Pliny, writing about 500 years subsequent to
the time of Herodotus, mentions (lib. 19, c. 1)
that the upper part of Egypt, verging towards
Arabia, produces a small ^rub which some call

gossypion, others xylon, and from the latter the
cloth made from it, xylina, bearing a fruit like a
nut, from the interior of which a kind of wool is

produced^ from which cloths are manufactured
inferior to none for whiteness and softness, and
therefore much prized by the Egyptian priesthood.
The varieties of cotton known in the commercial

world may be referred to three distinct species,
each having several sub- varieties. The Gossypium
Barbadense is the species cultivated in the West
Indies, North America, and in one or two parts of
the Peninsula of India. Gossypium Peruvianum
yields the cotton of Brazil, Pernambuco, Peru,
etc. Gossypium Indicum is the species wliich, in

n number of varieties, produces the great bulk of
the cotton of India and China. The Gossypium
arboreum, or tree-cotton of India, and peculiar to
India alone, is unfitted for manufacturing purposes,
and is unknown to commerce, though yieloing a
beautifully soft and silky fibre, admirably adapted
for padding cushions, pillows, etc. In commerce,
Indian cotton has usually been known under the
names of the locality of its growth or place of
shipment. The staple of these sorts appears to
range from 0 85 to 1*1 of an inch in length

;
the

staple of the celebrated Sea Island cotton being
usually 1 ’5 in Icngtli.

The three fjnnfities by which the value of cottons
arc determined are, length of st(u>lc, strength of
fibre, and cleanness of sample. Colour, which at
one time was thought much of, is no longer looked
upon as a matter of moment. The respective
lengths of the different kinds of cottons are given
by Mr. Clemente Markham hh under ;

—

Bca Islnud, .

Egyptian, .

Peruvian,
Bnuilian, .

New OrieanM or Upland h,

Uplainls grown in India,
Indigenous Indian cotton,

Minimum. Mnv. Mean.
1*41 in. 1-80 in. 1*61 in.

.
1-30 1;52 1*41

. 1*10 1-60 1*30

. ro3 P31 ri7

. 0*88 116 102

.
0*95 1*21 108

. 077 1*02 0*89

allowed to be inferior as
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the natives aa Oopum and Nadum. The first

thrives only on the richest black soil, and is an
annual, pr^uoing a fine staple *, the latter is a
triennial plant, and grows on the poorer red soil,

yielding small crops of inferior quality.

Second.—Dacca cotton is a distinct variety of

the Gossypium Indicum. It differs from the

previous variety in the plant being more erect,

with fewer branches, and tinged with a reddish

hue, whilst the cotton is finer, softer, and longer.

This variety is reared more or less extensively

throughout Bengal, especially in the Dacca dis-

trict, where it is employed in the manufacture
of the exquisitely fine muslin cloths known over

a great port of the world as Dacca muslins, and
whose delicacy of texture so long defied the imita-

tion of the art-manufacturers of the West.
A third variety is the cotton grown in Berar, in

the northern provinces of the Madras Presidency,

and in Burat and Broach. This plant attains a

greater size than the preceding, bears for a longer

period, and produces a fibre of a finer quality

than the former. It appears to thrive best on a
light black soil.

Soil .—The soil in which all these Indian varieties

thrive may be classed under two distinct heads,

the black cotton soil and the red soil. The former

of these, as its name indicates, is of a black or deep

brown colour, absorbs and retains much rain,

forming in the rains a heavy tenacious mass, and
diying into solid lumps in the hot months. An
analysis of this gives 74 per cent, of sih^x, 12 of

carbonate of lime, protoxide of iron, •) of

alumina, 2 of vegetable matter, and j salts, with

a trace of magnesia. The red soil of India has

been found in some localities better suited to the

growth of cotton tbau the black earth. It is a

rather coarse yellowish red soil, commingled with

particles of the granitic rocks,—silex, felspar, and

aluminous earth. It mainly differs iu composition

from the preceding in the iron cxisUng in the

state of peroxide or red oxide, whilst the carbonate

of lime is found present in greater abundance.

Analyses of the best cotton soils of America prove

that they differ from those of India chiefiy in

the large proportion of peaty matter which they

contain.

Cotton-wool bears value according to its colour,

length, strength, and fmciiesa of fibre. I'lire

whiteness is generally held to denote a secondary

quality
;
whilst a yellowish tinge, provided it be

not the result of casual exposure to damp, or the

natural effect of an unfavourable season, is in-

dicative of superior fineness. Many varieties of

raw cotton are seen in commerce, each sort being

distinguished by the name of the locality where

it is produced. American, Bourbon, Egyptian,

Amraoti, Dacca, Oopum, Nadum, Orleans, Sea

Island, etc, etc.
;
but the main distinction re-

cognis^ is that between the long and short

stapled qualities
;
though of these, again, there are

different degrees of ex^lence. The ‘ Sea Island ’

cotton of Georgia (so named from being raised

on certain narrow sandy islets lying along the

coast of that province) is esteemed the best of the

long-stapled und
;
and the upland produce of the

same state excels amongst the short - stapled

classes, llie indigenous Asiatic cotton is ex-

dttsiv^y of the latter, class.

The mdigenous plant of India is an annual^ and

sneoeeds best in the rich black soil that charac-

terizes various districts. The American plant,

though in reality perennial, is practically an
annual in India

;
for in India neither native nor

foreign cotton is cultivated on the same ground
more than one year in three, its properties being
found to exliffust the productive powers of the

soil. American cotton grows well on the black
soil of India, but thrives still better on the light

red lands. Each of these m^ecies presses advan-
tages peculiar to itself. The Indian variety is

capable of being manufactured into fabrics of

extraordinary durability and wonderful fineness

;

its colour, too, is superior, but the staple short.

The American species, on the other hand, excels

in length of staple. The plant yields more flowers,

and each flower a larger pod, whilst the quantity

of seed contained in the pod is smaller, and more
readily separated from the fibre.

Mr. Laing, in a letter to The Times as to the

future supply of Indian cotton, showed that Sir C.

Wood maKes it entirely a question of price, dtmg
the authority of Lord Hardinge. Mr. Laing

thinks that both climate and soil are so much
against India, that its average produce acre

will never approach that of America, But Mr.

A. N, Shaw, collector of Dharwar, has expressed

an opinion that while Mr. Laiog^s facts may hold

good of indigenous cotton, there arc few parts of

India where American cotton will not grow as

luxuriantly as in Alabama, the best cotton-field

in America.
Mr. Talboys Wheeler, who wrote the Cotton

Handbook for the Madi-aa Presidency, drew the

following four general conclusions, viz. ;

—

Ist American -cotton can be grown, but the

profit is questionable.

2d. Indian cotton may bo improved, but only

to a degree.

ild. American cotton must always command a

higher price than Iqdian.

4th. The demand for Indian cotton must always

dci>end on the supply of American.

llut a superior cotton can undoubtedlyberaised in

the Kaniatic at a cost not exceeding the production

of the common native fibre. The tenure of land in

the Madras Presidency leaves the ryot free to grow

what crop he pleases
;
there is no export duty or

s]>ccial tax on cotton, and the assessment is

nowhere heavy. The exports of cotton from the

Madras Presidency have increased of late ycaw

;

and if cotton be still not grown in the quantity

or of the quality desired, the cause miist be that

some other crop is more remunerative to the

ryot. A steady market at a remunerative price is

the great want, and this the mercantile community

alone can supply. There is grown in India a vast

supply of cotton, and it is capable of increase

by extended cultivation consequent on increased

dcmaiid. A largo portion of tlbe existing supply

is absorbed by the local manufacturers, but is

capable of diversion if increased prices are offered

by exporters. The diversion to other markets

may be immediate
;
but an increase requires the

lapse of at least one season after the demand

arises, and some prospect of a contiuiumcc of that

demand. Every rise in price of Indian cotton in

England, however small, if likely to be permanent,

exercises an immediate effect on the export of

cotton from India to England. The quality is

capable of great improvement, but by a wra
tedious process. The American cotton plant
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oannot withstand BO much drought as tlic Indian, pound of East Indian cotton, which coBts 3Jd,
The ordinary native cotton-cleaning machine, for sterling, will sell for 7d., while from the

freeing the cotton fibre from the seeds, has not yet American, which costs d^d. the pound, the yarn
l>cen equalled by all the mechanical skill of - sells for 7Jd.
Europe. Imports into Groat Uritain.

Native Indian cotton is a small-podded, small- ig77 ^
12,112,819 owt. value £35,489,197

seeded, short-stapled variety
;
but m picking the 1878, 11,978,288 „ ,, 33,524,362

seed, in carefully gathering and ginning, it may 1879, 13,171,043 „ „ 3G,278,CG0

be much improved. 18^, 14,547,283 ,, ,, 42,705,183

Indian cotton is somewhat difficult to spin, In the four years 1877 to 1880, 75 per cent, of

from its often breaking, and requiring more turns the quantity imported was received from the

of the spindle, and from its shortness of fibre, than United States, 8 per cent, from British India, and
that of America. But the yarn made from a an equal quantity from Egypt.

Number of Acres under Cultivation in British India.

1874-75. 1875-76. 1876-77. 1877-78. 1878-79.
Average yleM of
Clranixl Cotton

aert!.

Madras, 1,577.363 1,64.5,389 920,115 1,16.5,736 1,248,322 40 lbs.

Bombay and Bind, 2,3'43,022 2,662,234 1,418,060 1,861,553 1,798,530 61 „
Bombay Native States. 1,885.974 1,954,353 1,805,387 1,001,753 1,183,604
Bengal 142,388 17.3,788 162,245
AsBaro, 37,730 35,3.52 38,342 39,627 40,016
N.W. Provinces, . , 1,086.691 1,056,173 1,185,522 718,484 1,316,199 48
Oudh, 39,274 22,830

,

53,016 17,151 42,2(KJ 37 „
Panjab, 711,312 698,393 686,716 679,836 803,480 73?
Central Proviuces, 805,296 756,828 802,437 837,08:^ 724,306 32 „
Berar, l,95(i,G41 2,103,424 2,024,806 2,078,272 2,207,889 53 „
Hyderabad, Dekhan,

.

941, .388 804,496 .527,127 622,959 758.700 r>7 „
Mysore .36,845 21,864 4.411 14,411 21,088 34
Biitish Burma, , . 17,311 13,645 17,020 18,765 19,496

Total, .... 11,581,835 i 11,848,709 1 9,650,t>94 9,055,630 10,163,835 Av. 47 lbs.

The yields per acre of cleaned cotton in the follows, and dro|>3 iu the seeds pretty thickly,

years 1874-75 to 1878-79, ranged ns under ;— Tliese are immediately covered ly a light harrow,

Miulras, . . 30 to 49 lbs. Oudli, ... 17 to 51 lbs. Bmootl.s the ridge. Sometimes five or

Bombay and) Central Prov., 22 „ 43 ,,
six seeds are dropped into holes, which are mode

•Sind, >48 ,, 55J ,, Bcrar, . . . 40 ,, 71 ,, at intervals of about 15 inches on the top of the

,, Nat. St., ) Hyderabad, . .39 ,, M ,, ridge. In favourable weather the plants make
N.W. Prov., 29 ,, .>C ,, Mysore, . . 17 ,, 01 „ their appearance in five or six days, and are

The value of the raw cotton exported from thinned out as soon as tliey put forth the third or

India has been— fourth leaf. This operation is performed by

1877-

78, . Rs. 9,38,35,340
|

1880-81, . Ks. 13,24,17,341 scraping out with the hoe all the superfluous

1878-

79, . . 7,91,30,4.58 1881-82, . . 14,03,59,595 plants and weeds, leaving three or four to-

1879-

80, . . 11,14,54,528
1 gether, with spaces of 12 or 14 inches between

The largest consumption of cotton-wool is in them. When the plants are sufficiently established,

the tropical countries. Americana consume 11^ they are reduced to a single one, and care is

]>ounds per head
;
and it has been calculated that taken to remove every particle of grass or weed,

the British Indian people consiune 10 pounds per A light furrow is then run with a one-horse
head, but Great Britain only 4.i pounds per head, plough within 5 or 0 inches of the plants,

In America, for the cultivation of cotton, the turning the earth inwards towards the roots, and
ground is well ploughed, and cast into ridges even drawing it around them with the hoe, in

about 10 inches in height, and from 5 to 6 or 7 order to supply the place of that previously

feet apart, according to the richness of the soil removed by scraping. Hoeing and ploughing are

or tlic kind of cotton to be cultivated. In poorer frequently rtqxjiited, so as to keep the ground
soils the ridges are narrower, so that the plants, free from weeds

;
and this is considered essential

which do not grow so large, may yet be able to towards obtaining a good crop, Tim above pro-

cover the ground. The rUlges allow superfluous cesses, beside.s loosening the soil and keeping it

moisture to be carried off by the water furrow, clean, must assist in drying it, at the same time
which iu low situations is made into a trench, that they prevent much lateral extension of the

The soil is allowed to settle for a few days before roots. Lopping or pinching off an inch or two
sowing, as the young plants take root more of the top of the plant is not always necessary,

vigorously than when they spring up in freshly but is useful when there is a tendency to the
ploughed and loose earth. Sometimes the ground production of wood and leaves, to the detriment
ia manured by running n deep furrow early in tlie of flowers and buds.
spring between the old rows of cotton stalks, lii N. /ndtVt the land should be well ploughed two
wliich are beaten down into it by women and or three times, and the deeper the better. All
children, who follow the ploughman

;
or well- the weeds should be collected into heaps on the

rotted cotton seed is added as manure, and well ploughed land and burnt, as the ashes make the
covered up by forming a slight ridge over it. best manure for cotton, and burning the soil im-
When the ground is quite prepared, a one-hole proves its quality. Salt and lime are also good
drill makes a slight furrow, from IJ to 2 inches additions to a soil, as cotton re<|uirc8 chiefly

deep, along the centre of the ridge. The sower alkalies and silicates for its nourishment. Animal

62i
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anti vegetable iniukurea are injurioue, us the}^ breed
insects, which destroy tlie roots, leaves, and young
polls of the cotton. After the land has been well

and deeply ploughed, it should be left for three

or four days to get well aired
;

it may again be
ploughed into long ridges four to five feet apart.

'J’hc seed is to be planted on the tops of these

ridges carefully, at the depth of an inch or two»
and at the distance of five feet between each seed,

for Oopum, Naduiu, or religious cotton
;
six to

seven feet apart for Bourbon, New Orleans, or
liavanna

;
ten feet apart for Sea Island, Peruvian,

Egyptian, or Queensland
;
and fifteen feet apart

for Brazil or Pernambuco cotton. Cotton seed
may be sown in any month of tho year, but if

there is no rain, it requires to be watered about
tluee times; it germinates about the fifth day.

If sown during tlie monsoon, the ridges must be
eight inches high, and the water must be led

away from the young plants, or they rot
;
the seed

must be sown on the top of the ridges. If the

leaves begin to get pale or to shrivel up, tlie

remedy is to dig trenches between tlie plants so

as to let air in about the roots, but must not in-

jure them. Tho uncultivated cotton plant lives for

three or four years; but it lieconies dwarfed, and
produces smaller leaves and smaller pods each
year till it dies. In clay or cotton soils the plants

do not attain nearly the size, nor do they products

such fine leaves or pods, os on sandy or loose soils.

The cotton plants require sun, air, and moisture,

but not so much of the last as of sun, light, and
air at the roots

;
the lighter and looser the soil,

the more healthy is the plant. Tho best soil for

cotton is a sandy soil with iron and sjilt
;
or, if far

from tlio sea, ashes of i»lante or of firewood may
be used ns a substitute for salt. Wiien tho cotton

plants have attained the height of a foot, they

do not require to be much watered
;
once in ten

days will be sufficient. Oopum or common country

cotton varies from one to six feet in height, and
covers from two to five feet of ground

;
on cotton

soils it seldom grows to more than two feet in

height. The Pernambuco and Brazil cottons

attain a height of thirty feet on favourable loose

soils, and the stem grows to ten inches in diameter.

They yield crops for twelve or fourteen years,

but hardly any produce the firet year. They
bead over in the second year, and do not after*

wards stand higher than eight or nine feet.

Irrujdtion, in Assam, is generally unnecessary,

though it may be found partially beneficial in

dry and sandy soils, if judiciously applied.

Irrigation is nob resorted to in the Benares,

AlJabaliad, and Jubbulpur divisions, and the

feeling is against its einploymeiit. In tho N.W.
Provinces tlie cotton crop is invariably irrigated,

where a want of rain is likely to prove detri-

menial to the plant, and tlie process is not sup-

l>
08ed to be in any way iniurioua to the fibre.

In most parts of the Madras Presidency arti-

ficial irrigation i» not carried on
;
this remark

applies more particularly to Coimbatore, Madura,

South Arcot, Bellary, Western Mysore, and

Nellore, In A’^izagapatam, on the other hand, the

opinion is that irrigation would prove beneficial

rather than injurious in seasons when rains fail

or vary in their supply.

Artificial irrigation is almost unKoown in tho

Bombay Presidency, Berar, and British Burma

In some parts of the Paujub, cotton wimg.ae.l

from Weils, and well water is considered belter
for the purpose than river or canal water. In
other parts, more especially in the Jiillundhur Doab,
the best cotton is produced U[)uii unirrigatecl

lands, irrigation being very sparingly resorted to
in tracts where wajjcr is abundant.

Artificial irrigation to cotton is rather tho
exception than the rule in most parts of India;
it proves more serviceable to exotic than t4)

indigenous kinds; and in heavy black soil cott<*n

will seldom flourish under irrigation, even of the

most careful kind, while in sandy and light revl

sorts it might be much benefited.

Manure .—Salt marsh mud is u.sed for manure
in various parts of the cotton-growing districts of

the United States, more especially in Eddesto
island, one of the largest of the South Carolina
group, about 30 miles S.W. of Charleston, which
yields the finest cotton iu the world. As much
as 40 cartloads of this mud is used to the acre.

Some compost it, others put it in the cattle pens.

Some dry it before hauling, and then spread upon
the land

;
while others prefer to use it as soon as

dug, spread upon the land w^et, and plouglied in.

It is supposed that the Sea Island qualities owe
their superiority to the use of marsh mud, which
is rich in alkalies and alkaline earths.

In the Panjab, the localities best suited for tho

growth of cotton arc the submontane districts of

Ambala, lloahiarpur, Gujerat, and Peshawur. The
time of sowing varies from February in the south,

to the middle of June in some of tlic northern
districts. Tlie flowering commences according
to locality, between August and December

;
tho

picking following about a month after the tiower-

ing, and continues at intervals for two mouths.
Tliero tho average produce per acre, after tho

cotton is cleaned from its seed, is a littlo over one
maund (or 80 lbs.), tho rate varying from three

iiiaunds (240 lbs.) of raw cotton in the Hoshiarpur,

to IG seers (32 lbs.) of cleaned cotton in tho
Kangra district.

'I'lie Nurma-bun cotton is cultivated in small

quantities all over Hindustan, and its produce is

iu great request for the manufacture of the best

kind of Bralimaiiical iliread. It is a busliy plant,

grows to the height of about seven feet, and lasts

about six years. It is cultivated all over Oudh,
usually as a mixed crop, in light soils, with

arhar (Oajanus Indica), or with kodo (Pas-

palum scrobiculatuin), and often with maize. It

18 sow'ii in the month of June. It is sown broad-

cast wdth tho above, and nothing is done to it till

it l^egius to ri}»eii the pods. The cotton is picked

out of the shell, which is left on the tree. The
proportion of staple produced is very small. It

IS generally on high lands, on which the rain water
does not lie.

Agra, Kohilkhand, Meerut, and AUaliabad are

the great cotton-producing districts of the N.W.
Provinces, and their average yield per acre is mode-
rate. In Aligurh the sow ing is in June and July,

and gathering from October to end of December,
In Gorakhpur and tlie neighbouring districts,

the indigenous sorts arc called Kukti, Murw a, and
Desi. The Kukti kind is sown in February, in

calcareous soils, when the ground has been but

slightly prepared
;

it is picked in September and
October. It is an annual and the same ground

is never used in two consecutive seasons.

Muviia cotton, if carefiiUy tended, is triennial.
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or eyeo quinquennial
;

it is generally grown both
in silicioufi (l^gar) or calcareous (bhat) Boils,

as a border round sugar-cane or vegetable plots.

The Dtsi or indigenous variety is common to all

Gorakhpur and its neighbouring districts. It is

sown in June, in ground but littte prepared for its

reception, and does not yield till the following

April. It is an annual
;
bears pods for six weeks

only, and is then cut down.
In Bundelkhand cotton grows to great perfec-

tion, and its produce is of a softer texture and
of a whiter colour than that of the Doab.

The mar or maura black soil of the first quality

is the most productive, yielding on the average
286 lbs. per aero.

The pnrwa soil of Hundelkhand ia reddish, a
mixture of sand and clay, and yields 191 lbs. per
acre, 2-7ths being the proportion of cleaned cotton.

Banlcar is a light-coloured, sandy, gravelly soil,

which yields 143 lbs. per acre, 1 -5th of the produce
being cleaned cotton.

In Bundelkhand cotton is sown as a mixed
crop in the beginning of the rains, and if the
season is favourable, picking begins in the middle
of September in the poorer soils, but not till the
middle or end of October in the rich ones. Two
ploughings and three wcedings are necessary.

The seed is rubbed in moist cow-dung, to serve ns

manure, and is sown broadcast. The cost of

cultivation per acre is Rs. 9. After the removal
of the fibre, the seed (binoula) finds a ready
sale in £. Oudli at 50 or 60 seers the rupee.

Jaloun, Jhansi, and Bundelkhand lie to the
westward of the Jumna, and have always been
famed among the natives for their cotton.

Central India cotton has always been esteemed.

The soil in many places is tho black cotton soil.

In some parts of Nagpur the field is tilled and
manured with ashes' and cow-dung before sowing.
In pargana Boondoo, besides the common Kapas,
there are two other sorts of cotton, called Turcca
and Guteh. Tho former is sown in October, and
picked in April and May, the field being tilled ten
or twelve times before sowing. The latter is sown
in July

;
cotton is picked two or three times in

April
;
the trees last from three to four years, pro-

ducing cotton every year, abd they are yards
high. This ia grown by the poorest cKss in their

own premises, Tho time of picking, speaking
generally, is the whole of November and December,
excepting in pargana Boondoo, where, as already

stat^ above, tho Turcea and Guteh or Gujar are
picked in tho months of April and May.

In Bcrar^ the Chundelec, a very fiue cotton
fabric of India, so costly as to be used only in

native courts, was inaae from Amraoti cotton.

The chief care bestowed was on the preparation
of the thread, which, when of very fine quality,

sold for its weight in silver. The weavers work
in a dark under-ground room, the walls of which
are kept porpoedy damp, to prevent dust from
fiying about.

Mr. Terry has stated that the Amraoti cotton,

if well prepared, is equal to any American cotton
for tho great bulk of the manufactures of Eng-
land.

Hinginghat cotton is admittedly one of the best
staples indigenous to India. It is, properly
speaking, the prodoQe of the rich Wardha v^ey,
li^ught for sale to the Hinginghat market

;
but

a go^ deal of the cotton known in Bombay as

Hinginghat is not really produced in the neigh-
bourhood of the town, but is grown elsewhere,
attracted to Hinginghat the ready market there
found

;
thus some of inferior quality goes into tho

market at Hinginghat. The best foreign cotton
is that brought frofti Edalabad in the Hyderabad
territory, where the growth of the Pain Ganga
valley is collected. This cotton is reckoned quite
as good as the Hinginghat staple, and is eagerly
sought after.

The Bombay Pi'esidency's best cotton districts

are the Southern Mabratta country, about 16® N.
lat, where experimental farms were established.

I n Gu icrat and Kattyawardistricts, superior cottons
have long been grown by the natives

;
in conse-

quence of which, these were selected as the sites

of the northern experimental farms, much favour-
able land for the purpose being found between
the latitudes of 21 ° and 24® N. The causes which
favour the growth of cotton, esteemed both in

India and England, in th^ tract of country extend-
ing from Surat and Ahmadabad, or from about
lat. 21® and 23®, in a broad band across Malwa to

Ikinda and Rajakbaira, in about 25® and 27®, near

the banks of the Jumna, are no doubt physical.

Tho black cotton soil which is spread over a ^eat
portion of this tract, has undouWdly a consider-

able share in producing the result
;
but good crops

of cotton are produced in some parts where there

is no black soil, as immediately on the banks of

the Jumna and in the Doab.
In the Kandesh model farm in 1875-76, the

average yield was 50 lbs. of clean cotton per acre

of the Hinginghat variety, tho maximum being

130 lbs. per acre. Thu average in the Nagpur
model farm was 60*6 11)8. per acre. On unmanured
land only 28 lbs. |)er acre. On Syedapot farm,

the western variety yielded 353 lbs. per acre, and
in the Sind Hyderabad collectorato tno yield was
346 94 lbs. per acre of uucleaned cotton.

Cotton, wheat, and bnjra (Penicillaria spioatH) all

ripen in Gujerat at the same period of the year,

alwut the end of February, and tho cotton-picking

continues to the middle of April. Tho first picking

of cotton aiTords the best kind, the second is the

most abundant, and the third is greatly inferior

to the other two, both in quantity and in quality.

In Cuttack and Ori»sa there aro two highland

or upland varieties, the one called tlie Daloona,

because the plants throw out numerous branches.

Tlio second kind of upland is called yellow, from
the colour of the flowers; tho flower of the

Dalooua being white. A third varietv may be
called the lowland, and is known locally as the

Kcda. Tho upland varieties are grown more or

less all over tho Gurjutoor Hill States, wherever a
virgin forest soil exists. They are grown generally

ill the Sumbuipore district and its dependencies,
throughout the Tributary States, and inDhenkanal
and Khoordah. A virgin forest soil is the only

requisite for the suocmful cultivation of these

varieties. The jungle is cut down, all the brush-

wood deared, heapw and burnt on the spol the

stems and roota of the larger trees being len in

the ground, which then receives a superfteial

plou^ing. These clearings are called taekk and
the cotton grown in them Taela cotton. These
preparatorv prooesies are attended to in Bum-
^Ipore, Khoordah. and Dhenkanal, just before and
dunhg the ilist falls of rain, in the latter half ol

May and the diet half of June, to that the plaiits
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shoot pd grow aud arrive at maturity through cottou is rrused iu rotation of two years, with
the rainy months. Dwarf paddy, sooa, Panicum cumboo, Panicum spicatum, Penicillaria spicata,
Itaiicum, Eleusiue coracana, bajra, or castor-oil, and cholum or Sorghum vulgaro. The Oopuin
are sown with tho cotton seed broadcast. The cotton is raised on black soil,

edible seed-crops in the third or fourth month are In Bcllary, cotton is grown in drills along with
gathered as they ripen, then tho ground is weeded cholum or railiet

;
with tho former, the drills are

and turned about. In Januaiy and February the about six feet apart, and have from four to six
cotton plants yield the first picking, and a montli rows of sorghum between each one of cotton

;

after the castor-oil seed ripens, and its plants are with the latter, the drills of cotton are only three
plucked and removed. Daloona cotton plants feet apart, and have two rows of millet between
last for two or three years, and yield three pick- them. When the crop of the millet is cut down,
in^ annually, and reach a height of 9 to 12 feet, a very singular and sudden change occurs

;
one

With the yellow upland, it is not so generally the day nothing is seen but yellow grain, which on
practice of sowing other crops. the next disappears, and a thick crop of green

The cultivation of the Kcda or lowland variety cotton plants, about half a yard high, remains,
of cotton is confined almost to tho settled and None of the fields are enclosed, but they are
open districts of Cuttack, Puri, and Balasore

;
generally protected at the sides of tho road by

a little is raised in Dhenkaiml and Khoordab. rows of the prickly Jamaica yellow thistle
Tho best soil selected for this variety is do- Argeinone Mexicana.
fiislec, or double crop. It is generally a light In Vizagapatain, aliout Jat. IT N., very liberal
sandy soil, handy for irrigation purposes. The pruning is practised, and the return is much
seed used throughout the district for lowland greaior than in any other of tho Madras districts,

cotton is procured from Khoordab and Dhenkanal, In sandy soils near the sea, the Oopum cotton
it being alleged that none other will germinate in yields the more largely.

tho lowland districts. It is placed in a pot, and In Mysore, large belts of land in tho northern
soaked in dung and water for a night, and tlicn and central taluks arc deemed excellent for cotton
dried by exposure to tho sun on tho following culture.

day. It is afterwards laid on straw, contained in For a scries of ycais up to 1850, Dr. Wight,
an earthen vessel covered over with castor- oil an eminent botanist, was employed in experi-
leaves and placed near a fire. So soon as the mental cotton-growing in the collectorates of
seed splits and shoots it is planted, and watered at Tonjore, Coimbatore^ and Tinnevelly, and he
intervals of two, three, and four days. November formed tho opinion that the leas yield of tho
and December are tho usual months for the cottons ripening there in January, was owing to
planting. Tho plants aro annual, and attain a the insufficient wannth of that season of the
licight of 4 to G fciit. Tho cold weather showers year.

falling occasionally in December, January, and In Ceylon, cotton is grown very generally l>oth

February, favour the plants, and when plentiful, by the Singhalese and Tamil races, but upon no
constitute a good season. The pickings are obtained regular plan nor to any extent,

continuously in April, May, and June. In the Bengal Presidenry. — The indigenous cotton
latter month all the bolls arc picked off the plants, of Dacca has long been celebrated lor its superior
and after exposure to the sun, open. After the quality. It is cultivated along tho banxs of
month of June, tho lowland cottou plants arc the Megna from Feringybnzar to Kdilpore in
plucked up, and the land cleared for a pulse crop. Dakarganj, a distance of about forty miles,

Madras Presidency ,—As early as 1790, Dr. on tho banks of the Brahmaputra creek (tho
Anderson was employed in sending Mauritius ancient channel of the river of tho same uamo),
cotton seeds, as well as brown cotton seeds, imjx)rtcd and along tho Luckia and Bnnnr. It presents
from Malta, to different parts of the Peninsula

;
different shades of quality, tho finest of which

and Dr. Roxburgh, who left Samulcotta in the is named Photce, and is the material of which
Northern Circars, and took charge of tho Calcutta tho delicate muslins aro made. It was described

Botanic Garden in 1793, had already ascertained by Roxburgh as differing from the common
that the elevated, dry, and loss fertile soil of herbaceous cotton plant of Bengal in several

Ooromandel was better suited than that of Bengal particulars, chiefly in liaving a longer, finer,

to the Bourbon cotton. He obtained its seeds and softer fibre. It has, however, often been
from Mr. Hughes, who had for some time been doubted wiicthcr the superiority of the Dacca
engaged in the culture of cotton in the Tinnevelly manufacture was dependent on tho skill of the

district, and whoso success was so considerable workmen or the goodnees of the cotton
;

but,

with Bourbon cottou, that for twenty years from Mr. Lamb’s account, it appears to have been

Hughes’ Tiunovclly cotton continued to be mioted carefully cultivated. Probably both had some
in the Livcnmol market as tho best from India, influence; and it is certain that the workmen prefer

and sold at higher prices than tho American short- the Dacca cotton, because, ns Mr. Webb long ago

staple cottons, and 8d. per pound above the best explained, its thread does not swell in bleaching,

Surats. Tlio fact is important, on account of the as is the case with the cottou grown in North-

latitude of Tinnevelly being only aud because western and Central India,

the success was evidently the result of skill In Buixlwan tho Wosbee or native cotton plant

applied to the culture. The produce, only 100 is sown in the month Ashar. The soil is ploughed

lbs. per acre, was fine in quality and much four or five times, the seed is kept in water for

esteemed. The cottons of the Madras Presidency tliree or four days, is taken out on the day before

are more largely grown in the valley of the Klstua, it has to be sown, and is then mixed with ashes

and in tho Bellory,. Kurnool, Tinnevelly, and aud cow-dung, and in this state is scattered over

Coimbatore districU. the ground, which is then again ploughed. Some
At Cotm6afore, the Oopuin or best indigenous cultivators, however, put four or five aeeda in
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fimall holes at the interval of about 1 i cubits. In
;
very large. The yellow cotton from which the

the month of Magh (January—February), when beautiful Nankin cloth is manufactured, is called
the plants become j cubit high, they are watered. Tze-mie-wha by the Chinese. Although the
The picking of the IVcsbeo cotton is commenced yellow variety has a mor'e stunted habit than the
in the mouth of Cheyt, corresponding Avith April, other, it has no characters Which constitute a
and finished in June and July (Jo;jjte). Nurma distinct species. It is mgrely an accidental variety

;

cotton is cultivated in the month ot Ashar, cor- and although its seeds may generally produce the
responding with June. The roots of the plants same kind, they doubtless frequently yield the
are well covered with earth. No irrigation is white variety, and vice verjta. Hence specimens
required, as nurma cotton is a rainy season of the yellow cotton arc frequently found growing
plant. Its cotton is picked in November an<l amongst the white in the immediate viciiiily of
December. 8hang-hai

; and again, a few miles northward, in
The Garo, Tiperah, and Chittagong hills pro- fields near the city of Pou-shan, on the banks

duce a largo quantity of inferior cotton, called of the Yang-tze-kiang, where the yellow cotton
Hhoga. It is used in the manufacture of the abounds, Mr. Fortune often gathered specimens
inferior kinds of hummum, bafta, boouee, sareo. of the white variety. Nankin cotton is chiefly
jore, etc., also for making ropes and tapes, and cultivated in the level ground around Shaug-hai,
the coarsest of all fabrics, viz. garha and guzeeh, where it forms the staple summer production of
which are j50inmonly used for packing other the country. This district, which is part of the
cloths, and'^for covering dead bodies, for which great plain of the Yang-tze-kiang, although flat, is

purpose a large quantity of them is consumed yet several feet above the level of the water in the
annually both by Hindus and Mahom^ans. A rivers and canals, and is cousequeiitly much better
piece of guzech cloth, measuring 10 yards, could fitted for cotton cultivation than the plain of
bo purchased for 12 annas (eighteeupence), which Niiigpo, where the ground is either wet and
is the one hundred and twenty-fifth ywirt of the marohy, or liable at times to bo completely over-
price paid for a piece of mulmul-i-khus of the flowed. The soil is a strong rich loam, capable of
same aimensions. yielding immense crops year after year, although

In Tirhnt the cottons produced arc of the kinds it receives but a small portion of iimuure. The
called Ilhojra, Bhogla, and Kooktee ; the two inanuro applied to the cotton lands of the Chinese
former ripen in April and May, the Kooktee ripens ia obtaineci from the canals, ponds, and ditches,
in September. The fabric ^nanufactured from which intersect the country in every direction,
Kooktee cotton is not white, but of a stained white and consists of mud which has been formed partly
colour, white cotton being produced only from the by the decay of long grass, reeds, and succulent
lihojra and Bhogla kinds. water plants, and partly by the surface soil which
The soil upon which the cotton plant in (*(tchar has been washed down from the higher ground

is grown, consists of a rich red clay, considerably
[

by the heavy rains. In the end of April and
mixed with sand, which forms the soil of the beginning of May, the land having been prepared
principal hills in the district, and also of the small in the manner just described, the cotton seeds ai'e

ranges of hillocks that run through it. The cotton carried in baskets to the fields, and the sowing
cultivation lies on the slopes of theso hills and commences. They are generally sown broadcast,
mountains, such lands being never inundated, and then tl»o labourers go over the whole surface
although they arc wonderfully retentive of mois- with their feet and tread them carefully in. The
ture. The same hills and slopes became in great cotton plant produces its flowers in succoasion
roqueet for the cultivation or the tea plant, the from August to the end of October

;
but some times,

soil being peculiarly adapted for its growth. The when the autumn is mild, blooms arc produced
cotton seeds, together with others, are put in in even up to November. As the pods are bursting
March and April

;
they are planted irregularly, ^overy day, it is necessary to liavo them gathered

but never closer than from 3 or 4 feet a]>art. The with great regularity. When perfectly dry, the
whole cultivation is weeded three or four times process of separating it from the seeds commonocs.
during the rains. The cotton flowers in July and This is done by the well-known wheel with two
August; the picking commences in September, rollers, which when tunied round draws in the
and is continued till December. cotton, and ngecte the seeds. It is a simple and

In Burma, the cotton grown is Goesypium beautiful contrivance, and answers well the end
herbacemn, and it reaches a very fair staple. The for which designed.

—

Beportu of Battf Jmlia
soil on which it thrives liest is the alluvial deposit Company on Cotton, p. 350

;
Agri-Horticultural

left by the numerous mountain streams and Societies of India ami ofMadrai ; C\ JS. Saunders,
rivulets on Uieir subsidenco at the close of the Esg., Commr. of Mysore; Dr, Cleyhorn, in Hep,
south-west monsoon. It also grows very well on Brit. Association

; Bonynge, America ; I Proceedings,

recent forest clearings, where, often, soils contain- Madras Govt.; Friend of India ; Cal. Hevitw ;

ing a considerable portion of peaty matter and Indian Field; Boyle, Fib. Plants; Boyle, Pro-
lignite are met with, and appear very suitable for ductive Besources of India; Annals, Ind. Admini-
the good of the plant. It appears to thrive also stration; Madras Chnmhcr of Commerce; Dublin
in a limestone sod, which abounds in these pro- University Magazine ; IClUot, Supplement ; Cotton
vinces. Report, 1857

;
Fxhih. Jur. Rep. 1862; Alexander

Cotton grows all over China. The Nankin Mackay's Commerce Reports, 1858; Walter It
variety is called Tsz-hwa, The Kiang-hwa plant CasseWs Cotton, 1802 ; /. G. Medlicott, Cotton
grows in Central China. The cotton plant of Handbook, 1862 ;

J. T. Wheeler's Cotton Iland-
8han-tung and Peh-chi-li is called Feh-hwa, and book; Dr. ShoriVs Letters; Low's Sarawak ; Mark-
Cheh-hwa is that of Chc-kiang. China has ham, Peruvian Bark; Central Committee, Lahore;
ever been a largely importing country. The Carne^y

; T. B. Lane, Esq., Collector, Tirhut;
cotton-growing area in that country is, however. Smith.
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COTTON RAT.ES wcfgh-.
In America,
,, Brazil, .

*»Eeyp*» *

„ Turkey,

.

440 lbs.

IMO „
„

350 ,,

In Cbiirn, .

,, Bfingal, .

,, Madrnu,

.

,, Bombay,

COTTON GATHERER.

. 240 lha.

. 3(Ki „

. :m
304

Binahnr, Pinjara, . Hind.
|

Pyhura of Bundslrhand.
I*ykar of ... . Doab.

j
Poorco of . . , Dehli.

1q India generally thefio receive one-tenth of the
gross produce, as well as a share, sometimes equal
to a fourth, of the cleaned cotton.

COTTON - GRASS, P>iophorum cannahinum.
Its seeds are clothed at their base with a silky

or cotton-like substanc^j, with which pillows are
StufTe<l, and wicks of candles, as well as paper,
ma^lc. Its name is bhabhur and bhabhurce, and
it is made into ropes by the Hindus. An old
writer says, * The wiml- trees of that country
bear fleeces as their fruit, surpassing those of
sheep in beauty and excellence; and the Indians
use cloth made from those trees/

—

Birdwood. >

COTTON MANUFACTURES. Amongst the I

goods which appear to have been brought to
'

Europe from the Indian seas, in the days when
Arab lra(lcr8 were the only medium of intercourse
between the ciisb^n and western worlds, we find

mentioned cloths of silk and cotton of various
colgini*s and devices. It docs not apj>ear, however,
that there existed in Kuroj>c any great demand
for cotton,—the consumption of the Roman people,

who were then the customers for all luxuries,

l)eing chiefly confined to cloths of silk and wool.
Dining the trailc of Europeans with India by the
long sea route, the calicoes and flue mnsHns of

that country carnc into general notice
;
and until

the production of machine-made fabrics in Britain,

they continued to rise in public estimation. It

was deemed a groat thing with the Lancashire
manufacturers, when, by the aid of mechanical
and artistic skill, combined with the potent
agency of tteam, they found themselves able to

produce an article which was considered equal to

that wiiich the unlettered Hindu had manipulated
in his little mud hut on the remote banks of D»c
Ganges, and which had been produced of like

excellence by their ancestors, when the ‘ father

of history ’ penned his ol^scrvations upon their

countries. That the Hindus paid considerable

attention to the details of this manufacture in the

most remote ages, there remains sufficient proof on
record. In the Indian work of highest antiquity,

the Jtig Veda, believed to have been written
fifteen centuries previous to Christian era,

occurs the following passage :
* Ca^bs consume me,

Satakralu! although thy wor8hip{)er, as a rat

gnaws a weaver’s threads,*—the temptation to

the rat being evidently the starch employed by
tlic spinner to impart tenacity to the thrcml

;
nor

con there be any doubt that cotton was the thread

alluded to. Again, in the Institutes of Menu, we
find it directed os follows :

‘ Let the weaver who
has received ten palas of cotton thread, give

them back increased to eleven by the rice-water

(starch) and the like used in weaving
;
he who

does otherwise shall pay a fine of twelve panas.*

In recent times the cotton fabrics of India formed

a considerable item in the exports from the East,

during the early days of British Indian commerce

;

the delicacy of their fabric, the elegance of their

design, and the brilliancy of their colours, ren-

dered them as attractive to the better classes of

con.-umers in Great Britain, as arc, in the present
day, the shawls of Kashmir or the silks of Lyons.
So much superior, indeed, were the productions
of the Indian spinning-wheel and handloom, to
those turned out by the manufacturers of Jjanca-
shire in thcfmiddle of the 18th century, that not
only were ludian calicoes and Indian prints pre-
ferred to the British-made articles, but the \lan-
chester and Blackburn weavers actually imported
Indian yarns in largo quantities for employment
in their factories, it was about the year 1771-72
that the Blackburn weavers, taking advantage
of the discoveries and improvements of Ark-
wright, Hargreaves, and others, found themselves
in a position to produce plain cotton gooils, which,
if they did not quite equal the fabrics of the East,
at any rate found their way very rapidly into

general consumption in Europe. Tho invention
of the mule jenny in 1779 was thp commence-
ment of a now era in the history of tho cotton
manufaqturo of Great Britain

;
and when, six

years lafer, Arkwright's machines were thrown
open to the public, a revolution was effected in

tho production of all kind.s of yarns. Great
Britain found herself able not only to 8Uj>ply all

her own wants with cotton goods of every variety

of quality, V)ut also to carry the produce of her
i
looms 10,000 miles across the eca, and, placing

j

them at the doore of tlie Indian consumer, under-
sell some kinds of tho goods made by his own
hands from cotton grown in his own ganleii.

Nor is it only in the lieavicr goods that tho AVest

arc able to beat out of their own markets tlic

w'caver of the East. Theroibave been masters in

their craft who produced fabrics more exquisitely

delicate and liglit in texture than those beautiful

muslins of Dacca, so long and justly celebrated

with a world-wide fame. Although in some
particulars these latter fabrics claim a certain

degree of superiority, many of tho Hindus
prefer much of their own woven goods to those

of Manchewter and Glasgow
;
and the cotton

manufactures of British India have been steadily

advancing in the out-turn of twist and yam and
piece-goods. It is generally believed that Man-
chester will fail to contend with the Indian mills

in respect to the precise class of goods they arc in

the habit of turning out. The cotton mills of

Bombay have made, since the date of their first

starting in 1854, very rapid progress.

In the 25 years between 1857-58 and 1881-82,

the value of all the cotton goods imported into

British India from foreign countries rose from
£6,726,618 to £20,772,098. Since 1868-69 the

values of the twist and yarn and of the piece-

goods have but little increased. In 1881-82 the

twist and yam was of value £32,220,648. British

India has been latterly holding its own. The ex-

ports have consisted of cotton goods, including

twist and yarn, and have risen from £637,651 in

1850-51, to £1,906,868 in 1881-82.

The yearly iocreosiiig exports from Europe
misled exporters, for Europe had seldom been able

to compete either with the delicate hand-made
fibres which the Hindus and Mahomedaos have
been producing, or with the strong, coarse fabrics

which the village weavers produce during tho

slack time of their agricultural pursuits. In the

middle of the 19th century, British India also

began to use machinery. In 1880 there were 58
cotton millsatwork in British India, with 1,471,730
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BpiudleS) mules, and throstles, and IS,283 looms,

turning out twist and yam and cotton cloths, with

a nominal capital of four millions sterling.

With their rude implements the Hindus of

Dacca formerly manufactured muslins, ‘ to which,’

as Dr. Ure observed, ‘European ,ingenuity can

afford no parallel,—suchj indeed, as has led a com-

E
otent judge to say it is beyond his conception

ow this yam, greatly finer than the highest

number made in England, can be spun by the

distaff and spindle, or woven by any machinery ’

^re 'B Cotton Manufac turo ofGreatH ri tai n , i
.
p. 54 ).

The jawbone of the bouloe fish (Silurus boalis),

the teeth of which ))eing fine, rc-curved, and closely

set, serves as a line comb in removing minute

particles of earthy and vegetable matter from the

cotton. The Hindu spinner, with that inexhaust-

ible patience which characterizes the race, site down
to the laborious task of cleaning with this instru-

ment the ftbrea of each seed of cotton. Having
accomplished this, she then separates the wool
from the seeds by means of a small iron roller

(dullun knthoe), which is worked with the hands
backward and forward, on a small quantity of the

cotton seeds placed upon a flat l>oard. The cotton

is next bowed or teased with a small bow of

bamlx)o, strung with a double row of catgut,

muga silk, or the fibres of the plantain tree

twisted together; and, having been reduced by
this instrument to a state of light downy fleece,

|

it is made up into a small cylindrical roll (puni), i

which is held in the hand during the process of
j

spinning. The spinning apparatus is contained
in a small basket or tray, not unlike the catheterje

of the ancient Greeks. It consists of a delicate

iron spindle (tukooa), having a small ball of clay

attached to it, in order to give it'suflicicnt weight
in turning

;
and of a piece of hard shell imbedded

in a little clay, on which the point of the spindle

revolves during the process of spinning. With
this instrument the Hindu women almost rival

Arachno’s fabled skill in spinning. The thread

which they make with it is exquisitely fine
;
and

doubtless it is to their delicate orgamzation and
the sensibility with which they are endowed by
nature, that their inimitable skill in their art is to

be ascribed. The finest thread is spun early iu

the morning, before the rising sun aisBipates the

dew on the grass, for such is the tenuity of its

fibre, that it would break if an attempt were
made to manufacture it during a drier and warmer
portion of the day. The cohesive property of

the fiilamente of cotton is impaired by high tem-
perature accompanied with dryness of the air,

and hence, when there is no dew on the ground
in the morning to indicate the presence of mois-
ture in the atmosphere, the spinners impart the
requisite degree of humidity to the cotton, by
mtuiting the thread over a shallow vessel of water.

A specimen which Dr. Taylor examined at Dacca
in 1846 mea&ured 1349 yards, and weighed only
22 grains, which is in the proportion of upwards
of 250 miles to a pound weight of staple. During
the process of preparing the thread, and before it

is warped, it is steeped for a couple of days in fine

charcoal powder, soot, or lampblack, mixed with
water, and, after being well rinsed in clear water,
wrung out^ and dried in the shade, it is nibbed
with a sizing made of parched rice (the husk of
which has bWn removed heated sand), fine

lime, and water. The loom is light and portable

;

its cloth and yarn beans, batten, templet, and
shuttle are the appurtenances requisite for

weaving.

Dacca was the seat of a manufacture of muslins
known by its name, and spoken of by the ancients
as ‘ woven webs of air.’ The principal varieties

of plain muslins manufacturca at Dacca were
Mulmiil-i-Khns, Ab-rawan, Shab-nara, Khasa,
Jhuua, Sircar Ali, Tanzob, Alabullee, Nyaii-zook,
Baddan Khas, Turandam, Sarbiltee, and Sarband,
—names which either denote fineness, beauty, or

transparency of texture, or refer to the origin of

the manufacture of the fabrics, or the uses to

which they ere applied as articles of dress. The
finest of all was the Mulmul-i-Khas (literally,

muslin made for the special use of a prince or
great personage). It was woven in half-i)ieccs,

measuring 10 yards in length and 1 yard in

breadth, having 1900 threads in the warp, and
weighing 10 siccas (alx)ut 3} ounces avoinlupois).

The finest half-piccc seen weighed 9 siccas, priced

100 rupees. Some of the other muslins were
also beautiful productions of the loom, as Ab-rawan,
compared by the natives from its clear pellucid

texture to running water. Shab-nam, so named
from its resemblance, when it is wetted and spread

upon the bleaching field, to the evening dew on
the grass. Jhuna, a light transparent nct-liko

fabric, made for natives of rank and wealth, worn
by the inmates of zenanas and dancers, and
apparently the cloth referred to in the classics

under the figurative names of Tela aronarum,
Ventus textilis. All these muelins were made in

full pieces of 20 yards iu length by 1 in breadth,

but varying considerably in the number of threads

in the warp, and consoqucntly in their weight.

Of figured fabrics, as striped D«x)ria, ohequered
Charkhance, and flowered Jamdanec, there exists

a considerable variety, both in regard to quality
and pattern. The flowered muslin was formerly
iu great demand both in India and Europe, and
was the most expensive manufacture of the Dacca
Urung. There was a monopoly of the finer fabrics

for the court of Dehli
;
those made for the emperor

Aurangzcb cost 250 rupees per piece. This
muslin is now seldom manufactured of a quality

of higher value than 80 rupees per piece.

For the masses of the people, the British manu-
facturer sends to India the plain and striped

Dooria,Mulmul, Aghabani,andotherfigured fabrics,

which have established themselves there, and
which, both from their good quality and moderate
prices, arc acc^table to the numerous classes who
make use of tnem. Some of the chintzes of

Masulipatam and of the south of India are as

beautiful in design as they are chaste and elegant
in colour.

Printed cloths Ate worn occasionally, as in Berar
and Bundelkhand, for sarees

;
and the ends and

borders have peculiar local patterns. There is

alM a class of prints on coarse cloth, used for the
skirts or petticoats of women of some of the poorer
classes in Upper India

;
but the greatest need of

printed cloths is for the kind of bedcover called

palempore (palangpoeh), or sing^le quilts.

In the costlier cloths woven in India, the bor-

ders and ends are entirely of gdld thread and silk,

the former predominating. Many of the saree

or women's cloths, made at Benares, Pytun, and
Burhanlpar, in Gnjerat, at Narrainpet and Dban*
warum in the Hyderabad territory, at Yeokla in
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Kandefih, and in .other localities, have gold thread

in broad and narrow stripes alternating with silk

or muslin. Gold flowers, checks, or zigzag patterns

are used, the colours of the grounds being green,

black, violet, crimson, j)uq)le, and grey
;
and in

silk, black shot with crimson or yedlow, crimson

with green, blue, or white, yellow with deep

crimson and blue, all producing rich, harmonious,

and even gorgeous effects, but without the least

appearance of or approach to glaring colour, or

offence to the most critical taste. They are colours

and effects which suit the dark or fair complexions

of the people of the country
;
for an Indian lady

who can afford to be choice in the selection of her

wardrobe, is as particular as to what will suit her

especial colour—dark or comparatively fair—as

any lady of England or France. Another ex-

quisitelv beautiful article of Indian costume for

men ana women is tlie do-patta or scarf, worn raoi e

frequently by Mahomedan women than Hitidii,

and by the latter only when they have adopted

the Mahomedan lunga or petticoat
;
but invariably

by men in dress costume. Hy women this is

generally passed once round the waist over tlie

petticoat or trousers, thence across the bosom and
over the left shoulder and head

;
by men, across

the chest only.

The flO‘i>attas, especially those of Benares, arc

perhaps the most exquisitely beautiful of all tlie

ornamental fabrics of India; and it is quite im-

possible to describe the effects of gold and silver

thread, of the most delicate and ductile description

imaginable, woven in broad, rich borders, and
profusion of gold and silver flowers, or the ele-

gance and intricacy of most of the arabesque

patterns of the ribbon borders or broad stripes.

How such articles are woven at all, and how they

are woven with their exquisite finish and strength,

fine as their quality is, in the rude handlooms of

the country, it is hard to understand. All these

fabrics are of the roost delicate and delightful

colour,—the creamy white, and shades of pink,

yellow, green, roauve, violet, and blue, are clcJir

yet subdued, and always accord with the thread

used, and the style of oniainentation, whether in

gold or silver, or both combined. Many are of

more decided colours—black, scarlet, and crimson,

chocolate, dark green, and madder
;
but whatever

tbe colour may be, the orDamentation is chaste

and suitable. For the moat part, the fabrics of

Snares ore not intended for ordinary washing

;

but the dyers and scourers of India have a process

by which the former colour can be disemarged

from the fabric, and it can then ho. rc-dyed. The
gold or silver work is also carefully pressed and
ironed, and the piece is restored, if not to its

originid beauty, at least to a very wearable con-

dition. The do-pattas of Pytun, and indeed most
others except Benares, are, of a stronger fabric.

Many of them are woven in fast colours, and the

gold thread—silver i^ rarely used in them—is

more substantial than that of Benares. On this

account Uiey ore preferred in Central India

and iho Bekhan,—not only because they are

ordinarily more durable, but because they bear

wnsbing or cleaning better. In point of delicate

l^auty, however, if not of richness, they are not

oomparablo with tbe fabrics of Benares.

Scarfs are in use by every one,—plain muslins,

or muiAins with figtired fields and borders without

colour, plain fields of muslin with narrow edging of

coloured silk or cotton (avoiding gold thread),

and narrow ends. Such articles, called sehla in

India, are in everyday use among millions of

Hindus and Mahomedans, men and women. They
are always open-textured muslins, and the quality

ranges from very ordinary yarn to that of the

finest Dacca fibrls. Comparatively few native

women of any class or degree wear white
;

if they

do wear it, the dress has broad borders and ends.

But what all classes wear aro coloured cloths,

—

black, red, blue, occasionally orange and green,

violet, and grey. All through Western, Central,

and Southern India, sarees are striped and checked

inan infinite variety of patterns. Narraiupet, Dhan-
war, and Muktul, in the Nizam’s territories

;
Gud-

dukand Bettigerryiu Dharwar ;
Kolhapur, Nasik,

Yeokla, and many other manufacturing towns in

the Dckhan
;
Arnee in the south, and elsewhere,

send out articles of excellent texture, with beauti-

fully arranged colours and patterns, both instrijics

and checks. The costly and superb fabrics of

cloths of gold and silver (kimkhab), and the

classes of washing satins (mushroo and hemroo),

even if European skill could imitate them by the

handloom, it would bo impo.^sible to obtain the

gold and silver thread unless they were imported

from India. The native mode of making this thread

is known, but the result achieved by the Indian

workman is simply the effect of skilful and delicate

manipulation. The gold and silver cloths (kim-

khab) arc used for state dresses and trousers, the

latter by men and women
;
and ladies of rank

usually possess petticoats or skirts of these gor-

geous faorics. Mushroo and hemroo are not used

for tunics, but for men's and women’s trousers,

and women’s skirts
;
as also for covering bedding

and pillows. They are very strong and durable

fabrics, wash well, and preserve their colour,

however long worn or roughly used
;
but they

can hardly be compared with English satins,

which, however, if more delicate in colour and
texture, are unfitted for the purposes to which the

Indian fabrics are applied. For example, a labada

or dressing-gown, made of scarlet mushroo in

1842, has been washed over and over again, and

subjected to all kinds of rough usage, yet the

satin is still unfrayed, and the colour and gloss as

briglit as ever. Many of the borders of loongees,

dhotces, and sarees are like plain silk ribbons, in

some instances corded or ribbed, in others flat.

In Euroi>e, it has been usual to name particular

fabrics after the place of their manufacture, and

this practice was extendetl to eastern products, as

calico from Calicut, gauze from Gaza, muslin

from Mosul, chintz from the Hindi chinte, spotted.

In British India, however, the people name their

woven fabrics from the form of their construction,

their appearance, or the use to which they arc

applied. The cotton goods sent from Bombay to

the Paris Exhibition of 1855, comprised bafta,

boonec, carpets, chandni, choli, dastarkhon, dhoti,

ek-patta, do-patta, dungari, kbadi, lungec, peshgir,

phatka, pagga, quilts, razai, sailcloth, saree, soosi,

turband, tablecloth, table napkins, and towels.

Omitting the second-rate kinds of cloth, which

constitute the great bulk of the Dacca cotton

manufacture, a class worthy of attention is that

of fabrics of a mixed texture of cotton and silk.

They are designated by various names, as now-

buttee, kutan, roomce apjoola, and lucka
;
and,

when embroidered with the needle, as mn)>y of
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them frequently arc, they are called knsheeda.

The Bilk used in their mariufaciuvc is the indigen-

ous muga silk of Assam and Sylhet
;
but the cotton

thread employed is now almost entirely English

yarn, of qualities varying from Nos. 30 to 80.

These cloths are made exclupively for the Jedda
and Busaora market

;
and a considerable stock is

Yearly ci^rted in the Arab vessels that trade

Mtween Calcutta and these ports. Pilgrims, too,

from the vicinity of Dacca not unfrequently take

an investment of them, which they dispose of at

the great annual fair held at Mcena, near Mecca.

Tliey are used by the Arabs chiefly for turbands

and gowns. The golden colour of the muga silk

gives to some of these a rich lustrous appearance.

Pieces made of native-spun cotton thread and of

the best kind of muga silk, would bo admired in

England.
In Ganiam is fal)ricated a cotton cloth, each

side of a (lifferent colour. This effect is produced
not by dyeing the cloth after it is woven, but by
a dexterous manner of throwing the woof across

the warp on either side. Madai)ollam and Ingeram
used to bo famous for cotton cloths, but since the

abolition of the Company’s trade, the finer pan-

jams liave not been made. Palam pores, tis bed
coverings, of the former place deserve attention.

Very fine muslins are made at Oopadu, north of

Cocanada, and handsome turb-ans, with gold

threa<l interwoven
;
but all these things are far

surpassed by the Bengal fabrics. The Chicacolc

muslins are, however, prized by European ladies.

Cotton cloths from Nellore consist of manufactured
articles which find a ready sale in the markets of

this Presidency.

—

^f(tdras Krh. Jur. I^ep. 1855,

1857
;
Dr, Taylor of Dacca ^

Reports of Great Ex,

of 1851 ;
Cal, Cat. Ex. of 1862 ;

Juries^ Report^

Ax. o/ 1862
;
Royle^ Arts of Iml,; RoylCy Prod.

Res. of India ; Bombay 7'imes.

COTTON SEED is the Binour, Binoula of Hin-
dustan. It is chiefly used in India for feeding

cattle, and also sometimes as manure for cotton

plants. In the year 1878, 175,000 tons were
imported into Great Britain, and sold there at

from £7, 17s. 6d. to £*J, lOs. Cotton seed oil

is ex presid'd from cotton seeds. It is used for

burning in lamps, and is also considered to have,

in a peculiar manner, the virtue, when externally

applied, of clearing the skin of spots and freckles.

It is a drying oil, and therefore unfit for lubri-

cating. AVhen obtained by pressure, its colour,

owing to the presence of a resinous 8ul)stancc, is

of a very dark red, and 10 to 15 per cent, is lost

in bleaching it. When prepared by steaming the

seeds and collecting the oil by skimming it from
the surface of the water, it has a bland, light-

coloured appearance.

—

Faulkner.

COTTON, SILK. The silk-cotton trees of India

arc the Eriodendron aufractuosum, and the

red cotton tree, Salmalia Malabarica, Schott. The
seeds of E. aufractuosum are embedded in silky

cotton. The capsules, on bursting, display a
ffocculent cotton-like substance, more silky than

cotton, and named silk-cotton. It differs also in

not spinning like cotton. Mr. Williams of Jub-

bulpur, however, succeeded in spinning and weav-
ing some of it, so as to form a very good coverlet.

It is used for stuffing pillows, muffs, and coverlets

;

for wadding, or for conversion into half stuff for

papermakers. In the Trans, of the Agri-Hortic.

Soc. iii. p. 274, there is a report from the Society

of Arts on two pieces of cloth made from the simnl
or silk-cotton tree

;
but from the shortness of the

staple of the down, and its elasticity, it cannot be
spun by ordinary cotton-spinning machinery. A
silk-cotton surrounds the seeds of Bombax ceiba,

X., a South American tree, and is used for stuffing

cushions and the like, but not suited to work into

cloth fabrics. Another beautiful silk-ootton (West
Indian) is from Ochroroa lagopns.-—Aoy/f, Fib. PL
COTTON SOIL, or Black Cotton Soil, is the

name given to the ‘regar.* See Soil.

COTTON THIEF, a name applied in Ceylon to

the beautiful long- tailed bird, Tchitrea panulisi,

Xinn., the sultana bulbul of the Mahomedans of
the Peninsula, its long white feathers in the
tail streaming like cotton ns it flies.

COTURNIX VULGARIS, the common quail of

Europe, Asia, Africa, is chiefly migratory, and is

abundant in India.

COULAM, in Southern India, is the name given
by the T amil people to the whole island of Ceylon.
It is also the name of the towns which Europeans
call Covclong near Sadras, on the east coast, and
Quilon on the west coast, of the Peninsula.

COUNTRY', a prefix in use amongst the

British to indicate a product of India. It is a
translation of several vernacular words, used to

express an article local and not foreign. The
Tamil word NatTi has this signification.

Country Almontl Tree, Terminaha catnppa.

Country Borage, Coleufi Amboiniciis.

Country Fig Tree, Ficus racomoua.
Country Galls, myrabolan.
Country Gooseberry, Cicca clistioha.

Country Greens, Ainsrantut oleraccus.

Country Kreat, Kxacum bicolor, cbirctia.
Country Mallow, Abutilon Indicum.
Country Rosin, dammer.
Country Sarsaparilla, Hemidesmus Indicui.
Country Walnut, Aleuritus triloba.

COURMARINE, an aromatic principle found
in Melilotus officinalis, or common mcltfot, and in

the tonouin bean, Dipterix odorata.

COURSE, a term applie<l by European resi-

dents in India to the places of evening promenade,
probably obtained from the Corso of southern
Europe.

—

Elliot.

COURT, a general of Ranjit Singh. He hod
previously been a lieutenant of the old Imperial
French Guard.
COURT, M. H., major of the Madras Artillery,

wrote an account of ralembang, 1821.

COURTALLUM, a town near Tinneveliy in the
Arangole pass. It is in lat. 8° 56' 20" N., long. 77®
20^ K., and is 700 feet above the sea. It has
waterfalls considered sacred by the Hindus.
COURTNEY, an ancient vil^e 11 miles from

Bellary, in which the Jaina religion was formerly
prominent, supposed to have been suppressed by
the Jangam sect.

COUSIK, a tribe of Sombansi Rajputs
;
their

name would, however, seem to imply Brahmanical
descent or connection.

—

EUiot.

COUVADE, a custom amongst several ancient
and some existing tribes. According to Apollonius
Rhodius, this singular custom prevailed among a
people called the Tibareni, at the mouth of tiio

Black Sea.
* In the Tibarenlan land,

When some good woman bears her lord a babe,
Tie he is swathed and groaning put to bed

;

Whilst she arises, tends his baths, and servos
Nice iiosiets for her husband in the etraw.'

832
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Diodorus Siculus meutious that in Corsica the

wife was neglected, and the husband put to bed
and treated as the patient.

Marco Polo, in tne 13th century, scorns to have
obserred the custom in the Chinese province of

West Yun-nan amongst the aboriginal tribes of the

land, the Miau-tze, who practise it to the present
day. The father of the new-born child, so soon
as the mother can leave her couch, gets into bed,
and there receives the congratnlations of acc^uaint-

ances. And Marco Polo mentions that m the

Zar-dandan (gold teeth) tribe on the frontiers of

Burma, when a woman bore a child, she rose and
went about her business, and the husband took to

bed for forty dajrs, and was fed on possets.

About the beginning of the Christian era, Strabo

S
ii. 4, 17) mentions that among the Iberians of

e north of Spain, the women after the birth of

a child tend their husbands, putting them to bed
instead of going themsoWes. Tn the same locality,

amongst the modern Basques iu Biscay, M. Michel
found the same custom prevailing a few years ago.

The women, he says, rise immediately after child-

birth and attend to the duties of the household,
while the husband goes to bed, taking the baby
with him, and thus receives his neighbours’ com-

f
liments. This practice seems to have spread to

‘rance, and to have there received the name of

fairt la convadc. It has been found in Navarro
and on the French side of the I’yrenoes.

Amongst the Caribbees of the West Indies, the

father is put to bed and fed on meagre diet, and
his body punctured and tortured

;
and the Abipone

husband of S. America is treated like a lying-in

woman.
The Yerkala or Yerkal-wanlu dwell in the

Telugu districts of the Madras Presidency. Those
in the neighbourhood of the Durnagudian practise

the Couviuie. Directly the woman feels the birth-

pangs, her husband puts on some of her clothes,

places on his forehead the mark which women
apply to their foreheads, retires to a room where
there is only a very dim lamp, and lies down on
the bed, covering biinself up with a cloth. When
the child is born, it is washed and placed on the

cot beside the father. Asafoetida, jagari, and
other articles are then given, not to the mother,
but to the father. During the days of ceremonial
UDcleanness, the man is treated in the manner
that on such occasions other Hindus treat their

women. He is not allowed to leave his bed, but
has eveiything needful brought to him.— Mr,
John Cain in Ind, Anti,, May 1874 ;

Apoll. Rhod.
Xngofi, ii. p. 1012, in Quarterly Review^ oulj 1868;

Chipsy ii pp. 277-284.

COVELLIA GLOMERATA. Miq,
Fleas glomerate, WUld.

|
Atteekka-gass, . SiNOH.

Common in Ceylon on the banks of rivers and
up to 2000 feet.-

—

nw, p. 267.

COVELLIA OPPOSITIFOLIA. Caspar.

C. Dtemonum, Afiq. I Fieus oppoeitifolia, Willd.

0. Aswnnioa, „ F. Djomonum, VahL
0. Daiyoarpa, „ I

Kota-dimboola'gass, . . SiNOH.

Very abundant In the warmer parts of the

Ceylon island.

—

Thw. PL Ztyl. p. 266.

OOVELONG, Ooulam, or Kovilam. a seaport

Tillage 22 miles south of Madras, in lat 12*^46'

N., and long. 80** 18' E. A fort, now demolished,

wii erected by Anwar ud Din near the ruins of

one that the Imperial £. I. Company of Ostend had

erected. In 1750 the French obtained posaesaion
of it, but in 1752 it surrendered to Captain Clive.
COVIL GRASS, or Penna stipata, during the

month of June is in flower, impregnating the
atmosphere with an aromatic perfume. On this

grass teed innlmerable flocks of horses and mares,
and its flower communicates to the milk of the
mares a certain aromatic quality. Out of the millr

is made the Tartar koumiss, and the drinkers of
koumiss at this time of the year set at defiance

most of the wdes that distress mankind.
COVILHAM. Pedro da Covilham and Alfonso

de Payva were sent as merchants in 1494, via

Genoa, Alexandria, Cairo, and the Red Sea, to
Aden, where they separated, agreeing to meet
again at Cairo, Payva to search for Prester John
in Abyssinia, whom he heard of as reigning there
over a highly-cultivated people, but he died before
reaching Abyssinia. Covilham went on to India,

where ho made drawings of cities and harbours,

especially Goa and Calicut Thence he returned
along the coasfc of Persia to Cape Gnardafui, and
continued south to Mozambique and Zofala, where
ho ascertained that that land joined the Cape of
Good Hope. From Zofala he returned to Abys-
sinia, and sent his diary, charts, and drawings to

Genoa by some Portuguese merchants who were
trading to Memphis. On receipt of these, King
Emanuel, in 1496, sent four ships under Vasco
da Gama, who visited Natal and Mozambique. In
1498 he was at Calcutta, and in 1499 back at

Lisbon. See Portuguese.

COW.
Vache, Fr. Gow, Lett.
Kuh, Gkb. Ohuo, Chuowi, Old High
Boub, Boes, . , . Gr. German.
Gu, Hind., Pers., Zend. Go (Ooub, pZ.), . Sansk.
Ngan, Gao, Gai, „ „ ,, Coo, .... SCOTCH.
Vftcca, It. Vftoa, Sp.

A good milch cow should have a good-looking
udder, fine skin, and fine tail. The herdsmen of

Indian villages take out cows daily to graze, re-

ceiving 2 to 8 annas a month. In ancient Egypt
the cow was a sacred animal, as also were the
bulls Apis and Mneves. At present the cow is

worshipped amongst ail Hindus
;
and the Banjara

are perhaps the only race in British India who
apply the cow to labour. But the Vedas do not
enjoin reverence to the cow; and in the Hindu
marriage ceremony, where a milk cow, Surabhi,

is released on the intercession of a barber, suffi-

cient remains to show that the sacrificial rite of

killing a cow was formerly practised at marriages,

for the sake of hospitality.

Two Hindu traditions seem to indicate the

domestication of the cow. In Hindu mythology,
the Cow of Plenty, called Kamadhenu, Surabhi,

Savala, granting all desires, is fabled to have been
produced by the Sura and Asura, at the churning

of the ocean after the deluge, for the recovery

or production of the Chaoda-ratna or fourteen

sacred things
;
another fabulous cow, the cow of

five colours, or Panch-wama, was ^ven by Indra

to the parents of Rama. It is common for

Brahmans and others to feed a cow before they

take their own breakfast, ejaculating as they

present their food, ‘ Daughter of Surabhi, framed

of five elements, suspicious, pure, holy, sprung

from the sun, accept this food by me
;
salutation

unto theel* Or if he conduct the kine to grass,

‘ May cows, who are mothers of the three worlds

and daughters of Surabhi, and who are beneficent,

3g 883
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pure, and holy, accept the food given by ine
’

(Colebrooko, As. Rcf*. vii. p. 27G). In marriage

eeremoniea the hospitable rites are conducted by
letting loose a cow, at the intercession of the guest,

a bar^r, who attends for that purpose, and ex-

claims, ‘ The cow ! the cow I’ uptn wnich the guest

pronounces this text, * Release the cow from the

letters of Vanina. May she subdue my foe * may
she destroy the enemies of both him (the host)

and me! Dismiss the cow, that she may eat the

grass and drink water.’ When*lho cow has been

released, the guest thus addresses her :
* I have

earnestly entreated this prudent person, saying,

Kill not the innocent, harmless cow, who is mother
of the Rudra, daughter of the Vasu, sister of the

Aditya, is the source of ambrosia,* etc. (ibid. p.

293). In the Hitopadesa (p. 1 1 0), the earth iscalt^

Surabhi, and the learned translator (Wilkins) notes
the same to be not usually so applied, although
the earth may well be called the cow of plenty.

The cow with the female buffalo furnish most
of the milk used by the people of India, and there

are several breeds of cows famed for the large

Quantities they yield
;
one of these, from Aden in

Arabia, is much praised.

The custom in India, of using cow-dung for

smearing floors nod walls, is practised by all sects

as well as Hindus, as the most cool and cleanly

appliaoce. Cow-dimg is plastered over the cook-

ing-place before the meal of a person of a high

class it cooked
;

in camps, or on journeys, a space

of 10 or 12 square feet is so purified, but is

easily polluted by the approach of impure persons

or tnings, in which vexatious case the food be-

comes unclean. The ashes of cow-dung, vibudi,

are also of a very purifying nature
;
and Hindus

of almost all ranks and degrees, men and women,
occasionally or frequently use them, mixed some-
times with other ingredients, to mark their

foreheads, necks, arms, etc. Sometimes men,
especially religious mendicants, or penitents, or

tlioBC having some claims to sanctity, are rubbed
all over wiui these ashy mixtures, and present a
curious sky-blue appearance. Amongst Hindus,
the enreate^ of all purifiers is the urine of a cow.
Hindu spirits of impurity abhor this sin-expdling,

sanctifying liquid. Images are sprinkled with it

;

no man ox any pretensions to piety or cleanliness

would pass a cow in the act of staling without
receiving the holy stre4jai in his palm, sipping a

few drops, and with his bedewed fingers marking
and crossing his forehead, shoulders, and breasts.

—3ibor*« Pantheon^ p. 148; Williatui^ Nala, p.

136; Kennedy on Lanpuayes^ p. 43; Wi{ford;
Ci^brooktyp. 276 ;

Cokman^ p. 293.

COW BEZOAR, and besom from all ruminat-

ing animals, always find a ready market in Ohin^
where Chinese doctors lay it up as a rare medi-

cine. Th(^ are not unfrequently deceived by
an artificiaf preparation of pipeclay and ox-gall, I

mixed with a little hair.— WiUiams' Middle
Kingdom^ iL p. 406. See Bezoar; Calcultis.

COWDEE, seeds of Aristida setaoea, a wild
grass, also of Exaoum bicolor, and of the wild
grass Kuaai.

OOW-DDNO BRATTIES. Anglo-Tam.

Borne, As. Ohapre; Choi; Bbim.
Balia; Upla;Oobar,Hnio. Amikaada, . • »
Bona-gom ; Thepri, „ Gk^msyim, . . « TUi.
Bau-naths, • . „ Peda : Pidda-ooliit „ {

Baa-kondo, . . . „ Bratti; Shani, . . TaIC. I

With water, cow-dung forms a useful wash for

walls and fioors, and it enters into the comppsi-
tion of the farriers* fomentations; it hides bad
joinery. But its chief use is in forming brattles,

or dried cow-dung cakes for fuel. The ground
cropped by cattle, and which supplies straw,

ought to receive it back before it is redneed to

ashes; till this be done, lands must be unduly
exhausted. Cow-dung mixed with paddy husk
and earth is a fuel much used in Southern India

for burning bricks and chunam, also for heating
iron tyres for tyring wheels, for which purpose it

answers better than any other. It is more
economical than any other fuoL It has a dis-

agi'ccablc smoke, but when thoroughly ignited,

the heat given out is very intense. The cow-
dung ashes balls are Tirunar undo, Tam,| and
Vibudi in Telugu.
A cake of cow-dung is placed on the top of a

heap of corn to ward off the evil eye, and to make
the grain increase (barhd, Hind.); hence the

cow-dung cake is a Barb-wan, also Chauk and
Ch*hatur. A Hindi couplet ridicules the practice

:

* Jug baur&ha trLilma bibaa bhtit puj bhau Ion ;

Barli^ nn barb6 barbwan jin Kisan rak*h den;*

* The world is mad, and for the sake of avarice

will worship devils, and will still put on tlio

Barhwan, increase or not.*

—

Rohde^ MSS.
COW-FISH, Globioccpbalus Rissii.

COW-GRASS, TrifoUuin medium.

COWHAGE, or Cow-ago.
Al'kushi, . . . Arad. Atmagupia, . . . Sansk.
Kiwach, . Beno., Hind. KoRam billi wail, . SiNOH.
Knunckkuri, . . DURM. Panej kali, . . . Tam.
Ciowage, Fr. Pilla-dugu-kailu. . TSL.
KnlikraiM, . . . Oek. Enuga-doU-gnnda, ,,

Rawe, ..... Jav.

Cowhage, probably a corruption of the Arabic
or Hindustani and Bengali names of one of the
plants that produce it. Cowhage consists of the
hairs found upon pods of different species of

Mucuua. They are exceedingly slender, brittle,

and easily detached, and the fragments readtlj

stick into the skin, and produce an intolerable

itching. Cow-itch is used medicinally as a vermi-
fugc, by being mixed with syrup till of the

consistence of honey, and given in doees of two
or three teaspoonfuls. The species are found
in hedges, thickets, on the banks of rivers, and
about watercourses, in the £. and W. Indies, and
in America within the tropics. M. nrens and M.
pruriens nsnally fumirii the substance

; but that
from M. moDosperma, called by the Telinga,

Enooga dola Gunda, or elepbanFs aomtchwort,
is said to exceed the others in the Mtating
burning property of its hairs. Dr. Roxburgh
states that H* prurient was one of tbo plants
formerly used in India to poison weUi ; but it is

less hurtful than was suppoaed.—RarA ; Eng.
Cyc. p. 177.

COWRIE.
Wnda, .... Abab. Khiur-kUhim, • . Bxas.
Beya, Bxiio« Plnfo, Simoh.

. . Dot., On. BamZimbot, . . Br.
Oorts, Ooaris, Bongos, Fa. XavM^ .... Tam.
Oori. PoroolUnno, • l9. Garvaun, . • • Til.
Beyo, JAV.,lfALAT,8AM8X.

Cowries are amall, white, or y^ow, Aonj
sbdk, of the genus Oypma, found ki abundance
on the shores of the Laccadive and Maldire
islands, African const, Zanzibar, and the Sulu
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islands, etc. There are many species, but the
iBoneta pass current as coin in payment

of fractional parts of a pice, in India and some
parts of Africa. They are brought to India in
large quantities, and are re-exported to Britain,
where they are used in inlaying, in ornamenting
toys, wci'k-boxes, etc., and m the manufacture of
the superior kinds of porcelain-ware. They were,
during the slave trade, exported from Bombay to
Africa. The cowrie seems never to have been
used for money among the Indian islanders, as it

has iinmemorially been by the Hindus. Yet the
Malay and Javanese name Beva is Sanskrit, and
is one of the synonyms which express duty,
impost, or tolls. In the currency of India, 4
cowries make a ganda, 20 gauda=:a pan, and 5

r =one anna. In a.d. 1740, a rupee exchanged
i

%400 cowries, in 175G for 2.5GO cowries, and
in 1870, in Madras, as many 08 5760 cowries were
obtainable for one rupee. The Persiaji name,
Khar-mohra, means literally a jackass* or mule*B
shell, because mules ore ornamented in that
country with trappings of shells, as a Gosain's
bullock is in India. Ibn Batiita says cowries
were carried from the Maidive Islands to Bengal,
to bo used ns coin. The Kamoos adds that a
split or broken shell is suspended from the neck
to avert the evil eye, ana this is still done in

India. Among European nations, excepting the
British, these aliells are known by the name
Porcclli, Porccllian, Porcellnncn, and Porcelaine,
on account of the fancied resemblance of their
shape to that of the back of a little pig

;
and

thence arose the term for the Chinese * porcelain,*

of which the glaze or varnish is similar to that of
the cowrie. Liverpool imported as under:

—

1851 ,. . . . 1704 cwt. 1854 OOewt.
1852,. . . . 2793 „ 1855 , . \ . . 311 „
1853,. ... 1680

Two commercial varieties arc known, the ‘ live

cowrie * and the ‘ dead cowrie.*

—

Morrison^s Com-
pcndioim Description

;
Craw/urtTs Dictionary.

COW-TREE, a tree belonging to the natural
order Urticacese, Brosimum utile of Endlicher.

When wounded, a milky juice is discharged in

such abundance, it is said, os to render it an
important object to the poor natives in whose
country it grows. It is described by Humboldt
AS being peculiar to the Cordilleras of the coast of

Coraccas, particularly from Barbula to the lake of

Maracayl^ near the village of San Mateo, and in

Caucagua, three days* journey east of Oaraccas.

In these places it bears the name of Palo de Yaca,
or Arbol de Ixche, and forms a fine tree, resem-
bling the star-apple of the West Indies. The
Kiriaghuna plant of Ceylon, Gymnema lactiferum,

is desaribed as another cgw-plant, notwithstanding

it belongs to the acrid and dangerous asclepia-

daoeons order.

—

Eng. Cyc. ; New Comm. PI,

COX, Captain H., was sent on an embassy to

the king of Burma, and wrote his Journal of a
Residence in the Burman Empire.
CRAB, Cancer.

Khj^hung, . . . Abab. Punjpaiyeh,. • . Pebs.
Orabe, Oanore, , , . Fb. Oangrejo, .... SP.

Krabbe Murrkopf, . OiR. Kaddal nandu, • . Tam.
Kenkra, .... Hind. Samudrapu, . . . Tel.
Granohio, .... It. Nandrakaia, ... „
Katam ; Kapiiing, Malay.

Sec Crustacem.

CUAB-MUNGOOS, Urva cancrivora, Hod.

CRAB’S-EYES, se^ of Abrus precatorius, £.,

used in India by jewellers and druggists as weights,
being nearly each one grain. They are strung
together for necklaces, rosaries, etc.

CRACKERS, etc. Chinese fire-crackers are
exported to the United States, to India, and S.

America. They are made up in strings, and then
in papers, and Iditly in boxes, five of which are
estimated to weigh one pikul. The market of
Canton is chiefly supplied with fireworks from
Fat-shan .—Compendious Descrip.

CRAMBE CORDIFOLIA. Steven. A plant of

Persia, Caucasus * Tibet, and Himalaya, growing
up to 14,000 feet Root and foliage of this kale

are eaten. Crambe maritima, LOm., is seakalc.

CRANE.
Gruc, Fb.

I

Gnia, Gru, . . . .It.
Kranich, Krahn, . GxR.

|
Grulla, Onia, . . . Sp.

Cranes differ from storks in their appearance,
habits, anatomy, modes of breeding, and every-
thing except that both happen to be long-legged
birds. The Argila or adjutant, licptoptilus

Argala, is erroneously termed the gigantic crane.

The words Crane, Geranos, and Grus, and the

llinflustani names of the three common Indian
species, Saras, Karranch, and Kankarra, all have
reference to the loud tnimpeting of these birds,

which have a curious internal conformation re-

sembling that of the trumpeter swans
;
whereas

the storks are voiceless birds, having actually no
vocal muscles, and can make no sound but by
clattering their mandibles together, which they

do pretty loudly. In Australia the term crane is

applied to the egrets, or white paddy-birds, as

they arc called in India, of the family Ardeiase
;

while in the Malay countries the so-called paddy-
bird is a finch

;
and the real crane of Australia,

Gr. Australasiana, is known as the Native Com-
panion. Some cranes and storks, four-fifths of

the ducks, and the great majority of the scolopa-

cidie, breed in the north, and come to India in the

cold season.

(a) Grus antigonc, Zinn., Grus torquata,

Vicillot^ the Saras, a noble bird, is the largest of

the whole tribe. During the breeding season it

has a pure white collar below the crimson papillose

naked portion of the neck, whence the name
torquatUB. It is mostly seen in pairs, a few of

which breed in India in extensive ibils, but the

great majority cross the Himalaya for that pur-

pose.

(5) Grus leuoogeranos, Pallasy is the beautiful

arge white crane of N. Asia, with black wing-
primaries, and crimson naked face. A few stray

pairs have been observed in the Upper Provinces

of Hindustan
;
and Bumes figured it from the

vicinity of Kabul.
(c) Grus cinerea, Z., the Kulung or European

crane, common to Asia and N. Africa, visits India

in great flocks, which wholly disappear in the

brewing season. If we except the Manohurian

species, the European crane is equal to any in

the majesty of its gait and the beauty of its

plumage.
(d) Anthropoides virgo, Z., the Karkarra or

Demoiselle, common to Asia and N. Africa, is

only known in India during tlie cold weather. It

is the smallest, and certainly one of the most
elegant, of this particularly graceful group; the

only one with the bead fully feathered. And it is

adorned with beautiful white neck -tufts, and
with lengthened and drooping tertiaries, and a
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bright crimson eye. Highly gregarious, the

flo^s are sometimes immense. Cranes are easily

tamed, and they ore very ornamental birds to keep.

They have a curious and peculiar habit of skipping

tibout at times, attitudinizing or dancing, and
now and then emitting their loud cries. * In the

wild state they do much damai|o to the crops from
their numbers

;
and repair during the heat of the

day to sandflats in rivers, or to other extensive

waters, returning to feed morning and afternoon

at regular hours. They fly in V-liko flocks, like

wild geese. The young, commonly two in number,
follow the mother soon after exclusion, unlike

those of the stork and heron tribe, with which the

cranes have little in common.

—

Z,

CRANE-FLY. This gnat is a species of Tipula.

Its grub is a pest of the young poppy plant, noth

on and under the surface of tlic soil.

CRANGANORE, on the Malabar coast, in lat.

10° 12* N., built on the Aycottiv river, seems to

have been one of the moat ancient capitals of

Malabar, and in some of the ancient copper deeds

appears to have been called Muyiri-Kodu, the

classical Miiziris (?).—Ilorshurnli
; Yule, Cathay.

CRANGONIDiE, a family of Crustaceso belong-

ing to the division Decapoda Macroura. The
type of the family is the common shrimp, Crangon
vumaris. See Crustaceao.

CRANI. Anglo-Hind. A Christian copyist

or clerk in a public office, generally of mixed
European and native descent. The term may
be a mispronunciation of Karana, by which
the Kayet'h (Kayast’ha) or writing caste is

designate in Bengal. The word Krani has
begun of late years to be considered decidedly

dyslogistic. In India, Kayct’hs arc now never
called Khaja. In Mahomedaii countries, how-
ever, the term Khaja is still applied to writers

and teachers. Dr. Shaw says of the Moors in

Barbary, ‘ The Hojaa suspend their iiikhorns iu

their girdles’ (p. 227); and Lady Montagu says,
‘ The monastery is now belonging to a Hojia, or

schoolmaster.’

—

lyctters, p. 17G
;

Elliot, Supp.
CRANIAL DEFORMITIES. Certain tribes

alter the shape of the skulls of their children,

making use of, for this purpose, various mechanical
contrivances, so as by pressure to bring about that

outline which comes up to their peculiar ideas of

beauty. Captain Cook noticed it in the island of

Ubetea ; Marsden menaons it at pp. 44. 46 of his

Hist, of Sumatra. In the Narrative of tne Voyage
of Her Majesty’s Ship Rattlesnake, Macgillivray

mentions (1852) having seen some skulls of chil-

dren at Cape York,alteredintoquite aconical shape
bya constantly-implied manual compressionof their
mothers. Dr. Miklucho - Maclay, a countiyman,
when visiting, in April 1880, the islands of Torres

Straits, had an opportunity of seeing, at Mabiak,
this strange operation performed on the heads of

several lately-bom children. During the first

weeks of the child’s life, the mothers are accus-

tomed to spend many hours of each day in com-
pressing the heads of their infants in a certain

offiwction,.with the object of giving them quite a
conical shape. Dr. Maclay saw the operation
performed daily, and on many children, and fully

convinced himself that the deformity which is

perceivable in the adults is the result of this

manual deformation only. It would appear Hiat
among these people we have the ^y well-

authenticated examples of cranial deformities

brought about in tliis way. At Mabiak the de-
formation is intentional

;
but Dr, Maclay observed

on the cast side of New Guinea, numerous cases of

distortion of the beads of adult females, in con-
sequence of the practice of their carrying from
childhood heavy burdens in largo bags, the band
of which serves as a handle, ana rests across the
head a little behind the coronal suture, where a
permanent transverse and saddle-shaped depression
of the skull occurs. In some cases this depression
was not less than from three to four millimetres

;

and he thinks that this ac<|uired cranial deformity
has a great chance of being more or lees trans-

mitted from generation to generation by inherit-

ance, and is therefore most worthy of being
recorded.

CRAPE.
Crepe, ...... Fa.

|

Sendai, .... Pout.
Flonr, Kraus flohr, Gkr. Flior, Hus.
Espumilla. Sopillo, , It.

|
Ores]^n, 8p.

A light silk manufacture.

—

McCulloch, Diet.

CRATiEGUS, a genus of plants belonging to

the natural order Rosaceie, and the sub-order
Pomc». C. glabra, Thunb., occurs in Japan. C.
crenulata, Roxb., the Indian Pyraoantha, or white
thorn, is the Qengaru of the Panjab, It is a plant

of Nepal, Kamaon, the east of the Panjab, and
the Sutlej valley between Rampur and Sungnam
at an elevation of 8000 to 7000 feet. It is

shrubby, with largo white flowers
;
wood used for

staves, etc.

—

Cleyhorn, Panj. Rep. p. G4
;
Stewart,

Panj. Plants ; Eng. Cyc, ; Voigt.

CRAT^OUS CRENULATA. Thompson.

White thorn, . • . Eno.
j
Oengaru, . . . # HlKD.

Grows in the Garhwal forests, where it attains

a height of 20 feet, with a trunk 12 15 feet

long and 2 to feet in girth. Timber useful,

and yields crushers for sugar and oil mills.—

^

Thompson ; Roxh.

CRAT^GUS OXYACANTHA. Linn.

Pingyat; Ring, Chenau.
liumnia, .... ,,

Ban sinpli, . . Jhklun.
Sur sinjli, ... ,,

Ring ; Ruim, . Kanoha.
Patakhen

; Phindak, Ravi.
Durana, . . , Pushtu.
Ghwanza, . . Tr.-Ind.

Not uncommon in various parts of the Himalaya
at 6000 to 9000 feet elevation. Fruit not un-
palatable.

—

Stewart,

CRATiEGUS PINNATIFIDA. Smith,

Slian>oha, • • . , Ohin.
|
Mau-oha, * . . • Ohin.

The large red fruits of this Chinese plant are
strung as beads by Chinese children.

—

Smith,
CRATiEVA, a genus of plants belonging to the

natural order Capparidacem. The uEgle marmclos
(Bilva or Mahura), formerly considered a species

of this genus, is now referred to the order
Aurantiacem. C. Roxburghii and C. nurvala grow
in India. The bark of the root of 0. gynandra,
a native of the W. Indies, is said to mister like

cantharides.— Cyc,; Voigt; O'S^,

CRATiEVA NURVALA. Buck. Ham,
Oratreva tapia, Bw'm,

(
Crat«eva inemis, L,

Tapia, Birmi, . . Hiitd. I MavaUngum, . . . TAIf.
Nirvala, • • . Maleal.

|
Maridn Tbl.

A small tree, 15 to 20 feet high, which grows
in Malabar and Mysore.

—

Voigt,

CRATiEVA ROXBURGHII. R, Br.
CratsBva t^ia, VdhU I 0. relJgioaa, Fort^,
O. odora, Hwh* I 0. Ueta. D. 0,

0. Adansonii, D. C. | Capparia trifoliati^ Boxh,
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Tapia, Varana, , . Sansk.
Narvala, , . , , Tam.
Mavilinga Tnuram, . ,,

Telia ulimaia, . . Tkl.
Telia ulimidi, . . ,,

Usik manu, • . , „

Tikto Bhak, . . .

Ka*dat, .... Bubm.
Birmi-ki-jhar, . . Dukh.
Threo-leaved caper, Eno.
Garlic i>eBr, ... ,,

Kurwan, Koomla, . Mahu.
Bama, . , , , Panj.

A small and very handsome tree of both the
Indian Peninsulas, of the Circars, and growing in

Bengal, and at Saharunpur
;
common on the

banks of rivers, and is much planted by natives.

Wood white and hard; the native dhol is often

made of it,and it isused formanycommon pui^ses,
and for carving models. Dr. Gibson says it is not
common on the Bombay side. The fruit is hard,

globose, and woody, something like that of the

wood-apple
;
the mucilatc of the fruit furnishes a

cement. The juice and a decoction of its astringent

bark are given in intermittent fever and typhus.

The bark, macerated in water and mixed with
ginger, long pepper, milk, and gingelly oil, is

applied as a liniment for drying up sores. An
infusion of the bark is also given in flatulency.

—

Plor, And.; Voigt; Ainsite ; Wight; Gibson;
Useful Plants ; Cat. Ex, 1862

;
Beddome.

ORATOXYLON NERIIFOLIUM, Kurz, and
other species, timber trees of British Burma.
CRAW-FISH. See Crustacea

;
Polinurus.

CRAWFURD, JOHN, F.R.S., a medical officer

of the E.I. Company’s army. He entered the
service in 1803, and died in 1868. In 1811 he
accompanied Lord Minto in his expedition to the
conquest of Java, and was afterwards appointed
to a native court. In 1817 returned to Britain

;

and in 1820 he published his History of the
Indian Archipelago. He returned to India, and
was sent on diplomatic missions to Siam and
Cochin-China; and in 1823 he was, on the retire-

ment of Sir Stamford Raffles, appointed Governor
of Singapore. In l826, Lord Amherst appointed
liim Commissioner in Pegu

;
aud, on the restoration

of peace, sent him as Envoy to the Burmese
court. In 1827 he i*eturnod finally to Britain

;

and in 1828 he published his Embassy to Siam
and Cochin-China

;
and in 1829 an Account of

his Mission to Burma. In 1856 he published a
Dictionary of the Malay Archipelago

;
and he took

part in all the discussions of the learned at the
ethnological and other societies. Ilia publications

were :—History of the Indian Archipelago, Edin.

1820, 3 vols.; Researches in India, Lond. 1817,

2 vols.
;
Embassy to Siam and Cochin - China

;

Grammar and Dictionary of the Malay Language,
2 vols. 8vo, Lond. 1851

;
Dictionary of the Indian

Archipelago, Lond. 1857 ;
Journal of an Embassy

to the Court of Ava in the year 1827, containing

a Description of Fossil Remains by Buckland, 4 to,
liOud. 1829 ;

View of the Present State and
Future Prospects of the Free Trade and Coloniza-

tion of India, 8vo, Lond. 1829.

CREAM is the Lah aud Tung of the Chinese,

and Mallai of Hindustan.
CREAM OF TARTAR or bitartrate of potasl»,

deposited in a crude state upon the bottom aud
sides of casks containing fermenting wine. 57,898
cwt. were imj^rted in 1870 into Britain.

CREED. Mahomedans distinguish between a
creed and a sectarian faith. Din is a creed, and
Mazhab a faith. See Ealamali.

CREEK, Kyungyee, Bubm.; Shermof the Arabs.

CREMATION was common among the old

German tribes, and among the ancient Britons

in druidical times; but where Christianity estab-

lishod itself, there cremation ceased. Amongst
the Hindus it is called Bhoidagdaha, Samasan,
Sumsan. A cremation site is Chihai, Chiwan,
Chihani, Mar-ghat.
CRESCENT. Ijhis is used by the Mahomedon

rulers of Turkey ana of Hyderabad in the Dekhan
as a symbol on their standards. The Adal Shahi
also retained it. The crescent is worn by the

Hindu god Siva and by his consort Parvati.

CRESS. Ainerisan or Belleisle cress has a harsh
flavour, but, being of a more robust nature than,

the garden cress, is easier cultivated on the plains

of India. It is raised from seed
;
the young leaves,

cut when young, are used for salads
;
requires

plenty of water.

Garden Cress, Lepidium sativum.

Rcahad, .... Arab.
Creason, Fb.
Kresse, .... Gek.
Chunscr, . . Ouj., Hind.
Halim (the Bcctl), . Hind.

Loot ^mtiah (leaves), Hind,
Crescione, . , . . IT.

Turoh tezak, . , PXRS.
Berro, SP,

The leaves are gently stimulant and diuretic:

os a salad, they are wholesome aud palatable, ana
serviceable in scorbutic diseases. Cress should be
sown thick in very narrow drills, about one inch

deep and a few inches apart. It requires to be
well watei'ed, and is in season all the year round.

It should be cut for use when two inches high.

Water - cress is the Shwui - k’iii -tsai of the

Chinese.

Cress Seed.

Hurif, . . Arab., Hind, I Aliveri, Tam.
KohitasaraHhupa, Sansk.

j
Adala Vittilu, . . TXL.

Cress seed is of a reddish colour, and agreeable,

warm taste, and is used by native practitioners as

a gentle stimulant
;
also as a warm aperient, when

bruised and mixed with lime - juice. — Ainslie
;

Riddell; Jaffrey.

CRESSA INDICA. Willde. Goon of Sind;
an erect, raraous annual. Its seeds are ground,
and the flour maclc into cakes, pure or mixed
with flour.

—

Jloxh. ii. p. 72.

CREX PRATENSIS, the landrail of Europe,
Asia, N. Africa, is common in Afgbauistan, rare

in the N.W. of India.

CRICKETS in China are pitted against each

other, and largely betted on. The cricket sjiocies

of Aclieta and Gryllotiilpa are very destructive to

garden and field plants. See Insects.

CRINUM ASIATICUM. Willde.

a. toxicarium, Herb, I c. anomalum, Herb.
b. bracteatum, ,, |

d. declinatum, ,,

C. defixum, Kcr.
|

Bulbiiie Asiatica, vnr. a.

Sukh dursun, . . Benu.
|

Vishamatidala, . Sansk.
Nug-dowiia of Bombay.

|

Maha tobalco, , Sinoh.
V((r. u. Poiaoii bulb, En<;. Visha munghe ello, Tam.
liun-a kanoor, , . . H. Viaha veduraku, . Tel.
Ikshita i>ola-taIi, Maleal. i Lakshmi narayana, ,,

There are about forty species of Crinum in S.E.

Asia, many of them with several synonyms, C.

Asiaticum is common in Indian gardens and groves.

The flowers are fragrant and ornamental. The

Bengali name means interview of ease. The root

of the variety toxicarium is a good substitute for

squill. The succulent leaves arc about two inches

broad and two or three feet long. The natives bruise

and mix them with a little wai‘m castor-oil, and

consider them useful for repelling whitlows and

other inflammations on the ends of the finffen

and toes. The juice of the leaves is applied to
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CniNUM LATIFOLIUM. (MtOCC)DrLE.

the outer enr in carndic. Its jnico is emetic, but

ery irregular in its action. From two to four

drachms of recent bullw are mild emetic, and arc

used in Hindustan for the purpose of producing

vomiting after poison has been taken, especially

that of the Antiaris. The syrups emetic for chil-

dren. Dose, a dessert-spoonful, repeated as re-

?
uir6d. An infusion is a mild and certain emetic,

n doses of two drachms, given every twenty
minutes, this solution occasions nausea and per-

spiration. It does not cause griping, purging,

or any other distressing symptoms.

—

GenU Med.
Top,

; tySh, ; Ain$Ue ; Eng, Cyc. ; Roxb.

OBINUM LATIFOLIUM. Herb.

Crinu]nornatam,ik>tilfa^.
|
Amaryllis latifolia, IF«7/cfe.

Jovanna-pula tali, . . . Malkal.

A plant common in Southern India. In Tenas-

serim are species of crinum, wiiicli Europeans
usually denominate lilies. A very large-petallcd

species, of which there are two varieties, is much
cultivated in gardens.

—

Mason.
CRINUM SINICUM, Roxb., IVau-shu-lan of the

Chinese, is a beautiful nlant, cultivated in India,

Ceylon, Cochin-China, China, and the Moluccas.

—

Smith.

CROCODILE.
Crocodil, . . . . Ger. Buaya ; Buwaya, Malat.
Magr ; Kumhir, . Uind. Sisan, Sind.
Oo^rillo, . . . .It. Alii Kimbula, . Sinqh.
Baya, Jav. Cocodrilo, . . . Sp.

The species known in the E. Indies are,

—

Orocodilus jpalustris, Xcm., GnngcH, rcninnula of

India, Ceylon.
C. Siamoniis, Schneid.^ Siam, Gamboja,
C. porofius, ikhneid., all livers.

C. rondiccrianuB, Oraij, Pondicherry.
Gavialis Oangeticus, Om.y Ganges.

The crocodiles ore the largest of the reptiles.

They are present in all the larger rivers of

the Peninsula, the Cauvery, Kistna, Godavery,
and their fevers

;
also in the Indus and its

feeders
;
in the Ganges and its feeders

;
in Ceylon

;

in the Irawadi and its feeders; and in all the rivers

of tlio Malay and Philippine Archipelago. The
Malays of the Peninsula reckon three species,—the

labu or gourd, the kutak or frog, and the tambaga,
or copper crocodile. That found in Sumatra and
Java, Celebes, Borneo, and the Moluccas, is C.

porosus; but there is another in the rivers of

Borneo, formidable by its size and rapacity, par-

taking of the character of the biporcatus and the

garial of the Ganges (Crawford, p. 10). Croco-
diles are in every creok, in every river, in the

Sunder^uns, varying in size from a span in length

to 18 or 23 feet. They are usually seen lying

on the surface of the black mud, basking in the

sun
;
they sleep very soundly, for a steamer may

be going at full s^ed, and making the usual
splaw and noise, passing within ten paces of a sleep-

ing crocodile, without disturbing their slumbers.

To a casual observer they resemble mud-covered
lo^ of wood : and it is not until the large square
glittering scales, which arc of exceeding strength
and beauty when closely examined, and the ele-

vated and doubly dentilated ridge or crest that
runs along either side of the tail, become visible,

or arc seen to glisten in the sun, that the sbape-
IcBB mass is found to be a fierce, carnivorous, and
dangerous animal. Tiie Gangctic garial is not
seen in the Sunderbuns

;
it appears to love the

sweet and, comparatively apt^akiug, quieter waters

of the upper rivers of India and their clean sand-

banks, where they may be seen lying with their

mouths wide open, but for what purpose it is

difhcult to divine, unless it is to get rid of nume-
rous small red filamentous worms that cluster

about their fauces. The lower jaw being pro-

longed backward beyond the skull, causes the

upper jaw to appear moveable, which it only is

when accompanied by the whole of the skull. A
small brown bird has been seen to alight upon the
tongue of an open-mouthed crocodile, and pick

the worms from the throat as it lay upon a sand-
bank in the Gauges. It is generally believed that

the snubbed nose crocodile always remains in

fresh water
;
but such is not the case, as they

are found all along the Chittagong and Arakan
cpasls,—never far from the shore, it is true, but
still in bona fide salt water, where they are as
dangerous as sharks. In the rivers of tlie delta

of the Ganges, where they flow through the culti-

vated portions of the country, stakes are driven
into the bed of the river at the watering places

or ghats opposite to the villages, where the in-

habitants may bathe in security, and draw water
for domestic purposes; but even this precaution
is not always sumcient to ward off the attacks of

the fiercer crocodiles. The crocodile finds no
difficulty, when pinched by hunger, in turning
the flank of the stakes, and taking up ills post

within the enclosure, where be silently awaits
his prey. A surveyor on the banks of the Goraco
WAS witness to a shocking occurrence in connec-
tion with these enclo8vu*c8. A young Hindu girl

about 14 years old came to fill a pitcher with
water, and had hardly put her feet into the water,

when a crocodile, which had been lying in wait
inside the enclosure, rushed at the poor girl|

seized her iu its formidable jaws, scrambled up
the banks of tlie river, lioluing the shrieking,

struggling girl well up in the air by the middle of

her body, and plunged lieavily into the river

outside of the stakes. A smothered scream, a
ripple upon the water, a few bubbles, and the
frightful scene was closed. A more daring attack

by a Sunderbun crocodile than even the above,
occurred at Hoolna. A gang of ironed convicts

were being inspected by the magistrate prior to

tlieir being scut off to another and a more distant
jail. The men, numbering with their guards about
fifty, were drawn up in line on the raised embank-
ment or levee of the river

;
the examination was

proceeding, when a crocodilo rushed up the bank,
seized a manacled prisoner by the legs, drag^
him from the ranks, and in a moment, and before
any assistance could possibly be rendered, plunged
into the river and disappeared. The Pecr-puker
at Pundooa, in Sind, is a large tank, forty feet

deep and 500 years old. The most remarkable
tenant of this tank was a tame crocodile, called

Fattch Khan, which answered the call of a fakir

living u[)OQ the embankments. On summons,
the monster would show itself upon the surface,

and keep floating for several minutes. Captain
von Orhch saw thirty crocodiles in a tank near
Kurachee, which at the call of the fakir instantly

crept out of the water, and, like so many dogs, lay

in a semicircle at the feet of their master, lii

Colonel Tod's tiroo there were two crocodiles

familiar to the inhabitants of Udaipur, who came
for food when called. He often exasperated them
by throwing an inflated bladder, which the mon-
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stcrs greedily received, only to dive away in angry
dis.'ippointment. On one of tlicRC a Itajpnt cliief

afhrined he hod ventured to awini. Portions of

crocodiles have been discovered fossil in the

Siwalik Hills, and m Burma. In India the croco-

diles are often called alligators
;
but the alligator

belongs to tropical and Southern America, where
they are styled also cayman, jacar.

In Egypt the crocodile was sacred to Typhon
and to the god of Paprcniis.

Herodotus (ii. p. 'C9), after describing the

honours paid to the sacred crocodile by the Egyp-
tians, ad^: *But the people who live round about

I

Elephantine even eat tliem
;
they donH think them

sacred.* In Siam the flesh of the crocodile is sold

for food in the markets and bazars. The Singhalese

believe that the crocodile can only move swiftly

on sand or smooth clay, its feet being too tender

to tread flrmly on hard or stony ground. In the

dry seai^n thcro, when the watercourses begin

to fail and the tanks become exhausted, the marsh-

crocodiles have occasionally been encountered in

the jungle, wandering in search of water. During
a severe drought in 1844, they deserted a tank

near Kornogalle, and traversed the town during

the night, on their way to another reservoir in

the suburb
;
two or three fell into the wells,

others, in their trepidation, laid eggs in the

streets, and some were found entangled iii garden

fences and killed. Generally, however, during

extreme drought, they bury thcmaelvcs in the

mud, and remain in a state of torpor till released

by the recurrence of rains. At Arnc-twoe, in the

eastern province of Ceylon, whilst riding across

the parched bed of the tank, Sir J. K. Tennant
was shown a recess, still bearing the form and
impress of a crocodile, out of which a crocodile

had been seen to eir^erge the day before. They
arc said to cat only living creatures, but the dead
bodies in the Ganges arc also said to be eaten by
them. A curious incident occurred in Ceylon

some years ago on the Maguruganga stream,

which flows through the Pusdun Corle to join

the Beutottc river. A man was fishing seated

on the branch of a tree that overhung the water,

and, to shelter himself from the drizzling rain, lie

covered his licad and shoulders with a bag, folded

into a shape common with the natives. AVIiilc in

this attitude, a leopard sprang upon him from the

jungle, but, missing its aim, seized the bag and
not the mao, and fell with it into the river. Here

a crocodile, which had been eyeing the angler in

despair, seized the leopard os it fell, ami sank

with it to the bottom.
The garial of the Ganges is suijposed to bo the

largest of the living saurians. The measurement

of the largest mentioned by Messrs. Dumcril and
Bibmn is given at 17 feet 8 inches. The garial

abounds in all the great rivers of Northern India.

It is found in the Indus, from its delta north-

wards to near Attock, and up tho Panjab rivers

for a considerable distance, where it is most

abundant.
Major Court mentions that as canoes were

paddlcil along the Moose© river in Palcnibang,

ne saw, on two occasions, crocodiles raise their

heads out of tho water near tho boat’s side,

and attempt to seize one of tlie paddlers. Tho

boatmen escaped their grasp by moving away.

During the time ho was at Palcmbang, seventeen

paddlers were carried away by crocodiles. Two

gentlemen coming in a small boat up the river to

pay him a visit, had provide<l themselves with

a basket of provisions for their journey. On
their way, a crocodile raised its head from the

water
;

the paddlers shrieked, and fortunately

escaped, but tho bosket of provisions became the

S
rey to its ^racity.

—

Letter from Gooneratne

loodellkir, Inmrpreter of the Supreme Courts lOth

January 18G1
;
Cal, Rev,; Jo, li, A. S,; Low*s

Sarawaky p. 83 ;
Tennant's Ceylony p. 288 j

Court's

Palcmhany ; Adams.
CROCODlLg ROCK, a dangerous rock 16

miles due cast of Cape Comorin.
CROCODILl the crocodile tiibe, a family

of Saurians, of the order Emydosauri, which

includes also tho family Gharialidie, comprising

the largest living fonns of that order of reptiles.

Dumeril and other naturalists distinguishwl the

family by the appellation of Aanidiot (shielded)

saurians, while many modern zoologists have con-

sidered them as forming a particular order. See

Crocodiles.

CROCUS, in the arts, a peroxide of iron, used

as a polishing material.

CROCUS SATIVUS. Linn, Saffron, Crow
saffron.

Zafron, An., Malay, Peuh. Konyer, . . . Malay.
Than wen, . . Bukm. Karkum, Abir, , rKUR.

Fftii-hung'hwa, . . Chin. Kasmira jammn, . 8anhk.
Crocus of Hippocrates, Or. Kohoon, . . • Binoh.

Zaffran, Kangan, HlNl). Koongoomapu, , . TaM.
Keysur, Kangan mundi, ,, Kunkuma puvoo, . Tkl.

Kongs, .... Kabhm.

A native of Asia Minor, naturalized in England,

France, nnd many other fjarts of Europe, and

cultivated in Persia and in Kashmir, in one small

tract at Pampur, not far from the capitjvl, Tho

saffron is exported both to south and north from

Kashmir. Vigne says it goes mostly to Yarkand

;

and Cayley mentiuns that, in 1867, Gi maunds
reached I^eh, which would be worth at Yarkand

Rs. 8640. The saffron of commerce consists of the

dried stigmata of the flower. These are picked

out, dried on paper, either in a kiln or by the sun.

If compressed into cakes, it is called cake saffron.

Hay saffron is wliat is usually met with, and it

consists of tho stigmiis, each about an inch and a

half long, brown-red, the upi>er part flattened,

widened, and cleft
;

the lower hair - like and

yellowish. The odour is fragrant, taste bitter but

agreeable. Saffron tinges the saliva yellow. Mr,

Pereiitv informs us that one grain of good saffron

contains the stigmata and styles of nine flowers,

so that one ounce of saffron is equal to 4820

flowci’s. Cake saffron, as now met with, contains

none of the real article, being prepared from tho

florets of tho safflower (see Carthamus^, made

into a paste witli gum-water. Dr. Honigbergcr

mentions that Crocus sativus is monopolized by

the Kashmirian government, and that the hakims

of tho Panjab use saffron in melancholy, typhus

fever, enlargement of tho liver, and retention of

urine.— O'AVi. p. G54; llonigh.; Royle; Stewart;

Birdwood; Warhiff. See Saffron.

CROCUS THIB'ETANUS. Smith. Tsang-hung-

hwa, Chinksk. A saffron of Tibet

—

Smith.

CROMLECH is a word applied by tho British

to widely different structures. It is derived from

the Keltic word Krom, crooked or curved, and

I^ch, a stone. In Brittany they ore known as the

Grottos aux fees, also tho Roches aux f^es. Its

correct application is a circle of upright stones,
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like the ‘ Hurlers ’ and * Nino Maidetus ’ in Corn-
wall. The cromlech of the British antiquarian is

the same as the Welsh and English ‘ quoit/ such
as Arthur’s quoit or coetan (Coetne Arthbr)
near Criccieth, Lauyon quoit and Chun quoit and

GROOM. B£NQ. a dip, a ravine, a vallejTt a
hollow.

CHOPS. On fertile lands susceptiblQ of irriga-

tion, British India enjoys two crops during the
year, one called the Koarif, or rain crop, sown in

others in Cornwall, Stanton Drew quoit in Sorner- June and reaped in October; the other sown in
xi. - -triAA- > jr i. i a *1

setshire, the Kitts koty or quoit ne^r Maidstone,

and the Coit-y-enroc in Guernsey, all of them
cirdes of upright stones. Professor Sven Nilsson,

however (on the Stone Age, p. 159), defines the

English cromlech as Bynonyinous to tlie French
dolmen, the Scandinavian dos, andi the dyas of

Denmark, consisting of one large block of stone

supported by some three to five stones arranged in

a ring, and intended to contiiin one corpse only,

several of these dorsar being sometimes enclosed

in circles of raised stones. Following, however,
the nomenclature given by the lute Dr. Lukis, w'e

cannot be far wrong in assigning the word crom-
lech to all elaborate megalithic strucluit^a of one
or more chambers, in which category the passage
graves may be included.

The dolmen (Dola, tabic, Moen, a stone) is, as

its name implies, of different structure. The
cromlechs of Jersey and the adjacent islands

partake of the character of the French grottes aux
foes, the fairy's grotto, as well iia tlic Gangiiftor,

the gallery tombs of the Swedes, the Jettestuer or

chambered tumuli of the Dauca, and the Oerman
lluneiibotten.

In China the chambered tumuli associated with

megalithic avenues have attained their greatest

development. The great tomb (the Ling or rest-

ing-place of Yung Ix) of the Ming dynasty), thirty

miles from Pekin, consists of an enormous mound
or earth barrow covered with trees, and Burrounded
by a wall a mile in circumference. In the centre

of the mound is a stone chamber containing the

sarcophagus, in whidi is the corpse. Tiiis chamber
or vault is approached by an arched tunnel, the

entrance to which is bricked up. This entrance is

approaclied by a paved causeway, passing through

numerous arches, galleries, courts, and halls of

sacrifice, and through a long avenue of colossal
|

marble figures, sixteen jiaim of wolves, keliiis,

lions, horses, cixmels, elephants, and twelve pairs

of warrioitJ, priests, and civil officers.

The tombs of the Hova race of Madagascar
consist of stone vaults, made of immense slabs of

stone, flat inside, forming a subterranean grotto.

They also erect stone pillars similar to the menhir.

The supposed aborigines of Mtwiagascar were the

Vasimba, whose tombs are small tumuli or cairns,

surmounted by an upright stone pillar. The crom-
lech or trilithic altar, in the centre of all Druidic

monuments, is supposed by Tod to be a torun or

triumphal arch, sacred to the sun -god Belenus.

In 1881, Lieut. Conder saw 400 cromlechs in

E. Palestine, in seven central localities. In addi-

tion to the cromlechs, several menhirs or standing

stones were found, and ancient stone circles in

October, and reaped in March and April, called

the Rabi, or cold - weather crop. The latter,

embracing the months which approximate in

temperature to that of the season of cultivation in

colder countries, corresponds with them also in

the nature of the plants cultivated, as, for instance,

wheat, barley, oats, and millet; peas, beans, vetch,

tares, chick-pea, pigeon-pea, ana lentils
;
tobacco,

Rafllowcr, and succorj'
;

flax, and plants allied to

mustard and rape, as oil-seeds
;
carrot, coriander,

and cumin, and other seeds of a similar kind, as

ajwain, sonf, soya, aneesun. In the rainy season,

a totally different set of plants engages the agri-

cuUurist’s attcutiou, as rice, cotton, indigo, and
maize, w'ith sorghum, pul/ie, ioar, koda, most of

the tropical legumc.s, as well as several of the

cucumber and g(>urd tribes, together with the

scBamum for oil, and varieties of the egg-plant as

a vegetable. Tlie sunn and eunnee, two cordage

plants, are also cultivated at this season.

Dr. lioylo gives the following arrangement of

the countries of which the plants will grow in

the different parts of India :

—

Tropical and East Indian Travancore, Cochin, Mala-
iMlandtt, tix^ncal Africa,

Brazil, (luiana, AV'.

IndicH, and Florida.

East and wcut coast of
Africa.

S, States of N. America,
Egypt, n. of Africa, Syria.

Mexican highlands, lower
mountains of Bi»aiu.

S. of Africa, extra tropi-

cal N. Uollniicl, S. Ainc
rica boyomi lat. 23^* S,

Mediterranean region.

bar, Ceylon, Malay Pen-
insula, Chittagong, Ben-
gal, Lower Assam.

Coromandel coast, North-
ern Circars, Koukan.

Oujerat, Behar, Doab,
Deldi, Malwa.

Mysore, hilly ranges in

Dokhan, Hajpuiana.
^vwharunpur and ISorthcrn

Doab.

Dclira Boon, and Hima-
layan valleys to mode-
rate elevations.

Neilghci lies,UpperAssam,
Himalayan mountains.

Himalayan mountains, re-

gions of oaks and pines.

HimaLtyas above region of

forest.

The Tumil-npeaking countries in the S.E, parts

of the Peniiigula have the benefit of the N.E.
monsoon

;
their principal rice crop, called Karu*

panta, is sown during the wet season ; a lesser

crop 13 sown in the spring and reaped in the rains.

Fenicillaria spicata, in the Cuddapah district, is

usually sown mixed with nine other seeds. Doli-

chos uniflorug, D. Sinensis, Phaseolua mungo, Cicer

arietinura, Cajaiius Indicus, IxiMab vulgaris, Sesa-
inum orientale, and Hibiscus subdariffa.

The ro^i crop (Eleusina, species) is usually sown
mixed with Lablab vulgaris, this pulse being put

Japancao )cgio»»,

Middle Ande«, Peru, and
mountaiua of Brazil.

North of Europe, north of

Asia,and North America.
Arctic region.s,mountain»of
Europe, elevated Andes.

connection with both classes of monuments, t in lines, without reference to the ragi crop, being
Among the sites explored were lleshbon, Elealeb,

j

dropped in a furrow made with the native plough.

Medeba, Baal-Meon, Nebo, and Pisgah, the hot
j

Mixing crops is of value: it sei

springs of Callirrhoc Kabbath Ammon
;
he found

the place of the worship of Baal-Peor aiid the site

of Bamoth-Baal; he discovered the method by
which the enormous stones used at Arak el Endr
were brought up from the quarries.

—

Lt. Olioer,

It A. F. R, G, S. Quarterly Journ, of Science^

April 1870. See Cairn.
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serves the purpose of

an alternation of crops, as the plants differ in

demands on the soil
;
the variety increases the

chances of succesB
;
and, as they ripen at differeni

stages, they give continuous work to the ryot and
his family.

5G‘2 per cent, of the adult male population of

British India arc engaged in Agriculture, the total
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Wing 34,844,000. The number of persona re*
turned as engaged in agriculture and in tending
or dealing in animals, is 37J millions

;
but besides

these, the boys and girls and wives of a household,
and many tr^esmen and artisans, own land which
they cultivate by the aid of the younger members
of the family. Tlie farms of India are all small,

and the machinery and capital proportionate. The
farmer works the soil himself, assisted at times by
relatives, labourers being rarely hired. The plough
is light and rude, and the draught cattle are in

general small; but the fields are ploughed and
re-plougbcd a dozen times, and freely exposed to

the weather. The crops raised are excellent
;
and

no Mahomedan, European, or East Indian has
ever been able to compete with the Hindus.

In Mysore, where the ragi and other dry grains

occupy about 80 per cent, of the cultivable area,

—rice 10 per cent.,—little has been done to pro-
vide water for artificial irrigation.

Very good land in Bengal will yield 48 maunds
per acre, and in exceptionally good lands 53
maunds. In an ordinary year, in that good land,

the range may be 3G to 40 nniunds. Ordinarily

fair low land in a really good year, from 30 to 36
maunds; and, on an avenigc of ten years, 18 to

"J 1 maunds. Poor or high sandy lands, 1 8 maunds,
or, on an average, lii to 13 maunds. The average
of all classes of land, 15 maunds per acre. (Lieut.

Ottlcy in Mor. and Mat. Pro., 1 874-75, pp. 36-37.)
In the Upper Provinces of N. India, tne follow-

ing is the detail of seed sown per acre, and the

yield, of the more ordinary crops :

—

Grain.
Seed Yield

jHir Acrt?. per Acre.
Grain.

Seed Yield
per Acre, per Acre,

Wheat, . 1 Ml. 23s. Kim.06. Urd, . . Om.TJs. Cm.Os.
IJarley, . 1 10 18 0 Mothi, . 0 6 6 0
PruH, (Jrain, 1 0 10 0 Makro, . 0 n 9 0
.Sarsen, . 0 Oi 1 0 Kakun, . 0 21 6 0
Ktiart(ihan, liii. to 45U.12 0 Banae, 1 0 10 0
Salhi ilhan, Itu. to 458.12 0

i

Patua,
'

0 Oi 0 3
J.arhaii, . 1 in. to 458.12 0 Cotton - Knrius, Kadh a.

Alftliie, . 0ni.7ts. 0
. 0 2i 7

0 Maruva, Om. 4 ». 4 0
Uujjn,

Juar, .

20 Jethi dhaii, 1 20 10 0

. 0 tI 7 20 8aw.aii, Siu. to 48. 12 0

One of the most important points for the Indian

statesman is to discover other industries than that

of the production of food, in order to give profit-

able employment to the varied capacities of the

people. A largo addition to the production and
»nani)facturc of tobacco, sugar, wool, silk, jute,

] wiper, etc., would have this effect, and this could

he obtained without curtailing the supply of food,

by the addition of one-tenth to the yield of food

cro|>8,—a result that might easily be brought about

if greater attention was paid to the cultivation.

This would set free an area covering 20 million

acres, which would add 200 millions sterling to

the general wealth, at the moderate value of £1U
per acre, when the cix)p8 were converted into a

manufactured product by the well-employed in-

dustry of the people. To aid in this, further

attention to artificial irrigation is need^. The

inferior pulses are greatly dependent on rain
;
but

for gar^ii cultivation, as for the vegetables, the

j)Oppy, tobacco, and sugar-cane, artificial irrigation

IS indispensable eveiywhere, except in low-lying

lands near rivers. Every tank sliould be kept in

repir, wells sunk wherever water is to be met

with, and manure largely used. Mr. Schrotty

says that in the middle of Uie 17th century the

average quantity of rice produced in ludia from

each acre of land was 1838 Ihs.
;
of wheat, 1166 lbs.

;

cotton, 670 Ibe., unpicked, which is equal to

223 lbs. of pickeil. But the statistics of tlie 19th
century show that the land yields rice now at an
average -of 800 to 900 lbs. per acre ; wheat, 660
lbs.; and picked cotton, 52 lbs. In 1828, certain
lands in Central India yielded 128 lbs. of cotton
per acre. In Broach, in 1844, the yield was 83 lbs.

:

and at the preseA time the quantity produced
does not come to above 83 lbs. And the conclusion
arrived at is that the land is becoming poor, and
unless it gets a portion at least of what is taken
from it, its producing qualities will still further
deteriorate.

—

Caruegy.

CROREj or Kror, ten millions. A crore of

rupees is equal to one million sterling. The names
of the higher numbers, Elliot says, are thus given
in the ZaMat-ul-Quanin :

—

100 orore ~ 1 urub. 100 pudum — 1 suukli.
100 urub — 1 k'hurub. 100 sunk’h == 1 uld.
lOOk’burub = 1 neel, 100 uld -- 1 unk.
100 neel = 1 pudum. 100 unk 1 pudha.

When Akbar introduced his revenue reforms,

he appointed a collector for every crore of dams
(i.c. Its. 2,50,000), whom he designated by the
title of Amil or Aniilguzar

;
and to that func -

tionary the instructions are directed in the Ayiii-

i-Akbari; the designation of Crori being of subse-

quent introduction.

—

Elliot.

CROSS.
Croix, Fu. Salib, Pers.
Kreuz, ..... Oku. Cruz, Sp.
Croce, It.

The B3rmbol of the circle and the cross, under
every variety of circumstance, in Egypt, Africa,

Britain, China, Scandinavia, and America, in

eveiy age, by every people, from the dawn of

secular history to the present hour, has been held

by all in the same superstitious veneration, has been
honoured with the same distinguishing rites, and
has always expressed the same doctrine or mystery.
Divine potentiality was sometimes indicated by
two or more sceptres arranged at right angles or

qiiadrinally, with the nave of a wheel, or a simple
circle, or six or eight round stars, at the point of

intersection, with other orbs or ornaments. Osiris

by the cross gave eternal life to the spirits of the

just. With the cross Tlior smote the head of the

I

greatserpent. The Muyscainotliers laid the children

beneath a cross, trusting by that sign to secure

them from evil spirits. The cross-cake, says Sir

Gardner Wilkinson, was the hieroglyph for civil-*

ised land, obviously a land superior to their own,
as it was indeed to all other mundane territories

;

for it was that distant traditional country of

sempiternal contentment and repose, of exquisite

j

delight and serenity, where nature unassisted by

I

man produces all that is necessary for his sustenta-

tion, and whose midst was crowned witli a sacred

and glorious eminence,—the umbilicus orbis ter-

rarum,—towards which the heathen in all parts of

the world and in all ages turned a wistful gaze in

every act of devotion, and hoped to be admitted,

or rather to be restored, at the close of this tran-

sitory scene. The Crux ansata is the earliest

known form of the cross. It is commonly called

the key of the Nile, because often seen on Coptic
and Egyptian monuments. It was very similar to

the Roman letter T, with a roundlet or oval placed

immediately above it, and signified hidden wisdom
or the life to come. It was used by the Cbaldeoana,

Phoenidaiis, Mexicans, and Peruvians
; doubtlon

it was intended to denote the solar and terrestrial
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iiphercfl. And, wi]>aoqucnlly, Bnvcrcigns each

Aaopteil the circle, iiHAociated with it the crosB, and
this symbol of royalty is in use with every king

of Europe. The (Chakra in the hands of Hrahma,
Vishnu, and Siva, is a modification of In

Egypt and China it was used to indicate a land of

com and plenty
;
and, when diviCed into four equal

segments, it was the symbol of the primeval abode

of man, the traditional paradise of Eden. The
cross, says Colonel Wilford (As. Res. x. p. 124),

though not an object of worship amongst the

Buddhists, is a favourite em\)lem and device

amongst them. It is exactly the cross of the

Manicliees, with leaves and flowers springing

from it, and fruit also, it is said. It is called the

divine tree, the tree of the gods, the tree of life

and knowledge, and productive of whatever is

good and desirable, and is plaoed in the terrestrial

paradise.

The pre'Christian cross is not uufrequcntly

associated with a tree or trees. The sign of the

cross began to be used by Christians in the fourth

century, and is described by Lactantius as an

impregnable fortress to defend those imprcsstHl

with it, for such the devil cannot approach. The
Dse of the pre-Christian crots, either in the form

of the handle cross of the Mediterranean districts,

or the swastika + Iho Buddliists, was widely

spread amongst ancient peoples, and it is in use

at the present day over all Buddliist and Hindu

countries. Mr. AV. King has described mairy cruci-

form moiiolithsat Mungapet, in the Paluncha taluk,

on tiio right bank of the Godavery on the road to

Hanamconda, in the Nizam’s dominions.

—

Journal

Bengal Asiatic Society,

CROSS, ROBERT, a skilled gardener who aided

Mr, Clements Markham, C.B., in introducing

cinchona trees (18.GO-1879) and caoutchouc trees

(1876) into India from S. America, species of

costilloa. He made five journeys to procure cin-

chona plants.

—

Markhaniy Peruv. Bark,

CROSSBILL, Loxia himalayana, Hodgson^ in-

habits the pine forests.

CROTALARIA, a genus of plants of the order

Fabaceac, sec. B. lotese, of which about 40 species

are known in India. The fibres of the barks of

C. Burhia, C. juncea, and C. retusa are largely

used as cordage material. C. juncea yields the

sunn of commerce
;
the C. tenuifolia furnishes

the Jubbulpur hemp.— IK. Ic.

CROTALARIA BURHIA. Ham, Bach,

Khip, Bhata, Bui, Bras. BuU, Khcji,. . Suti.kj.

Lathia, Khartan, . Hind, Sin, Siasai, . . Tji.-lNr).

Ehnanoo, .... Sind. Meini, Tola, . , „

A naked-looking, bushy plant, common in Sind

and in all the more arid parts of the Fanjab, from
Dehli to Trans-InduB up to Peshawur. It is

browsed by cattle. It baa a very tough bark,

and with exactly the smell of broom when bruised,

which probably gets it the name Bui, fragrant.

Twine and small ropes are in many parts made
from it by the dry process (aud apparently some-
times after two or three days’ steeping), but not-

ably not so in places near Dehli, where the khip

used for this is from Ortbanthcra, a very different

plant.

—

Stewart,

CROTALARIA JUNCEA. Linn,

O. Bengfdeniis, Lam, 0. porrocta, Wall.
O. tenuRoUa, Hoaeh. ill. 263. 0. scrioea, WillU,
O. fenesirata, Sims,

Kudrum of . . Bkiiar. SaUotto homp, . . Eno.
Ohoro-8uii, . . . Brno. Sunn, Hind.
MftCHta pnt, ... ,, Pallungoo of . Madras.
Tung, Ainbharcc, Bomkav. Ambnya pata of PURHIT.
Piifi, Paik hnan, . Burm. Sunni of . Saharukpur.
Pulai nnmaji of Coimbt. Sana Sanbk.
Chnmpat, Chumese, Cutt. Kenna,. . . . SiNOii.

Modrag hemp, . . £no. Wakkoo, Janapam, Tam.
Jubbulpur homp? . „ Shanal, .... »*

Dskhani brown hemp, ,,
' Sannamu, . • . Txl.

The Crotalaria juucca is cultivated for its fibre

in many parts of India. Its fibres make a good
strong hemp for cordage, canvas, gunny, and
sackcloth, twine aud paper. It is sown veiy

thickly at the beginning of the rains, so that it

may grow tall and thin, and in favourable soil it

grows to 8 or 10 feet high. When it begins to

flower, it is cut near the root, tied in large bundles,

nnd immersed in water, putting some weight on
it, generally mud, to prevent it from being carried

away. After remaining immersed from four to

eight days, it is withdrawn from the water, taken

by handfuls, beaten on a piece of wood or stone,

and washed till quite clean, and the cuticle with

the leaves commetely removed from the other

portion of tlie plant. Each handful is then piled

musket fashion, and left to dry. When perfectly

dry, the woody portion, which has been more or

less broken, is separated from the fibre by further

beating and skaking. From 3 to G maunds of

fibre are extracted from each bigha of plant.

The raw material on the field, as plant, costs from
two to four rupees per biglin, according to

quality
;
and the prepared fibre costs from four

to ten rupees per maund, according to strength,

length, and clcaulincss of fibre.

—

Boxb, ;
Boyle.

CROTALARIA LABURNIFOLIA. Linn.
C. i>eiiilula, Bert.

Muiia, Bknq.
Cbiri gili gioh-chA, Tkl.

0. pedunculota, Dtsv.

Pedda gili gich-cha, Txl.

Msnne, .... „
Grows from Ceylon to Bengal

;
has large, bright

yellow flowers.— Voigt
; Elliot,

CROTALARIA LINIFOLIA. Linn.
0. ccoBpitosa, Roxb,

|
Nella giri gili gich-cha, Txb.

A native of most parts of India.— Voigt.

CROTALARIA OCCULTA, tlie pea violet;

grows very common by the roodsiae between
Cherra and the Eastern Khassya Hills, and smells

deliciously of violets.— Hooker^ Jour, li. p. 809.

CROTALARIA RETUSA. Linn.
Bihjunjnn. . . . Brno. I Tandal ekoti. . Maleai..
Wedge-leaved crotalaria.

|
Potti gili gich-oba, . Tkl.

This plant grows in the Peninsula of India, in

Bengal, Burma, and the Moluccas; has large,

bright yellow flowers
;
the fibres are employed for

canvas and cordage. It yields the fibre known in

England and Calcutta as Jubbulpur hemp, which
is considered equal to Russian hemp, ana bean a
heavier weight. Dr. Royle reported as under :

—

Kind and quality of Roi>e. Slao. ntent
Proof.

Oiled Jubbulpur hemp, ariil- Inchea. Cwt.

lery trsoos, ..... 3 36
Untarred do., superior four
trand. plain lafd, ... 3k 43

Untarrea Dhunehee (JBachy-

nomene oannabina, ikwt.),
Setbania aculeata, ... 3^ 49

Pine apple fibre, .... 8| 42

CROTALARIA VERRUCOSA. Linn.

Govern-
ntent
Proof.

Breaking
Weight.

Cwt. Cwt. qr.

36 43 2

42 83 0

49 76 0
42 67 0

L. Linn.
C. ciarulia, Jacq. O. anguloea, Lam,

Bun-iun, . Bkno., Hind. Ghilghirinta, . . . Txl.
Pi-tandali-kotti. Malral. Alla-gili-gioh-cha, . ,,

Vutti-khillo-kUlupi, Tam.
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Orowfi in Malabar and Bengal. It has bright
blue and grcenisl\-white flowers. The juice of its

leaves is used in medicine.— Voi(jt.

CKOTALlDiE, a family of reptiles of the order
Ophidia» and sub* order Serpentes viperini.

CROTON, a genus of plants of the natural order
Euphorbiacece. The species of India and the Archi-
pelago arc,—C. aromaticum, bicolor, dnipacea,
iliciodora, joufra, ](evigata,lacciferum, inicrodenia^

Moonii, muricatum, nigro-viride, oblongifolin,

pavanum, polyandrum, tiglium, urophylla, um-
bellatuni. The seeds and oil of C. polyandrum
and C. tiglium are purgative. A species of

croton, whose roots are used by the Burmese for a
cathartic, abounds in sonic parts of Burma, especi-

ally on the Moulmein hills.

—

Mason.
CROTON AROMATICUM. Linn, Wel-kap-

pitcya, SiNQii. Abundant in tbo hotter parts of

Ceylon.

—

Thw. p. 275.

CROTON HYPOLEUCUM. Dalz. C.reticu-
latum, Jleyue; grows in the central province of

Ceylon, at 2000 to 3000 hai.—Thw, p. 276.

CROTON LACCIFERUM, Linn,, W. Jc.

AIcnrites laociferus, WUhl. RicinoidoB sromatica arbor,
Croton foliii ovatis, etc., Bunn.

FI, Zeyl. GnM'kappitoya, . Singh.

A native of the East Indies, very common in

Ceylon up to 3000 feet; trunk arborescent, with
rude and angular branches, and ia said to furnish

the finest of all the sorts of lac, of a bright red,

and also to furnish a brilliant varnish in Ceylon.—Thw. p. 275; Eng. Cgc. p. 212; O'Sh. p. 553.

CROTON OBLONGIFOLIUM. Uoxh.

C. huvigtvtum, WuU.
Bhutam kusain, Sanhk.

|
Uhntala bhuiri, . . Tel.

A small tree not uncommon in S, India an )

Ceylon. The Telugu name means demon- driver
or devil-goad, sticks inadc of it being carried as a

protection against evil spirits, — Voigt; EUiol;
Thw. Zeyl. p. 276.

CROTON POLYANDRUM. Roxh.

Croton Roxburghii, Wall.
{
Croton ]>olyaiiUra, Roxh.

Dunti, . . « • Bcng, Hakni ; Uakun, . liiNn.

llia-deo-wa, . . Buru. Konda amadum, • TkL.

Grows in the Circars, Bengal, and Hindustan,

near hills and streams in moist places. Perennial

;

seeds exactly like those of the castor - oil plant,

but much smaller. Esteemed by the natives of

India to be a good purgative, one seed bruised

with water being given for each evacuation

desired. The Burmese cultivate this species of

croton, which grows into a thick bush. It is very

common also on tlio banks of the Jumna, where

it is called Jumalghota.—Itoyle ; (TSh.
;
Roxh.

CROTON SANGUISFLUlNA, the blood-wood

of Norfolk Island
;

is said to bo of little value

except for firewood. On an incision being made in

the bark, a fluid exudes which is used for marking

the convicts’ slopes, staining furniture, etc.
;
and

it is a good tonic and astringent, strongly resem-

bling dragon's blood (Dara-ul-ukwain).— O'Sh,;

KeppeVs Ind. Arch. ii. p. 282.

CROTON SCABIOSlJM. Bcdd. A small tree

on the Nullaymallay mountains, Kurnool district,

where it is most abundant about the Yerrachalma

(2000 to 3000 feet elevation)
;

its very silvery

appearance renders it highly ornamental.

—

Bed-

dome, FI. Sylv. p. 283..

CROTON TIGLIUM, Crotou-oil plant.

Croton Jainalgota, Buck. |
Tiglium klotchianum, Rh.

Batii, uImo Diind, . AuAn. i .TuphlotaUuttuiijotc,PANJ.
Jypal; Kocliuk, . 1 Jkng. ' Dmul, .... J*ekh.
Kaun;]ikn)i, . . . .I.ayapula; Nt-pnla, Sansk.
Jiiyapalii, . . . <\\n. Dunti, .... „
.Tatnulgota, . . . Hind. Nrpalam, . . . Stnuh.
Bori, .... Malay. Nervalanj, . Tak.
Nirvala, . . . Maleal. Kepalam, . . . Tel.
Kadel-avanaku, 9, ,,

This small tree grows to 15 or 20 feet high in

most parts of India, Assam, and the Moluccas.
Every part of the plant is purgative, but the
fruit or seeds ^aro dangerously so, and in the

medicinal practice of Europe they are never
given, though in India native practitioners sepa-
rate the embryo, and give it internally. The seeds
yield a powerfully cathartic oil, by grinding the
seeds, placing the powder in bags, and pressing it

between plates of iron. The oil is then allowed
to stand 15 days, and afterwards filtered. The
residue of the expression is saturated with twice
its weight of alcohol, heated on a sand-bath from
120° to 140° Fahr., and the mixture pressed again

;

the alcohol is distilled off, the oil allow^ to

settle, and filtered after a fortnight One seer

(2 lbs.) of seed furnishes 1 1 fluid ounces of oil,

—

6 by the first process, 6 by the second.

Croton Oil. Napala oil
;
Tiglii oleum.

Duml, also Batu, . Arab. Dund, Pkrs.
Kannakoh, . . . BeuM. Nirvalam yennai, . Tam.
Jumalgota-ka tel, Hind, Naypalam nuna, . Tel.
Bori, .... Malay.

This oil is prepared by grinding the scods of

C. tiglium, placing the [K)wder in bags,and pressing

between plates of iron. The oil thus expressed is

allowed to stand about a fortnight, and then
filtered. It is of an omngc-ycllow colour, U
soluble in alcohol, and reddens litmus paper
powerfully. It is an exceedingly powerful
cathartic. It has a heavy oily smell, and is very
irribiting to the skin. It is procurable in most
Indian bazars, often adulterated with castor-oil

and other fixed oils. The seeds arc administered
by native doctors

;
and w'hcn the operation is exces-

sive, they give the patient the juice of the sour

lime, which is said to counteract the effect of the

croton seeds.

Croton Seed.

H»b-ul*maluk, . Arad. I Cheraken, , . • Jav.
Pa-tiiu, .... Chin,

j

Tiie seeds of C. tiglium are about the size of a
small marble, of a convex shape on one side, and
bluntly angular on the other, enYclo]>ed in a thin

shell.

—

Faulkner; Ainslic ; Royle ; lloxh. ;
Voigt;

O^Sk. ; Lindley ; Jur. Rep.
CROTON VARIEGATUM,anornamentalhhrub,

commonly called the laurel
;
the leaves are varie-

gated. There is a willow leaf variety equally

ornamental and handsome
;
the plants thrive best

in largo pots or tubs, shaded from the noonday
sun.

—

Jaffrey ;
Graham ; Thomson's Records.

CROWS.
Corneille, . . . .Fa. Cantare, IT.

Krahen, .... Giu. Kakix, . . Banbk., Tam.
Kowa, .... Hind. Ciurvo, Barra, . . . Si*.

Conostoma oemodium, one of the Rasorial Crows,

of the sub-family Glaucopinee, inhabits the northern

region of Nepal, and in Celebes; and on the

Muiabar coast black and white crows occur, also

occasional albinos. The crow is reckoned a buxl

of ill-omen in India
;

still Malabar women are

sonictiines named Kaka, the name in that dialect,

as well as in Sanskrit, for the crow. The females
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of Malabar arc, more tliau others, called after and they had settled down in tbe countries which
animals. Mani, the cix>codile, is a name among they had conc^uered, advancing in civilisation and
them. In Christian countries, Barbara, Ursulii,— cultivating science. But later, the fresh converts

Barbarian and Little Bear,—are not unusual. The to Mahomedanism, the Seljukian Turks and
crows incubate chiefly in March and April. The Tartars, issued from Central Asia, carrying ruin

common crow of India is of unwon^ familiarity, in their path. Asia Minor was lost to the Greek
impudence, and matchless audacity. Mr. Sirr empire, and Constantinople itself imperilled,

mentions a crow seizing bread from a toast-rock, when Peter the Hermit roused Christian EurojM
and another taking fo<^ from-a dog while eating, to recover the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. It

Sir James E. Tennant mentions that one of these was subsequently, in 1187, lost again by the
ingenious marauders, after vainly oottitudinizing conquest of Salah-ud-din

;
and at the time that

in front of a chained watch-dog, that was lazily St. £x)uiB of France took the cross, Chengiz Khan
gnawing a bone, and after fruitlessly endeavour- with his followers had so ruined the whole tract

ing to divert his attention by dancing before him, from the Caspian to the Indus, that the succeed-
witli head awry and eye askance, at length flew ing centuries have not sufficed to restore it. The
away for a moment, and returned bringing a right wing of this enormous host was bringing
companion, which perched itself on a branch a ruin on the Slav nations of eastern Europe,
few yards in the rear. The crow's grimaces were while its left wing was menacing Baghdad and
now actively renewed, but with no better success, Syria. Polaud and Hungary were invaded in

till its confederate, poiaing itself on its wings, 1258, and they had entered Bohemia and Moravia,
descended with the utmost velocity, striking the Frederick n.,in 1229, after Salah-ud-Diu's death,

dog upon the spine with all the force of its strong recovered the Holy City, but it was again finally

beak. The dog started with surprise and pain, lost to the Kharasmian Turks, who destroyed
and the bone he had been gnawing was snatched every Christian whom they found. Not long
away by the first crow the instant his head was after, the Christians were again defeated at the
turned. The Corvus cuhninatus, or large black battle of Gaza, which was fought in company
crow of India, may be constantly observed wher- with Malik Mansur, the ruler of Damascus, against

over there are buffaloes, jKTched on their backs, the king of Egypt. St. Louis mode two crusades,

and engaged, in company with the small minah in the first of which he was completely defeated.

(Acridothcres tristis), in freeing them from ticks. The Ayubi are descendants of Salah-ud-Din. The
— Teinuntl's Ceylon

; SIrr's Ceylon. Sec Corvidso. family are known as the Hasan Keif, and occupy

CROZOPHORA PLICATA. Jms, the dfistrict of Shirwan. In Mr. Rich’s time,

Cruton pUoatum, Vahl.
\
C. tiuctorium, Burm. ^ powerful end independent See

Khoodi-okra, . . Bknc. Subali, .... Hind.
e i i m i

Indian turnsol,. . Eng. Linga maram, . . Tam. CRUSTACEA are the Crustacea of the French,
Sahft devi,Nilak-rai,HiNr). Linga mnnu, . . Tel. and the Krustentheire of the Germans. The
Common in all the south of India, in rice* fields, common crab, the lobster, and crayfish, the com-

flowering in the cold weather. Its value in
' inon shrimp and the water-flea^ may be taken as

leprosy is assorted.- The juice of its green leaves types of different sections of this family,

dyes blue.— Voigt. Cancer is a genus of short-tailed Crustacea, and
CRUCIBLE. Musa, Tf.l. In India, these are is the type of the family Canccridse of Linnssus

;

made by coppersmiths, etc., for their own use, of it indudea a large number of species of tbo genus
pipeclay or other suitable clay, beaten up for a Cancer

;
and the term Crab, which is a translation

considerable time on the anvil with burnt paddy of it, is in common parlance applied to the great

husk : being formed, they are left to dry and
,

bulk of the brachyurous crustaceans. Dr. Leach
are tnen ready for use. Mr. Rohde had seen restricted the genus Cancer to the form of Cancer
a crucible formed for melting silver, simply by

!
pagurus, Linn.^ the large eatable crab of British

spreading wet clay on a bit of rag, which was coasts, which was, when ho defined the genus,

immediately placed on the fire, which again was the only Bi)ecie8 known. For the Blood-spotted
urged by the breath through a bamboo tube.— Crab of the Asiatic seas (Cancer maculatus, Liiui.,

Jfohde., AfSS. etc.), and the Coralline Crab (Cancer coralliuus,

CRUCIFERiE. This order of plants is so Fah\)^ Dr. I^each instituted the genus Carpilius,

called from the four flower-leaves (petals) being characterized by the existence of a single tooth

disposed, more or less distinctly, in the form of a i on the border of the carapace, and by the tri-

cross, as in the the wallflower, cabbage, and dentated front
;
and for the ‘ Eleven-toothed Crab *

cresB. Nearly all are herbaceous; none are (Cancer undecimdentatus, Fahr.)^ Egcria is a
poisonous, though they are generally a little genus of brachyurous decapod crustaceans cstab-

acrid
;
they are especially antiscorbutic. lished by Dr. Leach. E. Indica, in size, general

CRUDE, a commercial term applied to raw and form of the body, and length of the feet, bears a
unrefined products, as crude camphor, crude great resemblance to Inachusscorpio: but, besides

tartar, crude midsummer root. generic differences, the arms are rather short and
CRUDIA ZEYLANICA. Thw. A large tree, slender. It inhabits the Indian seas. The Hermit

of Galpaata, near Caltura.

—

Thti\ Crabs arc very common
;
and the nimble Utile

CRUSADES, military expeditions made from Calling Crabs, Qelasimus tetragonon, Edw.^ G.
Christian countries in the lltli to 13th centuries,

;
annulipes, Fdw.^ G. DussumioriV JSe/ttL, scamper

to recover the sacred buildings famed from tlie first
i
over the moist sands, carrying aloft their enor-

origin of Christianity. At the time of the first cru-
!
mous hand, sometimes larger than the rest of the

sadc, the Mahoinedan })ower was shared between
i
body. They are of the E. and W. Indies. They

those of Arab and those of Mongol origin. The
|

bore holes for themselves in the block soil of the

Arab movement had been stayed by their defeat
;
coasts. On some coasts of the East Indies the

by Charles Martel, on the banks of the river Loire, ' sands at ebb-tide swarm wiUi them. They are
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the food of the inshore sea fishes, and some of under the tail of the lai^er ones, sometimes yields
them are the best bait that can be used; and when melted, as much as a quart of limpid oil!

one species of Celasimus is common in the cassava They are esteemed great delicacies, and are fattened
fields of Brazil. for the table.

Several small crabs are parasites, or take shelter Several small crabs are destructive to the grow-
within other animals. Cymothoe, a genus of the ing grain cr<^ of the tropics. The rice plant
Indian Ocean, is too imperfectly organized to grown on tbeAhulls at the month of the Indus, is

catch its own food, and the species take up their much cut down by a small black sea crab, called’

home in the mouth cavity of fishes of the genus bv the people Kookee. Without any apparent
Stromatea, where they snap up all that comes object, it cuts down the growing gram in largo
within their reach

;
Cymothoe stromatei is found quantities, and often occasions much loss,

inside the mouth of Stromatea nim on the Coro- The Land (irabs are migratory, and often take
mandel coasts; another species has been found long journeys. They live in the interstices of
in the mouth of a chetodon, and inside that of a rocks, in the clefts of trees, and bore holes In tho
cyprinus of the Amur, and the Ceratothoa exoceti ground.
has been found within the mouth of the fiying Tho Eriooheir Japonicus of Manchuria is re-
flah.

^

markable for its hai^ hand. A curious little

Ostracothercs tridaonae, Ruppell^ is a little crab crab of the Malacca Straits has been called by
which lives within the groat tridacna inollosc, Mr. Bate, Sphserapoeia Collingwoodii, because of
whose immense shell serves in European churches its taking in sand to eliminate its food, and eject-
as a vessel for holy water. The crab takes shelter ing the sand in tho form of a pill. Tho species is

in the branchial chamber. Conchodytes tridacnm gregarious. Tlio Phyllosoma are styled Glass
inhabits tho Tridacna squamosa; the Concho- Crabs. The large Spider Crab of tho Japanese
dytes meleagrinffi lives in the shell of the pearl islands, Inachus Kcempferi, has been measured
mussel

;
the Epichtys giganteus lives on a fish 11^ feet from tip to tip. It is of a bright yellow,

of tho Indian Archipelago
;

the Ichthyoxenus with crimson patches.

Jellinghausu lod^ in a fresh-water fish of the The Ocypode ceratophthalnius of Ceylon bur-
island of Java, rinnethercs is a genus of small rows in the dry soil, jerking out the sand to a
crabs which live within mussels, amongst others distance of seven feet. Of the Painted Crabs,
the Avicula margaritifera or pearl mussel, and in the Crabes ])6intes and Crabes violets of the
the holothurians of tho Philippine Islands, and French, Grapsus strigosuSjHerfcs^, is distinguished

Pin. Fischcrii is of New Caledonia; one speric.s by dark red marks on a yellow ground. They
lives within the Chama. are found on the reef to the south of Colombo

Again, species of Pagurus, about 30 in number, harbour. The Paddling Crabs, Neptunus pelagicus,

all lodge in deserted shells, and change their Ltnn., and N. sanguinolentus, Herhst.^ have their

dwelling-places os they grow older. They arc hind pair of legs terminated by flattened plates,

known as the Hermit CVabs. Darwin thinLi (p. to assist them in swimming.
that certain species always use certain kinds Tho larvoe of the crab are termed Zoem. The

of shells. Their abaoraen is too soft to be exposed, crab has periodic moulting, during which it

In the Keeling islands, tho largo claws of some escapes from its shell a sort, harmless creature,

of the hermit crabs are beautifully adapted, when incapable of exertion or resistance, and would
drawn bock, to form an operculum to tne shell. become an easy prey to any of the devourers so

Crustacea, occupying deep waters in places to numerous in the sea, wore it not that so soon os

which light is inaccessible, are found without eyes, the denudation is complete, a stout crab of the

Three species of Anmhipoda and one Isopoda, same species takes care of it to the best of its

from Kaiapai, New (Jonterbury, New Zealand, ability, until a new shelly case grow, and it is

were found in this state. enabled again to protect itself, and present a
The Birgus iatro of the Keeling islands is famed strong back to its foe. If tho sentinel be removed,

for the skilful manner in which it tears off the another will be found to have taken its place after

husk and opens the cocoanut, in order to extract the next tide, and this will be repeated many limes

the medullary matter of the interior. It is a kind in succession. While the crabs are young, tho

of intermediate link between the short and long change of shell is supposed to take place frequently,

tailed crabs, and bears a great resemblance to the and there is probably a time when the changes

Pagttri. Darwin observ^ that they live on the cease. Crabs and other Crustacea are said to cast

cocoanuts that fall from the trees. Tho story of away their limbs when alarmed or frightened, as

their climbing these palms and detaching tho on the occasion of a thunderstcurm, or on the

heavy nuts is mere fable. Its front pair of legs firing of a cannon, and this is believed to be true,

are terminated by very strong, heavy pincers, the When a claw has sustained any injury, it is cast

last pair by others narrow and weak. To extract off by the animal, and a new one in due time takes

the nourishment, it tears of! the husk, fibre by its place. Most land crabs are carrion feeders;

fibre, from that end in which the three eyes are a few are vegetarians. Swimming crabs, Poly-

sitoaied, and then hammers upon one of them bius species, are mostly predacious,

with its heavy claws until an opening is effected. The place of the crabs amongst the orustaceas is

It then, by its posterior pincers, extracts the well defined.

white albuminous substance. It inhabits deep Latreille, Desmarest, Leach, the two Milne-

bumws, where it accumulates surprising quan- Edwards, De Haan. Dana, Heller, and SUmpeon,

ritiies of picked fibre of cocoanut huw. on which have been among tne most prominent systematic

it rests as on a bed. Its habits are diurnal, but writers on the Crustaoea; and of the naturalists of

every night it is said to pay a visit to the sea. thepresentday, M. A.Milne-Edwardsof Paris,Mr.

periiaps to moisten its branohim. It is very good Miers of the BritiBh Museum, M. de Msn of Lejfden.

to eat, and the great mass of fat accumulated and Prof. Wood-Mason of Calcutta, have paia
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dspceiAl attention to the Crnstaoea of the Indian
and Malajasian regions.

Class, Ceustacea.

Okdeb, Dkcapodes.
Ist Division, Podophthslmien,

Fam. Oxyrhinques. TWte, Sikoropodet.

JBforia amohnoiilcs, Edw.^ Coromandel ooatta,

B. Herbstii, Edw.^ Asiatic seas.

B. Indioa, JSdw.^ Indian Ocean.
Dooloa ovis, Edw.^ Indian seas.

D. hybrids, Edw. . Coromandel coasir

D. murioata, Edw.. £. Indie#.

Piaa ttyx, Edw.^ Mauritius.
CborinuB orioi, Edw,

,
CoromnndcL

C. aculoata, Edw., Asiatic seas.

O. Dumcrilii, Edw.^ Vanicoro.
Paramithrax Poronii, Adic., Indian Ocean.
P. harbioomii, Edw., New Holland.
P. Gaimardii, Edw., Now Zealand.
MicinjM cristaia, Edw,, Java coasts.

M. ]diil/ra, Edw., Indian Ocean, Mauritius.
Paramidpx»a platipos, Edw., Red Sea.
Perioora comigera, Edw., Indian Ocean.
Btenocinops ccrvicornis, Edw., Mauritius.
Monteihius monoceros, Edw., Bed Sea, Indian Ocean,

Mauritius.
Halimus arics, Edw., Indian Ocean,
II. auritus, Edw,

,

Indian Ocean.

Tribe, Parthenopiens.

Eumedonue ni^cr, China coasts.

Lambrus longimanus, Edw,, Pondiohoirj, Ambojna,
Aden.

L. pclagicus, Re<l Sea.

L. ochinatuB, Edw., Pondioliorry.

h, Bcrratus, Edw., Indian Ocean.
It, probensor, Edw., E, Indies.

L. carenatus, Edw., Pondicherry.
Parthenopo horrida, Edw

,
Indian Ocean, Atlantic.

Oryptopodia fornicutu, Edw., Indian Ocean.

Fam. Cyclomctopes.

Tribe I. Canceriens Cryp’lopodos.

CE^thra scruposa, Edw., Mauritius, Arohii>elago.

Oancor roecus, Edw.

,

Rod Sea,

C. iiiiegorrimuB, Edw., Indian Ocean.
C. marginatus, Edw., Red Sea.

0. marginatus, Fabr,, Andamans.
C. oc^roo, Edw., As^'atic sens.

O. mamillatus, Ad tc., Australia.

O. Boulpius, Edw., Red Soa.

C. limbatus, Edw., Red Sea.

0. Savignii, Edw., Red Soa, Indian Ocean.
C. etlculosus, Edw., New Holland.
Carpilius maeulatus, Edw.

,
Indian Ocean.

C. oonvexus, Edw., Red Sea.

Zosymns latissimus, Edw., New Holland.
Z. pnbescens, Edw., Mauritius.

Z. iomontoBUs, Edw., Indian Ocean.
Z. seneus, Edw.

,

Indian Ocean.
Xantho liirtissimus, Edw.

,

Red Sea.

X. rufopunctatus, Adw., Mauritius.

X. asper, Edw., Red Sea.

X. scaber, Edw. ,
Sunda Islands.

X. Lamarckii, Adw., Mauritius.

X Beynaudii, Edw., Indian Ocean.
X Peronii, JUic., New Holland.
X impressus, Edw., Mauritius.

X lividus, JSdic., Mauritius.
X. hirtipes, Edw., Bed Sea.

X. punotatus, Edw,, Mauritius.

X inoisus, Edw., Australia.
X. radixtus, Edw., Mauritius.
Chlorodiua ungulatus, Edw., Australia.

0. areolatus, Edw,, New Holland.
0. niger, Edw,, Red Sea.

C. ftxaratus, Edw., Indian coatts,

0. sai^ineas, Edw,, Mauritius.
0. en^rus, Edut,, New Zealand.
OriuB tuberoulosus, EdWr, Indian Ocean.
O. trunoatui, Bdto., Australia.
O. guitatus, Edw., Now Holland.
0, frontalis, Edw., Tranquobar.

Psoudooaroinus gigas, Edw,, New Holland.
P. Rumphii, Edw., Indian seas.

P. Bellangerii, Edw,, Indian seas.

Etisus dentatus, Edie., Ind. Archii>elago.
E. anoglyptus, Edw., Australia.
E. imequaiis, Edw., African coast.

PUumnuB fimbriatus, Edw., New Holland.
Buppellia ienax, Edw., Bed Sea.

Kriphia spinifrons, Edw., all seas.

K. invimana, Edw., Mauritius.
Trt^sia dentifrons, Edw., Australia.
T. ferruginca, Edw., Red Sea.
T. digitatis, Edw.

,

Hod Sea.
Molia trosselata, Edw.

,

Mauritiue.

Tribe II. Portunlens.

PlatyoniobuB bipustulatus, Edw., Indian Ocean.
P. nosutus, Edw., Mediterranean Ocean coasts.
Portunus integrifrons, Edw., Indian Oooan.
Lupca Tranquebarioa, Edw.

,

Asiatic seas, Tranquebnr.

Ist Svh gently Lupees nageuses.

Ij. Pclagica, Edw,, Red Sea, Indian Oosan.
L. sanp^uinolenta, Edw., Indian Ocean.
L. lobifrons, Edw., East Indies.

L. grnnulata, Edw., Mauritius.
It. gladiator, Edw., Indian Ocean.

Thalamita.
1st Sub-genun, Thalamitre quodrilaieros.

Thalamita admeto, Edw., Red Soa, Indian Oooan.
T. Chaptalii, Edw., Red Sea.

T. cronata, Edw., Asiatic seas.

T. prymna, Edw., Australia.

2d Sub gmtis, Tkalamitse hoxagonales.

T. cruciferft, Edw., Indian Ocean.
T. annulata, Edw., Rod Sea, Indian Ocean.
T. natator, Edw., Indian Ocean,
T. truncata, Edw., Indian Ocean.
T. callianaiisa, Edio., Indian Ocean.
T. erythrodoctyla, Edw., Australia.

PodopbthalmuB vigil., Edw., Indian Oooan.
Thclphousa Indioa, Edw., Coromandel coast.

T. chaperon arrondi, Q, and O,
T. perlata, Edw., Cape of Good Hope.
T. LoBchonaudii, Edw., Pondicherry.

Tribe, Gecaroinn.

Cardisoma carnifox, Edw., Pondicherry.
Gccarcinus lagostoma, Q. and O., Australia.

G. oarnifex.

G. hirtipes.

Tribe, Pinnothoriens, Edw,
Klnmcna matlnei, Edw., Hod Sea, Mauritius.
Hymenoeoma orbicularo, Edw., Cape of Good Hope.
Myctiris longicarpis, Edw., Australia.
Doto Buloatus, Edw., Red Soa.

Tribe, Ocypodiens.

Ocypoda cordlmana, Edw. , Mauritius.
O. habrioii, Edw,, Ooeanica.
O. oeratophthalma, Edw., E^pt, Mauritius, N. Hollaqd.
O. brevicornis, Edw,, £. Inmes.
O. roacrocera, Edw., E. Indies, Brasil.
Gelasimus forceps, Edw., Australia.
G. tetn^onon, Edw,, Red Sea, Mauritius.
G. cordiformis, Edw,, Australia.
G. chloTophthalmuB, Edw., Mauritius.
G. annubpes, Edw., Indian seas.

Tribe, Gonoplsciens.

GonopUx rhomboides, Edw., Ocean, Mediterranean.
MsorophthalmuB transversus, Edw., PoadloKoiry.
M. parvimanus, Afic.j, Mauritius.
M. depresBUS, Afie., Red Sea.
Clebtotoma Leaohii, Edw., Red Sea.

Tribe, Grapsoidiena.

Sesarma tetragona, Edw,, Indian Ocean,
8. Indiea, Edw,, Java.
S. quadrata, Eaw,, Pondicherry,
pyolograpcas punctatus, Edw,, Indian Ocean.
O. Attdoninil, Edw., New Guinea.
C. quadridentatua, Edw., New Holland.
0. acxdontatuSj^Edw., New Zealand.
0. Gaimardii, mw,, New Holland.
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0. ootodentAtuB. Bdvo.^ King laUnd.
0. LatreilUi, Edw.^ Mauritiui.

C. renioilger. Edw.t ABiatio seas.

0. palUpen, Edw.t Now Holland.
OrapsuB BtrigoBUB) JSdic., Ked Sea, Indian Ocean, New

Holland.
G. variogatus, Edw,^ New Holland, Chill.

O. mcBHor, Edw.^ Red Sea, Indian Oooan.
G. plioaiuB, Edw.^ Sandwich Islanda
Plaguda olavimana, Adw., New Holland, New Zealand,

Vanicoro.
r. tomentoBa, Cape of Good Hope, Chili.

P. deprcBsa, Edw,^ Indian Ocean, China, K. Guinea.
P. squamona, Ed\o,^ Red Sea, E. Africa, Indian Ocean.
Varuna llttcrata, Indian Ocean,

Fam, Oxyatomea.

Culapjro lophoB, Kdw.^ Indian aeaa.

C. gaHuB, A*c/u7., Mauritius.

C. criatata. Edw., Asiatic seae.

O. tiibercnUta, Edw.y £. Archipelago.

C. fomicata, Edw.^ Indian Boa«.

Orithyia mamillariB, Edw.f China acaa.

Loucoaia urania, Edw.t New Guinea.
L. eraniularis, Adw., Indian coioits.

^yra fugax, Edw.^ Red Sea, Java.

OreophoruB horridus, Edw.
,
Red Sea.

l*liilvra acabriuBcula, Adto., Indian Beas.

P. globiiloiia, Lfach,
Arcania erinaceuB, Edw., Indian seas.

Ixa cuialiculata. Edw., Mauritius.

Nursk Hardwickii, Edw., India.

N. granulaia, Edw., Red Sea.

TrihCf CoryBtions.

Inhis aeptem-BpinoBa, Edw., Indian Beaa.

Nautilocoryatcs occllatus, Edw., Cape of Good Hope.
Dorippe quadrideiitata, Edw., Indian Ocean.

D. Bima, Edw., Indian coasts.

D. afltuta, Edw., Asiatic seas.

Caphyra Rouxii, Edw., New Holland.

Fam. Aptcrurcs, Edw. Tribe, Dromloni.

Dromla Rumphii, Edw., £. Indies.

D. fallax, Edw., Mauritius.

D. hirtisBima, Edw., Cape of Good Hope,
D. caput mortuum, Edw.. Indian Ocean,
D. unidentata, Edw., Rea Sea.

Dynutncnc hispida, Edw.
,
Mauritius.

Tribe, Homolieni.

Lom&B hiria, Edw., Australia.

Tribe, Pactoliens.

Ranina dontato, Edw., Indian seas, Mauritius.

Fam. Pterygurcs. Tribe, Hippiens.

Albunea symnista, Edw., Asiatic soaa.

Kcmipcs testudinarius, Edw., New Holland.
Hippo Asiaiica, Edw., Asiatic seas.

Pagunis eristatus, Edw., New Zealand.

P. deformis, Edw., Mauritius, Seychelles.

P. punctulatuB, Edw., Indian Oomn.
P. affinisj Edw., Ceylon.
P. san^iQolontuB, Q. and O.

P. setifer, Edw., New Holland.
P. clibanarius, Edw., Aaiatio sean

P. erassimanus, Edw., South Seta.

P. tibicen, Edw., South Seas.

P. elegans, Q. and O.

,

New Ireland.

P. aniouluB, Edw., Mauriiiua

P. gonagruB, Edw., China.

P. pUotiiB, Edw., New Zealand.

P. fruntaliB, Q. and 0,, New Holland.

P. gamianuB, Edw., Cape of Good Hope,

P. mUeB, Edw., coasts of India.

P. cutioB, Edw,, coasts of India.

P. diaphanua, Edw., Ocmica.
P. hungarof, Fabr,, India, Naples.

Cenobita clyWta, Edw., Asiatic seas.

C. ruffosa, Edw., Indian Ocean.

C. Bpmoaa, Edw., Asiatic seas.

C. perlata, l^w., South Seas.

Birgui latro, Edw., Asiatic seas.

B. dongata, Edw., New Zealand.

B. Lanarokii, Edw., New Ireland,

fi. dentata, Edw., Jara.

B. Asiatica, Edw.

,

Mauritius.
B. maculata, Edw., New Ireland.
B. sculyta, Edw., Java.
B. pisttin, Edw., China.

Tribe, Seyllariens.

Scyllarus mgosus, Edw., Pondicherry,
S. squamoeuB, Edt;^ Mauritius.
Themis erientalis, AUw., Indian Ooeaa.
Ibacus Peronii, A^«., Australian seas.

I. antarctieuB, Edw., Asiatic seas.

Palinurus Lalandii, Edw., Cape of Good Hope.
P. faaciatus, Edw., Indian O^an.
P. ornatuB, Edw., Bidian seas.

P. sulcatus, Edw., Indian coasts.

V. pcnicillAtos, J^w., Indian Ocean.
P. dasypus, Edw., Indian seas,

Fatn. Thalassinions.

Olaucothoo Peronii, Edw., seas of Asia.

Tribe, Gastcrobranohides.

CHlIianidca tvpa, Q. and G., New Ireland.
Callianisca cfongata, Edw., Marriannea,

.Fam. Astaciena.

Homanii Caponsis, Edw.

,

Cape of Good Hope.

AVim. Saliooqnes. Tribe, Alpheens.

Alpheiis brevirostris, Edw., New Holland.
A. ventrosus, Kdw., Mauritias.
A. billons, Edw,, Asiatic seat.

A. chiragricuB, Edw., Aftiatic aons.

A. villoauB, Edw., N. Holland.
A. frontaliii, Edw., New Holland.
Pontonia inacroplithalma, Edw., Asiatic scaa.

P. armata, Edw., Now Ii-eland.

P. enflcc, Edw., Ceylon, Vanicoro.

Tribe, Palcmonions.

Hipi>olyt€ vontricoBUB, Edw., Asiatic acaa.

H. Quoyanns, Edw., Now Guinea.
H. spinifrons, Edw., New Zealand.
H. HpinicauduB, Edw., New Holland.
H. gibberosns, Edw., New Holland,
H. marmoratus, Edw., Occanioa.
Rhynchooinetes typus, Edw.^ Indian Ooaan.
Palcnion natator, Edw., Indmn Ocean, on QuH weed.
P. longiroBtris, Edw., Ganges mouth.
P, carcinoB, Edw., Ganges mouth.
P. ornatuB, Edw., Amboyna, Waigyou.
P. Lamarrci, Edw., Bengal coasts.

P. TranquebaricuR, Fabt., Tranqoobar.
P. hirtimanuH, Edw., Mauritias.

Trt6c, Penoons.
Sicnopus hisniduB, Edw., Indian Ocean.
Penaous canaiiculatus, Edw., Celebes, Maaritiua.
P. monocoros, Edw., India.

P. tndicuB, Coromandel.
P. roonodon, Edw., Indian coasts.

P. afiinis, Edw., Malabar.
P. brevioornis, Edio., Indian coasts.

P. crassicornis, Edw., Indian coasts.

l*cnsE;u8 styliferus, Edw., Bombay.
Oplophorus typus, Edw., N. Guinea.
Acetos IndicuB, E^w.

,

Ganges mouth.

OjRDtR, STOMATOPODIB.

Fam. Caridioides.

Order, Stomapodbs.

Lucifer Reynaudii, Edw., Indian Oooan.
L. tvjpuB, fJdio., Indian Ocean?
Phylfoaoma communis, Edw., African and Indian seas.

P. stylifera, Edw,, Indian Ocean.
P. affinis, Edw., New Guinea seas.

P. clavicornis, Edw., African and Indian teea.

P. longioomif, Edw., New Guinea.
P. Freycinetii, Sdw., New Guinea.
P. latioomis, Edw., Indian aeaa.

P. Indica, Edw., Indian Ocean.
Phyllofoma hrevicomia, Edw., African and Indian seas.

P. atylioomis, Edw.

,

Indian Ocean.
Phliaa aevTatua, Edw., Port Jackson, Maloninct.
Aniaopua dubius, Edw., Mauritius?
Amphiioe Indica, Edw., Indian Ocean.

A. Reynaudii, Edw., Cape of Good Hope.
A. Galmardii, Edw., Now Holland.
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A. eotiai^y Bdw.^ Bourbon.
A. Ennaimii, Edw,^ thermal waters of Kamtsohatka.

Hatn. Hjrperinoa. TViie, Ordinairee.

ViUlia Peronii« Bdw.^ Asiatic seas.

Phorous Raynaudii, Indian Ocean.
Daira Gabortii. Edv).^ Indian seas.

Anohylomera Blossevilleii, Edw.^ Indian seas.

A. Hunierii« liourbon.

Oxjoepbalus juscator, Adte., Indian Ocean.
O. armatus, Edw.f Amboyna and Van Diemen’s Laml.

Obdkh, Lobhodipodes.

Fam» Caprelliens, or Lcemodiifodea flUformes.

Oaprella seaura, Adtc., Mauritius.

Oyamus erratious, Edw , , on a whale.
0. oTalis^ Edxo,^ on a whale.

0. graoilis, Edw,, on a whale.

ORDIR, laOPODEM.

Section, Isopodes marcheurs.

Earn. Idoteides. Tt'ibe, Idoteides arpenieuses.

Idotea rugosa, Edw.y Indian seas.

1. Indioa, Ed^s,, Malabar ooast.

I. PeronU, Edw., Australia.
I. hirtipes^ Edw., Cape of Good Hope.

Asm. Asellotes. Tribe, Asellotes homopodcs.

ligia Brandtli, Edw., Cape of Good Hope.
Tribe, Cloportidos terreetres.

PoroeUio trunoatus, Edw., Mauritius.
Armadillo nigricans, Edw , . Ow>e of Good Hope.
A. flavescens, Edv)., Capo of Govjd Hope.

Division, Tyrx)BiKN8.

Section, Isopotlcs nageurs.

Fam. Sphoromiens.

Spbnroma Quoiana, Edu\, Van Diemen s Land.
8. Gaimardii, Ediv., New Holland.

8. pubesoons, Edw,, Now Holland.
8. armata, Edto,, Now Zealand.
8. dicantha, Edw., King Island.

8. perforata, Edw,, 8t. rnul.

Zuasare diademao, Leahk., New Holland.
Oymodocea armata, Edw,, Australia.*

Oeroeia tridentata, Edw., King lslan<1.

Fam, Cymothoadiens. Tribe, Cymothoadiens errans.

Oirolana elongata, Edw,, Ganges mouth.
C. Boulpta, Edw,, Malal^.
Alitropus typuf^ Edw,, Bengal.

A aouleata, Edw,, Indian seas.

Anilocra Capensis, Edw,

,

Ca][>e of Good Hope,
livoneca Raynauaii, Edw,, Capo of Good Hope.
L. Indica, Edw., Sumatra,
Oymothoa Mathsei, Edw., Seychelles.

C. frontale, Adw., Asiatic seas.

0. kigonocenhala, Edw., China, Now Holland.

C. Banksii, Edw,, Cape of Good Hope.

Section, Isoi>odes sedentaires, the Epicarides of LatreUle

I^egion, Branohiopodeo.

Obdir, Phyllopodks.
Fam, Apusiens.

limnadia Mauritiana, Edw., Mauritius.

L. tetraoera, Edw., Charkow.

Order, Ctfroidrs or Ostraooides.

Cypridina Reynaudii, Edw., Indian Ocean.

Order, Copbpodxr.
Fam, Pontiens.

Saphirina indicator, Edw,, Cape of Good Hope.
8. fnlgens, Edw., Atlantic.

Fam. Monodes.
Cyclops vulgaris, Edw., Bourbon.

Sub'Clau, Crustaoes suoeurs.

Order, Siphonostomeb.
Fani. Peltooephales. Tribe, Caligiens.

Oaligos Kroyerii, Edw., on a diodon.

C. souiatus, Edw,, Indian seas.

C. Pharaonia, Edw., Bed 8ea, on a chsstodon.

Tribe, Pandariens.
Euryphorus Nordmannfi, Edw., Asiatic seas.

Dinemoura affinis, Edw., Indian seas.

D. ferox, Adis.. New Zealand.
Pandarus palliaus, Edw., Asiatic seas.

P. dentatuB, Edw., Tonmtaboo.
PhyUophora oomuta, £Mw.

,

Tongataboo.

Order, Lebneidbb.

Fam. Ohondraoanthions.

Tucoa impressus, Edw.

,

on a diodon.

Fam. Lemeooeriens.

PeneUus Blainvillii, Edw., on Bxooostmi voliians.

Lemeonema Lesneurii, Edw., on Exoeostus volitans.

Order, Araneipormss or Pychnooonides.
Nymphura gracile, Edw., ocean coasts.

Pallene chiragrus, Edw., Bay of Jarvis, New Holland.

Sub-ciowe, X^hosures.
IjimuluB Molnccanus, Edw., Moluccas.
L. longispina, Edw., China, Japan.
L. rotimdicauda, Edw.

,

Moluccas.

— TennanVn Ceylon ; Collingwood*e Tr. of a
Naturalist; Eny.Cyc.; Ainslie; Milne Edwards;
Darwin

; Ilartwig
; Bikmore.

CRUTTENDEl^, G. S. J., an officer of the

Indian Navy, author of a Report on the Mijiartheza

Tribe of S^ali, inhabiting the district forming
the N.E. point of Africa

;
also of a Memoir on the

AVefitem and Eastern Tribes inhabiting the Somali
Coast of N.E, Africa; also of a Journal of an
Excursion U) Sanaa, the capital of Yemen;
Memoir on the Edo, or Tribes of the N.E. Coast,

Somali Coast of Africa, Bombay, 1848. Ho was
largely employed in surveying parts of the coasts

of the south of Asia. Ho wrote a journal of his

excursion into Dahar.

—

Bomb. Geo. Trans. 1844-46,
1847-49

;
E.I. Marine Survey.^.

CRUZCOOL, an opening or strait separating

Mascal Island from the Chittagong coast, north of

the White Sandclijffs, which are in lat. 21® 17' to
21® 24' N.—//or^A
CRYPSIRHINA VARIANS, a curious bronse-

coloured magpie, common to Siam and Java. C.
varians is the Phrenotria temia. Horsfield, and
seems to be of common occurrence in the Tenas-
serim Provinces, where its presence was first re-

marked Iw the late Dr. Heifer.— Wallace ; Blyih,

CRYPTOCAKYA, a genus of plants, all of

them trees, of the natural order l^uracesc. C.

aroygdalia, Nees, of Patgong
;
0. floribunda, Nees,

of Sylhet
;
0. Griffithiana

;
C. membranacea, Thw.,

of Saffragam, Ceylon, up to 2000 feet
; C. Wight-

iana, Thw., of Ceylon; C. Stocksii, D. C., Penin-
’ sula of India

;
C. Neilgherriensis, D. C., Peninsula

of India, are known species.— Voigt.

CRYPTOCARYA FLORIBUNDA. Ntes.
C. Wightiana. Thw.

j
Golu-mora of . Ceylon.

This very large, fine tree is not uncommon in
the moist forests of the Western Ghats and in

Ceylon, at elevatioDB from 2000 up to 5000 feet

;

also in the Tinnevelly and Travancore ghats,

Malabar and S. Conanu In Ceylon its timner is

considered valuable for building purposes.

—

Thw.;
R. Br.: Wall.: Beddome,
CRYPTOOAMIC PLANTS of the S. and E.

of Asia have been little studied. They include
acrogens, bryogens, thallogens, and protophytes;
ferns, rushes, mosses, fungi, lichens, seaweeds,
etc.

;
and from the lichen tribe and from

the algse, funm, mosses, and ferns, man derives
nutriment and valuable products. Some form
articles of commerce, particularly as food-plants,

affording gelatinous and amylaoeous matter,
! and being useful in medicine and the arts.

The fiowerless cryptogamio plants include the
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icftwecils, Porpliyra, lavcr
;
Ulvn, </)., green CUVSTAL.

Ittver
; laminaria, .•»/)., tangle

;
AlaHa, /f/)., haddcr- OHital, . . . Fa., Hr. I Bnlur, . Hind., Pkrb.

locks
;

Iridrca, jw., and Khodymonia, dulse. Krygtall, .... Oer. Oristello, .... It.

Ceylon moss is I’locaria Candida, and PI. tenax Koroh,* .... Heb,
|

is Chinese moss; Oracillnria holminthocorton is The word for crystal alluded to inOcnesisxxxi. 40
CoTBican moss, also the lAurcncia obtusa. Aus- as icc, and in Job vi. IG ns frost, and the Hindi-
tralian moss is tho Kneheuma speciosum

;
the Persic word Bahir, seem to have been applied

edible 8ci-.vccd of Valparaiso is Durvillxa utilis; indifTerontly to ic^ and rock-crystal. Rock-crystal
Sphsorococcus lichenoides is found on tho British occurs abundantly in many parte of India, and
coasts. Irish moss is Chondrus crispus and that of tho south of tho Peninsula is known as
Oigartina mamillosa, and ('ctraria Tslandica is tho vellum stono, from tho place of its occurrence.
Iceland moss. Several of tho liclicns furnish valu- It is said that r-^ck*crystal, if mode red-hot, and
uhlo dyestuffs, particularly species of l/ccanora, plunged repeatedly into the tincture of cochineal,
Kocclla, and Horrera asneh.

—

Food^ 105; Sim- takes a ruby hue
;

if into a tincture of red sandal,
motifh. it takes a efeep red tint; into tincture of saffron,

CRYPTOLEPIS, a genua of plants belonging a yellow like the to])a7. ;
into a tincture of turnesol,

to the natural order Asclcpiaccas. C. elegans, 0. a yellow like tho topaz
;
into juice of nerprum, it

grandiflora, C. pauciflora, C. reticulata, and C. takes a deep violet like tho amethyst
;
and into a

Buchananii occur in India.— }V. Jc.; mixture of tincture of turnesol and saffron, it

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONIC A. I). Don, becomes an imitation of tho oiuorald. Also by
OuprcMus Jftponica, Thunh. Steeping tho crystal in oil of turpentine, &aturate<i

The suji, or Japan cedar, a beautiful and greatly with verdigris or spirits of wine, holding dragon’s
rultnircd tree of Japan and N. Clnna, is a species blood or other coloured resins in solution, depth
of pine not unlike tho araucaria of Norfolk Islands of tints arc produced proportioned to tho time of

arm Brazil. When growing luxuriantly, it is steeping. Crystals can be coloured if heated in a
highly ornamental, rising from tho ground as crucible with orpiment and arsenic. Crystals

straight as a larch, and sending out numerous colourc<l re<l arc false rubies, known in Franco as

side branches almost horizontally from tho main rubaecs. Cups of rock-crystal wore highly prized
stem, whiclv again droop towanfs the ground in in ancient Rome; but even in Pliny’s time the price

a graceful and weeping manner. It is the finest of agates, as ho calls them, hod begun to fall, and
of all the trees of Japan, rising to 60 and 100 now-a-days tlio Cambay stones formation is so

feet high, and five feet in circumference at three extensive, that the principal use of Cambay stones

feet from tho ground. It is seen everywhere in is as stmls, paper-cutters, knife-handles, and inur-

thc valleys, and up to 7000 feet on the mountains, rhino cups.—

A

0/7 , p. 178. See Cambay.
Tho wood of the tr(M^ lias a kind of twisted grain, CSHITIJA, Caesha. Sansk. The horizon; also

and possesses great strcngtli and durability. It is tho sine of an arc referred to the liorizon, used for

higlily valued by tho Chinese; and, from its beauty finding the asccn.sional diffcronco.— Warren^ Kala
and straightness, is often used by tho mandarins SanhiUta.
and priests for tho long poles which are generally CSOMA DE KOROS. Alexander Csoma do
seen in front of their houses and temples. It is Koros was a higlily learned Hungarian philo*

also well known and highly prized by tho natives logist, who died in 1842 on the llimalaya. A
of Japan as an ornamental tree. It is a most con- memoir of him appeared in tho Bl. As. Trans.

Bpicuoiis tree, evidently in high favour with the 1841. Ho bequeathed Rs. 5000 to the Asiatic

priests of Buddha, and well deserves to bo so. It Society of Bengal. lie resided in Kunawar,
succeeds admirably in (diina, and has been intro- and at lAdakh and Kaiuim, from 1828, for tho

duced into England, where it is admireil.—/'br- sake of studying the language of tho country,

OiMc’jr IFawdcnb^.v, p. 128
;
7W» pp. 1C, Aa account of Gerard’s interviow with him

212, 804 : F. von Aluclkr. appeared in the Gleanings in Science, 1820, i. p.

CRYPTOSTEGIA GRANDIFLORA. F. B. 110. Ho wrote a Geographical Notice of Tibet
Nerium grandiflorum, /iox.

i
Palay, . Maleal., Tam. in Bl. As. Trans. 1838, i. 121. The Buddhist

A climbing plant belonging to tho family Ascle- religious works of Tibet, brought to notice by
phtdaceic. It is common in tho south of India, and him, are tho Tanjur, which consists in its differ-

yields a fine silky fibre, capablo of being spun into cut editions of 100, 102, and 108 folio volumes,

fine yarn, and of employment for many of the and comprises 1083 distinct works. The Tanjur

purposes to which flax is applicable, suit^ to the consists of 225 volumea folio, each weighing from

weaving of different qualities of cloths. It seems 4 to 6 lbs. in tho edition of Pekin
;
but an ^ition

to bo a good substitute for flax, as it is soft, pliant, has also been ^blishcd at Lhassa and other

and susceptible of being split into tho finest places; of these Do Korew ^ve an analysis in the

threads. The stalk contains a large percentage
j

20th volume of tho Asiatic llesearches. Pall,

of fibre, besides yielding a milky juice, which CTESIAS, n.c. 440-370, a Greek of Cnidos, of

solidifies into a gum-clastio of tho nature of India
,
the Asclcpiad tribe, a contemporary of Xen^hon

robber; but it has not as yet been collected for I and Herodotus. Ho took service with the Greek

the purposes of commerce, and it is doubtful if a mercenaries who joined Cyrus, son of Darius 11., in

sufficient quantitT could be obtained to render it his expedition against his brother Artaxerxes Mne-

an article of trade. The small samples obtained mon, ny whom he was taken prisoner at the battle

answer well for rubbing out pencil marks from
1

of Cynaxa, b.c. 401, 41 miles from Bal^lon. Ho
paper. Mr. Underwood made a fair attempt at 1 became physician to Artaxerxes Mnemon, king of

!

producing waterproof cloth by simply running tho Persia, at whose court he resided for 17 rem, Dnr-

uice over the cloth.

—

M, E. J. R, ing his residence he was able to consult the public

CRYPTOTHELEA CONSORTA, the wood archives, and he compiled from them a history of

nioth. • the Persians and of their predecessors in the empire

3 It 840



CTESIPHON. OUBERO.

o! Asia. He ito wrote an account of India and
its productions^ but the absurd exaggerations and
fables whiol:^this oontaius have caused all his other

works to be viewed with suspicion. He is likewise

accused of being led, by extreme jealousy of

Herodotus, into direct mis-statements, that he
might contradict that historian^ Aristotle more
than once declares him to be unworthy of credit

;

and modern critics have generally agreed to reject

altogether, or to receive with great reserve, all his

assertions. Yet Diodorus Siculus and several

ancient authors appear to haf/e followed and
trusted him

;
and it may be observed that whilst

mere liavellers’ tales and vulcar traditions were
probably the only sources of his Indian marvels,

written records and monuments may have fur-

nished him with well-authenticated historical facts,

to assist him in compiling the history of the
country in which he resided, and of which he had
A personal knowledge. Unfortunately, of his

histoiy very little remains, except the names of

kings. Much relating to Assyria, contained in the
worn of others, was, however, undoubtedly copied

j

from ,him, Ctesins and Isidore both mention a
statue pillar of Semimnis at Baptane, but these

and the Syriac inscriptions have disappeared.

Ctesias mentions the use of swords os lightning

conductors.

—

SmitlCs Dictionary of Gr. and Horn,

;

Ynlc^ Cathay, i. p. il9; Layard, Nineveh, i. p. 16.

CTESIPriON. The Babylonian empire was sub-

vert by Cyrus, who is said to have taken the
capital by turning the course of the Euphrates, and
marching Ins troops along the bed of the river into

the centre of the dty. The walls and temple ofBelus
aw said to have been demolished by Xerxes on
his return from the Grecian expedition

;
but if so,

Uiey must have been rebuilt, as they were stand-
ing in the time of Alexander. After the build-

ing of Seleucia and Ctesiphon, Babylon became
gradually deserted

;
and we learn from St. Jerome

that the space within the walls was convcrtotl by
the Parthian kings into a roval hunting park.

From this period wo cease to hear of Babylon os

a city
;
but, notwithstanding that so many ages of

barbarism and ignoitinco have passed away, tradi-

tion still continues to identify both its name and
situation. The town of Hiilch is said b^ the

l^ple of tho country to be built on the site of

BaM
;
and some gigantic rniiiB, still to be scon

in its vicinity, are believed to be remains of

that ancient metropolis. From her fallen towers
have arisen not only all tho nresent cities in her

vicinity, but others which, like herself, are long

ago gone down into the dust. Since the davs of

Alexander, we find four capitals at least built

out of her remains,—Seleucia by the Greeks,

Ctesiphon bv the Parthians, A1 Hodain by the

Persians, and Kufa by the Khalils,—with towns,
villages, and caravansoris without number. Tho
ruins of Ctesiphon are to be seen on the eastern

shore of tho Tigris, Ifi miles south of Baghdad

;

and ii^mediately opposite to it the ramparts and
fosse of the Grecian city of Seleucia, which after-

wards becoming identified with tho former under
the name of Ooohe, they assumed, when thus
united, the epithet of Al Modoin, or the cities.

Ctesiphon was most admirably situated, on a sort
of peninsula formed by a sudden fioxure of the
Tigris, which must liavo embraced the greatest
art of tho town. Its foundation, however, can
a^y be ascribed to any particular person, as it I

would seem to have increased gradually, during a
succession of many years, from a camp to a city.

Paooras, supposed to be Orodes, king of the

Parthians, and contemporary with Anthony, is

thought to be the first who surrounded it with

walls, and mode it tho capital of the Parthian

empire. It was sacked, together with S^ucia, by
the generals of Marcus Aurelius, a.d. 165, and
afterwards by the emperor Sevema It became the

favourite winter residence of the powerful suc-

cessors of Artoxerxes, from whom it was taken

by Said, the general of the khalif Omar, A.D.

037. The civpital was taken by assault, and the

tumultuous resistance of the people gave a keener
edge to the sabres of the Mahomedans, who
shouted with religious transport, * This is the

white palace of Chosrocs I this is the promise of

the Apostle of God I
* The sack of Ctesiphon was

followed by its desertion and gradual decay. The
Arabs disliked the air and situation of the place, and
Omar was advised by his general to remove the

seat of government to the western side of the

Euphrates ; and little now remains but part of the

palace of Chosroes, called Tak-i-Kcsra, the Arch
of Choarocs. It is seen from afar on tho plain,

and presents a front of 30^ oet in length by 160
in depth, having in its cchi^ro avault^ hall 106

feet in height to the top of tho arch, the span of

which is 85 feet. The Ali Capi at Isfahan, and
gates of the palace of Dehli, sink into insijraificance

beside the Tak-i-Kcsra. Tlie city wajk, which
appear to have been of very ^cat thickness, may
also be traced to a considerable distance on both

btiiiks of the river. Tho names of Seleucia fmd
Ctesiphon are very frequently confounded by the

early Christian writers; but the cities stood on
opposite sides of tho river Tigris, and wore built at

different periods. Mr. Jackson, when proceeding

up tho Tigris in 1797, passed by the ruins of Ctesi-

phon,whichthat river had considerablyundennined.
There were visible a great many earthen jars, some
lialf-oxpoBcd, others ready to fall into the river.

Captain Mignon dug into tho sides aud bases of

many of the mounds at the Tak-i-Keera, and
found their foundations invariably composed of

the fire-burnt brick.

—

Layard, Nineveh, i. p. 242;
Kinneir^s Geographical Memoir, pp. 253-54, 273,

274 ;
Porters Travels ; J, il. Fraser^s 1ravels.

CUBEBS, Piper cubeba.
Kababah, . . . Arad. Lada barekor, • Malay.
Siii*bau'ka-ra-wa, . Borm. Timmue, . . . Kkpal.
Poli'ching'kia, . . Ohin. Sughandarmaricbu,SANSK.
Diimki mirchi, • . Hikd. Walgu-merii, . . SlKOU.
Kabab-ohini, . . ,, Val-mullaghu, . • Tam.
Kumunkus, , , • Jav. Ohalava ourrialu, • Tkl*

Tho cubeb pepper of commerce is stated to be
the fruits of riper cubeba and P, caricum, both of

them natives of Java, to which island their cultiva-

tion appears to be confined. Dumki mirohi and
lada barekor, meaning * tailed pepper,’ are derived
from the appearance of the dried fruit, which has

always the footstalk adhering to it.— Irvine;

Crawfurd's Diet. p. 117.

CUBERO. Don Pedro Sebastiano Cubero,
author of the Peregrinaoion de la Mayor Parte
del Mondo, published at Saragossa 1668. He
sot out about 1650 from Moscow, witii the
Russian ambassador, to tho court of Persia.

From Ormuz he sailed to Damayn (Daman?),
Surat, and Goa, where he found the capital of

Portuguese Asia in a state of miserable decay,

and its trade almost in the hands of the Dutch,
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CUBE SFAK. CUOUMIS MELO.

English, Swedes, and Danes. From Goa be
sailed to Masulipatam, and thence to Malacca,
already in the hands of the Dutch, and on to
Manilla, where ho took ship across the Pacific to

Mexico.
CUBE SPAR, or crystalline carbonate of lime,

of good quality occurs in Ncllore, Kurnool, and
Cuddapah. ;t is used for mounting microscopic
objects, and as a source of very pure lime.

Rhomb spar or dolomite spar occurs in Cuddapah.
CUBIT, the Hindi hat'h. -A measure of

length, from the point of the elbow to the point
of the middle finger. The Egyptians made use
of the cubit measure, divided into six hand-
breadths, or twenty-four fingers, and also of the
royal cubit, which consisted of this lesser cubit
and a handbreadth over. The royal cubit con*
tained twenty English inches and two-thirds.
The Jews mode use of the same measure, for
length, of a cubit and a handbreadth. The
Egyptians measured long distances by the Sches*
nus of about C miles in length. Land was
measured by the aroura or half-acre, which, if

square, measured a hundred cubits on each side.

That a mc^asuro nearly the same was in use from
the earliest times, wo learn from the size of the
pyramids. Exactly such was the cubit used in
making the five smaller pyramids of Gizeh.

—

%///>/. Inscrip, 2d series, pL 4G
;

JCzekiel xL 5;
Herodotus^ lib. ii. p. 168; Vysc's Pyramids in

Sharpens Eyrjpty i, p. 167.

CUBYA KANi A, from Cubja, the spine, of
the virgin, Kanya, a name of Kanouj.
CUCHH()URA,a small liajput clan of Gorakh-

pur.

—

Elliol,

OUCHWAIIA, a celebrated Rajput tribe. The
rana of Amber is of the race wdio -claim descent
from Cush, second son of Rama, king of Ayodhya,
who migrate<l and built the fort of Rotas, on the
Sonc. Authentic history commences in a.d. 294
with Raja Nola, who founded Narwar or Nishidr.
Amber or Dundhwsr, the early capital of Jeypore,
wa.s built bv .ley Singh, and was a city of great
architectural beauty.— 7bd; Thomas' Prinsep's
Antiquities^ p. 259; Elliot^ Sapp. Gloss.

CUCIFEKA THEBAICA.
Doom ; Gingerbread tree.

(
Hyplm'iio ooriooen, Ooert,

Clumps of it occur near Thebes, in Upper Egypt.
Its stem, instead of growing without branches
like other palms, forks two or three times, thus
assuming the appearance of a pandanus. The
fruit is about the size of an orange, angular,
irregularly formed, of a reddish colour, and has a
spongy, tasteless, but nutritions rind. The albu-
men of the seed is hard and soini-transparent,
and is turned into beads and other little orna-
ments. Its brown mealy rind resembles ginger-
bread.

—

Eng. Cyc. p. 885.

CUCUBALU8 B^ABA. Gosrtnsr, A plant of
the alpine vegetation of Kedamath.

—

Hoffmeister.
CUCULlDuE, the cuckoo family of birds, is

of the tribe Sconsores. Their outer toe is versa-
tile, usuallv tamed back. They mostly live on
inseots, a few on fruit Some hatch &eir own
eggs in nests constructed by ihemsdlveB, others
dejMsit their eggs in the nests of other birds.
This family is divided as under :

—

8vb-Fam, CaouUn», Sw. C. Himaiayanus, Virfort.
True cuckoos, parasite O. poliooephalus, Lathanu

cuckoos. 0. Soimeratii, Latham,
Cuculus canorus, Linn.y C. micropterus, Gould,

Bnrope. 0. striatns, Vrapiez,

Hlorocoocyx vaHua, Vakl. C. afer of Africa.
H. nisicolor, Hodgson, Eu^namis orientalis, L.
H . sparverioides, Vigors. E. Hindersii, N. Zealand.
Polyphaaia nigra, jBlyth. Zanolostomus tristiH, Leas.
P. tenuirostris. Gray, Z. viridirostri^ Jenfon.
P. merulina, Malayans. Z. Javanicus, Burma.
SumieuluB dioruroides, Z. Sumatranus.
Hodgson. ^ Z. diardi of Malacca.

S. lugubris, Hw'tfUfa, Pboenicopbaus pyrrhoco-
Ohiyaococcyx Hodgsoni, phalns, Ceylon.

Aioof^. P. curviroetru, Burma.
O. luoidus of Australia. P. oalUrbynohus.
0. xanthorhynohuB, Hortf.
C. Malayanua. • Suh-Fam, Centropodinn.
O. BasafiB. Cenironus rufipennin, 17/,

CoccysteB melanoleooos, C. viriaiB, Scopoli,
Omclin

.

Tacoocua airkpe, . Gray.
0. coromnnduB, Linn* T. LeBchen|iuitii, Lesson^
C. glandariuB. T. infuspatp, Blyth,
C. aorratiiB of Africa. T, affinis, Blyth.

Cuculus canorus is the cuckoo of Europe, Asia,
Africa, Malay countries, and common in the
Himalaya, visiting the plains during the cold
s^on. Tiie noisy koel is remarkable for the
dissimilar colours of the sexes, and for parasiti-

cally laying in the nests of the crow. The coucol,
or crow-plicasant, is another noisy and con-
spicuous bird wherever there is a little jungle.

PhsenicophauB callirhynohus is one of the finest

known cuckoos. Ita bill is of a brilliant yellow,
red, and black.—.Terdon. See Birds.

CUCUMBER, Cucumis sativus.

Kiisaja, • • , • Arab. Khokra. . . • • Uikd.
Coucombre, .... Fa. Cetriiiolo ; Gooomeri, It.

Gurken, .... Oeii. Cohombro; Popino, . Sp.

The cucumber (Cucumis sativusl is grown from
seed at all seasons. The plants should never be
too close. It thrives in all parts of India, and
grows with much or little water

;
and, if allowed

to climb over sticks or trellis-work, is out of the
way of jackals and porcupines, who are fond of

the fniit. The natives grow them in their fields,

in the cold season, amongst grain and pulse of

various sorts, and in the sandy beds of riven
during the hot weather. The cucumber of Num-
bers xi. 5 is the Cucumis melo, the melon.

Cucumber Seed Oil.

Antimun bij miniak, Mal. VUlerikai ycnnal, . TaK.
Timun-biji-miniak, . ,, Dosa kaia nuna, . TvL.
Katimun-biji-miniak, „
A clear, edible oil, obtained by expression from

the seeds of Cucurbits pepo and 0. melapepo.
The Cucumis genus of plants belongs to the

Cucnrbitacesd. C. cicatrisatus. Stocks^ Sie Wun*
geo of Sind, has an edible fruit about 6 inches

long. C. oonomon, Thunb.f an annual of Japan,
is used for preserves.

The cucumber family of plants is largely preyed
upon by a twelve-spotted species of the ladybifd^

wnich, alike in the grub and perfect state, feeds

on the leaves and flower-buds.

—

T<^rey{ Irvine;

Voigt ; Eng. Cyc. ; W, Ic . ; Von Jmleller^

CUCUMIS MELO. Linn* Melon, mo^E melon.

Betikh (musk melopb An. Baka-kala, . • MALlAit
Xba-khwa-hmwBB, Bdrm. Oilas ; Olrasa, . . Panj*
Tieii-kwa;Hiang-kwa,OH. Sarda| Palis, • .PeraBT.
Hu-kwa ;

Hwang-kwa, „ Ohidro, . . • . SiNX>.

Kharbuaah, HiMO., Pkbs. Rata komadu, . . BuroH.
Labo-frangi, • sIalay. Mulam, • , Tax., Tkl.

The native country of this vtduable plant is

unknown. Linnseus says Tartary, but he does

not give his authoriiy. De Candolle says Asia
|

Roxburgh only knew it in a cultivated state in

tropical India; and Professor Boyle seems un-

aeqaainted with any wild station for it in the
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CUCUMIS MOMORDICA. OUCDRBITAOEAil.

Hipialaya rontons. It is cultiyatcd in Persia and
Afghanistan^ the Pnnjab, and all over India.

From time immemorial Kashmir has been famous
for the excellence and abundance of its melons,

which form a siaplo article of the food of the

inhabitants
;
and the melons of Multan and Jhang

are excellent. Dr. J. L. Steyfart says that this

fruit rapidly degenerates if sown in the plains.

In K§.bul it thrives, and is in perfection in October
and November, when the first frost touches the

plant. It is largely taken for sale to Peshawar.

CUCUMIS MOMOKDICA. ’ Roxh.

O. muric&tui, Willd.
1
Moroordica aatWa, Roxh.

Phunti, .... Beno. Kakari ; Karkata kai, Tam.
Phnnt ; Tuti, . . Hind. Podda dosa kaia, . Tel.
Kakra, . . • « Fanj. Mullu dosa kaia, . „

Cultivated throughout India
;
when young, is a

good substitute for the common cucumber. Seeds

occasionally ground into a meal. When the

fruit is ripe, if eaten with a little sugar, it is little

inferior to tho melon, and reckoned very whole-
some

;
natives use it in curries.

—

Roxh.

CUCUMIS PUBESCENS. Willd.

C. maderaspatanufl, Roxh.

Fowr* cucumber, . Knu. Chibbur, .... Sind.
Kakri, Burngumuk, Hind. Kckri, .... Singh.
Rau«hanak, . . . Pers. Koili, Nclla budinga, Tel.

Grows wild in South India, in the Paiijab,

Hindustan, Bengal, and the Peninsula. Its small

fruit is eaten by the natives, though they do not
cultivate the plant; on ripening it becomes aro-

inatic.

—

Roxh.; Voir/t
;
Stewart; Irvine.

Cucumis dudain, Queen Anne^s Pocket Melon,
is a native of Persia, and pro<lucc8 a fruit varie-

gated with green and orange, and oblong unequal
green spots

;
when full ripe it becomes yellow, and

then whitish. It has a very fragrant vinous
musky smell, and a whitish, flaccid, insipid pulp.

CUCUMIS SATIVUS. Linn. Cucumber.
Kusud, .... Arab. Khiyar, .... Peus.
Kankari, . . . . Dukh. Mutrulla, Sookasa, Sansk.
Fakufl, . . . Egypt. Rata kojkari, , . SlKGH.
Kira, aliw Suea, . Hind. Pipingya, ... „
Antimun, Timmun, Mal. Mulu releri, . . Tam.
Mullen velleri, . Malkal. Vcllerikai, ... ,,

Khira, .... Panj. Does k<a!a, . . . Tel.

This is commonly grown and largely used all

over India, but most Europeans find it difficult

to digest Cucumbers of the C. sativus and C.
utilissimua are consumed in immense quantities

by the Karens and Burmaos, who seem to prefer

them large and yellow, rather than pluck them
when green and tender. Tlie seeds of this and
of C. utilissimus are considered cooling.

CUCUMIS TUBEROSUS. Ileyne.

Adttlay kai, • . . Tam. I Casara kaia, . . . Tel.
Nellay piku, ... „ |

This is a pot vegetable, eaten by the people in
curry. It grows wild in cotton soils of North
Tinnevelly. It is vory prolific, and on waste
}ands, headlands, etc., in great abundance. A
eoolii^ load of tubers gives six lirge measures of
fine fiour^ considered by the uativet a most
excellent breadstuff. One measure of the flour

is considered e^ual to two measures of the Panicum
glossarium, wbioh latter is tho staple food of
North Tinnevelly. The tubers are washed and
];>eeled, then bruised on a rough stone, after which
It is washed precisely like arrowroot, tho washing
extending over seven or eight days, when the
fetarch is dried in the sun. The flour is almost

as white as arrowroot; it is reduced to conjee
quite ns cosily, by pouring boiling water upon a
spoonful or two which has been first moistened
with cold water. Tho fruit, a small capsule used
ill sweetmeats, is known as tho Adully.—/ifurfc

.

;

Rev. J. F. Kearns in Agri-Hort. Soc, Pro, 1862.

CUCUMIS UTILISSIMUS. Roxh.

KiEA*ui*tAu], . . Arab. Kakri, Kaknl, . . Hind.
Kankur, also Karkti,Brno. Khyar-i-badrang, . PXRS.
Tha-khwa, . . . Burm. Do^ Nakka doaa, TxL.
Gurkel lange, . . Ger.

Cultivated throughout India
;
and Dr. Stewart

has seen it at COCO feet, on the RaVl, in the hills.

This gourd attains 2 or 2^ feet, and is stated to
reach the extraordinary length of 5 feet. When
ripe, if carefully gathered and suspended, it will

keep good for several months, from which circum-
stance they are valuable for long vovages. It is

pickled when half grown. The seeiu, like those

of the other cucurbitaccous fruits, contain much
farinaceous matter, blended with a large portion
of mild oil. Tho natives dry and grind them into

a meal, which they employ as an article of diet

;

they also express a mild oil from them, which
they use in food and to burn in their lamps.
The seeds ore highly nourishing, and well deserving

of a more extensive culture than is bestowod on
them at present. The powder of the toasted seeds

mixed with sugar is said to be a powerful diuretic,

and serviceable in promoting tho passage of sand
or gravel. In Roxburgh’s time, m the Guntur
Circar, those seeds formed a considerable branch
of commerce.

—

Roxh.
;
Cal. JCx. 1862

;
Ilonig.

CUCURBITA, a genua of the Cucurbitacem,
which includes all pumpkins, gourds, squashes,

and vegetable marrow, and of these there are

innumerable varieties.

C. moschata, iJnchesnCy is the musky gourd,
C. roelopcpo, Linn.., tho squash goUrd, can l>0

stored for months. It is supposed to be a variety
of C. pepo.

C. pepo, Linn., the pumpkin, is largely grown
in particular localities. Its naturalization in

desert tracts would be a boon.
C. aurantia. — ? Yin-kwa, CuiN. A deep

golden-coloureil gourd of Cheh-kiang. It is rather
more tender than the other species.

0. lobata. Tinda, Pamj. In tho Panjab this is

a small round gourd when young, at which time
it makes a roost delicious vegetable for the table

;

tho fruit is not bigger than a small turnip.

—

Powell ; Eng. Cyc. ; Smith.

CUCURBITACEiE, a natural order of climb-
ing or creeping plants, the ^urd tribe, chiefly

natives of hot countries, ranged by Meisner under
35, and by Endlicher under 28 £^nera. Of these,

there occur in Egypt, Abyssinia, and Arabia 8,
in Astracan and Persia and the Levant 8, in

China and Japan 5, and in the East Indies 160
species, of which 46 are natives of India,^-aoh-
roandra, benincssa, bryonia, bryonopais, citrullua,

coccinia, oucumis, cucurbita, erythropalom, her-
petospermumygymnopetalum, karivia, laginaria,

luffa, melothri^ momordica, mukia, pilogyne,
sicyos, trichosanthes, Zehneria. Some of the
species afford cathartics of remarkable power,
others have useful edible fruits. The fruit varies
much in size, form, and external characters, but
is generally fleshy within, and its pulp is often so
saturated with water that it cannot bo dried.

The roots of most of the order contain starch,
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CUCURBITA MAXIMA.

often associated with an acrid poisonous matter,
which can be separated by washing the powdered
root with water, in which the acrid matter dis-

boIfcs, while the starch is left. The seeds of most
of the Older arc of a mild sweet taste, give good
emulsions with water, and yield a fixed oil by

{

expression. Few of the plants of this order are

inaigenouB in Europe. In tropical countries this

order gives the inhabitants a large portion of their

food, 'which it often affords of the fineat quality

in the most arid deserts, or on barren swamps and
islands. In Persia, China, and Kashmir, they

j

arc cultivated on the lakes, on the floating col- i

lections of weeds common in these localities
;

in
|

India tliey are very abundant, cither in the wild

or cultivated state. According to Dr. A. Hunter,

the Cucurbitaccai abound in fibres of great length.

The following are the chief dietetical species

Ciicurbita maxima. Tlie acoda yield oil by expression,

and are considered cooling.

C. ovifera, L. Vegetable marrow.
Beuinoasa cerlfera, Peetha.
Cucumis melo, melon, Kurboosa. Seeds oily, and

readily become rancid.
C. Madarnspatensis, Roxb. FI. Ind. iii. p. 723.

0. patesoens, vrild^ common near Saharunpur ; becomes
aromatic on ripening.

C. momordica, Phoot.
O. sativus, cucumber, Kheera. Fruit contains sugar;

seeds yield a mild oil.

C. utilissimuB, Kukree.
Luffa pontandra, Ghia.
L. acuiangula, Kalec*tori.

Momordica charantia, Kurella. Fruit slightly bitter.

Triohosanthos anguina, Ohuchinga.
T. dioica, Palwal,
T. cucumerina, Junglee*chuchinga.

CUCURBITA MAXIMA. Dnch,

Ciicurbita melopcpo,
)
Pumpkin; Gourd.

Suphura kumra, . Beno, A1? . . . . Kanawar.
Shww pha yung, . BuiiM. Daghan, , , Ladakh.
Pha yung kha, , . ,, Shora, . . . Malkal.
Nan-Kwa, Kiug*kwa,CHiN. Sliakari or Shakara, ,,

Rod orsquosh gourd, Eng. Kadu safed. . . Perb.
Mithakaddu? . . Hind. Pushiny kaia, . . .Tam.
Halwakaddu? . ,, Gumaddi kaia, . . Teu

Cultivated throughout India, in Kashmir, up to

C0()0 or 9000 feet, and in Ladakh up to 10,500

feet. It is made to trail over houses and trees.

It needs much water and good soil. The fruit is

very large
;
when boiled, it tastes like n young

carrot, and is used in various ways
;

ita leaves are

boiled as greens. This gourd is presented with

great ceremony in China to married childless

women, on the evening of the festival of mid

autumn, which happens on the 15th of tlie 8th

month of the Chinese year. In India the tallow

gourd is presented to a wedded pair.— Voi(jt;^

SUwari; Gen, Med, Top,

CUCURBITA OVIFERA. Linn,

Vegetable marrow, Eng.
|
Bimoi puaini kai, . Tam.

This is the most wholesome of the Cucurbitacere,

and is largely grown by the market gardeners of

India. It is said to be indigenous at Astracan

;

it is an excellent vegetable, of easy culture in good
rich soil.

—

Jaff'rey; Voigt,

CUDBEAft is the Tsze-fen and Shih-jui of the

Chinese. Itisa powder procured from the Lichen
,

Tartaricus, a plant found in Iceland, used in dye-
j

ing violet, purple, or crimson. Its coloui-s are
i

not durable when it is employed alone, and it is
j

therefore used as a body to other expensive dyes,
i

as indigo, cochineal, etc., making them more

lively. It is used but little by the Chinese, and
Hi

CUIiLEN, General.

the demand in that market is not great.—Cew-
pendious Description, 8ce Dyes.
CUDDALORE, a town on the Coromandel

coast, in lat. IT 42' 45" N., long. 7iV 48' 45" E.

;

population, 40,464. It is in the South Arcot
district, and has the three parts of old Guddalorc,
Miinja Coopum (^New Town, and Fort St. David,
the last of which, in 1684, Sumbaji gave permission
to build. In 1702 the fortifications were rebuilt;

and after the capitulation of Madras to I^a Bour-
donnais in 174(j^ Fort St. David became the
seat of government. The French advanced against
this fort in 174G, but were defeated by Mahfur
Khan. Dupleix besieged it, but retreated

;
and ho

subsequently, in 1749, failed in a night attack on
the town. Major Lawrence made it his head-
quarters. In 1758 Lally took Cuddaloro town
without opposition

;
and on the 2d June 1758 Fort

St. David surrendered, and the fortifications were
razed. In 1760 it was retaken by Colonel Coote,
but in 1782 was again taken by the French under
M. Bussy.

—

Findlay.

CUDDAPAIi, a town in lat. 14° 28' 49" N.,

and long. 78^^ 51' 47" E., which gives its name to

a revenue district of the Madras Presidency, lyiug

between lat. 13° 25' and 16*^ 20' N., and long.
77“ 55' and 79® 40' E.; area, 8367 square miles;
population, 1 ,351 ,194. It has the districts of

Kurnool and Guntur on the north, and Mysore
and North Arcot on the south. The river Pennar
enters the district at Tallapodatoor, and, after

many windings, passes by Sidhout within nine
miles from Cuddapah town, and flows in an
easterly course to the Bay of Bengal.

There are diamond mines about 7 miles north-

east of the town of Cuddapah, on both banks
of the Pennar. Iron ore is abundant in the
hills. Cotton, wlieat, and indigo arc the chief

crops. This district formed part of the territories

of the Bijanngar dynasty. In a.d. 1589 it fell

to the armies of llic Kutub Shahi dynasty of

Golconda, who sacked the city, and broke the
idol of the great temple. It was afterwards
under the Adal Sliahi rulers of Bijapur, later on
taken by Hydcr AU about a.d. 1779, and its ruler,

Halim Khan, carried captive. In 1800 it was
ceded by the Nizam to the British. The chief

towns are Sidhout, Jummul Madagoo, Badwail,
Pulgooralupully, Giddalore, and Jungam-raz-
pillay. In the district are 103,676 Mahomedans
and 4973 Christians.

The non-Aryan migratory tribes are the Yanadi,
a hill tribe of small stature, determined plunder-

era of the shepherd flocks, but are valuable as

foresters.

The Yerkala arc wholly migratory and pre-

datory
;
steal into houses at night, and wrench the

jewels from the ears of the women and children.

The Chenchuwar, a physically fine race of men,
but incorrigibly predatory and regardless of

human life.

The Sugoli, a wandering, pilfering race, who
have a picturesque costume.

—

Imp, Gaz.

CUDDUNG of Coorg, a breastwork.

CULCURNI, a Tamil accountant.

CULITLAWAN BARK is obtained from several

species of cinnatnomum trees.

CULLEN, General, of the Madras Artillery,

long a Resident at the court of the raja of Travan-

core
;
for half a century a contributor to physical

science in India, lie wrote on the Geological
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CULLENIA EXCELSA, CUMIN.

Features from Madras to Bcllarv, Mad. Lit. Trans, between the vessels eniblematio of the Isis of

1827, i.
;
Account of the Fall of Rain at Different the Nile and the Ganges, there is a festival sacred

Stations on the Western Ghats, Rep. Brit. Ass. to the sago Agastyo, who presides over the star

1844, 1846, ii 23 ;
On the Influence of Trees on Canopus, when the sun eaters Virgo (Kaniya).

Climate, Mad. Lit. Trans, xv. 450. Bom 17th The Cainacumpa is then porsouifled under the
May 1785. Ho died at Allepey, 1ft October 1802. epithet Ciimbjm-yoni

;
and the votary is instructed

CULLENIA EXCELSA. W, Ic, to pour water into a sea-shell, in which, having

Kattoo-boddc, . Singh. I Malai konji maram, Tam. placed white flowers and unground rice, turning
Kattoo horiteya, . „ |

Durio Zoylauicus, Oard. his face to the south, he offers it with this invoca-
A large tall tree of the southern part of the tion, ‘ Hail, Cumbha-yoni, born in the sight of

Peninsula of India, and commoif in the central Mitra and Varuna (the sun and water divinities),

province of Ceylon, at an elevation of from 2000 bright as the blossom of the cusa (grass), who
to 5000 feet; trunk straight, from 60 to 80 feet sprang from Agni (Are) and Maruta.'
high. AVood white, rather open-grained, apparently CUMBI, Tam., Ti:l., Gardenia lucida, yields

not very good, but the outside wood only was the Dikainilli or Cumbi-pisin, a strong, disagroe-

examiuM. Under the microBcoi>e, its longitudinal able-smelling gum-resin, procurable in most Indian

section is very peculiar.— Wiyht; Gihon; Thxo. bazars. It is much used by native doctors os an
CULLEN’S LIQUID, for preserving wood and external application, when dissolved in spirits, for

iron, is a mixture of two measures (by bulk) of cleaning foul ulcers. It is used by some European
coal-tar to one measure of quicklime and one of practitioners in case of worms in children,

powdered charcoal. Liino is freely dissolved in CUMBLI, Hind., also written Kamli, Cumul,
coal-tar, with which it forma a cement which and Camul, and also called Oamcliuc, is from
takes re^ilv to wood, brick, iron, or other build- the Sanskrit Kamal, a blanket, and is a coarse

ing materials, however wet, and which sets with woollen blanket worn by the peosantiy of all

nearly the cohesion of mortar or hydraulic lime. India, and sold at Its. IJ to 100. Cuinblis are

With the addition of the charcoal, mixed in an woven in almost every district of India of the

exceedingly fine sUite, it is found that white ants, wool of the country, which is spun by hand,

which attimk and destroy creosoted wood, were The yarn is sized with the juice of the common
effectually excluded, cjvrbon, it appears, being squill ; the woof is beaten with a hand batten

especially poisonous to them. Six pieces of (in the way that sailoiu adopt in formiDg mats
deodar, or Himalaya pine, were buried in a place for protecting the rigging), no reed being used

;

particularly infested with white ants, three of a finer description of cumbli, of which the sepoy

the pieces being protected by Cullen’s propava- cloaks were fonnorly made, is mamiftictm*ccf at

tion, and tho three others being left in their Bollary or in its neighbourhood. Mysore cumblis

natural state. At the end of live mouths the of superior (piality, in black and white colours,

blocks were dug up, when those which had been arc sold at from Ks. 25 to 100 each
;
ordinary

coated wero found to be as sound as when put sizes, Rs. 4 to 20 each. Hellary cumblis arc well

down, while those which had been left unpro- made, but arc not of so high value as those of

tected wero found riddleil with the perforations of the Mysore district
;
they are G cubits long by 3.

the ants. The cumbli is usually made in pieces of two or

In the case of iron, creosote is believed to be a three feet broad, and live or six or more long,

complete protection in ordinary soils, but in salt- and generally very coarse, of a dark or black

petro soils is said to bo of no use whatever. Six colour. Sometirnca, however, they are manu-
pioces of thin iron were buried, three being coated factored larger and liner, and striped or B[>ottod

with Cullen’s preparation, while tho others were black and white. I'herc may be some connection

left ns they were cut from the original plate
;
the between the Sanskrit word Kamal and tho Grecian

coated iron was completely protected for the time Chlamus and tho I^atin Chlamya. It is barely

tried, whereas the pieces put down in their ordi- possible, also, it may not be unconnected with tho

no^ state were found to have been much rusted. Arabic Kam is, from which wo have the Italian

(jULLUKA, an ancient Hindu commentator on Camicia, tho Hortngucse Camisii, and tho French

the book of Menu, tho Hindu lawgiver. Chemise. The Chlamys was generally, like tho

CULTIVATORS of tho soil in British India Cumbli, made of wool, and in shape it was much
are known as tho ryot and the zamimlar, the the same, being half the brc«adth of its length,

former bein^ an Arabic word, tlio latter from tho A similar oonncctioii may perhaps exist between

Persian. Tlio Tibetans style them Glupa. In the Pemiaii and Hindi Siiya, tho I.atin Sagum,
In^a, th‘e chief cultivating races arc the Jat, Kapa, and the modern Spanish Saya. Good cumblis arc

Khasaa, Kunbi, Kurmi, Mala, AVakkala, Vallalar, mado in Ulwar, and in the nciglibourhood of

and the bulk of them are co-proprietors with tho Meerapur in J^Icerut. 'J’he Sansla cumbli of Moorut

rulers. Menu says cultivated land is the property sometimes sells as high as 26 rupees. It is made
of him who cut away, the wood, or who cleared of the wool of lambkins, shorn about three days

and tilled it,—an ordinance binding on the whole after their birth.

—

KUiot^ Glonif.; Hindu
Hindu race, and which no international wars or Jn/untidde^ p. 105 .

conquest oould overturn. In Bengal, a man with CUMBUM, a town in lat. 16° 84' 16" N., and
a hdpinp; boy, with a plough and pair of bullocks, long. 79° 91' E., in the enstern part of the

will cultivate as much ns three acres, or even moi*o. Kurnool district
;
has a tank of 16 miles ciroum-^

Throughout India their crops are designated by fercncc, formed by damming up the Gundla Kama
the seasons at which they occur, as Bhoduwi, river.

Kharif, Rabi.—ToiTs Rujasthan^ i. p, 496. See CUMIN. Tlic black cumin of Scripture is the

Am^ulture
;
Crops ; Soil. Nigella sativa, the of Hippocrates and

OUMBHA, in Hindu astronomy, the solar Dioscorides. The Helleborus niger, however, has

sign Aquarius. In explanation of the analogy also been named cumin.
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